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Notices

Monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia are distinguished by a chaplet
of stars against the title. The term European Pharmacopoeia, used without
qualification, means the Tenth Edition of the European Pharmacopoeia
comprising, unless otherwise stated, the main volume, published in 2019, as
amended by any subsequent supplements and revisions.

Patents In this Pharmacopoeia certain drugs and preparations have been included
notwithstanding the existence of actual or potential patent rights. In so far
as such substances are protected by Letters Patent their inclusion in this
Pharmacopoeia neither conveys, nor implies, licence to manufacture.

Effective dates New and revised monographs of national origin enter into force on
1 January 2022. The monographs are brought into effect under regulation
320(2) of the Human Medicines Regulations 2012.

Monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia have previously been
published by the European Directorate for the Quality of Medicines &
HealthCare, in accordance with the Convention on the Elaboration of a
European Pharmacopoeia, and have been brought into effect under the
Human Medicines Regulations 2012, as amended, and the Veterinary
Medicines Regulations 2013, as amended.
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2022 General Notices IV-3

Part I

C. The Brit[;h Pharmampoeia comprises themtire text within th~Pltblicatiim. TIlt
word 'tJ!ficUJl' is used in the PharmacopoeiJ, to signify 'of the Phqnnacopoeia'. It
applies to airy title, substance, preparation, method.or statement included in the
general nolices, mtJnographs and appendices of the Pharmacopoeia. The .
abbreViation for British Pharmacopoeia isBP.· . C

. • c - _ _ _

European Monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia are reproduceo in this edition
Pharmacopoeia of the British Pharmacopoeia by incorporation of the text published under

.the direction of the -Council of Europe (Partial Agreement) in accordance
with the Convention oil the Elaboration of a.Eu~opean Pharmacopoeia
(TreatySeries No'c32.(l974) CMNDc5]63) as amended by the Protocol to
ili~ Conventionc(TJ:eaty.Senes J'.I.o~MISC;16 (1990) CM@ 1133). They
ace inciu!le.d.fortlie_conveilierice of users of-the British Pharmacopoeia. In

. Cases ofdoubt ordispute.reference should be made tothe.Council of
Europe lext.

.. *** Monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia are distinguished by a
__';. : chaplet ofstars against the title and-by reference to the European

*** Pharmacopoeh\ monograph number included immediately below the .
·.title jriitalics.•Th~ beginning and end of text front the European .

_ -c. ~Phaima89poeiaa!~ denoted by nieans.ofhorl?ontal lines witilthe symbol
--- ~.'- --~.'1;WIiuF ranged left andi1ght; iespec~:V<'Itc;-":.c-~c_'••c____:: _0 ._•. c.. __ .

ThigeI1eral provision~ofthe European PharmaCopoeia-relating to
_ differenr tYPes of.dosagefoinlljIe-included.ih.the lI]lpropnate general -
. mono'graphin ihatse<ition o:!'.the Brlt:ishPjIarmacQPj)~iileniitled~~: __:c;[.

- Monogiapbs: Formulated Prl:patafiOIis. These general provisions applyto -
alI C!osage forms of the typ_ei:lefined, whether:oinot anihdividuar _
dJ.o!iogr.aph is included m-the British Phairrillco-Ifoeia.~lJ)additiofi;the:c,

·pr6VisiohS ofthe European Pharmacopoliia GertetalMo!iograph for- _ --"
- -, PhanUac~utii:alPreparations~pplytOllli dosage fonns,whei:heror not an:
: -- .individ~al monogrnph is included iritfie British PhanUacopoeia. .

Texts of the European Pharmacopoeia are "ovlimed-I>y.the:def[~ral.
Norice~ of the BuropeanPhsrmacopceia, These are reproduced.ss Part III
of these notices. - -
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IV-4 General Notices 2022

Part.II-

Thejol/c-,dnggeneral notices app/yto the.stawmems made in the_monographs of·
the, British Pharmacopoeia other than those reproduced from t,w European

· Pharmacopoeia and to-the stasemenumade in theAppendices of th; British
.Pharmacopoeia other than when a'method, test _or other matter described in ~n
appendix is invoked in a monograph reproduced from thiEuropean
Pharmacopoeia.

!

,
-,,

--'.-- ~ ~ '---. ,-

Official Standards The-requirements stated in the monographs of the Pharmacopoeia apply to
articles that are intended for medicinal use but not necessarily to articles
that may be sold under the same name for-other purposes. An article
intended for medicinal use that is describ~(Lby means ofan officiill title _

.must comply with~therequiremenis ()(t!re-relev~ntmoriogr-"pn. A ~-~ - ~- - 
formulated preparation inust comply throJighoutlts assigned shelf-life
(period of validity). The subject of any other monograph mustcotnply
throughQudts periodof use.~-~_ _ --_ . _ -

A monograph is.to be construedin accordance-with any general 
monograph or notice or any appendix,-noteorother explanatory material
that is- contained in.this edition andthat is applicable to that monograph.

-A1rsiatemenrscolllaitled. in '!he mon()graphs~ exceptwhete .a ~pecific general
_~oti~e'iIfdjca!es othepvise;'and .witht1!e'~iception~given below) constitlit(. -- 
. siaridal'c\SJob!le officialahJ,cle8,: ~aiti~l~is not~ Ofpharma-!:OpOe]al quality _
-_unlesi it -tomplleS\vitIi. all of the requrrements:stated:This doesnotimp[y
o tha.d ma'nUfacturer-ls obliged toperJ'ofu1~aHthhestsiricalJlortogr;aph in"

_-- , orQ~~to.J\ssess cOrllpllan~e~with the.ilia~acofoeia before ret~a~e-of a
- pl'odu.ct. Th'e !Dllnufactui"el' may assur -,c~ff that-a produplis of~ -
"-Phal'maC()poeiajqri~ljt)'py othet,tnean _ Ca'ij,ple, from 'data ,derived -"

<r]:Jj~l,f:~~~~~J%:,~~t~;:ctti~::~:ticfr~~!to~~ss• ~ .- .' - __
: lI,PprQpd41l;ciiclJmstimcesjs mUl! not.preclljde:dl;>y the rieed.tot:pinply·witti _
-·tIid)hafu'iiicopoeia~·The'geiieral h:orlce:on.1\ssays ~d Testslndica'tei that. ~ ~

, '~n~jytical ~eth()ds other thail.Those"desC"rllied in the Phaimacopoeiamaybe ' ..
-'.-,_~_ ," ,_ ',' -:- >.__ '..' ~_ ;c-- - _. -' - __ - _- .' :<,,"">:'';'::',- ,. .'.,. -;,:,-:~<,,::,_._; ." _,,/_ •.-:--, -'.' _ - __ ..,," ".x/:"'-;' -'.' , .,'"

· employed for rounne purposes __c. __--,C-",,_-: ._.c _' - -. _--, .-- _

· ~ 'Re~Uir~jJ;eIitg iii rilopoiriR~.sh~~;J}e~-Kff~~dto'p,foV1de' ipprop~ate "
limit~tjonof potentialimpurities rather tbaiito p(ovide agmns! all 'possible ,

-irnp:\!iines, Mlitel'ialJouiid:to ,contaIn'an iiiipuiity not.ddectabk!,y ineans~
ofth~ prescribed ~e~ts is not ofph,ari:iJ.FcOp()eiaiquality;fft1j~nlltui:'e or" '

. 'amoti:nt~f tire impUritY-found is inc ' ble witl.\~goba p" a-tical;

"Ilr~i~~i~~;ol~rt~~~ie~JJr·~~en·t~~f~i~;D. . ,',~';.'
'Prod~~tion; Characteristics; Storage, i.a ~i!ing pr:Actfon and'u~eis defuJ.ed;
within the generaLnoticetelating totherelevan(headlng.1nadditiori to any _
excepnonsindicated by olle of the geneialnotices I'eterredto above,tbe - "
foliowmlH5artsoh tnonollr~ph;dOriot c;on~ntlllestandards:Ca)a graphic,or
molecular:fomiula given'at the be~gofil rnonoilraph;~) a'molecular-
weight; (c). a Chemical Abs,trlitts;Service Registry Number; Cd) _any. ',' "

_iilformation given at the end of a monograph concemillg impurities mown ; ~' 
to be limited by that monograph; (ejinformation in any annex to a

, _.'r, .
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General Notices IV-S

monograph. Any statement containing the word 'should' constitutes none
mandatory advice or recommendation.

The expression 'unless otherwise justified and authorised' m-eans tharthe
requirementtn question.has.ro be met, unless-a competent authority,_,-,-

. authorises a modification or exemption where justified in a particular case..
'.The term 'competent authority' means the national, supranational or
. international body or organisation vested with the authority for making
'decisions concerning the issue in question. It may, for.example, be a
licensing authority or an official control laboratory: For-afOrnlulated

. preparation thatis the subject of monograph inethe British Phannacopoeia -
_any jusJified andauthorised modification to; or exemption from, the
'requirements of the relevant general monograph of the European
Pharmacopoeia is stated in the individual monograph. For example, the
general monograph for Tablets requires that Uncoated Tablets, except for
chewable tablets, disintegrate within 15 minutes; for Calcium Lactate
Tablets a time of 30 minutes is pennitted..

Many of the general monographs.for; formulated preparations include
.-' statements andrequirements additional to those of the European ..

,,-)harmacoj:lOeia thlltllre applicable to the .individ~al monogr,aphs of the
British Pharmacopoeia. Such statements and requirements ,apply to all
moriographs for that dosage form included in the Pharmacopoeiaunless
otherwise illdicated in the individual monograph;
- Where a monograph on' a biological.substance or preparation refers_ to a

-strain, ..a test, a method, a substance, -etc., using dle .qualifications 'stlitable'
_or 'appropriare'without'further definition in me text, the-choice of such .'
strain, test, method, substance,-';tc.; is made in~accordance with any :.

--.:- ',' :':' . -'" - - -.'.-" ~----i <- ". -"_---~-;:--_---_--, -:_--"'-~ _~- ~:-- '."'.'-,,'-
mternauona~agree.tT\ents_.o'tnat1.OnaLregulaUOIl~ affecung the SUl:>le~~~cc_'

concerned, ' '. ' -,-- , - . , . -
.-

- :""--'-

. ;_J

Expression-of
Standards

Where 'the st~'D.dard for the content of a Sll~tance 'des};rlbed in a ....
monograph is expressed in terms of the cheDticalformula for that substance

, an uppe'rlinlit exceeding 100% may be stated: Such an lIpper limit applies 
to the result of the assay calculated in.terms ofthe equivalent conientoftli~
specified chemicalformula, For example, the -statemenf'contains not less
than 99.0% and not more than 101.0% of C2oH24N202,HCI' implies that
the result ofthe assay is not less than 99.0% and not more than 101.0%, .
calculated in terms of the equivalent content of C2oH24N202,H'CI..

-
~ , ". _-h_~_.
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IV-6 General Notices 2022

Where the result of an assay or test is required to be calculated with .
reference to the dried, anhydrous or ignited substance, the substance free
from aspecified solvent or to the peptide content, the determination of loss
on'drying,'.water,content, loss on. ignition;' content of the specified solvent
or peptide content is carried out by themethod prescribed in .therelevant
test in the monograph. . .

. Temperature The Celsius thermometric scale is used in expressing temperatures.

c' Weights and
., "Measures

---- -

Atohrlc Weights

-.The metric system of weights and measures is employed; SI Units have'
. generally been'adopted. Metric measures are required to have been
graduated at 20° and all measurements involved in the analYtical operations
of the Pharmacopoeia are intended, unless otherwise stated; tobe made at

. that.temperature. Graduated glass apparatus used in analytical operations
should comply with Glass A requirements of the appropriate International
Standard issued by the International Organization for Standardization.The

'abbreviation for litre is 'L' iliroughollfth~-Phannacopoeia.'

The atomic weights adopted are the values given inthe Table ofRelative
Atomic Weights 2001 published by the International UnionofPure and
Applied Chemistry'(Appendix XXV). . .

. Constant Weight The term' 'constant weight',-used irt relation to the process of drying or the
'processof ignition, 'means that two consecutive weighings donQLdiffer by
'more than 0.5mg, thesecond weighmg being made after an additional'

:- -period ofdr'yiDg or ignition umfefthe specified conditions apPl'opriate to
'the natul'ejmd quantitfof tJ1.e re.sid\le~(Hl~ur: is uS\la1ly suitable). ,. .

_ .. " ,- -- -.' ,-: - - '\ -'. - '. ',.- ~ __ -.:c:.

, '

Expression!!f .'Thetelm 'per ce,Qt'-il; more'usually the sYJI!bof'%' is used with one of fo.ur
crCO.l1.;e.~tmt:ions' .-different mean!itgs in the -expression-ofconcent(ations Jlccording to '

circumstancea-In order'that, the meaninlP6'be,attached to .the expression
in each instance is Clear; the followingno(~tioh.iS used: " "._ '.-

.- 'Per cent w/w(%~w/w)(percentage:~e.lght~Jn Weight)e.xpresses.the
numbei' of grams of ~ohite in HlOg-:bfpr6ducC ..",' . . '

: Percentw/v-.(% ~/vj- (petcel\tage 'weight in volume) expresses the
. ,~: ri~ber~tgr;msof soluJi!n 100-nlf;ofproduct. . . ..... '" ..' .

. . . ,. - Per cent vlv (% vlv)'(Jl~rCentage volum'ri ill. volume) eXPresses the
number of millilitres ofsolute !it' 100,itiL of product.', ,'. '

Pei cent v/w (%.v/W) (pereentagevolumeih:weight) expresses.the ..
. . number of millilftresof sohite in 100 gof product. . ..

. '.' Usually the~trength ofsollltions of solids in liquids is expressed as' -
C percentage weight in voluniC1,of liquids iir liquids as percentage volume-In

_ volume-and-of gases inliqUl4sas perceptageoweightin weight; . .
When the concer(tiationof a sohiiioti-it expressed as part~per million

(ppm), if means weigh, inwdght, unIes~otherwise specifi~d.· .
,_ - When the conceiltrati6!!Q'f a'~olutlohi'-expressed as parts of dissoived

substance iii 'parts of the solution, it means partS- by w~ight. (g) of a solid in 'c ..
p;rtS by vol\nneJIlli:.) of the final solutloriror partsbjivOlun\e-'(mL)of a .' c

-v liquid'in parts by volume (mL) of the final solution; or parts by weight (g)
•, of a gas iIi parts by wef~t (grof thefinaCsolution. .

'c C When the concentration of a solution is expressed in molarity designated
bYthe -sYmbol M preceded by anumber, it denotes the number of moks'Of

'- :
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2022 General Notices ~ IV-7

'the stated solute contained in sufficient Purified Water (unless otherwise
, stated) to produce 1 litre of solution.

Water Bath ~ The term 'water bath' means a bath of boiling water, imless water atsome ~

~ other temp,etantre is indicated in the text. An alternative form of heating ,
may be employed providing that the required temperature is approximately

'maifltained but nor exceeded. ~~ ~'. ' ~

.Reagents The reagents required for the assays and tests of thePharmacopoeia are
defined iii, appendices. The descriptions set' out in the appendices do not

,imply that the materials are suitable for use ill medicine.

. " - -- -,' -

Indicators Indicators, the colours of,which change over approximately the same range
of pH, may be substituted for one.another but in the event of doubt or
dispute as to the equivalence of indicators for a-particular 'purpose, the

~ indicator specified in the text is_alone authoritative. :
The,quantity of an indicator solution appropriate for .use in acid-base

rirrations.described in assays or tests is 0.1_mL unless otherwise stated in
'the text." ,~" . "
An~ solv,ent require<lln an assayor test in whichanindicat()ris specified

is previously neutralised to the,indicator, unless a blank test is prescribed.

Caution Statements A number: of materialsdescribed, in the monographs and some of the ,
reagents specified for use in the assays and testsof the Pharmacopoela may
be injurious-to health unless adequate precautions are taken. The principles

, o(goodlaborarory practice and tlie provisiclns:uhhY appropriate- ~ '~ ~~ = ~

regulations such as tboseissued in the. Uniteq)<ii\gdomln accordance with'
th,eHe,althcand S3fetyat Work ,t;;. Act,1974sh()wd be.observed at all times:' ,

, iii 2arry1ng'out the 'assay~ aiidtesis of thePharmacopoeia. ~ ,
, ~ .Attentionis'drawn,to!5articular haz'ards'in certain'monographs by means,

,: .of.an.italicised statementjtheabsence ofsuch 'a'statement should'not
.howeverbe t~~en to mean that no hazard' exists. ' _,' .

-, "

~ .~ Titles ~ Subsidiarytid~s, where included, have tlie same signifi~ance-as the main
titles.:Ari abbreviated title constructed inaccordanee with the directions

,giveil'in App'ertdix XXI A has the same sigrnfio~nc(;as th~ main tide. ~ .~. '~
~ ',Titles that-are derived by the suitable inversibn of wor& of alnaih. o~·

~ subsidiary ti'tle, with the addition of a preposition :if ;ppropriate,a~,also
official titles.-Thus, the followirig'are all official tides: AspirinTablets,
Tablets. <if Aspirin; Atropine Injection,IDiection of Atropine.

Atitle of'a 'form;;lated preparation tha.t'iiii:ludtis the full rionpropnetary ~
'name ofthe-active ingredient or ingredients, where this-is-notincluded in

~ ~'thnitle'ofthe monograph, is alsoan officialtiij~.Fo~example, the title
Promethazin"e HY9rochioriae~Orili SolutionJ;~~, the same significahce as
Promethazm-e'Dial'Solutiollahd the title:Brompheniramin~Maleate Tablets
has°the"sinie significance as 'Brompheniramiii.eT:ibleri' ,~ '~

'Where tIle English title, at the,head of a monograph in the European ~
Pharmacopoeia is different from that at the head of the text incorporated
into the BiitlshPharmacopoeia, an Approved'SynonYJIl has beencreated on
the reCTmmtendation of the, British Pharmacopoeia Cominission. 'Approved

. Synon'yms have the same significance as the main tide and are thus: official
titles. A cumulative list of such Approved Synonyms is provided in ..
Appendix XXI B.

< -~--
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~ IV-8 General Notices 2022

Where the names of pharmacopoeial substances, preparations and other
materials ~ occur in the text ~they are printed with capital initial letters and ~

- this indicates that materials of Pharmacopoeial quality must be used. Words ~
in the text thatname areagenror other material, a physical characteristic' <it
a process that is described or defined- inan appendix are printed in italic
~type, for example, methanol,abiorbance, gas chromatography, and these imply
compliance with the requirements specified in the appropriate appendix. :-

'----

Chemical Eormulaec:;When the chemical composition orim~ (jffi~ial substance is-known or~
- ~ generally accepted, the graphic and mokcillar formulae, the molecular

~ weiglir and the 'Chemical Abstracts Service Registry Number are normally
given at the beginning of the monograph for information. This information
refers to, the chemically pure substance and is not to be regarded ~as ~ an ~
indication of the purity of the official material. Elsewhere, in statements or
standards of purity and strength arid ill descriptions of processes ofassay, it
is evident from the context th-at ti1e formulae denote the chemically pure
substances." _ --- - .:. - - -'---~

Where-the absojute_stereochemlcalconflgUration is specj/i~d,-the ~ ~

International UniOn of Pure an<:1'AppjiecCChemistry (IUPAC) ~/S and BIZ
systems of designation have been used: If the substance is an enantiomer of-
unknown absolute.stereochemistry the sign of theoptieal rotatioh~-~S ~

determined in the-solvent and under-the conditions specified in the ~

~- monograph, has been attached to the systematic name. An indication of
.: sign of rotation-has also been given where this is incorporated-in a .trivial ~~~ ~

, -.~ ~ ~'-name,mat appears ()n an IUPACprefejred list,' ,C - ,'- ~ _ -~

~ All amino acids, except iIicilJe, have tli,ei.-c~nfiguration unless otherWise
indicated. The three-letter and-ori€~lettersymbolsused-for JUnino-acids iii

~ peptide and protem. sequences are1liose recommen(Jed by the Joint ~ -:
d,:omrnission {jrl -Blochemica(Noroe-ritlature~of theInternational ~niof[oC _ '

,'Pure and Applied Chemistry and1:lieInternational Union of Biocliemistr}i,
.~anCi~_MolecultifBiology.· --;,-:;tt' __ _ _ ~- '--'-0-:'

Intllegrapliic formulae theIollow~gabbreviatio;"sare 'used:

-Me.
nt
pi
PI"
BUi~ ~

.: -GH; :-~
~ ~--CH2Gf{3

-CH(CH3h
--CHiCH2CH,
-CH2CH(CH3h

, -Bu':
Bu'

C Bu'
Ph
Ac

-:-CH(CH3)CH2CH' ~~- s-,

--~GH2C!r2CH2CH3- -'
~ ~~C(CH3h

-C6Hs -" 
"COCHi

DefiID!i~~
"-C-'_ -,

Statements given under the heading Definition consTItute an official ~ ~ -~ - 
~ definition ofthe substance,-pteparation \lr'otherarticletliat is the subjectof' ~

the monograpli. Thq constituteins'tni~ii~,ns,oi requirements and ar~ ~-
~ riiandat~iy in: naNr!C. ..~ c" ~ ~ __ ~".;

Certain medicinal or pliarmaceuncIil,substances'anCi-otliei artIcles are C _

defined py. reference to a 'particular ~et!iod 9f~manuf~c_Ulr~.-A,~ta~emerit' --
that-a substance or article it-prepared,oI obtained by a certainmethod
constituteS'pattoftheol'ficia-1 definition-and implies that other methods are..
not permitted, A statement thata substance may beprepared or obtained byC
a certainmethod; however, Jndicates:thatThis is one possible method and~~' '~
does not imply that other methods ate proscribed.

__ '---_, ~ :c.- -
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Additional statements concerning the definition of formulated
preparations are given in the general notice on Manufacture of FOCmulateil
Preparations.

r:
_..=c-;-'--.-, '.-- .,------

Production Statements iiven under the heading Production draw attention C to particular
aspects of the manufacrurinKptocess but.are not necessarily, comprehensive.

. They constitutemandatory instructionsro manufacturers, They. may~relate,'
, C .: '.' for example, to source materials, to the' manufacturing process itself and its

validation and control, to ill-process testing or to iestingthat is to lie
, carried out by the mailUfacturer on the final product (bulk material or

dosage form) 'either on selected batches-or on each batch'prior to release.
.These statements cannot necessarily be verified on a.sample of the final.
product by an independent analyst, The campetennuthority may establish
thar the instructions have been followed, forexample, by examination of

.data received from the manufacturer, by inspection or by testing
appropriate samples: . .
, The absenceof a section on Production does not Imply that attention to .'
features .such as~tbQ~-,eferredtoaboveis noCte'luired.A subsrance.. , .

. preparation or article described.in a monograph of the Pharinacopoeials to
be manufaCtured in-accordance with the pririCiples of good manlifacturlDg
practice and in accordance withrelevant international agi:eemenrs'and '.
supranational.and national regulations'governing medicinal products.

Where irI the section under the headkigProdl.lction a.monogiaph,ona' .
vaccine defines thec"ara~teristics of the vaccine strain to. be used,-my test:

. - methods give~ for confirmingthesech~racte~isti~sa~e~oVided ,as exan11l1es
•.•Ce- c:. --.~"·~.-rsuitableiriethods. The use ofthese metlrods~is Il.~t m~ndatory: - .

. Adilitional statements :i:ohceiiiing'the productionof foni1U~at.!'d' ._
preparations are given irithe genera(noti~eon ManUfa~t\ife ofFormulated '

.~ ~ : Preparations. . -'."c
:~~ '.~

Manufa~i-UJ..~~f Attention is_drawn to the need to ;;bs~n;e acleqllat~ hygieriic precautio/ls in ,,'
.Forinidate-d _ ,the preparation and dispensmg of pharmaceutical formulations; The .
'I'rep~.ations principles of goodphaimiclmrlcalmilOUfacrurfug pr~cticesh()'uldbe

"~'-- observed.',' '.' --,-- ," ~",.,' , '- ~ ,.. - .'

, The Definition in cert~iiimonographs'for pharmac-eti!ical preparations"is' ,
given interns of the principaLin&r~dients'Only. Any ingtc:dient; ofu-,{r1:h~'D.',

" .those included.in the Definition; must comply, wLth the'generaLnotice on.'~ c

Excipientsand the prod1ict mus! CQ,rllorin With the Pharma,copoeial '
~ requirements.:' . . ' . . ."','...

- The Definition !nother monographs forpharmac~utiCal preparatiol1s is, '
presented as afull fonriUla': No deviation from tliecs'taied'formula.is "

. ~ermitted excepti:hose~jlowedbyt:l1e general noticeSo~ Colouring Age~ts _ ,
lind Antimicrobial presei-vati'le~:--.Whefe'~dditionl!llY1fjrections are given" '.,,'
under the headllliExtefuporaneousPreplfrationthes~llre intended for the' ,c

"'extemp~~aii~ous prepa;~tlonof r~lativefy sm~ICqiJantides=for short-term' ,
','supply and use,Wheriso~prepared, nodevlation ffoftCme state'ddirections

.is permitted. If, however,'such a pharmaceutical preparati6nis
manufactured on 'a larger scale With the illtention that it may be stored,

. deviations from the stated'directions are- permitted provided thatth-e final
, . product meets the followmg criteria:' '. " ,

,(I) compliance with all <iftbe requirements stated in the monogtaph;

__ ...._h___ C -_ ,-__ ..
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(2) retention of the'essential characteristics of the preparation made strictly
in accordance with the directions !lfthe.Phatmacopoeia: '. -,

. Monographs for yet other pharmac~uticajpie1>arations·includeboth a'
Definition ill terms ofthe principal U;gr:eai~nlSand;under:thesid~heading.
Extemporaneous Preparation; a' full fOiini;liltogether (\lith, U;~ome cases,
directions for their preparation. Such fUll form,uilie and.directlons -are _

· intended for the extemporaneous preparll):iori:or relatively smal(quantities
for short-term supply and use. When'soprepared, ho'deviationfrol1).the
st~ted formula and directions is perniltte.d.'-If; however, such a ' . -'

,- -- -- -- -- " - - ',. - _: ~ --.-" -~' '. - ".- - - - '

pharmaceutical prepararionis manufactu,rid on a larger scale-with tlie' _
intention that it may be stored; deviations'from the. formula and directions
stated Under the heading Extemporaneous Preparation are permitted .
provided that any ingredient, other than those included in the Definition, ."

· complies with the general notice on Excipients and that the final product
meets the following criteria:. ,. _ . . .

(1), accordance with. the riefuution stated in the monograph;'
· (2) 'compliance With all or th~ 'req\lrrements staled iii the i;D.onograph; '-., '.

,-- ,-:-- _~. :,-,-'>-:: " _'.'- ~-~~.c :;_>__ -:~-' -- -:-;-?-'~:'i;--l-:<-;-':'---:-~"'------ ':-._.'-' -_:.':-"_:--:"~'_- ~'---_:~~,-!._--.-.-:~.,

(3) - retention-of the essential characteristics of tile preparation made strictly
. In accordance with the formula:alla. atreciions of.the PhamlaC9Poela.•
In the manUfacture of any ofliciaIRie1:laration on a large scale with the

intention that it should Be stored, in' additiori to following any instrUction
. 'under the heading Production, it is necessary to'ascertain that the product

is satisfactory with respect to its 'physicafan-a ~hemical stability and its state" ,
_ ofpreservation over the, claimed snelf- ife:This: ~ppliesirrespectiveof, '-.

- - ' whether the;formula'of the Pliarmit::6' _,dany mstr1lctiQn.sgi~eIl]Hide!" '
':'~~--:=-=: ~~-.o . ' , "_the headiOgExtemporaneous l'reP';;Clitli.I.> 'foitow~d preciselyof. _~ ,

.• ' ,~. '-. 2 : '." '- ,,'mlfdified. Pro.vided~that ihep;epataliQn~li1isbeen .shown to be stable'in
,_.~,~:; , : " other respects,- detenor~tioft .due t(rtill~o6i.al contamiriation maybe' ,

'. ' ...inhi~ii:ed:by the in~orporationof a s91ia6ie linlJ'ffi-fciobiafpreservative. In
,;;~. ' s\lchcirc!iffistances the l~bel statef~V;ti -"testoiage con<jiticfns,--tI1edate'

'''-~ , ..aft~r whicli the products!i.olnd n-oLo' 'an,!'thddentitj and'
,.c,,'.' - .concentration -o(th-e:'antlmicrobialciv~.· " , '-

- -,c ->-- ,

- ~ Ii~esh1~and -:-=rue dfrectiOli, given Under thehea, ~mpoiaDe9Ulil'iepar;ri~ri;'lb:a:ta~
Rec~~i1yPrepa~Eid' preJ?arationfuus~ be freshly prepared[.~1h~atestll~tjtmtist beinade ,not';
, .-'~- : .' , more than 24 hours before it is issueo.(ofcllse.,The direction that a

.~.. , :, Y preparation ,should be r~centli.prep~ed'iiidicate. that deterioration is likely
-ot. _",_~(--;-_-._ .• '_'.,.,.:"'-"-., _: ',.,' :'-" '. __ :-.--,,' ~j.c,~"F-,,:.='"\'},;:... __" '. ,_, _,-. - ·.'-'-,c-',-,

S -if the preparation is stored for'longet' '~,' out 4 weeksat 15°,to 25°. .:
• -, .'_ __ • - -'- __'-- .,' 0 C'" ' - - -

, -

- -~--__0-

- ".~,~~...:

Water ,The term water used without q~alifii::ation.inforniulae for form~lated
-preparations. means either potabkw~~~:tt~shiy'drawn:direct from the .

. , public supply and suitable for drinkUii,()I freshIy' boiled and cooledPurifled
Water. The latter should be used ifi1le~public supply is from a local storage
tank or if the potable water is unsUitable for a.particular preparation. .

• _'. = - c,';"·.'., _ _ _'. - -'

- i

" ""'-.::: " ~-

--:.::-,' ~~_;:~~~!i-JJr:~J~_~~_
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Excipien t s

'~,- --

Colouring Agents

General Notices IV-11

Where an excipient for which there is a pharmacopoeial monograph is used
in preparing an official preparation it shall comply with that monograph.
Any substance-added in preparing an official preparation shall be-:-

-innocuous, sha:llhave-no adverse influ-ence on the therapeutic efficacy-of the
-, activdnWcedients and shall '.'-ot interfere with the assays and tests of the,

Phamlacopoeia. Particularcare should be-taken to ensure thatsuch': --
substances are free from harniful organisms. - -

-If in-a monograph for afonnulated preparation defined by means of a full .
.formula a specific.colouring agent Of agents is prescribed, suitable -~ _
_alternatives approved in the country concerned may be substituted.

--=---,

Antimicrobial -When the term 'suitable antimicrobial preservative' is used it is impliedthat
Preservatives the preparation concerned will be effectively preserved according to the'

appropriate criteria applied and interpreted 'IS-described in the test for
efficacy of aniimicrobialpreservation ,(Appendix XVI C). In certain
monographs -for formulated preparations defined by means of a full formula, 
-it specific anqlbjcrobiahtgent,oragellts may be llrescribed; suitable
-alternatives ma.y be substitutedprovided iliat their identity and
conceilfrationarestated on the label.

Characteristics _ Statements given under the heading Characteristics are not to be
interpreted in aCslti~t sense and are not to be regarded as official -_
re-quirements. St;item,ents on taste are provided only: in-cases-where this
property isa-gqide-fo- the acceptability'ofthemateria:1 (for example,

_ material-use~,pnmarily fo~J1avouiing), J'hesramsb[ slatehtents on -
--~ solu1?iliry is given in the general noticeo.n:~olubiliry. -. - - -

Solability _Statements onsolubility givenull(ler the heading
Characteristics-are intended as"iDformationon the: approxunate solUbIlity at
a temperature_between IS" and"iSo,.tinless otherwise stated, and'are.not to._
be considered as official requirements,' _ ~ .~ ,

- Statements given under headings such asSolubility in et:llanol-express'
exact~equi~eine';'t;and constitute :part of theSt~aaids;forthe ;tib~tan~e~ -
-uriderwhich theyoccur. -_ - --

i:h~followIDgrable.indicatcs the meanings of the terms~use(1 in~_ .
statements of approximate solubilities. .

DesJ:Ijpuve terril .

very soluble 
£reMy soluble ..

.. sol~l1le=., . .

. _ spanngly-soluble_

. slightly soluble:

very slightly soluble

practically insoluble

· Approximate yolume of solvent .
irimillililtes per gram of solute'

less than-l

· from 1 to 10
-fr~~ 10 to 30 .

from 30 to 106
. fr~m 100;0'1000

· from 1000;~ 10 000

morethanIn 000

Thetetl11 'partly soluble' :IS used to describe a mi){ture of which only
sonie~ofthe componentsdissolve. . - -- -
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Identification .The tests described or referred to under the heading Identification are not -.
necessarily sufficient to establish absolute proof of identity. They provide a 

- means of verifying that the identity of'the material being examined is in
-accordanc~withthe labelon the-container;" -- - - - - -

Unl~ss otherwise prescribed, identification tests are carried out at a
- temperature between J 5° and 25°.

Reference_spectra Where a monograph refers to an infrared refenence ~ ,
spectrum, this spectrum is provided in a separate section oHhe_, _ _'

o Pharmacopoeia/A sample spectrum is co-nsidered to be concordant with a
reference spectrum if the transmission minima (absorption maxima)- of the
principal bands in the sample correspond in position, relative intensities-and
shape to those of the reference. Instrumentation software may be used to

calculate concordance with a previously recorded reference spectrum.
When tests for infrared absorption are applied to material extracted from-

- formulatedpreparations, strict concordance with the specified reference
spectruni maynot always be-possible, but nevertheless a close resemblance

- between the-spectrum of the extracted material and the-specified reference
spectrum sh9uldbe achieved. _ - -- ~--- - - - -- . 0 _0 - •

- -"

Assays and Tests The assays atidtests~describedare me official methods .upon which the
_standards of the Pharmacopoeia depend. The _analyst is not precluded from

---employing alternative methods, including methods.of rriicro-analysiscin any
assay or test if ids known that the method used will give It result of _-
equivalent accuracy, Local reference materials may be- used for routine . 

:_analysis,-provided that these.a!e calibratedagainst theoffiCiar--reference
- materials. it! the event of c\oul5tor dispute;the methods of a~alysis; the_,
'-reference materials~and the reference sp~ctraofthePhaimacQPoeIa~re-

- -alone authoritative; -: _- -
o Where -tIiesolvent.used for a solution-is not named,-tJie'solvent is:'

cPUrified Water. - - - - c - - -

unless ometwi;e prescribed, the assays and tests are carried out-at a 
- -temperatur~be~~enr50~~d250'-"~\:~=- -- - 0_, _

_ 0 _Ateriiper1\ttfreiil a test for Loss-on drying, where no femperaturt: range:_..
-- -is given,)rnpIies araitge of ±2°~ab()ut the stated value: - - -

- Visual comparative- tests, unless otlierwise-piescribed;are carried out'
_using identicaltubes of~olourless, transpareht;neutral glass with aflat
base. The volumes of liquid prescribed are for use with tubes 16-Iririiin __

c_ , _ internal diameter; tubes with a larger intemal diameter IJl~Y be. used but tlie
-,volume of liquid examined must be increased-so that the depth of liquid in

o the rubes is not less than that obtained- when the prescril:Jedvolume of
liquid and tubes 16.rnm iIi internal diameter are used. EquaLvolitmes of.the'

- liquids to be c.~mpared are examined down the vertical aXIsQftllettlbes --
~o~agaitlst.a white backgro~dcorj-ifne'c_e§iai-y,against a l>lack_background. c .

-'The examin~ti9!1is earned oiitlnCdi1fuse~,lignr._c . • - ';:

- . --Where a direction is given that an analytical operation is to be carried out
'in subdued light', precautions should betaken to·avoidexposure to direct
sunlight or other strong light: Where a direction is given that an-analytical
operation is to be. carried out 'protected from light', precaurions should be 
taken co exclude actinic light by the use-of low-acrinic glassware, working in..
a dark room- or siI11i1ar procedures," _ - . _ --

For preparations other rhan those 'of fixed strength, the quantity to be
takenfor an assay-or rest is usually expressed in terms of the active

-ingredient. This means that the quantity of the active ingredient expected to
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be present and the quantity of the preparation to be taken are calculated
from the strength stated on the label.
, ' In assays the approximate quantity to be taken for examination is ' ,
indicated but the quantity actually use-d must not deviate by more -thaf\ '
10% from that stated. The quantitytakenis accurately weighed or
measured and the result of the assay is calculated from this exact -quantity.

-Reagents are measured. and the procedures are carried out witfi an accuracy
commensurate with the degree-of precision implied by the standard stated
for the assay:

In tests the sfated quantity to betaken for examination must be used
unless any divergence can be- taken .intoaccourit In conducting the-test and

c- calculating the result. The quantity-taken-is accurately weighed or measured
with the degree of precision implied by the stand,ud or, where the standard

_ is not stated numerically (for- example, in tests-for Clarity and colour of
solution), with the degree of precision implied by the number of significant
figures stated..Reagents are measured and the procedures are-carried out
with an a-ccuracy ~ommensurate with this degree of pre.dsijin.- ,

_- The limits stated in monographs are based on data obrainedin no~al _
analYtical practice; they take account of normal analytical errors, of 
acceptable variationsin-manufacture and of deterioration to an extent-.:
considered acceptable. No further tolerances ate to be applied tothe limits

_prescribed to determine whether the article being examined complies with
the requirements of the monograph. _

- '_In determining compliance with a numerical Jimit, the calculated result of c

,- il test or assay is firs't rounded to thenumber of signfficant figuresst~ted" " _
unIes~otherwise prescribed. The lastfigUi,e- isit!~re~sed by i when the parte --~.
rejeeteil is~equaltoor'exceeds one lialf:unit,J/ihcJeasii:-isnotmodified-_ -
when me part: rejected is less than a half-liliit. -, - _-_

--Incertairi tcSts,tlie concentration of impurity is given in parentheses
eithei--as:apercentage-or in parts per million by weight (PPI!l). III ,
chroinatographictests-such concentrations:are stated 'as a percentage _ '_

- irrespective of th.e limit: Inother teststhey;are usually stated In ppm unless -__
the limit exceeds-SOD ppm: In those chrQn1atogiaphic:tests in which a
secondaiy'spot or pea\<:.inachtomatogram obtained with -a:soIUllon of the

-- substance-being' examined is described as corr'esponcliIigto-.l1 named: C

--in1~urirY and is compared with a spot or peak ina chiomatogra& 6btailled
-- with II reference solution Qfthe same impurity,: the perCentage given in, -

parentheses indicates the limit for that inJpuriti. In.thoseehromatographic
tests 1ri which a spot--or peak in a chrom-atogram obtaIned wiiha solution of
thesubstanee being examined is described:in terms otherthan as- __

:ccorresponding toa namedimplirity(comnionly, for exarnple,asanY-Cother)
-seiOtUf4JY- spoi Or peak)butis compared with a spot or peak in a _-
_d!fomatogram obtained ,with a.referencesolution of a named impurity; the ,
perc~ntage givenin parentheses indicates~anlrrlpuifty-lirilit expressed lQ c:. ' c

terms of a nominalconcentration of the named impurityrIn _.,
chromatographic tests in which a comparison ii-made--between spots or
peaks in_ chromatograms obtained with solutions of different con~entrations

-- ofthe.substance being examined, the percentage given in 'parentheses
inclicates an impurity limit expressed in tetms of a nolfiinal concentration of
themedi~mal substance itself. In some monographs, in particular1:Iiose for'

-~ certain-formulated preparations, the impurity limit is.expressed in terms of a
iomfual concentration of the active moiety rather than ofthe medicinal
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substance itself. \'V'here necessary for ~cla~ification'~the ter~s in which the
~ limit is expressed are stated within.the monograph.

~ In all cases where an unpurity limiris given in parentheses, the figures
- given-ate-approximations forcinfdrntaiion-only;~conformitywith-the- ~ ~-- ~ ~

requirements is determined on the basis of compliance or otherwise with
the stated test. '; ~

-The use of a proprietary-designation to identify a material used In an
assay or test does 'nor imply that another equally suitable material may nor
be used.

Biological Assays Methods of assay described as Suggested methods are-not obligatory, but c

mid Tests when another method- is used its precision must be not less than that
~ required for the Suggeste-d method. -

For those antibiotics for which the monograph specifies a microbiological
assay the potency requirement is expressed in the mo-nograph in
International Units (lU) per milligram: The material is not of
pharmacopoeial qualitY if the upper ftduei:illimit ofeITJ)r is less than the
stated potency. For s';ch-ailtibiot1esCthe requireapreci~ion of the assay is ~~ ..
stated in the monograph in terms of the fiduciallimits of error about the- '
esrimatedpotency. _

For other substances and preparations .for which the monograph specifies
, a biological assay, unless otherwise .stated, the precision of the assayis such
that the fiducial limits oferror, expressed as a percentage of the.estimated:
potency, are Within a range not wid~&-:thanmat obtained by_multiplying by ,--

, _- a- factor of 10 the square roots of tlie limits given in the monographJar the ~
,- --~ fidu~iallimitsof.ecrr:<>r~about'the-stated potency. : _'~ - _ __

Inall cases fid';i::iallimits of err~r~aie based on ~_ ~robabi!iiyo(95o/.
, (P = 0.95).

Where the-biological assay is being used to ascertain the purity 'of the:, •
~ -- material, the stated-potency~ means' the-potenCy stated:on'tbdabel in tenns'- - ~

--_ OfInternational Units (lU) or 'other Units per gram, per milligram or per; .:
millilitre, When no such statement appears On the label, the stated potency ,~~~
means the fixed or miniJnuinpote.ncyreqriifed in the:rrlonograph~ This --~
interpretation of stated potency applies-in all cases except w!iere me
monograph specifically directs other-wis-e. '_ ' _ - ~ ~ _,

Where the biological assay is bemg used to deterrnine the total activitY-in
~ the-container, the stated potencymeans: the total number' of International:
Units (IU)- Or_other Units _stated on-the label or, if 00 such statemelltc:~_ ::.__- ,~

appears, the total activity calculatedinaccordance with the instructions in~" _
the monograph. - -- - --- - ~

_ ~ Wherever possible the primary-stluidard used:ill an assay ortest-is tIle:~
- respecnveInternational Staodaid:or Reference Prepararlonestablishedbi'
_the: World Health Organlzatioidorintemational use ahd the biological cc~~:

activity is expressedinIntetilili9nai Units (10). ~~. ~ ~ - -c..?:'o::,
~ In other cases, where Units are;reIerredto in an assay or-test, the Unit ~~ --

for a particular sUDstarice or preparatio1\ is, for the United Kingdom, l:h~~ 0

specific biological activity contained in such an amount of the respective _ -- ~

primary standard as the appropriate international or national organisation : .~

~- - indicates. The necessary-information-is provided with the primary standard. ':
Unless otherwise directed, animals used in an assay or a test are heafthy ~~cc

animals, drawn from a uniform stock, that have not-previously bee'n treated ~~
With any material that .will interfere with the assay or test. Unless ~ otherWise ~

stated, guinea-pigs weigh not less than-250 g or, when used ill systemic ,- -
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'toxicity tests,' not less than 350 g. When used in skin tests they are white or
, - light coloured: UriIess otherwisestared, mice weigh not less than i 7 g and

not more than 22 g. " '_ _ '
~ - Certain' of the-biological assays and tests of the Pharmacopoeia are such' ,.

~- - that in the United Kingdom they may bee C!irri~d out only in accordance
_with the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986. Instructions included in
such assays and tests in: the Pharmacopoeia, with respect to the handling of

, animals, are therefore confined fo'those concerned with the accUracy and
. reproducibility of the assay or test. -

~ .- )

Reference Certain'monographs require the use of a reference substance,-a reference
Substances and -preparation or a reference spectrum. These are chosen with regard to their

Reference . intended use as prescribed in the monographs of the Pharmacopoeia.and .
Preparations _are not necessarily suitable in other circumstances. -

Any information necessary for propel' use of the reference substance or
reference preparation is given on the label or in the accompanying leaflet or

.:brochure. Where no dryingconditions are stated in the leaflet.or on- the'
label, the substance is t() be used as-received. No certificate of analysis Of

- other-data not r~levant to-the prescribed use ·oftIle product are provided.
The products are guaranteed to be suitable for use for a period of thre~'
months from dispatch when stored under the appropriate conditions.cThe
stability of the contents of opened containers cannot be guaranteed. Tile
current lot is listed in the BP Laboratory website catalogue, Additional -
information is provided in Supple;nentary' Chapter ill E. -,
.C-hemica(Rejerence Substances' The abbreviation BPCRS indicates
-a Chemical Reference Substance established by the BritishI'halmacopoeia
commission.eThe abbreviation CRSor.EPCRSindicates"a.Chemical
EeferenceSubstan;:e~si;blishedbythe EUropean l'harinllCopoeiJl -,.

, 'Commission. Some Clieinical Reference Substances-are-used for the 
mlc~obiologi~al assai of antibiotics and their activity is stated, i~. :c'. -

- - Iriternittional Units;i>n the label 01' on the ~c<;()mpanyingleafletand defined
_~ __ in1:be~ame manner adorBiQlogic'aj.Referen~ePrepar...tign's. :_ - - ,

, Bibloflical Reference Prepat'ations The' J11ajority of the prunary:
- biological reference preparations referred to are the appropriate
,rniemat1onaiStandards and Reference Preparations establishedoy the

- Worle! H.ealthOrgatiisation. -Because these reference 'materials ire usually 
.avallable OIuy: ln.limited quantities, the European-Pharmacopoeia has
established Biological Reference Preparations (indicated by:theabbreviation

--_.~ BRPorEPBRP) where.appropriate. Where applicab1e, iIle'potency 'of'tIle -
- Biological Reference Preparations is expressed 1tiInternational Units.-For

some Biological Reference Preparations, where an international standard 01'

reference cprepa~atfo6..does notexist, the "potency is expressed in European
Phllttnacopoehr Ullits. " ", "

=-, -~

Storage
_ -~~-r:;' ~~ . 1'. _

Staten-lents under the side-heading Storage consnrure-nori-mandatory
advice. The substan~es and preparations described in the Pha1'l11acopoeia,

," are to be stored ~aetcohditionsthat prevent. contamination"and, 'as falas
possible, deterioration. Unless otherwise stated in"the monograph;, the "
substances and preparations described jn the Pharmacopoeia arekept in
weJ!-closed containers and storedat a temperature not-exceeding 25°."
Precautions that sliQUld be taken in rela-tion to _the effects of the" -
atmosphere, moisture, heat and light:are indicated, where appropriate, in,
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the monographs. Further precautions may be necessary when some
materials are stored in .tropical climates or under other severe conditions. ,

The expression 'protected from"moisture' means that the product is to be
stored in an-airtight container: Care is to be taken when the container-is
opened in a damp 'atmosphere. A low moisture content inay-be maintained, "
if necessary; by 'the use of a desiccant in the container provided that direct

,contact witll the product is avoided. " ' '_ , " :,," ,
The eipr~ssion 'protected from light' means- that the product is to be .

- stored-either in a container-made of.a material that absorbs actinic Iignt
sufficiently to protect .the contents from change induced by such light or in
a container, enclosed ill an outer cover that provides such protection-or

, stored in a place from which all such light is excluded.
The expression 'tamper-evident container' means a closed container fitted

with a device that reveals irreversibly whether the container. has been
.opened.

Labelling The .labelling requirements of the'Pharmacopoeia are noLcomprehen"i"e,'
- -' and -the provisioJis-<;>f regulations issued-in accordance with me

" requirements of the territory in which the medicinal product is to be used
should be met. C , ,,'

, Licensed medicines intended for use within the United Kingdom must
comply with the requirements -of me Human Medicines Regulations '2012,
as amended, in respect of. their labelling and packaging leaflets, together

. - with those regulations for-the-labelling of hazardous materials, ' , ~

, . " Best practic'e guidanceon the labelling-and jJlfckaging ofmedicin~s-fOl' ,=_
-, ,'usein me United Kingdom'advises,that cettaiil.-items ofinfonUationarc-~" 
'. 'deemed-~ri(ica[for:th,safeuse onlle medicine (~ee ~BestPractice ','- -

, " Guidance oft-theL8belliiig and Packagmg of Medicines"isstJed by me
•c. MHRA,2012Y:EurtIler information and guidance,on the labelling of .

,',', " . rnedicirialproducts can he found in Supplementaty ,Chapter I G. _ '
, Such mat&r~ as the: e'iact form ofwordmg to be usea alid 'whether a - --
particular Item ()f iDIoimation should appear on theprima'fyclabel and"---.=.'::."c",

"additionally,' or alternatively; on~me 'package or exceptionally in a leaflet are, 
in'general,-outside the scope of the Pharmacopoeia, WI1en tJ1eterm- 'label'.:::,:: -'

'- is used in Labelling sta-temcllts\>f the Pharmacopoeia; dedsionSas.to where :;--
the particular stllterrient sliotlldappearshould tlieref~re DemadeiU -, . ,
accordance with relevant legislation. ' -

The labeloLevery official ioinl~lated preparation oillerthanthMe of": :,c
, fixed strength.also states the content 'of the active ingredient Or ingredients '

expressed in.the terms.requiredby the monograph. Wlle~me_ tQntenJ of" "':'
.active ingredient is required to be expressed in terms othertIlan theweight
of the official medicinal substance.usedin makmg'the .fannufli'tfonf this-is ' --,

," specifically statedunder:the heading Labelling,: Unless'othe~se statedm' "
• themonograph, thecontent9fth~active ingreai~ili isexpres.sed mctennsoF

the official mediCinal substance used 'in makiftg theformullitlon. ' _'r:
Tliese requirements do not necessarily apply"to unlicensed preparations'

supplied in accordance with a prescription. Forrequiremenisfor unlicensed c _- "

medicines see the general monograph on Unlicensed Medicines.

'I

Action ~d Use The statements given 'under this heading in monographs are intended only ,
as information on the' principal pharmacological actions or the, uses of the

-materials in medicine or,pharmacy. It should not be assumed that the
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~ substance has no other action or use. The statements are hot intended to be
binding on prescribers or to limit their discretion. ~

- ,- ::, " ---

, ~' ,Crude Drugs; Herbal'andcomplementary medicines are clas~ed as'medicines under the Human
Traditi9nal Herb3J.' Medicines Regulations 2012, as amended. 'itls emphasised that, although,

~ and Complementary ~requirements for the qualti;y of the material die provided in the,monograph to assist
Medicines : the registration scheme by the UK Licensing Authoritj, theBritish Pharmacopoeia

Commission' ha: not assessed the safety or efficacy,of themateiial in traditional
use. , .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~ Monograph Title. ~ For traditional herbal medicines, the ,monograph
title is a combination of the binomial name. together with a description' of

~ use. Monographs for rhe material that has not been processed (the herbal
drug) and the processed material (the herbal drug preparation) are
published where possible. To distinguish between the two, the word
'Processed' is Included in the relevant monograph title. ~

Definition .Under the heading Definition, the botanical name together
with any synonym is. given. Where appropriate, for material that has not
been processed, iIiformatlon on-thecollection/harveating and/or treatment/

, drying of the.whole herbal,drug may be given.cFor processed materials, the
method of processing~-wher~ appropriate, will' normally be given in a "
separate section.

Characteristics References to odour are included only where this is
highly characteristic. References to taste arenot included..

~' Control methodsC Where applicable, the'-control methods to be used in
.monographs are: , , ' - _/;;:;'_~

-', _>" - _ --'." . ',.,'-,_' _ _ __ ,,"-, ".' ,_" -,_L~'--~l i'_. ',-"
(a) . macroscopicaland microscopical.descriptions and chemicaV;,

, chromatographic tests for identi1j.cation :

(b)ctests for absence ofilny related sp;Cies,~c,"

(c) microbial,testto a~ure micr061aLquallty'c "

Cd) ~ t~sts for iilofgllii1chnpuritiesand'no';'~sP~CiJic'purity tests, lDcluding
. .' extractive tests; Sulfated ash-and HeaVY,metais;'wnereappropriate ~
{e) ~te~t for LOSs on'arying or Wllter ~ ~c.:~,-~" ~ .~', ~ ~ •.~-
(f) \vherever possible; a method for' assaying the activeconstituentts) or

'suitable markei constltuent(s): ~.'" ~
~ , Themacr~scopicali:haracteristics ihclude1:lios~ features rhatcCan o~ seen
by the unaid_ed eye.ocby the use ora hand lens. When lWo'sIleciesi ~

subspecies of the same plant are included inthe Detiniti6n, individual
differencesberween the two are indicated where:posslble.. ~ ~.

The description of the microscopical characteristics ofthe powdered drug
"includes information onthe'dominant or the most specific characters.

Where it is considered to ~ be an aid to idenrHication, illustrations of the
powdered drug Jnay be provided: .,;;"'.

-. . The following aspeds; are controlled by th¢:general monograph for'
Herbal Drugs::lhey ~re required to be free ffuJ!l'moulds; insects, decay, '

,~ animal matter and animal 'excreta. Unless' otherwise' prescribed the amount
offoieign matter-is notmore than 2% w/w.·M.lciobial contamination should,'
be minimal. ' ~ 0

~ In determining the content of the active constituents 0; the suitable
: marker substances measurements are made with reference to the dried or

anhydrous herbal drug. In the tests for Acid-insoluble ash, Ash, Extractive
~ soluble in-ethanol, Loss on drying, Sulfated asfi, Water,' Water-soluble ash

and Water-soluble extractive of herbal drugs, the calculations are made with
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-

Homoeopathic"
MediCines

Homoeopathic medicines are classed as tn~dicines underthe Human-Jy[edicines
Regulations 2012, as amended. It is e1?!phaiised·ihai, altluiugh l'e4uirememsfor.'
the quality o/the material arepriJvliled.in the ;-ekvam monogrtlph:ill order to
assist the simplifiedregistrmion schemebj'.thdJK Liceilsing Authority, the BritiSh
Pharmacopoeia COlllmissfim has 1I0t assess;a the safety orefficaCy of the material
in use. _ ", -'--" - _ .:--~-_ ,-' ."- ',0 ,'- "-

All materials used for the production of homoeopathic medicines, .
includingexcipients, must comply with European Pharmacopoeia or British
Pharmacopoeia monographs for those materials. Where such European. .
Pharmacopoeia or-British Pharmacopoeia monographs do' not exist, each
material used for the production of homceopathic medicines must comply
with an official national pharmacopoeia of a Member State.

British Pharmacopoeia monographs ror homoeopathic medicines-apply to
homoeopathic stocks andmother tmctures only, but-may be prefaced by a
section. which details-thequaliiy requrrements applicable to the principle
component where mere is'no-European.Pllarmacopoeia or British _'.
Pharmacopoeia monograph for the.rnaterial, These monographs also'
include-either general statements on th~ methods ofpreparation or refer-to
specificinethods of prepararion given In the European Pharmacopoeia;
Homoeopathic stocks and mother tincturesundergo the further process-- 
referred to as potentisation,Potentisationis a term specific tohomoeopathic

.medicine and is aprocess of dilutiQn;QtstQcks and mother tinctures to' -

.pro(hice the Mal pntduct. .'. - . -.. _ - .c-
- .'-Identification tests~a.re,establishedfo{the components in homoeopathic
stocks and usually,relafe to moseapl:Jlieuto.the mat\'rililsus~d intJie~ ~
production ofthe homoeopathic stOCfS.~An assay is includ~afor~the
principal component(s)wherepossibl~.. Formothertinctures, all - .
ideil.tificarlon test,1JsuaUy chromatographic, is eStablished a"nd, whexe . -r

applicable, an assay for the priiidple~con1jioilent(s); whe~e llppropriate, ~
other tests, relatedJothe'solvent,-dlY matter oi.known-adUtterant_s; are-
included. .. . .. ... :: . - _ . _ --;". '..

.Specifications havefior been set foi:fimll homoeopathic products .due to
the high dilution JJsenindlerr preparation and·tIle -subsequent <:Iiffictilty in ....

. applying analytical methodology. _ _ .. . _ .
Statements under Cmde Drugs; Traditional Herbal and Complementary

Medicines also apply to-hollioeopathic;,~stocks,and mother tinctures; when
appropriate. - . 'c:_"

0.-:;:.

Unlicensed The General Monograpn for Unli~ensed Medicines applies ~Q those ';.-
: Medicines - formulations.used in buman mediciri; thafare prepared under a>t~ . c:~:,

Nianufai:ttire~'s-'speciajs~J:'icence or prepared enemporaneouslyunder the
supervision ofa pharmacist, wheth~ or.not ihere is a pUblisheamonograph
for the specific dosage form. _ _ . :. . . . ~ : . .

An artfcle intended for medicinal use that is describea Dy means of an.-- -.
official title mu~t comply with :the requirements of the relevant monograph:
A formulated prepara~ionmust comply througllout its assigned shelf-life
(period ofvalidJty)~iThe subjeetof any other monograph must complY
throughout its period of use. .

Unlicensed medicines that are prepared under a Manufacturer's,
'Specials' Licence comply with the requirements of the _General Monograph _-

•-- !
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~ for Pharmaceutical Preparations, the requirements of the General ~

Monograph for UnlicensedMedicines and, where applicable, the
~ _ requirements of the individual monograph for the specific dosage form. .

- - ~ ~_~-~Unlicensed medicines-prepared extemporaneously under.the supervision
-of a-·pharmaclstcomply with the requirements of the Geneial Monograph ~

for Pharmaceutica! Preparations, the requirements of the General .
-~ Monograph for Unlicensed Medicines and, where applicable; the-

~ requirements of the individual monograph for-the specific dosage form.
~ While it is expected tltatextemporaneous preparations will demonstrate

pharmacopoeial compliance when tested, it is recognised thai:it nught not
'be practicable to carry out the pharmacopoeial testsroutinely on such
formulations. In the event of doubt or dispute, the methods of analysis, the
reference materials and the reference spectra of the Pharmacopoeia arc
alone authoritative.

::- -
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. Alternative methods

- -,~ ,- -

'Mo1!()Krap1)s and othertexlSoftheEurop~(m Pllannai;oP0eia.ihat are incorporated
i~ this ed{tipnof the British PharmaCopoeia art gOVernedby tkg~eral "'~tiies of
the European PharmaeOjJoeia; th4e are reproduced below.: '

GENERAL NOTICES OF THE EuRoPEAN
,PHAIlMACO:rOEIA

1.f. G~NEAA.LSTATENiENTS

The General.Notices apply to 'all monographs and other texts of the
European Pharmacopoeia, ,

'the official texts of the European Pharmacopoeia are published in
, English and French: Transl~tiJ)ll.s in ottier.languagesjnay.be prepared by, .
. the signatory Stateso(tbe EuFopean Phllrfi:i:rcoll'oeia ,CoiWeiltion:ln 'ca~e of - '

,'doubt or dispute,. the English arid French-versions are aloneauthoritative,
. 'cID the texts of the EuropeaiJ.-Phjli1nacopoei~, the word 'Pharmacopoeia' .

, without qualification means the Europe~nPharmacopoeia. The official
. abbreviation Ph. Eur.may be used to indltate the European ~ .. -
Pharmacopoeia." .' .. ' ". -

ThlLuseof the tltle orthe sub!iJ\e~ofa'l!fonographf!npIies that th~lii:ticle
complies with the tequirements ofthe.releYant monograph:.Such references ~,

tomonbgraphs in the text,ni.ftli~rliarma<':oPQehureshown tisingthe "
~ monoi!aph tttll: a~~~~fe're:ii~~ii.~Iri2~r·fn:':;tOtics.·~·.,,~ :•.-.~ .=.: ~'. ,

.... =A preparation: must comply'mroygbourits periodbfvaliditY. adistirict ~.
,- .period of YaJi()iti _arid/or sp~cjficaiiOIjs:fo~openea or broached containers

. may be-decided by the conl'peteikautho!ity. The suoJect ofliny;other
mOfiOgraph m\lstcomply thr.(lugpou(Jts.period of use. The penod'of
validity that is assigned to any ~eiJ. article,and the~iiJ:ne from which Wat:'

'period is to be' calculal:ed ire;d~ciaedbYthe.coJ;l1p'etentauthority in light of
experimental result~ of st~bility'stUdies;' . .', ' - 2> •,.,~<~c· ,.

, ~ -.Unless otherwise itfdicatedh):\l?'G~neral Notices oi·inthe monograp!is/- .' '
statements In monographs :s:onsututemana8tory requirements. General. "
chapters become mandatoEy.whell'j'eferredloin amonograph, Unless such '.
reference IS made in a way,tl:latiJ:idica!esthlitit is not the inferition to inake .
thetext referred to mandatofj'o\lt'ratheiio citeitJor inform!lHon." ,

The active sUbstances,excipientlt,cphit~aceulica(preparationsand omer
.articles described'in the momigraphsire intended for liuinan and veterinary
use (unless'expfi~itly restrii::ted't9o.ne oj ll1ese uses). _ ' .-',. '.'

ThequalirY standards r~~i~~~~lhy~~~k~Phs~ie viili~~~~ wll~ritbe
articles'in question are produced withlli the frameworkof a sUitai:>le:_quaIit{·
system. 'The quality system must assme~that the artiCles co!UistenrlJ meet-

, the requirements of.the Pharmacopoeia:" . '

The tests arid assays described are me:offlcilll methods upon whiell·the"
standards of the Pharmacopoeia are based: With the agfeeine'nt of.the
competent authority"alterhative,.metHods of analysis may be JJ.sed_for
control purposes; provided that the methods used.enable'anuriequivocal .'
decision to be made as to whether compliance with the standards of the .
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monographs would be achieved if.the official methods were used, In the
.. event of doubt or dispute, the methods of analysis of the Pharmacopoeia are

alone' authoritative. '

, .Demonstiation of
compliance-with the.

Pharmacol'oeta "

-.1

,--'j

(I) , An article is not of Pha~acopo~iaqualityuriIess itcoinplies with all the
. requirements stated in the monograph. This does hot iJriply that "

performance of all the tests ina monogiaph is neces'Sarily a'prerequisite
for arrianufacturerin assessing c'ompliance'with the-Pharmacopoeia

-beforc release of a product. The manufacturer may obtain assurance
that a product is of Pharmacopoeia quality on the basis of its design,
together with its controlstrategy and data deriv~d~ fOfexample, from-:'
validation studies of the ~ariufa:\:iuring process: '

(2) An enhanced approach to quality comrol.could utilise process analytical
technology (PAT) -andlor real-time release testing (including parametric '
release) strategies as alternatives to end-product testing alone. Real-time

, release testing in circumstances deemed appropriate by,the competent '
authority is thus not precluded by the need to_ comply with the
Pharmacopoeia,<-. ' --

(?) Reduction of alillnal testing: ihe E~ropean Pharnlacopoeia is dedicated
to phasingout the use of animals for test purposes, in accordance with_
the ·3Rs (Replacement.Reduction, Refinement) set out in: the -European
Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals used for
Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes. In demonstrating
compliancewith the Pharmacopoeia as indicated above (1), "
manUfacrurers:maiq:lOslder isiablishin~additionalsystems to monitor

" consistenc'y 'ofprOduction; Witl:ime alli-eemenLofthe competent -.
authority, thechoice~ftestfpeiformea toa.ssess compliance \viththe -
Pharmacopoiiawheti 8rumai t~t~ are pr~cribed is:established in such a -
way that itniffial u~agei~ mininll.sed as much as po§siJ:lle, ' .--

_;_ ';-l-'_'L-;- ,,_~-:_ ..

Grade ofmaterials Certain materials, that are the subjectof apharm~op'6eiaLmonographmay" ,
.' . exist in different grades swtableforaift"etent purposeS; Unless-'otherwise

C C-'; indicated in the- inonogiapIl, lh~ requireIlleIitir apply to all~aaes of th~
, - materiah -In some monographs, particuladY-those-onoexCipients,a list of

funetionalityorelate<Lchara<ltensrlcl( that arerelevanito the u.s~:~fthe' ~.
- substance maybe aPpfndedto-tliemonographfor infonfi:ation.Test, "
- methods foi'aetermination ofline or more of these char.al:tenStlcs may be -

given, also for information,'.:' - " - ' --

'General
monographs

Substances and-prepara-tions thai are th.e subiecrof an individual-:
- monograph are also required to comply- with reh~vant,:applicablegeneral'

monographs. Cross-references to applicable general monographs- are not
normally given iri:iii<Iivldual monographs. ' .' ,. . - "

General monographs apply to all ~ullsiancesandprep.~iations
0

within the
. scope of the Definition section of the general monograph; except where a
-preamble limits the application, for:~xampfe to substances and 'preparations
.that are the subject of a monograph of_the_Pharmacopoeia; _
- General monographs on dosage forms apply to all preparations of the- ,

-_ type defined. The requirements are not necessarily comprehensive fota '
given specific preparation and -iequifeinents additional to those prescribed
ill the general monograph may be imposed by the competent au!honty.
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~Generalmonographsand individual monographs are complementary. If
the provisions of a'general Illono,graph do not apply to a particular product,
this is expresslycstated in the, individual monograph, '

- - ..

Validation of ,~11le te'st methods givenln mimogi:aphs and general chapters havebeen:
pharmacopoeial validated in accordancewith accepted scientific practice and current ",

, 'methodsrecommendatioiis'onanalytical validation. Unless otherwise stated in the ,
.' monograph or general chaptet,valid~tion gftlietest,mefuods by the analyst

is not required', ' ' . '

Implementation,of When implementing a pharmacopoeial method, the user'must' assess
pharmacopoeial whether and to what extent the suitability of the 'method under the actual

,c, methods conditions' of use 'needs to be demonstrated according to relevant'
~ monographs, general chapters and quality systems.

Conventional terms The-term 'competent authority" means the national, supranational or
~ , ,international bodycol- organisation vested with the authority for makinlr

deci~lons concerning the issue in question. It may, for example, be a' - , ,
national pharmacopoeia authority, aJicensing authorijy or an official-control
laboratory. , ' ' ' ' ' ,
'The expression 'unless otherwise justified and authorised' means thatthe

requirements have-to be met, unless the competent authority authorises-a,
.: cmodificlltion or an exemption where justified in a particular case, -

c-" Statementsconiaiilingthe,word 'should'are informative-or' advisory.~. ,
~,~c_ ~ '._: ",0 ,fu 'cei]:ain monographs or other' texts,.the terms 'suitable''and~' ~_

, ~ ,,':;",' c:--.e;,..:-:!_approRriatel-irf_~s~d to disc{ibe a reagent, nii<::fo-organism; test method, _ '~

."~:~~~-=~2j- ..:~~~~:d~~i~~f}~~~~a~~~~::~o~bt:~~~~p~e~r~:;:~h, sllitab~it¥': ,

-Co --: " .'f': M'edici'h~l/miduct :'(iiYAhy substanceorcoinbin;ation .of substances

Co ~~~,~~~~~~t;:;=S:::~$;L
.' "_ ,~_:' .vieW;dfiter loi:estoring,~com:cting or modifyiiigphysiological fune' s'by C -v. ,

, ~'f' :exerting:ipharmacQlogical,'inullUrtI110gical'pr metabolic action,
c,,,,;~:riia~!1ga~medicaldiagnoii§'~i . -:c. ., .~ . ... .

"": ifeibdl ~(#ci-nalprodUct. Any medicinal product, exclusively.
_'c~' t: tiiainlng as activeingredients one or more herbal drugs or one or more

. ,rbai drug pr~pilrations,jjt one.or more.such herbal drugs in combination -'
'with one or more such herbal drug preparations.'., . .. .

.Active"~bstatice Mysubstance intended. to beused in the ..
, 'manufacture. ora'medicinal product andthat, when so used,-b~comes an .
. aitivemgredlenr ofthem~dicinalpl'Oduct. Such substances,areln:tended to· ,,~

fuiIiish:l\pharnjacorogi~~1 activity or other dir~.i:t effect in the diagnosis, :

. ;:::e~~~:~~~:~~{~~{6~;~ntio.1! Of dts-eaS!,:orJQaffeCcthe '::..

,~ . Excipient (l'mOliafy substance). Any cortspttientof-a medicinal . .
pro,ductth,kis noc an active substil1l~e. Adj';vants; stabilisers:antimicrobial:

, preservativ~s, diluents, antioxidants, for example; are excipients.. ,

Interchangeable
~ ." 'methods

Certaingeneral'c~apterscont~in a statement thai the text in questiollls ~ ..
harmonised With the corresponding text of the Japanese Pharmacopoeias-"
and/or the tJfiite'd States Pharmacopeia alid that these textS- are
interchangeable-This implies that if asubstanceor preparation is found-to
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comply with a requirement using an interchangeable methodfrom one of
these pharmacopoeias ~itcomplies with the requirements of the European
Pharmacopoeia. In the event Of doubt or dispute, the text of the European
Pharmacopoeia is alon<autliontative. ~ - ~ - - ~

~ References to' Monographsand general chapters mayconiaincreferences to~do~uments
~ regulatory issued by regulatory authoririesfoftrtedicinesj for exampledirectives and

~ documents _notes for guidance of the EuropeanUnion. These referencesare provided
~ fodnformation f01:-;'sers fOLthePharml!copoeia.-:rncl~sion-~f such a .
reference 'does not-modify the status of the documents referred to, which

~ may be mandatory or for guidance. ~ - -

~ 1.2. OTHER PROVISIONS APPLYING TO GENERAL
CHAPTERS AND MONOGRAPHS

,-.;--

Quantities_ In tests with numerical limits ami assays, me-q;'antity stated to be taken for
examination is approximate. The amount actually used.which may deviate 
by not-more .than 10 per cent from that stated, is-accutatejy-weighed~or ~

measured and the result is calculated -ffomthis .exactquaiitity.-In tests ~
where thdinilt-is notnumerical, but usually depends upon comparison
with-the behaviour of a reference substance~in thesame'condirj9iisjilie ~

stated quantity is taken for 'examination. Reagents are used-in the
~ prescribed~amounts.

~ Quantities are weighed or measuredwith an accuracy commensurate with: ~

the indicated degree of precision. F"orweiilhll!gs~Jhe precision corresponds _
_to plus or minus 5~units-al1:ertfielast figiHest/ited (forexample,_0.25 !(is:to ~

be interpreted_as_O.i45 g to:-O:ZJ5 gfFor.tIiellleasurementJlfv<liulhes;if ~- ~
the_figure after.thedecimal~poiritisazer<5!!~enas ill a~zero~(forexample; .
IO.l) mi or 6.50inL), the volum~:is rrieasured \Ising apipette,a volUQ1~iric _

.~flask ora burette.as appropriate; otherwiJlc,a:gradmited nieasuringcylinder
--,~~ - ~ or.agraduated pipette may tie.used;.\'oJumes-stated in lI1icrolitres _are:-. ~ ~ -

o---_~ : ,measured using ~lCmicropipette=or mkros:\'riltge. c ~ , ~

.It is.recogniseJi, howeyer, thar iIicertain;~~sesthepr~cisiohwith which,
_ quantities ar'e'state<l does-note(:(jtrespofia.to~{lienumber ofsignitlcartt '

figures stated ina specifiedni1111crical limi¥.':'Theweighi!J.gS and- _
measurements arc then carried out with: a sufficientlyjrnproVed accuracy:

- -~~--'

-- ~--

~-~

Apparatusand Volumetric gla~sware complies With,CI;ss A_requirements ofthe appropriate
procedures ~ International Standard issued by the International Org:tnisationfor--:

Standardisation,
~ ~ Unless otherwi~e prescribed, ~nalytical procedures are_carried out at.a
temperature between 15 °Cand 25°C. _. _ ~ -

Unless otherwise prescri,bed,~ coinpararive.tests are carried out using: ~ ~ ~.

~ identicaltubes of colourless, trarisparent, neutral-glass with a flat baS:e{ the
volumes of liquid prescribed :arc {or.ust\VitJ{tUb~s haviilg aniittemaf ~. ~
diameter-of 16_mm; but tubes wftha)ai:g~rJ!iiet11afdiameter may be· used ~
provided the volumeofliquid used Is adjusted (2;1,5).lkIual voiumes of
the liquids to be compared are examined down the verticalaxis of the tubes

.. against It white background, or iftiecessariagainst a black background. The
exainination is carried out in diffuse light. : ~ .: ~ ~ ~ 
- ~Any solvent required in a-iest or assay inwhich an indicaror is to be used
is previously neutralised-to .theindicator, uiiless a blank test is prescribed.

-~ -~
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DrYing andIgnition« The terms 'dried tocoristant mass' and 'ignited to constant 'mass" mean _
to constant-mass that 2 consetuti~e-weighings donot differ by more than 0.5 tng;_th~2nd

-weighing following an additiOifal period of drying or of ignition ~spectively _
appropriate to the nature-and quantityof the residue. -_

Where drying is prescribed-using arie of the expressions 'in- a-desiccator'
or 'in vacuo'; it is carried out using the conditions described in chapter
2.2.32.Loss 011 drying.-

Reagents The proper conduct of the analytical procedures described in thei. _ __
Pharmacopoeia and the reliability of the results depend, in part, upon the

- quality of the reagents 'used. The reagents are described in general chapter
--4.ltis as~uinedthatreagents of-a~~lyticaigrade are used; for_s~me -
- - reagents; -tests to determine-suitabiiityare included in the specifications.

- ' ' _,' - cc_. - _.".c ,- - _ -_' " <'-_ ~ -- - _ _" ,_

-_ Solvents Wh~re the name ofthe solvent-is not stated, the term 'solution' implies It
_ • solution in water.' __ _ _

Where the use-of water is specified or implied in the analytical
procedures _lie-scribe.d in the Pharmacop()efa or for the preparation of

- reagenfs, warercomplying wim-me requirements ofthe m()nograplfPurifiei
c,: waler (0008) is used, except that for--manyjlurposes the requirements fof

-~_ bacterial endotoxlns-(PUi!fiilfw(lttJ;iti.bulkl and microbial ,containlhafiorii
~- -(PuYijiedwtitir incDntamers) are riotreIevan1:: The tenn:'distilledw8ter'; -_
-_ indicates purifiedw~ter prepared-by distlllation., - - - _-'- -
~. The term 'etha;;ol~.with{jtiiquiilificationmeansanhydrous et!tanol.The

term 'alcohol' wirliout qualffiiacion-means ethanol (96 per cent): Other - _
__~ dilutions9f~thanoLare indicated bY):I1~terin_'ethanol' or 'a!c0lJ91' followed ~

bya statement.of the percentiige: by'volllme of ethanol (C2H60) requited. -
; " .... --- --•."_" "." >.:.'~'''''',.o-'=--." _.."., '''.,' . _ ~', " .-."" '.",' '" ,_._

- -- -'---- -,

. -_EXpression oJ.. Ip defining coni~rit;the expressiOh 'perCent' is used according!';
.•...~. _ conteni:;.c~ ~i~cll1Tlstances with dhe of 2 ineaniIllii'-~· . --:--c .

~':-~per ce~t mlm ({lercent~g~;nillsinn mass) expresses fben~ber of
grams of sUbstance-in.}OOg of fulalprodUCt; . -

-r--: ~percent VIV(percent;ge,volume hivolume) expresses -tll<~ niJmber of-.
millilitres of substance iri 100 n:U.. ~ffual product. _ -...

The-expression-'parts per'million' (l}rppm) refers to mass-iD. mass, unless-
0tl1erwisespecifted.- . -- • ,. _.

,~ ',~' >~G!:~. .:
". 'Iemperaturtf' where an analytical pioc~ci(fr~desctilJes-tempera1:u'rewithout a"figitti;the

'" ,'.'.,', .:-... " ".',.' .<,,:.' ,.~---:-._.-;,",--., __-._~'''-,~_.. ," " -.- " _...,.~,- .. _ . "', e

'-general terms usedbave thefollowing'meaning: _. - ,. --',---
in a _dee~.freeze: below-15 °Gj ... - -. . - ,

in a refrigerator: _2°C; to8 ~C;
cold or cool: 8 °C to 15 °C;-. . _

ro~;n temperature: 15 rc t~25 °C,_,
- '. co.__, _ _

103. GENERAL CHAPTERS

Containers Materials used forcontainers are des~ribed in general chapte! 3.;.1; General
names used for materials, particularly-plastic materials, each coveia range
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ofproducts varying not only in the properties of.the principal constituent
. but also in the additives used. The test methods and limits for materials 

depend on the. formulation and are therefore applicable only for materials
whose fOrnlu[atiol'l is·Govereq by~the preamble-to the specification. The use
of materials with different formulati6ns, and the test methods.and Iimie,

.... -applied to them, 'are subject to agreement by the competent amhori!y.
. ..The sj,ecifications for containers iii gellera] chapter 3.2 have been _

: developed for general applica.tiofi to containers of the stated category, but in
. view of the wide variety ofcontaineisa.vailable and possible new _

developments, the -publicationof a specification does not exclude the use, in
-justified-circumstances, .of containersthat comply with other specifications,
subject to agreement by the competent authority.
. Reference may be made Within.the monographs of the Pharmacopoeia to

the definitions and specifications for containers provided in chapter 3.2.
Containers, "The general monographs for pharmaceutical dosage_ forms may,
under the heading DefinitionlProduction, require the use ofcertain types of
container; certain other monographs may; under the heading Storage,
indicate the type ofcontainer that is recommended for use.

- - - '" - - - _. - - - - - - , j - - --

1.4. MQNOGRAPHS

Titles Monograph tides are ill English and French in the respective'versions and
- there isa Latin subtitle, -

Relative Atomic . Thetelative atomic mass (A,) or the relative molecular mass (M,) js shown, .
Arid Molecular. as an<fwhereappropfiare; at the beginning of each monograph. -The relative _ ..'

Ma~sesatomicc.and trlolecuJar-masses an<i1:fie molecufar and graphicfoimtilaedo .
_.:= c~_--y~~- .not cbnstiniteanalytlc~si:an:dardsf():rthesubstanees~escribe(r

Ghe~icaI~AbsU'actS - CA.8 re~stry nUmbersar~ includ~dfor infonnationin Inonog;.aphs~where
servIce:(CAS) applicable; to provide conveiUentcaccessto usefuLmformation for-users.

RegistryNumber_CASRegistry Number® is.a registered trade;};arkof the AmeriCan
. . .. Chenlical Sdci~ty. ~ c - - . . . - .

. Definition Stat;ITlents under the headingDefinition constitute an official definition of
the substance, preparatiml or other article that-is the subjectof the
mon.Qgiilph. _-- -_ . - _ ..-- .

_LImits ofcontent Where limits of content are prescribed> they are
those determined by the methoddescribed under-Assay.

Herbal drugs - IIi monographs on herbal drugs, the definition indicates
-whether the subject ofthe .monograph is, for.example, the whole dnig _or
the.drug in powdered form. Where a monograph applIes to the drug in

"several states,for. example both to the whole drug and.the drug in
powqered fo~ the definition states this.

- Statem.ents under the heading Production draw-attentlontc particular,- .
"aspects of the manufacturing process but are not necessarily comprehensive.
They constitute mandatory-requkementsfor manufacturerS,unless .
otherwise stated. They may· relate, for example, "to source materials; to the

.manefacturing process itselfand its validation and control; to in-process ...
testing; -01' to resting that is to-be carried out by the manufacturer"on the

. final article, either on selected batches or oneach batch priorto release:
These.statements -ca"nnot necessarily-be verified on a sample of the filial
article-by an independent analyst. The competent authority may establish .

-'---~"'--'
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that the instructions have been followed, for example, by examination of
, data receiv~d from the manufacturer, by inspection of manufacture or by .

testiI-ig appropriate samples;" ',- , ,'-_
'the absence ofaProduction.seetlon .does not imply that attentiorn<5

features 'such as those referred to aboveis not required. , , '
- Choice ofvacdnestrain, -Choice ofvacdnecomposition _ The
Productionsection'of a monograph may define.the-characteristics of a- -, ~ -:_
vaccine strain or vaccin.e composition. Unless otherwise stated, test methods
given for verification of these characteristics are provided for information as

'examples of suitable methods. Subjectl:o apPtoval'by'the competent ' '
authority, other test methods may be used without validatIon against thee
method shown in the monograph. -

- .' --

Due to the increasing-number of f;audulenr activities and cases of
adulteration, information may be made available to Ph. Eur. users to help,
detect adulterated materials (i.e, active substances, excipienrs, intermediate

'products, bulk-products-and finished products)." '-, '
- .To this puwQ.se, amethod for the detection of poteiltia(i1dultetanis lmd
relevant liniiis, together 'with a reminder that all stages of production and
sourcing an: subjected to a suitable quality-system, may be included in this
section ofmonographs on-substances fOI" whichan incident has occurred or

, that presenr a .risk-of defiberate contamination. The frequency of testing by'
.manufacrurersor 6y users (e.g:m_anufactureiS-ofil}termediate products,,~ c
bulls 'products and ,finished products, .where relevant) depends onarisk. 0 ' '

assessment,-taking into:accouilt the leveCof krlowledge'c;;f'tli~wpOI(nupply" .' , " '
• chain..and nationalrequ;fements:c' c '_' :" - C;; ..; _"Ceo: • ~y-

'0 .-This sectiOI1 cdiiscliutes)eqtilrements for the whol~.s!)pplychahl, frOnl
manufacttirers to users (e.g, manufacturers.of intermediate products, bUlk.
products and fini~bed,products, whetereJevilllt). The abseif&:of this-_sebUM •
does not imply that attention. to features such as those-r.eferrea to above' is·

. n<£reqniied. - -'-,', _0' ." --.

Potential
- Adulteration

-- ;

Approximate volunie of solvent In ntillilitres
__ pe-rgram of solute " . '

',to --JQ ,- -. '
-,'"} -, -.' .-.

to '30 -'-;"
----,---:---~_.-,

19 -100 • '

to 1000

to _ 10 000

.: !OoOe)more than

-,' '.,less_thati" 1

. from' . 1

_' ' :fro.J·', - 10

•. from 30
from 100,

from '- 1000

, Verysoluble-:

.Fre~IY solubk
- -, ;~'

Soluble - -'.i:__

- Sparingly soluble '

'Slightly soluble ~

, Very slightly soluble'

Practically insoluble--

The tenn 'parily soiuble' i~ used-to des~ribe a mixture ~here only some
of the components dissoiv~.The-term 'miscible' is used to describe-a liquid

, that is miscible in allproportiollS with the stated solvent:
, - '--~'---'-~-'-- _. - - - --
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Scope The tests given in the Identification. section are not designed to
give a full confirmation Of the 'chemicalsrructure or composition of the

· product; they are intended to give confirmation, .with an acceptable degree
· of-assurance, that the article 'conforms to the 'description on the label.
.. First and second identijicatiomf '. Certain monographs have

: 'subdivisions entitled 'Firsridenrification' and 'Second :idehtification'. The .
test or tests·that,coIlstitnte the 'First Identification' may be used in all' .
circumstances. The test or tests' thaLconstitutethe <S~contl·jdentification'
may be used in pharmacies provided it can be demonstrated that the .
substance 'or preparation is fully traceable to a batch certified to comply
with all the other requirements of the monograph..

Certain monographs give two or.more sets of tests for the purpose of the
first identification, which are equivalent arid may be used independently.

· One'or more ofthese sets usually contain a cross-reference to a test
prescribed in-the Tests section of the monograph. It may be used to
simplify the work of.the analyst carrying out the identification and the
prescribed tests. 'For example, one identification set cross-refers to a test for

.enantiomeric purirywhile the otherset·giyes.3test for specific optical .
rotation: the intended purpose of the two ls·hiitisame,' that is, verification
that the correct enantiorner IS pr'e;ent.- :::--':c: -..

Powdered herbal drugs Monographs on herbal drugs may contain
schematic drawings of the powdered.drug; These drawings complement the
description given in the relevant identification'test.

. Tests And ASllays Scope The requirementsarenet 1'J:aIDeil;:to-take a~count o£allpossible
impurities..It is nofto b~'presuined, foR:ej{a!i1ple, that an impurity:that is ..' . .'

c.. " . '~no( detectable 6y.meansof the'pl'escrib.ed tests Istolerated ifconlmon sense .. ,CC'

C • ana good pharmaceutical prl\ctiaerequire that:itbe absent:cSeeal~oDelow.
under Impurities. • _. -.. ' __;/ - ..' .. ..
_. CalCulation Where the result of a t~sU)'r assay is reqUirea to be: . . . -=:. -
calculated with reference til .i:h~'driedoianhy~;ouscsubstance or on some ..

_other specified basis, the'deternihiarlQn of'lo.ss on dfymg, watei content or
other property is carried out b)/ the mefuo(j;Jjil\sCl'ibed:in thereievanttest
it) the monograph. TIiewords'~e<1csubS'tjiflc~'or 'anhydrfuIs substance' .
etc.appearm parentheses after91eresult~WAe[e aquantilative.

o

• .

determination 'of a residliaI solvent is'cim?d'~utand a test for·loss on
'drying is not carried out, !he-c~htentof @~id~l solvent is taken ~~() .
account for the calculation ofthe assay cilriienr-o(the substance, the .
specific opticatrotatignand the spetiftc.aosorb'ance: No furtherindicarlonciL
giv~ncin the specifi~ monograph. '\.~~

Limits »;The limits prescril:>e(Jard>ased~on.data obtained in normal
. . analytical practice; they tllkeaccount of-no@ai anal}'tical errgIS, of·. ... .' ..

acceptable variations in manufac~e~aQd;'..~QipoiJlidiJiglllid of deterioration·
to an extent considered acceptabie'?N6'Mrthe-r tolera'ticesare to be applied .
to the limits prescribed to detetrt@i{wh'tilier tI1e~rticl~ behlgexammed ·e .

complies with the requirements o(ttie milIfogi;lph.
· In detennining compliance withih~erfc81lunit,the calculated result of.
a tesf or assay.is first rounded to tIlerium1:ier-o£§ignificllilt fl&ures stated,
unless otherwise prescribed. The Iimlts;r-egardless of whether the values are .0

expressed as percentages of.as absolute ';a1ii.es~:'ar~ coD.sidered significant.'to"
the'Iasf digit shown (for example 140 in.die-ales 3 significantfigures). The .
last figure of the result is increased. by one when the part rejected is equalto

- ,-- -- - -, - - - -
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~ or exceeds one half-unit, whereas it is -not modified when the part rejected
is less than a half-unit.

Indication ofpermitiedliinit oh'mpuriii~~ The acceptan~e criteria
~ - for related substlll1ces-~re-exptessedin monographs either in terms of

comparison of peak areas (comparative teStsroi as numerical values. For
comparativetesrsjthe approximate contentof.impurity tolei~ted;-or the
sum OfImpurities, may be indicated in brackets for information only.

~ Acceptance or rejectloniscietetiIlli1ed on the basis of compliance or non- ~
compliance with the stated rest. Ifthe use of a reference substance for the
named impurity isnot prescribed, this content may beexpressed lis a 
~nommal concentration of the substance used to prepare the reference
solution specified inthe monograph, -unless otherwise described.

Herbal Drugs For herbal drugs; the sulfated ash, total ash, water
soluble matter, alcohol-soluble matter, water content, content of essential
oil and content of active principle are calculated with reference to me drug
that has not been specially dried, unless-otherwise prescribed-in the

~ monograph, _
Eqtiival<mts - Whe(eanequiYaleniis given,'cfor ihepuiposesof the C - -~ ~

Pharmacopoeia only the. figureS shown are to be used in applYing the-
requirements ofthe monograph. .

Culture medici The cultllre media -described in monographs and
general chaptershave been found to be satisfactory for the intended
purpose; However, the components of media, particularly those of
biological ~rigin, are of variatlle_quality,and it maybe nece~sarYfor optimal
performance tomodulate the ~(lIicentration of-sonie:ingredients, notabljr;_

-c pe~tPnesaiJ.dmeat orye~~i:':extracts,withrespect to their ~;)trlti~~ ~~
properties; - ~. C~.-. ; .---, ~ ~ -~ -

buffering sUbstances; - 'C.

'.<7 -olleiaits, bll6 extraci;de61ty~holate,and colouring matter, depending
.. ~'ol(tIieir selective QropertieJ!j -~. .

',.,-",' ":-_\'i,-:7i:.i';'->'--::i'·-~ ',>'_"-'.".,>,:-:- ,,,~:-:i, ",'-.--.-7; _ -; ,._

.--ahttbioncs,with respect. t9 their activity.

-:{,;4i~t~i~~{2~" .. "'~.,' ".....::~;{-~ ,-' ,','. '_ "c.. ' ,.' _. - ,-.'--

. eaiifQfIDiltion aad.recommendattons .glven under the heading Storage .do
~t. c@i~it.ite--a phatI)laci>poeIal teqwrement but thecompeteniauthotiry _- ~

.. ay:~plcifYparticidarstorage:conditiofJ.s that mustbe.met, . ~ ~ . ~ ~.~

~ ......~~_ -:~U\~rticles_desctibed in the4'harma_c_opo~iaare_stored in siicha wayas~

-_.~;;Lito prevent q>p'tamination alld, as far as .possible, deterioration. Where
....~~;,' spei:ia(conditiori~-of storage are'recommenCIed, kcluding-the typeof_

.<: -Contauler (see section 1.3. G~eral chapters) -and lunits of temperalure,:~they.
. ~,. _. are. sta.tedih the mo-nograpJi>~-·c~· ~ ~ ~

~.The.ioiJowlng expresslons-:"ai£used in l11oh'ographs Under Storage with .
e m~aning sho¥. c;~ )~~;;;;~ : : .~~=.-." - ~ ., '. ~.,
I1dinairtighf I;pntainet";;c'M,eans mat i11~productis-J!toredin an - <-- .. ~

aii-tigh[~ontainer_(.f2).Care;iSi:o.be taken:irhen me cOlltalner is:opened iIi - . -
a dariipattnosphere: A low-moi~ture coritent may be mailltamed,if - -- ~

. 'riecessary, by the use of a deJllccant in the container provided that direct
contact with the product iscaY9id~d. _ ~ ~ ~ _ . _ .

-ProtectedfrQ11llightM~ans that the product is ~tored either in a'.
~ container made of a maieriar'that absorbs actinic light sufficiently to protect

the contents from change induced by such light, or mea container.enclosed 
in ail outer cover that provides-such protection, or is·stored in a place froin ~

.which all such light is excluded.
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Labelling

Warilings

In general, labelling of.medicines is subject to supranational and national
regulation.and to international agreements. The.statements under the
heading Labelling are not therefore comprehensive-and, moreover, for the
purposes of the Pharmacopoeia ,Qnly those statements that life necessary to

. demonstrate dltnpliartce or non-cornpliancewith the monograph are,
. manoatory. Any other labelling statements are included as
recommend~tions.When the~term'label'isusedjn the Pharmacopoeia, the '

- labelling 'statements may appear on the container, the package, a leaflet
accompan}'hlg the package, or a certificate of analysis accompanying the.
article, as decided by the-competent authority.'

Mat~rials described in monographs-and reagents specified for use in the
Pharmacopoeia may be injurious to health 'unless adequate precautions are
taken. The principles of good quality control laboratory practice and the
provisions of any appropriate regulations are to be observed at all times.
Attention is drawn to .particular hazards in certain monographs by means of

. a' warning statement; absence :of such a statement is not to be taken to
- mean that nchazard exists.

, :,_.- ---=.,=~ ,

. Imptiriti\ls A list of all known and potential impurities that have been shown to be
detected by. the tests in a monograph may be given. See also chapter 5.10.
Control of impurities in substances for pharmaceutical use: The impurities are
designated by a letter or letters of the alphabet. Where a letter appearsto be

"". ~ missing,tIle ilnp~rjtydesignated by this-leiter has beendeleted fromtnelist
during monograph. development prior to publication or.during' monograph'
revision.'~'-'--- ." .'.' -'~ . ".' . -

'FUnctiQ~alitY::'.CM,9110grapps on ex~ipientsmayhave a section on functionality-related , ,
.' ,',' .related'.ccharacferistics'. The.characteristics,.any test methods for determination and·

'Charactedstics of ~.any tole'rafices .are not mandatory r~quirementg; they may_nevertheless be ••' '
., -:Exc!pients" relevant for-use 'of theexcipient and are given fOI" information (see also

. ~ sectiqnl.l~"Generalsratements).:' . . ?~. , , ,

-- - ".

, .- -'-','

""- ,-

Reference • Cert~in monographsrequJeth/use ofreie;,eil~~st.ndards(chemical
St~dards ,referencesubstances, herbal reference staridards; biological referen~e , ,

»< preparations, reference spectra). See also chap'ter -S-:12.,Refetence standarch. '
: The .Europelm !'harmacopoela 'CommissiOn·'esrablishesthe' official reference.
'stanoards,.which.are alone authoritative incase of arbitration. These

v., reference standards are available from the European ·bire~tor.atefor the
-'; Qualityof Medicines & Health'Care (EDQM), Infonn:a.99il'on the available
.refetencestandards'and a batchvaliditystatement can he obtained via the'
EDQM website. - , . .

~' .;
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1.5. ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBQLS

Ii\iiQjK:an PharriIacopoe1i- Unit _

__:r~':~er,bill\OQ-_(riU_~~~s-:~e_r kiio~~t- __
.~ Parts~;'r million (milli~s per kllograln>:
_SubftaD.ce-or-_solution',ddined'Wlder 4.:Reii~nts
"',, - - - - - '- - -' "

-=~~Ret~idatii:H~JaC[Or--(see ch~Pter'1.2;46) -c"

-~~Uscit-'iil chloma_;~~a;hy t;j'indiGlltei:lii-r;~i~ of
- _ _lb:e .distencetravelledby a substance' to the

-C!ismn_~ travelledby a_reference sub5.t"ince _
_Stibst;U;c~-~d as -~ Primary.~ta~d~ in _
volumetric analySis (chapter- 4.Z.l) ,

A

Ar

-[~J~

bp

BRP

CRS

djg

l.

HRS

IU

M
~ M,

Absorbance

Sp~cifi.c absorbance- '.:--'

~elative-- atomic rn;~

- Sp~ifie _~ptic8l:~otat!oI! 

Boiling point

Biological_referencepreparation

Chemical iefereh~e -s~b$ta-nc~

,Rle1ative -density'

~ Wavelength

Herbal referencestandard

International Unit

M~hidty

Relative' molecularmass

Ph. Bur. tJ.
ppb

", ppm ~

R

:RF

R~;-_.-

_ -_~~~I_~g-poin,t

-:Re{fa:ctive-'ind6c_ -- =---,---',-

-The-?latgest q~antitY ofll:'roxur that),in 'ilie'~;- ~,~ -'
cqh,4itions flf th.e .reet, when niixed. ,Wi~, 0.1 JU

~·f-::'6r-a:n9toXiri and'lfliffiinistered'by·the.:speclfied
~~~teJ~does 'hot cause sym.ptoms of.toxicity in _
=-O--tlie tesr allim~.s wirhiJi~:',giVen __ period '. ~ -"-

--' -Tti~::<luarlti~, O-f~oxin9it~~Qid=that fl~ates·

:;~,~~':7~-,~e:'~~rt.es,~.~l!e-,~i~ ~. ~(~~~~~~~
C~~5l) '.'= '~.-~_ 7,~J:h,e:~~ti~ticallY __ determined q~aritiiyc.of~'

~X','ili'fmay be expected to infect50 pet&nlof~'

c-~~~iC:~:~:: ~~W::~~:t~r~~..' 'C",

>'"tbJ!t~may.be e"l>eeted to_infecr 50 pet cent of
~- _"\he fenilisod eggs~~in[o which it iS~inoeU!.ted ,"-

': .;I4~~~~tatiMi~~ 'd~t.erriilii~~'~i!apti~:~f~'--~::;":'-' '
--'..' 'ay__~,e exPeCt~ .t9-:IQIecf50-'PJr~c~(o( :_
~iHs~~iJlto which,~tJ~, ,ih~~,~f~~~~~: .:c~:,'.: _
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;,(.-_';.._f,~,~,~ed,pathogen-r;;e ~ ~ ~ ,-~ 'f~"':< .

.'~ :}~.;:~f~t.~., .
,---, :.. ::~.-'?~¥

LoIJO dose

PFU
~ .SPF

~CFU

~ Abbreviations .used in the.monographs .on itnriiunoglobu.Ii~s; -immunosera and va~ccfues
",' -' --.' . - '- -- . - " .. co
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,:,within~a given.~~riOd.,;'-- ~'_', ,~:,,:,,:~.'" :~__ .,---%'~.'-:~§"~;- ,'::rD50

lrfLQO .dose .0' - Th~ ,smalles't qtia~ti~oi~. to~~ ,diB't~ ;;')h~
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III.ofaJ)btOX:in~and'.jnjecl,ed)J;i~eUt8rieo.mIlY
"ca-uses a chaNeteristi~ :reaction' at the ·~ite of

, -'~;~jecDoll wi~' 3
0
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Collections of micro-organisms
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ATCC

Cl.P.

IMI

I.P.

NCLWl

~ NCPF

AD1eclcan Type -Culture Collection

~ 1080I~Uuiversity B~uJevard ~

-A.~riass_a~J -V~ia -20nO~220-~)-_USA
Collecti~~ de -Bi~~erits -de~l':msti-tti-t -P;ste,~/
'I(P;.52, '25' :ni~!d~- Docte~R~~ :-
'7572'4 Paris G~d~x_lfiJ FJahce 

Irirematil!0al,MYcologicalInsfi~te

Bakehalll Laue -
',- - --' - -

SUfieyTW20 91;YJ_pre~t:Britain _

Collection Nation~le 'de CUlture de
Microorgauismes (C.N.C.M.)

Instifut Pasteur

25, rue duDocreurRoux

75724 Paris Cede~-15, Fiance_

Nationai GoUectitlll ofIndustrial and Marine-
Bacteria Ltd -

2-3 St-~a~hai D~~e ~._ ___ __ ."_

Aberdeen l\B2- tRY/-Grein Britain

Natio~a~ CoJ1£iio~ of~r_atliogeni~- ~~ii -
_LondQU School of Hygiene.and.Tropical__
Medicine

_Keppel Street

L:lfldo~\V~lE 7HT,- Great Britain,

'NCTC

NCYC

S.S.I.~

Nari,:ulaI CoJiecti0i! of Type 'Cultures

Central Public Health Laboratory

- b~liridaie~Avenue

idlld,i;lH~9 5HT, Ji!ta~~BritaiD
~atiori~l a;JJecti~n of Yeast CUltures'

,.- c AFR9 FoodRese~h'Insi:.itut~

ColneyLane

Nolwich NR4 '7UA, :Gl'eatBritain

Biological Resource Center. 

Department of Biotechnology

National Institute of Technology and
Evaluation ,--

'~2":'5-8 Kezusakamarari, Kisarazu-shi, ChibaJ

292-0818

J~pan, __

Statens SerumInsilrur- _

80AIfia~r BoiIjev<lroJ c~~enhi,-gehj DenmiU:Jc

- -,'
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1.6. UNITS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM (SI) USED IN
THE PHARMACOPOEIA AND EQUIVALENCE WITH
OTHERUNITS ',,'

~ _ '--' - - -

International The International System of Units comprises 2 main classes of units,
'System Of Units- namely_base units and derived units'.-The base unit; are the metre; the

(SI), _kilogram, the seco-nd, the ,ampe-;'e, the kelvin, the mole ana the candela.'
, Toe derived units are formed as products of powerS of th,;' base units ,

according to the algebraic relationships linking the corresponding qmintities.
Some' of these derived units have special names anasyinbol~. The' _
derived units.used in the Pharmacopoeia are shown in tabie'I;(j.~1. ~

SOD1e important andwidely used units outside the International System:
are shown in Table'l :6.-2. "-

The prefixes shown in Table 1.6.-3 are used to form the names and
symbols of the decimal multiples and submultiples of si units:

Table 1.6.-1. - Derived units~ed in the Eu;;Pean Phannac~oeia and equivalence.mth other ilnits

Quandty "

Name- Symbol Neme

, Unit

~. s~boi-'~ -: -EXpression _ ~~~io~ __ lD.
in-S) base -'-- - other-SI units

uwts

- =-
Convenion 'ofother units tnto SI
units'

I dYne =~Ig.cm.,-:' ioIO"; N'

1 kp = 9.80665 N

1 dyne/cffi' ="10-"p~ = 10-1 N'm-' _

I attn =101 325 Po =II)I.3i5 kPo,
I bat;, 10' Pa = 1).1MP, --'

I mm Hg '" 133.322 387 Pa
q:~rr =-133,322368 PO '

I'psi =6.894757 kPo, '- ',"::,'-" ;--

Wave-ntiniber
-

- -I -

V ,one per metre 11m ,m

WavelenBth ~.-, -semicrornetre um _.io'-6m

nanometre
,

lO---9m _-pm '-

••'-,"C,

~I! - A;S square metre :f'·· ---tn~_~~~---nr: .

Volume V m' - ~)

Frequency v hertz ~Hz' ,-1

__ -pensity_ p -kil ,- -'kg!IIl' kg·m-L ,
- .., -per

cubic meeet

-Vel~Jo/,~sp~d
-

ni·s-Iv metre pet.", 7m1s

.. .:
- second

m·kg·s-=2
-

Force' newton N

Pressure, stress- p pascal Po m-l .kg_s- 2 N_m'-2~

- Dynamic
-viscositY--=- '"

N-s-m~-

- -,--

I P = 10"1'0"'=' I~-lN.•.m~
1 cj>= Imza-s

-Kinematic
visCosity

, ' square m~tre, _ - m2/s

- per_ second~

Pa-s-m3.kg-1

- Nm-s__kg- I

- - I The tkjiniriQns of theumu urtd',in theIlUemationaJ Sysrem"are givtn in thebookla','Le SY$le'm~ International d'Unilis-(SI)'"publis'Md by IM-
-Bureau Internatiotla} dqs' Poith ~~ Mesures;- P~fJi!lim:de BraeuiJ" R:92~LO Stiwts.
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Quantity

Name Syn$ol Name Symbol

Unit

,ExpreSsion -
in SI base

uiilts- ~"

EXpression i.D.,
o~er 81 units

Conversi~1iof other Units into 81
Units'

I rad = 1O-'Gy

1ergJs =: 1 dYne-cm·s-1 =
10"':~_W = 1O-7.N:m.s....:i = io-7,'j-S,- 1 -

1 erg = J ,~~2.g'S-2 ~-_i -dYne-em::,
10.:-7J

."1 cal = 4.1868J .

N·m,J

W m2.kg.s-::-?,_ ' ,
N·m·s-
c}S-L

Gy -m2·s-~ lkg-I ,

Y -m2• kg·s-:).A-1 W·A-'

watt

joule _

volt

gray

w

p

u

D

Electric
potential

difference,
voltage

En~Cgy

Absorbed.dose
(of radiafit

energy)

P_o~er,-

., radiant tlw(~,;:

- -- ...,

'EJe_~~c-.

~~f!Ul~

~.cQvily

referredtoa
-radionuc.lide -'

R ; ohm n. --iri~" ~,s~~:1\~: "Y·A-1

Q coulomb C A·s

A __ b~c<,Luerel Bq ,-,

-kil~Vani per --~ kg/m~

,'~cubic metre

l'mollIo "'1 M;"1 molldm' = 10'
mol.m--:~ - -

kalal

':~·.molfper

cu6iC-ineue
c

, .ZCaiilyti<
, aCtM'Y,

-MasS
_concentration-

_c~~~n,~~~n-
(of am~udt of

-,--' -~ - - subshince),~~,:
-molitr-~: -:-

\:Qntel1;'tta6oD,' ~-

"T"
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-_Table 1.6.-2. -NoncSf units occeptedfor use with the Sf unus-

2022

Quantity

Time

Phineangle

- Vohitne :

Mass

Rotational
frequency -_-

.=-c -

~-,---: "
riiinute

-- hour

day

degree.-

litre

tonne

.idalton -

revfJlutioiJ. '--
-per min_ute__ ~-_

Syinbor -

L

Da

rlmin

.v

val". In SI unitS

1 min = 60s

- fh" 60 min " 3600 -.

10
" (RlIllo) rad

-I r/min " (1/60) S-I

'T-- ---

Table 1.6.-3. ~ Decimal multiples a~d sub-multipleS of Sl unus

Factor - Prefil< Symbol __ Factor. _

1(,'

P... fix

_-__ .0

d

m-
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Notes 1. In the Pharmacopoeia, the Celsius-temperature is used (symbol t). .Thisis
defined by the following' equation: ", , " ' , ,'",

\_~- T

where 'To,=273,15 K by definition. The Celsius ~r centigrad~: ·:::c: < ,"
temperatul'e is e;,pressed in degie~s- CelsIus (symbol Qq. ,The Unit ~-
'degree Celsiusvis-cqual tothe imit'kelvm'; , __ ,.,' , :, " },;';: ,

2. The practical expression)l ofconcentrations \)sed in the Phannacopoei~ a,re:
defined in the General Notices:. ' , , ,
3. The radiait is the plane angle be.tw~en two.raciijof a Gil'<:le thilfcrii ~ffon ','
the circumference an arc equal iIi lengtll to the radius. --- . ' --,

4: In the Pharm:ac~poeia, conditions ofcenirifugationaredefilled by
reference to the acceleration due fo~vltY (g):'

, g ~'9.80,~ ~5 m:,-',

'5. Certain quantities without dnnenskmsare :used in: thePham--uicopoeJ~: ' _, , - i

relative oensity (Z:Z.~) absorbance-(Z. 2.25},specJfic:l\bsorbarl~e-'(2.2.2.$) aM .-',.'11
refractive index (2.i:6). -':,'" , ':' , "-.'';c;:' ." --c',.,;>-' ::, ,I

6. Themicrokaial is defined as.the enzymic'activity that, under, defin~ -: .-·'1
conditions, produces the transfonnation (e.g. hydrolysis) on micrornllle of
the substrate per second: ' --" -- __' --' ---- "

-,- .

c·-,- __",
--;-~ -
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Pharmaceutical Preparations

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2619)

POE"~ _

INTRODUCTION
This monograph is intended to be a reference source of
standards in the European Pharmacopoeia on active
substances, excipients and dosage forms, which are to be
applied in the manufacture/preparation of pharmaceuticals,
but not a guide on how to manufacture as there is specific
guidance available covering methods of manufacture and
associated controls.

It does not cover investigational medicinal products, hut
competent authorities may refer to pharmacopoeial standards
when authorising clinical trials using investigational medicinal
products.

DEFINITION
Pharmaceutical preparations are medicinal products generaUy
consisting of active substances that may he combined with
excipienrs, formulated into a dosage form suitable for the
intended use, where necessary after reconstitution, presented
in a suitable and appropriately labelled container.

Pharmaceutical preparations may be licensed by the
competent authority, or unlicensed and made to the specific
needs of patients according to legislation. There are 2
categories of unlicensed pharmaceutical preparations:
- extemporaneous preparations, i.e. pharmaceutical

preparations individually prepared for a specific patient or
patient group, supplied after preparation;

- stock preparations, Le. pharmaceutical preparations
prepared in advance and stored until a request for a
supply is received.

In addition to this monograph, pharmaceutical preparations
also comply with the General Notices and with the relevant
general chapters of the Pharmacopoeia. General chapters are
normally given for information and become mandatory when
referred to in a general or specific monograph, unless such
reference is made in a way that indicates that it is not the
intention to make the text referred to mandatory but rather
to cite it for information.

Where relevant, pharmaceutical preparations also comply
with the dosage form monographs (e.g. Capsules (0016),
Tablets (0478) and general monographs relating to
pharmaceutical preparations (e.g. Allergen products (1063),
Herbal uas (1435), Homoeopathic preparations (1038),
Homoeopathic pillules, coated (2786), Homoeopatbic pillules,
impregnated (2079), Immunosera for human use, animal (0084),
Immunosera for tJeterinary use (0030), Live biotherapeutic
produasfor human use (3053), Monoclonal antibodies for human
use (2031), Radiopharmoceudcal preparations (0125), Vaccines
for human use (0153), Vaccines for tJeterinary use (0062).

ETIllCAL CONSIDERATIONS AND GUIDANCE IN
THE PREPARATION OF UNLICENSED
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
The underlying principle of legislation for phannaceutical
preparations is that, subject to specific exemptions, no
pharmaceutical preparation may be placed on the market
without an appropriate marketing authorisation.
The exemptions from the formal licensing requirement allow
the supply of unlicensed products to meet the special needs
of individual patients. However, when deciding to use an
unlicensed preparation all health professionals involved
(e.g. the prescribing practitioners and/or the preparing

General Monographs IV-39

pharmacists) have, within their area of responsibilities, a duty
of care to the patient receiving the pharmaceutical
preparation.

In considering the preparation of an unlicensed
pharmaceutical preparation, a suitable level of risk assessment
is undertaken.

The risk assessment identifies:
- the criticality of different parameters (e.g. quality of active

substances, excipients and containers; design of the
pre~a.ration process; extent and significance of testing;
stability of the preparation) to the quality of the
preparation; and

- the risk that the preparation may present to a particular
patient group.

Based on the risk assessment, the person responsible for the
preparation must ensure, with a suitable level of assurance,
that the pharmaceutical preparation is, throughout its shelf
life, of an appropriate quality and suitable and fit for its
purpose. For stock preparations, storage conditions and shelf
ljfe ha~e to be justified on the basis of, for example,
analytical data or professional judgement, which may be
based on literature references.

PRODUCTION
Manufacture/preparation must take place within the
framework of a suitable quality system and be compliant with
the standards relevant to the type of product being made.
Licensed products must comply with the requirements of
their licence. For unlicensed products a risk assessment as
outlined in the section 'Ethical considerations and guidance
in the preparation of unlicensed pharmaceutical preparations'
is of special importance, as these products are not previously
assessed by the competent authority.

Where pharmaceutical preparations are
manufactured/prepared using materials of human or animal
origin, the general requirements of general chapters 5.1.7.
ViralsafefJi and 5.2.6. Eva'uation of rafely of tJeterinary vaccines
and immunorera and of the general monograph Products with
riskof transmiuing agents of animalspongifonn
encephalopathies (1483) apply, where appropriate.

Formuladon
During pharmaceutical development or prior to
manufacture/preparation, suitable ingredients, processes, tests
and specifications are identified and justified in order (0

ensure the suitability of the product for the intended
purpose. This includes consideradorr of the properties
required in order to identify whether specific ingredient
properties or process steps are critical to the required quality
of the pharmaceutical preparation.

Active substances and excipients
Active substances and excipients used in the fonnulation of
pharmaceutical preparations comply with the-requirements of
the relevant general monographs, e.g. Substahces for
pharmaautirol use (2034), Essential oils (2098), Herbal drng
exlraCts (0765), Herbal drng< (1433), Herbal drng
preparations (1434), Herbal drng< for homoeojJ<Uhic
preparations (2045), Mothertinctures for homoeopathi<
preparations (2029), Methods of preparation of homeeopathic
stochs and POtentis~tion (2371), Produas of fermetuation (1468),
Products of recomb..ant DNA te<hnology (0784), VegeUlbie fa'fJi
oils (1579).
In addition, where specific monographs exist, the quality of
the active substances and excipients used complies with the
corresponding monographs.
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Where no specific monographs exist, the required quality
must be defined, taking into account me intended use and
the involved risk.

When physicochemical characteristics of active substances
and functionality-related characteristics (FRCs) of excipients
(e.g. particle-size distribution, viscosity, polymorphism) are
critical in relation to their role in the manufacturing process
and quality attributes of the phannaceutical preparation, they
must be identified and controlled.

Detailed information on FRCs is given in general chapter
5.15. Funaionali1y-relaud charaaeristics of exapiems.

MIcrobiological quality
The formulation of the pharmaceutical preparation and its
container must ensure that the microbiological quality is
suitable for the intended use.

During development, it shall be demonstrated that the
antimicrobial activity of the preparation as such 0[, if
necessary, with the addition of a suitable preservative or
preservatives, or by the selectionof an appropriate container,
provides adequate protection from adverse effects that may
arise from microbial contamination or proliferation during
the storage and use of the preparation. A suitable test
method together with criteria for evaluating the preservative
properties of the formulation are provided in general chapter
5.1.3. E!fi=y of antimiaobioJ preservation.
H preparations do not have adequate antimicrobial efficacy
and do not contain antimicrobial preservatives they are
supplied in single-dose containers, or in multidose containers
that prevent microbial contamination of the contents after
opening.

In the manufacture/preparation of non-sterile pharmaceutical
preparations, suitable measures are taken to ensure their
microbial quality; reconunendations on this aspect are
provided in general chapters 5.1.4. Microbiological quality of
non-sterile phann(l(eutical preparations and substances for
phamrauuticalust and 5.1.8. Mkrobiological quality of herbal
medicinal products for oral use and extracts usedin their
preparation.
Sterile preparations are manufactured/prepared using
materials and methods designed to ensure sterility and to
avoid the introduction of contaminants and the growth of
micro-organisms; recommendations on this aspect are
provided in general chapter 5.1.1. Metho<h of preparation of
sterile producer.

Containers
A suitable container is selected. Consideration is given to the
intended use of the preparation, the properties of the
container, the required shelf-life, and produetlcontainer
incompatibilities. Where applicable, containers for
pharmaceutical preparations comply with the requirements
for containers (3.2 and subsections) and materials used for
the manufacture of containers (3.1 and subsections).

Stability
Stability requirements of pharmaceutical preparations are
dependent on their Intended use and on the desired storage
time.

Where applicable, the probability and criticality of possible
degradation products of the active substance(s) and/or
reaction products of the active substance(s) with an excipient
and/or the immediate container must be assessed. Depending
on the result of this assessment, limits of degradation and/or
reaction products are set and monitored in the
phannaceutical preparation. Licensed products require a
stability exercise.

2022

Methods used for the purpose of stability testing for all
relevant characteristics of the preparation are validated as
stability indicating) i.e. the methods allow the quantification
of the relevant degradation products and physical
characteristic changes.

TESTS
Relevant tests to apply in order to ensure the appropriate
quality of a particular dosage form are described in the
specific dosage form monographs.

Where it is not practical, for unlicensed pharmaceutical
preparations, to carry out the tests (e.g. batch size, time
restraints), other suitable methods are implemented to ensure
that the appropriate quality is achieved in accordance with
the risk assessment carried out and any local guidance or
legal requirements.

Stock preparations are normally tested to a greater extent
than extemporaneous preparations.

The following tests are applicable to many preparations and
are therefore listed here.

Appearance
The appearance (e.g. size, shape and colour) of the
pharmaceutical preparation is controlled.

Identity and purity tests
Where applicable, the following tests are carried out on the
pharmaceutical preparation:
- identification of the active substance(s);
- identification of specific excipient(s), such as preservatives;
- purity tests (e.g, investigation of degradation products)

residual solvents (2.4.24) or other related impurities,
sterility (Z.6.1));

- safety tests (e.g. safety tests for biological products).

Elemental impurities
General chapter 5.20. Elemental impun·lies applies to
pharmaceutical preparations except products for veterinary
use, unlicensed preparations and other products that are
excluded from the scope of this chapter.

For phannaceutical preparations outside the scope of general
chapter 5.20, manufacturers of these products remain
responsible for controlling the levels of elemental impurities
using the principles of risk management.

If appropriate, testing is performed using suitable analytical
procedures according to general chapter 2.4.20. Determination
0/elemental impurities.
Uniformity (Z.9.40 or Z.9.5IZ.9.6)
Pharmaceutical preparations presented in single-dose units
comply with the test(s) as prescribed in the relevant specific
dosage form monograph. If justified and authorised, general
chapter Z.9.40 can be applicable only at the time of release.

Special uniformity requirements apply in the following cases:
- for herbal drugs and herbal drug preparations, compliance

with general chapter 2.9.40 is not required;
- for homoeopathic preparations, the provisions of general

chapters 2.9.6 and 2.9.40 are normally not appropriate,
however in certain circumstances compliance with these
chapters may be required by the competent authority;

- for single- and multivitamin and trace-element
preparations, compliance with general chapters 2.9.6 and
Z.9.40 (content unifomrity on!Jl) is not required;

- in justified and authorised circumstances) for other
preparations) compliance with general chapters 2.9.6 and
2.9.40 may not be required by the competent authority.
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Reference standards
Reference standards may be needed at various stages for
quality control of pharmaceutical preparations. They are
established and monitored taking due account of general
chapter 5.12. Reference standards.

ASSAY
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, contents of active
substances and specific excipients such as preservatives are
determined in pharmaceutical preparations. Limits must be
defined and justified.

Suitable and validated methods are used. If assay methods
prescribed in the respective active substance monographs are
used, it must he demonstrated that they are not affected by
the presence of the excipients and/or by the formulation.

Reference standards
See Tests.

LABELLING AND STORAGE
The relevant labelling requirements given in the general
dosage form monographs apply. In addition, relevant
European Union or other applicable regulations apply.

GLOSSARY
Formulation
The designing of an appropriate formula (including materials,
processes, etc.) that willensure that the patient receives the
suitable pharmaceutical preparation in an appropriate form
that has the required quality and that will be stable and
effective for the required length of time.

Licensed pharmaceutical preparation
A medicinal product thathas been granted a marketing
authorisation by a competent authority. Synonym: authorised
pharmaceutical preparation.

Manufacture
All operations of purchase of materials and products,
Production, Quality Control, release, storage, distribution of
medicinal products and the related controls.

Preparation (or an unlicensed pharmaceutical
preparation)
The 'manufacture' of unlicensed pharmaceutical preparations
by or at the request of pharmacies or other healthcare
establishments (the term 'preparation' is used instead of
'manufacture' in order clearly to distinguish it from the
industrial manufacture of licensed pharmaceutical
preparations).

Reconstitution
Manipulation to enable the use or application of a medicinal
product with a marketing authorisation in accordance with
the instructions given in the summary of product
characteristics or the patient information leaflet.

Ftlskassessnaent
The identification of hazards and the analysis and evaluation
of risks associated with exposure to those hazards.

Unlicensed pharmaceutical preparation
A medicinal product that is exempt from the need of having
a marketing authorisation issued by a competent authority
but is made for specific patients' needs according to
legislation.
_____________________ POE..
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Herbal Drugs

(Ph. Ellr. monograph 1433)

Herbal Drugs comply with 1Mrequirements oj the European
Pharmacopoeia. These requirements arereproduced below.
PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Herbal drugs are mainly whole, fragmented or broken plants
or parts of plants in an unprocessed state, usually in dried
form but sometimes fresh. In this general monograph, the
word 'plant' is used in the broader sense (0 also include
algae, fungi and lichens. Certain exudates that have not been
subjected to a specific treatment are also considered to be
herbal drugs. Herbal drugs are precisely defined by the
botanical scientific name according to the binominal system
(genus, species, variety and author).
Whole Describes a herbal drug that has not been reduced in
size and is presented, dried or undried, as harvested; for
example: dog rose, bitter fennel or sweet fennel, Roman
chamomile flower.

Fragmented Describes a herbal drug that has been reduced
in size after harvesting to permit ease of handling, drying
and/or packaging; for example: cinchona bark, rhubarb,
passion flower.

Broke" Describes a herbal drug in which the more-fragile
parts of the plant have broken during drying) packaging or
transportation; for example: belladonna leaf, matricaria
flower, hop strobile.

Cut Describes a herbal drug that has been reduced in size)
other than by powdering) [0 the extent that the macroscopic
description in the monograph of the herbal drug can no
longer be applied. When a herbal drug is cut for a specific
purpose that results in the cut herbal drug being
homogeneous, for example when cut for herbal teas, it is a
herbal drug preparation. Certain cut herbal drugs processed
in this way may be the subject of an individual monograph.

A herbal drug that complies with its monograph and is
subsequemly cut for extraction shaU comply in its cut form,
except for its macroscopic description, with the monograph
for that herbal drug) unless otherwise justified.

The term herbal drngis synonymous with the term herbal
substance used in European Community legislation on herbal
medicinal products.

DRIED HERBAL DRUGS
PRODUCTION
Dried herbal drugs are obtained from cultivated or wild
plants. Suitable collection. cultivation, harvesting) drying,
fragmentation and storage conditions are essential to
guarantee their quality.

Dried herbal drugs are, as far as possible, free from
impurities such as soil. dust, dirt and other contaminants
such as fungal. insect and other animal contaminations. They
are not rotten.

If a decontaminating treatment has been used) it is necessary
to demonstrate that the constituents of the herbal drug are
not affected and that no harmful residues remain. The use of
ethylene oxide is prohibited for the decontamination of
herbal drugs,

IDENTIFICATION
Dried herbal drugs are identified using their macroscopic and
microscopic descriptions and any further tests that may be
required (for example, thin-layer chromatography).
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TESTS

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Carry out a test for foreign matter, unless otherwise
prescribed or justified and authorised. The content of foreign
matter is not more than 2 per cent mlm, unless otherwise
prescribed or justified and authorised. An appropriate specific
test may apply to dried herbal drugs liable to be adulterated.
It may not be possible to perform the test for foreign matter
on a dried herbal drug that is cut, as described under
Definition, for either a specific purpose or for extraction.
Under these circumstances the cut material is presumed to
comply with the test for foreign matter providing that the
dried herbal drug prior to cutting was compliant with this
test.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Carry out a test for loss on drying, unless otherwise
prescribed or justified and authorised.

Water (2.2.13)
A determination of water may be carried out instead of a test
for loss on drying for dried herbal drugs with a high
essential-oil content.

Pesticides (2.8.13)
Dried herbal drugs comply with the requirements for
pesticide residues. The requirements take into account the
nature of the plant, where necessary the preparation in which
the plant might be used, and where available the knowledge
of the complete treatment record of the batch of the plant.

Heavy metals (2.4.27)
Unless otherwise stated in an individual monograph or unless
otherwise justified and authorised:
- cadmium: maximum 1.0 ppm;
- lead: maximum 5.0 ppm;
- mercury: maximum 0.1 ppm.

Where necessary, limits for other heavy metals may be
required.

Where necessary) dtied herbal dmgs ccmplywith othertests.. such
as rhe following, for example.

Total ash (2.4.16)

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)

Extractable matter

Swelling index (2.8.4)

Bitterness value (2.8.15)

AIlatoxin B, (2.8. III)
Where necessary, limits for aflatoxins may be required.

Ochratoxin A (2.8.22)
Where necessary, a limit for ochratoxin A may be required.

Radioactive contamination
In some specific circumstances, the risk of radioactive
contamination is to be considered.

Microbial contamination
Where a dried herbal drug is used whole) cut or powdered as
an ingredient in a medicinal product, the microbial
contamination is controlled (5.1.8. Mi<robiological q/I(J/ity of
herbal medicinal products for oraluseand exl1acts usedin their
preparation or 5.1.4. Microbiological qualityof non-sterile
pharmaceutical preparations and substances for pharmaceutical use
(e.g. for cutaneous use)).

ASSAY
Unless otherwise prescribed or justified and authorised) dried
herbal drugs are assayed by an appropriate method.
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STORAGE
Protected from light.

W'here usedfor the production of essential oils, some of the tests
prescribed for dried herbal drugs may no longer benecessary. This
is considered on a case-b)rcase basis depending on theprovenance
of 'he dried herbal drug and theproduction process. The needfor
testing (e.g. for potential contaminants} and the stage of teuing
(herbal drug/essential oiV is 10 beconsidered.

FRESH HERBAL DRUGS
A fresh herbal drug is one that is intended to he processed
into a herbal drug preparation (e.g. essential oil, juice,
tincture) within a relatively short period of time after
harvesting. Under these circumstances, the extensive analysis
prescribed for dried herbal drugs is not appropriate and the
following analytical requirements, based on the provenance of
the fresh herbal drug, are considered suitable, provided that
processing to the herbal drug preparation takes place within a
validated time period after harvesting.

(1) For a fresh herbal drug that has been cultivated from
seeds, cuttings, etc., whose origin and traceability can be
demonstrated, and where the complete history of the herbal
drug from planting to harvesting is documented:

- macroscopic identification of the plant and plant parts
to be processed;

- compliance with a suitable limit test for foreign
matter.

(2) For a cultivated fresh herbal drug where the information
on life cycle from seed to harvesting, as described under (I),
is incomplete, the same analytical requirements as described
under (I) apply, as well as any additional tests that may be
necessary depending on the infonnation available on the
herbal drug to be processed and any potential or known
quality issues.

(3) For a fresh herbal drug that is wild-crafted, the analytical
requirements should be assessed on a case-by-case basis and
will depend on the ease of identification or characterisation of
the herbal drug/herbal drug preparation and potential
adulterants, and the method of processing or type of herbal
drug preparation to be manufactured. For example, in the
case of essential oils, the majority of the oil composition is
determined when it is analysed, whereas for a juice or a
tincture) such analytical capabilities are limited. For the
processing of plant parts, a wild-crafted fresh flower, easily
identifiable by its distinctive appearance and colour, would
be expected to require fewer analytical control parameters
than a wild-crafted fresh root with few, if any, visually
distinctive features. Analytical requirements as described
under (I) may be acceptable when fully justified.

For fresh herbal drugs, where the extensive analysis described
for dried herbal drugs is not feasible prior to processing into
the herbal drug preparation, appropriate tests
(e.g. for contaminants) are performed on a suitable retained
sample of the fresh herbal drug or on the herbal drug
preparation.

Fresh herbal drugs may be frozen for storage purposes.
Defined processes for freezing and thawing are required to
ensure the quality of the herbal drug. Appropriate testing of
the herbal drug, justified on the basis of me freezing and
manufacturing processes, is put in place and may include
testing prior to freezing and at the time of use.

When handling and processing fresh herbal drugs, it is
necessary to ensure, by visual inspection or other suitable
means, the absence of unwanted fermentation, the presence
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of which may alter the quality of the herbal drug preparation,
including possible mycotoxin production.
________________~I'h&r

Processed Herbal Drugs
DEFINITION
Processed Herbal Drugs are obtained by subjecting Herbal
Drugs to traditional processing methods,

Processed Herbal Drugs are defined precisely by the
botanical scientific name according to the binomial system
(genus) species, subspecies, variety, and author) and plant
part. Monographs for Processed Herbal Drugs may refer to
the relevant monograph for the unprocessed material where
the binomial name is given.

PRODUCTION
Processed Herbal Drugs are obtained by subjecting Herbal
Drugs to specific types of processing according to traditional
processing methods. These traditional processing methods
have the potential to alter the physical characteristics and/or
chemical constituents of a Herbal Drug. Traditional
processing methods may require the addition of processing
aids to the herbal drug, for example, honey, vinegar) wine,
milk and salt. The additional processing aids used should be
of a suitable quality or of phannacopoeial quality where a
monograph exists. The method of traditional processing is
provided under the Production section in individual
monographs.

IDENTIFICATION
Processed Herbal Drugs are identified using their
macroscopical and, where appropriate, microscopical
descriptions and any further tests that may be required.

TESTS
A test for foreign malter, Appendix XI D, is carried out,
unless otherwise prescribed in the individual monographs.

A specific appropriate test may be prescribed to detect
potential contaminants in processed herbal drugs.

If appropriate, the Processed Herbal Drugs comply with
other tests, for example, IOlal ash, Appendix Xl J) Method II,
ash insoluble in hydroch/orit; acid, Appendix XI K, Method IT,
extractable mauer, swelling index, Appendix XI C and bitterness
value, Appendix XI N.

The test for loss on drying, Appendix IX D, is carried out on
Processed Herbal Drugs, unless otherwise prescribed in me
individual monographs. A deurmination of waler by distillation,
Appendix IX C, Method IT) is carried out for Processed
Herbal Drugs with a high. essential oil content.

Processed Herbal Drugs comply with the requirements for
pesticide midues, Appendix Xl L. The requirements take into
account the nature of me Processed Herbal Drugs, where
necessary the preparation in which the plant might be used,
and where available, the knowledge of the complete record of
treatment of the balch of the Processed Herbal Drugs during
cultivation, harvesting and processing. The content of
pesticide residues may be determined by the method
described in the annex to the general method.

The risk of contamination of Processed Herbal Drugs by
heavy metals must be considered. In an individual
monograph either a general limit for heavy metals or specific
limits for individual heavy metal may be required.

Where necessary limits for specific toxins, for example
aflatoxins or ochraroxins, may be applied.
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IDENTIFICATION
Essential oils are identified by their gas chromatographic
profile, or failing this, by any other test that may be required
(for example, a test by thin-layer chromatography).

TESTS
GENERAL TESTS
The essential oil complies with the prescribed limits for the
following tests.

Relative density (2.2.5)

Refractive Index (2.2.6)

Optical rotation (2.2. 7)

Fatty oils and reslnllled essential oils (2.8.7)

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS
Ifnecessary, the essential oil complies with the prescribed
limits for the following tests.

Freezing point (2.2.18)

Acld value (2.5.1)

Peroxide value (2.5.5)

Foreign esters (2.8.6)

Residue on evaporation (2.8.9)

Water (2.8.5)

Solubility In alcohol (2.8.1U)

Falsification
If appropriate, a test for one or more falsifications may be
carried out by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), by gas
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PRODUCTION
Depending on the monograph, the plant raw material may be
fresh, wilted, dried, whole, broken or ground.

Steam distillauon The essential oil is produced by the
passage of steam through the plant raw material in a suitable
apparatus. The steam may be introduced from an external
source or generated by boiling water below the raw material
or by boiling water in which the raw material is immersed.
The steam and oil vapours are condensed. The water and
essential oil are separated by decantation.

Dry distil/atien The essential oil is produced by high
temperature heating of stems or barks in a suitable apparatus
without the addition of water or steam.

l\Jf«hanical process The essential oil, usually known as 'cold
pressed', is produced by a mechanical process without any
heating. It is mainly applied to Citrus fruit and involves
expression of the oil from the pericarp and subsequent
separation by physical means.

In certain cases, a suitable antioxidant may be added to the
essential oil.

- A detetpenated essential oil is an essential oil from which
moncterpene hydrocarbons have been removed, partially
or totally.

- A detetpenated and desesquiterpemued essential oil is an
essential oil from which mono- and sesquiterpene
hydrocarbons have been removed, partially or totally.

- A rectified essential oil is an essential oil that has been
subjected to fractional distillation to remove certain
constituents or modify the content.

- An 'x'sfree essential oil is an essential oil that has been
subjected to partial or complete removal of one or more
constituents.

CHARACTERS
The appearance and the odour of the essential oil is
determined,

•••• •• •• ••••
Herbal Drug Preparations
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1434)

Herbal Drug Preparations comply with the requirements of the
European Pharmacopoeia. These requirements are reproduced
below.

DEFINITION
Herbal drug preparations are homogeneous products
obtained by subjecting herbal drugs to treatments such as
extraction, distillation, expression, fractionation, purification,
concentration or fermentation.

Herbal drug preparations include, for example, extracts,
essential oils, expressed juices, processed exudates, and
herbal drugs that have been subjected to size reduction for
specific applications, for example herbal drugs cut for herbal
teas or powdered for encapsulation.

Herbal teas comply withthe monograph Herbal teas (1435).

NOTE The term comminuted used in European Community
legislation on herbal medicinal products describes a herbal
drug that has been either cut or powdered.

The term herbal drugpreparaiUm is synonymous with the term
herbal preparation used in European Community legislation
on herbal medicinal products.

Where processing is carried out to remove or limit specific
constituents from the herbal drug a suitable limit test should
be carried out.

In some specific circumstances, the risk of radioactive
contamination is to be considered.

Essential Oils

ASSAY
Unless otherwise justified and authorised Processed Herbal
Drugs are assayed by an appropriate method.

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2098)

Essential Oilscomply with the requirements ofthe European
Pharmacopoeia. These requiremenu are reproduced below.
PIIE<I _

The statements in this monograph are intended to be readin
conjunction with individualmonographs on essential oils in the
European Pharmacopoeia. Application of the monograph to other
essential #s may be decided by the competent authoriliJl.

DEFINITION
Odorous product, usually of complex composition, obtained
from a botanically defined plant raw material by steam
distillation, dry distillation, or a suitable mechanical process
without heating. Essential oils are usually separated from the
aqueous phase by a physical process that does not
significantly affect their composition.

Essential oils may be subjected to a suitable subsequent
treatment. Thus an essential oil may be commercially known
as being deterpenated, desesquiterpenated, rectified or IX'_

free.
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I. «-pinene
2. cineole

3. hexanol
4. decanal

5.linak>1
6. linalyl acelate

7. P-caryophyllene
8. eugenol

9. benzyl salicylate

Figure 2098.-1. - Chromatogram for the testfor chromatographic profile of essential oils

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1 ~L.

Identification of componenu Use the chromatogram supplied
with essential oilCRS.
System suitability Reference solution:
_ resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to linalol

and linalyl acetate;
_ signal-to-noise ratio: minimwn 100 for the peak due to

decanal;
_ limiu: the percentage content of each of the 9 components

is within the limits stated on the leaflet provided wil:h
essential oilCRS.

STORAGE
In a well-filled, airtight container, protected from light.

chromatography (2.2.28) using a chiral column if necessary,
or by any other suitable method.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
In addition to the system suitability test given in the specific
monograph, it is necessary to check the suitability of the
chromatographic system using the following test, which is to
be carried out periodically within the framework of
performance qualification.
The chromatogram shown in Figure 2098.-1 is given as an
example.
Reference solution essential oi CRS. Ifnecessary, the reference
solution can be diluted with heptane R.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 ;;;; 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: macrogol20 000 R (0.25 pm).

Carnergas helinm for chromatography R.

Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:500.The split ratio/injection volumecan be
adjusted in order to fit the specific equipment used, provided
that the column load stays the same.

Temperature:

Column

Injection pon

Detector

Tim'
(nUn)

0-15

15 - 100

100 - 105

Temperature
CC)
70

70 -i 240

240

250

270
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one or more constituents in the herbal drug to be extracted.
The herbal drug may also undergo a preliminary treatment,
for example, grinding, inactivation of enzymes or defatting.
In addition, unwanted constituents (e.g. toxic constituents)
or unwanted matter (e.g. insoluble matter) may be removed
at a suitable stage in the production process.

Where solvents are recovered from the production process,
such recovered or recycled solvents may be used, provided
that the recovery procedures are controlled and monitored to
ensure that solvents meet appropriate standards before re-use
or admixture with other approved materials. Water used for
the production of extracts complies with the requirements of
the monograph Waterfor preparation of extraas (2249).
Where applicable, miscella (extraction liquors) are
concentrated to the intended consistency using suitable
methods, usually under reduced pressure and at a
temperature at which deterioration of the constituents is
reduced to a minimum. Essential oils that have been
separated during processing may be restored to the extracts
at an appropriate stage in the production process. Suitable
excipients may be added at various stages of the production
process for technological reasons (for example, as part of the
drying process or to improve the homogeneity or consistency
of an extract). For standardised extracts) suitable inert
exciplents may also be added to adjust one or more
constituents to a defined content. For quantified extracts and
'oilier' extracts, the addition of inert excipients to adjust the
content of assayed constituents is not permitted. Excipients
are included for technological reasons only, and the
manufacturer must declare the content of such excipients as
a fixed percentage. In some applications, an excipient may be
added in a narrow percentage range (e.g. silicon dioxide
between 0.1-0.5 per cent, to improve flowability of the
extract). The proposed range must be justified by the
manufacturer. Suitable stabilisers, antioxidants and
antimicrobial preservatives may be added to extracts where
justified and authorised.

Extraction with a given solvent leads to a typical content of
selected constituents in the extracted dry matter; during
production of standardised and quantified extracts,
purification procedures may be applied that increase the
content of these selected constituents with respect to the
expected values; such extracts are referred to as <refined'.

IDENTIFICATION
Extracts are identified using suitable methods.

TESTS
Where applicable, as a result of analysis of the herbal drug
used for production and in view of the production process,
tests for microbiological quality (5.1.4 or 5.1.8), heavy metals
(2.4.27), aftatoxins (2.8.11!), ochratoxin A (2.8.22) and
pesticide residues (2.8.13) in the extracts may be necessary.
Where a test for heavy metals is carried out, the same limits
for heavy metals as those given in the monograph Herbal
drngs (1433) are applicable to extracts unless otherwise stated
in an individual extract monograph or unless otherwise
justified and authorised.

ASSAY
Extracts are assayed by a suitable method, unless otherwise
justified.

Standardised extracts
The Definition section of an individual monograph on a
standardised extract states the content of the assayed
constituents as either a defined single content or within a
defined range of content.
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**** ** ** ****Extracts

(Ph. Bur. monograph 0765)
Herbal DrugExtracts comply with the requirements of the
European Pharmacopoeia. These requirements are reproduced
belo»:

Herbal Drug Extracts

DEFINlTION
Herbal drug extracts are liquid (liquid extraction
preparations), semi-solid (soft extracts and oleoresins) or
solid (dry extracts) preparations obtained from Herbaldrngs
(1433) using suitable solvents.

An extract is essentially defined by the quality of the herbal
drug) by its production process (extraction solvent(s), method
of processing) erc.) and by its specifications.

European Pharmacopoeia monographs for extracts cover the
genuine (native) extract and, where present, excipients.

Different types of extract may be distinguished.

Standardised extracts
Are adjusted to a defined content of one or more
constituents with known therapeutic activity. TIlls is achieved
by adjustment of the extract with inert excipients or by
blending batches of the extract.

Quantified extracts
Are adjusted to one or more active markers, the content of
which is controlled within a limited, specified range.
Adjusbnents are made by blending batches of the extract.

Other extracts
Are not adjusted to a particular content of constituents.
For control purposes, one or more constituents are used as
analytical markers. The minimum content for these analytical
markers is given in an individual monograph.

PRODUCTION
Herbal drugs, solvents and other materials used for the
preparation of extracts are of suitable quality and Where
applicable comply with the requirements of any relevant
monograph in the European Pharmacopoeia. Where justified,
herbal drugs used for the production of extracts may exceed
the limits for heavy metals specified in the monograph Herbal
drugs (1433) provided that the resulting extract satisfies the
requirements for heavy metals (see Tests).

Different batches of the herbal drug which are compliant
with the relevant monograph, or in the absence of an
individual monograph with other suitable specifications, may
be combined prior to extraction, for example for the purpose
of achieving the quantity of herbal drug required for the
production process or, in the case of standardised and
quantified extracts, to achieve a certain range of content for

LABELLING
The label states:
- the scientific name of the plant raw material used;
- where applicable, the type and/or the chemotype of the

essential oil;
- where applicable, me method of production;
- where applicable, the name and concentration of any

added antioxidant;
- where applicable, additional processing steps that are not

specified under Definition.
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Definedsingle content For example, in the monograph
Ipecacuanha liquidextract.. standardised (1875), the content of
assayed constituents is stated as 1.80 per cent to
2.20 per cent In this case, the declaration is based on a
defined single content of 2.0 per cent with a tolerance of
± 10 per cent. The acceptable tolerance is usually within the
range ± 5 per cent to ± 10 per cent taking into account the
nature of the extract and the method of assay.

Definedrange of rontent For example, in the monograph
Frangula bark dty extraa, standardised (1214), the content of
assayed constituents is slated as 15.0 per cent to
30.0 per cent. In this case, it is intended mat an extract will
consistently be produced to a defined single content selected
from within the defined range taking into account an
acceptable tolerance. Where there is an individual
monograph in the pharmacopoeia for a standardised extract
with a defined range of content, the acceptable tolerance will
be stated in the individual monograph (for example, for
Frangula bark dry extraCl, standardised (1214), the acceptable
tolerance is stated as ± 10 per cent relative to the declared
content).

Quantified extracts
The content of assayed constituents must be within the
values gteen in the Definition section of an individual
monograph.

Other extracts
The content of assayed constituents must not be lower than
me minimum value given in the Definition section of an
individual monograph. Where justified and authorised, this
does not preclude the selection of alternative constituents as
a basis for assay using a corresponding validated analytical
method, which may be more appropriate to the physical
andlor chemical properties of the medicinal product into
which me extract is to be incorporated. Where alternative
constituents are selected for assay, a suitable minimum value
for such constituents must be established.

LABELLING
The label,tates:
- the herbal drug used;
- where applicable, that fresh herbal drug has been used;
- the fonn of the extract (for example, liquid, tincture, soft,

oleoresin or dry);
- where applicable, that the extract is standardised or

quantified;
- for standardised extracts, me defined content of

constituents with known therapeutic activity;
- for quantified extracts, the specified range of content of

active markers,
- where applicable, that the extract is 'refined',
- the first solvent or solvents used for extraction (for

example, ethanol 60 per cent VIV)j
- the name and amount of any excipients present in the

extract (for example, diluents, stabilisers, antimicrobial
preservatives, antioxidants);

- for quantified extracts and 'ether' extracts, the ratio of the
quantity of herbal drug to the quantity of genuine (native)
extract (DERplui".) expressed on a mass/mass basis for
soft extracts, oleoresins and dry extracts, and on either a
mass/mass or a mass/volume basis for liquid extraction
preparations;

- where applicable, the percentage of dry residue;
- the storage conditions.
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LIQUID EXTRACTION PREPARATIONS
PRAEPARATIONES FLUIDAE AB
EXTRACTIONE
Liquid extraction preparations are liquid preparations
consisting of a diverse range of products which are described
by their extraction solvents, methods of production and drug
solvent ratios or drug extract ratios. Included in this range
are products obtained using ethanol, water, glycerol,
propylene glycol and fatty oils as extraction solvents. Liquid
(fluid) extracts and tinctures belong to this category and are
described below.

LIQUID (FLUID) EXTRACTS - EXTRACTA FLUIDA
DEFINITION
Quantified liquid (fluid) extracts and 'other' liquid (fluid)
extracts are liquid extraction preparations of which, in
general, I part by mass or volume is equivalent to 1 part by
mass of the dried herbal drug.

Standardised liquid (fluid) extracts are only defined by their
content of constituents with known therapeutic activity.

PRODUCTION
Liquid extracts are prepared using ethanol of a suitable
concentration andlor water together with, where necessary,
other substances (e.g. glycerol or ammonia solution) to
extract the herbal drug, or by dissolving a soft or dry extract
of the herbal drug (which has been produced using the same
extraction solvent as would be used to prepare the liquid
extract by direct extraction) in either ethanol of the required
concentration or water.

Where the liquid extract contains ethanol, it is tested for
2-propanol (2.9.11), with a maximum of 0.05 per cent VIV,
unless assurance of compliance with this limit is provided by
a detailed knowledge of the ethanol supply chain and the
extract manufacturing process.

Except for standardised liquid extracts, liquid extracts
produced from soft or dry extracts do not contain any
excipients other than those that would be present in the
liquid extract prepared by direct extraction. However,
exceptions may be justified in certain cases such as when the
soft extract used to produce the liquid extract contains
stabilisers, antioxidants or antimicrobial preservatives that
have been added to ensure its stability.

Liquid extracts are adjusted, if necessary, so that they satisfy
the requirements for content of solvent. Liquid extracts may
be filtered, if necessary.

A slight sediment may form on standing.

TESTS

Relative density (2.2.5)
Where applicable, the liquid extract complies with the limits
prescribed.

Ethanol (2.9.111)
For ethanolic liquid extracts, carry out the determination of
ethanol content. The ethanol content complies with the
limits prescribed.

Methanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent VfV for ethanolic liquid extracts,
unless otherwise prescribed or justified and authorised.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Where applicable, the liquid extract complies with the limits
prescribed.

STORAGE
Protected from light.
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lABELLING
The label states in addition to the requirements listed above,
the ethanol content in per cent VIV, where applicable.

TINCTURES - TINCTURAE
DEFINITION
Quantified tinctures and 'other' tinctures are liquid extraction
preparations that are obtained using either 1 part by mass of
herbal drug and 10 pans by mass or volwne of extraction
solvent, or 1 part by mass of herbal drug and 5 parts by mass
or volume of extraction solvent. Alternatively, they may be
obtained using either 1 part by mass of herbal drug and
sufficient extraction solvent to produce 10 parts by mass or
volume of tincture or 1 part by mass of herbal drug and
sufficient extraction solvent to produce 5 pans by mass or
volume of tincture. Oilier ratios of herbal drug to extraction
solvent may be used.

Standardised tinctures are only defined by their content of
constituents with known therapeutic activity.

PRODUCTION
Tinctures are usually prepared by either maceration or
percolation) using ethanol of a suitable concentration to
extract the herbal drug) or by dissolving a soft or dry extract
of the herbal drug (which has been produced using the same
extraction solvent as would be used to prepare the tincture
by direct extraction) in ethanol of the required concentration.

The tincture is tested for 2-propanol (2.9.11») with a
maximwn of 0.05 per cent VIV) unless assurance of
compliance with this limit is provided by a detailed
knowledge of the ethanol supply chain and the tincture
manufacturing process. .

Except for standardised tinctures) tinctures produced from
soft or dry extracts do not contain any excipients other than
those that would be present in the tincture prepared by direct
extraction. However, exceptions may be justified in certain
cases such as when the soft extract used to produce the
tincture contains stabilisers) antioxidants or antimicrobial
preservatives that have been added to ensure its stability.

Tinctures are adjusted) if necessary so that they satisfy the
requirements for content of solvent. Tinctures may be filtered
if necessary.

Tinctures are usually clear. A slight sediment may form on
standing.

TESTS

Relative density (2.2.5)
Where applicable, the tincture complies with the limits
prescribed.

Ethanol (2.9.1(J)
The ethanol content complies with the limits prescribed.

Methanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent VIV) unless otherwise prescribed or
justified and authorised.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Where applicable, the tincture complies with me limits
prescribed.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

lABBLLING
The label states) in addition to the requirements listed above)
the ethanol content in per cent VIV.

General Monographs IV-51

SOFT EXTRACTS - EXTRACTA SPISSA
DEFINITION
Soft extracts are semi-solid preparations obtained by
evaporation or partial evaporation of the solvent used for
production.

TESTS
Dry residue (2.8.16)
The soft extract complies with the limits prescribed.

Solvents
Residual solvents are controlled as described in chapter 5.4)
unless otherwise prescribed or justified and authorised.

STORAGE
In an airtight container) protected from light.

OLEORESINS - OLEORESINA
DEFINITION
Oleoresins are semi-solid extracts composed of a resin in
solution in an essential and/or fatty oil and are obtained by
evaporation of the solvent(s) used for their production.

This monograph applies to oleoresins produced by extraction
and not to natural oleoresins.

TESTS
Waler (2.2.13)
The oleoresin complies with the limits prescribed.

Solvents
Residual solvents are controlled as described in chapter 5.4)
unless otherwise prescribed or justified and authorised.

STORAGE
In an airtight container) protected from light.

DRY EXTRACTS - EXTRACTA SICCA
DEFINITION
Dry extracts are solid preparations obtain.ed by evaporation
of the solvent used for their production.

Dry extracts usually have a loss on drying of not greater than
5 per cent mlm. Where justified and authorised) a loss on
drying with a different limit or a test for water may be
prescribed.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Where applicable, the dry extract complies with the limits
prescribed.

Waler (2.5.12)
Where a test for loss on drying is not applicable) the dry
extract complies with the limits prescribed.

Solvents
Residual solvents are controlled as described in chapter 5.4,
unless otherwise prescribed or justified and authorised.

STORAGE
In an airtight container) protected from light.

GLOSSARY - GLOSSA
Constituents with known therapeutic activity
Chemically defined substances or groups of substances which
are generally accepted to contribute substantially to the
therapeutic activity of a herbal drug, a herbal drug
preparation or a herbal medicinal product.
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Drug extract ratio (DER)
The ratio between the quantity of herbal drug used in the
manufacture of an extract and the quantity of extract
obtained. The number (given as the actual range) written
before the colon is the relative quantity of the herbal drug;
the number written after the colon is the relative quantity of
the extract obtained. Two DERs can be differentiated:
- Genuine (native) drug extract ratio (DERgenuine).

The ratio between the quantity of herbal drug used in the
manufacture of an extract and the quantity of genu me
(native) extract obtained.

- Total drug extract ratio (DERtotad. The ratio between
the quantity of herbal drug used in the manufacture of an
extract and the quantity of whole extract (including
excipients) obtained.

For example) DERgmui/1tl 2.5-4.5:1 means that between 2.5
and 4.5 parts of herbal drug are required to produce 1 part
of genuine (native) extract. Where processing aids are added
to the genuine (native) extract to produce, for example, a dry
extract, the DER'Olal and the DERp RuUrt will have different
values; where a dry extract is produced without the need for
any processing aids, the DERlClal and the DE~uint will be
identical. Oleo resins are usually produced without the need
to include processing aids, therefore the DER'OlQ/ and the
DERgenuPle are usually identical. For soft extracts and liquid
extraction preparations, where the genuine (native) extract
does not exist without excipients andlor processing aids
(e.g. usually 20-30 per cent of water in soft extracts,
ethanolic extraction solvent in tinctures), the DERtoltJI and the
DERgenuint are identical.

Drug sillvent rado (DSR)
The ratio between me quantity of herbal drug, expressed in
mass, used in the manufacture of an extract and the quantity
of the first extraction solvent, expressed in mass or volume.

Extraction solvents
Solvents which are used for the extraction process.

Genuine (native) herbal drug extract
Refers to the extract without excipients, even if for
technological reasons the genuine extract is not available.
However, for soft extracts and liquid extraction preparations
the genuine extract may contain variable amounts of
(extraction) solvent.

Markers
Chemically defined constituents or groups of constituents of
a herbal drug, a herbal drug preparation or a herbal
medicinal product which are of interest for control purposes
independent of whether they have any therapeutic activity.
Markers serve to calculate the quantity of herbal drug(s) or
herbal drug preparation(s) in the herbal medicinal product if
the marker has been quantitatively determined in the herbal
drug or herbal drug preparation.

There are 2 categories of markers:
- activemarkers are constituents or groups of constituents

which are generally accepted to contribute to the
therapeutic activity;

- analytical markers are constituents or groups of
constituents that serve solely for analytical purposes,
irrespective of any pharmacological or therapeutic activity
which they may be reported to possess.

Mlscella (extraction liquor)
Liquid obtained from the extraction process.

Production of tinctures by maceration
A process whereby, unless otherwise prescribed, the herbal
drug to be extracted is reduced to pieces of suitable size,
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mixed thoroughly with the prescribed extraction solvent and
allowed to stand in a closed container for an appropriate
time, with agitation where required. The residue is separated
from the extraction solvent and, if necessary, pressed out.
If the residue is pressed, the 2 liquids are combined.

Production of tinctures by percolation
A process whereby, unless otherwise prescribed, the herbal
drug to be extracted is reduced to pieces of suitable size and
mixed thoroughly with a portion of the prescribed extraction
solvent and allowed to stand for an appropriate time.
The mixture is transferred to a percolator and more
extraction solvent is added until the herbal drug is covered
with a layer of extraction solvent. The percolate is allowed to
flow slowly from the base of the percolator while extraction
solvent is slowly added to the top of the percolator, ensuring
that the herbal drug to be extracted is constantly covered
with extraction solvent, until all the extraction solvent has
been added. Percolation continues until the percolate is
recovered. If the residue is pressed, the 2 liquids are
combined.
______________~ POE"

Tinctures of the British Pharmacopoeia
In addition to the requirements for Tinctures of the European
Pharmacopoeia (Slated under Earaas), thejoJ/owing statements
apply to those tinctures that are the subject of an individual
monograph in the British Pharmacopoeia.

DEFINITION
Certain preparations of the British Pharmacopoeia entitled
Tinctures do not conform strictly to the definition of the
European Pharmacopoeia and consequently application of
some of the above requirements is inappropriate.
Any necessary exceptions are stated in the relevant individual
monographs.

Herbal Teas
(ph. Eur: monograph 1415)

Herbal Teas complyWlih 'he requirements of 'he European
Pharmacopoeia. These requirements arereJlroducd below.
POE" _

DEFINITION
Herbal teas consist exclusively of one or more herbal drugs
intended for oral aqueous preparations by means of
decoction, infusion or maceration. The preparation is
prepared immediately before use.

Herbal teas are usually supplied in bulk fonn or in bags for
single use.

The herbal drugs used comply with the appropriate
individual European Pharmacopoeia monographs or in their
absence with the general monograph Herbal drugs (1433).

IDENTIFICATION
The identity of herbal drugs present in herbal teas is checked
by suitable methods such as botanical examinations andlor
chromatographic profiles.
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Unifonnity of mass
Determine the individual and the average mass of the
contents of 20 randomly chosen units as follows: weigh a
single full sachet of instant herbal tea, open it without losing
any fragments. Empty it completely using a brush. Weigh the
empty sachet and calculate the mass of the contents by
subtraction. Repeat the operation on the 19 remaining
sachets and calculate the average mass of the contents of the
20 units. Unless otherwise justified, not more than 2 of the
individual masses deviate from the average mass by more
than the percentage deviation shown in the table below and
none deviates by more than twice that percentage.

2022

TESTS
Recommendations on the microbiological quality of herbal
teas (5.1.8) take into account the prescribed preparation
method (use of boiling or non-boiling water).

The proportion of herbal drugs present in herbal teas is
checked by appropriate methods.

Herbal teas in bags comply with the following test:

Uniformity of mass
Determine the individual and the average mass of the
contents of 20 randomly chosen units as follows: weigh a
single full hag of herbal tea, open it without losing any
fragments. Empty it completely using a brush. Weigh the
empty bag and calculate the mass of the contents by
subtraction. Repeat the operation on the 19 remaining bags
and calculate the average mass of the contents of the
20 units. Unless otherwise justified, not more than 2 of the
20 individual masses deviate from the average mass by more
than the percentage deviation shown in the table below and
none deviates by more than twice that percentage.

Average mass

less man 15 g

J.5 g to 2.0 g included

more man 2.0 g

STORAGE
Protected from light.

Percentage deviotion

15 per cent

10 per cent

7.5 pel cent

Average mass Percentage deviation _____________________ P1>E"

less than 1.5 g

1.5 g lO 2.0 g included

more man 2.0 g

STORAGE
Protected from light.

15 per cent

10 per cent

7.5 per cent

Abelmoschus Flower
(Abe/morchi Carollo, Ph. Eur. monograph 2827)

**** ** ** ****
_____________________ P1>E"

Instant Herbal Teas
(ph. Eur. monograph 2620)
P1>E" _

DEFINITION
Instant herbal teas' consist of 1 or more herbal drug
preparations (primarily extracts with or without added
essential oils), and are intended for the preparation of an oral
solution immediately before use.

Instant herbal teas may also contain, in addition to herbal
drug preparations, suitable excipients such as maltodextrin
and added flavourings.

Instant herbal teas are presented as a powder or granules and
are usually supplied in bulk form or in sachets.

The herbal drug preparations used comply with the
appropriate individual European Pharmacopoeia monographs
or, in the absence of such individual monographs, with the
general monograph HerbaldlUg preparations (1434) and with
other appropriate general monographs, for example Herbal
drugeXira'" (0765) or Essential oils (2098).

IDENTIFICATION
The identity of herbal drug preparations present in instant
herbal teas is checked by suitable methods.

TESTS
General chapter 5.1.8 contains recommendations on the
microbiological quality of extract-containing herbal medicinal
products such as instant herbal teas.

The proportion of herbal drug preparations present in instant
herbal teas is checked by suitable methods.

Instant herbal teas in sachets comply with the following test.

P1>E" _

DEFINITION
Dried corolla ofAbe/moschus manihor (L.) Medii<.

Content
Minimum 1.0 pet cent ofhibifolin (C"H1aO,.,; M, 494.4)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The corolla is often crumpled and fragmented, and when
whole, consists of 5 petals slightly fused at their base. Each
petal is triangular and broadly obovate, with slightly sinuous
margins, about 7-20 cm long and 7-12 em wide. They are
yellow or pale yellow, with a dark violet Or brown unguis at
the base. The outer surface shows numerous pale green
radial longitudinal striations, and stamens united by their
filaments into a tube about 1.5-2.5 em long bearing
nwnerous sessile anthers. At the centre of the stamen tube is
the style, ending in a dark violet or black stigma, with 5 lobes
rolled outwards.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is yellow
or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2827.-1): fragments of the
epidermis of the distal part of the corolla (surface view [B],
transverse section [F]) with papillose cells [Ba, Fa] and long
glandular trichomes, up to 800 pm long, with a stalk
composed of I [Be] to 4 cells 1H] and a multicellular head
whose diameter does not exceed that of the stalk, composed
of cells with slightly granular contents [Bb]; epidermal cells
surrounding each glandular trichome that are not papillose
[Bd]; fragments of the epidermis of the base of the
corolla [A], often pink or violet, with elongated epidermal
cells IAa], unicellular covering trichomes either isolated lAb]
or paired [Ac], up to 200 um long, and glandular trichomes
with a club-shaped secretory head [E]; fragments of the
characteristic layer of the pollen sac of the anthers with
polyhedral cells, whose walls show thickened parallel
striations [G], accompanied by oil droplets [Ga]; spherical
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pollen grains [D] with finely pitted walls, exceeding 100 um
in diameter, spinyand with numerous germinal pores [Da];
numerous annular or spiral vascular bundles [C]; fragments
of parenchyma consisting of polyhedral cells, some of which
contain cluster crystals of calcium oxalate about 20 um in
diameter m.

Figure 2827.-1. - IRustration for identification testB of powdered
herbal drugof abelmoschi corolla

C. High-petfonnance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).
Prepare the solutions immediately before use.
Test solution To 0.25 g of the powdered herbal drug (1000)
(2.9.1Z) add 10 mL of a mixture of 4 volwnes of water Rand
6 volumes of acetonitrile R, and sonicatefor 15 min.
Centrifuge the solutionfor 15 min and filter the supernatant
through a membrane filter (nominal poresize 0.45 um).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 4.0 mg of rutoside ,"'hydra.. R
and 5.0 mg of hibijolin R in methanol R and dilute to 5.0 mL
with me samesolvent.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hibifolin R anp
2.5 mg of hyperoside R in methanol R and dilute to 5 m1. with
the same solvent.
Imensitymarker Hibifolin.

Ptote TLC silica gelF254 pia.. R (2-10 urn) [or TLC silka gel
F254 piate R (5-40 ~)l.

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, acetic acid R, waterR,
ethyl acetate R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVIV).

Application 3 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 rnm from the lower edge of the plate (or
120 rnm).

Drying In air.
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Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for 3-4 min; spray the wann
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphettylbori<: acid aminoethyl
ester R in methanol R and men with a 50 gIL solution of
macrogol 400 R in methanol R; allow to dry in airand examine
in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.
System suilabiJily Reference solution (c):

- the chromatogram shows 2 distinct zones in the
middle third; both the lower zone (hibifolin) and the
upperzone (hyperoside) show a yellowfluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution. other faint fluorescent zones
may be present.

Top ofthe plate

-- --

A blue zone, equivalent

A yellow zone, equivalent

A yellow zone, equlvalem
(hyperoside)

Hibffclin; a yeUow zone A yellow zone, equivalent (hibifolin)

Rutoside: a yeUow zone A yellowish zone, fllint (rutoside)

-- --

A ydlowish zone. veryfaint

A blue zone, equivalent

Reference solution (a) Test soludon

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (1000) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven
at 105°C for 4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum8 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Prepare the solutions
immediately before use.
SolventmixtureA waterR, aatonill'ile R (40:60 VIV).

SolventmixtureB acetanilrile R, waterR (10:90 VIV).

Testsolution Reduce the herbal drug to a powder (1000)
(2.9.12) using a refrigerated blade grinder. To 0.500 g add
20 mL of solvent mixture A and homogenise using a shaker.
Sonicate for 30 min. Centrifuge for 15 min and transfer the
supernatant to a 50 mL volumetric flask. Change the water
in the ultrasonic bam every30 min to preventheatingand
repeatthe extraction twice, adding to the residue 15 mL of
solvent mixtureA. Combine the supernatants, cool, and
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dilute to 50.0 mL with solvent mixture A. Dilute 2.0 mL of
the solution to 5.0 mL with solvent mixture B. Filter through
a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 6.0 mg of him/olin CRS in
solvent mixture A and dilute to 10.0 mL with solvent
mixture A.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2.5 mg of quercimn R in
solvent mixture A and dilute to 5 mL with solvent
mixture A.

Reference sollllian (c) Mix 0.4 mL of reference solution (b)
and 0.5 mL of reference solution (a), and dilute to 5 mL
with solvent mixture B.

Reference solution (d) Dilute 0.70 mL of reference
solution (a) to 5.0 mL with solvent mixture B.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 ffi, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: pheny/silyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 pm);
- temperature: 40 "C.

Mobilephase:
- mobile phase A: acetonitrile R, 0.07 per cent VIV solution of

phosphoric acid R (5:95 VII');
- mobile phaseB: 0.01 per cent VIV solution of phosphoric

acid R, acetonitrile R (5:95 VII');

Tim. Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent Vfl? (per cent V/J?

0-10 89 II

10 - 15 89 -0 87 ll-ol3

15 - 25 87 -0 75 13 -0 25

25 - 30 75 -0 60 25 -0 40

30 - 33 60 40

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 360 run.
Auwsampler Set at 10°C.

Injection 10 J.1L of the test solution and reference
solutions (c) and (d).

Retention time Hibifolin = about 22 min; quercitrin = about
23 min.

System suitability Reference solution (c);
- resolution: minimum 2.5 between the peaks due to

hibifolin and quercitrin.

Calculate the percentage content of hibifolin using the
following expression:

A l x m2 xpx1.75

A 2 x ml

Acanthopanax Bark IV-55

Acanthopanax Bark
(Ph. Ellr. monograph 2432)
PhE,; _

DEFINITION
Dried root bark of Elentherococcns nodifiorus (Dunn) S.Y.Hu
(syn. Acamhoponax gracilisty/ns W.W.Sm.) collected in
summer and autumn.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The bark occurs in irregular quills, 5-15 em long.
0.4-1.4 em in diameter. about 2 mm thick. The outer surface
is greyish-brown, with slightly twisted longitudinal wrinkles
and transverse Ienticel-like scars. The inner surface is pale
yellow or greyish-yellow. with fine longitudinal striations.
The texture is light. fragile, easily broken. The fracture is
irregular. greyish-white.

Figwe 2432.-1. - IUnstration for identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drugofacanthopanax bark

___________~ PhE,;

A,

A,

m,

m,

p

area of the peakdue to hibifolin in me chromatogram obtained
with me test solution;
area of the peak due to hibifolin in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution Cd)j
mass of die herbal drug to be examined used to prepare die test
solution, in grams;
mass of hiblfolin CRS used to prepare reference solution (a). in
grams;
percentage cement of hibifolin in IJibilo/in CRS.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
white. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2432.-1): cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate, 8-64 urn in diameter, free [F) or included in
parenchyma cells [A, Ea. Hal sometimes forming crystal
sheaths m;' cork cells, rectangular or polygonal, thin-walled
(surface view [B), transverse section [E]). sometimes walls of
cork cells of older barks unevenly thickened, slightly
pitted [K]; fragments of secretory canals [H] consisting of
thin-walled cells [Hb] containing colourless or pale yellow
secretions; phloem fibres, free [C] or in bundles of 2-4
fibres [D] present in older barks. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glyarol R.
The powder shows nwnerous starch granules, simple,
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DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried principal root of Achyranthes
bidentata Blume with secondary roots removed.

Content
Minimum 0.1 per cent of total sterones, expressed as
Becdysrerone (C27H"O,; M, 480.6) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. W'ho/e drug. The whole root is slender, cylindrical, straight
or slightly curved, 13-90 em long and 4-10 mm in diameter.
The outer surface is greyish-yellow to greyish-brown or pale
brown to pale yellowish-brown with fine longitudinal
wrinkles, slightly twisted; transverse lenticels and sparse
protruding rootlet scars are present. The root is easily broken
and has a hard, fragile texture. The fracture is pale yellowish
brown, slightly horny. Numerous small vascular bundles
appear as dots arranged in 2-4 whorls surrounding 2-3 larger
central bundles; the xylem vessels are yellowish-white.

Fragmented drug The fragmented drug occurs as short
cylindrical pieces or as oblique slices, 3-10 mm in diameter.
The outer surface is greyish-yellow to greyish-brown or pale
brown to pale yellowish-brown with fine longitudinal
wrinkles, slightly twisted; transverse lenticels and sparse
protruding rootlet scars may be visible. The texture is hard.
The cut surface is pale yellowish-brown, yellowish-brown or
brown, slightly horny. Numerous small vascular bundles
appear as dots arranged in 2-4 whorls surrounding 2-3 larger
central bundles; the xylem vessels are yellowish-white.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
brown or whitish-grey. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2999.-1): numerous fragments
of parenchyma [B, E] consisting of thin-walled, rounded,
ovoid or subrectangular cells, some of which contain
triangular, pointed, subsquare or irregularly shaped sandy
calcium oxalate microcrystals [Ba, Ea]; bundles of vessels [C,
F], reticulate [Fa) or bordered pined (8-93 urn in diameter)
[Ca, Fb], sometimes accompanied by fibres [Cb], with
slightly thickened walls and sparse, oblique-slit-shaped, cross
shaped or V-shaped pits; numerous fragments of isolated
vessels [H); cork fragments with more 9r less square,
rectangular, rounded or polygonal cells (surface view [A»;
the cork layers (transverse section [G]) are superimposed and
associated with the I" layers of parenchyma [Ge]; numerous
scattered microcrystals of calcium oxalate lD], clearly visible
in polarised light.

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Terrsolution To 1.0 g of.the P?wdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of waterRand
8 volumes of methanolR. Sonicate for 30 min and centrifuge.
Take up the residue with 8 mL of water R. Sonicate for
1 min (or shake for 1 min), centrifuge and combine the
supernatants. Condition a solid phase extraction (SPE)
column containing 0.200 g of ocradt<;yhilyl silica gelfor
chromatography R with 5 mL of methanol R and then with
3 mL of water R at a rate of 1 drop per second, ensuring that
the column does not dry out. Transfer the solution to the
SPE colwnn. Allow to drain, ensuring that me column does
not dry out, and discard the eluate. Wash the column with
2 mL of water R. Elute the colwnn using 1 mL of
methanolR. Collect the eluate.

IV-56 Achyranthes Bidenrata Root

polygonal or subspherical, 2-8 urn in diameter, or 2-10
compound, free or included in cells [G].

C. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
Periplo<a sepium.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top oCthe pJate

-- --

Thymol: an orange zone

-- --

Borneol: a brown zone

A broad pink zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Pen'ploca sepium
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

res' solution To 0.3 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 3 mL of methanolR, heat in a water-bath at
60 °C for I min and filter.

Reference so/mum Dissolve 5 mg of thymolRand 8 mg of
borneol R in 5 mL of methanolR.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 pm)).

Mobile phase ethyl aurate R, methykne chloride R (2:98 VIII).
Application 20 pL [or I pL) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Deodopmenc Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 ern].

Drylng In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R, heat at 105°C
for 5 min and examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no intense coloured zones above the zone due to
borneol in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Acanthopanax giraldii
The presence of scaly covering trichomes on the outer
swface of the root bark indicates adulteration by
Acanthopanaxg;rald;;.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrocWoric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 16.0 per cent.

To 2.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12) add a
mixture of 8 g of waterRand 12 g of ethanol (96 percen!! R
and allow to macerate for 2 h, shaking frequently. Filter,
evaporate the filtrate to dryness on a water-bath in vtUUO and
dry in an oven at 100-105 °C for 2 h. The residue weighs a
minimum of 320 mg.
_____________________ PhE"

Achyranthes Bidentata Root
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2999)
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Figure 2999.-1. <Illustration for identijicatian test B of powdered
herbal drngof Achyranlhes bidentata rool

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 1.0 mg of p-«dysterone Rand
1.0 mg of ginsenoside Ro R in methanol R and dilute to
2.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Mix 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
and 3.0 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve I mg of p-ecdysterone R and
I mg of cyasterone R in methanol R and dilute to 2 mL with
me same solvent.
Intensity marker p-ecdysterone.
Plate TLC silica gelFZ54 plaleR (2-10 urn).

lWobi/e phase anhydrous lonnie acid R, waterR, methanol R,
methylene chloride R (1:1:5:14 VIVIVIV).

Application 3 ~L as bands of 8 msn.

Development 70 mm from the loweredge of the plate.
Drying In a current of cold airfor 5 min.
Detection Treat with a 100 gIL solution of sulfuric acid R in
ethanol (96 per cent) R and heat at 100°C for 5 min; examine
in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the upper third 2 distinct

zones, which may be touching; the lowerzone
(Il-ecdysterone) shows a blue fluorescence and the
upperzone (cyasterone) shows a brightblue
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in me
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, other faint fluorescent zones may be
present.

Achyranthes Bidenrata Root IV-57

Top of the plate

3 reddish zones, faim

fl-Ecdysterone: a blue fluorescent A blue fluorescent zone

ron' (p-ecdysrerone)

-- --

A greenzone, faintto intense

A greenzone, faintto equivalent

A greenzone

Ginsenoside Ro: a greenzone A greenzone, faint to intense
(ginsenoside Ro)

-- --

A reddish-acne, faintto equivalent
(maybe nverlapping with the zone
below)

A reddish-violet zone, intense

A reddish-violet zone. intense

Reference solution (0) Test soludon

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 15.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximwn 1.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvenlmixture waterR, methanol R (20:80 VIV).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 45 mL of the solvent mixture and 5 mL of
bUlanoi R saturated with waterR. Sonicate for 30 min and
filter. Evaporate the filtrate to dryness under reduced
pressure. Dissolve the residue in the solvent mixture and
dilute to 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Filter througha
membranefilter (nominal pore size 0.45 11m).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 6.0 mg of p-e<:dysterone CRS
in the solvent mixture and dilute to 25.0 mL with the solvent
mixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 5.0 mL w.ith the
solvent mixture.
Reference solution (b) To 5 mg of Achyranthes bidentata root
dry extract for system ruitabih'ty HRS add 5 mL of the solvent
mixture. Sonicate for 10 min and shake well. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: solidcore octade<y/si/yl silica gelfor

chromatography R (2.7 ~m);

- temperature: 35 ·C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: waterfor chromarography R;
- mobile phase B: aUlOnitn1e for chromatography R;
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IV-58 Agnus Castus Fruit

Time Mobile phase A MobUe phose B
(min) (per cent V/11 (percent VM

0-3 as 15

3 - 18 85 ..... 81 15 ..... 19

Flow rate 0.8 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 248 nm.

Inieaion 10 ~L.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
Achyranthes bidentata root dry extract far system suitability HRS
and the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
to identify the peaks due to sterones 2 and 3 and peak 4; use
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a) to
identify the peak due to p-ecdysterone (sterone 1).

Relative retention With reference to Becdysterone (retention
time = about 12.5 mm): peak 4 = about 1.04;
sterone 2 = about Ll l; srerone 3 = about 1.19.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

p-ecdysterone and peak 4.
Calculate the percentage content of total sterones expressed
as p-ecdysterone using the following expression:

A t X ml X4 x p

Al x mlx25

AI sum of me peak areas due to srerones 2 and 3 and
p-ecdysterone in the chromatogram nbralned with the test
solution;

A.1 area of the peak due to Ji-ecdysterone in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a)i

Inl mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

mz mass of fJ-«dystfflm8 CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

p percentage content of jJ-ecdysterone in fJ-mJyum:ms CRS.

________________,-_""&1

Agnus Castus Fruit
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2147)

Preparation
Agnus Castus Fruit Dry Extract
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole, ripe, dried fruit of Vi,ex agnus-casms L.

Content
Minimum 0.08 per cent of casticin (CI9HlSOSj M r 374.3)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Agnus castus fruit is oval or almost globular, with a
diameter of up to 5 mm. The persistent calyx is greenish
grey, finely pubescent, ends in 4-5 short teeth and envelops
2/3 to 3/4 of the surface of the fruit. The blackish-brown
fruit consists of a pericarp that becomes progressively
sclerous up to the endocarp. The style scar is often visible.
Some of the fruits may retain a stalk, about 1 mm long.
A transverse section of the fruit shows 4 Iocules, each
containing an elongated seed.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters: fragments of the
outer epidermis of the calyx composed of polygonal cells

2022

densely covered with short, bent or undulate, unl-, bi- or tri
cellular uniseriate covering rrichomes; cells of the epicarp
with thick walls and well-marked, large pits; isolated
glandular trichomes with a unicellular stalk and a uni- or
multi-cellular head; layers of parenchyma from the outer pan
of the mesocarp, some containing brown pigment, others
extending into septa; fragments from the inner part of the
mesocarp composed of thin-walled, pined, sclerenchymatous
cells and of typical isodiametric sclerous cells with very thick,
deeply grooved walls and a narrow, stellate lumen; small
brown cells of the endocarp; fragments of the testa
containing areas of fairly large, thin-walled lignified cells with
reticulate bands of thickening; numerous fragments of the
endosperm composed of thin-walled parenchymatous cells
containing aleurone grains and oil droplets.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanolR. Heat in a water-bath at
60°C for 10 min. Allow to cool and fiber.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.5 mg of aucubin Rand 1 mg of
agnuside R in methanol R and dilute to 1.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Plat< TLC silica gelF254 plate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
Fm plat< R (2-10 ~m)].

i.W.obi/e phase waterRJ methanol R, ethylacetate R
(8:15:77 VIV/JI).
Application 10 ~L [or 8 ~L) as bands of 10 rom [or 8 rom].
Development Over a path of 8 em [or 5 em).
Drying In air.

Duection Treat with anhydrous formic acidR and heat at
120 °C for 10 min; examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top oCthe plate

-- --

Agnuside: a blue zone A blue zone (agnuside)

-- --

Aucubin: a blue zone A blue zone (aucubin)

Reference solution Test solulion

-
TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

Other species of Vitex, in particular Vitex negundo L
No fruit of other species with a much greater diameter is
present.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 -c for 2 h.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Extract 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) with 40 mL of methanolR for 2 min using a
suitable-speed homogeniser. Collect the supernatant liquid
and filter into a 250 mL flask. Repeat the extraction with a
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Top of the plate

Caffeic add: a light blue fluorescent An orange fluorescent zone and a
zone white or pale yellow fluorescent

zone, partly superimposed

-- --

Several light blue fluorescent zones

I or 2 yellow fluorescent zones

-- --

A light Mue fluorescent zone

Homoorientin: a yellow fluorescent A yellow fluorescent zone
ron. (homoorientin)

A yellow fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from me herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (40-80 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown, amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Suspend 0.5 g of the extract to be examined in
5 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 15 min. Shake the
mixture vigorously 3 or 4 times during the procedure. Filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of caffeic acid Rand 4 mg
of homoorientin R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelPm plate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica
ge/Pm plate R (2-10 pm»).
Mobl7e phase water R, anhydrous formic acid R, toluene R,
tetrahydrofuran R (1:2:8:16 VIVIVIV).

Application 12 pL [or 3 pL) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 11 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid
aminoethyl ester R in methanol R and dry in a current of cold
air, then treat with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methanol R, allow to dry and examine in ultraviolet light at
365 om.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent
zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Agnus Castus Fruit Preparations IV-59

30 ...... 55

MobUe phase B
(per cent VIJ?

70 ...... 45

Mobile phase A
(per cent VIP)

0-30

Tim.
(min)

Flow rak! 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 348 run.

Injection 10 pL.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
agnus castus fruit dry extract HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with me reference solution to identify the peaks due
to penduletin and casticin.

System suitability Referencesolution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

penduletin and casticin.

Calculate the percentage content of casticin using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak due to casticin in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A 2 area of the peak due 10 casticin in the chromatogram obtained
wil:h the referencesolution;

1111 mass of the herbal drug used to prepare the test solution, in
grams;

m2 mass of agnusCllSlllffruit dry enma HRS used [0 prepare the
reference solution, in graJrnj

P percentage content of casticin in tJg1/us casus /neir dry
enroa HRS.

further 40 mL of methanolR, collecting me supernatant
liquid and filtering as before. Rinse the residue carefully with
a small quantity of methanol R. Combine the methanol
extracts and rinsings and evaporate to dryness in vacuo in a
water-bath at not more than 30 DC. With the aid of
ultrasound, dissolve the residue obtained in methanol Rand
dilute [0 20.0 mL with the same solvent. Filter the solution
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with methanolR.

Reference solution Suspend a quantity of agnus castus /mit dry
extract HRS corresponding to 0.10 mg of casticin in 7.5 mL
of methanolR, sonicate for 5 min and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the same solvent. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal
pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped oc,adecy/silyl silica gelfor

chromalography R (5 urn).

Mohne phase:
- mobile phaseA: 5.88 f!IL solution of phosphoric acid R;
- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile R;

PhE<r _

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from Agnus castusfruit (2/47).

Content
Minimum 0.1 per cent of casticin (C19HlSOS; 1"1[" 374.3)
(dried extract).

Agnus Castus Fruit Dry Extract
(Ph. Bur. monograph Z309)

**** ** *
*****

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Suspend 0.200 g of the extract to be examined
in 15 mL of methanol R, sonicate for 5 min and dilute to
20.0 mL with the same solvent. Filter through a membrane
filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm),

Reference solution Suspend a quantity of agnuscastus fruit dry
extraa HRS corresponding to 0.10 mg of casticin in 7.5 mL
of methanol R, sonicate for 5 min and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the same solvent. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal
pore size 0.45 pm).
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IV-60 Agrimony

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 ffiJ '" ;::; 4.0 rom;
- stationary phase: end-capped oeladecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromalOgraphy R (5 um).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 5.88 gIL solution of phosphoric acidR;
- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile R;

FlIJW rale 1.0 mUmin.
Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 348 run.

Injection 10 ~L
Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
agnus castus Intit dry extract HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution to identify me peaks due
to penduletin and casticin.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

penduletin and casticin.

Calculate the percentage content of casticln using the
following expression:

2022

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-green or grey. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 1587.-1): numerous straight or
bent, unicellular, long) thick-walled (about 500 tun) covering
trichomes [Ab, Ca. Fl. finely warty, and sometimes spirally
marked, often fragmented [F]; fragments of the epidermis of
the stems [A] with stomata [Aa], covering trichomes [Ab]
and glandular trichomes [Ac]; fragments of upper leaf
epidermis (surface view [CD with straight walls bearing
covering trichomes rCal, accompanied by palisade
parenchyma [Cb], with some of the cells containing calcium
oxalate prisms [Cc]; fragments of lower leaf epidermis in
surface view mwith sinuous walls and abundant
stomata [ja], mostly anomocytic (2.8.3) but occasionally
anisocytic, and glandular trichomes [Jb]j ovoid to
subspherical pollen grains, with 3 pores and a smooth
exine [D]; glandular trichomes with a multicellular, uniseriate
stalk and a unicellular to quadricellular head [B. jb];
fragments of the stems [HI with groups of fibres [Ha] and
parenchymatous cells, some of which contain cluster crystals
of calcium oxalate [Hb]; small spiral vessels from the
leaflets [G); fragments of large, spiral or bordered-pined
vessels from the stem [E].

Mobile phase B
(per cent VIP)

30 --> 5570 -+ 45

Mobile phase A
(per cent VIII)

Time
(min)

0·30

___~ "'E"

"'E" _

t
:

Ha

f,'

Ab

Ca

A

Figure 1587.-1. - Il/uslTalwn for identification rest B of PiJWdered
herbal drugof agrimony

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of me/hanoi R. Heat with shaking at
40 °C for 10 min. Filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of isoquercitroside Rand
1.0 mg of rutoside ttihydrate R in 2 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

area of the peakdue 10 casticin in the chromatogram obtained
with lhe test solution;
area oCthe peak due to caslicin in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution;
mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare lhe test
solution, in gramsj
mass of ognw (astusfruit dry txrroCl HRS used to prepare the
reference solution, in gnuns.
percentage content ofcasticm in agIlllS (aslusfnli' dry
eama HRS.

m,

A,

A,

p

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1587)

DEFINITION
Dried flowering tops of Agrimonia euparorW L.

Content
Minimum 2.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(CoR.O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem is green or, more usually, reddish, cylindrical
and infrequently branched. It is covered wirh long, erect or
tangled hairs. The leaves are compound imparipennate with
3 or 6 opposite pairs of leaflets) with 2 or 3 smaller leaflets
between. The leaflets are deeply dentate to serrate, dark
green on the upper surface, greyish and densely tornentose
on the lower face. The flowers are small and form a terminal
spike. They are pentamerous and borne in the axils of hairy
bracts, the calyces closely surrounded by numerous terminal
hooked spires, which occur on the rim of the hairy
receptacle. The petals are free, yellow and deciduous. Fruit
bearing obconical receptacles, with deep furrows and hooked
bristles, are usually present at the base of the inflorescence.

Agrimony
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J\1lobile phase anhydrous formic add R, waterR, ethylacetate R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).

Application I0 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 12 em.

Drying At 100-105 "C.

Detection Spray the stiU-warm plate with a 10 f!IL solution
of diphenylbom acid aminoethyl ester R in methanol R and then
with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in mahano/ R; allow
the plate to dry in air for 30 min and examine in ultraviolet
light at 365 nm.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in me
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.

Top cf rhe plate

An orange fluorescentzone may be
present (quercitrin)

IsoquercilroSide: an orange An orange fluorescentzone
fluorescentzone (isoquerciuuside)

An orange fluorescentzone
(hyperoside)

Rutoside:an orange ftuorescemzone An mange fluorescentzone
(nttoside)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.1<f)
Use 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12).
_____________________ PbE"

Akebia Stem
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2472)
PbE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried stem of Akebia quinata (Houtt.)
Decne. or Akebia lrijoliata (Thunb.) Koidz., or a mixture of
the 2 species.

Content
Minimum 0.15 per cent of oleanolic acid (CJJI4.803j
M, 456.7) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole drug is cylindrical, often slightly twisted,
30-70 em long and 0.5-2 em in diameter. Externally light
grey or greyish-brown, rough, with irregular longitudinal and
horizontal cracks and irregular longitudinal furrows.
The outer bark is sometimes easily removed; me exposed
inner surface is yellowish-brown or reddish-brown. I..enticels
are distinct. Nodes are sometimes swollen, with scars of
lateral branches. The texture is light and compact.
The fracture is uneven; the bark is relatively thick and easily
distinguished from the wood, sometimes with arched hollows

Akebia Stem IV-61

around the outside of the wood; it is yellowish-brown or
reddish-brown, with pale yellow, granular dots visible; the
wood is yellowish-white, with distinct radial striations, the
pith is small, occasionally hollowed, yellowish-white or
yellowish-brown.

The fragmented drug occurs as rounded, eUipticalor
irregular slices, 0.5-2 em in diameter. Externally light grey or
greyish-brown, rough, with irregular longitudinal and
horizontal cracks and occasional lenticels; the outer bark is
easily removed, the inner exposed surface is yellowish-brown
or reddish-brown. The texture is light, compact and easily
broken. The cut surface has a relatively thick, yellowish
brown) greyish-brown or reddish-brown hark that is easily
distinguished from the wood and appears granular and
sometimes lamellar in transverse section. Hollows appearing
as arches may be present around the outside of the wood.
The wood is yellowish-white, with distinct radial striations
and distinct xylem vessels. The pith is small) occasionally
hollowed) yellowish-white or yellowish-brown.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellow to light brown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2472.-1): groups of fibres,
frequently broken [e], whose narrow lumens contain small
prisms of calcium oxalate [Cal; these groups are usually
surrounded by crystal sheaths of calcium oxalate feb];
groups of parenchymatous cells with thick, pitted walls [F],
some containing compact masses of large polyhedral or
prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate [Fa]; some of these cells
are isolated [G]; cork fragments consisting of reddish-brown
polygonal cells with brown contents (surface view [A]);
fragments of parenchyma consisting of cells with thin
colourless walls (transverse section [.K], longitudinal section
[L]); isolated cubic or prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate
[D]; rare tetragonal, polygonal, elongated or rounded
sclereids with very thick walls and granular contents [B, Ml;
abundant single or grouped narrow tracheids with oblique
pits and very fine oblique or criss-cross lines (E]; vessels
often fragmented, mostly bordered pitted, up to 120-160 um
in diameter m; ligneous, more or less rectangular
parenchyma cells of the medullary rays with very thick, pitted
walls [H].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (1400)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of me/hanoi R. Sonicate for 10 min and
filter or centrifuge. Use the filtrate or tho-supernatant as the
test solution.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of hederagenin Rand 1 mg
of deandic acid R in 8 mL of methanol R.
Plat< TLC silica gelplot< R (2-10 urn).

J.Wobile phase glada/ acetic add R, acelOne R, wluene R
(5:20:80 VIVIV).

Application 15 ~ as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with a I0 per cent VIV solution of sul.f'utU
acid R in ethonol (96 percent) R, heat at 105 "C until the
spots appear and examine in dayJight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other coloured zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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IV-62 Akebia Stem

Figure 2472.-1. - I«usrration for identification testB of powdered
herbal drugof akebiostem

Top of the plate

A faint violet-blue zone

-- --

A violet-blue zone

Oleanolic acid: a pink zone A faint pink zone (oleanolk acid)

Sequence of narrow violet-blue zones

Hederagenin: a pinkish-blue zone

A prominent violet-blue zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.5 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, detennined on 1.000 g of the
powdered-herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 3 h.

Arlstolochlc acIds (2.8.21, MerhodA)
1£ complies with the test.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution To 2.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (1400)
(2.9.12) add 50 mL of methanol R, sonicate for 30 min and
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filter. Wash the residue with an appropriate quantity of
methanolR, combine the filtrate and washings and evaporate
to dryness. Dissolve the residue in 10 mL of waterR, extract
with 3 quantities, each of 20 mL, of butanolR saturated with
water R) combine the extracts and evaporate to dryness. Take
up the residue with a mixture of 2 mL of hydrochloric acidR
and 20 mL of methanol R and heat under a reflux condenser
for 2 h. Add 10 mL of waterR, extract with 2 quantities,
each of 20 ml., of methylene chloride R, combine the extracts
and evaporate to dryness, Dissolve the residue in methanol R
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg of oleanolic acidCRS
in methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10 mg of unolicacid R in
reference solution (a) and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solution.

Reference solutions (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) Dilute reference
solution (a) with methanol R to obtain 6 reference solutions
of oleanolic acid, the concentrations of which span the
expected value in the test solution.

Column:
- size: I ;;;:; 0.25 ID, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octad«y/silyl sitka gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm),

Mobile phase trielhylamine R, glacial acetic acidR, water for
ehromaUJgraphy R, methanol R (0.02:0.04: 13:87 VIVIVIV).
Ffgw rate 1.0 mlzmin.

Detection Evaporative light-scattering detector; the following
settings have been found to be suitable; if the detector has
different setting parameters, adjust the detector settings so as
to comply with the system suitability criterion for signal-to
noise ratio:
- carrier gas; nitrogen R;
- pressure: 350 kPa;
- eoaponuor temperature: 60°C.

Injutiou I 0 ~L.

Run time 24 min.

Retention time Oleanic acid = about 19 min; ursolic
acid > about 20 min,

System suitability:
- resolution: minimum 1.7 between the peaks due to

oleanolic acid and ursolic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b);

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 40 for the peak due to
oleanolic acid in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

Establish a calibration curve with the logarithm of the
concentration (in milligrams per 10 mL) of reference
solutions (c), (d), (e), (t), (g) and (h) (corrected by the
declared percentage content of oleandic add CRS) as the
abscissa and the logarithm of the corresponding peak area as
the ordinate.

Calculate the percentage content of oleanolic acid using the
following expression:

Ill"
niX 10

Ii logarirhm of the CODl;eDU'aDon of oleenobc acid in the test
solution, detennined from the calibration curve,

III mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the (est
solution, in grams.

_____________________ POE"
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Figure 1387.-1. - Illusrration for identlfiauion testB ofpowdered
herbal drngof alchemiUa

cluster crystal of calcium oxalate llbl: occasional fragments of
the ovary [G] with cells each containing a prism crystal of
calciwn oxalate.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolu,ion To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-bath at
70 "C under a reflux condenser for 5 min. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of caffeic acidRand 1 mg
of ch/orogeni< acidR in 10 mL of me/hanoi R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.
Mobile phase anhydrous formic add R, waterR, ethyl acetate R
(8:8:84 VIVIJI).

Appliea,ion 20 IJL of the test solution and 10 ~L of the
reference solution, as bands.

Deoelopmen: Over a path of 10 em.

Drying At 100-105 "C for 5 min.

Detection Spray with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylbori< acid
aminoethyl ester R in methanol R, then spray with a 50 gIL
solution of mcurogol 400 R in methanol R; allow to dry in air
for about 30 min and examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

PhE.. _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried, flowering, aerial parts ofAkhemilla
vulgaris L. s.l.

Content
Minimum 6.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(Co;H.03; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The greyish-green, partly brownish-green, radical leaves,
which are the main part of the drug, are reniform or slightly
semicircular with a diameter generally up to 8 em, seldom up
to 11 em and have 7-9 or 11 Jobes and a long petiole.
The smaller, cauline leaves, which have a pair of large
stipules at the base, have 5-9 lobes and a shorter petiole or
they are sessile. The leaves are densely pubescent especially
on the lower surface and have a coarsely serrated margin.
Young leaves are folded with a whitish-silvery pubescence;
older leaves are slightly pubescent and have a finely meshed
venation, prominent on the lower surface. The greyish-green
or yellowish-green petiole is pubescent, about I mm in
diameter, with an adaxial groove. The apetalous flowers are
yellowish-green or light green and about 3 mm in diameter.
The calyx is double with 4 small segments of the epicalyx
alternating with 4 larger sepals, subacute or triangular. They
are 4 short stamens and a single carpel with a capitate
stigma. The greyish-green or yellowish-green stem is
pubescent, more or less longitudinally wrinkled and hollow.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is yellow
to yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 1387.-1): narrow, uniceUular
covering trichomes, isolated or included in an epidermis,
whole IBa] or sheared off [Be], up to 1 mm long, with thick,
lignified, spirally striated walls, bluntly pointed at the apex
and pitted at the base; fragments of leaves (transverse section
(ED consisting of a slightly cuticularised and stomatiferous
upper epidermis [Ea], 2 layers of palisade parenchyma with
the cells of the upper layer [Eb] being 2-3 times longer than
those of the lower layer [Ec] (which contain cluster crystals
of calcium oxalate, up to 25 pm in diameter), and spongy
parenchyma [Ed]; fragments of the upper epidetmis of the
leaf (surface view [CD consisting of somewhat sinuous cells
with beaded anticlinal walls [Cal, a few anomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Cb], and accompanied by palisade pareochyma [Cc];
fragments of the lower epidermis of the leaf (surface view
[AJ) composed of sinuous cells with unevenly thickened
anticlinal walls [Aa], anomocytic stomata [Ab] and covering
trichomes or their scars [Ac], rounded, thick-walled and
channelled; fragments from the petioles and stems [K],
consisting of spiral or bordered-pitted vessels [Ka] and
lignified fibres [Kb]; a few straight, conical hairs ID] from
the corolla, about 300 pm long, with regularly thickened
walls; parenchymatous cells of the mesophyU [H], with thin
walls, containing duster crystals of calcium oxalate [Ha], and
spiral xylem vessels [Hb] accompanied by short fibres [He);
fragments of the epidermis of the stems [B) consisting of
polygonal cells with straight, thin walls; spherical pollen
grains [F], about 15 um in diameter, with 3 distinct germinal
pores and a granular exine; fragments of the corolla mwith
rectangular epidermal cells with sinuous walls Ua] and
parenchyma with polygonal cells, each containing a small

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1387)

Alchemilla
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IV-64 Alisma Plantago-Aquatica

Top cf ahe plate

2 red fluorescent zones (chlorophyll)

Caffeic acid: a light blue florescent I or 2 intense light blue fluorescent
zone zones

I or several intense green or
greenish-yeUow fluorescent zones

-- --

Chlorogenic acid: a light blue An intense yellowor orange
fluorescentzone fluorescent zone

-~ --

Reference solution Test ecludon

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 0.50 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).,

Alisma Plantago-Aquatica
DEFINITION
Alisma Plantago-Aquatica is the dried rhizome ofAlisma
plantago-aquau'ca L.

PRODUCTION
The rhizomes are collected in winter after the stem has
withered, washed clean, dried and fibrous roots removed.
May be sliced and dried, rhizomes may be salted. May be
processed with vinegar.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole rhizome is sub spherical, elliptical or ovate,
2 to 7 em long and 2 to 6 em in diameter. Externally
yellowish-white or yellowish-brown, with irregular transverse
annular shallow furrows and numerous small raised fibrous
root seal'S, occasionally tuberculate bud scars attached to me
base. Texture compact, fracture yellowish-white, starchy,
with numerous small pores. The rhizome is frequently cut to
give roughly circular or oval discs up to about 7 cm along the
longest axis and 3 to 7 nun thick. The outer surface of the
discs is dull pale or mid-brown, (sometimes reddish brown.)
with.paler markings and shallow grooves and occasional
rootlets. The cut surface is very finely granular and buff (or
reddish) coloured.

B. Reduce to a powder, Appendix XVII A. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydratesolulUm. The powder shows
the following characteristics: The powder is pale buff to
reddish buff coloured. Abundant parenchymous cells, many
sub rounded with elliptical pits aggregated into pit areas;
slightly smaller ovoid cells, often in clusters; more angular
parenchyma cells often with beaded or pitted walls;
occasional endodermis cells with sinuous, thickened and
lignified walls; xylem elements with scalarifonn or reticulate
thickening; oil cavities mostly broken, whole ones sub
rounded, 50 to 100 urn in diameter. Mount in water, the
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following characteristics are observed. Numerous small starch
granules, ovoid, sub spherical or ellipsoid, hilum a short slit,
V-shaped or Y-shaped, often in small clusters.

C. Carry out the method for highperfonnance thin-layer
chromatography, Appendix XI W, using the following
solutions.

(I) Mix I g of freshly powdered hemal drug with 5 mL of
methanoland mix with aid of ultrasound for 15 minutes and
filter.

(2) 0.025% wlv of alisol B 23-acetate in methanol and
0.05% w/v of aliso/ B in methanol.
(3) Dilute I volume of solution (2) to 4 volumes with
methanol.
(4) 0.025% wlv of alisol B 23-acetole and 0.025% wlv of
ft-sitosterol in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating highperfonnance silica gelPZ54 (Merck
silica gel 60 FZ54 plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 8 J.lLof each solution, as 8 nun zones.

(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dip in merhanolit. sulfuric acid
10%, heat at 1200 for 3 minutes and examine under
ultraviolet light (366 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

I volume of cydohexone and 2 volumes of ethylacetate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (4) shows two clearly separated zones under
ultraviolet light (366 nm).

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) when observed
under UV light at 366 run shows two zones in the top third
of the plate, a faint zone corresponding to the purple
p-sitosterol zone in the chromatogram obtained with solution
(4), MO intense to faint orange zones corresponding to
alisol B 23 acetate and aliso) B in the chromatograms
obtained with solutions (2) and (3) and a blue-white zone in
the bottom third of the plate.

Top of the plate

- An intense to faint zone

An intense [0 faint blue
zone

A purple zone A foint to very faint
(fl-silosterol) zone

- - -

An orange zone An orange ZODe An intense [0 faint
(Alisol B 23 acetate) (Alisol B 23 acetate) orange zone

-

An orange zone (Alisol An intense to faint
B) orange zone

A blue-whitezone

Solution (4) Solution (2) and (3) Soilition (1)
SST Intensity markers Test Solution
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Top of the plate

A~emodin:a~ktzone

-- --

Barbaloin: a brown zone A brown zone (barbaloin)

A violetzone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with me test solution.

Aloes IV-65

'"• •• •* •*.,
Barbados Aloes
Curacao Aloes

(Ph. Eur. monograph 0257)

Preparation
Standardised Aloes Dry Extract
PhE" ~ _

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2.0%, Appendix XI D.

Loss on drying
When dried for 2 hours at 105°, loses not more than 9.0% of
its weight, Appendix IX D. Use 1 g.

Total Ash
Not more than 3.0%, Appendix XI J, Method II.

Acid insoluble ash
Not more than 0.5%, Appendix XI K.

DEFINITION
Concentrated and dried juice of the leaves of Aloe borbadensis
Mill.
Content
Minimum 28.0 per cent of hydroxyanthracene derivatives,
expressed as barbaloin (C21H,,09; M, 418.4) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Dark brown masses, slightly shiny or opaque with a
conchoidal fracture, or brown powder.

SolubUlty
Partly soluble in boiling water, soluble in hot ethanol
(96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for Cape
aloes.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

Aloe emodin: a yeUow fluorescent
ron'

-- --

Barbaloin: an orange fluorescent An orange fluorescent zone
ron, (barbaloin)

-- --

A blueh-whire fluorescent zone

A bluiili-green fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug by drying in an oven at 105 "C.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

Cape aloes
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

T<Sl so/utUm To 0.25 g of the powdered herbal drug add
20 mL of methanolR and heat to boiling in a water-bath.
Shake for a few minutes and decant the solution. Store at
about 4 °C and use within 24 h.

Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of aloe emodin Rand 2 mg
of barbaloin R in methanolR and dilute to 1 mL with the
same solvent.

PIau TLC silica gelpiau R (5-40 urn) [or TLC s!'lica gel
piau R (2-10 ~m)J.

wlobile phase water R, methanolR, ethyl tUetate R
(13:17:100 VIVIV).

Application 10 IlL [or 2 ~L] as bands of20 mm [or 8 mm].

Developmenr Over a path of 10 em [or 6 ern].

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no blue fluorescent zones above the orange fluorescent
zone due to barbaloin.

Detection B Treat with a 100 gIL solution of POtasSl~um

hydroxide R in methanolR, heat at 110 "C for 5 min and
examine in daylight.

ASSAY
Cany out the assayprotected from bn'ght light.
Introduce 0.300 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9. /2) into a 250 mL conicalllask. Moisten with 2 mL of
methanolR, add 5 mL of waterR warmed to about 60°C,
mix, then add a further 75 mL of waterR at about 60°C
and shake for 30 min. Cool, filter into a volumetric flask,
rinse the conical flask and filter with 20 mL of waterR, add
the rinsings [Q the volumetric flask and dilute to 1.0 L with
waterR. Transfer 10.0 mL of this solution to a 100 mL
round-bottomed flask containing 1 mL of a 600 gIL solution
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IV-66 Aloes

of ferric chloride Rand 6 mL of hydrochlori< acidR. Heat in a
water-bath under a refluxcondenser for 4 h, with the water
level above that of the liquid in the flask. Allow to cool,
transfer the solution lO a separating funnel, rinsethe flask
successively with 4 mL of waterR, 4 mL of 1 M sodium
hydroxide and 4 mL of water R and add the rinsings to the
separating funnel. Shake the contents of the separating funnel
with 3 quantities, each of 20 mL, of ether R. Wash the
combined ether layers with 2 quantities, each of 10 ml., of
waterR. Discard the washings and dilute the organic phase to

100.0 mL with ether R. Evaporate 20.0 mL of the solution
carefully to dryness on a water-bath and dissolve the residue
in 10.0 mL of a 5 gIL solution of magnesium acetate R in
methanol R. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at 512 nm
usingmethanol R as the compensation liquid.
Calculate the percentage content of hydroxyanthracene
derivatives, expressed as barbaloin, using the following
expression:

A x 19.6

m

i.e. taking the specificabsorbance of barbaloin to be 255.

A absorbance at 512 not;
//I mass of the substance to be examined, in grams.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.
_____________________ PhE"

Cape Aloes
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0258)

Preparation
Standardised Aloes Dry Extract
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Concentrated and dried juice of the leaves of AloeJerox Mill.

Content
Minimum 18.0 per cent of hydroxyanthracene derivatives,
expressed as barbaloin (C2IH220 . ; M, 418.4) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Darkbrownmasses ringed with green and havinga shiny
conchoidal fracture, or greenish-brown powder.

Solubility
Partly soluble in boilingwater, soluble Inhot ethanol
(96 per cent). j

IDENTIFICATION
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Barbados aloes.
Results A See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

2022

Top of the plate

Aloe emodin:a yellowfluorescent
ron,

-- --

A blue fluorescent zone

A blue fluorescent zone

Barbaloin: an orangefluorescent An orangefluorescent zone
ron, (barbaloin)

-- --

A bluish-white fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solulioD

Results B See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

Aloe emodin:a violetzone

-- --

Barbaloin: a brownzone A brownzone (barbaloin)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Barbados aloes
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Ten sonuion To 0.25 g of the powdered herbal drug add
20 mL of methanol R and heat to boiling in a water-bath.
Shakefor a few minutes and decant the solution. Store at
about 4 "C and use within 24 h.

Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of aloe emodin Rand 2 mg
of baroaJoin R in methanol Rand dilute to 1 mL with the
same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelF", plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
Fmplate R (2-10 ~m)). -

Mobile phase waterR, methanolR, ethylacetate R
(13:17:100 VIVIJI).

Applica.ion 10 ~L [or 2 ~L] as bands of 20 mm [or 8 mm].

Deudopmem Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 mo.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no prominent bluish-green fluorescent zone below the
bluish-white fluorescent zone in the lower third.
Detection B Treat with a 100 WL solution of potassium
hydroxide R in methanol R, heat at 110°C for 5 minand
examinein daylight.
Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no violetzone justbelow the zone due to barbaloin.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drugby drying in an oven at 105°C.
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Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Carry out the assayprotected from bright light.

Introduce 0.400 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) into a 250 mL conical flask..Moisten with 2 mL of
methanol R, add 5 mL of water R warmed to about 60 "C,
mix, then add a further 75 mL of water R at about 60°C
and shake for 30 min. Cool, filter into a volumetric flask,
rinse the conical flask and filter with 20 mL of waterR, add
the rinsings to the volumetric flask and dilute to 1000.0 mL
with waterR. Transfer 10.0 mL of this solution to a 100 mL
round-bottomed flask containing 1 mL of a 600 r/L solution
offerric chloride R and 6 mL of hydrochloric acidR. Heat in a
water-bath under a reflux condenser for 4 h, with the water
level above that of the liquid in the flask. Allow to cool,
transfer the solution to a separating funnel, rinse the flask
successively with 4 mL of water R, 4 mL of 1 M sodium
hydroxide and 4 mL of waterR and add the rinsings to the
separating funnel. Shake the contents of the separating funnel
with 3 quantities, each of 20 mL, of elber R. Wash the
combined ether layers with 2 quantities, each of 10 mL, of
waterR. Discard the washings and dilute the organic phase to
100.0 mL with ether R. Evaporate 20.0 mL of the solution
carefully to dryness on a water-bath and dissolve the residue
in 10.0 mL of a 5 g/L solution of magnesium aCtUate R in
methanol R. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at 512 om
using methanol R as the compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of hydroxyanthracene
derivatives, expressed as barbaloin, using the following
expression:

A x 19.6

m

i.e, taking the specific absorbance of barbaloin to be 255.

A absorbance at 512 nrn;
m mass of the substance to be examined in grams.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.
_____________________ PhE"

Standardised Aloes Dry Extract
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0259)
PhE" _

DEFINmON
Standardised dry extract prepared from Barbados aloes (0257)
or Cape aloes (0258), or a mixture of both.

Content
19.0 per cent to 21.0 per cent of hydroxyanthracene
derivatives, expressed as barbaloin (C:2tH2209; Me 418.4),
adjusted if necessary (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using boiling water.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown or yellowish-brown powder.

Aloes Preparations IV-67

Solubility
Sparingly soluble in boiling water.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsdution To 0.25 g of the extract to be examined add
20 mL of methanol R and heat to boiling in a water-hath.
Shake for a few minutes and decant the solution. Store at
about 4 °C and use within 24 h.

Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of aloe emodin Rand 2 mg
of barbaloin R in methanol R and dilute to I mL with the
same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 ~m) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)).

,Hoblle phase waterR, methanol R, ethylacetate R
(13:17:100 VIVIV).

App/icmion 10 ~L [or 2 ~L) as bands of20 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, oilier faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

Aloe emodin: a yellow
fluorescent zone

-- -- --

A blue fluorescent zone

A blue fluorescent zone

Barbaloin: an orange An orange fluorescent An orange fluorescent
fluorescent zone zone (barbaloin) zone (barbaloin)

-- -- --
A bluish-white A bluish-white
fluorescent zone fluorescent zone

A bluish-green
ftuorescent zone -

Reference solution Test Test solution (Cape
solution (Barbados aloes)

aloes)

Detection B Treat with a 100 gIL solution of potassium
hydroxide R in methanol R, heat at 110°C for 5 min and
examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented, peeled or unpeeled ripe fruit of
Amomum viOosum Lour. or Amomum longiligulare T.L.Wu.

Content
- essential oil: minimum 30 mlJkg for A. ",llosum

(anhydrous drog) and minimum 10 mUkg for
A. longiligulare (anhydrous drug);

- bornyl acetate (C12H,.O,; M, 196.3): minimum
30.0 per cent of the essential oil.

IDENTIFICATION
A. A. fJillosum. The fruit is an indehiscent capsule, ovoid or
ellipsoidal, indistinctly j-ridged, up to 2 cm long and 1.5 cm
in diameter. The outer surface is brown and covered with
soft spiny protuberances. The apex bears the remains of the
perianth and the base usually bears a stalk. The perkarp is
thin and soft. The seeds are agglomerated into 3 masses,
each consisting of 5-25 seeds, separated by whitish septa.
The seeds are hard. irregularly polyhedral, 2-3 mm in
diameter~ reddish-brown or bl~ckish-brownon the surface,
finely wrinkled and covered With a pale brown, transparent,
membranous ari1; the endosperm is whitish-grey.

A. longi/igukJre The fruit is an indehiscent capsule, long)
ovoid or ellipsoidal, distinctly a-ridged, up to 2 ern long and
1.2 em in diameter. The outer surface is brown)
longitudinally channelled and scaly, and bears numerous soft
spiny protuberances, sometimes branched. The apex bears a
prominent stylopodium and the base shows the scar of the
stalk. The pericarp is thick and hard. The seeds are
agglomerated into 3 relatively small masses, each consisting
of about 2-24 seeds, separated by incomplete septa.
The seeds are small, 1.5-2 mm in diameter, polyhedral with
rounded edges, reddish-brown or blackish-brown on the
surface, finely wrinkled and covered with a pale brown,
transparent, membranous ari1; the endosperm is whitish.

B. A. va!osum. Microscopic examination (2.8.23).
The powder is greyish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydratesolution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters: fragments of epicarp
consisting of brownish-orange polyhedral cells containing
microcrystals and prisms of calcium oxalate, clearly visible in
polarised light and sometimes long covering trichomes, about
250 ....m long, usually unicellular, straight or bent, with
slightly and regularly thickened walls; fragments of mesocarp
composed of thin-walled polygonal cells and round oil cells. '
WIth orange to dark brown contents; vascular bundles
consisting of vessels, mainly spiral, and fibres with thick and
pitted walls; fragments of th~~outer testa consisting of a layer
of cells, fusiform in surface view, with slightly and regularly
thickened walls, usually accompanied by a layer of
rectangular or polyhedral cells, perpendicular to the previous
layers, and sometimes by underlying oil cells; brownish-red
fragments of the inner testa, in surface view, composed of
very regularly polyhedral cells with heavily thickened walls
and a punctiform lumen; brownish-red fragments of the inner
testa, in transverse section, composed of palisade cells with
strongly thickened inner and lateral walls. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R.
The powder shows numerous fragments composed of sub
rectangular or irregular cells, filled with aggregates of small
starch granules; some of these cells also contain small prisms

IV-68 Amomum Fruit

Top of the plate

Aloe emodin: a violet
ron,

-- -- --

Barbaloin: a brown A brown zone A brown zone
ron, (barbaloin) (barbaloin)

A violet zone

-- -- --

Reference solution T",' Test solution (Cape
solution (Barbados aloes)

"toes)

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
.Maximwn 4.0 per cent.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Carry ou' the assayprotected from brigh' light.
Introduce 0.400 g of the extract to be examined into a
250 mL conical flask. Moisten with 2 mL of methanolR, add
5 mL of waterR warmed to about 60 °C, mix, add a further
75 mL of wa,erR at about 60 "C and shake for 30 min.
Cool, filter into a volumetric flask, rinse the conical flask and
the filter with 20 mL of water R, add the rinsings to the
volumetric flask and dilute to 1.0 L with waterR. Transfer
10.0 mL of this solution to a 100 mL round-bottomed flask
containing 1 mL of a 600 f!IL solution of ferric chloride R and
6 mL of hydrochloric acidR. Heat in a water-bath under a
reflux condenser for 4 h) with me water level above that of
the liquid in me flask. Allow to cool) transfer the solution to
a separating funnel, rinse the flask successively with 4 mL of
waterRJ 4 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide and 4 mL of waterR,
and add the rinsings to the separating funnel. Shake the
contents of the separating funnel with 3 quantities, each of
20 mL, of ether R. Wash the combined ether layers with
2 quantities, each of 10 mL, of waterR. Discard the
washings and dilute the organic layer to 100.0 mL with
etherR. Evaporate 20.0 mL carefully to dryness on a water
bath and dissolve the residue in 10.0 mL of a 5 gIL solution
of magnesium acetate R in methanol R. Measure the
absorbance (2.2.25) at 512 nm using methanolR as the
compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of hydroxyanthracene
derivatives, expressed as barbaloin, using the following
expression:

A x 19.6

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of barbaloin to be 255.

A absorbance at 512 run;
In mass of the substance to be examined. in grams.

__________________ PhE"

Amomum Fruit
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2554)
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of calcium oxalate; a few aggregates of small starch granules
are also present.

A. longiligulare Microscopic examination (2.8.23).
The powder is greyish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters: fragments of epicarp
consisting of brownish-orange, polyhedral or elongated cells
containing microcrystals and prisms of calcium oxalate,
clearly visible in polarised light; fragments of mesocarp
composed of thin-walled polygonal cells and occasional
round oil cells with orange to dark brown contents; vascular
bundles composed of spiral or reticulate vessels and fibres
with thick and distinctly pined walls; fragments of the aril
consisting of elongated) very thin-walled cells, some of which
contain prisms and microcrystals that are clearly visible in
polarised light; fragments of the outer testa consisting of a
layer of celts, fusiform in surface view, with slightly and
regularly thickened walls, usually accompanied by a layer of
rectangular or polyhedral cells with brown contents,
perpendicular to the previous layers; brownish-red fragments
of the inner testa) composed of very thick-walled and very
regularly polyhedral cells, in surface view; brownish-red
fragments of the inner testa, in transverse section, composed
of rectangular or palisade cells with heavily thickened inner
and lateral walls. Examine under a microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R. The powder shows
numerous fragments of the endosperm with sub-rectangular
or polyhedral cetls, filled with smaU starch granules
aggregated into masses and free aggregates of starch granules.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

TestsolutUm To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of toluene R
and xylene R. Sonicate for 10 min. Centrifuge and use the
supernatant.

Reference sdudon Dissolve 10 ~L of hornyl acelate R, 10 ~L

of cineole Rand 10 mg of borneol R in 1 mL of toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gel plate R (2-10 urn},

Mobile phase ethyl""eulte R, toluene R (7:93 VIV).

Application 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 366 run.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution. The reference
solution shows no spots at 366 nm. Furthermore, other faint
fluorescent zones may be present in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A faint blue fluorescent zone

-- --

I or 2 red fluorescent zones

-- --

A red fluorescent zone

I or 2 red fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treat with anisaJdehyde solution RJ heat at
100-105 "C for 3 min and examine in daylight.

Amomum Fruit IV-69

Results B See below me sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A reddish-brown zone

-- --

A bluish-violet zone

Bomyl acetate: 8 greyish-brown zone A greyish-brown zone (bornyl
acetate)

A pink zone

l,8-Cineole: a bluish-violet zone

A greyish-brown zone

Borneol: a greyish-brown zone at the A greyish-brown zone (borneol) ar
border between the middle and the border between the middle and
IOMC thirds Jowerthirds

-- --

A bluish-violet zone

I or 2 bluish-violet zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Water (2.2.13)
Maximwn 120 mIlkg, determined by distillation on 20.0 g
of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 9.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 10.0 g of the herbal drug reduced to a powder (1400)
(2.9.12) immediately before the assay, a 500 mL round
bottomed flask, 200 mL of waterR as the distillation liquid
and 0.5 mL of lrimethylpemane R in the graduated tube.
Distil at a rate of 3-3.5 mIJrnin for 5 h.

Hornyl acetate
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Testsolution Dilute a volwne of the essential oil
trimethylpentane mixture obtained in the assay of essential oil
corresponding to 150 J1L of the essential oil in heptane R and
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25 mg of camphor R in
heptane·R, add 25 ~L of hornyl acelate R and dilute to 5.0 mL
with heptane R.

Reference solutUm (b) Dilute 5 ul., of hornyl acetate R to
100.0 mL with heptane R. Dilute 1.5 mL of the solution to
10.0 mL with heptane R.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
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greenstems, mostlysquare in cross-section with a white,
central pith, 1.2-5 mm (sometimes up to 9 mm) in diameter
and 0.5-5.0 em in length, withlongitudinal wrinkles on the
outer surface, and fragments of crumpled lamina, green to

dark almostblackish-green on the upper surface and greyish
greenor lightgreenon the lower surface. Cystoliths may be
visibleas short, lighter-coloured markings on the upper
surface of the leafand stem. The texture is fragile. Panial
remains of flowers aresometimes present consisting of fine
and delicate pedicelsand sepals with a pointed apexbearing
glandular hairs with a long stalk and dark head. The light
yellowish-brown or greenish-yellow fruits are narrow linear
lanceolate or oblongcapsules, with 2 locules, widely opening
from the apex to form a V-shaped fruit, with 2 valves that
mostlyno longercontain seeds; when seeds arepresent, they
are darkbrown or brownish-yeHow and sub-polyhedral to
square; funicle remains areoftenpresent.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is dark
greenor greyish-green. Examine under a microscope using
ehloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2712.-1): fragments of stem
and leaf tissuewith cystolithic cells, diacytic stomata, and
short glandular rrichomes. Ovoid,rounded or elongated
cystolithic cells up to 250 1'111 long [leaf: Ab, Bd, Dc] and up
to 39 um wide, with concentric striations. Shortglandular
trichomes with a unicellular stalk and a rounded,
multicellular head, 27-37 um in diameter, consisting of 6-8
(sometimes 5) cells [leaf: Ad, Be]; green fragments of leaf,
fragments of the upper epidennisof the leaves (surface
view [B]) with rigid-walled polygonal cells [Ba], cystolithic
cells [Bb] and rare diacytic stomata (2.8.3); fragments of the
lower epidermis of the leaves (surface view [A]) with slightly
sinuous to verysinuous ceUs [Aa], cystolithic cells [Ab] and
numerous diacytic stomata [Ac]; rare glandular
trichomes [Ad, Be] andvery rare, unicellular or multicellular
(2-4 cells) conicalcovering trichomes with a pointed or
rounded apex, thick, sometimes lignified cell walls and a
striated cuticle, up to 190 pm long and 40 um wide at the
base (transverse section [Daj), whichmay be present on both
epidermises; fragments of leaf mesophyll [D) consisting of 1
or 2 layers of palisade parenchyma, one of which,underthe
upperepidermis [Db], is composedof long narrow cells (up
to 150 1'111 long and 8-17 pm wide), cells containing
cystcliths, (surface view [Ab, Bd], transverse section [Dc])
and loosely arranged spongy parenchyma [Dd]; yellowish
brown or colourless fragments of stemwith polygonal
epidermal cells, cystolithic cells, diacytic'stomata and short
glandular hairs; fragments of pithfrom the stem with
polygonal cells withpitted walls; numerous fragments of
vascular tissue [E] from the stems,with reticulate or
pitted [Ea] vessels and long, thick-walled and pitted
fibres [Eb]. If flowers arepresent, the powder also shows
glandular trichomes (which may exceed 500 urn in length)
with a multicellular, uniseriate stalk and a multicellular cup
shaped head [C], shott glandular trichomes and fragmented
or whole unicellular or multiceUular covering trichomes [F]
from the outersurface of the flower (sepals) and pedicel.
If ripefruits arepresent, the powder shows fragments of
epicarp [G] consisting of elongated cells [Ga], covered by a
thin striated cuticle, and diacytic stomata [Gb] and also
shows groups of short, verythick-walled fibres arranged in
perpendicular layers [H], fromthe mesocarp. Tricolpate
pollen with a fine spiculate exine may be present.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

2022

60 --> 210

230

250

Temperature
rq

Tim.
(min)

0-60Column
Iraecucn port

Detector

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection I ~L.

ldemification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (3) to identify me peaks due £0 camphor
and bornyl acetate.

Relauve retention Wirh reference to camphor (retention
time = about 26 min): bornylacetate e about 1.1.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- re.wlul'I<m: minimum 5 between the peaks due to camphor

and bomyl acetate.
Calculate the percentage content of hornyl acetate. Disregard
any peak. due to the solvent or with an area less than the area
of the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) (0.05 per cent).

LABELLING
The label states the speciespresent.

- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness
0.25 urn).

Carrier gas helium for chromarography R.
Flowrate 0.9 mUmin.
Splicratio 1:50.

Temperature:

IV-70 Andrographis Herb

Andrographis Herb
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2712)

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented flowering and/or fruit-bearing
aerial parts ofAndrographis patlO:ulata (BunnJ.) Nees.

Content
Minimum 0.80 percent of the sum of andrographolide
(C,oH,.O,; M, 350.4) and 14-deoxy-II,12
didehydroandrographolide (C,oH"O.; M, 332.4) (dried
drug).

IDENflFICATION
A. The whole aerial parts consistof the following: the green,
brown, or yellowish-green stems are mostly square in cross
sectionwith a white, central pith, about 50-70 em long,
1.2-5 mm (sometimes up to 9 mm) in diameter, frequently
branched, slightly swollenat the nodes) withlongitudinal
wrinkles on the outersurface; the leaves are opposite, simple,
glabrous, shortly petiolate or nearly sessile with a lamina that
is crumpled and easilybroken; whenwhole, the lamina is
lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, 2-15 em long and 1-5 em
wide; the apex is acuminate, the basecuneate and decurrent,
the margin is entireor undulate, the upper surface is greento
dark almostblackish-green and the lower surface is greyish
green or light green. Cystoliths maybe visible as short,
lighter-coloured markings on the upper surface of the leaf
and stem. The texture is fragile. The fragmented aerial parts
occuras smaU pieces of flattened green, brown, or yellowish-
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2022 Andrographis Herb IV-71

Figure 2712.-1. - Illustration for idtnlificalicn lestB of powdered herbal drugof andrographis herb

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge or filter; use the supernatant or filtrate.
Reference solution Dissolve I mg of 14-deoxy-11,12
didehydroandrographolide Rand 2 mg of andrographolide R in
1 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gel Fm plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase methanol R, ethylacetate R, methylene chloride R
(4:30:40 VIVIV).

Application 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 10 per cent VIVsolution of sulfuric
acidR in methanol R, heat at 100°C for 5 min; examine in
ultraviolet light at 366 om.

Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

A red fluorescent zone

2 violet-brown fluorescent zones

-- --

J4-deoxy-ll,12- A paleviolet fluorescent zone (14-
didebydroandrographolide: a pale deoxy-ll,l2-
violetfluorescent zone didehydroandrographolide)

~- --

Andrognlpholide: a paleviolet A paleviolet fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (andrographolide)

A violet-brown fluorescent zone

Reference solution Tesl solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 percent.

ASSAY
Liquid cbsomatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Disperse 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 50 mL of methanol R. Heat on a water-bath
under a reflux condenser for 15 min. Cool. Collect lite
methanolic extract. Repeat lite extraction with 3 additional
quantities, each of 50 ml., of methanol R. Combine the
extracts. Filter. Evaporate undervacuum. Dilute to 50.0 mL
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(Ph. Bur. monograph 2661)

Anemarrhena Asphodeloides
Rhizome

1.45 peak correlation factor between andrographolide and H-deoxy
11J 12-didehydroandrographolide.

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented, peeled or unpeeled, rhizome of
Anemarrhena asphodekJides Bunge, with roots removed,
collected in spring or autumn.

Content
Minimum 0.5 per cent of mangiferin (CI9HISOU; lWc 422.3)
(dsied drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome with cork intact (called maozhimu) is
somewhat flattened, slightly curved, occasionally branched..
2-15 em long and 0.8-2 em in diameter. The outer surface is
brownish-yellow, reddish-brown or brown, with the upper
surface generally showing a concave groove. It consists of
many annular nodes with dense brownish-yellow fibrous
remains of the vasculature of the leaf bases growing upwards
on both sides of me groove; at the branched end of the
rhizome, whitish-yellow or light brown leaf blade bases may
also be present; the lower surface is coarsely longitudinally
wrinkled, showing depressed or protruding dotted root scars;
the surface of the root scars is whitish-yellow or light brown
and may show a circular ring of xylem tissue protruding from
its centre. The rhizome with outer cork removed (called
guangzhimu) is 5-15 em in diameter. The outer surface is
yellowish-white) with twisted grooves, sometimes with leaf
scars and root scars.

The fragmented rhizome occurs in slices about 1.1-4 nun
thick and 0.8-3.4 em in diameter, often with a furrowed
outline. It can be cut either longitudinally or transversely or
obliquely. The outer surface is yellowish-white (guangzhimu)
or brownish-yellow, reddish-brown or brown (maozhimu);
it shows fibrous (vascular bundles) remains of leaves as well
as annular striations and round root scars or short remnants
of the root bases. The section is pale yeHow or brownish
yellow, marked with numerous whitish-yellow pits or lines
corresponding to vascular bundles.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2661.-1): very numerous, whole or
fragmented raphides of calcium oxalate up to 150 um long,
free [0] or included in oval or rounded parenchyma cells of
various sizes [A, E]; fragments of parenchyma, with thin
walls [B] or with slightly thickened and pitted walls [If];
fragments of vessels [F] sometimes spiral [Fa], more often
reticulate [Fb] or pitted [Fe], often accompanied by cells
containing large acicular crystals of calcium oxalate, in
bundles, whole or broken, up to 300 1-'1I110ng and 7 J.1m wide
[FdJ; free bundles of large acicular crystals may also be
observed m; a few fragments of cork, orange-brown, present
only in the unpeeled herbal drug [K]; a few fragments of
parenchyma with elongated or polygonal cells with heavily
lignified and pitted walls from the remains of the aerial parts
[C]; a few Iibres in bundles, with slightly thickened walls and

Time Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VIJI) (per cent VIV)

0-3 90 10

3 - II 90 ---> 62 10 -+ 38

11 - 25 62 3s
25 - 30 62 ..... 50 38 ---> 50

IV-72 Anernarrhena Asphodeloides Rhizome

with methanolR. Dilute 25.0 rnL of the solution to 50.0 mL
with acetonitrile for chromatography R.
Reference solutu," (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of
andrographolide CRS in methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with me same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of me solution to
50.0 mL with acetonitrile for chromatography R.
Reference solution (b) Disperse 2 g of andrographis herb HRS
in 50 mL of methanolR. Heat on a water-bath under a reflux
condenser for 15 min. Cool. Collect me methanolic extract.
Repeat the extraction with 3 additional quantities, each of
50 ml., of methanolR. Combine the extracts. Filter.
Evaporate under vacuum. Dilute to 50.0 mL with
methanolR. Dilute 25.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with
aaumim7efor chromatography R.

Column:
- size: I;;;; 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-copped octadecylsiiYI silica gelfor

chromatography umhembedded polargroups R (5 ~m);

- temperature: 30 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: walerfor chromatography R, adjusted to

pH 3.2 with anhydrous formic add R;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile for chromatography R;

Flow rate J.O mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 223 nID.

Injection 10 ~L.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
andrographis herb HRS and the chromatogram obtained wilh
reference solution (b) (0 identify the peaks due to
14-deoxyandrographolide and 14-deoxy-1I,12
didehydroandsographolide.

Relative retention Wilh reference to andrographolide
(retention time =about 16 min):
14-deoxyandrographolide =about 1.5; l4-deoxy-1I,12
didehydsoandrographolide = about 1.6.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

14-deoxyandrographolide and 14-deoxy-1I,12
didehydsoandrographolide.

Calculate the percentage content of the sum of
andrographolide and 14-deoXY-1I,12
didehydroandsographolide using the following expression:

(A, + (A, x 1.45» x m, x p
A 2xm,x5

AI area of the peak due to andrographolide in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to andrographolide in me chromatogmm
obtained with reference solution (a);

.th area of the peak due to 14-deoxy-lI,12
didebydroandrographolide in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution;

Ill, mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

1112 mass of amJrograplwlide CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;

p percentage content of andrographolide in alldrographolide CRS;
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rounded ends, from the remains of the vascular bundles of
the leaves [G].

Figure 2661.-1. -Inusrra'innfor identification testB of powdered
herbaldrngof Anemarrhena osphodeloides rhizome

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdtnion To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of a mixture of glacial acetic acidRand
me/hanoi R (10:90 VIV). Sonicate for 10 min. Centrifuge or
filter; use the supernatant or filtrate.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of arbutin Rand 1 mg of
aescin R in 1 mL of methanolR.

Pkue TLC si7ito gelplare R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase water R, methanol R, methylene chloride R
(4:30:70 VIVIV).

Application 5 J.lL as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100°C for 3 min; examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones present'in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Anemarrhena Asphodeloides Rhizome IV-73

Top of the plate

A violet zone

A brown zone

A green zone

-- --

A brown zone

Aescin: a brownish zone

A pale green zone

A pale green zone

-- --

Murin: a greenish zone A brown zone

A brownish-green zone

A brown zone

A very broad light blue zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.12)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrocbIotic acid (2.8./)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Teusohaion Disperse 0.100 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 25.0 mL of a 50 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R, weigh. Sonicate for 30 min. Allow to cool and
weigh again. Compensate for the loss of solvent with a
50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R, mix and filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of nrangiferin CRS in
a 50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solution.

Reference solution (b) Disperse 0.1 g ofAnemarmena rhizome
for systemsuirability HRS in 25.0 mL of a 50 per cent VIV
solution of methanol R, weigh. Sonicate for 30 min. Allow to
cool and weigh again. Compensate for the loss of solvent
with a 50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R, mix and filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 JAm).

Column:
- size: / = 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped ouade<y/silyl silica gelfor

chromaUJgraphy R (5 um),

klobile phase acetonitrile R, 0.2 per cent VIV solution of
glacialacetic add R (15:85 ViJ.').

Flowrate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 258 om.

I njec'ion 10 IlL.
Run lime 3 times the retention time of mangiferin.

Identification 0/peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
Anemosrhenarhizome for system su;taln"h"ty HRS and the
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IV-74 Anethum Graveolens Sowa Fruit

_____________________ Ph'"

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) to
identify the peak due to isomangiferin.

Retention time Mangiferin = about 4.0 min;
isomangiferin = about 4.9 min.

System suitabJ1ity Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due to

mangiferin and isomangiferin.

Calculate the percentage content of mangiferin using the
following expression:

2022

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use high-performance silica gel 60 Fm plates (Merck
silica gel 60 Fas, HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 I1L of each solution as 6 nun bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 8 em.

(e) After removal of the plate) dry in air, spray with vanrllin
reagept, heat the plate at 110° until the coloured bands
appear and examine in daylight

MOBILE PHASE

2 volumes of acetic acid, 10 volumes of ethyl- atetate and
88 volumes of tduene.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two clearly separated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows a
purple band corresponding in position and colour to the
band due to carvone in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2); a brown band corresponding in position and
colour to the band due to dillapiole and other bands as
shown in the table. Other bands may he present.

Al xm2 xpxO.25

A2 x ml

area of the peak due to mangiferin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;
area of me peak due to mangiferin in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);
mass of the herbal drug to be examined used 10 prepare the test
solution, in grams;
mass of mtJlJgiftrili CRS used [0 prepare reference solution (a),
in gnunsj
percentage content ofmangiferin in mangiferin CRS.

A,

A,

p

. m,

Anethum Graveolens Sowa Fruit
DEFINITION
Anethwn Graveolens Sowa Fruit is me dried ripe fruit of
Anethum graveolem L. Sowa Group.

Content
It contains not less than 3.0% v/w of essential oil calculated
with reference to the anhydrous drug.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The dried fruits usually occur as separate mericarps,
pedicels normally absent; broadly oval) highly compressed
dorsally, about 4 mm long, 2 to 3 mm broad, with 5 dorsal
ridges, each mericarp exhibiting 3 pale brown dorsal ridges,
the two lateral ridges elongated into characteristic
membranous wings; surface glabrous; remnants of the
stylopod at the apex; commissural surface flat, often with
attached, paler brown carpophore; vittae visible as two
darker" arc-shaped, longitudinal bands.

B. Reduce to a powder, Appendix XVII A. The powder is
pale brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution. The powder contains numerous fragments of
the epicarp, with cuticular striations and infrequent
ancmocytic stomata; parquetry layer of endocarp in surface
view; endosperm of oval to rectangular thick-walled cells
containing oil globules and aleurone grains with embedded
microrosette crystals of calcium oxalate; fragments of
yellowish-brown septate virtae, parenchyma of mesocarp
consisting of elongated, lignified, reticulately thickened cells;
sdereids of mesocarp thick-walled with few pits.

C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix InA, using the following solutions.

(I) Add 10 mL of methanol (70%) to 0.5 g of the powdered
drug (355), mix and place in an ultrasonic bath for
30 minutes. Filter (a 0.45-1UJl PTFE is suitable) into a
10 mL volumetric flask and dilute to 10 mL with methanol
(70%).

(2) 0.05% wlv each of caroone and dillapWIe in methanol
(70%).

Top of the place

A faint brown band

A brown band (dillapiole) A brown band (dillapiole)

A purple band (carvone) A purple band (carvone)

A grey band

Solurion (1) So/uritm (2)

TESTS
Apiole
Carry out the method for gas chromatography,
Appendix ill B, using the following solutions.

(I) Use the oil retained in the Assay of Essential oil.

(2) 1.0% wlv of apiale in tQ/",ne.

(3) 0.05% wlv of aprot. in ",Iume.
(4) 0.05% vlv of p-myrcene and 0.8% vlv of limonene in
toluene.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a fused silica capillary column (30 m x 0.53 mm)
bonded with a I urn lilm thickness, polyethylene glycol 20,000
(DB-Wax is suitable).

(b) Use helium as the carrier gas at 1.5 mL per minute.

(c) Use the gradient conditions described in the table.

(d) Use an inlet temperature of 250°.

(e) Use a flame ionisation detector at a temperature of 260°.

(e) Inject I pL of each solution.
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SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (4), the resolution factor between the peaks due
to J3-myrcene and limonene, is at least 4.5.

In the chromatogram obtained with solution (4), the
substances elute in the following order: J3-myrcene and
limonene.

The signal-to-noise ratio of the peak due to apiole in solution
(3) is at least 3.

LIMITS

In the chromatogram obtained with solution (1) the area of
any peak due to aplole is not more than the area of the peak
due to aplole in me chromatogram obtained with
solution (3).

Water
Not more than 10.0% vlw, Appendix IX C, method II using
30 g of powdered drug, Appendix XVII A,.

Total Ash
Not more than 8.0%, Appendix XI J, Method II.

Chromatographic profile
Carry out the method for gas chromatography,
Appendix m B, using the following solutions.

(I) Use the oil retained in the Assay of Essential oil.

(2) 0.4% wlv each of limonene, dihydrocarvone) carvone and
diJlapiole in toluene.
(3) 0.05% vlv of fJ-myrcene and 0.8% v/v of limonene in
toluene.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

The chromatographic procedure described under the test for
Apiole may be used.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (3), the resolution between the peaks due to
p-myrcene and limonene is at least 4.5.

In me chromatogram obtained with solution (2») the
substances elute in the following order: Jirnonene,
dihydrocarvone isomer 1) dihydrocarvone isomer 2, carvone
and dlllapiole.

In the chromatogram obtained with solution (3), the
substances elute in the following order: p-myrcene and
limonene.

UMITS

Calculate the content of limonene, dihydrocarvone, carvone
and dillapiole by normalisation. Disregard the peak due to
toluene.

Limits:
- limonene: 15.0 to 28.0%,
- sum of dihydrocarvone isomers 1 and 2: 5.0 to 30.0%,
- carvone: 20.0 to 45.0%,
- dillapiole: 15.0 to 35.0%.

Disregard any peak with an area less than 0.025 times the
area of the peak due to carvone in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2).

PhE" ~ _

**** ** ** ****
Angelica Archangelica Root
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1857)

Angelica Archangelica Root IV-75

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, carefully dried rhizome and root ofAngelica
archangelica L. (syn. A. officinalis Hollin.).

Content
Minimum 2.0 mllkg of essential oil (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Bitter taste.

ASSAY
Essential oil
Carry out the method for Essential Oils in HerbalDrngs,
Appendix XI E, using i8 g of freshly prepared powdered
drug (1400) with 250 mL of wow as the distillation liquid.
Distil at a rate of 2 to 3 mL per minute for 2 hours using
0.50 mL of toluene in the graduated tube. Measure the
quantity of essential oil distilled and use in the tests for
Apiole and Ciuomatographic profile.

ANNEX
This section isnon-mandatory.

DNA reference sequence
A DNA reference sequence for the identity of Anethum
Graveolens Sowa Fruit is published in Supplementary Chapter
VII D.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is greyish-brown or reddish-brown, with
transversely annulated thickenings. The base bears greyish
brown or reddish-brown) cylindrical) longitudinally furrowed)
occasionally branched roots often with incompletely
encircling, transverse ridges. The apex sometimes shows
remnants of stem and leaf bases. The fracture is uneven.
The transversely cut surface shows a greyish-white, spongy,
distinctly radiate bark, in which the secretory channels are
visible as brown spots) and a bright yellow or greyish-yellow
wood which, in the rhizome, surrounds the greyish or
brownish-while pith.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-white. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure J857.-1): fragments of cork consisting of
several layers of thin-walled, greyish-brown or reddish-brown
cells (surface view [C), transverse section [E»; large,
yellowish-brown secretory channels, whole or fragmented
(transverse section [AJ, longitudinal section [F])i fragments
of medullary cays, 2 or 4 cells wide [G]; fragments of xylem
[H] consisting of lignified vessels with reticulate thickening
[Hal occurring singly or in small groups, and unlignified
parenchyma in which some of me cells associated with the
vessels are coUenchymatously thickened. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R.
The powder shows numerous) simple starch granules 2-4 um
in diameter) free or included in parenchyma cells {D].

Isothermal

linear gradient

isothermal

CommentTemperature

1>-5

5-08

68-7'5

Thne (Minutes)
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IV-76 Angelica Archangelica Root

Figure 1857.-1. - mustration/uridentifi'ation test B 0/powdered
herbal drug 0/angelica ar<hangehea root

c. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for other
speciesof Angelica, Leoisticum and Liguuicum described in me
European Pharmacopoeia.
Results A See belowthe sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, oilier faint fluorescent zonesmay
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top orlhe plate

(Z)-UgustiJide: a bluish-white
fluorescent zone

-- --

Oslhole: a blue fluorescem zone A blue fluorescent zone

lmperatorin: a whitt;h fluorescent A whilidl Ruorescent zone
zone

A blue fluorescent zone

-- --

3 blue fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test solution

Results B See below me sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
testsolution. Furthermore, otherfaint quenching zonesmay
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

2022

Top of the plate

(Z)-ugustilide: a blue fluorescent
zone

-- --

Oslhole: a quenchingzone A quenching zone

Imperatorin: a quenchingzone A quenching zone

A Quenching zone

-- --

Several quenching zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Other species ofAngelica, Levisticum and Ligusticum
described in the European Pharmacopoeia
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To I g of the freshly powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 4 mL of heptane R, close and sonicate for
5 min. Centrifuge the mixture and use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of imperaumn R, 1 mg of
(Z)-ligustilide R and I mg of o"holeR in 10 mL of
methanol R.

Plate TLC sili,a gelFm plate R (2-10 urn).

lWobile phase glacial acetic add R, ethylacetate R, toluene R
(1:10:90 VIVIV).

Appli<arion 4 ul., as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 run.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
showsno zone at the positionof (Z)-ligustilide in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.
Detection B Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 run.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with me test solution
shows no zone at or justbelow the position of (Z)-ligustilide
in the chromatogram obtainedwith thereference solution.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of leaf bases and stem bases, maximum
5 per cent of discoloured pieces and maximum 1 percent of
otherforeign matter. '

Los. on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8. I 2)
Reduce the herbal drug to a powder (500) (2.9.12) and
immediately use 40.0 g for me determination. Use a 2 L
round-bottomed flask, 10 drops of liljuid paraffin R, 500 mL
of water R as distillation liquid and 0.50 mL of xylene R in
the graduared tube. Distil et a tale of 2-3 mllmin for 4 h.
____________________ P1l[<¥
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Figure 2556.-1. - Illustrauon for identification test B of powdered
herbal drug of Angelica dahurica root

Angelica Dahurica Root IV-77

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-white. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2556.-1): reticulate vessels [B) G), free or
in groups of 2 or 3 [G], and accompanied by xylem
parenchyma cells with thin cellulose walls [Ba]; numerous
fragments of parenchyma with ovoid cells [D]; a few orange
cork fragments, consisting of several layers of superimposed
cells (surface view [AD; secretory canals (longitudinal section
[C], transverse section [FJ)J usually broken, with yellow or
pale brown contents and droplets of essential oil. Examine
under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glycerol R. The powder shows very numerous starch granules
varying in size from 5 JIm to 25 pm, simple or 2-8
compound; most are polyhedral) either due to compound
granules breaking up or to compression in the cells; they are
either isolated [E] or included in parenchyma cells [Ea].

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for other
officinal species of Angelica, Levisricum and Llgusticum.

Results A See below me sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with me reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with me lest
solution.

Top of the plate

(Z)-Ugusrilide: a bluish-white
fluorescent zone

-- --

A whhah fluorescent zone

Osthole: a blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone

Imperatorin: a whitish fluorescent A whitish fluorescent zone
zone (imperatorin)

-- --

A whitish fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint quenching zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution) in particular in the lower third of the
chromatogram) below the zone due to imperatorin.

Top of the plate

(Z)-Ligustilide: a blue fluorescent
zone

-- --

A quenching zone

Osthole: a quenching zone

Imperatorin: a quenching zone A quenching zone (imperatorin)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Results G See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
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(ph. Bur. monograph 2556)

DEFINlTION
Dried, whole or fragmented root, with rootlets removed, of
Angelica dahuri<a (Holfm.) Benth. & Hook.f. ex Frnnch. &
Say. collected in summer or autumn.

Content
Minimum 0.08 per cent of imperatorin (C1J-lI40...;
M, 270.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The non-fragmented drug consists of conical roots, about
10-25 em long and 1.2-3.1 em in diameter. The root crown
is sub-quadrangular and obtuse and shows stem scars on
prominences. It tapers to the tip. The outer surface is
brownish-grey or yellowish-brown and clearly striated
longitudinally, showing scars of the rootlets and lenticel-like
transverse protuberances, some of them arranged in 4
longitudinal rows. The texture is compact, hard and heavy.
The fracture is white or whitish-grey and mealy.
The cambium occurs as a fine-lined, distinct brown ring; it is
subrounded, subsquare or subrectangular. Numerous brown
to yellowish dots, corresponding to secretory canals, are
visible in the cortex.

The fragmented drug occurs as subrounded or subsquare
slices with an irregular margin, 1.2-3.1 em in diameter and
0.1-0.4 em thick. The cut surface is white, yellowish-white or
greyish-white and mealy~ The cambium occurs as a fine
lined) distinct brown ring; it is subrounded, subsquare or
subrectangular. Numerous brown to yellowish dots,
corresponding to secretory canals) are visible in the cortex.

www.webofpharma.com



IV-78 Angelica Dahurica Root

test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

2 prominent reddish zones

(Z)-liguslilide: a grey zone

-- --
A fainl blue zone

Osthole: a violet zone

Imperatcrin: a reddish-grey zone A yellow and violet double-zone

-- --

A prominent violet zooe

A yellowzone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Other officinal species ofAngelica, Leoisticum and
Ligusticum
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To I g of the powdered hemal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 4 mL of heprane R, close and sonicate for 5 min.
Centrifuge the mixture and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of imperasotin R, 1 mg of
(Z)-ligustilide R and I mg of as/hole R in 10 mL of
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (2-10 um).

Mobile phase glacial acetic acid R, ethylacetate R, toluene R
(1:10:90 VIVIV,).

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Resuus A The chromatogram obtained with me test solution
shows no bluish-white fluorescent zone corresponding to the
zone due to (Z)-ligustilide in me chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution.

Detection B Examine in ukraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no blue fluorescent zone corresponding to the zone
due to (Z)-Iigustilide in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution; the chromatogram obtained with me test
solution shows no quenching zone corresponding to the zone
due to osthole in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

Detection C Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric
add R in methanol R, heat at 100°C for 5 min and examine
in daylight.

Results C The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no violet zone corresponding to the zone due to
osthole in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.
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Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Disperse 0.400 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 45 mL of methanol R and sonicate for I h.
Cool and dilute to 50.0 mL with methanol R. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 J1m).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of imperatorm CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with me/hanoi R.
Reference solution (b) Disperse 80 mg ofAngeliro dohunca
root HRS in 9 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 1 h. Cool
and dilute to 10 mL with methanol R. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 JIm).

Precolumn:
- size: I == 4 mm, 0 ::: 4.0 mm;
- SlationalY phose: oetad«y/si/yl silica gelfor chromaUJgraphy R

(5 pm).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsi/y/ silica gelfor chromaUJgraphy R

(5 pm).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: water for chromatography R;
- mobl7e phase B: acetom'triJe Rt;

Tim. MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent VIJI)

0- 15 ., 55

15 - 33 45 -0 5 55 ---> 95

33 - 35 5 95

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 nm.

1nj«sion 20 ~L.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
Angeli", dahutica rootHRS and the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b) to identify the peak due to
phellopterin.

Relative retention With reference to imperatorin (retention
time = about 5 min): pheUopterin ::: about 1.1.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the-peaks due to

imperatorin and phellopterin.

Calculate the percentage content of imperatorin using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak due to impemtorin in the chromatogram
obtllined with the test solutionj

A2 area of the peak due to imperntorin in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (8);

rna mass of the hemal drug 10 be examined used to prepare lite test
solution, in grams;

m2 mass of imperaton"" CRS used to prepare referencesolution (a),
ingmIIJSj

p percentage content of imperatorin in impmuon"11 CRS.

__________________~ PhE<I
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Angelica Pubescens Root
(Ph. EUT. monograph 2557)

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented dried root, without rootlets, of Angelica
bisetrata (RH.Shan & C.Q.Yuan) C.Q.Yuan & RH.Shan
(syn. Angelica pubescens Maxim. f. bisetrata RH.Shan et C.Q.
Yuan), collected in early spring before sprouting, or in the
end of autumn when stem and leaves wither.

Content
Minimum 0.50 per cent of osthole (ClsH1603; Me 244.3)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The taproot is more or less cylindrical, branching rapidly
into 2-3 or more principal roots at the lower part; the whole
is about 5-30 em long. The root crown is enlarged, with
transverse, annulated wrinkles and measures about
0.5-4.5 em in diameter; it shows the remains of stems, leaves
or buds. The greyish-brown or dark brown outer surface is
longitudinally wrinkled and shows slightly prominent rootlet
scars and transverse lenticel-like protuberances. The fracture
shows greyish-yellow bark, with abundant distinct brown dots
due to secretory canals that may be radially arranged; the
cambium ring is brown and the wood is greyish-yellow or
yellowish-brown, fine rod-like crystals may be present on the
fractured surface.

The fragmented drug occurs as subrounded or irregular
slices, 0.4-3.9 em in diameter and 0.2-0.6 em thick.
Externally it is greyish-brown or brown, with wrinkles. Fine
rod-like crystals may be present on the cut surface. The bark
is greyish-white or greyish-brown, with abundant, distinct
brown or yellowish-brown dots due to secretory canals that
may be radially arranged. The cambium ring is brown.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown or brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 2557.-1): fragments of
vessels up to 90 pm in diameter with spiral or reticulate
thickenings, free or in groups of 2 or 3 [E]; fragments of
parenchyma with polyhedral cells [B]; fragments of phloem
parenchyma [C] with fine, sinuous, fusiform cells, about
7-38 urn in diameter, with slightly thickened walls and fine,
oblique criss-cross striations [Cal, sometimes accompanied
by medullary rays [Cb]; orange-brown cork fragments,
consisting of several layers of superimposed, somewhat
polyhedral cells (surface view [AD; secretory canals, usually
broken, with yellow or pale brown contents and droplets of
essential oil (transverse section [D], longitudinal section [F]).
Examine under a microscope using a SOper cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder shows numerous small,
rounded or ovoid, simple starch granules, up to 10 urn in
diameter, with a punctifonn hilum that is visible on the
largest granules; a few starch granules consisting of 2-10
components are also present [G].

Angelica Pubescens Root IV-79
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Figure 2557.-1. - Illustration for identification USt B of powdered
herbal drug of Angdica pubescens rool

c. Examine the chromatograms obtained in me test for other
officinal species of Angelica, Levisticum and Ligusticum.
Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

(2)-IJguslilide: a bluish-white A bluish-whire fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone

-- - --

A very faint whhah zone

Osthole: a blue fluorescent zone A prominent blue fluorescent zone
(oslhole)

Impetatorin: a whitish fluorescent A whitish fluorescent zone (may be
ron, missing)

-- --

A bfue fluorescent zone

3 blue fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test solution

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint quenching zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
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IV-SO Angelica Pubescens Root

Top of the plate

(Z)-Ligustilide: a blue fluorescent A faint quenching zone
zone

-- --

Osthole: a quenching ZOne A quenching zone (osthole)

A blue fluorescent zone

Imperatorm; a quenching zone A quenching zone (may be missing)

-- --

2 or 3 quenching zones

Reference solution Test solution

Results C See below the sequence of zones present in me
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may he present
in the chromatogram obtained wilh the test solution.

Top of the plate

A prominent reddish zone

(2)-Ligustifide: a grey zone

-- --

Osthole: a violet zone A violet zone (osthole)

Imperatcrin: a grey zone A violet zone (may be missing)

-- --

A prominent violet zone

A yellowzone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Other officinal species of Angelica, Levisticum and
Ligush'cum
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 4 mL of heptane R, close and sonicate for 5 min.
Centrifuge the mixture and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of imperatorin R, 1 mg of
(Z)-ligustilitk R and I mg of osthole R in 10 mL of
methanolR.
Plate TLC silica gelF254 plateR (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase glacial QUm acid R, ethyl acetate R, toluene R
(1:10:90 VIVII').

Applicatwn 4 ul, as bands of 8 mm.

Deoelopmem Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no intense whitish fluorescent zone directly above the
position of osthole and no blue fluorescent zone just below
me position of imperatorin in the chromatogram obtained
with me reference solution.
Detection B Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no blue fluorescent zone corresponding to the zone
due to (Z)-ligustilide in the 'chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.
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Detection C Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric
acid R in methanolR, heat at 100 °C for 5 min and examine
in daylight.

Results C The chromatogram obtained wil:h the test solution
shows no zone corresponding to the zone due to
(Z)-Iigustilide in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum I0.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by dsying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrocWoric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolutwn Disperse 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 18 mL of methanol R and sonicate for
30 min. Cool and dilute to 20.0 mL with methanol R.
Mix and filter. Dilute 5.0 mL of the filtrate to 20.0 mL with
methanol R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 rng of osthole CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference sdiuion (b) Disperse 0.250 g of Angeh'ca pubescens
root HRS in 9 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 30 min.
Cool and dilute to 10.0 mL with methanol R. Mix and filter.
Dilute 5.0 mL of the filtrate co 20.0 mL with methanol R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 2.0 mm;
- stationary phnst: ocUJde<ylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(4 pm).

Mobile phase waterfor chromatography RJ aatoniln·k R
(40:60 VII').

Flow rate 0.23 ml1min.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 322 nm.

lniection 10 pL.

Retentitm rime Osthole =about 8 min.

System suitaln7ity Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peak due to osthole

and peak 2; use the chromatogram supplied with Angelica
pubescens root HRS to identify peak 2.

Calculate the percentage content of osthole using the
following expression:

AI xm2xpxO.8

A2 x m l

AI area of the peak due to osthole in the chromatogram obtained
wilh the test eoluuom

A 2 area of the peakdue to osthole in life chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

In. mass oflhe herbal drug (0 be examined used to prepare the test
solcucn, in grams;

m2 mass of osrhole CRS used to prepare reference solution (a). in
gramsj

p percentage content of osthole in osrhole CRS.

_____________________ PhE«
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Angelica Sinensis Root
DEFINITION
Angelica Sinensis Root is the dried whole root ofAngelica
sinensis (Oliv.) Dlels. (Angelica polymorpha Maxim. var.
sinensis Oliv.).The dried root consists of the top (uppermost
part), main body and small lateral coots (tails).

It is collected in late autumn, removed from rootlets and
dried.

It contains not less than 0.1 % of Z-ligustilide (C12HI 40 ti J
calculated with reference to the dried material.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole root is yellowish-brown to brown, up to 25 em
long, irregularly cylindrical with 3 to 5 or more branch roots
arising from the lower end. The upper part is 1.5 to 5 em in
diameter, annulated on the surface and rounded at the apex
which may show purple or yellowish-green remains of stems
and leaves; the surface of the remainder of the main root is
strongly longitudinally wrinkled and has pale) transverse
lenticels; the branch roots are 0.3 to 1 em in diameter in the
upper part, twisted and tapering towards the base, the outer
surface is strongly striated and has few rootlet scars.

B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is pale yellowish
to buff. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution. The powder shows brown fragments of cork
composed of thin-walled cells; abundant thin-walled
parenchyma from the secondary cortex, phloem and
medullary rays) some of the phloem cells fusiform with
slightly thickened walls; lignified vessels in groups of 2 or 3
associated with smaU celled and pitted xylem parenchyma;
the vessels are up to 80 urn in diameter and have reticulate
or scalariform thickening. Examine under a microscope using
50% vlv ofg/yw"ol. The powder shows small groups of single
starch granules, spherical to ovoid, up to about 8 J.lIIl in
diameter.

c. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography)
Appendix III A, using rhe following solutions.

(1) Add 4 mL of heptane to 1.0 g of the powdered drug, mix
with the aid of ultrasound for 5 minutes and filter (use a
0.22 urn membrane filter).

(2) 0.1 % wlv of linofeit acid in methanol.
(3) 0.1 % wlv of/erulic acidin merhanof.
(4) 0.1 % wlv of Z-ligustilide CRS in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a silica gelFm precoared plate (Merck silica gel 60
F254 HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L of solution (1) and 5 ~ of solutions (2) to
(4), as bands.

(d) Develop rhe plare to 15 em.

(e) Remove the plate, allow to dry in a stream of warm air
for 5 minutes or until the solvents are completely removed.
Examine under u1lrafJioler lighr (254 nm). Spray the plate with
methanolic sulfuric acid (5%), heat at 105° for 3 minutes and
examine in daylight.

1\oIOBILE PHASE

1 volume offormic acid, 10 volwnes of ethylacetate and
90 volumes of toluene.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

When examined under ultravWietlighl (254 nm) the violet
band with an Rf value of approximately 0.7 the
chromatogram obtained with solution (4) corresponds in

Angelica Sinensis Root IV-8!

colour and position to that in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I). A band with an Rfvalue of approximately
0.23 in the chromatogram obtained with solution (3)
corresponds in position to a band in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (1). Other bands may be present in
the chromatogram obtained with solution (1).

CONFI&\1A.TION

When sprayed with methanolic sulfun·c acid (5%) the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I) shows three spots
with similar Rf values to the spots in the chromatograms
obtained with solutions (2), (3) and (4). Other spots may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with solution (1).

TESTS
Lovage root (Leuisticum officinale)
Carry out the method for gas chromatography,
Appendix III B, using the following solutions.

(I) Extract approximately 20 g of the coarsely powdered
drug in a 500 mL round-bottomed flask by hydrodistillation
for 2 to 3 hours in 200 mL of water, collecting the distillate
in suitable glassware. Extract the oily drops on top of the
distillate with 5 mL of toluene.
(2) 0.2% wlv each of coumarin and eugenol in roluene.

(3) 0.1 % wlv of Z-ligusriJide CRS in ace"'nilrile.
(4) 0.1 % wlv of benzyl~hof in roIuene.
(5) 0.1 % wlv of (-)-ealWne in roIuene.
(6) 0.1 % wlv of octanoic acid in toluene.
(7) 0.1 % wlv of 3-propylidenephthalide in roIuene.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a fused silica capillary column (50 m x 0.32 mm)
bonded wirh a film (1.05 urn) of 5% phenyV95%
dimethylpolysiloxane (HP 5 is suitable).

(b) Use helium as the carrier gas at 1 mL per minute.

(c) Use an oven maintained at an initial temperature of 40°
increasing linearly to 220° at a rate of 50 per minute, then
maintained at 220°.

(d) Use a split injection system having a split ratio of 1:20
maintained at 250°.

(e) Use a flame ionisation detector maintained at a
temperature of 2500

•

(I) Inject 1 ~L of each solution.

(g) Record the chromatograms for a sufficient length of time
to elute all the peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (I) (55 minutes may be suitable).

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the resolution between coumarin (eluting
at approximately 34 minutes) and eugenol (eluting at
approximately 37 minutes) is at least 3.0.

CONFIRMATION

In the chromatogram obtained with solution (1):
- there are no peaks corresponding to I.he principal peaks in

the chromatograms obtained with solutions (4), (5), (6)
and (7);

- there is a peak corresponding to the principal peak in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (3).

Loss on drying
When dried at 1000 to 105° for 2 hours, loses not more than
12.0% of its weight. Use I g.

Total ash
Not more than 7.0%, Appendix XI J, Method 11.
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STORAGE
Angelica Sinensis Root should be protected from moisture.

***• •
* *• •..,

(Angelica Sinensis Root, Ph. Bur. monograph 2558)

Processed Angelica Sinensis Root

DEFINITION
Smoke-dried, whole or fragmented root, with rootlets
removed, ofAngelita sinensis (Oliv.) Diels collected in late
autumn.

Content
~linimum0.050 per cent of trans-ferulic acid (CIOHlOO4i
M, 194.2) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Taproot branching rapidly into 10 or more conical
principal roots; the whole is about 15-25 cm long.
The annulated root crown is about 1.5-4 em in diameter; its
blunt, rounded tip shows the yellowish-green remains of
stems and petioles of leaves. The outer surface is light
brownish-yellow or dark brown, lumpy, irregularly striated
longitudinally and shows scars of secondary roots and
transversal lenticel-like markings. The branching roots have a
thick upper part (0.3-1 em in diameter) and a thin lower
part. They are frequently twisted and show few scars of
secondary roots. The texture is friable. The fracture)
yellowish-white or yellowish-brown) shows a thick bark with
some clefts and numerous brown dots due to secretory
canals. The cambium occurs as a yellowish-brown ring.
The wood is light coloured.

The fragmented roots occur as long strips about J.5-2 mm
thick, 1.5-4 cm wide at the root crown and 10-15 em long.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.21). The powder is
yellowish-white. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2558.-1): reticulate or scalarifonn
vessels [D) up to 80 J.lIII in diameter, free or in groups of
2 or 3 and accompanied by xylem parenchyma cells [Da]
and medullary rays [Db]; numerous fragments of
parenchyma with ovoid cells [C]; orange cork fragments,
consisting of several layers of superimposed cells, more or
less rectangular (snrface view [AI. transverse section [B]);
very small calcium oxalate prisms in the cork [Aa], visible in
polarised light; secretory canals, often broken, up to 170 pm
in diameter (transverse section [G], longitudinal section [F)
with orange-yellow contents in droplets [Fa, Ga]. Examine
under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glyrerol R. The powder sbows small (less than 10 urn),
simple, rounded or ovoid starch granules, usually included in
parenchyma cells [EJ.

AI Area of the peak due 10 Z-ligustilide in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (I).

A2 Area of the peak due to Z-ligustilide in the chromatogram
obtained willt soluLion (2).

ffil Weight of the drug being examined in mg.
fi2 Weight of Z-ligwtilitk CRS in mg.
VI Dilution volume ofsolulion (I) in mL
V2 Dilution volume of solution (2) in mL.
p Percentage content ofCI 2HI40: in Z-ligwtih"de CRS.
d Percentage loss on drying of the herbal drug being examined"

A, ill, v. 100
-x-x-xpx----,
Pu V, ill, 100-d

Acid-Insoluble ash
Not more than 2.0%, Appendix XI K.

Ethanol-soluble extractive
Not less than 45%. Appendix XI Bl.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquidchromawgraphYJ
Appendix ill D, using the following solutions.

(I) Finely powder not less than 5.0 g of the drug being
examined Transfer 0.5 g of the powder into a 25 mL
volwnetric flask and add 20 mL of methanol, place in an
ultrasonic bath (maintained at a low temperature by adding
ice to the bath) for 100 minutes, equilibrate to ambient
temperature and dilute to volume with methanol. Centrifuge
the solution at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes or until a clear
supernatant is obtained. Filter through a 0.45-J.lffi filter.

(2) 0.025% wlv of Z-ligustilide CRS in acelO1litri/e.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (15 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with occadecyIsiIyJ silica gelfor chromatography (5 um) (Hypersil
ODS is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobile phase described
below.

(c) Use a flow rate of 1.0 mL per minute.

(d) Use a detection wavelength of 350 nrn.
(e) Inject IO~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

A mixture of 8 volwnes of waterand 12 volwnes of
acetonitrile.

SysrEM SUITABILITY

Inject solution (2) not less than five times. The test is not
valid unless the relative standard deviation of the peak areas
of the Z-Iigustilide peak is not more than 3.0%, the relative
standard deviation of the retention times of the Z-Iigustilide
peak is not more than 3.0%. The column efficiency,
determined on the Z-Iigustilide peak, is not less than 5000
theoretical plates. The symmetryfatUlr, determined on the
Z-ligustilide peak, is not more than J.3.

Inject solution (1). The test is not valid unless the resolution
faaor between the Z-ligustilide peak and the closest peak
(relative retention about 0.9 with respect to Z-ligustilide) is
not less than 1.5.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Using the retention time and the peak area from the
chromatograms obtained with solution (2), locate, and
integrate the peak due to Z-ligustilide in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (I).

Calculate the content of Z-ligustilide in me sample using the
declared content of Z-Iigustilide (C'2H1402) in
Z-ligustilide CRS and the following expression:

IV-82 Angelica Sinensis Root
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Figure 2558.-1. - Illustration for identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drugof Angelica sinensis root

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for other
officinal species of Angelica, Leoisticum and Ligusticum.
Results A See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfault fluorescent zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

(Z)-ugustilide:8 bluish-white A prominent bluish-white Buorescent
Huorescenr zone zone «Z)-ligustilide)

-- --

Osthole: a bluefluorescent zone

Impesatonn: a whitishfluorescent
ron,

-- --

j Reference solution Test solution

Results B See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution.Furthermore, otherfaint quenching zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Angelica Sinensis Root IV-83

Top of.he plate

(Z)-Ligustilide: a bluefluorescent A prominent blue fluorescent zone
ron' «(Z).ligustilide)

A faint quenchingzone

-- --

Osthole: a quenchingzone A faintquenchingzone

Imperatortnra quenching zone

-- --

Reference soludon Test solution

TESTS
Other officinal species ofAngelica, Leuisticurn and
Ligusticum
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tes< solution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 4 mL of heptane R, close and sonicate for 5 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve I mg of (Z)-ligus.1ide R, I mg of
imperatorin R and I mg of Of/hole R in 10 mL of methanolR.
Plate TLC silica gelFZ54 p!ate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase glacial acetic add R, ethylaatate R, toluene R
(1:10:90 VIVIV).

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
Devdopmem Overa path of 6 em.
Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
Results A The chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution
shows no intense blue fluorescent zone at or below the
position of osthole in the chromatogram obtained. with the
reference solution.
Detection B Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 om.
Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no quenching zone at or below the position of
imperatorin in the chromatogram obtained. with the reference
solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an ovenat
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solutibn Disperse 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 20.0 mL of a 70 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R in a conicalflask, stoppertightly and weigh. Heat
under a reflux condenser for 30 min, cool and weigh again.
Compensate the loss of solventwith a 70 per cent VIV
soJution of methanol R, mix well and allow to stand. Filterthe
supernatant. through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 pm): use the filtrate.

Reference sdiaion (a) In a brown-glass volumetric flask,
dissolve 10.0 mg offerulic acid CRS in a 10 per cent VIV
solution of methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent.
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Reference solution (b) In order to prepare cs-ferultc acid in
situ, introduce 2 mL of reference solution (a) into a
transparent vial and expose to ultraviolet light at 254 nm for
about 60 min.

Column:
- size: I;;;; 0.150 m, 0 = 2.0 mm;
- srationary phase: o<;tadecylsi!YI silica gelfar chromatography R

(4 urn);
- temperature: 35 QC.

lvlobilephase acetonitrile R, 0.085 per cent VIV solurion of
phosphoric add R (17:83 VIV).

Flow rate 0.23 mUmin.
Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 316 run.

Injection 10 ~L.

Retention lime trans-ferulic acid = about 13 min; cis-ferulic
acid = about 14 min.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resohuion: minimum 1.3 between the peaks due to trans

ferulic acid and dr-ferulic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of trans-fernlic acid using
the following expression:

AI area of the peak due to trons-ferulic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

Az area of the peak due to trons-ferulic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a)j

1111 mass of the herbal drug to be examined used [0 prepare the (est
solution. in grams;

ffl2 mass of fmJic acidCRS used to prepare reference solution (a),
in grams;

p percentage content of Inms-ferulic acid inftrnlic acidCRS.

___~ PIIE«

Aniseed
Anise
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0262)

When Powdered Aniseed is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below, with the
exception of Identification test A and the test for Foreign
matter, shall be dispensed or supplied.
PIIE« _

DEFINlTION
Whole, dry cremocarp of PimpineUa anisum L.

Content
lvlinimum 20 mUkg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

CHARACfERS
Reminiscent odour of anethole.

The fruit is a cremocarp and generally entire; a small
fragment of the thin, rigid, slightly curved pedicel is
frequently attached.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The cremocarp is ovoid or pyriform and slightly
compressed laterally, yellowish-green or greenish-grey,
3-5 mm long and up to 3 mm wide, surmounted by a
srylopod with 2 short) reflexed stylar points. The mericarps
are attached by their tops to the carpophore with a plane
commissural surface and a convex dorsal surface, the latter
being covered with short, warty trichomes visible using a

2022

lens; each mericarp shows 5 primary ridges) running
longitudinally, comprising 3 dorsal ridges and 2 lateral ridges)
non-prominent, and lighter in colour.

Figure 0262.-1. - Illustration far idensijication testB ofpowdered
herbal drugof aniseed

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-yellow or brownish-green. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 0262.-1):
fragments of epicarp in surface view [D] with a striated
cuticle, occasional anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Da], bases of
covering trichomes [De] and whole covering trichomes [Db],
mostly unicellular, sometimes curved, with a blunt apex and
a warty cuticle; isolated fragments of co-vering trichomes [E];
fragments [H] of numerous narrow) branched vittae [Ha],
often accompanied by elongated cells of the commissural
surface [Hb]; fragments of testa [B) consisting of a layer of
brown, polyhedral, thin-walled cells; fragments of endosperm
[G) containing oil droplets [Ga], aleurone grains and small
cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Gb]; oblong sdereids from
the mesocarp [C] or the commissural surface of the fruit;
bundles of short sclerenchymatous fibres [A] from the
carpophcre and the pedicel [Ab), accompanied by vessels
with spiral or annular thickening [Aa, F).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Shake 0.10 g of the powdered herbal drug
(1400) (2.9.12) with 2 mL of methylene chloride R for 15 min.
Filter and carefully evaporate the filtrate to dryness on a
water-bath at 60°C. Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of
toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 3 ~L of anethole Rand 40 flLof
olive oil R in 1 mL of toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gelGFm plate R.
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Top of the plate

-- --

Caffeic acid: a light blue fluorescent
ron,

Quercitrin: a brownish-yeUow
fluorescent zone

A brownish-yellow fluorescent zone

-- --

A greenish fluorescent zone

Hyperoside: a brownish-yeUow A brownish-yellow fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone

Chlorogenic acid: a light blue -fluorescent zone

A green fluorescent zone

Rutoside: a brownish-yeUow A browneh-yeftow fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

Star Anise IV-85

position is clearly visible. Each follicle is boat-shaped or boot
shaped, with a greyish-brown dorsal surface showing rough
markings and lateral surfaces bearing scars from the
neighbouring follicles. One or more follicles are split open
along the ventral suture, exposing a single, lenticular, shiny,
reddish-brown seed about 8 mm in diameter. The markings
on the dorsal surface are not visible from the ventral surface.
Some of the follicles (1-3) may be imperfectly developed.
Isolated follicles, pedicels and seeds may be present.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is reddish
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters: brown epicarpal cells, polygonal in surface view"
with a strongly striated cuticle and occasional anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3); fragments of the endocarp with long
palisade-like cells; fragments of the mesocarp with large
parenchymatous cells,vessels, oil-containing cells and groups
of stone cells; fragments of the seed testa with palisade-like"
sclerified, strongly pitted, yellow cells up to 200 urn long;
fragments of me columella and the fruit stalk with strongly
and irregularly thickened, star-shaped stone cells about
400 urn long and 150 pm wide; rhomboidal or rectangular
crystals of calcium oxalate.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in test B for Illicium
anisacum (= I. religiosum) and certain other Rlicium spp.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other weaker zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

TESTS
IIUcium anisatum (= I. religiosum) and certaln other
Illiciurn spp
A. Adulteration with Illicium aniratum or certain other
Illicium spp. is indicated by the presence of fruits mainly
consisting of more than 8 follicles; fruits either smaller than
2.5 em or greater than 3.5 cm; follicles with the suture edged
with a thickening extending to the neighbouring follicle, or
with dorsal markings visible from the ventral surface; follicles
somewhat undulate and ending in a fine beak or a small,
ventrally turned hook; follicles with a profile fitting into a
rectangle; pedicels more than 5 em long; seedless fruits; seeds
either very flat or almost spherical.

**** ** *
*****

Star Anise
(ph. Eur. monograph 1153)

Preparation
Concentrated Anise Water
Pl>E" _

Mobile phase toluene R.

Application 2 ilL and 3 J.IL of the test solution, then 1 JlL,
2 ilL and 3 ul., of me reference solution, at 2 em intervals.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.

Results A The chromatograms show a quenching zone
(anethole) in the central part against a light background.

Detection B Spray with a freshly prepared 200 gIL solution
of phosphomolybdic acidR in echanol (96 per ,,"t) R, using
10 mL for a 200 mm square plate, and heat at 120°C for
5 min.

Results B The spots due to anethole appear blue against a
yellow background. In the chromatogram obtained with 2 IJL
of me test solution) the spot due to anethole is intermediate
in size between the corresponding spots in the
chromatograms obtained with 1 J.lL and 3 pL of the reference
solution. The chromatograms obtained with the test solution
show in me lower third a blue spot (triglycerides) similar in
position to the spot in the lower third of the chromatograms
obtained with the reference solution (triglycerides of oJive
oU).

TESTS
Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 90 mUkg, determined on 20.0 g of the herbal
drug reduced to a coarse powder immediately before use.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 10.0 g of the herbal drug reduced to a coarse powder
immediately before the determination, a 250 mL round
bottomed flask, and 100 mL of waterR as the distillation
liquid. Place 0.50 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube,
Distil at a rate of 2.5-3.5 mUmin for 2 h.

DEFINll10N
Dried composite fruit of Illicium Vernnt Hook~f.

Content
- minimum 10 mlJkg of essential oil (anhydrous drug),
- minimum 86.0 per cent of Irons-anethole in the essential

ou,
CHARACTERS
The fruit carpels are brown.

Odour of anethole.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fruit generally consists of 8 developed, one-seeded
follicles, each 12-22 mm long and 6-12 mm high, radially
arranged around a short, central, blunt-ending columella.
In some fruits I or 2 follicles may be missing, but their
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60 --> 210

210

200

220

Temperature
('C)

Tim.
(miD)

0-'
5 - 80

80 - 95

Column

Temperature:

Injection port

Detector

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injution 1 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the preparation of the
reference solution.
Systemsuitabi/,iy Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5 between the peaks due to estragole

and a-terpineol.
Use the retention times from the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solutionlocate the components of the
reference solutionin the chromatogram obtained withthe
test solution.
Calculate the percentage contentof trans-anethole. Disregard
any peakdue to the solvent or with an area less than
0.05 per cent of the area of the principal peakin the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steamdistillation from the dryripe
fruits of Illicium VelUm Hook.f.

2022

(ph. Bur. monograph 2108)

Star Anise Oil

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or paleyellowliquid.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Secondidentification: A.

A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolulion Dissolve 1 g of the substance to be examined
in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the samesolvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 ~L of lina10l R, 30 ~L of
anisaldehytk Rand 200 ~L of anethole R and in toluene Rand
dilute to 15 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1 mL of this
solution to 5 mL with toluem R.
Place TLC silica gelF2S4 place R.

Mobile phase ethylacetare R, toluene R (7:93 VII').
Apph'cation 5 ~L as bands of 10 mm (fur normal
TLC plates) or 2 ~ as bands of 10 mm (for fine particle
TLC plates).

Development Over a path of 15 em (for normal TLC plates)
or overa path of 6 em (forfine particle size plates).
Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 om.
Results A See below the sequenceof zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solulion To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R and heat under a reflux
condenser in a water-bath at 60°C for 5 min. Allow to cool
and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of caffeic acid R, 1 mg of
ch/orogenic acidR, 2.5 mg of quercilrin R, 2.5 mg of rutoside
t,;hydrace Rand 2.5 mg of hyperoside R in 10 mL of
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplace R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, glacial acetic acidR,
walerR, ethyl acetace R (11:11:26:100 VIVIVII').
Application 5 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In a current of warm air.
Detection Spray with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylbori< acid
aminoethyl ester R in me/hanoi R and then with a 50 gIL
solution of macrogol 400 R in methanol Rj after 30 min,
examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
showsno brownish-yeUow fluorescent zone at or abovethe
position of the zone due to quercitrin in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution. No yellowfluorescent
zone is seen at or above the positionof the zone due to
caffeic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution. No brownish-yellow fluorescent zone is seen directly
above the zone due to hyperoside in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mlJkg, determined by distillation on 20.0 g
of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16) .
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use a 250 mL round-bottomed lIask and 100 mL of waterR
as the distillation liquid. Immediately before the
determination, reduce 50.0 g of the drug '0 a powder (1400)
(2.9.12) and mix. Further reduce about 10.0 g of this
mixture to a finer powder (110) (2.9.12). Use 2.50 g of the
powderfor the determination. Introduce 0.50 mL of xylene R
into the graduated tube. Distil at a rateof 2-3 mUmin
for 2 h.

trans-Anethole
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the nonnalisation
procedure.
Test so/utWn Dilute the mixture of essential oil and xylene R
obtained in theassay of essential oil to 5.0 mL with xylene R
by rinsing the apparatus.
Reference soltaion To 1.0 mL of xylene R add 20 ~ of
esrrago/e R, 20 mg of «-terpineol Rand 60 ~ of anethole R.

Column:
- maenal: fused silica;
- size: I = 30 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: ma<rogol 20 000 R.

Carrier gas helium for chromawgraphy R.

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Spili ratio 1:100.

IV-86 Star Anise Oil
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test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top oflhe plate

A quenching zone, partly separated

Anethole: a quenching zone A very strong quenching zone
(anethole)

-- --

Anisaldehyde: a quenching zone A quenching zone (anisatdehyde)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Spray with methyl 4-autylbenzoalereagent Rand
heat at 100-105 °C for 10 min; examine the still hot plate in
daylight within 10 min.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in me
chromatograms obtained with me reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top oft:he plate

A violet-brown zone. not fully
separated

Anethole: a brown zone A very strong brown zone (anethole)

-- --

Anisaldehyde: a yellowzone A yellow zone (anisaldehyde)

-- --
linalol: a grey zone A grey zone (linalol)

Reference solution Test solution

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Star Anise Oil IV-87

PseudoisoeugenyJ 2-methylbutyrate
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as described in the test for
chromatographic profile with the following modifications.

Testsolution The substance to be examined.

Reference solution (aJ Dilute 10 mg of the test solution to
1.000 g with hexane R. Dilute 0.5 mL of this solution '0
100 mL with hexaneR.

Reference solution (b) Pseudoisoeugenyl 2-methylbutyrate for
peak identification CRS.
System suitability:
- the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) is

similar to the chromatogram provided with
pseudoisoeugenyl 2-methylbutyrate for peak identification CRS.

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak in
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a).

Limit Locate the peak due to pseudoisoeugenyl
2-methylbutyrate by comparison with the chromatogram
provided with pseuduisoeugenyl 2-methylbutyrate for peak
identification CRS.
- pseuddsoeugenyI2-methylbutyrate: maximum 0.01 per cent.

Fatty oils and resinilied essential oils (2.8.7)
It complies wilh the test for fatty oils and resinified essential
oils.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Test solution Dissolve 200 IJL of the substance to be
examined in 1.0 mL of hexane R.
Reference solution To 1.0 mL of hexane R, add 20 ~L of
linalo/ R, 20 J1L of estTagoie R, 20 ~L of a-terpineol R, 60 ~L

of anethole Rand 30 J1L of anisoldebyde R.
Column:
- material: fused silicaJ
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 =0.25 mm,
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 pm).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flowrate 1.0 mllrnin.
Splitratio 1:100.
Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 0.2 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution; record the retention times of these
substances.

Sysrem suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

estragole and «-terpineol.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution and locate cis-

TESTS
Relative densIty (2.2.5)
0.979 '00.985.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.553 to 1.556.

Freezing point (2.2.18)
15°C to 19 -c,
Fenchone
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as described in the 'est for
chromatographic profile with the following modifications.

Testsolution Dissolve 400 p.L of the substance to be
examined in 2.0 mL of hexane R.
Reference solution (a) Dilute 10 ~L offenchoneR to 1.2 g
with hexaneR.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 100 J1L of reference solution (a)
to 100 mL with hexane R.

System suitability Reference solution (b);
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak.

Limit:
- fenchone: maximum 0.01 per cent.

Column

Injection port

Detector

Time
(min)

0·'
5 - 80

80 - 95

Temperature

CC)
6.

60 --> 210

2to

200

220
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l. linalol .
2, est:nlgole

3. e-rerplneot
4. cis-anethole

5. tTanranethole
6. anisaldehyde

7. foeniculin

Figure 2108.-1. - Chromawgram for theUSt for chromawgraphi< profile of S/4r anise oil

anethole and foeniculin using the chromatogram shown in
Figure 2108.-1 (disregard any peak due to hexane).

Determine the percentage content of these components.
The percentages are within the following ranges:
- linaJol: 0.2 per cent to 2.5 per cent,
- estragole: 0.5 per cent to 6.0 per cent,
- a-terpineol: maximum 0.3 per cent,
- cis-anethole: 0.1 per cent to 0.5 per cent,
- trans-anethole: 86 per cent to 93 per cent,
- anisaldehyde: 0.1 per cent to 0.5 per cent,
- foeniculin: 0.1 per cent to 3.0 per cent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.
_____________________ PhE<I

i
Anise Oil
Aniseed Oil

(ph. Bur. monograph 0804)

Preparation
Concentrated Anise Water
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from the dry ripe
fruits of Pimpinella anisum L.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or pale yellow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 1 g of the substance to be examined
in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 ~L of linciJol R, 30 ~L of
anisaldehyde Rand 200 ~L of anethole R in toluene Rand
dilute to 15 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1 mL of this
solution to 5 mL with toluene R.
Plate TLC "Ii<a gelFZ54 plate R.

Mobile phase ethylacetate R, toluene R (7:93 VIV).

Appli<atwn 5 pL as bands of 10 mm (for normal
TLC plates) or 2 ~L as bands of 10 mm (for fine particle
size plates).

Development Over a path of 15 em (for normal TLC plates)
or over a path of 6 ern (for fine particle size plates).

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.

Results A See below me sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Foeniculin
Gas chromatography (2.2. 21f) as described in the test for
chromatographic profile with the following modifications.

Test solution The substance to be examined.

Reference solution (a) Dilute 10 mg of the test solution to
1.000 g with hexane R. Dilute 0.5 mL of this solution to
100 mL with hexane R.
Reference solution (b) Foeniculin for peak identification CRS.
Systemsuitability:
- the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) is

similar to the chromatogram provided with foeniculin for
peak idenlificalion CRS,

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak in
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a).

Limit Locate the peak due to foeniculin by comparison with
the chromatogram provided with /oenieulin forpeak
identifiration CRS.
- foeniculin: max.imwn 0.01 per cent.

Fatty oils and resinllied essential oils (2.8.7)
It compiles with the test for fatty oils and resinified essential
oils.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Test solution Dissolve 200 ul, of the substance to be
examined in 1.0 mL of hexane R.

Reference solution To 1.0 mL of hexane R, add 20 ~L of
linalol R, 20 ~L of eslragole R, 20 ul, of .-terpineol R, 60 ~L

of anethokRand 30 fIl. of anisaldehycfe R.

Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: I::; 30 m, 12) ::; 0.25 nun,
- stationary phose: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 um).

Cornergas heliumfor chromatography R.

F/Qw rate 1.0 mUmin.

SpI,i ratio 1:100.
Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.

lnje<:tion 0.2 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record the retention times of these
substances.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

esrragole and a-terpineol.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution in me
chromatogram obtained with the test solution and locate cis
anethole and pseudoisoeugenyl 2-methylbutyrate using the
chromatogram shown in Figure 0804.-1 (disregard any peak
due to hexane).

2022

Top of the plate

Anethole: a quenching zone A very strong quenching zone
(anethole)

-- --

A quenching zone

Anisaldehyde: 8 quenching zone A quenching zone (anisaldehyde)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Spray with methyl4-acelylbenzoale reagent Rand
heat at lOa-105°C for 10 min; examine the still hot plate in
daylight within 5 min.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may he present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A violet-brown zone (monoterpene
hydrocarbons) (solvent front)

Anethole: a brown zone A very strong brown zone (anethole),
distinctly separated

-- --

A grey zone

Anisaldehyde:a yellowzone A yellowzone (anisaldehyde)

-- --

Linak>l: a gn:y zone A grey zone Oinalol)

A grey zone

Reference solution Test soludon

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

TESTS
Relative densIty (2.2.5)
0.980 to 0.990.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.552 to 1.561.

Freezing point (2.2.11f)
15 °C to 19 °C.

Fenchone
Gas chromatography (2.2.21f) as described in the test for
chromatographic profile with the following modifications.

Testsolution Dissolve 400 J.1L of the substance to be
examined in 2.0 mL of hexaneR.

Reference solution (a) Dilute I 0 ~L offenchone R to 1.2 g
with hexaneR.
Reference solUlion (b) Dilute 100 fIl. of reference solution (a)
to 100 mL with hexane R.
System suitabilily Reference solution (b):
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak.

Limit:
- fenchone: maximum 0.01 per cent.

Column

Injection porr

Detector

Time
(min)

0-5
5-80

80-95

Temperature
Cq
60

60 ---0210

210

200

220
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1.linalol
2. estregole

3. c-terplneol
4. cis-anelhole

5. rmns-anelhole
6. anisaldehyde

7. pseudojsoeugenyt2-methylbutynltc

Figure 0804.-1. - Chromatogram for theWt for chromawgraphi< profile of anise oil

Determine the percentage content of these components.
The percentages are within the following ranges:
- {inaJoI: maximum 1.5 per cent,
- estragole: 0.5 per cent to 5.0 per cent,
- a-terpineol: maximum 1.2 per cent,
- cis-anethole: 0.1 per cent to 0.4 per cent,
- trans-anethole: 87 per cent to 94 per cent,
- anisaldehyde: 0.1 per cent to 1.4 per cent,
- pseudoisoengenyI2-methylburyrate: 0.3 per cent to

2.0 per cent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.

suitable filtering aid, allow to stand for a few hours, shaking
occasionally, and filter.

The water romp/res with the requirements statedunderAromatic
Waters and with the following requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
60 to 64% vlv, Appendix Vl1I F.

Weight per mL
0.898 to 0.908 g, Appendix V G.

_____________________ PIIEur

Concentrated Anise Water
DEFINITION

,.

Arnica Flower
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1391)

Preparation
Arnica Tincture
PhEur _

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Dissolve the Anise Oil or Star Anise Oil in the Ethanol
(90 per cent) and add gradually, with vigorous shaking after
each addition, sufficient Water to produce 1000 mL.
Add 50 g of previously sterilised Purified Talc, or other

AniseOil or Star Anise Oil
Ethanol (90 per cent)
Water

20mL
700mL

Sufficientto produce 1000mL

DEFINITION
Whole or partially broken) dried flower-heads of Arnica
montanaL.

Content
Minimum 0040 per cent mlm of total sesquiterpene lactones,
expressed as dihydrohelenalin tiglate (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Aromatic odour.
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The capitulum, when spread out, is about 20 mm in
diameter and about 15 mm deep, and has a peduncle 2-3 em
long. The involucre consistsof 18-24 elongatedlanceolate
bracts, withacute apices, arranged in 1-2 rows: the bracts,
about 8-10 mm long, aregreenwith yellowish-green external
hairsvisibleunder a lens. The receptacle, about 6 mm in
diameter, is convex, alveolate and covered with hairs.
Its periphery bears about 20 ligulate florets 20-30 mm long;
the disc bears a greater number of tubular florets about
J5 mm long. The ovary, 4-8 mm long, is crowned by a
pappus of whitish bristles 4-8 mm long. Some brown
achenes, crowned or not by a pappus, may he present.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The involucre consistsof elongatedoval bracts with acute
apices; the margin is ciliated. The ligulate florethas a
reduced calyx crowned by fine, shinyJ whitish bristles,
bearing small coarse trichcmes. The orange-yellow corolla
bears 7-10 parallel veins and ends in 3 small lobes.
The stamens, with free anthers, areincompletely developed.
The narrow, brown ovary bears a stigma divided into
2 branches curving outwards. The tubular floret is
actinomorphic. The ovary and the calyx are similar to those
of the Iigulate floret. The short: corolla has 5 reflexed
triangular lobes; the 5 fertile stamens arefusedat the
anthers.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Separate the capitulum
into its different parts. Examine undera microscope using
chloral hydrate soltuion R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 1391.-1): the epidermises of the
bracts of the involucre [L, M, 0, Q] have stomata [Lb, Oa,
Qa) and triehomes, more abundant on me outer (abaxial)
surface. There areseveral different typesof trichomes:
uniseriate multicellular covering trichomes, varying in length
from 50-500 JUIl, particularly abundant on the margins of the
bract, whole [La] or fragmented [P); secretory trichomes with
uni- or biseriate multicellular stalks and withmulticellular,
globular heads, about300 pm long, abundant on the outer
surface of the bract [Qb); secretory trichomes with
multicellular stalks and with multicellular, globular heads,
about 80 JIm long, abundant on the inner surface of the bract
(surface view lOb], side view [Ma)). The epidermis of the
ligulate corolla [C, G, H, nconsists of lobed or elongated
cells covered by a striated cuticle [Gal, a few stomata and
trichomes of different types: covering trichomes, with very
sharp ends, whose length mayexceed 500 JIm, consisting of
1-3 proximal, thick-walled cells and 2-4 distal, thin-walled
cells [C, Hb]; secretory trichomes with biseriate multicellular
heads (surface view [Gb], side view [Ja)); secretory trichomes
with multicellular stalks and multicellular globular heads [K).
The ligule ends in rounded papillose cells [Ha]. Fragments of
the epidermisof the ovary [AJ B, D) arecovered with
trichomes of 2 types: secretory trichomes withshortstalks
and multicellular globular heads (surface view [Aa], side
view [Da)); twinned covering trichomes usually consisting of
2 longitudinally united cells, with commonpitted waUs
(surface view [Ab), side view IBa)); their ends are sharp and
sometimes bifid. The epidermises of the calyx consistof
elongated cells bearing short,unicellular, covering trichomes
pointing towards the upper end of the bristle IE). The pollen
grains have a diameter of about 30 pm, arerounded, with a
spinyexine) and have 3 germinal pores [F, N].

Arnica Flower IV-91

H

Ha

H:--+-Qa

Figure 1391.-1. - IffuscraUon for identlfioulon tes: B of powdered
herbal drngof arnicaflower

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Calendula officinalis L. - Heterotheca inufoides Casso
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IV-92 Arnica Flower

Results The chromatogram obtained with the (est solution
shows, in the middle, a fluorescent blue zone corresponding
(Q the zone due to chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution; it shows, above this
zone, 3 fluorescent yellowish-brown or orange-yellow zones,
and above these 3 zones a fluorescent greenish-yellow zone
due to asrregalin; the zone located below the astragalin zone
is due to isoquercitroside; the ZODe located just below this
zone is due to luteolin-7-glucoside; it also shows a fluorescent
greenish-blue zone below the zone due to caffeic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Calendula officina/is L. - Heterotheca inuloides Cass
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 2.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.1Z) add 10 mL of methanolR. Heat in a water-bath at
60 °C for 5 min with shaking. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 2.0 mg of caffei€ acidHJ 2.0 mg
of chlorogenk acid Rand 5.0 mg of nuosidelrihydrate R in
methanolR and dilute to 30 mL with the same solvent.

Pia" TUJ silica gelpia" R.
Mobilephase anhydrous formic acid R, water R, methyl erhyl
keume R, ethyl aceta" R (10: 10:30:50 VIVIVIY).

Application 15 pL as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air for a few minutes.

Detection Spray with a III gIL solution of diphenylbori< acid
aminoethyl ester R in methanolR, and then with a 50 gIL
solution of maaogol 400 R in methanolR; heat at 100-105 ·C
for 5 min, allow to dry in air and examine in ultraviolet light
at 365 nm.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the lower part an orange-yellow fluorescent
zone due to rutoside, in the middle part a fluorescent zone
due to chlorogenic acid and in the upper part a light bluish
fluorescent zone due to caffeic acid; the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution does not show a fluorescent
orange-yellow zone corresponding to the zone due to rutoside
in the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution,
nor does it show a zone below this.

Loss on drying (2.2.3Z)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, detennined on 1.000 g of me
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Uquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Internalstandardsolution Dissolve immediately before use
0.010 g of sanumin CRS, accurately weighed, in 10.0 mL of
methanolR.

Test solution Introduce 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL round-bottomed flask, add
50 mL of a mixture of equal volwnes of methanolRand
waterR and heat under a reflux condenser in a water-bath at
50-60 ·C for 30 min, shaking freqoently. Allow to cool and
filter through a paper filter. Add the paper filter, cut into
pieces, to the residue in the round-bottomed flask,. add
50 mL of a mixtore of equal volumes of methanolR and
waterR and heat under a reflux condenser in a water-bath at

2022

50-60 ·C for 30 min, shaking frequently. Repeat this
procedure twice. To the combined filtrates add 3.00 mL of
the internal standard solution and evaporate to 18 mL under
reduced pressure. Rinse the round-bottomed flask with
walerR and dilute" with the washings, to 20.0 rnL. Transfer
the solution to a chromatography column about 0.15 m long
and about 30 mm in internal diameter containing 15 g of
ki.selguhrfor chromatography R. Allow to stand for 20 min.
Elute with 200 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of ethyl
acetate Rand methylene chloride R. Evaporate the eluate to
dryness in a 250 mL round-bottomed flask. Dissolve the
residue in 10.0 mL of methanolR and add 10.0 mL of
water R. Add 7.0 g of neutral aluminium oxide RJ shake for
120 SJ centrifuge at 5000 g for 10 min and filter through a
paper filter. Evaporate 10.0 mL of the filtrate to dryness.
Dissolve the residue in 3.0 mL of a mixture of equal volumes
of methanol R and waterR and filter.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.12 m, 0 =4 mm;
- stationary phase: octade<y/si/yl silica gelfor chromatography R

(4 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: water Rj
- mobile phaseB: methanolRj

Time MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per eent V/J? (percent Vm
0-3 62 38

3 - 20 62 -;0 55 38 --> 45

20 - 30 55 4'
30 - 55 55 ..... 45 45 --> 55

55 - 57 45 --> 0 55 -;0 100

57 -70 0 100
70 - 90 62 38

Flow rate 1.2 mUmin.

Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 225 om.

by«,;on 20 pL loop injector.

Calculate the percentage content of total sesquiterpene
lactones, expressed as dihydrohelenalin tiglate, using the
following expression:

S", xCx Vx 1.187x 100

Ssxmx1000

SLS area of all peaks due to sesquiterp8le lectones appearing after
me santonin peak in the chromatogram obtained wid! lite test
solution;

Ss area of lhe peak due to santonin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutlon;

m mass of the herbal drug to be examined, in gmms;
C concentration of santonin in the internal standard solution

used for the test scluncn, in millignuns per miUilitrej
V volume of the jpternal standard solution used for the test

solution. in miUilitresi
I.lffl peak correlation factor between dihydrohelenalintig!ate and

santonin.

_____________________ PhE,;
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Arnica Tincture
(ph. Eur. monograph 1809)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Arnicaflower (1391).

Content
l\tlinirnwn 0.04 per cent of sesquiterpene laetones expressed
as dihydrohelenalin tlglare (C,.H2.0,; M, 346.42).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from the herbal drug by a suieable
procedure using 10 parts of ethanol (60-70 per cent VIII) for
I part of drug.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Calendula offidnalis - Heterotheca inuloides.
Chromatogram obtained with the test solution:
- in the middle, a fluorescent blue zone corresponding to

the zone due [0 chJorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;

- above this zone) 3 fluorescent yellowish-brown to orange
yellow zones, and above these 3 zones a fluorescent
greenish-yellow zone corresponding to astragalin; the zone
located below the astragalin zone corresponds to
isoquercitrin; the zone located just below this zone
corresponds to luteolin-7-glucoside;

- a fluorescent greenish-blue zone below the zone due to
caffeic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

TESTS
Calendula oJficinalis - Heterotheca inuloide«
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The tincture to be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve 2.0 mg of caffeic acidR, 2.0 mg
of chlorogenic add Rand 5.0 mg of nuoside trihydrau R in
methanol R and dilute to 30.0 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gd plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)].

Mobilephase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, methylethyl
ketone R, ethylawate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIII).

Application 30 ~L [or SIlLI as bands.

Deuelopmeni Over a path of 15 em [or Scm].

Drying At SO-105°C.

Detection Spray the plate whilststill hot with a 10 gIL
solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl ester R in mahanolR
and then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methanol R; heat 5 min at 100-lOS °C, allow the plate to dry
in air and examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the lower part an orange-yellow fluorescent
zone (rutoside), in the middle part a fluorescent zone due to
chlorogenic acid and in the upper part a light bluish
fluorescent zone (caffeic acid). The chromatogram obtained
with the test solution does not show any fluorescent orange
yellow zone corresponding to rutoside in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution and no zone below the
zone corresponding to rutoside.

Arnica Preparations IV-93

Ethanol (2.9.11J)
The final ethanol concentration is not less than 90 per cent
of that of the initial extraction solvent.

Methanol and 2-propanol (2.9.11)
Maximwn 0.05 per cent VIV of methanol and maximum
0.05 per cent VIV of 2-propanol.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 1.7 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Internal standard solution Dissolve immediately before use
0,010 g accurately weighed of santonin CRS and 0.02 g of
butyl 4-hydroxybenzoate R in 10.0 mL of methanol R.
Testsohuion In a round-bottomed flask introduce 5.00 g of
the tincture to be examined, add 2.00 mL of the internal
standard solution and 3 g of anhydrous aluminium oxide R,
shake for 120 s and filter through a filter paper. Rinse the
round-bottomed flask and filter with 5 mL of a mixture of
equal volumes of methanol Rand walerR and filter.
Evaporate the filtrate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in
2.0 mL of a mixture of 20 volumes of waterRand
80 volumes of methanol R and filter through a membrane
filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution Dissolve 0.02 g of mezfryl
4-hydroxybenzoale Rand 0.02 g of ezhy/4-hydroxybenzoate R
in methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.12 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped octadecy1si1y1 silica gelfor

chroma/(}grapfry R (5 ~m);

- temperature: 20°C.

Mob,7e phase:
- mobile phaseA: water R;
- mobile phaseB: methanol R;

Time Mobile phase A MobUe phase B
(nUn) (per cent VII') (per cent V/l?
0-3 62 38

3 - 20 62 ..... 55 38 ..... 45

20-30 55 4'
30 - 55 55 ..... 45 45 ..... 55

Flow rate 1.2 mUmin.

Detector Spectrophotometer at 225 nm.

Injection 20 Ill..
Re/auveretention With reference to santonin (retention
time = about 9.5 min): butyl 4-hydroxybenzoate = about 4.6.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5 between the peaks due to methyl

4-hydroxybeD2oate and ethyl -t-hydroxybenaoate.

Calculate the percentage of lactone sesquiterpenes, expressed
as dihydrohelenalin tiglate, using the following expression:

F, xCx Vx I.IS7

F,xm.xlO

F1 area of all peaks appearing between the peaks due to santonin
and butyl 4·hydroxybenzoate in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

F2 area of the peak due LO santonin in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

m mass of the tincture to be examined, in grams;
C concentration of santonin in the internal standard solution used

to prepare the test solution, in milligrams per millilitrej
V volume of the internal standard solution used to prepare the test

solution. in rnillilitres;
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IV-94 Artichoke Leaf

1.187 peak correlation factorbetweendihydrohelenalin tiglate and
santonin.

_____________~ POE<r

Artichoke Leaf
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1866)

Preparation
Artichoke Leaf Dry Extract
POE" _

DEFINITION
\'(!hole or cut, dried leaf of Cynara cardunculus L.
(syn. C. sco(ymus L.).

Content
Minimum 0.7 per cent of chlorogenic acid (C 1JI1S0 9;

M, 354.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The entire leaf may be up to 70 em long and 30 em wide.
The lamina is deeply lobed in the upperpartto within
1-2 em of the petiole on eitherside, in the lowerpartthe leaf
becomes pinnate; all the segments have markedly dentate
margins and taper at the apex. Spines are absent The upper
surface of the lamina is green with a fine covering of whitish
hairs, the lowersurface is pale green or white and densely
tomentosewith long, tangled hairs. The petiole and main
veinsare flat on the uppersurface, prominently raised and
longitudinally ridged on the lower surface, with conspicuous
hairs on both surfaces.

I 40Vm I

Figure 1866.-1. -lOustration for identification tes: B of powdered
herbal drugof arti<hoke leaf
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B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23). Reduce to a powder
(1000) (2.9.12). The powder is greenish-grey. Examine
undera microscopeusing chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 1866.-1): fragments of the epidermises of the lamina,
in surface view; the upperepidermis [F] is composed of cells
withstraight or slightly sinuous walls [Fa], accompanied by
palisade parenchyma [Fb]; the lowerepidermis [C] is
composed of more sinuous-walled cells; abundant
anomocyric stomata (2.8.3) on both surfaces [D] and
multicellular, uniseriate covering trichomes in felled masses,
the majority fragmented [Cal with a short stalk composed of
several cells and a verylong, narrow and frequently curled
terminal cell, othersconsistingof 4-6 cylindrical cells; very
occasional glandular trichomes with a shortstalkand a
uniseriate or blseriate head (surface view [E], transverse
section [Baj}; abundant fragments of covering trichomes [G];
fragments of the lamina (transverse section [B]); abundant
fragments of vascular tissuefrom the petiole and veins [AJ.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (1000)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of ethanol (60 percent VII-? R. Allow to
stand for 2 h with occasional stirring. Filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of luuolin-7-g1ucoside Rand
5 mg of chlorogeni< acid CRS in methanol R and dilute to
10 mL with the same solvent.
Piau TLC silica gelplareR (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plare R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnie acid R, glacial aceti< acid R,
water R, ethyl aeclare R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVII-?

Application 10 ~L [or 2 I'L) as bands of 10 rnm [or 8 rnm).

Development Over a path of 13 em [or 6 em].

Drying 10 air.

Detection Heat at 100°C for 5 min; treat the warm plate
with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoelhyl ester R
in methanolR followed by a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R; examinein ultraviolet lightat 365 run.
Results See below the sequenceof fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, otherfluorescent zones
may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate .
A lightblue fluorescent zone

-- --

Luteclin-f-gluceskle: a yellowor A yellowor orangefluorescent zone
orange fluorescent zone (Iuteolin-7-glucoside)

Chlorogenic acid:a light blue A lightblue ffucrescem zone
fluorescent zone (dtlorogenic add)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 20.0 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.
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Artichoke Leaf Preparations IV-95

Artichoke Leaf Dry Extract
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2389)

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from Artichoke leaf (1866).

Content
Minimum 0.6 per cent of chlorogenic acid (CI~1809;

M, 354.3) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drugby a suitable
procedure using water of minimum 80 DC.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Lightbrownor brown, amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Dissolve 1.0 g of the extract to be examined in.
10 mL of ethanol (60 percent VIIQ R. Sonicate for 5 min and
filter.
Reference SolUIWn Dissolve 5 mg of luteolin-7-glucoside Rand
5 mg of chlorogenic acidR in 10 mL of methanol R.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, glacial acetic acid R,
waterR, elhylacetilte R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 2 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 13 cm [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection Heat at 100 DC for 5 min; spray the warm plate
with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester R
in methanol R followed by a 50 gIL solution of macrogo/
400 R in methanol R; examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.
Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, otherfluorescent zones
may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top oflhe plate

A light~ue fluorescent zone

-- --

Luteolia-7-gIucoside: a yellowor A yellowor orange fluorescentzone
orangefluorescent zone (luteolin~7-glucoside)

Chlorogenic acid:a lighl blue A lighl blue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (chlorogenic add)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Maximum 6.0 percent.
Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 30.0 percent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

areaof the peakdue to chlorogenic acid in lite chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution;
areaof the peakdue to chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtainedwith reference solution (a),
massof the hemal drug to be examined used [0 prepare Ihe test
soluuon, in grams;
massof chlorogenic add CRS used to prepare reference
solution(a), in grams;
percentage content of chlorogenic acid in chlorogenic acidCRS.

Time MobUe phase A l\tobiJe phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent VIP)

0-1 92 8

1-20 92 -> 15 8 -> 25

20 - 33 75 .,
33 - 35 75 -+ 0 25 ...... 100

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solventmixture methanol R, waterR (30:70 VIV).

Test solution To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal
drug (1000) (2.9.12) add 50.0 mLofmethanoi R and heat
under a refluxcondenser on a water-bam at 70°C for 1 h.
Centrifuge and transfer the supernatant to a 200 mL
volumetric flask. Repeatthe procedure and dilute to
200.0 mL with waterR.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of chlorogenic
acidCRS in 50.0 mL of methanol R. Transfer 5.0 mL of this
solution to a volwnetric flask, add 5 mL of mtlhanol Rand
dilute to 20.0 mL withwater R.
Reference solution (0) Dissolve 30 mg of artichoke leafdry
extract HRS in the solvent mixture and dilute to 25.0 mL
with the solvent mixture.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 rom,
- stiltionary phase: end-capped oaadecy/silyl silica gelfor

chromawgraphy R (5 urn),
- temperature: 40 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobik phaseA: phosphoric acidR, waterfor

chromawgraphy R (0.5:99.5 VIJI);
- mobile phase B: phosphoric acidR, acetonitrile R

(0.5:99.5 VIV);

Flow rate 1.2 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 run.
Injection 25~.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- the chromatogram obtained is similar to the

chromatogram supplied with the artichoke leafdry
extraa HRS;

- peak-ro-wlky ratio: minimum 2.5, where Hp = height
above the baselineof the peakdue to cryptochlorogenic
acid and Ho = height above the baseline of the lowest
point of the curve separating this peakfrom the peakdue
to chlorogenic acid.

Calculate me percentage content of chlorogenic acid using
the following expression:

A,

m,

m,

A,

p
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IV-96 Ash Leaf

Solvent mixture methanolRJ waterR (30:70 VlV).

Test solution Dissolve 30.0 mg of the extract to be examined
in me solvent mixture and dilute to 25.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of chlorogmic
acid GRS in 50.0 mL of methanol R. Transfer 5.0 mL of this
solution to a volwnetric flask, add 5 mL of methanolRand
dilute to 20.0 mL with waterR.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 30 mg of the artichake leafdry
extract HRS in the solvent mixture and dilute to 25.0 mL
with the solvent mixture.

Column:
- size: 1=0.25 m, (2) = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped ocladecy/si1Yl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn);
- temperature: 40 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: phosphork acidRJ waterfor

chromatography R (0.5:99.5 VIII);
- mobile phase B: phosphom acidR, acewnitrile R

(0.5:99.5 VIII);

Time MobIle phwe A MobIle phase B
(min) (per eent V/V,l (per cent YIY)

0-1 92 8

1 - 20 92 ..... 75 8 ..... 25

20- 33 7> 2S

33 - 35 75 ..... 0 25 ..... 100

Flowrate 1.2 rnUmin.

Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 330 nm.

Injection 25 ~L.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- the chromatogram obtained is similar to the

chromatogram supplied with the arti<hoke Ieafdry
extract HRS;

- peak-w-fJalley ratio: minimum 2.5, where Hp =height
above the baseline of the peak due to cryptochlorogenic
acid and H v ;:;; height above the baseline of the lowest
point of the curve separating this peak from the peak due
to chlorogenic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of chlorogenic acid using
the following expression:

AI xm2xpxO.125
A2 x m.

AI area of the peak due to chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test sotution;

A2 area of the peakdue to chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

nil mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the lest
solution, in millignunsj

n12 mass of dlfbrof't1lie Qa"d CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in miUigramsj

P percentage content of chlorogenk: acid in eh/orogellie add CRS.

_____________________ PhE"
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Ash Leaf
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1600)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried leaf of Fraxinus excelsior L. or Fraxinus angustifolia vabl
(syn. Fraxinus oxyphylla M. Bieb) or of hybrids of these
2 species or of a mixture.

Content
Minimum 2.5 per cent of total hydroxycinnamic acid
derivatives, expressed as chlorogenic acid (CI~1809;

M, 354.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf consists of leaflets that are sometimes detached
and separated from the rachis. The leaflet is about 6 cm long
and 3 cm wide. Each leaflet is subsessile or shortly petiolate)
oblong, lanceojare, somewhat unequal at the base) acuminate
at the apex) with fine) acute teeth on the margins; the upper
surface is dark green and the lower surface is greyish-green.
The midrib and secondary veins are whitish and prominent
on the lower surface.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
green. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1600.-1): fragments of the upper
epidermis of the lamina (surface view [ED) with some of the
cells showing cuticular striations, accompanied by underlying
palisade parenchyma [Ba]; fragments of the lower epidennis
in surface view [A] consisting of cells covered by fine
cuticular striations [Aa], numerous anomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Ab] and rare peltate glandular trichomes with a
unicellular stalk and a glandular head composed of radiating
cells [Ac]; fragments of lamina in transverse section [F] with
2 layers of palisade parenchyma [Fa], spongy
parenchyma [Fb] and) occasionally) glandular trichomes
embedded in the epidermis [Fc]; occasional multicellular)
uniseriate, conical covering trichomes composed of cells with
thick striated walls) either on an epidermis [C] or
fragmented [0]; fragments of vascular tissue from the
leaflets [E] composed of spiral vessels [Ea], short fibres [Eb]
and sometimes palisade parenchyma [Ee]; fragments of
vascular tissue from the veins [G] composed of fibres [Ga],
sometimes accompanied by cells with thick) pined walls from
the meduUary rays [Gb]. _

C. Examine me chromatograms obtained in the test for
Fraxinus ornus.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with me reference solution and the
test solution. The intensity of the zones present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution may vary
depending on me presence of F. excelsior, F. angustifo/ia) their
hybrids or their concentration in a mixture. Furthermore,
other fluorescent zones may be present in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.
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Figure 1600.-1. - Iltuurauon for identification testB of pouidered
herbal drugof ash leaf .

A absorbance at 525 nm;
m mass of the herbaldrug to be examined. in grams.

taking the specificabsorbance of chlorogenic acidto be 188.

m
Ax5.3

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100 °C for 3 min; treat the still-warm
plate with a 10 fIL solution of diphenylboric add aminoethyl
ester R in methanol R; dryin air; treat with a 50 gIL solution
of macrogol 400 R in methanol R; dryin air; examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
does not show any intenselight blue fluorescent zones in the
upperthird of the chromatogram.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 percent.

ASSAY
Test solution (a) To 0.300 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 95 mL of ethanol (50 perant VIV) R. Boil
in a water-bath undera reflux condenser for 30 min. Allow
to cool and filter. Rinse the filter with 5 mL of ethanol
(50 Pet anI VII-? R. Combine the filtrate and the rinsings in
a volumelric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with ethanol
(50 Pet ant VIV) R.
Test ,olution (b) To 1.0 mL of test solution (a) in a test
tube, add 2 mL of 0.5 M hydrochloric acid, 2 mL of a
solution prepared by dissolving 109 of sodium nitrite Rand
10 g of sodium molybdate R in 100 mL of waler R, then add
2 mL of dilute sodium hydroxide solution R and dilute to
10.0 mL with waterR; mix.

Inunediate1y measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of test
solution (b) at 525 run, using as compensation liquida
solutionprepared 8S follows: mix 1.0 mL of testsolution (a),
2 mL of 0.5 M hydrochkJric acid, 2 mL of dilute 'odium
hydroxide solution R and dilute to 10.0 mL with waterR.
Calculate the percentage content of totalhydroxycinnamic
acid derivatives, expressed as chlorogenic acid,using the
following expression:

Astragalus Mongholicus Root IV-97

Gb

Ga~G
"pm
>----<

2022

Top of I.heplate

-- --

A Iigln blue Buorescesu zone
(acteoside)

Chlorogenicacid:a lightblue A lightblue fluorescent zone may be
fluorescent zone present(chlorogenicacid)

-- --

A lightblue fluorescent zone

Rutoside: an orangefluorescent zone An orangefluorescent zone
(ruloside)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3.0 per cent of stems and maximum 2.0 per cent
of otherforeign matter.

Fraxinus om-us
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of methanol R. Stir with a magoetic
stirrer for 10 min.Filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of nuoside trihydrau Rand
5 mg of chlllrOgenic acid R in 10 mL of methanol R.
PIa.. nc ,ilicagelpia.. R (5-40 pm) [or nc silica gel
piate R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, ethyl aatate R
(10:10:80 VIVIJI).

Application 10 ~L [or 4 ~L) as bands of 10 rom [or 8 rom).

___~ PhE'I

Astragalus Mongholicus Root
(ph. Bur. monograph 2435)
PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried root of Astragalus mongholicus
Bunge withsecondary roots and root crown removed.

Content
Minimum 0.040 percent of astragaloside N (G41H6 SO 14;

M, 785) (dried drug).
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IV-98 Astragalus Mongholicus Root

IDENTIFICATION
A. Cylindrical, often with branches, upper partrelatively
thick, 30-90 em long and 1-3.5 em in diameter. Externally
palebrownish-yellow or pale brown, with irregular,
longitudinal wrinkles or furrows. Texture hard and tenacious;
uneasily broken, fracture highly fibrous and weakly
(cultivated origin) or strongly starchy (wild origin), bark
yellowish-white, wood pale yellow, with radiate striations and
fissures; the central region is darkbrown and in olderroots
may be broken down to form a hollow surrounded by
fragments of disintegrating tissue.

B

Ca ,"

C

Aa

Figure 2435.-1. - lliuuration for idemlfiauion test B of powdered
herbal drngof astragalus mongholkus roo'

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23), The powder is
yellowish-white. Examineunder a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2435.-1): fibres, isolated [A] or in groups
[C], 8-30 urn in diameter, with thickwalls having
longitudinal striations on the surface) the primary walls [Aa]
sometimes separated from the secondary walls [Ab] with the
ends of the fibres often broken and fibrous [Ac], rounded or
slightly truncated [Cal; vessels [G] are annular [Ga],
reticulate [Gb] or bordered-pitted with closely spaced
pits [D], colourless or orange; rare sclereids [F], rounded,
oblong or irregular, with slightly thickened walls; cork
fragments with polygonal cells (surface view [ED; numerous
medullary rays with thin-walled cells [E]. Examine under a
microscope usinga 50 per cent VIVsolution of glycerol R.
The powdershows small (less than 10 um), simple, rounded
or ovoidstarch granules) usually included in parenchyma
cells [H].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tet' solution Heat 3 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.J2) with 50 mL of methanol R for 50 min under reflux
and then filter. Evaporate the filtrate under reduced pressure
to dryness and takeup the residuein 1 mL of waterR. Apply
the solution to a 6 mL solid phase extraction column

2022

containingoetadecylsily/ silica gelfor chromatography R
previously conditioned with 3 mL of methanol R and then
with 3 mL of waterR. Wash the colwnn with 15 mL of
waterR followed by 15 mL of a 30 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Discard the washings. Elute with 20 mL of
methanol R and collect the eluate. Evaporate the eluate under
reducedpressure to dryness and take up the residue with
2 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of daidzin Rand 5.0 mg
of daidzein R in 5.0 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelF'54 plateR (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase waterR) methanol R) ethylautate R
(10:13.5:100 VIV1V).

Application 3 ~ as bands of 8 mm.

Development Overa path of 7 em.
Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at. 254 nrn.

Results A See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A blue fluorescent zone

Daidzein: a quenching zone

A quenching zone

-- --

A quenching zone

Daidzin: a quenching zone A quenching zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treatwith anisaldehyde solution R. Heat at
100 "C for 3 min. Examine in ultraviolet light at 366 run.

Results B See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate -
A violet zone

Daidzein: a pale blue zone

A violet zone

-- --

A violet zone

Daidzi.n:a pale blue zone A brown zone

5 brown zones

Reference solution Test seluden

TESTS
Foreign mailer (2.8.2)
Maximwn 5 per cent.
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Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maxtmurn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 3 h.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8./)
M.aximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution To 4.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9. /2) add 25 mL of methanol R and sonicate at 80°C for
30 min. Centrifuge for 7 min and transfer the supernatant to
a round-bottomed flask. Add to the residue 25 mL of
methanol R and sonicate at 80 °C for 30 min. Centrifuge for
7 min and add the supernatant to the same round-bottomed
flask. Repeat this operation once. Combine the 3 fractions of
supernatant and evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in
10 mL of waterR using sonication if necessary. Transfer me
solution to a separating funnel and shake with 4 quantities,
each of 40 ml, of butanol R saturated with waterR. Combine
the butanol extracts and wash with 2 quantities, each of
40 mL, of ammonia R. Discard the ammonia layers and
evaporate the butanol layers to dryness. Dissolve the residue
in 5.0 mL of methanol R and filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference sdiaion (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of
ostragaloside IV CRS in methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.

Reference sohuion: (b), (c); (d) Dilute reference solution (a)
to obtain 3 reference solutions of astragaloside N, the
concentrations of which span the expected value in me test
solution.

Reference solution (e) Dissolve 5.0 mg ofginsenosid< Rbi R in
5 mL of methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with reference
solution (a).

Cofumn:
- size: I ;::; 0.25 m, 0 ;::; 3.2 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsilyl sili<a gelfor chromatography R

(3 urn),
- temperature: 25°C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: waterR;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

Thn, Mobile phase A MobIle phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent 11/11

0-5 90 lO

5 - 10 90 --> 80 10 --> 20

10·20 80 ..... 75 20 --> 25

20 - 30 75 ..... 67 25 ..... 33

30 - 40 67 --> 65 33 --> 35

40·50 65 ..... 40 35 --> 60

50 - 55 40 60

F/qro rale 0.5 mUmin.

Detection Evaporative light-scattering detector; the following
settings have been found to be suitable; if the detector has
different setting parameters) adjust the detector settings so as
to comply with the system suitability criterion:
- carrier gas: air;
- flow rale: 1.5 mUmin;
- evaporator temperature: 50 "C.

Arractylodes Lancea Rhizome IV-99

Injection 20 J.IL of the test solution and reference
solutions (b), (c), (d) and (e).

Relative retention With reference to ginsenoside RbI
(retention time e about 33.6 min):
astragaloside N ;::; about 1.05.

System suitabz7'-ty:
- resolution: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due to

astragaloside Nand ginsenoside RbI in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (e).

Establish a calibration curve with the logarithm of the
concentration (mgImL) of reference solutions (b), (c) and (d)
(corrected by the declared percentage content of
anragaloside IV CRS) as the abscissa and the logarithm of the
corresponding peak area as the ordinate. Calculate the
percentage content of astragaloside N using the following
expression:

1lY' x 0.5

m

A logarithm of tbe concenuenon corresponding to the
astragaloside IV peak in the cluomatogram obtained with the
test solution, determined from the calibralion curve;

In mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the rest
solution. in grams.

____________________ PIIE..

Atractylodes Lancea Rhizome
(ph. Bur. monograph 2559)
PIlE.. _

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented rhizome of Atrau~lodes
lancea (Thunb.) DC. (syn. Atrcu;¥ndes chinensis (Bunge)
Koldz., Atractyloc/es Japonka Koidz.) with the roots removed,
collected in spring and autumn.

Content
Minimum 14 mL/kg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. The whole rhizome is somewhat curved,
irregularly monilifonn or nodular-cylindrical, occasionally
branched) 3-10 ern long and 1-3 cm in.diameter.
The external surface is wrinkled and irregularly transversely
segmented, dark greyish-brown or yellowish-brown; it shows
numerous rounded protuberances and large circular stem
scars and smaller root scars. The texture is hard, easily
broken; the fractured surface is yellowish-white or brownish
yellow, uneven, with many glistening yellowish-orange or
reddish-brown oil cavities appearing as dots scattered
throughout the tissue.

Fragmented drng The fragmented rhizome occurs in
transverse or longitudinal slices with a highly variable
diameter (1-4 ern) and a thickness up to 0.5 em.
The external surface is wrinkled, dark greyish-brown or
yellowish-brown and shows numerous small rootlet scars.
The cut surface is whitish-yellow or brownish-yellow, with
particularly abundant yellowish-orange or reddish-brown oil
cavities appearing as dots scattered throughout the tissue.
Occasionally, some cavities crystallise out as fine white
needle- or hair-like crystals.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral
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IV-IOO Arractylodes Lancea Rhizome

hydrate so/lilian R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure2559.-1): fragments of orange cork with
polyhedral cells (surface view [KJ); fragments of dermal
tissue (transverse section [H)) consisting of several layers of
cork [Hal often accompanied by subrectangular or ovoid
sclereids from the phellodenn [Hb] with very thick,
channelled walls and a narrowlumen; fragments of
phelloderm containing groups of sclereids (surface view m);
isolated sclereids, variable in shape (20-51 ....m in
diameter) [B) Gl: fragments of parenchyma with polyhedral,
subreetangular or subroundedcells containing small needle
shaped crystals of calcium oxalate (5-30 pm in length) clearly
visible in polarised light [D]; fragments offibres in bundles,
with heavily thickened and slightly pitted walls (up to 40 pm
in diameter) and a narrowlumen, very often associatedwith
xylem vessels [Al; fragments of short, reticulate or pined
vessels) usually includedin parenchyma with thin-walled
cells [F]; fragments of oil glands with thin-walled cells and
orange-brown contents [C] accompaniedby parenchyma
cells containing small needle-shaped crystals of calcium
oxalate [Cal. Examine undera microscope, withoutheating,
usingglycerol R. The powdershows pieces of inulin,free (E]
or included in parenchyma cells.

Figure 2559.-1. - IUUSb'alWn for identification testB of powdered
herbal drug of Atractylodes kmcearhizome

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Atractylodes macrocephala.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, oilier faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

2022

Top orthe plate

P-Caryophyllene: a pink zone A pink: or violet zone

An orange zone may be present

-- --

An intense greyish-green zone

A very faintvioletzone

-- --

Borny! acetate: a brownzone A violetzone

Several violetzones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Atractylodes macrocephala
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testso/uuon Introduce 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a centrifuge tube, add 2 mL of
mahono; R and stopper the tube. Sonicateat 25 °C for
15 min and centrifuge.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of p-earyophyllene Rand
10 mg of hornyl a«rate R in 5 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 pm)].

Mobile phase ethyl acetare R, heprane R (5:95 VW).
Application 5 pL [or 3 pLj as bands of 10 mm [or 6 mm],

Development In an unsaturated tank, overa pathof 10 em
[or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaIJe.hydt so/urion R and heat at
105-110 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows an intensegreyish-green zone in the middle third.
In the case of a substitution by Atraely/Qdes macrocephalaJ no
intensegreyish-green zone is presentin themiddle third.
Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mlJkg, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 percent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2:8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential 011 (2.8.12)
Use 15.0 g of freshly powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12), a
500 rnL round-bottomed flask, 200 mL of water R as the
distillation liquid and 0.50 mL of xylene R in the graduated
tube. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mllmin for 2 h.

---------------------'''''"
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PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented rhizome ofAtractylodes
macrocephala Koidz. with the roots removed, collected in
winter when the lower leaves of the plant tum yellow and the
upper leaves become fragile.

Content
Minimum 9 mlJkg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drng. The whole rhizome is irregularly shaped,
3-13 em long and 1.5-7 em in diameter, externally yellowish
greyish-brown or dark brown. Small knob-like protrusions are
present, concentrated at the rhizome apex and interspersed
with straighter narrower regions, whose outer surface is
covered with longitudinal wrinkles and grooves. The texture
is hard, difficult to break, and the fracture is uneven with
wide spaces between the tissues, especially in the central
region. The fracture is whitish-yellow to brownish) with
yellowish-brown to orange oil cavities scattered throughout,
particularlyabundant in the external tissues. A greyish-brown
cambium Is occasionally visible.

Fragmented drug The fragmented rhizome mostly occurs as
longitudinal slices with a highly variable diameter (1-7 em)
and a thickness of about 0.5 em. The external surface is
wrinkled or grooved, more or less dark yellowish greyish
brown with root scars and knob-like protrusions. The texture
is hard. The cut surface is whitish-yellow to brownish,
consisting of tissues with wide spaces between them and
scattered with many yellowish-brown to orange oil cavities
appearing as dots chat are particularly abundant in the
external tissues.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagoostic
characters (Figure 2560.-1): fragments of orange cork
(surface view [A], transverse section [B», with superimposed
cells [Aa, Ba) sometimes accompanied by parenchyma cells
containing fine needles of calcium oxalate [Ab, Bb);
fragments of parenchyma with polyhedral, subrectangular or
subrounded cells, many of which contain small needle
shaped crystals of calcium oxalate (10-32 urn in length)
clearly visible in polarised light [E]; sclerelds, isolated or in
small groups, with very rhick, channelled walls, variable in
shape (35-65 urn in diameter) [D, F); larger sclereids often
with thinner walls and a large lumen; rare fragments of
fibres, isolated or in bundles, with moderately thickened and
slightly pitted walls (up to 40 urn in diameter) [C); fragments
of xylem mconsisting of short, reticulate or pitted
vessels Ua], usually included in parenchyma with thin-walled
cells ObI; 011 glands [GI or fragments of oil glands with thin
walled cells [Ga] and orange-brown contents, accompanied
by parenchyma cells containing small) needle-shaped crystals
of calcium oxalate [Gb]. Examine under a microscope,
without heating, using glycerol R. The powder shows
abundant pieces of inulin, free [H] or included in
parenchyma cells.
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Largehead Atractylodes Rhizome
(ph. Eur. monograph 2560)

**** ** ** ****

Atractylodes Rhizome IV-10 1

Figure 2560.-1. - Illusmuion for identification test B of powdered
herbal drng of Atraety/odes rhizome, largehead

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Atraety/odes kmcea.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

I3-Caryophyllene: a pink zone A pink or violet zone

An orange zone

-- --

A very (iDotviolel zone

-- --

Bomyl acetate: a brown zone

A very faint violet zone

Several faint violet ~nes

Reference solution Test solution

D. To 05 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.II) add
5 mL of ethanol (96 percenO R. heat in a water-bath at 60 ·C
for 2 min and filter. To 1 mL of the filtrate add 0.25 mL of
a solution freshly prepared as follows: dissolve 5 mg of
vanillin R in 05 mL of ethanol (96 percenO R, to this
solution add 05 mL of waterRand 3 mL of hydrochloric
acid R. Shake immediately; a red or reddish-purple colour
develops and persists.

TESTS
Atractylodes lancea
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
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IV-102 Aucklandia Root

Test solution Introduce 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9./2) into a centrifuge tube, add 2 mL of
methanolR and stopper the tube. Sonicate at 25°C for
15 min and centrifuge.

Reference ,olu,ion Dissolve 10 mg of P-taryophyllene Rand
10 mg of hornyl aatate R in 5 mL of methanolR.

Plate TLG silica gelplate R (5-40 pm) [or TLG silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase ethyl a<etate R, heptane R (5:95 VIJI).

Applicalion 5 ~L [or 3 ~l as bands of 10 mm [or 6 mm].
Developmenc In an unsaturated tank, over a path of 10 em
[or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
105-110 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no greyish-green zone in the middle third, above the
veryfaint violetzone.

Water (2.2.IJ)
Maximum 100 mIlkg, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9./2).

Total ash (2.4.16)
.Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8. /)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8. /2)
Use 15.0 g of freshly powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9./2), a
500 mL round-bottomed flask, 200 mL of waler R as the
distillation liquid and 0.50 mL of xyleneR in the graduated
rube. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mUmin for 2 h.
___________________ I'I>E'I

Aucklandia Root
(ph. Bur. monograph /797)
I'I>E'I _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented dried root of Saussurea coseus (Falc.)
Lipsch. (syo. Saussureo lappa C.B.Clarke, Aucklandia lappa
Decne., Aucklandia costus Falc.). It is collected in winter and
spring, and the rootlets removed.

Content
Minimum 0.6 per cent of costunofide (C,,f!,oO,; M, 232.3)
and minimum 1.8 per cent for the sum of cosruncllde and
dehydrocostus lactone (C"H,aO,; M,230.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION . i
A. Whole drug. It consists of long, sub-cylindrical or sub
conical, slightly flattened, occasionally branched pieces,
4-12 em in length, 0.5-5 em in diameter, with some pieces
slightly bent, and sometimes longitudinally cut. The stem
scar forms a dent at the crown. The outer surface is
yellowish-brown or greyish-brown, with coarse, longitudinal
wrinkles and furrows, and also additional fine, reticulate
furrows. The remains and scan of lateral roots are also
present. The bark is tightly adhering; occasional roots are
without bark, and have an exposed surface without a distinct
network of vessels. The fractured surface has brownish
yellow, reddish-brown or dark brown oil dots and cavities
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scattered throughout, radially striated xylem, and a brown or
greyish-brown cambium. The texture is hard, dense and
difficult to break.

Fragmented drug It occurs as subrounded or irregular
transverse slices, oblique or longitudinal slices or as small,
irregular pieces. The slices are mostly about 5 mm thick,
6-33 mm in diameter, externally greyish-brown or brownish
yellow, with longitudinal wrinkles and furrows and occasional
lateral root scars. The cut surface has narrow, radially
striated xylem with fine clefts occasionally present, which do
not extend into the centre; the brownish cambium is mostly
distinct; dark brown or greyish-brown annulations are
occasionally visible at intervals. There are scattered dots and
oil cavities, that are brownish-yellow, reddish-brown or dark
brown in colour. The peripheral outer layer is mostly
yellowish-brown or greyish-brown. The older roots have a
broad pith sometimes fonning a hollow. The texture is hard
and dense.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-green or yellow-brown. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 1797.-1):
yellowish-brown cork fragments consisting of several layers of
thin-walled cells (surface view [Bl, transverse section [E]);
fragments of oil canals with orange-brown granular contents,
some about 50 Jim in diameter; numerous fragments of
parenchyma w.ith ovoid ceUs [F, D), some associated with oil
canal fragments (transverse section [Daj); fragments of xylem
[A, G) with dense, cellulosic xylem parenchyma [Aa, Gb],
and mostly reticulate vessels [Ac, Ga) though occasionally
pitted, lignified or slightly lignified, and sometimes associated
with oil canal fragments (longitudinal section [Ab]);
fragments of medullary ray, composed of aligned rectangular
cells (longitudinal section m); occasional bundles of long,
fusiform fibres, usually fragmented, about 20 JUIl in diameter,
with walls showing slit-, V- or Y-shaped pits (surface view
[CD. Examine under a microscope using a solution of
g(ycerol R. The powder shows abundant inulin fragments,
irregular, mostly angular, some wing-like, either free [HJ or
included in parenchymatous cells [K).
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Vladimiria ,oulm (Franch.) Y. Ling and fnuta heknium L

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint pink zones may be
present below the zone due to costunolide in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A faint pink zone

-- --

-- --

Dehydrocostus lactone: a violet zone A violet zone (dehydrocostuS
lactone)

Cosrunolide: a greyish-violet zone A greyish-violetzone (oostunolide)

Reference solution Test solution
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Figure 1191.-1. - Illaslra'ion for itkntijiearion us B of powdered
herbal drugof auchlandia rool

Test solution Disperse 0.300 g of the fresWypowdered
herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) in 50.0 mL of methanol R in a
conical flask, stopper tightly and weigh. Sonicate for 30 min
and shake for 1 h. Allow to cool and weigh again.
Compensate the loss of solvent with methanol R and mix
thoroughly. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 pm).

Reference SolUlioll (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of costundide CRS in
5 mL of methanol R J shake vigorously, dilute to 50.0 mL with
the same solvent and mix thoroughly.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2.5 mg of dehydrorosrus
lactone R in 5 mL of reference solution (a), shake vigorously,
dilute to 25.0 mL with reference solution (a) and mix
thoroughly,

Column:
- size: I;;;; 0.15 01, 0 ;;;; 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-rapped ortadecylsi(y/ silira gelfor

ehromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase waterfor chromatography R, methanol R
(35:65 VIV).
Flow ral< 1 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 run.

Inje<tion 10 ut,
Run time 20 min.

Retention time Costunollde e about 8 min; dehydrocostus
lactone e about 10 min.

Sysl<m suitabUity Reference solution (h):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due to

costunolide and dehydrocostus lactone.

Calculate the percentage content of costunolide using the
following expression:

Aucklandia Root IV-l03

25~m
J

I
Aa

\ i

TESTS
Vladimirz'a souliei (Franch.) Y. Ling and Inula
helenium L.
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Teu solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methylene ehloride R and sonicate for
30 min; filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of tkhydror<>stas laaoneR
and 5 mg of coslunolide R in methylene chloride R and dilute to
10 mL with the same solvent.
Piau TLC silira gelplate R (2-10 urn),

Mobile phase cydohexane R, methykne ehloride R (1:5 VIV).
Appliration 2 pL as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100°C for 5 min; examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no zone in the middle third, and no violet zone
direcdy above the zone due to dehydrocostus lactone.

ArIstolochic acids (2.8.21, MethodA)
It complies with me test.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

AI area of me peak due 10 cosrunotde in the chrometcgram
obtained with the test solution;

A1 area of the peak due to costunolide in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

ml mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare me test
solution. in grams;

m1 mass of coJUmoiide CRS used to prepare reference solution (8),
in gramsj

p percentage content or oostunolide in cosrunolide CRS.

Calculate the percentage content of the sum of costunolide
and dehydrocostus lactone using the foliowing expression:

(AI + (1.52 x A,)) xm2 xp
A2 xml

AI area of the peak due to oostunolide in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

A2 area of the peak due to cosrunolide in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a)j

AJ area of the peak due to dehydrocostus lactone in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solutionj

ml mass of she herbal drug (0 be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

m1 mass of coswnolick CRS used to prepare reference solution (8),
in gmms;

P percentage content of costunolide in costunoliJe CRS;
1.52 correlation factor between dehydroccstus lactone and

costunclide.

_____________________ P1IE"
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IV-104 Azadirachta Indica Leaf

Azadirachta Indica Leaf
Nimba Leaf

DEFINITION
Azadirachta Indica Leaf is the dried leaf of Aeadiradua indica
A. juss.

It contains not less than 1.0% of tetranorrriterplnoids,
expressed as salannin, calculated with reference to the dried
drug.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Leaflets thin and fragile, ovate to Ianceolate, 3 to 10 em
long and 1 to 2.5 em wide, curved with a serrate margin;
base markedly asymmetrical, apex acuminate and terminating
in a fine point;upper surface dark brownish-green, lower
surface palerwith distinctmidrib and lateral veins runningto
the margins; both surfaces glabrous. Fragments of the rachis
may be present; these are pale brown, slender, up to about
10 ern long, cylindrical with faintlongitudinal striations and
bearing alternating pairs of SC31S where the leaflets were
attached.

B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is green. Examine
under a microscope using chloral hydratesolution. The powder
shows fragments of the epidermis composed of thin-waUed
tangentiaUy elongated cells with abundant anomocytic
stomata,Appendix Xl H; abundant fragments of single
layered palisade and thin-waUed parenchymatous ceUs of the
spongy mesophyU present, some with associated vessels; some
fragments display rosettecrystals of calcium oxalate often in
rows.
C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromawgraphy,
Appendix ill A, using the"following solutions.
(1) Add 30 mL of methanol to approximately 5 g of
powdered herbal drug, mix thoroughly by hand and with the
aid of ultrasound for 30 minutes. Centrifuge at 3000 rpm for
5 minutes and collect the clear supernatant liquid. Repeat the
extraction twice, combine the supernatant liquid and dilute
to 100 mL with methonol: Filter approximately 30 mL of the
solution through a 0.45-J.lffi filter and use the filtrate.
(2) 0.025% wlv each of azadira<hun, salannin GRS and
p-sitosterol in methanol.

CHROl\lATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a sakagel 60 or high-performance sitka gel 60
precoated plate [Merck silica gel 60 HPTLC plates are
suitable] .
(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply as bands 5 ~L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 ern [or 7 ern].

(e) After removal of the plate, spray with vanillinreagent, heat
the plate at J00° for 3 minutesand examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

3 volumes of hexane and 7 volumes of ethylaaUlte.

SYSTEM SUITABIliTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows three clearly separated spots.

CONFIR.!\tATION

In the chromatogram obtained with solution (l), a black
band with an Rf value of approximately 0.15 corresponding
in position to a brown band in the chromatogram for
solution (2) is obtained. A black band with an Rf value of
approximately 0.3 corresponding in position to the indigo
band in the chromatogram for solution (2) is obtained for
salannin. An indigo band with an Rf value of approximately
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0.6 corresponding in position to a purple band in the
chromatogram for solution (2) is obtained for P-silOsterol.

Top ofthe plate

Purple band l3-sitosterol: a purple
band

Black band Salannin: an indigo
band

Black band Azadirachlin: a brown
band

Solution (1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2%, Appendix. XI D.

Loss on drying
Whendriedfor 2 hoursat 105°, loses not more than 10.0%
of its weight. Use I g.

Ash
Not more than 10.0%, Appendix XIJ, method II.

Water-soluble extractive
Not less than 20.0%, Appendix XI B2.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquidchromalOgraphy,
Appendix III D, using the following solutions.

(I) Add 30 mL of methanol to approximately 5 g of
powdered herbal drug, mix thoroughly by hand and with the
aid of ultrasound for 30 minutes. Centrifuge at 3000 rpmfor
5 minutes and collect the clearsupernatant liquid. Repeat the
extraction twice, combine the supernatant liquidand dilute
to 100 mL with methanol. Filter approximately 30 mL of the
solution through a 0.45-~m filter and use the filtrate.

(2) 0.0025% wlv of salonnin GRS and 0.001% wlv of
azadirachtin-A CRS in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (IS cm x 2.11001) packed
with octad«ylsayl silica gelfor chromatography (5 urn)
(Spherisorb ODSI is suitable).

(b) Use gradient elution and the njobile phase described
below.
(c) Use a flow rate of 0.5 mL per minute.
(d) Use a column temperature of 30·.

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 217 om.

(I) Inject 10 ~L of each solution.

When the chromatograms are recorded underthe prescribed
conditions the retention time of the peakdue to azadirachtin
A is about 15 minutes and the retention timeof the peak due
to salannin is about 22 minutes.
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MOBILE PHASE

Mobile phase A 0.1 volume of trijlUl'OaUtic acid and
100 volumes of water.

Mobile phaseB 0.1 volume of ',if!uroa<e,i< acidand
100 volumes of aatonitrile.

Time MobIle phase A Mobile phage B Comment
(Minutes) (%vlv) (% vlv)

0·10 91>->70 1ll-+30 jneer gradienl

10-25 70---)30 3()....)70 linear gradienl

2'""' 30 70 isocralic

4045 30---)90 7Q---)10 Inear gradienl.

4..,., 90 '0 re-equilibfalion

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2):

the symmetry faaor of the peak due to azadirachtin-A is at
most 1.2;
the symmetry faaor of the peak due to salannin is at most 1.4.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the total content of tetranortriterpinclds, expressed
as salannin, from the sum of the areas of the peaks eluting
from three minutes before to three minutes after the
retention time of salannin and from me declared content of
salannin in satannin CRS using the following expression:

A, ill 2 · VI 100
--x--x-xpx
A2 V2 ill, 100-d

AI combined areas of the peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (1) with retention times from three minutes before to
three minutes after the retention timeof peak due to salannin in
the chromatogram obtained with solution (2),

A2 area of the peak due to salannin in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2),

ml weight of the drug being examined in rug.
ffi2 weight of wbnnin CRS in mg,
VI dilution volume of solution (I),
V2 dilution volume of solution (2),
p percentage content of salannin in w/annin eRS.
d percentage loss on drying of the herbal drug being examined.

STORAGE
A2adirachta Indica Leaf should be protected from moisture.

Bacopa Monnieri
DEFINITION
Bacopa Monnieri is the dried aerial parts of Bacopa monnieri
(L) Wenst.

It contains not less than 1.0% w/w of bacopa saponins,
expressed as bacopaside II (C4,H, . O, ), calculated with
reference to the dried drug.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Pieces of herb, consisting mainly of stem and leaf buff or
greenish brown, angular stems) 1 to 2 mm in diameter and
IOta 30 em long) nodes prominent) often showing sprouting
rootlets .and with numerous ascending branches; greenish
leaves sessile or short perioled, fleshy) glabrous on the upper
surface) simple) opposite) decussate) 0.6 to 2.5 em long and

Bacopa Monnieri IV-lOS

3 to 8 mm wide) reniform, spathulate or oblanceolare,
margin entire or) rarely, dentate. If present) flowers are
axillary and solitary) on peduncles usually longer than the
leaves; corolla up to 1 cm long) five lobed) oblong, obtuse;
fruit capsule ovoid-acuminate or slightly beaked at the apex,
glabrous) up to 5 mm long.

B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is greenish or
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution. The powder shows fragments of the
epidermis, with a thin striated cuticle, multicellular glandular
rrichomes, anomocytic stomata; nwnerous xylem vessels with
reticulare thickening. Examine under a microscope using
50% vlv ofglycerol in water. Starch granules are present)
usually simple) round or ovoid) 4 to 14 urn in diameter,
without a visible hilum.

C. Cany out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A) using the following solutions.

(I) Add 30 mL of methanol (70%) to 5.0 g of the powdered
herbal drug, heat on a water-bath under reflux for
30 minutes, cool) centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes and
decant the supernatant liquid. Repeat the extraction
procedure with a further two 30-mL quantities of methanol
(70%). Combine the supernatant liquid, dilute to 100 mL
with methanol (70%) and filter (0.45 um PTFE is suitable).

(2) 0.05% wlv of bccopaside II CRS in methanol(70%).

(3) 0.05% wlv each of bocopaside I CRS and bacopaside
II CRS in methanol(70%).

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use silica gel 60 precoated plates or high-performance
silica gel 60 (Merck silica gel 60 plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 20 ttL [or 10 ~Ll of each solution, as bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em [or 8 em].

(e) After removal of me plate, dip in anisaldehyde solution RI,
heat in an oven at 105° for 5 minutes and examine in
daylight.

MOBILB PHASE

10 volwnes of 1% vlv of formic acid) 20 volumes of methanol
and 70 volumes of ethylau/ate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (3) shows two dearly separated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows a dark
band with an Rf value of approximately 0.4 corresponding to
the band obtained with bacopaside II in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (3») a lighter band with an Rfvalue of
approximately 0.3 corresponding to the band obtained with
bacopaside I in the chromatogram obtained with solution (3).
Bands with Rfvalues of approximately 0.2 and 0.8 are also
present. Other bands may be present in solution (1).
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to bacosideA, and bacopaside II is at least 1.5 and the
resolution factorbetween the peaksdue to bacopaside X and
bacopasaponin C is at least2.4.

DETER..'dINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the totalcontent of bacopa saponins (bacoside A3,

bacopaside II, bacopaside X, bacopasaponin C and
bacopaside I), expressed as bacopaside II from the
chromatograms obtained, and using the declared content of
bacopaside Jl in bacopaside II CRS.

**** ** ** ****(Ph. Eur. monograph 2612)

Barbary Wolfberry Fruit

Top 01 the nlale

unknown: dark band

bacopaside II:dark. bard bacopaslde lI:o.nband bacopaslde II;da1l; band

bacopaside I:~ band bacopaslde I:ighl blIod

unknown: IighI band

Solulion (1) Solulion IZI Solution 131

IV-I06 Barbary Wolfberry Fruit

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 1.0%1 Appendix XI D.

Loss on drying
Not morethan 11.0%, Appendix IX D. Use 1 g.

Ash
Not more than 13.0%, Appendix XI J.Method n.
Water-soluble extractive
Not less than 15.0%, Appendix XI B2.

ASSAY
Carry out the methodfor liguid chromatography,
Appendix ill D) usingthe following solutions.
(1) Reduce to a powder (355). To 5.0 g of the powder, add
30 mL of methanol (70%) and heat under reflux for
30 minutes. Allow to cool, centrifuge and collect the
supernatant liquid. Repeat the extraction twice with two

further 30-mL quantities of methanol (70%). Combine the
three supernatant liquids, dilute to 100 mL with methanol
(70%) and filter (0.45 urn PTFE is suitable).

(2) 0.05% wlv of bacopaside 1/ CRS in methanol (70%).
(3) 0.05% wlv of bacoside A CRS in methanol (70%).

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (25 cm x 4.6 mm) packed
with end-capped 0CUld«y/siJy1 sui<a gelfor chromawgraphy
(5 urn) (phenomenex Luna CIS is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobilephase described
below.
(c) Use a flow rate of 1.0 mL per minute.
(d) Use a column temperature of 30°.

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 205 om.

(I) Inject 20 ~L of each solution.

(g) Record the chromatograms for 75 minutes.

MOBILE PHASE

315 volumesof aUlOnitrile and 685 volumes of 0.71% wlv
anhydrous sodium sulfate, previously adjusted to pH 2.3 with
sulfuric acid.
When the chromatograms arerecorded under the prescribed
conditions the retention time of bacopaside II is about
36 minutes. The retention times relative to bacopaside II are:
bacoside A3, about 0.9; bacopaside X, about 1.2;
bacopasaponin C, about 1.3; bacopaside I, about 1.4.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (3), the resolution factor between the peaks due

DEFINITION
Dried, whole, ripe fruit of Lycium barbamm L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The berry is elliptical, fusiform or ovoid and frequently
flattened, about 6-20 mm long and 3-10 mm in diameter.
The apex of the fruitshows a ring-shaped scarof the nectar
bearing base of the style and the baseof the fruit bears the
whitish to light brownremnants of the cut stalk. The external
surface is orange-red or dark red. The pericarp is fleshy,
wrinkled) soft and viscous. It contains 20-50 hard) flat,
subrenifonn seeds, bent upwards. Each pale yellowor
yellowish-brown seed is about 1.7 mm long and 1.5 mm
wide.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis orange
red or reddish-brown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrale solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2612.-1): fragments of the
epicarp (surface view [Al) with polygonal or elongated cells,
about 60 Jim in diameter, with straight or slightly wavywalls,
covered with a thickcuticle, with distinct, more or less
parallel striations; fragments of the epicarp (transverse
section [F) covered by a crenate cuticle [Fa], consisting of I
or 2 layersof cells [Fb] associated with the mesocarp [Fe];
fragments of the mesocarp [C1 with thin-walled subpolygonal
cells containing reddish-orange or brownish-red spherical
granules [Ca, Fd] or microsphenoidal crystals of calciwn
oxalate [Cb]; fragments of the seeds (surface view (Bl) with a
testa consisting of greenish-yellow sclereids with heavily
thickened, striated and lobed walls and (transverse
section [El) with a testa having thin external walls [Ea] and
deeply lobed) irregularly thickened) striated) radial internal
walls [Eb];fragments of endosperm containing oil
droplets [D]; fragments of vascular tissue with narrow, spiral
or annular vessels [G].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdution To 0.1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 7 mL of ",altr R. Sonicate for 10 min and
centrifuge. Prepare a ready-to-use samplepreparation
cartridge containing 0.50 g of octadecylsilyl silica gel (50 pm)
using 3 mL of methanol R, drying with a stream of air, then
using 3 mL of water R. The flow ratedoes not exceed
6 mlJmin. Apply 4 mL of the supernatant to the top of the
cartridge. Wash the cartridge twicewith I mL of a mixture
of 1 volume of methanol R and 9 volwnes of waterR. Elute
the cartridge with 1 mL of methanol R; collect the eluate and
use it as the test solution.
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Figure 2612.-1. - Illuurauonfor identification test B ofpowdenid
herbaldrug ofbarbary woIfberry fruit

Reference solution Dissolve I mg of scopoledn R in 10 mL of
methanolR. Dilute I mL of the solution to 10 mL with
methanolR to obtain solution (a). Dissolve 1 mg of rutoside
trihydrate R in 5 mL of solution (a).

Plate TLC silica gelF254 plate R (2-10 pm).

lWobiJe phase anhydrous lonnie acidR, gladal acetic acidR,
waterR, etI!Yl acetate R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVIV).

Application 2 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100 DC for 3 min; treat the still-warm
plate with a 5 gIL solution of diph~boric acid aminoetI!Yl
ester R in ethyl acetate R, then treat with a 50 gIL solution of
m(Uf'Ogol 400 R in methylene chloride R; examine in ultraviolet
light at 365 nm after 5 min.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Holy Basil Leaf IV-107

Top of the plate

Scopolenn: a bright blue fluorescent A blue fluorescent zone
zone (scopoletin)

A blue fluorescent zone

-- --

2 blue fluorescent zones

Rutoside: an orange fluorescent zone An orange fluorescent zone
(Ntoside)

3-4 blue Buceescem zones

-- --

An orange fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solulion

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 2.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 55.0 per cent.

To 2.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) add
50.0 g of waterRJ boil under reflux for 1 h, compensate the
loss of water and filter. Evaporate 25.0 g of the filtrate to
dryness on a water-bath and dry in an oven at 105°C for
3 h. The residue weighs a minimum of 0.55 g.
_____________________ PIIE..

Holy Basil Leaf
DEFINITION
Holy Basil Leaf is me dried leaves of Ocimum tenuiflorum
Linn. (syn. Ocimum sanctum). The leaf content is not less
than 70% of the material harvested.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Pieces of herb consisting mainly of whole or fragmented
leaf, petiole and stem, with some flower parts, mainly calyx.
Leaves simple, opposite, petiolate, ovate or elliptical with an
acute or obtuse apex, up to 5 cm long and 3.5 cm wide,
green or purple, with an entire or serrated margin and
pubescent on both surfaces. Fragments of petiole and stem
twisted, hairy, purplish-brown or dark green-black,
subquadrangular, petiole thin up to 3 cm long, stem
herbaceous or woody and fibrous, thicker and highly
branched. Fragments of calyx, if present, membranous,
veined, 3 to 4 mm long, ovoid or campanulate bi-lipped with
upper lip broadly obovate and shortly apiculate, lower lip
longer with two short lateral and two larger central
mucronate teeth. Corolla about 4 nun long, pubescent; fruit
consisting of 4 nutlets enclosed in a calyx, each nutlet sub
globose, slightly compressed, nearly smooth; pale brown or
reddish with a small black hilum and each with one seed.
Seed rounded to ovoid brown, about 0.1 cm long.

B. Reduce to a powder, Appendix xvn A. The powder is
brownish-green to greenish-brown. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution. The powder shows
the following characteristics: leaf tissue fragments with
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IV-I08 Holy Basil Leaf

polygonal, more or less straight walled epidermal cells and
occasional diacytic stomata; covering trichomes elongated,
uniseriate with three to seven cells; glandular trichomes of
two types: (a) unicellular base with small, rounded unicellular
or bicellular head; (b) unicellular basewith enlarged oval
head composed of eight radiating cells. Fragments of leaf
midrib and petiole have thin walled ovoid cells and
underlying collenchyma, up to four cells in depth. Some
fragments from calyx,seeds and stems may also be seen.
Calyx fragments are paler in colourand havecharacteristic
epidermal cells with deeplysinuous walls,elongated overthe
veins and occasional covering and glandular trichomes of the
same type as the leaf tissues. Seed fragments consist of
closely packedcells with thickwavywaDs and blackish
contents and closelypackedpolygonal parenchyma. Stem
fragments consistof narrow, closely packed fibres, vessels
with spiral thickening, some pitted vesselsand closely packed
parenchyma merging with collenchyma.
Partially clear a second mount with chloral hydrate solutWn,
men carefully removeme chloral hydrate solution whilst
retaining the powder. Irrigate the powderthoroughly witha
10 % v/v alcoholic solution of phloroglucinol, allow the
solution to evaporate, and then add 1 to 2 drops of
hydrochloric add. Mix, then mount in a 50%vlv solutionof
glycerol. The large, eight celled glandular trichomes are
stainedred due to the presenceof eugenol. Lignified fibres
and vesselsalso stainred.
C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix m A, using the following solutions.
(1) Add 5 mL of methanol to approximately 0.5 g of the
powderedherbal drug in a centrifuge tube. Mix using a
vortexmixerbriefly and then with the aid of ultrasound for
10 minutes. Centrifuge at 2500 rpm for 10 minutes and use
the supernatant liquid.
(2) 0.016% wlveach of rutin, hyperoside and tosmarinic add in
methanol.

CHROA-lATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel (Merck silica gel
HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L of solution (I) and 2 ~L of solution (2) as
8 mm bands.
(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

(e) Afterremoval of the plate, dry in airfor 5 minutes and
heat at 1000 for 3 minutes. Whilst the plate is hot dip the
plate into a 0.5% wlv solution of diphtnylboric acidaminoethyl
ester in ethylacetate, dryand dip in a 5% wlv solution of
polyethylene glycol 400 in dichloromethane. Examine under
ultravWle' light (366 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

1 volwne ofjonnic add, 1 volwne of water and 15 volumes of
ethylacetate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless) the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows three clearly separated hands of which two
areorange bands with Rfvalues of approximately 0.1 (rutin)
and 0.2 (byperoside).

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtainedwith solution (1) shows a strong
yellow-orange fluorescent band that elutes between the 2
orange bands due to rutin and hyperoside in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (2). Several other
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fluorescent bands will be presentas shown in the table.
Otherfluorescent bands may be present.

Top of the plate

A red fluorescent band

A turquoise-blue Ruorescent band A turquoise-blue fluorescent band
(rosmarinic acid)

Two blue fluorescentbands maybe
present

Two turquoise nuorescem bands
maybe present

An orange fluorescent band
(h""""ide)

A yellow-orange fluorescent band

An orangeRuore$C'ent band(rutin)

Solution (1) Solution (2)

D. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.
(I) Add 5 mL of methanol to approximately 0.5 g of the
powdered herbal drug in a centrifuge tube. Mix using a
vortex mixerbriefly and then with the aid of ultrasound for
10 minutes. Centrifuge at 2500 rpm for 10 minutes and use
the supernatant liquid.
(2) 0.04% wlv of melhyleugenol in methanol.
(3) 0.02% wlv of uTsolic acidand 0.04% wlv of eugenol in
methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel (Merck silica gel
HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L of solution (1) and 2 fIL each of solutions
(2) and (3) as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

(e) Afterremoval of the plate, dry in airfor 5 minutes.
Dip in anisalJehyde solution and heat at 1000 for 3 minutes.
Examine under white light and uhraviolet light (366 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

15 volumes of ethylacetate and 85 volumes of toluene.

SYSTEM SUITABIliTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (3) shows two clearly separated bands and the band
due to methyleugenol in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) has an Rf of approximately 0.6.
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Bearberry Leaf IV-109

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2%, Appendix XI D.

Loss on drying
When dried at 100 0 to 1050 for 2 hours, loses not more than
10% ofits weight, Appendix XI D. Use I g.

Total ash
Ignite for 18 hours at 450°. Not more than 17.7%,
Appendix XI }, Method I.

Acid insoluble ash
Not more than 6.0%, Appendix XI K, Method II. Use a
second ignition temperature set at 900° for 1 hour (to ensure
full combustion of the filter paper).

ANNEX
Thissection isnon-mandatory.

DNA reference sequence
A DNA reference sequence for the identity of HolyBasilLeaf
is published in Supplemenrary Chapter VII D.

**** ** *
*****Uva Ursi

(ph. Bur. monograph 1054)

Bearberry Leaf

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried leaf ofArc/i},raphyfo, uva
uni (L.) Spreng.

Content
Minimum 7.0 per cent of anhydrous arbutin (CJ2H1601i M r
272.3) (dried drug).

IDENllFICATION
A. The leaf shiny and dark green on the adaxial surface,
lighter on the abaxial surface, is generally 7-30 nun long and
5-12 nun wide. The entire leaf is obovate with smooth
margins, somewhat ceftexed downwards, narrowing at the
base into a short petiole. The leaf is obtuse or retuse at its
apex. The lamina is thick and coriaceous. The venation,
pinnate and finely reticulate, is clearly visible on both
surfaces. The adaxial surface is marked with sunken veinlers,
giving it a characteristic grainy appearance. Only the young
leaf has ciliated margins. Old leaves are..glabrous.

B. M.icroscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is green,
greenish-grey or yellowish-green. Examine under a
microscope using chloro! hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 1054.-1):
fragments of adaxial epidermis (surface view [AJ) showing
thick and irregularly pitted polygonal cells [Aa] usually
accompanied by palisade parenchyma [Ab); fragments of
adaxial epidermis (transverse section [GJ), showing straight
walled cells [Ga] covered by a thick smooth cuticle [Gb], and
accompanied by palisade parenchyma [Ge] consisting of 3 or
4 layers of cells of unequal lengths, some of which contain
numerous prisms of calcium oxalate [Gd]i fragments of
abaxial epidermis (surface view lBJ E]), showing anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Ba] surrounded by 5-11 subsidiary cells,
scars of hair bases [Ea], and accompanied by spongy
parenchyma [Eb]; groups oflignified fibres from the pericycle
[D]; fragments of the vascular system [F] consisting of pitted
vessels [Fal and fibres [FbJ accompanied by rows of cells
containing prisms of calcium oxalate [Fe]; oil droplets are

CONFIR..\1ATION

When examined under white light the chromatogram
obtained with solution (1), as shown in the table, showsa
pink band that elutes above the band due [Q methyleugenol
in the chromatogram obtained with solution (2) and a grey
band corresponding to the grey band due to urosolic acid
obtained with solution (3). A grey-green band corresponding
to the band due to eugenol in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (3) may be present. A grey-green band
correspondingto the band due to methyl-eugenol in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (2) may be present.
Other bands may be present.
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Top of the plate

A pink band

A grer-green band
(methyl eugenol)

A grey-gIftn band
(eugenol)

A grey band A grey band (ursolic
acid)

Solution (I) Solu,ion (2) Solution (1)

When examined under ultraviolet light (366 om), the
chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows the hands as
shown in the table. Other bands may be present.

Top of lhe plate

A red fluorescent band

A greyish-brown
fluorescent band
(methyl eugenol)

A brownish fluorescent
band (eugenol)

A red fluorescentband

A yellowfluorescent A ydlow fluorescent

""'d band (unolic acid)

Solution (1) &1_(2) Solution(.1)

When examined under both white light and ultraviolet light
(366 run) at least one band due to either eugenol or methyl
eugenol should be present in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (1).
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IV-110 Bearberry Leaf

present in the parenchymatous cells; occasional fragments of
conical, unicellular covering trichomes [e).

Fa "'"",fl81

Figure 1054.-1. -s Itiuuradon for identification testB of powdered
herbal drngof bcarberry leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of
methanol R and waterR, and heat under a reflux condenser
for 10 min. Filter whilst hot. Wash the flask and the filter
with a mixture of equalvolumesof methanol R and waterR
and dilute to 5 mL with the samemixture of solvents.
Reference so/unan Dissolve 50 mg of arbutin Rand 25 mg of
gallic acid R in methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the
same solvent.

Piate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
place R (2-10 umj].
Mobile phase anhydrous fonnic acidR, water R, ethylacetare R
(6:6:88 VIVIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 2 ~L] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Deuelopment Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying At 105-110 'C until the mobile phase has
evaporated.
Detection treat with a 10 gIL solution of
dichloroquinonuhlon"mide R in methanol R, then treatwith a
20 gIL solution of anhydrous sodium carbonare R.

Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other blue or brown zones'may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
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Top of the plate

Gallic acid: a brownish zone A brownish zone

-- --

A brown zone

--- --

Arbutin: a blue zone An intense btue zone (arbutin)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 percent of stems and maximum 3 percent of
otherforeign matter.
Leaves of different colour
Maximum 10 per cent, determined in the samemanner as
foreign matter (2.8.2).

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tes'solution In a 100 mL flask with a ground-glass neck,
place 0.800 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12).
Add 20 mL of waterR andheat undera reflux condenser on
a water-bath for30 min. Allow to cool and filter the liquid
through a plugof absorbent cotton. Add the absorbent
cotton to the residue in the 100 mL flask and extract with
20 rnLof water R undera reflux condenser on a water-bath
for 30 min.Allow to cool and filter through a paper filter.
Combine the filtrates and dilute to 50.0 mL with water R.
Filter through a paper filter. Discard the first 10 mL of the
filtrate.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 50.0 mg of arbutin CRS in
the mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile
phase.
Reference solu,ion (b) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hydroquinone R in
the mobilephase and dilute to 10.0 mL with the mobile
phase. To 5.0 mL of the solution, add 2.5 mL of reference
solution (a) and dilute to 10.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- stationary phase: base-deaaiuoud octadecy/si1y1 silica gelfor

chroma'ography R (5 um).

Mobile phase methanol R, wa'er R (10:90 VIV).

Flow race 1.2 mUmin.

Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 280 nm.

Injection 20 ~L.

Syuem suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimwn 4.0 between the peaks due to arbutin

and hydroquinone.
Calculate the percentage contentof arbutin using me
following expression:
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Belamcanda Chinensis Rhizome IV-Ill

Figure 2561.-1. - Iliustrauon for identification testB of powdered
herbal drugof belamcanda chinensis rhizome

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for Iris
teetorom Maxim.
Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the rest solution.

Top of the plate

Coumarin: a quenching zone A quenching zone

-- - --
lrisflo~ntin:a quenching zone A quenching zone (lrisflorenrin)

-- --

"

Reference solution Test solution

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

**** ** ** ****

area of the peak due to arbutin in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;
area of the peak due to arbutin in the chromatogram obtained
whh reference solution (a);
mass of the herbal drug to be examined used 10 prepare the test
solution, in grams;
mass of arimn'l CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
grams;
percentage content of arbutin in arbmjn CRS.

F,
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m,

m,

F,

p

(Ph. Eur. munograph 2561)

Belamcanda Chinensis Rhizome

DEFINITION
Dried) whole or fragmented rhizomeof Iris domestica (L.)
Goldblatt et Mabb. (syn. Be/ameanda chinensis (L.) DC.),
collected in early spring while the plant is budding or in late
autumn while the aerial pan is withering, with roots
removed.

Content
Minimum 0.10 per cent of irisflorentin (cqoHlsOs;
M, 386.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole rhizome is nodular, rounded, about 3-10 em
long and 1-2 em in diameter, irregular, more or less
branched, with numerous annular striations; there are
crateritorm, annular stem scars on the upper surface and
small roots about 2-3 mm in diameter on the lower surface.
The longitudinally fragmented rhizome occurs as pieces
about 2-8 cm long, 2 em wide and 1 cm thick, stem scars
and root fragments are present. The orange-brown or dark
brown outer surface is the same colour as the fracture.
The central parenchyma has a pitted appearance due to the
numerous primary vascular bundles. The texture is hard.
The fracture is granular.

B. Mlcroscoplc examination (2.8.23). The powder is orange
brown or dark brown. Examine under a microscope using
chlural hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2561.-1): rare fragments of
brown cork with superimposed polyhedral cells (surface view
[B]); numerous fragments of parenchyma [D, G) containing
somewhat rounded cells with irregularly thickened and pitted
walls [Da], some of which are thin-walled and contain a very
large calcium oxalate prism up to 250 pm long and about
50 urn in diameter [Db]; very numerous free calcium oxalate
prisms, usually broken [A]j annular, reticulate or pitted
lignified vessels [C], sometimes accompanied by long fibres
[F]. Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of g/yarol R. The powder shows very numerous
rounded or ovoid starch granules, 3-15 pm in diameter,
simple or rarely 2- to 5-compoundj the punctifonn hilum is
sometimes visible [E].
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IV-112 Belamcanda Chinensis Rhizome

Top of the plate

Coumarin: a faintdarkblue A faint blue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone

-- --

A blackzone

A broad blue fluorescent zone

Irisflocentin: a blue fluorescent zone A blue Buoreecent zone (trisftorenlin)

-- --

Reference solution Tesl solution

TESTS
Iris tectorum Maxim
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolutum To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge and filter.

Reference sduuon Dissolve 1 mg of coumarin Rand 1 mg of
irisflorentin R in 4 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (2-10 urn).

lWobiJe phase glacial acetic add RJ cydohexane R, ethyl
a<erate R (1:20:80 VIVIl').

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Overa path of 6 em.
Drying In air.

Detection A Examine Inultraviolet light at 254 llDl.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no quenching zone between the zones due to
cownarin and irisflorentin in the chromatogram obtained
with me reference solution; the chromatogram obtained with
the test solutionshows no quenching zones in the lower
third.
Detection B Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
Results B The chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution
shows no pale blue Ouorescent zone above the zone due to
coumarin in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Disperse 0.100 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 10 mL of emanol (70 per cen' VII-? R in a
50 mL centrifuge tube. Sonicate for 30 min. Mix and
centrifuge for 5 min. Transfer the supernatant to a 25 mL
volumetric flask. Add to the residue 10 mL of ethanol
(70 per cent VII-? R and sonicate for 30 min. Filter and add
the filtrate to the same volumetric flask. Dilute to 25.0 mL
with ethanol (70 percent VII-? R and mix. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).
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Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of irisjlorenu·n CRS in
ethanol (70 percent VII-? R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
same solvent. Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with
emanol (70 per cent VII-? R.

Reference sohuion (b) Disperse0.10 g of belamcanda chinensis
rhizome HRS in 10 mL of emanol(70 percen' VII-? R in a
50 mL centrifuge tube. Sonicatefor 30 min. Mix and
centrifuge for 5 min. Transfer the supernatant to a 25 mL
volumetric lIask. Add to the residue 10 mL of emanol
(70 per cent VIJ1) R and sonicate for 30 min. Filter and add
the filtrate to the same volumetric flask. Dilute [Q 25.0 mL
with ethand (70 percent VII-? R and mix. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Column:
- size: / = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: base-deactiuated end-eapped ocradecylsi/y/

silica gelfor chromatography R (5 pm).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.05 per cent VIV solution of phosphoric

addR;
- mobile phaseB: aceronitri/e R;

Tim. Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(mln) (per cent PIJI) (per cent VIP)

0-5 S2 18

5 - 20 82 ---> 80 18 -+ 20

20 - 30 80 -+ 67 20 -> 33

30 - 50 67 -+ 60 33 -> 40

50 - 65 60 ---> 47 40 ---> 53

Flowrate 1.0 mlJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 266 run.
Injection I0 ~.
Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peakdue to irisflorentin;
use the chromatogram supplied with be/amcanda chinensis
rhizome HRS and the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (b) to identify the peaksdue to tectoridin and
peak 2 (unknown).

Relative retention Withreference to irisflorentin (retention
time = about 54 min): teetoridin = about 0.39;
peak 2 = about 0.42.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum J.5 between Ute peakdue to

teetoridin and peak 2.
Calculate the percentage content of irisflorentin using the
following expression:

A l area orthe peak due to irisflorenlin in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution;

A2 areaof die peakdue [0 irisflorentin in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution(a);

ml IDllS!I of the herbal drugto be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

m2 mass of irisftomm·n eRSused 10 prepare reference sofmion(a),
in grams;

, percentage contentof irisflorentin in irisflormlin CRS.

_____________________ PhEu
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TESTS
Chromatography
1bin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.6 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) add 15 mL of dilute sulfuric acidRI, shake for
15 min and filter. Wash the filter with dilute sulfUri< acidRI
until 20 mL of filtrate is obtained. To the filtrate add I mL
of concentrated ammonia R and shake with 2 quantities, each
of 10 ml., of peroxide-free ether R. If necessary, separate by
centrifugation. Dry the combined ether layers overanhydrous
sodium sulfate R, filter and evaporate to dryness on a water
bath. Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of methanol R.
Reference solulion Dissolve 50 mg of hyoscyamine sulfate R in
9 mL of methanol R. Dissolve 15 mg of hyoscine
hydrobromide R in 10 mL of methanol R. ,\fu: 1.8 mL of the

Belladonna Leaf IV-l13

Figure 0221.-1. - Illustration for identification tes: B of powdered
herbal drngof beIIadonna leaf

C. Shake I g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.11)
with 10 mL of dilute sulfutic acidRI for 2 min. Filter and add
to the filtrate 1 rnL of concentrated ammonia Rand 5 mL of
waterR. Shake cautiously with 15 mL of ether R, avoiding
formation of an emulsion. Separate the ether layer and dry
overanhydrous sodium sulfale R. Filter and evaporate the ether
in a porcelain dish. Add 0.5 mL offuming nitric acidRand
evaporate to dryness on a water-bath. Add 10 mL of
acetone Rand, dropwise, a 30 gIL solution of potassium
hydroxide R in ethanol (96 per cenv R. A deep violet colour
develops.
D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the
chromatography test.
Results The principal zones in the chromatograms obtained
with the test solution aresimilar in position, colour and size
to the principal zones in the chromatograms obtained with
the same volume of the reference solution.

**** ** ** ****
Belladonna Leaf
Belladonna Herb

(Ph. Bur. monograph 0221)

Preparations
Prepared Belladonna

Standardised Belladonna Leaf Dry Extract

Belladonna Tincture
When Belladonna Herb, Belladonna Leafor Powdered
Belladonna Herb is prescribed, Prepared Belladonna shall be
supplied.

DEFINlTION
Dried leaf or dried leaf and flowering) and occasionally fruit
bee ring, tops of Atropa belladonna L.

Content
l'vlinimum 0.30 percent of total alkaloids, expressed as
hyoscyamine (C17H"N03; M, 289.4) (dried drug).
The alkaloids consistmainly of hyoscyamine together with
small quantities of hyoscine (scopolamine).

CHARACTERS
Slightly-nauseous odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves aregreenor brownish-green, slightly darker on
the uppersurface, oftencrumpled and rolled and partly
matted together in the drug. The leafis petiolate and the
lamina is acuteand decurrent. The margin is entire.
The flowering stems areflattened and bearat each node a
pairof leaves unequal in size, in the axils of which occur
singlythe flowers or occasionally fruits. The flowers havea
gamosepalous calyx and campanulate corolla. The drug may
contain fruits, as globular berries, green or brownish-black
and surrounded by the persistent calyx with widely spread
lobes.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is dark
green. Examine WIder a microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0221.-1): fragments of the lamina showing
sinuous-walled epidermal cells with striated cuticle [A, C]
and pan of the underlying palisade parenchyma [Aa)
associated with the upperepidermis [A];numerous
stomata [Cal morefrequent on the lower epidermis [C],
anisocytic and also some anomocytic (2.8.3); multicellular,
uniseriate covering trichomeswith a smoothcuticle (FJ,
glandular trichomes with unicellular heads and multicellular,
uniseriate stalks [D] or with multicellular heads and
unicellular stalks [B]; parenchyma cells including rounded
cells, some of which containmicrosphenoidal crystals of
calcium oxalate [E]; annularly and spirally thickened
vessels [K). The powdered herbal drug may also show: fibres
and reticulately thickened vessels from the stems;
subspherical pollengrains, 40-50 urn in diameter, with
3 germinal pores,3 furrows and an extensively pitted
exine [H]; fragments of the corolla with a papillose
epidermis mor bearing numerous covering or glandular
trichomes of the types previously described [L]; fragments of
the brownish-yellow testa consisting of irregularly sclerified
cells [G).
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IV-1l4 Belladonna Preparations

hyoscine hydrobromide solution and 8 mL of the
hyoscyamine sulfate solution.

Plare TLC silica gel G plate R.

Mobile phase cmu:encMeed ammoniaR, waterR, autone R
(3:7:90 VIVIY).

Application I 0 ~L and 20 ~L, as bands of 20 mm by 3 mm,
leaving 1 em between the bands.

Deodopmem Over a path of 10 em.

Drying At 100-105 "C for IS min; allow to cool.

Detection A Spray with potassium iodobismuthate so/urian R2,
using about 10 mL for a plate 200 mrn square, until the
orange or brown zones become visible against a yellow
background.

Results A The zones in the chromatograms obtained with
the test solution are similar in position (hyoscyamine in the
lower third, hyoscine in the upper third of the
chromatograms) and colour to the bands in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution.
The zones in the chromatograms obtained with the test
solution are at least equal in size to the corresponding zones
in me chromatogram obtained with the same volume of the
reference solution. Faint secondary zones may appear,
particularly in the middle of the chromatogram obtained with
20 J1L of the test solution or near the starting point in the
chromatogram obtained with 10 J.tL of the test solution.

Detection B Spray wil:h sodium nitrite solution R until the
coating is transparent; examine after 15 min.

Results B The zones due to hyoscyamine in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution change from brown to reddish-brown but not to
greyish-blue (atropine) and any secondary zones disappear.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent of stems with a diameter greater than
5mm.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 16.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximwn 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
a) Determine the loss on drying (2.2.32) on 2.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12), by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

b) Moisten 10.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) with a mixture of 5 mL of ammonia R, 10 mL of
ethanol (96 per cenr) Rand 30 mL of peroxide.,fru ether Rand
mix thoroughly. Transfer the mixture to a suitable percolator,
if necessary with the aid of the extracting mixture. Allow to
macerate for 4 h and percolate with a mixture of I volume of
chloroform R and 3 volumes of peroxide-free echer R until the
alkaloids are completely extracted. Evaporate to dryness a
few millilitres of the liquid flowing from the percolator,
dissolve the residue in 0.25 M sulfuric acid and verify the
absence of alkaloids using potassium terraiodomerturate
solution R. Concentrate the percolate to about 50 rnL by
distilling on a water-bath and transfer it to a separating
funnel, rinsing with peroxide-free ether R. Add a quantity of
peroxide-free ether R equal to at least 2.1 times the volume of
the percolate to produce a liquid of a density well below that
of water. Shake the solution with no fewer than 3 quantities,
each of 20 mL, of 0.25 M sulfuric add, separate the 2 layers
by centrifugation if necessary and transfer the acid layers to a
2"d separating funnel. Make the acid layer alkaline with
ammonia R and shake with 3 quantities, each of 30 ml., of
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chloroform R. Combine the chloroform layers, add 4 g of
anhydrous sodium sulfate R and allow to stand for 30 min with
occasional shaking. Decant the chloroform and wash the
sodium sulfate with 3 quantities, each of 10 mL, of
chlorofomr R. Add the washings to the chloroform extract,
evaporate to dryness on a water-bath and heat in an oven at
lOa-105°C for 15 min. Dissolve the residue in a few
millilitres of chloroform R, add 20.0 mL of 0.01 M sulfuric acid
and remove the chloroform by evaporation on a water-bath.
Titrate the excess of acid with 0.02 M sodium hydroxide using
methyl red mixedsolution R as indicator.

Calculate the percentage content of total alkaloids, expressed
as hyoscyamine, using the following expression:

57.88 x (20 - n)
(100 - d) x m

d loss on drying, as a percentage;
n volume of 0.01 M wdiunr hydroxide, in miUiIitrcsj
In mass of the powdered herbal drug, in grams.

________~ PIIE"

Prepared Belladonna
Prepared Belladonna Herb

(Ph. Bur. monograph 0222)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Belladonoa leaf powder (180) (2.9.12) adjusted, ifnecrssary,
by adding powdered lactose or belladonna leaf powder with a
lower alkaloidal content.

Content
0.28 per cent to 0.32 per cent of total alkaloids, expressed as
hyoscyamine (M, 289.4) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Slightly nauseous odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Microscopic examination (2.8.23) of the powder (180)
(2.9.12). The powder is dark green. Examine under a
microscope, using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters: fragments of leaf
lamina showing sinuous-walled epidermalcells, a striated
cuticle and numerous stomata predominantly present On the
lower epidermis (anisocytic and also some anomocytic)
(2.8.3); multicellular uniseriate covering trichomes with
smooth cuticle) glandular trichomes with unicellular heads
and multicellular, uniseriate stalks or with multicellular heads
and unicellular stalks; parenchyma cells including rounded
cells .conraining microsphenoidal crystals of calciwn oxalate;
annular and spirally thickened vessels. The powdered herbal
drug may also show the following: fibres and reticulately
thickened vessels: from the sterns, subspherica1 pollen grains,
40-50 !lID in diameter, with 3 germinal pores, 3 furrows and
an extensively pitted exine; fragments of the corolla, with a
papillose epidermis or bearing numerous covering or
glandular trichomes of the types previously described;
brownish-yellow seed fragments containing irregularly
sclerifled and pitted cells of the testa. Examined in glycerol
(85 per cent) R, the powder may be seen to contain lactose
crystals.

B. Shake I g with 10 mL of dilure sulfuric acid R I for 2 min.
Filter and add to the filtrate I mL of concentrated- ammonia R
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and 5 mL of waterR. Shake cautiously with 15 mL of
ether RJ avoiding formation of an emulsion. Separate the
ether layer and dry over anhydrous sodium sulfate R. Filter and
evaporate the ether in a porcelain dish. Add 0.5 mL of
fuming mine acidR and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath.
Add 10 mL of aceume Rand, dropwise, a 30 gIL solution of
potassium hydroxide R in ethanol (96 percellO R. A deep violet
colour develops.
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in me test
Chromatography.

Remits The principal zones in the chromatograms obtained
with the test solution are similar in position, colour and size
to the principal zones in the chromatogram obtained with the
same volume of the reference solution.

TESTS
Chromatography
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.6 g of the drug to be examined add
15 mL of dl1ute wlfuric acidRl, shake for 15 min and filter.
Wash the filter with dl1ute sulfuric acidRl until 20 mL of
filtrate is obtained. To the filtrate add 1 mL of concentrated
ammonia R and shake with 2 quantities, each of 10 ml., of
peroxide-free etherR. H necessary, separate by centrifugation.
DIY the combined ether layers over anhydrous sodium
sulfate R, filter, and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath.
Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of hyoscyamine sulfate R in
9 mL of memanol R. Dissolve 15 mg of hyoscine
hydrobromUk R in 10 mL of methanol R. Mix 1.8 mL of the
hyoscine hydrobromide solution and 8 mL of the
hyoscyamine sulfate solution.

Plate TLC silica gel G plateR.

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, water R, acetone R
(3:7:90 VIVIV).

Applicatian 10 ~ and 20 ~ of each solution, as bands of
20 mm by 3 rnm, leaving J em between each band.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying At 100-105 "C for 15 min; allow to cool.

Detection A Spray with potassium iodobismuthate soluu'on R2,
using about 10 mL for a plate 200 mm square, until orange
or brown zones become visible against a yellow background.

Results A The zones in the chromatograms obtained with
the test solution are similar in position (hyoscyamine in the
lower third, hyoscine in the upper third) and colour to those
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution;
the zones in the chromatograms obtained with the test
solution are at least equal in size to the corresponding zones
in the chromatogram obtained with the same volume of the
reference solution; faint secondary zones may appear,
particularly in the middle of the chromatogram obtained with
20 pL of the test solution or near the point of application in
the chromatogram obtained with 10 pL of the test solution.

Detection B Spray with sodium nitrite solution R until the
coating is transparent and examine after 15 min.

Results B The zones due to hyoscyamine in the
chromatograms obtained with the test solution "and the
reference solution change from brown to reddish-brown but
not to greyish-blue (atropine), and any secondary zones
disappear.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 5.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g by drying in
an oven at J05 °C.
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Total ash (2.4.16)
lv1aximum 16.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
a) Determine the loss on drying (2.2.32) on 2.000 g by
drying in an oven at 105 "C.

b) Moisten 10.00 g with a mixture of 5 mL of ammonia R,
10 mL of ethanol (96 perrenO Rand 30 mL of peroxide-free
ether R and mix. thoroughly. Transfer the mixture to a
suitable percolator, if necessary with the aid of the extracting
mixture. Allow to macerate for 4 h and percolate with a
mixture of 1 volume of chlor%nnRand 3 volumes of
peroxide-free etherR until the alkaloids are completely
extracted. Evaporate to dryness a few millilitres of the liquid
flowing from the percolator, dissolve the residue in 0.25 kI
sulfuric acid and verify the absence of alkaloids using
potassium tetraiodomercurate solution R. Concentrate the
percolate to about 50 mL by distilling on a water-bath and
transfer it to a separating funnel, rinsing with peroxUk-jru
ether R. Add a quantity of peroxide-free ether R equal to at
least 2.1 times the volume of the percolate to produce a
liquid ofa density well below that of water. Shake the
solution with no fewer than 3 quantities, each of 20 ml., of
0.25 M sulfuric acid, separate the 2 layers by centrifugation if
necessary and transfer the acid layers to a 2n d separating
funnel. Make the acid layer alkaline with ammonia R and
shake with 3 quantities, each of 30 ml., of chloroform R.
Combine the chloroform layers, add 4 g of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R and allow to stand for 30 min with occasional
shaking. Decant the chlorofonn and wash the sodium sulfate
with 3 quantities, each of 10 mL, of chloroform R. Add the
washings to the chloroform extract, evaporate to dryness on a
water-bath and heat in an oven at 100-105 °C for 15 min.
Dissolve the residue in a few millilitres of chlorofonn R, add
20.0 mL of 0.01 M wlfuricacidand remove the chloroform
by evaporation on a water-bath. Titrate the excess of acid
with 0.02 M sodium hydroxide using methylred mixed
solution R as indicator.

Calculate the percentage content of total alkaloids, expressed
as hyoscyamine, using the following expression:

57.88 x (20 - n)
(100-d)xm

d loss on drying as a percenrage;
n volume oro.OJ M wdium hydroxide used. in millilitreSj
m mass of the herbal drug used, in grams.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.
____________________ 1"""
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Standardised Belladonna Leaf Dry
Extract
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1294)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Standardised dry extract obtained from Bellathtma
leaf (0221).

Content
0.95 pee cent to 1.05 per cent of total alkaloids, expressed as
hyoscyamine (C 17Hz,NO,; M, 289.4) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (70 per cent VIY).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown or greenish, hygroscopic powder.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1 g of the extract to be examined add
5.0 mL of methanol R. Shake for 2 min and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of thlorogenic acidRand
2.5 mg of nuoside ttihydrate R in 10 mL of methanolR.

Pial< TLC silica gelpial< R.

Mobile phase anhydrons formic acid R, waterR, methylethy!
ketone R, ethylacetal< R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).

Application 20 ~L as bands,
Development Over a path of 15 em.
Drying At 100-105 'C.
Detection Treat the wann plate with a 10 gIL solution of
diphenyllwric acid aminoethy! ester R in methanol R, then treat
with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in methanol R; allow
to dry in air for 30 min and examine in ultraviolet light at
365 nm.

Results The chromatograms obtained with the reference
solution and the test solution show in the central part a light
blue fluorescent zone (chlorogenic acid) and in the lower part
a yellowish-brown fluorescent zone (rutoside); furthermore,
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows a
little above the start a yellowish-brown fluorescent zone and
directly above that a yellow fluorescent zone, and a yellow or
yellowish-brown fluorescent zone between the zone due to
rutcside and the zone due to chlorogenic acid. Further zones
may be present.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
atropine.

Results The principal zones in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution are similar in position and colour to the
principal zones in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

TESTS
Atropine
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

, Test solution To 0.20 g of the extract to be examined add
10.0 mL of dilute sulfuric acidRl, shake for 2 min and filter,
Add 1.0 mL of concentrated ammonia R and shake with
2 quantities, each of 10 mL, of peroxide-free etherR.
If necessary, separate by centrifugation. Dry the combined
ether layers over about 2 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate R, filter
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and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath. Dissolve the
residue in 0.5 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of hyoscyamine wI/ateR in
9 rnL of methanol R. Dissolve 15 mg of hyoscille
hydrobromide R in 10 rnL of methanol R. Mix 1.8 mL of the
hyoscine hydrohromide solution and 8 mL of the
hyoscyamine sulfate solution.

Plate TLG silica gelpial< R.
Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, water RJ acetone R
(3:7:90 VIVIV).

Applicarion 20 ~L as bands.

DeveJqpment Over a path of 10 em.
Drying At 100-105 °C for 15 min; allow to cool.

Detection' A Treat with potassium iodobismuthate solution R2J

until orange or brown zones become visible against a yellow
background.

Resulu A The zones in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution are similar in position (hyoscyamine in the lower
third, hyoscine in the upper third) and colour to those in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution. Other
faint zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.

Deuaion B Treat with sodium nim'te solution R until the
coating is transparent and examine after 15 min.

Results B The zones due to hyoscyamine in the
chromatograms obtained with the test solution and the
reference solution change from orange or brown to reddish
brown but not to greyish-blue (atropine).

Loss on drying (2.8. In
Maximwn 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
At each extraction stage it is necessary to check that the
alkaloids have been completely extracted. If the extraction is
into the organic phase this is done by evaporating to dryness
a few millilitres of the last organic layer, dissolving the
residue in 0.25 M sulfuric acid and verifying the absence of
alkaloids using pouusium tetraiodomercurate solurron R. If the
extraction is into the acid aqueous phase, this is done by
taking a few millilitres of the last acid aqueous phase and
verifying the absence of alkaloids using potassium
telraiodmnercurate solution R.
Disperse 3.00 g in a mixture of 5 mL of ammonia R and
15 mL of waterR. Shake with no fewer man 3 quantities,
each of 40 mL, of a mixture of I volumeof methylene
chloride Rand 3 volumes of peroxide-free etherR until the
alkaloids are completely extracted. Concentrate the combined
organic layers to about 50 mL by distilling on a water-hath
and transfer the resulting liquid to a separating funnel,
rinsing with peroxide-free etherR. Add a quantity of peroxide
free erher R equal to at least 2.1 times the volume of the
liquid to produce a layer having a densitywell belowthat of
water. Shake the resulting solution with no fewer than
3 quantities, each of 20 mL, of 0.25 M sulfuric aciduntil the
alkaloids are completely extracted. Separate the layets by
centrifugation, ifnecessary, and transfer the acid layers to a
2nd separating funnel. Make the combined acid layers
alkaline with ammonia R and shake with no fewer than
3 quantities, each of 30 mL, of methy/elle chloride R until the
alkaloids are completely extracted. Combine the organic
layers, add 4 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate R and allow to
stand for 30 min with occasional shaking. Decant the
methylene chloride and wash the sodium sulfate with
3 quantities, each of 10 ml., of methylene chloride R. Combine
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the organic extracts and evaporate to dryness on a water
bath. Heat the residue in an oven at 100-105 °C for 15 min.
Dissolve the residue in a few millilitres of methylene chloride R,
evaporate to dryness on a water-bath and again heat the
residue in an oven at 100-105 °C for 15 min. Dissolve the
residue in a few millilittes of methylene chloride R, add
20.0 mL of 0.01 M sulfuric acidand remove the methylene
chloride by evaporation on a water-bam. Titrate the excess of
acid with 0.02 M sodium hydroxide using methyl red mixed
solUIUm R as indicator.

Calculate the percentage content of total alkaloids, expressed
as hyoscyamine, using the following expression:

57.88 x (20 - n)
100xm

" volumeof 0.02 M wdium hydroxide used, in mmiliues;
111 mass of the extract to be examined, in grams.

_____________________ P1>E<I

Belladonna Tincture
(Standardised Belladonna Leaf Tinaure, Ph. Eur.
monograph 1812)
P1>E<I _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Bdladonna leaf (0221).

Content
0.027 per cent to 0.033 per cent of total alkaloids, calculated
as hyoscyamine (CI1H2,NO,; M, 289.4). The alkaloids
consist mainly of hyoscyamine together with small quantities
of hyoscine.

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from 1 part of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12) and 10 pans of
ethanol (70 per cent VIV) by a suitable procedure.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Tbin-Iayer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Evaporate to dryness 10.0 mL of the tincture
to be examined in a water-bath at 40°C under reduced
pressure. Dissolve the residue in 1.0 mL of methanol R.
Reference sohuion Dissolve 1.0 mg of chlorogenic add Rand
2.5 mg of rutoside trihydrate R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plare TLC sih", gelplare R.
Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, methyl ethyl
ketone R, ethyla""tare R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).
Application 40 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying At 100-105 'C.

Detection Spray the wann plate with a 10 gIL solution of
diphenylboric add aminoethyl ester R in methanol Rj
subsequently spray the plate wil:h a 50 gIL solution of
macrogo/ 400 R in methanol R; allow the plate 10 dry in air for
30 min and examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of the plate

-- -~

Chlorogenic acid: a light blue A light blue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (chlorogenic acid)

A yellow or yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone

-~ -~

Ruroside: a yellowish-brown A bluish-grey Ruorescent zone
fluorescent zone

A yellow flucrescenr zone

A yellowish-brOwnfluorescent zone

Reference aolutlon Test soludon

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
atropine) detection A.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Faint secondary zones may appear) particularly
in the middle of the chromatogram obtained with 40 ~L of
the test solution or near the point of application in the
chromatogram obtained with 20 J.tL of the test solution.

Top oCthe plate

Hyoscine: a brownish-omnge zone A brownish-orange zone (hyoscine)

-- -~

Faint secondary zones

-- --

Hyoscyamine: a brownish-omnge A brownish-orange zone
ron, (hyoscyamine)

Faint secondary zones

Reference soludon Test solution

TESTS
Atropine
Tbin-Iayer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 15.0 mL of the tincture to be examined
add 15 mL of dilure sulfuric acidR1. Filler. Add 1 mL of
concentrated ammonia R to the filtrate and shake with
2 quantities) each of 10 ml., ofperoxide-free ether R. Separate
by centrifugation ifnecessary. Dry the combined ether layers
over anhydrous sodium sulfate R. Filter and evaporate to
dryness on a water-bath. Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of
methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of hyoscyamine sulfate R in
9 mL of methanolR. Dissolve 15 mg of hyoscine
hydrobromide R in 10 mL of methanol R. Mix 1.8 mL of the
hyoscine hydrobromide solution and 8 mL of the
hyoscyamine sulfate solution.

Plare TLC silica gelplare R.
Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R) waterR) acetone R
(3:7:90 VIVIV).

Application 20 J.lL and 40 J.lL of each solution, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.
Drying At 100-105 'C for 15 min.

Detection A Spray with potassium iodobismuthate solution R2.

Detection B Spray with sodium nitrite solution R until the
plate is transparent. Examine after 15 min.
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IV-II8 Siam Benzoin

Results B The zones due to hyoscyamine in the
chromatograms obtained with me test solution and the
reference solution change from brownish-orange to reddish
brown but not to greyish-blue (atropine) and any secondary
zones disappear.

Ethanol (2.9.11J)
64 per cent VIV to 69 per cent VIV.

ASSAY
Evaporate 50.0 g of the tincture to be examined to a volume
of about 10 mL Transfer quantitatively to a separating
funnel, with the minimum volume of akohol
(70 percent VIV,J R. Add 5 mL of ammonia Rand 15 mL of
waterR. Shake with not fewer than 3 quantities each of
40 mL of a mixture of I volume of methylene chloride Rand
3 volumes of peroxide-free ether R, carefully to avoid emulsion)
until the alkaloids are completely extracted. Combine the
organic layers and concentrate the solution to a volume of
about 50 mL by distilling on a water-bath. Transfer the
resulting solution quantitatively to a separating funnel, rinsing
with peroxide-free ether R. Add a quantity of peroxide-free
ether R equal to at least 2.1 times the volume of the solution
to produce a layer having a density well below that of water.
Shake the resulting solution with not fewer than 3 quantities
each of 20 mL of 0.25M sulfuric acid until the alkaloids are
completely extracted. Separate the layers by cemrifugation if
necessary and transfer the layers to a separating funnel. Make
the combined layers alkaline with ammonia R and shake with
not fewer than 3 quantities each of 30 mL of methylene
chlotide R until the alkaloids are completely extracted.
Combine me organic layers, add 4 g of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R and allow to stand"for 30 min with occasional
shaking."Decant the methylene chloride and filter. Wash the
sodium sulfate with 3 quantities each of 10 mL of methylene
chloride R. Combine the organic extracts, evaporate to
dryness on a water-hath. Heat the residue in an oven at
100-105 °C for 15 min. Dissolve the residue in a few
millilitres of mechy1ene chloride R, evaporate to dryness on a
water-bath and heat the residue in an oven at 100-105 °C for
15 min again. Dissolve the residue in a few millilitres of
methylene chloride R. Add 20.0 mL of 0.01M sulfuric acidand
remove the methylene chloride by evaporation on a water
bath. Titrate the excess of acid with 0.02M sodium hydroxide
using melhylred mixedsolution R as indicator.

Calculate the percentage content of total alkaloids, expressed
as hyoscyamine, using me following expression:

57.88 x (20 - n)
100xm

11 volume of 0.02 M sodium hydro;r:ith used, in millilitres,
m mass of the herbal drug used. in grams.

_____________________ PU"

Siam Benzoin
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2158)

Preparation
Siam Benzoin Tincture
"'f" _
DEFINITION
Resin obtained by incising the trunk of StyraX ronkinensis
(pierre) Craib ex Hartwich.
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Content
35.0 per cent to 55.0 per cent of total acids, expressed as
benzoic acid (G,H,O,; M, 122.1) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Reminiscent odour of vanillin.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Siam benzoin occurs as opaque, often shiny, rounded,
ovoid or angular masses (tears or almonds), usually broken
and varying in size from a few millimetres up to about 3 em.
Individual tears are yellowish-white or reddish externally,
often with brown Or grey patches of discolouration, and have
a waxy, whitish fracture which becomes reddish on prolonged
exposure to air.
B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in test B for
Sumatra benzoin.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, other faint quenching zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Methyl dnnamate: a quenching zone

Cinnamic acid: a quenching zone

A quenching zone

A very prominent quenching zone

-- --

Vanillin: a quenching zone

A quenching zone

3 quenching zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Sumatra benzoin
A. To 0.2 g of the finely powdered herbal drug add 10 mL
of ethanol (96 per cen!! R. Shake vigorously until almost
completely dissolved and filter. Place 5 mL of the filtrate in a
test-tube and add 0.5 mL ofa 50 gIL solution ofJemc
chloride R in ethanol (96 per cent) R. A green colour is
produced. No yellow colour is produced.

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Sonicate 0.2 g of the finely powdered herbal
drug in 5 mL of ethanol (96 per cen!! R and centrifuge.
Use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 4 mg of vanillin R, 10 mg of
trans-cinnamic acidRand 10 mg of methylcinnamate R in
10 mL of ethanol (96 per cen!! R.
Plate TLC silica gelF". plate R (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
F". plateR (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, di-isopropyl ether R,
cyclohexane R (10:40:60 VIVIV).

ApplicatitJn 10 ~L [or 2 pl.] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 12 ern [or 6 ern],

Drying In air.
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Top oflhe plate

-- --
M.ethyl cinnamate: a verypromin.ent
quenching zone

Benzoicacid: a quenchingzone A quenchingzone (benzoicacid)

Cinnamic acid:a prominent
quenching zone

-- --
A quenchingzone

A veryprominent quenchingzone

Vanillin: a quenchingzone A quenchingzone (vanillin)

Seriesor unresolved zones including
a quenchingzone

Reference soludon Test solution

be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Siam Benzoin Preparations IV-1l9

TESTS
Sumatra benzoin tincture
Thin-layer chromatogrsphy (2.2.27).

Test solution The tincture to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of benzoic acidR, 10 mg of
nons-dnnomicadd R, 4 mg of 'lJanilJin R and 20 mg of meUiyl
dnnamate R in 20 mL of ethanolof the same concentration
as that used for the production of the tincture.

Plate TLC silica gelFZ' 4 plate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silka gel
FZ54 plate R (2-10 J1IIl»).
Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, Ji-isopropyl ether R,
hexane R (10:40:60 VIVIJI).

Application 20 ~L [or 8 pl.) as bands.

Development Over a path of 12 em [or 6 em).

Drying fn air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 om.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
does not show any zone in the same position as the zones
due to cinnamicacid and methyl cinnamate in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Ethanol (2.9.11J)
95 per cent to 105 per cent of the content statedon me
label.

ASSAY
Place 3.50 g in a 250 mL borosilicate glass flask and add
15.0 mL of 0.5 M alcoholic potassium hydroxide. Boil under
a reflux condenser on a water-bath for 30 min. Allow to cool
and rinse me condenserwith 20 mL of ethanol
(96 percenQ R. Titrate the excess of potassium hydruxide
with 1 M hydro,hlon·, acid, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.21J). Carry out a blank titration.

J mL of 0.5 M alcoholicpotassium hydroxide is equivalent
to 61.05 mg of benzoic acid (C7H.Oz).
_________________ PIlEu

**** ** ** ****
Siam Benzoin Tincture
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2157

Detection Examinein ultraviolet light at 254 run.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no zone in the same position as the zone due to
cinnamic add in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

Matter insoluble in ethanol
Maximum5 per cent.
To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug add 25 mL of ethanol
(90 percent VII? R. Boil until almost completely dissolved.
Filter through a previously tared sintered-glassfilter (16)
(2.1.7) and wash with 3 quantities, each of5 mL, of boiling
ethanol (90 per cent VII-? R. Heat the glass filter and its
contents in an oven at 100-105 °C for 2 h. Weigh after
cooling.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 5.0 per cent, determined on 2.000 g of the
coarsely powdered herbal drug by drying in vacuofor 4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 2.0 per cent

ASSAY
Place 0.750 g of the finely powdered herbal drug in a
250 mL borosilicate glass flask and add 15.0 mL of 0.5 M
alcoholicpotassium hydroxide. Boil undera reflux condenser
on a water-bath for 30 min. AUow to cool and rinse the
condenser with 20 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R. Titrate the
excess of potassium hydroxide with 0.5 M hydrochloric acid.
Determine the end-pointpotentiomehicaUy (2.2.20). Carry
out a blank titration.
I mL of 0.5 M alcoholic potassium hydroxide is equivalent
to 61.05 mg of benzoic acid (C,H.Oz).

DEFINIllON
Tincture produced from Siam benzoin (2158).

Content
.Minimum 5.0 per cent mlmof total acids,calculated as
benzoic acid (C7H.Oz; M, 122.1).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from I part of the drug and 5 parts
of ethanol (75 per cent VIV to 96 per cent VIV) by a suitable
procedure.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Orange-yeUow liquid.

It has a characteristic odour of vanillin.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Place 10 mL in a test tube; add 0.5 mL of a 50 gIL
solution of feme chloride R in ethanol (96 percenQ R. A green
colour is produced.
B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Sumatra benzoin tincture.
Results See below the sequenceof the zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent zones may
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IV-120 Sumatra Benzoin

Sumatra Benzoin
Benzoin
(ph. Eur. monograph 1814)

Preparations
Benzoin Inhalation
Compound Benzoin Tincture

Sumatra BenzoinTincture
Pl>Eu _

DEFINITION
Resin obtained by incising the trunk of SlyTaX benzoin
Dryander.

Content
25.0 per cent to 50.0 per cent of total acids, calculated as
benzoic acid (C,H.02; M, 122.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Sumatra benzoinoccurs as creamy white, rounded to
ovoid tears, whichmay he embeddedin a dull greyish-brown
or reddish-brown matrix. It is hardand brittle and the
fractured surface is dulland uneven.
B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in test B for StymX
tonkinensis.
Results See below the sequence of quenching zones present
in the chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution
and me test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintquenching
zones may be presentin the chromatogram obtainedwiththe
(est solution.

Top of the plate

A veryintense dark zone

-- --

Melbylcfnnamate: a very intense A dark zone
dark zone

Benzoicacid:a dark zone A very weakdarkzone (benzoic
acid)

Cinnamic acid: an intensedarkzone A veryintensedark zone (cinnamic
acid)

-- --

A dark zone

A very intense darkzone

A dark zone

Vanillin: a dark zone A very weakdarkzone (vllIlillin)

Seriesof unresolved zones including
2 dark zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Dammargum
1bin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solurWn Dissolve 0.2 g of the drugto be examined with
gentle heating in 10 mL of ethanol (90 percent VII-? Rand
centrifuge.
Plate TLC almninium oxide G plateR.
Mobile phase lightpetroleum R4, ether R (40:60 VIV).

Appli""tion 5 ~L.

Development Overa path of 10 em.
Drying In air.

2022

Deteaion Spray with anisaldehyde sohuion R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5 min.

Results The chromatogram obtaineddoes not show any
prominent spot with an RF between 0.4 and 1.0.

Styrax tonmnens,'s
A. To 0.2 g of the finely powdered herbal drug add 10 mL
of ethanol (96 percent) R. Shake vigorously until almost
completely dissolved and filter. Place 5 mL of the filtrate in a
test-tube and add 0.5 mL of a 50 gIL solution offerric
chloride R in ethanol (96 per cen!! R. A yellowish, s1igh~y
green colour is produced.
B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolueion Sonicate 0.2 g of me finely powderedherbal
drug in 5 mL of ethanol (96 pereen!! R and filter. Collect the
filtrate.

Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of benzoic acid R, 10 mg of
mzns-cinnamic acid R, 4 mg of vanillt"n Rand 20 mg of methyl
cinnamate R in 10 mL of ethanol (96 pereen!! R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
F2S4p1ate R (2-10 umj].

Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, di-isopropyl ether R,
hexane R (10:40:60 VIVIV).
Appli""tion 10 ~L [or 21'1.] as bands.

Deodopmem Over a path of 12 em [or 5 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.
Results The chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution
shows 2 faintzones in the same positions as the dark zones
due to benzoic acid and vanillin in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solution.

Matter insoluble in ethanol
Maximum 20.0 per cent.
To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug add 25 mL of ethanol
(90 percent VII-? R. Boil until almost completely dissolved.
Filter through a tared sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2) and
wash with 3 quantities, each of 5 ml., of boiling ethanol
(90 percent VII-? R. Heat the glass filter and its contents in
an oven at 100-105 °C for 2 h. Allow to cool and weigh.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 5.0 per cent, determined on 2.000 g of the
coarsely powderedherbal drugby drying in'Vacuo for 4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Place 0.750 g of the finely powdered herbal drug in a
250 mL borosilicate glass flask and add 15.0 mL of 0.5 M
alcoholic potassium hydroxide. Boil under a reflux condenser
on a water-bath. for 30 min. Allow to cool and rinse the
condenser with 20 mL of ethanol (96 percen!! R. Titrate the
excess of potassium hydroxide with 0.5 M hydrochloric acid,
determining the end-point potentiometrically (2.2.20). Carry
out a blanktitration.
1 mL of 0.5 M alcoholicpotassium hydroxide is equivalent
to 61.05 mg of benzoic acid (C,H.O,).
_____________________ Pl>Eu
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Sumatra Benzoin Tincture
(ph. Eur. monograph 1813)
PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Sumatra benzoin (1814).

Content
Minimum 4.0 per cent mlm of total acids, calculated as
benzoic acid (G,H.O,; M, 122.1).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from I part of the drug and 5 parts
of ethanol (75 per cent VIV to 96 per cenr VIII) by a suitable
procedure.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Orange-yellow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for Siam
benzoin tincture.
Results See below the sequence of quenching zones present
in the chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution
and the testsolution. Furthermore, otherfaint quenching
zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Benzoin Preparations IV-121

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 run.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
does not show zones due to benzoic acidand vanillin thatare
more intense than the corresponding zones in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Ethanol (2.9.10)
95 per cent to 105 per cent of the contentstated on the
label.

ASSAY
Place 3.50 g in a 250 mL borosilicate glass lIask and add
15.0 mL of 0.5 M alcoholic potassium hydroxide. Boil under
a reflux condenser on a water-bath for 30 min. Allow to cool
and rinse the condenser with 20 mL of ethanol
(96 perunO R. Titrate the excess of potassium hydroxide
with 1 M hydrochlon·c acid,determining the end-point
porentiomerrically (2.2.20). Carry out a blank titration.

I mL of 0.5 M alcoholic potassium hydroxide is equivalent
ro 61.05 mg of benzoic acid (G,H.O,).
_____________________ PhE"

Compound Benzoin Tincture
Friars' Balsam

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Macerate me Barbados Aloesor CapeAloes, me prepared
storaxand the Sumatra Benzoinwith800 mL of Ethanol
(90 per cent) in a closed vessel for not less than 2 days,
shaking occasionally, filter and passsufficient Ethanol
(90 per cenr) through the filter ro produce 1000 mL.

The tincture complies with the requirements for Tinctures stated
underExtracts and wich thefollowing requirements.

Content of total balsamic acids
Not less than 4.5% wlv, calculated as cinnamic acid,
C.H.O,.

TESTS
Ethanol content
70 ro 76% vlv, Appendix VITI F, Method III.

Dry residue
15 to 19% wlv.

ReJative density
0.880 to 0.910, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
Carry out the Assaydescribed under Benzoin Inhalation
using 10 mL of the tincture. Each mL of O.IM sodium
hydroxide VS is equivalent to 14.82 mg of total balsamic
acids, calculated as cinnamic acid, C9Hs0 2.

Top oflhe plate

A very intense darkzone

-- --

Methyl cinnamate: a veryintense A dark-zone
darkzone

Benzoicacid:a dark zone A very weakdarkzone (benzoic
acid)

Cinnamic acid:an intense darkzone A very intense darkzone (cinnamic
acid)

-- --

A dark zone

A veryintense darkzone

A dark zone

Vanillin: a darkzone A veryweak darkzone (vanillin)

Seriesof unresolveddark zones

Reference soludon Test soludon

TESTS
Siam benzoin tincture
Tbin-Iayer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test. solution The tincture to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of benzoic acid R, J0 mg of
trans-cinnamic add R, 4 mg of vam·Oin Rand 20 mg of methyl
cinnamate R in 20 mL of ethanolof the same concentration
as that used for the production of the tincture.
Plate TLG silkagel Pes« plateR (5-40 11m) [or TLG silica gel
Fm plat< R (2-10 11m»).

Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, di-isoprapyl erher R,
hexaneR (10:40:60 VIVIII).

Applimtion 20 Il1. [or 8 1l1.1 as bands.

Development Over a path of 12 em [or 6 em).

DEFINITION

Barbados Aloes or Cape Aloes
Prepared storax or commerce
Sumab'B Benzoin crushed
Ethanol (90 per cem)

20,
100,
100 ,

Sufficiem10produce 1000 mL
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IV-122 Benzoin Preparations

Benzoin Inhalation
Benzoin Inhalation Vapour

DEFINITION
Benzoin Inhalation is an inhalation vapour, solution.

2022

diameter and varying in length. The bark is soft, about
4-8 mm thick, with a yellowish brown outer surface, finely
wrinkled longitudinally or deeply furrowed, peeling off in
places and exposing the inner dark yellow wood. Fracture
short in the region of the bark, hard and fibrous in the wood.

B. Reduce to a powder. The powder is yellowish brown.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution.
The powder contains numerous fragments of xylem, the
vessels reticulately and spirally thickened, some tracheids;
thick-walled, short, spindle-shaped, lignified, yellowish fibres
of the phloem and xylem with a wide lumen; stone cells
elongated with thick, pitted walls, some containing a single
calcium oxalate crystal, nonnally present in groups;
parenchyma cells of the medullary rays) some with yellow
brown contents, single prism crystals of calcium oxalate, or
simple starch granules; cork cells yellowish-brown, thin
walled; numerous scattered starch grains and calcium oxalate
crystals.

C. Carry out the method for thin-layerchromawgraphyJ
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.

(I) Add 4 mL of methanol (80%) to 250 mg of the powdered
herbal drug (180) in a centrifuge tube. Mix with the aid of
ultrasound for 10 minutes. Centrifuge at 3000 rpm for
5 minutes and coUeet the clear supernatant. Repeat the
extraction twice with a further two 2~mL portions of methanol
(80%). Combine the supernatants and dilute to 20 mL with
methanol (80%).
(2) 0.04% wlv each of berberine chloride BPCRS and polmatine
chloride BPCRS in methanol (80%).

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel.
(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 20 ~L of each solution as 6 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate 10 15 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air and examine under
ultraviolet lighc (254 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumes of anhydrousfonmc. acid, 10 volumes of waterand
80 volumes of ethylacetate.

SYSTEM SUITABIliTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two clearly separated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows a
principal yellow band corresponding in colour and position to
the band obtained for berberine chloride in solution (2), a
yellow band corresponding in colour and position to the
band obtained for palmatine in solution (2) and several other
bands as shown in the table. Other bands may be present.

100.
50.

Sufficient to produce 1000 mL

Sumatra Benzoin crushed
Prepared storax of commerce
Ethanol (96 per cent)

In making Benzoin Inhalation, Ethanol (96 per cent) may be
replaced by Industrial Methylated Spirit'.

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Macerate the crushed Sumatra Benzoin and the prepared
storax with 750 mL of Ethanol (96 per cent) for 24 hours.
Filter and pass sufficient Ethanol (96 per cent) through the
filter to produce 1000 mL.
The inhalation complies with Ihe requirements stared under
Preparations for Inhalation and with ,hefollowing requirements.
Content of total balsamic acids
Not less than 3.0% wlv, calculated as cinnamic acid,

C.RsOz·
Total solids
9.0 to 12.0% wlv when determined by drying at 105' for
4 hours, Appendix XI A. Use 2 mL.

ASSAY
Boil 10 mL with 25 mL of O.5M ethanolie potassium hydroxitk
under a reflux condenser for 1 hour. Evaporate the ethanol,
disperse the residue in 50 mL of hot water, cool, add 80 mL
of walerand 1.5 g of magnesium sulfate dissolved in 50 mL of
water. lvlix thoroughly and allow to stand for 10 minutes.
Filter, wash the residue on the filter with 20 mL of water,
acidify the combined filtrate and washings with hydrochhm<
add and extract with four 40-mL quantities of ether. Discard
the aqueous solution, combine the ether extracts and extract
with successive quantities of 20, 20 J 10, 10 and 10 mL of
sodium hydrogen carbonate solution, washing each aqueous
extract with the same 20 mL of ether. Discard the ether
layers, carefully acidifythe combined aqueous extracts with
hydrochlmc acidand extract with successive quantities of 30,
20, 20 and J0 mL of chloroform, liltering each extract through
anhydrous sodium sulfate supported on absorbent cotton. Distil
the chloroform from the combined filtrates until 10 mL
remains and remove the remainder in a current of air.
Dissolve the residue, with the aid of gentle heat, in 10 mL of
ethanol (96%), previously neutralised to phenol red solution,
cool and titrate with O.IM sodium hydroxitk VS using phenol
red solution as indicator. Each mL of O.lMsodium hydroxitk
VS is equivalent to 14.82 mg of total balsamic acids,
calculated as cinnamic acid, C9Hs0 2•

Berberis Aristata
DEFINITION
Berberis Aristata is the dried, cut stem of Berberis arnulta
DC.
It contains not less than 1.4% of berberine (yoHI9NOj),
calculated with reference to the dried material.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The cut pieces of stem are subcylindrical, often branched
and somewhat swollen at the nodes) from about 15-20 rom

I Statutoryregulations gowrning the use0/Industrial MethylatedSpin·,
mllst be obun:td.

TODof the Dlate

Yellowband (berberinechloride) Yellow band (berberinechloride)

Faint yellOW band

YeAow band (palmatine) Yellowband (palmatine)

Purpleband

Solutlon(1) Solution 121
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TESTS
D-Tetrahydropalmatine
Carry out the method for liquidchromatography,
Appendix ill D, using the foUowing solutions.
(1) To 0.5 g of powdered sample, add 400 mL of a mixture
of equal volumes of aceumiuile and 0.1% vlv orthophosphork
add. Mix with me aid of ultrasound for 40 minutes and
allow to cool. Dilute to 500 mL with the mobile phase and
filter through a 0.45-~m filter.

(2) 0.01 % wlv each of palmatine chloride BPCRS and berberine
chloride BPCRS in the mobile phase.

(3) 0.01 % wlv of n-tetrahydropalmatine hydrochloride in the
mobile phase.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (15 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with end-eapped ocladecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography
(5 urn) (Phenomenex Luna CI8 is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elutionand the mobilephase described
below.
(c) Use a flow rate of 1.2 mL per minute.
(d) Use an ambient column temperature.

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 235 mo.

(I) Inject 10 ~L of each solution.

When the chromatograms arerecorded underthe prescribed
conditions the retention times relative to palmatine (retention
time = about 8 minutes) areberberine chloride =about 1.1;
D-tetrahydropahnitine = about 1.6.

M.OBILE PHASE

27 volumes of acetonitrile"and 73 volumes ofa 1.36% wlv
solution of potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the resolution factor between the peaks due
to palmatine and berberine chloride is at least 2.0.

CONFIRMATION

In the chromatogram obtained withsolution (1), there areno
peakscorresponding to the peakdue to
D-tetrahydropalmitine in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (3).

Loss on drying
When driedfor 2 hours at 105°, loses not more than 10.0%
of its weight, Appendix IX D. Use I g.

Total Ash
Not more than 3.0%, Appendix XI J, Method II.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix ill D, using the following solutions.
(I) To 0.5 g of powdered sample. add 400 mL of a mixture
of equal volumes of acetonitrile and 0.1% vlv onIwphosphorie
acid.Mix with the aid of ultrasound for 40 minutesand
allow to cool. Dilute to 500 mL with the mobile phase and
filter through a 0.45-~m filter.

(2) 0.01 % wlv each of palmatine chloride BPCRS and berberine
chloride BPCRS in the mobile phase.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

The chromatographic conditions described underthe test for
D-tetrahydropahnatine may be used.

MOBILE PHASE

27 volumes of aatonim"le and 73 volumes of a 1.36% wlv
solutionof potassium dihydrogen orthophosphate.

Bilberry IV-123

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the resolution factor between the peaks due
to palmatine and berberine chloride is at least 2.0.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Using the retention time and the peak area fromthe
chromatogram obtained with solution (2), locate and
integrate the peakdue to berberine chloride in the
chromatogramobtained wirh solution (1). Calculate the
contentof berberine in the sampleusing the declared content
of berberine in berberine chloride BPCRS and the following
expression:

A, ITh Y, 100
-x-x-xpx--
A., Y, m, 100-d

Al areaof the peakdue to berberine in thechromatogram
obtainedwilh solution (I).

A2 areaof Ihepeak due to berberine in the chromatogram
obtainedwilh solution (2).

m, weight of the drugbeingexamined in mg,
m2 weight of berberinechloride BPCRS in IJ1K,

VI dilulion volwne of solution (I) in mt,
V2 dilution volwne of solution (2) in mL,
p percentage content of berberine in krberilltchloride BPCRS.
d percentage loss on dryingof the herbaldrugbeing examined.

STORAGE
Berberis Aristata should be protected from moisture.

Dried Bi/berry
(DriedBi/berry Fruit, Ph. EUT. monograph 1588)

PhE<r _

DEFINlTION
Dried ripe fruit of Vaceinium myrtiJIus L.

Content
Minimum0.8 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(CJf.O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Dried bilberry is a blackish-blue, subglobular, shrunken
berry about 5 nun in diameter covered in a whitish bloom.
Its lower end shows a scaror, rarely, a fragment of the
pedicel.The upperend is slightly depressed and is
surmounted by the remains of the style and of the persistent
calyx, which appears as a circular fold. The deep violet,
fleshy mesocarp contains numerous (more than 10) small,
brown, ovoid seeds.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powd~r is violet
red. Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1588.-1): fragments of dark red
epicarp [AI consisting of small groups of 2-4 polygonal,
rectangular or quadrangular cells; in each group, the inner
wallsare thin [Aa] whereas the outer walls are regularly
thickened [Ab]; fragments of mesocarp fBI consisting of
large, rounded, thin-walled cells associated withfine spiral
vessels [Ba]; numerous sclereids, isolated or in small groups,
from the mesocarp [e]; groups of sclereids from the
endocarp [D]; yellowish-brown fragments from the testa,
with large sclereids having walls that areextensively
channelled and pitted (surface view [ED and with U-shaped
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IV-124 Bilberry

thickenings (transverse section [.F])i irregular clustercrystals
of calciwn oxalate [G) and isolated prisms of calciwn oxalate
[H] from the mesocarp.

Figure 1588.-1. - IIlurtralion loridentificalion ust B 01powdered
herbal drug 01dried biJberry fruit

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Tesl solution To 2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of methanol R. Shake for 15 min and
filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 0.10 g of biJberry dry extract HRS
in 25 mL of methanol R. Stir for 15 min and filter.
Ptate TLC siliw gelF2S4 plate R (5-40 um) [or TLC siJica gel
Fm pia" R (2-10 ~m)l.

MobiJe phase anhydrous formic acidR, water R, bUlOnoi R
(16:19:65 VIVIJI).

App/iwtion 10 ~L [or 2 ~L] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].
Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in daylight.
Results See below thesequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in thechromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of the plate

-- --

A Yiolet-red zone A violet-red zone

A violetzone A violetzone

A violetzone A violetzone

A bread unresolved bluish-violet A broadunresolved bluish-violet zone
zone

-- --

Reference soludon Test lolution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum2 per cent, withno fruit of Sambucus nigra
present.
Adulteration with S. nigra L. is indicated by the presence of
glossy, violet-black, ovoid berries without the circular fold
due to the calyx, and containing not more than 4 seeds.

Lo•• on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug by drying in an oven a,105 °C
for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannin. (2.8.14)
Use 1.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).
___________________ PhE"

Fresh Bilberry
(Fresh BiJberry Fruit, Ph. Bur. monograph 1602)

Preparation
Refined and Standardised Fresh BilberryFruit Dry Extract
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Freshor frozen, ripe fruit of Yaainium myrtiOus L.

Content
lvlinimum 0.30 per cent of anthocyanlns,expressed as
cyanidin 3-().gIucoside chloride (chrysanthemin,
C,.H2 ,CIOll ; M, 484.8) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fresh fruit is • blackish-blueglobular berry about
5 nun in diameter, covered in a whitish bloom. Its lower end
shows a scaror, rarely, a fragment of the pedicel. The upper
end is slightly depressed and is surmounted by the remains of
the style and of the persistent calyx, whichappears as a
circular fold. The violet, fleshy mesocarp includes 4 to 5
locules containingnumerous (morethan 10) small, brown,
ovoid seeds.
B. The crushed fresh fruit is violet-red. Examine small
fragments under a microscope usingchloral hydrau solution R.
They show the following diagnostic characters (Figure
1602.-1): fragments of dark red epicarp [AJ consisting of
small groups of 2-4 polygonal, rectangular or quadrangular
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cells; in each group, the inner walls are thin IAa] whereas the
outer walls are regularly thickened [Ab); fragments of
mesocarp [B] consistingof large, rounded, thin-walled cells
associated with fine spiral vessels [Ba]; numerous sclerelds,
isolated or in small groups) from the mesocarp [e]j groups of
sclereids from the endocarp [D); yellowish-brown fragments
from the testa, with large sclereids having walls that are
extensively channelled and pined (surface view [En and with
U-shaped thickenings (transverse section [F])j irregular
cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [G) and isolated prisms of
calcium oxalate [H] from the mesocarp.

Figure 1602.-I. - Illustration for identification testB of the
herbal dragoffresh bilberry fruit

Bilberry IV-125

Top of the plate

-- --

A violet-red zone A violet-red ZODe

A violetzone A violet zone

A violet zone A violet zone

A broad unresolvedbluish-violet A broad unresolvedbluish-violet zone
zone

-- ~-

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 2 per cent, with no fruit of Sambucus nigra
present.

Adulteration with S. nigraL. is indicated by the presence of
glossy, violet-black, ovoid berries without the circular fold
due to the calyx, and containing not more than 4 seeds.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
80.0 per cent to 90.0 per cent, determined on 5.000 g of the
freshly crushed drug by drying in an oven at 105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 0.6 per cent.

ASSAY
Crush 50 g immediately before use. To about 5.00 g of the
crushed, accurately weighed drug, add 95 mL of methanol R.
Stir rnechanically for 30 min. Filler into a 100.0 mL
volumetric flask. Rinse the filter and dilute to 100.0 rnL with
methanol R. Prepare a 50-fold dilution of this solution in a
0.1 per cent VIV solution of hydrochlon·c acid R in methanol R.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the solution at 528 nm,
using a 0.1 per cent VIV solution of hydrochloric acidR in
methanol R as the compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of anthocyanins, expressed
as cyanidin 3-0-glucoside chloride, using the foUowing
expression:

_____________________ Phf"

STORAGE
When frozen, store at or below -18°C.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 5 g of the freshly crushed drug, add 20 mL
of methanol R. Stir for 15 min and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 0.10 g of bilberry dry extract HRS
in 25 mL of methanol R. Stir for 15 min and filter.

Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
Fm plate R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, butanol R
(16:19:65 J1/J1/~.

Application 10 ul, [or 2 ~L] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

-Detection Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained wilh. the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may he present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

718

A
m

Ax5000
718xm

specificabsorbance of cyanidin 3-O-glucosidechloride at
528 nm;
absorbance at 528 nm,
mass of the substance to be examined in grams.
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IV-126 Bilberry Fruit Preparations

Refined and Standardised Fresh
Bilberry Fruit Dry Extract
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2394)

PhE" ~

DEFINITION
Refined and standardised dry extract produced from Fresh
bilberry frnit (1602).

Content
32.4 per cent to 39.6 per cent of anthocyanins, expressed as
cyanidin 3-0-g1ucoside chloride [chrysanthemin
(C"H2ICIO l1 ; M, 484.8)] (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (70-96 per cent VIV) or methanol
(minimwn 60 per cent VIV). Refinement may he performed
by ion-exchange chromatography.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Darkreddish-violet, amorphous, hygroscopic powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Fint identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.10 g of the extract to be examined
in 25 mL of methanol R. Stir for 15 min and lilter.

Reference solution Dissolve 0.10 g of bilberry dry ex""'t HRS
in 25 mL of methanol R. Stir for 15 min and lilter.

Plate TLC silica gelPm plote R (5-40 pm) [or tic silirogel
Pm plate R (2-10 pm»).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, water R, butanolR
(16:19:65 VIVIV).

Appliration 10 pL [or 2 pL) as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 cm).

Drying In air.
Detection Examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained withthe reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzonesmayhe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the testsolution.

Top of the plate

-- --

A violet-red zone A violet-red zone

A violetzone A violetzone

A violetzone A viole' zone

A broadunresolved bluish-violet A broad unresolved bluish-violet
ron, ron,

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

B. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test
for total anthocyanidins.

2022

The characteristic anthocyanin peaks (peaks 1-8, 10-15
and J7) in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution
aresimilar in retention time to those in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b).

TESTS
Total anthocyanldins
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Maintain the solutions at
4°C.

Solventmixture hydrachlori< acidR, methanol R (2:98 VIV).

Testsolution Dissolve 0.1250 g of the extract £0 be
examined in the solvent mixture and dilute to 25.0 mL with
the solvent mixture. Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to
20.0 mL with dilute phosphoric acidR.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of cyanidin
chloride CRS in the solvent mixture and dilute to 25.0 mL
with the solvent mixture. Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to
100.0 mL with dilute phosphoric acid R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 0.1250 g of bilberry dry
extraCl HRS in the solvent mixture and dilute to 25.0 mL
with the solvent mixture. Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to
20.0 mL with dilute phosphori< acid R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.250 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octad«ylsi/yl silica gelfor

chromawgraphy Wlih extended pH range R (5 pm);
- temperalUre: 30 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobil< phaseA: anhydrous formic acidR, water for

chromatography R (8.5:91.5 VIV);
- mobile phase B: anhydrous lonnie add R, aulonitrile RJ

methanol R, water for chromawgraphy R
(8.5:22.5:22.5:41.5 VIVIVIV);

Time Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (percent V/Jo')

0-35 93 -> 75 7 -> 25
35 ~ 45 75 -> 35 25 -> 65

45·46 35 ..... 0 65 -+ 100

46 - 50 0 100

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 535 run.
Imeaion 10 pL.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
bllberry dry ex""'t HRS and the chromatograms obtained
with reference solutions (a) and (b) to identify the peaks due
to the anthocyanins and the anthocyanidtns.

Retention times The retention times and the elution orderof
the peaks are similar to those shown in the chromatogram
(Figure 2394.-1).

System suitability: Referencesolution (b):
- peak-to-valley ratio: minimum 2.0, where Hp = height

above the baseline of the peak due to cyanidin 3-0
galactoside (peak 3) and Hu = height above the baseline
of the lowest point of the curve separating this peak from
the peak due to delphinidin 3-D-arabinoside (peak 4).

Calculate the percentage content of total anthocyanidins,
expressedas cyanidinchloride, using the following
expression:

AI xm2 x 100xp

ml xA 2 x 1250
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Bilberry Fruit Preparations IV-1272022

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 min

1. delphinidin JAO-galactoside chloride
2. myrtiHiII (deJpbinidin" 3-Q-g1ucoside chloride)
3. cyanidin 3·O-galaCl.oside chloride
4. delphinidin J-O-arabinoside chloride
5. chrysanthemin {cyanidin3-~ucoskle chloride)
6. petunidin 3~O-galaetoside chloride
7. cyanidin 3-O-arabinoside chloride
8. penmidin 3-0-glucoside chloride
9. delphinidin chloride
10. peonidin 3-D-galacloside chloride

II. petunidln 3·O-arnbil1oside chloride
12. peonidin 3-0-g1ucoside chloride
13. malvidin 3-O-galaetosidechloride
14. peonidin 3·O-arabinoside chloride
15. malvidin 3-0-g1ucoside"chloride
16. C)'BIlidin chloride
17. malvidin 3-O-ambinosidechloride
18. penmidinchloride
19. peonidin chloride
20. malvidin chloride

Figure 2394.-1. - Chromatogram for the assayof refined and standardised fresh babeny /mit dry extract

_____________________ PhE"

AI sum of the areas oCthe peaks due to the anthocyanklins
(peaks 9,16,18-20) in the chromatogram obtained wid! the
(est solutionj

A2 area of the peak due (0 cyanidin chloride (peak 16) in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)j

ml mass of me extract to be exomined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

m2 mass of cyanidin dllorid~ CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

p percentage content of cyanidin chloride in cyam"din chlorid4 CRS.

Limit Not more than 1.0 per cent of total anthocyanidins,
expressed as cyanidin chloride.

Loss on drying (2.8;17)
Maximum 4.5 per cent.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
total anthocyanidins with the following modification.

Injecn·on Test solution and reference solution (b).

Calculate the percentage content of total anthocyanins,
expressed as cyanidin 3-0-glucoside chloride, using the
following expression:

A,

A,

rn,

n"

p

sum of me areas of the peaks due to the anthocyanins (peaks
1-8,10-15 and 17) in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution;
area of me peakdue to cyanidin 3-o-g1ucoskle chloride (peak
5) in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)j
mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams]
mass of hilbe11)' dry IXCJ'tJCt HRS used to prepare reference
solation (b). in grams;
percentage content of cyanidin 3-o-g1ucoside chloride in bilbeny
dry exmlClHRS.
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DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried leavesof Betulapendula Roth
and/or Betulapubescens Ehrh. as well as hybrids of both
species.

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of flavonoids, expressed as hyperoside
(C2IH2<)012; M,464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves of both species aredarkgreen on the adaxial
surface and lighter greenish-grey on the abaxial surface; they
show a characteristic dense reticulate venation. The veins are
light brown or almostwhite.
The leaves of B. penduJa areglabrous and show closely
spaced glandular pits on both surfaces. The leaves of
B. pendula are 3-7 em long and 2-5 em wide; the petioleis
long and the doubly dentate lamina is triangular or rhomboid
and broadly cuneate or truncate at the base. The angle on
each side is unrounded or slightlyrounded, and the apexis
long and acuminate.

The leaves of B. pubescens show few glandular trichomes and
are slightly pubescent on both surfaces. The abaxial surface
shows smallbundles of yellowish-grey trichomes at the
branch points of the veins. The leaves of B. pubescens are
slightly smaller, ovalor rhomboid and more rounded. They
aremore rougWy and more regularly dentate. The apex is
acute rather than acuminate.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-grey. Examine under a microscopeusing chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1174.-1): numerous fragments of the
lamina, in surface view, with straight-walled, adaxial
epidermal cells accompanied by underlying palisade
parenchyma [E) and cells of the abaxial epidermis
surrounding anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [G); large, free,
glandular trichcmes usually measuring 100-120 J1Ill [OJ;
fragments of the lamina (transverse section [B]), showing
glandular trichomes on the epidermises [Ba], heterogeneous,
asymmetrical mesophyll containing clustercrystals [Bb] and
prisms [Bc] of calcium oxalate; fragments of spongy
parenchyma [A] accompanied by crystal sheaths [Aa) and
cells containing clustercrystals of calcium oxalate [Ab];
fragments ofvessels and sclerenchyma fibres [C].
If B. pubescens is present, the powder also contains unicellular
covering trichomes with very thick walls, about 80-600 J.1m
long, usually 100-200 J.1m, numerous on the margin of the
lamina [F] or on the epidermises (surface view [H]).
C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min,
then filter or centrifuge the solution and use the filtrate or
supernatant.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3.5 mg of quercinin R in methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (6) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3 mg of chlorogenic acid R in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

intensity marker Hyperoside.
Plate TLC silica gel F254 plate R (2-10 I'm).

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnie acidR, waterR, methyle~
ketone R, ethylacetate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).
Application 4 f1L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the loweredge of the plate.
Drying In a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.
Deuaion Heat at 100-105 "C for 5 min. Spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylbaric acidaminoe~
ester R in me/hanoi R, then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R or, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenyl/JQTic acid aminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 f!L solutionof macrogol 400 R in
methylene chloride R. Allow the plate to dry in air for about
1 minand examinein ultraviolet lightat 366 om.
System suitability Reference solution (c):

- the chromatogram shows 2 distinctzones in the
middle third whichmay, however, be touching.
The lowerzone (chlorogenic acid) shows a lightblue
fluorescence and the upper zone (hyperoside) shows a I

yellow or orangefluorescence.
Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained withreference solution (a) and the
test solution.Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, otherfaint to veryfaint fluorescent
zones, which may be yellowor orange, or light blue, may be
presentand a lightblue fluorescent zone may especially be
presentbelow the zone due to hyperoside.

2022

Figure 1174.-1. -Illustration for identifica.ion ust B of powdered
herbal drugof birch leaf

**** ** ** ****

IV-l28 Birch Leaf

(Ph. EUT. monograph 1174)

Birch Leaf
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Top of the plate

2 red fluorescentzones, the lower
may be overlapped with an orange
fluorescent zone

A yellowor orange fluorescentzone
or a faint yellow or orange
fluorescent zone

Quercirrin:a yenowor orange A yellowor orange fluorescentzone
fluorescent zone or a faint yellow or orange

fluorescent zone (quercitrin)

-- --

A yellow or erange f1uorescenl zone
or a faint yellow or orange
fluorescent zone

Hyperoside:a yellow or orange An intense yellowor orange
fluorescent zone fluorescent zone (hyperoside)

A very faint to intense yellow or
orange fluorescent zone

-- --

Reference solution (a) Test solndon

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent of fragments of female catkins and
maximum 3 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) hy drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Stock solution In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask introduce
0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12), 1 mL of
a 5 gIL solutionof hexamethylenetetramine R, 20 mL of
"""tone R and 2 mL of hydrochlori< acid RI. Boil the mixture
under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Filter the liquid
through a plug of absorbent cotton into a 100 mL flask.
Add the absorbent cotton to the residue in the round
bottomed flask and extract with 2 quantities, each of 20 mL,
of acetmle R, each time boiling under a reflux condenser for
10 min. Allow to cool to room temperature, filter the liquid
through a plug of absorbent cotton then through a filter
paper into the volumetric flask, and dilute to 100.0 mL with
acetone R by rinsing the flask and filter. Introduce 20.0 mL of
the solution into a separating funnel, add 20 mL of waterR
and extract the mixture with I quantity of 15 mL and then
3 quantities, each of 10 ml., of ethylacetate R. Combine the
ethyl acetate extracts in a separating funnel, wash with
2 quantities, each of 50 mL, of waterR, and filter the extract

Bistort Rhizome IV-129

over 109 of anhydrous sodium sul/are R into a 50 mL
volumetric flask and dilute to 50.0 mL with ethyl cuetate R.

Test sdiuion To 10.0 mL of the stock solution add I mL of
aluminium chloride reagem R and dilute to 25.0 mL with a
5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic acidR in methanol R.

Compensation liquid Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution to
25.0 mL with a 5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic
acidR in methanol R.

Measure the absorbance (1.1.15) of the test solution after
30 min, by comparison with the compensation liquid at
425 nm.

Calculate the percentage content of flavonoids, expressed as
hyperoside, using the following expression:

A x 1.25

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of hyperoside to be 500.

A absorbance at 425 nm;
m mass of the herbal drug (0 be examined, in grams.

____________________ PhE«

Bistort Rhizome
(ph. Bur. monograph 2384)

PhE« _

DEFINlTION
Whole or fragmented, dried rhizome of l'ersicaria biuona (L)
Samp. (syn. Polygonum bistona L.) without adventitious roots.

Content
Minimum 3.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(C.R.O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
The whole rhizome is up to 13 cm long and 2.5 em in
diameter. The remnants of the roots are not longer than
1 cm and are about 1 mm in diameter.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole rhizome, reddish-brown or blackish-brown, is
thick, twisted, and turned back on itself. Its outer surface
shows transverse striations and bJackish-spots. It is flattened
and somewhat depressed on the upper surface, convex on the
lower surface. It shows adventitious root scars on the surface.
The fracture, pinkish-beige, shows an elliptical zone of
whitish pits corresponding to the vessels. The drug may also
be obtained as more or less cylindrical fragments about
0.3 em in diameter and up to 1 ern long, with a reddish
brown outer surface, marked by adventitious root seal'S and a
pinkish-beige fracture.

B. Microscopic examination (1.8.23). The powder is reddish
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2384.-1): very numerous cluster crystals of
ealciwn oxalate, 15-65 pm in diameter, either free [G) or
included in parenchyma cells [Da]; rare cork fragments (side
view [B], surface view [H]); vascular bundles (longitudinal
section [E], transverse section OJ) including small pitted
vessels [Ea, ja] accompanied by finely pined, thick-walled
fibres [Eb, Jb]; free fragments of vessels [C]; free fibres [F];
fragments of parenchyma [D] with rounded cells with slightly
thickened walls; fragments of collenchyma [K]. Examine
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IV-130 Black Cohosh

under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glycerol R. The powdershowsrounded or ovoid starch
granules, simple, about 5-12 urn in diameter, free or included
in parenchyma cells [AJ.

Eb

$ H

ffG ....

•
Figure 2384.-1. - Illustration for identificatUm test B of powdered
herbal drng0/bilton rhizome

C. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solmum To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.1Z) add 10 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of
methanol R and water R, heat on a water-bath at about 65°C
for 30 min and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of fructose Rand 5 mg of
catechin R in 5 mL of methanol R.
Piau TLC silica gelplale R (2-10 um),

Mobile phase water R, anhydrous fonnie acidR, ethyl aa'ale R
(5:10:85 VIVIJI).

Application 2 ~L as bands.

Development Overa path of 7 em.
Drying In air.

Detection treat with anisaldehyde solution R andheat at
100-105 "C for 5 min; examine in daylight.

Rem/IS See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

2022

Top of the plate

Catechin: a brown zone A brownzone (catechin)

-- --
A brownzone

A violetzone

A brownzone

An orange zone

-- --

Fructose: II: greenzone A greenzone (fructose)

Reference !olutlon Test soludon

TESTS
Paris polyphylla Sm. or Paris quadrifoUa L
Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Examine under a
microscope usingchloral hydrate solution R. The presence of
raphides of calcium oxalate, free or in bundles, indicates
adulteration by the rhizome of
P. polyphylla Sm. ver. yunnanensis (Franch.) Hand.-Mazz.
or P. polyphyOa Sm. var. chinensis (Franch.} H.Hara or
P. quadrifolia L.

Loss on drying (2.2.3Z)
Maximwn 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 9.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12).
_________________ I'fI&;

Black Cohosh
(ph. Eur. monograph 2069)

I'fIE" -------------0-------
DEFINITION
Dried,whole or fragmented rhizome and root of Actaea
raeemosa L. (syn. Cimicifuga roamosa (L.) Nutt.).

Content
Minimum 1.0 percent of triterpene glycosldes, expressed as
monoammonium g1ycyrrhizate (C.,H"NO,o; M, 840) (dried
drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug, The rhizome is dark brown, hard,
subcylindrical and somewhat knotted; 1.5-2.5 cm in diameter
and 2-15 em long; it shows numerous closely arranged,
upright or curved branches each terminating in the remains
of a bud or in a circular, cup-shaped scar. The fracture is
horny, the transverse section shows a thin outerbark
surrounding a ringof numerous pale,narrow wedges of
vascular tissuealternating with darker medullary rays and a
large central pith. Roots attached to the lower surface of the
rhizome are usually broken off, leaving circular scars.
The roots are dark brown, 1-3 mm in diameter, brittle,
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nearly cylindrical or obtusely quadrangular and longirudinaUy
wrinkled; me fracture is short; the transverse section shows a
wide outer bark, a dark brown cylinder, in which me central
region is composed of 3-6 lighter wedges of vascular tissue
united at the centre and separated by broad, non-lignified
medullary rays.

Fragmented drug More or less angular, irregular pieces of
me rhizome and cylindrical pieces of the roots. The hard,
horny rhizome fragments usually show a dark brown surface
corresponding (0 the outer surface and several frequently
striated, light brown surfaces corresponding to the section.
The dark brown, more or less cylindrical root fragments are
wrinkled longirudinally. The lighter coloured transverse
section shows a distinct cambium line separating a thick
outer bark from a central region composed of 3-6 wedges of
vascular tissue united at the centre and separated by broad
medullary rays.

Figure 2069.-1. - Illustration lor identification USt B 01powdertd
herbal drug01black whosh

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2069.-1): fragments of the epidermis of
the rhizome, with brown polygonal cells [A); numerous
fragments of parenchyma consisting of rounded cells, with
slightly and regularly thickened walls with small triangular
spaces between them [H); groups of short vessels with closely
arranged bordered pits [C, n sometimes accompanied by
finely pitted fibres Ua]; fragments of the parenchyma of the
pith of the rhizome with thick-walled and channelled ovoid
cells [F]; a few fragments of the phloem containing long
isolated sclereids [D]; fragments of the dermal tissue of the
roots (surface view [E), longitudinal section [B])) consisting
of brown cells covered by a dark brown cuticle [Ba).
Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV

Black Cohosh IV-131

solution of glycerol R. The powder shows abundant starch
granules, spherical or polygonal, simple, 5-10 urn in
diameter, or 2 or 3 (rarely up to 6) compound; some
granules have a slit-shaped hilum [G].

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the [est for
substitution by Cimiafuga americana Mkhx., C. foetida L., C.
dohurica (TUl'CZ.) Maxim. or G. heracleilolia Kom.

Results B Use the chromatograms supplied with Aaaea
racemosa HRS and the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) to identify the bands corresponding to A.
racemOSQ.

See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solutions (a) and (b)
and the test solution. Furthermore) other faint zones may be
present in the chromatograms obtained with reference
solution (a) and the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- -- --

Actein: a brown zone Actein: a brown zone A brown zone (aetein)

23-Epi-26-deoxyactein: A brown zone (23-epi-
a brown zone 26-deoxyaetein)

-- -- --

A violet zone A violet zone

A violet zone A violet zone

A brown zone A brown zone

Reference Reference
Test soludon

solution (a) soludon (b)

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 10 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8. I)
Maximum 5 per cent.

Substitution by Cimicifuga americana Michx., C.
foetida L., G. dahurica (Turcz.} Maxim. or G.
heracleifolia Kom.
'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

rest solution To 0.50 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.11) add 10 mL of ethanol (50 pert<nt V/y? R and shake
well. Sonicate for 10 min and centrifuge. Use the
supernatant.

Relerent< solution (aJ To 0.50 g ofActaea ra<enlosa HRS add
10 mL of ,thanol (50 per cent VI,,? R and shake well.
Sonicate for 10 min and centrifuge. Use the supernatant.

www.webofpharma.com



Track 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Application volume (PL) 2 2 2 - 2 2 2

Solution
Reference Reference

Ten solution Blank
Reference Reference

Test solution
solution (a) solution (b) solution (a) solution (b)

After development. me plate is CUtalong track 4 (blank). Tracks 1-3 are used for detection of a substitution by C. americana, C. !oeI.ida. C. dahurica Or
c. heradei/olja (detection A), tracks 5·7 for Identification C (detection B).

IV-132 Black Cohosh

Table 2069 -I. - Application scheme

Table 2069.-2. - Application scheme

2022

Track 1 , 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Application
'0 2 2 20 - 20 2 ,

'0volume (J.LL)

Solution
Reference Reference Reference

.Tesr solution Blank
Reference Reference Reference

Ten solution
solution (a) solution (b) solution (el solution (a) solution (b) solution (el

After development and examination for detection of C. ameriaura (detection Al. the plate is CUI aklng track 5 (blank). Tracks 1-4 are used for detection of
aduheration wilh C. /OiIcidtJ (detection B). tracks 6-9 for detection of adulteration with C. lurudeiJoIia and/or C. dahlUica (detection C).

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2 mg of aaein R in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelFZ54 plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, ethylformate R.
toluene R (20:30:50 VIVIJI).

Application 2 pL as bands of 8 mm (see Table 2069.-1).

Development Over a path of 6 em.
Drying In air.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- the Rp value of the zone due to actein is between 0.35

and 0.40 (detection B).

Deteaion A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run.
Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
does not show any quenching zones more intense than those
in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
between Rp value 0.2 and Rp value 0.35.

Deteaion B Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of suifun',
add R in methanol Rj heat at 100 DC for 5 min; allow to cool
to room temperature and examine in daylight.

Adulteration with C1'micifuga americana M!chx" C.
foetida L.. C. dahurica (Turca.) Maxim. and/or C.
heracleifolia Kom,
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in the test
for substitution by Cimicifuga americana Michx., C. foetida L,
C. dahurica (furcz.) Maxim. or C. heradeifolia Kom., with
the following modifications.

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2 mg of cimifugin R in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Application 2 pL of reference solutions (b) and (c), 20 pL of
the test solution and reference solution (a), as bands of
8 mm (see Table 2069.-2).

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- the Rp value of the zone due to actein is between 0.35

and 0.40 (detections B and C).

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A Absence of more than 10 per cent of
C. americana.
Compare the chromatogram supplied with Actaea
rcuemosa HRS for C. americana and the chromatograms
obtained with the test solution and reference solution (a).
The chromatogram obtained with the test solution does not

show any quenching zone at Rp value 0.3 (zone presented in
capitals in the chromatogram of C. amen"cana, see below).
The presence of this zone in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution indicates adulteration with C. americana
at a level greater than 10 per cent.

Top of the plate

-- --

A weak zone A weak zone

2 weak zones 2 weak zones

A weak zone A weak zone

-- __A DARK ZONH

A weak zone A weak zone

A dark zone A dark zone

A dark zone A dark zone

Reference soludon (a) C. americana (10 per cent)

Detection B Dissolve 4.5 g of boric acidR in 150 mL of
anhydrous ethOttoi R (solution A); dissolve 5 g of oxalic acid R
in 50 mL of anhydrous ethanol R (solution B); combine
solutions A and B and mix well; treat the plate with this
freshly prepared solution and heat at 120 DC for 5 min;
examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results B Absence of more than 5 per cent of C. foetida.
Compare the chromatogram supplied with Actaea
racemose HRS for C. foetiJa and the chromatograms obtained
with the test solution and reference solutions (a), (b) and (c).
The chromatogram obtained with the test solution does not
show any intense fluorescent zone between Rp value 0.03
and Rp value 0.06 or at the same position as the bright
fluorescent zone in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (c) (zones presented in capitals in the
chromatogram of C. foetida, see below). The presence of 1 or
both zones in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution indicates adulteration with C. foetida at a level
greater than- 5 per cent,
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Top of the plate

-- -- -- --

Actein: a wed: AClein: a weak A weak whitish
whitish zone whitish zone zone (actein)

-- -- -- --

A bluish zone A bluish zone

Cimifugin: a Ii. BRimIT

bright FLUORESCENT

fluorescent zone ZONE

(ClMIFUGlN)

A brownish zone A brownish zone

A bluish zone A bluish zone

Ii. FLUORESCE.'lT

ZONB

Reference Reference Reference C·foetida
solution (a) solution (b) solution (e) (5 per cent)

Detection 9 Dissolve 8 g of antimony tridJ/oride R in 200 mL
of methylene chloride R; treat with this solution and heat at
120 °C for 10 min; examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results C Absence of more than 5 per cent of C. hemdei/olia
and/or C. dahun"ca. '

Compare the chromatogram supplied with Actaea
raumosa HRS for C. heradeifolia and C. dahurica and the
chromatograms obtained with the test solution and reference
solutions (a) and (b). The chromatogram obtained with the
test solution does not show any bright fluorescent_ZQ~_e just
above the zone due to actein (zone presented in capltals in
the chromatogram of C. heradeifolia or C. dahurica, see
below). The presence of this zone in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution indicates adulteration with C.
heracleifolia and/or C. dahurica at a level greater than
5 per cent.

Top of the plate

-- -- --

A BRlGI-IT FLUORESCENT

ZONO

Actein: a weak AClein: a weak A weak brownish zone
brownish zone brownish zone (aetein)

-- -- --

A brownish zone A brownish zone

A bluish zone A bluish zone

C. heradei/otr"a
Reference Reference (5 per cenl) and/or

solution (a) solution (b) C. dahunca
(5 per cent)

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Introduce 4.00 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a 200 mL screw-cap bottle. Add 50.0 mL
of a mixture of equal volumes of methanol R and water R.
Sonicate for 45 min and shake for 15 min. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Black Cohosh IV-133

Reference sdution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg ofActaea racemosa
for ass<lY CRS (containing monoammonium glycyrrhizate) in
methanol R with the aid of ultrasound and dilute to 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 5.0 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

Reference solution (e) Dilute 2.0 mL of reference solutiun (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

Reference solution (d) Dilute 1.0 mL ofreference solution (a)
to 20.0 mL with methanol R.

Referenu solution (e) Dissolve 500 mg ofActaea racemosa dry
extract for system m;tability HRS in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent; sonicate and filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: octodecylsi!YI silKa gelfor chromatography R

(5 um).

Mob.le phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.1 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous

fonnie add R in water R;
- mobl7e phaseB: 0.1 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous

lonnie acidR in a mixture of equal volumes of
acetonitrile Rand melhanol R;

Tim. Mobile phase A Moblle phase B
(min) (per cent V/l? (per cent V/l?
0-40 50 -> 20 50 ...... 80

40 - 41 20 ...... 5 80 ...... 95

41 - 44 5 95

Flowrate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Evaporative light-scattering detector; the following
settings have been found to be suitable; if the detector has
different setting parameters, adjust the detector settings so as
to comply with the system suitability criterion for the signal
to-noise ratio:
- comer gas: nitrogen R;
- flow rate: 0.8 mUminj
- evaporator temperature: 100 "C:
- nebuIiser temperature: 60 "C.

Injection I0 ~L.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
Actaea raumosa dry extrcut for system nOtability HRS and the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (e) to identify
the peaks to be quantified.

System suitability:
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimwn 4.0 for the peak due to

monoammonium g1ycyrrhizate in the chromatogram
obtained wil:h reference solution (d);

- peak-;to-vaJ1ey ratio: minimum 3, where Hp = height above
the baseline of peak 4 and He =height above the baseline
of the lowest point of the curve separating this peak from
peak 5 in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (e).

Establish a calibration curve with the logarithm to base 10 of
the concentration (in milligrams per millilitre) of reference
solutions (a), (b), (c) and (d) (corrected by the assigned
percentage content of monoammonium g1ycyrrhizate in
Actaea nuemosafor ass~ CRS) as the abscissa and the
logarithm to base 10 of the corresponding peak area as the
ordinate.
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IV-134 Black Currant

Calculate the percentage content of each peak using the
following expression:

10" x 5

m

A logarithm to base 10 of the cencentraricn of each peak in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution,determined from
thecalibration curve;

'" mass of the herbal drugto be examined used to prepare thetot
solution. ingrams.

Calculate the percentage content of triterpene glycosides by
taking the swn of the percentage contents of peaks 1 to 12.
_____________________ PhE"

Black Currant
Preparation
Black Currant Syrup

DEFINITION
BlackCurrant consists of the fresh ripefruits of Ribes nigrum
L., together with theirpedicelsand rachides.

CHARACTERISTICS
Odour, strongand characteristic.
l1J.acroscopical Berries: globose, ranging in diameter from
about 7 to 15 mrn, occurring in pendulous racemes; epicarp
shiny blackexternally, enclosing a yellowish green translucent
pulp containing numerous flattened ovoid seeds, about
2.5 romlong, 1.25 mm wide and 1 mm thick; berry crowned
with withered remains of five-cleft calyx; pedice1s thin, up to
about 10 mm 10~ attached to a rachis of variable length.
Mi<roswpi<aI Epicarp: glands yellow, disc-shaped, roughly
circular or broadly elliptical, varying in diameter from about
140 to 240 11m, each consistingof a single layerof cells
attached in the centre to the epicarp by means of a short,
multiseriate stalk. Calyx: trichomes unicellular, blunt-ended
with thin, crooked walls, about 10 to 14 JIm wide and
averaging about 350 urn in length. Seed: testa with pigment
layercomposed of smaU cells withhorseshoe-shaped wall
thickenings as seen in cross section, each cell containingone
or two prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate; endosperm cells
with irregularly thickened walls.

Black Currant Syrup
DEFINITION
Black Currant Syrup is prepared either from the clarified
juice of Black Currant or from concentrated blackcurrant
juice of commerce. It containsa suitable antioxidant.
Petmitted food glade colours may be added.

PRODUCTION
It is prepared by dissolving 700 g of Sucroseeither in
560 mL of clarified juice,previously diluted with Water to a
weight pet mL of 1.045 g, or in 560 mL of a solution of the
same weight per mL prepared from the concentrated juiceof
cominerceand Water, and addingto this solution sufficient
BenzoicAcid to give a final concentration of not more.than
800 ppm, or sufficient Sodium Metabisulfite or other suitable
sulfiteto give a final concentration of not more than
350 ppm of sulfur dioxide.

The syrup complies with the requirements Slated under Oral
Liquids and with thefoUowing requirements.

2022

Content of ascorbic acld', C~806
Not less than 0.055% w/w.

TESTS
Sulfur dioxide
Not more than 350 ppm, Appendix IX B.

Weight per mL
1.27 to 1.30 g, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
Mix 5 g with 25 mL of a fresbly prepared 20% wlv solution
of melaphosphoric acid, add 20 mL of aawne and dilute to
100 mL with water. To four 3 mL quantities of this solution
add 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 and 0.7 mL, respectively, of doublNlrength
standard 2,6-dichlorophenolindophenol solution, mix well by
agitation with a fine stream of carbon dioxide,add 3 mL of
chlorofonn, agitate for a further 15 seconds, examine the
solutions against a white background and select the two that
are on either side of the end point (that is, one colourless
and one pink). Prepare a further six solutions as directed
above) but adding to the first an amount of dye solution
equal to thatadded to the selected colourless solution)
successively increasing thisvolume by 0.02 mL increments in
the second to the fifth solutions and adding to the sixth
solutiona volumeequal to that added to the selectedpink
solution. Select the solution exhibiting the faintest pink
colour. EachmL of double-strength standard
2,6-di<hlorophenolindophenol soiution added to this solution is
equivalent to 0.200 mg of CoR.O•.

STORAGE
Black Currant Syrup should be kept in a well-filled container
and protected from light.

Black Currant Syrup contains, in 10 mL, about 7.5 mg of
ascorbic acid.

Blackcurrant Leaf
(ph. Bur. monograph 2528)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried leaf of Ribes nigrum L.

Content
.Minimum 1.0 per cent of flavonoids, expressed as
isoquercitroside (C,,,H20012 ; M, 464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is simple. The lamina may be up to 10 cm long
and 12 em wide and shows 3 (rarely 5) rounded triangular
lobes, dentate or crenate on the margins) with the median
lobe being the largest. The light-brown midrib and secondary
veins are very visible on the lower surface, and fonn a
characteristic network through numerous anastomoses.
The rigid, light-brown petiole shows a verydistinctgutteron
the upper part and its length is equal to half the length of the
lamina.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis
brownish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2528.-1): curved, unicellular covering
trichomes, with moderately thickened, slightly verrucose
walls [D); orange-yellow, globular or ovoid glandular

I The requirtmtm /or Content of ascorbic acid does notapplywhen Black
CumUlI Syrup is usedas a ftawun"ng agtlnfor phannauuci«J1 purposes.
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Blackcurrant Leaf IV-135

MobUe phase B
(per cent VIl1

3 ..... 40

MobIle phase A
(per cent VII?

97 ..... 60

Time
(min)

0-45

Top of the plate

-- --

A green zone

Isoquercitroside: an orange zone An orange zone (mainly
isoquercirroside)

A light blue zone

-- --
Rutoside: an orange-yellow zone An orange-yeUow zone (nuoside)

Reference solution Test soludon

TESTS
ForeIgn matter (2.8.2)
Maximum3 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 12.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Disperse 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 10 mL of an 80 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Heat under a reflux condenserin a water-bam at
60 °C for 30 min. Sonicatefor 15 min. Allow to cool,dilute
to 20.0 mL withan 80 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.
Filter through a membrane filter(nominalpore size
0.45 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of isoquercitroside CRS
in an 80 per cent VIV solution of methanol R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solution.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of rutoside ,rihydrate R
in mezhanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (c) Dilute 10.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 20.0 mL with reference solution (b).

Reference solution (d) Dilute 1.0 mL or reference solution (a)
to 20.0 mL with an 80 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- stationary phase: end-rapped ocuuiecy/Jilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm);
- temperature: 30 °C.
Mobile phase:
- mobae phaseA: 0.05 per cent VIV solution of trifluoroacetic

acidR;
- mobile phase B: acewnitriJe Ri

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 350 om.
Injection 10 pL.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to
isoquercitroside and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) to identify the peak due to ruroslde.

Eo
IM:::----I-_J
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trichomes, lacking a visible stalk, with a multicellular head up
£0 200 pm in diameter (surface view [A)); fragments of the
lower epidermis (surface view [BJ) composed of cells with
irregularly thickenedwalls [Ba], numerous anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Bb) accompanied by spongy
parenchyma [Be]; fragments (surface view [el, transverse
section [ED of the upperepidermis [Ca, HaJ, accompanied
by palisade parenchyma [Cb, Eb]; cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate up to 30 um in diameter, isolated [F] or includedin
parenchymatous cells [Bd, ce, Ee].

Figure 2528.-1. - Illustration for idemijicalwn tes: B of p<JWdered
herbal drugof blackcurranr leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdudon To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at
60 °C for 10 minwith occasional stirring. Allow to cool.
Filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of isoquercirroside Rand
5 mg of nuoside trihydrau R in 10 mL of methanol R.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 pm»).

Mabile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, ethyl amate R
(10:10:80 VIVII').

ApplU:ation 10 pL [or 5 pLj as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mmj.

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 cm).

Drying At 100-105 'C for 10 min.

Detection Treat with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylbori< acid
am;noethyl esterR in methanol R, then with a 50 gIL solution
of macrogol 400 R in methanol Ri allowto dryin air for about
30 min, then examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.
Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.Furthermore, other fluorescent zones may be
presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Figure 1858.-1. -IOustrarion for identificatiofl USt B ofpowdmd
herbal drugof black horehound

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.1Z) add 100 mL of methanol R. Heat on a water-bath
under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Allow to cool. Filter.
Evaporate the filtrate under reduced pressure until a volume
of about 10 mL is obtained.

Referena solurion Dissolve 1 mg of chlorogenic acidR and
2.5 mg of rutoside trihydrate R in 10 mL of methanol R.

Plate TLG silica gelplateR.
Mobik phase anhydrous formic acid R, glacial acetic acid R,
waterR, ethylacerate R (7.5:7.5:18:67 VIVIVIY).

Application 20 ~L as bands.

Deoelopmen: Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Deuction Spray with a solution COntaining 10 gIL of
diphenylboric acid am/noethyl ester Rand 50 gIL of macrogol

Ga
Gb

lamiaceous type (surface view [Ad], transverse section [Fa»;
fragments of the adaxial leaf epidermis [B) with cells with
sinuous walls, accompanied by cells of the palisade
parenchyma) most containing fine) needle-shaped crystals
[Ba); fragments of the abaxial leaf epidermis IA] bearing
numerous stomata, the majority anomocytic (2.8.3) lAa] but
some diacytic [Ab], fragments of the epidennis of the corolla
composed of polygonal cells, those of the inner epidermis of
the lips papillose [Hl and those of the inner epidermis of the
tube bearing uni- or bicellular covering trichomes in a stellate
arrangement [K]; pollen grains subspherical with 3 pores and
a smooth exine [OJ; fragments from the stem (G) with
groups of collenchymatous cells [Gb] and lignified vessels,
with annular or spiral thickenings Ill-

A
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Black Horehound

DEFINITION
Dried flowering tops of Bailora nigra L.

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of total ortho-dihydroxycinnamic acid
derivatives, expressed as acteoslde (C:29H.360lS; M r 625)
(dried drug).

IDENIIFICATION
A. The stems are conspicuously 4-angled, longitudinally
striated, dark green or reddish-brown and more or less
pubescent. The leaves are greyish-green, petiolate, the lamina
ovate or orbicular, 2-4 em wide, the margin irregularly
crenate, and cuneate or cordate at the base; both surfaces are
covered with abundant whitish hairs; the venation is pinnate,
prominent on the lower surface, slightly depressed on the
upper. The flowers are sessile or very shortly pedicellate, the
calyx is infundibulifonn, densely pubescent, with 10
prominent ribs and 5 subequal, broadly ovate teeth; the
corolla, with a tube slightly shorter than the calyx tube, is
purple and bllablate, the upper lip pubescent on the outer
surface and the lower lip with 3 lobes, the middle of which is
notched. 'i
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
green and slightly flocculent. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 1858.-1): numerous
long, uniseriare, multicellular covering trichomes consisting of
4 or more cells) thickened and swollen at the junctions, with
slightly lignified and pitted walls, free IC] or on an epidermis
(transverse section [Ea»; fewer glandular trichomes, usually
on epidermises (transverse section [E, F, G]): some with a
unicellular or multicellular stalk and a globose, uni- or
bicellular head [Ga), others with a unicellular stalk and a
multicellular head (surface view [Ae], transverse section
[Eb)), others with a unicellular stalk and an s-ceiled head of

A, sum of the areas of the peak due to rutoside and aU peaks
eluting after the peak due to rutoalde in the chromatogram
obl:ained with me test solution;

A l area of the peak due to isoquercitroside in the chromatogram
obtained whh reference solution (a)j

11/1 mass of the herbal drug 10 be examined used to prepare the test
sclcdcn, in gramSj

m2 mass of isoqumirrwUk CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;

p perceruege content of isoquercitroside in isoquercirrosKk CRS.

(ph. Bur. monograph 1858)

Retention time Rutoside =: about 28 min;
isoquercitroside =about 29 min.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due to

rutoside and isoquercitroside.

Disregard limit The area of the principal peak in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (d).

Calculate the percentage content of total flavonoids,
expressed as lsoquercitroside, using the following expression:

IV-136 Black Horehound

_____________________ PIIE<I
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400 R in methanol R; allow to dry in a current of warm air;
examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om after 30 min.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with die reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Bogbean Leaf IV-137

A x 1000

185 xm

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of acteoside to be 185.

A absorbance at 525 nmj
111 mass of the substance to be eXllmined. in grams.

PhE<I _

____________________ PhE<I

DEFINITION
Dried, entire or fragmented leaf of iHenyanthes tn'foliata L.

CHARACTERS
Very bitter and persistent taste.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is long-petiolated, trifoliate, with long sheaths
from the base; the petiole is up to 5 nun in diameter and
strongly striated longirudinally. The lamina is divided into
equal leaflets, sessile, obovate up to 10 em long and up to
5 ern wide) with an entire, occasionally sinuous margin with
brownish or reddish hydathodes and a spathulate base; it is
glabrous, dark green on the upper surface and paler green on
the lower surface) with a wide, whitish, finely striated
prominent midrib.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate ·solutWn R. The powder shows fragments of upper
epidermis with polyhedral cells and thin wavy walls;
fragments of lower epidermis with sinuous walls; anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3), on both surfaces, with the subsidiary cells
showing radiating striations; epidennaJ cells from the veins
straight walled and papillose; fragments of mesophyll
parenchyma with large intercellular spaces (aerenchyma);
irregular cells with rare sclereids; fragments of spiral or
annular vessels.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanolR. Heat, with stirring, in a
water-bath at 60 °C for 5 min. Allow to cool and filter.
Evaporate to dryness under reduced pressure in a water-bath
at 60 °C. Dissolve the residue in 2.0 mL of methanolR.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of loganin R in 15 mL of
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

iWobile phase water R, methanolR, ethyl acetate R
(8:15:77 VIVIV).

Application 30 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with vanillin reagent R. Heat in an oven at
100-105 °C for 10 min. Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference and lest
solutions. Furthermore, other zones are present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top oCthe plate

A reddish fluorescent zone

A faint yellowfluorescent zone

A light blue fluorescent zone
(caffeoylmalicacid)

A greenish-blue fluorescent zone
(actooside)

A yellowish-brownfluorescent zone
(luteolin 7-laetate)

Chlorogenic acid: a light blue
fluorescent zone

A greenish-blue fluorescent zone
(forsythoside B)

Rutoside: an orange-yellow 2 greenish-blue fluorescent zones
fluorescent zone (arcnarioside)

A yellowfluorescent zone (luteolia
7~llK:mte glucoside).

A faint greenish-blue fluorescent
zone (ballotetroside).

Reference soJution Test solulion

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 13.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Stock solution Place 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a flask. Add 90 mL of ethanol
(50 per tent VIV; R. Heat under a reflux condenser on a
water-bath for 30 min. Allow to cool and filter, collecting the
filtrate in a 100 mL volumetric flask. Rinse the flask and the

.filter with 10 mL of ethanol(50 percent VI,,? R. Add the
rinsings to the filtrate and dilute [Q 100.0 mL with ethanol
(50 percent VI,,? R.
Test solution Into a 10 rnLvolumetric flask, introduce
successively, with shaking after each addition, 1.0 mL of the
stock solution, 2 mL of O. 5 M hydrochlm'K acid, 2 mL of a
solution containing 100 gIL of sodium nitrite Rand 100 gIL of
sodium molybdate R, and 2 mL of dilute sodium hydroxide
solution R, and dilute to 10.0 mL with water R.
Compensation liquid Iowa 10 mL volumetric flask,
introduce 1.0 mL of the stock solution, 2 mL of 0.5 M
hydrochloric acid and 2 mL of dilute sodium hydroxide
solutWn R, and dilute to 10.0 mL with waterR.
Measure immediately the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test
solution at 525 run, by comparison with the compensation
liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of total onho
dihydroxycinnamic acid derivatives, expressed as acteoside,
using the following expression:

Bogbean Leaf
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1605)

**** ** *<,»
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IV-l3S Boldo Leaf 2022

**** ** *<,»

Top of the plate

A violetzone

An intenseblue zone

Loganine: 8 greyish-violet zone A violet to greyish-violet zone

A grey to greyish-blue zone

A brownish zone

Reference solution Test solution

(ph. Bur. monograph 1396)

Boldo Leaf

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Bitterness value (2.8.15)
Minimum 3000.

Preparation
Boldo Leaf Dry Extract
!'hE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented dried leaf of Peumus boIdus Molina.

Content
Minimum 0.1 percent of total alkaloidsJ expressed as
boldine (C 19H 21N 0 4; M, 321.4) (anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leafis oval or elliptical usually 5 em long with a short
petiole,an obtuseor slightly emarginate or mucronate apex
and an equal androunded base; the margin is entireand
slightly undulate and the thickened edges aremore or less
revolute. The lamina is greyish-green, thick, laugh and
brittle. The uppersurface is rough withnumerous prominent
small protuberances and a depressed venation. The lower
surface is finely pubescent, with the protuberances less well
marked, and a prominent) pinnate venation.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
green. Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1396.-1): fragments of the lamina of the
leaf (surface view [C], transverse section [GJ) consisting of
the upper epidermis with rigid, thick-walled cells [Ca, Ga),
the hypodermis with cells with straight or slightly sinuous,
thickened and beaded walls [Cb, GbJ, and palisade
parenchyma [Cc) with 2 layers of cells [Ge]; fragments of the
lowerepidermis with numerous stomata surrounded by
4-1 subsidiary cells (surface view [A, n>; solitary [FI,
bifurcated or stellate clustered [D, H) unicellular covering
trichomes with more or less thickened and lignified walls;
debris of the spongy mesophyU (surface view [BJ) including
numerous large) rounded oil cells [Ba, Ge]; fragments of
parenchyma containing fineneedle-shaped crystals [Bb, Gd],
thick-walled fibres and lignified) pitted parenchymatous cells
associated with vascular tissue from the veins [E]. .

Figure 1396.-1. - Illustration for idemificotion USt B of powdered
herbal drng of boldo leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Mix 1.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) and 5 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Filterthe supernatant through a 3 em x 0.5 em columnof
rellulose for chromatography R1. Use the first I mL of the
eluate.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of boldine Rand 10 mg of
hyoscine hydrobromide R in 5 mL of methanol R.
Ptou TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 1'JIl) [or TLC silica gel
pkueR (2-10 pm)].

Mobl7e phase diethylamine R, methanol R, toluene R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).

Applicawn 40 pL [or 6 pL) of the test sofution and 20 pL
[or 2 pL) of the reference solution as bands of 15 mm [or
8 mm].

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.
Detection Treatwith potassium iodobismuthate solution R2,
allow to dry in air for 5 min and treat with sodium nitrile
solution Rj examine in daylight lafter 30 min.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.
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Boldo Leaf Preparations IV-139

**** ** *
*****(ph. Eur. monograph 1816)

Boldo Leaf Dry Extract

DEFINITION
Extract produced from Boido leaf (1396).

Content
- for aquecus extracts: minimum 0.1 per cent of total

alkaloids, expressed as boldine (C'9H2INO.; M, 327.4)
(anhydrous extract);

- for hydroalcoho/ic extract.s: minimum 0.2 per cent of total
alkaloids, expressed as boldine (C'9H21NO.; M, 327.4)
(anhydrous extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drugby a suitable
procedure using either hot water at not less than 65°C or a

lEA,) x m2xp

A2xml x 100

EA1 sum of the areasof the peak!due to alkaloids I, 3. 4. 5 and 6
and the peakdue to boldinein the chromatogram obtainedwith
the test solutionj

A2 areaof the peakdue to boldinein the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution(a);

nil mus of the herbaldrug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

m2 mass of boldine CRS used (0 prepare reference solution(a). in
grams;

p percentage content of boldine in bo!di,.e CRS.

reduced pressure. Dissolve the residue .in the mobilephase
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 rom;
- stationary phase: base-deactivated end-capped octadecylsilyl

sili<a gelfor chromatography R (5 prn),

Solution A Mix 0.2 mL of di'thylamilUl Rand 99.8 mL of
acetonitrile R.
Solution B Mix 0.2 mL of di<thylamin' Rand 99.8 mL of
waterR and adjust to pH 3 with anhydrous lonnie acid R.
Mobil, phase Solution A, solution B (16:84 VIV).
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 304 nm.

1njection 20 ~L.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
boldo leafdry extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due to
alkaloids 1,3,4, 5 and 6; use the chromatogram obtained
withreference solution (a) to identify the peakdue to

boldine.

Relative mention With reference to boldine (retention
time =about 6 min): alkaloid 1 =about 0.9;
alkaloid 3 = about 1.8; alkaloid 4 = about 2.0;
alkaloid 5 = about 2.9; alkaloid 6 = about 3.1.
Additional peaks may be present.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 betweenthe peaks due to

alkaloid 1 and boldine.

Calculate the percentage content of totalalkaloids, expressed
as boldine, using the following expression:

Top of the plate

-- --

A yeUowish-brown zone

Hyoscine:a pale brownzone

A yellowzone

A brownzone

A brownzone

-- --

Boldine:a brownzone A brownzone (boldine)

Severalzones

Reference solution Test seludnn

2022

TESTS
Essential oll (2.8.12)
Maximum 40 mUkg (anhydrous drug).

Use 10.0 g of the freshly fragmented herbal drug, a 1000 mL
flask and 3QO mL of water R as the distillation liquid. Distil
at a rate of 2-3 mUmin for 3 h.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 4 per cent of twigs and maximum 2 per cent of
oilier foreign matter.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mUkg, determined by distillation of 20.0 g of
the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 13.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Disperse 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 50 mL of dilute hydrochlori< acidRand
shakein a water-barb at 80°C for 30 min. Filter) takeup the
residuewith50 mL of dilule hydrochlon"c addR and shake in
a water-bath at 80°C for 30 min. Filter and repeat the
operation once on the residue obtained. Filter. Combine the
cooled filtrates and shake with 100 mL of a mixture of
equal volwnes of ethyl aatate R and hexane R. Discard the
organic layer. Adjust the aqueous layer to pH 9.5 with
concentrated ammonia R. Shakesuccessively with 100 ml.,
50 mL and a further 50 mL of methyl,n, chlorid, R, taking
care not to fonn an emulsion. If necessary, centrifuge at
1200 g for 10 min. Combine the lower layers and evaporate
to dryness underreducedpressure. Dissolve the residue in
the mobile phase and dilute to 10.0 mL with the mobile
phase.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 12.0 mg of boldin'CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 100.0 mL with the mobile phase.
Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with the mobile
phase.
Reference solution (b) Disperse 0.5 g of boIdo leaf dry
extract HRS in 50 mL of d.7ute hydrochlori< acidRand
sonicatefor 10 min. Transfer to a separating funnel and
wash with 10 mL of a mixture of equalvolwnes of ethyl
acetate R and hexane R. Discard the organic layer. Adjust the
aqueous phase to pH 9.5 with concentrated ammonia R. After
cooling, shake successively with 100 ml., 50 mL and a
further 50 mL of methylene chlon·dt R, taking carenot to form
an emulsion. If necessary, centrifuge at 1200 g for 10 min.
Combine the lower layers and evaporate to dryness under
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IV-140 Boldo Leaf Preparations

hydroalcoholic solvent equivalent in strength to ethanol
(45-75 per cent VIII).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown or greenish-brown, hygroscopic powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the extract to be examined add
I mL of hydrochloric add Rand 20 mL of waterR. Sonicate
for 10 min. Transfer the liquid to a separating funnel and
make alkaline with 2 mL of dilute ammonia Rl, Shake with
2 quantities, each of 20 mL, of melhylene chloride R.
Evaporate the combined organic layers to dryness. Dissolve
the residue in 1 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of boldine Rand 10 mg of
hyoscine hydrobromide R in 5 mL of muhanolR.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase diethylamine R, methanol R, toluene R
(10:10:80 VIVIII).
Application 20 ~L [or 3 ~] as hands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with potassium iodobismuthare sohuion R2,
allow to dry in air for 5 min and treat with sodium nitrite
solution R; examine In daylight after 30 min.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

A yellowish-brownzone

An orange-yellowzone

Hyoscine: a pale brown zone

An orange zone

An orange zone

-- --

Boldine: a brown zone A brown zone (boldine)

Several orange zones

Reference solution Test solution

2022

Combine the lower layers and evaporate to dryness under
reduced pressure. Dissolve the residue in the mobile phase
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference sdution (a) Dissolve 12.0 mg of boldine CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 100.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference sohuion (b) Disperse 0.5 g of boldo leafdry
extraa HRS in 50 mL of d,7ute hydrochloric acidRand
sonicate for 10 min. Transfer to a separating funnel and
wash with 10 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of ethyl
acetate R and hexaneR. Discard the organic layer. Adjust the
aqueous phase to pH 9.5 with concentrated ammonia R. After
cooling, shake successively with 100 mL, 50 mL, and a
further 50 mL of methylene chloride R, taking care not to form
an emulsion. If necessary, centrifuge at 1200 g for 10 min.
Combine the lower layers and evaporate to dryness under
reduced pressure. Dissolve the residue in the mobile phase
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: base-deactivated end-capped ocladecylsi/y/

sHica gelfor chromatography R (5 urn).

Solution A Mix 0.2 mL of dieJhylamine Rand 99.8 mL of
acetonitrile R.

Solution B Mix 0.2 mL of diethylamine Rand 99.8 mL of
water R and adjust to pH 3 with anhydrous formic acidR.
Mobue phase Solution A, solution B (16:84 VIII).
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 304 run.

Injection 20~.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
boIdo leafdry extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due to
alkaloids J, 3, 4, 5 and 6; use the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to
boldine.

Relativeretention With reference to boldine (retention
time =about 6 min): alkaloid 1 =about 0.9;
alkaloid 3 =about 1.8; alkaloid 4 =about 2.0;
alkaloid 5 =about 2.9; alkaloid 6 =about 3.1.
Additional peaks may be present.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimwn 1.5 between the peaks due to

alkaloid I and boldine.

Calculate the percentage content of total alkaloids, expressed
as boldine, using the following expression:

(EA,)xm,xp
A 2 x mlxl0

_____________________ PI>E<I

TESTS
Water (2.5.12)
Max Unum 5.0 per cent, determined on 0.5 g.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Disperse 1.000 g of the extract to be examined
in 50 mL of duutehydrochloric add R and sonicate for
10 min. Transfer to a separating funnel and wash with
10 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of ethylautate Rand
hexane R. Discard the organic layer. Adjust the aqueous
phase to pH 9.5 with concentrated ammonia R. After cooling,
shake successively with 100 mL, 50 mL, and a further
50 mL of methylene chloride R, taking care not to fonn an
emulsion. If necessary, centrifuge at 1200 g for 10 min.

A,

m,

m,

p

sum of the areas of the peaks due to alkaloids 1. 3. 4. 5 and 6
and Ihe peak due to boldine in the chromatogram obtained wilh
the test solution;
area of the peak due to boldine in the c1uomatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);
mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the lest
solution. in grams;

-mass of boldine CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
grams;
percentage content of boldine in boldineCRS.
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Buckwheat Herb IV-l4i
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Figure 2184.-1. -lllus...tionfor identification rest B ofpowdered
herbal drugofbru:kwheat hero

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 1IJl1) [or TLC silica gel
plare R (2"10 ~m)].

Mobile phase anhydrous lonnieacidR, waterR, ethylacetate R
(10:10:80 VIVIJI).

Appli<arion 20 ~L [or 5 ll1.] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying At 100-105 'C.
Detection treat with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid
aminouhyl ester R in methanol R, subsequently treat with a
50 gIL solution of ma<rogol 400 R in methanol R; allow to dry
in airfor about 30 min and examine in ultraviolet light at
365 om.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones maybe
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

2 red zones

)-2 light blue zones

-- --

An orange zone

An orange zone

HyperosKle: an orange zone 2 blue zones

-- --

Rutoside: an onmge-yellow zone An orange-yellow zone (rutoside)

Reference solution Test solution

2022

PIlE" _

Buckwheat Herb
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2184)

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented aerial parts of Fagopyrom esculenusm
Moench, collected in the early flowering periodprior to
fruiting and dried immediately.

Content
Minimum 3.0 per cent of rutoside (C,1H3.0,,;; M, 611)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem is cylindrical, hollow, finely ridged
longitudinally, about2-6 mm in diameter, brownish-green or
reddlsh, with few branches and thickened at the internodes;
the leaves arearranged spiraUy and havemembranous,
sheathing stipules; the surfaceis glabrous except in the region
of the stipules, where short, whitehairs may occur.
The leaves aredark green, paleron the lower surface, up to
7 em wide and 11 em long, saggitate or cordate, almost
pentagonal with 2 widely rounded lobes; the lower leaves are
petiolate, the upper leaves sessile or amplexicaul; the lamina
is glabrous and the margin finely sinuate and fringed with
minute, reddish-brown projections; similar projections occur
on the veins on the uppersurface. The inflorescence is a
cymose panicle, the individual flowers 1-2 mm long and
6 mm in diameter with 5 free, white or reddish petals.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis dark
green. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2184.-1): fragments of the epidermis of
the stem (surface view (0» composed of elongated cells
showingstriations on the outerwalls [Da] and anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Db]; fragments of the upper epidermis of
the lamina (surface view (B», consisting of polygonal cells
covered by a striated cuticle [Ba] and anomocytic stomata
[Bb], often accompanied by palisade parenchyma [Be];
fragments of the epidermis of the leaf margins [A] and of the
epidermis covering the veins, often showingovoid or rounded
papilla-like projections, often reddish, with thickened and
striated walls; fragments of the lower epidermis of the lamina
[C] with thin-walled polygonal cells, numerous stomata [Cal
and rare glandular trichomes with a biseriate stalkand a
globular head usually composed of 8 cells [Cb]; fragments of
mesophyll [F] with narrow, annular or spiral vessels [Fa] and
of spongyparenchyma) numerous cells of which contain
cluster crystals of calcium oxalate, varying in diameter
(25-100 urn) (Fb], smaller prismatic crystals of calcium
oxalate [Fe], occurring scattered in the mesophyll and also in
the parenchyma of the stem; fragments of lignified tissue [H]
with bordered-pitted [Ha], reticulate or annular [Hb] vessels
and thin-walled, pined fibres [He]; occasional fragments of
the corolla with a papillose epidermis [E]; spherical or ovoid
pollengrains, about 50 J.1m in diameter, with a pitted exine
and 3 furrows [G].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R and hear in a water-bath
at 60 °C undera reflux condenser for 10 min. Cool and
filter.
Referent' solution Dissolve 10 mg of hyperoside Rand 10 mg
of rutoside trihydrate R in 10 mL of methanol R.
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(Ph. Eur. monograph 2562)

area of lite peak due to rutoside in lite chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a}j

mass of me herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the rest
solution, in grams;
mass of nnositk mJrydrale CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;
percentage content of rutoelde in nnontIe trihydrare CRS.

2022

A,

m,

no,

p

DEFINlTION
Dried, whole or fragmented root of Buplewum chinense DC.
or Bupfeunun scorzonetifolium Willd.

Content
Minimum 0.16 per cent of saikosaponin A (C42H68013;
M, 781) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. B. chinense. The whole root is cylindrical or elongated
conical, branched in the lower part, up to 23 em long and
1.2 em in diameter. The upper part consists of a bulgy root
crown, usually composed of 3-15 stem bases as well as the
fibrous remnants of the leaf bases. The fragmented root
consists of irregular pieces, 1-5 em long) 0.2-0.3 em in
diameter. The outer surface is blackish-brown or light brown,
marked with longitudinal wrinkles and showing rootlet scars
and lentieel-like protuberances. The texture is hard and
compact, difficult to break. The fracture shows concentric
fibrous rings in the wood; the bark is thin, light brown or
orange-brown, while the wood is whitish-yellow.

B. scorzonenlo1ium The whole root is thinner than that of B.
chinense, elongated conical, usually unbranched or very
slightly branched in the lower part, up to 15 em long and
0.3-0.5 em in diameter. The root crown bears numerous
fibres from the bases of wilted leaves in a brush-like shape.
The fragmented root consists of irregular pieces, 1-5 em
long. The outer surface is blackish-brown or reddish-brown
and shows numerous annular striations near the root crown.
The texture is slightly soft and the root breaks easily.
The fracture is even and non-fibrous.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The-powder is reddish
brown or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrau solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 2562.-1): fragments of
yellowish-brown to reddish-brown cork (surface view [AJ)
with rectangular and flattened cells (transverse section [H]),
some cork cells containing smaU prism crystals visible mainly
in polarised light [Hal; fragments of vessels (5-80 urn in
diameter) with various thickenings [G], most of which are
reticulate) accompanied by xylem parenchyma with
elongated, thin-walled cells or by fibres with thick (2-8 pm)
and channelled walls [C]j xylem fibres, isolated [F] or in
bundles [E], long, fusifonn, about 7-25 urn in diameter;
fragments of secretory canals (10-15 urn up to 40 pm in
diameter) with inconspicuous secretory cells and yellowish to
orange contents [0]; fragments of parenchyma with
conspicuous secretory canals visible as yellowish to orange
red ribbon-like secretions [8].

Bupleurum Root

-------- PhEII

PhEII _

Time MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VII') (per cent VIJI)

0-. 94 •
6 - 165 94 --> 85 6 --> 15

165· 22 85 --> 16 15 --> 24

22 ~ 25 76 --> 59 24 ...... 41

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 15.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tesr so/urion To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12), add 30 mL of an 80 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Heat the mixture under a reflux condenser in a
water-bath at 60°C for 30 min, then extract me mixture in
an ultrasonic bath for 15 min. Allow to cool, dilute to
50.0 mL with an 80 per cent VIV solution of methanol R and
filter.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25.0 mg of nuoside
trihydrate CRS in an 80 per cent VIV solution of methanol R
and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 20.0 mg of troxenuin Rand
5.0 mg of que~itrinR in an 80 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 =4 nun;
- stationary phase: ocladecy/si/yl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 ~m);

- temperatu...: 30 'C.

Mobrle phase:
- mobile phaseA: mix 50 volumes of acetonitrile Rand

950 volumes of waterR adjuSled to pH 2 with phosphoric
acidR;

- mobile phaseB: mix 95 volumes of waterR adjusted to
pH 2 with phosphoric acid R and 905 volumes of
acetonitrile R;

IV-142 Bupleurum Root

FWw Tate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 350 run.

Injection 1O~.

System suitab,7ity Reference solution (b):
- elution order. order indicated in the composition of

reference solution (b), when the chromatogram is
recorded in the prescribed conditions;

- resolution: minimum 3 between the peaks due to troxerutin
and quercitrin.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a), locate
the peak due to rutoside in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution.

Calculate rhe percentage content of rutoside using the
following expression:

Al area of the peak due to rutoside in lite chromatogram obtained
with lite test solution;
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Figure 2562.-1. - Illustration for identification testB of j>OtIJikred
herbal drug of bupleurnm root

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Examine the chromatograms obtained in me test for
Bupleurnm longiradiatum Turcz.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zonesmaybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A violetzone

-- --

An orange or Caim orangezone

Saikosaponin D: an orange-brown An orange-brown zone
zone (saikosaponin D)

Saikosaponin A: a greyzone A greyzone (saikosaponin A)

-- --

A reddish-violet zone
(sailwsaponins C. H)

Reference solulioD (a) Test solution

TESTS
Bupleurum Iongiradiaturn Turcz
High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Bupleururn Root IV-143

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 1.0 mg of sailwsaponin A R
and 1.0 mg of saikosaponin D R in methanol R and dilute to

5.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (bJ Dilute 2.5 mL of referencesolution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

Intensity marker Saikosaponln D.
Plate TLG silica gelFm plateR (2-10 nm).

Mobilephase waterR, 2-propanol R, ethyl acetate R
(10:30:80 VIVIV).

Application 5 fIL as bands of 8 mm.

Developmenc 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.
Drying In air.

Dneaion Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100°C for 3 min; examine in daylight.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (a):
- the chromatogram shows 2 distinctzones in the lower

part of the middle third; the lower zone (saikosaponin A)
is grey and the upper zone (saikosaponin D) is orange
brown.

Results In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution, the presence of a greyishzone directlyabove the
zone due to saikosaponin H (which co-migrates with
saikosaponinC) indicates adulteration by B. longiradiatum.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
.Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrocbloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solurian Disperse 0.250 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a mixrure of3 mL of concentrated
ammonia Rand 12 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 30 min
and centrifugefor 10 min. Repeat the extractiontwice,
combine the supernatants and evaporate to dryness under
reduced pressure. Dissolve the residue in methanol R and
dilute to 5.0 mL with the same solvent. Filter througha
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Reference solution (aJ Dissolve 10.0 mg of
saikosaponin A GRS in methanol R and-dilute to 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve I mg of propyl
parahydroxybenzoare R in 1 mL of reference solution (a) and
dilute to 10.0 mL with methaool R.

Column:
- size: I;::;; 0.25 m, Q) ;::;; 4.6 mm;
- Stationary phase: base-deacthxued end-capped octade<ylsi/yl

silica gelfor chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase acetonitrile Rl, waterfor chromatography R
(36:64 VIV).

FIuw rate 1.0 mIlmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 run.
lnj",tiou 20 ~L.

Runtime 4 times the retention time of saikosaponin A.
Relative retention With reference to saikosaponin A
(retention time ;::;; about 16 min): propyl
parahydroxybenzoate =abour 0.9.
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_____________________ PhE<I

granules, free or included in parenchyma cells or in cells of
the medullary rays [D); the granules are mostly single,
3-9 urn in diameter, sometimes up to 30 um in diameter; 2
to 4-compound starch granules are also present [G].

2022

Figure 2385.-1. <llluunuion for identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drng of sanguisorba root

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 50 mL of waterR and boil under a reflux
condenser for 30 min. Cool the solution and centrifuge for
10 min. Shake the supernatant with 2 quantities, each of
15 mL, of di-isopropyl ether R saturated with hydrochloric
acidR. Combine the ether layers. Evaporate to dryness and
dissolve the residue in 1.0 mL of methanol-R, Filter through a
polypropylene syringe filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of galJie acidRand 20 mg
of resorcinol R in 20 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
Fm plate R (2-10 umj],

J'dobiJe phase anhydrous lonnie acidR, ethylacetate R,
toluene R (10:30:60 VIVIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 4 ~LJ as bands.

Deodopmenc Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A See below the sequence of quenching zones
present in the chromatograms obtained with the reference
solution and the test solution. Furthermore, other faint
quenching zones may be present in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

**** ** ** ****(Sanguisorba Root, Ph. Bur. manograph 2385)

Greater Burnet Root

IV-144 Greater Burnet Root

Al xm2 xpxO.5

A 2 x ml

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried underground parts of
Sanguisorba officina/is L. without rootlets,

Content
Minimum 5.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(Colf.O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. The whole root is irregular, fusiform or
cylindrical, slightly curved or twisted, 5-25 em long and
0.5-2 em in diameter. The outer surface is greyish-brown or
dark brown, rough with longitudinal wrinkles and sometimes
bears the remains of short, hard rootlets. The texture is hard
and brittle. The fracture is relatively even, pinkish or pale
yellow, dense and granular. The xylem has a sUghdy radiate
structure.

Fragmented drug The fragmented root, 0.5-2 em in
diameter, occurs as short, more or less cylindrical pieces or as
oblique, subrounded or irregular slices. The outer surface is
greyish-brown or dark brown, rough with longitudinal
wrinkles and sometimes hears the remains of short, hard
rootlets. The texture is hard and brittle. The fracture is
relatively even, dense and granular; the cut surface is pinkish,
pale yellow or yellowish-brown and shows the xylem which is
sometimes lighter in colour, and has a slightly radiate
structure.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yeUowish-brown or dark brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 2385.-1): abundant
cluster crystals of calcium oxalate 11-65 JAm in diameter, free
[L] or included in parenchyma cells sometimes forming
crystal sheaths [Cal; prisms of calcium oxalate; rare, whole or
fragmented phloem fibres, usually isolated [B, F, H];
reticulate or pitted lignified vessels [E, Kj, 13-60 I'II1 in
diameter, sometimes up to 70 JAm in diameter; fragments of
yellowish-brown cork with cells that are polygonal in surface
view ill or rectangular in transverse section [A]. Examine
under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glycerol R. The powder shows subrounded or ovoid starch

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due to propyl

parahydroxybenzoate and saikosaponin A.

Calculate the percentage content of saikosaponin A using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak due to saikosaponinA in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solulion;

A 2 area of me peak.due 10saikosaponinA in the chromatogram
obtained with referencesolution (a);

In, mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

1n2 mass of saikosaponin A CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

p percentage content of saikosaponinA in MJiJwJoponi" A CRS.
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Butcher's Broom IV-145

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome consistsof yellowish, branched, articulated,
somewhat knottypieces, cylindrical or subcortical, about
5-10 em long and about 5 mm thick. The surface is marked
with thinannulations about 1-3 nun wide, separated from
one another; roundedscars of the aerial stems arepresenton
the uppersurface. On me lowersurface numerous roots, or
their scars, occur; me roots are about 2 mm in diameter and
similar in colour to the rhizome. The outer layer is easily
detached, revealing a yellowish-white) veryhardcentral
cylinder.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish. Examineundera microscope usingchloral hydrare
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1847.-1): groupsof sclereids of the
rhizome, with variously-shaped cells, rounded, elongated or
rectangular; the wallsare moderately thickened and distinctly
beaded,with large, rounded or oval pits [F, G, L, P, Q);
fragments of the endodermis composed of a single layerof
irregularly thickened cells [K]; groups of rounded
parenchymatous cells, thickened at the corners, with small,
triangular intercellular spaces (DJ E, NJ; thin-walled
parenchyma mwith some cells containing raphides of
calcium oxalate IC]; groups [HI of thick-walled fibres [Ha]
and smallvessels, up to about 50 J.1m in diameter, the walls
showingnumerous small,slit-shaped pits [A, Hb]; rare
fragments of dermal tissue of the root [B); raphides of
calciumoxalate, isolated [M).

Top of the plate

A quenchingzone

-- --

Resorcinol: a quenchingzone

A quenchingzone

-- --

Gallic acid:a quenching zone A quenchingzone (gameacid)

A quenchingzone

A quenchingzone

Reference solution Test solution

Top of the plate

-- --~

Resorcinol: a brownzone

A blackish-blue zone

-- --

Gallic add: a blackish-blue zone A blackish-blue zone (gallicacid)

A blackish-blue zone

Reference solution Test solution

PhE<I _

Detection B Spray with a 10 gIL solution ofjerrit; chloride R
in anhydrous ethanol R and heat at 100-105 °C for 15 min;
examine in daylight.
Results B See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and
the test solution.Furthermore, other faint zones maybe
presentin the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1847)

Butcher's Broom

2022

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maxtmum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12).
_____________________ PhE<I

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented underground parts of Ruscus
aculeatus L.
Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent of total sapogenins, expressed as
ruscogenins (mixture of neoruscogenin (C27H4.o04i
M, 428.6) and ruscogenin (CnH.20 oti M, 430.6)] (dried
drug).

Figure 1847.-1. - llluurotion for Ukntijication testB of pqwdmd
herbal drugof butcher's broom

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Introduce 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) and 50 mL of dilute hydrochlaric acid R into a
100 mL flask with a ground-glass neck. Heat on a water-bath
undera reflux condenser for 40 min. Allow to cool and
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IV-146 Calendula Flower

extract the unfiltered mixture with 3 quantities, each of
25 ml., of methylene chloride R. Combine the organic
solutions and dry over anhydrous sodium sulfate R. Filter and
evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in 5 mL of
methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of ruscogmins CRS and
I mg of stigmasterol R in methanol R and dilute to 5 mL with
the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gd plateR (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gd
plateR (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase methanol R, methylene chloride R (7:93 VW).
Application 10 tll- [or 4 ~Ll as bands.
Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].
Drying In air.
Detection Spray with vanl7lin reagent R, dry in an oven at
100-105 °C for 1 min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other weak zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Severalzones or various colours

Stigmasterol: a violet zone A violet zone

-- --

A violet zone

Ruscogenins: a yeUowzone A yellow zone (ruscogenins)

Several zones of various colours

Reference solution Test solution

2022

Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg of ruscogenins CRS in
100 mL of methanol R.
Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 nun;
- stationary phase: octadecy/sifyl silicagd for chromatography R

(5~).

Mobile phase:
- mobiie phase A: water R;
- mobr7e phaseB: atelOninile Rl;

Time Mobile phose A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent JIM (per cent I'm
0-25 40 60

25 - 27 40 --> 0 60 --> 100

27 - 37 0 100

Flow rate 1.2 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 203 run.
Injection 20 ~L
Identification afpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
ruscogenins CRS and the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution to identify the peaks due to neoruscogenin
and ruscogenin.

Relative retention With reference to neoruscogenin (retention
time = about 16 min): ruscogenin = about 1.2.
System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

neoruscogenin and ruscogenin.
Calculate the percentage content of sapogenins, expressed as
ruscogenins (neoruscogenin and ruscogenin), using the
following expression:

AI xm2x4xPI A3xm2x4xP2+-'---,-----'-"
A 2 x mt A 4 x m l

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1297)

Calendula Flower

_____________________ POE"

area of the peakdue to ruscogenin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.
area of the peak due rc nucogenin in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;
area of the peak due to neorusoogenin in the chromarcgram
obtained with the test solution,
urea of the peak due 10 neoruscogenin in the chromatogram
obtained wilh the reference solutkm;
mass of the berbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in gramsj
mass of nlJa>gOJim CRS used to prepare the referencesolution,
in grams;
percentage content of ruscogenin in nu.:ogmins CRSj
percentage content of neoruscogenin iu ntKtlgeninrCRS.

A,

m,

A,

A,

A,

m,

p,
p,

POE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried, and fully opened flowers that have been
detached from the receptacle of the cultivated, double
flowered varieties of Calendula offidnalis L.
Content
Minimum 0.4 per cent of flavonoids, expressed as hyperoside
(C,.H'OOI'; M, 464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The ligulate florets consist of a yellow or orange-yellow
ligule, about 3-5 mm wide and about 7 mm in the middle
pan, with a 3-toothed apex and a hairy, partly sickle-shaped,

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 60 mL of anhydrous ethanol R, 15 mL of waterR
and 0.2 g of potassium hydroxide R. Extract on a water-bath
under a reflux condenser for 4 h. Allow to c~ol and filter into
a 100 mL volumetric flask. Rinse the extraction flask. and the
residue in the filter with 3 quantities, each of 10 mL, of
anhydrous ethanol R and add the rinsings to the volumetric
flask. Dilute to 100.0 mL with anhydrous ethonol R.
Evaporate 25.0 mL of this solution £0 dryness under reduced
pressure. Dissolve the residue in 10 mL of butanol R and add
3 mL of hydrochlinu acidRl and 8 mL of water R. Heat on a
water-bath under a reflux condenser for I h. Allow to cool
and transfer to a 100 mL volumetric flask. Rinse the round
bottomed flask with 3 quantities, each of 20 mI.., of
methanol R. Add the rinsings to the volwnetric flask and
dilute to 100.0 mL with methanol R.
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yellowish-brown or orange-brown tube with a projecting style
and a bifid stigma occasionally with a partly bent yellowish
brown or orange-brown ovary. The tubular florets, about
5 rom long, are present and consist of the yellow, orange-red
or reddish-violet 5-lohed corolla and the yellowish-brown or
orange-brown tube, hairy in its lower part, mostly with a
partly bent yellowish-brown or orange-brown ovary.

"
&F < J

0Fa
...·1~

Figure 1297.-1. - IUusrration for identification testB of powdered
herbal drngof calendula flower

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solutWn R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1297.-1): fragments ofepidennises of the
corolla [C, F, K) containing light yellow oil droplets, some
with fairly large anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Fa, Ka);
covering trichomes biseriate, multicellular and conical [G),
usually fragmented, and glandular trichomes with a
multicellular stalk [E], very abundant on the base of the
corolla [D); fragments of parenchyma of the corolla [B]
containing prisms and very small cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate [Ba, Da] and small vessels [Bb]; spherical pollen
grams up to about 40 JAm in diameter wil:h a sharply spiny
exine and 3 germinal pores [A, Jl: occasional fragments of
the stigmas with shcrt, bulbous papillae [H).

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 rnL of mahand R. Sonicate for 15 min,
filter or centrifuge and use the filtrate or supernatant.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 3.0 mg of chlorogenic acidR
and 4.0 mg of isorhamnetin-3-D-ruunoside R in methanol R
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 rnLof reference solution (a)
to J0.0 mL with methanol R.

Calendula Flower IV-147

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3 mg of chlorogenie acidR in methanol Rand dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvenr.

Inunsity marker Isorhamnetin-3-0-rutinoside.

Pia.. TLC silica gel F254 plateR (2-10 um).

Mobile phase anhydrous lonnieacidR, waterR, ethylacetate R
(10:10:80 VIVIJI).

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of air at room temperature for 5 min.

Detection Heat at 100-105 DC for 5 min; spray the wann
plate with a 10 gIL solution.of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl
ester R in methanol R, then with a 50 gIL solution of maavgo/
400 R in methanol R or, alternatively, dip the warm plate ln a
5 gIL solution of diphenylbori< acidaminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R and then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methylene chloride Rj aUow to dry in air for about 1 min and
examine in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.

System suitabUity Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones, which may be touching; the lower zone
(cWorogenic acid) shows a light blue fluorescence and
the upper zone (hyperoside) shows a yellow or orange
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution, other faint to very faint blue)
brown or orange fluorescent zones may be present.

Top of the plate

2 blue zones, faint to equivalent

-- ~-

A greenish-yenow zone, faint

-
Chlorogenk acid: II light blue zone A light blue zone, faint to equivalenl

-- --

IsorhllllUletin-3-D-rulinoside: a A greenish-yellow zone
greenish-yellow zone (isorhllllUletin-3-D-rutinoside)

A brown or orange zone, faint to
equivalent

t\ greenish-yellow zone

A brownish-orange zone, very faint
(0 faint

Reference solution (a) Test soludon
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IV-148 Cape Jasmine Fruit

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of bracts and maximum 2 per cent of
other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Stock solution Into a 100 mL round-bottomed flask
introduce 0.800 g of the powdered herbal drug (500)
(2.9.12), 1 mL of a 5 gIL solution of
hexamethylenetetramine R, 7 mL of hydrochloric acidRJ and
20 mL of acelone R. Boil the mixture under a reflux
condenser for 30 min. Filter the liquid through a plug of
absorbent conon into a J00 mL volumetric flask. Add the
absorbent cotton (0 the residue in the round-bottomed flask
and extract wirh 2 quantitles, each of 20 ml, of acetone R,
each time boiling under a reflux condenser for 10 min. Allow
to cool (0 room temperature, filter the liquid through a plug
of absorbent cotton, then filter the combined acetone
solution through a filter-paper into the volumetric flask, and
dilute to 100.0 mL with ,",<lone R by rinsing the lIask and
filter. Introduce 20.0 mL of this solution into a separating
funnel, add 20 mL of waterR and extract the mixture with
1 quantity of 15 mL and then with 3 quantities, each of
10 ml., of ethylautate R. Combine the ethyl acetate extracts
in a separating funnel, rinse with 2 quantities, each of
50 ml., of water R, filter the extract over 10 g of anhydrous
sodium sulfate R into a 50 mL volumetric flask and dilute to
50.0 mL with ethylautate R.
Test solution To 10.0 mL of the stock solution add 1 mL of
aluminium chloride reagent Rand dilute £0 25.0 mL with a
5 per cent VIV solution of glacial acetic add R in methanol R.
Compensation liquid Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution to
25.0 mL with a 5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic
acid R in methanol R.

Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of me test solution after
30 min, by comparison with the compensation liquid at
425 run.
Calculate the percentage content of flavonoids, expressed as
hyperoside, using the following expression:

A x 1.25

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of hyperoside to be 500.

A absorbanceat 425 run;
m mass of me herbal drug to be examined. in grams.

_________________ PIl'"
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Cape Jasmine Fruit
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2565)
PIlE'" ~ _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, ripe fruit of Gardenia jasminoides J.
EUis, with stalk removed, steamed or created with boiling
water, men dried.

Content
Minimum 2.0 per cent of geniposide (CI1H24010j kIe 388.4)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug, The fruit is obovate or elliptical and may he
elongated or more rounded; it is about 1-5 em long
(including the sepal remains) and 0.8-1.7 em in diameter.
The smooth or slightly rough outer surface is yellowish,
reddish-yellow or brownish-red and usually has 6
amesepalous raised, longitudinal winged ribs, between the
winged ribs, a well-marked, longitudinal and sometimes
branched vein is clearly visible; raised, yellowish-brown, dark
brown or black papillae are also commonly present on the
fruit surface between the winged ribs. The remains of the
basally gemosepalous calyx are visible at the upper end of the
fruit (inferior ovary); the tips of the sepals are free and are
either tapering and pointed or broken. At the lower end of
the fruit, the 6 winged ribs join together at the stalk. In the
centre of the fused sepals, a stylar scar is visible, surrounded
by a disc-shaped nectary. A transverse section of the fruit
shows a single Jocule resulting from the incomplete fusion of
both carpels; remnants of the incomplete septa are present on
the inner surface of the fruit wall; the locuJe contains
numerous seeds aggregated into a mass in a yellowish,
reddish-yellow or, more rarely, dark red placenta, which
protrudes between the seeds, the seed shape is variable and
may be rounded, triangular or irregularly angular, and the
seeds themselves are flat, brownish-red or yellowish-red,
measuring up to 0.5 em in Iength; the outer surface is
densely and finely verrucose. The pericarp is brittle with a
smooth, lustrous pale yellow or brownish-yellow inner
surface.

Fragmented drug The fruit fragments consist of thin, brittle
pieces of pericarp, with a smooth or slightly rough outer
surface that is yellowish, reddish-yellow or brownish-red,
sometimes with raised yellowish-brown, dgrk brown or black
papillae or crossed by a fragment of winged rib and/or vela;
the inner surface is smooth, lustrous, and pale yellow or
brownish-yellow. The remains of the calyx or the stalk. may
be present. Nwnerous seeds, often aggregated, are visible,
they are near circular, triangular or irregularly angular in
shape, flat and measure to 0.5 cm in the long axis; their
brownish-red or yellowish-red outer surface ls densely and
finely verrucose. The remains of the yellowish, yellowish-red
or, more rarely, dark red placenta are present together with
the seeds.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is orange
brown or orange-red. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2565.-1): fragments of the
epicarp (surface view [G]) consisting of polyhedral cells;
fragments of pericarp (transverse section [DJ) consisting of
thin-walled parenchymatous cells [Da]; fragments of epicarp
from the winged ribs or the calyx (surface view [F, Il)
consisting of polyhedral cells, scars of covering trichomes llal
and rare, pointed, unicellular trichomes either short (up to
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380 um) or more rarely longer, withsmooth, thick walls
[Fa]; fragments of mesocarp [A, B] consisting of thin-walled
parenchymatous cells [As, Ba] associated with fibres and
yellowish spiral or annular xylem vessels, up to 12 pm In
diameter [Bb]; parenchyma, sometimes containing oil
droplets (Dc] or cluster crystals [Ab, Db, Bf] or prisms [Ac,
Be] of calcium oxalate;fibres, fusifonn [Bd] or rectangular
[Be], with thickened, pitted walls about 10 pm in diameter
and up to 100 pm long;parenchyma may also he associated
with small groupsof subrounded, polygonalor
subrecrangular sclereids with regularly thickened, pitted walls,
15-57 urn long and 11-30 urn in diameter [Ad]; fragments of
endocarp [C) consisting of compact masses of mosaic
arranged fibres overlaid or cross-embedded with sclereida
containing calcium oxalate prisms, 4-14 urn long [Ca, Cb],
especially visible in polarised light; endocatp fibres, long" and
thin, about 10 11m in diameter and up to 100!-lm long [Cc);
fragments of testa [H] consisting of large irregularly shaped
sclereids, 58-150 urn in diameter and up to 260 J.lm long)
with irregularly thickened yeUowish walls, wide pits and
containing a reddish-brown substance; fragments of
endospermwith cells containing aleuronegrains [K); prisms
or scattered clusters of calcium oxalate [E).

Figure 2565.-I. - Illustration for irkmijica.wn testB af powdered
herbal drugof capejasmine/mit

C. Thin-layer chromatography (Z.Z.Z7).

Teu solution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(Z.9.12) add 10 mL of a 50 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min. Centrifuge and use the
supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 6 mg of aescin Rand 5 mg of
geniposidc R in I mL of methanol R.
Plate TIC silica gelplateR (5-40 um) [or TIC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Cape Jasmine Fruit IV-149

J'vIobile phase anhydrous formic add R) waterR) acelOne R)
ethyl acetate R (8:8:42:42 VIVIVIV).
Application 10 ~L [or 2 J1l.] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Developmem Over a path of 15 cm [or 6 cm].

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 2 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Geniposide: a prominent brownzone A prominent brownzone
~nipos.ide)

A bluezone

A reddish zone

-- --

Aescin: a violet zone

A brown zone

A blue zone

Reference ectuucn Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (Z.Z.3Z)
Maximum 8.5 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (Z.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (Z.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolutwn Disperse 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9./2) in SOmL of a 50 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R and sonicate for 40 min. Centrifuge and transfer
the supernatant to a 200 mL volumetric flask. Repeat the
procedure and dilute to 200.0 mL with a 50 per cent VIV
solution of methanol R.
Reference solUlwn (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of geniposide CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 25.0 rnLwith the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Disperse 0.250 g of cape jasmine fruit
for system suitabi/l;y HRS in 25 mL of a SOper cent VIV
solution of methanol R and sonicate for 40 min. Centrifuge
and transfer the supernatant to a 100 mL volumetric flask.
Repeat the procedure and dilute to 100.0 mL with a
50 per cent VIVsolution of methanol R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octadecy/si/yl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn).

Moln7e phase:
;- mobr1e phase A: wafer R adjusted to pH 3.2 with anhydrous

formic add R;
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somewhat shrivelled) glabrous, enclosing about 10-20 flat,
reniform seeds 3-4 mID long, either loose or attached to a
reddish dissepiment.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is orange.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 1859.-1): fragments of the epicarp) in surface view)
with cells often arranged in rows of 5 to 7 [E), thick-walled
when close to the peduncle [B] and with a cuticle uniformly
striated [A]j fragments of the pericarp (transverse section
[DJ) showing the epicarp covered by a thick cuticle [Da] and
parenchymatous cells frequently containing droplets of red
oil, occasionally containing microsphenoidal crystals of
calciwn oxalate [Db]; fragments of endocarp IC] with
characteristic island groups of sclerenchymarous cells [Cal,
the groups being separated by thin-walled parenchymatous
cells [Cb]; fragments of the seeds having an epispenn
composed of large, greenish-yellow, sinuous-walled sclereids
with thin outer walls and strongly and unevenly thickened
radial and inner walls which are conspicuously pitted [G]j
endosperm parenchymatous cells with drops of oil and
aleurone grains) 3-6 J.1ID in diameter [H]; occasional
fragments from the calyx having an outer epidermis with
anisocytic stomata (2.8.3) ill, an inner epidermis with no
stomata and many glandular trichomes with uniseriate stalks
and multicellular beads [N], and a mesophyll [L] with many
idioblasts containing prisms of calcium oxalate [La] or
microsphenoidal crystals of calcium oxalate [Lb]; prisms [K]
or clusters [M] of calcium oxalate, isolated; annularly and
spirally thickened vessels [F].

Figure 1859.-1. - Illustration for identification testB of powdered
herbal drng of capsicum

C. "Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.50 g of the powdered herbal drug (500)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of ether R, shake for 5 min and filter.

2.
20 --> 80

MobUe phose B
(per cent PIJI)

8.
80 --> 20

MobUe phase A
(per cent Vm

Time
(min).-.
4 - 40

- mobile phase B: methanol R;

DEFINITION
Dried ripe fruits of Capsicum annuum L. var. minimum
(Miller) Heiser and small-fruited varieties of Capsiwm
fruuscens L.

Content
Minimum 0.4 per cent of total capsaicinoids, expressed as
capsaicin (C,.H27N OJ ; M, 305.4) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Extremely pungent taste.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fruit is yellowish-orange or reddish-brown, oblong
conical with an obtuse apex, about 1-3 cm long and up to
1 em in diameter at the widest part, occasionally attached to
a 5-toothed inferior calyx and a straight peduncle. Periearp

Fb>w rate 1.0 mUmin.
Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 240 run.

Injection 20~.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to geniposide;
use the chromatogram supplied with cape jasmine fluit for
system suitability HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) to identify the peak due to genipin
gentiobioside.

Retention time Genipin gentiobioside = about 14 min;
geniposide =about 16 min.

Systemsuiwbility Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to genipin

gentiobioside and geniposide.

Calculate the percentage content of geniposide using the
following expression:

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1859)

Preparations
Refined and Quantified Capsicum Oleoresin

Standardised Capsicwn Oleoresin

Capsicwn Tincture

Standardised Capsicum Tincture
PIlE" _

Ai area of lhe peak due to geniposide in the chromllogram
obtained with the rest solutionj

A2 area of the peak due to geniposide in the chromatogram
obtained wilh reference solution (a)j

ml mass of me herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in gnlDlSj

m2 mass of geniposUk CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
grams;

P percentage content orgeniposide in gen~idt CRS.

IV-ISO Capsicum

Capsicum
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Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of capsaicin Rand 2 mg of
dihydrocapsaicin R in 5.0 mL of ether R.
Plate TLC oaade<y/silyl silica gelplateR.
Mobile phase waler R, methanol R (20:80 VW).

Application 20 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 12 em.

Drying. In air.

Detection Treat with a 5 gIL solution of
dichloroquinonechlorimide R in methanol R, and expose to
ammonia vapour until blue zones appear. Examine in
daylight

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top afthe plate

~- --

Capsaicin: a blue zone A blue zone (capsaicin)

Dihydrocapsaicin: a blue zone A blue zone (dihydrocapsaicin)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Nonivamide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tes< sohnion To 2.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (500)
(2.9.12) add 100 mL of me/hanoi R. Allow to macerate for
30 min. Place in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min. Filter into a
100 mL volumetric flask, rinse the flask and filter with
methanol R, then dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of capsaicin CRS and
2.0 mg of noniuamide CRS in methanol R and dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 4.0 mg of nonivamide CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 100.0 rnL with the same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: base-deactivated end-capped phenylsi/y/ silica

gelfor chromatography R (5 urn);
- temperature: 30 °C.

,Wobile phase aUlOnitrile RJ, 1 gJL solution of phosphoric
acid R (40:60 VIV).

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 run.

Injection 10 ~L.

Run time 1.2 times the retention time of dihydrocapsaicin.

Elution order Nordihydrocapsaicin, nonlvarnide, capsaicin,
dihydrocapsaicin.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

nonivamide and capsaicin.

Calculate the percentage content of nonivamide with
reference to the total capsaicinoid content, using rile
following expression:

Al xmz XPJ x 100

Az xml xC

Capsicum Oleoresin IV-lSI

AI area of the peak due to nonivamide ln the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A 2 area of lite peak due to nonivamide in me chromatogram
obtained wirb reference solution (b);

ml mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

m2 mass ofnoniwmitk CRS used to prepare reference solution (b).
in grams;

PI percentage content of nonivamide in mmifJamide CRSj
C percentage content of total capsaicinoids, as determined in the

assay.

Limit:
- nonieamide: maximum 5.0 per cent of the total

capsaicinoid content.

Foreign mailer (2.8.2)
Fruits of C. annuum L. var. longum (Sendm.) are absent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

T otal ash (2.4. 16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
nonivamide.

Calculate the percentage content of total capsaicinoids (C),
expressed as capsaicin, using the following expression:

(A, +A, +A,)xm, xp, x2

A 4 x m3

A] area of the peak due to capsaicin in lhe chromatogram obtained
with the restsolution;

A.I area of lhe peak due to capsaicin in the chromatogram obralned
with reference solution (a)j

As area of the peak due to dihydrocapsaicin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A, area of the peak due to nordihydrocapsaicin in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solulion;

mJ mass of the herbal drug to be examined used 10 prepare the test
solution, in grams;

fI4 mass of capsaicin CRS used 10 prepare reference solution (a), in
gramsj

Pz percenrege content of capsaicin in capsaicin CRS.

_~ PIlE'"

Refined and Standardised
Capsicum Oleoresin
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2336)
PIlE", _

DEFlNITION
Refined and standardised oleoresin produced from
Capsicum (/859).

Content
12.0 per cent £0 18.0 per cent mlm of total capsalcinoids,
expressed as capsaicin (C18Hz7N03; ,He 305.4).

PRODUCTION
The oleoresin is produced from the herbal drug by an
appropriate procedure, using ethanol (minimum
90 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Red or brown mobile extract.
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IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 50 mg of the oleoresin 10 be examined
in 5 mL of ether R.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of capsaicin R and 2 mg of
dihydrocapraicin R in 5 mL of etherR.
Plate TLC O€tad«y/silyl silica gelplate R (5-40 pm) [or
TLC oClade<y1si1y1 S17i<a gelplateR (2-10 pm)).

Mobae phase water R, methanol R (20:80 VIV).
App/irotion 20 pL [or 2 pL] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Deodopmem Over a path of 12 cm [or 6 ern].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 0.25 gIL solution of
dkhloroqu;mmedlonmide R in ethyl QutateR, expose [0

ammonia vapour until blue zones appear. Examine in
daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in me
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Capsaicin: a blue zone A blue zone (capsaicin)

Dihydrocapsaicin: 8 blue zone A faint blue zone (dihydrocapsaicin)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Nonivamide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dissolve 0.300 g of the oleoresin to be
examined in 60 mL of methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL
with the same solvent.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of capsakinCRS and
2.0 mg of nonivamide CRS in methanol R and dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 4.0 mg of nonivamUk CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Column:
- size; 1= 0.25 m) 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: base-deactivated end-capped pheny/sily/ silica

gelfor chromatography R (5 pm);
- temperature: 30 "C.

Mobile phase acetonitrile Rl, 1 gIL solution of phosphori<
acidR (40:60 VIV).
Flew rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 nm.

ltlje<:rion 10 pL

Run lime 1.2 times the retention time of dihydrocapsaicin.

Elution order Nordibydrocapsaicin, nonivamide, capsaicin)
dihydrocapsaicin.

Relativeretention With reference to capsaicin (retention
time =about J9 min): nordihydrocapsaicin =about 0.9;

.nonivamide = about 0.95; dihydrocapsaicin = about 1.3.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

nonivamide and capsaicin.

2022

Calculate the percentage content of nonivamide with
reference to the total capsaicinoid content) using the
following expression:

Al xm2 XPI x 100

A2 x ml xC

Ai area of the peak due to nooivamide in jhe chromatogram
obtained wim the test solution;

A.2 area of the peak due to nonivamide in the chromatogram
obtained with reference soluuon (b);

Inl mass of the oleoresin to be examined used to prepare the lest
solution, in grams;

IH2 mass or noni1X1mide CRS used to prepare reference solution (b),
in grams;

PI percentage content of nonivamide in HOllMJJJlicU CRSi
C percentage content of total cspsalcinoids, as determined in die

assay.

Limi,:
- nonivamide: maximum 5.0 per cent of the total

capsaicinoid content.

Waler (2.5.12)
Maximum 8.0 per cent, determined on 5.00 g.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
nonivamide.

Calculate the percentage content of total capsaicinoids (C»)
expressed as capsaicin) using the following expression:

(Al +A, +A,)xml xp, x2

A"xml

A3 area of the peak due to eapsalcinin the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A4 area of the peak due to capsaicin in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

A 5 area.of the peak due to dihydrocapsaicin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A, area of the peakdue to nordihydrocapsaicin in the
chromatogram obtained with the lest solulffin;

ml mass of die oleoresin to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

"'J mass ofCdpsaiein CRS used to prepare reference solulion (a). in
gmm;

P2 percentage content of capsaicin in Cdpsaicin CRS.

____________________ I'tof"

Standardised Capsicum Oleoresin
DEFINITION
Standardised Capsicum Oleoresin is produced from
Capsicum.

Content
8.0 to 8.8% w/w of total capsaicinolds, expressed as
capsaicin, C IsH27NOj •

PRODUCTION
The oleoresin' is produced from whole or cut capsicums by
an appropriate procedure) using ethanol (minimum 90% vlv)
as the extraction solvent.

Characteristics
Dark red-brown to orange-brown mobile oily extract.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix m A) using the following solutions in ether.

(1) Dissolve 50 mg of the preparation being examined in
IOmL.
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Capsicum Preparations IV-IS3

The relative retentions with reference to capsaicin (retention
time is about 19 minutes) arenordihydrocapsaicin, about
0.9; nonivamide, about 0.95 and dihydrocapsaicin, about 1.3.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the resolution between the peaks due to
capsaicin and nonivamide is at least J.5.

DETER..t\UNATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the percentage content of nonivamide with
reference to the total capsaicinaid content, using the
following expression:

Water
Maximwn 8%w/w, Appendix IX C. Use 5 g.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for Ii<;,uid chromatography,
Appendix ill OJ using the following soJutions.
(I) Dissolve 0.3 g of the preparation being examined in
60 mL of methanol and dilute to 100 mL with the same
solvent.
(2) 0.02% wlv of capraKin EPCRS and 0.004% wlv of
noniuamide EPCRSin methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

The chromatographic conditionsdescribed under the test for
Nonivamide may be used.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the percentage content of total capsaidnoids (C)J
expressedas capsaicin, using the following expression:

areaof dIe peakdue to nonivamide in me chromatogram
obtainedwithsolution(I);
areaof the peakdue to nonivamide in the chromatogram
obtainedwithsolution (3);
weightof standardised oleoresin to be examined used to prepare
solution (l), in gramsj
content of nonioomitk EPCRSin solution(3), in percentage
wlv;
declared contentof nonivatlliJe EPCRSj
percentage contentof totalcapsaicinoids, as determined in the
assay.

Al xp. xp., x100

A2xm,xC

areaof thepeakdue to capsaicin in thechromatogram obtained
whh solution (l)j
areaof the peakdue to capsaicin in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2);
areaof the peakdue to dihydrocapsaicin in the chromatogram
obtained withsolution (1);
areaof the peakdue to nordihydrocapsaicin in the
chromatogram obtained withsolution(l)i
weightof the standardisedoleoresin to beexamined used to
prepare solution (1), in grams;
content of o::apsaicin EPCRSin solution(2) in percentage wlv;
declared cement of cafljaia"n liPCRS.

(A) + A5 + A.) X 1', X p..
A.xm,

P, .

P,

m,
A,

A,

c

m,

A,

A,

Top of the plate

A bluezone(capsaicin) capsaicin: A bluezone

A fainlbfuezone(D1hydrocapsalcin) Dihydrocapsaicin: A bfuezone

Solution (1) Solulion (2)

(2) 0.02% w/v each of capsaicin and dihydrocapsaicin.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use TLC oaadecylsilyl silica gelplate (5-40 urn) (Merck
silica gel plates are suitable) [or TLC octadecylsilyl silica gel
plate (2-10 ~m»).

(h) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 20 ~L [or 2 ~L] of solutions as bands of 15 mm
[or 8 mm).

(d) Develop the plate to 12 cm [6 cm].

(e) Remove the plate and allow to dry in air. Treatwith a
0.25 gIL solution of dichloroquinonechlorimide in ethyl acetate
and expose to ammonia vapour until blue zones appear.
Examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

20 volumes of water and80 volumes of methanol.

CONFIRMATION

See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the solutions (1) and (2).
Furthermore, otherfaintzones may be presentin the
chromatogram obtained with solution (1).

2022

TESTS
Nonivamide
Not more than5% of the total capsaidnoids content.
Carry out the method for liquidchromatagraphy,
Appendix ill D, using me following solutions.
(I) Dissolve 0.3 g of the preparation being examined in
60 mL of methanol and dilute to 100 mL with the same
solvent.
(2) 0.02% wlv of capsaKin EPCRS and 0.004% wlv of
noniuamide EPCRSm methanol.
(3) 0.004% wlv of nonioamide EPCRS in me/hanoi.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (25 cm x 4.6 mm) packed
with base-deactivated end-capped phenylsiJyI silica gelfor
chromalQgraphy (5 urn} (GL Sciences Inertsil Ph-3 is
suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobile phase described
below.

(c) Use a flow rate of 1.0 mL per minute.

(d) Use a column temperature of 30°.
(e) Use a detection wavelength of 225 nm,

(I) Inject 10 ~L of each solution.

(g) Allow the chromatography to proceed for 1.7 times the
retention time of dihydrocapsaicin.

I\WBILE PHASE

40 volumes of acetomuile Rl and 60 volumes of 1 gIL
solution of Qrthophosphonc acid.
The order of elutionof the peaksis nordjhydrocapsaicin,
nonivamide, capsaicin and dihydrocapsaicin.
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TESTS
Nonivamide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Stir me extract to he examined until
homogeneous, heating, if necessary, to not more than 60°C.
Disperse 0.350 g of the homogeneous extract in 35 mL of a
mixture of waterR and propanol R (40:60 VII'). Shake for

Top of the plote

-- --

Capsaicin: a blue zone A bluezone (capsaicin)

Dihydrocapsaicin: a blue zone A bluezone (dihydrocapsaidn)

-- --

Reference solution Teet solution

Limit:
- noniuamide: maximum 5.0 per cent of the total

capsaicinoid content.

Dry residue (2.8. 16)
Minimum 70.0 per cent, determined on 2.00 g.

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
nonivarnide.
Calculate the percentage contentof total capsaicinoids (C),
expressed as capsaicin, using the following expression:

AI xm2 XPI x5
A2 xml xC

30 min and dilute to 50.0 mL with propanol R. Dilute
25.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase
and filter through a membrane filler (nominal pore size
0.45 pm).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.0 rng of noniuamide CRS in
the mobile phase and dilute to 25.0 mL with the mobile
phase (solution A). Dissolve 8.0 mg of capsaicin CRS in a
mixture of 5.0 mL of solution A and 45 mL of the mobile
phase. Dilute to 100.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Refermce ,00ulion (b) Dissolve 8.0 mg of nonivamide CRS in
the mobile phase and dilute to 100.0 mL with the mobile
phase. Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to 100.0 mL with the
mobile phase.

Column:
- size: I;::; 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phose: base-deactivated end-capped phetlylsilyl silica

gelfor chromatography R (5 ~m);

- temperature: 30 "C.

iWobile phase acetonitrile Rl, 1 gIL solution of phosphoric
acidR (40:60 VII').
Flaw rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 nm.

Injection 10 ur,
Run time 1.2 times the retention time of dihydrocapsakin.
Elution order Nordihydrocapsaicin, nonivamide, capsaicin,
dihydrocapsaicin.
Relative retention Withreference to capsaicin (retention
time = about 19 min): nordihydrocapsaicin = about 0.9;
nonivamide = about 0.95; dihyd.rocapsaicin = about 1.3.
Sysum suitahility Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to

nonivamide and capsaicin.
Calculate me percentage contentof nonivamide with
reference [0 the total capsaicinoid content, using the
following expression:

AI areaof the peakdue 10nonivamide in the chromatogram
obtained withthe lest solution;

A2 areaof the peak due to nonivamide in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution(b)j

m. mass of the extract to beexamined used to prepare the lest
solution, in gramsj

m2 mass of mmivamick CRS used 10 prepare reference solution (b),
in grams;

PI percentage contentof nonivamide in nonioomilk CRSj
C percentage contentof totalcapsaicinoids, as detenninedin the

assay.

(AJ +A, +A,) x m, xPz
A.. xmr

2022

A] areaof me peakdue to capsaicin in me chromatogram obtained
with the [est solution;

**** ** ** ****

IV-154 Capsicum Preparations

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2529)

Standardised Capsicum Soft
Extract

DEFINITION
Standardised soft extract produced from Capsicum (1859).

Content
2.0 per cent to 2.4 per cent of total capsaicinoids, expressed
as capsaicin (CIsH27N03j M r 305.4).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drugbya suitable
procedure using ethanol (80 per cent VII').
The content of total capsaicinoids in me extract is
determined and adjusted, if necessary, to the value specified
by adding a suitable inert excipient, for example liquid
glucose.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Reddish-brown, glutinous matter.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 0.25 g of the extract to be examined add
10 mL ofa mixture of waterR and propanol R (40:60 VII').
Shake for 5 min. Filter, ifnecessary.

Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of capsaicin Rand 1 mg of
dihydroropsai<it/ R in 5 mL of methat/ol R.
Plate TLC ocladecylsiiYI silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or
TLC octadecylsilyl silica gelplate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mohae phase waterR, methanol R (20:80 VII').
Applirotion 20 ~L [or 2 ~L] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

D""elopment Over a path of 12 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with a 0.25 gIL solution of
dichloroquinonechlorimide R in ethylacetate R, expose to
ammonia vapour until blue zones appear. Examine in
daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution.Furthermore, other zones maybe present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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TESTS
Nonlvamide
Not more man 5% of the totalcapsaicinoids content.
Carryout the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix m D, using the following solutions in methanol.
(I) Dilute 50 mL of the preparation being examined to
100 mL.

(2) 0.02% wlv of capsaicin EPCRS and 0.004% wlvof
nonwomide EPCRS.

(3) 0.004% wlv of nanivamide EPCRS.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (25 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with base-deactivated end-capped phenylsi/y/ Sl7ica gelfOT
chromatography R (5 um) (GL Sciences Inertsil Ph-3 is
suitable).
(b) Use isocratic elutionand the mobilephasedescribed
below.

(c) Use a flow rateof 1.0 mL per minute.
(d) Use a column temperature of 30°.

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 225 om.

(I) Inject I0 ~L of each solution.

(g) Allow the chromatography to proceed for 1.7 times the
retention time of dihydrocapsaicin.

MOBILE PHASE

40 volumes of aceumiuile Rl and 60 volumes of 1 gIL
solution of orthophosplwric acid.
The order of elutionof thepeaks is nordihydrocapsaicin,
nonivamide, capsaicin and dihydrocapsaicin.
The relative retentions withreference to capsaicin (retention
time is about 19 minutes) arenordihydrocapsaicin about0.9j
nonivamide about 0.95 and dihydrocapsaicin about 1.3.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in me chromatogram obtained
withsolution (2), the resolution between the peaks due to
nonivamide and capsaicin is at least 1.5.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the percentage contentof nonivamide with
reference to the total capsaicinoid content, usingthe
following expression:

2022

A" areaof the peakdue to cepeakin in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution {a)j

AI areaof the peakdue to dihydrocapsaicin in the chromatogram
obtainedwnh the test solution;

A6 areaof the peakdue to nordihydrocapsaicin in the
chromatogram obtainedwith Ihe test solutionj

ml mass of the extract to be examinedwed to prepare the test
solution, in gmmsj

nlJ mass of capsaici" CRS used to preparereference solution (a). in
grams;

P2 percentage content of capsaicin in capsaiw. CRS.

_____________________ I'1>E<I

Capsicum Tincture
DEFINITION
Capsicum Tincture is a tincture produced from Standardised
CapsicumOleoresin.
Content

0.036 to 0.044 %wlv of total capsaicinoids, expressed as
capsaicin, ClsH27NOJo

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced by dissolving Standardised
CapsicumOleoresin in a suitable quantity of ethanol
(96 % vlv) and water by an appropriate procedure.

Characteristics

Yellow-orange to red-orange ethanolic liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for thin-layer chromalography,
Appendix ill A, usingthe following solutions.
(I) Shake 10 mL of the preparation being examined with
JO mL of hexane. AUow to separate anduse me lowerlayer.
(2) 0.02% wlv each of capsaicin and dihydrocapsaicin in ether.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a TLC ocladecylsi/yl silica gelplate (5-40 urn) (Merck
silica gel plates are suitable) [or TLC octadecylsi/yl silica gel
plate (2-10 ~m»).

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply 20 J!L [or 2 ~L) of solution (I) and (2) as bands of
15 mm [or 8 mm].

(d) Develop the plate to 12 em [6 em).

(e) Remove theplateand allowto dry in air. Treat with a
0.25 gIL solution of dKhloroquinonechlon·mide in ethylacelale
and expose to ammonia vapour until blue zones appear.
Examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

20 volumes of waler and 80 volumes of methanol.

CONFIRMATION

See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with solutions (I) and (2).
Furthermore other faint zones may be present in me
chromatogram obtained with solution (I).

A,

A,

P,

P,

c

AI xp, xp, x50

A,xC

areaof the peak due to nonivamide in the chromatogram
obtained whh solution (l)j
areaof the peak due to nonivamidein the chromatogram
obtained with solution (3);
content of non~ide EPCRSin solution(3), in percemsge
wIYj
declaredcontent of HOIJroami'de EPCRS;
percentagecontent of total capsaicincids, as determined in the
assay.

ToO of the plate

Abluezone(capsaicin) capsaicin:Ablue zone

A faint bluezonelDihydrocaps.alcin) Dihydrocapsaicin: A blue zone

Solution 111 Solution 121

Ethanol
83 10 88 % vlv, Appendix vmF.

Methanol
Maximum 0.05 % vlv, Appendix VDI G, method II.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix m D, using the following solutions.
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(ph. Eur. monograph 2337)
PIlE" _

Top oIthe plate

-- --

Capsaicin: 8 blue zone A blue zone (capsaicin)

Dihydrocapsoicin: a blue zone A faint blue zone (dihydrocapsoictn)

-- --

ReIereace solution Test solution

TESTS
Nonivamide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test sdution Dilute 50.0 g of the tincture to be examined to
100.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of capsaicin CRS and
2.0 mg of nonivamide CRS in methalWl R and dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 4.0 mg of noniuamide CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Column:
- size: / = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: base-deactivatM end-eapped phenylsilyl silica

gelfor chromauJgraphy R (5 urn);
- temperature: 30 "C.

Mobile phase acettmitrile Rl, I g/L solution of phosphoric
acidR (40:60 VIV).

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 nm.

Injection I0 ~L.

Run time 1.2 times the rentention time of dihydrocapsaicin.

Elution order Nordihydrocapsaicin, nonivamide, capsaicin,
dihydrocapsaicin.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

nonivamide and capsaicin.

Calculate the percentage content of nonivamide with
reference to the total capsaicinoid content, using the
following expression:

ammonia vapour until blue zones appear. Examine in
daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

AI area of the peakdue to nonivamide in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of me peakdue to nonlvamide in the chromatogram
obtained. with reference solution (b);

ml mass of the tincture [0 be examined used [0 prepare the test
solution, in grams;

"'2 mass of nonioomide CRS used to prepare reference soluLion (b),
in grams;

PI percentage content cf ncnivamide in noniwmkk CRSi
C percentage content of total capsaicinoids. as determined in me

assay.

AI xm2 XPI x 100

A2xml xC

2022

Limir.
- mmivamide: maximum 5.0 per cent of the total

capsaicinoid content.

(A3 + As +A6)X~ xp"

A.x50

area of the peak due to capsaicin in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I);
area of die peak due (0 capsaicin in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2);
area of the peak due to dihydrocapsaicin in the chromatogram
obtained wirh solution (I);
area of the peak due to nordihydrocapsaicin in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I);
content of capsaicin EPCRSin solution (2), in percentage W/vi

declared content of UI~(licinEPCRS.

A.

A,

A,

Standardised Capsicum Tincture

IV-156 Capsicum Preparations

(1) Dilute 50 mL of the preparation being examined to
100 mL with methanol.
(2) 0.02% wlv of capsaicin EPCRS and 0.004% wlv of
nonivamide EPCRS in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

The chromatographic conditions described under the test for
Nonivamide may be used.

Calculate the percentage content of total capsaicinoids (C),
expressed as capsaicin, using the following expression:

DEFINlTION
Standardised tincture produced from Capsi<um (1859) or
Refinedand standordised capsicum oleoresin (2336).

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the nominal content of total
capsaicinoids, expressed as capsaicin (C1sH27N03;
M r 305.4), stated on me label, which is between
0.020 per cent mlmand 0.060 per cent mlm.

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from the herbal drug or oleoresin
and ethanol (70 per cent VIV to 85 per cent VIV) by an
appropriate procedure.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Yellowish-orange or reddish-orange liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Shake 10 mL of the tincture to be examined
with 10 mL of h,exane R. Allow to separate and use the lower
layer.

Reference solution Dissolve I mg of capsaicin Rand 1 mg of
dilrydrrxapsaicin R in 5 mL of ether R.
Plate TLC octadecylsilyl silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or
TIC octadecylsilyl silica gelplate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase waterR, methanol R (20:80 VIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 2 ~L) as bands of 15 nun [or 8 nun].

Development Over a path of 12 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 0.25 gIL solution of
dichJoroquinonedlorimide R in ethyl acetate R) expose to
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Ethanol (1.9.1rJ)
95 per cent to 105 per cent of the content stated on the
label.

Methanol and 2-propanol (1.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent V/V of methanoland maximum
0.05 per cent VIV of 2-propanol.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
nonivamide.
Calculate the percentagecontent of total capsaicinoids (C),
expressedas capsaicin, using me following expression:

Caraway IV-157

striated cuticle (surface view [B, LJ), with thick-walled cells
[Ba] and occasional anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Bb];
numerous endosperm fragments with more or less thickened
polygonal cells [A, H] containing aleurone grains, droplets of
fatty oil [Aa, Ha] and microcrystals of calcium oxalate in
microrosette formation [Ab, Hb]; spiral vessels accompanied
by sclerenchymatcus fibres [0]; rarely, fibre bundles from the
carpophore; rectangular or subrectangular sclereids from the
mesocarp [E, J, K] with moderately thickened and pitted
walls, sometimes accompanied by thin-walled parenchyma
cells ITa].

PhE" _

____________~ ""E"

Caraway bI
•.... @,,:.. .... ".-. - -.~'.. .... , ~- .

. . 25l'm -; -zr L
K t--l

area of me peakdue to capsaicin in the chromatogram obtained
with the test salul:ion;
areaof the peakdue to capsaicin in thechromatogram obtained
wilh reference solution (a);
area of the peakdue 10dihydrocapsaicin in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the lest solutionj
areaof the peakdue to nordihydrocapsaicin in the
chromatogram obtained with the tesl solution;
mass of me tincture to be examined used to prepare die test
solution. in grams;
mass of capsaicin CRS used (0 prepare reference solution(a), in
grams;
percentage content of capsaicin in oopsaidn CRS.

CA,+A, +A.) x m. xp, x 2

A..xm3

A,

A.

A,

(CarawayFrai~ Ph. Bur. monograph 1080)

When Powdered Caraway is prescribed or demanded,
material complying withthe appropriate requirements below
and containing not less than 2.5% v/w (25 mUkg) of
essential oil shall be dispensedor supplied.

DEFINITION
Whole, drymericarp of Carum t:arvi L.

Content
Minimum 30 mUkg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Odourreminiscent of carvone.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fruit is a cremocarp of almostcylindrical shape. It is
generally 3-6.5 mm long and 1-1.5 mm wide. The mericarps,
usually free, aregreyish-brown or brown, glabrous, mostly
sickle-shaped, with both ends sharply terminated. Each bears
5 prominentnarrow ridges. When cut transversely the profile
shows an almostregular pentagon and 4 vittae on the dorsal
surface and 2 on the commissural surface may be seen with a
lens.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1080.-1): fragments of broad secretory
canals {surface view [C, D], transverse section (F)
composed of yellowish-brown, thin-walled, polygonal
secretory cells [Ca, Da, Fa], frequently associated witha
layer of thin-walled, transversely elongated endocarp
cells [Cb, Db], 8-12 11m wide and moreor less rectangular in
transverse section [Fb]; fragments of the epicarp covered by a

Figure 1080.-1. - Illustration for idenrificarion test B of powdered
herbal dragof carawqy fruil

C. Thin-layer chromatography (1.2.27).

Test sdution Shake 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(1.9.12) with 5.0 mL of ethylace",'" R for 2-3 min. Filter
over 2 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate R.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 ul, of carvone Rand 5 J.LL of
oliveoil R in 1.0 mL of ethylautate R.

Pia", TLC silica gelF254 plate R.

Mobile phase ethyl aeela'" R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).
Application 20 J1L of the test solution and 10 ~L of the
reference solution, as bands.
Development Over a path of 10 em.
Drying In air.

Deuaion A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.
Results A The chromatograms obtainedwith the test
solution and with the reference solution show a quenching
zone (carvone) in the central partagainst a light background.
Detection B Spray with omsaldehyde soluuon R and, while
observing, heat at 100-105 °C for 2-4 min; examine in
daylight.
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IV-158 Caraway Oil

Results B The zones due to carvone are darkorange-brown;
me chromatogramobtained with the test solution shows
above me zone due to carvone a violetzone similar in
positionand colour to the zone due to triglycerides of olive
oil in the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution;
the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution shows
close to the solvent front a weakviolet zone due to terpene
hydrocarbons and in the lowerpart some weak,mostly violet
grey and brownishzones.

TESTS
Wate, (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mlJkg, determined on 10.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (110) (2.9.1Z).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oU (2.8.12)
Use 10.0 g of the herbal drug reduced to a powder (110)
(2.9.12) immediately before the determination, a 500 mL
round-bottomed flask, 200 mL of water R as the distillation
liquid, and 0.50 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil
at a rate of 2-3 mIlrnin for 90 min.
_____________________ PhE"

Caraway Oil
(ph. Eur. mOfUlgraph 1817)

PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Oil obtained by steam distillation from the dry fruits of
CorumcarviL.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or yeUow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identification: A.

A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solurian Dissolve 40 J.tL of the substance to be
examined in 1.0 mL of toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 ul, of carvone Rand 5 J.lL of
caroeol R in 1.0 mL of toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gelF,S4 plateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase ethylaurate R, tduene R (5:95 VIV).

Applicatwn 10 IlL [or 2 ~L] as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 5 em).

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 nm.
Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of lhe plate

-- --
Cervone:a quenching zone A quenchingzone (carvone)

-- --

Reference soludon Test solution

Detection B Spraywith anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min. Examine immediately in daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand me
test solution. Furthermore, several zones of weakintensity are
present, particularly in the lower third, in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A reddish-violet zone

-- -~

A reddish-violet zone

Carvone: a red to orange-brown An intensered to orange-brown zone
zone (carvone)

-- --

Carveol; a reddish-violet zone A reddish-violet zone (carveol)

A violet-blue zone

Reference solution Test solution

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution aresimilar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.904 to 0.920.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.484 to 1.490.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
+ 65" to + 81".

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximum 1.0, determined on 5.00 g.

ChromatograpWc profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dissolve 0.200 g of the substance to be
examined in heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mLwith the same
solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5 ~L of p-myrcene R, 80 ~L

of limonene R, 5 JlL of dihydrocaruone R, 100 J.1L of carvone R
and 5 ~L of caroeol R in heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference sdution (b) Dissolve 10 ~L of caroom R in
heptane R and dilute to J0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute
0.1 mL of this solution to 10 mL with heptane R.

Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: 1;;;; 30 m, 42) =0.53 rom,
- stationary phase: macrogol20 000 R, (fiim thickness 1 pm).
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Carrier gas heliumfor chromatography R.

Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

Tim.
(min)

Temperature
("C)

Cardamom Fruit IV-159

Calculate the percentage content of the (-)-carvone from the
following expression:

A
AlA x 100

1+ 2

AI area of the peak due to (-)-caIVOIIC.
A2 area of the peak due to cervone RI.

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1 ~L.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 2.4 between the peaks due to (-)

carvone (lSI peak) and carvone Rl (2nd peak).

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1.0 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of
reference solution (a). Record the retention times of these
substances.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 4.5 between the peaks due to

p-myrcene and Hmonene.
Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the referencesolution, locate
the components of the referencesolution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Limits:
- p-myrtene: 0.1 per cent to 1.0 per cent,
- limonene: 30.0 per cent to 45.0 per cent,
- rrans-dihydrocarvone: maximum 2.5 per cent,
- carvone: 50.0 per cent "to 65.0 per cent,
- trans-canxd: maximwn 2.5 per cent.
- disregard limit: the area of thepeak in.the chromatogram

obtained with reference solution (b).

Chlral purity
Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Test solution Dissolve 20 mg of the substance to be
examined in heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of (-)-carvone Rand
10 mg of talWne RI in heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with
me same solvent.

Column:
- mauria/: fused silica,
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.25 mm,
- stationary phase: modified fl-cyclodextrin for dural

chromatography RI (film thickness 0.25 pm).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.

Flow rate 2.0 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:30.

Temperature:

Column

Injection port

Detector

Column

Iniection port

Detector

0-5

'j ~ 68

68 -75

Tim.
(min)

0-80

60

60 ..... 250

250

250

260

Temperature
("C)

50 -i 170

230

230

Limit:
- (-)-<aroone: maximum 1 per cent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 "C.
_____________________ PIlE"

Cardamom Fruit
In making preparations of Cardamom, only the seed is used.
The seed is removed from the fruit, immediately powdered
or bruised and used immediately in making the preparation.
Cardamom seed, after removal from the fruit, should not be
stored.

DEFINITION
Cardamom Fruit consists of the dried, nearly ripe fruit of
Elenaria cardamomum Maron var. minuscula Burkill.

CHARACfERISTICS
Odour and taste of the seeds, strongly aromatic.

Macrosc~al Fruit: a trilocular inferior capsule, up to about
2 cm long, ovoid or oblong, dull green to pale buff, plump or
slightly shrunken, obtusely triangular in cross section, nearly
smooth or longitudinally striated. Seeds ineach loculus in
two rows, forming an adherent mass attached to the axile
placenta. Seed: pale to dark reddish brown, about 4 nun long
and 3 mm broad, irregularly angular, marked with six to
eight transverse wrinkles, with a longitudinal channel
containing the raphe) each seed enveloped by a colourless,
membranous arll. Transversely cut surface of seed showing a
brown testa, white starchy perisperm, grooved on one side,
yellowish endosperm and a paler embryo.

Miaoscopkal Seed: am composed of flattened, thin-walled,
parenchymatous cells. Testa composed of the following
layers: (i) outer epidermis of thick-walled, narrow, axially
elongated cells; (ii) a layer of collapsed parenchyma subjacent
to the outer epidermis; (iii) a single layer (two or three layers
near the raphe) of large, thin-walled, rectangular cells
containing volatile oil; (iv) two or three layers of parenchyma;
(v) layers of thin-walled, flattened cells; (vi) distinctive
sclerenchymatous layer of closely packed brown, thick-walled
cells, each with a bowl-shaped cavity in the upper part
containing a warty silica body; (vii) inner layer consisting of
flattened cells. Perispenn: cells thin-walled, packed with
numerous starch granules up to 6 urn in diameter and, in a
smaU cavity, one to seven prisms of calcium oxalate about
10 to 30 pm long. Endosperm parenchymatous) thin-walled,
with a granular hyaline mass of proteinjn each cell. Embryo:
cells small, containing aleurone grains.

TESTS
Foreign matter
Of the fruit, not more than 1.0%; of the separated seeds, not
more than 3.0%, Appendix XI D.
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Compound Cardamom Tincture
DEFINITION

IV-160 Cardamom Oil

Volatile oil
In the seeds, not less then 4.0%v/w, Appendix XI E,
Method I. Use 20 g of the unground seeds and distil for
5 hours.

Acid-insoluble ash
Of the seeds, not more than3.5%, Appendix XI K.

Ash
Of the seeds, not more than 6.0%,Appendix XI J.

Cardamom Oil
Caraway Oil
CinnamonOil
Cochineal,in moderately coane powder
Glycerol
Elhanol (60 per cent)

O.450mL
O.400mL
0.225 mL7.

50mL
Sufficientto produce 1000 mL

Cardamom Oil
Preparations
Aromatic Cardamom Tincture
Compound Cardamom Tincture

DEFINITION
Cardamom Oil is obtained by distillation from crushed
Cardamom Fruit.

CHARACTERISTICS
A clear, colourless or pale yellowliquid, visibly free from
water; odour, that of Cardamom Fruit.

TESTS
Ester value
90 to 156, Appendix X C.

Optical rotation
+20° to +40°, Appendix V F.

Refractive index
1.461 to 1.461, Appendix V E.

Soluhllity in ethanol
Soluble, at 20°) in 6.volumes of ethanol (70%),
Appendix X M.

Weight per mL
0.911 to 0.940 g, Appendix V G.

STORAGE
Cardamom Oil should be kept in a well-filled container and
protected from light.

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Moisten the Cochineal with a sufficient quantity of Ethanol
(60 per cent) and prepare 900 mL of tincture hy percolation,
Appendix XI F. Add the Cardamom Oil, the Caraway Oil,
the CinnamonOil and the Glycerol and sufficient Ethanol
(60 per cent) to produce 1000 ml.; mix. Filter, ifnecessary.
The tincture complies with flu requirements for Tinctures staled
under Extracts and with thefollowing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
52 to 51% vlv, Appendix vmF, Method lll.

Glycerol
45 to 55% vlv when detennined hy the following method.
Dilute 20 mL to 100 mL with water. To 20 mL of this
solution add 100 mL of waterand I g of activatedcharcoal
and boil under a reflux condenserfor 15 minutes. Filterand
wash the filter and charcoal with sufficient water to produce
150 mL. Add 0.25 mL of bromocresol purple solution and
neutralise with O.IM sodium hydroxide or 0.05M sulfuric acid to
the blue colour of the indicator. Add 1.4 g of sodium periodate
and allow to standfor 15 minutes. Add 3 mL of propane-lJ2

diol, shakeand allow to stand for 5 minutes. Add 0.25 mLof
bromocresol purple solution and titrate with a.1M sodium
hydroxide VS to the same hlue colour. Each mL of O./M
sodium hydroxide VS is equivalent to 9.210 mg of glycerol.
Calculate the percentage vlvof glycerol, taking its weightper
mL to be 1.260 g.

Relative density
0.925 to 0.931, Appendix V G.

Aromatic Cardamom Tincture
DEFINITION

The tincture complies with the requiremenu for Tinctures Slated

under Extracts and with rhe following requirements:

TESTS
Ethanol content
84 to 81% vlv, Appendix vm F, Method Ill.

Relative density
0.825 to 0.845, Appendix V G.

Preparation
Standardised Cascara Dry Extract
When Powdered Cascara is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements belowwith the
exceptionof Identification test A and the test for Foreign
mattershall be dispensed or supplied.' .
""£<1 _

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented bark of Rhamnus purshiana DC.
(syo. Frangula ptmniana (DC.) A.Gray).

Content
Minimum 8.0 per cent of hydroxyanthracene glycosides of
whichminimum 60 per cent consists of cascarosides, both
expressed as cascaroside A (C27H3201-b 1"1, 580.5) (dried
drug).

**** ** *
*****

Cascara
(Ph. Eur. mOlwgraph 0105)

3mL
IOmL
IOmL
"IOmL
60mL

Sufficient LO produce 1000 mL

Cardamom Oil
Caraway Oil
Cinnamon Oil
CloveOil
Strong GingerTincture
Ethanol(90 per cent)
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c. Examine the chromatograms obtained in test A for Other
species of Rhamnus; anthrones.

Results The chromatogram obtained with me test solution
shows several reddish-brown zones with different intensities:
there are 4 faint zones, 3 being situated at about the mid
point of the chromatogram and 1 in me lower third and
there is a strong zone in the upper third of the
chromatogram. Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
The chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows
several zones with the same fluorescence, situated above and
particularly below (cascarosides) that due to barbaloin in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

D. Heat 0.2 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12)
with 50 mL of water R on a water-bath for 15 min. Allow to
cool and filter. To 10 mL of the filtrate add 20 mL of
hydrochloric acid RI and beat on a water-bath for 15 min.
Allow to cool, transfer to a separating funnel and shake with
3 quantities, each of 20 ml., of etherR. Reserve the aqueous
layer (solution A). Combine the 3 ether extracts and shake
with 10 mL of dilute ammonia R2. The aqueous layer
becomes reddish-violet. Transfer solution A to a small flask,
add 5 g of/ernechloride R and heat on a water-bath for
30 min. Allow to cool, transfer [Q a separating funnel and
shake with 15 mL of ether R. Wash the ether layer with
10 mL of waterR, discard the aqueous layer and shake me
ether layer with 5 mL of dilute ammoniaR2. A red colour
develops in the aqueous layer.

TESTS
Other species of Rhamnus; anthrones
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutwn To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of ethanol (70 perun, VII? R and heat to
boiling. Cool and centrifuge. Decant the supernatant
immediately and use within 30 min.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of barbaloin R in ethanol
(70 percent VII? R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.

Plates TLC silica gelplateR (2 plates).

Mobile phase waterR, methanol R, ethylacetate R
(13:17:100 VIVW).

A. Applicalwn: I0 ~L as bands.

Deudopmem Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air for 5 min.
Daeaion Spray with about 10 mL of. 50 gIL solution of
potassium hydroxide R in ethanol (50 perun, VII? R and heat
at 100-105 QC for 15 min; examine immediately after
heating.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows, in the central part) a reddish-brown zone due
to barbaloin; examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm; the zone
due to barbaloin shows intense yellowish-brown fluorescence;
in the chromatogram with the test solution, no zone with
orange-brown fluorescence is seen between the zone due to
barbaloin and the zones due to cascarosides.

B. Application: 10 ul, of the test solution) as a band.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air for not more than 5 min.

Detection Spray immediately with a 5 gIL solution of
nitrotetrazolium blueR in methanol R and examine
immediately.

Results No violet or greyish-blue zones appear.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 1 per cent.

Cascara IV-161
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IDENTIFICATION
A. The bark occurs in slightly channelled or nearly flat
pieces, usually 1-5 mm in thickness, usually varying greatly in
length and width. The outer surface is grey or dark greyish
brown and shows occasional lenticeJs that are orientated
transversally. It is usually more or Jess completely covered by
a whitish coat of lichens, epiphytic moss and foliaceous
liverwort. The inner surface is yellow or reddish-brown or
almost black with fine longitudinal striations; it [urns red
when treated with alkali. The yellow fracture is short and
granular in the outer part and somewhat fibrous in the inner
part.

B. M.icroscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0105.-1): bundles [A] of partly lignified
phloem fibres [Aa], accompanied by crystal sheaths
containing prisms of calcium oxalate [Ab] and sometimes
including medullary rays [Ac]; isolated sclereids [G] or
groups of sclereids [B) accompanied by crystal sheaths [Ba];
isolated cluster crystals [C] or prisms [E] of calciwn oxalate;
parenchymatous cells [F, H] containing a yellow substance
that becomes deep red when treated with alkali, sometimes
accompanied by cells containing cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate [Ha]; cork cells (surface view [D], transverse
section m), associated with parenchyma, some ceUs of which
contain cluster crystals of calcium oxalate Ua]; frequently
epiphytes [K] J which may be liverworts, entire or in
fragments, having a lamina I cell thick without a midrib and
composed of isodiametric cells, or leaves of mosses, having a
lamina 1 cell thick composed of elongated cells and
possessing a midrib several cells thick.

Figure 0105.-1. - lllusmuionfor identification testB ofpowdered .
herbal drngof cascara
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Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105"C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Cony out the ass'lY in 24 h, protected from bright light.
Stir 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12) into
100 mL of boiling waterR and continue boiling and stirring
for 5 min. Allow to cool, dilute to 100.0 mL with water RJ

shake, filter and discard the first 20 mL of filtrate. Transfer
10.0 rnL of the filtrate 10 a separating funnel, add 0.1 mL of
1 M hydrochloric acid and shake with 2 quantities, each of
20 ml., of a mixture of 1 volume of ether Rand 3 volumes of
hexane R. Wash the combined organic extracts with 5 mL of
water R, discard the organic layer and return the rinsings to
the aqueous layer. Shake the combined aqueous layers with
4 quantities, each of 30 mL, of ethyl acelate R freshly
saturated with waterR (to 150 rnL of ethylacelate R add
15 mL of water R, shake for 3 min and allow to stand) on
each occasion aUowing separation to take place until the
organic layer is clear. Combine the ethyl acetate extracts.
Use the aqueous layer for the assay for cascarosides and the
organic layer for the assay for hydroxyan£hracene glycosides
other than cascarosides.

Hydroxyanthracene glycosides other than cascarosides
Transfer the organic layer to a suitable flask and remove the
solvent by distillation, evaporating almost to dryness.
Dissolve the residue in 0.3-'0.5 mL of methanol R and transfer
to a volumetric flask, rinsing the 1sr flask with wann water R
and adding the rinsings to the methanolic solution. Allow to
cool and dilute to 50.0 mL with waferR. Transfer 20.0 rnL
of this solution to a 100 mL round-bottomed flask with a
ground-glass neck and containing 2 g of ferric chloritk Rand
12 mL of hydrrxhlon'c acid R. Attach a reflux condenser and
place the flask in a water-bath so that the level of the water is
above that of the liquid in the flask and heat for 4 h. Allow
to cool, transfer the solution to a separating funnel and rinse
the flask successively with 3-4 rnL of 1 M sodium hydroxide
and 3-4 mL of waterR, adding the rinsings to the separating
funnel. Shake the contents of the separating funnel with
3 quantities, each of 30 mL, of a mixture of 1 volume of
etherRand 3 volumes of hexaneR. Wash the combined
organic layers with 2 quantities, each of 10 mL, of water R
and discard the rinsings. Dilute the organic layer to
100.0 mL with the mixture of ether and hexane. Take
20.0 mL, evaporate carefully to dryness on a water-bath and
dissolve the residue in 10.0 mL of a 5 gIL solution of
magnesium acetate R in methanol R. Measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) at 440 om and 515 om using methanol R as the
compensation liquid. If the ratio of the absorbance at
515 nm to that at 440 nrn is less than 2.4, the assay is
invalid.

Calculate the percentage content of hydroxyanthracene
glycosides other than cascarosides, expressed as
cascaroside A, using the foUowing expression:

Ax6.95

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance to be 180.

A absorbance at 515 run;
III mass of me substance to be examined, in grams,
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Cascarosides
Dilute the aqueous layer to 50.0 mL with water R. Treat
20.0 mL of this solution as described above in the assay of
hydroxyanthracene glycosides other than cascarosides.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution at
440 run and 515 run. If the ratio of the absorbance at
515 run to that at 440 nm is less than 2.7, the assay is
invalid.

Calculate the percentage content of cescarosldes, expressed
as cascaroside A) using the following expression:

A x6.95

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance to be 180.

A absorbance at 515 nrnj
//I mass of the substance to be examined, in grams.

___________________ PhE"

Standardised Cascara Dry Extract
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1844)

Preparation
Cascara Tablets
PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Standardised dry extract obtained from Cascara (0105).

Content
- hydro:g>anthraeene g!Ycosides expressed as cascaroside A

(C"H"O,,; M, 580.5): 8.0 per cent to
25.0 per cent mlm (dried extract) and 90 per cent to
110 per cent of the nominal content stated on the label;

- cascarosides expressed as cascaroside A (C"H320,,.;

M, 580.5): ntinimum 60 per cent of the
hydroxyanthracene glycosides.

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by an
appropriate procedure using either boiling water or a
hydroalcoholic solvent at least equivalent in strength to
ethanol (60 per cent VIJI).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown, free-flowing powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.2 g of the extract to be examined add
5 rnL of ethanol (70 per cenf VII-? R and heat to boiling. Cool
and centrifuge. Decant the supernatant solution immediately
and use within 30 min.

Reference so/urion Dissolve 20 mg of barbaloin Rand 2 mg of
emodin R in ethanol (70 percent VII-? R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelpia" R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)l.

lvfobile phase water R, methanol R, ethyl aarate R
(13:17:100 VIVIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 2 ~Ll as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air for 5 min.
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Detection Treat with a 50 gIL solution ofpotassium
hydroxide R in ethanol (50 percem VI,,? R and heat to
100-105 °C for 15 min; examine in ultraviolet light at
365 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top nfthe plate

Emodin: a red fluorescentzone A faint red fluorescent zone

-- --

Barbaloin: a yellowish-brown A yellowish-brown fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone

A blue fluorescentzone

-- --

An intense yellowish-brown
fluorescentzone

:) yenowish-brown fluorescentzones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Carry out the a.<say within24 h, protected/rom bright light.
To 0.500 g of the extract to be examined add 90 mL of
waterR and sonicate at 40°C for 15 min. Shake, cool and
dilute to 100.0 mL with waterR. Shake and filter, discarding
the first 20 mL of filtrate. Transfer 10.0 mL of the filtrate to
a separating funnel, add 0.1 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acidand
shake with 2 quantities, each of 20 ml., of a mixture of
1 volume of ether Rand 3 volumes of hexane R. Wash the
combined organic extracts with 5 rnL of waterR. Discard. the
organic layer and return the rinsings to the hydroalcoholic
layer. Shake with 4 quantities, each of 30 mL, of ethyl
tuetate R freshly saturated with waterR (prepared as follows:
to 150 mL of ethylacetate R add 15 mL of waterR, shake for
3 min and allow to stand), on each occasion allowing the
layers to separate until the organic layer is clear. Combine
the ethyl acetate extracts. Use the aqueous layer for the assay
of cascarosides and the organic layer for the assay of
hydroxyanthracene gJycosides other than cascarosides.

Hydroxyanthracene glycosides other than cascarosldes
Transfer the organic layer to a round-bottomed flask and
remove the solvent by distillation, evaporating almost to
dryness. Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of methanol RJ add
10 mL of waterR at 40 °C and transfer to a 50 mL
volumetric flask, rinsing the round-bottomed flask with
waterR at 40 °C and adding the rinsings to the
hydromethanolic solution. Allow (Q cool and dilute to
50.0 mL with waterR. Transfer 20.0 mL of the solution to a
100 mL round-bottomed flask with a ground-glass neck
containing 2 g offerne chloride Rand 12 mL of hydrochloric
add R. Attach a reflux condenser and place the flask in a
water-bath so that the level of the water is above that of the
liquid in the flask and heat for 4 h. Allow to cool, transfer

Cascara Preparations IV-163

the solution to a separating funnel and rinse the flask
successively with 4 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide and 4 mL of
waterR, adding the rinsings to the separating funnel. Shake
the contents of the separating funnel with. 3 quantities, each
of 30 ml., of a mixture of I volume of ether Rand 3 volumes
of hexane R. Wash the combined organic layers with
2 quantities, each of 10 ml., of water R and discard the
rinsings. Dilute the organic layer to 100.0 mL with a mixture
of 1 volume of ether Rand 3 volumes of hexane R. Take
20.0 mL of the solution, evaporate carefully to dryness on a
water-bath and dissolve the residue in 10.0 mL of a 5 gIL
solution of magnesium acetate R in methanol R. Measure the
absorbance (2.2.25) at 440 nm and 515 nm, using
methanol R as the compensation liquid.

Systemsuitability:
- absorbance ratio: A51~A440 is not less than 2.4.

Calculate the percentage content of hydroxyanthracene
glycosides other than cascarosides, expressed as
cascaroside AJ using the following expression:

Ax6.95

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance to be 180.

A absorbance at 515 nmj
IN mass of the substance to be examined. in grams.

Cascarosides
Dilute the aqueous layer to 50.0 mL with waterR. Treat
20.0 mL of this solution as described above in the assay of
hydroxyanthracene glycosides other than cascarosides.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at 440 om and 515 om.

System suita1n7ity:
- absorbance ratio: A51~A440 is not less than 2.7.

Calculate the percentage content of caacarosides, expressed
as cascaroside A, using the following expression:

Ax6.95

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance to be 180.

A absorbance at 515 nm;
m mass of the substance to be examined, in grams.

LABELLING
The label states the nominal content of hydroxyanthracene
glycosldes, expressed as cascaroside A.
_____________________ ""E"

Cascara Tablets
DEFINITION
Cascara Tablets contain Standardised Cascara Dry Extract.
They are coated.

The tablets comply with the requirements statedunderTablets and
wlih thefollowing requirements.

Content ef total hydroxyanthracene derivatives
17.0 to 23.0 mg, of which not less than 60% consists of
cascarosides, both expressed as cascaroside A.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for chin-layer chromatographyJ
Appendix ill AJ using the following solutions.
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(I) Boil a quantity of the powdered rablets containing the
equivalent of 32 mg of total hydroxyanthracene derivatives
with 5 mL of 70% vlv of ethanol, cool and centrifuge. Decant
the supernatant liquid immediately and use within
30 minutes.

(2) Dissolve 20 mg of barbaloin and 2 mg of emodin in
70% vlv of ethanol and dilute to J0 mL with the same
solvent.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use silica gelFese precoated plates or high-performance
silica gelFm (Merck silica gelFm HPTLC plates are
suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L [or 2 ~L) of each solution, as bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 10 em [or 6 em).

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air, spray with a 5% wlv
solution of potassium hydroxide in 50% vJv ethanol, heat at
100 to 1050 for IS minutes and examine under ultravWlet
light (365 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

13 volumes of waler, 17 volumes of methanol And
100 volumes of ethyla«,,"e.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) show
yellowish-brown fluorescent bands with Rfvalues of between
0.2 and 0.25, an intense yellowish-brown fluorescent band
with an Rf value of about 0.3) a blue fluorescent band with
an Rf value of about 0.6) a yellowish-brown fluorescent band
with an Rfvalue of about 6.7 corresponding in colour and
position to the band obtained with barbaloin in solution (2)
and a faint reddish fluorescent band with an Rf value of
about 0.9 corresponding in position to emodin in
solution (2).

Top of the plate

A falnl red fluorescent band Emodin a red fluorescent band

A yellow-brown fluorescent band Barbaloin: a yellow-brown
fluorescent band

A blue fluorescent band

An inlense yellow-brown
fluorescent band

3 yellow-brown fluorescent bands

Solution /1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Disinlegradon
Comply with the requirements stated under Tablets but for
sugar-coated tablets the maximum time is 120 minutes.

ASSAY
Cuny out theassaywithin 24 hours, prore<1ed from bright light.

Add 80 mL of 10% vlv ethanol to a quantity of the powdered
tablets containing 75 mg of total hyd.roxyanthracene
derivatives. Shake and allow to stand in the dark for at least
8 hours. Dilute 10 100.0 mL with 10% vlv of ethanol. Shake
and filter, discarding the first 20 mL of filtrate. Transfer
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10.0 mL of the filtrate to a separating funnel, add 0.1 mL of
1M hydrochlmic acid and shake with 2-quantities) each of
20 ml., of a mixture of 1 volume of ether and 3 volwnes of
hexane. Wash the combined organic extracts with 5 mL of
water. Discard the organic layer arid return the rinsings to the
hydroalcoholic layer. Shake with d-quantiries, each of 30 ml.,
of ethyla«late freshly saturated with water prepared by
shaking 150 mL of ethyl a«late with 15 mL of waterfor
3 minutes and allowing to stand until the layers have
separated and the organic layer is clear. Combine the ethyl
acetate extracts and use the aqueous layer for the assay of
cascarosides and the organic layer for the assay of
hydtoxyanthracene glycosides other than cascarosides.

Hydroxyanthracene glycOSJ'des other than cascarosides
Transfer the organic layer to a round-bottomed flask and
remove the solvent by distillation) evaporating almost to
dryness. Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of methanol, add
10 mL of waterat 40° and transfer to a 50 mL volumetric
flask) rinsing the round-bortomed flask with waterat 40 0 and
adding the rinsings to the hydromethanolic solution. Allow to
cool and dilute to 50.0 mL with water. Transfer 20.0 rnL of
the solution to a 100 rnL round-bottomed flask with a
ground-glass neck containing 2 g of iron (m) chloride
hexahydrate and 12 mL of 1M hydrochloric acid. Attach a
reflux condenser and place the flask in a water-bath so that
the level of the water is above that of the liquid in the flask
and heat for 4 hours, Allow to cool, transfer the solution to a
separating funnel and rinse the flask successively with 4 mL
of 1M sodium hydroxide and 4 mL of water) adding the
rinsings to the separating funnel. Shake the contents of the
separating funnel with 3-quantities, each of 30 ml., of a
mixture of 1 volume of ether and 3 volumes of hexane. Wash
the combined organic layers with 2-quantities, each of
10 ml., of waterand discard the rinsings. Dilute the organic
layer to 100.0 mL with a mixture of 1 volume of ether and
3 volumes of hexane. Take 20.0 mL of the solution,
evaporate carefully to dryness on a water-bath and dissolve
the residue in 10.0 mL of a 0.5% wlv solution of magnesium
acetate in methatw/. Measure the absorbance of the resulting
solution at 440 om and at 515 DID, Appendix II B, using
methanol in the reference cell. The assay is not valid if the
ratio of the absorbance at 515 om to that at 440 om is less
than 2.4.

Calculate the percentage content of hydroxyanthracene
glycosides other than cascarosides, expressed as cascaroside
A) using the following expression:

A x 6.95

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance to be 180.

A absorbance at 515 nmj
m weight of the substance being examined, in grams.

Cascarosides
To the aqueous solution reserved from the preliminary
extraction add sufficient water to produce 50.0 mL. Carry
out the Assay for hydroxyanthracene gycosides other than
cascarosides, beginning at the words) "Transfer20 mL .v .".
Measure the absorbance of the resulting solution at 440 run
and at 515 run) Appendix II B) using methanol in the
reference cell. The assay is not valid if the ratio of the
absorbance at 515 run to that 81440 om is less than 2.7.

Calculate the percentage content of cascarosides, expressed
as cascaroside A) using the following expression:
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A x 6.95

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance to be 180.

A absorbance af 515 nmj
m weight of the substance being examined, in gnuns.

LABELLING
The label states the nominal content of hydroxyanthracene
glycosides, expressed as cascarosides A.

Cassia Oil
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1496)

PhEw _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation of the leaves and
young branches of Cinnamomum cassia (L.) j.Presl (syn.
Cinnamomum aromaticum Nees).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, mobile, yellow or reddish-brown liquid.

Characteristic odour reminiscent of cinnamic aldehyde.

Cassia Oil IV-165

Eugenol may be absent from the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
1.052 to 1.070.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.600 to 1.614.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
_1° to + 1°.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use me normalisation
procedure.

Testsolution The essential oil to be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve 100 ,..L of trans-cinnamic
aldehyde R, I0 ~L of cinnamylacetate R, 10 ~L of eugenol R,
I0 ~L of lrans-2-methoxyc;nnamaldehyde Rand 20 mg of
coumarin R in 1 mL of acetone R.
Column:
- maenal: fused silica;
- size: I;;:; 60 m, 0 ;;:; about 0.25 nun;
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R.

Carrier gas heliumfor chromategraphy R.
Flow rate 15 mUmin.

Split ratio I: 100.

Temperature:

___________________ PhEw

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 0.2 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution, depending on the operating conditions
and the state of the column, coumarin may elute before or
after rrans-2-methoxycinnamaldehyde; record the
retention times of these substances.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between me 'peaks due to trans-2-

mel:hoxycinnarnaldehyde and coumarin.

Identification of components Using the retention times
determined from the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution, locate the components of the reference
solution in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Determine. the percentage content of each of these
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- mms-dnnomic aldehyde: 70 per cent to 90 per cent;
- cinnamylacetate:·J.O per cent to 6.0 per cent;
- eugenol: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- trans-2-methoxycinnamaldehyde: 3.0 per cent to

15 per cent;
- coumarin: 1.5 per cent to 4.0 per cent.

STORAGE
Protected from heat.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Secondidentification: A.

A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.5 mL of the essential essential oil to
be examined in aalDne R and dilute [0 10 mL with the same
solvent.

Reference solution Dissolve 50 J.tL of trans-einnamic
aldehyde R, 10 ~L of eugenol Rand 50 mg of conmarin R in
acetone R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobilephase methanol R, toluene R (10:90 V/JI).

Application I0 ~L as bands.
Deodopmem Over a path of 15 cm.

Drying In air.

Daeaion A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results A The zone of blue fluorescence in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution is similar in
position and colour to the zone in the chromatogram
obtained with the referencesolution (coumarin).

Detection B Spray with anisaldehyde solution R; examine in
daylight while heating at 100-105 "C for 5-10 min. •

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in its upper pan a violet zone (eugenol) and
above this zone a greenish-blue zone (erans-cinnamic
aldehyde). The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows a zone similar in position and colour to the zone due
to lrans-cinnarnic aldehyde in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution and may show a very faint zone
due to eugenol. Other faint zones are present.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The principal peaks in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution are similar in retention time to those in
the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Column

Injection port

Detector

Time
(mIn)

0-10

10 ·15
75 - 160

Temperature
CCJ
6.

60 ~ 190

190
200
240
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Greater Celandine
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1861)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or cut aerial parts of Che/idMtium majus L.
collected during flowering.

Content
Minimum 0.6 per cent of total alkaloids, expressed as
chelidonine (C,oHI9N05; M, 353.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The sterns are rounded, ribbed, yellowish or greenish
brown, somewhat pubescent, about 3-7 nun in diameter,
hollow and mostly collapsed. The leaves are thin, irregularly
pinnate, me leaflets ovate to oblong wilh coarsely dentate
margins, the tenninalleaflet often a-lobed, the adaxial
surface is bluish-green and glabrous, the abaxial surface paler
and pubescent, especially on the veins. The flowers have
2 deeply concavo-convex sepals, readily removed, and
4 yellow, broadly ovate, spreading petals about 8-10 nun
long; the stamens are numerous, yellow, and a shon style
arises from a superior ovary; long, capsular, immature fruits
are rarely present.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is dark
greyish-green or brownish-green. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 1861.-1):
numerous fragments of upper epidermis, composed of cells
with sinuous walls (surface. view [BD, accompanied by
underlying palisade parenchyma [Ba]; numerous fragments of
lower epidermis in surface view [A, E) bearing anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Aa) and bases of covering trichomes [Ab],
sometimes accompanied by underlying spongy parenchyma
[Ea]; long, uniseriate, multicellularcovering trichomes,
usually fragmented, with thin-walled cells, sometimes
collapsed [G); vascular tissue from the leaves and stems
consisting of pitted and spirally thickened vessels [D]; groups
of fibres [C]; articulated latex tubes with yellowish-brown
contents [F]j occasional fragments of the corolla [H]
consisting of thin-walled cells containing numerous pale
yellow droplets of oil [Ha]; spherical pollen grains about
30-40 urn in diameter with 3 pores and a finely pitted
exine m.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solUlion To 0.4 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 50 rnLof dilute acetic add R. Boil in a water
bath under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Cool and filter.
To the filtrate add concentrated ammonia R until a strong
alkaline reaction is produced. Shake with 30 rnL of melhylene
chloride R. Dry the organic layer over anhydrous sodium
sulfale R, filter and evaporate in vatU{) to dryness. Dissolve
the residue in 1.0 rnL of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of melhylred Rand 2 mg of
popaverine hydrochloride R in 10 rnL of ethanol (96 percenv R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
lWobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, walerR, propanol R
(1:9:90 VIVIJI).

App/i<ation I0 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air,
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Figure 1861.-1. - IUus..ationfor identification lestB of powdered
herbal deng af greater eelandi..

Daeaion Spray with potassium i'odobismuthate solution R and
dry in air; spray with sodium nitrile solution Rand aUow to dry
in air; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other weaker zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Methyl red: II. red zone A brownzone

A brown zone

Papaverine: a greyish-brown zone A greyish-brown zone

-- --

2 brown zones

Reference soJudon Test soludon

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 13.0 per cem.
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present attached to the top of the corolla tube. The ovary is
superior and has a short style, a broad bifid stigma and
numerous ovules. Cylindrical capsules) about 7-10 mm long,
with small brown markedly rough seeds are frequently
present.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-yellow or brownish. Examine under a microscope)
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters: fragments from the stem with
Jignified groups of fibres associated with narrow vessels,
tracheidaJ vessels occasional vessels with spiral thickening;
pitted parenchyma of the pith and medullary rays; fragments
of leaf lamina with sinuous epidermal ceHs and striated
cuticle) especially over the margins and surrounding the
stomata; numerous stomata) mainly anisocytic (2.8.3)';
fragments of the palisade mesophyll, each cell containing a
single prism crystal or) less frequently, a cluster crystal of
calcium oxalate; fragments of calyx and corolla) those of the
calyx with straight-walled epidermal cells) those of the inner
epidermis of the corolla with obtuse papillae and radially
striated cuticle; parts of the endothecium with reticulate or
ridge-shaped wall thickenings; triangularly rounded or
elliptical, yeJlow pollen grains, about 30 urn in diameter) with
a distinctly pitted exine and 3 germinal pores; fragments of
the wall of the fruit capsule composed of crossed layers of
fusiform cells; oil dropJets from the seeds, fragments of the
epidermis of the testa showing large, brown reticulations and
a pitted surface.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solutiDn To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 25 mL of methanol R, shake for 15 min and
filter. Evaporate the filtrate to dryness under reduced
pressure and at a temperature not exceeding 50°C. Take up
the residue with small quantities of methanol R so as to
obtain 5 mL of solution) which may contain a sediment.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of ruloside trihydrate Rand
1 mg of sceniamarin R in methanol R and dilute to 1 mL
with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
F254 plate R (2-10 pm)).

Mobile phase waterR, anhydrous lonnie acidR) ethyl
formate R (4:8:88 VIVIV).

Apphcatian 10 pL [or 5 pL] as bands.

Development In an unsaturated tank. over a path of 12 em
[or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run.

Results A See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with me reference solution and
the test soJution. Furthermore) other less intense quenching
zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

-- --

Swertiamarin: a quenching zone A prominent quenching zone
(swertiamarin)

Ruroside: a quenching zone

Refeeence solution Test solution

**** ** *<,»
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1301)

Centaury

Le. taking the specific absorbance of chelidonine to be 933.

___________________ PhE.,
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A absorbance al 570 nrn;
m mass of the herbal drug to be examined, in grams.

DEFlNITION
Whole or fragmented dried flowering aerial parts of
Cenuuoium erythraea Ram s. 1. including C. majus (H. et L.)
Zeltner and C. sujfiutiCQsum (Griseb.) Ronn. (syn.: Erythraea
centaun"um Persoon; C. umbel14tum Glllberq C. minus Gars.).

CHARACTERS
Bitter taste.

ASSAY
Testsolution To 0.150 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 200 mL of dilute acetic acidR and heat on a
water-bath for 30 min) shaking frequently. Cool and dilute to
250.0 mL with dilute acetic acidR. Filter. Discard the first
20 mL of the filtrate. To 30.0 mL of the filtrate add 6.0 mL
of concentrated ammonia Rand 100.0 mL of methylene
chloride R. Shake for 30 min. Separate the organic layer,
place 50.0 mL in a 100 mL round-bottomed flask and
evaporate to dryness in vacuo at a temperature not exceeding
40 °C. Dissolve the residue in about 2-3 mL of ethanol
(96 percen!! R, warming slightly. Transfer the solution to a
25 mL volumetric flask by rinsing the round-bottomed flask
with dilute sulfuric acid R and dilute to 25.0 mL with the
same solvent. To 5.0 mL of the solution add 5.0 mL of a
10 gIL solution of chromotropic acid, sodium saltR in sulfuric
acidR in a 25 mL volumetric flask, stopper the flask and mix
carefully. Dilute to 25.0 mL with sulfuric acid R and stopper
the flask.

Compensation liquid Prepare at the same time and in the
same manner as for the test solution: place in a 25 mL
volumetric flask 5.0 mL of dilutesulfuric acidRand 5.0 mL
of a 10 gIL solution of chromolropic add, sodium salt R in
sulfun"c add R, stopper the flask and mix. carefully. Dilute to
25.0 mL with sllifuric acid R and stopper the flask.

Place both solutions on a water-bath for 10 min. Cool to
about 20°C and dilute if necessary to 25.0 mL with sulfuric
acid R. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution
at 570 om by comparison with the compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of total alkaloids) expressed
as chelidonine, using the following expression:

IDENTIFICATION
A. The hollow cylindrical) light green to dark brown stem has
longitudinal ridges, and is branched only in its upper part.
The sessile leaves are entire) decussately arranged, and have
an ovate to Ianceolate lamina, up to about 3 em long. Both
surfaces are glabrous and green to brownish-green.
The inflorescence is diaxially branched. The tubular calyx is
green and has 5 lanceolate, acuminate teeth. The corolla
consists of a whitish tube divided into 5 elongated lanceolate
pink to reddish lobes) about 5-8 mm long. 5 stamens are
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IV-168 Centella

Detection B Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min. Examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution. Furthermore, other less intense coloured
zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

-- --

Swertiamarin: a brown zone A brown zone (swertiamarin)

Rctoside: a veuow zone

A brownish-grey zone

A yellow zone

A grey zone

Reference sclutlon Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Bitterness value (2.8.15)
Minimum 2000.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.
_____________________ PhE"

Centella
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1498)

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, fragmented aerial parts of Centeno asiatica (L.) Urb.

Content
Minimwn 6.0 per cent of total triterpenoid derivatives,
expressed as asiaticoside (C'SH,.019; M, 959) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves are alternate, sometimes grouped together at
the nodes, reniform or orbicular or oblong-elliptic and have
palmate nervation, usually with 7 veins, and a crenate
margin. The leaves are very variable in size; the petiole is
usually 5-10, sometimes 15, times longer than me lamina,
which is 10-40 mm long and 20-40 nun, sometimes up to
70 mm, wide. Young leaves show a few trichomes on the
lower surface while adult leaves are glabrous.
The inflorescence, if present, is a single umbel which usually
consists of 3 flowers, rarely 2 or 4; the flowers are very small
(about 2 mm), pentamerous and have an inferior ovary; the
fruit, a brownish-grey, orbicular cremocarp, up to 5 mm
long, is very flattened laterally and has 7-9 prominent curved
ridges per mericarp.

2022

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-grey. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1498.-1): numerous fragments of upper
epidermis of the leaf (DJ composed of polygonal cells having
an irregularly striated cuticle, accompanied by underlying
palisade parenchyma [Da], with some cells containing cluster
crystals of calcium oxalate [Db]; fragments of the lower
epidermis of the leaf with usually paracytic stomata
(2.8.3) [C); fragments of petiole epidennis with elongated
cells covered by a striated cuticle mi whole [A] or, usually,
fragmented [B], uniseriate, 10I1& flexuous, unicellular or
occasionally multicellular covering trichomes of young leaves;
secretory canals [M]; small prisms [L] and cluster
crystals (E] of calcium oxalate up to 40 urn in diameter;
vascular bundles from the stem [F] containing vessels [Fa]
and narrow septate fibres [Fb]j fragments of the epicarp of
the fruit [HI with polygonal cells having a markedly striated
cuticle; fragments of the fruit [K] usually containing 2 layers
of short fibres in a perpendicular parquetry
arrangement [Ka]J annular vessels, parenchymatous cells
containing prisms of calcium oxalate [Kb] and numerous oil
droplets [Kc]; short fibres, free or in small groups [G];
fragments of the endosperm with oily contents (NJ.

Figure 1498.-1. - IUusrration for iden'ificalion 1<51 B of jJfJVX1ered
herbal drugof centella

c. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Bacopa monnieri L.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, several brown zones may be
present in the lower third of the chromatograms obtained
with the test solution and the reference solution.
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Top cr the plate

A violet zone A violet zone
A violerzone A violet zone

-- --

-- --

A violetzone A violet zone
A violet zone A violet zone

Reference solution Test solution

Chaenomeles Fruit IV-169

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.3 per cent VIV solution of phosphOJ1c

acidR;
- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile Rl;

Tbne Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VIJI) (per cent VIJI)

0-65 78 -> 45 22 --> 55

65 - 66 45 -> 5 55 -> 95

66 - 75 5 95

_____________________ PhE"

PhE" _

[AI + (A, x 1.017) + (A, x 0.526) + (A, x 0.509)1 x m, x px 10
Ajxml

DEFINITION
Nearly ripe fruit of Chaenomeles lagenoria (Loisel.) Koidz.
(syn. ChaenomeJes speciosa (Sweet) Nakai), collected when it
becomes greenish-yellow, split longitudinally into halves or
cut into slices, and dried.

**** ** ** ****

Flawrale 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 200 run.
Injection I 0 ~L.

Idendficatum of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
eetllella dry extractHRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due to
asiaticoside B, madecassoside, asiaticoside, madecassic acid,
tenninoJic acid and asiatic acid.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- peak-IO-1Ja/ley ratio: minimum 10, where Hp ;;;; height

above me baseline of the peak due to tenninoJic acid and
HII ;;;; height above the baseline of the lowest point of the
curve separating this peak from the peak due to
madecassic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of total triterpenoid
derivatives, expressed as asiaticoside, using the following
expression:

Al area of the peak due to asialicoside in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A 2 sum of the areas of the peaksdue to asiaticos.ideBand
madea.ssoside in Lhe chromatogram obtained with the test
solution;

A l sum of the areas of the peaks due to madecassic acid and
tenninolic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution;

At area of the peak due to asiatic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

As area of the peak due to asiaticoside in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a)j

m. mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the
test solution, in gramsj

m2 mass of dSiaticosick CRS used [0 prepare reference solution (a),
in gramsi

P percentage content of asiaticosde in cuiati«JsiJe CRS;
1.0[7 molecular mass conversion factor for asieticceide Band

madecassoside;
0.526 molecular mass conversion factor for madecassic acid and

terminolic acid;
0.509 molecular mass conversion factor for asiatic acid.

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2713)

Chaenomeles Fruit

TESTS
Bacopa monnieri L.
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R, sonicate for
10 min and centrifuge. Use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of UTJuOa dry exumt HRS
in 2 mL of ethanol (96 pereenll R.
Plate TLC ,,'liea gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 umj].

Mobile phase water R, methanol R, methylene chloride R
(1:6:14 VIVIY).

Application I0 ~L [or 4 ~L) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfurie
add R in methanol R, heat at 120°C for 3 min and examine
in daylight.

Results No brown zone is present in the middle third of the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of underground organs and maximum
2 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Place 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a cellulose fingerstall in a continuous
extraction apparatus (Soxhler type). Add 100 mL of
methanol R and heat for 8 h. Cool and dilute the extract to
100.0 mL with methanol R. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn). Dilute 5.0 mL of the Iilttate to
10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 6.0 mg of asiaticoside CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent

Reference solUlion (b) Dissolve 50.0 mg of cenulla dry
extract HRS in methanol R, using sonication if necessary, and
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Column:
- size: I ;;;; 0.25 m, 0 ;;;; 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: octad«y/si1Y/ silica gelfor ehromarograplry R

(5 pm). .
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IV-l70 Chaenomeles Fruit

Content
.Minimum 0.50 per cent for the sum of oleanolic acid
(C30H4S03; M r 456.7) and ursolic acid (C3oH"-4S03;
M, 456.7), expressed as ursolic acid (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. The fruit, split longitudinally into 2 halves, is
oblong, 4-9 em long, 2-5 em wide and 1-2.5 em thick.
The outer surface is violet-red or reddish-brown, shiny, with
deep, irregular wrinkles and an in-rolled outer margin; it is
sometimes covered by a dull, purplish-grey wax-like frosting,
the surface is shiny when the frosting is removed.
The internal (cut) surface is reddish-brown, dull and finely
granular in the region of the septum or slightly lustrous,
reddish- or yellowish-brown, finelywrinkled or smooth in the
region of the exposed locu1es. Seeds, if remaining, are brown
and flattened, broadly rounded at one end and pointed at the
other. The texture is hard and woody, difficult to break.

Fragmented drng Narrow sub-crescent-shaped slices with an
irregular, convex outer margin, sometimes with in-rolled
ends) or irregularly-shaped slices; slices 0.1-0.6 cm thick.
The outer surface is violet-red or brownish-red, with deep
irregular wrinkles. The mostly concave inner surface is
slightly lustrous and reddish- or yellowish-brown in the
region of the exposed locules or dull and granular. The cut
surface is brownish-red) yellowish-brown or blackish; sclereid
clusters may be visible as 2 lighter-coloured layers, one
directly beneath the epicarp and the other close to the inner
surface. The texture is hard and fragile, easily broken.

B. Mlcroecopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-red to brownish-yellow. Examine under a
microscope using thloralhyllrate solution R. The powder
sbows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 2713.-1):
numerous colourless or pale yellow or orange) rounded,
elliptical or polygonal) mostly thick-walled sclereids,
isolated [D] or in groups [A, HI, about 20-80 urn in
diameter) with distinctly striated and finely channelled walls
and a lumen that sometimes contains orange-brown
substances; fragments of the epicarp consisting of polygonal
cells) up (Q 35 pm in diameter) containing brown or reddish
brown substances [B]; cells of the mesocarp [F], more or less
polygonal or rounded, usually collenchymatous; rare
fragments of vascular bundles [G] with narrow reticulate or
annular vessels [Ga]; rare fibres [C], faintly channelled;
parenchymatous cells [Aa] occasionally containing small
prisms of calcium oxalate [Ab, C, Gb] associated with
sclereid clusters [A], fibres [C] or vascular bundles [G].

C. Higb-perfonnance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Tesr solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanolR. Sonicate for 10 min,
centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of o"anoli< add R in
methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of P-sitos..roIRand
2.5 mg of oltanolic acidR in methanolR and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.

Intensity marker Oleanolic acid.

Pia.. TLC silica gelF,S4pia.. R (2-10 urn).

klobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, methylene chloride R,
ethyl aceta.. R, cydobexane R (1:5:8:20 VIVIVIV).

Application 5 pL as bands of 8 nun.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

2022

Figure 2713.-1. -IOustrationfor identification lestB ofpowdered
herbal dntg of chaenomeles fruit

Drying In a current of cold air.

Detection Treat with-anisaldehyde solution R2 and heat at
100°C for 3 min; examine in daylight.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones; the upper zone (fl-sitosterol) and the lower
zone (oleanolie acid) are reddish-violet.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, other faint zones may be present.

Top of the plate

A reddish-violet zone, faint to
equivalent

-
-- --

A reddish-violet zone, very faint to
equivalent

Oleanolicacid: a reddish-violet zone A reddish-violetzone. equivalent

A reddish-violet zone) very faint to
equivalent

-- --

Reference solution (a) Test soludon

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 14.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 -c for 2 h.
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Chamomile Flowers IV-I7l

**** ** ** ****
Chamomile Flowers
(Roman Chamomile FWwer) Ph. Eur. monograph
0380)

DEFINITION
Dried flower-head of the cultivated double variety of
Chamaeme1um nobile (L.) Aft. (Anthemis nobilis L.).

Content
Minimum 7 mlJkg of essential oil (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
The flower-heads are white or yellowish-grey, composed of
solitary hemispherical capitula, made up of a solid conical
receptacle bearing the florets, each subtended by a
transparent small palea.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The capitula have a diameter of 8-20 mm; the receptacle
is solid; the base of the receptacle is surrounded by an
involucre consisting of 2-3 rows of compact and imbricated
bracts with scarious margins. Most florets are ligulate, but a
few pale yellow tubular florets occur in the central region.
Ligulate florets are white) dull, lanceolate and reftexed with a
dark brown, inferior ovary, a filifonn style and a bifid stigma;
tubular florets have a five-toothed corolla tube,
5 syngenesious, epipetalous stamens and a gynoecium similar
to that of the ligulate florets.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellowish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0380.-1): numerous glandular trichornes,
free (side view [D, 0]) or on an epidermis {surface
view [Haj), short, biseriate, with a stalk consisting of 2-4
cells and a head usually consisting of 2 cells covered by a
swollen cuticle, numerous conical covering trichcmes, free or
on an epidermis [M]) up to 900 urn long, each consisting of
3-4 very short basal cells and a long, thin-walled, terminal
cell, about 20 urn wide; aU epidennises bear glandular
trichomes and whole or fragmented covering trichomes [Ka];
fragments of the involucral bracts [F] with fine spiral vessels
[Fb) and cells, some of which are thick-walled) in
longitudinal rows [Fa]; bases of the bracts [K) show
anomocytic stomata; fragments of paleae (B), wilh elongated
cells and finely pitted sc1ereids at the base [Ba], the margins
of the paleae consist of a single layer of"e1ongated thin-walled
cells [E]; fragments of the corolla of the ligulate flowers
whose epidermis is covered by a striated cuticle (surface view
[H, M]); papillose cells mat the apex of the florets;
fragments of the ovary [A) which have at their base a
sclerous ring [Ab)j cells of the parenchyma of the ovary and
the involucre containing small cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate [Aa, FC]j fragments of papillose stigmas [L]; rare
rounded or triangular pollen grains about 35 urn in diameter,
with 3 germinal pores and a spiny exine [C).

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanolR. Sonicate for 15 min,
then filter or centrifuge the solution and use the filtrate or
supernatant.

Reference solution (aJ Dissolve 3 mg of ch1orogenic acid Rand
5 mg of apigenin 7-glucoside R in methanolR and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference sdution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanolR.

AI area of the peak due to urscuc acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A 2 area of the peakdue to ursolic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

A) area of the peak due to oleanolic acid in the chromatogram
obtained wilh the test solution;

ntl mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

nl2 mass of amolic tuid CRS used to prepare solution A. in grams;
,. assigned percentage content of ursolic add in undic. add CRS.

2022

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Disperse 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 80.0 mL of methanolR, stopper the flask
tightly and weigh. Sonicate for 30 min, weigh again and
compensatefor the loss of solventwilh methanol R.
Add 20.0 mL of a 10 per cent ViV solution of anhydrous
lonnie acid R in methanol R and mix thoroughly. Filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 JIm) and
dilute the filtrate to 100.0 mL with a 2 per cent VIV solution
of anhydrouslonnieacidR in methanol R.
Sohuion A Dissolve 10.0 mg of unolic acid CRS in
mahand R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (a) Dilute 1.0 mL of solution A to
10.0 mL with a 2 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous formic
add R in methanol R.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve JO mg of o/eanolic acidR in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Mix 1 mL of the solution with 1 mL of solution A and dilute
to 10 mL with a 2 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous formic
acid R in methanolR.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-tappedoaadecylsi!Y1 silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm);
- temperature: 25 "C.

Mobile phase Mix 25 volumes of a 4.6 gIL solution of
ammonium dihydrogen pJunphate R previously adjusted to
pH 6.0 with strong sodium hydroxide solution R, 35 volumes of
methanolR2 and 40 volumes of acetonitrile Rl.

Flow rate 1.0 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 205 om.

lnjettum 20 J1L of the test solution and reference
solutions (a) and (b).

Run time 1.1 times the retention time of ursolic acid.

Relative retention With reference to ursolic acid (retention
time =about 42 min): oleanolic acid = about 0.95.

System suirobility Reference solution (b):
- peak-UHJaOey ratio: minimum 13.0, where HI' = height

above the baseline of the peak due to ursolic acid and
H'II = height above the baseJine of the lowest point of the
curve separating this peak from the peak due to oleanolic
acid.

Calculate the sum of the percentage contents of ursclic acid
and oleanollcacid) expressed as ursolic acid, using the
following expression:

__________~ P1>E<r
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IV-172 Chinese Goldthread Rhizome
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Figure 0380.-1. <llluuration for irkmijicatUm testB of powdered
herbal drug of Roman chamomile ftawer

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3 rng of chlorogenic acid R in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Intensitymarker Chlorogenic acid.

Plate TLC silica gelPm plate R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnie acid R, water R, ethyl autate R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of air at room temperature for 5 min.

Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min. Spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl
ester R in methanol R, men with a 50 gIL solution of
macrogol400 R in methanol R Of, alternatively, dip the wann
plate in a 5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoelhy/
ester R in elhylacetate R, then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in me.hykne chloride R. Allow the plate to dry in air for
about 1 min and examine in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows 2 distinct zones in the

middle third which may, however, be touching.
The lower zone (chlorogenic acid) shows a light blue
fluorescence and me upper zone (hyperoside) shows a
yellow or orange fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in me chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, other faint to very faint blue and
greenish-blue fluorescent zones may be present, and the
greenish-blue fluorescent zone and the brownish-yellow or
orange fluorescent to faint fluorescent zone near the solvent
front may be overlapped.
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Top of the plate

A greenish-blue fluorescent zone or a
faint greenish-blue fluorescent zone

A brownish-yellow or orange
fluorescent zone or a faint brownish-
yellow or orange fluorescent zone

2 light blue fluorescent zones or 2
faint light blue fluorescent zones

A usually intense light blue
noorescemzone

-- --

Apigenin-7-g1ucoside: a greenish- A greenish-blue fluorescent zone or
blue fluorescent zone an intense greenish-blue ftuores«nt

zone (apigenin-7-glucoside)

A brownish-yellow or orange
fluorescent zone or a faint to very
faint brownish-yeUowor orange
fluorescent zone

A light blue fluorescent zone or a
faint light blue fluorescent zone

ChIorogenic acid: a ligiu blue
fluorescent zone

-- --

Reference solution (8) Test solution

TESTS
Diameter of the flower-heads
Maximum 3 per cent of flower-heads have a diameter smaller
than 8 mm.

Deteriorated flower-heads
Brown or darkened flower-heads are absent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential 011 (2.8.12)
Use 20.0 g of whole herbal drug, a 500 mL round-bottomed
flask, 250 mL of waterR as the distillation liquid and
0.50 mL of xyleneR in the graduated tube. Distil at a rate of
3-3.5 mUmin for 3 h.
____________________ PO,or

Chinese Goldthread Rhizome
(ph. Eur. monograph 2715)
PO'or _

DEFlNITION
Whole or fragmented, dried rhizome of Coptis chinensis
Franch., Cop';' deltoidea C.Y. Cheng & P.K. Hsiao and/or
Coptis teeta Wall., with roots removed, collected in autumn.

Content
Minimum 5.0 per cent of berberine (C 2oH taNO"+;
M, 336.4) (dried drug).
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IDENTIFICATION
A. W'hole drug. Whole rhizome with roots and rootlets
removed. The outer surface, yellowish-grey or yellowish
brown, is rough, with irregular nodular protuberances,
sometimes with fine, smooth internodes; it is shiny in some
parts or covered with a fine powder. Rootlet remains are
sometimes present. The apex bears the remains of brown
scale leaves and sometimes the remains of stems and petioles.
The texture is hard, the fracture uneven with reddish-orange,
dark reddish-brown or dark brown bark in transverse section;
the wood is bright yellow or orange-yellow, radially arranged
and clefts may be present. The pith is often of similar colour
to the bark and sometimes hollowed. The rhizome of C.
chinensisJ 3-6 em long and up to 0.8 em in diameter (below
the crown), may be curved, usually with a few to several
rhizomes coming together at the crown; that of C. ddtoidea is
usually singular, somewhat cylindrical and curved with
smooth and relatively long internodes) about 4-8 em long
and up to 1 em in diameter; that of C. teeta is singular,
distinctly hook-shaped and narrow.

Fragmented drng The rhizome is fragmented in transverse or
longitudinal slices, 1.2-4.2 em long, up to 1.1 em in diameter
and up to 4 mm thick. The slices. show reddish-orange) dark
reddish-brown or dark brown bark, with bright yellow or
orange-yellow wood. The wood is radially arranged in
transverse section and clefts may be present. The pith is
often of similar colour to the bark and sometimes hollowed.
The outer surface is yellowish-grey or yellowish-brown)
rough) with irregular nodular protuberances; rootlet remains
are sometimes present. The slices are easily broken.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is orange
or orange-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hycIr~lte so!u~~n _R. The powder shows the following 4i~B~o~tic

characters (Figure 2715.-1): yellowish-brown or reddisb
brown fragments of cork (surface view [B]) transverse section
[F); groups of long, often narrow-elliptical, slightly lignified
pericyclic fibres with thick cbannelled walls [C] and a narrow
lumen) fibres up to 26 )lm in diameter; numerous sclereids
(C. chinensis or C. deltoidea) isolated [D, Jl or in groups [E],
or also included in parenchyma; sclereids, up to 90 JAm in
diameter) with thick) yellow lignified walls with pits) channels
and striations) cell lumen sometimes with reddish-brown
contents; occasional xylem bundles [G]; groups of lignified
xylem fibres [A) with slightly thickened walls, 7-28 urn in
diameter; the remains of leaves [H] showing an epidermis
consisting of cells with beaded walls [Hal and parenchyma
cells with smooth walls [Hb].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test so/utwn To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min.
Centrifuge the solution and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of betbenne chloride Rand
5 mg of palmatine R in methanol R and dilute [0 100 mL with
the same solvent.

Piau TLC silica gelplale R (2-1 0 urn),

Mob-ile phase waterR) methanolR) 2-propanol R, ethyl
a«tale R, toluene R (1:5:5:10:20 VIVIVIVIV).

Application I pL as bands of 8 mm.

Development In a twin trough tank previously saturated for
20 min without filter paper) over a path of 6 em.

For saturation, add mobile phase [0 one trough and
concentrated ammonia R to the other.

Drying In a current of cold air for 10 min.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Chinese Goldthread Rhizome IV-I 73
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Figure 2715.-1. - [/lustratwnfln" identification lest B of powdered
herbaldrug ofclonese go/dthread rhizome

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, other-fluorescent zones
may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

A yellowfluorescentzone

A yellow fluorescent zone (may be
missing)

-- --
Berberine: a greenlsh-yeljow A greenisb-yeUow fluorescentzone
fluorescent zone (berberine)

Palmaline: a greenish-yellow A greenish-yellow fluorescentzone
fluorescentzone (palmatine)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
ForeIgn matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of fragments of roots and leaves and
maximum 3 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
lOS "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.
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IV-174 Cinchona Bark

Ash insoluhle in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test sdution Disperse 0.100 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 100.0 mL of a mixture of hydrochloric
acid R and methanol R (1:100 VIV). Sonicate for 20 min.
Filter 1.5 mL of the solution through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference so/ution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of berberine
chloride CRS in a mixture of hydrochlon'c acidRand
methanol R (I: 100 VIV) and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same mixture.

Reference so/ution (b) Dissolve I mg of polmatine R in
reference solution (a) and dilute to 10 mL with reference
solution (a).

Golumn:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- statWnary phase: end-eapped oaadecylsilyl silICa gelfor

chromatography Rl (5 pm).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.5 per cent VIV solution of phosphoric

acid R;
- mobile phaseB: 0.5 per cent V/V solution of phosphoric

acidR in acetonitrile Rj

Tim, Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent YIV) (per cent VIP)

0-10 80 20

10 - 20 M ..... 79 20 ..... 21

20 - 35 79 ..... 65 21 ..... 35

35 - 40 65 35

Flew rate 0.7 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 344 nm.

Injection I0 ~L.

Retention time Palmatine = about 25 min;
berberine =about 28 min.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

palmatine and berberine.

Calculate me percentage content of berberine using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak due to berberine in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solutionj

A2 area of the pe11k due to berberine in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a)i

"'I mass of me herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in gnlIIlSj

"'2 mass of ber6erine chlaride CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;

P percentage content of berberine in berberi,ae ch/on"rk CRS.

~~__~ ~~ PhE,;
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Cinchona Bark
Cinchona

Red Cinchona Bark

(Ph. Eur. monograph 0174)

Preparation
Cinchona Liquid Extract, Standardised

When Powdered Cinchona is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below with the
exception of Identification test A and the test for Foreign
matter shall be dispensed or supplied.
PhE,; __~ ~ ~ _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried bark of Cinchona pubescens Yahl
(Cinchona succirubra Pav.), of Cinchona caJisaya Wedd., of
Cinchona ledgetiana Moens ex Trimen, or of their varieties or
hybrids.

Content
.Minimum 6.5 per cent of total alkaloids, of which
30 per cent to 60 per cent consists of quinine-type alkaloids
(dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Intense bitter, somewhat astringent taste.

IDENflFICATION
A. The stem and branch bark is supplied in quilled or curved
pieces 2-6 mm thick. The outer surface is dull brownish-grey
or grey and frequently bears lichens; it is usually rough,
marked with transverse fissures and longitudinally furrowed
or wrinkled; exfoliation of the outer surface occurs in some
varieties. The inner surface is striated and deep reddish
brown; the fracture is short in the outer part and fibrous in
the inner part.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is reddish
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0174.-1): thin-walled cork cells filled with
reddish-brown contents (surface view [K], transverse section
[HI); yellow, spindle-shaped striated phloem fibres up to
90 urn in diameter and up to 1300 J.U11 in length, very thick
walled with an uneven lumen and with conspicuous, funnel
shaped pits, whole [A] or fragmented [F, ll; parenchymatous
idioblasts filled with microprisms of calcium oxalate [E, G];
clusters of thin-walled phloem parenchyma cells [L]
accompanied by medullary rays (tangential section [D]).
Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder shows a few starch
granules 6-10 urn in diameter, mostly simple but occasionally
with 2 or 3 components, free (B] or included in
parenchymatous cells [C].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test So/UNOn To 0.10 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) in a test-tube add 0.1 mL of concentrated ammonia R
and 5 mL of methylene chloride R. Shake vigorously
occasionally during 30 min and filter. Evaporate the filtrate
to dryness on a water-bath and dissolve the residue in 1 mL
of anhydrous ethanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 17.5 mg of quinine R, 25 mg of
quim·dine R, 10 mg of cinchonine Rand 10 mg of
cinchonidine R in 5 mL of anhydrous ethanol R.

Plare TLC silica gelplateR.
iHoln7e phase diethylamine R, ethylacetate R, toluene R
(10:20:70 VIVIV).
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Figure 0174.-1. - I1lus• -aiion for identification ,,$I B 0/powdered
herbaldrug0/cinchona bark

Appli<ation 10 pL as bands.

Development Twice over a path of 15 em.

Drying At 100-105 ·C, then allow to cool.

Detection A Spray with anhydrouslonnieadd R and allow to
dry in air; examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other .fluorescentzones are
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

--- ---

Quinidine: a distinct blue fluorescent A distinct blue fluorescent zone
zone (quinidine)

--- ---

Quinine: a distinct blue fluorescent A distinct bfue fluorescent zone
roo, (quinine)

Reference solution Test solution

Cinchona Bark IV-175

Top of the plate

--- --

Cinchonine: a violet zone that A violet zone that becomes violet-
becomes violet-grey grey (cinchonine)
Quinidine: a violet zone that A violet zone thai becomes violet-
becomes violet-grey grey (quinidine)
Cinchonidine: an intense dark blue An intense dark blue zone
roo, (cinchonidine)

--- --

Quinine: a violet zone that becomes A violet zone that becomes violet-
violet-grey grey (quinine)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10 per cent, detennined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

ASSAY
Test solution In a 250 mL conical flask mix 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12) with 10 mL of water R
and 7 mL of dilute hydrochloric acid R. Heal in a water-bath
for 30 min, allow to cool and add 25 mL of methylene
chloride R, 50 mL of etherRand 5 mL of a 200 gIL solution
of sodium hydroxide R. Shake the mixture repeatedly for
30 min, add 3 g of powdered tragacanth R and shake until
the mixture becomes clear. Filter through a plug of absorbent
cotton and rinse the flask and the cotton with 5 quantities,
each of 20 mL, of a mixture of I vohune of methylene
chloride Rand 2 volumes of etherR. Combine the filtrate and
washings, evaporate to dryness and dissolve the residue in
10.0 mL of anhydrous ethanolR. Evaporate 5.0 mL of this
solution to dryness, dissolve the residue in 0.1 M hydrochloric
add and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same acid.

Reference solutions Dissolve separately 30.0 mg of quinine R
and 30.0 mg of cinchonine R in 0.1 M hydrochlonc acid and
dilute each solution to 1000.0 mL with the same acid.

Measure the absorbances (2.2.25) of the 3 solutions at
316 om and 348 nm using 0.1 M hydrochloric ocid as the
compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of alk-aloids using the
following equations:

x - '''"fA-''3-''16'--X_A-;'3'-'.&o;Ji-----;,[A-03:.::1''=--x_A~3..._=,1 x _10_0 x _2_
- [Am. xA>l&] - [A"" xA34,,] m 1000

y

Detection B Spray with iodopkuinaureagent R.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
lest solution. Furthermore, other zones are present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

no
x
y
A)11i

A H 8

Alia:

mass of the herbal drug used, in grams;
percentage content of quinine-type alkaloids;
percentage content of cinchonine-type alkaloidsj
absorbance of the test solution at 316 nmj
absorbance of the test solution at 348 nmj
absorbance of the reference solution containing cinchonine at
316 om, corrected to a concentration of I mgllOOO ml.;
absorbance of the reference solution containing quinine at
316 nm, corrected to a concentration of 1 mgllOOOmL;
absorbance of the reference solution containing cinchonine at
348 om. corrected to a concentration of I mgllOOOmL;
absorbance of the reference solution containing quinine at
348 nm, corrected to a concentration of I mgllOOOmL
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IV-176 Cinchona Preparations

Calculate the content of total alkaloids (x +y), and calculate
the relative content of quinine-type alkaloids using the
following expression:

100x

x+y

___________________ PhE"

Standardised Cinchona Liquid
Extract
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1818)
1'0"' _

DEFINITION
Liquid extract produced from Cinchona bark (0174).

Content
Minimum 4.0 per cent and maximum 5.0 per cent of total
alkaloids) of which 30 per cent to 60 per cent are alkaloids of
the quinine type (C,oH,.N,O,; M,324.4).

PRODUCTION
Standardised cinchona liquid extract is produced from the
herbal drug by an appropriate procedure using:
- ethanol (30 per cent VIV to 90 per cent VIJI), Of;

- a mixture of diluted hydrochloric acid, ethanol
(96 per cent VII'), glycerol, water (1:2:5:20 VII').

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownish-red liquid.
It has a bitter, astringent taste.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 1 mL of the extract to be examined in
I mL of anhydrous emanol R.
Reference solutian Dissolve 2.5 mg of quinidine R, 10 mg of
cinchonidine RJ 10 mg of cinchonine Rand 17.5 mg of
quinine R in 5 mL of anhydrous ethanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelptate R (5-40 IlI11) [or TLC silica gd
ptateR (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase diethylamine R, ethyl acetate R, tolueneR
(10:20:70 VIVII').

Application 10 ~L [or 2 ~Ll as bands.

Development Twice over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying Ar 100-105 "C then allow 10 cool.

Detection A Spray with a 50 gIL solution of anhydrous lonnie
add R and allow to dry in air; examine in ultraviolet light at
365 mn.

Results A See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

2022

Top oCme plate

-- --
Quinidine: a distinct blue fluorescent A distinct blue fluorescent zone
zone (quinidine)

-- --

Quinine: a distinct blue fluorescent A distinct blue fluorescentzone
zone (quinine)

Reference solution Test solution

Deteaion B Spray with iodoplatinate ""'gent R.
Rendu B See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top orthe plate

-- --
Cinchonine: a violet-grey zone A violet-grey zone (cinchonine)

Quinidine: a violet-grey zone A violet-grey zone (quinidine)

Cinchonidine: an intense dark blue An intense dark blue zone
zone (cinchonidine)

-- --

Quinine: a violet-grey zone A violet-grey zone (quinine)

Reference 1I0lutiOD Test solution

TESTS
Ethanol (2. 9.1!J)
95 per cent to 105 per cent of the content stated on the
label.

Methanol and 2-propanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent VIV of mel.hanol and maximum
0.05 per cent VIV of 2-propanol.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 12.0 per cent for glycerol-free standardised
cinchona liquid extract and minimum 30.0 per cent for
glycerol-containing standardised cinchona extract, determined
on 2.0 g.

ASSAY
Test solution In a 250 mL conical flask, mix about 1.000 g
of the extract to be examined with 10 mL of water Rand
7 mL of dilute hydrochloric acid R. Heat in a water-bath for
30 min, allow to cool and add 25 mL of methylene chloride R,
50 mL of etherRand 5 mL of a 200 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R. Shake the mixture frequently for 30 min, add
3 g of powdered tragacanth R and shake until the mixture
becomes clear. Filter through a plug of absorbent cotton,
rinse the flask and the canon with 5 quantities, each of
20 mL, of a mixture of I volume of methylene chloride Rand
2 volumes of ether R. Combine the filtrate and washings,
evaporate to dryness and dissolve the residue in to.O mL of
ethand (96 per cen!> R. Evaporate 5.0 mL of this solution to
dryness, dissolve the residue in 0.1 M hydrochloric acidand
dilute to 1000.0 mL with the same acid.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 30.0 mg of cinchonine R in
0.1 Mhydrochloric acidand dilute to 1000.0 mL with the
same acid.
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marking the position of leaves and axillary buds and has fine,
whitish and wavy longitudinal striations. The inner surface is
slightly darker and longitudinally striated. The fracture is
short and fibrous.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish or reddish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 0387.-1): rounded
sclerelds with pined, channelled and moderately thickened
walls, single [E, F] or in groups [C]; numerous colourless,
single fibres, often whole [A), or fragmented [D], with a
narrow lumen, thickened, lignified walls and few pits; small
acicular crystals of calcium oxalate in parenchymatous
cells m; very numerous oil droplets [B]. Cork fragments [G)
are absent or very rare. Examine under a microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R. The powder shows
abundant starch granules [H).

Figure 0387.-1. - Illustration for identification test B ofpoudered
herbal drugof cinnamon

o

Cinnamon IV-I 77

**** ** ** ****
Cinnamon
Cinnamon Bark

Ceylon Cinnamon

(Ph. Bur. monograph 0387)

When Powdered Cinnamon is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below with the
exception of Identification test A and containing not less than
1.0% v/w (10 mUkg) of essential oil shall be dispensed or
supplied.

Calculate the content of total alkaloids (ni + n2), and the
relative content of quinine-type alkaloids, from the following
expression:

m mass of the liquid extract (0 be examined in grams;
"I percentage content of quinine-type alkaloids;
n2 percentage cement of cinchonine-type alkaloids;
AI absorbance of the test solution at 316 omj
A 2 absorbance of the lest solution lit 348 om;
A l lll absorbance of reference solution (a) at 316 nm, corrected to a

concentration of I mg/lOOO m1..;
Au absorbance of reference solution (b) at 316 run, corrected to II

concentration of I mglIOOO ml..;
Az.. absorbance of reference solution (a) at 348 nm, corrected to a

concentration of 1 mg/lOoo mI..;
A;zh absorbance of reference solution (b) llt 348 run. corrected to a

concenrrarlon or 1 mgllOOO mL

lA,xA"]-IA,,xA,! 100 2
"2- x-x---IA,. xA"}-IA" x A",] m 1000

lA, xA",j-IA•• xA,J 100 2
nl = x-x--

IA" xA",)-IA,. xA"J m 1000

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 30.0 rng of quinine R in
0.1 M hydrochloric acidand dilute 10 1000.0 mL with the
same acid.

Measure the absorbances (2.2.25) of the 3 solutions at
316 om and 348 om, using 0.1 M hydrochlori< acidas the
compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of alkaloids from the
following equations:

LABELLING
The label states the solvent composition used for the
production.

2022

PhEw _

DEFINITION
Dried bark, freed from the outer cork and the underlying
parenchyma, of the shoots grown on cut stock of
Cinnamomum vernm j.Presl.

Content
Minimum 12 mUkg of essential oil.

CHARACTERS
Characteristic, aromatic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The bark is about 0.2-0.8 mm thick and occurs in closely
packed compound quilts made up of single or double quills.
The outer surface is smooth, yellowish-brown with faint scars

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Shake 0.1 g of the powdered herbal drug (500)
(2.9.12) with 2 mLofmerhylenechlorideR for 15 min. Filler
and evaporate the filtrate carefully almost to dryness on a
water-bath. Dissolve the residue in 0.4 mL of toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 pL of cinnamic aldehyde Rand
I0 ~L of eugenol R in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the
same solvent.

Pia'" TLC silica gelGFm plate R.
Mobile phase methylene chloride R.
Application 10 ~L as bands of 20 mm by 3 nun.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.
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IV-178 Ceylon Cinnamon Bark Oil

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om and
mark the quenching zones, then examine in ultraviolet light
at 365 nm and mark the fluorescent zones.

ResultsA Examined in ultraviolet light at 254 nm, the
chromatograms obtained with the test solution and the
reference solution show a quenching zone due to
cinnamaldehyde in the median part and, just above it, a
weaker quenching zone due to eugenol; examined in
ultraviolet light at 365 om, the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution shows a fluorescent light blue zone due to
o-methoxycinnamaldehyde just below the zone due to
cinnamaldehyde.

Deuaien B Spray with phloroglucinol solution R.
Results B The zone due to cinnamaldehyde is yellowish
brown and the zone due to o-methoxycinnamaldehyde is
violet.

TESTS
Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 20.0 g of drug reduced to a powder (710) (2.9.12)
immediately before the determination, a 500 mL flask)
200 mL of 0.1 M hydroehloric acid as the distillation liquid,
and 0.50 mL of xyleneR in the graduated tube. Distil at a
rate of 2.5-3.5 mUmin for 3 h.
_____________________ PhE"

Ceylon Cinnamon Bark Oil
Cinnamon Oil

(Ph. EUT. monograph 1501)

Preparation
Concentrated Cinnamon Water
PhE" __~ _

2022

Detection Spray with anisaldehyde solution Rj heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.
Results The zones in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution are similar in position and colour to those in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

B. Examine me chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The principal peaks in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution are similar in retention time to those in
the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.
Safrole, coumarin and cineole may be absent from the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
1.000 to 1.030.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.572 to 1.591.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-2° to + 1°.
Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution The essential oil to be examined.
Ref.....ce ,00u,wn Dissolve 10 JJL of cineole R, 10 ~L of
linalol R, 10 ~L of p-earyophy11ene R, 10 ~L of ,afrole R.
100 JlL of trans-cinnamic aldehyde R, 10 JlL of eugenol R,
20 mg of coumarin R) 10 JlL of trans-2
methoxycinnamoldehyde Rand 10 ~L of benzyl benzoate R in
I mL of a"tane R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I;;;; 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- ,la/woolY phase: macrogol 20 000 R.
Carrier gas heliumfor chromatagraphy R.
FlawTale 1.5 mllrnin.
Spli, rauo I :I 00.
Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.

1ujution 0.2 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution; depending on the operating conditions
and the state of the column, coumarin may elute before Or
after tram-2-methoxycinnamaldehyde; record the
retention times of these substances.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to linalol

and ~-caryophyllene.

IdenuJicati'on of components Using the retention times
determined from the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution, locate me components of the reference
solution in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Determine the percentage content of each of these
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- cineole: maximum 3.0 per cent;

DEFINmON
Essential oil obtained by stearn distillation of the bark of the
shoots of Cinnamomum fJerum j.Presl.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear) mobile) light yellow liquid becoming reddish over
time.

Characteristic odour reminiscent of cinnamic aldehyde.

IDENTIFICATION
First identi/Ualiun: B.
Second idenrijication: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 1 mL of the essential oil to be
examined in acetone R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.

Reference solution Dissolve 50 J.lL of trans-cinnamic
aldehyde R, I0 ~L of eugenol R, 10 JJL of linalol Rand 10 ~L

of p-caryophyllene R in ethanol (96 per cem) R and dilute to
10 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplateR.

Mobile phase methanol R, wluene R (10:90 VIV).

Application 10 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Column

Injection port

Derecce

Time
(nUn)

o· to
10 ~ 75

75 - 200

Temperature
CC)
60

60 -> 190

190

200

240
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4'
45 -> ISO

tSO
200

24.

Temperature
Ie)

Tim.
(min)

0-10
fO ~ 78
78- 88

In~tion port

Detector

Ceylon Cinnamon Leaf Oil IV-179

Mobile phase methanol R, toluene R (10:90 VIp).
Application I0 ul., as bands.

Development Overa pathof 15 em.
Drying In air.
Deuaion Spray with anisaldehyde solution R. Examine in day
light while heating at 100-105 °C for 5-10 min.

Results The zones in the chromatogram obtained with the
testsolution aresimilar in position and colourto those in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.
The zone due to trans-cinnamic aldehyde may be veryfaint
or absent.
E. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution aresimilar in retention time to
thosein the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution. The peaks corresponding to cineole,safrole, trans
cinnamic aldehyde, cinnamyl acetate and coumarin may be
absentin the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
1.030 to 1.059.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.527 to 1.540.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-2S to + 2.0°.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution The substance to be examined.
R<jerence solutwn Dissolve I0 ~L of cineole R, I0 ~L of
linalol R, 10 ~L of P-caryophy/lene R, 10 ~L of safrole R,
I0 ~L of trans-cinnamic aldehyde R, I0 ~L of cinnamy!
aatate R, 100 J.lL of eugenol R and 10 mg of coumarin R in
I mL of acetone R.
Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: 1= 60 m, (2) ;;;; 0.25 nun,
- srotionary phase: macrogol 20 000 R.

Comer gas helium for chromatography R.
FbJw rate 1.5 mllmin.

Split raria 1/100.
Temperature:

Column

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 0.2 ~L.

Elution order The order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record the retention times of these
substances.
Syuem suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum of 1.5 between the peaks due to

linalol and p-caryophyllene.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate

20mL
600mL

Sufficient 10 produce 1000 mL

Cinnamon Oil
Ethanol (90 percent)
Water

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Dissolve the Cinnamon Oil in the Ethanol (90 per cent) and
add gradually, with vigorous shaking after each addition,
sufficient Water to produce 1000 mL. Add 50 g of previously
sterilised Purified Talc, or othersuitable filtering aid, aUow to
stand for a few hours, shaking occasionally, and filter.
The water complies withthe requirements staed underAromatic
Walen and with thelollawing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
52 to 56% vlv, Appendix VITI F.

Weight per mL
0.914 to 0.922 g, Appendix V G.

DEFINITION
Oil obtained by steamdistillation of the leaves of
Cinnamomum fJerum I.S. Presl.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, mobile, reddish-brown or dark brown liquid.
Characteristic odour reminiscent of eugenol.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Secondidentification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 1 mL of the substance to be examined
in acetune R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution Dilute about 50 J.1L of erans-cinnamic
aldehyde R, 10 ~L of eugettol R, 10 ~L oflinolol Rand 10 ~L

of p-caryophyllene R in a/whol R and dilute to 10 mL with the
same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Ceylon Cinnamon Leaf Oil

Concentrated Cinnamon Water
DEFINITION

- linalol: 1.0 per cent to 6.0 per cent;
- p-caryophyllene: 1.0 per cent [0 4.0 per cent;
- safrole: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- trans-cinnamic aldehyde: 55 per cent to 75 per cent;
- eugenol: maximwn 7.5 per cent;
- coumarin: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- trans-2-methoxycinnamafdehyde: 0.1 per cent (0

1.0 per cent;
- benzyl benzoate: maximum 1.0 per cent.

STORAGE
Protected from heat.

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1608)

2022
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Detection Flame ionisation.
Injun·on 1 J.IL of the reference solution, 0.2 JIL of the test
solution.
Elution order The order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record the retention times of these
substances. -

Syuem suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum of 1.2 between the peaks due to

geranyJ acetate and citronellol.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Determine the percentage content of each of these
components.

The percentages are within the following values:
- limonene: 1.0 per cent to 5.0 per cent,
- cimmellal: 30.0 per cent to 45.0 per cent,
- dtroneUyl acetate: 2.0 per cent to 4.0 per cent,
- neraJ: maximum 2.0 per cent,
- geraniol: maximum 2.0 per cent,
- geranyl acetate: 3.0 per cent to 8.0 per cent,
- citronellol: 9.0 per cent to 15.0 per cent,
- geraniol: 20.0 per cent to 25.0 per cent.

80

80 --> 150

150 --> 185

185 --> 250

260

260

Temperature
rCJ

Tim.
(min)

0-2
2 - 26

26 - 42

42 - 49

Injection pert

Detector

Column

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the lest solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution. Neral and geranial may be absent in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.881 10 0.895.

Refractive Index (2.2. 6)
1.463 to 1.475.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
_4° to + 1.5°.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Testsolution The substance to be examined.

Reference solution Dilute 25 ~L of limonene R, 100 ~L of
citronenal R, 25 flL of Clironellyl aUlateR, 25 pL of citral R,
25 ~L ofgeranylacetate R, 25 ~L of citroneUoI Rand 1001'1.
ofgeraniol R in 5 mL of hexane R.
Column:
- malena/: fused silica,
- size: I::: 60 m, 0 ::: 0.25 mm,
- stationary phase: ma=gol 20 000 R (0.2 um).

Canier gas heliumfor chnnnatography R.

Floro rate 1.0 rnUmin.

Split ratio 1:100.

Temperature:

IV-ISO Citronella Oil

the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Determine the percentage content of these components.

The percentages are within the following ranges:
- cineole: maximum 1.0 per cent,
- lina/ol: 1.5 per cent to 3.5 per cent,
- fJ-caryophyilene: 1.5 per cent to 7.0 per cent,
- safrole: maximum 3.0 per cent,
- trans-cinnamic aldehyde: maximum 3.0 per cent,
- cinnamylacetate: maximum 2.0 per cent,
- eugenol: 70 per cent to 85 per cent,
- coumarin: maximum 1.0 per cent

STORAGE
Protected from heat.

I'/IE<I _

(ph. Bur. monograph 1609)

Citronella Oil

_____________________ I'/IE<I

DEFINITION
Oil obtained by stearn distillation from the fresh or partially
dried aerial parts of Cymbopogon wimerianus [owitt.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Pale yellow or brown-yellow liquid.

Very strong odour of citronellal.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Secondidenlification: A.

A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 0.1 g of citronella oil in 10.0 mL of
alcchol R.
Reference solution Dilute 20 1'1.of citroneUal R in 10.0 mL of
alcohol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase ethyl euetate R, toluene R (10:90 VIJI).

Application 5~ as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Dneaion Spray with anisaldehyde wluuOn R and heat at
100-105 °C for 10 min. Examine in ultraviolet light at
365 om.

Result See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained withJlle reference and test
solutions. Furthermore, other zones are present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Citrooellal: a violet zone A zone similar in colour to the
cirroneUal zone

An orange zone (citroneUol-geraniol)

Reference solution Test solution

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

____________________ I'/IE,;
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Clematis Armandii Stem
(ph. Eur. monograph 2463)
""f<I _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried stem of Clematis annandii
Franch., with cork removed, collected in spring or autumn.

Content
Minimum 0.30 per cent of oleanolic acid (C3oH4S0Ji
M,456.7) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole stem is long and cylindrical, slightly twisted on
itself, about 1-6.5 em in diameter. It shows nodes, usually
swollen, with leaf and branch scars. The outer surface is
brownish-yellow or dull brownish-yellow, showing
longitudinal grooves and striations corresponding to the ends
of the medullary rays. Rare cork remnants are easilyremoved
as longitudinal strips. The texture is hard. The fracture is
difficult.

The fragmented stem occurs in thick or thin slices, about
1-5 nun thick and 1.2-4.6 em in diameter, with uneven
marginsj.mcst of the transverse section consists of the pale
yellow or slightly brownish-yellow wood and shows numerous
radial striations and cracks corresponding to the medullary
rays; the vessels are clearly visible in transverse section
arranged in groups in more or less discontinuous concentric
rings. Narrow, convex-shaped bark remnants are sometimes
present with an enclosed lacuna between the bark and wood
pans. The hark is easily removed. The pale yellow or whitish,
rarely blackened, reduced pith, is sometimes replaced by a
hollow.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is whitish
yellow to brownish-yellow. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate soluticm R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 2463.-1): very
numerous fragments of pitted vessels [B, G] up to 250 urn in
diameter, isolated or associated with elongated tracheids
about 15-25 urn in diameter with lignified, thickened and
pitted walls [Be], some groups of vessels [F] show oblique
striations [Fa], sometimes associated with xylem parenchyma
cells with lignified and pitted walls [Fb}; groups of fusifonn
pericyclic fibres 25-30 um in diameter, with thick, pitted
walls m; thin-walled parenchymatous cells of the phloem and
of outer parts of the medullary rays (E]; parenchymatous
cells of the secondary xylem and the inner parts of the
medullary rays and pith, with slightly thickened, pitted and
lignified walls [H]; sub-rectangular or fusifonn sclereids,
about 100 11m long and 35 urn wide, with thick and pitted
walls [C]; rare fragments of orange-brown cork covered by a
cuticle showing striations [A]. Examine under a microscope
using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R. The powder
shows rare starch granules, simple or 2-3 compound,
spherical or ovate; individual granules up (0 17 11m in
diameter, with a punctiform or slit-shaped hilum [D).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test'olution To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (1400)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and heat on a water-bath at
60 °C for 5 min. Filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 4 mg of hederagenin Rand 4 mg
of oleanolic acid R in 10 mL of methanol R.

Plate TLC silica gelF254 plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
F".plate R (2-10 ~m)}.

Clematis Armandii Stem IV-I81

,.:.

..
.' . ,"

: .:: .:

:.' .. .....
• • H

Fa

Figure 2463.-1. -lUmlTationfor identification testB of powdered
herbal drugof Clematis annandii stem

Moln1e phase acetic acidR, atetone R) toluene R
(2:8:32 VIVIJI).

Application 40 ~L [or 10 ~L} as bands of 10 mm [or
8mm}.

Development Over a path of 13 em [or 6 em}.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with vanillin reagent R, heat at 100 °C for
5 min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other mainly grey zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate -

-- ~-

A btuish-violet zone

Oleanolic acid: a redc:fuh-violet zone A reddish-violet zone

A weak light blue or grey zone

-- --

Hederagenin: a greenish-brown zone

An orange zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Aristolocbia tnanshuriensis Kom. and other species of
Aristolochia
Examine the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R; no cluster crystals
are visible.
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IV-182 Clivers

ArlslOlochlc acids (2.8.21, MelhodA)
It complies with the test.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (1400) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven
at 105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solutWn In a 100mL flask, disperse 1.00 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) in methanol R, add
3 mL of 6 M hydrochwric acidR and dilute to 30 mL with
methanol R. Shake for 2 h. Filter, add to the filtrate 10 mL of
water R by rinsing the flask and the filter, and extract with
3 quantities, each of 30 mI..., of methylene chloride R. Combine
the methylene chloride extracts and evaporate to dryness.
Dissolve the residue in 10.0 mL of methanol R, shake and
filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 Jim).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of o1eanoli< acidCRS
in methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of ",,0Ii< acid R in
reference solution (a) and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solution.

Column:
- size: I::;;; 0.25 m, (() = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-copped aaadecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromaUJgraphy R (5 ~m);

- temperature: 30 QC.

Mobile phase 0.4 per cent VIV solution of acetic acidR,
methanol R (15:85 VIV).
FWw rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 run.

Injection 20~.

Run time 1.2 times the retention time of ursolic acid.

Retention time Oleanolic acid =about 21 min; ursolic
acid = about 22 min.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.3 between the peaks due to

cleanolicacid and ursolic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of oleanolic acid using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak. due to oleanolic add in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A z area of the pe2k due to oleanolic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

1111 mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare me test
solution, in gmns;

1112 mass of oleanolic acidCRS used to prepare reference solution (a),
in gramsj

p percentage content of oleanolic acid in oIewlolic acid CRS.

____~ !'flflr
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Clivers
Cleavers

DEFINITlON
Clivers contains the whole herb, or parts of, Oalium aparine
L. collected during the flowering and fruiting period.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Stems, which comprise the bulk of the CUt herb, are green
to brown, branched at nodes, hollow, quadrangular, with a
distinct ridge at each comer and up to about 3 mm wide.
Remains of leaf whorls may be visible and younger stems
have stiff, downward- projecting bristles. Leaves are linear or
lanceolate, up to 6 ern long and 5 nun wide, arranged in
whorls of 6-8. The upper surface is dark green, with stiff
hairs along the entire, revolute margins, and the lower
surface pale with a matt, felted appearance and a prominent
midrib. Flowers, if present, are small) white, about 3 nun in
diameter) consisting of 4 elliptical petals) either solitary or in
small cymes of 2-3. At the base of each flower is a pair of
carpels, covered with stiff hooked hairs) and at the base of
each short peduncle are 1-4 secondary leafy bracts. The fruit
is a purplish double achene, covered in stiff, hooked bristles.

B. Reduce to a powder) Appendix xvn A. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution. The powder shows
the following characteristics: fragments of stem dominate and
are very abundant; thin-walled) elongated epidermal cells)
layers of collenchyma from the ridges, parenchyma from the
cortex, and lignified xylem vessels and tracheids.
The numerous unicellular covering trichomes are
characteristic) 70-100 pm long, faintly striated longitudinally
and tapering to an acute, hooked apex. Leaf fragments show
wavy-walled upper epidermal cells and more sinuous lower
epidermal cells, with- peracetic stomata on both surfaces but
more numerous on the lower. Hooked unicellular trichomes,
similar to those on the stem) occur neat the margins and
midrib on the lower surface of the leaf and covering, usually
non-hooked, trichomes occur randomly on the upper surface.
Large idloblasta, up to 250 urn long and 30 urn wide,
containing bundles of needle crystals of calcium oxalate)
occur in the spongy mesophyll. Flower fragments infrequent,
outer epidermisof corolla thin-walled and faintly striated)
inner epidermis papillose, and calcium oxalate idioblasts
similar to those from the leaf. Pollen grains spherical,
30-35 pm in diameter) with up to 8 pores and a faintly warty
exine. The fruit pericarp, ifpresent) shows a dense mass of
the characteristic hooked trichomes, ~

C. Carry out the method for highperformance thin-layer
chromatography, Appendix XI W, using the following
solutions.

(I) To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug add 5.0 mL of
methanol and mix with the aid of ultrasound for 15 minutes;
Centrifuge or filter and use the supernatant liquid or filtrate
as the test solution.

(2) 0.020% wlv of chll>/'Ogeni< acid, 0.025% wlv of nltin, and
0.05% wlv offructose in methanol.
(3) Dilute I volume of solution (2) to 4 volumes with
methanol.
(4) 0.020% wi. of chll>/'Ogeni< acidand 0.030% wlv of
hyperoside in melhanol.

CHROI'JATOGRAPHlC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating highperformance silica gd FZ54 (Merck
silica gel 60 F 254 plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.
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Table 2: Visualisation under white light

Clove IV-183

**** ** ** ****

Top of the plate

-

-

An intense 10 faint blue
zone

A brown zone An intense to faint
(f"nKtose) brown zone (fruclose)

An intense to faint
brown zone

Solution (4) SoIl/lion (1) omJ(3) Solution (1)
System Suitability Intensity marker Test solution

Clove
(ph. Eur. monograph 0376)

When Powdered Clove is prescribed or demanded, material
complying with the requirements below with the exception of
Identification test A and the test for Foreign matter and
containing not less than 12.0% vlw (120 rnUkg) of essential
oil shall be dispensed or supplied.
PhEir ~ _

DEFINITION
Whole flower buds of Syzygium aromatkum (L.) Men. et L.
M.Perry (syn. Eugen;a caryophyllus (Spreng.) Bullock et S.G.
Harrison) dried until they become reddish-brown.

Content
Minimum 150 mIJkg of essential oil.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The flower bud is reddish-brown and consists of a
quadrangular stalked portion) the hypanthium, 10-12 m.m
long and 2-3 mm in diameter) surmounted by 4 divergent
lobes of sepals which surround a globular head 4-6 mm in
diameter. A bilocular ovary containing numerous ovules is
situated in the upper part of the hypanthium. The head is
globular and dome-shaped, composed of 4 imbricated petals
that enclose numerous incurved stamens and a short, erect
style with a nectary disc at the base. The hypanthium exudes
essential oil when indented with the finger-nail.

B. .Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is dark
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solutrtm R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0376.-1): fragments of the epidennis of

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2.0%) Appendix XI D.

Acid-insoluble ash
Not more than 2.0%) Appendix XI K.

ANNEX
This section is non-mandatory.

DNA reference sequence
A DNA reference sequence for the identity of Galium apan'ne
is published in Supplementary Chapter VII D.

(c) Apply 5 pL of each solution, as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in a current of air.

<-0 Heat the plate at 100° for 3 minutes, dip the warm plate
in a 05% wlv solution of Z-am;""ethyl diphenylborinate in ethyl
acetate and examine under ultraviolet light (366 nm).

(g) Dip the plate in anisaldehyde solution, heat at 100° for
3 minutes and examine under white light.

MOBILE PHASE

11 volumes of acetic acid, 11 volumes ofjormic acid,
26 volumes of water and 100 volumes of ethyl aalate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (4) shows two clearly separated zones under
366 om.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) under 366 nm
shows one or two equivalent to very faint red zones at the
top of the plate, an intense to faint blue zone above a faint to
very faint orange to yellow zone in the middle third of the
plate, and an equivalent to very faint orange to ydlow zone
at the bottom of the plate. Additional faint zones may be
present.

There should be no yellow to orange zone above the band
corresponding to cholorgenic acid. This would indicate the
presence of Golium verom.

2022

Table 1: Visualisation under 366 nm

Top of the plate

One or two equivalent
to very faint red zones

-

An orange to yeUow
zone (hyperoside)

A blue zone A blue zone An intense to faint blue
(chlorogenic acid) (dtlorcgenic acid) zone (chlorogenic acid)

An orange to yellow A fllint to very faint
zone (rutin) orange 10 yellow zone

(nuin)

-

An equivalent to very
faint orange to yellow

zone

Sohuioll (4) Solurifm (Z) and (3) Solution (I)
System Suitability Intensity marker Test solution

The chromatogram obtained with solution (I) in white light
shows an intense to faint blue zone above two intense to faint
brown zones in the bottom third of the plate. Additional
bands to very faint zones may be present.
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IV-184 Clove Oil

the hypanthium (surface view [A)) consisting ofpolygonal
cells [Aa] and anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Ab]; fragments of
the hypanthium (surface view [D], transverse section [J]),
showing the epidermis [Daj ja] covered by a thick
cuticle 1Jb] and an underlying parenchyma [Db, Jc]
containing large oil glands [Dd, Jd];numerous fragments of
the parenchyma of the hypanthium [C, Cal with oil glands
[Cd) and with some cells containing one [Cb, Dc] or more
clustercrystals of calcium oxalate [Cc]; short fibres occurring
singly or in small groups, with thickened, lignified and
slightly pitted walls [F) sometimes accompanied by
parenchyma with some cells in rows containing cluster
crystals of calciumoxalate [Fa]; vascular bundles [G)
sometimes included in parenchyma [K); fragments of the
filaments of the stamens wilh an epidermisconsisting of
small, elongat.ed cells covered by a finely striated cuticle [H];
fragments of me endothecium of the stamens (surface view
[L»; isolated sdereids from the peduncle [B); numerous
triangular pollen grains about 20 urn in diameter with 3
pores in the angles [E].

Figure 0376.-1. <Illustration for identification test B of powdered
herbal drug of dove

C. Thin-Iayet chromatography (2.2.27).

T"" solution Shake 0.1 g of the powdered herbal drug (500)
(2.9.12) with 2 mL of methylene chloride R for 15 min. Filter
and carefully evaporate the filtrate to dryness on a water
bath. Dissolve the residue in 2 mL of toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 ~L of eugenol R in 2 mL of
toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gel GF254 plate R.
Mobile phase toluene R.

Application 10 flL of the reference solution and 20 ~L of
the test solution, as bands of 20 mm by 3 mm.
Deuelopmenc Twice, in an unsaturated tank over a pathof
10 ern; allow the plate [0 stand for 5 min between me
2 developments.

2022

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 nm and
markthe quenching zones.
Resuus A In the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution there is in the medianpart a quenchingzone due to
eugenol similar in position to the quenching zone in the
chromatogram obtainedwiththe reference solution and there
may be a weak quenching zone due to aceryleugenol just
belowthe zone due to eugenol.
Detection B Spray with anisakkhyde solution R using 10 mL
for a plate 200 mrn square and heat at 100-105 °C for
5-10 min. Examine in daylight.

Results B The zones due to eugenol in the chromatograms
obtainedwith the test and reference solutions arestrong
brownish-violet and the zone due to acetyleugenol in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution is faintviolet
blue. In the chromatogram obtained with the test solution
there areother colouredzones, particularly a faint red zone
in the lower pan and a reddish-violet zone due to
caryophyllene in the upperpan.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 6 per cent of peduncles,petioles and fruits,
maximum 2 per cent of deteriorated cloves and maximum
0.5 per cent of other foreign matter.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essendal oil (2.8.12)
Use a 250 mL flask, 100 mL of waterR as the distillation
liquid and 0.50 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. Gtind
5.0g of the herbal drug with 5.0 g of diatomaceous earth R to
form a fine)homogeneouspowderand proceedimmediately
wilh the determination using 4.0 g of the mixture. Distil at a
rate of 2.5-3.5 mIlmin for 2 h.
_______~ PI>E"

Clove Oil
(ph. Eur. monograph 1091)

Pl>Eur ~ _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtainedby steam distillation from thedried
flower buds of Syzygium aromatieum (L.) Merr. et L.M.Perry
(syn. Eugenia earyophyllus (Spreng.) Bullock et S.G.Harrison).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, yellow liquid, which becomes brown wl1en exposed to
air.

Solubility
Misciblewith methylene chloride, with toluene and with fatty
oils.

IDENTIFICATION
Firs' identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 20 ilL of the substance to be
examinedin 2.0 mL of toluene R.
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Cocoa Butter IV-ISS

Detection Flame ionisation.
lnj«tion 1.0 pL.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of me
reference solution. Record the retention timesof these
substances.
Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to eugenol

and acetyleugenol;
- number of theoretical places; minimum 30 000, calculated

for the peak due to P-caryophyllene at 110 ·C.

Identification of components Using the retention times
determined from the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution, locate the components of the reference
solution 00 the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
Determine the percentage content of eachof these
components. The limits are within the following ranges:
- P-earyqphyllene: 5.0 per cent to 14.0 per cent;
- eugenol: 75.0 per cent to 88.0 percent;
- acetykugenol: 4.0 percent to 15.0 per cent.

STORAGE
Protected from heat.

60

60 --> 180

lao
270

270

Temperature
CC)

Time
(min)

0-8

8 - 48

48 - 53

Temperature:

Column

Injection port

Detector

Reference solution Dissolve 15 f.lL of eugenol Rand 15 pL of
awyleugenol R in 2.0 mL of toluene R.
Plate TUJ silica gelFZ54 plateR.

Mobil, phase toluene R.
Applicatwn 20 pL of the test solution and 15 pL of the
reference solution, as hands.
Development Twice in an unsaturated tank over a path of
10 em; allow to stand for 5 min between the 2 developments.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run and
mark the quenching zones.

Results A The chromatogram obtained wilh the test solution
shows in themiddlepart a quenchingzone (eugenol) that is
similar in position to the quenching zone in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution; just
below, there is a weak quenching zone (acetyleugenol) that is
similar in position to the zone of aceryleugenol in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.
Detection B Spraywith anisa1dehyde solution R and examine
in daylight while heatiug at 100-105 ·C for 5-10 min.

Results B The zone due to eugenol in the chromatograms
obtained with the test and reference solutions is strong
brownish-violet and the zone due to acetyleugenol in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution is faint violet
blue; in the chromatogram obtained with the testsolution
there areothercoloured zones, particularly a faint redzone
in the lower part and a reddish-violet zone (J}-caryophyllene)
in the upper part.
E. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The 3 principal peaks in chromatogram obtained
with the test solution are similar in retention timeto the
3 principal peaks in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

2022

P/lE<r -- _

DEFINITION
Solid fatobtained from theroasted seeds of Theobroma
cacao L. ~

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-white) solidmass.

Solubility
Freely soluble in boiling anhydrous ethanol and in light
petroleum, slightly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

Relative density
About 0.895 at 40 'C.

Refractive index
About 1.457 at 40 ·C.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Meltiug point (2.2.15); 31 ·C to 35 ·C.

Introduce 10 g of the substance to be examined into a beaker
and melt at 55 DC. Cool in a water-hath to 25 DC and stir
continuously until it asswnes a paste-like consistency, taking
care to avoid the introduction of air bubbles. Place the
beaker In a water-bath maintained at 32-33 DC. Continue

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
1.030 to 1.063.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.528 to 1.537.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-20 to 00

•

Fatty olls and resinified essential olls (2.8.7)
It complies with the test.
Solubility in alcohol (2.8. Ill)
1.0 mL is soluble in 2.0 mL and more of ,thanol
(70 per cent VIV) R.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dissolve 0.2 g of the substance to be examined
in 10 g of hexane R.
Reference solution Dissolve 7 mg of p-earyqphyllen, R, 80 mg
of ,ugenolRand 4 mg of aceliYlengenol R in 109 of hexane R.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I=: 60 m, 0 =: about0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: ma<rogol 20 000 R.
Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.
Split rauo 1:100.

Cocoa Butter
Theobroma Oil
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2607)

**** ** ** ****
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IV-186 Codonopsis Root

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injulion 0.5 ~L.

Composition of thefatly-acidfraaion af the ,ub,tance:
- lauric acid: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- myristic add: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- palmitic add: 24.0 per cent to 31.0 per cent;
- stearic add: 30.0 per cent to 38.0 per cent;
- oleic acid: 31.0 per cent to 38.0 per cent;

- linoleic acid: maximum 4.5 per cent;
- arachidic add: maximum 1.5 per cent.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light, at a
temperature not exceeding 25°C.
_____________________ !'bE"

!'bE" _

(ph. Eur. monograph 2714)

Codonopsis Root

2022

DEFINITION
W'hole or fragmented, dried root of Codonopsis pilosukz
(Franch.) Nannf., collected in autumn.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole root is cylindrical, slightly curved and may be
up to 35 em long and 2 cm in diameter, whereas the
fragmented root occurs in pieces about 1-2 cm long.
The root crown, which is broader than the root, forms an
irregular head with a convex centre and consisting of buds
and numerous, prominent, rounded verrucose stem scars.
The root shows numerous transverse annulations below the
root crown, occurring further and further apart until half the
length of the root is reached. These transverse annulations
may be absent in the cultivated drug. The root shows deep
longitudinal wrinkles and prominent scattered protuberances,
resembling Jentkels, over its entire length; the fracture of the
secondary roots is sometimes covered by a blackish
gelatinous secretion. The outer surface is brownish-yellow or
brownish-grey. The bark adheres tenaciously to the wood
and is difficult to remove. The texture is compact and the
fracture is relatively short.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellow or light brown. Examine under a microscope using
lactic reagenl R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2714.-1): cork fragments (surface
view [F), consisting of numerous layers of rectangular or
polyhedral cells; very numerous fragments of parenchyma
[A, H, n containing ramified laticiferous vessels (longitudinal
section [Aa], transverse section [Ha)), with brown granular
contents; numerous rectangular sclereids, with distinctly
thickened walls and conspicuous channels,-isolated [C] or in
groups [B]; granular secretions of the laticiferous vessels, as
more or less coiled strands [E); reticulate or scalarifonn
vessels about 100 urn in diameter [D, G]; violet-blue
rounded or ovoid starch granules, simple, with a diameter of
about 2-10 JlIIl,or 2- to 3-compound, either free or included
in colourless parenchyma cells Db]; colourless pieces of inulin
in parenchyma cells ITa], either fan-shaped or as angular,
polyhedral fragments.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Plarycodon grandijlqrus.
Results See' below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

70 -. 205
20'

205 ---0 230
230

2'0
250

Temperature
("C)

Time
(min)

0-15
15 - 25

25 - 27.5
27.5 - 50

stirring for abour 30 min until the substance reaches the
temperature of the water-bath and changes to a liquid cream.
Pour into another beaker, and allow to solidify at room
temperature for at least 2 h.

Introduce the substance into the capillary tubes and allow to
stand ar 2-8 °C for at least 48 h.

B. Composition of fatty acids (see Tests).

TESTS
Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximwn 4.0.

Peroxide value (2.5.5, MethodA)
Maximwn 3.0.

The starch soluUan R must he introduced before starting the
titration.

Saponification value (2.5.6)
188 to 198, determined on 2.5 g.

Alkaline impurities
Solvenlmixture Dilute 15 mL of waterRIo 500 mL with
aceto"" R and mix. Add 2.5 mL of a 1 gIL solution of
bromophenol blueR in ethanol (50 percenl VII? R and mix
again. H the solution is blue or yellow instead of green,
neutralise with 0.01 M hydrochloric acidor 0.01 M sodium
hydroxide, respectively, [Q obtain a green solution.

Melt 50 g of the substance to be examined at about 50 "C
and mix thoroughly. In a 150 mL conical flask, introduce
10.0 g of the melted substance and add 50 mL of the solvent
mixture. Stir vigorously and allow the 2 layers to separate.
Not more than 2 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acidis required
to change the colour of the upper layer to yellow; this
coloration must persist after vigorous stirring.

Composition of fatty acids
Gas chromatography (2.4.22, Method C) with the following
modifications.

Use the mixture of calibrating substances in Table 2.4.22.-1.

Column:
- material: fused silica, glass or quam;
- size: I ;;;; 30 m, 0 ;;;; 0.32 mm;
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 um}.

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 1.3 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:50.
Temperature:

Injection pert

Detector

Column
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B

Figure 2114.-1. - Illustration for identification w, B ofpowdered
herbaldrugofcodonopsis roo'

Top oCthe plate

A brownish zone

-- --

Xylose:a yeHowish-brown zone A weakvioletzone

-- A yellowish-brown zone __

Glucose: a yellowish-brown zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Platyeadon grandi/lorus
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of ethanol (70 peran' VIIQ R. Sonicate
for 10 min and centrifuge or filter. Evaporate the supernatant
or filtrate to dryness under reduced pressure. Dissolve the
residue in 1.0 mL of water R. Prepare a ready-to-use sample
preparation cartridge containing 50 mg of octadecyJsilyl silica
gel (55 urn) using 3 mL of methanolR followed by 3 mL of
waterR. Apply 1.0 mL of the solution to be analysed to the
lOP of the cartridge. Elute the cartridge with 3 mL of
waterR; collect the eluate. Under reduced pressure,
evaporate the eluate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in 1 mL
of methanolR.

Reference solution Dissolve I mg of glucose R and I mg of
xylose R in 2 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (2-10 um).

Coix Seed IV-187

A1.obi!e phase waterR, methanol RJ glacial acetic add R,
methylene chloride R (2:3:8:15 VIVIVII').

Apph'cation 10 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100°C for 3 min; examine in daylight.

Results In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution, the presence of a yellowish-brown zone at, directly
above, or directly below the zone due to glucose in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution indicates
adulteration with Pkuycodon grandijlorus.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximwn 2.5 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 21.0 per cent.

To 4.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (110) (2.9.12) add
100 g of ethanol (70 per cent VIIQ R and allow to macerate
for 6 h, shaking frequently. Allow to stand for 18 h. Filter,
evaporate 20 g of the fikrate to dryness on a water-bath and
dry the residue in an oven at 105°C for 3 h. The residue
weighs a minimum of 0.168 g.
____________________ PhEtr

Coix Seed
(ph. Bur. monograph 2454)

/'hE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, ripe, caryopsls, freed from the shell, of Cob; lacryma
jobi L. subsp. ma-yuen (Rom. Caill.) T.Koyama.

Content
M~mum 0.50 per cent of triolein (C'7H10406; M, 885)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The white or pale yellow caryopsis freed from the shell is
roughly ovoid or elongated-elliptical, about 4-8 mm long and
3-6 nun wide. The dorsal surface is rounded, milky white
and smooth; the ventral surface shows a deep longitudinal
furrow; yellowish-brown remnants of the membranous floral
parts may be present. One end is obtusely rounded, the other
end is relatively flat and slightly dented with an indistinct,
pale brown hilum.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
grey or light brown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2454.-1): fragments of the
endosperm with oval to elongated [B) or rounded [E) thin
walled cells and fragments consisting of elongated cells with
thicker walls [F]; fragments of tissue, with light yellow walls,
with large, elongated, slightly sinuous cells [Al; cells of the
middle layer of the mesocarp are brownish-yellow, irregularly
tube-like, slightly curved and irregularly crossed [D).
Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
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IV-I88 Coix Seed

solutionof glycerol R. The powdershows nwnerous starch
granules, simpleor 2-3 compound,spherical or slightly
polyhedral, 3-20 urn in diameter, with a stellate, Y-shaped,
cleft-like or point-like hilum [C] and fragments of
parenchyma containing 'starch granules [G).

Figure 2454.-1. -I1lusITationforidentification testB of fJOW<krul
herbal drngof coix seed

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solwion To I g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of lightpetroleum RI and sonicate for
30 min. Filterand reduce in vacuo to 1 mL.

Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of oleic add Rand 2 mg of
niolein R in muhanol R and dilute to 1 mL wilh me same
solvent.
Plate TLC oaadecy/si/yl silica gd plate R (5-40 pm) [or
TLC ocrade<y/si/yl silka gd plate R (2-10 pm)].

Mobile phase methylene chloride R, glacial acetic acid R,
acetone R (20:40:50 VIVIV).
AppJi<alion 10 pL [or 2 pL] as hands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Develupment Overa path of 7 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 100 gIL solution ofphosphomo/ybd;,;
acid R in ethanol (96 per cenl) R, heat at 120°C for about
3 min andexamine in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

2022

Top of the plate

A purple zone

Oleic acid: a purple zone A purple zone (oleic add)

-- --

A faint purple zone

A pwple zone

A pwple zone

-- --

Triolein: a purple zone A purple zone (triolein)

Reference solution Teat solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test ,oIution To 0.600 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 50 mL of the mobile phase and stir with a
magnetic stirrer for 2 h. Sonicate for .30min. Allow to cool,
dilute to -50.0 mL withthe mobile phase and filter.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of triolein CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Re/erence 'olulion (b) To 0.600 g of coix seedHRS add
50 mL of the mobile phase and stirwith a magnetic stirrer
for 2 h. Sonicatefor 30 min. Allow to cool) dilute to
50.0 mL with the mobile phase and filter.

Reference solutions (c), (d). (e), (f), (g), (b) Dilute reference
solution (a) to obtain 6 reference solutions of triolein, the
concentrations of which span the expectedvaluein the test
solution.
Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 ;:;;; 4.6 mm;
- 'tationaryphase: end-capped ocradecy/si/yl sili<a gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm).

Mobile phase methylene chloride R, acetonitrile R (35:65 VIV).
Flow rate 2.0 mlJmin.

Detection Evaporative light-scattering detector; the following
settings have been found to be suitable; if the detectorhas
different setting parameters, adjust the detector settings so as
to complywith the system suitability criterion for signal-to
noise ratio:
_.carrier gas: nitrogen R;
- flow rate: 0.8 mUmin;
- evaporator temperature: 100 QC.

Injection 10 pL.

Run time 30 min.
Retention time Triolein e about 18 min; peak2 =about
19 min.
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System witability:
- resolution: minimwn 1.5 between the peak due to triolein

and peak 2 in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b); use the chromatogram supplied withcoix
sud HRS to identify peak 2;

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 30 for the peak due to
triolein in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

Establish a calibration curve with the logarithm of the mass
of triolein (in milligrams) per 50 mL of reference
solutions (c), (d), (e), (/), (g) and (h) (corrected by the
assigned percentage content of m"olein CRS) as the abscissa
and the logarithm of the corresponding peak area as the
ordinate.

Calculate the percentage content of triolein using the
following expression:

10"
mxlO

A logarithm of the mass of Iriolcin in the {est solution, determined
from me calibration curve and the area of the cerrespcnding
peak in lhe chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

III mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams.

____________________ POE...

Cola
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1504)
POE" _

DEFINnlON
Whole or fragmented dried seeds, freed from the testa, of
Cola nitida (Vent.) Schott et Endl. (C. vera K. Schum.) and
its varieties, as well as of Colaacuminate (p. Beauv.) Schott
et Endl. (Sterculia acuminata P. Beauv.).

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of caffeine (M, 194.2) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The kernels have an oblong, somewhat obtuse, sub
tetragonal shape, with deformations resulting from mutual
pressure inside me fruit; they vary in size and mass, ranging
from 5-15 g; Ute outside is hard, smooth and very dark
brown, the inside is more reddish-brown. In C. nirida and its
varieties, the kernels are divided in 2 parts, almost plano
convex, corresponding to the cotyledons and usually
occurring separated in the commercial drug; the cotyledons
are 3-4 em long, 2-2.5 em wide and 1-2 em thick.
In C. acuminata, the cotyledons are smaller and divided into
4-6 irregular parts.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is reddish
brown. Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of g/yarol R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters: numerous ovoid or reniform starch
granules, 5-25 urn in size, with concentric striations and a
stellate, slightly eccentric hilum; fragments of cotyledon tissue
showing large, thick-walled, reddisb polygonal cells filled with
starch granules; occasional fragments of the external
epidermis of the cotyledons.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2. 9.J2) add 5 mL of ethanol (60 per WIt VII-? R. Shake
mechanically at 40°C for 30 min and filter.

Cola IV-189

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25 mg of caffeine R in 10 mL
of ethanol (60 per WIt VII-? R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 50 rug of theobromine R in
10 mL of the mobile phase. Filter.

Plate TLC silira gelFZ54 plateR.
Mobilephase water R, methanol R, ethyl autate R
(10:13:71 VIVIV).

Appliration 20 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.
Drying In air for 5 min.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows 2 principal quenching zones which are similar in
position to the zones in the chromatograms obtained with
reference solutions (a) and (b).

Detection B Spray with a mixture of equal volumes of
ethanol (96 per cem) R and hydrochloric acidR and then with a
solution prepared immediately before use by dissolving 1 g of
iodine Rand 1 g of potassium iodide R in 100 mL of ethanol
(96 per cem) R.
Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows a reddish-brown principal zone similar in position and
colour to the zone in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (3).

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 2.00 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 1.00 g (mI) of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12), add 50 mL of methanol R. Heat under a
reflux condenser on a water-bath for 30 min. Allow to cool
and filter. Rinse the filter with 10 mL of methanol R. Take up
the residue with 50 mL of methanol R. Proceed as before.
Combine the filtrates and the washings in a 200.0 mL
volwnetric flask and dilute to 200.0 mL with methanol R.
Transfer 20.0 mL of this solution into a round-bottomed
flask and evaporate to dryness under reduced pressure. Take
up the residue with the mobile phase, transfer to a 50.0 mL
volwnetric flask and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile
phase.

Reference solution In a 100.0 mL volumetric flask, dissolve
30.0 mg (m,) of ralfeine CRS and 15.0 mg of theobromine R
in the mobile phase and dilute to 100.0 mL with the mobile
phase. Transfer 10.0 mL of this solution to a 100.0 mL
volumetric flask and dilute 10 J00.0 mL with the mobile
phase.

Golumn:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, (2) =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: oaade<ylsi/yl silit:a gelfor chromaeogrophy R

(5 um).

Mobile phase methanol R, waterR (25:75 VIV).

F/qw rate 1 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 272 run.

Injection The chosen volume of each solution; loop injector.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 2.5 between the peaks due to caffeine

and theobromine. If necessary, adjust the volume of
waterR in the mobile phase.
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IV-190 Colophony

Calculate the caffeine content using me following expression:

AI area oCt:he peak due to caffeine in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to caffeine in the chromatogram obtained
with Ihe reference solution;

In. mass of the herbal drug to be examined in the test solution, in
gramsj

1H2 mass of aJ1/ei,., CRS in the reference solution, in grams.

2022

TESTS
Acid value (2.5.1)
145 to 180, determined on 1.0 g.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 0.2 per cent.

STORAGE
Do not reduce (0 a powder.
_____________________ POE..

_____________________ POE..

Colophony
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1862)

Preparation
Flexible Collodion

**** ** ** ****

Coriander
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1304)

When Powdered Coriander is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the appropriate requirements below
but containing not less than 0.2% vlw of essential oil shall be
dispensed or supplied.
""E.. _

POE.. _

DEFINITION
Residue remaining after distillation of the volatile oil from the
oleoresin obtained from various species of Pinus.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Translucent, pale yellow to brownish-yellow, angular,
irregularly-shaped, brittle, glassy pieces of different sizes the
surfaces of which hear conchoidal markings.

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
TestsolUIUm Dissolve I g in 10 mL of methanol R by gently
wanning.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of thymolR and 10 mg of
lina/ol R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.
Mobile phase methyknechloride R.
Application 10 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with me reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other coloured zones are present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A purple band

A purple band

-- --

2 purpk bands

Thymol: an orange band

-- --

Linalol: a PUIJlIe band Sequence of narrow purple bands

Purple extended basdine band

Reference solution Test solution

DEFINITION
Dried cremocarp of Conandrum sotioum L.

Content
Minimum 3 mIlkg of essential oil (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fruit is brown or light brown, more or less spherical,
about 1.5-5 mm in diameter, or oval and 2-6 mm long.
It consists of the entire cremocarp, with the mericarps usually
tightly connected. The fruit is glabrous and has 10 wavy,
slightly raised primary ridges and 8 straight, more prominent
secondary ridges. The mericarps are concave on the internal
surface. The styJopod crowns the apex and a small fragment
of the pedicel may be present.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is brown.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 1304.-1): numerous oil droplets [H); fragments of
endosperm [A) with small, thick-walled, regular cells
containing microrosenes [Aa] and microcrystals of calcium
oxalate and oil droplets [Ab); fragments of endocarp (surface
view [C, ll, transverse section [Hj), with very narrow cells
having a parquetry arrangement [Ca, Ha] and usually
associated with a layer of thin-walled [Cb, Hb] or thicker
walled ITa] rectangular sclereids of the mesocarp; fragments
from the sclerenchymatous layer of the mesocarp [Gl with
short, strongly thickened, pitted, fusifonn cells occurring in
layers with the cells of adjacent layers approximately at right
angles to one another; fragments of parenchyma of the
mesocarp (transverse section [ED with small cells with
slightly thickened walls [Ea], the remains of secretory canals
[Eb) and sclereids [Ee); fragments of epicarp (surface view
[F)) with thin-walled polyhedsal cells, some of which contain
small prisms of calcium oxalate [Fa]; rare fragments of
secretory canals with brown cells, (surface view [oD;
occasional fragments of vascular bundles [K].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test so/mUm To 0.5 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min
and centrifuge or filter; use the supernatant or filtrate.

Reference solulion Dissolve 10 ~L of linalol Rand 2 ~L of
geranyf acetate R in 1.0 mL of toluene R.

Plate TLC silica gelF254 plate R (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
Fm plate R (2-10 ~)).
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TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
It complies with the test. None of the cremocarps show
perforations due to insects.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
.Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered hemal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 b.

Top of the plate

A bluish-violet zone

-- --

Geranyl acetate: a violet-bluezone

-- --

Linalol. an intense violet zone A violetzone Oinalol)

A violet-blue zone

Reference solution Test solution

Coriander Oil

_____________________ PhE<I

Coriander Oil IV-191

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Bssentlal oil (2.8.12)
Use a 500 mL round-bottomed flask, 200 mL of waterR as
the distillation liquid and 0.5 mL of xylene R in the
graduated tube. Reduce the herbal drug to a coarse powder
and immediately use 30.0 g for the determination. Distil at a
rate of 2-3 mUmin for 2 h.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or pale yellow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
First identificau'on: B.

Secondidentification: A.
A. Examine by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 10 J-tL of the substance to be
examined in 1.0 mL of toluene R.

Reference SolUlion Dissolve 10~ of linalol R and 2 ~L of
geranyl au'al< R in 1.0 mL of tdueneR.
Plate TLC silica gd Fm plateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC sili<a gd
F2S4 plateR (2-10 ~m)].

Mobil, phase ethyl a<e'ate R, toluene R (5:95 VII').

Appli<a,ion 10~ [or 2~] a. bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air for 5 min.

Deteaion Treat with am·saldehyde sdusion R and heal at
1OO~105 °C for 5 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from the fruits of
Coriandnun sativumL.

PhE<I _

(ph. Eur. monograph 1820)

Top of the plate

A blush-violet zone

-- --

Gemnyl acetate: a violet-blue zone

-- --

Linalol: an intense violet zone An intense violet zone (Iinalol)

A violet-blue zone

Reference solution Test soludon

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similar in retention time to

o~OO B

gO O
00
o~

~ . Aa

a '
cv •A' .'

Ab Ea

2022

Figure 1304.-1. - Illustration for identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drug of coriander .

Mobile phase ethyl a<erate R, wluene R (5:95 VII').

Apph'cation 10 ~L [or 2 ~] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air for 5 min.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 ·C for 5 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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IV-192 Corydalis Rhizome

those in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.860 to 0.880.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.462 to 1.470.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
+ 7° to + 13°.

Acid value (2.5. J)
Maximum 3.0, determined on 5.00 g of the substance to be
examined.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use die nonnaJisation
procedure.

Testsolution The substance to be examined.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10 IlL of a-pinene R, 10 ~L of
limonene R, 10 JlL of r-terpinene R, 10 J.lL of p-cymene R,
10 mg of camphor R, 20 ~L of linalol R, 10 IlL of
a-terp;ne<J1 R, I0 ~L of geranylQaJtate R and I0 ~L of
geranwl R in I mL of heptane R.
Reference ,00UIWn (b) Dissolve 5 ul, of geranwl R in
heptane R and dilute to 10 mL wilh the same solvent.
Golumn:
- maler£al: fused silica;
- size: / = 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mrn;
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 um).

Gamer gas helium for chromalOgraphy R.
Flow rale 1 mlJrnin.
SpI.i ratio 1:65.

Temperature:

50 -+ 180

230

230

Temperature
rCl

Thn'
(mIn)

0-65Column

Injection pen

Detector

A.
A A

x 100
s+ •

- a-terpineol: 0.1 per cent to 1.5 per cent;
- geranyl acetate: 0.5 per cent to 4.0 per cent;
- geraniol: 0.5 per cent to 3.0 per cent;
- disregard limit: area of the peak in the chromatogram

obtained with reference solution (b) (0.05 per cent).

Chlral purity
Gas chromatography (2. Z. 28).

TestsolutUm Dissolve 0.02 g of the substance to be
examined in pentane R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference sduuon Dissolve 10 ~L of linalol Rand 5 mg of
borneol R in pentane R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 25 rn, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: modified p-eyclodextrin for ehiral

chromatography R (film thickness 0.25 urn).

Corner gas helium lor chromatography R.
FIuw rate 1.3 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:30.
Temperature:

2022

Deuaion Flame ionisation.
Inj«tioa I ~L.

System suirabilily Reference solution:
_. resolution: minimum 5.5 between the peaksdue to

(RJ-linalol (I" peak) and (SJ-linalol (2nd peak) and
minimum 2.9 between the peaks due to (SJ-linalol and
borneol (3" peak).

Limit Calculate the percentage content of (R)-linalol using
the expression:60

60 ..... 190.9.
22.

24.

Temperature
CCl

Thn,
(min)

0-10
10 - 75

75 - 120

Injection porr

Detector

CoI~

Detection Flame ionisation.
Inj«.on 0.2 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the compositionof
reference solution (a). Record the retention times of these
substances.
System suitabaity Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to linalol

and camphor.
Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (a), locate
the components of reference solution (a) in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.
Determine the percentage content of each of these
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- a-pinene: 3.0 per cent to 7.0 per cent;
- limonene: 1.5 per cent to 5.0 per cent;
- y-terpinene: 1.5 per cent to 8.0 per cent;
- p-cymene: 0.5 per cent to 4.0 per cent;
- camphor: 3.0 per cent to 6.0 per cent;
- /ina/of: 65.0 per cent to 78.0 per cent;

As areaor thepeakdue to (S)-linalolj
AR area of thepeakdue to (R)-linalol.

- (R)-linalol: maximum 14 per cent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding25°C.
_____________________ Pflfll

Corydalis Rhizome
(ph. Bur. monograph 2976)
Pflfll _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented tuber of Corydalis yanhusuo(Y.H.Chou
& Chun C.Hsu) W.T.Wang ex Z.Y.Su & C.Y.Wu, with
roots removed, treated withboilingwater until no white core
is visible and then dried.

Content
Minimum 0.20 per cent for the sum of tetrahydropalmatine
and corydallne, expressed as tetrahydropalmatine
(C21H2,NO.; M, 355.4) (dried drug).
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2022 Corydalis Rhizome IV-193

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-yellow to brownish-yellow. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 2976.-1):
greenish-yellow to brownish-yellow fragments of cortical
sclerenchyma [F], consisting of elongated, polygonal, sub
square or irregularly shaped cells 35-321 11m long and
15-127 urn in diameter with lignified, often sinuous and
beaded cell walls having fine, sparse pits and large cell
lumens; some fragments [A) of cortical parenchyma [Ab) are
covered by dermal tissue consisting of a layer of rectangular
or polygonal thin-walled cells [Aa]; sclereids [D) isolated or
in groups [Db], sub-square to sub-rounded, sub-polygonal)
sub-triangular or irregular in shape, 32-290 pm Iong and
22-103 J.1m in diameter, with yellowish-green to brownish
yellow cell walls; sclereids with lignified cell walls having
dense, fine pits and occasional striations; some sclereids have
irregularly thickened cell walls, with one thinner wall [Da];
rare, inconspicuous fragments of xylem vessels, often
embedded in parenchyma tissue, colourless or pale yellow,
irregularly spiral, annular or reticulate and 10-43 11m in
diameter [B]. Examine under a microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solution ofglyarol R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters: abundant large and small
colourless or pale yellow masses of gelatinised starch
granules [e]) varying in shape) but often polygonal) elongate
oval or rectangular (up to 530 pm long and 332 pm in
diameter) and surrounded by colourless parenchyma [E]; rare
free starch granules, single or 2-5 compound, with single
granules being sub-rounded or irregular with a distinct hilum.

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solUlwn To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of ethanol (50 percent VII-? Rand
sonicate for 15 min. Centrifuge or filter the solution and use
the supernatant or filtrate.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of corydaline Rand
2.5 mg of tetrahydropaJmatine R in melhanol R and dilute to
20.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with me/hanoi R.
Intensity marker Tetrahydropalmatine.

Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase gladal acetic acidR) waterR, butanolR, ethyl
acelate R (10:10:50:50 VIVIVfl').
Applicatwn 2 111- as bands of 8 rom. _

Development 70 rom from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air for 5 min.

Detection Expose the plate for 3 min to iodine vapour using
a chromatographic tank previously saturated with iodine for
30 min; remove the excess of absorbed iodine in air for
10 min and examine in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.

SystemsuiuzhiJity Reference solution (a):
- the chromatogram shows near the border between the

lower and middle thirds 2 distinct zones, which may
be touching; the lower zone (terrahydropalmarine)
shows a green fluorescence and the upper zone
(corydaline) shows a light blue fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and me
test solution. Furthermore) oilier faint blue, yellow or green
fluorescent zones may be present in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

, '

." .
., .. ..... ......

IDENTIFICATION
A. W'hole drug. The whole tuber is irregularly oblate,
0.5-1.8 em in diameter and 0.5-1.3 em (rarely 1.7 em) thick.
Occasionally, 2-3 tubers are grouped together. The apex
usually shows a slightly depressed stem scar and occasional
remains of aerial parts. The base is tuberculate or with a
slight navel-like depression from which shallow furrows may
radiate. The external surface is yellow or yellowish-brown to
greenish-yellow wilh coarse or fine reticulate wrinkles.
The underlying cortex, when exposed, is blackish-green or
brownish-yellow. The texture is hard, mostly difficult to
break. The fracture is horny, slightly shiny and translucent
with a yellow, yellowish-brown or dark brown surface.
The pith, if present, is whitish-yellow.
Fragmented drug The fragmented tuber occurs as thick or
thin, sub-rounded or sub-oval transversal or longitudinal
slices or as irregular pieces. The slices are 0.5-1.9 em in
diameter and 0.1-0.5 cm thick. Occasionally, slices consist of
2-3 tubers grouped together. Rare slices from the tuber apex
or base are present, with those from the apex having a
slightly depressed stem scar and occasional remains of aerial
parts, while those from the base have tuberculate protrusions
or have a slight navel-like depression from which shallow
furrows may radiate. The external surface is yellow or
yellowish-brown with coarse or fine wrinkles. The underlying
cortex, when exposed, is blackish-green or brownish-yellow.
The texture is hard and fragile. The fracture is horny and
slightly shiny. The cut surface is horny, slightly shiny and
translucent with occasional fissures; the surface is yellow,
yellowish-brown) reddish-brown or dark blackish-brown and
occasionaUy shows a gradient of colours. The pith) ifpresent,
is a lighter colour than the surrounding tissue) or if absent, it
is replaced by a central cavity.

Figure 2976.-1. - IRustration for idmtificalion testB of plJWdered
herbal drug of corydalis rhizome
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Time MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent V/J? (per cent VIV)

0-3 60 4.
3·31 60 -> 38 40 -> 62

31 - 32 38 -> 5 62 -> 95

32 - 37 5 ss

Couch Grass Rhizome

- temperature: 35 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: mix 0.05 volumes of anhydrous acetic

acidRand 99.95 volumes of waterfor chromatography R
and adjust to pH 6 with triethylamine R;

- mobile phase B: acetanitri!e R;

Flowrale 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 282 nm.
Injection 20 ~L.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
corydalis rhizome dryexlraa HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) to identify the peaksdue
to corydaline and peak2; use the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) to identify the peakdue to
tetrabydropahnatine.

Relative retention Withreference to tetrahydropalmatine
(retention time = about 16.4 min): peak 2
(unknown) =about 1.54; corydaline =about 1.65.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resolutUm: minimum2.0 betweenpeak2 and the peakdue

to corydaline.
Calculate the percentage content of the sum of
tetrahydropalmatine and corydaline, expressed as
tetrahydropalmatine, using the following expression:

AI sum of the areasoftbe peaks due 10 tetrahydropalmatjne end
corydaline in lhe chromatogram obtained wilh the test solution;

Az area of the peak due to letrBhydropalmatine in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution(a);

Inl massof lhe herbaldrug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grnmsj

Inz mass of lttrahytlropollMtine CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in gnamsj

p percentage contentof teuahydropalmaline in
tttrahytIropabna(ine CRS.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The shiny yellowish, light brown or yellowish-brown
pieces of the rhizome are2-3 mm thick and longitudinally
furrowed. At the nodes are the remains of very thin, moreor
less branched roots and whitish or brownish scale-like leaves;
the internodes, up to 6 cm long)are furrowed and hollow

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, washed and driedrhizome of Agropyron
repens (L.) P.Beauv. (B/ymus repens (L.) Gould); the
adventitious roots areremoved.

(Ph. Bur. mOllograph 1306)
PIlE" _

Top of the plate

-- --

A greenfluorescent zone, faint[0

equivalent

A greenfluorescent zone, faint

Corydaline: a light blue fluorescent A lightblue fluorescent zone
zone (col)'daline)

-- --

Tetrahydropalmaline: a green A greenfluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (tetrahydropalmatine)

A green fluorescent zone, faint

A green or yenowfluorescent zone,
equivalent to intense

Reference solution (a) Test solution

IV-194 Couch Grass Rhizome

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum J2.0 per cent, detennined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven ar
105 'C for 5 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximwn 0.5 per cent.

Aflatoxins (2.8.18)
Maximum 2 ~gIkg (aflatoxin B,) and maximum 4 ~gIkg

(sum of aftatoxins Bt J B2J G1 and G2) ·

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tesr solution To 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 25.0 mL of ethanol (50 per <eut VI,,? R. Weigh
and sonicate for 30 min. Allow to cool, weigh and
compensate for the loss of solvent with ethanol
(50 pereeut VI,,? R; shake thoroughly. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 J.lIIl).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of
tetrahydropalmanue CRS in ethanol (50 per cent VI,,? Rand
dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.Sonicate for 1 h.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with ethanol
(50 per cent VI,,? R.
Reference solution (b) To 0.10 g of corydalis rhizome dry
~""aCl HRS add 5.0 mL of ethanoJ (50 per cent VI,,? R.
Weigh and sonicatefor 10 min. AUow to cool, weigh and
compensate for the loss of solventwith ethanol
(50 pereeut VI,,? R; shake thoroughly. Centrifuge and /ilter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: / = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octadeeylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn),
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**** ** ** ****
Cyathula Root
(ph. Bur. monograph 2998)

Cyathula Root IV-195

dryness on a water-bam. Dry the residue in an oven at
100-105 °C. The residue weigbs a minimum of 0.125 g.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, detennined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum.5.0 per cent

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.5 per cent.
_____________________ PhE<I

PhE<I _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, driedroot of CYalhula officina/is K.C.
Kuan, with rootlets removed.

Content
Minimum0.065 per cent of cyasterone (~9H4408;

M, 520.7) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole root is cylindrical, straight or slightly curved,
somewhattwisted, tapering slightly from the upper partto
the lowerpart, sometimes branched, 14-60 em long and
0.5-5 em in diameter. The fragmented root occurs as
transverse or obliqueslices, rounded to elliptical, 0.5-1.8 em
in diameter. The outersurface is yellowish-brown or greyish
brown, with distinctfine longitudinal wrinkles, frequent
transverse lenticel-like protuberances and a few rootlet scars.
The texture is finn; the whole root is difficult to break.
The fracture is hornyand slightly uneven. The cut surface
(slices) and fracture are brownish-yellow and show numerous
vascular bundles, mostly appearing as yellowish-white dots
arranged in several concentric rings; the central bundles are
larger than the surrounding bundles. The cortexis narrow
and dark brown.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
brown to brown. Examine undera microscopeusing ,hroral
hydrate solurkm R. The powdershowsjhe following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2998.-1): abundant microcrystals of
calciumoxalate, 1-18 11m in diameter, triangular, pointed,
sub-square or irregularly shaped; the crystals are free [E] or
arescattered in or completely fill parenchyma cells [F, Ha] ;
vessels, 12-73 um in diameter, usually with bordered pits
[C]; fibres commonly in bundles, whole [B] or fragmenred
[D], elongated, with curved or tapering ends, 6-26 urn in
diameter, withmostlyweakly lignified, thickened walls and
oblique-slit-shaped, cross-shaped or V-shaped pits; the pit
canals aredistinct and vary in size [Ba]; numerous fragments
of colourless parenchyma with ovoid or rectangular cells (H];
fragments of brownish-yellow cork appearing as sub-square)
polyhedral or recrangular cells (surface view [AJ) or
superimposed, flattened, rectangular cells (side view [G]).
C. Higb-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25) as
described in the test for Cyathula capiuua Moq.
and Achyranehes bidentata Blume with the following
modification.

Ba
B~

:'-.'.... '
----=-= ".. ·%W'·;,'

\\.

TESTS
Cynodon dactylon, Impereta cyUndrica
Examine undera microscope using iodine solution Rl.
No blue starch grains are visible.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 15 per cent of blackish-grey pieces of rhizome in
rhe cut herbal drug.

Water-soluble extractive
Minimum 25 per cent.
To 5.0 g ofrhe powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
200 mLof boilingwacer R. Allow to standfor 10 min,
shaking occasionally. Allow to cool, dilute to 200.0 mL with
water R and filter. Evaporate 20.0 mL of the filtrate to

Figure 1306.-1. - Illustration for identification testB of powdered
herbal drug of couch grass rhizome

inside. The transverse section of me nodes shows a yellowish
meduUa.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.21). The powder is whitish
yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrau
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1306.-1): fragments of rhe epidermis
(surface view [AJ) coveredwilh a thick cuticle and composed
of rectangular and elongated, thick-walled cells withpitted,
slightly wavy walls, which usually alternate with small, thin
walled, rounded or almost square twin cells; fragments
(transverse section [B)) showing rhe epidermis [Ba]
associated with thick-walled cells of the hypodermis;
fragments in transverse section [F] consisting of endodermic
cells wirh If-shaped rhickening of rhe walls [Fa] accompanied
by pericyclic fibres [Fb]; numerous fragments of moderately
rhickened fibres [C]; groups of vessels [D, 0] wirh slir
shapedpits [Da] or with spiral and annular thickening [Ga],
accompanied by fibres [Db, Gb); numerous fragments of the
cortical parenchyma and the pith wirh slightly rhickened and
pitted cells [E].
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IV-196 Cyathula Root

Figure 2998.-1. -IIIUSlralion for identijictltion testB of powdered
herbal drug of cyathuJa root
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (3) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, other faint blue, faint green or faint
reddish zones may be present.

Top of the plftte

A blue fluorescent zone

A reddishzone, faint

A reddish zone, faint

Cyasterone: a bright blue fluorescem A bright blue fluorescent zone

ron' (cyasterone)

-- --

A bright blue fluorescent zone

A green zone. faint

A greenzone. faint

-- --

GinsenosideRo: a green zone A green zone, faint

A green zone. faint

Reference solution (0) Test solution

2022

TESTS
Cyathula capitata Moq. and Achyranthes bidentata
Blume
High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Teu sdudon To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of waterR and
8 volumes of methanol R. Sonicate for 30 min and centrifuge.
Decant the supernatant. Take up the residue with 8 mL of
water R. Sonicate (or shake) for 1 min, centrifuge and
combine the supernatants. Condition a 4 mL solid phase
extraction column containing 0.200 g of ocUldecylsilyl silicagel
for chromatography R with 5 mL of me/hanoI R and then with
3 mL of waterR at a rate of 1 drop per second, ensuring that
the colwnn does not dry out. Transfer the combined
supernatants to the column. Allow to drain ensuring that the
column does not dry out and discard the eluate. Wash me
column with 2 mL of water R and discard the washings.
Elute the column with 1 mL of methanol R and collect the
eluate.

Reierence solution (a) Dissolve 1.0 mg of cyasrerone Rand
1.0 mg of ginsenoside Ro R in 2.0 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Mix 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
and 3.0 mL of methanol R.
Reference sdution (c) Dissolve I mg of (i-ecdyslerOUe Rand
1 mg of cyasterone R in 2 mL of methanol R.
Intensity marker Cyasrerone.

Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic add R, waterRJ methanol RJ

me/hylene chloside R (5:5:25:70 VIVIVIV).

Application 3 1'1. as bands of 8 rom.
Development 70 rom from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air for 5 min.

Deuaion Treat with a 100 gIL solution of sulfuric acid R in
ethanol (96 percenlj R and heat at 100 °C for 5 min; examine
in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in, the middle and upper thirds

2 distinct zones, which may be touching; me lower zone
(p-ecdysterone) shows a blue fluorescence and the upper
zone (cyasterone) shows a bright blue fluorescence.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no intense reddish zones in the lower half or just
below the zone due to cyasterone in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a).

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

A.h Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution To 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 20.0 mL of an 80 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Weigh and sonicate for 60 min. Allow to cool
and weigh again. Compensate for the loss of solvent with an
80 per cent VIV solution of methanol R and shake thoroughly.
Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 urn).
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Dandelion Herb with Root IV-I97

outer surface. The thickened crown shows many scars left by
the rosette of leaves. The fracture is short. A transverse
section shows a greyish-white or brownish cortex containing
concentric layers of brownish laticiferous vessels and a
porous, pale yellow, non-radiate wood. Leaf fragments are
green, glabrous or densely pilose. They are crumpled and
usually show a clearly visible midrib on the inner surface.
The lamina, with deeply dentate margins, is crumpled.
The solitary flower heads, on hoUow stems, consist of an
involucre of green, foliaceous bracts surrounding the yellow
florets, all of which are Iigulate; a few achenes bearing a
white, silky, outspread pappus may be present.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate sdudon R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure /851.-1): fragments of cork [G] with
flattened, thin-walled cells; reticulate lignified vessels [H)
from the roots; fragments of parenchyma containing
branched laticiferous vessels [F); fragments of leaves, in
surface view, showing upper [E] and lower [C] epidermises
consisting of interlocking lobed cells and anomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Ca. Ea]; elongated, multicellular covering trichomes
with constrictions. which are more or less abundant
depending on the variety or sub-variety [B) D]; fragments of
the upper [E] epidermis usually accompanied by underlying
palisade parenchyma [Eb] and fragments of the lower [e]
epidermis accompanied by underlying spongy parenchyma
[Cb]; lignified, spirally or annularly thickened vessels;
fragments of flower-stem epidennis with stomata and rigid
walled) elongated cells [A]; pollen grains with a pitted exine
m. Examine under a microscope using glyarol R.
The powder shows angular, irregular inulin fragments, free or
included in the parenchyma cells.

A

Time Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(mln) (per cent VIJI) (per cent VIl1
0-3 88 12

3-5 88 ---0 67 12 ---> 33

5 ~ 35 67 -;0 64 33 -+ 36

35·39 64 -> 5 36 ..... 95

Reference solution Dissolve 4.0 mg of cyaszerone CRS in an
80 per cent VIV solution of methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 10.0 mL with an 80 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 ill, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: solid core octylsilyl silica gellor

chromatography R (2.7 11m);
- temperature: 35°C.

Mobile phose:
- mobile phase A: phosphon"c acidR, water for

chromatography R (0.1:99.9 VW);
- mobile phoseB: methanolRl;

2022

AI area of the peakdue to cyasterone in the chromatogrnm
obtained with lite test solution;

A 2 area of the peak due to cyssrerone in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution,

nil mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare lite test
solution. in grams;

m2 mass of C}'l15teront' CRS used (0 prepare the reference solution,
in gramsj

P percentage content of cyasterone in G)'lISltro1le CRS.

(Ph. Hur. monograph 1851)

Flawrate 0.6 rnUmin.

Delation Spectrophotometer at 248 nm.

Injection '10 ut,

Identification of fJMks Use the chromatogram supplied with
cyasterone CRS and the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution to identify the peak due lO cyasterone and
peak 2.

Retention time Cyasterone = about 32.6 min; peak 2
(unknown) =about 34 inin.
System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimwn 1.7 between the peak due to

cyasterone and peak 2.

Calculate the percentage content of cyasterone using the
following expression:

___________~ P,E"

Dandelion Herb with Root

DEFINITION
Mixture of whole or fragmented, dried aerial and
underground parts of Taraxacum officinale F.H. Wigg.

CHARACfERS
Bitter taste.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The underground parts consist of dark brown or blackish
fragments 2-3 ern long, deeply wrinkled longitudinally on the

Figure 1851.-1. <Illustration for identificalian testB ofpomdered
herbal drugofdandelian herbwith root
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*••• ** •• ****(Ph. Bur. monograph 1852)

Dandelion Root

IDENTIFICATION
A. The dark brown or blackish taproot shows little branching
and is deeply wrinkled longitudinally on the outer surface.
The thickened crown shows many scars left by the rosette of
leaves. The fracture is short. A transverse section shows a
greyish-white or brownish cortex containing concentric layers
of brownish laticiferous vessels and a porous, pale yellow,
non-radiate wood.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1852.-1): fragment> of brown or reddish
brown cork (surface view [G], transverse section [C» with
flattened, thin-walled cells [Cal) sometimes accompanied by
parencbyma [Cb); reticulate lignified vessels [E, J,M);
fragments of parenchyma [A, D, K, L), some containing
branched laticiferous vessels (longitudinal section [Ka],
transverse section [Da]); granular contents of laticiferous
vessels [B, H). Examine under a microscope using glycerol R.
The powder shows numerous irregular, angular inulin
fragment>, free [F) or included in the parenchyma cells [La].

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried underground parts of Taraxacum
officinale F.H.Wigg.

CHARACTERS
Bitter taste.

Top of the plate

A faint red zone

A faint yellow zone

-- --

Chlorogenic acid: a blue zone 2 light bfue zones

-- --

Rutoside: a yeUowish-brownzone

A light blue zone

Reference solution Tesl8olution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven ar
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 17.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Extractable matter
lWnimum 30.0 per cent.

To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12) add
40 g of waterR. Stir for I h and filter. Evaporate 109 of the
filtrate to dryness on a water-bath and dry in an oven at
100-105 °C for 2 h. The residue weighs a minimum of
0.15 g.

Bitterness value (2.8.15)
Minimum 100.

IV-198 Dandelion Root

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at
60°C or sonicate for 10 min. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of chlorogmic acidRand
2 mg of rutoside tn"hydrate R in methanolR and dilute to
20 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplat< R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase anhydrous lonnieacid R, waterR, ethyl aaUlte R
(10:10:80 VIVW).

Application 20 ~L [or 5 ul.] as bands of 10 rom [or 8 rom).

Development Over a path of 12 em [or 7 em).

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100°C for 5 min; spray with or dip
briefly into a 10 gIL solution of dipheny/boric acidaminoethy/
ester R in methanolR and dry at 100°C for 5 min; spray with
or dip briefly into a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methanol R; heat at 100°C for 5 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

_____________________ PhE<I

Figure 1852.-1. - 10ustrariou for identification Wt B ofpowd""d
herbaldrug of dandelion root
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C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at
60 DC or sonicate for 10 min. Cool and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of ch/orogenic acid Rand
2 mg of rutoside trihydratt R in methanol R and dilute to
20 mL with the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plme R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
FZ54 plal< R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase anhydrous formicacidR, water R, ethylacetal< R
(10:10:80 VIVIJI).

Application 20 ~L [or 5 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 12 em [or 7 em].

Ihymg In air.
Detection Heat at 100°C for 5 min; spray with or dip
briefly into a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl
ester R in methanol R and dry at 100 DC for 5 min; spray with
or dip briefly into a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methanol R;heat at 100 DC for 5 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A ligln blue zone

-- --

Chlorogenic add: a blue zone A blue zone (chlorogenic acid)

-- ~-

Ruroslde: a yeUowisb-brown zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Los. on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 20.0 per cent.
To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12) add
40 g of water R. Stir for I h and filter. Evaporate 109 of the
filtrate to dryness on a wat~r-bath and dryin an oven at
100-105 ·C for 2 h. The residue weighs a minimum of
0.10 g.

Bitterness value (2.8.15)
Minimum 100.
___________________ PbE<I

Devi!'s Claw IV-199

Devil's Claw
Harpagophytum

(D"';!'s Claw Root, Ph. Eur. monograph 1095)

Preparation
Devil's Claw DIY Extract
PbE" _

DEFINITION
Cut and dried, tuberous secondary roots of Harpagophymm
proalmbens DC. and/or Harpagophytum zeyheri Decne.

Content
Minimum 1.2 per cent of harpagoside (C24,H300ll )

M, 494.5) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
The root is greyish-brown or darkbrown.

IDENTIFICATION
A. It consists of thick, fan-shaped or rounded slices or of
roughly crushed discs. The darker outersurface is traversed
by tortuous longitudinal wrinkles. The paler cut surface
shows a darkcambial zone and xylem bundles distinctly
aligned in radial rows. The central cylinder showsfine
concentric striations. Seen under a lens, the cut surface
presents yellow or brownish-red granules.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis
brownish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1095.-1): fragments of corkconsisting of
yellowish-brown, thin-walled cells (surface view [B],
transverse section [CDj fragments of cortical parenchyma
consisting of large, thin-walled ceUs [E, KJ N, P), sometimes
containing reddish-brown granular inclusions and isolated
yellow droplets [P]; fragments of reticulately thickened or
pitted vessels [D, F, G, M] and fragments of lignified
parenchyma [L)J sometimes associated with vessels, from the
central cylinder; prism crystals [A) and rare smaU needles of
calcium oxalate in the parenchyma. The powdermay also
show rectangular or polygonal sclereids with dark reddish
brown contents [HJ Jl. With a solution of phloroglucinol in
hydrochloric acid, the parenchyma turns green.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Heat 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) with 10 mL of methanol R on a water-bath at 60·C
for 10 min. Filter and reduce the filtrate to about 2 mL
underreducedpressure at a temperature not exceeding
40·C.

Reference solution Dissolve I mg of harpagositk Rand 2.5 mg
offructose R in I mL of methanol R.

Pial< TLC silica gelFZ54 plateR (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
Fm pial< R (2-10 ~m)l.

"'labile phase waterRJ methanol RJ ethylautate R
(8: 15:77 VIVIJI).

ApplicatWn 20 ~L [or 5 ~L] as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 7.5 em].

Drying In a current of wann air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.
Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solutionand the
test solution, the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution shows other distinct zones, mainly above the zone
due to harpagcside-.Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of the plate

-- --

Hazpagoside: a green zone A green zone (harpagoside)

-- --

A yellow zone

A lightgreenzone

Fructose:a yellowish-grey zone A yellowish-grey zone may be
present(filletose)

A brownzone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Starch
Examine the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) uoder a
microscope using water R. Add iodine solut1(m RJ. No blue
colour develops.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 100.0 mL of methanol R. Shake for 4 hand
filter through a membrane filler (nominal pore size 0.45 urn),

Reference solution Dissolve the contentsof a vial of
harpogotide CRS in methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the same solvent.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0 == 4.0 mm;
- stationary phose: end-capped octodecylsi1yl silica gelfor

chromatagraphy R (5 urn).

Mobile phose methanol R, water for chromatography R
(50:50 VIV).

Flow rote 1.5 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 278 run.

1njIXtion 10 ~L.

Run time 3 times the retention time of harpagoside.

Retention time Harpagoside == about 7 min.
Calculate the percentage contentof harpagoside usingthe
following expression:

2022
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25-50 pm

Top of the plate

-- --

Harpagoside: a quenchingzone A quenchingzone: harpagoside

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Figure 1095.-1. - Illustration for identification test B of powdered
herbal drng of devll's daw root

IV-200 Devil's Claw

Detection B Spray with a 10 gIL solution of phloroglucinol R
in ethanol (96 per cenO R and then with hydrochfori< acidR;
heat at 80 °C for 5-10 min and examinein daylight.
Results B See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution, the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution also shows several yellow or brownzones abovethe
zone due to harpagoside. Furthermore, otherfaintzones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with me test
solution.

Al ami of lhe peU due to harpagoslde in me chromatogram
obtainedwith me test solution;

A:! areaof the peakdue to harpagoskle in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;

Inl mass of the herbal drugto be examinedused10 preparethe test
solution, in grams;

m:! mass of harpogOfide CRS in the reference solution, in grams.

_____________________ ""Em
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IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is brittle and often occurs broken. The upper
surface is green and the lower surface is greyish-green.
The apex is subacute and the margin is irregularly crenate,
dentate or serrate. The base is decurrent. The venation is
pinnate, the lateral veins being prominent especially on the
lower surface, leaving the midrib at about 45D and
anastomosing near the margin; a veinJet terminates in each
tooth of the margin and the lower veins run down the winged
petiole. The upper surface is rugose and pubescent; the lower
surface shows a network of raised veinlets and is densely
pubescent.

DEFINITION
Dried leaf of Digitalis purpurea L.

Content
Minimum 0.3 per cent of cardenolic glycosides, expressed as
digitoxin (M, 765) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Faint but characteristic odour.

The whole leafis about 10-40 em long and 4-15 em wide.
The lamina is ovate lanceolate or broadly ovate. The winged
petiole is from 1/4 as long as to equal in length to the
lamina.

(Ph. Eur. monograph 0117)

When Powdered Digitalis is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below with the
exception of Identification test A and the test for Foreign
matter shall be dispensed or supplied.

Digitalis Leaf

_____________________ !'hE>I

AI area of the peak due to harpagoside in fhe chromatogram
obtained with the test somoon;

A2 area of Ibe peak due 10 harpegoside in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;

ml mass of the extracr to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

m2 mass of herpagosldecontained in I vial of harpagositk CRS. in
gn"ns.

Reference solution Dissolve the contents of 1 vial of
harpagoside CRS in methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0 =4.0 nun;
- stationary phase: actadecylsily/ silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn).

Mobile phase methanol R, water R (50:50 VIV).

Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 278 nm.

Injection 10~.

Run time 3 times the retention time of harpagoside.

Retention time Harpagoside = about 7 min.

Calculate the percentage content of harpagoside using the
following expression:

Digitalis Leaf IV-2012022

DEFINITION
Dry extract obtained from D..,,7's clawroot (J095).

Content
Mmimum 1.5 per cent of harpagoside (Cz4H3001li
M,494.5) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by an
appropriate procedure using either water or a hydroalcoholic
solvent that is at most equivalent in strength to ethanol
(95 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Light brown powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the extract to be examined add
10 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-hath at 60°C for
10 min. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of harpagoside Rand
2.5 mg eifruaose R in 1.0 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC siuox gelplateR.

Mobile phase water R, methanol R, ethyl acetateR
(8:15:77 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~ as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 cm.

Drying In a current of warm air.

Detection Spray with a 10 gIL solution of phl=glucinolR in
ethanol (96 perrenO R and then with hydrochloric acidR; heat
at 80 ·C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1871)
!'hE" _

Devil's Claw Dry Extract

Top orthe plate

-- --

Harpagcside: a green zone A green zone (harpagoside)

-- --

A yellow zone

A light green zone

Fructose: a yellowish-greyzone A yellowish-greyzone may be
present (fructose)

A brown zone

Reference eolutlou Tesl soludon

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Introduce 0.350 g of the extract to be
examined into a J00 mL volumetric flask, add 90 mL of
methanol R and sonicate for 20 min. Cool to room
temperature, dilute to 100.0 mL with methanol R and filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.2 urn).
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chlorofonn R and methanol R, then dilute to 10 mL with the
same mixture of solvents.
Plate TLC silica gel G plate R.
lvIobue phase waterRJ methanol RJ ethyla~tate R
(7.5:10:75 VIVIV).

Application 20 pL as bands of 2 cm by 0.3 em.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying Until the solvents have evaporated.
Detection Treat with a mixture of 2 volumes of a 10 gIL
solution of chloramine Rand 8 volumes of a 250 gIL solution
of trichloroacetic add R in ethanol (96 per cent) RJ then heat at
100-105 °C for 10 mini examine in ultraviolet lightat
365 om.
Results The chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solution shows a zone of light blue fluorescence in the lower
partof the chromatogram, due to purpureaglycoside B, and,
just above it, a zone of brownish-yellow fluorescence due to
purpureaglycoside Ai a zone of light blue fluorescence, due 10

gitoxin, appears in the middle of the chromatogram and
above it a zone of brownish-yellow fluorescence, due to
digitoxin; the zones in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution aresimilar in position) colour and size to the
zones in the chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solution. Otherzones of fluorescence may also appear in the
chromatogram obtainedwith me test solution.
D. Evaporate 5 mL of the chloroformic solution obtained in
identification test C to dryness on a water-bath. To the
residue add 2 mL of dinitrobenzoU; acid solution R and I mL
of 1 M sodium hydroxide. A reddish-violet colourdevelops
within 5 min.
E. Evaporate 5 mL of the chloroformic solution obtained in
identification test C to dryness on a water-bath. To the
residueadd 3 mL of xanthydrol solution R and heat on a
water-bath for 3 min. A red colour develops.

TESTS
nt'gitalis lanata Ehrh.
The presenceof leaves with few or no trichomes and with
parallel venation or the presenceof cells of the abaxial
epidermis with beaded anticlinal wallsand of cells of the
adaxial epidermis with numerous stomata indicates
adulteration by Digitalis lanataEbrh.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 6.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Totaiash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Shake 0.250 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12)
with 50.0 mL of waterR for I h. Add 5.0 mL of a 150 gIL
solution of leadacetate R, shake,and after a few minutes add
7.5 mLof a 40 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dodecahydrate R. Filter through a pleated paper filter. Heat
50.0 mL of the filtrate with 5 mL of hydrochloric acid
(150 gIL HC!) under a reflux condenser on a water-bath for
1 h. Transfer to a separating funnel,rinse the flask with
2 quantities, each of 5 ml., of waterR and shake with
3 quantities, each of 25 mL, of chloroform R. Dry the
combined chloroform layers over anhydrous sodium sulfate R
and dilute to 100.0 mL with chlorofonn R. Evaporate
40.0 mL of the cWoroformic solution to dryness, dissolve the

~
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Figure 0117.-1. -lIlufI1-ation for identificatUm test B of powdered
herbal drug of digitalis leaf

c. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test soltuion To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) add a mixture of 20 mL of ethanol
(50 per cent VIJ.? Rand 10 mL of leadacetate solutUm R. Boil
for 2 min, allowto cool and centrifuge. Shakethe
supernatant solution with 2 quantities, each of 15 mL, of
chloroform R; separate the 2 layers hy centrifugation if
necessary. Dry the chloroform layers overanhydrous sodium
sulfate R and filter. Evaporate 10 mL of the solution to
dryness on a water-bath and dissolve the residuein I mL of
a mixture of equal volumes of chloroform R and methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of purpureag/y<oside A CRS,
2 mg of purpureag/y<oside B CRS, 5 mg of digiwxin Rand
2 mg of gilOXin R in a mixture of equal volumes of

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 0117.-1):
fragments of the upperepidennis (surface view [K, L)), wiLh
cells with a smooth cuticle and anticlinal walls thatare
slightly thickened, are straight or slightly sinuous, and may
show slightbeading and pitting [La] and sometimesscars of
covering trichomes [Ka], accompaniedby underlying palisade
parenchyma [Lb]; fragments of the lowerepidermis (surface
view [G]), with markedly sinuous cells and anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Ga]; trichomes are of 2 types: a) uniseriate
covering trichomes with blunt apex, usuallyconsisting of 3-5
cells (If, TI, often with 1 or morecollapsed cells Ua], walls
mostly finely warty or faintly striated; h) glandular trichomes
usually witha unicellular [C, D], sometimes a multicellular,
uniseriate [A, B, E) stalkand a unicellular head [A, B, CJ E)
or bicellular head (side view [D), surface view [F) or
exceptionally a retracelluler head.

:;
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cesidue in 7 mL of ethanol (50 per cen' VII-? R, add 2 mL of
dinitrobenzoU: acid solution Rand 1 mL of 1 M sodium
hydroxide. At the same time prepare a reference solution as
follows. Dissolve 50.0 mg of digitoxin CRS in ethanol
(96 percen!l R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with ethanol
(96 percen!l R. To 5.0 mL of the cesulting solution add
25 mL of warer Rand 3 mL of hydrochloric acid (I50 gIL
H'Cl}, Heat the solution under a reflux condenser on a water
bathfor 1 h and complete the preparation as described
above. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the 2 solutions at
540 om sevecal times during the first 12 min until the
maximwn is reached, using as the compensation liquid a
mixture of 7 mL of ethanol (50 percent VII-? R, 2 mL of
dinitrobenzoic acidsolution Rand 1 mL of 1 M sodium
hydroxide.
From me absorbances measured and the concentrations of
the solutions, calculate the content of cardenolic glycosides,
expressed as digitoxin.

STORAGE
Protectedfrom moisture.
____________________ PhEII

Dill Oil
DEFINITION
Dill Oil is obtained by distillation from the dried ripe fruits of
Anahum graveolens L.

CHARACTERISTICS
A clear, colourless or pale yellowliquid, visibly freefrom
water; odour, characteristic of me crushed fruit.

TESTS
Optical rotation
+70' to +80', Appendix V F.

Refractive index
1.481 to 1.492, Appendix V E.

Solublllty In ethanol
Soluble, at 20°, in 1 volume or more of ethanol (90%) and in
10 volumes or more of ethanol (80%), Appendix X M.

Weight per mL
0.895 to 0.910 g, Appendix V G.

Content of carvone
43.0 to 63.0% wlw when determined by the following
method. To 1.5 g in a glass-stoppered tube (approximately
150 mm x 25 mm) add 10 mL of a solution prepared in the
following manner. Dissolve 7.0 g of hydroxylamine
hydrochloride in 90 mL of ethanol (90%), warming gently if
necessary, add 1.6 mL of dimethyl yellow solution and
sufficient 1Mpotassium hydroxide in ethanol (90%) to produce
a pure yellowcolourand dilute to 100 mL with ethanol
(90%). Titrate with 1M potassium hydroxide in ethanol (90%)
VS until the red colour changes to yellow. Place the tube in a
water bath at 75° to 80° and, at 5-minute intervals, neutralise
with I M potassium hydroxide in ethanol (90%) VS; aftec
40 minutes complete the titration to the fuji yellowcolour of
the indicator. This procedure gives an approximate value for
me carvone content of the oil. Repeat the procedure, using as
the colour standard for the end point of the titration the
titrated liquid of the first detennination with the addition of
0.5 mL of 1....potassium hydroxide in ethanol (90%) VS.
Calculate the content of carvone from the second

Dioscorea Nipponica Rhizome IV-203

determination. Each mL of 1M potassium hydroxide in ethanol
(90%) VS is equivalent to 151.4 mg of carvone, CIOHI40.

STORAGE
Dill Oil should be kept in a well-filled container and
protected from light. It darkens in colouron storage.

Dioscorea Nipponica Rhizome
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2890)
PhEII _~ ~_

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented, scraped rhizome of Dioscorea
nippom'ca Makino, with roots removed.

Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent of diosgenin (C"H.,,03; M,414.6)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. The rhizome is subcylindrical, slightly curved,
up to 15-20 em long and 1.0-1.5 em in diameter. The outer
surface is yellowish-white or brownish-yellow, irregularly and
longitudinally furrowed, bearing spinousremains of roots and
protuberant stem scars.
Fragmented drng Transverse slices of the rhizome, oblique or
more or less longitudinal, circular, oval or elongated, whole
or broken, up to 0,7 em thick. The outersurface is light
brown or yellowish-brown, irregularly and longitudinally
furrowed; spinous remains of roots and protuberant stem
scars may be visible. A transverse section is yellowish-white,
can easilybe imprinted with one's nail due to an abundance
of starch, and shows numerous lightyellowish-brown pits
corresponding to the vascular bundles.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis whitish
or light yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2890.-1): vessels up to 50 pm indiameter
withnumerous fine, dense and elliptical pits [G]; numerous
fragments of parenchyma with polyhedral or ovoid cellswith
slightly thickened and pittedwalls (transverse section [B],
longitudinal section [CD; cells containing raphides of calcium
oxalate up to 110 urn long [D]; freeneedles of calcium
oxalate [A]; cace cock fragments with polyhedral cells (surface
view [F]). Examine undera microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solutionof glyurol R. The powder shows
extremely abundant starch granules, simple, irregular, ovoid,
oblong, sub-triangular, with a maximum dimension of up to
30 ~m; the hilum is usually eccentric and slit-shaped [E].

C. Thin-Iayec chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdtuion To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate-for 10 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of aescin Rand 1 mg of
gluwse R in I mL of methanol R.
Plare TLC silica gelplare R (2-10 urn).

J.WobiJe phase Waler R, methanol R, methylene chloride R
(10:50:64 VIVIV).

Apph'cau'on 8 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Overa path of 6 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R, heat at 100°C
for 3 min, aUow to cool for 10 min and examine in daylighr.
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DEFINlllON
Dried, scraped, whole or fragmented rhizome of Dioscona
opposiufolia L. (syn. Dioscorea opposita Tbunb.), with roots
removed, collected in winter when the stem and leaves are
withered.

Ph,,, _
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2473)

Dioscorea Oppositifolia Rhizome

AI area of rhe peakdue to diosgenin in me chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A.l ami of the peak due to diosgenin in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a)j

nil mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the lest
solution. in gramsj

Inz mass of diosgenin CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
grams;

p percentage content of diosgenin in diosgenin CRS.

Test solution To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a round-bottomed lIask add 40 mL of a
15 per cent VIV solution of sulfunc acid R. Heat in a water
bath under a reflux condenser for 3 h. Allow to cool and
filter. Wash the residue with water R until the filtrate is
neutral. Sonicate the residue for 30 min in 80 mL of
methanolR and filter. Wash the residue with 20 mL of
methanolR, combine the filtrate and the washing and dilute
to 100.0 mL with methanolR.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of diosgenin CRS in
melhanolR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.

Riference solution (b) Dissolve 2 rug of (25R)-spirost-5-en-3
one CRS in reference solution (a) and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the same solution.

Columtl:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octadecylsiJyl silica gelfor

chromaU!graphy R (5 urn).

Mobile phase wawfor chromaU!graphy R, aaU!nilrile for
chromaU!graphy R (15:85 VIV).
Flow rate 1.5 mIlmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 205 nm.

Injection 5 ~L.

Run time 20 min.

Retention time Diosgenin = about 8 min; (25R)-spirost-5-en
3-one =about 10 min.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.9 between the peaks due to

diosgenin and (25R)-spirost-5-en-3-one.

Calculate the percentage content of diosgenin using the
following expression:

___~ ~ Ph,,,

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome occurs in aubcylindrical pieces, sometimes
flattened, about 15-30 em long and 1.5-6 em thick; the outer
surface is yellowish-white or pale yellow, longitudinally
furrowed and wrinkled, and bearing slit-shaped root scars
with occasional patches of brownish cork. The fragmented
rhizome occurs in whole or fragmented slices, about

Top of the plate

3 olive-green zones

-- --

Aescinr a viole[ zone

A~enzone

A faint to strong green zone

Glucose: a yellowor brown zone A yellowish-brown zone

A faint brown zone

-- --

A yellow zone

Reference solution Test solution

IV-204 Dioscorea Oppositifolia Rhizome

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Figure 2890.-1. - Illustration for identification lestB of powdered
herbal drug0/Dioscorea nippomca rhizome

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test sohiiion. Furthermore) other-rami"zoneS nuly·-b-e present 
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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0.2-0.5 em thick; some slices still bear slit-shaped root scars.
The texture is heavy) compactand tough; the fracture is
white and starchy.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is whitish
or yellowish-white. Examine under a microscope usingchloral
hydratesolution R. The powder showsthe following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2473.-1): reticulate or pitted vessels
(longitudinal section [C, ED; fragments of xylem (transverse
section [GJ) consisting of vessels up to 80 pm in diameter
[Ga] and ligneous parenchyma with distinctly pitted ceUs
[Gb]; numerous fragments of parenchyma consisting of
polyhedra) or ovoid cells with thin walls [BJ; cells containing
calcium oxalate raphides up to 250 urn long and up to 5 um
in diameter [F]; free needlesof calcium oxalate [A]. Examine
under a microscope using a 50 percent VIV solutionof
glycerol R. The powdershows extremely abundant starch
granules [0]) simple, ovoid or oblong, flattened with
rounded extremities, with a maximum dimension of up to
50 }lm; the hilumis usually eccentric andpunctiform; rare 2
to 4-compound starch granules may be present.

Figure 2473.-1. -lllostroMnl'" iden.ificarion testB 01powdered
herbal drug 01Dioscorea oppositifolia rhizome

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Dioscorea bulbilera L.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zonesmay be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Dog Rose IV-205

Top of the place

3-5 vioterzones

-- --

Aescin: a violec zone A violet zone

Glucose: a yellow or green zone A yellow or brown zone

-- --

A violet zone

Reference soludon Test solulion

TESTS
Dioscorea bulbi/era L
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference. sdiuion Dissolve 1 mg of aescin Rand 3 mg of
glucose R in 7 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (2-10 um).

Mobile phase waterR, methand R, melhylene chloride R
(8:40:52 VIVII').

ApplicaMn 15 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 cm.
Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R, heat at 100 "C
for 3 min, allow to cool for 10 min and examine in daylight.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no brownish-green or orange-brown zones in the
upper third ofthe chromatogram.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 0.5 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 7.0 per cent (dried drug).

To 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
25 mL of waItT R, shake for 6 h and allow to macerate for
18 h. Filter, evaporate the filtrate to dryness on a water-bath
underreducedpressure and dry in an oven at 100-105 °C for
2 h. The residue weighs a minimum of 70 mg.
____________________ PIlE"

Dog Rose
(ph. Bur. monograph 1510)

PIlE" ~

DEFINITION
Rose hips made up of the receptacle and the remains of the
dried sepals of Rosacanina L., Rosapendulina L. and other
Rosa species, with theachenes removed.

Content
Minimum 0.3 per cent of ascorbic acid (C,HgO,; M, 176.1)
(dried drug).
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IV-206 Dog Rose

IDENTIFICATION
A. It consists of fragments of the fleshy, hollow, urceolate
receptacle, bearing the remains of the reducedsepals, light
pink or orange-pink, the convex outersurface shiny and
strongly wrinkled; bearing on its lighter innersurface
abundant bristle-like hairs.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is orange
yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1510.-1): numerous fragments of the outer
surface of the receptacle (transverse section [B], surface
view [D)) consisting of the outerepidermis with irregularly
thickened polyhedral cells [Ba] and a thickcuticle, sometimes
accompanied by parenchyma [Bb); fragments of the inner
epidermis of the receptacle (transverse section [C], surface
view [G)) with slightly wavy ceUs [Ca, Ga] and lignified
bases of the covering trichomes [Cc, Gb], covered in a finely
wrinkled cuticle around the basal cell of the trichomes,
usuaUy accompanied by the innerlayers of the
parenchyma [Cd, Gc]; fragments of the inner layers of the
parenchyma [H], whose cells almostaU containcrystals of
calcium oxalate (mostly clustercrystals lee, Gd, Ha] but
also prisms [Cb, Ge, Hb])j scattered lignified cells,
isodiametric or oval,with thickened and pitted walls
corresponding to the trichome bases [Elj abundant
unicellular trichomes [A], up to 2 nun long and 30-45 urn
thick, tapering towards each end (apical end [Aa], distal end
[Ab, K]), with walls heavily thickened and with a waxy
cuticle that may show fissures in a spiral arrangement [Ac,
Ka]; fragments of parenchyma mconsisting of largeovoid
cells with irregularly thickened walls and granular contents
with smalloil droplets Oa],and smallcells each containing a
clustercrystal of calcium oxalate 1Jb]; scattered cluster
crystais of calcium oxalate [F].

Figure 1510.-1. - Illustration for identifica,um test B of powdered
herbal dl1lg of dog rose

2022

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 5 g of the powdered hemal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 25 mL of erhanol (96 peremv R, 'hake for
30 min and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of ascorbic acidR in 5 mL
of erhanol (60 per <em VIIQ R.
Pia.. TLC silica gelFZS4 pia.. R.

Irlobile phase acetone R, glacial acetic acidRJ methanol R,
toluene R (5:5:20:70 VIVIVW).

Application 20 pL of the test solution and 2 pL of the
reference solution.
DCfJelopmen' Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Daeaion A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 nm.
Results A The chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution
shows a quenching zone similar in position to tile principal
zone in the chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solution.
Detection B Spray with a 0.2 gIL solution of
dkhlorophenolindophenol, sodium salt R in ethanol
(96 peremv R and examine in daylight.

RemitsB The chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution
shows a white zone on a pink background (ascorbic acid)
similar in positionand colourto the principal zone in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution; the
chromatogram also shows an intenseorange-yellow zone near
the solvent frontand a yellow zone in the upperthird
(carorenolds).

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 1 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Test solution In a round-bottomed flask, weigh0.500 g of
the freshly powdered hemal drug (710) (2.9.12). Add a
solution of 1.0 g of oxalic acidR in 50.0 mL of methanol R.
Boil under a reflux condenser for 10 min, and cool in iced
water until the temperature reaches 15-20 °C. Filter.
Transfer 2.0 mL of me filtrate to a 50 mL conical flask.
Add successively, with gentle shaking aftereach addition,
2.0 mL of dichlorophenalindophend standard solution R and
then, exactly 60 slater, 0.5 mL of a 100 gIL solution of
thiourea R in erhanol (50 perem' VIIQ R and 0.7 mL of
dinitrophenylhydrazine-suljurif; acid solution R. Heat undera
reflux condenser at 50 °C for 75 min) and place immediately
in iced water for 5 min. Add dropwise 5.0 mL of a mixture
of 12 mL of water R and 50 mL of su!finic acidR, taking care
to carry out the addition over a periodof minimum 90 sand
maximum 120 s while maintaining vigorous stirring in iced
water. Allow to standfor 30 min at room temperature and
measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at 520 om usingsolutionA
as compensation liquid.
Solution A Treat 2.0 mL of the filtrate obtained during the
preparation of the test solution as described but adding the
dinitrophenylhydrazine-sulfuric acid solution R justbefore the
absorbance is measured.
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Drynaria Rhizome IV-207

Mobile phase acetic acidR, anhydrous formic acidR, warer R,
ethyl aWate R (11: 11:26: 100 VIVIVIJI).

Application 10 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Deuaion Treat with aluminium chloride reagenr R; examine
in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, oilier faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Figure 2563.-1. - IUusrration lor identification testB 01powdered
herbal drngof drynaria rhizome

Top of the plate

-
-- --

Hyperoside: a yeUowzone

Naringin: a bluah-whire zone A bluish-while zone (naringin)

A bluish-white zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 13.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

**** ** ** ****(Ph. Bur. monograph 2563)

Drynaria Rhizome

DEFINITION
Dried rhizome of Drynaria fonunei (Kunze) J. Sm. The
ramenta may be removed.

Content
Minimum 0.5 per cent of naringin (~7HJ2014;M r 580.5)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Long, flattened, slat-shaped rhizome, often curved and
branched, 5-15 em long and 1-1.5 em thick. The surface is
either completely covered in scaly, dark brown hail'S (rhizome
with ramenta) or glabrous with dark brown dots (rhizome
without ramenta). The upper surface and both sides show
circular frond scars, rarely the frond bases. The lower surface
shows scars or the remains of fibrous roots. The texture is
light, fragile, easily broken. The section is reddish-brown; the
steles form a ring of small yellow dots.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.21). The powder is reddish
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2563.-1): numerous polyhedral
parenchymatous cells rAJ or fragments of parenchymatous
cells [E. F. G) with slightly and regularly thickened pined
walls; scalarifonn vessels of variable diameter up to 60 urn
[D]; fragments of reddish-brown scaly hairs forming a tissue
consisting of cells with thickened, somewhat sinuous walls
[B); the margins of the scaly hairs [C) have elongated cells
with rigid walls [Cal and expansions, usually bicellular [Cb).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of mahand R and sonicate for 10 min.
Cool, centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of narmgin Rand 1 mg of
hyperoside R in 2 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (2-10 urn}.

AI absorbance ofrhe test solution;
A 2 absorbance of the reference solution;
ml mass of me substance to be examined, in grams;
m2 mass of ascorbic acid used, in grams.

Reference solution Dissolve 40.0 mg of ascorbic acidR in a
freshly prepared 20 gIL solution of oxalic acid R in
methanolR and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 5.0 mL of this solution to 100.0 mL with a freshly
prepared 20 gIL solution of oxalic acid R in methanol R. Treat
2.0 mL of the solution as described above for the filtrate
obtained during the preparation of the test solution. Measure
the absorbance (2.2.25) at 520 nm using solution B as the
compensation liquid.

Solution B Treat 2.0 mL of the reference solution as
described above for solution A.

Calculate the percentage content of ascorbic acid from the
following expression:

2022
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IV-208 Dwarf Lilyturf Tuber

IDENTIFICATION
A. It is fusiform with both ends slightly tapered, 1.5-3 em
long and 3-6 mm in diameter. The outer surface is whitish
yellow) fine and longitudinally wrinkled. The texture is hard,
the fracture is yellowish-white and translucent, and the
vascular system appears as a small ring in the centre.

E. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-white. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 3000.-1): numerous fragments of
parenchyma consisting of suborbicular or elliptical cells [A);
different sized raphides of calcium oxalate, free [F] or
included in parenchymatous cells [Aa], either fine, 12-65 um
long [Aa], or thicker, up to 130 pm long [F]; sclereids,
usually in groups (surface view [ED, subsquare, rectangular
or polygonal (20-57 urn in diameter) with distinct, dense
channels; fragments of the endodennis with rectangular or
elongated cells, wirh channelled and pitted walls (surface
view [C); fragments (transverse section [B)) showing the
endodennis [Ba], sc1ereids with unevenly thickened
walls [Bb] and parenchymatous cells [Bc]; thin xylem
fibres [G)) with oblique or square ends, slightly thickened
walls, and oblique, cross-shaped or V-shaped pits; fragments
of xylem [D] consisting of spiral or reticulate vessels [Da]
and fibres [Db, De].

2022

area of the peak due to naringin in the chromatogram obtained
wilh the test solutionj
area of the peakdue to naringin in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (c);
mass of the herbal drug LO be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;
mass of Han'ngin CRS used to prepare reference solution (a). in
grams;
percentage content of naringin in nan"ngin CRS.

m,

m,

A,

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acId (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tes' ,oIution Disperse 0.100 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a 50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent. Weigh,
sonicate for 45 min. Allow to cool, weigh and compensate
the loss of solvent with a 50 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R, shake well. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference ,oIutUm (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of naringin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference ,oIution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of neohesperidin R in
reference solution (a) and dilute to 10.0 mL with reference
solution (a).

Reference solution (e) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 rnLwith methanolR.

Column:
- size: 1== 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- "ationary phase: octade<ylsilyl silka gelfor chromatagraphy R

(5~).

Mobile phase aceumitn7e R, 0.4 per cent VIV solution of
acetic acid R (18:82 VIV).

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 283 run.

Injection 20 J.1L of the test solution and reference
solutions (b) and (c).

Run time Twice the retention time of naringin.

Retention time Naringin =about 9 min;
neohesperidin = about 12 min.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

naringin and neohesperidin.

Calculate the percentage content of naringin using the
following expression:

p

A,

___~ ""E"

""E" _

DEFINITION
Dried root tuber of Ophiopogon japonicus (Thunb.) Ker
Gawi., with the spindly roots removed.

Content
Minimum 0.12 per cent of total saponins, expressed as
ruseogenin (C27H,,04; M, 430.6) (dried drug).

Dwarf Lilyturf Tuber
(Ph. Eur. monograph 3000)

""".. .... .... ..
".."

Figure 3000.-1. - Illustration for identification ,estB ofpowdered
herbaldrug of dwarf li1yturf tuber

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test sdution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of anhydrous ethanol R. Sonicate for
30 min, filter and evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the residue
in 0.5 mL of anhydrous emanolR, centrifuge and use the
supernatant.

J
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Reference solution (a) Dissolve 1 mg of ft-sitoSlerol Rand
I mg of melhylophiopogonanone A R in 2.0 mL of anhydrous
ethanol R.
Reference solution (b) Mix 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
and 3.0 mL of allhydrous ethanol R.

Reference solulion (c) Dilute 3 pI. of isoeugenol Rand 6 ~L of
mtlhyleugmol R in 20 mL of tduene R.

Intensity markets p-sltosterol and
methylophiopogonanone A.

Plate TLC silica gelPm plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase ethyl acelate R, toluene R (10:90 VII').

Applicarion 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air for 5 min.

Detection Dip the plate in a 10 per cent VIV solution of
sulfun"c add R in anhydrous ethanolRj heat the plate at 105°C
for 10 min and examine under white light.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows 2 distinct zones in the

middle third; the lower zone (isoeugenol) and the
upper zone (methyleugenol) show a violet-red
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, other faint fluorescent zones may be
present.

Echinacea IV-209

ASSAY
Test solution Introduce 1.20 g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12) into a 50 mL round-bottomed flask, add
20.0 mL of methanol R and weigh. Boil under a reflux
condenser for 2 h. Allow to cool to room temperature, weigh
again and adjust to the original mass with methanol R.
Mix thorougWy and filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.22 urn). Evaporate 12.5 mL of the
filtrate to dryness under a current of nitrogen R. Dissolve the
residue in 5 mL of waterR and extract with 5 quantities,
each of 5 mI.., of butanol R saturated wilh waterR using a
separating funnel. Combine the butanol extracts in a
separating funnel and wash with 2 quantities, each of
2.5 ml., of dilute ammonia Rl. Evaporate to dryness under a
current of nitrogen R. Dissolve the residue in a mixture of
20 volwnes of water Rand 80 volumes of methanolRand
dilute to 25.0 mL with the same mixture of solvents.
Evaporate 2.5 mL of the solution to dryness under a current
of nitrogen R. Dissolve the residue in perchloric acidRand
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent. Transfer the
solution to a test tube, stopper and heat at 80°C in a water
bath for 15 min. Cool to room temperature.

Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution at
397 om using perchloric acid R as the compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of total saponins, expressed
as ruscogenin, using the following expression:

Ax 160
mx 196

PhEII _

__________~ PhEII

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of ruscogenin to be 196.

A absorbance at 397 run;
/11 mass of lhe hemal drug to be examined used to prepare the test

solution, in grams.

**** ** ** ****
Echinacea Angustifolia Root
(Narroo-teooed Coneflower Root; Ph. Bur. monograph
1821)

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or cut underground parts of Echmacea
.ngusrifolia DC.

Content
Minimum 0.5 per cent of echlnacoside (C3sH46020; Mr 787)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: A, B, C.
Secondidendfieoron: A, B, D.

A. The root crown is up to about 30 mm in diameter and
shows only a few stem bases. The roots are not very
numerous, up to about 15 mm in diameter, cylindrical or
slightly tapering and sometimes spirally twisted; the outer
surface is pale brown to yellowish-brown, longitudinally
wrinkled or deeply furrowed. The fracture is short, dark
brown with a radiate structure.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solutwn R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1821.-1): narrow lignified fibres up to

Top of the plate

2 violet-red zones

~- --

Methylophiopogonanone A: a A brownish-yellow zone, faint 10

brownish-yellow zone equivalent

-- --

I or 2 violet-red or reddish zones,
faint to equivalent (possibly
overlapping)

p-silosterol: a violet-red zone A violet-red zone

A broad, Intense violet-red zone

Reference solution (a) Test sclutlou

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 15.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 2.5 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 0.5 per cent.
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about 800 11m in length and 50 JIm in diameter joined
together in long bundles surrounded by black phytomelanin
deposits [B]; lignified vessels up to about 60 urn in diameter,
with reticulate, scalarifonn or bordered-pined thickenings 0,
L]; abundant sclereids occurring singly [D, II] or, more
usually, in groups of 2-10, mostly elongated to rectangular,
up to about 150 11m in length and 40 pm wide, with
intercellular spaces filled with black phytomelanin deposits
[E, F]; fragments of oleoresin canals 80-150 11m in diameter,
with orange-yellow to reddish-brown contents [AJ; fragments
of the outer layers of the roots with groups of squarish to
rectangular cells, about 30-45 I'J11 [C); abundant fine-walled
pined parenchyma (transverse section [K], longitudinal
section [G)).

Figure 1821.-1. -1IIus..osion for identification rest B of fJbWdered
herbal drng of narroo-teoued omeftouerroot

c. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Echinacea purpurea.
Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, other faint dark blue
fluorescent zones may be present between the zones of
echinacoside and cynarin in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution.

2022

Top of the plate

Caffeic acid: an incense blue zone

Cynarin: an fruensegreenish zone A greenish ZOne(cynarin)

-- --

-- --
Echinacoside: an intense greenish An Intense greenish zone
ron, (echinacoside)

Reference solution Test solution

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows a principal peak due to ccbinacoside and a minor peak
due to cynarin. Peaks due to caffeic acid, caftaric acid,
chlorogenic acid and cichcric acid are minor or may be
absent.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Echinacea purpurea
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tesr solurion To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 5 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference so/urian Dissolve 1 mg of echincuoside R, 1 mg of
cynan" Rand 0.5 mg of caffeic acidR in methanol Rand
dilute to 5 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelF2S4 ptate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
F2S4 plate R (2-10 ~m)).

Mobile ph"" anhydrous fonnic acidR, walerR, methylethyl
kerone R, ethyl aatate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).
Application 25 ~L [or 5 ~L] of the test solution and 10 flL
[or 2 JILl of the reference solution, as bands.

Deudopment Over a path of 15 em [or 5 em).

Drying In a stream of cold air for about 10 min, then at
100-105 'c for 2 min.

Detection Treat the hot plate using a 5 gIL solution of
diphenylboric add aminoethyl ester R in ethylacetate Rj examine
in ultraviolet light at 365 run after 30 nUn.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no greenish fluorescent zone just below the zone due
to caffeic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution and no greenish fluorescent zone below the
zone due £0 cynarin in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution. In the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution no zones apart from falot dark blue fluorescent
zones are visible between the zones due to echinacoside and
cynarin.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.
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Echinacea IV-211

2 4

1

6

I. caftaricacid
2. chlcrogenic acid

2

I
8

f\
3

10

3. ceffeic acid
4. cynarin

12
I

14

6
.It h

16

5. ecbinaccside
6. ckhoric acid

I
18 min

Figure 1821.-2. - Chromatogram for the assayof echinacoside in narrow-leaved conefknoer root

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture acetonitrile R, 0.1 per cent VIV solution of
phosphtnie acidR (10:90 ·VIV).

Test solution In a 200 mL volumetric flask place 0.500 g of
the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) and add 80 mL of
ethanol (70 per tent VII? R. Sonicate for 15 min and dilute to
200.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Mix the suspension and
allow to stand for a few minutes to allowvisible solids to
settle, Filter a suitable proportion of the solution through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 J.1m) before
injection.

Reference solUlwn Dissolve 10.0 mg of chlorogenic acidCRS
and 10.0 mg of caffik acid R in the solvent mixture, sonicate
for 15 min and dilute to 10.0mL with the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mID;
- stolionary phase: oeradeeylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 um);
- temperature: 35 ·C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 0.1 per cent VIV solution ofphosphtnie

acidR;
- mobile phase B: aeetonitrile R;

Time MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIJ.I) (per cent V/1?

0- 13 90 ---> 78 10 -> 22

13 - 14 78 -> 60 22 -> 40

14 - 20 60 40

Flow rare 1.5 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 run.

Injection 10 IlL.

Idemification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution to identify the peaks due to caffeic acid
and chlorogenic acid; use the chromatogram shown in Figure
1821.-2 to identify the peaks due to caftaric acid, cichoric
acid, cynarin and echinacoside.

R~atlve retention With reference to chlorogenlc acid
(retention time = about 7 min): caftaric acid = about 0.8;
caffeic acid =about 1.5; cynarin =about 1.6;
echinacoside ;:: about 1.7; cichoric acid = about 2.3.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

chlorogenic acid and caffeic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of echinacoside using the
following expression:

AI x C, x 100 x 2.221
A,xC,

AI area of the peak due to ecbinacosiqe in lhe chromatogram
obtained wirh the test solutionj

Az area of the peak due to chIorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution,

C1 O)n~ntratioR of the testsolulion, in milligrams per millilitrej
Cz concentration of chlorcgenic add in the reference solution. in

milligrams per miUilitte.
2.221 peak correlation factor between chlorogenic acid and

ecbinacoside.

___________________ PIl[II
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IV-212 Echinacea

Echinacea Pallida Root
(Pale Coneflower Root, Ph. Bur. monograph 1822)
PIIE<I _

DEFlNITION
Dried, whole or cut underground parts of Echinacea paUida
(Nun.) Nun.

Content
Minimum 0.2 per cent of echinacoside (C35H46020; M.. 787)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome and roots are 4-20 nun in diameter,
cylindrical and sometimes spirally twisted; the outer surface is
reddish-brown to greyish-brown, longirudinally wrinkled or
deeply furrowed.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
brown to light yeUow. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate soluMn R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 1822.-1): short lignified fibres,
100-300 JUll in length, occurring singly or joined together in
long bundles, sometimes with black phytomelanin deposits
[G]; xylem vessels (longitudinal section [C, Mj, transverse
section [KbD up to about 50 pm in diameter with reticulate,
scalarifonn or areolate thickenings sometimes accompanied
by ligneous fibres (longitudinal section [Cal, transverse
section [Ka]); abundant sclerelds, occurring singly or in small
groups of not more than 10 with black phytomelanin
deposits, varying considerably in shape from rounded [E] to
rectangular or irregular [D; ll, sometimes very elongated and
fibre-like and measuring up to 400 pm in length [1'];
fragments of oleoresin canals up to 249 JU!1 in diameter, with
orange-yellow contents [B]; groups of squarish to rectangular
cells of the outer layers [A); abundant thin-walled and pitted
parenchyma [H]; small isolated fragments of phytomelanin
[Lj.
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for other
.&hinacea species and Parthenium integnJolium.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, a faint zone close to the solvent
front may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

A greenish-brown to brown zone

A yellow zone

A viole!: zone

jl-Sitosterol: a violet [0 pink zone A violet to pink zone (fJ-silosterol)

N-lsobutyldodecaletmenamide: a
greyish-blue zone

-- --

A dark greyish-blue zone

Reference solution Teet solution

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay.

2022

Ca F

hi: :l \4£4iiip~t i __ '( I oJ

25 pm
~

Figure 1822.-1. - I1lusOOMn for identification test B of powdered
herbal drngof poleconeflower root

ReStduThe principal peakin the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is due to echinacoside. Peaks due to
caftaric acid, caffeic acid, cynarin, chlorogenic acid and
cichoric acid are minor or may be absent.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Other Echinacea species and Parthenium J'ntegrifoUum
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methylene chloride R and sonicate for
5 min. Centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve I mg of (J-siw,tera/ R and a
volume of N-isobutyldodceatetraenamide solution R
corresponding to ] mg of N-isobutyldoJecatetraenamiJe R in
methanol R and dilute to 5 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelF", plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silicagel
F25< plateR (2-10 ~m)).

MoMe phase anhydrous formic acidR, cyc/ohexane R, ethyl
aceUlte R, toluene R (3:10:20:80 VIVIVII').

Application 25 ~L [or 5 ~Ll of the lest solution and I0 ~L

[or 4 JiLl of the reference solution, as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 5 em],

Drying In a stream of cold air for about 10 min.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
105 °C for 3 min; examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no greyish-blue zone at the position of
N-isobutyldodecatettaenamide in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution, and no blue zone at the position
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Echinacea IV-213

5. echinacoside 6. cichcric acid

r A 2 3 4

I I I ,
2 4 6 8 10 12

1. caftaric acid 2. chlorogenic acid 3. caffeic add 4. cynarin

Figure 1822.-2. - Chromatogram for 'he assayof echinaoositle in paleconeflower roo,

14
I

16
I

18
.,
min

__________________ PIIEII

FlowTau L5 rnUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 run.

Injection 10 ~L.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution to identify the peaks due to caffeic acid
and chlorogenic acid; use the chromatogram shown in
Figure 1822.-2 to identify the peaks due to caftaric acid,
clchoricacid, cynarin and echinacoside.

Relative retention With reference to chlorogenic acid
(retention time =about 7 min): caftaric acid =about 0.8;
caffeic acid =about 1.5; cynarin = about 1.6j
echinacoside =about 1.7; clchoric acid =about 2.3.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

chlorogenic acid and caffeic acid.
Calculate the percentage content of echinacoside using the
following expression:

of the violet zone due to P-sitosterol in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum f.O'per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture aceeom"triJe R, 0.1 per cent V/V solution of
phosphoric acitlR (10:90 VIV).
Test sola,wn In a 200 mL volumetric lIask place 0.500 g of
the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) and add 80 mLof
ethanol (70 per cent VIV) R. Sonicate for 15 min and dilute to
200.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Mix the suspension and
allow to stand for a few minutes to allow visible solids to
settle. Filter a suitable proportion of the solution through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn) before
injection.
Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of chforogenic acidCRS
and 10.0 mg of caffeif:, add R in the solvent mixture, sonicate
for 15 min and dilute (Q 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.

Column:
- size: I =0.25 m, 0 =4.6 nun;
- stationary phase: octaduylsilyl silica gelfor thromatography R

(5 urn);
- temperature: 35°C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 0.1 per cent ViV solution of phosphon,

add R;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

A,

c,
C,

2.221

Time MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent I'IY) (per cent I'IY)

o ~ 13 90 -0 78 10 --<0 22

13·14 78 -0 60 22 -+ 40

14 ~ 20 60 40

A, X C, x 100 x 2.221

A2xCI

area of me peak due to echinBcoskie in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj
area of me peak due to chlorogenic acid in me chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;
concentration of the test solution, in milligrams per millilitre;
concenmrion of ehlorogenic acid in the reference solution, in
milligrams per miIlilitre;
peak correlation factor between chIorogenk acid and
echinacoeide.
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DEFINITION
Dried, whole or cut flowering aerial parts of Bchinacea
pUJ'PUrrJa (L.) Moench.

Content
Minimum0.1 per cent for the sum of caftaric acid
(C"HI2O.; M, 312.2) and cichoric acid (C"H1SO ' b
M, 474.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: A, H, C.
Second ;dentificalion: A, B, D.
A. The herbaceous perennial plant is 60-150 em, rarely up to
180 cm high. The stem is green to red, upright and slightly
branched. The leaves are alternate, ovate (0 ovate-lanceolate,
irregularly serrate, rugose on both surfaces, darkgreen with
prominent light greenveins; the lamina is thickand shiny.
The involucra) bracts of the largecapitulum are arranged in
2 or 3 rows. The solid receptacle is slightly convex. Each of
the outerviolet Iigulate florets (4-6 em) and of the inner
violet-pink tubular florets is attached to a reddish acute and
coriaceous bract) whichovertops me tubular florets.
The calyx is reduced to a veryshort crown.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis green to
brownish-green. Examine undera microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1823.-1): groups of fibres, 150-200 urn in
length, 10-20 fUll in diameter (longitudinal section [G]),
sometimes with black phytomelanin deposits [L), from the
stems;numerous fragments of vascular tissue [E]; rare
fragments of parenchyma [D] containing secretory canals
(longitudinal section [Da]) with yellow granular contents,
sometimes accompanied by vascular bundles; fragments of
leaf epidermis (surface view [A, C, N) with more or less
wavycells in the area of me lamina [Ac, Nc] or elongated
cells with beaded walls near the veins [Nd], with
ancmocytic [Ab, Nb] or anisocytic [Aa, Na) stomata (2.8.3);
some of these fragments areaccompanied by palisade
parenchyma [Ad];uniseriate covering trichomes [Cal or
fragments [0) thereof, consisting mainly of 3 or 4 thick
walled ceUs of which the apical cell is markedly longer than
me others, fragments of leaves with epidermal cells in a
rosette arrangement around the base of the covering
trichomes [C]; uniseriate glandular trichomes [Ne] composed
of verythin-walled cells; pitted parenchymatous cells from
the pith of the stem m; fragments of the epidermis of ligulate
florets composed of red to violetpapillose cells [B]; finely
pitted, elongated cells [M] and fibres surrounded by black
phrtomelanin deposits [L), from the mesocarp of the
achenesj fragments of the cotyledons of the seeds with oil
droplets [K); spheroidal pollen grains about 30 pm in
diameter each with 3 poresand a spinyexine [F, H].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solurUm To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9. 12) add 10 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 5 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 0.5 mg of caffeic acidR and
0.5 mg of chlorogen;,; acidR in methanol R and dilute to 5 mL
with the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelF",plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC sili<a gel
F", plate R (2-10 ~m)].

2022

Figure 1823.-1. - IOwlYation for identification test B of powdered
herbal drugof purple coneflower herb

MoMe phast a,,-hydro~ formic acid R, water R, methylethyl
keume R, ethylamate R (10:10:30:50 VIWVW).- - -
Application 25 ~L [or 5 ~L] of the test solution and 10 ~L

[or 2 ilL] of the reference solution, as bands.
Development Over a path of 15 cm [or 5 em].
Drying In a stream of cold airfor about 10 min, then at
100 ·C for 2 min.

Detection Treat the warm plate with a 5 gIL solutionof
diphenylbork acidaminoelhyl ester R in ethylacetate R; after
30 min, examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.
Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint blue
fluorescent zones may be present in thechromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

An intense redzone

Caffeic acid: an intense blue zone A blue zone

-- --

A blue zone

Chlorogenic acid: an intense blue
zone

A faint yellow-orange zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

**** ** *
*****

IV-214 Echinacea

(Purple Coneflower Herb, Ph. Bur. monograph 1823)

Echinacea Purpurea Herb
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2. chlorogenic acid
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3. cichoric acid

,
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min

Figure 1823.-2. - Chromatogram for the assayof caftanc acidaad cichonc acid in purple coneflower herb

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay.

Results The principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is due to clchoric acid and a smaller
peak is due to caftaric acid. Peaks due to caffeic acid and
chlorogenic acid are minor or may be absent.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1 Z) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

SoIwnt mixture acetonitrile R, 0.1 per cent VIV solution of
phosphon'c acidR (10:90 VIV).
Test solution In a 200 mL volumetric flask place 0.500 g of
the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) and add 80 mL of
ethanol (70percent VIII) R. Sonicate for 15 min and dilute to
200.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Mix the suspension and
allowto stand for a few minutes to allow visible solids to
settle. Filter a suitable proportion of the solution through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn) before
injection.

Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of chlorogeni< acidCRS
and 10.0 mg of caffek acid R in the solvent mixture, sonicate
for 15 min and dilute to 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: oaadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromalOgraphy R

(5 um);
- temperature: 35 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.1 per cent VIV solution of phasphorU;

acidR;
- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile R;

Time M~~Mep~~A M.oblle phase B
(min) (per cent JIm (per cent JIll?

0-13 90 ---> 78 10 ---> 22

13 - 14 78 ---> 60 22 ---> -40

14·20 60 40

Flow rau 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 run.
Injection 10 ~L.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution to identify the peaks due to caffeic acid
and chlorogenic acid; use the chromatogram shown in
Figure 1823.-2 to identify the peaks due to caftaric acid and
cichoricacid.

Relative retention With reference to chlorogenic acid
(retention time =about 7 min): caftaric acid =about 0.8;
caffeic acid =about 1.5; cichoric acid = about 2.3.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

chlorogenic acid and caffeic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of caftaric acid using the
following expression:

A, X C, x 100 x 0.881

A2xCI

Calculate the percentage content of cichoric acid using the
following expression:

A, X C, x 100 x 0.695

A2xC1
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(Purple Coneflower Root, Ph. Bur. monograph 1824)

Top oftbe plate

Caffeic acid: an intense blue zone An intense blue zone

Cynarin: llD intense greenish zone

-- --

A blue zone

-- --

Echinacosjde: an intense greenish
zone

Reference solution Teflt solution

2022

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay.

Results The principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is due to cichoric acid and a smaller
peak is due to caftaric acid. Peaks due to caffeic acid and
chlorogenic acid are minor or may be absent.

E. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methylene chloride R and sonicate for
5 min. Centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve I mg of P-sitosteroJ R and a
volume of N-isobu~/dod«atelraenamide solution R
corresponding to 1 mg of N-isobutykUxJecatetraenamide R in
methanol R, and dilute to 5 rnL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silicagelplate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silicagel
plate R (2-10 pmj],

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, cycIohexane R, ethyl
aatate R, toluene R (3: I0:20:80 ViViVIJI).

Figure 1824.-1. - Illustration for identification USt B of powdered
herbal drug of purple coneflower root

area of the peak due to caftaric acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;
area of the peak due [0 chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solutionj
area of the peak due to cichoric acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutioo;
concentration of the test solution. in milligrams per millifitrej
concentration of chloro~oic acid in the reference solution, in
milligrams per millijitre,
peak correlation factor between cicboric acid and chIorogenic
acid. based upon the liquid chromatography response observed;
peak correlation factor between cafbuic acid and chIorogenic
acid.

c,
C,

A,

A,

A,

0.695

0.881

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or cut underground parts of Echinacea
purpurea (1.) Moench.

Content
Minimum 0.5 per cent for me sum of caftaric acid
(C 13HI209; M r 312.2) and cichoric acid (C22HlSOI2j

M, 474.4) (dried drug).

IDENfIFICATION
First identification: A, B, C, E.

Second idenuJication: A, B,' D, E.
A. The rhizome is up to 15 ern long, branched, reddish
brown to dark brown on the surface and carries many stem
bases; the inside is fibrous and white. The numerous roots
are spirally twisted, light to dark brown and show a fine cross
structuring on the surface.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
yellow to light pinkish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 1824.-1): numerous
spindle-shaped fibres that are joined together in long bundles
without black phytomelanin deposits [F]; sclereids from the
rhizomes and roots, usually occurring singly, those from the
rhizomes being isodiametric, about 60 prn in diameter, with
black phytomelanin deposits [B, D), those from the roots
being about 50-120 urn in length with no black phytomelanin
deposits [H); secretory canals up to 180 urn in diameter with
yellow oil droplets (transverse section [EI); fragments of cork
with squarish to rectangular cells, some with reddish walls
(surface view Ill, transverse section [A»; reticulate [C] or
pined [G) vessels with a diameter up to 30-40 pm.

C. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the.test for other
Echinacea species and Parthenium integnfolium. J

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, faint greenish fluorescent
zones may be present just below the zone situated in the
middle of the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

IV-216 Echinacea

_____________________ PIlE"

Echinacea Purpurea Root

PIlE" ~ _
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Figure 1824.-2. - Ghromarogram for the assay of calta,;,; acidand cichotic acid in purple coneflower root

Application 25 pL [or 5 pL], as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 5 em].

Drying In a stream of cold airforabout 10 min.
Detection Dip theplate into anisa/dehyde solUlion R for 1 s
and·heat·at-lOO..105 QC for 3-minj examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthennore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

A bluish-violet zone

lJ-Sitosterol: a violetOf pinkzone A violetor pinkzone (f}-sitoslerol)

N-Isobutyldodecatetraenamide: a A greyish-blue zone (N-
greyish-blue zone isobutyldodecatetraenamide)

-- --

Adark greyish-bfue zone

Reference solutlon Test solution

TESTS
Other Bcbinacea species and Partheniurn integrifolium
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 5 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of echinacoside R, 1 mg of
cynarinRand 0.5 mg of caffeic acidR in methanol Rand
dilute to 5 mL with the samesolvent.
Plate TLG silica gel F254 plateR (5-40 pm) [or TLG silica gel
Fm plate R (2-10 pm)].

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, methylethyl
ketoneR, ethylacetate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).

Application 10 pL [or 5 pL] of the test solution and 5 pL
.[or 2 J.lL] of the reference solution, as bands.
Development Over a path of 10 em [or 5cm].

Drying In a stream of cold airforabout 10 min, then at
105°C for 2 min.

Detection Treat me wann plate with a 5 gIL solution of
dipheny/boric acid aminoethy/ ester R in ethylacetate R; after
30 min, examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 nm.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
showsno greenish fluorescent zone corresponding to the
zone due to echinacoside in me chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution,and no greenish fluorescent zone
corresponding to the zone due to cynarin in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution. No other
zones apart from very faint dark blue fluorescent zones are
seen in the lowerhalf of the chromatogram of the test
solution.
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent.
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture acetonitrile R, 0.1 per cent VIVsolution of
phosplwnc acid R (10:90 VIV).

Test solution In a 200 mL volumetric lIask place 0.500 g of
the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) and add 80 mL of
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IV-2lS Eclipta Herb

ethanol (70 percent VII-? R. Sonicate for 15 min and dilute to
200.0 rnL with the solvent mixture..Mix the suspension and
allow to stand for a few minutes to allow visible solids (0

settle. Filter a suitable proportion of the solution through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm) before
injection.

Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of chlorogenk acidCRS
and J0.0 mg of caffeic acidR in the solvent mixture) sonicate
for 15 min and dilute to 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.

Column:
- size: I = 0.25 Ill) 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: actad«y/sl1y1 silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn);
- temperature: 35 "C.

Mobile phase:
- molnk phase A: 0.1 per cent VIV solution of phosphoric

acid Rj
- mofnle phase B: acetonitrile R;

Thne MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VIII) (per cent VIJI)

0-13 90 -> 78 10 ..... 22

13- 1-1 78 --t 60 22 ...... 40

14 - 20 60 '0

Flow rate 1.5 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 om.

Injection 10 ~L.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
me reference solution to identify die peaks 'due to caffeic acid
and chlorogenic acid; use me chromatogram shown in
Figure 1824.-2 to identify the peaks due to caftaric acid and
cichoric acid.

Relative retention Wim reference to chlorogenic acid
(retention rime =about 7 min): caftaric acid = about 0.8j
caffeic acid =about 1.5; cichoric acid =about 2.3.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

chlorogenic acid and caffeic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of caftaric acid using the
following expression:

AI X C, x 100 x 0.881

A2xCI

Calculate the percentage content of cichoric acid using the
following expression:

A, x C, x 100 x 0.695

A,xC,

AI area of the pt'ak due to C1l1taric acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;

A) area oCthe peak due 10 cichoric acid in Ihe chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

C1 concentration of the test solution, in milligrams per miUi.lit:rej
C2 concentration of chlorogenic acid in the reference solurion, in

milligrams per miUI1irre;
0.695 peak correlation factor between cichoric add and chlorogenic

acid based upon the liquid chromatography response observed;
0.881 peak correlation factor between caftaric acid and chlorogenic

acid.

_____________________ POE"
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Eclipta Herb
(Ph. Bur. ntonograph 2564)

POE"_~ _

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented, flowering aerial pans of Edipro
prostrata (L.) L.

Content
Minimum 0.04 per cent of wedelolactone (C1JIIO01;
M, 314.2) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The cylindrical stems are striated longitudinally and are
2-5 mm in diameter. The external surface is brownish-green
or dark green and bears covering trichcmes, flattened against
the stem and all pointing upwards. The hairy, dark green
leaves are opposite, always sessile, elongate, lanceolate, with
entire or slighdy dentate margins. The capitula are 2-6 nun
in diameter, with whitish flowers that do not extend beyond
the bracts of the involucre. The fruits are elliptical, flattened
achenes, brown or pale brown, 2-3 mm long.

E. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2564.-1): numerous isolated, whole [H] or
broken [0] covering rrichornes, usually tricellular, up to
700 Jlffi tong, with a broad basal cell, a relatively long
median cell with thick warty walls, and a very short, pointed,
sub-triangular distal cell; fragments of lamina [B, C) with
sinuous epidermal cells [Ca, Ba] and anomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) with 3-4 subsidiary cells [Cb, Bbl; some fragments of
epidermis showing covering trichomes similar to those
previouslydescribed, whole [Bcjor broken [Cc],and
subsidiary cells with slightly thickened walls [Bd, Cd];
fragments of the upper epidennis usually accompanied by
palisade parenchyma [Cel; fragments of stem with different
types of vascular bundles [A]j rare fragments of parenchyma
(longitudinal section [F) containing secretory canals with
orange-brown contents [Fa]; bundles of fibres with thickened
walls [E]; pollen grains [G] about 20-25 pm in diameter,
with 3 pores and a spiny exine.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sduuon To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and sonicate at 60"C for
10 min. Allow to cool, centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Rejerene< solution Dissolve 1 mg of wedelokutone R and 1 mg
of rosmarinic acidR in I mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelF254 plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase anhydrouslonnie add R, au«me R, w1uene R
(1:6:11 VIVIV).

Application 101'1- as bands of 8 rom.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Deration Heat at 100°C for 5 min and treat the plate
whilst still hot with a 0.5 per cent VIV solution of
diphenylbaric acid aminoethyl ester R in ethylacetate R; examine
in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
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Figure 2564.-1. - Illustration for idenrificalwn resr B of powdered
herbal drug of ediplaherb

Top of the plate

A red fluorescentzone

A diffusepale blue fluorescentzone

A greenish-white fluorescent zone

-~ --
A pale blue ftuorescentzone

Wedelolaclone: a bluish-white A bluish-white ftuorescent zone
fluorescentzone (wedelolaetone)

A bluish-whitefluorescentzone

-- --

Rosmarinicacid: a bluish-white
fluorescentzone

A bluish-white ffuorescenr zone

Reference solution Test soludon

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 13.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Eclipta Prostrata IV-219

Test solution Disperse 0.300 g of me powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in IO rnL of ethanol (70 per cen' VIV,) R in a
conical flask and weigh. Heat under a reflux condenser for
1 h, cool and weigh again. Compensate the loss of solvent
with ethanol (70 per cent VI¥? R, mix well and aUow to stand.
Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.22 um),

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 4.0 mg of wedeJolactone GRS
in methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solu'wn (b) Dissolve 2 mg of ethyl
parahydroxybenzoate R in reference solution (a) and dilute to
50 mL with reference solution (a).

Golumn:
- size: I;;;;: 0.15 m, 0 ;;;;: 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped oczade<y/si!YI silica gelfor

chromawgraphy R (5 urn).

kfobile phase acelOnil1iIe R, 0.2 per cent VIV solution of
phosplwric acidR (24:76 VIV,).
Flow rale 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 249 om.

Injeclion 20 pI.
Run rime 1.5 times the retention time of wedelolactone.

ReJau've retention With reference to wedelolactone (retention
time =about 17 min): ethyl
parahydroxybenzoate ;;;;: about 1.1.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolun'on: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to

wedelolactone and ethyl parahydroxybenzoate.

Calculate the percentage content of wedelolactone using the
following expression:

At area of the peakdue to wedelolacrone in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to wedelclactone in the chromatogram
obtained wilh reference solul.ion Ca);

ma mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

"'2 mass of tDeddokJaone CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

p percentage content of wedelolactone in wede1olo(101Je CRS.

_______________~ ""E"

Eclipta Prostrata Whole Plant
DEFINITION
Eclipta Prostrata Whole Plant is the dried whole plant. either
entire or fragmented, of&Iipiaprosmua (L.) I.
It contains not less than 0.04% of wedelolactone
(C 16HIO0 7) , calculated with reference to the dried material.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Stems cylindrical, four sided or flattened, 2 to 5 mm in
diameter, greyish; with appressed, whitish hairs pointing
towards the tip, longitudinally striated, occasionally
branching and nodes distinct. Leaves dark green. sessile or
subsessile, opposite, lanceolare, 2 to 8.5 cm long and 1 to
2.5 cm wide with an entire or slightly dentate margin and
appressed trichomes on both surfaces. Flowerheads 2 to
6 mm in diameter, greenish-brown, solitary or in pairs on
unequal axillary peduncles, up to 8 involucral bracts, ovate.
with appressed hairs; ray florets spreading, no longer than the
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IV-220 Eclipta Prostrata

bracts, not toothed; disc florets with 4-toothed corolla,
pappus usually absentor reduced to minute teeth; 5 stamens,
filaments epipetalous and anthers unitedinto a tube; pistil
bicarpeUary, ovary inferior, unilocular with one basal ovule.
Fruits2 to 3 mm long, pappipersistent and coroniform;
unfertilised achenes pale yellow, flattened andsmooth;
fertilised achenes pale to darkbrown, 3 to 4 angled,
tuberculate and bulbous. Root, if present, cylindrical, greyish,
main root up to about7 mm in diameter, with secondary
branching.

B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is greenish
brown. Examine under a microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution. The maindiagnostic characters include numerous
free, wholeor broken, large covering trichomes, with warty or
spiny walls, up to 700 J.lm long, uniseriate, usually tricellular,
with a broad basal cell, a long mediancell and a short,
pointed sub-triangular apical cell; less frequently, smaller,
unicellular, pointed covering trichomes from the midrib and
stem. Fragments of leaf show sinuous walled epidermal cells,
underlying palisade, anomocytic stomata, cuticular striations
and covering trichomes on both surfaces. Stem fragments
with unicellular and multicellular rrichomes, epidermisof
elongated cells, or in mature stem, poorlydeveloped
rectangular corkcells; secondary cortex of parenchyma with
numerous air-spaces, pericyclic fibres thick-walled, lignified,
simple pitted; secretory canals maybe visible; xylemvessels
usually simple pittedor spirally thickened, xylem parenchyma
lignified andpitted. Fragments of root, if present, show
poorlydeveloped cork, consisting of 3-5 rowsof thin-walled
elongated cells, a secondary cortexof parenchyma, with
scattered stone cells and fibres either singlyor in groups,
xylemvessels and tracheids, and fibres withpeg-like
projections, Pollen~ with ~P!nY exine~~ 3 pores.
C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A, usingthe following solutions.
(I) Reduce to a powder (355). To 2.0 g of powdered sample
add 40 mL of methanol. Mix with the aid of ultrasound for
2 hoursat 50° with occasional shaking and allow to cool.
Dilute to 50 mL with methanol and filter.
(2) 0.05% wlv each of wedelolactone EPCRS and rosman'n~

acid in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gelFm (Merck silica gel
HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L of each solution as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 6 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dryin air, heat at 100° for
5 minutes, treat the platewhilststillhot with a 0.5% v/v
solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethy/ ester in ethylatetate
and exarnioe under ultraviolet light (365 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

I volume of anhydrous formic acid, 6 volumes of acetone and
11 volumes of toluene.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two clearly separated spots.

2022

Too of lhe olale
A red zone
A diffuse palebluezone
A greenish-while zone

A palebluezooe

A blue-while zone (wedelofadone) A blue-while zooe(wedelolaClone)
A blue-while zone

Rosmannlc acid: A blue-white zone
A blue-while zone

Solution (1) Solution (2)

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution(1) shows a
fluorescent band corresponding [0 wedelolactone and several
otherfluorescent bands as shown in the teble. Other
fluorescent bandsmay be present.

TESTS
Loss on drying
When dried at 100° to 105° for 2 hours,loses not more than
11.0% of its weight. Use I g.

Total Ash
Not more than 22.0%, Appendix XI J, Method 11.

Acid-insoluble Ash
Not more than J1.0%, Appendix XI K.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix III D, using the following solutions.
(I) Reduce to a powder (355). To 2.0 g of powdered sample
add 40 fuL of methaw. Mix Wlththe aid "ofultrasound for
2 hoursat 50° with occasional shaking and allow to cool.
Dilute to 50 mL with methanol and filter.

(2) 0.005% wlv each of wedelolactone EPCRS and coumestrol
in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPmC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (15 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with oaadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography (5~m) (Waters
Symmetry CI8 is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elutionand the mobile phase described
below.

(c) Use a flow rate of 1.0 mL per minute.

(d) Use an ambient column temperature.
(e) Use a detection wavelength of 249 run.

(I) Inject 10 ~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

24 volumes of acetonitrile and 76 volumes of a 0.2% v/v
solution of orthophosphoric acid.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The assay is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2):

the symmetry factor of the peak due to wedelolactone is less
than 1.2;
the symmetry factor of the peak due to coumestrol is less than
1.1.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the contentof wedelolaetone in the sampleusing
the declared contentofwedelolactone (CU,HIO01) in
wedeJoieutone EPCRS and the following expression:

.,
)
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(Ph. Ellr. monograph 1217)

Mobile phose onhydwusIanni< addR, waterR, methylethyl
ketone R, ethylacetate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIJI).

Applica,ion 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Develupment Over a pathof 6 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Heat the platefor 5 min at 100 °C and treat with
a I gIL solution of dipheny/bori< add aminoe'hy/ ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then treat with a 5 gIL solution of maavgol 400 R
in methylene chloride R; allowto dry in air for 30 min.
Examine in daylight (results A) and in ultraviolet light at
365 om (results B).

ResullS A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Figure 1217.-1. - Illustration lor identification B 01fJOW<kr<d
herlJol d",g 01elder/lower

Elder Flower IV-221

Top of the plate

-- --

Anorange zone

Hyperoside: a darkyellowzone

-- --

Rutoside: a dark yellowzone A dark yenowzone

Reference solution Test solution

AI ITh VI 100
-x-x-xpx
fu V, m. 100-d

area of the peakdue to wedelolactone in the chromatogram
obtainedwith solution (1);
areaof the peak due to wedelolactone in the chromatogram
obtainedwith solution(2);
weightof theherbaldrugbeingexamined inmg;
weightof r.m:hIoIlKlOne EPCRS in mg;
dilution volume of'sohmon (I) in mL;
dilutionvolume of solution(2) in mL;
percentage content ofwedelolaetone (CI~IOo,) in
to«kIoiaclone EPCRSj
percentage loss on dryingof the herbal drug beingexamined.

A,

m,
m,
VI
V,

P

d

Elder Flower

DEFINITION
Dried flowers of Sambucus nigra L.

Content
Minimum 0.80 per cent of flavonoids, expressed as
isoquercitrcside (C 2IH20012; M, 464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The flower, about 5 mm in diameter, has 3 small bracts,
visible under a lens, and mayhave a peduncle.
The 5-toothedcalyx is small; the corolla is lightyellow, with
5 broadly oval petals fused at their bases into a tube,
The filamenlS of the 5 yellowstamens alternate with the:
petals. The corolla is often isolated or attached to the
stamens, to whichit is fused at the base. The ovary is inferior
and it bears a shortstylewith 3 obtusestigmata.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-yellow. Examine undera microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder showsthe following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1217.-1): numerous spherical, sometimes
ellipsoidal, pollen grains about 30 urn in diameter, with
3 germinal pores and very finely pitted exine [G); cells of the
lowerepidermis of the sepalsoften containing oil globules
and covered by a striated cuticle(surface view [AD; rare
fragments of the rim of the sepals showing unicellular
marginal teeth (transverse section [ED; petal fragments with
numerous smallglobules of essential oil [H]; fragments of
upperepidermis of the sepals (B] or petals [F], in surface
view, with slightly and irregularly thickened walls [Ba, Fa),
anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Bb, Fb] and a striated cuticle;

"mesophylJ cells of petals and sepals with idioblasts containing
~ numerous microsphenoid crystals of calcium oxalate [Be];

fragments of anthers (transverse section [C], surface view
(0)) showing the outer layer [Cal and the cells of the fibrous
layer [Cb, ce, D).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge for 5 min.
Reference sohuion Dissolve 1 mg of caffei< acidR, I mg of
chlorogeni< acidR, 2.5 mg of hypervside R and 2.5 mg of
nuoside trihydnue R in 10 mL of muhanolR.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (2-10 urn).
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Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, ocher faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Caffeic acid: a blue fluorescent zone

An intense, light blue fluorescent
zcne

2 light blue fluorescent zones

-- --

An orange fluorescent zone

Hyperoside: an orange fluorescent
zone

Chlorogenic acid: a light blue An jruense,light blue fluorescent
fluorescent zone zone

-- --

Rutoside: an orange fluorescent zone An orange fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test soludon

2022

volumetric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with acetone R by
closing the flask and the filter paper. Introduce 20.0 mL of
this solution into a separating funnel, add 20 mL of waterR
and shake the mixture with 1 quantity of 15 mL and then
3 quantities, each of 10 mL,. of ethylacetate R. Combine the
ethyl acetate extracts in a separating funnel, wash with
2 quantities, each of 50 ml., of waterR, and filter the
extracts over 109 of anhydrous sodium sulfate R into a
volumetric flask and dilute to 50.0 mL with ,rhyl a<erate R.

Test solution To 10.0 mL of the stock solution add 1 mL of
aluminium chloride reagent R and "dilute to 25.0 mL with a
5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic add R in mahonol R.
Compensation liquid Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution to
25.0 mL with a 5 per cent VIV solution of glacial acetic
acidR in methanol R.
After 30 min, measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test
solution at 425 om, by comparison with me compensation
liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of flavonoids, expressed as
isoquercitroside, using the following expression:

A x 1.25

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of isoquercitroside to
be 500.

A absorbance at 425 nm;
m mass of the herbal drug to be examined, in grams.

______~ PIIE<I

*'** •* •
* **.*

Eleutherococcus
Siberian Ginseng

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1419)
PIIE<I _

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or cut underground organs of Eleuthetococcus
senticosus (Rupr. et Maxim.) Maxim.

Content
Minimum 0.08 per cent for the sum of eleutheroside B
(M, 372.4) and eleutheroside E (M,742.7).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is knotty, of irregular cylindrical shape,
1.5 em to 4.0 cm in diameter; the surface is rugged,
longitudinally wrinkled and greyish-brown to blackish-brown;
the bark, about 2 nun thick, closely adheres to the xylem; the
heartwood is light brown and the sapwood is pale yellow; the
fracture shows short thin fibres in the bark and is coarsely
fibrous, especially in the internal part of the xylem.
The lower surface bears numerous cylindrical and knotty
roots, 3.5 ern to 15 ern long and 0.3 cm to 1.5 em in
diameter; with a smooth, greyish-brown to blackish-brown
surface; the bark is about 0.5 mm thick, closely adhering to
the pale yellow xylem; the fracture is slightly fibrous;
in places where the outer layer has been removed, the outer
surface is yellowish-brown.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope, using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows numerous groups of

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2) .
Maximum 8 per cent of fragments of coarse pedicels and
other foreign matter and maximum 15 per cent of
discoloured, brown flowers. Carry out the determination on
10 g.

Sambucus ebulus L
Examine the chromatograms obtained in identification C.

Results B The chromatogram obtained wilh the test solution
does not show a greenish-white zone above the zone due to
caffeic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution; in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution, no green fluorescent zone is seen just below the
orange fluorescent zone due to rutoside in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Stock solution In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, introduce
0.600 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12), add
1 mL of a 5 gIL solution of hexamethylenetetramine R, 20 mL
of actton, Rand 2 mL of hydrvchlori< acidRl, Boil the
mixture under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Filter the
mixture through a plug of absorbent cotton into a flask.
Add the absorbent cotton to the residue in the round
bottomed flask and extract with 2 quantities, each of 20 ml.,
of acetone R, each time boiling under a reflux condenser for
10 min. Allow to cool, filter each extract through the plug of
absorbent cotton into the flask. After cooling, filter the
combined acetone extracts through a filter paper into a
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thick-walled, lignified fibres; fragments of reticulate and
bordered pitted vessels with a wide lumen; groups of
secretory canals, up to 20 JAm in diameter wirh brown
contents; parenchymatous cells containing cluster crystals of
calcium oxalate 10 tun to 50 JAm in diameter. Examine under
a microscope, using a 50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R.
The powder shows smaU starch granules, rounded to slightly
angular in outline, single compounds or with 2 or
3 components.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sol.,;on To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of a/cchol (50 percem VI/-? R and boil
under reflux for I h. Cool and filter. Evaporate the filtrate to
dryness on a water-bath. Dissolve the residue in 2.5 mL of a
mixture of 5 volumes of waterRand 20 volumes of alaJhol
(50 percentVI/-? R and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 2.0 mg of esculin R and 2.0 rng of
cosalpol R in 20 mL of Q mixture of 2 volumes of water Rand
8 volumes of a/cchol (50 percent VI/-? R.
Piau TLC silica gelpiau R.
Mobile phase water R, methanol R, methylene chloride R
(4:30:70 VIVIV).
Appl;cat;on 20 ~L, as bands.

Devdopmenc Over a path of 10 cm.

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the upper half a blue fluorescent zone
(esculin).

Detection B Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and examine
in daylight while heating at 100-105 ·C for 5-10 min.

Results B See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones are present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Eleutherococcus IV-223

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, add 30 mL of a
mixture of equal volumes of alcohol R and water R. Heat in a
water-bath at 60°C for 30 min. Allow £0 cool and filter
through a sintered-g1ass filter (2.1.2). Collect the liquid in a
250 mL round-bottomed flask. Repeat this operation twice,
using the residue obtained in the filtration step instead of me
powdered herbal drug. Add both fractions of supernatant to
the 250 mL round-bottomed flask. Evaporate under reduced
pressure until about 10 mL of supernatant is left in the flask.
Transfer the supernatant quantitatively to a
20.0 mL volumetric flask and dilute to 20.0 mL with a
mixture of equal volumes of akohol R and water R. Filter
through a nylon filter (pore size 0.45 urn},

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10 mg ofjernlic acidR in a
mixture of equal volumes of methanol R and water Rand
dilute to 20.0 mL with the same mixture of solvents.

Reference solUlion (b) Dissolve 10 mg of caffei< acidR in a
mixture of equal volumes of methanol R and water Rand
dilute [0 20.0 mL with the same mixture of solvents.

mAU

60

50

40

o

Top of the plate

A brown zone (eleutheroside B)

Esculin: a blue fluorescent zone
(marked at 365 om)

A reddish-brown zone
(e1eulheroside E)

-- --

Catalpol: a violet-brown zone

-- --

2 brown zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

30

20

10

o 380 nm

Figure 1419.-1. - UV spectrum of eletuheroside Bfor the assay
of eleumeTIX<JCCUS
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Column:
- size: I::: 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm,
- seationary phase: octadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: phosphoric acidR, water R (0.5:99.5 VII'),
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile for chromalCgraphy R,

Tim. Mobile phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent JI/V.) (per cent VIJ?
0-5 90 10

5 - 27 90 ---> 80 10 ---> 20
27 - 30 80 ..... 50 20 ---> 50
30 - 35 50 50

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 run.

[nfulion 20 J.IL of the test solution and reference
solutions (c) and (d).

Retention time Eleutheroside B ;;;; about 10 min;
eleutheroside E = about22 min.
Locate the peaksdue to eleutheroside Band eleutheroside E
using the UV spectra shown in Figures 1419.-1 and 1419.-2.
System suitability Reference solution (d):
- resolution: minimum 15 between the peaks due to caffeic

acid and ferolic acid.
Calculate the totalpercentage contentof eleutheroside Band
eleutheroside E from theexpression:

(ABx CxO.73 x2) + (AE x Cx J.90x2)
(AR xm) (AR xm)

500

c

no

areaof the pea): due to eleurhercsideB in thechromatogram
obtained with thetest solution,
areaof the peakdue to cleutheroside E in the chromatogram
obtained with the test sorutiOD.
areaof the peakdue to ferulic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference sohnion (e),
concentration of fenilic acidin reference solution(e), in
mkrograms permillililre.
massof me herbal drug 10 be examined, (n miUigrams.

o

o 380 nm

Figure 1419.-2. - UV spectrum of eleutheroside E for the assay
ofeleutherococeus

Reference solution (c) Transfer 1 mL of reference solution (a)
10 a 25 mL volumetric flask and dilute to 25.0 mL with a
mixture of equal volumes of methanol R and waterR. Filter
through a nylon filter (pore size 0.45 pm).

Reference solution (d) Transfer 1 mL of reference
solution (a) and 1 mL of reference solution (b) in a mixture
of equal volumes of methanol R and water R and dilute to

25.0 mL with the same mixture of solvents. Filter through a
nylon filter (pore size 0.45 pm).

Precolumn:
- size: 1::: 4 mm, 0 ::: 4.6 mrn,
- stationary phase: ocuuJe<y/sily1 silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn).

____________________~PhE"

Ephedra Herb
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2451)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried sterile aerial partof Ephedra
sinica Stapf, Ephedra ,ntermedia Schrenk and CAMey.
or Ephedra equisetina Bungeor-a mixtureof these.

Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent of ephedrine (C,oH"NO; M, 165.2)
(dried drug).

IDENI1FICATION
A. The stemsarepale green, yellowish greenor light brown
in colour, thin, cylindrical, branched or unbranched, and up
to 30 em long (whole drug) or in fragments up to 5 em long
(fragmented drug) and 1-3 mID in diameter; they are
longitudinally striated and slightly rough, with internodes
varying in length from 1-6 em, The leaves, oppositeand
decussate, are reduced to sheaths surrounding the stem at the
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Figure 2451.-1. - Illuuradon for identification rest B ofpowdered
herbal drug of ephedra herb

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 0.5 mL of concentrated ammonia Rand 10 mL of

Top ofLhe plate

-- --

2-Indanamine: a purplespot

A purpJe Spotmaybe present

-- --

Ephedrine: a purplespot at the A purple spot (ephedrine) at the
border betweenthe middle and border betweenthe middleand
lowerthirds lowerthirds

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolutinn To 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 25.0 mL of methanol R, weigh and sonicate for
45 min. Allow to cool, weigh and adjust to the original mass
with methanol R, shake well and filter. Transfer 1.0 mL of the
filtrate to a smallcolumn (1 em in diameter) packed with
1.50 g of neutral aluminium oxide R (60'210 urn). Elute with
a mixture of equalvolumes of methanol R and waterR.
Collect about 9 mL of the eluate, add 0.5 mL of phosphoric
acidR and dilute to 10.0 mL with a mixture of equal
volumes of methanol R and water R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of ephedrine
hydrochloride CRS in methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with
the same solvent. Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 25.0 mL
withthe mobile phase.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve I mg of ephedrine
hydrochloride CRS and I mg of terbutaline sulfale CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 2 mL of the solution to 25 mL with the mobile phase.

methylene chloride R. Boil in a water-bath undera reflux
condenser for 1 h. Allow to cool, filter and evaporate the
filtrate to dryness; dissolve the residue in 2 mL of
methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of ephedrine
hydrochloride CRS and 1 mg of 2-indanamine hydrochloride R
in 2 mL of methanol R.

Pia" TLC silica gelpia" R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
pia" R (2-10 umj].
Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, methanol R, methylene
chloride R (1:10:40 VIVIV).

Applicatinn 10 ~L [or I I.L] as spots with a diameter of
5 mm [or 2 rnm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection Spray with a 2 gIL solution of ninhydrin R in
ethanol (96 per cent) R; heat at 110 ·C for 10 min and
examine inunediately in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof spots present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint spots may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Ephedra Herb IV-225

it,.
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nodes, carrying diminutive laminae 1.5-4 mm long with2
(rarely 3) acutely triangular lobes with a greyish-white apex
and a reddish-brown or blackish-brown tubular base (laminae
can also be shorter, with a more rounded apex).The fracture
is fibrouswith a light or darkreddish-brown pith.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-yellow, greenish-brown or lightbrown. Examine
under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2451.-1): fragments of the epidermis (surface
view [A, F]) consisting of elongated, moreor less thick
walledcells [Aa] and stomata partially covered by an
occasionally speckle-patterned cuticle [Ab] so thatonly the
pore is visible; anomocytic stomata clearly visible belowthe
cuticle (surface view [F), with guard cells with thickened
end walls [Fa];fragments of me stem (transverse section (DD
showing the epidermis covered by a thick cuticle [Da] with
papillose thickenings abovesome cells [Db] and composedof
thick-walled epidermal cells [De] and sunken stomata [Dd]
sometimesaccompanied by cortical parenchyma with
palisade cells containing small prisms of calcium oxalate [Df)
and groups of fibres [De]; fibres, isolated or in groups [B],
long, thick-walled and with a reduced lumen; fragments of
vascular tissue [C, E) composedof pitted tracheida [Ca, Ea)
and annular, spiral reb] or rarely reticulate vessels; groups of
more or less rectangular parenchymatous cells from the pith
with slightly thickened walls and often with orange or brown
contents [Eb); numerous fragments of the orange or brown
contents of parenchymatous cells [G); numerous small
crystals of calcium oxalate occurring as prisms or cluster
crystals [Ba], frequently agglutinated alongfibres or in
parenchymatous cells [H] or isolated.
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IV-226 Eucalyptus Leaf

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: oc/ad«ylsilyl ,aicageifor chrama/()graphy R

(5 urn),

Mobile phase acetonitrile RJ, 0.1 per cent VIV solution of
plw,plwric acidR (15:85 VIII).

Flowrau 2.0 mIlmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 207 nrn,
Injecu'on 10 ~L

Run time 3 times the retention timeof ephedrine.
Syuem sui/ability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum3.5 between the peaksdue to

terbutaline and ephedrine.
Calculate the percentage content of ephedrine using the
following expression:

A, x m, xpx 165.2

A,xm,x5x201.7

AI areaoflhe peak due to ephedrine in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 areaof the peakdue to ephedrine in lhechromatogram
obtained with reference solution(a}j

1111 massof the herbal drugto be examined used [0 prepare the test
soluucn, in grams;

m2 mass of ephtdrimhytJroch1oride CRS used to prepare reference
solution(I), in grams;

p percentage content of ephedrine hydrochloride in ephedrine
hydnxhlorid< GRS.

_____________________ PhE..

Eucalyptus Leaf
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1320)

PhE.. _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, driedleavesof olderbranches of Eucalyptus
globulus Labill.

Essenrial 017contenr,
- for the whole drug, minimum 20 mIJkg (anhydrous

drug);
- for the cut drug, minimum 15 mlllcg (anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Aromatic odour of cineole.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves, which are mainly greyish-green andrelatively
thick, areelongated, elliptical and slightly sickle-shaped and
usually up to 25 em in length and up to 5 em in width.
The petiole is twisted, strongly wrinkled and is 2-3 em, rarely
5 em, in length. The coriaceous, stiffleaves areentireand
glabrous and have a yellowish-green midrib. Lateral veins
anastomose near the margin to a continuous line.
The margin is even and somewhatthickened. On both
surfaces there areminute, irregularly distributed, warty, dark
brown spots. Small oil glands may be seen in transmitted
light.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
green. Examine undera microscope using chloral hydrate
solutitm R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1320.-1): fragments of glabrous lamina
(surface view [A, L], transverse section [F, H), withsmall,
thick-walled epidermal cells bearing a thick cuticle [Fa, Ha],

2022

munerous anomocyticstomata (2.8.3) greater than 80 J.lffi in
diameter [AB, La] with occasional groups of brown corkcells,
300 urn in diameter and brownish-black in their centre, and
underlying palisade parenchyma [Ab, Fb]; fragments of
bilateral mesophyll (side view [G]), with 2-3 layers of
palisade parenchyma [Gal on each side and in the centre
several layers of spongy mesophyll [Gb) with elongated cells
havingthe same orientation as the palisade cells and
containing prisms [B, Gd] and clustercrystals of calcium
oxalate [Gc, K]; 1arge schizogenous oil glands, whole [E) or
usually broken, accompanied by palisade parenchyma [Ea];
fragments of vessels mand thick-walled and slightly
channelled fibres [C] accompanied by crystal sheaths [Ca,
ja]; crystal sheaths containing prismsof calcium oxalate [D].

Figure 1320.-1. - IUustrarion for identification test B of powdered
herbal drugof eucalyptus leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test,olution Shake 0.5 g of the freshly powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12) with 5 mL of toluene R for 2-3 min and
filterover about 2 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate R.
Reference solunOn Dissolve 50 1'1- of cineole R in /()Iuene R
and dilute to 5 mL with the same solvent

Plate TLC silica gelplateR.
MoMe phase ethyl acetate R, toluene R (10:90 VIII).
Apph'carion 10 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisa/dehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 "C for 10-15 min; examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solutionshows in the middle a zone due to cineole.
The chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows a
principal zone similar in positionand colourto the zone due
to cineole in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
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Top of the plate

-- --

I,B-Cineole: 8 violet-brownzone An imense violet-brownzone (l,8-
cineole)

-- --

cr:-Terpineol: a violer-brown zone

Reference solution Test solution

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaks due to a-pinene) p-pinene,
o-phellandrene, jlmonene and l,8-cineole in the
chromatogram obtained with the testsolution are similar in
retention time to thosein the chromatogram obtainedwith
reference solution (a). Sabinene and camphor may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the lest solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.906 to 0.927.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.458 to 1.470.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
0° to + 10°.

Solubility In alcohol (2.11. Ill)
- eucalyptus oil containing 70-79 percent of l,8-eineole is

soluble in 10 volwnes of erhanol (70 perrem VIIQ R;
- eucalyptus oil containing minimum 80 per cent of

l,8-cineole is soluble in 5 volumes of ethanol
(70 per cent VIIQ R.

Aldehydes
To 10 mL in a ground-glass-stoppered tube 25 mm in
diameter and 150 mm long, add 5 mL of toluene Rand 4 mL
of alwholie hydroxylamine solution R. Sbake vigorouslyand
titrate immediately with 0.5 kl potassium hydroxide in alcohol
(60 per rem VIIQ until the red colour changes to yellow.
Continue the titration withshaking; the-end-point is reached
when the pure yellow colourof the indicator is permanent in
the lowerlayer after shaking vigorously for 2 min and
allowing separation to take place.The reaction is complete in
about 15 min. Repeat the titration usinga further 10 mL of
the substance to be examined and, as a reference solutionfor
the end-point, the titrated liquid from the I" determination
to which has been added 0.5 mL of 0.5 M porassium
hydroxide in alcohol (60 per cent VIIQ. Not more than 2.0 mL
of 0.5 M potassium hydroxide in alwhol (60 per cent VIIQ is
required in the 2nd titration.

Chromarographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Testsolution Dissolve 200 ~L of the essential oil to be
examined in heptane R anddilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference sdution (a) Dissolve 10 ~L of «-pinene R. 5 ~L of
p-pinene R, 5 ~L of sabinene R, 5 ur, of «-phellandretre R,
10 ~L oflimonene R, 50 ~L of cineole Rand 5 mg of

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zonesmay be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution, nearthe
solventfront and at the levelof a-terpineol.

Eucalyptus Oil IV-227

**** ** ** ****
Eucalyptus Oil
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0390)

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained bysteamdistillation and rectification
from the fresh leavesor the fresh terminal branchletsof
various speciesof Eucalyptus rich in 1,8-cineole. The species
mainly used are Em:alyprus globulus Labill., Eucalyprus
polybraetea R.T.Baker and Em:alyprus smirhii R.T.Baker.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless or pale yellowliquid.
Odour: reminiscent of 1,8-eineole.

IDENTIFICATION
Fim idenrificarion: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Dissolve 0.1 g of the essential oil to be
examined in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solu,ion Dissolve 20 ~L of «-terpineol Rand 50 ~L

of cineole R in toluene R and dilute to 5 mL with the same
solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m»).

MoMe phase ethyl acetate R, toluene R (10:90 VIV).

Appliauion 10~ [or 2 ~L) as bands of 10 mm [or 6 nun).
Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.
Detection Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.Z)
Maximum 3 per cent of dark and brownleaves, maximum
5 per cent of stems and maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign
matter. Cordate or ovate sessile leaves of young branches,
with numerous glands on both sides, visible as points in
transmitted light, are not present. Carry out the
detennination using 30 g of the herbal drugto be examined.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mUkg, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 10.0 g of the herbal drug, cut immediately before
determination, a 500 mL round-bottomed flask, 200 mL of
wa'erRand 100 mL of glycerol R as the distillation liquid and
0.5 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil at a rate of
2-3 mUmin for 2 h.

solution, it also shows an intense violet zone (hydrocarbons)
near the solvent front and there may also be otherfainter
zones.
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IDENTIFICATION
A. Pieces are flat, curved or channelled, varying in size) about
3-7 mm thick. The outer surface is pale brown or greenish
brown) markedly wrinkled or fissured) sometimes with
intentional scarring in a rhombus shape; some barks show
Jenticels. The inner surface is dark reddish-brown or dark
purplish-brown, smooth to the touch. The texture is fragile,
easily broken, with the edges of the fracture connected by
fine) dense, silvery and elastic rubber. threads.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solutitm R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2412.-1): many ribbon-shaped latex
fragments with a granular surface, twisted or folded back on
themselves [B); numerous sclereids up to 180 pm long and
20-80 urn in diameter, isolated [F] or mostly in groups [e),
with very thick and markedly channelled walls, some sclereids
having masses of latex in their lumen [Cal; fibres with very
narrow lumens, usually in groups associated with
sclereids [DJ; fragments of cork (transverse section [AJ)
consisting of layers of cells with slightly and regularly
thickened walls [Aa] and layers of hard cork with rectangular
cells whose walls are irregularly thickened with fine pits on 3
sides and thin on the upper side [Ab]; fragments of cork
consisting of polygonal cells with slightly thickened walls
(surface view [GJ) and fragments of hard cork consisting of
polygonal cells 15-40 urn in diameter (surface view [EJ);
numerous isolated hard cork cells ([K), surface view [Ka],
transverse section [Kbj); ovoid parenchyma cells m; rare
fragments of phloem parenchyma (transverse section [H])
consisting of medullary rays [Hal, phloem parenchyma [Hb]
and laticiferous vessels [Hc].

Figure 2412.-1. - Illustration for idemifiauion test B of powdered
herbal drug of eucommia bark
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Column

IV-228 Eucommia Bark

camphorR in heptaneR and dilute to 10 mL wil:h the same
solvent.
RefermC8 sdution (b) Dissolve 5 IlL of Iimonene R in
heptane R and dilute to 50.0 mL with me same solvent.
Dilute 0.5 mL of the solution to 5.0 mL with heptane R.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 = about 0.25 mm;
- SlatWnary phase: maerogo/ 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 pm).
Carnergas heliumfor chromatography R.
Flowrat, 1.5 mllmin.
Split ratio 1:50.
Temperature:

Deteaion Flame ionisation.
Injection 1 J.lI..
Elution order Order indicated in the composition of
reference solution (a). Record the retention times of these
substances.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 15 between the peaks due to

limonene and cineole.

Identification.of.components Using.the.retention.times
determined from the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a), locate the components of reference solution (a)
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Determine the percentage content of each of these
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- a-pinene: 0.05 per cent to 10.0 per cent;
- p-pinene: 0.05 per cent to 1.5 per cent;
- sabinene: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- a-phellandrene: 0.05 per cent to 1.5 per cent;
- limonene: 0.05 per cent to 15.0 per cent;
- 1,8..cineoie: minimum 70.0 per cent;
- camphor. maximum 0.1 per cent;
- disregard limi,: the area of the principal peak in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.05 per cent).

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 DC.

------------------I?iE"

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2412)

Eucommia Bark

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, scraped) dried. bark of the stem of
Eucommia ulmoides Olivo

Content
Minimum 0.10 per cent of pinoresinol diglucoside
(C"H.,016; M, 683) (dried drug).
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Eucommia Bark IV-229

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 278 nm.
Inj«tiDn 20~.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram sopplied with
eucommia bark HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peakdue to pinoresinol
diglucoside and peak 2 (onknown).

Retention time Caffeine = about 8 min; pinoresinol
diglucoside =about 10 min; peak2 =about 11 min.
System $uitabl1,iy Reference solution (a):
- resolun"on: minimum 2.0 between the peakdue to

pinoresinol diglucoside and peak 2.
Calculate the percentage content of pinoresinol diglucoside
using the following expression:

13 ---> 25

2S ---> 100

MobUe phase B
(per cent I'IY)

87 ---> 75

75 ---> 0

MobUe phase A
(per cent I'IJI)

areaof the peakdue to pinoresinol diglucoside in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;
areaof the peakdue to caffeine in the chromatogram obreined
with reference solution (b)j
mass of the herbal drug10 beexamined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;
mass of UJlfeine eRS usedto prepare reference solution{b}. in
gramsj
percentage contentof caffeine in caffeine CRS;
correction factor forcaffeine with respect to pinoresinol
diglucoside.

AI xm,x5.6xp_
A2xml x50

Tim.
(min)

0-35

35 - 40

10.0 mL of a mixture of methanol R and waterR
(30:70 VIV). Centrifuge. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 um).

Reference solution (a) Treat 2.00 g of eucammia bark HRS
with 75 mL of methylene chloride R in a continuous extraction
apparatus (Soxhlet type) for I b. Cool. Discard the organic
solutionand replacewith 75 mL of methanol R. Extract for
6 h in the same apparatus. Filter and evaporate the filtrate to
dryness. Take up the residue with 10.0 mL of a mixture of
methanolR and waterR (30:70 VIV). Centrifuge. Filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 JIm).
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 20.0 mg of caffeine CRS in
mobilephase A and dilute to 20.0 mL withmobilephaseA.
Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 25.0 mL with mobile
phaseA"
Column:
- size: 1=0.25 m, 0 =4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octadecylsi!Yf SIlica gelfor

chromatography R.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 1.0 gIL solution of phosphoric acid R;
- mobile phaseB: acetom"trile R;

m,

A,

A,

P
5.6

Top of the plate

A violetzone

-- --

A violetzone

jJ-Sitosterol: a blue zone A violetzone

-- --

Avioletzone

5,7-Dihydroxy-4-methyioownarin: an
orangezone

Several zones
Several zones

Reference solution Test solution

C. To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
10 mL of methylene chloride R and allow ro stand for 2 h.
Filter and evaporate the filtrate to dryness. Take up the
residuewith 1.0 mL of anhydrous ethanol R; an elastic film is
formed.
D. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutum To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methylene chloride R. Sonicate for
10 min. Discard the liquidphase and repeat the extraction
with another 10 mL of methylene chloride R. Discard the
liquidphase again. Dry the residue in air. Add 7 mL of
methanol R. Sonicate in a centrifuge tube at 60°C for
20 min. Centrifuge; use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of 5,7-dihydroxy-4
methylcoumarin Rand 20 mg of p-sitosterol R in 10 mL of
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 um} [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)].

iHobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, ethylaatate R,
toluene R (1:35:65 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 10 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or
8mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below me sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

2022

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Treat 2.00 g of the fresWy powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12) with 75 mL of methylene chloride R in a
continuousextraction apparatus (Soxhlet type) for I h. Cool.
Discard the organic solution and replace with 75 mL of
methanolR. Extract for 6 h in me same apparatus. Filterand
evaporate the filtrate to dryness. Take up the residue with
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IV-230 Evodia Fruit

Evodia Fruit
(ph. Eur. monograph 2718)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, whole unopened fruit of Tetradium nuicarpum (A.
Juss.) T.G.Hartley (syn. ETJOdia rutkarpa (A.Juss.) Hook.f. &
Thomson) collected just beforeripening.

Content
Minimum 0.15 per cent for the sum of evodiamine and
rutecarpine, expressed as evodiamine (CI9H17N)O;

M, 303.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole fruit is pentagonal to spheroidal, flattened at
the apex, about 2-5 mm in diameter. It consistsof 5 follicles
moreor less fused together, with a dark greenish-brown or
brown external surface, rough, withnumerous protuberances
due to the presenceof oil cavities; the flattened upperpartis
more or less regularly stellate whereas the conical lower
surface bears the hairy remnants of the sepals andpeduncle.
The texture is tough. A transverse section of the fruit shows
5 loculi, each containing a tinyyellowish seed.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis brown.
Examine under a microscope usingchloral hydrate solution R.
The powdershows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2718.-1): fragments of epicarp (surface view [A, B))
with cells whose walls are usually rigid and covered in a
finely grained cuticle [Aa, Ba], bearing unicellular [Ac] or
multiceUular [Ab] covering trichomes (with fine internal
separations between the cells) with spiny outerwalls,
occasionallyremaining only as circular scars. [Ae], and
glandular trichomes With amulticellular stalk(2-6 cells) with
slightly thickened walls and a globular, ovoid,multicellular
head [Ad]; anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Bb] and acicular
crystals in dark brownbundles [Bc] are present; isolated
covering trichomes, often fragmented, with a sharp [C, L] or
sometimes rounded [E] tip; numerous isolated glandular
trichomes [H); fragments of the outerpartof the pericarp
(transverse section [F]), consisting of the epicarp [Fa] with
smaU cells, the mesocarp [Fe] and fragments of
schizolysigenous oil glands [Fb];fragments from the inner
partof the mesocarp (surface view [G], transverse
section [1<]) consisting of smallvascular bundles withspiral
vessels [Kc] and parenchyma containing very numerous
cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Ga, Kb], sometimes
associated with the endocarp composed of fine elongated
cells [Gb, Ka]; fragments of parenchyma from the base of
the fruit [D] containing prisms of calcium oxalate [Db) and a
few sclereids [Da]; sclereids, isolated or in smallgroups Ill
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethatwl (96 per <ent) R, sonicate for
10 min, centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference. solution Dissolve 1 mg of ewdiamine R and 1 mg
of nuecarpme R in 1 mL of ethanol (96 per <en!J R.
PIau TLC silica gelpiau R (2-10 llIII).

Mobile phase ethanol (96 per <en!J R, triethylamine R, ethyl
acetate R, cyclohexane R (1:1:5:19 VIVIV/II).

Application 5 J1L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Overa path of 6 ern.

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 om.

2022

Da

D

Fc

~K

~
~_<:: .' _,: :._., :: .-.<\:~ 25"",
.•~o.: l- ~-

Figure 2718.-1. - ltlus..tuion for identification testB of powdered
herbal drugof eeodia fruit

Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint quenching zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

RureCHPme:aquendrung~ne A quenchingzone (rutecarpine)

Evodiamine: a quenchingzone A quenching zone (cvodiamine)

-- --

A quenching zone

Reference solution Test solution
.

DeuaionB Treat with a mixture of 10 v~lumes of su/juri<
acidR and 90 volumes of ethanol (96 perctn!J R, heat at
100 "C for 3 min and examine in daylight.
Results B See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Flow rac. 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 om.

Injection 10 ~L

Retention time Evodiamine =about 8 min;
rutecarpine = about 10 min.

SYftem suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

evodiamine and rutecarpine.

Calculate the percentage content of evodiamine and
rutecarpine, expressed as evodiamine, using the following
expression:

2022

Top of the plate

3 faint brown to violet zones

A faint brownish zone

-- --

Rutecarpine: a very faint brownish A faint brownish zone (rulecaJpine)
ron,

Evodiamine: a brownish zone A brownish zone (evodiamine)

-- --

A brownish zone

A brownish-grey zone

Reference solution Test solution

Thne
(mIn)

0-15

15 - 17

17 - 30

30 - 32

32·45

Mobile phase A
(per cent VIJI)

45

45""""* 10

to
10""""* 45

45

Fennel IV-231

Mobile phase B
(per cent VIJI)

55

55""""* 90

90
90 _ 55

55

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of ethanol (50 perem' VllQ Rand
allow to macerate for 1 h. Sonicate for 30 min, centrifuge for
5 min and transfer the supernatant [0 a 50.0 mL volumetric
ftask, Add 10.0 mL of ethanol (50 per em' VllQ R to the
residue and sonicate for 30 min. Centrifuge for 5 min and
transfer the supernatant to the same volumetric flask. Repeat
this operation once more. Dilute the 3 fractions of
supernatant in the volumetric flask to 50.0 mL with ethanol
(50 perem' VllQ Rand filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0..45 JAm).
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of evodiamine CRS in
anhydrous ethanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent.

Reference sdution (b) Dilute 10.0 mL of reference
solution (a) to 100.0 mL with anhydrous ethanol R.

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of ,",ecarpine R in
50.0 mL of reference solution (a) and dilute to 100.0 mL
with anhydrous ethanol R.

Column:
- size: / = 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octadecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: water for chromatography R;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile Rl;

[AI + lA, x 4)1 xm2 xp
A2xml x20

AI area of the peak due to evodiamine in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A 2 area of the peakdue to evodiamine in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b)j

A J area of the peakdue to rutecarpine in the chromatogram
obtained with Ihe test solution;

1111 mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

1112 mass of twrIiamine CRS used to prepare reference solution (a).
in grams;

p percentage content of evodiamine in ewdiomrne CRS.

_____________~ PhE"

Bitter Fennel
(ph. Bur. monograph 0824)

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dry cremocarps and mericarps of Foeniculum vulgare
Mill. ssp. vulgare var. flUlgare.

Content
- essential oil: minimum 40 mLIkg (anhydruus drug);
- anethole: minimum 60.0 per cent in the essential oil;
- fenchone: minimum 15.0 per cent in the essential oil.

CHARACTERS
Bitter fennel is greenish-brown) brown or green.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fruit of birter fennel is a cremccarp, of almost
cylindrical shape with a rounded base and a narrower summit
crowned with a large stylopod. It is generally 3-12 mm long
and 3-4 mm wide. The mericarps, usually free, are glabrous.
Each bears 5 prominent, slightly carenated ridges. When cut
transversely, 4 vinae on the dorsal surface and 2 on the
commissural surface may be seen with a lens.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.21). The powder is greyish
brown or greyish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 0824.-1): yellow fragments of
wide secretory canals) often made up of yellowish-brown
walled polygonal secretory cells [D, H); reticulate
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IV-232 Fennel

parenchyma of the mesocarp [B); numerous fibre bundles
[G] from the ridges [Ga], often accompanied by narrow
spiral vessels [Gb]; verynumerous endosperm fragments [F]
containing aleurone grains [Fb] and verysmallcluster
crystals of calciumoxalate [Fe]; some fibre bundlesfrom the
carpophore [B]; fragments of the endocarp (surface view [A,
K]) consistingof thin-walled) transversely elongated cells,
2-9 11m wide, havinga parquetry arrangement, sometimes
accompanied by the inner layer of the mesocarp [Aa];
fragments of the epicarp with stomata accompanied by oil
droplets [C]; very numerous oil droplets lll-

6.
60 -i 170

11e
220

210

Temperature
("C)

Time
(min)

0-'
.. - 26

26 - 41

Column

Injectionport

Detector

STORAGE
Protected from moisture.

TESTS
Estragole
Gas chromatography (2.2.28); use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dilute the mixture of essential oil and xylene R
obtained in me determination of essential oil to 5.0 rnL with
xylene R, by rinsing the apparatus.

Reference sol",ion Dissolve 5 mg of es....gole R in 0.5 mL of
xylene R.
Column:
- size: 1= 30-60 m, 0 = 0.3 nun;
- stationary phase: meurogol 10 000 R.

Carrier gas nitrogen for chromawgraphy R.
Flow rare 0.40 mUrnin.
Splitratio 1:200.

Temperature:

2022

Deuaion Flame ionisation.
Injection 1~.

Limir.
- tstragole: maximum 5.0 per cent in the essential oil

obtained in the assay.

J'or~gn matter (1.8.1)
Maxim~T5-per-cent-i;fpeduIides alia niaxunUffi
1.5 per cent of otherforeign matter.

Water (1.1.13)
Maximum 100 ml.J1<g, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (110) (1.9.11).

Total ash (1.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential 011 (1.8.11)
Use 5.0 g of the herbal drug reduced io a powder (1400)
(1.9.11) immediately before the assay, a 500 mLround
bottomedflask, 200 mL of water R as the distillation liquid,
and 0.50 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube, Distil at a
rate of 2-3 mUrnin for 2 h.

Anethole and fenchone
Gas chromatography (1.1.18) as described in the tesr for
estragole with the foUowing modifications.
Referena solution Dissolve 5 mg offenchoneRand 5 mg of
anethole R in 0.5 mL of xylene R.
Elution order The order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution; record the retention times of these
substances.

___________________ PIIE"

G.
o

-,

" ..
'. .'doo

J O~o

Figure 0824.-1. - IUus"ation for identificiUWn "" B of ]J<>W<kred
herbal drugof bitterfennel

C. Thin-layer chromatography (1.1.17).

Test solution Sbake 0.3 g of the freshly powdered herbal
drug (1400) (1.9. 12) with 5.0 mL of methylene chlori<k R for
15 min. Filterand carefully evaporate the filtrate to dryness
on a water-bath at 60 "C. Dissolve the residue in0.5 mL of
toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 ~L of anethole Rand 10 ~L of
fenchone R in 5.0 mL of hexane R.

PIa" TLC silica gel OF254 plate R.
Mobile phase hexane R, toluene R (20:80 VIII).

Application I 0 ~L as bands of 20 nun by 3 mm.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

DeuaionA Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.
Results A The chromatograms show in the central part a
quenching zone due to anethole.
Detection B Treat with sulfuric acidR and heat at 140 °C for
5-10 min until a yellow zone due to fenchone appears in the
lower third of the chromatograms.
Results B Anethole appears as a violetband in the central
part; the chromatogram obtained with the test solution also
shows a reddish-brown zone in its upper third (terpenes).
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Bitter-Fennel Fruit Oil
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1826)

P1>E<I ~ _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from me ripe fruits
of Foeniculum vulgare Miller, ssp. vulgare var. vulgare.

Content
- fenchone: 12.0 per cent [0 25.0 per cent,
- trans-anethole: 55.0 per cent to 75.0 per cent.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or pale yellow liquid.

Characteristic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identification: A.

A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.1 mL of the essential oil to be
examined in 5 mL of toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 ~L offenchone R and 80 ~L of
anethole R in 5 mL of toluene R.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobilephase ethyl autate R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Bitter-Fennel Fruit Oil IV-233

Application 10 ~L as hands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with a freshly prepared 200 gIL solution of
phosphomolybdic acid R in ethanol (96 perceno R and heat at
150°C for 15 min; examine in daylight

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Anethole: a dark blue to dark violet A dark blue to dark violet zone
zone (anethole)

-- --

Fenchone: a blue or bluish-grey A blue or bluish-grey zone (fem:hone)
ron,

-- --

Reference solution Test soludon

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similar in retention time to

-
1 3 6

2

4

-

,

I
5 7

I '. -. I A

, , , , , , , , , , I , , , , , , , , , , , ,
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 min

I. «-phtene
2.limonene

3. fenchone
4. estsagcle

5. cis-anethole
6. "am-anethole

7. anisaldehyde

Figure 1826.-1. - Chromatogram for the test for chromatographic profile of bitter-fennel fruit oil
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IV-234 Bitter-Fennel Herb Oil

those in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 1.0 ~L.

Elutionorder Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record the retention times of these
substances.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due [0

estragole and trans-anethole.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution on the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution and locate cis
anethole using Figure 1826.-1. (Disregard the peak due to
heptane).

Determine the percentage content of each of these
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- (f.-pinene: 1.0 per cent to 10.0 per cent,
- limonene: 0.9 per cent to 5.0 per cent,
- fenchone: 12.0 per cent to 25.0 per cent,
-. estragok: maximum 6.0 per cent,
- cis-anethole: maximum 0.5 per cent,
- trans-anethole: 55.0 per cent to 75.0 per cent,
- anisaldehyde: maximum 2.0 per cent.

**** ** ** ****
Bitter-Fennel Herb Oil
(ph. Bur. monogroph 2380)

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation of the aerial parts
of Fomiculum oolgare Mill. ssp. vulgareJ var. vulgare collected
dosing fruitiog.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, pale or intense yellow liquid.

Anise-like odour.

2022

IDENTIFICATION
Fmt identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chsomatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.1 mL of the oil to be examined in
5 mL of toluene R.

Reference solution Dissolve I 0 ~L offenchone Rand 40 ~L of
anethole R in 5 mL of toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gd plate R (5-40 um) [or TLC SIlica gd
plateR(2-IO~m)).
Mobile phase ethylacetate R, toluene R (5:95 VII').
Application 10 ~ [or 3 ~L) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 8 em [or 6 em).

D,ying In air.

Duection Spray with a freshly prepared 200 f!IL solution of
phosphomolybdic acid R in ethanol (96 percenV R and heat at
150 °C for 15 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the'
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the !est solution.

PhE.. _

The ratio of a-pinene content to limonene content is greater
than 1.0.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.
__________________ Ph&<

Top of the plate

Anethole: a dark blue or dark violet A dark blue or dark violet zone
woo (anethole)

-- --
Fenchone: a blue or blWsh-greyzone A sometimes faint blue or bluish-

grey zone (fenchone)

-- --

Reference solution Teat soludon

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results:
- Spanish type: the characteristic peaks due to a-pinene,

J}-pinene, J}-myrcene, c-phellandrene, Iimonene,
fencbcne, estragole and trons-anethole in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution are

6.
60 -> 170

170

220

270

Temper-ature
rq

Tim.
(min)

0-.
4-26

26 -41

Injection port

Detector

Column

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.961 to 0.975.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.528 to 1.539.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
+ 10.0' to + 24.0'.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the nonnalisation
procedure.

Test solution Dissolve 0.20 mL of the essential oil to be
examined in heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.

Reference solution Dissolve 20 J.1L of a-pinene R, 20 )JL of
limonene R, 50 ~L offenchoneR, 20~ of estragole R, 100 ~L

of anethole Rand 20 ~L of aniJaldehyde R in heptane Rand
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mm,
~ stationary phase: macrogol20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 urn).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
F/ow rate 1 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:200.

Temperature:
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4

Bitter-Fennel Herb Oil IV-235

9

o 5 10

I. a-pinene
2. g-pinene
3. fl-myrcene

5

3

I III . I
15

4. a-pbellandrene
5.limonene
6. fenchone

6

20 25

7. estragole
8. ee-anetbcle
9. mllis-anemole

7

8

30

10. anisaldehyde
II. anise ketone

35

10

,
40 min

Figure 2380.-1. - Chromatogram for the les'for chromatographic profile of Spanish-type
biuer-fennd herb oil

4

1

7

J3 I,I I, I. 6 8 9

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 min

1. a-pinene 4. fenchcne 7. rrans-anelhole

2. a-phellandrene 5. enragcle 8. anisaldehyde

3.limonene 6. cis-anethole 9. anise ketone

Figure 2380.-2. - Chromatogram for 'he res,for chroma'ographic profile of Tasmanian-type
biner-jenne/ herb oil
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IV-236 Sweet Fennel

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution;record the retentiontimes of these
substances.
System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

j3-myrcene and c-phellandrene.

similar in retention time to those in the chromatogram
obtained withreferencesolution (a);

- Tasmanian type: the characteristic peaks due to

a-pinene, n-phellandrene, limcnene, fenchone,
estragole and trans-anethole in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similarin retention
time to those in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
- Spanish rype: 0.877 to 0.921;
- Tasmanian type: 0.940 to 0.973.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
- Spanish type: 1.487 to 1.501;
- Tasmanian type: 1.512 to 1.538.

OptIcal rotation (2.2.7)
- Spanish rype: + 42° to + 68°;
_ Tasmanian type: + 11° to + 35°.

Solubility In alcohol (2.8.1{fJ
- Spanish type: 1 volume is soluble in 2 volumes and more

of ethanol (90 per tent VI,,? R;
- Tasmanian type: 1 volume is soluble in 10 volumes and

more of ethanol (85 per tent VI,,? R.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Testsolution Dissolve 0.20 mL of the oil to he examined in
acerene R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 20 ~L of a-pinene R, I 0 ~L of
p-pinene R, 20 ~L of p-mjreene R, 20 ~L of a-phe1landren, R,
20 II!.of limonene R, 40 ~L offenehane R, 10 ~L of
estl'agokR, 40 IlL of anethole R, 10 ~L of anisaldehyde Rand
10 ~L of anise ketane R in aatone R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5 ~L of anethole R in
25.0 mL of acetone R. Dilute 0.5 mL of this solution to
20.0 mL with acetone R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 OOOR (film thickness

0.25 urn).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flowrate 1 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:
**** ** ** ****(Ph. Bur. monograph 0825)

Sweet Fennel

_____________________ 1M..

2022

DEFINITION
Dry cremocarps and merlcarps of Foeniculum vulgare Mill.
subsp. vulgare var. dulce (Mill.) Batt. & Trab.

Content
- essential oil: minimum 20 mlJkg (anhydrous drug);
- anethole: minimum 80.0 per cent in the essential oil.

CHARACfERS
Sweet fennel is pale green or pale yellowish-brown.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fruitof sweet fennel 1S a cremocarp of almost
cylindrical shape with a rounded base and a narrowed
summit crowned with a large styiopod, It is generally

Using the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution, locate the relevant components for the type of the
essential oil to be examined in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, and locate cis-anethole using
Figures 2380.-1 and 2380.-2.

Determine the percentage content of each of these
components.
For Spanish-type bitter-fennel herb oil, the percentages are
within the followingranges:
- e-pinene: 2.0 ro 8.0 per cent;
- p-pinene: 1.0 to 4.0 per cent;
- p-myrcene: 1.0 to 12.0 per cent;
- a-phellandrene: 1.0 to 25.0 per cent;
- limonene: 8.0 to 30.0 per cent;
- fenchone: 7.0 to 16.0 per cent;
- estragole: 2.0 to 7.0 per cent;
- cis-anethole: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- trans-anethole: 15.0 [Q 40.0 per cent;
- anisaldehyde: maximum 1.0 per cent;
- anise ketone: maximum 0.05 per cent;
- disregard limit: the area of the principal peak in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.025 per cent).

For Tasmanian-type bitter-fennel herb oil, the percentages
are within the following raoges:
- a-pinene: 2.0 to 11.0 per cent;
- a-phe1/andrene: 1.0 to 8.5 per cent;
- limonene: 1.0 to 6.0 per cent;
- fenchone: 10.0 to 25.0 per cent;
- e.stragole: 1.5 to 6.0 per cent;
- cis-anethole: maximum0.5 per cent;
- trans-anethole: 45.0 to 78.0 per cent;
- anis.a14ehY4e: maximurn Lu per cent;
- anise ketone: maximum 0.05 per cent;
- disregard limit: the areaof the principal peak in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.025 per cent).

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.

LABELLING
The label stales that the content is Spanish-type or
Tasmanian-type.

?hE.. --,-- _

70 -0 210

210

25.

210

Temperature
('C)

Time
(min)

0-35

35 - 012

Injection port

Detector

Column
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60

60 --> 170

t70

220
270

Temperature
CC)

Tim,
(min)

0-.
4 - 26

26 - 41

Column

Injection port

Detector

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A The chromatograms show in the central parta
quenchingzone due to anethole.
Detection B Spraywith sul/un·c acid R and heat at 140°C for
5 min; examine in daylight.
Results B The chromatograms show in the central part a
violet band due to anethole; the chromatogram obtainedwith
the test solution also shows a reddish-brown zone in the
upper third (terpenes),

TESTS
Estragole and fenchone
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the nonnalisation
procedure.
Testsolution Dilute the mixture of essential oil and xylene R
obtained in tftIl!Ilfi'ssay:Qf essential oil to 5.0 mL with xylene R,
by rinsing the apparatus.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of estragole Rand 5 mg of
fenchane R in 0.5 mL of xyleneR.

Column:
- size: / ;;;; 30-60 m, 0 :::: 0.3 mm;
- stationaryphase: macrogol 20 000 R.

Carrier gas nitrogen for chromatography R.
Flowrale 0.40 rnUmin.
Splli ratio 1:200.

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection I pL.

Limits:
- estragole: maximum 10.0 per cent in the essential oil;
- fenchone: maximwn 7.5 per cent in the essential oil.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 1.5 per cent of peduncles and maximum
1.5 per cent of otherforeign matter,

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 80 mlJkg, determined on 20.0 g of the powdered
herbal drug (710) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 10.0 g of the herbal drug reduced to a powder (1400)
(2.9.12) immediately before the assay, a 500 mL round
bonomed flask, 200 mL of waterR as the distillation liquid,
and 0.50 mL of xyleneR in the graduated tube. Distil at a
rate of 2-3 rnUmin for 2 h.

Anethole
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as described in the test for
estragole and fenchone with the following modification.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of anethole R in 0.5 mL of
xylene R.

STORAGE
Protected from moisture.

2022

Figure 0825.-1. -IUustrationfar identification test B of powdered
herbal drug of sweet fennel

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Shake 0.3 g of the freshlypowdered herbal
drug (1400) (2.9.12) with 5.0 mL of methylene chloride R for
15 min. Filterand carefully evaporate the filtrate to dryness
on a water-bath at 60 "C. Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of
toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 60 pL of anethole R in 5.0 mL of
hexane R.
Plale TLC silica gel GF254 plateR.
Mobile phase hexane R, toluene R (20:80 VIV).

Applicatian 10 pL as bands of 20 mm by 3 mm.

Development Overa path of 10 cm.
Drying In air.

3-12 mm long and 3-4 mm wide. The rnericarps, usually
free, are glabrous. Each bears 5 prominent,slightlycarenated
ridges. When cut transversely, 4 vittae on the dorsalsurface
and 2 on the commissural surface may be seen with a lens.
H. Microscopic examination (2.8.21). The powderis greyish
brown or greyish-yellow. Examineunder a microscopeusing
chloral hydrale solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 0825.-1.): yellow fragments of
wide secretory canals, often made up ofyellowish-bcown
walled polygonal secretory cells [D, H]: reticulate
parenchyma of the mesocarp [B]; numerous fibre
bundles [G] from the ridges [Ga], often accompanied by
narrow spiral vessels [Gb); very numerous endosperm
fragments (F] containing aleuronegrains [Fb] and verysmall
calcium oxalateclustercrystals [Fa]; some fibre bundlesfrom
me carpophore [E); fragments of the endocarp (surface
view [K, A» consisting of thin-walled, transversely elongated
cells 2-9 urn wide, havinga parquetry arrangement,
sometimes accompanied by the innerlayer of the
mesocarp [Aa]; fragments of the epicarp with stomata
accompanied by oil droplets [el; verynumerous oil
droplets m.
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DEFINmON
Dried) whole or fragmented aerial parts of Tanautum
parthenium (L.) Sch. Bip.

Content
Minimum 0.20 per cent of parthenolide-(C15H2003;
M, 248.3) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Camphoraceous odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leafy) more or less branched stem has a diameter of
up to 5 mm; it is almost quadrangular, channelled
longitudinally and slightly pubescent. The leaves are ovate)
2-5 cm long, sometimes up to 10 em) yellowish-green,
petiolate and alternate. They are pinnate or bipinnate, deeply
divided into 5-9 segments, each with a coarsely crenate
margin and an obtuse apex. Both surfaces are somewhat
pubescent and the midrib is prominent on the lower surface.
When present, the flowering heads are 12-22 mm in
diameter with long pedicels; they are clustered into broad
corymbs consisting of 5-30 Dower-heads. The hemispherical
involucre is 6-8 m.mwide and consists of many overlapping
bracts) which are rather narrow) obtuse and scarious and
have membranous margins. The central flowers are yellow)
hermaphrodite, tube-shaped with 5 teem and have 5 stamens

PhE" _

Reference solution Dissolve 3.0 mg of tn"goneUine
hydrochloride R in 1.0 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gel F254 pia.. R.

MoMe phase waterR, methanol R (30:70 VIV).

Application 20 flL of the test solution and 10 ~L of the
reference solution) as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.
Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows in irs lower half a quenching zone similar in position
and fluorescence to the zone in the chromatogram obtained
wilh the reference solution.

Detection B Spray withpotassium iodobismuthate solution R2.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows an intense orange-red zone similar in position and
colour to me zone in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution. It also shows in its upper half, a broad
light brownish-yellow zone (triglycerides).

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 12.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug by drying in an oven at 105 °C
for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 5.0 per cent.

Swe1llng Index (2.8.4)
Minimum 6, determined on the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12).

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1516)

Feverfew

2022IV-238 Fenugreek

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1323)

Fenugreek

DEFINmON
Dried, ripe seeds of TrigoneUa foenum-graecum L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The seed is hard, flattened, brown or reddish-brown and
more or less rhomboidal with rounded edges. It is 3-5 mm
long, 2-3 mm wide and 1.5-2 rom thick. The widest surfaces
are marked by a groove that divides the seed into 2 unequal
pans. The smaller part contains the radicle; the larger part
contains the cotyledons.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1323.-1): fragments of the testa
(transverse section [B)) with lageniform epidermal cells [Bb]
covered by a thick cuticle [Ba], a hypodermis consisting of
large cells, narrower at the upper end and constricted in the
middle, with bar-like thickenings of the radial walls [Bc] and
parenchyma with f1atrened cells [Ed); fragments of the
epidermis in surface view, yellowish-brown, consisting of
small polygonal cells, either with thick, channelled walls and
a narrow lumen (view from above [G]) or with smooth walls
and a larger lumen (view from below [C); fragments of the
hypodermis in surfaceview, with ceJls havingeither a circular
outline and thickened walls, closely beaded (view from
above [H]), or having a polyhedral outline whose bar-like
thickenings extend from the lower to the upper walls (view
from below [ADi parenchyma of the testa consisting of
loosely arranged cells leaving numerous spaces [Eli fragments
of endosperm with cells that are rounded [F] or elongated
[D] depending on the orientation, associated with
mucilage [Fa] and sometimes with small spiral or annular
vessels IJJ.

Figure 1323.-1. - Illusmuion for idemlficasion testB of powdered
herbal drug of fenugreek

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Place 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) in a 25 mL conical flask and add 5.0 mL of
methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at 65°C for 5 min. Cool
and filter.
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inserted in the corolla; the filaments of the stamens are
separate from each other but the anthers are fused into a
tube through which passes the style, bearing 2 stigmatic
branches. The peripheral flowers are female and have a
white, three-toothed ligule, 2-7 mm long. The fruit is an
achene, 1.2-1.5 mm long, brown when ripe, with 5-10 white
longitudinal ribs. It is glandular and bears a short, crenate,
membranous crown.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1516.-1): numerous isolated, large,
multicellular, uniseriate covering trichomes mconsisting of a
rhomboidal basal cell, 3-5 smaller, thick-walled rectangular
cells, and a very long, flat, slender terminal cell, often curved
at a right angle (Q the axis of the basal cell; isolated glandular
trichomea [C) F] with a short) biseriate, 2- to 4-celled stalk
and a biseriate head of 4-6 cells around which the cuticle
fonns a bladder-like covering; fragments of the epidermis of
the leaves [A] consisting of cells with sinuous anticlinal walls)
with a striated cuticle [Aa), anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Ab),
covering trichomes [Ac) Ot their basal part [Ad) and
glandular trichomes; numerous fragments of the stems
(longitudinal section [H) L]) showing pitted or reticulate
vessels [Ha) accompanied by cells of the pith with pitted
walls [Hb) and groups of fibres [La]. If flowers are present,
the powder also shows: fragments of the outer epidermis of
the bracts of the involucre (surface view [MD) consisting, on
the margin, of thin-walled cells [Ma] and occasional covering
trichomes [Mb], and a central region composed of elongated
sclereids with strongly thickened and channelled walls [Me];
fragments of the inner epidermis of me corolla [K] consisting
of polygonal cells, papillose, with finely striated walls;
fragments of the outer epidermis of the corolla (surface
view [B]) consisting of sinuous cells, covered by a striated
cuticle, bearing numerous glandular trichomes [Ba];
fragments of the ovary [H) with parenchymatous cells
containing small crystals of calcium oxalate [Ea] occurring as
cluster crystals or occasionaUy as prisms [Eb], accompanied
by small spiral vessels [Ec]; spherical pollen grains about
25 pm in diameter) with 3 pores and a spiny exine (0, G].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of methanolR. Heat in a water-bath at
60°C for 15 min. Allow to cool and filter. Evaporate to
dryness under reduced pressure and dissolve the residue in
2 mL of methanolR.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of parthenolide R in
methanolR and dilute to 5 mL with the same solvent.

Plare TLC silica gelplare R.

Mobilephase acetom R, toluene R (15:85 VIV).
Application 20 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of IO em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with a 5 gIL solution of vanillinR in a
mixture of 20 volwnes of anhydrous ethanol Rand
80 volumes of sulfuric acidR; examine in daylight after 5 min.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows in its central pan a blue principal zone that is similar
in position, colour and size to the principal zone in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution) and
somewhat below the principal zone a 2nd blue zone may be
present; I or 2 blue zones are also present in its lower third;
other violet zones may be present.

Feverfew IV-239

B~B.

Hb..
La
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L
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Figure 1516.-1. - llhsstrotion for identification rest B of powdered
herbal drugof feverfew

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent of stem with a diameter greater than
5 mm and maximum 2.0 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1l) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Completely reduce about-50 g of the herbal
drug to be examined to a powder (355) (2.9.12). After
homogenisation, introduce 1.00 g of the powdered herbal
drug into a flask and add 40 mL of methanol R. Heat in a
water-bath at 60°C for 10 min. Allow to cool and filter.
Rinse the filter with 15 mL of methanol R. Take up the
residue with 40 mL of methanolR. Repeat the operation.
Collect the filtrates and rinsings and evaporate to dryness
under reduced pressure. Take up the residue with methanol R
and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 10.0 mL
of this solution £0 50.0 mL with the mobile phase. Filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg of parthenolide CRS in
methanolR and dilute to 10.0 rnL with the same solvent.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with the mobile
phase.

Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: oeradecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn).
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IV-240 Fig

klobl7e phase acetonitrile for chromatography R, waterfor
chromatography R (40:60 VIV).

Flow rate 1 mIJmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 run.

Injection 20~.

Retention time Parthenolide = about U.5 min.

Calculate the percentage content of parthenolide using the
following expression:

Al xm2 xpxOA

A2 x m l

Al area of the peakdue to panheno1ide in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

A 2 area of die peakdue to parthenolide in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;

In, mass of the hemal drug to be examined used to prepare the lest

solution, in grn.msj
'112 mass of partlrOlOlidt CRS used to prepare the referencesolution,

in grams;
p assigned percentage content of parthenolide in parrhmoliJe CRS.

_____________________ PhE"

Fig
.DEFINITION
The sun-dried succulent fruit of Ficus caricaL.

CJUUlACTERISl1CS
Odour, pleasantly fruity; taste, sweet.

MacroswpKal Fruit compound: soft, fleshy, brown or
yellowish brown, sometimes covered with a saccharine
efflorescence; at the summit a small opening surrounded by
scales and at the base a short, stalk-like prolongation; fruit up
to about 5 ern in length and breadth, consisting of a hollow
receptacle bearing on the inner surface numerous drupelets,
each containing a stone about 1.5 to 2.0 mm long; seed
containing endosperm and a curved embryo.

Microscopiazl Receptacle: epidermal cells polyhedral,
stomata raised, trichomes unicellular, thick walled, of varying
length up to about 300 pm; hypodermis composed of
rounded polyhedral cells, some containing small rosette
crystals of calcium oxalate; parenchyma made up of large,
irregular cells, forming the greater part of the receptacle,
containing large rosette crystals of calcium oxalate and
interspersed with numerous latex rubes, about 30 to 50 J.1m
wide, and slender vascular bundles. Pericarp: epicarp
consisting of radially elongated cells with mucilaginous outer
walls; mesocarp of delicate, often disorganised cells; endocarp
of radially elongated sclereids with pitted walls. Endospenn
and embryo: small cells containing aleurone grains and fixed
oil; starch absent.

water-sofubje extractive
Not less than 60.0% when determined by the following
method. To 25 g, minced, add 500 mL of water, boil under
a reflux condenser for 1 hour, cool and filter. To 20 mL of
the filtrate add 20 g of washed and ignited sand, evaporate to
dryness in a tared, flat bottomed shallow dish and dry the
residue to constant weight at 100 0

• Calculate the water
soluble extractive by subtracting the weight of sand from the
weight of the residue obtained.

STORAGE
Figs should be stored in a dry place.

2022

Fleeceflower Root
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2433)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented dried tuberous root of Fa/lopia
multiflora (Thunb.) Haraldson (syn. Polygonum multif/ooum
Thunb.).

Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent of2,3,5,4'-tetrahydroxystilbene-2-0
p-D-g1ueoside (C2oH 220,; M, 406.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole drug consists of an irregular, fusiform,
tuberous, root 6-15 cm long and 4-12 em in diameter; the
fragmented drug consists of slices or irregular pieces.

The external surface of the root is reddish-brown with
irregular wrinkles, resembling transversely elongated lenticels,
and with fine rootlet scars. The texture is dense, compact
and granular. The fracture is pale yellowish-brown or
reddish-brown. The drug is powdery when it is fractured.
In the cortex there are 4-11 bundles giving rise to a cloud
like appearance. The central xylem is large, sometimes
distinguishable as a eentrallignified part.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters: cluster crystals of calcium oxalate 10-80 prn,
sometimes up to 160 pm, in diameter, with obtuse angles;
rare, relatively large, isolated tetragonal prism crystals;
fragments of parenchyma consisting of thin-walled, sub
rounded or rectangular cells, sometimes comaining brown,
yellowish-brown-or reddish-brown inclusions, rare fragments
of cork consisting of severa1layers of regular cells filled with
brown contents; fragments of pitted vessels 15-180 pm in
diameter; few groups of xylem fibres; scattered brown
masses, varying in.shape, size and colour. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R.
The powder shows simple or 2-9 compound starch granules,
the simple granules are sub-rounded, 4-50 J.1m in.diameter,
with a V-shaped, stellate or Y-shaped hilum, the large
granules show clearly visible layers.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tes' solution To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanolR. Heat in a water-bath at
60°C for 15 min and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve I mg of emodin Rand 1 mg of
resveratrol R in 2 mL of methanolR.

Plate TLC silica gelF254 plate R (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
F254 plate R (2-10 JUll»).

Mobile phase glacial acetic acid R, anhydrous ethanol R,
toluene R (1:4:16 I'fVfII).
Application 20 ~ [or 5 ~L) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of the plate

A yellowfluorescent zone

Emodin: a yellow fluorescent zone A yellow fluorescent zone (emodin)

-- --

Resveratrol: a light blue fluorescent
ron,

-- --

A light blue fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test soludon

Forsythia Fruit IV-241

Retention time 2,3,5,4'-tetrahydroxystilbene-2-0-p-n
glucoside = about J2 min; peak 2 = about 13 min;
resveratrol =about 17 min.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peak due to 2,3.5,4'-

letrahydroxySlilbene-2-D-jl-o-g1ucoside and peak 2.

Calculate the percentage content of 2,3,5,4'
letrahydroxystilbene-2-D-p-o-glucoside using the following
expression:

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 320 nm.

Injection 10 IlL.
Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
fteeceflower root HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) to identify the peak due to 2,3,5,4'
letrahydruxystilbene-2-D-p-o-g1ucoside and peak 2
(unknown).

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
lOS "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Weigh 0.250 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a 100 mL glass vial with a screw cap.
Add 50.0 mL of a 50 per cent VIV solution of me/hanoi R,
close and extract for 1 h using ultrasound. Filter the solution
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Ref...."" solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg ofresveratrol CRS in
methanolR and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL ofthe solution 10 10.0 mL with merhanol-R.
Reference solution (b) Weigh 0.250 g offlmeflower root HRS
in a 100 mL glass vial with a screw cap. Add 50.0 mL of a
50 per cent VIV solution of methanolR, close and extract for
1 h using ultrasound. Filter the solution through a membrane
filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 =4.6 nun;
- stationary phase: octadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatagraphy R

(5 ~m);

- temperature: 30 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 0.1 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous

jonnic add R;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

(ph. Bur. monograph 2720)

area of the peak due to 2J')J5J4'-tetrahydroxystilbene~2-o-p-D

glucoside in me chromatogram obtained wnh the lest solution;
area of me peak due to resveratrolin the chromatogram
obtained with referencesolution (a);
mass of Lhe herbal drug to be examined used to prepare me test
solution. in grams;
mass of MWTQ/rol CRS used to prepare referencesolution (a),
in grams;
percentage content of reseeratro! in rawrarrolCRS.
correction factor for resveratrol with respect to 2,3,5,4'·
tetrahydroxystilbene-2-0-lJ-o-gIuooside.

m,

A,

A,

P
0.5

DEFINITION
Dried ripeor steamedand dried unripe fruit of Forsythkl
suspensa (Thunb.) Vah!.

Content
Minimum 0.15 per cent of forsythoside A (C"H,.015;
M, 625) (dried drug)..

IDENTIFICATION
A. Loculicidal woody capsule which opens apically into 2
brittle, boat-shaped valves; the capsule is slightly compressed.
ovoid to elongated-ellipsoid. Valves are J.2-2.5 cm long and
0.5-1.2 cm in diameter. The valve apex is acute and the
rounded base bears the peduncle scar or the peduncle. which
may be as long as the fruit. The outer surface of each valve
bears numerous verrucose, pale brown lenticels, irregular
longitudinal wrinkles and a deep median, longitudinal furrow.
The inner surface of the valve is mostly pale yellowish-brown,
smooth, slightly lustrous and is divided in 2 by a longitudinal
septum. Each capsule contains numerous seeds (around
J 1-20 in smaller fruits, up to 30 in Jarger fruits) which are
elongated, 0.5-0.9 cm long) flattened, slightly curved and
noticeably winged on one side along their entire length.

The unripe capsule is closed, yellowish-, brownish- or
blackish-green or dark brown. Seeds are greenish-yellow or
pale brownish-yellow.

The ripe light brown or orange-brown fruit capsule may be
present as 2, free, fully dehisced valves or partially open, the
valves connected at the base and the apices recurved. Seeds
are rare, light- or dark brown. The inner surface of the valve
may bear the remains of the apical placenta, with or without
seeds.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is typically
greenish-brown (unripe fruits) or orange-brown (ripe fruits).
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.

PhE" _

Forsythia Fruit

___________________ PhE"
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30 80
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Mobile phase B
(per cent V/J1
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70 -J 20
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Mobile phase A
(per cent V/J1

Time
(min)

o ~ 15

15 - 16

16·21
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The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2720.-1): fragments of the pericarp (surface view [Aj,
transverse section [F]) showing a layer of more or less
polygonal epicarp cells (surface view [Ab]) with s~ghtly

thickened walls [Ab, Fb] covered by a thick, fissured cuticle
[AB, Fa], the cuticle is 9-26 urn thick; fragments of the outer
layers of the mesocarp consisting of cells with irregularly
thickened walls, some with small rounded outgrowths
(surface view m, transverse section [Fe])j sclerenchymatous
fibres in numerous bundles [D], isolated [G] or in groups
[C] as well as sclereids of various shapes and sizes, isolated
[H] or in groups [B], from the inner layers of the mesocarp,
sclerenchymatous fibres sometimes in a parquetry
arrangement. Xylem vessels are narrow, 6-15 JIm in
diameter. If seeds are present, the powder also shows
fragments of the outer testa (surface view [K]), consisting of
large cells, often containing oil droplets; fragments of me
testa (transverse section [L]), consisting of the outer testa
with large cells [La] and several layers of more or less
flattened cells of the inner testa [Lb], some of which contain
small prisms of calcium oxalate [Lc]; small fragments of rite
endosperm [E]; isolated oil droplets are also present [Ld].

~

K
, H

0 L

P \ V\O
\o 0)

Ld

0 ,

\.~ ~b Lc

Figure 2720.-1. - Illustration for idenulication res, B ofpowdered
herbal drngof fonythia /mi'

c. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (1.8.15).

Tertsolurion To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(1.9.IZ) add 10.0 mL ofmahanol R. Sonicate for 10 min,
centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of u"oIieacidRand
50.0 mg of fonythoside A R in methanol R and dilute (0

5.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference sdution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

2022

Reference sdution (e) Dissolve 30 mg of arbutin Rand
50 mg of fonyrhoside A R in methanol R and dilute to 5 mL
with the same solvent.

Intensity marker Ursolic acid.

Plate TLC silica gelPm pkue R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase anhydrouslonnie acidR, waterR, toluene R,
acetone R, ethyl aceta'e R (6:6:40:50:60 VIVIVIVIV).

Application 2 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Deoelopmem 70 mm from the lower edge of the plare.

Drying In a current of cold air for 5 min.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R2 and heat at
100°C for 3 min; examine in daylight.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the lower third 2 distinct

zones; the upper zone (arbutin) and the lower zone
(forsythoside A) show a brownish colour.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, other faint zones may be present.

Top of the pJate

2 violet zones, faint to intense

Ursolic acid: a reddish-violet zone A reddish--v:iolec zone. faint to
equivalent

-- --

A greyish-reddish-violet zone, faint

-- --

A reddish-brown ZORe. faint to
equivalent

Forsythoside A: a brownish zone A brownish or brownish-yellow zone,
faint to equivalem:

A brownish-yellow zone, faint to
equivalent

Reference solution (a) - Test soJution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.1.31)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the j

powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.1.19).

Tes' rolulion Place 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a 250 mL round-bottomed flask, add
100.0 mL of methanol R and weigh. Heat under a reflux:
condenser at 70°C for 30 min) cool and weigh again.
Compensate for the loss of solvent with methanol R. Filter
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Ca

~H

C
A

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented bark of the stems and branches
of Rhamnus frangula L. (Frangula alnusMiller).

Content
Minimum 7.0 per cent of glucofrangulins, expressed as
glucofrangulin A (C21H,0014; M, 578.5) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The bark occurs in curved, almost flat or rolled fragments
or in single or double quilled pieces usually 0.5-2 mm thick
and variable in length and width. The greyish-brown or dark
brown outer surface is wrinkled longitudinally and covered
with numerous greyish, transversely elongated Ienricels; when
the outer layers are removed, a dark red layer is exposed.
The orange-brown or reddish-brown inner surface is smooth
and bears fine longitudinal striations; it becomes red when
treated with alkali. The fracture is short, fibrous in the inner
part.

E. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish or reddish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydratesolution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 0025.-1): numerous
phloem fibres (tangential section [D], longitudinal
section [1<]), partially lignified,in groups [Da, Ka] with
crystal sheaths containing calcium oxalate prisms [Db) Kb],
sometimes including medullary rays [De]; reddish-brown
fragments of cork [H); fragments of phloem parenchyma, in
longitudinal section [G] containing calcium oxalate cluster
crystals [A, E] or in tangential section [C] including
medullary rays [Cal and cells containing calcium oxalate
cluster crystals [Cb]; a few fragments of collenchyma [F];
isolated calcium oxalate cluster crystals [B] and prisms Ill.

Frangula Bark IV-243

PIlE" _

Figure 0025.-1. <Iliuurauon for identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drugoffrangula bark

C. Examine the chromatogram obtained in test A for other
species of Rhamnus; anthrones in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

17 ---> 22.5

22.5 ---> 90

90

MobUe phose B
(per cent I'm

83 ---> 77.5

77.5 --> 10

10

MobUe phose A
(per cent VIP)

area of the peak due to forsythoside A in me chromatogram
obtained with the lest so!ulion;
area of the peak due to forsythoside A in the chromatogram
obrained with reference solulion (a);
mass of the herbal drug 10 be examined used 10 prepare the test
solution. in grams;
mass of fonyr/lositkA CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;
percentage content of fors)'thoside A infimytlwsiJll A CRS.

Tim.
(min)

0-20

20-25

25-28

m,

A,

Ill,

A,

Flow rale 0.6 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 325 run.

Injection 10 ~L.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peak due ro
forsyrhoslde Ai use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) to identify the peak due to rutoside.

Retention time Forsythoside A =about 16 min;
rutoside = about 17 min.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

forsythoside A and rutoside.

Calculate the percentage content of forsythoside A using the
following expression:

1.5 mL of the solution through a membrane filter (nominal
pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solutwn (a) Dissolve 6.0 mg offorsylhoside A CRS
in methanolR and dilute to 200.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 1.5 mg of rutoside trihydrale R
in 50 mL of reference solution (a).

Column:
- size: I ::::: 0.25 m, Q) ::::: 4.0 1IlD1;
- stationaryphase: end-capped oCUldecyisilyl silica gelfor

chromatography RI (5 urn):
- temperature: 20 "C.

Mobilephase:
- mobile phaseA: anhydrous formic acid R, water for

chromaUJgraphy R (0.1:99.9 VIV);
- mobilephaseB: anhydrous lonnieacidR, aatonim7e R

(0.1:99.9 VW);
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Frangula Bark
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0025)

Preparation
Standardised Frangula Bark Dsy Extract
When Powdered Frangula Bark is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below) with the
exception of Identification test A and the test for Foreign
matter, shall be dispensed or supplied.
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IV-244 Frangula Preparations

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows 2 orange-brown zones (glucofrangulins) in the lower
third and 2-4 redzones (frangulins, not always clearly
separated, and above them frangula-emodin) in the upper
third.

D. To about 50 mg of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(1.9.11) add 25 mL of dilu'"hydrochloric acidR and heat the
mixture on a water-bath for 15 min. Allow to cool, shake
with20 mL of ether R and discard the aqueouslayer. Shake
me etherlayerwith 10 mL of dilute ammonia Rl.
The aqueous layer becomes reddish-violet.

TESTS
Other species of Rhamnus; anthrones
Thin-layer chromatography (1.1.17).

Test solulion To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (I80)
(1.9.11) add 5 mL of e!hanol (70 per cenl VIVj R and heat to
boiling, Cool and centrifuge. Decant the supernatant
immediately and use within 30 min.
Re/erena solution Dissolve 20 mg of barbaloin R in ethanol
(70 percent VIVj R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.

Pious TLC silica gel pia", R (2 plates).

""Iobue phase waler R, methanol R, ethyl acilate R
(13:17:100 VIVIV).

A. Applic41ion: 10 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air for 5 min.
Detection Spray with a 50 gIL solution of porassium
hydroxide R in e!hanol (50 pereenl VIVj R, and heat at
100-105 °C for 15 min; examine in ultraviolet light at
365 om.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solutionshows a brownish-yellow zone due to barbaloin in
the central part; the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solutionshows no zones of intense yellowfluorescence and
no zone of orange or reddish fluorescence similar in position
to the zone due to barbaloin in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution.
B. Applicarion: I0 ~L of the test solution as a band.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In airfor maximum 5 min.
Detection Spray immediately with a 5 gIL solutionof
nitrotelrazolium blue R in methanol R; examineimmediately.
Results No violet or greyish-blue zones appear.

Foreign matter (1.8.1)
Maximum 1 per cent.

Loss on drying (1.1.3Z)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (1.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (1.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Cany out the assayprouaed from b,;ght lighc
In a tared, round-bottomed flask with a ground-glass neck,
weigh 0.250 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (1.9.1Z).
Add 25.0 mL of a 70 per cent VIV solution of methanol R;
mix and weigh. Heat in a water-bath under a reflux
condenser for 15 min. Allow to cool, weigh and adjust to the
original mass witha 70 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.
Filterand transfer 5.0 mL of the filtrate to a separating
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funnel. Add 50 mL of waterRand 0.1 mL of hydrochloric
acid R. Shakewith 5 quantities, each of 20 ml., of light
petroleum R. Allow the layers to separate and transfer the
aqueouslayer (0 a 100 mL volumetric flask. Combinethe
light petroleum layers and wash with 2 quantities, each of
15 mL, of water R. Use this water for washing the separating
funnel and add it to the aqueous solutionin the volumetric
flask. Add 5 mL of a 50 gIL solution of sodium carbona'" R
and dilute to 100.0 mL with warer R. Discard the light
petroleum layer. Transfer 40.0 mL of the aqueous solution to

a 200 mL round-bottomed flask with a ground-glass neck.
Add 20 mL of a 200 gIL solution of ferric chloride R and heat
under a reflux condenser for 20 min in a water-bath with me
water level above that of the liquid in the flask. Add 2 mL of
hydroch/oriJ; acid R and continue heating for 20 min, shaking
frequently) until the precipitate is dissolved. Allow to cool,
transfer the mixture to a separating funnel and shakewith
3 quantities) each of 25 ml., of ether R) previously used [0

rinse the flask. Combine the ether extracts and wash with
2 quantities, each of 15 ml., of water R. Transfer the ether
layerto a volumetric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with
etherR. Evaporate 20.0 mL carefully to dryness and dissolve
the residue in 10.0 mL of a 5 gILsolutionof magnesium
aalate R in methanol R. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at
515 run usingmethanol R as the compensation liquid.
Calculate the percentage contentof glucofrangulins,
expressed as glucofrangulin A) using the following expression:

A x 3.06

m

i.e. taking the specificabsorbance of glucofrangulin A to be
204.

A absorbance at 515 nm;
m mass of lhe substance to be examined, in grams.

___________________ PhE"

Standardised Frangula Bark Dry
Extract
(ph. Eur. monograph 1114)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Standardised dry extract obtained from Frangula bark (0015).

Content
15.0 per cent to 30.0 per cent of glucofrangulins, expressed
as glucofrangulin A (C27H,00I4; M, 578.5) (dried extract).
The measured content does not deviate from thatstated on
the label by more than ± 10 per cent.

PRODUCTION
The extract is producedfrom the herbal drugby a suitable
procedure using ethanol (50-90 per cent VIV).

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown, fine powder.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Thin-layer chromatography (1.1.17).

Testsolution To 0.05 g of the extract to be examined add
5 mL of ethand (70 percent VIVj R and heat to boiling. Cool
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and cenlrifuge. Decant the supernatant immediately and use
within 30 min.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of barbaloin R in ethanol
(70 per cem VII-? R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplateR.

iHobile phase water R, methanol R, elhyl aaUlle R
(13:17:100 VIVIV).

Application 10 IlL as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In ale for 5 min.
Detection Treat with a 50 gIL solution of potassium
hydroxide R in ethanol (50 percent VII-? R and heat at
JOO-I05 °C for 15 min; examineimmediately afterheating.
Results The chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solution shows in the middle third a reddish-brown zone due
to barbaloin. The chromatogram obtained with the test
solution shows 2 orange-brown zones (glucofrangulins) in the
lower third and 2-4 red zones (frangulins, not always clearly
separated, and above them frangula-emodin) in the upper
third.

B. To about 25 mg add 25 mL of dilute hydrochloric acidR
and heat the mixture on a water-bath for J5 min. Allow (0

cool, shake with 20 mL of etherR and discard the aqueous
layer. Shake the ether layer with 10 mL of dilute ammonia Rl.
The aqueouslayerbecomes reddish-violet.

TESTS
Loss on drying (1.8./7)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Cany out the assaypror.ected from bright light.

Into a taredround-bottomed flask witha ground-glass neck,
weigh 0.100 g. Add 25.0 mL of a 70 per cent VIV solution
of methanol R, mix and weigh again. Heat the flask in a
water-bath undera reflux condenser at 70°C for IS min.
Allow to cool, weigh and adjust to the original mass witha
70 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Filterand transfer
5.0 mL of the filtrate to a separating funnel. Add 50 mL of
waterRand 0.1 mL of hydrochloric acidR. Shake with
5 quantities, each of 20 mL, oflight petroleum Rl. Allow the
layers to separate and transfer the aqueous layerto a 100 mL
volumetric flask. Combinethe lightpetroleum layers and
wash with 2 quantities, each of IS mL, of water R. Use this
water for washing the separating funnel and add it to the
aqueous solutionin the volumetric flask. Add 5 mL of a
50 gIL solution of sodium carbonate R and dilute to 100.0 mL
with water R. Discard the lightpetroleum layer. Transfer
40.0 mL of the aqueoussolution to a 200 mL round
bottomed flask with a ground-glass neck. Add 20 mL of a
200 gIL solution of ferric chloride R and beat under a reflux
condenser for 20 min in a water-bath with the water level
above that of the liquid in the flask. Add 2 mL of hydrochwm
acidR and continueheatingfor 20 min, shaking frequently,
until the precipitate is dissolved. Allow to cool, transfer the
mixture to a separating funnel and shake with 3 quantities,
each of 25 ml., of ether R, previously used to rinse the flask.
Combine the ether extracts and wash with 2 quantities, each
of 15 ml., of waler R. Transfer the ether layer to a volumetric
flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with ether R. Evaporate
20.0 mL carefully to dryness and dissolve the residue in
10.0 mL of a 5 gIL solution of magnesium acetate R in
methanol R. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at 515 om
using methanol R as the compensation liquid.

Frankincense IV-245

Calculate the percenrage content of glucofrangulins,
expressed as glucofrangulin A, using the following expression:

A x3.06

m

i.e. taking the specificabsorbance of glucofrangulin A to be
204, calculated on the basis of the specificabsorbance of
barbaloin.

A absorbance at 515 nm,
III mass of the extractto be examined. in grams.

LABELLING
The labelstates the content of glucofrangulins.
_____________________ PIlE"

Indian Frankincense
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1310)
PIlE" _~ _

DEFINITION
Air-dried gum-resin exudate, obtained by incision in the stem
or branches of BosweUia serrala Roxb. ex Colebr,

Content
- ll-keto-P-boswellic acid (C,oH..O.; M, 470.7): minimum

1.0 per cent (dried drug);
- acetyl-ll-ket<>-P-boswe/Iic acid (C"H.,sO,; M, 512.7):

minimum 1.0 per cent (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Indianfrankincense consistsof translucent, roundishor
irregularly shaped, variable size pieces of up to 3 em. They
are yellowish or reddish-brown. Their surface is covered with
grey dust. The fracture is dull or slightly glossy.

B. Thin-layer chromatography (1.1.17).
Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(1.9.12) add 90 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Shake the mixture vigorously 3 or 4 times duringthis
procedure. Dilute to 100 mL with methanol R. Centrifuge
and use the clearsupernatant solution.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of l1-keto-P-boswellic acidR
and 2 mg of acetyl-ll-keto-p-boswellic acidR in 20 mL of
methanol R. -

Plate TLC SIlica gelFm plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
F", plate R (2-10 pm)].

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnic acidR, heptane R, ethyl
acetate R, tduene R (3:10:20:80 VIVIVIV).
Application IO pL [or 3 pL] as bands.

Development Over a path of 8 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 nm.
Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.The zones due to l l-kero-Bcboswellic acid and
acetyl-Ll-keto-Bsboswellic acid in the test solution are of
approximately equivalent intensity. Furthermore, other weak
quenching zones may be present in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.
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Calculate the percentage content of acetyl-If-keto-B.
boswellic acid using the following expression:

IV-246 Fraxinus Chinensis Bark

Top of the plate

-- --

-- --

Acetyl-Il-keto-!l-boswellic acid: a A quenching zone (acetyl-Il·keto-!l-
quenching zone bosweUic acid)

II-Keto-l3-boswellic acid: a A quenching zone (ll-keto-p.
quenching zone bosweUic acid)

Reference solution Test solution

A,

m

m,

p,

2022

area of the peak due to Il-keta-fl-boswellic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution;
mass of the substance to be examined, in grams;
mass of JJ-kew-p-boswtllie (ldd R in the reference solution, in
grams;
percentage content of II-keto-fl-bosweUic add in JJ-Jrew-p.
boswtllic acid R.

Alxm2x5xP2
A 4 xm

_____________________ PIlE..

Fraxinus Chinensis Bark
Fraxinus Rhynchophylla Bark

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2452)
PIlE.. _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried branch or trunk bark of Fraxinus
chinensis subsp. rhynchophylla (Hance) A.B.Murray (syn.
Fraxinw rhynchophy/la Hance), collected in spring or autumn.

Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent for the sum of esculetin (C9H60-b
M, 178.1) and esculin (C"H160 9; M, 340.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The branch bark occurs as flexible, curved or channelled,
rolled or folded pieces up to 60 em long and 3 mm thick; the
outer surface is whitish-grey to dark brownish-grey,
sometimes in patches, and is smooth or slightly rough, dotted
with whitish-grey, rounded Jenricels; the inner surface is
smooth, soft to the [Ouch, yellowish-white or brown.
The fracture is fibrous.

The trunk bark occurs as compact, rigid, slat-shaped pieces,
up to 6 nun thick; the outer surface is brownish-grey, with
fine longitudinal furrows and many reddish-brown lenticela,
rounded or slightly split transversally; the inner surface is
smooth, orange-brown. The fracture is fibrous.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish. Examine under a microscope using dOOra/ hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2452.-1): large sclereids up to 300 um in
diameter, single mor in groups [E], with a very narrow
lumen and channelled walls with concentric striations;
fragments of brownish cork consisting of polygonal cells with
slightly thickened and pitted walls (surface view [AJ) and of
superimposed layers of cells with slightly thickened and
channelled walls (transverse section [DDt sometimes
associated with one or more layers of collenchyma [Da]; long
fibres, usually fragmented) with very thick walls and a greatly
reduced lumen, slightly channelled, isolated [B) G] or in
groups [C, F, H], sometimes accompanied by sclereids [Cal
Ha] or medullary rays with rectangular cells containing tiny

area of the peak due 10 acetyl-ll-keto-p-bosweUic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;
area of the peak. due to acetyl-Il-k.elo-~bosweUic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution;
mass of the substance to be examined, in grams,
mass of acayl-l J-kdo-fj-bosweIlk acid R in the reference sotution,
in gramsi
percentage content of acetyl-ll-!r.eto-P-bosMUic acid in acnyl
ll-kew-fJ-IJonDdh·c add R.

A,

m
m,

A,

p,

Tbne MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent YA? (per cent Vm

o ~ 12.5 16 ..... 6 84 --. 94

125 ~ 13.5 6~O 94 --. 100

135 - 28 0 100

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 8.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1l) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 3 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 90 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Shake the mixture vigorously 3 or 4 times during this
procedure. Dilute to 100.0 mL with methanol R. Centrifuge
for 5 min. Dilute 1.0 mL of the clear solution to 10.0 mL
with a mixture of 16 volumes of mobile phase A and
84 volwnes of mobile phase B.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of ll-keto-P-boswellic
acidRand 1.0 mg of aatyl-ll-keto-P-boswellic acid R in
20.0 mL of methanol R. Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to
10.0 mL with a mixture of 16 volumes of mobile phase A
and 84 volumes ofmobile phase B.

Column:
- size: I;;;; 0.25 m, 0 :::: 4.6 nun;
- stationary phase: oCladecylsi/y1 silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 11m).

Mobile phase:
- moMephaseA: phosphoric acidR, water R (0.1 :99.9 VIII);
- mobile phaseB: phosphoric acid R, aaton/trite R

(0.1:99.9 VIJI);

Flow rale 1.0 mJJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 250 nrn.
InjlXtion 20 ~L.

Retention lime Lt-keto-B-boswellic acid =about 8 min;
acetyt-Ll-kero-Bcboswedlc acid =about 12 min.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 6.0 between the peaks due to

Ll-kero-Bcboswellic acid and aceryl-Ll-keto-jl-boswellic
acid.

Calculate the percentage content of ll-keto-p-bosweUic acid
using the following expression:

. AI xml x5xPI
A2 x m

AI area of tile peak due to ll-keto-fl-bosweUic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution,
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acicular crystals of calcium oxalate [Fa]; groups of
parenchymatous cells [K], some containing tiny crystals of
calcium oxalate [Ka].

Figure 2452.-1. - Illustration for identification B of powdered
herbal drugof fraxinuschinensis bark

C. To 0.1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
10 mL of water R previously heated to 60 ae. Allow to stand
for 2 min and filter. Examined in ultraviolet light at 365 run,
the solutionshows an intense blue fluorescence that fades
considerably after the addition of 2 mL of hydrochloric acidR.
D. Thin-layer chromarography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.25 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at .
60°C for 1 min. Centrifuge anduse the supernatant; filter, If
necessary.
Reference solutiou Dissolve I mg of esculetin R and I mg of
esculin R in 2 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelPm plate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC sili<a gel
Pm plate R (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase anhydrous formic add R, water R, ethylacetate R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).

Applicatiou 10~ as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a solution containing 10 gIL of
diphenylboric acidaminoetkyl ester Rand 50 gIL of macrogol
400 R in methanol R; examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution.Furthermore, otherfluorescent zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Fraxinus Chinensis Bark IV-247

Top oCthe plate

~etin:a~ernm-~Uow A greenish-yellow fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (esculetin)

-- --

A greenfluorescent zone may be
present

A blue fluorescent zone maybe
present

-- --
Esculin: an intenseblue fluorescent An intense blue fluorescent zone
zone (esrolin)

A whitish-blue fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 percent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 percent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 50.0 mL of methanol R and weigh. Heat on a
water-bath under a reflux condenser for 1 h. Cool and weigh
again. Compensate for the loss of solventwith methanol R
and mix. Filterthrough a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 um).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of esculin CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of esculetin CRS in
10 mL of acetonitrile R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
mobile phase.
Reference solution (c) Mix 3.0 mL of reference solution (b)
and 5.0 mL of reference solution (a) and diluteto 10.0 mL
with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 :::: 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octadecylS;fyl ,,1ica gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm).

Mobile phase ateUJnitrile R, 0.1 per cent VIVsolutionof
phosphoric acidR (12:88 VII').

Flow rate 0.75 mUmin.
Detection Speqrophotometer at 334 nm.

Injection 10 JlI.'.
Runlime 1.5 times theretention time of esculetin.
Retention time Esculin c about45 min; esculetin = about
8.5 min.
Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peakdue to esculin and
the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (b) to
identify the peakdue to esculetin.
System suitability Reference solution (c): .
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaksdue to esculm

and esculetin.
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the fruit with polygonal cells with a thick, warty cuticle, from
the epicarp [H], and sinuous sclereids with thick and
channelled walls, from the endocarp [C].

Figure 1869.'1. ~ RluslratWnfor idemlfiauiontes! B of powdered
herbal drngof fumltory

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
{2.9.12) add 15 mL of dilu" sulfuric acid R1 and stir for
15 min. Filter. Dilute the filtrate to 20 mL with dilu" sulfuric
add R1. Add I mL of concemrated ammonia Rand 10 mL of
ethylacetate R. Stir and centrifuge. Collect the upper organic
layer. Repeat the extraction in the same manner. Collect the
organic layers and dry over anhydrous sodium sulfate R.
Evaporate to dryness under reduced pressure. Take up the
residue with 0.5 mL of methanol R.
Reference solutWn Dissolve 5 mg of protopine hydrochk>ride R
and 5 mg of quinine R in 10 mL of methanol R.
PIa" TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase concentrated ammonia RJ ethanol (96 per cent) R,
autone R, toluene R (2:6:40:52 VIVIVIV).

Application 30 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other blue fluorescent zones are
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

2022

area of the pe1Ikdue to esculin in the chromatogram
obtained whh the test solution;
area of me peak due to esculin in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (e)j
area of the peak due to esculetin in the chromatogram
obtained with lhe test solmion;
area of the peak due to esculetin in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (e)j
mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the
test solution, in grams;
mass of tsalhn CRS used [0 prepare reference solution (a),
in grams;
mass of esculetin CRS used to prepare reference solution (b),
in grams.
percentage content of esculin in esnJin CRSj
percentage content of esculetin in eJCUkn"" CRS.

A,

A,

A,

no,

"'I

p,

h

IV-248 Fumitory

_____________________ PhE"

Fumitory

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried aerial parts of Fumaria
officina/is L. harvested in full bloom.

Content
Minimum 0.40 per cent-of roralalkaloidsj expressed as
protopine (C2oRI.NO,; M, 353.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The hollow, angular stem is light green or greenish
brown. The leaves are alternate, bipinnatisect with 2 or 3 leaf
segments, the ultimate lobes lanceolate or obovate; they are
greenish-blue and glabrous on both surfaces. The flowers are
small and occur in loose racemes; each has a short pedicel
and is subtended by a leafy bract; they are pink or purplish
red, dark purple or brown at the apex; the calyx is short,
composed of 2 petalloid sepals and the corolla is tubular with
4 petals, the upper petal slightly spurred; there are 6 stamens
united by their filaments into 2 groups of 3. The greenish
brown, indehiscent fruits are globular or keel-shaped,
truncated or slightly emarginate at the apex, and each
contains a small brown seed.

E. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is green.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 1869.-1): fragments of the leaf lamina (surface view
[0]) with the upper epidermis composed of irregularly
polygonal cells [Da], some of which contain microcrystals of
calcium oxalate [Db], and underlying palisade parenchyma
[Dc];. marginal cells at the apex of the lamina elongated to
form blunt papillae [Dd], and with the lower epidermis [A)
composed of cells having wavier walls [Aa] and underlying
spongy parenchyma [Ac]; anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Ab,
De] on both surfaces; groups [G] of lignified fibres [Ga) and
spiral [Gb), reticulate or bordered-pitted [BI vessels from the
stem; fragments of the epidermis of the petals [F] composed
of polygonal cells with sinuous or wavy anticlinal walls and
no papillae; spherical pollen grains [E], about 30 urn in
diameter, with a pitted exine and 6 large pores; fragments of

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1869)

Calculate the percentage content of the sum of esculetin and
esculin using the following expression: .
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**** ** ** ****(Ph. Eur. monograph 3001)

Ganoderma

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented sporophore (reproductive body) of
Ganoderma lucidum (Curtis) P.Karst., cultivated or wild,
driedin the shade or in an oven at 40-50 °C.

Content
Minimum 0.3 per cent of total triterpene acids, expressed as
ganoderic acid A (C,oH..O,; M, 516.7) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. The sporophore consistsof a stipe (stalk) and
a cap (pileus), with a woody appearance. At maturity, it is
covered in a hard, glossy,violet-brown to reddish-brown
varnish, except for the undersurface of the cap. The stipe,
about 7-15 cm high and 1-5 em in diameter, is cylindrical,
unevenand somewhat bent. The cap is usually eccentric,
renifonn or subrounded, 10-18 cm in diameter and 1-2 em
thick. The upper surface-is hardand glossy and shows
concentric furrows and radial striations. The margin is either
fine and slightly curved inwards) or thick, obtuse,
protuberant, matt and whitish. The under surface is whitish
to brownish and shows small, round, orange-brown pores less
than 0.2 mm in diameter. Cultivated ganodenna often has a
larger cap (10-22 cm in diameter and 1.5-4 cm thick),with a
less glossy outer surface and is often covered by abundant
spores appearing as a yellowish-brown powder.
Fragmented drug Slicesof the cap. The outersurface is
reddish-brown to blackish-brown; the fracture, spongy, shows
several brownto palebrown zones. A darker brown zone,
consistingof nwnerousparallel tubes 0-,,5-2 mm long, is
visible near the undersurface.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is brown,
blackish-brown or yellowish-brown. Examine under a
microscope using lactic reagent R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 3001.-1): thin-walled,
colourless or pale brown hyphae [Al, 2.5-6.5 pm in diameter,
curved, twisted or branched, isolated or in groups; orange
brown spores (8-12 urn long and 5-8 tim wide), oval,
truncated, with a germinal pore at the apex [B); the outer
walls of the spores are colourless and the innerwalls show
protuberances; the orange-yellow contents are granular and
sometimes show droplets.
C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (4000)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of ethanol (70 percent VII-? R. Sonicate
for 15 min, cenuifuge and use me supernatant.

Calculate the percentage contentof total alkaloids, expressed
as protopine, usingthe foUowing expression:

Ganoderma IV-249

11 volume of 0.01 M perchlori: acid used, in millilitrcsj
m mass of the herbaldrug to be examined, in milligrams.

Top of the plate

4 blue fluorescent zones

-- --

Quinine: a blue ffuorescenr zone

A greenish-blue fluorescent zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Top of the plate

Protopine: an orangezone An orange zone (protopine)

2 orange zones

-- --

Quinine: an orangezone A faintorange zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Cadmium (2.4.27)
Maximum 1.5 ppm.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 15.0 per cent.

ASSAY
To 5.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
5 mL of dilute ammonia Rl and 50 mL of ethyl amale R.
Shakefor J5 min. Filter. Repeat the procedure in the same
manner and combine the filtrates. Evaporate the filtrates to
dryness under reduced pressure. Dissolve the residue by
sonication for 10 min in 50 mL of dilute sulfuric acidRl.
Filter. Dilute the Ii1trate to 100 mL with dilute su/furic
acidRl. Adjust to pH 9-10 with concentrated ammonia Rand
then add 50 mL of ethyl acerate R. Shake gently. Collect the
upperorganic layer, after centrifugation if necessary. Repeat
the procedure in the same manner. Combine the organic
layers and dry over anhydrous sodium sulfale R. Evaporate to
dryness underreduced pressure. Take up the residue with
100 mL of anhydrous acetic acid R. Titrate with 0.02 M
perchloric acid, determining the end-pointpotentiometrically
(2.2.20).

1 mL of 0.02 M perchlan'c acidis equivalent to 7.068 mg of
protopine.

Detection B Treat with a mixture of potassium iodobismtuhate
solution R2. acetic acid Rand walerR (1:2:10 VIVII') until
orange zones appear against a yellow background.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution.Furthermore, otherless intenseorange zones
arepresentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

2022
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IV-250 Ganoderma

Figure 300 I.-I. - Rlustration for identification testB 0/powdered
herbaldrug of ganoderma

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of oleanolic acidRand
5.0 mg of gonodeiic acidA R in ethanol (70 per cent V/~ R
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with ethanol (70 per cent V/~ R.
Reference solution (e) Dissolve 2.5 mg of okanolic acidRand
5 mg of diosgenin R in ethanol (70 per cent V/~ R and dilute
to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Intensity marker OJeanolic acid.
Plate TLC silica gelPm ptateR (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase anhydrous furmic acid R, ethylformate R,
toluene R (2:50:50 VIVIV).

Application . 10.~Lasbandspf8mm,
Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air for 5 min.
Detection Treat witha 10 per cent VIVsolution of sulfuric
acid R in ethanol (96 per cent) R; heat at 105 ·C for 5 min
and examine in ultraviolet light at 366 DID.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows2 distinct zones in the

middle third, whichmay, however, be touching, the
upperzone (oleanolicacid) is reddish-brown and the
lower zone (diosgenin) shows a bright blue
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones of various
coloursmay be presentin the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution.

2022

Top of the plate

A pale yeUow zone

Anhuense darkredzone

-- --

Oleancuc acid: an intense reddish- An Imense reddish-brown zone
brown zone overlapping with a yellowzone

1-3 yellow zonesof variable intensity

A faintto intense yellowzone

-- --

Gsnoderic acid A: a greenish-blue A veryfaintto faintgreenish-blue
fluorescent zone fluorescent zone (ganoderic acidA)

A veryfaintor intense yellowzone

Reference solution (D) Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.12)
Maximum 17.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (4000) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven
at lOS-·efor 4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.2'1).

StDCk solut;,m To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (4000)
(2.9.12) add 75 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R and heat on a
water-bath undera reflux condenserfor 45 min. Allow to
cool and filter. Evaporate the filtrate to dryness under
reduced pressure. Dissolve the residue in ethanol
(96 per cent) R and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.
Filterthrough a membrane filter (nominalpore size
0.45 um).

Test solution To 2.0 rnL of the stock solution add 18 rnL of
waterR and mix thoroughly. Applythe solution to a 4 mL
solid phase extraction column, containing 0.200 g of
oeuuie<y/silyl silica gelfqr chromatography R, previously
conditioned with 5 mL of methanol R and then with 3 mL of
water R ensuring that the column does not dry out. Wash the
columnwith 3 mL of waterR and discard the washings.
Elute the column with 2 mL of methanol R, collect the eluate
and mix thoroughly. Filterthrough a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.22 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of gonoderic
acidA CRS in methanolR and dilute to 5.0 rnLwith the
same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with
methanalR.
Reference solution (b) To 0.200 g of ganaderma dry extracl for
system suitability HRS add 25 rnL of ethanol (96 per cent) R.
Sonicatefor 10 minand centrifuge. To 2 mL of the
supernatant add 18 mL of waterR and mix thoroughly.
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Apply the solution to a 4 mL solid phase extraction column,
containing 0.200 g of ocladecyMyl silica gelfor
chromatography R, previously conditioned with 5 rnL of
methanol Rand then with 3 mL of water R ensuring that the
column does not dry out. Wash the column with 3 mL of
water R and discard the washings. Elute the column with
2 mL of methanol R, collect the eluate and mix thoroughly.
Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.22 urn},

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 2.1 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octadecy/silyl silica gelfor

chromatography compatible with lOOpercent aqueous mobile
phases R (1.8 um);

- temperature: 25 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.075 per cent VIV solution of phosphon'c

acidR;
- mobl1e phase B: acetonitrile R;

Ph'« _

**** ** ** ****

Garlic Powder IV-251

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1216)

Garlic Powder

DEFINITION
Bulb ofAllium stuiuum L., with the outer corneous layer
removed, cut, freeze-dried or dried at a temperature not
exceeding 65°C and powdered.

Content
Minimum 0.45 per cent of allicin (CoHIOOS,; M, 162.3)
(dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Light yellowish powder.

IDENnFICAnON
A. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydratesolution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 1216.-1):
nwnerous fragments of parenchyma (surface view [A),
transverse section [BD and groups of spiral or annular
vessels, sometimes with a large diameter [C, D),
accompanied by thin-walled parenchymatous cells.

20 ..... 26.5

26.5

26.5 ..... 38.5

MobUe phase B
(per cent V/V)

80 ..... 73.5

73.5

13.5 ..... 61.5

MobIle phose A
(per cent V/J?

Time
(miD)

0-'
3 -35

35·53

___________________ Ph,«

Flow rate 0.4 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 257 run.

Injection 5 pL.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram suppJied with
ganodenna dry extra" for system suitabili<y HRS and the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) to
identify-the-peaks due--to-triterpenes I, 2,-3,-4,--5,-6 -
(ganoderic acid A), 7, 8, 9 and lO, use the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a) [0 identify the peak due
to ganoderic acid A.
Relativeretention With reference to ganoderic acid A
(retention time » about 34.4 min): triterpene 1 ::::: about 0.36j
triterpene 2 :::: about 0.41; triterpene 3 :::: about 0.56,
triterpene 4 ::::: about 0.60; triterpene 5 ::::: about 0.66;
triterpene 7 :::: about 1.05; triterpene 8 :::: about 1.25,
triterpene 9 :::: about 1.33, rriterpene 10:::: about 1.54.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- peak-lo-iJaUey rosio: minimum 10.0, where Hp :::: height

above the baseline of the peak due to ganoderic acid A
and Hfl :::: height above the baselineof the lowest point of
the curve separating this peak from the peak due to
triterpene 7.

Calculate the percentage content of total triterpene acids,
expressed as ganoderic acid A, using the following
expression:

Figure 1216.-1. - Iffustrarion for identification testA of garli<
powder

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solurion To 1.0 g of garlic powder add 5.0 mL of
methanolR, shake for 60 s and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of alanineR in 10 mL of
water R and dilute to 20 mL with methanolR.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

}';lobi/e phase glacial acetic add R, propanol R, waterR,
anhydrous ethanolR (20:20:20:40 VIVIVIV).

Application 20 pL of the test solution and 10 pL of the
reference solution, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

c

•
sum ohhe areas orthe peaks due to triterpenes 1,2,3.4, >, 7.
8, 9. 10 and to ganoderic acid A in the chromatogram obtained
wilh the lest solution;
area of the peak due to ganoderic acid A in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);
mass of the herbal drug 10 be examined used to prepare the
stock solution, in grams;
mass of gal/odoie odd A CRS used 10 prepare reference
solution (a). in gmIJISj

percentage content of ganoderic acid A in gmwdtri£ acidA CRS.

m,
m,

A,

A,

p
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IV-252 Gastrodia Elata Rhizome

Detection Spray with a 2 gIL solution of ninhydrin R in a
mixture of 5 volumes of glacial acetic acidRand 95 volumes
of butanol R and heat at 105-110 °C for 5-10 min; examine
in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows a violet zone (alanine) in me middle third.
The chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows a
violet or brownish-red zone similar in position to mat in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution and
corresponding to alliin; above and below this zone are other,
generally fainter, violet zones.

TESTS
Starch
Examine the powdered herbal drug under a microscope using
water R. Add iodine sdution RI. No blue colour develops.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 7.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug by drying in an oven at 105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Carry out the assay as quichly
as possible.
Internalstandard solution Dissolve 20.0 mg of butyl
parahydroxybenzoate CRS in 100.0 mL ofa mixture of
equal volumes of methanolRand waw R.
Test solution To 0.800 g of garlic powder add 20.0 mL of
water R and homogenise the mixture in an ultrasonic bath at
4 °C for 5 min. Allow to stand at room temperature for
30 min, then centrifuge for 30 min. Dilute 10.0 mL of the
supernatant to 25.0 mL with a mixture of 40 volumes of a
1 per cent VIV solution of anhydrouslonnie add Rand
60 volumes of methanol R (stock solution). Shake and
centrifuge for 5 min. Place 0.50 mL of the internal standard
solution in a volumetric flask and dilute to 10.0 mL with the
stock solution.

Pruotumn:
- size: 1= 20mm, 0 =4 mm;
- stationary phase: silanised oetadecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 ;::; 4 mm;
- stationary phase: silanised oetad«ylsilyl silica gelfor

chromawgraphy R (5 tun).

,'dobiJe phase Mix 40 volumes of a 1 per cent VIV solution
of anhydrous fonnk acidR and 60 volumes of me/hanoiR.
Flow rate 0.8 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.

Injection 1 ~L of the internal standard solution and 10 fIL
of the test solution.

Calculate the percentage content of aUicin using the following
expression:

S. xm, x22.75

S2 x ml

Sj area of rhe peak due to allicin (principal peak.)in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

Sl area of the peak due to butyl parahydroxybenzoate in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

nil mass of the herbal drug to be examined, in grams;
nil mass of butyl parahydroxybenzoate in 100.0 mL of the internal

standard solution, in grams. I mg of butylparahydroxybenzoate
corresponds to 8.65 mg of allicin.

___________________ PhE"
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Gastrodia Elata Rhizome
(Gastrodia Rhizome, Ph. Bur. monograph 2721)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Steamed, fragmented and dried tuber of Gastrodia data
Blume.

Content
Minimum 0.20 per cent of gastrodin (C 13H1S07j iWe 286.3)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole or fragmented slices up to 3 em in diameter and
0.1-0.2 em thick, unifonnly yellow or brownish-yellow,
translucent and vitreous. The texture is corneous.
The fracture is hard.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is reddish
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2721.-1): fragments of internal
parenchyma consisting of large spheroidal cells, up to
350 J!IIl in diameter, with slightly thickened and pitted walls
[E]; numerous fragments of parenchyma with shrivelled and
often ripped cells caused by the treatment of the herbal drug
[B); rare fragments of dermal tissue [A, C) with cells that are
polyhedral (surface view [AD and elongated (transverse
section [Ca)) accompanied by a few layers of parenchyma
cells of the same shape [Cb]; rare fragments of parenchyma
containing idioblasts with raphides of calciwn oxalate, the
needles of which are 50-70 urn long [D); fragments of
annular or scalarifonn vessels up to 35 urn in diameter [F].
Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution ofglycerolR. The powder mainly shows colourless or
pale yellow, geJatinised masses) that tum unjformly violet or
brownish-violet upon addition of iodine solution Rl.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.IZ) add 5.0 mLofmelhanol R. Sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.5 mg ofgasrrodin R and 1.5 rng
of /i-sitosterol R in methanol R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the
same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase waterR, ethylaatate R, methanol R, methylene
chloride R (2:20:20:58 VIVIVW). -

Application 15 fILas bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric
aeidR in methanolR, heat at 120 °C for 3 min and examine
in daylight. i

Results See below the sequence of zones present in. the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Figure 2721.-1. -lUustratjonfor idemification testB of powdered
herbal drugof gastrodia rhizome

Top oCthe plate

p.-Sitosterol: a reddish-violet zone A faint reddish-viojer zone

A prominentbrownzone

-- ~-

A faint reddish-violet zone

-- --

Gastrodin: a brown zone A brownzone (ga.strodin)

A prominent darkbrownzone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 2.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solventmixture acetonilri/e R, waterR (3:97 VIV).
Test solution To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a round-bottomed flask add 30 mL of ethanol
(50 pertent VIII? R. Heat under a reflux condenser in a
water-bath at 90 °C for 3 h. Allow to cool. Filter through a
paperfilter and rinse the round-bottomed flask and the filter

Gentian IV-253

with ethanol (50 per cent VII-? R. Combine the filtrate and the
rinsings and dilute to 50.0 mL with ethanol
(50 percent VII-? R. Evaporate 10.0 mL of the solution to
dryness. Dissolve the residue in the solvent mixture and
dilute to 25.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Filterthrough a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 11m).
Riferena solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of gastrodin CRS in
me solventmixture and dilute to 10.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Rsfereno: 'olu/ion (c) Dissolve I mg of arbutin R in 2 mL of
reference solution (a) and dilute to 20 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped octad«y/silyl sUi",gelfor

chromatographY R (3 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: phosphoric acid R, waterfor

chromacography R (0.1:99.9 VIV);
- mobile phase B: acetonitn"le Rl;

Time MobUe phase A Moblle phase B
(min) (per cent VIII) (per cent VIJI)

0-18 97 J

18 - 22 97 ..... a 3 ..... 100

Flowrate 0.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 ron.
Injulicm 10 J.lL of the test solution and reference
solutions (b) and (c).

Reeenuon time Arbutin = about 9 min; gastrodin = about
14 min.
Sysum suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaksdue to arbutin

and gastrodin.
Calculate the percentage content of gastrodin using the
following expression:

Al xm2 xpx 1.25

A2 xml

AI areaof the peakdue to gastrcdin in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A2 areaof the peakdue to gastrodinin-the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b)j

In. mass of the herbal drug to be examinedused to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

"'2 mass of gasrrrxlin CRS used [0 preparereferencesolution (a), in
grams;

p percentagecoerenr of gastrcdln in gmavdin CRS.

_____________________ I'IIEOI

Gentian
(Gentian Root, Ph. Bur. monograph 0392)

When Powdered Gentian is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below with the
exception of Identification test A shall be dispensed or
supplied.
Preparations
Compound Gentian Infusion
Gentian Tincture
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IV-254 Gentian

PhEII _

DEFINITION
Dried, fragmented underground organs of Gentiana luua L.

CHARACfERS
Strong and persistent bitter taste.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gentian root occurs as single or branched subcylindrical
pieces of various lengths (typically 5-15 em) and usually
5-40 nun in diameter. The surface is yellowish-brown or
greyish-brown, and the colour of a transverse section is
yellowish or reddish-yellow, but not reddish-brown. The root
is longitudinally wrinkled and bears occasional rootlet scars.
The branches of the rhizome frequently bear a terminal bud
and are always encircled by closely arranged leaf scars.
The rhizome and root are brittle when dry and break with a
short fracture but they absorb moisture readily to become
flexible, The smoothed) transversely cut surface shows a
bark, occupying about one-quarter of the radius) separated by
the well-marked cambium from an indistinctly radiate and
mainly parenchymatous xylem.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
brown or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters {Figure 0392.-1): fragments of
cork with polyhedral, thin-walled, yellowish-brown cells
(surface view (ED; fragments of dennal tissue (transverse
section [C]) consisting of thin-walled, yellowish-brown cork
cells [Cal and thick-walled collenchymatous cells
(phelloderm) [Cb); fragments of parenchyma (longitudinal
section [B], transverse section [0]) with moderately t:hick
walled cells containing droplets of oil [Ba, Da], small
prisms [Bb, Db] _aI1,dII:Ii.I1,pt~ needles of calcium
oxalate [Be, Dc]; isolated fragments of lignified vessels with
spiral [II] or reticulate [G)lhickening and up to 80 pm in
diameter; fragments of xylem (longitudinal section [A],
transverse section [F]) consisting of vessels [Aa, Fa] and of
moderately thick-walled parenchymatous cells containing
droplets of oil [Ab, Fb).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9./Z) add 25 mL of methanol R, shake for 15 min and
filter. Evaporate the filtrate to dryness under reduced
pressure, at a temperature not exceeding 50 "C. Take up the
residue with small quantities of methanol R so as to obtain
5 mL of a solution, which may contain a sediment.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of hyperosifJe Rand 5 mg of
phenazone R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC sima gelFm plateR.

Mobile phase water R, anhydrous formic acidR, ethyl
fonnate R (4:8:88 VIVIV).

Applicatum 20 ~L as bands.

Development In an unsaturated tank, over a path of 8 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

2022

Be Bb

Figure 0392.-1. - Illustration for identification test B of powdered
herbaldrug of gentian root

Top ill the plate

A prominent quenching zone

Phenazone: a quenching zone

A weak quenching zone
(amarogentin)

-- --

-- --

Hyperoskle: a quenching zone A prominent quenching zone
{ge:ntiopicroside}

Reference soludon Test solution
-

Detection B Treat with a 100 gIL solution of potassium
hydroxide R in methanol R and then with a fresWy prepared
2 gIL solution ofjast blueB salt R in a mixture of 50 volumes
of anhydrous ethanol Rand 50 volumes of waterR; examine in
daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of the plate

A prominent dark violet zone

A violet-red zone (amarogentin)

-- --

-- --

Hyperoside: a brownish-red zone A weak light brown zone
(gentiopicroside)

Reference solution Test solulion

Gentian Preparations IV-255

TESTS
Ethanol content
20 to 24% vlv, Appendix VIII F.

Total solids
Not less than 9.5% wlv, Appendix Xl A.

Gentian Tincture
(ph. Eur. monograph 1870)

___~ ~__~_~~~~~ PhE..

Compound Gentian Infusion
DEFINITION

TESTS
Other species of Gentiana
Examine the chromatograms obtained in identification
test C, detection B.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
does not show violet zones immediately above the zone due
[0 amarogentin.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Bltterne.. value (2.8.15)
Minimum 10 000.

Water-soluble extractive
Minimum 33 per cent.

To 5.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (110) (2.9.12) add
200 mL of boiling waterR. Allow to stand for 10 min,
shakingoccasionally. Allow to cool, dilute [Q 200.0 mL with
waterR and filter. Evaporate 20.0 mL of the filtrate to
dryness on a water-bath: Dry the residue in an oven at
100-105 ·C. The residue weighs a minimum of 0.165 g.

The infusion complies with the requirements statedunderInfusions.

CONCENTRATED COMPOUND GENTIAN
INFUSION
DEFINITION

Extemporaneous prepa:ration
The foUowing directions apply.

Macerate the Gentian, the Dried Bitter-orange Peel and the
Dried Lemon Peel in a covered vessel for ·48 hours with
1000 ml of the Ethanol (25 per cent); express the liquid.
To the pressed marc add 200 ml of the Ethanol
(25 per cent), macerate for 24 hours, press and add the
liquid to the product of the first pressing. Allow to stand for
not less man 14 days; filter.

Concentrated Compound Gentian Infusion
Water

Gentian, cut small and bruised
Dried Bitter-orange Peel, cut small
Dried Lemon Peel, C'Utsmall
Erhanol (25 per cent) t

100 mI
Sufficiem (0 produce 1000 ml

125g
125 g
125 g
1200 rnl

PhE.. _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Gentian root (0392).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from 1 pan of the comminuted
drug and 5 parts of ethanol (70 per cent VIV) by a suitable
procedure.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown or reddish-brown liquid.

It has a strong bitter taste.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolutio-n The tincture £0 be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of phenazone Rand 5 mg of
hyperoside R in 10 mL of methanol R.

Plare TLC silicagel Fm plateR.

Mobile phase waterR, anhydrous formic acidR, ethyl
JOItJlflre 8 (4:8:8!tVfIIlV).
Application 20 J1l., as bands.

Development Over a path of 8 em, in an unsaturated tank.

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A prominent quenching zone

Phenazone: a quenching zone

A weak quenching zone
(amarogentin)

-- --

-- --

Hyperoside: a quenching zone A prominent quenching zone
(gentiopkmside)

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Spray with a 10 per cent VIV solution of
potassium hydroxide R in methanol R and then with a freshly
prepared 2 gIL solution oflast blue B saltR in a mixture of
ethanol R and water R (50:50 VIV). Examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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**** ** ** ****

Ginger
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1522)

Preparation
Strong Ginger Tincture

Ginger may be known in commerce as unbleached ginger.
When Powdered Ginger is prescribed or demanded, material
complying with the appropriate requirements below shall be
dispensed or supplied.

Top of1he plate

A prominent dark violet ZOI1C

A violet-red zone (amarogentin)

-- --

-- --

Hyperoside: a brownish-red zone A weak light brown zone
(gentiopicroside)

Reference solution Test solution

IV-256 Gentian Preparations

TESTS
Ethanol content (2.9.1 U)
62 per cent VIV to 67 per cent VIV.

Bitterness value (2.8.15)
Minimum 1000.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
.Minimum 5.0 per cent, determined on 3.00 g.
_____________________ PhEw

Acid Gentian Mixture
Acid Gentian Oral Solution

DEFINITION
Acid Gentian Mixture is an oral solution containing J0% vlv
of Concentrated Compound Gentian Infusion and 5% vlv of
Dilute Hydrochloric Acid in a suitable vehicle.

The mixture complies with the Tetjuiremenu Slated underOral
Liquids and with thefollowing requirements.

Content of hydrochloric acid, HCI
0.48 to 0.56% wlv.

ASSAY
To 10 mL add 10 mL of water, adjust the pH to between 5.0
and 6.0 with 2M sodium hydroxUk and dilute to 25 mL with
water. Add 75 mL of aulate bufferpH 5.0 and titrate with
O.lM silvernitrate VS determining me end point
potentiometrically using a silver indicator electrode and a
glass reference electrode and stirring throughout the titration.
Each mL of O.IMsilver mirate VS is equivalent to 3.646 mg
ofHC!.

Alkaline Gentian Mixture
Alkaline Gentian Oral Solution

DEFINITION
Alkaline Gentian Mixture is an oralsolution containing
10% vlv of Concentrated Compound Gentian Infusion and
5% wlv of Sodium Bicarbonate in a suitable vehicle.

The mixture complies with the requirements statedunderOral
Liqm'ds and with thefoOuwing requirements.

Content of sodium bicarbonate, NaHCD}
4.75 to 5.25% wlv.

ASSAY
To 10 mL of the mixture add 100 ml, of water and 25 mL
of 0.5MhydrodJlon'c acid VS, boil for 10 minutes and titrate
the excess of hydrochloric acid with O.5M sodium hydroxide
VS using 0.5 mL of methyl red solution as indicator. Each mL
of 0.5Mhydrochlonc acid VS is equivalent to 42.00 mg of
NaHCO,.

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or cut rhizome of Zingiber officinale Roscoe,
with me cork removed, either completely or from the wide,
flat surfaces only.

Content
Minimum 15 mIJkg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Characteristic aromatic odour.

Spicy and burning taste.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is laterally compressed, bearing short,
flattened, obovare oblique branches on the upper side, each
sometimes having a depressed. scar at the apex; the whole
rhizomes are about 5-10 em long, 1.5-3 em or 4 em wide
and 1-1.5 em thick, sometimes split longitudinally.
The scraped rhizome with a light-brown external surface
shows longitudinal striations and occasional loose fibres; the
outer surface of the unscraped rhizome varies from pale to
dark brown and is more or less covered with cork that shows
conspicuous) narrow, longitudinal and transverse ridges; the
cork readily exfoliates from the lateral surfaces but persists
between the branches. The fracture is short and starchy with
projecting fibres. The smoothed transversely cut surface
exhibits a narrow cortex separated by an endodermis from a
much wider stele; it shows numerous, scattered, fibrovascular
bundles and abundant scattered oleoresin cells with yellow
COntents. The unscraped rhizome shows) in addition, an
outer layer of dark brown cork.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellow or brownish. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 1522.-1): groups of large, thin
walled, septate fibres) with one wall frequently dentate [C, D,
G]; fragments [K] containing vessels with reticulate
thickening [Ka] often accompanied by narrow, chin-walled
cells containing brown pigment [KbJ and amyliferous
parenchyma [Kc]; abundant reticulate vessels, fairly large,
isolated [H. L]; abundant thin-walled parenchyma of the
ground tissue U, M], some cells comaining brown
oleoresin Ua]; fragments of brown cork, usually seen in
surface view [F] but sometimes in transverse section [E].
Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder shows abundant starch
granules, simple, flattened, oblong or oval or irregular, up to
about 50 um long and 25 pm wide, with a small point hilum
situated at the narrower end; sometimes, granules show faint,
transverse striations, and may be free [A], agglomerated [B]
or included in parenchymatous cells (Kc).
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500 g
Sufficientto produce

IOOOml

200m!
Sufficient to produce 1000 ml

Ginger,in moderatelyCOIlJSC powder
Ethanol(90 per cent)

Strong Ginger Tincture
GingerEssence

DEFINITION

Weak Ginger Tincture
DEFINITION

StrongGinger Tincture
Erhanol (90 per cent)

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Prepare by percolation, Appendix XI F.

The tincture complies with therequirements for Tinctures stated
under Extraas and with thefollowing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
80 to 88% vlv, Appendix VIII F, Method III.

Dry residue
2.0 to 3.0% wlv.

Relative density
0.832 to 0.846, Appendix V G.

,
~..-

------- ""E<I

The tinaure complies with the requirements for Tinctures stated
under Extracts and Wlih thefollowing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content _
86 to 90% vlv, Appendix vm F, Method III.

Dry residue
Not less than 0.4% w/v. Use 10 mi.

Relative density
0.825 to 0.835, Appendix V G.

Ginkgo Leaf IV-257

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.11)
Use 20.0 g of the freshly, coarsely powdered herbal drug) a
1000 mL round-bottomed flask, 10 drops of liquidparaffinR
or other antifoam, 500 mL of water R as distijlatlon liquid
and 0.5 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil at a rate
of 2-3 mUmin for 4 h.

Ginkgo Leaf
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1828)

Preparation
Ginkgo Leaf Dry Extract, Refined and Quantified

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried leaf of Ginkgobilaba L.

Content
Not less than 0.5 per cent of ftavonoids, expressed as flavone
g1ycosides (M, 757) (dried drug).

""Ew ~ _

M

~'.-
H'· ,\

K

KC~Kb

Ka~-- ~

2022

D

Figure 1522.-1. - Illustration for identification ,est B of powdered
herbal drugof ginger .

c. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Shake for 15 min and
filter.

Reference solution Dissolve I 0 ~L of citral R and 10 mg of
resorcinol R in 10 mL of methanol R. Prepare the solution
immediately beforeuse.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.
Mobilephase hexane R, ether R (40:60 VIV).
Applicalum 20 ilL as bands.
Development In an unsaturated tank, over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.
Delation Spray witha 10 gILsolutionof vanillin R in
sulfuric acid R and examinein daylight while heating at
100-105 -c for 10 min.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the lowerhalf an intensered zone
(resorcinol) and in the upperhalf 2 violetzones (citraJ); the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows below
the zone due to resorcinol in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution2 intenseviolet zones (gingerols)
and in me middle, between the zones due to resorcinol and
citral in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution, 2 otherless intensevioletzones (shogaols): other
zones may be present.

TESTS
Water (2.2.15)
Maximum 100 mUkg, determined by distillation on 20.0 g
of the powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12).

. Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent
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IV-258 Ginkgo Leaf

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is greyish or yellowish-green or yellowish-brown.
The upper surface is slightly darker than the lower surface.
The petioles are about 4-9 em long. The lamina is about
4-10 em wide, fan-shaped, usually bilobate or sometimes
undivided. Both surfaces are smooth, and the venation
dichotomous, me veins appearing to radiate from the base;
they are equally prominent on both surfaces. The distal
margin is incised, irregularly and to different degrees, and
irregularly lobate or emarginate. The lateral margins are
entire and taper towards the base.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
or yellowish-green or yellowish-brown. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 1828.-1):
irregularly-shaped fragments of the lamina[A, B, D, E], with
the upper epidermis (surface view [D], transverse
section [ED consisting of elongated cells with irregularly
sinuous walls [Da], often accompanied. by palisade
parenchyma [Db], and die lower epidermis (surface view [A],
transverse section [B]), consisting of small cells, with a finely
striated cuticle and each cell shortly papillose [Aa], and
stomata [Ab] about 60 urn, wide, deeply sunken with 6-8
subsidiary cells; fragments of vascular tissue from die petiole
and veins [C) with xylem [Cal and parenchyma, some cells
containing abundant cluster crystals of calciwn oxalate of
various sizes [Cb].

Cb

2' ...

Figure 1828.-1. - fRustration for identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drug ofginkgo leaf

c. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at
65 DC for 10 min. Shake frequently. Allow to cool to room
temperature and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of chlorogenu acidRand
3.0 mg of nuoside tn·hydrate R in 20 mL of methanol R.

2022

Plate TLG silica gelplate R.

Mobl1e phase anhydrous lonnieadd R, glacial acetic acid R,
waterR, ethylClalate R (7.5:7.5:17.5:67.5 VIVIVIV).

Application 20 ~L as bands.
Development Over a path of 17 ern.
Drying At 100-105 'C.

Detection Spray the warm plate with a 10 gIL solution of
diphenylborU: acidam;noelhyl ester R in methanol R, then with
the same volwne of a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methanol R; allow to dry in air for about 30 min and examine
in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other weak fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

A y~lIowish-brown fluorescent zone

A green ftuorescent zone
-

2 yellowish-brown fluorescent zones

An intense light blue fluorescent
zone sometimet overlapped by a
greenish-brown fluorescent zone

Chlorogenlc acid: a lighl blue
fluorescent zone

A green fluorescent zone

Rutcsjde: a yellowish-brown 2 yellowish-brown fluorescent zones
fluorescent zone

A green fluorescent zone

A yellowish-brown fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
ForeIgn matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stems and 2 per cent of other
foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h. -

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 11.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Flavonoids
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Heat 2.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(710) (2.9.12) in 50 mL of a 60 per cent VIV solution of
aatone R under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Filter and
collect the filtrate. Extract the drug residue a 200 time in the
same manner, using 40 mL of a 60 per cent VIV solution of
acetone R and filter. Collect the filtrates and dilute to
100.0 mL with a 60 per cent VIV solution of acetone R.
Evaporate 50.0 mL of the solution to eliminate the acetone
and transfer to a 50.0 mL vial, rinsing with 30 mL of
methanol R. Add 4.4 mL of hydrochloric acidRl, dilute to
50.0 mL with waterR and centrifuge. Place 10 mL of the
supernatant in a 10 mL brown-glass vial. Close with a rubber
seal and an aluminium cap and heat on a water-bath for
25 min. Allow to cool to room temperature.
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2022 Ginkgo Preparations IV-259

- ginkgo/ides A, Band C: 2.8 per cent to 3.4 per cent (dried
extract);

- ginkgo/ie acids: maximum 5 ppm (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by an
appropriate procedure using organic solvents and their
mixtures with water, physical separation steps as well as other
suitable processes.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Bright yellow-brown, powder or friable mass.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 20.0 mg of the extract to be examined
in 10 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of waterRand
8 volumes of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of chlorogemc acid Rand
3.0 mg of rutoside tn·hydrate R in 20 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplace R (5-40 urn) or [TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)l.

klobiJephase anhydrowformic acid R, glacial acetic add R,
waterR, ethyl acetate R (7.5:7.5:17.5:67.5 VIVIVIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 5 ~Ll, as bands.

Development Over a path of 17 em [or 6 em].

Drying Al 100-105 'C.

Detection Spray the plate whilst still hot wirh a 10 gIL
solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester R in methanol RJ

then spray with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methanolR; allow to dry in air for about 30 min and examine
in ulrravioletIighr at 365 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other, weaker fluorescent zones
may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

A bfue fluorescent zone

Several faint coloured zones

-- --

A brownJluorescent zone

A green fluorescent zone

An intense light blue fluorescent
zone sometimes overlopped by a
greenish-brown fluorescent zone

Chlorogenic acid: a light blue
fluorescent zone ,

I
One or two green fluorescent ZODes

Ruroside: a yellowish-brown One or two yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone fluorescent zones

-- --

Several green and yellowish-brown
fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test solution

**** ** ** ****

Time Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VIJI) (per cent VII')

0-1 60 4.
1 - 20 60 ---> 45 40 ---> 55

20 - 21 45 --> 0 55 --> 100

21 - 25 0 100

F I sum of the areas of all the considered peaks in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solutionj

F2 area of the peak due to q\K"r<:etin in the chromatogram obl:ained
with the reference solution;

In, mass of quercetin used to prepare the reference solution, in
grams;

1n2 mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in gramSj

p percentage content of anhydrous quercetin in quemnn
dihyrJrau R.

Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of quercetin dihydrate R
in 20 mL of methanol R. Add 15.0 mL of dilute hydrochloric
acid Rand 5 mL of warer R and dilute to 50.0 mL with
methanolR.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 rn, 0 = 4 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn);
- temperature: 25°C.
Mobl1e phase:
- mobile phase A: 0.3 gIL solution of phosphoric acidR

adjusted to pH 2.0;
- mobile phase B: methanolR;

Flow race 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 370 nm.

Injection 10 ~L.

Relan"ve retention With reference to quercetin (retention
time =about 12.5 min): kaernpferol =about 1.4;
isorhamnetin ;;;; about 1.5.

System suitobility:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

kaempferol and isorhamnetin.

Do not take into account peaks eluting before the quercetin
peak or after the isorhamnetin peak in the chromatogram
obtained With the test solution.

Calculate the percentage content of flavonolds, expressed as
flavone glycosides, using the following expression:

F, xm, x2.514xp
2 x ~-~-----'

F2 x m2

Refined and Quantified Ginkgo
Dry Extract
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1827)

DEFINmON
Refined and quantified dry extract produced from Ginkgo leaf
(1828).

Content
- fiooonoids, expressed as fiaoone glyrositks (M,756.7):

22.0 per cent to 27.0 per cent (dried extract);
- biloba/ide: 2.6 per cent to 3.2 per cent (dried extract);
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IV-260 Ginkgo Preparations 2022

1

2

3

o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 min

L quercetin 2. kaempferol 3. isorhamneun

Figure 1827.-1. - Chromategramfor Ihe assayoffiavonoidsin refined and quantified ginkgo dry exlr,.:!

ASSAY
F1avonoids
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dissolve 0.200 g of the extract to be examined
in 20 mL of methanol R. Add 15.0 mL of drlute hydrochloric
acidRand 5 mL of water Rand dilute to 50.0 mL with
methanolR. Transfer 10.0 mL of this solution into a 10 mL
brown-glass vial. Close the vial with a tight rubber membrane
stopper and secure with an aluminium crimped cap. Heat on
a water-bath for 25 min. Allow to cool to 20 "C.

Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of quercetin
dihydrate CRS in 20 mL of methanol R. Add 15.0 mL of
dautehydrochwric acid Rand 5 mL of water R and dilute '0
50.0 mL with me/hanoI R. .!

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- Slationary phase: ocladecy/silyl silica gelfor chromategraphy R

(5 ~m);

~ temperature: 25°C.
Mobile phase:
- mood< phase A: 0.3 gIL solution of phosphoric acidR

adjusted to pH 2.0;
- mobile phase B: methanol R;

Time Moblle phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIJI) (per cent VIII)

0-' 6. 40
1 - 20 60 ---> 45 40 ..... 55

20- 21 45 ---> 0 55 --t 100

21 - 25 0 100

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detector Spectrophotometer at 370 nm.

Inj",/i"" 10~
Relative retention With reference to quercetin (retention
time = about 12.5 min): kaempferol = about 1.4;
isorhamnetin =about 1.5.

System suitability Test solution:
- resolulion: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

kaempferol and isorhamnetin.

Determine the sum of the areas including all the peaks from
the peak due to quercetin to the peak due to isorhamnetin in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution (see Figure
1821.-1).

Calculate the percentage content of flavonoids, expressed as
flavone glycosides, using the following expression:

FI xm, x2.514xp

F2 x m2
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F I swn of the areas of aU the peaks from the peak due to quercetin
to the peak due to isorhamnetin in me chromatogramobtained
wnh the test solution;

F2 area of the peak due (0 qcercenn in lite chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution;

"'I mass of qllD't41in dihydrate CRS in the reference solution, in
grams,

"'2 mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

p percentage content of anhydrous quercetin in querutin
dihydrate CRS.

Terpene lac tones
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Place 0.120 g of the extract £0 be examined in
a 25 mL beaker and dissolve it in 10 mL of phosphate buffer
solution pH 5.8 R by stirring. Transfer the solution into a
chromatography column, about 0.15 m long and about
30 mm in internal diameter, containing 15 g of kieselguhr for
chromatography R. Wash the beaker with 2 quantities, each of
5 mL, of phosphate buffersolution pH 5.8 R and transfer the
washings to the chromatography column. Allow to stand for
15 min. Elute with 100 mL of ethyl acetate R. Evaporate the
eluate to dryness at a pressure not exceeding 4 kPa in a
water-bath at 50°C. The residue of solvent is eliminated by
an air-current. Take up the residue in 2.5 mL of the mobile
phase.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 30.0 mg of benzyl alaJhol CRS
in the mobile phase and dilute to 100.0 mL with the mobile
phase.

Reference solution (b) Place 0.120 g of the ginkgodry exlTa<r

for peak identification CRS in a 25 mL beaker and dissolve it
in 10 mL of phosphate bufferso/ulion pH 5.8 R by stirring,
then proceed as described for the test solution.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- sralionOlY phase: octy/si/y/ silica gelfor chromarography R

(5 ~m);

- temperature: 25°C.

Mobl7e phase tetrahydrofuran RJ methanolR, waterR
(10:20:75 VIVIV).

Flow rale 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Refractometer maintained at 35°C.

Injection I 00 ~L.

Identification of pwks Use the chromatogram supplied with
ginkgodry exlraCt for peak identi/ica.on CRS and the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution (b) to
identify the peaks due to bilobalide and ginkgolides A, B
andC.

System SIn'tability:
- the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) is

similar to the chromatogram supplied with ginkgodry
extractfor peak identificarion CRS.

Calculate the percentage content of bilobalide, using the
following expression:

F, x nt, X P x 0.025 x 1.20

Fj x m2

Calculate the percentage content of ginkgolide AJ using the
following expression:

F, x ml xpx 0.025 x 1.22

FS x m2

Calculate the percentage content of ginkgolide B, using the
following expression:
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F, x m, xpx 0.025 x 1.19

Fs xm2

Calculate the percentage content of ginkgolide C, using the
following expression:

F, xm, xpxO.025 x 1.27

FS x m2

PI area of the peak due to bilobalide in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solulioni

F2 area of the peak due to ginkgolide A in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

FJ area of the peak due to ginkgolide B in the chromatogrnm
obtained with the test solutionj

F.. area of the peak due to ginkgolide C in the chromatogram
obtained with the test sotutioni

F'j areaof the peak due to benzyl alcohol in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

"'I mass of bellZyi alrolwl CRS in reference solution (a), in grams;
fflZ mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare me test

solution. in grams;
p percentage content of benzyl alcohol in be"zylalcohol CRS.

Calculate the percentage content of the sum of ginkgolides
A, Band C, using me following expression:

GA percentage content of ginkgolide Ai
GB percentage content of ginkgolide Bj
Gc percentage content of ginkgolkie C.

Ginkgolic acids
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

resr solulion Dissolve 0.500 g of the powdered extract to be
examined in 8 mL of mahanolRJ sonicating if necessary, and
dilute to-10;0-mL with-the-same solvent.iCentrifugejf
necessary.

Reference solurion Dissolve 10.0 mg of ginkgolk acids CRS in
8 mL of methanolR, sonicating if necessary, and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 2.0 mL of this
solution to 10.0 mL with methanolR.

Column:
- size: 1=0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- Slarionary phase: oay/si/y/silica gelfor chromarography R

(5 urn);
- temperature: 35 QC.

1\1OOue pkase:
- mobue phase A: dilute 0.1 mL of lrif/uoroamic acid R to

1000 mL with warer R;
~ mOOue phaseB: dilute 0.1 mL of rrif/uoroacetic acid R to

1000 mL with a""",m·we R;

Time Mobile phase A MobIle phase B
(min) (per cent VIV) (per cent VIJI)

0-)0 25 ry 10 75 -> 90

30 - 35 io 9.
35 - 36 10 -> 25 90 ry 75

36 - 45 25 15

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 om.

Injecrion 50 ~L.

Idenlificanlm of components Use the chromatogram supplied
with ginkgolit acidsCRS and the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution to identify the peaks due to ginkgolic acids
CI3. CI5 and C17.
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of the cortical parenchyma [Hb]. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R.
The starch granules [K] are very abundant, simple or
compound, and range from 1-10 11m in diameter. In red
ginseng, the starch granules are deformed and often
destroyed by treating with steam, or may be absent.

Figure 1523.-1. - Illustration for itkmijica,wn tes, B ofpuwdered
herbal drug of ginseng

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tes,solutwn Boil 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) under a reflux condenser with 10 mL of a
70 per cent VIV solution of methanol R for 15 min. Filter
after cooling and dilute to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg of aescin Rand 5.0 mg of
arbutin R in I mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 pm) lor TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase ethylacetate R, water R, butanol R
(25:50:100 VIVIV); allow the mixture to separate for 10 min
and use the upper layer.

Appliw,wn 20 ~L [or oj 1'1.) as bands.

Development Over 10 em [or 5 em] in an unsaturated tank.

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
105-110 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.

2022

AI xm,xpx2000

A 2 X m t

sum of the areas of me peab due 10 the ginkgolic acids
ell. CI5 and Cl7 in me chromatogram obtained with
the test solution;
area of me peak due to ginkgolic acid CI7 in lhe
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution;
mass of me extract to be examined used to prepare the
test solution, in grams;
mass of ginkgolicacids CRS used to prepare the reference
solution, in gramsj
percentage content of ginkgolic acid Cl7 in ginkgolit
o.cids CRS.

A,

A,

p

DEFINITION
Whole or cut dried root, designated white ginseng; treated
with steam and thendried, designated red ginseng, ofPanax
ginseng CAMey.

Content
Minimum 0.40 per cent for the swn of ginsenosides Rgl
(C.,H72014,2H,O; M, 837) and Rbi (C,.H920",3H,O;

M, 1163) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The principal root is fusifonn or cylindrical, sometimes
branched, up to about 20 cm long and 2.5 cm in diameter,
and may be curved or markedly re-curved. The surface is
pale yellow to cream in white ginseng, brownish-red in red
ginseng and shows longitudinal ridges. Stem scars may be
seen at the crown. The fracture is short. The transversely cut
surface shows a wide outer zone with scanered orange-red
resin canals and a :finely radiate inner region. The rootlets,
numerous in the lower part of white ginseng, are normally
absent in red ginseng.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1523.-1): ahundant fragments of
parenchymatous cells [A, E] with thin [Ba] or slightly
thickened [Aa] walls, some of which contain cluster crystals
of calcium oxalate [Ab]; fragments of large secretory canals
[Eb] containing yellowish-brown resin in granular masses
[Ec); non-lignified tracheids and partially lignified vessels
with spiral or reticulate thickening, isolated m; fragments of
xylem (longitudinal section IC], transverse section [F])
consisting of vessels [Ca, Fa] and thin-walled
parenchymatous cells [Cb, Fb]; isolated cluster crystals of
calcium oxalate [0, G]; fragments of cork (surface view [B],
transverse section [H]) often associated with phelloderm
having slightly thickened cells [Ha] and with the outer layers

_____________________ PhE..

Ginseng
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System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to

ginkgolic acids CI3 and C15;
- symmetry Furor. 0.8 to 2.0 for the peaks due to ginkgolic

acids C13, CI5 and C17.

Calculate the content in parts per million of ginkgolic acids
expressed as ginkgo lie acid C17, using the following
expression:
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o 5 10 15 25 30 35 40 45 min

I. ginsenoside Rgi
2. girJsenoskie Re

3. ginsenoside Rf
4. ginsenoside Rbi

s, ginsenoside Rc
6. ginsenoside Rb2

7. ginsenoside Rd

Figure 1523.-2. - Chromatogram for the assayof ginseng: test solution

Top oflhe plate

Arbutin: a brown zone

-- --

A violel zone: (ginsenosides Rgi
+ Rg2)

A faint violet zone (ginsenoside Rf)

A violet zone (ginsenoside Re)

A violet zone (ginsenoside Rd)

A faint violet zone

-- --

A violet zone (ginsenoside Rc)

Aescin: a grey zone A violet zone (ginsenosides RbI
+ Rb2)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Panax qu,'nquefolium
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay.
The chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows a
peak due to ginsenoside Rf (see Figure 1523.-2). In the case
of a substitution by Panax quinquefolium, no peak due to
ginsenoside Rf is present.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chrumatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Reduce about 50 g to a powder (355) (2.9.12).
Place 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug and 70 mL of a
50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R in a 250 mL round-

bottomed flask. After adding a few grains of pumice) boil on
a water-hath under a reflux condenser for 1 h. After cooling,
centrifuge and collect the supernatant. Treat me residue as
described above. Mix the collected liquids and evaporate to
dryness under reduced pressure at a temperature not
exceeding 60 "C. Take up the residue with 20.0 mL of a
mixture of 20 volumes of acetonitrile Rand 80 volumes of
water R. Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with a
mixture of 20 volumes of acetonitrile Rand 80 volumes of
waterR. Filter through a suitable membrane filter (nominal
pore size 0.45 um) before injection.

Reference solution Dissolve 3.0 mg of ginsenoside Rg1 CRS,
3.0 mg of ginsenoside Re R, 3.0 mg of ginsenoside Rf Rand
3.0 mg ofginsenoside Rb1 CRS in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4.6 mrn;
- station..y phase: octadeqlsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn):
- temperature: 35°C.

Mobilephase:
- mobile phaseA: water for chromacography R adjusted to

pH 2 with phosphoric acidR;
- mobile phaseB: aatoninile Rl;

Time Mobile phase A MobUephueB
(min) (per cent JIll'" (per cent I'll?

0-8 80 20

8·40 80 ---> 60 20 ..... 40

40 - 45 60 -> 40 40 ..... 60

45 - 47 40 ..... 0 60 --> 100

47 - 52 0 100

Flowrate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 203 run.

Equilibration 20 min.

Injeaion 20 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution; record the retention times of these
substances.
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____________________ ""81

AtXm2XPI + A 2 X m3"XPl

AJ x ml x 100 A4 x ml x 100

Top oflhe plate

-- --

A violet zone (ginsenosides Rgl A violet zone (ginsenosides
+ Rg2) Rgi + Rg2)

A faint violet zone (ginsenoside RC) A faint violet zone (ginsenoside Rf)

A violet zone (ginsenoside Re) A violet zone (ginsenoside Re)

A violet zone (ginsenoside Rd) A violet zone (ginsenoside Rd)

A faint violet zone A faint violet zone

A violet zone (ginsenoskle Rc) A violet zone (ginsenoside Rc)

A faint violet zone A faint viole( zone

-- --
A violet zone (ginsenosKies Rbi A violet zone (ginsenosides
+ Rb2) Rbi + Rb2)

Several unresolved violet and Several unresolved violet and
greenish zones greenish zones

Reference solution Test solution

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
105-110 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatograms obtained with the test solution and the
reference solution.

2022

•••* ** •* •••*(ph. Eur. monograph 2356)

Ginseng Dry Extract

AI area of the peak due to ginsenoside Rbi in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

A z area of the peak due to ginsenoside Rgl in the chromatogram
obtained with the [est solution;

A) area of the peak due 10 ginsenoside Rbi in the chromatogram
obtained with lhe reference solution;

A" area of the peak due to ginsenoside Rgl in the chromatogram
obtained with lhe reference soluLion;

Ill, mass of the hemal drug to be examined used [0 prepare the lest
solcucn, in grams;

1Hz mass ofginsmosidt RbI CRS used to prepare the reference
solulion, in milligrams;

In] mass ofginullosidt RgI CRS used to prepare the reference
solution, in m~lignunsj

PI percentage content of gmsenoside RbI in ginsmosKk RbI CRS;
P2 percentage content ofginsenoside Rgt in ginsmoside RgI eRS.

System swialn7tiy Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.0 between the peaks due to

gjnsenoslde Rgl and ginsenoside Re.

Locate the peaks due [0 ginsenoside Rb 1 and
ginsenoside Rgl in me chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Calculate the percentage content of gins enosides RbI and
Rgl using the following expression:

""E" ~__~ _
DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from Ginseng (1523).

Content
Minimum 4.0 per cent of the sum of ginsenosides Rbf, Rb2,
Rc, Rd, ReJ Rf, Rgi and Rg2, expressed as ginsenoside RbI
(C,.H920 , ,; M, 1109) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using a hydroalcoholic solvent equivalent in
strength to ethanol (35-90 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Light brownish-yellow, hygroscopic powder or brittle mass.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.15 g of the extract to be examined
in 10 mL of a 10 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.15 g of ginseng dry ext""" HRS
in 10 mL ofa 70 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.

Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC sHica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase ethylacetate R, waterR, butand R
(25:50:100 VIVIV); aUow the phases to separate for 10 min
and use the upper layer.

Application 20 ~L [or 4 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 ern [or 5 cm] in an
unsaturated tank.

Drying In air.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Maximum 7.0 per cent

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Buffersolution Dissolve 3.5 g of diwdiumhydrogen phosphate
dihydrate Rand 1.2 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R in
water R and dilute to J000 mL with the same solvent.

Testsolution Dissolve 0.100 g of the extract to be examined
in the buffer solution and dilute to 10.0 mL with the buffer
solution. Prepare a ready-to-use sample-preparation cartridge
containing 0.50 g of octadecylsilyl silica gel (45 pm), using
5 mL of methanol R foUowed by 20 mL of waterR. Apply
5.0 mL of the solution to be analysed to the top of the
cartridge. Wash the cartridge with 20 mL of waterR followed
by 15 mL of a 30 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.
Discard the eluates after confinning that no ginsenosides are
present, otherwise repeat the preparation of the solution with
another brand of cartridge where no ginsenosides are eluted
with a 30 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Elute the
cartridge with 20 mL of methanol R; collect the eluate. Under
reduced pressure, evaporate the eluate to dryness. Dissolve
the residue in 2.0 rnL of methanol R. Filter through a suitable
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.100 g of ginseng dry
eX/nut HRS in the buffer solution and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the buffer solution. Prepare a ready-to-use sample
preparation cartridge containing 0.50 g of oetadecylsilyl silica
gel (45 urn), using 5 mL of methanol R foUowed by 20 mL of
waterR. Apply 5.0 mL of the solution to be analysed [0 the
top of the cartridge. Wash the cartridge with 20 mL of
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water R followed by 15 mL of a 30 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Discard me eluates after confirming that no
ginsenosides are present, otherwise repeat the preparation of
the solution with another brand of cartridge where no
ginsenosides are eluted with a 30 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Elute the cartridge with 20 mL of methanol R;
collect the eluate. Under reduced pressure, evaporate the
eluate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in 2.0 mL of
methanol R. Filter through a suitable membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 3.0 mg of ginsenoside
RbI CRS in methanolR and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 3.0 mg ofginsenoside Rg2 R in
methanol R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (d) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference
solution (b) to 2.0 mL with reference solution (c).

Column:
- size: I;;:;; 0.125 m, 0 == 4.6 mrn;
- stationary phase: ocladecylsilyl sili<a gellor chromatography R

(5 urn);
- temperature: 35 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: water R adjusted to pH 2 with phosphtlric

acidR;
- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile Rt;

Time MobUe phase A MobUe phWle B
(min) (per cent JlIJi) (per cent VIl?

0·8 80 20

8 - 40 80 ..... 60 20 ..... 40

40 - 45 60 ..... 40 40 --t 60

45 - 47 40 -> 0 60 ..... 100

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 203 run.

Injection 20 pL.
Elutionorder Ginsenoside Rgl, ginsenosideRe,
ginsenoside Rf, ginsenoside RbI, ginsenoside Rg2,
ginsenoside Rc, ginsenoside Rb2, ginsenoside Rd; depending
on the operating conditions and the state of the column,
ginsenoside RbI may elute before or after ginsenoside Rg2.

Identification 01peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
ginseng dry extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (8) to identify the peaksdue (0

ginsenosides RgI, Re, Rf, Rc, Rb2 and Rdj use the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) EO

identify the peak due to ginsenoside RbI; use the
chromatogram obtained Wim reference solution (c) to identify
the peak due to ginsenoside Rg2.

Relativeretention. Wilh reference to ginsenoside Rbi
(retention time;;; about 33 min): ginsenoside Rgl = about
0.53; ginsenoside Re = about 0.54;
ginsenoside Rf =about 0.88; ginsenoside Rg2 =. about 0.98;
ginsenoside Rc =about 1.04; ginsenoside Rb2 =about 1.08;
ginsenoside Rd = about 1.17.

Sy:rrem sutiability Reference solution (d):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

ginsenosides Rg2 and Rb I.
Calculate the percentage content of the sum of
ginsenosides Rbi, Rb2, Rc, Rd, Re, Rf, Rgi and Rg2,
expressed as ginsenoslde RbI, using the following expression:

Glehnia Littoralis Root IV-265

Al xm2 xpxO.8

A 2 x ml

AI sum of the areas of the peaks due to ginsenosides Rbi, Rb2,
Rl;, Rd, Re, Rf. Rg I and Rg2 in the chromatogram obtained
wilh the test solution;

A z area of the peak due to ginseooside Rbi in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b}j

1111 mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the rest
solution, in grams;

1112 mass of giJuemnide RbI CRS used to prepare reference
solution (b), in grams;

p percentage content of ginsenoside Rbi in gi1/Senosilk Rbl CRS.

___~ ""Ell

Glehnia Littoralis Root
DEFINTI10N
Glehnia Littcralis Root is the dried and peeled root of
Glehniailitoralis F. Schmidt ex Miq.

It is collected in summer and autumn, removed from rootlets
and dried.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The root is slender-cylindrical, 9 em to 30 em in length
and 2 mm to 15 mm in diameter. The outer surface is pale
buffish-white to buff, somewhat rough with occasional
fragments of brown cork; fine longitudinal wrinkles and
grooves and brownish yellow punctiform scars of rootlets.
The top is slender, sometimes marked with the yellowish
brown rhizome base; the greater part of the root is thick,
narrowing towards the distal end. The root is often cut
transversely to give discs 6 mm to 15 rom in diameter and
1 mm thick, or short cylinders 3 mm to 9 mm in diameter
and 10 mm to 20 mm long, or short sticks 2 mm in diameter
and 15 mm to 60 mm long. The cut surface (a transverse
section of the root) shows concentric rings of buff and golden
brown, especially on the larger diameter roots, which also
sometimes have a small circular cavity in the centre.

B. Reduce to a powder, Appendix xvn A. The powder is
pale buff to buff. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution. The powder shows the following characters:
abundant parenchyma of several types including large
rounded rectangular, oval or bottle shaped thin walled cells
often arranged in rows or groups; smaller sub-rectangular or
irregular cells with slightly thickened walls and elongated
rectangular thin walled cells; fragments- of xylem vessels and
tracheids with reticulate or scalariform thickening, singly or
in groups; bundles of narrow, thin walled fibres; secretory
canals with brownish-yellow contents. Examine under a
microscope using water. Many of the parenchyma cells show
uniformly granular contents and abundant fragments of a
similar granular material occur throughout the slide.

C. Carry out the method for high-peiformance thin-layer
chromatography, Appendix XI W, using the following
solutions.

(I) Mix with the aid of ultrasound 1.0 g of the powdered
herbal drug (425) with 5 mL of methanol, centrifuge and use
the supernatant liquid.

(2) 0.0125% w/v of ursoli< acid and 0.0125% wlv of beta
amytin in methanol.
(3) Dilute 1 volume of solution (2) to 4 volumes with
methanol.
(4) 0.025% wlv of thymoland 0.125% vlv of linaloolin
methanol.
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Acid-insoluble ash
Not more than 0.5%, Appendix XI K.

ANNEX
This section is non-mandatory.

DNA reference sequence
A DNA reference sequence for the identity of Glehnia
Littoralis Root is published in Suppletnentary Chapter VlI D.

**** ** ** ****(Ph. Eur. monograph 1892)

Goldenrod

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried, flowering aerial parts of Solidago giganrea
Aiton or Solidago canadensis L., their varieties or hybrids
and/or mixtures of these.

Content
Minimum 2.5 per cent of flavonoids, expressed as hyperoside
(c",H20012; M, 464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stems are greenish-yellow or greenish-brown, partly
tinted reddish, roundish, more or less conspicuously grooved,
glabrous and smooth in the lower part, slightly or densely
pubescent in the upper part. They are solid with a whitish
pith.

The leaves are green, sessile, Ienceolate, with a serrate
margin, 8-12 cm long and about 1-3 em wide, the upper
surface is green and more or less glabrous, the lower surface
is greyish-green and. pubescent, especially on the veins.
The inflorescence consists of a number of unilateral, curved
racemes which together form a pyramidal panicle at the end
of the stems.

Each capitulum has an involucre composed of linear
lanceolate, imbricated yellowish-green bracts, surrounding a
single row of yellow ligulate florets about the same length as
the involucre; yellow, radially arranged tubular florets, as
long as, or longer, than the ligulate florets; a brownish
inferior ovary surmounted by a white pappus of silky hairs.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is green or
greyish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solulion R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1892.-1): pappus bristles, usually broken,
consisting of multiseriate trichomes composed of elongated
cells with the tips free from the surface and forming pointed
projections over the entire length m; fragments of the
mesophyU [F] with vascular bundles [Fa], oil glands [Fb]
and palisade parenchyma [Fe]; fragments of the leaf
epidermises [E, H] with sinuous or wavy-walled cells
accompanied by palisade parenchyma [Ea] (upper
epidermis), with whip-like, multicellular covering trichomes
[Eb] and anomocytic stomata (mainly on the lower
epidermis) (2.8.3) [Ha]; multiceUular uniseriate covering
trichomes from the stems and the margins of the leaves with
up to 5 or 6 thick-waUed cells [C]; in Solidago canadensis L.,
covering trichomes with a terminal cell that may be bent at a
right angle [G]; fragments of the style [A] with short papillae
[Aa] and long, slender papillae with wrinkled walls [Ab];
pollen grains with 3 germinal pores and a spiny exine [B);
a few rare fragments of the ovary with 'twin covering
trichomes [D].

Top of Ihe plate

An Inlense purple band

Afaint purple-brown band

A faint 10equivalent A diffuse orange band
greenlsh-bn7«nband A purple band (bela- (1hymoI)

amyrin) A diffuse brown band
A very faint10equivalent (111'13i0oi1
purple-brown band

A blue band

Avery latll! toequivalent
greenish-brown band A blue band (lXsoIic add)

All irlIense 10eqiftalenl
ptI'pIeband

Solution (1) Solullon (2) and (3) Solullon (4)

IV-266 Goldenrod

(5) 0.05% wlv of bergapeen in methanol.

CHROA-lATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating high-peifonnance silica gelFm (Merck
silica gel 60 F254 HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 18~ of solution (I) and 2 pL of solutions (2) to
(5), as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in a current of air and
examine under ultraviolet light (366 nm).
(I) Dip the plate in freshly-prepared anisaldehyde solution, heat
at 1000 for 5 minutes and examine under white light.

MOBILE PHASE

1 volume of ethylacetate and 2 volumes of cyclohexane.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (4) shows two clearly separated bands under white
light.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) under
366 run, should show no bands above the band for bergapten
in the chromatogram obtained with solution (5). Bands
above bergapten indicate the presence ofAdenophora root.

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) when observed
in white light shows the presence of all bands described for
solution (1) as shown in the table. In the chromatogram
obtained with solution (1) no orange band should be seen
above the orange band for thymol seen in solution (4) and
would indicate the presence ofAdenophora root.

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2%, Appendix XI D.

Loss on drying
When dried for 2 hours 3l105°, loses not more than 11.0%
of its weight, Appendix IX D. Use 1 g.

Total ash
Not more than 5.0%, Appendix XI J.
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Figure 1892.-1. - llhmrationfor identification test B of powdered
herbal drngof goldenrod

c. Thin-layer chromatography (Z.Z.Z7).
Testsolution To 0.15 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(Z.9.1Z) add 5 mL of methanol R and boil in a water-bath
under a reflux condenser for 10 min. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of chlorogenic acidR,
25 mg of quen:ilrin Rand 25 mg of rutoside trihydrate R in
10 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.
Mobile phase anhydrous fonm"c acidR, warer R, methylemy{
ketone R, elhylacetate R (6:6:18:30 VIVIVIV).
Applicarion 20 pL of the test solution and 10 pL of the
reference solution, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying At 100-105 "C.

Detection Treat with a 10 gIL solution of dlphenylbonc acid
aminoelhyl ester R in methanol R and then with a 50 WI..
solution of macrogo/ 400 R in methanol R. Allow to stand for
30 min. Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in me
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the ,,
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A bluish-green fluorescent zone

Quercitrin: a yellowish-brown A faint to intense yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone fluorescent zone (quercitrin)

-- --

A more or less Intense yeHowish-
brown zone

Chlorogenic acid: a light blue A light blue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (chlorogenic acid) andloc a yellow

fluorescent zone

Rutoside: an orange fluorescent zone A faint to intense yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone (rUloside)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Goldenrod IV-267

TESTS
Foreign matter (Z.8.Z)
Maximum 5 per cent of brownish parts and maximum
2 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (Z.Z.3Z)
Maximum 10 per cent; determined on 0.500 g of me
powdered herbal drug (355) (Z.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (Z.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (Z.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
S"'J. solurian In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, introduce
0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (Z.9.1Z!, add
1 mL of a 5 gIL solution of hexamethylenetetramine R, 20 mL
of acerone Rand 2 mL of hydrochloric acidR1. Boil the
mixture under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Filter the
liquid through a small plug of absorbent cotton into a
100 mL flask. Add the absorbent cotton to the residue in the
round-bottomed flask, extract with 2 quantities, each of
20 mL of auttme R, each time boiling under a reflux

. condenser for 10 min. Allow to cool. Filter the combined
acetone extracts through a filter paper into a volumetric flask.
Rinse the flask and the filter paper and dilute to 100.0 mL
with aatone R. Introduce 20.0 mL of tire solution into a
separating funnel, add 20 mL of water R and shake the
mixture with 1 quantity of 15 mL and then with 3 quantities,
each of 10 ml., of ethyl aatate R. Combine the ethyl acetate
extracts in a separating funnel, wash twice with 50 mL of
water R and filter the extracts over 109 of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R into a volumetric flask. Dilute to 50.0 mL with erhy/
acetate R, rinsing the separating funnel and the sodium
sulfate.

Tesrsolurion To 10.0 mL of the stock solution add 1.0 mL
of aluminium chloride reagent R and dilute to 25.0 mL with a
5 per cent VIV solution of glacial aceti« add R in methanol R.

Compensation solution Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution
co 25.0 mL with a 5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic
acidR in methanol R.
Measure the absorbance of the test solution (2.2.25) at
425 nm after 30 min by comparison with the compensation
solution.

Calculate the percentage content of flavonoids, expressed as
hyperoside, using the following expression:

Fb

J
"%;

"
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IV-268 Goldenrod

A x 1.25
m

i.e. taking the value of the specific absorbance of hyperoside
10 be 500.

A absorbance measured at 425 run;
m mass of the herbal drug 10 be examined, in grams.

_________________~ Ph,..

European Goldenrod
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1893)

Ph'" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried, flowering aerial parts of Solidago
virgaurea L.

Content
Minimum 0.5 per cent and maximum 1.5 per cent of
flavonoids, expressed as hyperoside (C21H200IZi M r 464.4)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem is cylindrical, striated, the lower part often
reddish-violet, sometimes entirely glabrous or pubescent with
short, bent, apically directed hairs. The basal leaves are
obovate or oblenceolate, with a serrate margin, and taper at
the base into a long, winged petiole; the cauline leaves are
alternate, smaller than the basal leaves and more eUiptical in
outline, with an entire or slightly toothed margin; they are
sessile or with only a short petiole. Both surfaces- of me leaves
are glabrous or only slightly pubescent with a prominent
reticulate venation on me lower surface. The capitula form a
rightly packed panicle. Al the base of the pedlcels there ale 2
small, linear bracts with scarious margins. The involucre
consists of 2-4 rows of loosely arranged) imbricate bracts,
each bract greenish-yellow with a smooth and shiny inner
surface) the outer surface hairy or glabrous, with a scarious
margin. Each capirulum contains 6-12 widely separated
female ray florets, about twice as long as the bracts, and

-about 10-30 hermaphrodite, tubular florets. All florets are
yellow. The brown, inferior ovary tapers towards the base
and has a ribbed surface, covered with scattered hairs; it is
surmounted by a whitish pappus composed of smooth or
rough, bristly hairs.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
green. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the foUowing diagnostic
characters (Figures 1893.-1 and 1893.-2): fragments of the
upper epidermis of the leaf (surface view [B, H, M», covered
by a distinctly striated cuticle, composed of polygonal cells
with straight, beaded, thickened walls [Ba, Ma], uniseriate,
multicellular covering trichornes [Ha] or rounded, thick
walled, covering trichome scars with a pitted lumen [Mb],
and a few anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Bb] sometimes
accompanied by underJying palisade parenchyma [Be];
fragments of the lower epidermis of the leaf (surface view [A)
K, N]) covered by a slightly striated cuticle composed of cells
with sinuous walls in the area of the lamina [Aa] or with
more rigid walls near the veins [N]) numerous anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Ab], occasional glandular trichomes with a
unicellular stalk and a unicellular head [Ka, Na], covering
trichomes some of which are pennant-like [Ac, F], uniseriate,

2022

multicellular, with 1-3 thin-walled basal cells [Fa], a flagella
like distal cell [Fb], and an enlarged, more or less rounded
cell [Fe] between them, others are uniseriate, multicellular
(up to about 10 cells), with thick, finely wrinkled walls and a
rigid conical distal cell (side view [E)); rare fragments from
the ovary [G] bearing paired, covering ttichomes with a
distinctly pitted central wall and a bifid apex (surface
view [Ga), side view [Gb)); vascular tissue from the
sterns [L) composed of vessels [La) and groups of
fibres [lb]; fragments of the epidermis of the petals with a
striated cuticle, through which run fine spiral vessels [8], and
bearing biseriate glandular trichomes (side view [P));
spherical pollen grains, with 3 germinal pores and a spiny
exine m; abundant pappus hairs and their fragments [C, D],
muldseriate with the marginal cells overlapping outwards;
fragments of parenchyma [Q], some showing cells containing
small, isolated cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Qa];
fragments of bracts [R] with a finely striated cuticle,
polygonal cells [Ra], bearing pennant-like covering
trichomes [Rb] and whose margin bears uniseriate,
multicellular covering trichomes [Rc].

Figure 1893.-1. - lUustration for idenuJication tCSt B of powdered
herbal drngof European goldenrod

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in the
test for Solidago gigantea Aiton and Solidago canadensis L.
Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Figure 1893.-2. <Illustration for identification test B of powdered
herbal drugof European goldenrod

Jm

A x 1.25

Goldenrod IV-269

Drying In air.

Delation Treat the plate with a 10 gIL solution of
diphenylboric acidaminoethy[ ester R in methanolR and then
with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in methanol R.
Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run after 30 min.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no strong orange fluorescent zone similar in position
to the zone of quercitrin in the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Stock solution In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, place
0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12), add
1 mL of a 5 gIL solution of hexamethylenetetramine R, 20 mL
of acetone Rand 2 mL of hydroch/qric acidRl, Boil the
mixture in a water-bath under a reflux condenser for 30 min.
Filter the liquid through a small plug of absorbent cotton
into a 100 mL flask. Add the absorbent cotton to the residue
in the round-bottomed flask and extract with 2 quantities,
each of 20 ml., of acetone R, each time boiling under a reflux
condenser for 10 min. Allow to cool. Filter the combined
acetone extracts through filter paper, dilute to 100.0 mL with
acetone RJ rinsing the volumetric flask and the filter paper
with acetone. Introduce 20.0 mL of the solution into a
suitable separating funnel, add 20 mL of wowR and shake
the mixture with I quantity of 15 mL and then with
3 quantities, each of 10 mL, of ethyl acet""'--R.~ Co~bin-" tI1~_
ethyl aCetate extraCts-iDa-separating fuIllIel J wash twice with
50 mL of water R and filter the extracts over 109 of
anhydrous sodium sulfate R into a volumetric flask. Dilute to
50.0 mL with ethyl acetate R, rinsing the separating funnel
and the sodium sulfate.

Tes'solution To 10.0 mL of the stock solution add 1.0 mL
of aluminium chloride reagent R and dilute [0 25.0 mL wilh a
5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic acid R in methanolR.
Compensation liquid Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution to
25.0 mL with a 5 per cent VIV'solution ofglacial acetic
acid R in methanol R.
After 30 min, measure the absorbance (.2.2.25) of the test
solution at 425 om by comparison with the compensation
liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of flavonoids, expressed as
hyperoside, using the following expression:

i.e. laking the specific absorbance of hyperoside to be 500.

A measured absorbance al 425 nm;
m mass of the herbal drug to be examined, in grams.

_____________________ PIlE"
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A light blue fluorescent zone

Quercitrin: an orange fluorescent
ron,

-- --

Chlorogemc acid: a light blue A light blue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (chlorogenic add)

Ruroside: an orange fluorescent zone An orange fluorescent zone
(rut?Side)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of brown coloured matter and
maximum 5 per cent of other foreign matter.

Solidago gigantea Aiton and SoUdago canadensis L
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdution To 0.75 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and heat on a water-bath
under a reflux condenser for 10 min. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of ,hlorogen~ acidRJ

2.5 mg of quefCIin"n Rand 2.5 mg of nuoside lJ;hydrate R in
10 mL of methanol R.
Pkue TLC silica gelpkue R.

lHobile phase anhydrous formic arid R, waterR, methyl ethyl
ketone R, ethylacetal< R (6:6: 18:30 VlVlVllI).
Application 20 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Ka
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A

~op of th~ plate

-- --

Berberine: a bright yellow A bright yellow fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (berberine)

Hydrastine: a deep blue fluorescent A deep blue fluorescent zone
roo, (hydraSl:ine)

-- --
A bright light blue fluorescent zone
(hydrastinine)

A deep blue fluorescent zone

Reference solution Tell soludon-

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, add 50 mL of a
1 per cent VIV solution of concentrated ammonia R in ethanol
(96 percent) R and boil the mixture under a reflux condenser
for 30 min. Allow to cool to room temperature and filter the
liquid through a plug of absorbent cotton into a flask.
Add the plug of absorbent cotton to the residue in the

Figure 1831.-1. - Illustrasion for identification testB of powdered
herbal drug of goldenseal rhizome

**** ** ** ****
Goldenseal Root
(Goldenseol Rhizome, Ph. Eur. monograph 1831)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried rhizome and root of Hydrastis
canadensis L.

Content
- hydrastine (C 2IH2INO.; M, 383.4): minimum

2.5 per cent (dried drug);
- berberine (C,oHlaN04; M, 336.4): minimum 3.0 per cent

(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is tortuous and knotty, about 5 em long and
5-10 rnm thick. The surface is yellowish or brownish-grey,
irregularly wrinkled, and bears the remains of numerous
slender, wiry roots; stem bases and scale leaves occur on the
upper surface. The fracture is short and resinous.
The transversely cut surface is yellowish-brown and shows a
fairly wide bark, a ring of 12-20 widely separated xylem
bundles and a large, central pith.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Reduce to a powder
(180) (2.9.1Z). The powder is greenish-yellow. Examine
under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 1831.-1): abundant thin-walled fragments of
parenchyma [A, G, K]; occasional fragments of yellowish
brown cork from the rhizome and roots (surface view [J],
transverse section [F); groups of smaU vessels with
conspicuous perforations in the oblique end walls [L] and
with simple or bordered, slit-shapedpita [B,.O,_E];
infrequent groups of thin-walled, pitted fibres [H], usually
found associated with the vessels; numerous ovoid or
spherical, orange-brown granular masses. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R.
The powder shows abundant starch granules [el, mostly
simple but sometimes compound with up to 4 components;
the granules are small, spherical or ovoid, up to about 10 11m
in diameter, occasionally with a small, rounded or slit-shaped
hilum.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 250 mg of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.1Z) add 4 mLofa mixture of 20 volumes of water Rand
80 volumes of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min and filter.
Wash the residue with 2 quantities, each of 2 mL, of
methanol R. Combine the solutions and dilute to 20 mL with
methanol R.
Reference solution Immediately before use, dissolve 5 mg of
hydrastine hydrochloride Rand 5 mg of berbenne chloride R in
20 mL of methanol R. ,
Plate TLC silica gelptateR (1-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

JWobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, ethylaurate R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 2 ~Ll as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 ern [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

IV-270 Goldenseal Root
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round-bottomed flask and repeat the extraction with a further
2 quantities, each of 30 mL, of a 1 per cent VIV solution of
concentrated ammonia R in ethanol (96 per cent) R, each time
boiling under a reflux condenser. for 10 min and filtering
through a plug of absorbent corton in the same flask as
previously. Filter the combined filtrates through a filter paper
into a 250 mL round-bottomed flask) and rinse the flask and
the filter with 20 mL of a 1 per cent VIV solution of
concentrated ammonia R in ethanol (96 per cent) R. Evaporate
the filtrate to dryness in vacuo in a water-bath at 55 "C.
Dissolve the residue in 50.0 mL of the mobile phase. Dilute
10.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference solution Immediately before use) dissolve 10.0 mg
of hydrastine hydrochloride CRS and 10.0 mg of berberine
chloride CRS in methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent.

Column:
~ size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- srationary phase: end-capped ocrade<y/silyl silica gelfar

chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase Dissolve 9.93 g of potassium dihydrogen
phosphare R in 730 mL of warer R, add 270 mL of
acetonitrile R and mix.

Flow rate 1.2 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 235 om.

Injection I0 ~L.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- elution order. order indicated in the composition of the

reference solution; record the retention times of these
substances;

- resolution: minimwn 1.5 between the peaks due to
hydrastine and berberine.

Using the retention-times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution the
components of the reference solution.

Calculate the percentage content of each alkaloid (hydrastine
and berberine) using the following expression:

At xm2xP x25
A 2 x m l

AI area of me peak due to hydrastine or berberine in the
chromatogram obtained with lhe test solution;

A 2 area of the peak. due 10 hydrastine or berberine in lhe
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution;

mj mass of the herbal drug [0 be examined used [0 prepare the test
soluLion, in grams;

1n2 mass of hydrastine hydrochloride CRS or bmerillt chloritkCRS
used to prepare the reference sclcucn, in grams;

p percentage content of hydrastine in hyJrastilU hydroddoride CRS
or berberine in baMine clJlorith CRS.

___________________ !'hE<I

Green Tea IV-271

Green Tea
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2668)

!'hE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Young, unfermented leaf of Camellia sinensis (L.) Kuntze
rapidly stabilised by short time heating and then dried.

Content
- caffeine (CaHION.O,; M, 194.2): minimum 1.5 per cent

(dried drug);
- totalcatechins, expressed as (-)-epigallocattdin-3-0-gallate

(C22H1SOII; Me 458.4): minimum 8.0 per cent (dried
drug).

CHARACTERS
Greyish-green leaf with petiole removed, rolled and often
folded or twisted, whole or cur before being coned.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Examine after allowing the leaf to unroll for a few minutes
in warm water. The leaf is oval, elongated and acuminate.
Starting at a quarter of the distance from the base, the
margins are serrate with peculiarly shaped teeth bearing a
small blackish point curved in a claw shape. The secondary
veins branch from the midrib, curving near the margins of
the lamina so that they anastomose in an arc. Flexuous,
conical, covering trichomes are abundant on the lower
surface of the leaves.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-grey. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2668.-1): numerous fragments of
unicellular, flexuous, thick-walled covering trichomes [E];
fragments of abaxial epidermis (surface view [A]) consisting
of cells with slightly wavy walls [Aa]J numerous anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) surrounded by 3 or 4 narrow subsidiary
cells [Ab] and long, flexuous, thick-walled, unicellular
covering trichomes, pointed at the apex [Ac]; fragments of
adaxial epidermis (surface view [F]) consisting of cells with
rigid, slightly thickened walls [Fa], accompanied by cells of
the underlying palisade parenchyma [Fb] and sometimes by
the end of a sclereid [Fe]; numerous isolated sclerelds, often
very ramified, with thick-walls and distinct channels [e];
fragments of lamina (transverse section [B])J showing the
adaxial epidermis covered by a smooth cuticle [BaJJ palisade
parenchyma usually arranged in 2 layers [Bb]J spongy
parenchyma [Be] including cells containing cluster crystals of
calciwn oxalate [Bd]J and the abaxial epidermis [Be] with
stomata; fragments of spiral vessels (longitudinal section (0))
accompanied by spongy parenchyma [Db] with some cells
containing cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Da];
vessels [G] accompanied by lignified fibres [Ga] from the
principal veins.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of a mixture of water R and ethanol
(96 per ceny R (20:80 VIP). Sonicate for 10 min and Iilter.

Re/erence solution Dissolve 2 mg of (-)-epicaruhinRand
5 mg of (-)-epigallocatuhin-3-0-gallare R in methanol Rand
dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gel FZS4 plate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
FZ54p/are R (2-10 ~m)].

};lobile phase anhydrous formic acidR) acetone RJ toluene R
(10:45:45 VIVIV).
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IV-272 Green Tea

Figure 2668.-1. - Illustrauon for iden.fica/iontest B oJfJ<>Wdertd
herbal drug oJgreen tea

Applu..tion 301'1. [or 5 1'1.] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Developmem Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with a freshly prepared 5 gIL solution of fast.
blueB salt R. Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

(-)-Epicatechin: a reddish-brown A reddish-brown zone «-)-
ron, epicetechin)

I or 2 reddish-brown zone(s)

(-)-Epigaliocatechin-3-O-gaUate: a A reddish-brown zone «-)-
reddish-brown zone epigalloouechin-3.O-gallate)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.12)
Maximum 8.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'c for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.
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ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Stabilising solution Dissolve 250 mg of (elhy/enedinitnlo)tetra
acetic acid Rand 250 mg of ascorbic acidR in 500 mL of
wa.... R. add 100 mL of acetonitrile R and dilute to 1000 mL
with water R.
Extraction solution Place a sealed container filled with a
mixture of water Rand muhanol R (30:70 VIV) in a water
bath at 70°C for at least 30 min in order lO reach the
temperature.

Test solution Introduce 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into. test tube, place in a water-bath at 70 °C
and add 5 mL of the extraction solution (pre-warmed to
70 DC). Stopper the tube and carefully mix using a vortex
mixer. Continue heating the test tube in the water-bath for
10 min, mixing on the vortex mixer after 5 min and 10 min.
Remove the test tube from the water-bath, allow to cool and
centrifuge at 2350 g for 10 min. Decant the supernatant
liquid into a 10 mL volumetric flask. Repeat the extraction
procedure again with 5 mL of extraction solution, combine
the extracts in the same volwnetric flask and dilute to
10.0 mL with a cold mixture of waterR and methane!R
(30:70 VIV). Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to 20.0 mL with
the stabilising solution. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 1"").

ReJerence solution (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg of (-)
epigallocatethin-3-0-gaUate CRS and 20.0 mg of caffeine CRS
in waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with the stabilising
solution. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 1"").
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 0.100 g of green tea dry
extractHRS in 5 mL of water R using sonication, add 1.0 mL
of aeetonitrile R and dilute to 10.0 mL with warer R. Dilute
2.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with the stabilising
solution. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 1"").

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-aljJfJ<d oaadecy/si1Y1 silica gelfor

chromatography R (3 um),

Moln)e phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.05 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous

formic acid R;
- mobile phaseB: 0.05 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous

formic acid R in methanol R2;
- mobile phase C: acetonitrik Rl;

Tim, MobUe phase A MobUe phase B Mobile phase C
(min) (per cent VM (per cent VM (per cent VM

0-' 97 o 3

5 - 23 ,97 -+ 67 0-+30 3

23 - 29 67 3. 3

29 - 30 67 --> 30 30--> 67 3

30 - 31 3. 67 3

Flow rate I mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 run.

Injection I0 ~L.

Identification oJpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
green tea dry extractHRS and the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due to (+)
gallocatechin, (-)-epigallocatechin, (+)-catechin, (-)-
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epigaUocatechin-3-D-gaUate, (-)- epicatechin, (-)
galiocatechin-3-0-gaUate and (-)-epicatechin-3-0-gaUate.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to (-)-

epigallocatechin-3-0-gallate and (-)-epicarechin.

Calculate the percentage content of total catechins, expressed
as (-)-epigaUoc3rechin-3-0-gaUate, using the following
expression:

AI xm2x0.32xp

A2 x ml

Guarana IV-273

palisade layer (transverse section (B, ED; numerous
fragments of cotyledons with rounded to ovoid cells, with
spaces between them [H] and filled with starch; more or less
polyhedral sc1ereids with channelled walls) free (F] or in
groups [A]; rare spiral vessels [G]; fragments of the embryo
with thin-walled elongated cells (surface view [Cj). Examine
under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glycerol R. The powder shows numerous rounded or oval
starch granules ill, up to 30 urn long and 18 pm wide,
simple or sometimes 2-3 compound, either free or included
in the cells of the cotyledons.

STORAGE
Protected from moisture.

Calculate the percentage content of caffeine using the
following expression:

AI x m2 x 0.32 xp
A2 x m l

sum oflhe area of the peaks due to cetechins [(+)
gallocated1in. (-)~pigallocatocbin) (+)-eatechin. (-)
epigallocateehin-3-D-gaUate. (-)-epicalechin, (-)-gallocatochin
3-D-gBlIste and (-)~picateehin-3-o-gaUa[el in the
chromatogram obtained with the rear solutionj
area of the peakdue to (-)-epigaUocatechin-3-D-gaUate in me
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a);
mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;
mass or (-)-epigoIwled!in-J-O-galklte CRS used to prepare
reference solution (a). in grams.
percentage content of (-)-epigallocatechin-3-O-gallate in (-)
epigoJJoouechiJl-J-O-gallort CRS.

m,

A,

A,

m,

p

AI area of me peak due to calfeine in me chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A 2 area of the peak due to caffeine in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

In, mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

m2 mass of caffeineCRS used to prepare reference solution (a). in
gramsj

p percentage content of caffeine in rofJ~·'le CRS,

_____________________ ""EII

Guarana
(ph. Bur. monograph 2669)

""Ell ~ _

DEFINITION
Dried seed of PauUinia cupanaKunth (syn. Paullinia sorlJiJis
Mart.).

Content
,Wnimum 3.5 per cent of caffeine (CaH,oN. 0 2; M, 194.2)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The seed is more or less spherical, about 12 rom in
diameter, shiny, glabrous, dark brown with a large, light
coloured spot corresponding to the hilum.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Reduce to a powder
without sieving. The powder is brownish and oily. Examine
under a microscope using chloral hydratesolution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2669.-1): polyhedral endosperm cells with thick
cellulose walls; fragments of epispenn cells with lobed and
regularly thickened walls (surface view [D)) and forming a

Figure 2669.-1. - Illustration for iden'ification testB ofpowdered
herbal drugofguamna

c. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdsaion To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanolR, sonicate for 10 min, then
centrifuge for 10 min and use the supernatant.

Reference solutwn Dissolve 2.0 mg of caffeine Rand 1.0 mg
of caucbin R in 2 mL of methanolR.

Plate TLC silka gelF", plateR (2-10 um).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic add R, toluene R, acetone R
(10:45:45 VIVIV).

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development In an unsaturated tank over a path of 6 em.

Drying In a current of air at room temperature.

Deuaion A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint quenching zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
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IV-274 Hamamelis Bark

Top ofLhe plate

Caffeine: an intense quenching zone An intense quenching zone (caffeine)

-- --

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Heat at 100°C for 2 min, then treat the still
hot plate with fast blueB salt so/utum R and examine in
daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Catechin: a reddish-brownzone An intense reddish-brown zone
(catechin)

2 red or brown zones of varying
intensity

-- --

I or 2 reddish-brown zones

A reddish-brownzone

Reference solutloD Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

SonuionA Dissolve 30.0 mg of caffeine CRS in the mobile
phase and dilute to 100.0 mL with the mobile phase.

T." sdution Introduce 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a 100 mLround-bottomed flask and add
40 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at 70°C under a
reflux condenser for 30 min. Allow to cool and filler through
a plug of absorbent cotton into a 100 mL volumetric Bask.
Transfer the absorbent cotton with the drug residue into the
round-bottomed flask. Add 40 mL of methand R, proceed as
before and filter uno the same volumetric flask. Rinse the
round-bottomed flask and the filter with methanol R, add the
rinsings to the volumetric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with
methanolR. Shake to homogenise the solution. Transfer
J0.0 mL of this solution into a volumetric flask, add 30 mL
of waw R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.
Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 urn).
Reference solution (a) Dilute 5.0 mL of solurion A to
50.0 mL with the mobile phase.
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Reference solution (b) Dissolve 15.0 mg of (-)-epicatechin R
in the mobile phase and dilute to 25.0 mL with the mobile
phase. To 10.0 mL of the solution add 5 mL of solution A
and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, '" =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped oCladecyisily1 silica gelfor

chromalOgraphy R (5 pm).

MoMe phase methanolR, waW for chromalOgraphy R
(25:75 VIV).

Flow rate 1 mlJrnin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 272 nm.

Injection I0 ~L.

Run lime 3 times the retention time of caffeine.

Retention lime Caffeine = about 11 min.

System suilability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to caffeine

and (-)-epicatechin.

Calculate the percentage content of caffeine using the
following expression:

Al area of the peak due to caffeine in me chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A z area of the peak due to caffeine in me chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (8)j

ml mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

1If2 mass of caffeineCRS used to prepare soluuon A, in grams;
p percentage content of caffeine in ((JJla"ne CRS"

_______________~__~ PIIEw

Hamamelis Bark
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2532)
PIIEur _

DEFINlTION
Cut, dried bark from the trunk and branches of Hamamelis
v;rgin;ana L

Content
.Minimum 5.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(C,H,O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Pieces of different lengths, channelled, sometimes quilled
or in strips, up to 2 cm long and 3 mm thick. The outer
surface is ochre-brown or reddish-brown and has a thin,
whitish or greyish-brown cork with numerous lenticels.
The inner surface is yellowish-brown or reddish-brown and is
longitudinally striated. The fracture is splintery and fibrous.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is brown.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2532.-1): very abundant sclereids of 2 types: one
type (more abundant) rounded, oval or subrectangular,
isolated [C) bur more often in groups [A), with heavily
thickened and striated walls and numerous and branched
channels) sometimes accompanied by ceUscontaining prisms
of calcium oxalate [Aa]; the other type much more regular in
size and shape, polygonal, with walls only moderately
thickened and with simple channels, occurring in dense
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Hamamelis Leaf IV-275

**** ** *<,»
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0909)

Hamamelis Leaf

TESTS
Corylus avellana L. bark and twigs and Hamamelis
virginiana L. twigs
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Tesr solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of methanol R, shake for 15 min and
filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg of gal/it. acid Rand
8.0 mg of hamameluanmn R in 5.0 mL of ethanol
(60 percenr VII? R.
Pia", TLC silica gelFm plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica
gelFz54 plate R (2-10 pm}).

Mabile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, ethyl
formate R (10:10:80 VIVIJI).
Application 6 pL [or 2 pL) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 nun].
Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em).
Drying In air.
Detection Heat at 100 °C for 3 min; treat the plate whilst
still hot with a 5 WL solution of dip!Jenylboric acidaminoethyl
euer R in ethylautate R, allowto dryin airand examine in
ultraviolet lightat 365 om.
Resu/ts The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no yellow or orange zones.
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent of branches and twigs and maximum
2 per cent of otherforeign matter.
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Carry out the determination with the following modifications.
Preparation of the test solution Introduce 0.150 g ofthe
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL round
bottomed flask, add 150mL of waterR and heat on a water
bathfor 30 min. Cool under running water and transfer
quantitatively to a 250 mL volumetric flask. Rinse the round
bottomedflask and collect the washings in the volumetric
flask, dilute to 250.0 n{r. with waterR and shake. Centrifuge
25 mL at 1000 g for 10 min.
Totalpolyphenols Use the supernatant iastead of the filtrate
described in the general method.
Polyphenols not adsorbed by hidepowder Use the supernatant
instead of the filtrate described in the general method.

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, driedleaf of Hamamelis virgimana L.

Content
Minimum 3 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(C,;H.O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is greenor greenish-brown, often broken,
crumpled and compressed into moreor less compactmasses.

"'E" _

groups with no intercellular spaces [E], sometimes
accompanied by cells containing prismsof calcium
oxalate [Ea]; abundant groups of fibres [G], usually
surrounded by a sheathof prismsof calcium oxalate [Gb);
fibres, very thick-walled and lignified, with an indistinct
lumen [Ga]; thin-walled, parenchymatous cells of the
phloem [D], sometimesfilled wkh dark brown
contents [Db]; uniseriatc medullary rays, composed of cells
with slightly thickened walls, somewhatrectangular
(longitudinal section [Gc)) and rounded (tangential
section [Daj); fragments of cork [H] consisting of thin-walled
cells, polyhedral (surface view [B, HaD, sometimes
accompanied by an underlying layerof sclereids with slightly
thickened and channelled walls [Hb]; abundant isolated
prisms of calciumoxalate [FJ.

2022

Figure 2532.-1. - Illuuradon for identification lestB a/powdered
herbal drug oj hamamelis bark

C. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
Corylfus avellana L. bark and twigs and Hamamelis
virginiana L. twigs.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore; oilier faintzones may be present
in the upper third of the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Top of the plste

Gallic acid; a blue fluorescent zone

-- --

Hamamelitannin: a blue ffuorescenr An intense blue fluorescent zone
ron, (hamamelitannin)

A blue fluorescent zone

-- --

2 or 3 blue fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test soludoo
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'"• •• •• •..,
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1220)

Hawthorn Berries

PhEw _

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal dmg (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethanol (60 perWIt VI,,? R, shake for
15 min andfilter.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 30 mg of tannic acidR in
5 mL of ethanol (60 per cent VI,,? R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5 rug of gall;'; acid R in 5 mL
of ethanol (60 perWIt VI,,? R.

Plat< TLC silica gel G plare R.

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnie acidR, waterRJ ethyl
format< R (10:10:80 VIVIJI).

Application 10 ~L, as bands.

Developmenl Overa path of 10 em.

Drying At 100-105 °C for 10 min, then allow to cool.

Detectio» Spray with fenic chloride solurion R2 until bluish
greyzones (phenolic compounds)appear.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows in its lower third a principal zone similar inposition to
the principal zone in the chromatogram obtainedwith
reference solution (a) and, in its upperpart, a narrow zone
similar in position to the principal zone in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b); the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution shows, in addition, several
slightly coloured zones in the central part.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 7 per cent of stems and maximum 2 per cent of
otherforeign matter, determined on 50 g.

Loss on drying (2.2.12)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 2.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 7.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 0.750 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12).

2022

DEFINITION
Dried false fruits of Cratoegus monogyna [acq, or C. laev;gala
(poir.) DC. (syn. C. oxyacantha L.) or their hybrids or a
mixture of these false fruits.

Content
Minimum 0.06 per cent of procyanidlns, expressed as
cyanidin chloride (C.sH'lCIO,; M, 322.7) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The falsefruit of C. monogyna is obovateor globular,
generaUy 6-10 mm long and 4-8 nun wide, reddish-brown or
dark red. The surface is pined or, more rarely, reticulated.
The upper end of the fruit is crownedby the remains of
5 reflexed sepalssurrounding a small, sunken disc with a
shallow,raised rim. The remains of the style occur in the
centre of the disc with tufts of stiff colourless hairs at the

\1U.'{lF
~

The lamina is broadly ovate or obovate; the base is oblique
and asymmetric and the apex is acute 0[, rarely, obtuse.
The margins of the laminaareroughly crenate or dentate.
The venationis pinnate and prominent on the abaxial
surface. Usually, 4-6 pairsof secondary veins are attached to

the main vein, emerging at an acute angle and curving gently
to the marginal points where there are fine veins often at
right angles [0 the secondary veins.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-green. Examine undera microscope using chloral
hydrale solulion R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure0909.-1): fragments of adaxial epidermis
withwavy anticlinal walls (surface view [C, ll), often
accompanied by small, cylindrical cells of the palisade
parenchyma (surface view llal). or elongated (transverse
section [F])i fragments of abaxial epidermis with stomata
mainly paracytic (2.8.1) (surface view [BD, which may be
accompanied by irregular-shaped cells of spongy mesophyll
[K, L]; star-shaped covering trichcmes, either entire or
broken [A, D, M], composed of 4-12 unicellular branches
that areunited by theirbases, elongated, conicaland curved,
usually up to 250 urn long, thick-walled and with a clearly
visible lumen whose contents are often brown; fibres are
lignified and thick-walled, isolated or in groups, and
accompanied by a sheath of prismatic calcium oxalate crystals
[NJP); sclerelds, frequently enlarged at 1 or both ends,
150-180 pm long, whole or fragmented [H]; fragments of
annular or spiral vessels [E); isolated prisms of calcium
oxalate [G].

IV-276 Hawthorn Berries

Figure 0909.-1. - Illustration for identification testB of powdered
herbal drugof hamame/is leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
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base. At the lower end of the fruit is a short length of pedicel
or, more frequently, a small, pale, circular scar where the
pedicel was attached. The receptacle is fleshy and encloses a
yellowish-brown) ovoid fruit with a hard, thick wall
containing a single, elongated, pale brown, smooth and shiny
seed.

The false fruit of C. lcuvigam is up to 13 mm long.
It contains 2-3 stony fruits, ventrally flattened, with short
hairs at the top. The centre of the disc of the false fruit
frequently bears the remains of the 2 styles.

B..Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
red. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows me following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1220.-1): covering trichomes [F] from
inside the disc that are long, unicellular, frequently bent,
tapering to a point) with heavily thickened and lignified walls;
fragments of the red outer layer of the receptacle (surface
view [G]); fragments of the inner layers of the receptacle [A],
some cells containing cluster crystals [Aa] or prisms [Ab] of
calcium oxalate; occasional fragments U, KJ including groups
of sclereids [Ka] and vascular bundles Ua, Kb] associated
with rows of cells containing prisms of calcium oxalate 1Jb,
Kc]; fragments of the pericarp [B) consisting of parenchyma
including some cells containing cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate [Ha] and groups ofsclereids of various sizes with
numerous pits [Bb], thick-walled sclereids [E, H], channelled
[E], some with conspicuously branched channels "[H]; a few
fragments of the testa [C] having an outer layer composed of
hexagonal, mucilaginous cells [Ca] beneath which is a
yellowish-brown pigment layer containing numerous prisms
of calcium oxalate [Cb]; parenchyma of the endosperm and
cotyledons consisting of cells containing aleurone grains and
globules of fixed oil [DJ.

Figure 1220.-1. <Illustration fur identification testB of powdered
herbal drug of hawthorn berries

Hawthorn Berries IV-277

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (1.8.25).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(1.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanolR. Sonicate for 15 min,
filter or centrifuge and use the filtrate or supernatant.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3.5 mg of rntosiJe trihydrate R in methanolR and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvenr.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanolR.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 rug of hyperoside Rand
3 mg of chlorogenic add R in methanolR and dilute to 10 rnL
with the same solvent.

Intensity marker Hyperoside.

Plate TLC silica gel Fm place R (2-10 11m).

A-IobiIe phase anhydrous formic acidR, water R, ethylaceUlte R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of air at room temperature for 5 min.

Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min; spray the wann
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl
ester R in methanolR, then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in melharwl R or, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidamit/oethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methylene chloride R; aUow to dry In air for about 1 min and
examine in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones) which may be touching; the lower zone
(chlorogenic acid) shows a light blue fluorescence and
the upper zone (hyperoside) shows a yellow or orange
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in me chromatogram
obtained with the test solution, other faint blue, greenish and
orange or yellow fluorescent zones may be present.

Top of the plate..
1-2 blue zones, very faint to faint

-- - --

A yellow or orange Wile. very faint
to faint

Hyperoskle: a yeUowor orange zone A yellow or orange zone, faint to
equivalent (hyperoside)

A light blue zone, faint (chlorogenic
acid)

-- --

Rotoside: a yeUow or orange zone A yellow or orange zone, very faint
(rutoside)

Reference solution (a) Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of deteriorated false fruit arid
maximum 2 per cent of other foreign matter. It does not
contain false fruits of other Cmtaegus species (C. nigra
Walds,. er Kit., C. pentagyna Walds,. et Kit. ex Willd.
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IV-278 Hawthorn Leaf and Flower

and C. azaro/us L.), which are characterised by the presence
of more than 3 hard stones.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
lOS °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
To 2.50 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
30 mL of ethanol (70 percent VI,,? R. Heat under a reflux
condenser for 30 min and filter. \Vash die residue with
10.0 mL ofethanol (70 percent VI,,? R. Add to the liltrate
15.0 mL of hydrochloric acid Rl and 10.0 mL of waterR.
Heat under a reflux: condenser for 80 min. Allow to cool,
filter and wash the residue with ethanol (70 per cen' VI,,? R
until the filtrate is colourless. Dilute the filtrate to 250.0 mL
with ethanol (70 per cen' VI,,? R. Evaporate 50.0 mL of this
solution in a round-bottomed flask to about 3 ml,. and
transfer to a separating funnel. Rinse the round-bottomed
flask sequentially with 10 mL and 5 mL of waterRand
transfer to the separating funnel. Shake the combined
solution with 3 quantities, each of 15 mL, of butanol R.
Combine the organic layers and dilute to 100.0 mL with
butanol R.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the solution at 555 nm.

Calculate the percentage content of procyanidlns, expressed
as cyanidin chloride, using the following expression:

Ax500
1200Xnt

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of cyanidin chloride to be
1200.

A absorbance at 555 om;
111 mass of the sobstence [0 be examined, in grams.

_____________________ PhE"

Hawthorn Leaf and Flower
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1432)

Preparations
Hawthorn Leaf and Flower Dry Extract

Hawthorn Leaf and Flower Liquid Extract
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried flower-bearing branches of
Crataegus monogyna [acq. (Lindm.), G. laeuigato (poir.) DC.
or their hybrids or, more rarely, C. pentagyna Waldst. et Kit.
ex Willd. or C. azarolus L. These species may be mixed.

Content
Minimum 0.2 per cent of total vitexin-z"-Ocrhamnoside
derivatives, expressed as vitexin-2"-O-rhamnoside
(C 27H30014; M, 578.5) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stems are dark brown, woody, 1-2.5 mm in diameter,
bearing alternate, petiolate leaves with small, often deciduous
stipules and corymbs of numerous small white flowers.
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The leaves are more or less deeply lobed with slightly serrate
or almost entire margins; those of C. azarolus are the
narrowest of all species, pinnatisecr, with 3, 5 or 7 acute to
cuspidate, long, narrow lobes and almost entire margins;
those of C. laevigata are broad, pinnately lobed or pinnatifid
with 3, 5 or 7 obtuse to acute lobes and finely crenate-serrate
margins; those of C. monogyna are pinnatisect with 3, 5 or
7 acute lobes and entire or irregularly serrate margins; those
of C. pemagyna are pinnarisect with 3, 5, 7 or 9 acute or
obtuse lobes and irregularly serrate margins; the adaxial
surface is dark green or brownish-green, the abaxial surface is
lighter greyish-green and shows a prominent, dense,
reticulate venation. The leaves of C. laevigata, C. monogyna
and C. azarofus are more or less glabrous or with few
tdchomes, those of C.·pentagyna are mostly densely
pubescent. The flowers have a brownish-green tubular calyx
composed of 5 free, reflexed sepals, a corolla composed of
5 free, yellowish-white or brownish, rounded Or broadly ovate
and shortly unguiculate petals and numerous stamens.
The hypanthium and calyx of C. ozarolus, C. laevigota 'and
C. monogyna are glabrous or with few trichomesj those of
C. pentagyna are mostly densely pubescem. The ovary is
fused to the calyx and consists of 1-5 carpels, each with a
long style and containing a single ovule; in C. monogyna there
is 1 carpel, in G. laevigata 2 or 3, In C. azarolus 2, 3, or
sometimes only 1, in C. pentagyna 5 or, rarely, 3 or 4.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-green to brownish-green. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrausolution R. Irrespective of the
species, the powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figures 1432.-1 and 1432.-2): unicellular covering
trichomes, usually with a thick walland wide lumen, almost
straight or slightly curved, isolated or attached to the
epidermis of the leaves by a rosette of cells [A]; fragments of
petals showing rounded or polygonal epidermal cells, strongly
papillose, covered by a cuticle which clearly shows wavy
striations (surface view lMl); fragments of the epidermis of
the leaves showing anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) surrounded
by 4-7 subsidiary cells [Da, La, Pa, Qa, Ta]; fragments of
the endothecium of the anthers [G]; fragments of stems [B,
Jl containing bordered-pitted vessels [Ba] and groups of
lignified fibres with narrow lumens Ilal associated with
calcium oxalate prism sheaths (Jb], sclereids [Db, Je] and
sometimes cells of the pith with thick, pitted walls [Be];
unicellular covering trichomes from the sepals, with sinuous
walls, up to 400 pm long [H]; fragments of the leaf
mesophyll [F] showing parenchymatous cells usually
measuring 10-20 ....m and comaining calcium oxalate cluster
crystals [Fa], and veins with fibres attached [Fb] surrounded
by a calcium oxalate prism sheath [Fe]; isolated cluster
crystals and prisms [E, S, U]; numerous tricolporate pollen
grains, spherical to elliptical or triangular, up to 45 pm in
diameter [N].

The species can be distinguished by their leaf epidermis as
follows:

G. laevigato The lower epidermis [OJ is covered by a
smooth cuticle and comprises polygonal cells or cells with
sinuous anticlinal walls; stomata [Db]; frequently, scars of
covering rrtchomes [De] surrounded by a rosette of cells with
thickened walls [Dd]; along the veins, elongated cells [De].
The upper epidermis [C] comprises polygonal cells covered
by a smooth cuticle and is accompanied by palisade
parenchyma [Cal.

C. monogyna The lower epidermis [L] is covered by a
striated cuticle and comprises polygonal cells or cells with
sinuous anticlinal walls; stomata [lh]; frequently, scars of
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covering trichomes surrounded by a rosette of cells with
thickened walls; along the veins, elongated cells. The upper
epidermis [K] comprises polygonal cells covered by a striated
cuticleandis accompanied by palisade parenchyma [Ka].

C. azarolus The lower epidermis (view of the cuticle [0],
view of epidermal cells [Q) is covered by a thick and deeply
wrinkled cuticle fOal and comprises polygonal cells [Qb],
stomata [Qc] and unicellular covering trichomes. The upper
epidermis [T] comprises polygonal cells covered bya striated
cuticle, andstomata; it is accompanied by palisade
parenchyma [Tb], with some ceUscontaining a cluster crystal
or a prism crystal of calcium oxalate.
C. pentagyna The lowerepidermis [P] is covered by a
smooth cuticle and comprises cells wirh sinuous anticlinal
walls, stomata [Ph] and rolled unicellular covering trichomes
[Pc]. The upper epidermis [R] comprises polygonal cells
covered by a fine striated cuticle,with slightly sinuous
unicellular covering trichomes [Ra]; it is accompanied by
palisade parenchyma [Rb], withsome cells containing a
cluster crystal of calcium oxalate.

Figure 1432.-1. - Illustration for identijicatWn test B of poudered
herbal drngof hawthorn leaf andflower

c. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Te.st solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min,
thenfilter or centrifuge the solution anduse tile filtrate or
supernatant.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
4.0 mg of vitexin-2' I -O-rhamnoside R in methanol R and dilute
to ]0.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

Hawthorn Leaf and Flower IV-279
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Figure 1432.-2. -1/1useratWn for identification testB of pawdered
herbal drngof hawthorn leafand flower

Reference sdution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3 mg of chlorogenic acidR in metharwl R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.
Intensity markers Reference solutions (a) and (b):

- hyperoside for yellow, orange or red fluorescent zones,
- vitexin-2"-O-rhamnoside for green) greenish-blue or

blue fluorescent zones.
Plare TLC silica gelFm plare R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase anhydrous lonnie acidR, water R, melhylethyl
ketone R, ethylacetare R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.
Drying In a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.

-Ritection Heat at 100:105 "C'itt <;- min; spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl
ester R in methanol R, then with a 50 gIL solutionof macrogol
400 R in methanol R Of, alternatively) dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solurion of diphenylbaric acidaminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogol400 R in
methylene chloride R; allow to dryin air for about 1 min and

. examine in ultraviolet lightat 366 om.
System suiuzhrlity Reference solution (c):

- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct
zones) whichmay be tJuchingj the lower zone
(chlorogenic acid) shows a lightblue fluorescence and
the upper zone (hyperoside) shows a yellow or orange
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequenceof fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution) otherveryfaint to faintblue,
greenish-blue, brownish, yellow or orange fluorescent zones
may be present.
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IV-280 Hawthorn Leaf and Flower

Top uf the plB(e

I or 2 red zones. very 1 or 2 red zones, very
faint to equivalent faint to equivalent

l or 2 light blue ZODes. 1 or 2 light blue zones,
very faint [0 equivalent vel}' faint to equivalent

-- --- ---

A light blue zone, very A light blue zone. very
faint to equivalent faint to equivalent

A yellow or OI3.n~ A yellowOrorange
zone. very faint to zone, faint to intense
equivalent

Hyperoside:a yeucw or A yellowor orange A yellowor orange
orange zone zone, faint [0 intense zone, very faint [0

intense

A light blue zone, very A light blue zone, faint
faint to intense to intense (chlorogenic
(chlorogt'ok acid) acid)

A yeUow zone. faun to
equivalent

-- -- ---

Vitexm-2"-D- A green or greenish- A green or greenish-
rhamnoside: a green or blue zone, faint to blue zone, very faint to
greellish-btue zone equivalent (vitexin-2"- faint (vitexin-2"-D-

D-mamnoside) rhamnoside)

Ayellowor orange A yeUow or orange
zone, very faim to faint zone, faint to

equivalent

Reference Test seludnn (C. Test solution
solution (0) monogyna) (C. pentagyna ond

C. faeuigata, mlxtures with other
C. asaTOfus) oUowed spedes)

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 8 per cent of lignified branches with a diameter
greater than 2.5 mm and maximum 2 per cent of other
foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined On 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY }
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Teu solulion To about 0.35 g of the powdered herbal drug
(710) (2.9.12) add 10 mL of a 50 per cent VtV solution of
merhanol R and 10 mL of a 2 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R. Sonicate for 20 min at about 25-35 °C. Allow to
cool and neutralise with 50 ~L of anhydrous formic acid R.
Dilute to 25.0 mL with a 50 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.2 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.0 mg of wtexin-2"-O
rhamnoside CRS in a 50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solution.

2022

Reference solution (b) To about 0.1 g of hawthorn leafand
flower dry exlraet HRS add 10 mL of a 50 per cent VIV
solution of medlanol Rand 10 mL of a 2 gIL solution of
sodium hydroxide R. Sonicate for 20 min at about 25-35 "C.
Allow to cool and neutralise with 50 J.lL of anhydrous fonnie
acidR. Dilute to 25 mL with a 50 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.2 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- starionary phase: end-eapped oc/Qde<y/si/yI silica gelfor

chromatography R (3 urn),
- remperature: 40 "C.

Mobile ph",":
- mobile ph"," A: mix 1.0 g of phosphoric acidR, 2.6 g of

aceumitrile R, 3.3 g of methanol Rand 82.1 g of
rerrahydrofuran R and dilute to 1000.0 g with warer for
chromatography R;

- mobile phase B: methanol Rj

Time MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VIJf) (per cent VIJ?

0-20 '00 0

20 - 22 100 --) 10 0->90

22·26 10 90

Flow rare 1.0 mIJmin.
Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 340 nm.

lnje«ion I0 ~L.

1denrijicarion ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to vitexin-2"
D-rhamnosidej use the chromatogram supplied with hawthorn
leafand flower dry exlracl HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) to identify peak 2
(unknown).

System suiuzbility Reference solution (b):
- peak-to-1J{l1Jey ratio: minimum 1.5, where Hp = height

above the baseline of peak 2 (eluted immediately after
vitexin-2"-D-rhamnoside) and H" =height above the
baseline of the lowest point of the curve separating this
peak from the peak due to vitexin-2"-O-rhamnoside.

Calculate the percentage content of total vitexin-2"-O
rhamnoside derivatives, expressed as vitexin-2' '-D
rhamnoside resulting from alkaline hydrolysis, using the
following expression:

AI xm2xpx2.5
A2 xml

Al area of the peak due Co vitexin-2"·o-rhamnoside in the
chromatogram obtained wilh the test solutionj

A2 areaof the peakdue to vilcxin-2"-o-rhamnoside in the
chromacogramobtained with reference solution (a)j

ml mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

m2 mass of viiexin-2-·0-rhamnofltk CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

p percentage content ofvilexin·2"-o-rhamnoside in tnlaill-2--a
rhomnosiJe CRS.

_____________________ PhE<I
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Hawthorn Leaf and Flower Dry
Extract
(ph. Bur. monograph 1865)
POE" _

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from Haunhom leafandj/ower (1432).

Content
- aqueous extracl.$: minimum 1.0 per cent of total vitexin-2"

o-rhamnoside derivatives, expressed as vitexin-2"-G
rhamnoside (C,1H'OOl'; M, 578.5) (dried extract);

- hydroalroholic extracts: minimum 2.0 per cent of total
vitexin-2"-G-rhamnoside derivatives, expressed as vitexin
2"-O-rhamnoside (~7H30014;M r 578.5) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using either water or a hydroalcoholic solvent at
least equivalent in strength to ethanol (45 per cent VIJI).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Light brown or greenish-brown powder.

IDENTIFICATION
High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Testsolution Suspend 0.2 g of the extract to be examined in
20.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 5 min, then filter or
centrifuge. Use the filtrate or supernatant.

Reference ,oIution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
4.0 mg of vitexin-2"-O-rhamnoside R in methanol R and dilute
to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference ,oIution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3 mg of ehlorogenic add R in methanol R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.

Intensity markers Reference solutions (a) and (b):
- hyperoside for yellow, orange or red fluorescent zones,
- vitexin-2"-D-rhamnoside for green, greenish-blue or

blue fluorescent zones.

Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (2-10 pm),

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnie acid R, water R, methyl emy!
ketone R, ethylacetaU! R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).
Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Deuelopment 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of air at room temperature for 5 min.

Daeaion Heat at 100-105 DC for 5 min; spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphet!ylboric acidaminoethyl
ester R in methanol R, then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R Of, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl esrer R in ethyl
acttateR, then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400R in
methylene chlm1de R; allow to dry in air for about jmin and
examine in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones, which may be touching; the lower zone
(chlorogenic acid) shows a light blue fluorescence and the
upper zone (hyperoside) shows a yellow or orange
fluorescence.

Results (aqueous extracts) See below the sequence of
fluorescent zones present in the chromatograms obtained
with reference solution (a) and the test solution.

Hawthorn Preparations IV-281

Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution, other very faint or faint blue or brownish
fluorescent zones may be present.

Top of the plate

A blue zone, very faint to faint

-- --

A green or greenish-blue zone, very
faint ro faint

Hyperoside: a yenow or orange zone A green or greenish-blue zone. faint
(0 equivalent

A blue zone, very faint to faint

-- --

Vitexin·2B-D-rhanmoside: a green or A green or greenish-blue zone, faint
greenish-blue zone to equivalent (vilexin-Z"-D-

rhamnoside)

Reference solution (a) Test solution (aquecua extracts)

Results (hydroalcoholic extracts) See below the sequence of
fluorescent zones present in the chromatograms obtained
with reference solution (a) and the test solution.
Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution, other very faint or faint blue, greenish-blue, green,
brownish, yellow or orange fluorescent zones may be present.

Top of the plate

A red zone. vel}' faint to faint

A wide blue zone, very faint to faint

-- --

-, ,''-C L'
A green or greenish-blue zone. very

"
, fajll.L~

. .. ' -;~-'-' •.~-.. -.
A yellow or orange zone. faint (0

equivalent

Hyperoside: a yellow or orange zone A yellow or orange zone (hyperoside)

A light blue zone (chlorogenic acid)

-- -~

Vitcxin-2"-D-rhamnoside: a green or A green or greenish-blue zone
greenish-blue zone (vitexin-2"·o-rhamnoside)

A yellowor orange zone, very faint
to faint

Reference solution (a) Test solution (hydroaicohoUc
extracts)
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IV-282 Hawthorn Preparations

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 6.0 per cent, determined on 0.500 g of the extract
to be examined by drying in an oven at 105°C for 2 h.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test sokuion To about 0.1 g of the extract to be examined
add 10 mL of a 50 per cent VIV solution of methanol Rand
10 mL of a 2 g/L solution of sodium hydroxide R. Sonicate for
20 min at about 25-35 °C. Allow to cool and neutralise with
50 ~L of anhydrous fonnie acidR. Dilute to 25.0 mL with a
50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.2 pm).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.0 mg of vitexin-2"-0
rhamnoside CRS in a 50 percent VIVsolution of methanol R
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solution.

Reference ,00u,ion (b) To about 0.1 g of hawthorn leafand
flower dry exlract HRS add 10 mL of a 50 per cent VIV
solution of methanol Rand 10 mL of a 2 gIL solution of
sodium hydroxide R. Sonicate for 20 min at about 25-35 °C.
Allow to cool and neutralise with 50 JtL of anhydrous lonnie
acid R. Dilute to 25 mL witha 50 percent VIVsolutionof
methanol R. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.2 pm).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, Q) = 4.0 mm;
- suuionaty phase: end-copped ocladuylsilyl silica gelfor

chrama,ography R (3 um);
- temperature: 40°C.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: mix 1.0 g of phosphoric acidR, 2.6 g of

aceumitrile R, 3.3 g of methonol Rand 82.1 g of
tetrahydrofuron R and dilute to 1000.0 g with waterfor
chromatography R;

- mobile phaseB: methanol R;

Time MobIle phase A MobIle phase B
(mIn) (per cent vm (per cent vm
0-20 100 0

20 - 22 tOO ---> 10 o --;0 90

22 - 26 10 00

-Flew rate 1.0mUmift;;.o~ ~~-qt-:I:"'-=:-~';'-~.-,

DelUti~_ S~~~t0D1ct~~~~~-?,-4~.'~:_
Injection 10 ttL. .~.. ~ .

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify thepeakdue to vitexin-2"
Q-rhamnoside; use the chromatogram supplied withhawthorn
leafandftouer dry extrcut HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) to identify peak 2
(unknown).

Systemmilabiliry Reference solution (b):
- peak-((MJa/ley ratio: minimum 1.5, where Hp = height

above the baseline of peak2 (eluted immediately after
vitexin-2"-O-rhamnoside) andHfJ = heightabove the
baseline of the lowestpoint of the curve separating this
peakfromthe peakdue to vitexin-2"-D-rhamnoside.

Calculate the percentage contentof total vitexin-2"-O
rhamnoside derivatives) expressed as vitexin-2"-Q
rhamnoside resulting fromalkaline hydrolysis, using the
following expression:

2022·

Al xm2xpx2.5

A2 x ml

AI areaof the peakdue '0 ¥itexin-2"·()'rhamnoside in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution;

A 2 area of me peakdue to vitexin.-2"-()'rhamnoside in the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution(a);

11I1 massof the extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

111:2 massof oitexin-2"-D-rhalllnoside CRS used to prepare reference
solution(a). in grams;

p percentage content ofvitexin-2"-D-rhamnoside in v;ttxin-2"-O
rhamnodde CRS.

_____________________ PhEII

Hawthorn Leaf and Flower Liquid
Extract
Quantified Hawthorn Leaf and Flower Liquid
Extract
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1864)
PhEII _

DEFINITION
Liquid extract produced from Hawthorn leafandflower
(1432).

Content
Minimum0.4 per cent of total vitexin-2"-O-rhamnoside
derivatives) expressed as vitexin-2" -O-rhamnoside
(C"H3.O,.; M, 578.5).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (30-70 per cent VIV).

IDENTIFICATION
High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Testsolution Dilute 2.0 g of the extract to be examined in
10.0 mL of methanol R then filter or centrifuge. Use the
filtrate or supernatant.
Riference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
4.0 mg of vilexin-2"-D-rhamnoside R in methanol R and dilute
to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

~ Reference ,00Ulio" (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg <ifhypeioside Rand
3 mg of chlorogenie acidR in methanol R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.
Imensitymarkm Reference solutions (a) and (b):

- hyperoside for yellow) orange or redfluorescent zones)
- vitexin-2"-Q-rhamnoside for green) greenish-blue or

blue fluorescent zones.
IP/ate TLC silica gelFlS4plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase a"hydrous formic acidR, waterR, methylethyl
ketone R, ethylacerate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).

Applica,ion .4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Developmenl 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.
Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min; spray the wann
plate with a 10 gfL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl
ester R in methanol R) then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R or) alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 g/l., solution of diphenylhoric acidaminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R) thenin a 50 gIL solution of maa-ogol 400 R in
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methylene chloride R; allow to dry in air for about 1 min and
examine in ultraviolet light at 366 om.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones, which may be touching; the lower zone
(cWorogenic acid) shows a light blue fluorescence and the
upper zone (hyperoside) shows a yellow or orange
ft.uorescence.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution, other very faint or faint blue
or red fluorescent zones may be present.

Top of the plate

I or 2 blue zones, very faint 10 faint

-- --

A green or greenish-blue zone, faint

A yellow or orange zone

Hyperoside: a yellow or orange zone A yellow or orange zone, intense

A blue zone

-- --

Vitexin-2"-D-rhllDlnoside: a green A green or greenish-blue zone
or greenish-blue zone (vitexin-2 "-D-rhamnoside)

An orange zone, very faint to faint

Reference solution (a) Test solution

Hop Strobile IV-283

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 ~ 4.0 mm:
- 'tationary phase: end-capped oaadecy/ri/yl n1iea gelfor

chromatography R (3 urn);
- temperature: 40 "C.

Mob~e phare:
- mobile phase A: mix 1.0 g ofpho,plwric acid R, 2.6 g of

ae<tonitrile R, 3.3 g of methanolRand 82.1 g of
tetrahydrofuran R and dilute to 1000.0 g with waterfor
chromaUJgraphy R;

- mobile phaseB: melhanol R;

Time Mobile phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (percent Vm (per cent VIJI)

0·20 100 0

20-22 100 ....... 10 0 ....... 90

22 - 26 10 90

Flowrate 1.0 mIlmin.

Daeaion Spectrophotometer at 340 run.

lnieaion 10 ~L.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to vitexin-2"
o-rhamnoside; use the chromatogram supplied with hawthorn
leaf and flowerdry exiract HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) to identify peak 2
(unknown).
System suitabiliry Reference solution (b):
- peak-to-valley ratio: minimum 1.5, where Hp ;;;; height

above the baseline of peak 2 (eluted immediately after
vitexin-2"-O-rhamnoside) and Hv ;;;; height above the
baseline of the lowest point of the curve separating this
peak from the peak due to vitexin-2"-D-rhamnoside.

Calculate the percentage content oftotal vitexin-2"-O
rhamnoside derivatives, expressed as vitexin-2"-O
rhamnoside resulting from alkaline hydrolysis) using the
following expression:

At x m2xpx2.5

A2 x ml

(Ph. Bur. monograph J222)

Hop Strobile

_____________________ PhE,;

a. of the peak due to vitexin-2"-D-rhamnoside in die
'clUomalogram obtained with the test solution;
area of the peak due to vitexin-2" ·D-rhllmnoside in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a);
mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;
mass of virain-2" -()..rhamllOSitk CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;
percentage content of vitexin-2"-o-rhamnoside in vilexin-2"·0
rhamnoside CRS.

m,

A,

m,

A,

p

PhE,; _

DEFINITION
Dried, generally whole, female inflorescence of Humulus
lupulus L.

CHARACTERS
Characteristic, aromatic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Hop srrcblles are generally isolated and 2-5 ern long,
petiolate, ovoid, made up of many oval, greenish-yellow,

TESTS
Ethanol (2.9.10)
95 per cent to 105 per cent of the content stated on the
label.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test sdution To about 1.0 g of the extract to be examined
add 10 mL of a 50 per cent VIV solution of methanolRand
10 mL of a 2 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R. Sonicate for
20 min at about 25-35 "C. Allow [Q cool and neutralise with
50 ~L of anhydrous fonnic add R. Dilute to 25.0 mL with a
50 per cent VIV solution of methanolR. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.2 um),

Reference solution (aJ Dissolve 2.0 mg of fJitexin-2"-O
rhamnoside CRS in a 50 per cent VIV solution of methanolR
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solution.

Reference ,oIution (b) To about 0.1 g of hawthornleaf and
flowerdry extract HRS add 10 mL of a 50 per cent VIV
solution of merhanol Rand 10 mL of a 2 gIL solution of
sodium hydroxide R. Sonicate for 20 min at about 25-35 "C.
Allow to cool and neutralise with 50 ~L of anhydrous fonnie
add R. Dilute to 25 mL with a 50 per cent VIV solution of
methanolR. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.2 urn),
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IV-284 Hop Strobile

sessile, membranous, overlapping bracts. The external bracts
are flattened and symmetrical. The internal bracts are longer
and asymmetrical at the base because of a fold generally
encircling an induviate fruit (achene). The ovary or rarely the
fruit, the base of lite bracts and especially the induvial fold,
are covered with small orange-yellow glands.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1222.-1): fragment. of braces and
hraeteoles covered by polygonal, irregularor wavy-walled
epidermal cells [D, L, M]; unicellular, conical, straight or
curved covering trichomes with thin, smooth walls,
fragmented [E, G] or an-ached to an epidennis [A]; rare
anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [K]; glandular trichomes, usually
free, wilh bicellular biseriate stalks and heads consisting of
8 smaU cells [H, N], rarely attached to an epidermis [La];
fragments of mesophyll containing small calcium oxalate
cluster crystals m; many characteristic orange-yellow
glandular trichomes with short, bicellular biseriate stalks,
bearing a part widening into a cup, 150-250 urn in diameter,
made up of a hemispherical layer of secretory cells with a
cuticle that has been detached and distended by the
accumulation of oleoresinous secretions (surface view [B),
side view [CDj fragments of elongated sclerenchymatous cells
of the testa with thick walls showing striations and numerous
pits [Fl.

Figure 1222.-1. - Illustration for itkn'ificalion test: B ofpowdered
herbal drugof hopstrobile

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test ,oIution To 1.0 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 10 mL ofa mixture of 3 volwnes of
waterRand 7 volumes of methanolR; shake for 15 min and
filter.

2022

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of Sudan orange R,
2.0 mg of curcumin Rand 2.0 mg of
dimethylaminobenzaldehyde R in 20 mL of methanolR.

Plate TLC silica gel Fm plateR.
lYlobiJe phase anhydrous acetic add R, ethylacetate R,
cydohexane R (2:38:60 VIVIJI).
Application 20 ~L a. bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Remits A The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows 3 quenching zones; in the lower quarter is me
faint zone due to curcumin, somewhat below the middle is
the zone due to dimethylaminobenzaldehyde, and above, the
zone due to Sudan orange. The chromatogram obtained with
the test solution shows a number of quenching zones similar
in position to the zones in the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution: at about the level of the zone due to
curcumin is a faint zone due to xanthohumol, near the level
of the zone due to dimethyJaminobenzaldehyde are zones due
to hurnulones, and near the level of the zone due to Sudan
orange are zones due to lupulones.

DerationB Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results B In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution the zones due to lupulones show blue fluorescence,
the zones due to humulones show brown fluorescence and
the zone due to xanthohumol shows dark brown
fluorescence.

Deuaion C Spray with dilute phosphomo(ybdolUngstic
reagent Rj expose to ammonia vapour and examine in
daylight.

Results C In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution the zones due to humulones and to lupulones are
bluish-grey and the zone due to xanthohumol is greenish
grey; in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution the zones are bluish-grey or brownish-grey.

TESTS
Matter extractable by ethanol (70 per cent VIJI)
Minimum 25.0 per cent.

To 10.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
300 mL of ethanol(70 percent VIJI) R and heat for 10 min
on a water-bath under a reflux condenser. Allow to cool,
filter, and discard the first 10 mL of the tiJtrate. Evaporate
30.0 mL of the filtrate to dryness on a water-bath and dry in
an oven at 100-105 °C for 2 h. The residue weighs a
minimwn of 0.250 g.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.
____________________ PIIE<I
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White Horehound
(Ph. Eur. morwgraph 1835)
""E<I _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented dried flowering aerial parts of
Manubium vulgare L.

Content
Minimum 0.7 per cent of marrubiin (C,oH 280 , ; M, 332.4)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stems are up to 50 em long, quadrangular, up to
7 mm wide, young stems are densely covered with whitish
downy hairs, older stems are greenish-grey and less hairy.
The lower leaves are broadly ovate to almost orbicular, upper
leaves less broadly ovate, both petiolate; lamina 1.5-4 em
long, 1-3.5 em wide, apex sub-acute, base tapering or
somewhat cordate, margin dentate to crenate, petiole up to
3 em long; venation pinnate, prominent on the lower surface,
distinctly depressed on the upper surface. Both leaf surfaces
are densely covered with fine, white, woolly hairs, older
leaves having fewer hairs on the dark greyish-green upper
surface. The flowers are small, sessile in dense axillary
clusters. The calyx: is 5 mID long, persistent, with 5 long and
5 short, alternating, hooked, recurved fringing spines; throat
of calyx with an internal ring of long silky hairs; corolla
7 mID long, dull white, 4-10bed, upper lobe z-lipped, lower
lobe j-llpped; 4 short stamens; style with bifid stigma.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.21). The powder is greyish
green. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1835.-1): numerous covering rrichomes of
different types, isolated or associated with fragments of the
epidermis of the leaves: a) covering trichornes in tufts [B, H]
with 3-20 rigid branches of various sizes with smooth,
regularly thickened walls, sometimes sessile [B], sometimes
arising from a multicellular stalk. [II] J some branches are
unicellular IBa, HaJ, others are multicellular (2-6 cells),
100-200 urn long, thick-walled and swollen at the junctions
IBb, Hb]; b) unicellular covering trichomes; c) multicellular
covering trichomes similar to the branches of the trichomes
in tufts; glandular trichomes of different types: a) glandular
trichomes with a unicellular stalk and a unicellular [D],
bicellular [He] or quadricellular head (surface view [Gb]); b)
glandular trichomes with a multicellular stalk and a
unicellular head [A]; c) glandular trichomes of lamiaceous
type with a unicellular stalkand an 8-eeUed head covered
with a cuticle (surface view [Gdj); fragments of me epidermis
of the leaves [G] consisting of polygonal cells with slightly
sinuous walls [Ga], stomata of the diacytic type (2.8.3) [Ge),
covering trichomes and glandular trichomes; covering
rrfchomes from the inner surface of the calyx, twisted or
coiled, up to 1000 J1m long, bi- or tricellular, thickened at
the cell junctions, with a flexuous, very elongated distal
cell [C]; fragments of palisade parenchyma (surface
view [Be» containing small needle-shaped crystals of calcium
oxalate; fragments of vascular tissue from the stems and veins
[F]; fragments of petals with papillose cells m; spherical
pollen grains, about 25 pm in diameter with a smooth exine
[E).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

White Horehound IV-285

Figure 1835.-1. - I1lustrotionfor identification test B of powdered
herbal drugof whitehorehound

Tesrrolurion (a) To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug
(710) (2.9.12) add 2 mL of dilute hydrochlol'ic add Rand
8 mL of methanol R. Heat under a reflux condenser for
30 min, cool and filter.

Test ,olution (b) To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug
(710) (2.9.12) add 10 mL of merhanol R. Heat under a rellux
condenser for 30 min, cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of cholesterol Rand 10 mg
of guaiazulene R in JO mL of methanol R..

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase metharwl R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 5 ~L) of test solutions (a) and (b)
and 10 J1L [or 2 J1L] of the reference solution, as bands.

Developmenr Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em).

D.ying In air.

Detection Treat with a 5 gIL solution of vanillin R in a
mixture of 20 volumes of ethanol (96 percent) Rand
80 volumes of sulfuric add R and examine in daylight
immediately after heating at 130 °C for 5-10 min.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and test
solutions (a) and (b). Further zones in the chromatograms
obtained with test solutions (a) and (b) may be present.
The zone due to marrubiin in the chromatogram obtained
with test solution (a) is more intense than that in the
chromatogram obtained with test solution (b). During
extraction with hydrochloric acid and methanol, conversion
ofpre-marrubiin to marrubiin takes place which leads to an
increase in intensity of the zone.
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IV-286 Horse-chestnut Fruit

Al xm2xpx2.5

A2x ml

Flow raU 1.5 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 217 nm.

Injection 20 ~L.

Locate the peak due to marrubiin by comparison with the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Calculate the percentage content of marrubiin from the
following expression:

**** ** ** ****

area of the peak due to marrubiin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test SOfutiOD;
area of the peak due to marrubiin in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;
mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in milligrams;
mass of InCJnubiin CRS used to prepare the reference solution,
in milligrams;
percentage content of marrubiin in Inam,biin CRS.
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Horse-chestnut Fruit
(Horse-chestnur, Ph. Bur. monograph 1830)

Preparation
Standardised Horse-chestnut Dry Extract
"'Ell _

~ "'EII

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried, ripe seeds ofAesculus
hippocastanum L

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of triterpene glycosides, expressed as
protoaescigenin (C,oH,.06; M, 506.7) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole, spherical or oval, slighdy flattened seed is
2-4 cm in diameter. It has a shiny, dark-brown testa with a
broad, round, matt, light-brown spot (hilum); particularly on
larger seeds, a short, narrow v-shaped ridge marksthe
position of the radicle, with the point terminating close to the
hilum.

The fragmented seed occurs as more or less polyhedral
pieces, about 1-2 cm in diameter, or as slices. The surfaces
corresponding to the cotyledons are matt, light brown, with a
clean fracture. Those corresponding to the testa are shiny,
dark brown, except at the hilum, where they are matt, light
brown. The testa is weakly bound to the cotyledons and is
often detached.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1830.-1): numerous different-sized
droplets of fatty oil that are either free [OJ or inside the thin
walled colourless cells of the cotyledons [E, Gl, yellowish
brown fragments of the outer testa consisting of
sclerenchymatous ceUs with thick walls (surface view [C),
transverse section [Anj fragments from the inner testa
consisting of thick-walled, colourless parenchymatous cells
varying in shape [B, H, nwith poorly visible phs and
occasional annular or spiral vessels [F]. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R.
Starch [K] is present in 3 forms: pyriform or reniform simple
granules, often with verruciform excrescences, about
15-25 J.1rn in size, sometimes up to 30 Jrnlj roundish simple
granules 5-10 J1II1 in diameter; and a few granules that form
rows consisting of 2-4 simple granules that are up to about
35 J.1m in length and occasionally up to about 45 J1II1; most
of the granules have either a stellate (2 or more rays) or more
rarely a punctiform hilum.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of e/hanol (70 percenr VII-? R and heat
under a reflux condenser for 15 min. Cool and filter.

60 -> to
10 -> 60

60

Mobile phase B
(per cent JlIJI)

40 -> 90

90 -> 40

40

Mobile phase A
(per cent JlIP)

Tim.
(min)

0- 15

15 - 20

20·25

Top of the plate

Guaiazulene: a reddish- A bluish-violet zone A bluish-violet zone
violetzone

-- --

A bluish-violet zone A bluish-violetzone

-- --

Cholesterol: a bluish- An intense bluish-violet A bluish-violet zone
violet zone zone (marrubiin) (mafTUbiin)

A bluah-sioler zone A bluish-violet zone

A bluish-violet zone A bluish-violet zone

Reference solution Test solution (0) Test solution (b)

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 15.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Reduce 50 g of the herbal drug to a
powder (250) (2.9.12) and homogenise. To 1.00 g of the
powdered herbal drug in a ·50 mL round-bottomed flask add
15 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of diluu /rydrochlom acidR
and 8 volumes of methanol R. Heat in a water bath at 80°C
under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Allow to cool to room
temperature and filter through a plug of adsorbent cotton
into a 25 mL volumetric flask. Dilute to 25.0 mL with
methanol R by rinsing the round-bottomed flask and the filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 2.0 mg of manubiin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4 DIDlj

- stationary phase: end-capped txtadecylsilyl silica gelfor
chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: acetonitrile Rl;
- mobile phaseB: dilute 0.5 mL of phosphon'c acid R to

1000 mL with water for chromatography R;
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Figure 1830.-1. - Illustralwn for idemificatwn teslB ofpowdertd
herlJal dmg of hone-<hestnut

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of aescin for LC assay HRS
and 5 mg of sucrose R in 1.0 mL of ethanol
(70 per =1 VII-? R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (5-40 ~m) [or TLC SIlica gel
Fm plateR (2-10 ~m}).

Mobile phase acetic acid R, elhyl aceuzte R, waler R,
propanol R (1.5:30:30:40 VIVIVIV).

Applicatwn 10 ~L [or 3 ~L) as bands of 10 rom [or 6 mm].

Development Over a path of 12 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisafdehyde solution R, heat at
100-105 °C for 10 min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the [est solution.

Horse-chestnut Fruit IV-287

Top of the pJate

A yellowish-violet zone

-- --

Aesan: a violet-blue zone An intenseYtolet-blue zone (aescin)

Sucrose: a brownish-green zone A brownish-green zone (sucrose)

2 brownish-green zones

--

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture aceronitrik RJ, 0.05 per cent VIV solution of
<riftuoroawit acidR (40:60 VIV).

Internal marker so/mum Dissolve 25.0 mg of methyl
salicylate Rand 75.0 mg of ibuprofen R in the solvent mixture
and dilute to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Dilute
5.0 mL of the solution to 25.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Test solutwn To 2.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of the internal marker solution and
10.0 mL of the solvent mixture and sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge and filter 2.0 mL of the supernatant through a
membrane filter (0.45 pm). Use the filtrate as the test
solution.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 50.0 mg of aescinfor LC
assay HRS in the internal marker solutionand dilute to
10.0 mL whh the internal marker solution. Sonicate for
10 min and filter through a membrane filter (0.45 urn).

Reference solution (b) Dilute 1.0 mLof the internal marker
solution to 50.0 mL with the solventmixture. Dilute 1.0 mL
of this solution to 10.0 mLwith the solvent mixture.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 rom;
- stationary phase: end-capped oaadecy1si/y1 silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 ~) with • pore size oDO nrn;
- temperature: 25 "C.

i.Wobi!e phase:
- mobile phase A: 0.05 per cent VIVsolution of uiftuoroacaic

acid Rj
- mobile phase B: aaumim1e Rl;

Tim, Moblle phase A MobUe phase B
(mlo) (per cent JIll? (per cent Vm
0- 15 7. 3.
15 - 25 70 ..... 65 30 ..... 35

25 - 35 65 35
35 - 65 65 ..... 50 35 -+ 50

65 - 70 ~O -+ 10 50 ..... 90

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 nm.
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IV-288 Horse-chestnut Preparations

Ph,,, _

Top of the plate

I or 2 yeUowish-violtt zones

-- --

Aescin: an intense violet-blue zone An intense violet-blue zone (aesrin)

Sucrose: II brownish-green zone A brownish-green zone (sucrose)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture aceumilrile Rl, 0.05 per cent VIV solution of
trif/wroa<etjc acid R (40:60 VIV).

Internalmarker solution Dissolve 25.0 mg of mahyl
salicylate Rand 75.0 mg of ibuprofen R in the solvent mixture
and dilute to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Dilute
5.0 mL of the solution to 25.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Test solution Dissolve 0.1000 g of the extract to be
examined in the internal marker solution and dilute [Q

10.0 mL with the internal marker solution. Sonicate for
10 min and filter through a membrane filter (0.45 pm).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg of aescinfor LC
assayHRS in the internal marker solution and dilute to
10.0 mL with the internal marker solution. Sonicate for
10 min and filter through a membrane filter (0.45 urn).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using a hydroalcoholic solvent equivalent in
strength to ethanol (40-80 per cent VII').

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish or yellowish-brown, hygroscopic powder or
agglomerate.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.25 g of the extract to be examined add
10 mL of elhanol (70 percent VII') R, shake for 2 min and
filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of aescin for LC assay HRS
and 5 mg of sucrose R in 1.0 mL of ethanol
(70 percent VIIQ R.

Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
F254 plate R (2-10 pmj].

Mobile phase acetic acidR, ethylacetate R, waterR.
propanolR (1.5:30:30:40 VIVIVIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 3 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 6 mm].

Development Over a path of 12 cm [or 6 ern].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde soiution R. heat at
100-105 °C for 10 min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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**** ** •
*****

AI total area (integrated as descnbed above) of the peaks eluting
between the peaks due to methyl salicylate and ibuprofen in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

A l total area (integrated as described above) of the peaks etuling
between the peaks due to methyl salicylate and ibuprofen in
the chromatogram obtained wilh reference solution eu

In. mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the
test solution. in grams;

nil mass of<Jm:in/or LC assay HRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

p percentage content of eescin, expressed as protcaesclgenln, in
aMn/or 1£ awy HRS.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.

Injection 20 IJI..
Identification oj peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
aescin for LC assayHRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify peaks A and B due to
aescin.
System suitability:
- the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a) is

similar to the chromatogram supplied with aescin for LC
assay RRS regarding the peaks between those due to
methyl salicylate and ibuprofen;

- retention time: methyl sallcylate > 11.5 min to 15.5 min;
ibuprofen c 34.0 min to 46.0 min;

- resolution: minimum 2.0 between peaks A and B due to
aescin in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a)j

- signal-to-noise ralio: minimum 10 for the peak due to
methyl salicylate in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b).

Integration:
- test solution: integrate the peaks eluting between the peak

due to methyl salicylate and the peak due to ibuprofen;
integrate the area of the individual peaks or integrate
groups of peaks in case of incomplete separation of the
individual peaks;

- reference solution (aJ: for quantification, integrate as
1 integral, valley-to-valley, starting from the I" peak after
the peak due to methyl salicylate and ending with the last
peak before the peak due to ibuprofen; if a peak is poorly
separated from the peaks due to methyl salicylate or
ibuprofen, integrate it separately; use the sum of the peak
areas for the calculation.

Calculate the percentage content of triterpene glycosides,
expressed as protoaescigenin, using the following expression:

AI xm2 xpx2

A 2 x ml

Standardised Horse-chestnut Dry
Extract
(ph. Bur. monograph 1829)

DEFINITION
Standardised dry extract produced from Horse-chestnut
(1830).

Content
6.5 per cent to 10.0 per cent of total triterpene glycosides,
expressed as protoaescigenin (C3oH5006i M r 506.7) (dried
extract).
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Horsetail IV-289

ntl mass of me extract to be examined used to prepare the (est

solution, in gramsj
mz mass of atscin for LC tWayHRS used to prepare reference

solution (a), in grams:
p percentage content of aescin, expressed as prctcaescigernn, in

amin far LC auay HRS.

**** ** ** ****
Horsetail
{Equisetum Stem, Ph. Eur. monograph 1815)
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Reference solution (b) Dilute 1.0 mL of the internal marker
solution to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Dilute 1.0 mL
of Ibis solution to 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped oaadecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm) with a pore size of 30 nm;
- temperasure: 25°C.
Mobik phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.05 per cent VIV solution of rriftuoroacetic

acidRj
- mobile phaseB: aceton;tn"le Rl;

Thne Mobile phose A MobIle phase B
(min) (per cent Vm (per cent Vm
0-15 70 30
15 - 25 70 ..... 65 30 ..... 35

25- 35 6' 3'
35·65 65 ..... 50 35 ..... 50

65 -70 50 ..... 10 50 --> 90

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 om.

Injection 20 ~L.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
aescin for LC assayHRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify peaks A and B due to
aescin.
System suitability:
- the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a) is

similar to the chromatogram supplied wirh assein for LC
assay HRS regarding the peaks between those due to
methyl salicylate and ibuprofen;

- retention time: methyl salicylate = 11.5 min to 15.5 min;
ibuprofen == 34.0 min to 46.0 min;

- resolution: minimum 2.0 between peaks A and B due to
aescin in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a);

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the peak due to
methyl salicylate in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b).

Integration:
- testsolution: integrate the peaks eluting between the peak

due to methyl salicylate and the peak due to ibuprofen;
integrate the area of the individual peaks or integrate
groups of peaks in case of incomplete separation of the
individual peaks;

- reference solution (a): for quantification, integrate as
1 integral, valley-to-valley, starting from the 1Sl peak after
the peak due to methyl salicylate and ending with the last
peak before the peak due 10 ibuprofen; if a peak is poorly
separated from the peaks due to methyl salicylate or
ibuprofen, integrate it separately; use the sum of the peak
areas for the calculation.

Calculate the percentage content of triterpene glycosides,
expressed as proroaesclgenin, using the following expression:

AI total area (integrated as described above) of the peaks eluting
between the peaksdue to methyl salicylate and ibuprofen in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

A2 total area (integrated IlS described above) of the peaks eluting
between me peaks due to memyl salicylate and ibuprofen in me
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)j

PhEII _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried sterile aerial parts of Equisetum arvense L.

Content
Minimum 0.3 per cent of total flavonoids, expressed as
isoquercitroside (CzIH20012; lWc 464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. It consists of fragments of grooved main stems, branches
with longitudinal sharp ridges and leaves in whorls, united at
the base into a sheath, light green or greenish-grey.
The fragments are rough to the touch, brittle and crunchy
when crushed. The main stems are about 1-4.5 mm in
diameter, hollow, jointed at the nodes, which occur at
intervals of about 1.5~4.5 em; distinct vertical grooves are
present on me internodes, ranging in number from 4 to 14
or more. The central hollow is less than 50 per cent but
more than 25 per cent of the diameter of the main stem.
VerticiJs of widely spaced and erect branches, usually simple,
each about 1 mm thick with 3-5 longitudinal, sharp ridges,
occur at the nodes; at the end of each ridge is a protruding,
distinct collenchymatic bundle under the epidermis.
The branches are not hollow. The leaves are small, linear,
verticillate at each node) concrescent at the base; they form a
toothed sheath around the stem with the number of teeth
corresponding to the nwnber of grooves on the stem. Each
tooth, often brown, is lanceolate-triangular. The lowest
internode of each branch is longer man the sheath of the
stem to which it belongs.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-grey. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1825.-1): fragments of the epidermis
(surface view [B, C) composed of rectangular cells with
wavy walls and paracytic stomata (2.8.3) in 2-4 rows, the
2 subsidiary cells are in the same plane as the epidermis,
cover the guard cells and show radial ridges; small silica
pilulae are scattered on the surface of the subsidiary cells and
appear more frequent at the margin forming a distinct ring
surrounding the subsidiary cells [C); 2-celled papillae on the
ridges, less distinct on the main stem [AJ but large and
rectangular on the branches, oriented longitudinally [F];
in surface view, the epidermis of the main stems consists of
elongated cells [G), the epidermis of the secondary branches
shows the 2-celled papillae which resemble pales of small
cells separated by a larger cell [D); fragments of large-celled
parenchyma [H] and groups of long unIignified fibres with
narrow lumens; small vessels with spiral or annular
thickening [EJ.
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Equisetum poJusrre.
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IV-290 Horsetail

Figure 1825.-1. - [Uustration for identification test B of powdered
herbal dntc of equisetum sltm

Results See belowthe sequence of zonespresent in rhe
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (b) and the
test solution. Furthermore; other weakfluorescent zonesmay
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

2 red fluorescent zones

Calfck acid: a greenish-blue
fluorescent zone

2 greenish-blue fluorescent zones

-- --

An orange fluorescent zone

Hyperoside: an orange fluorescent
ron.

2 greenish-blue fluorescent zones

-- --

Rutoside: an orange Buorescem zone

Reference solution (b) Test solution
,

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 percent.

Equisetum palustre
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at
60°C for 10 min with occasional shaking. Allow to cool.
Filter.
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Reference solution (aJ To 100.0 mg of Equisetum
palustre HRS add 10 mL of methanol R. Heat In a water-bath
at 60°C for 10 min with occasional shaking. Allow to cool.
Filter.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 1.0 mg of caffeic acidR,
2.5 mg of hyptroside R and 2.5 mg of rutoside rrihydrate R in
20 mL of methanol R.
Plait TLC silica gelplait R (2-10 urn).

A-IobiJe phase anhydrous lonnie acidR, glacialacetk acid R,
water R, ethylacetate R (7.5:7.5:18:67 VIVIVIV).

Application 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.
Drying In a current of cold airfor5 min.
Detection Heat at J00 DC for 3 min and treat the still-warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidamino,thyl
ester R in methanol R, then treat witha 50 gIL solution of
macrogol 400 R in methanol R; allow to dry in a current of
cold airand examine after 10 min in ultraviolet lightat
365 run.
System suitabr7ily The chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) shows2 greenish fluorescent zones just
above the line of application.
Results In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution,anygreenish fluorescent zones justabove the line of
application arenot moreintense than the corresponding
zones (characteristic of E. palustre L.) in the chromatogram
obtained withreference solution (a).
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying io an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Minimum 3.0 per cent and maximwn 15.0 per cent.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Minimum 12.0 per cent and maximum 27.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Stock solution In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, introduce
0.800 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) and add
I mL of a 5 gILsolutionof hexamethylenetetramine R, 20 mL
of acetone Rand 2 mL of hydrochloric acid Rt. Boil the
mixture undera reflux condenser for 30 min. Filter the
liquid through a plug of absorbent cotton into a flask.
Add the absorbent cotton to the residue in the round
bottomed flask and extract with2 quantI"ties, each of 20 rnl.,
of acetone R, each time boiling undera reflux condenser for
10 min. Allow to cool and filter each extract through a plug
of absorbent cotton into the flask. After cooling, filter the
combined acetone extracts through a fiher paper into a
volumetric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with aceume R by
rinsing the lIask and the filter paper. Introduce 20.0 mL of
the solutioninto a separating funnel, add 20 mL of water R
and shake the mixture with 1 quantity of 15 mL and then
3 quantities, each of 10 mI..., of ethyl acetate R. Combine the
ethylacetate extracts in a separating funnel, washwith
2 quantities, each of 50 mI..., of wmer R, and filter the
extracts over 109 of anhydrous sodium sulfate R into a
volumetric lIask. Dilute to 50.0 mL with ethylacetal< R.
Testsolution To 10.0 mL of the stocksolution add I mL of
aluminium chloride reagent R and dilute to 25.0 mL with a
5 percent VIVsolution of glacial acetic acidR in methanol R.
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B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is dark
brownish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2722.-1): fragments of the upper
epidermis of the leaf (surface view [B]), covered by a strongly
striated cuticle, composed of polygonal cells [Ba] usually
associated with a hypodermis consisting of a layer of large
polygonal cells with irregularly thickened walls [Bb];
fragments of the lower epidermis of the leaf (surface
view [AD, covered by a striated cuticle, with polygonal
cells IAa], anomocytic stomata [Ab] (2.8.3) and uniseriate
glandular trichomes, with a multicellular stalk and a
unicellular head, whole (rare) [Ac] or broken
(frequent) ICb]; epidermal cells located above the oil cells
are arranged in a rosette and the cuticle shows radial
striations [Ad]; fragments of palisade parenchyma (surface
view [ED with each cell containing a small cluster crystal of
calcium oxalate [Ea], sometimes associated with spiral vessels
of the veins [Eb]; fragments of the epidermis of the veins
with elongated cells [C], uniseriate and multicellular covering
trichomes, with rounded ends and strongly striated
walls [Cal, and glandular rrichornes; scattered covering
trichomes of the veins [D]; fragments of parenchyma [G]
consisting of oil cells with orange-yellow contents [Ga];
fragments of vascular tissue from the stems [F] with large
vessels (FbJ and pitted fibres [Fa].

C. High performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test sdtuion To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant. If necessary, filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Houttuynia Herb IV-291

Figure 2722.-1. - IIlustratwn for identijica,wn tes' B ofpowdered
herbal d>Ug ofhouauynia herb

**** ** ** ****(Ph. Bur. Monograph 2722)
Ph8l _

2022

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried, flowering aerial parts of
Hounuynia cordata Thunb.

Content
Mlaimum 0.10 per cent ,?f quercitrin (C2IH20011; Mr 448.4)

(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. W'hole drng. It comprises stems) abundant leaves and
:flowe~g spikes. Stems are compressed-cylindrical, externally
yellowish-brown, with several deep longitudinal furrows and
distinctly jointed nodes. The leaves (if still attached to stems)
are alternate, with petioles shorter than the leaf blade and
enclosed by a downy membranous sheath (stipule) about
1/4 to 1/2 the length of the petiole; leaf blades are rolled or
crumpled and densely gland-dotted; when intact and
expanded, the leaf bladeS are broadly ovate (3-10 em long,
3-5 cm wide) with a cordate base and a narrowly pointed tip
and entire margins; the upper surface is dark yellowish-green
or dark brown, the lower surface greyish-green or greyish
brown. The flowers are densely packed in yellowish-brown
cylindrical heads (about 1 cm long, 0.3 em in diameter),
occasionally with 4 (rarely 6 or 8) shrivelled brown bracts
(about 1 em long), persistent at the base. Individual flowers
are very small (about 1 mm in diameter), always petal-less
comprising of 3 stamens and 3 carpels, each with a recurved
style and a semi-inferior ovary. A few fruiting spikes may be
present. Individual fruits are very small (about 2-3 nun long,
I mrn in diameter), dry, subglobose capsules with persistent
styles) and are apically dehiscent. Once dehisced, fruits
resemble tiny goblets with a 3-toothed lip:

Fragmented drug It consists of fragments (up to about 4 em
long, 2.5-5 mm in diameter) of stems, leaves and the spike
similar to those described above. '

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of isoquercitroside to be

500.

A absorbance at 425 run;
In mass of me substance to be examined, in grams.

Houttuynia Herb

Compensation solution Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution
to 25.0 mL with a 5 per cent VIV solution of glacial acetic
acid R in methanolR.
Measure me absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution after
30 min, by comparison with me compensation solution at
425 nm. Calculate the percentage content of ftavoncids,
expressed as lsoquerchrcslde, using the following expression:

____________________ PhE<I
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20 -> 30

30 -> 95

95

Mobile phase B
(per cent VII-?

80 ...... 70

70 -> 5

5

Mobile phase A
(per cent VIJI)

Time
(min)

o ~ 10

in- 10.1

10.1 - 20

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
liquid cbromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution To 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 50.0 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of
methanol R and water R. Weighand sonicate for I h. Allow
to cool and weigh again. Compensate for the loss of solvent
with a mixture of equalvolumes of methanol R and waterR.
Filter through a membrane filter (nominalpore size
0.45 pm).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of quercioin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2.5 mg of /soquerc'trin R in
reference solution (a) and dilute to 5.0 mL with reference
solution (a). Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to 10.0 mL with
methanol R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: end-cq.pped oaade<y/si/yl sih"ca gelfor

chromawgraphy R (5 um).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: water for chromatography R;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

Flowrate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 258 run.

1nj«tion 20 ~L.

Retention time Isoquercitrin =about 6.5 min;
quercitrin = about 8 min.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 5 between the peaks due to

isoquercitrin and quercitrin.
Calculate the percentage content of quercitrin using the
following expression:

AI area oflhe peak due to quercilrin in the chromatogram
obtained with me test solution;

A2 areaof me peakdue to querrilrin in thechromatogram
obtained with reference solution(a)j

ml mass of !.he herbal drug to beexaminedused to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

m2 massor qum;itrin CRS used to prepare referencesolution (8), in
gn.msj

p percentage content of quercitrin in quem·trin CRS.

IV-292 Houttuynia Herb

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.0 mg of hyperoside Rand
5.0 mg of quercitrin R in methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL
with the same solvent.

Reference solutwn (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solutWn (c) Dissolve I mg of chlorogenic acidR and
2 mg of hyperoside R in methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Iniensi~ marker Quercilrin.
Plate TLC silica gelF254 plate R (2-10 pm).

1Wo6,1e phase acetic add R, anhydrous fonnie acidR, water R,
ethyl acetate R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVII').

Application 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.
Detection Heat at 100°C for 5 min. Spray the wann plate
with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylbori< acidaminoethyl ester R
in methanol R, then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R
in methanol R or, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a 5 gIL
solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methylene chloride R. Allow the plate to dry in airfor about
1 min and examine in ultraviolet lightat 366 om.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows 2 distinctzones in the

middle third; me lower zone (cWorogenic acid) shows
a lightblue fluorescence and the upperzone
(hyperoside) shows a yellowfluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith me test solution.

Top of lite plate

2 red zones

Quercitrin: a yellow AyeUowzone
zone (quercitrin)

-- -- --

A faintyellowzone

Hjperosjde: a yeUow Hyperoside: a yeUow A yeUowzone
zone zone (hyperoside)

A blue zone

CWorogenic add: a A blue zone
bluishzone

A faint yellowzone

-- -- ~

Reference Reterence Test solution
solution (c) solution (a)

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
MaxlmumIz.O per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 15.0 per cent.
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DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried thallus of Oeirana istandica (L.)
Acharius s.l.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The thallus, up to 15 em long, is irregularly dichotomous
and consists of glabrous, groove-shaped or almost flat, stiff)
brittle bands, 0.3-1.5 em wide and about 0.5 mm thick,
sometimes serrated with the margin appearing ciliated
(pycnidia). The upper surface is greenish or greenish-brown,
the lower surface is greyish-white or light brownish and
shows whitish, depressed spots (so-called respiratory cavities).
On the apices of the tenninallobes, very rarely, there are
brown, discoid apothecia.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
brown. Examine under a microscope, using chloral hydrate
soluUDn R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters: numerous fragments of the pseudoparenchyma
consisting of narrow-lumened, thick-walled hyphae from the
marginal layer and wide-Iumened hyphae from me adjacent
layer consisting of loosely entwined hyphae, in which, in the
medullary zone) greenish or brownish algae cells up to 15 urn
in diameter, are embedded; occasionally marginal fragments
of me thallus with tube-like or cylindrical spermogcnia, up to
about 160 urn wide and up to about 400 JIm long.

C. To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
10 mL ofwa",r R and boil for 2-3 min. The greyish-brown
solution forms a gel after cooling which gives a blue colour
with iodine solution RI.
D. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

resr SolUIWn To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of acetone R and heat in a water-bath
under a reflux condenser for 2-3 min. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of anethole R and 5 mg of
caffeic acidR in 2 mL of acetone R.
PIa", TLC silica gelpia'" R (5-40 11m) [or TLC SIlica gel
pia'" R (2-10 11m)].

Mobile phase aatone R, methanol R, anhydrous fonnie acidR,
toluene R (5:5:10:80 VIVIVIV).

Application 20 ilL [or 4 fIL] of the test solution and 10 fIL
[or 2 p.L] of the reference solution, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with anisaldehyde solution R. Heat at
100-105 ·C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Iceland Moss
(ph. Eur. monograph 1439)

**** ** ** ****

Indian Sandalwood Oil IV-293

Top of the plate

A greyish-blue zone

Anethole: a blue or bluish-violet
ron,

-- --

2 weak greyish-blue zones

A weak greyish-brown or grey zone

-- --

A greyish-violet zone

Caffeic acid: a greyish-blue zone

Reference solution Test soJudon

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent.

Lead (2.4.27)
Maximum 10.0 ppm.

Los. on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g oCthe
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.IZ) by drying in an oven at
105·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

Swelllng Index (2.8.4)
Minimum 4.5, determined on the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12).
__~ Pl>E<I

Indian Sandalwood Oil

DEFINITION
Indian Sandalwood Oil is the non-rectified or rectified
essential oil of the heartwood of Santa/urn album L. trees, not
younger than 12 years of age.

The essential oil complies with the requirements SUIted under
Essential Oilsand with thefollowing requirements.

PRODUCTION
Non-rectified Indian Sandalwood Oil is produced by steam
distiUation. Rectified Indian Sandalwood Oil is obtained by
sequential steam and vacuum distillation.

CHARACTERISTICS
A clear to yellow-coloured liquid with a characteristic sweet
woody odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Carry out the method for high-peiformance thin-layer
chromarography, Appendix XI W, using the following
solutions.

(1) Dilute the preparation being examined with sufficient
tduene to produce a solution containing 0.7% vlv of Indian
Sandalwood Oil.

(2) 0.1% v/v of linalool and 0.1 % v/v of linaly/ acetate in
toluene.
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IV-294 Indian Sandalwood Oil

(3) Dilute I volume of solution (2) to 4 volumes with toluene
and use linalylacetate as the intensity marker.

(4) 0.025% vlv of isoeugenol and 0.05% vlv of isoeugenyl
acetate in toluene.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating high performatll:. silica gel 254 (Merck
silica gel 60 F 254 plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as descrihed below.

(c) Apply 211L of each solution, as 8-mm baods.

(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in a current of air.

(f) Dip the plate in freshly prepared anisaldehyde solution, heat
at 100C> for 3 minutes and examine under white light.

MOBILE PHASE

5 volumes of ethylacetate and 95 volumes of toluene.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (4) shows two clearly separated zones under white
light.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows a faint
purple zone at the top of the plate. There is a pink zone in
the middle of the plate. There are two faint purple-brown
zones in me bottom third of the plate, below which is an
intense purple-brown zone. Other faint zones may be
present.

Top of the plate

A faint purple zone

- A purple-brown zone A pink zone
(Iinalyl acetate)

A faint purple-brown
zone (isoeugenyt

acetate)

A faint purple-brown
zone (isoeugenol)

- A faint purple-brown
zone

A faint pmple-brown
zone

A pwple-brown zone An Imense purple-
(Iinalool) brown zone

Solurion (4) So/uritm (2) and (1) Solurion (J)
SST Intensity marker Test solution

B. In the test for Chromatographic profile the characteristic
peaks in the chromatogram obtained with solution (1) are
similar in retention times to those in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2).

TESTS
Santalum spicatum Oll
In me test for Chromatographic profile, the amount of (E,E)
famesol present is not greater than 1.0%.

2022

The presence of (E,E)-famesol at levels of greater than 1.0%
may suggest the presence of the oil of Santalum spicatum (oil
of Santalum spicatum typically has an (E,E)-famesol content
of around 10% to 12%).

Relative density
0.968 to 0.983, Appendix V G.

Refractive index
1.503 to 1.509, Appendix V E.

Optical rotation
- 21° to _12°, Appendix V F.

Solubility in ethanol
One volume of the neat oil is soluble, sometimes with
opalescence, in 5 volumes of ethanol (70%), Appendix X M.

Ester value
Not more than 10, Appendix X C.

Chromatographic profile
Carry out the method for gas chromatography, Appendix ill B
using the following solutions. Use the normalisation
procedure.

(1) Dissolve a quantity of the substance to be examined with
sufficient dichloromethane to produce a solution containing
approximately 0.5% wlv of Indian Sandalwood Oil.

(2) 0.5% wlv of indian sandalwood oilBPCRS in
dichloromethane.
(3) 0.005% wlv of (E,E)1amesol in dkhloromethane.

(4) 0.00025% of (E,E)1amesoi in di£hloromelhane.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a fused silica column (30 m x 0.25 mm) bonded
with a IiIm (0.2511ffi) ofpolydimethylsiloxane (RTX-I is
suitable).

(b) Use hydrogen for chromal4Jgraphy as the carrier gas at
2.7 mL per minute.

(c) Use the gradient conditions described below.

(d) Use 30 inlet temperature of 250".

(e) Use a flame ionisation detector at a temperature of 250°.

(e) Inject 1.0 ~L of each solution.

(g) Use a split ratio of 1:50.

(h) Collect the data up to 90 minutes. The re-equilibration
time may be adjusted depending on equipment.

Time (Minutes) Temperature Comment

O~IO 7(f isocrafic

UH15 70°--->220° linear gradient

85-90 220" isocmtic

90-120 220°.-.;070" lineae gradient

When recorded under the prescribed conditions, the relative
retentions with reference to (E,E)-famesol (retention time
about 48.8 minutes) are: sesquiterpene clefins, between 0.11
and 0.74; (Z)-<t-saotalol, about 0.94; (Z}-exo-<t-bergamoto!,
about 0.96; (Z)-epi-Il-sanlalol, about 0.97; (z)-Il-santalol,
about 0.99 and (Z)-Iaoceol, about 1.04.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2):

the resolution between the peaks due to (Z)-«-sanralol and
(Z)-exo-«-bergamotol is at least 3.0;

the columneffiaency calculated using the peak due to (Z)-<t
santalol is at least 44,000.
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DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Use the chromatogram obtained with solution (2) to identify
the peaks in the chromatogram obtained with solution (1).
Use the chromatogram obtained with solution (3) to identify
any peakdue to (E,E)-famesol in the chromatogram
obtainedwith solution (1), as (E,E)-famesol may co-elute
with anotherpeak. Locate aU sesquiterpene olefinsbetween
the solvent peak and 34 minutes.

LIMITS

For non-rectified IndianSandalwood Oil:
- Total sesquiterpene olefins not more than 7.0%,
- (Z)-«-santalol, 41.0% to 55.0%,
- (Z}-p-santalol, 16.0% to 24.0%
- (Z)-Janceol, not more than 5.0%
- (E,E)-farnesol, not more than 1.0%.
For rectified IndianSandalwood Oil:
- Total sesquiterpene olefins not more than 3.5%,
- (Z)-a:-santalol, 41.0% to 55.0%,
- (z}-p-santalol, 16.0% to 24.0%
- (Z)-JanceoJ, not more than 5.0%
- (E}E)-farnesol, not more than 1.0%.
Disregard peaks with a percentage area less than 0.05%.

LABELLING
The labelling states whether the oil is rectified or non
rectified.

Indigo Plant Leaf
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2727)
'''''<I _
DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, driedleaf of Perskaria tinctoria (Aiton)
Spach (syn. Polygonum tincwrium Aiton) collected in summer
and autumn.

Content
Minimum 0.55 per cent of indigo (C,oH.oN202; M, 262.3)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is usuallyfragmented into smaU crumpled pieces.
The whole leaf is elliptical, about 3-8 ern long and 2-5 cm
wide, bluish-green or darkbluish-green, with an obtuse or
slightlyacute apex and attenuate base, and with entire
margins, which are slightly ciliated. The adaxial surface is
glabrous and the abaxial surface is slightly pubescent along
the veins. The veins, slightlyprominent on the abaxial
surface, areyellow or pale brown. The petiole is short, about
5-10 mm long, flattened, occasionaUy withmembranous
ochreawith long ciliate extensions.
B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23). The powderis dark
bluish-green. Examineunder a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure2727.-1): fragments of epidermis covered
by a fine striated cuticle (surface view [C, E, Fj) consisting
of polygonal cells with straight [Ba,Fa] or slightly sinuous
[Cal anticlinal walls, glandular trichomes with a bi- or
multicellular stalk and a 2- to 8-eelled head [Fe], or their
scan; [CbJ, paracytic stomata (2.8.3), rare on the adaxial
surface [Fd] and frequent on the abaxial surface [Cc];
fragments of mesophyll [AI consisting of palisade
parenchyma (surface view [Fb]) and spongyparenchyma
(surface view [Ab]) with granular bluish or bluish-black

Indigo Plant Leaf IV-295

pigmented contents including some idioblastic cells
containing calcium oxalate clustercrystals [Aa] or calcium
oxalate spherocrystals [Ac] of various sizes (10-80 urn),
clustercrystals [B] or spherocrystals, whole [H] or
fragmented [D], isolated; multicellular, multiseriate covering
trichomes, 500 urn long or more, sometimes whole [Eb] or,
most often, occurring as isolated fragments [G], with cells
with lignified walls; fragments of the vascular bundles of the
petioles or veins mwith spiral or annular vessels llal
accompanied by fibres 1Jb1.

Figure 2727.-1. - mustrolionforidemificasion les,B ofpowdered
herbal drugof indigo plant leof

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Solution A 20 gIL solution of chlorol hydrate R in methylene
chloride R.
Tesr solulion To 0.1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 45 mL of solution A and sonicate at 30°C for
30 min. Allow to cool, centrifuge, dilute the supernatant to
50.0 mL with solution A and mix thoroughly. Filter through
a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn),

Referenu solution To I mg of indigo Rand 1 mg of
indirnbin R add 9.5 mL of solution A and sonicate at 30 "C
for 30 min. Allow to cool, dilute to 10.0 mL with solutionA
and mix thoroughly. Filterthrough a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Plate TLC silica gel Fm plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase ocewne R, melhylene chloride R (5:95 VIV).
Appliauion 15 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Immediately, over a path of 6 em.
Drying Immediately, in air.
Detection Examine immediately in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
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mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
sclcucn, in grams;
mass of indigoCRS used LOprepare the reference solution, in
gramsj
percentage content of indigo in indigo CRS.

no.

p

no,

Ipecacuanha
(Ipecacuanha Roo" Ph. Bur. monograph 0094)

Preparations
Prepared Ipecacuanha

Ipecacuanha Liquid Extract

Standardised Ipecacuanha Liquid Extract

Standardised Ipecacuanha Tincture
POE" _

DEFINlTION
Fragmented and dried underground organs of Coropichea
ipecacuanha (Brot.) L. Andersson (syn. Cephoelis ipecacuanha
(Brot.) A. Rich.; Cephaelis acumina.. H. Karst.) from Mato
Grosso or Costa Rica. The principal alkaloids are emetine
and cephaeline.

Content
Minimum 2.0 per cent of total alkaloids, expressed as
emetine (C,.H,oN,O.; M, 480.6) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. MaIO Grosso ipecacuanha: the root occurs as somewhat
tortuous pieces, dark reddish-brown or very dark brown,
seldom more than 15 cm long or 6 mm thick, closely
annulated externally, having rounded ridges c-ompletely
encircling the root; the fracture is short in the bark and
splintery in the wood. The transversely cut surface shows a
wide greyish bark and a small uniformlydense wood.
The rhizome occurs as short lengths usually attached to
roots, cylindrical, up to 2 mm in diameter, finely wrinkled
longitudinally and with pith occupying approximately one
sixth of the whole diameter.

COSUl Rica ipecacuanha The root in general resembles me
root of Mato Grosso ipecacuanha, hut differs in the following
particulars: it is often up to 9 mm thick; the external surface
is greyish-brown or reddish-brown with transverse ridges at
intervals of usually 1-3 mm, the ridges being about 0.5-1 mm
wide, extending about half-way round the circumference and
fading at the extremities into the general surface level.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
grey or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate sohuion R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic cbaracters (Figure 0094.-1): fragments of
parenchyma [G] with ovoid cells [Ga]; raphides of calcium
oxalate up to 80 pm in length either in bundles [Be] or
scattered throughout the powder [Gb]; fragments IE] of
tracheids and vessels usually 10-20 J1m in diameter, with
bordered pits [Eb] accompanied by ligneous parenchyma
with longitudinally elongated rectangular cells [Ea); larger
vessels and sclereids from the rhizome [D]; fragments of
dermal tissue (transverse section [B]) with reddish-brown
cork [Ba] and phelloderm [Bb], with some cells containing
raphides of calcium oxalate [Be]; large parenchymatous cells
with slightly thickened and pitted walls, from the pith of the
rhizome [Cli a few fragments of fibres with moderately
thickened and slightly pitted walls from the xylem, isolated

Top oCthe plate

A light blue zone

-- --
Indigo: a blue zone A"blue zone (indigo)

-- --
Indirubin: a red zone A red zone (indirubin)

Reference solution Test soludon

test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

AI xm2 xpxO.05
Azxml

IV-296 Ipecacuanha

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 7.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9. /2) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximwn 15.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrocbIoric acid (2.8./)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solution A 20 gIL solution of chloral hydrate R in methylene
chlmideR.
Teu souuion To 50.0 mg of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 45 mL of solution A and sonicate at 30 ·C for
30 min. AUow to cool, centrifuge, dilute thesupernatant to
50.0 mL with solution A and mix thoroughly. Filter through
a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 um),

Reference solution To 5.0 mg of indigo CRS and 5.0 rng of
indirobin R add 950 mL of solution A and sonicate at 30°C
for 30 min. Allow to cool, dilute to 1000.0 mL with
solution A and mix thoroughly. Filter through a membrane
filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, (2) =4.0 mm;
- "a""nary phase: end-eapped oe'adecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromaUJgraphy R (5 urn).

Mobile phase 70 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.
Fw.o rcue 1.0 mlJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 290 run.

Inje<tion 5 ~L.

Run time 2.5 times the retention time of indigo.

Relative retention With reference to indigo (retention
time = about 10 min): indirubin = about 1.7.

System suitabililjl Reference solution:
- resolution: minimwn 4.0 between the peaks due to indigo

and indirubin.

Calculate the percentage content of indigo using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak due to indigo in the chromatogram obtained
with the rest solutionj

Az area of the peak due to indigo in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference sorurion;
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[H) or associated with vessels [F). Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R.
The powder shows simple [Aa) Or2- to 10-compound [Ab)
starch granules contained in parenchymatous cells [A], the
simple granules being up to 15 pm in diameter in Costa Rica
ipecacuanha and up to 22 JIm in diameter in Mato Grosso
ipecacuanha.

Figure 0094.-1. - Ilhutrauon for idemlfication 'es' B of powdered
herbal drng of ipecacuanha roo'

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdtuion To 0.1 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) in a test-tube add 0.05 mL of concentrated
ammonia Rand 5 mL ofetherR and stir the mixture
vigorously with a glass rod. Allow to stand for 30 min and
filter.

Reference solmum Dissolve 2.5 mg of emetine
hydrochloride CRS and 3 mg of cephaeline hydrochloride CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 20 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelF,,.. plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
F,,.. plate R (2-10 ~m)).

iWobile phase concentrated ammonia RJ memanol R) ethyl
acetate R, toluene R (2:15:18:65 VIVIVIV).

Appli<a,ion 10 ~L [or 5 ~L) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Deoelopmem Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Deuaion A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Ipecacuanha IV-297

Top cr the plate

-- ~- --

Emetine: a blue A blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (emetine) (emetine)

Cephaeline: II. blue A blue fluorescent zone A faint blue fluorescent
Iluorescenr zone (cephaeline) zone (cephaeline)

-- -- --

Reference solution
Test solution (Costa Test solullon (Mato
Rlca Ipeeaeuanha) Grosso ipecacllBIl1la)

Deuaion B Treat with a 5 gIL solution of iodine R in elhanol
(96 percent) R J heat at 60 °C for 10 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
Systemsuirability Reference solution:

- the blue fluorescent zone due to cephaeline and the
yellow fluorescent zone due to emetine are clearly
separated.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

-- -- --

Emetine: a yellow A yellow f1uorescenl A yeUowfluorescent
fluorescent zone zone (emetine) zone (emetine)

Cephaeline: a blue A blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (cephaeline) (cephaeline)

-- -- --

Reference solution
Test solution (Costa Test solution (MUlO
Rica ipecacuanha) Grosso ipecacuanha)

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8./)
Maximum 3.0 per cent

ASSAY
Place 7.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12) in a
dry flask, add 100 mL of ether R and shake for 5 min.
Add 5 mL of dl1uee ammonia RIJ shake for 1 h, add 5 mL of
waterR and shake vigorously. Decant the ether layer into a
flask through a plug of cotton. Wash the residue in the flask
with 2 quantities, each of 25 ml., of ether RJ decanting each
portion through the same plug of cotton. Combine the ether
solutions and eliminate the ether by distillation. Dissolve the
residue in 2 mL of ethanol (90 per eene VIlQ R, evaporate to
dryness and heat at 100 °C for 5 min. Dissolve the residue in
5 mL of previously neutralised ethanol (90 pereen' VIIQ R,
warming on a water-bath. Add 15.0 mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric
acidand titrate the excess acid with 0.11\1sodium hydroxide
using 0.5 mL of methylred mixed solution R as indicator.

I mL of O. 1 M hydrochloric acidis equivalent to 24.03 mg
of total alkaloids, expressed as emetine.
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STORAGE
In an airtightcontainer.
____________________ PhEll

Prepared Ipecacuanha
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0093)
PhEII _

DEFINITION
Ipecacuanha root (0094) powdered (180) (2.9.12) and
adjusted, if necessary, by the addition of powderedlactose or
ipecacuanha root powderwith a loweralkaloidal content.

Content
1.9 per cent to 2.1 per cent oftotal alkaloids, expressed as
emetine (C,.H.oN,O.; M, 480.6) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Light grey or yellowish-brown powder.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
grey or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following
diagoostic characters (Figure 0093.-1): fragments of
parenchyma [G) with ovoid cells [Gal; raphides of calcium
oxalate up to 80 J.1ffi in length eitherin bundles [Be] or
scattered throughout the powder [Gb]; fragments IE) of
tracheids and vessels usually 10-20 JIm in diameter, with
bordered pits [Eb) accompanied by ligneous parenchyma
with longitudinally elongated rectangular cells [Ea); larger
vesselsand sdereids from the rhizome [D]; fragments of
dermal tissue (transverse section [B]) with reddish-brown
cork IBa) and phellodenn [Bb], with some cells containing
raphides of calciumoxalate [Be]; large parenchymatous cells
with slightly thickened and pitted walls, from the pith of the
rhizome [C]; a few fragments of fibres with moderately
thickened and slightly pitted walls from the xylem, isolated
[H] or associated with vessels [Fl.Examine undera
microscope using a 50 per cent VIVsolution ofglyurolR.
The powder shows simple [Aa) or 2- to Io-compound [Ab)
starch granules contained in parenchymatous cells [A], the
simple granules being up to 15 urn in diameter in Costa Rica
ipecacuanha and up to 22 J.1ffi in diameter in Mato Grosso
ipecacuanha.
B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test,oIulwn To 0.1 g of the herbal drug to be examined in
a test-tube add 0.05 mL of concentrated ammonia Rand 5 mL
of ether R and stir the mixture vigorously with a glassrod.
Allow to stand for 30 minand filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 2.5 mg of emetine
hydrochloride CRS and 3 mg of cephaeline hydrochloride CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 20 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelF'54plateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC Sl7ica gel
F254 p!ate R (2-10 Ilffi)).

klobl1e phase concentrated ammonia R, mezhanol R, ethyl
acetate R, tduene R (2:15:18:65 VIVIVIJI).

Applicotion 10 ~L [or 5 flL) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 ern].

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 run.

2022

Figore 0093.-1. -r Illuuration for idenrificotion leSt A of prepared
ipecacuanha

Remits A See below the sequenceof Zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent zones may
he present in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Emetine: a blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone (emetine)

Cephaeline: R blue fluorescent zone A blue or faint blue fluorescent zone
(cephaeline)

---

Reference solullon Test solution

Detection B Treat with a 5 gIL solution of iodine R in ethanol
(96 percenl) R, heat at 60 "C for 10 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 tun.

System mitabiJigJ Reference solution:
- the blue fluorescent zone due to cephaeline and the

yellow fluorescent zone due to emetine are clearly
separated.

Results B See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintfluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution.
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Top of the plate

-- --

Emerine: a yellowfluorescentzone A yellow fluorescent zone (emeline)

Cephaeline: a blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescentzone (cephaeline)

--

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 5.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the herbal
drug by drying in an oven at 105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Place 7.5 g of the herbal drug in a dry lIask, add 100 mL of
ether R and shake for 5 min. Add 5 mL of dilute ammonia Rt,
shake for 1 h, add 5 mL of waterR and shake vigorously.
Decant the ether layer into a flask through a plug of cotton,
Wash the residue in the flask with 2 quantities, each of
25 mL, of ether R, decanting each portion through the same
plug of cotton. Combine the ether solutions and eliminate
the ether by distillation. Dissolve the residue in 2 mL of
ethanol (90 percent VIV;> R, evaporate to dryness and heal at
100°C for 5 min. Dissolve the residue in 5 mL of previously
neutralised ethanol (90 Per. cent VIV,) R, wanning on a water
bath. Add 15.0 mL of O. J M hydrochloric acidand titrate the
excess acid with 0.1 M sodium hydroxitk using 0.5 mL of
methyl red mixed solution R as Indicator,

I mL of 0.1 M hydrochloric acid is equivalent to 24.03 mg of
total alkaloids, expressed as emetine.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.
_____________________ PhE"

Ipecacuanha Preparations IV-299

below. To the remainder of the liquid add sufficient Ethanol
(80%) to produce an Ipecacuanha Liquid Extract containing
2% wlv of total alkaloids calculated as emetine. Allow to
stand for not less man 24 hours; filter.

The extract complies with the requirements stated under Extracts
and wi,h thefollowing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
63 to 69% vlv, Appendix VITI F, Method III.

Relative density
0.910 to 0.960, Appendix V G.

Dry residue
The requirement for Dry residue does not apply to
Ipecacuanha Liquid Extract.

ASSAY
To 5 mL in a separating funnel add 20 mL of water, 5 mL of
1M sulfuric acidand 10 mL of chloroform and shake weU.
Transfer the chloroform extract to a second separating funnel
containing a mixture of 4 mL of ethanol (96%) and 20 mL of
O.05M sulfuric acid, shake, allow to separate and discard the
chloroform layer. Continue the extraction of the liquid in me
first separating funnel with two further 10 mL quantities of
chloroform, transferring the chloroform solution each time to
the second separating funnel and washing as before. Transfer
the acidic liquid from the second separating funnel to the
first separating funnel, make distinctly alkaline with
5M ammonia and shake with successive quantities of
chlorofonn until complete extraction of the alkaloids is effected,
Appendix XI G, washing each chloroform solution with the
same 10 mL of watercontained in a third separating funnel.
Remove the chloroform, add to the residue 2 mL of emanol
(96%), evaporate to dryness and dry for 5 minutes at 80° in
a current of air. Dissolve the residue in 2 mL of ethanol
(96%), previously neutralised to methylredsolution, add
10 mL of 0.05M su/furi< acid VS and titrate with O.lMsodium
hydroxide VS using methylred mixedsolution as indicator.
Each mL of 0.05Msulfuric acid VS is equivalent to 24.03 mg
of total alkaloids, calculated as emetine, Cz9H4oN204.

EXTEMPORANEOUS PREPARATION

Prepare by extracting Ipecacuanha with Ethanol
(80 per cent) according to the following formula and
directions.

Ipecacuanha Liquid Extract
DEFINJllON
Ipecacuanha Liquid Extract is prepared from Ipecacuanha by
a method stated under the general monograph for Extracts.
It contains net less man 1.90% and not more than 2.10% of
total alkaloids, calculated as emetine, CZ9H40Nz04.

Exhaust the Ipecacuanha by percolation, Appendix XI F, with
Ethanol (80 per cent), reserving the first 750 mL of the
percolate. Remove the ethanol from the remainder of the
percolate by evaporation under reduced pressure at a
temperature not exceeding 60° and dissolve the residual
extract in the reserved portion. Determine the proportion of
alkaloids in the liquid thus obtained by the Assay described

**** ** ** ****
(ph. Bur. monograph 1875)

Standardised Ipecacuanha Liquid
Extract

DEFINITION
Standardised liquid extract produced from Ipecacuanha root
(0094).

Content
1.80 per cent to 2.20 per cent of total alkaloids, expressed as
emetine (C"H.oN,O,; M, 480.6).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (60-80 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Dark brown liquid.

JDENllFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 5.0 mL of the extract to be examined to
50 mL with erhanol (70 percen' VIV,I R. To 2.0 mL of this

PhE" _

1000 g
A sufficient quantity

Ipecacuanha infi,., por.rxJn
Ethanol (80 per cent)
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solution add 2 mL of waterRand 0.1 mL of concentrated
ammonia R. Add 10 mL of etherR and shake. Separate the
upper layer, dry it over about 2 g of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 2.5 mg of emetine
hydrochloride CRS and 3 mg of cephaeline hydrochloride CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent

PIal< TLC silica gelF254 pkue R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica
gelFmplal< R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, methanol R, ethyl
acetal< R, toluene R (2:15:18:65 VIVIVIV).

Apph"cation 10 ~L [or 5 ~L) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.
Results A See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore) other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained withthe test
solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Emetine: 8 blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone (emetine)

Cephaeline: a blue fluorescent zone A blue or faint blue fluorescent zone
(cephaeline)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Deuaion B Treat with a 5 gIL solution of iodine R in ethanol
(96 percen!l R, heat at 60 "C for 10 min and examine in
uhraviolet light at 365 nm.
Sysum suitability Reference solution:
- the blue fluorescent zone due to cephaeline and the

yellow fluorescent zone due to emetineareclearly
separated.

Results B See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solutionand the
test solution.Furthermore, other faintfluorescent zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Emetine: a yellow fluorescentzone A yellow fluorescent zone (emetine)

Cephaeline: a blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone (cephaeline)

--

Reference solution Tesl solution

TESTS
Ethanol (2.9.10)
95 per cent to 105 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

ASSAY
Dilute 1.00 g of the extract to be examined to 10 mL with
ethanol (70 per cent VII-? R and transfer to a chromatography
colwnn about 0.2 m long and about 15 mm in internal
diameter, containing 8 g of basicaluminium oxide R. After

2022

infiltration into the aluminium oxide layer, rinse the internal
wall of the column with 3 quantities) each of 2 mL, of
emanol (70 percent VII-? R. Elute in portions, with 40 mL of
emanol(70 percent VII-? R. Avoid disturbance or drying of
me surface of the aluminium oxide layer. Collect the whole
of the eluate. Evaporate me eluateon a water-bath to about
10 mL. Allow to cool. Add 10.0 mL of 0.02 M hydrochloric
acid and 20 mL of carbon dioxide-jru waterR. Titrate the
excess acid with 0.02 M sodium hydroxide using 0.15 mL of
methylred mixedsolution R as indicator.
Perform a blank assay replacing the extract to be examined
with 10.0 mL of ethanol of the strength stated on the label.
I mL of 0.02 M hydrochloric acid is equivalent to 4.807 mg of
total alkaloids, expressed as emetine.
_____________________ PhE<I

Standardised Ipecacuanha
Tincture
(ph. Bur. monograph 1530)

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Ipecacuanha root (0094).

Content
0.18 per cent mlm to 0.22 per cent mlmof totalalkaloids,
expressed as emetine(Ct9H4oN20..) Mr 480.6).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (70 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 2.0 mL of the tincture to be examinedadd
2 mL of water Rand 0.1 mL of concemrated ammonia R.
Add 10 mL of ether R and shake. Separate the etherlayer,
dry it over about 2 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate R and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 2.5 mg of emetine
hydrochloride CRS and 3 mg of cephaeline hydrochloride CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
Fm pIol< R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobl1e phase concentrated ammonia R, methanol R, ethyl
0"'01< R, toluene R (2:15:18:65 VIVIVIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 5 ~] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 om.
Remits A See below thesequenceof zones presentin me
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
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DEFINITION
Paediatric Ipecacuanha Emetic Mixtureis an oralsolution.

Paediatric Ipecacuanha Emetic Mixture
Paediatric Ipecacuanha Emetic; Paediatric Ipecacuanha
Emetic Oral Solution

70mL
2.5mL
IOOmL

Sufficient toproduce 1000 mL

Ipecacuanha LiquidExtract
Hydrochloric Acid
Glycerol
syrup

The mixture complies with merequirements Slated under Oral
Liquids and with thefollowing requirements.

Content of total alkaloids
0.12 to 0.16% wlv, calculated as emetine, C29H4oN204'

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out me method for thin-loyer chromatography,
AppendixIII A, using the following solutions.
(I) Mix 5 mL with 10 mL of 1m sulfuric acid, shake with two
10 mL quantities of chloro/onn and discard the chloroform.
Add sufficient Sm ammonia £0 make the aqueous solution
distinctly alkaline to litmus paper, extract with four 10 mL
quantities of chloroform, evaporate me combined extracts to
dryness, cool me residue and dissolve it in 0.5 mL of ethanol
(96%).

(2) 0.1 % w/v of cephaeline hydrochloride EPCRS in ethanol
(96%).

(3) 0.1% wlv of emetine hydrochloride EPCRS in ethanol
(96%).

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel G.
(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 2 ~L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry it at 105· to 110· for
30 minutes, aflow to cool and spray with dilute potassium
iodobismuthate solution.

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumes of diethylamine and 90 volumes of chloroform.

CONFIRMATION

The principal spots in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (1) correspond in colourand position to the spots in
the chromatograms obtained with soluiions (2) and (3).
Disregard any secondary spots.

ASSAY
To 25 mL in a separating funnel add 20 mL of water and
5 mL of I M sulfuric acid, shake with three 10 mL quantities
of chloro/ann and wash each chloroform extract with a
mixture of 20 mL of 0.05M sulfuric acid and 4 mL of ethanol
(96%) contained in a second separating funnel. Transfer the
acid-ethanol mixture from the second separating funnel to
the first, make the combinedliquids distinctly alkaline to
litmus paperwith 5M ammonia and extract with successive
quantities of chlorofonn until complete extraction of me
alkaloids is effected, Appendix XI G. Wash each chloroform
extract with me same 10 mLof water, combine me
chloroform extracts, evaporate the chloroform, add 2 mL of
ethanol (96%) to the residue, evaporate £0 dryness and dry
the residue at 80° in a current of air for 5 minutes. Dissolve
the residuein 2 mL of ethanol (96%) previously neutralised
to methyl red solution, add 10 mL of O.OIM sulfuric acid VS
and titrate the excess of acid with O.OlM sodium hydroxide VS

Top of me plate

-- --

Emetine: a blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone (emetine)

Cephaeline: 8 blue fluorescent zone A blue or faint blue fluorescent zone
(cephaeline)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Top of the plate

-- --

Emeline:a yellowfluorescent zone A yellowfluorescent zone (emetine)

Cephaeline: a blue fluorescent zone A blue ftuorescent zone (cephaeline)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Dnealon B Treat with a 5 gIL solution of iodine R in ethanol
(96 perceno R, heat at 60°C for 10 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

System suitability Reference solution:
- the blue fluorescent zone due to cephaeline and the

yellowfluorescent zone due to emetineareclearly
separated.

Results B See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

2022

TESTS
Ethanol (2.9.IU)
95 per cent to 105 per cent of the quantity statedon the
label.

ASSAY
Transfer 10.00 g of the tincture to be examined to a
chromatography column about 0.2 m long and about 15 nun
in internal diameter, containing 8 g of basic aluminium
oxideR. After infiltration lnto the aluminium oxide layer,
rinse the internal wall of me column with 3 quantities, each
of 2 mL, of ethanol(70 percent VIv.J R. Elute in portions,
with 40 mL of ethanol(70 percent VIv.J R. Avoid disturbance
or drying of the surface of the aluminium oxide layer. Collect
the whole of the eluate. Evaporate the eluateon a water-bath
to about 10 ml., Allow to cool. Add 10.0 mL of
0.02 M hydroch/Qric acid and 20 mL of carbon dwxick-fm
water R. Titrate the excess acid with 0.02 M sodium hydroxide
using 0.15 mLof methyl red mixedsolution R as indicator,

Perform a blank assayreplacing the tincture to be examined
with 10.0 mL of ethanol of the strength stated on the label.

I mL of 0.02 M hydrochloric acid is equivalent to 4.807 mg of
total alkaloids, expressed as emetine.
____________________ I'hE<I
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using methylred solution as indicator. Each mL of O.OJ:rl
sulfuric acid VS is equivalent to 4.806 mg of C2.H.oN20•.

Isatis Root
(Ph. Eur. mtmograph 2566)
POE" ~

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried root of Isatis tinctoria L.
(I. indigotica Fornme ex Lindl.} collected in autumn.

Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent of arginine (C.H1.N.O:ti M, 174.2)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. It is cylindrical, slightly tortuous, 8-22 em
long, 1.5 em in diameter, externally greyish-yellow or
brownish-yellow, wrinkled longitudinally and lenticellate
transversally, with rootlets or rootlet scars. The root crown is
slightly expanded, exhibiting dark green or dark brown
petiole bases arranged in whorls, and dense tubercles.
The texture is compact and easily broken. The transversely
cut surface shows a yellowish-white, brown or dark brown
bark, darkest near me cambium, sometimes appearing as a
thin dark line) and a yellow or brown wood.

Fragmented drne It occurs as transverse or oblique slices,
rounded or elliptical) or as short) thin, cylindrical pieces,
0.3-1.3 em in diameter. It is externally greyish-yellow or
brownish-yellow, wrinkled longitudinally) and transverse
lenticels, rootlets and rootlet scars are sometimes visible.
The transversely cut surface shows a yellowish-white) brown
or dark brown bark, darkest near the cambium) sometimes
appearing as a thin dark line) and a yellow or brown wood.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is whitish
yellow) yellow or light brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 2566.-1): fragments of
cork consisting of thin-walled cells (surface view [AJ)
transverse section [B)); fragments of xylem [D) consisting of
reticulate) pitted or) more rarely) spiral vessels [Da] included
in thin-walled parenchyma cells [Db); groups of Iigoi1ied
xylem fibres, occasionally accompanying vessels, with sparse
irregularly-positioned pits may be present; thin-walled
parenchyma cells (longitudinal section [E]) transverse section
[F]); groups of greenish-yellow sclereids with thick, pined
walls embedded in parenchyma tissue may be present.
Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution ofglycerol R. The powder shows abundant) single or
compound (mostly 2) or less frequently, 3 or 4) starch
granules, 1.5-18 J.l.ffi in diameter) free [C) or included in
parenchyma [G), with a punctiform, slit-sbaped or V-shaped
hilum.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of ethanol (70 percent Vlv.> Rand
sonicate for 10 min. Centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 4 mg of arginine Rand 4 mg of
cysteine hydrochloride R in I mL of ethanol
(70 per cent Vlv.> R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
Fm plate R (2-10 pm»).

2022

Figure 2566.-1. - llluuration for idemifiauion test B ofpowdered
herbal drugof iuuisroot

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnie acidR) water R, aceconilri/e R
(2:8:30 VIVIV).

Applirotion 4 pI. as bands of 10 rom [or 8 rom).

Development Over a path of 8.5 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Detection Expose to concenmued ammonia R vapour for
5 min, treat with ninhydrinsolution R4) then heat at 120 "C
for 3 min.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint coloured zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

-- --

A prominent ~brown zone

Cysteine: a brown zone

A brown zone

Arginine: a brown zone A brown zone (arginine)

A faint brown zone

Reference solution Test eeludcn

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 9.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum. 5.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
.Maximum 1.0 per cent.
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Ispaghula Husk IV-303

**** ** ** ****
Ispaghula Husk
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1334)

Preparations
Ispaghula Husk Oral Powder

Ispaghula Hnsk Granules

Ispaghula Husk Effervescent Granules
P>E" ~ ~

DEFINITION
Episperm and collapsed adjacent layers removed from the
seeds of Plamago OfJO,a Forssk. (P. ispaghula Roxb.).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The husk consists of pinkish-beige fragments or flakes up
to about 2 mm long and 1 mm wide, some showing a light
brown spot corresponding to the location of the embryo
before it was removed from the seed.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellow. Examine under a microscope using lactic reagent R.
The powder shows the foHowing diagnostic characters:
mainly fragments of the episperm with polygonal cells filled
with mucilage; fragments of the inner layers of the testa with
brownish thin-walled cells often associated with the outer
layers of the endosperm. Examine under a microscope using
a 50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R. The powder shows
occasional starch granules, single or in groups of 2-4,
measuring 3-25 urnin diameter.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test ,oIution To 10 mg of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a thick-walled centrifuge rube, add 2 mL of a
230 gIL solution of trijluoroaut£c acidR and shake vigorously.
Stopper the rest tube and heat at 120°C for I h. Centrifuge
the hydrolysate, transfer the clear supernatant into a 50 mL
flask, add 10 mL of waterR and evaporate to dryness under
reduced pressure. Take up the residue in 10 mL of waterR
and evaporate again to dryness under reduced pressure. Take
up the residue with 2 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10 mg of arabinose R in a
smaU quantity of waterR and dilute to 10 mL with
methanoL R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10 mg of xylose R in a small
quantity of waterR and dilute to 10 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 10 mg of galactose R in a
smaU quantity of waterR and dilute to -10 mL with
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase waterR, acetonitrile R (15:85 VIV).

Application 10 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Deuaion Spray with aminohippuric add reagent R and heat
at 120°C for 5 min; examine in daylight

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows 2 orange-pink zones (arabinose and xylose) and a
yellow zone (galactose) similar in position and colour to the
zones in the chromatograms obtained with the reference
solutions.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test sdunon To 0.100 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of eUlatw! (70 per cen' Vlv./ R. sonicate
for 20 min, filter, and evaporate the filtrate to dryness.
Dissolve the residue in ethanol (70 percent Vlv./ R and dilute
to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25.0 mg of arginine CRS in
ethanol (70 per cent Vlv./ R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
same solvent.

Reference sohuion (b) Dissolve 3.0 mg of cysteine
hydro<h1oride R in 6.0 mL of reference solution (a) and dilute
to 10.0 mL with ethanol(70 percent Vlv./ R.
Reference solutions (c), (d), (e), (f), (g), (h) DUute reference
solution (a) to obtain 6 reference solutions of arginine, the
concentrations of which span the expected value in the test
solution.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 ;;;; 4.6 mm;
- 'tationaryphase: bose-deaaiooud end-capped octadecylsifyl

,,1,;;a gelfor chromatography R (3 urn),
- temperature: 30°C.
Mobile phase trifluoroacel~ add R, water for chromatography R
(0.2:99.8 VIV).

FWw rate 0.2 mUmin.

Deiection Evaporative light-scattering detector; the following
settings have been found to be suitable; if the detector has
different setting parameters, adjust the detector settings so as
to comply with the system suitability criterion for me signal
to-noise ratio:
- carrier gas: nitrogen Rj
- pressure: 330 kPa;
- evaporator tempemture: 80°C.

Inj",tion IO~.

Run time 25 min.

System suitability:
- resolution: minirnwn 1.5 between the peaks due to cysteine

and arginine in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b);

- signal-to-noise rcaio: minimum 50 for the peak due to
arginine in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

Establish a calibration curve with the logarithm of the
concentration (in milligrams per 10 mL) of reference
solutions (c), (d), (e), (I), (g) and (h) (corrected by the
assigned percentage content of arginine CRS) as the abscissa
and the logarithm of the corresponding peak areas as the
ordinate.

Calculate the percentage content of arginine using the
following expression:

2022

10"
mxlO

A logarithm or the concentration of arginine in the test solution.
determined from the calibration curve;

m mass or the herbal drug 10 be examined used to prepare me lest
solution. in grams.

________~ f""" TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Carry out the determination using 5.0 g.
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IV-304 Ispaghula Preparations

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

Swelling Index (2.8.4)
Minimum40, determined on 0.1 g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12).
___________________ P/lEII

Ispaghula Husk Granules
DEFINITION
Ispaghula Husk Granules contain Ispaghula Husk with or
without suitable excipients.

Thegranules comply with the requirements Slated under Granules
and with the following requirements.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Powder the granules and examine under a microscope
usinglactic rrogenl. Fragments of the epispenn with polygonal
cells filled with mucilage and fragments of the inner layers of
the testa with brownish thin-walled cellsoften associated with
the outer layers of me endosperm are seen.

B. When mounted in ruthenium redsolution, the particles of
the powderare stainedred.

TESTS
SwelUng index
Not less than 40, Appendix XI C. Use a quantity of the
granules containing 1.0 g ofIspaghula Husk and a 100-mL
ground-glass-stoppered cylinder graduated in 1 mL divisions.

Loss on drying
When dried at 100° to 105°) loses not more than 12.0% of
its weight. Use 1 g.

Ash
Not more than 5.0%. Appendix XI J. Method II.

STORAGE
Ispaghula Husk Granules should be protected from moisture.

Ispaghula Husk Effervescent Granules
DEFINITION
Ispaghula Husk Effervescent Granules contain Ispaghula
Husk in a suitable) effervescent basis.
Thegranules comply with the requirements staledunder Granules
and with thefollawing requirements.

TESTS
Disintegration
Carry out the test stated underEffervescent Granules with
the following modifications. Stir the contents of the beaker
occasionally to disperse the mucilage formed; evolution of gas
is completeafter 5 minutes.

Swelling index
Not less than 40, Appendix XI C. Use a quantity of the
powdered granules containing 1.0 g ofIspaghula Husk and a
100 mL ground-glass-stoppered cylinder graduated in 1 mL
divisions.
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Ispaghula Husk Oral Powder
DEFINITION
Ispaghula Husk Oral Powder contains Ispaghula Husk with
or without suitable excipients.
Thepowder complies with the requirements statedunder Oral
Powders and with thefollowing requirements.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill AJ using the following solutions.
(I) Add 2 mL of a 23% wlv solution of triftuoroacetic acid to
a quantity of the powder containing 10 mg of Ispaghula
Husk in a thick-walled centrifuge tube) shake vigorously)
close the tube and heatat 120° for 1 hour. Centrifuge the
hydrolysate) transfer the clearsupernatant liquidinto a
50 mL flask) add 10 mL of water and evaporate the solution
to dryness underreduced pressure. Take up the residue in
10 mL of water, again evaporate to dryness underreduced
pressure and take up the residue in 2 mL of methanol.
(2) Dissolve 10 mg of arabinose in a smallquanriry of water
and dilute to 10 mL withmethanol.
(3) Dissolve 10 mg of xylose in a small quantity of waterand
dilute lO 10 mL with methanol.
(4) Dissolve 10 mg of galculOse in a small quantity of water
and dilute to 10 mL with methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel.
(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 cm.

(e) After removal of the plate) dry in air) spray with
aminohippuric add reagent) heat at 120° for 5 minutes and
examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

15 volumes of waterand 85 volumesof acetom·trile.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows two
orange-pink zones (arabinose andxylose) and a yellowzone
(galactose) similar in position and colour to the zones in the
chromatograms obtained with solutions (2), (3) and (4).

B. When mountedin ruthenium redsolution) the particles of
the powder are stained red.

TESTS
Swelling Index
Not less than 40, Appendix XI C. Use a quantity of the oral
powder containing 1.0 g of Ispaghula Husk and a 100 mL
ground-glass-stoppered cylinder graduated in 1 mL divisions.

Ash
Not more than 4.0%, Appendix XI J, Methpd II. Use a
quantity of the powdercontaining 1 g ofIspaghula Husk.

STORAGE
Ispaghula Husk Oral Powder should be protected from
moisture.
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DEFINITION
Dried ripe seeds of Plantago ovata Forssk, (P. ispaghula
Roxb.).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Ispaghula seed is pinkish-beige, smooth, boat-shaped and
curved. It is 1.5 mm to 3.5 mm long, 15 mm to 2 mm wide
and 1 mm to 1.5 mm thick. The concave surface shows in
the centre a light coloured spot corresponding to the hilum.
The convex surface shows a light brown spot corresponding
to the location of the embryo and takes up about one quarter
of the length of the seed.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
brown. Examine under a microscopeusing lactic reagent R.
The powder shows mainly fragments of the episperm with
polygonal cells filled with mucilage; fragments of the inner
layers of the testa with brownish thin-walled cells often
associated with the outer layers of the endosperm; fragments
of the endosperm with cells with thick cellulose walls
containing aleurone grains and oil droplets; a few fragments
of embryo with min-walled cells. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R.
The powder shows starch granules, single or in groups of
2 to 4 and measuring 3 11m (0 25 urn in diameter.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 50 mg of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a thick-walled centrifuge tube add 2 mL of a
230 gIL solution of trijluoroQUlic acidR, and shake
vigorously. Stopper the test tube and heat the mixture at
120 "C for 1 h. Centrifuge the hydrolysate, transfer the clear
supernatant into a 50 mL flask) add 10 mL of waterRand
evaporate the solution to dryness under reduced pressure.
Take up the residue in 10 mL of water R and evaporate again
10 dryness under reduced pressure. Take up the residue in
2 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution (aJ Dissolve 10 mg of arabinose R in a
small quantity of waterR and dilute to 10 mL with
methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve IO mg of xylose R in a small
quantity of waterR and dilute to 10 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (cJ Dissolve 10 mg ofgolaaose R in a
small quantity of waterR and dilute to 10 mL with
methanol R.
PIa" TLC silica gelplate R
Mobile phase wu"r R, acetonimle R (15:85 VW).

Application 10 pI., as bands.

Deudopmenc Over a path of 15 em.

Detection Spray with aminohippurit acidreagent R and heat
at 120 "C for 5 min. Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference and the test
solutions.
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Ispaghula Seed
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1333)

**.* ** ** *'**

Ivy Leaf IV-305

Top of the plate

Xylose: an orange-pink zone An orange-pink.zone (xylose)

Arabinose: an orange-pink zone An orange-pink zone (arabinose)

Galactose: a yellow zon~ A yellow zone (galactose)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Carry out the determination using 10.0 g.

Swelling Index (2.8.4)
Minimum 9.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 -c for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

_____________________ PhEu

Ivy Leaf
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2148)

PhE,; _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut) dried leaves of Hedera helixL.) collected in
spring and summer.

Content
Minimum 3.0 per cent of hederacoside C (C59H96026;
M, 1221) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole leaves are coriaceous, 4-10 em in length and width,
cordate at the base. The lamina is palmately 3-5 lobed, the
lobes more or less triangular with entire margins. The upper
surface is dark green with a paler, radiate venation, the lower
surface more greyish-green and the venation is distinctly
raised. The petioles are long, cylindrical, about 2 rom in
diameter and grooved longitudinally. Scattered white hairs
occur on the petioles and on the surfaces of younger leaves,
the older leaves are glabrous. Occasion:il entire) ovate
rhombic to lanceolate leaves 3-8 em long from the flowering
stems may be present.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is green.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2148.-1): fragments of the upper epidermis (surface
view [F]), showing cells with thickened, rather sinuous) finely
pitted anticlinal walls [Fa] usually accompanied by
underlying palisade parenchyma [Fb] including some cells
containing cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Fc]; fragments
of the lower epidermis (surface view [EJ), showing cells with
sinuous, irregularly thickened and pitted walls [Ea], stomata
that are mostly anomocytic [Eb] but occasionally anisocytic
(2.8.3), surrounded by cells including some that show faint
cuticular striations; the lower epidermis is accompanied by
underlying spongy parenchyma [Be] including some cells
containing cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Ed]; scattered
stellate covering trichomes may be present, composed of
4-8 branches joined at the base on a multicellular, biseriate
stalk (surface view [B]) side view [AD; cluster crystals of
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IV-306 Ivy Leaf

calcium oxalate, about 40 urnin diameter, scattered [C] or
occurring throughout the parenchyma [Ed, Fe]; groups of
lignified fibre-vascular tissue from the veins [0].

Figure 2148.-1. - lllustration for identification testB ofpqwdered
herbal drugof ivy leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testso/ution Extract 0.50 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) under a reflux condenser in a water-bath at
60 "C with 5 mL of melhanol R for 30 min. Cool and filter.

Reference so/ution Dissolve 1.0 mg of hederawside C Rand
1.0 mg of u-hederin R in 1.0 mL of methanol R.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, autone R, methanol R,
elhyl acetate R (4:20:20:30 VIVIVIV).

Application 20 ~L as bands of 15 rom.
Development Over a path of 12 em.
Drying At 100-105 "C.

Detection Treat with akoholk solution of sulfuric acidRJ heat
at 110 °C for 10 min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of the plate

A greenzone

-- --

a-Hederin: a purple zone A veryfaintpurplezone (cr.-hederin)

A broad yellow zone
2·3 purple or green zones

-- --

Hederacceide C: a purple zone A purple zone (hederacoside C)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 10 per cent of discoloured leaves) maximum
10 per cent of stems, and maximum 2 per cent of other
foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solven' miuure water R, melhanol R (20:80 VIV).
Testsolution To 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a 250 mL round-bottomed flask add 50 mL of
the solvent mixtureand heat under a reflux condenser in a
water-bath at 80 "C for 1 h. Cool and filter through a plug of
absorbent cotton into a 100 mL volumetricflask. The plug
of absorbent cotton together with the residue is again
extracted with 30 mL of the solvent mixtureunder reflux for
30 min. Filter and combine the filtrates. Rinse the round
bottomed flask and the plug of absorbentcotton with the
solvent mixture and use the solvent mixture to dilute the
contents of the volumetric Dask to exactly 100.0 mL. Filter
througha suitablemembrane before use.
Reference solution To 20.0 mg of ivy leafdry extract HRS add
5.0 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min. Filter through
a membrane filter (nominalpore size 0.45 um),

Co/umn:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- sta,ionary phase: end-capped octadecy/si/yl silica gelfor

chromarography R (5 urn).

MobUe phase:
- mobile phase A: mix14 volumes of acetonitrile R with

88 volumes of waterR and adjust to pH 2.0 with
phosphoric acidR;

- mobile phaseB: phosphoric acidR, acetonitrile R
(0.2:99.8 VIV);

Tim, Mobile pbase A Mobile pbase B
(mb» (per cent YIV) (per cent VIP)

0-5 100 0

5-. 100 ...... 94 O~.

6·40 94 ...... 60 6 ...... 40

40·41 60 ...... 0 40 ...... 100

41 - 55 0 100

Flowrate 1.5 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 205 run.
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Injection 20 ~L.

System suitability Reference solution:
- retention time: hederacoside C ;;;; about 20 min;

if necessary, adjust the time intervals of the gradient.

Calculate the percentage content of hederacoside C with
reference to the dried drug using the following expression:

Alxm2x20xp

A 2 x ml

Al area of the peak due [0 hederacoside C in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of me peakdue to hederacoside C in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;

"'1 mass of die herbal drug to be examined used 10 prepare the test
solution. in gramsj

rna mass of i'UyteafdryUrrtJCl HRS used (0 prepare the reference
solution, in grams;

p percentage content of hederacoside C in R!:v kaf dry
extroa HRS.

____________________ Ph£"

Java Tea
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1229)
Ph£" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried leaf and top of stem of
Onhosiphon aristatus (Blume) Miq. var. anstQIUS (syn.
Olthosiphon ttamineus Benth.).

Content
Minimum 0.3 per cent of rosmarinic acid (ClsHI60S; M£
360.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is friable, whole or fragmented, me entire leaf
measuring on average 7.5 em in length and 2.5 cm in width.
The petiole is short. The lamina is oval or Janceotate, the
apex acuminate and the base cuneate. The abaxial surface of
me leaves is light greyish-green and the adaxial surface is
green or dark green. The venation is pinnate with few
secondary veins. Examined under a lens (x 10), the
secondary veins, after running parallel to the midrib, diverge
at an acute angle. The margin is irregularly and roughly
dentate, sometimes crenate, and me abaxial surface is slightly
curved. The petioles are min, quadrangular, 4-8 nun long
and, like the primary venation, usually violet-coloured.
Occasionally, inflorescences in clusters of bluish-white or
violet flowers, not yet opened, are found.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is green or
dark green. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows me following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1229.-1): articulated uniseriate covering
trichomes up to 450 pm long, consisting of 3-8 cells with
thick pitted walls, usually broken [C, E] but sometimes
attached to epidermis (surface view [He], side view m);
unicellular or bicellular conical covering trichomes [Fa],
mainly present on the margins of the lamina [F]; secretory
trichomes Wlm unicellular stalks and tetracellu1ar heads,
isolated (surface view [G]) or attached to epidermis (surface
view [Db], side view [Aa)); secretory trichomes with
unicellular stalks and unicellular (surface view [Hb], side
view [Ab)) or bicellular heads (surface view [Ba)); fragments
of upper epidermis (surface view [ED wirh cells with sinuous
outlines, and with underlying palisade parenchyma [Bb];

Java Tea IV-307

fragments of lower epidennis [D, H] with diacytic stomata
[Da, Ha) (2.8.3); fragments of lamina (transverse section
[AJ) showing usually 2 layers of palisade parenchyma [Ac].

F1"LJL--Ha

He

H

Figure 1229.-1. - IUustratWnfor identification res' B ofpowdered
herbal drngof Java 'ea

c. llin-Iayer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tesr sdution Shake 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) with 10 mL of methanol R in a water-bath at 60·C
for 5 min and filter the cooled solution.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of sinensetin Rand 1 mg of
scopoktin R in methanol R and dilute to 20 mL with the same
solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 um) lor TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 urn)J.
Mobile phase methand R, ethylacetate R, roIuene R
(5:40:55 VIV1J1).

Applicarion 10 ~L [or 2 ~L) as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

System suitability Reference solution:
- me zones due to sinensetin and scopoletin are clearly

separated.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, red fluorescent zones are present
in the lower third and near the solvent front oJ the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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IV-308 Juniper

Top or the plate

-- --

A blue fluorescent zone

Scopoleun: a blue fluorescent zone

Sinenset:in: a blue fluorescent zone A prominent blue fluorescent zone
(sinensetin)

-- --

I or 2 bluish fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stems with a diameter greater than
J mID and maximum 2 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
.Maximum 12.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Cany out the assayprotected
from light.
Testsolution Disperse 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 90 mL of.ethanol (50 per <en' V/l? R. Boil
in a water-bath under a reflux condenser for 30 min, cool,
and filter into a 100 mL volumetric flask. Rinse the flask and
the filter with 10 mL of ethanol (50 per<ent VII-? Rand
dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 um).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of rosmarmic
acidCRS in ethanol (50 per <ent VII-? R and dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solvent (solution A). Dilute 4.0 mL
of solution A to 20.0 mL with ethanol (50 per cent VII-? R.
Reference solulion (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of fen/Ii< acid R in
ethanol (50 per <ent VII-? R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
same solvent. To 5.0 rnL of the solution add 5.0 mL of
solution A.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped OCIaduyIsilyl silica gelfor

chromatograpf!» R (5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: phosphoric acidR, acetonitrile R, wtUer R

(1:19:80 VIVIV);
- mobile phase B: phosphoric acidR, methanol R, aatonilrile R

(1:40:59 VIVIJI);

Time Mobile phase A MobUe phaae B
(min) (per cent VIV) (per cent V/J?
0-2 100 0

2 - 20 100 --> 55 0 ....... 45

20 - 25 55 --> 0 45 ..... 100

Flow rate 1.2 mUmin.

Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 330 nm.

Injection 20 ~L.

2022

Relative retention With reference to rosmarinic acid
(retention time = about 11 min): ferulic acid = about 0.8.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due to ferulic

acid and rosmarinic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of rosmarinic acid using the
following expression:

AI xml x pxOA
Azxml

AI area of the peak due to rosmarink acid in the chromatogram
obtained with. me test solutionj

A2 area or the peak. due lO rosmarinic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (o);

In) mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

m2 mass of rosman;,ii; acid CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

p percentage content or rosmarinic acid in rounon"JI;'; acid CRS.

_____________________ PI>E"

Juniper
(ph. Bur. monograph 1532)
Pl>E" _

DEFINITION
Dried ripe cone berry ofJuniperns communis L.

Content
Minimum 10 ml1kg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Strongly aromatic odour reminiscent of terpinen-d-ol,
especially if crushed.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The berry-shaped cone is globular, up to 10 rom in
diameter, and violet-brown or blackish-brown, frequently
with a bluish bloom. It consists of 3 fleshy scales. The apex
has a 3-rayed closed cleft and 3 not-very-clearly defined
projections. A remnant of peduncle is frequently attached at
the base. The fleshy pan is crumbly and brownish.
It contains 3 or, more rarely, 2 small, elongated, extremely
hard seeds that have 3 sharp edges and are slightly rounded
at the back, acuminate at the apex. The seeds are fused with
the fleshy pan of the cone berry in the lower part on the
outside of their bases. Very large, oval oil glands containing
sticky resin lie at the outer surface of the seeds.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is brown.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 1532.-1): fragments of epidermis of the cone berry
wall (surface view [C], transverse section [D)) consisting of
cells with thick) pitted, colourless walls and brown granular
contents [Ca, Da], occasionally with anomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Cb]; fragments of the 3-rayed apical cleft of the cone
berry with epidermal ceUs interlocked by papillous
outgrowths (transverse section [G]); fragments of the
hypodermis with thickened coUenchymatous cells m;
fragments of the mesocarp consisting of large) thin-walled
parenchymatous cells) usually rounded, with large
intercellular spaces and irregular, large, usually scarcely
pitted, yellow idicblasts [F); fragments of secretory canals
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(transverse section [B]) with schizogenous oil cells; fragments
of the testa with thick-walled) pitted,colourless sclereids [E)
containing 1 or more prismcrystals of calcium oxalate [Ea];
fragments of the seed (surface view [AJ, transverse
section [H) with a finely pitted testa IAa, Ha] and thin
walled endosperm cells containing droplets of fatty oil and
aleurone grains [Ab, Hb].

Figure 1532.-1. -IUustra,ion fur identification test B ofpowdered
herbal drngofjuniper

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Dilute the oil-xylene mixture obtained in the
assay to 5.0 mL withhexane R.
Reference solution Dissolve 4.0 mg of guaiazulene Rand
50 ~L of cineole R in 10 mL of hexane R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase ethylacetate R, IOluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application 20 ~ of the test solution and 10 ~L of the
reference solution, as bands.
Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treatwith anisaldehyde solution R, heat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solutionshows a red zone (guaiazulene) in the upper half and
a brownish-violet or greyish-violet zone (cineole) in the lower
half; the chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows
a strongvioletzone (mono- and sesquiterpenes) similar in
position to the zone due to guaiazulene in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution, a reddish-violet zone a
littleabove the zone due to cineole in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution,a greyish-violet zone
(terpinen-4-o1) a littlebelow the zone due to cineole in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, and just

Juniper Oil IV-309

below thata blue zone; a faintvioletzone maybe presentin
a similar position to the woe due to cineole; further zones
arepresent.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of unripe or discoloured cone berries
and maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign matter.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 120 mUkg, determined on 20.0 g of the crushed
drug.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.1Z)
Use 20.0 g of the herbal drug reduced to a coarse powder
using a suitable mill immediately before the assay, a 500 mL
round-bottomed flask, 200 mL of water R as the distillation
liquid and 0.5 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil at
a rateof 3-4 mlJmin for 90 min.
____________________ I'IIE",

Juniper Oil
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1812)
PIlE'" _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steamdistillation from the ripe,
non-fermented berry cones of Juniperus communis L.
A suitable antioxidant may be added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Mobile, colourless or yellowish liquid.
Characteristic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identifica'ion: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.2 mL of the substance to be
examined in 5 mL of heptane R.

Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of a-terpineol Rand 20 ~L

of terpinen-4-o1 R in 25 mL of heptane R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.
Mobile phase ethylacetate R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application 20 ~L, as bands.

Development Overa pathof 12 em.
Drying In air. ',

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C until the zones appear; examine immediately in
daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution.
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IV-310 Kelp

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Top ofLhe plate

An intense brownish-violetzone

A brown zone

A violet-pinkzone

Terpinen-4-ol: a brownish-violet A brownish-violet zone (terpsren-t-

ron' oQ
A violet zone

c-Terpineol: a violet or brownish- A violet or brownish-violetzone
violet zone (lX·terpineol)

Reference solution Test saludan

**** ** ****.*
Kelp
Bladderwrack Fucus
(ph. Bur. monograph 1426)
PhElr _

____________________~PhE'"

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record the retention times of these
substances.

System suitabiJily Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

sabinene and f}-pinene.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Determine the percentage content of the components.
Disregard the peak due to trimelhylpentane and peaks
comprising less than 0.01 per cent of the total surface area.
The percentages are within the following ranges:
- a-pinene: 20 per cent to 50 per cent;
- sabinene: maximum 20 per cent;
- p-pinene: 1.0 per cent to 12 per cent;
- p-myn::ene: 1.0 per cent to 35 per cent;
- a-pheJlandrene: maximum 1.0 per cent;
- limonene: 2.0 per cent to 12 per cent;
- rerpinen-4-ol: 0.5 per cent to 10 per cent;
- hornylacetate: maximum 2.0 per cent;
- p-earyophyllene: maximum 7.0 per cent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.

DEFINITION
Fragmented dried thallus of Fucus vesiculosus L.
or F. 'erratus L or A,cophyl/um nodosum Le [ells.

Content
Minimum 0.03 per cent and maximum 0.2 per cent of total
iodine (A, 126.9) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Salty and mucilaginous taste.

Unpleasant marine odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The drug consists of fragments with a corneous
consistency, blackish-brown to greenish-brown, sometimes
covered with whitish efflorescence. The thallus consists of a
ribbon-like blade, branching dichotomously with prominent
central ribs (pseudoveins). F. vesiculosus typically shows a
foliose blade with smooth edges and bears occasional ovoid,
single or paired, air vesicles. The ends of cenain branches are
of ovoid shape and a little widened. They bear numerous
reproductive organs (conceptacles). F. sen-atus has a foliose
blade with a serrate margin and no vesicles, the branches
bearing conceptacles are less swollen. The thallus of
A. nodosum is irregularly branched, without pseudo-midrib.
It shows single ovoid air vesicles; the falciform conceptacles
are located at the end of small branches.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solutWn R. The powder shows fragments of surface
tissue with regular isodiametric cells with brown contents,

2022

60

60---t230

250

250

Temperature
CC)

Time
(min)

0- 1

1 - 58

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.857 to 0.876.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.471 to 1.483.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-150

[Q -0.5°.

Peroxide value (2.5.5)
Maximum 20.

Fatty oils and resln1fied essential oils (2.8.7)
It complieswith the test for fatty oils and resinifiedessential
oils.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Testsolution Dissolve 60 mg of the substance to be
examined in rrimethylpentane R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the
same solvent.
Reference solution Mix 25 JtL each of a-pinene R, sabinene R,
p-pinene R, p-myrcene R, a-phellandrene R, limonene R,
rerpinen-4-01 R, bomylautale Rand p-earyoplryOene Rand
dilute to 25.0 mL with trimethylpentane R.
CoInmn:
- matnia/: fused silica;
- size: 1= 30 m (a film thickness of 1 ~m may be used) 10

60 m (a film thickness of 0.2 urn may be used),
121 = 0.25-0.53 mrn;

- stationary phase: phenyl(5)methyl(95)polysiwxane R.
Carrier gas helinm fIJI" chromatography R.
Flow rate 2.0 mlJmin.
Split rd,io 1:50.

Temperature:

Column

Injection port

DetOOOf

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 0.5 ~L
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and fragments of deep tissue with colourless, elongated cells
arranged in long filaments with largemucilaginous spaces
between them. Thick-walledcells in files and in closely
packed groups, from the pseudovein, are sometimes visible.
C. To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (1.9.11) add
20 mL of a 2 per cent VIV solution of hydrochloric acidR.
Shake vigorously and filter. Wash the residuewith 10 mL of
water R and filter. To the residue add 10 mL of a 200 gIL
solution of sodium carbonate R. Shake and cemrifuge. Collect
the supernatant. Adjust to pH 1.5 using sulfuric addR.
A white, flocculent precipitate is slowlyformed.

TESTS
Arsenic (1.4.17)
Maximum 90 ppm.

Cadmium (1.4.17)
Maximum 4 ppm.

Lead (1.4.17)
Maximwn 5 ppm.

Mercury (1.4.17)
Maximum 0.1 ppm.

Swelling index (1.8.4)
Minimum 6.

Loss on drying (1.1.31)
Maximum 15.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g by drying in
an oven at 105 °C, for 2 h.

Total ash (1.4.16)
Maximum 24 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (1.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Total iodine
To 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug, in a taU silica
crucible, add 5 mL of water R and 5 g of potassium
hydroxide R. Stir with a magnesium rod. Heat on a water
bath. Add I g of potassium carbonace R. Mix, add the tip of
the magnesium rod with the residues of the drug and dry,
firston a water-bath then over an open flame. Incinerate
raising the temperature progressively to not more than
600 "C. AUow to cool. Add 20 mL of water R and hear
gently to boiling, stirring with a glass rod. Filter the hot
mixture throughan unpleatedfilter, into a conical flask.
Rinse the residuewith 4 quantities, each of 20 mI.., of hot
water R. Rinse the filterand the cruciblewith 50 mL of hot
water R. Combine the solutions. Allow to cool. Neutralise
with dikuesulfuri€. acid R in the presence of methylorange
solution R. Add 3 mL of diuuesulfuric acidR and I mL of
bromine water R. The solution is yellow. After5 min add
0.6 mL of a 50 gIL solution of phenolR. The solution is
dear. Acidifywith 5 mL of plwsphoric acidR and add 0.2 g of
potassium iodide R. Allow to stand for 5 min protectedfrom
light. Add I mL of slarch solution Rand titrate with 0.01 M
sodium thiosulfate.
1 mL of O.011W sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 0.2115 mg
of iodine.

LABELLING
The label states the species of kelp present.
_____________________ PIlE"

Knotgrass IV-311

Knotgrass
(ph. Eur. monograph 1885)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried flowering aerial partsof
Polygonum aviculare L. s./.

Content
Minimum 0.30 per cent of flavonoids, expressed as
hyperoside (C,,,H20012; M, 464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem is 0.5-2 mm thick, branched, with nodes,
cylindrical or slightlyangular, and longitudinally striated.
It bears sessile or shortlypetiolate, glabrous, entire leaves,
which differwidely in shape and size. The sheath-like stipules
(ochrea)are lacerate and silvery. The small, axillary flowers
have 5 greenish-white perianthsegments, the tips of which
are often red. The dry, indehiscent fruits are 2-4 mm, brown
or black, triangular, usuallypunctate or striate.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-brown. Examine under a microscope using ch/Qral
hydrate solutwn R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characrers (Figure 1885.-1): fragments of lower [A] and
upper [D] leaf epidermises with a striated cuticle and
anisocytic stomata (1.8.3) IAa, De]; polygonal cells of the
upper epidermis [DJ with slightly thickened beaded waUs,
often associated with palisadeparenchyma [Db]; cells of the
lower epidermis [A]) with thin, sinuous walls; fragments of
the margin of the lamina of the leaf with irregular cells m;
fragments of parenchyma [G) with numerous cells containing
clustercrystals of calcium oxalate, some of which are very
large [Ga), often associated with vessels [Gb]; groups of
fibres [B, C) with thick waUs [Ba, Cb) from the hypodermis
of the stem associated eitherwith the epidermis rCa] or with
parenchyma consisting of cells containingcluster crystals of
calcium oxalate [Bb); fragments of the ochrea IE) with
elongated, thin-walled cells [Ea], along which run very
elongated fibres [Eb]; globular pollen grains with a smooth
exine and 3 germinal pores [H); occasionalbrown fragments
of the exocarpcomposed of cells with thick, sinuous
waUs [F].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (1.1.17).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(1.9.11) add 10 mL of methanol R. Hearthe mixture in a
water-bath under a reflux condenser for 10 min. Cool and
filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of caffeic acidR, 1 mg of
chlorogmic acidRand 2.5 mg of hyperoside R in 10 mL of
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplare R.
iHobl1e phase anhydrous lonnie acid R, glacial acetic acid R,
waterR, ethylacetace R (7:7:14:72 VIVIVIV).

Application 20 IlL as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying Ar 100-105 °C.

Detection treat with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid
aminoethyl ester R in methanol R; subsequently treatwith a
50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in methanol R. AUow to dry
in air for about 30 min. Examine in ultraviolet light at
365 om.
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IV-312 Kudzuvine Root

Figure 1885.-1. - Illustration for itknlification testB of powdered
herbal drnc of knotgrass

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in me chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones
are present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top ofthepJate

Caffeic add: a light bloe fluorescent I or 2 blue fluorescent zones (caffeic
ron, acid)

-- --

I or 2 yellowish-green nuort'~nt

ron"

A yellowfluorescentzone

Hyperoside:a yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone

A yellowish·brown fluorescentzone

Chlorogenic acid: a light blue A light blue fluorescentzone
fluorescentZOne (chlorogenic acid) ",

-- --

A yellowish-brown fluorescentzone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 2 per cent of roots and maximum 2 per cent of
other foreign matter.

2022

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven a'
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Stock solution In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, place
0.800 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12), and add
1 mL of a 5 gIL solution of hexamelhy1enetetramine R, 20 mL
of a<elone Rand 2 mL of hydrochloric acid Rl, Boil the
mixture under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Filter the
liquid through a plug of absorbent cotton into a flask.
Add me absorbent cotton to the residue in the round
bottomed flask and extract with 2 quantities, each of 20 mL,
of acetone R, each time boiling under a reflux condenser for
10 min. Allow to cool, filter each extract through the plug of
absorbent cotton into the flask. Filter the combined acetone
extracts through a filter paper into a volumetric flask and
dilute to 100.0 mL with Q(elmle R, rinsing the flask and me
filter paper. Introduce 20.0 mL of the solution into a
separating funnel, add 20 mL of water R and shake the
mixture with 1 quantity of 15 mL and then 3 quantities, each
of 10 ml., of elhyl aalat< R. Combine the ethyl acetate
extracts in a separating funnel and wash with 2 quantities,
each of 50 mL, of waterR. Dry the extracts over 109 of
anhydrous sodium sulfate R, filter into a 50 mL volwnetric
flask and dilute to volume with ethyl acetate R.
Test solulion To 10.0 mL of the stock solution add 1 mL of
aluminium chloride reagent R and dilute to 25.0 mL with a
5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic acidR in mnhanol R.
Compensation liquid Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution '0
25.0 mL with a 5 per cent VIV solution of glacial acetic
acidR in methanol R.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution after
30 min by comparison with the compensation liquid at
425 run. Calculate the percentage content of flavonoids,
calculated as hyperoside, using the following expression:

A x 1.25

m

i.e, taking the specific absorbance of hyperoside to be 500.

A absorbance 81:425 nm;
In mass of the herbal drug to be examined. in grams.

_____________________ PII,,,

Kudzuvine Root
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2434)
Ph'" _
DEFINITION
Fragmented, dried root of Pueraria montana (Lour.) Merr.
var. lobara (Willd.) Maesen & S.M.Almeida ex Sanjappa &
Predeep (syn. Puemria lobata (WiUd.) Ohwi).

Content
Minimum 6.5 per cent of total isoflavonoids, expressed as
puerarin (C2,H200 . ; M, 416.4) (dried drug), of which
minimum 45 per cent consists of puerarin.
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Kudzuvine Root IV-313

Moblle phase B
(per cent JI/J?

10 -e 2990 ---> 11

MobUe phase A
(per cent JI/J?

Time
(min)

0- 16.5

Top of the plate

A weak quenching zone

-- --

A quenching zone

Daidzin: a quenching zone A quenching zone

Puerarin: a quenching zone A quenching zone

-- --

At least 5 quenching zones

Reference solution Test solution

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximwn 5 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximwn 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Introduce 0.100 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL conical flask, add 50.0 mL of
ethanol(30 percent VII') R and weigh. Heat under a reflux
condenser for 30 min. Allow to cool and weigh again. Adjust
to the initial mass with ethanol(30 per cem VIV) R, mix well
and filter.

Referena solution Introduce an amount of kudzuvine root dry
extract HRS corresponding to 3.0 mg of puerarin into a
250 mL conical flask, add 50.0 mL of ethanol
(30 percent VII') R and weigh. Heat under a reflux
condenser for 30 min. AJlow to cool and weigh again. Adjust
to the initial mass with ethanol (30 per cent VIV) RJ mix well
and filter.

Column 2 columns coupled in series:
- size: I;;;; 0.10 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped monolithic octad«ylsilyl silica gel

for chromatography R.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: glacial acetic add RJ waterfor

chromatography R (0.1:99.9 VIV);
- mobrle phase B: acetonitrile Rj

Flow rat< 3.0 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 260 run.

Injection 10 ~L.

2022

IDENTIFICATION
A. Small, square pieces or thick, rectangular slices, 5-35 em
long and 0.5-1 em thick. The outer bark is pale brown, with
Icngitudinal wrinkles and rough; the section is yellowish
white and shows indistinct striations. The texture is strongly
fibrous .

. B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2434. -I): thick-walled lignified fibres,
which occur in bundles, surrounded by a calcium oxalate
prism sheath [E]; cork fragments with polygonal cells
(surface view [D], transverse section [B)); fragments of xylem
[C] consisting of relatively large vessels with hexagonal or
elliptical bordered-pits, arranged very densely [Cal and xylem
parenchyma cells with slightly thickened and pitted walls
[Cb]; rare sclerelds, subrounded or elliptical, about 50 11m in
diameter [F]; fragments of parenchyma [A]. Examine under
a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R.
The powder shows numerous starch granules [G], simple or
2-20 compound; the individual starch granules, 15-30 urn in
diameter, are spheroidal, semi-rounded or polygonal, with a
punctiform, slit-shaped or stellate hilum.

Figure 2434.-1. - Ilhutration for identification rest B of powdered
herbal drug of kudzuvine root

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Sonicate 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) with 5 mL of methanol R, then centrifuge; use
the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of puerorm Rand 5 mg of
daidzin R in 5 mL of methanolR.

Plat< TLC silica gelF2S4 plat< R (2-10 um),

Mobile phase waterR, methylene chloride R, methanol R, ethyl
acetate R (10:20:22:40 VIVIVIV); use the lower layer.

Application 7 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.
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IV-314 Thomson Kudzuvine Root 2022

IDENTIFICATION
A. Cylindrical, subfusiform or semi-cylindrical, 12-15 em
long and 4-8 em in diameter, sometimes in longitudinally or
obllquely cut thick slices, varying in size. Externally
yellowish-white or pale brown. The root is heavy, texture
hard and starchy. A transverse section shows pale brown
concentric rings formed by fibres. A longitudinal section
shows several longitudinal striations formed by fibres.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-white. Examine under a microscope using ,hloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2483.-1): thick-walled liguilied fibres,
which occur in bundles, surrounded by a calcium oxalate
prism sheath rAJ; rare sclerelds, subrounded or elliptical,
about 50 urn in diameter [E); fragments of xylem [F]
consisting of relatively large vessels with hexagonal or
elliptical bordered-pits, arranged very densely [Fa] and xylem
parenchyma cells with slightly thickened and pitted walls
[FbI, fragments of parenchyma [C]; isolated prism crystals
[B). Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder shows numerous starch
granules [D], simple or 2-20 compound; the individual
granules, 15-30 um in diameter, are spheroidal, semi
rounded or polygonal with a punctiform, slit-shaped or
stellate hilum.

sum of the areas of the peaks due to the isoftavonoids
(3-hydroxypuerarin. puentrin, 3-methoxypuernrin, &-0"-0
xyIosy1puerarin and daidzin) in Ihe chromatogram obtained wilh
the test solution;
area of the peak due to puerarin in the chromatogram obrained
with the reference solution;
mass of (he herbal drug TObe examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;
mass of kutkuvim rool dry txtroa HRS used to prepare the
reference solution, in grams;
percentage content of puerarin in kudzl/f./int rootdry
tXmK,HRS.

A,

m,

A,

m,

Calculate the percentage content of total isoftavonoids
(3-hydroxypuerarin, puerarin, j-methoxypuerann, 6-0"-D

xylosylpuerarin and daidzin) using the following expression:

p

AI area or the peak due to puerarin in the chromatogram obtained
with me test solution;

Az area or the peak due to puerarin in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solutionj

"'I mass of the herbal drug 00 be examined used to prepare the lest
solution, in gramsj

m2 mass of kudzmNIe root dry extrot:lHRS used to prepare the
reference solution. in grams;

p percentage content of puernrin in kurkltfJine roo,dry
esxraa HRS.

_______~ PI>,,,

Identification of puzks Use the chromatogram supplied with
hudzuuine root dry e:aratl HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution to identify the peaks due
to the isoftavonoids (3-hydroxypuerarin, puerarin,
3-melhoxypuerarin.J6-0"-D-xylosylpuerarin and daidzin).

Relativeretention With reference to puerarin (retention
time = about 3.4 min): 3-hydroxypuerarin = about 0.7;
3-methoxypuerarin =about 1.09; 6-0"-0-
xylosylpuerarin = about 1.15; daidzin = about 1.4.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- peak-to-'lJaJ/ey ratio: minimum 10, where Hp = height

above the baseline of the peak due to 3-methoxypuerarin
and H; = height above the baseline of the lowest point of
the curve separating this peak from the peak due to
puerarin.

Calculate the percentage content of puerarin using the
following expression:

P1>'" _

DEFlNITION
Whole or fragmented, dried root of Pueraria montana (Lour.)
Merr. var, thomsonii (Benth.) M.R.Almeida (syo. Pueroria
thomsonii (Benrh.j), with the outer bark removed.

Content
Minimum 0.4 per cent of total isoftavonoids, expressed as
puerarin (C 2lH20 0 9; 111, 416.4) (dried drug), of which
minimum 55 per cent consists of puerarin.

Thomson Kudzuvine Root
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1483)

**** ** ** ****

Figure 2483.-1 - Illustrotion for identification testB of powdered
herbal drug of Thomson kudzuvine root

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Sonicate 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) with 5 mL of melharwl R, then centrifuge; use
the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of daidzin R and 5 mg of
puerorin R in 5 mL of methanol R.
Plote TLC silica gelF'54 plate R (2-10 pm),

Mobile phase waterR, methylene chloride R, methanol R, ethyl
<Ketate R (10:20:22:40 VIVIVIV); use the lower layer.

Application 7 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.
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Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A weakquenching zone

-- --

Daidzin: a quenching zone A weak. quenching zone

Puerarin: a quenching zone A weak quenching zone

-- --

Severalquenching zone'!

Reference solution Test solution

Lavender Flower IV-31S

to the isoflavonoids (puerarin, 3-methoxypuerarin, 6-0"-0
xylosylpuerarin and daidzin).

Relativeretention With reference to puerarin (retention
time > about 3.4 min): 6-0"-D-xylosylpuerarin;;;; about 1.15;
daidzin e about 1.4.

System suitability Reference solution:
- peah-to-valley ratio: minimum 10, where Hp = height

above the baseline of the peak due to 3-methoxypuerarin
and H", ;;;; height above the baseline of the lowest point of
the curve separating this peak from the peak due to
puerarin.

Calculate the percentage content of puerarin using the
following expression:

Flow rate 3.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 260 nm.

Inje<tion I0 ~L.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
kudzuv;ne root dry extract HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution to identify me peaks due

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven ar
105°C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrocWorlc acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Introduce 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL conical lIask, add 50.0 mL of
ethonol (30 per cent VII-? R and weigh. Heat under a rellux
condenser for 30 min. Allow (0 cool and weigh again.Adjust
to the initial mass with ethanol (30 per cent VII-? R, mix wen
and filter.

Reference sduiion Introduce an amount of kudzuv;ne root dry
extract HRS corresponding to 3.0 mg of puerarin into a
250 mL conical flask, add 50.0 mL of elhanol
(30 percent VII-? R and weigh. Heat under a rellux
condenser for 30 min. Allow to cool and weigh again. Adjust
to the initial mass with ethanol (30 per cent VII-? R, mix well
and filter.

Column 2 columns coupled in series:
- size: I;;;; 0.10 m, (2) ;;;; 4.6 mm;
- srationary phase: end-capped monduhic octaduylsily/ silica gel

for chromatography R.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: glacial acetic acid R, wa,.,. for

chromatography R (0.1:99.9 VII');
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

____________________ PhE<I

PhE<I _

Lavender Flower

Calculate the percentage content of total isoflavonoids
(puerarin, 6-0tl-D-xylosylpuerarin and daidzin) using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak due to puerarin in the cbromeceram obtained
with the lest eciuticnj

A 2 area of the peakdue to puerarin in me chromatogram obtained
with the reference eoluncn,

m. mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

m2 mass of kudzuvine mol dry earaa HRS used 10 prepare the
reference solution, in grams;

p percentage content of puerarin in kudzUflint 1"001 dry
mracrHRS.

AI sum of the areas ofl:he peaksdue 10 the isoflavonoids (puerarin,
6-0'-D-xylosylpuerarin and daidzin) in the chromatogram
obtained with me test sohuionj

A 2 area of the peak due 10 puerarin in the chrcmetogram obtained
with the reference SQlution;

ml m8S5of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the lest
solution, in gramsj

1n2 mass of kudzuvitlt 1UOI dry exoaa HRS used to prepare the
reference solution, in grams;

p percentage content of puerarin in kllckwine root' dry
txmlCl HRS.

(ph. Eur. monograph 1534)

DEFINITION
Dried flower of Lavandula angustifolia Mill. (L. officinalis
Chaix).

Content
Minimum 13 mUkg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
Piru identification: A, BJ D.
Secondidentification: A, B, C.
A. The flower has a short peduncle and consists of a bluish
grey tubular calyx divided distally into 4 very short teeth and
a smaU rounded lobe, a blue bilabial corolla with the upper
lip bifid and the lower lip trilobate and 4 didynamous
stamens with ovoid anthers.

10 -> 29

Moblle phase B
(per cent VIJI)

90 -> 71

Mobile phase A
(per cent VIJI)

Thne
(min)

O· 165
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IV-316 Lavender Flower

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is bluish
grey. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1534.-1): covering trichomes bifurcating at
one or more levels [C, L]; secretory trichomes with short
stalks and 8-celled heads of the Lamiaceae we (side
view [HI, surface view [M)); glandular trichomes with
unicellular (0) or multicellular [K) stalks and unicellular
heads; glandular trichomeswith long uneven stalks and
unicellular heads, separated from the stalk by an intennediary
cell with a smooth cuticle, certain trichomes show a crown of
small spheroid protuberances just below the insertion point
of the intermediary cell on the stalk [G); fragmenrs of
papillose epidermis from the inner surface of the petals
(surface view Ill- side view [P])j fragments of calyx epidermis
with sinuous-walled cells and containing prismatic crystals of
calcium oxalate [Q]j spherical pollen grains which have a
diameter of about 45 urnand an exine with 6 slit-like
germinal pores and 6 ribbon-like groins radiating from the
poles [A, D, E, F]; rare fragments of leaf epidermis with
stomata, mostly of the diacyric type (2.8.3) [HI; fragments of
vascular tissue with spiral vessels included in parenchyma
with some cells containing small cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate [N].

~
A

J---<
2.....

Figure 1534.-1. - Illustration for idenrificarion ,est B of powdered
herbal drug of lavender flower

c. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
lavandin Dower.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with me test solution.

2022

Top of the plate

A violet zone

-- --

Linalylacctate: a violet zone A violet zone

.
A pink-zone

-- --

l,S-Cineole: a violet or brown zone

Unalol: a violet zone A violet zone Oinalo1)

Reference solution Test soludon

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for other
species and varieties of lavender.

Results The 5 principal peaks in the chromarograrn obtained
with the test solution are similar in retention time to the
corresponding peaks in the chromatogram obtained wil:h the
reference solution; the 2 main peaks ale due to linalol and
linalyl acetate.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximwn 3 per cent of stems and maximwn 2 per cent of
other foreign matter.

Lavandin flower (Lavandula x intermedia Emeric ex
Loisel)
Thin-layer chromarography (2.2.27).

Tesr solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of toluene R, sonicate for 5 min and filter.

Reference solution Dilute 10 ~L or ,inroleR, 5 ~L of linalol R
and 5 flLof linalyl ae<taU R ro I rnLwith toluene R.
Piau TLC silica gelFZ54 plare R (2-10 um).

Mobilephase ethylacecaU R, toluene R (5:95 VII').

AppliaJ'ion 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100°C for 5 min; examine immediately in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no zone between the zones due to l,8-cineole and
linalol in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Other species and varieties of lavender
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Test solution Dilute 0.2 mL of the essential oil-xylene
mixture obtained in the assay to 5 mL with heptane R, add
1 g of anhydrous sodium sulfate R, shake and use the
supernatant.

Reference solUlion Dissolve 0.05 g of camphor Rand 0.2 g of
a-urpineol R in heprane R, add 0.1 g of limonene R, 0.2 g of
cineole R, 0.4 g of l/naJol Rand 0.6 g of linalyl at:<taU R, then
dilure to 100 rnL with heptane R.
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_____________________ PhEfI

PhEfI _

Top of the plate

A violel zone

-- --

Linalyl acetate: a violetzone An intenseviolel zone Oinalyl
acetate)

A pinkzone

-- --

I,S-Cineole; a violetor brownzone Possibly a weakviolet-brown zone
(I,S-cineole)

Linalol; a violetzone An intensevioletzone Oinalol)
I·

A greyish or brownish zone

Reference eelutlon Test solution

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 20 ilL of the essential oil to be
examined to 1 mL with toluene R.
Reference solution Dilute 10 ~L of cineole R, 5 ur, of linalol R
and 5 ul, of lina/yl autate R to 1 mL with tolueneR.

Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC S11ica gel
F2S4p1ate R (2-1O~m)J.

Mobile phase ethyl acetate R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application 6 ~L [or 2 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 ern [or 6 cm].

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100°C for 5 min; examineimmediately in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

B. The essential oil £0 be examinedcomplieswith the limits
of the test for chromatographic profile. -

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.878 to 0.892.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.455 to 1.466.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-12.5° to - 6.0°.

Acid value (2.5./)
Maximum 1.0, determined on 5.00 g of the essential oil to
be examined dissolved in 50 mL of the prescribed. mixture of
solvents.

c;hronaatographJcprofiUe
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dilute 200 ilL of the essential oil to be
examined to 10.0 mL with heptane R.
Reference sdution (a) Dilute 200 ~L of laveruler oilfor peak
identification HRS to 10.0 mL with heptane R.

Lavender Oil IV-317

70

70 -> 180

220

220

Temperature

rCJ
Time
(min)

0-15

15 - 70

Injectionport

Detector

Column

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I = 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: macwgol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 urn).

Carner gas heliumfor chromatography R.

Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Splli ratio 1:100.
Temperature:

Lavender Oil
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1338)

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection The same volume of each solution.
Ehuionorder Limonene, 1,8-cineoleJ camphor, linalcl, linalyl
acetate, a-terpineol.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

limoneneand J,8-cineole;
- number of theoretical plater. minimum 30 000, calculated

for the peak due to limonene at 110 "C.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution) locate
the 6 components of the reference solutionin the
chromatogram obtained With the test solution. Disregard the
peaks due to heptane and xylene.
Limit:
- camphor. maximum 1 per cent.

Water (2.2./1)
Maximum 100 mlJkg, determined on 20.0 g.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8./2)
Use 20.0 g of the herbal drug, a 1000 mL round-bottomed
flask, 500 mL of water R as the distillation liquid and 0.5 mL
of xylene R in the graduated rube. Distil at a rate of
2-3 mUmin for 2 h.

2022

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtainedby steamdistillation of the flowering
tops of Laoanduta angustifolia Mill. (Lavandula officinalis
Chaix).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless or paleyellow, clear liquid.

Odour
Complex,reminiscent of linalyl acetate.
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IV-3IB Lavender Oil

Reference solution (b) Dilute 5 ~L of limonene R to 50.0 mL
with heptane R. Dilute 0.5 mL of this solution (Q 5.0 mL
withheptane R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I :::: 60 m, 0 :::: 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: macragol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 um).
Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.

Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.
Inje<tion 1 ~L
Elution order Limonene, 1,8-dneole, 3-oetanone, camphor,
Iinalol, linalyl acetate, terpinen-d-ol, lavandulyl acetate,
lavandulol, a-terpineol.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
Iocender oilfor peak identification HRS and the chromatogram
obtainedwith reference solution (a) to identify the peaksdue
to limonene, l,8-eineole, j-octanone, camphor, linalol, Iinalyl
acetate, terpinen-4-o1, lavandulyl acetate, lavandulol and
ce-rerpineol.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.4 between me peaks due to

tetpinen-q-ol and lavandulyI acetate.
Determineme percentage content of each of the following
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- limonene: maximum 1.0 per cent;
- 1,8-dneole: maximum 2.5 per cent;
- 3-(JClanone: 0.1 per cent to 5.0 percent;
- camphor: maximum 1.2 per cent;
- lina/of: 20.0 per cent to 45.0 per cent;
- linaly/ cuetate: 25.0 per cent to 47.0 percent;
- terpinen-4-ol: 0.1 per cent to 8.0 per cent;
- lavandulyl aCitate: minimum0.2 per cent;
- lavandu/o/: minimum 0.1 per cent;
- a.-terpineol: maximum 2.0 per cent;
- reporu~ng threshold: the area of the principal peakin the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.05 per cent).

Chlral purity
Gas chromatography (2.2.28}.

Test solution Dilute 0.02 g of the essential oil to be
examinedto 10 mLwithpentane R.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of borneol R in pentane R,
add 10 ~L of linaJot R (mixture of (R)-linalol and (S)-linalol)
and I0 ~L of linalylacetote R (mixture of (R)-linalyl acetate
and (S)-linalyl acetate) and dilute to 10 mL with pentane R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I ::::; 25 m, (2) ::::; 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: modified P-cyc1odextn'n for chiral

chromawgraphy R (film thickness 0.25 pm).

**** ** ** ****

50 _ ISO

2).

230

Temperature
('e)

Cartier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 1.3 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:30.
Temperature:

Time
(min)

Column

Injection port

Detector

Spike Lavender Oil
(ph. Eur. monograph 2419)

_____________________ PIlE"

A ASA xlOO
s+ R

2022

Limits:
- (S)-linalol: maximum 12 per cent;
- (S)-/inalyl acetate: maximum 1 per cent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 "C.

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation of the flowering
tops of Lavandula lati/olia Medik.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear,mobile, light yellowor greenish-yellow liquid.
Odour. reminiscent of cineole and camphor.

IDENfIFICATION
First identification B.

Second identification A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 20 ~L of the essential oil to be
examined to I mLwith toluene R.
Reference solmion Dilute 10~ of cineole R, 5 ~L of linalol R
and 5 ~L of linalyl acetate R to 1 mL with toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm pkue R (5-40 urn) [or TLC sitica gel
F254 plate R (2-10 ~m)l.

Detection Flame ionisation.

lnje<lion 1 ~L.

Elution order (R)-linalol, (S)-linalol, borneol, (R)-linalyl
acetate, (S)-linalyl acetate; depending on the operating
conditions and the state of the column, borneol may elute
before or after (S)-linalol.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5.5 between the peaksdue to

(R)-linalol and (S)-linalol; minimum 2.9 between the
peaksdue to (S)-linalol and borneol; minimum 2.0
between the peaks due to (R)-linalyl acetate and
(S)-linalyl acetate.

Calculate the percentage content of the specified
(S)-enantiomers using the following expression:

As areaof the peak due to the corresponding (.s)-enantiomer;
AR areaof the peakdue to the corresponding (R)-enanoomer.

PIlE" _

7.
70 -> 180

220

220

Temperature
('C)

Time
(min)

Column

Injection port

Detector
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Lemon Balm IV-3I9

Cartier gas helium forchromatography R.
Flow rate 15 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

2022

Mobile phase ethylaCelaie R, toluene R (5:95 VW).
Application 6 ~L [or 2 ~Ll as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Deudopmem Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Deiection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100°C for 5 min; examine immediately in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthennore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the (est solution.

Column

Injection pon

Detector

Thn.
(min)

0- 15
l5 -70

Temperature
("C)

7.
70 --> 180

2'"

2'"

________________~ PbE"

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves have a petiole of varying length; the lamina is
broadly ovate, up to about 8 em long and 5 cm wide, acute
at the apex and rounded to cordate at the base; the margins

**** ** ** ****(Melirsa Leaf, Ph. Bur. monograph 1447)

Preparation
Lemon Babn Dry Extract
PbE" _

Lemon Balm

Detection Flameionisation.
Injection 1 ~L.

Elution order Limonene, l,8-cineole, camphor, linalol, linalyl
acetate, a-terpineol, trans-a-bisabolene.
Identification 0/peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
,pike lavender 0/7 CRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peaks due to lirnonene,
1,8-cineole, camphor, linalol, linalyl acetate, a-terpineol and
trans-a:-bisabolene.

System suirability Reference solution (a):
- the chromatogram obtained is similar to the

chromatogram supplied with spike lavender or1 CRS;
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

limonene and 1,8-cineole.

Determine the percentage content of each of me following
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- limonene: 0.5 per cent to 3.0 per cent;
- 1,B-cineo1e: 16.0 per cent to 39.0 per cent;
- camphor: 8.0 per cent to 16.0 per cent;
- /ina/oJ: 34.0 per cent to 50.0 per cent;
- lina/y1 acelQle: maximum 1.6 per cent;
- «-terpineol: 0.2 per cent to 2.0 per cent;
- trans-a-bisabolene: 0.4 per cent to 2.5 per cent;
- reporting threshold: the area of the principal peak in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.05 per cent).

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.

DEFlNITION
Dried leaf of Melissa o/ficinalis L.

Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent of rosmarinic acid (ClsHI60S;
M, 360.3) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Odour reminiscent of lemon.

Top of the plate

A violet ZODe

-- --

Linalylacetate: B violet zone A faint violetor brownzone may be
present(Iinalyl acetate)

A pinkzone

-- --

I,B-Cineole: a violet or brownzone A viole!: or brownzone (l,8-cineole)

Linalol: a violetzone An intensevioletzone Oinalol)

A greyish or brownish zone

Reference solution Test solution

B. The essential oil to be examined complieswith the limits
of the test for chromatographic profile.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.894 to 0.907.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.461 to 1.468.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-7° to + 2°.

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximum 1.5, determined on 5.00 g of the essential oil to
be examined.

Solubility in alcohol (2.8. Iff)
1.0 mL of the essential oil (0 be examined is soluble,
sometimes with opalescence, in 3.0 mL of ethanol
(70 per cent VII-? R.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the nonnalisation
procedure.

Test tdution Dilute 200 ~L of the essential oil to be
examined to 10.0 mL with heptan< R.
Reference solution (a) Dilute 200 ~L of ,pike lavender oil CRS
to 10.0 mL with heptane R.

Reference ,olution (b) Dilute 5 ~L of limanene R to 50.0 rnL
with heptane R. Dilute 0.5 rnL of this solution to 5.0 rnL
with heptane R.

Column:
- material: fusedsilica;
- size: I:::: 60 m, 0= 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 urn).
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IV-320 Lemon Balm

are crenate to dentate. The uppersurface is intensegreen,
the lowersurface is paler greenand shows a conspicuous
midrib and a raised, reticulate venation; scattered hairs occur
on the upper surface and along the veinson the lower
surface, which is also finely punctuate.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.13). The powderis
greenish. Examineundera microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1447.-1): fragments of the upper
epidermis, in surface view, withsinuous walls [A, B, G),
sometimes accompanied bypalisade parenchyma [Aa];
fragments of the lower epidermis [D) with diacytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Db]; short, straight, unicellular, conicalcovering
trichomes with a finely striated cuticle) free [E] or attached to
an epidermis [Da]; multicellular, uniseriate covering
trichomes withpointed ends and thick, warty cuticles [C];
eight-celled secretory trichomes of lamiaceous type (surface
view [Ga]); secretory trichomes with uniceUular to triceUular
stalks and unicellular or, morerarely, bicellular heads
(surface view [Ba], transverse section [F]).

Figure 1447 .-I.-IUuslrationfor identification testB of powdered
herbal drug of melissa leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Place 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9./2) in a 250 mL round-bottomed flask and add 100 mL
of waterR. Distil for I h usingthe apparatus for the
determination of essential oils in herbal drugs (2.8.12) and
0.5 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. After distillation
transfer the organic phase to a 1 mL volumetric flask) rinsing
the graduated tube of the apparatus with the aid of a small
portionof xylene R, and dilute to 1.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solutum Dissolve 1.0 ~L of citroneUaI Rand
10.0 ~L of citral R (composed of neral and geranial) in
25 mL of xylene R.

2022

Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC siliro gel
plateR (2-10 pmj].

Mobile phase ethyl acetate R, hexane R (10:90 VIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 4 ~L) as bands.

Development In an unsaturated tank overa path of 15 em
[or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
IOQ.-I05 "C for 10-15 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones may be present in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --
CitroneUaI: a greyor greyish-violet A greyor greyish-violet zone
zone at the borderbetweenthe (citroneUal) at the border between
upperand middle thirds theupperand middle thirds

A reddish-violet zone

-- --

Citral: 2 greyish-violet or bluish- 2 greyish-violet or bluish-violet zones
violetzones at the borderbetween (citral) at the border between the
themiddleand lowerthirds middleandlower thirds

Reference solution Test SOJUdOD

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 10 per cent of stems with a diameter greater than
1 mID and maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign matter,
determined on 20 g.

Los. on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g oCthe
powdered herhal drug (355) (2.9./2) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Teusohuion Use brown-glass flasks. Disperse0.100 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9./2) in 90 mL of ethanol
(50 percent VI,,? R. Boil in a water-bath under a reflux
condenser for 30 min, coot, and filter into a 100 mL
volumetric flask. Rinse the flask and the filter with 10 mL of
ethanol (50 per cent VIV) R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent. Filterthrough a 0.45 J.UIl filter.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg of rosmarinic
add CRS in ethanol (50 per cent VI,,? R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 20.0 mL of this
solution to 100.0 mL with ethanol (50 percent VI,,? R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg offerulic add R in
reference solution (a) and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same
solution.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 ::: 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: phosphoric acidR, acetonitrile R, water R

(1:19:80 VIV/V);
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- mobile phaseB: phosphoric acid R, methanolR, acetonitrile R
(1:40:59 VIVIII);

Top of the plate

Rosmarinic acid: a light blue An intense light blue fluorescent
fluorescent zone zone (rosmarinic acid)

A blue fluorescent zone

-- --

A blue 8uorescent zone

-- --

Hyperoskle: an orange or greenish-
yellow fleorescent zone -~~-------=-

A light blue fluorescent zone

Rutoside: an orange or greenish-
yellow fluorescent zone

Refeeence solution Test solution

Lemon Balm Preparations IV-321

lUobi!e phase anhydrous formic acid R, waterR, ethyl acetate R
(6:6:90 VIVIII).

Application 10 ~L [or 2 ~L) as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm).

Developmen' Over a path of 8 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100 °C for 5 min, spray the plate whilst
stiU hot with a 5 gIL solution of dipheny/bori< acidaminoe'hyl
ester R in ethyl acetate R, and examine in ultraviolet light at
365 run.
Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, other weaker fluorescent
zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

0 ..... 45

45 -> 100

100 ..... 0

Mobile phase B
(per cent VIP)

100 55

55 0

o -+ 100

Mobile phase A
(percent VIM

Time
(min)

0·20

20 - 25

25 - 30

AI area of lhe peak due to rosmarinic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A 2 area of lhe peak due to rosmarinic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

rnl mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

1n2 mass of rosman'lIk: add CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

p percentage content of rosmarinic acid in rosmannicadd CRS.

AI x m2 xpx 0.2
A 2 x mt

Flow rate 1.2 mUmin.

Daeaion Spectrophotometer at 330 nm.

Injection 20 ~L.

Relativeretention With reference to rosmarinicacid
(retention timc > about 11 min): feruJic acid = about 0.8.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due to ferulic

acid and rosmarinic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of rosmarinic acid using the
following expression:

Lemon Balm Dry Extract
(Melissa uafDry Extract Ph. Bur. monograph 2524)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from Melissa leaf (1447).

Content
Minimum 2.0 per cent of rosmarinic acid (ClsHI60S;
M, 360.3) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using either hot water (not less than 70 °C) or a
hydroalcoholic solvent that is at most equivalent in strength
to ethanol (70 per cent VIII).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown or greenish-brown, amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.2 g of the extract to be examined add
5 mL of methanolR. Sonicate for 5 min and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of hyperoside R, 1.0 mg of
rutoside trihydrate Rand 5.0 mg of rosmormic acidR in 10 mL
of methanol R.
PIa", TLC silica gelpia", R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m»).

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test so/mum Use brown glass flasks. To 0.200 g of the
extract to be examined add 50 mL of ethanol
(50 percent VIV) R. Sonicate for 10 min and dilute to
100.0 mL with ethanol (50 per cen' VIV) R. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.4'5 11m).

Reference solution (aJ Dissolve 20.0 mg of rosmarmic
acidCRS in ethanol(50 per cen' VIV) R and dilute (0

100.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 20.0 mL of this
solution to 100.0 mL with ethanol (50 percent VIII) R.

Reference solUlion (b) Dissolve 5 mg offerulic acid R in
reference solution (a) and dilute to 50 mL with reference
solution (a).

Colurnn:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- s"'.onary phase: oc,ade<y/si/yl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 pm).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: phosphoric acidR. acetonitrile R, water R

(1:19:80 VIVIII);
- mobile phaseB: phosphoric acid R, methanolR) acetonitrile R

(1:40:59 VIVIII);
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A t X m 2 XPXO.2

A 2 x ml

Al area of the peak due 10 rosmarink acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solulion;

A2 area of the peak due to rosmarinic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);m. mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

1112 mElSS of lVS11lon'n~ acidCRS used 10prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;

p percentage content of rosmarinic acid in rosman"nic add CRS.

Flow rate 1.2 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 run.

Injection 20 ~L.

Relativeretention With reference to rosmarinic acid
(retention time ;;;; about 11 min): ferulic acid = about 0.8.

System suilability Reference solution (b):
- resolutitm: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due to ferulic

acid and rosmarinic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of rosmarinic acid using the
following expression:

2022

(c) Apply 20~ of each solution as bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry the plate at 105°and Spray
the warm plate with a 1% wlv solution of dipltenylbori< acid
aminoethyl ester in methanol and then with a 5% wlv solution
of polyethylene glycol 400 in methanol. Allow the plate to stand
for 30 minutes and examine under ultraviclet light (365 nm).

MOBILE PHASB

A mixture of 10 volumes of anhydrous fo1"tnk add, 10 volumes
of waterJ 30 volumes of butan-2-one and 50 volumes of ethyl
acetate.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1):

exhibits a yellowish-brown fluorescent zone corresponding in
colour and position to the zone for rutin in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (2);

above it an intense red fluorescent zone and further above a
very weakgreenish fluorescent zone corresponding in colour
and position to the zone for naringin in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2);

other coloured zones are present in the chromatogram.

TESTS
Volatile 011
Not less than 2.0% vlw (1.7% wlw), Appendix XI E, using
300 mL of wow- as the distillation liquid and no xylene in
the graduated tube. Use 20 g, soaked in waterand macerated
in a suitable blender, and distil for 3 hours.

0--->45

45 --0100

MobUe phose B
(per cent VIP)

100 -J 55

55 ..... 0

Mobile phase A
(per cent YIJ')

Time
(min)

o ~ 20

20 - 25

IV-322 Lemon Peel

Dried Lemon Peel
DEFINITION
Dried Lemon Peel is the dried outer part of the pericarp of
the ripe, or nearly ripe, fruit of Cinuslimon (L.) Burm. f.

CHARACTERISTICS
It has the macroscopical and microscopical characters
described under Identification tests A and B.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Dried Lemon Peel consists of strips or pieces, showing a
marked thickening of the epicarp around the calyx. The outer
surface is yellow and somewhat rough from the presence of
nwnerous minute pits, each corresponding to an oil gland;
the inner surface with only a small remnant of white, spongy
pericarp. Fracture, short.

B. Prepare thin cross sections from material softened by
soaking in waterand examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution. The sections show a yellow epidermis
composed of small, thin-walled cells and an underlying
parenchyma with numerous large oil glands and scattered
small strands of vascular tissue; prismatic crystals of calcium.
oxalate occur throughout the parenchyma and are J

particularly abundant in the' layers adjacent to the epidermis.

C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromawgraphy,
Appendix III A, using the following solutions.

(I) Add I g of freshly cut peel to 10 mL of methanol and
heat in a water-bath at 650 for 5 minutes) shaking frequently.
Allow to cool and filter.

(2) 0.01 % wlv each of caffeic acidand naringin and
0.025% w/v of rutin in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Using a TLC siJi<a gelplate.
(b) Use the mobile phase as descnbed below.

Lemon Oil
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0620)

Preparation
Terpeneless Lemon Oil
PIlE... _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by suitable mechanical means, without
the aid of heat, from the fresh peel of Citrus limon (L.)
Burman fil.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, mobile, pale yellow or greenish-yellow liquid. It may
become cloudy at low temperatures.

Characteristic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Mix 1 mL of me substance to be examined in
I mL of tduen« R.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of ci.rop.en Rand 50 ~L of
citral R in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelGF,,. plateR.
Mobile phase ethylacetate R, toluene R (15:85 VIII).

Application I0~ as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.
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Figure 0620.-1. - Typical spectrum of/mum oiIfor the test for
absorbance

Lemon Oil IV-323

Draw as a baseline the tangent between A and B
(Figure 0620.-1). The absorption maximum C is situated at
315 ± 3 om. From C draw a line perpendicular to the axis
of abscissae and intersecting AB at D. Deduct the
absorbance corresponding to point D from that
corresponding to point C. The value C - D is 0.20 to 0.96
and for Italian-type lemon oil it is not less than 0.45.

260 280 300 320 340 360 380 400
Wavelength (nm)

Top ofthe plate

A quenching zone (bergamotin)

Cirral: a quenching zone A quenching zone (arral)

A dark blue zone (5-geranyloxy-7-
melhoxycoumarin)

Cilroplen: a light blue fluorescent A light blue fluorescent zone
zone (citropten)

A quenching zone (psoralen
derivalive)

A quenching zone (biakangelicin)

Reference solution Test solution

Top oCthe plote

A yellow fluorescentzone
(bergamotin)

Chral; B quenching zone A quenching zone (citra1)

A bright blue fluorescent zone
(5-gern.nyloxy-7-methcsyccumarin)

Citropten: a bright blue fluorescent A bright violet-blue fluorescent zone
WD< (ducpten)

A yellow fluorescent zone (psoralen
derivalive)

An orange zone (biakangelicin)

Reference solution Test solution

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A See below the sequence of me zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution.

Detection B Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

ResultsB See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution.

2022

B. Examine me chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.850 to 0.858.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.473 to 1.476.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
+ 57° to + 70°.

Absorbance (2.2.25)
Dissolve 0.250 g of the substance to be examined in
alcohol R, mix and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
.Measure the absorbance over the range 260 om to 400 om.
If a manual instrument is used, measure the absorbance at
5 om intervals from 260 nm to about 12 nm before the
expected absorption maximum, then at 3 nm intervals for 3
readings and at 1 run intervals to about 5 om beyond the
maximum and finally at 10 nm intervals to 400 nm, Plot a
curve representing the absorption spectrum with the
absorbances as ordinates and the wavelengths as abscissae.

Fatty oils and resinilied essential oils (2.8.7)
It complies with the test for fatty oils and resinified essential
oils.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Test solution The substance to be examined.

Reference ,o/ution Dissolve 20 ~L of p-pinme R, 10 ~L of
sabinene R, 100 JlL of limonene R, 10 J1L of v-terpinene R,
5 1'1. of p-caryophynme R, 20 ~L of citral R, 5 ~L of
.-,.,pineo/ R, 5 ~L of nerylacetale Rand 5 ~L of geTanyi
acetate R in 1 mL of acetone R.
Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: / =30 m (a film thickness of 1 pm may be used) to

60 m (a film thickness of 0.2 urn may be used),
o = 0.25-0.53 mm,

- stationary phase: macrogo/ 20 000 R.

Carrier gas he.um for chromatography R.
F/cw rate 1.0 mUmin.

Spli'ra,io 1:100.
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IV-324 Lemon Oil

____________________ PIIEII

Delation Flame ionisation.

Inj~tion 0.5 J.lL of the reference solution and 0.2 p.L of the
test solution.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record the retention times of these
substances.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

J}-pinene and sabinene and minimum 1.5 between the
peaks due to geranial and geranyl acetate.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Determine the percentage content of these components.
The percentages are within the following ranges:
- p-pinene: 7.0 per cent lO 17.0 per cent,
- sabinene: 1.0 per cent to 3.0 per cent,
- Iimonene: 56.0 per cent to 78.0 per cent,
- y-urpinene: 6.0 per cent to 12.0 per cent,
- p-taryophyllene: maximum 0.5 per cent,
- neral: 0.3 per cent to J.5 per cent,
- (J.-terpineo1: maximum 0.6 per cent,
- nery/ aatale: 0.2 per cent to 0.9 per cent,
- geranial: 0.5 per cent to 2.3 per cent,
- geranyl aalaU: 0.1 per cent to 0.8 per cent.

Residue on evaporation (2.8.9)
1.8 per cent to 3.6 per cent after heating on the water-bath
for 4 h.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.

LABELLING
The label states, where applicable, that the contents are
Italian-type lemon oil.

100 mL
Sufficient to produce 1000 mL

Terpenejess Lemon Oil
Ethanol (96 per cent)

Lemon Spirit
DEFINTI10N

TESTS
Ethanol content
84 to 88% vlv, Appendix VIII F.

Weight per mL
0.814 to 0.823 g, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for the determination of aldehydes,
Appendix X K, using 10 ml., omitting the toluene and using
a volume, not less than 7 mL, of akoholic-hydroxy/amine
solution that exceeds by 1 to 2 mL the volume of
O.5Mpotassium hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS required.
Each mL of O.5M potassium hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS is
equivalent to 76.73 rng of C lOH 160 .

2022

TESTS
Optical rotation
_5° to +2°, Appendix V F.

Refractive index
1.475 ro 1.485, Appendix V E.

Solubility in ethanol
Soluble, at 20°, in 1 volume of elhanol (80%),
Appendix X M.

Weight per mL
0.880 to 0.895 g, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for detenn;nalUm of aldehydes)
Appendix X K, using 1 g, omitting the toluene and using a
volume, not less than 7 ml., of akohoh'c hydroxylamine solution
that exceeds by 1 to 2 mL the volume of 0.5M potassium
hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS required. Each mL of
O.5M potassium hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS is equivalent to
76.73 mg of C,oH160.

STORAGE
Terpeneless Lemon Oil should be kept in a well-filled
container and protected from light.

The spit;tcomplies with the requirements stated under Spin'iS and
with the following requirements.

Content of aldehydes
3.45 to 4.60% wlv, calculated as cirral, C1oH160.

45
45 --> 90

90 --> 180
180

220

220

Temperature
("C)

0-6
6 - 21

21 - 39
39 - 55

Time
(min)

Temperature:

Column

Injectionport

Detector

Extempo:raneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Dissolve the Citric Acid Monohydrate in some of the Syrup,
add the Invert Syrup, the Lemon Spirit and sufficient Syrup
to produce 1000 mL and mix.

Terpeneless Lemon Oil
Preparations
Lemon Spirit

Compound Orange Spirit

DEFINTI10N
Terpeneless Lemon Oil may be prepared by concentrating
Lemon Oil under reduced pressure until most of the terpenes
have been removed or by solvent partition. It contains not
less than 40% wlw of aldehydes calculated as citral,
C,oH160.

C~<nnER1ST1CS

A clear, colourless or pale yellow liquid, visibly free from
water; odour and taste, those of lemon.

Lemon Syrup
DEFINITION

Lemon Spirit
Citric Acid Monohydrate
Invert Syrup
Syrup

5mL
25 g

100 mL
Sufficient to produce 1000 mL
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CHARACfERISTICS
Lemon Syrup has a weight per mL of about 1.33 g.

The syrnpcomplies with the requirements statedunderOral
Liquids and with thefollowing requirements.

Content of citric acid monohydrate) CJls07,H20

2.2 to 2.6% wlv.

ASSAY
Mix 8 g with 100 mL of waterand titrate with a.1Msodium
hydroxide VS using phenolphthalein solution Rl as indicator.
Each mL of O.lM sodium hydroxide VS is equivalent to
7.005 mg of CoH.O"H20. Determine the weight P<7 mL,
Appendix V G, and calculate the content of C6Hs07,H20,

weight in volwne.

Lemon Verbena Leaf
(Ph. Bur. monogmph 1834)
PIlEtr _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried leaves ofAloysiacitrodora Palau
(syn. Aloysia triphylla (L'Her.) Kuntze; V<7bena triphylla
L'Her.; Lippia ciuiodora Kunth).

Content
- acteoside (C:!9H36015.; M r 625): minimum 2.5 per cent,

expressed as ferulic acid (dried drug);
- essential oil: minimum 3.0 mUkg for the whole drug and

minimum 2.0 mlJkg for the fragmented drug (dried
drug).

CHARACfERS
After grinding, it has a characteristic odour reminiscent of
lemon.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves are simple with short petioles. They are
narrow, Ianceolate, and about 4 times longer than they are
wide. The entire, slightly undulating margins are curled
towards the upper surface. The upper surface is dark green
and rough to the touch; the lower surface is paler green and
shows a prominent midrib with secondary veins running to
the margins.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
green. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1834.-1): fragments of the upper
epidermis of the lamina (surface view [A, B, H)), composed
of polygonal cells with numerous short) unicellular, thick
walled cystolithic trichomes, each arising from a rosette of
cells at the base and containing calcium concretions [B))
glandular trichomes with a unicellular stalk and a unicellular)
globular head of variable size (surface view [Ha]) transverse
section [D) F)i these fragments are usually accompanied by
palisade parenchyma [Aa, Hb]; fragments of the lower
epidermis of the lamina (surface view [E)) covered by a
striated cuticle and composed of cells more irregular and
somewhat sinuous in outline) with abundant anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Ea] and munerous glandular trichomes in
surface view [Eb) and/or their scars [Be]; fragments of the
lamina (transverse section [G)) with 2 layers of palisade
parenchyma [Ga] and spongy parenchyma [Gb); lignified
tissue from the veins [el.

Lemon Verbena Leaf IV-325

Figure 1834.-1. - liluuration for identification I.,. B of powdeted
h<7bal drng of lemon verbena leaf

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Verbena officina/is.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore) other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution. Zones
may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution below the zone due to rutoside in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

Top of' the plate

-- - --

An intense greyish-greenzone

Arbutin: a blue or brown zone

Rutoskle: a dark brownish-ydow A blue or violet zone
ron,

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Verbena officinalis
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Teu sohuion To 0.50 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at
60°C for 10 min. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of asinuin Rand 10 mg of
nuoside tn'hydrate R in methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with
the same solvent.
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IV-326 Ligusticum Root and Rhizome

Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC sitka gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)].

lrlobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, glacial acetic acid R,
water R, ethylacetate R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVII').

Applkation 20 ~L [or 5 ~] as bands.

Development Over a path of about 12 ern [or 6 em].
Drying In air.

Detection Spraywith anisaldehyde solution R and dry at
100-105 °C for about 10 min; examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no brownish-grey zone at a position between that of
arbutin and rutoside in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

Loss on drying
(2.2.32)Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of
the powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an
oven at 105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 13.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Acteoslde
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 50.0 mL of the reference solution and stir for
2 h witha magnetic stirrer. Centrifuge for 15 min and pass
the supernatant through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 um), .

Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg offernlic acidCRS in
ethanol (60 per cen' VII? R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent.

Precolumn:
- size: / = 0.01 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsilyl sitka gelfar chromatography R

(5 pm).

Column:
- size: / = 0.25 m, 0 ;:;; 4.0 rom;
- srarionary phase: oaadecy/si/yl siti,agelfar chroma,ography R

(5 ~m);

- temperature: 20 ·C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 0.3 per cent VIV solution of phosphoric

acidRj
- mobile phase B: autonitrile R;

Tim. MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VM (per cent VIV)

0-20 93 ...... 83 7 ...... 17

20 - 30 83 17

30·35 83 ...... 75 17 ...... 25

35 - 40 75 ...... 20 25 ...... 80

40 - 45 20 ...... 93 80 ...... 7

Fh>w rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 run.
Injection 20~.

System suitability Test solution:
- resolution: minimum 3.5 between the peaks due to ferulic

acidand acteoside.
Calculate me percentage contentof acreoslde, expressed as
feruljc acid) using the following expression:
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A,xm,xpx0.5x3.1

A2 x ml

Al areaoCthepeak due to acteosidein the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A2 areaof the peakdue 10 ferulic acid in the chromatogrnm
obtainedwith the reference solution;

m, mass of the herbaldrug in the test solution. in grams;
Jn2 rna" offemlie dM CRS in the reference solution. in gramsj
p percentage content of ferulic acid in ferulic acidCRSj
3.1 correlation factorbetween ectecslde and ferulic acid.

Essential oil (2.8.12)
Introduce 25.0 g of the freshly crushed herbal drug into a
1000 mL flask and add 500 mL of a 10 gIL solution of
sodium chloride R as the distillation liquid. Use 0.50 mL of
xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil at a rate of
3.0-3.5 rnUmin for 3 h.
____________~ PhE"

Ligusticum Root and Rhizome
(ph. Eur. monograph 2431)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented) dried rhizome and rootof Liguslicum
sinense Olivo or Ligusticum jeholense (Nakai & Kitag.) Nakai &
Kitag.

Content
Minimum 5.0 mlJl:g of essential oil (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is short, up to 3 ern in diameter) brown or
yellowish-brown) simple or somewhat twisted. The rootsare
usually up (0 1.5 mm thick) showno ramification. and are
the samecolouras the rhizome; the fracture is usually
fibrous; the remaining stem bases are cylindrical) 5-6 mm
thick and their longitudinal fracture shows a yellowish-white
medulla. The fragmented rhizome occurs as moreor less
thick slices.

The rhizome of Ligustkum sinense showsan irregular brown
or blackish-brown outersurface; the yellowish-white or pale
yellowish-brown transverse sectionis fibrous) porous and
cracked.
The rhizome of Ligusticum jehoiense shows-coot scars and the
spinyremains of rootson its outersurface; a transverse
sectionshowsradial striations and cracks in the xylem.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-beige. Examine undera microscope usingchloral
hydratesolution R. The powder showsthe following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2431.-1): cork fragments made up of cells
withbrown contentswhich 'are polygonal in surface view [C];
numerous fragments of parenchyma consisting of rounded or
ovoid cells, with thin or slightly thickened walls [H];
fragments of brownish-yellow secretory canals up to 170 Jlm
wide (transverse section [A])longitudinal section [ED;
fragments of reticulate vessels about80 pm in diameter)
isolated or in groups of 2 or 3 [B]j groups of smaller
reticulate.vessels surrounded by either xylemparenchyma [G]
or by lignified fibres with thick, moderately pitted walls m;
fibres are isolated [L] or ingroups of 2 or 3) colourless) often
whole withpined walls) sometimes reaching 700 urn in
length and about20 pm wide; round or rectangular sclereids,
isolated [F] or grouped in clusters [DJ. with thickened and
channelled walls (some of the larger sc1ereids maybe up-to
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100 urn long). Examine under a microscopeusing a
50 per cent VIV solution ofglyurol R. The powder shows
many isolated, small (5-10 11m), round or ovoid starch
granules [K].

Figure 2431.-1. - Illustration for identification test B ofpcwdered
herbal drugof ligusticum root and rhizome

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Examine me chromatograms obtained in the test for officinal
species ofAngeliro. and Levisticum.
Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

(Z)-I..igustilide: a bluish-white A bluish-white fluorescent zone «l)-
fluorescent zone ligustilide)

A fain,t bluish-whitefluorescent zone

--- ~--

Oarhole. a blue fluorescent zone

Imperatorin: a whitish fluorescent A faintblue fluorescent zone
zone

--- ---

A faint bluish-white fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint quenching zones may

Ligusticum Root and Rhizome IV-327

be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

A quenching zone (L jeJwJellJe)

(Z)-Ligunilide: a blue fluorescent A blue fluorescent zone «2)-
ron, ligustilide)

~~- ---
2 quenching zones

Osthole: a quenching zone

Imperatcrin: a quenching zone

-- ---

Reference solution Test solution

Results C See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones of various
colours may be present in me chromatogram obtained with
the lest solution.

Top aCthe plate

2 prominent reddish zones

A brown zone (L jtho4me)

(l)-I..igustilide: a grey zone

A violet zone

-- ---
Osthole: a violet acne

Imperatorin: a reddish-grey zone A broad reddish zone

A violel zone

-- ---
Several faint violet zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Officinal species ofAngelica and Leuisticurn
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27). -

Test 'olution To 1 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 4 mL of me!hanol R and sonicate for
5 min. Centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solulion Dissolve I mg of imperaunin R, I mg of
(Z)-ligustih'de Rand 1 mg of o,!hole R in 1 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (2-10 urn).

klobile phase glacialacetic acid R, elhyl cuetate R, toluene R
(1:10:90 VIVIV).

Application 4 IlL as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Dneaion A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no prominent blue fluorescent zone directly below or
above the zone due £0 imperatorin in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

Detection B Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.
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IV-328 Lime Flower

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no zone corresponding in position to, or directly
below, the zone due to imperatorin in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

Detection C Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric
add R in methanol R; heat at 100°C for 5 min and examine
in daylight.

Results C The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no distinct greenish zone below the zone due to
imperatorin in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent, determined on 50 g.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 25.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12)
immediately before the assay using a blade grinder
refrigerated at 5 "C, a 1000 mL round-bottomed flask,
500 mL of water R as the distillation liquid, 10 drops of
liquidpara!fin R, a few grains of pumice and 0.50 mL of
o-xylene R in the graduated mbe. Distil at a rate of
2-3 mllmin for 3 h.
_____________________ ""E"

Lime Flower
(ph. Eur. monograph 0957)
""E" _

DEFINITION
Whole, dried inIIorescence of Tilia cordata Mill., of TiIia
platyphyllos Scop., of Tilia x europeea L. or a mixture of
these.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The inflorescence is yellowish-green. The main axis of the
inflorescence bears a linguiform bract, membranous,
yellowish-green, practically glabrous, the central vein of
which is joined for up to about half of its length with the
peduncle. The inflorescence usually consists of 2-7 flowers,
occasionally up to 16. The sepals are detached easily from
the perianth; they are up to 6 mm long, their abaxial surface
is usually glabrous, their adaxial surface and their borders are
strongly pubescent. The 5 spatulate, thin petals are yellowish
white, up to 8 mm long. They show fine venation and their
borders only are sometimes covered with isolated trichomes.
The numerous stamens are free and usually constitute
5 groups. The superior ovary has a pistil with a somewhat
5-lohate stigma.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagoostic
characters (Figure 0957.-1): fragments of the bract showing
an adaxial epidermis with cells with straight or stightly
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sinuous anticlinal walls [H] and an abaxial epidermis [C)
with cells with wavy-sinuous walls [Ca] and anomocytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Cb], covered by a finely striated cuticle;
fragments of the sepals [AJ with epidermal cells with rigid
anticlinal walls [Aa] with rounded to oval covering trichome
scars with thick, channelled and coarsely pitted walls [Ac],
thick-walled covering trichcmes, unicellular, isolated [Ab] or
stellate with up to 5 cells and measuring up to 350 pm [K];
fragments of the mesophyll of the sepals or of the lamina of
the petals (transverse section m), composed of
parenchymatous cells containing cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate Ual and large mucilaginous cells IJbJ; fragments of
the adaxial epidermis of the petals [B] consisting of straight
walled cells [Ba] and elongated multicellular glandular
trichomea [Bb]; pollen grains with 3 germinal pores and a
finely granulated exine) about 30-40 um in diameter [G];
twisted) unicellular trichomes from the ovary may be present,
isolated [D) E) F] or stellate with 2-4 bmnches.

Figure 0957.-1. -lIlus..ationfor identification test B ofpowdered
herbal drug of lime flower

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for IS min,
filter or centrifuge and use the filtrate or supernatant.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of hyperoside Rand
5.0 mg of rutoside trihydrate R in methanol Rand dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 5 mg of hyperosUk R and
2 mg of chlorogenic acidR in methanol R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.

Intensity markers Hyperoside for the yellow or orange zones
in the middle third of the chromatogram and rutoside for the
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yellow or orange zones at the top of the lower third of the
chromatogram.

Plate TLC sili""gelF254 pial< R (2-10 urn),

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, water R, methyl erhyl
ketoneR, ethyl acetate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).

Appli<alwn 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of air at room temperature for 5 min.

Deieaion Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min; spray the wann
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl
ester R in methanol R, men with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R Of, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetale R, then in a 50 gIL solution of maaogol 400 R in
methylene chloride Ri allow to dry in air for about 1 min and
examine in ultraviolet light at 366 om.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones, which may be touching; the lower ZOne
(chlorogenic acid) shows a light blue fluorescence and
the upper zone (hyperoside) shows a yellow or orange
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, other faint blue) yellow or
orange, brownish and greenish fluorescent zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution,
especially in the upper and lower thirds. The zones below
hyperoside show a relatively high variation in intensity and
colour.

Top ofl:he plate

A blue zone, faint to equivalent

-- --

2 yeUowor orange zones, faint to
equivalent

A yellow or orange zone, equivalent

Hyperoside: a yellow or orange zone

A brownish zone, very f9int to faint

A yellow, orange or greenishzone,
faint

-- --

Rutoslde: a veuowor orange zone A yellow, orange or bluish zone, faint
to equivalent

Reference solution (a) Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 2 per cent, determined on 30 g.

Titia americana L. or Tilia tornentosa Moench
There are no inflorescences with a bract bearing on the
abaxial surface, stellate, 5- to a-rayed covering rrichomes and
flowers having an apparent double corolla by transformation
of 5 stamens into petal-like staminoids, the pistil is neither
lobular nor indented.

Linseed IV-329

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 8.0 per cent.
___________________ PhE"

Linseed
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0095)

When Powdered Linseed is prescribed or demanded) material
complying with the appropriate requirements below shall be
dispensed or supplied.
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, ripe seeds of Linum usiuuissimum L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The seed has a flanened, elongated ovoid shape. The testa
is dark reddish-brown or yellow, smooth and shiny.
The seeds are 4-6 mm long, 2-3 mm wide and 1.5-2 mm
thick; one end is rounded and the other end fonns an
oblique point near which the hilum appears as a slight
depression. When viewed with a lens, the surface of the seed
coat is seen to be minutely pitted. Inside the testa a narrow,
whitish endosperm and an embryo composed of 2 large)
flattened, yellowish and oily cotyledons are present; the
radicle points towards the hilwn.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greasy
to the touch. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0095.-1): fragments of the outer testa [A,
B) with cells that are polygonal (surface view [Aa]) or narrow
(transverse section [Ba]) and filled with mucilage [Bb);
fragments of the collenchymatously thickened sub-epidermal
layer (transverse section [Bc], surface view [Ab]) with
rounded cells with triangular intercellular spaces often
attached to the sc1erenchymatous layer composed of
elongated cells, with thickened and pitted walls [Cal, some
with strongly thickened and pined walls [G]; fragments
(surface view [C]) consisting of the hyaline layer with thin
walled cells [Cb) often remaining anaehed to the layer of
elongated sclereids and crossing them at approximately right
angles [Cal; fragments of the inner testa (surface view (DD,
composed of moderately thickened polygonal cells filled with
brown-orange pigment; small polyhedral masses of pigment
[H]; numerous fragments of parenchyma from the testae,
with large, slightly and regularly thickened cells (surface view
U, L]); parenchyma of the endosperm [K) and cotyledons
[E] containing aleurone grains and oil droplets; very
numerous isolated oil droplets [Fl.
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PIlE" _

Content
Minimum 4.0 per cent of laJ}-glycyrrhizic acid (C42H62016;
M, 823) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The root has few branches. Its bark is brown or brownish
grey with longitudinal striations and bears traces of lateral
roots. The cylindrical stolons are 1-2 em in diameter, their
external appearance is similar to that of the root but there are
occasional small buds. The fracture of the root and the
stolon is granular and fibrous. The cork layer is thin, the
secondary phloem region is thick and light yellow with radial
striations. The yellow xylem cylinder is compact, with a
radiate structure. The stolon has a central pith, which is
absent from the root The external part of the bark is absent
from the peeled root.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
yellow or faintly greyish. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters: fragments ofye1low thick-walled fibres,
100-1200 pm long and 10-20 pm wide with a punctiform
lumen, often accompanied by crystal sheaths containing
prisms of calcium oxalate 10-35 pm long and 2-5 urn wide.
The walls of the vessels are yellow, 5-10 JIm thick, lignified
and have numerous bordered pits with a slit-shaped aperture;
fragments of cork consisting of thin-walled cells and isolated
prisms of calcium oxalate occur as well as fragments of
parenchymatous tissue. Fragments of cork are absent from
the peeled root. Examine under a microscope using a
mixture of equal volumes of g/yarolR and waterR.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters:
simple, round or oval starch granules, 2-20 urn in diameter.

C. 'Thin-layer chrumatography (2.2.27).

Testsohuion To 0.50 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9./2) in a 50 mL round-bottomed flask add 16.0 mL of
waterRand 4.0 mL of hydrrxhloric acidRI and heat on a
water-bath under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Cool and
filter. Dry the filter and the round-bottomed flask at 105 "C
for 60 min. Place the filter in the round-bottomed flask, add
20.0 mL of ether R and heat in a water-bath at 40 °C under
a reflux condenser for 5 min. Cool and filter. Evaporate the
filtrate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in 5.0 mL of etherR.
Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg ofglycyrrheu·c acidRand
5.0 mg of thymolR in 5.0 mL of ether R.
Plate TLC silica gelPm plate R.
lWobile phase concentrated ammonia R, wa/~ RJ ethanol
(96 percent) R, ethyl cuerate R (1:9:25:65 VIVIVIY).

Apph'cation IO ~L.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air for 5 min.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run.

Results A The chromatograms obtained with the test
solution and the reference solution show in the lower half a
quenching zone due to g1ycyrrhetic acid.

Detection B Treat with anisaJdehyde solution R, and heat ar
100-105 °C for 5-10 min, examine in daylight.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the lower half a violet zone due to
g1ycyrrhetic acid and in the upper third a red zone due to
thymol. The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows in the lower half a violet zone corresponding to the
zone of glycyrrhetic acid in the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution and a yellow zone (isoliquiridigenine)
in the upper third under the zone of thymol in the
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Liquorice

Figure 0095.-1. - Illusl>'atWn for identification lest B of powdered
herbal drug of linseed

IV-330 Liquorice

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 10 per cent of seeds with a duU coat and
maximum 1.5 per cent of other foreign matter.

Swelling index (2.8.4)
Minimum 4.
Cadmium (2.4.27)
Maximwn 0.5 ppm.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 8.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4./6)
M.aximum 5.0 per cent.

{Liquorice ROllI, Ph. Bur. monograph 0277)

Preparations
Liquorice Dry Extract for Flavouring Purposes

Liquorice Liquid Extract

When Powdered Liquorice is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with me appropriate requirements below
shall be dispensed or supplied.

DEFINITION
Dried, unpeeJed or peeled) whole or cut root and stolons of
Glycyrrhiza glahra L. and/or of Glycyrrhiza inflara Bat. and/or
G/ycyrrhiza uralensis Fisch.
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_____________________ I'IIE"

LABELLING
The labelstates whether the drugis peeled or unpeeled.

molecular mass of t81l-glycyrrhizic acid;
molecularmassof monoammonium g1y<.yrrhizate (wilhoutany
waterof crystallisation).

Liquorice Preparations IV-331

823
540

liquorice Dry Extract for
Flavouring Purposes
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2378)

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from Liquorice root (0277).

Content
5.0 per cent to 7.0 percent of l8P-g1ycyrrhizic acid
(C 42H. 20 16; M, 823) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced fromthe cut herbal drug by a
suitable procedure usingwater.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown or brown powder.
Verysweet taste.

IDENTIFICATION
TItin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Solventmixture erhyl arerate R, methanol R (50:50 VIV).

Test solution To 0.30 g of the extract to be examined add
30 mL of hydrochloric acidRl and boil on a water-bath under
a reflux condenser for 60 min. After cooling,extract the
mixture with 2 quantities, each of 20 mL, of ethylacetate R.
Combine the organic layers and filter through a filter covered
with anhydrous sodium sulfate R. Evaporate the filtrate to
dryness in vacuo and dissolve the residue in 2.0 mL of the
solventmixture.

Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg of glycyrrhetic acid Rand
5.0 mg of thymol R in 5.0 mL of the solvent mixture.

Plate TUJ silica gelFm plateR (5-40 urn} [or TLC silica
gelFm plateR (2-10 pm)].

Mobl7e phase concentrared ammonia RJ-water R) ethanol
(96 per cen!! R, erhylarerate R (1:9:25:65 VIVIVIV).

Application 20 ul, [or 10 pL] as bands.

Deodopmem Over a path of 15 ern [or 7 ern].

Drying In air for 5 min.

Detection Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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chromatogram obtained with the reference solution. Further
zones may be present.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 percent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent for the unpeeled drug and
maximum 6.0 per cent for the peeled drug.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent for the unpeeled drug and maximum
0.5 per cent for thepeeled drug.

Ochratoxin A (2.8.22)
Maximum 20 pg per kilogram of herbal drug.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
resl solution Place 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug
(180) (2.9.12) in a 150 mL ground-glass conical flask.
Add 100.0 mL of an 8 gIL solution of ammoniaR and treat
in an ultrasonic bath for30 min. Centrifuge a partof the
solution and dilute 1.0 mL of me supernatant layer to
5.0 mL with an 8 gIL solution of ammonia R. Filter through
a membrane filter (nominalpore size 0.45 JIm); use the
filtrate as the test solution.

Solution A Dissolve 0.130 g of monoammonium
g/ycyn'hizate CRS in an 8 gIL solution of ammonia Rand
dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solulwn (a) Dilute 5.0 mL of sclutlon A to
100.0 mL with an 8 gIL solutionof ammonia R.
Reference solulwn (b) Dilute 10.0 mL of solution A to
100.0 mL with an 8 gIL solution of ammonia R.
Reference solUlwn (c) Dilute 15.0 mL of solution A to
100.0 mL with an 8 gIL solution of ammonia R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m," = 4 mrn;
- stationary phase: oaadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 um),

Mobile phase gkzdaJ acetic add R, aceumim1e R, waterR
(6:30:64 VIVII/).

Flow rale 1.5 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 nm.
Inj«non 10 pL.

Establish a calibration curve with the massof
monoammonium glycyrrhizate in the reference solutions, in
grams, as the abscissa and the corresponding peak areas as
the ordinate.
Using the retention times and the-peak areas determined
from the chromatograms obtained with the reference
solutions, locate andintegrate the peak due to 18J}
glycyrrhizic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
Calculate the percentage content of 181l-g1ycyrrhizic acid
using the following expression:

5 823
Ax-xBx-

m 840

A mass equivalent of monoanunonium g1ycyrrliliare in die test
solution,detennined from the calibration curve, in grams;

B declared percentage contentof monoommoniwn
glycyrrhizale CRSj

m massof theherbaldrugto be examined used to prepare me tesr
solution, in grams;
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IV-332 Liquorice Liquid Extract

Top of the plate

Thymol: a red zone

A yellowzone

-- --

-- --

Glycynhetic acid: a violet zone A violet zone (gIycyrrhetic acid)

Reference solutlon Test solution

"-
A,

on,

",
p

0.979
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area of the peak due to 181J-g1ycyrrhizic acid in the
chromatogram obtained widt the test solution;
area oCthe peak doe (0 18P-g1ycyrrhizic acid in the
chromatogram cbealned with me reference solution;
mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the lest
solution, in grams;
mass of monoammollillm glycyrrhizate CRS used 10 prepare
Ihe reference solution, in grams;
percentage content of 181l-glycyrrhizicacid in
monoammonium glycyrrhizate eRS;
peak correlation factor between 18~glycyrrhizic acid and
monoammonium glycyrrhizate.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Ochratoxin A (2.8.22)
Maximum 80 J.lg per kilogram of extract.

The maximum content applies to the pure undiluted extract.
Where excipients are added to reduce the strength of the
extract, the maximum content should be reduced
proportionally.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solvent mixture waterR, methanolR (20:80 VIII).

Tesl solution Place 0.200 g of me extract to be examined in
a 150 mL ground-glass conical flask. Add 100.0 mL of the
solvent mixture and sonicate for 2 min. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 Jim).

Reference solution Dissolve 50.0 mg of monoammonium
g/ycyrrhizate CRS in the solvent mixture and dilute to
50.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to J0.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0 ::::: 4.0 mm,
- stalionary phase: octade;;ylsilyl silicagelfor chromatography R

(5 um).

Mobile phase glacial acetic add R, acelOnitrile R, waterR
(6:30:64 VIVW).

Flow rate 15 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.

Injection 10 ~L.

Run lime 3 times the retention time of JSP-glycyrrhizic acid.

Retention lime 18~-glycyrrhizic acid = about 9 min.

Identification of j>e6ks Use the chromatogram supplied with
monoammonium g/ycyrrhizaze CRS and the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution to identify the peaks due
to 18Jl-glycynhizic acid and 18«-glycynhizic acid.

System suitability Reference solution:
- the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution is

similar to the chromatogram supplied with
mcmoammonium glycyrrhizate CRS;

- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to J813
glycyrrhizic acid and 18a-glycycrhizic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of l8P-g1ycyrrhizic acid,
using the following expression:

AI xm,xpxO.979
A 2 x ml x 5

Liquorice Liquid Extract
DEFINITION
Liquorice Liquid Extract is produced from Liquorice.
It contains not less than J.4% w/v of J8P-g1ycyrrhizic acid)
C42H62016.

CHARACTERISTICS
A dark brown, clear liquid containing no more than a trace
of deposit

PRODUCTION
The liquid extract is produced from Liquorice by extraction
with water) precipitation of unwanted constituents) followed
by concentration of the extraction liquors and the addition of
sufficient ethanol (96%) and water to produce the required
volume. The liquid extract must stand for a minimum of 4 to
8 weeks prior to decantation of the clear supernatant liquid.

The extractcomplies with the requirements staledunderExtracts
and with thefollowing requirements.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for highperfonnance thin-layer
chromawgraphy, Appendix XI W) using the following
solutions.

(1) Dilute 1 volume of the preparation being examined to
10 volumes with ethanol (70%).

(2) 0.05% wlv of hypero,ide and 0.05% wlv of rutin in
methanol.

(3) Dilute 1 volume of solution (2) to 4 volumes of methanol.

(4) 0.05% wlv of hyperoside and 0.05% wlv of chlorogen;,; acid
in methanol.

(5) 1.4% wlv of 18P-glycyrrhizic acid in melhanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gelF25 4 (Merck silica gel 60 F 254

plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 2 ~L of each solution as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

(e) Remove the plate and allow to dry in air.

(l) Dip the plate in methanolic sulfuric acid 00%), heat at
100 0 for 10 minutes and examine under white light.

MOBILE PHASE

1 volume ofglacial acetic acid) 1 volume of anhydrous formic
add, 2 volumes of waterand 15 volumes of ethylacetate.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (4) shows two clearly separated bands.
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CONFIR..'dATION

When examined in daylight, the chromatogram obtained with
solution (1) shows a yellow band at the top of the plate.
There is a faint yellow band above a faint to equivalent
yellow band in the middle third of the plate. There are two
yellow bands above the brown band corresponding to 1813
glycyrrhizic acid and a broad brown band in the bottom third
of the plate. Other faint hands may be present.

To of Ihe lale

Ayelow band

A fainl yeIow band
A fainllo eq~enl
yelowband AyeDowband A reiOW'band

lh_) (hypo"""""
A pink band

A yelow band (chIologelVc: add)
A yelow band
Abrown band Ayelow band AbfoWn band
(glycyrrhizic acid) (RulV'l) (glycyrrm:lc add)
A broad brownband

Solution (t) soIUI~~~}(2) Solullon (4) 80lullon (5)
and 3

TESTS
Ethanol
16 to 20 % vlv, Appendix VllI F, Method III.

Methanol
Not more than 0.05% v/v, Appendix VIII G, Method B.

Ochratoxin A
Not more than 20 ppb, Appendix XI S2.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix III D, using an aqueous solvent mixture containing
8 gIL solution of ammonia.
(I) Dilute 2 mL of the preparation being examined to
100 mL and centrifuge. Dilute 10 mL of the supernatant
liquid to 25 mL.

(2) 0.0065% wlv of monoammonium glycyrrlu'zale EPCRS.

(3) 0.013% wlv of monaammonium glycyrrhizale EPCRS.
(4) 0.020% wlv of monoammonium glycyrrhizale EPCRS.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (10 ern x 4 mm) packed
with 1JCtade<ylsilyi silica gelfar chromawgraphy (5 urn) (Hypersil
BDS CI8 is suitable).

(b) Use lsocratic elution and the mobile phase described
below.

(c) Use a flow rate of 1.5 mL per minute.

(d) Use a detection wavelength of 254 run.

(e) Inject 10 ~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

6 volumes ofglacial acetic add, 30 volumes of acetonim"le and
64 volumes of water.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Establish a calibration curve with the content of
monoammonium glycyrrhizate in solutions (2) to (4), in
% w/v, as the abscissa and the corresponding peak areas as
the ordinate.

Using the retention times and the peak areas determined
from the chromatograms obtained with the solutions (2) to
(4), locate and integrate the peak due to 18~-glycyrrhizic acid
in the chromatogram obtained with solution (1).

Liquorice Liquid Extract IV-333

Calculate the percentage content of 18P-glycyrrhizic acid
using the following expression:

Ax1.25xPx823

840

Where:

A Percentage equiwlent of monoammoniwn glycyrrhizale in
solution (I) derermined from me calibration curve in % wlv;

P declared percentage content of monoammoniwn
glycyrrhizQle EPCRSj

823 molecular weight of 18P-glycyrrhizic acid;
840 molecular weight of monoammonium glycyrrhizate (without

any water of c£)'StaUisal:ion).

Liquorice Root for use in TeM
DEFINITION
Liquorice Root for use in TCM is the dried unpeeled root
and rhizome of Glycyrrhiza uralensis Fisch., and/or G/ycyn'hiza
inflata Bat. and/or Glycyrrhiza glabra L.
It is collected in spring and autumn, separated from the
rootlets and dried in the sun.

It contains not less than 2.0% of glycyrrhizic acid
(C42H62016), calculated with reference to the dried material.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The root has few branches. Its bark is brownish-grey or
brown with longitudinal striations and bears traces of lateral
roots. The cylindrical stolons are 1-2 em in diameter; their
external appearance is similar to that of the root but there are
occasional small buds. The fracture of the root and the
stolon is granular and fibrous. The cork layer is thin; the
secondary phloem region is thick and light yellow with radial
striations. The yellow xylem cylinder is compact, with a
radiate structure. The stolon has a central pith, which is
absent from the root.

B. Reduce to a powder. The powder is yellowish-brown.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution.
The powder shows abundant fibres occurring in groups, each
group surrounded by a calcium oxalate prism crystal sheath,
the individual fibres with very thick, partially lignified walls
and few small pits; lignified bordered-pitted vessels, singly or
in small groups and sometimes accompanied by lignified
parenchymatous cells with moderately thickened and pitted
walls, some of the individual vessels are very large, with pit
apertures much elongated and the borders difficult to
discern; prism crystals of ca1ciwn oxalate up to about 35 pm
long occur scattered and in parenchymatous tissue; fragments
of cork composed of thin-walled, slightly lignified polygonal
cells. Examine under a microscope using 50% w/w glycerol
in Water. The powder shows abundant starch granules,
mostly simple, spherical to ovoid, 3 tJ-m to 20 pm in
diameter.

C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix mA, using the following solutions.

(I) Add 16 mL of warer and 4 mL of hydrochlaric acidRl to
0.5 g of the powdered drug, heat on a water-bath under
reflux for 30 minutes, cool and filter. Dry the filter paper and
residue in a flask at 105° for 60 minutes, add 20 mL of
ether, heat on a water-bath at 40°C under reflux for
5 minutes, cool and filter. Evaporate the filtrate to dryness
and dissolve the residue in 5 mL of ether.
(2) 0.1 % w/v each of glYCYlThetic acidand thymol in ether.
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IV-334 Liquorice Liquid Extract

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(3) Use as the coating substance silica gel F254 (Merck
10 x 20 em plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(e) Apply 10 pL of each solution as a band.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em.

(e) Remove the plate and allow it to dry in air for 5 minutes.
Examine WIder uftmvitJ/erlight (254 nm). Spray the plate with
anisaldehyde solution and heat at 100° to 105° for 10 minutes
and examine in daylight

MOBILE PHASE

1 volume of concenmued ammonia, 9 volumes of water,
25 volumes of ethanol (96%) and 65 volumes of ethylacetate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

Under ultra-violet light, the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows in the lower half a quenching zone due to
glycylTheuc acid. When sprayed, the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2) shows in the lower half the violet zone of
g/yCYIThetic acidand in me upper third the red zone of
thymol.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows in the
lower half a violet zone corresponding to the zone of
glyc;yrrhelic acid in the chromatogram obtained with solution
(2) and a yellow zone (isoliquiridigenine) in the upper third
under the zone of thymol in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2). Further zones may be present.

TESTS
Total Ash
Not more than 7.0%, Appendix Xl J, Method 11.

Acid-insoluble ash
Not more than 2.0%, Appendix Xl K, Method 11.

Loss on drying
When dried for 2 hours at 100° to 105°, loses not more than
12.0%. Use I g.

Ochratoxin A
Not more than 20 ppb, Appendix Xl S2.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix In D, using the following solutions.

(I) Mix I g of the powdered drug with 100 mL of 0.8% wlv
of ammonia, place in an ultrasonic bath for 30 minutes,
centrifuge, dilute I mL of supernatant solution to 5 mL with
0.8% wlv of ammonia and filter through a 0.45-pm filter.

(2) 0.0065% wlv of monoammonium g!YcYn'hizate EPCRS in
0.8% wlv of ammonia.
(3) 0.013% wlv of monoammonium g!YcYn'hizate EPCRS in
0.8% w/v of ammonia.
(4) 0.0195% wlv of monoammonium g!YcYn'hizate EPCRS in
0.8% w/v of ammonia.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (12.5 em x 4 mm) packed
with octadecyfsifyl sJ1ica gelfor chromatography (5 pm) (Hypersil
ODS SS is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobile phase described
below.

(c) Use a flow rate of 1.5 mL per minute.

(d) Use ambient column temperature.

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 254 nm.

(l) Inject 10 pL of each solution.

2022

MOBILE PHASE

6 volumes ofglacial acetic acid, 30 volumes of acetommle and
64 volumes of water.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The assay is not valid unless (a) the column efficiency,
determined on the peak due to glycyrrhizic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (2), is at least 30,000
theoretical plates per metre and (b) the symmetry factor of the
peak is not more than 1.3.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Inject solution (4). Adjust the sensitivity of the system so that
the height of the peaks is at least 50% of the full scale of the
recorder. Inject solutions (2), (3) and (4) and determine the
peak areas. Prepare a calibration curve with the concentration
of the solutions (g per 100 mL) as the abscissa and the
corresponding areas as the ordinate. Inject solution (1).
Using the retention time and the peak area from the
chromatograms obtained with solutions (2), (3) and (4),
locate and integrate the peak due to glycyrrhizic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (1).

Calculate the percentage content of glycyrrhizic acid from the
following expression:

5 822
Ax

mxBx 840

A concentration ofmonoammonium g1ycyrrhizarein sotution (I)
determined from the calibration curve, in g per 100 ml.,

B declared percentage content of numoammonilOll glytyrrhiffare BPGRS.
m weight of the substance being examined in grams.
822 molecular weight of g1ycynhizic acid.
840 molecular weight of monoammonium glycyrrhizale (without llIly

water of crystallisation).

STORAGE
Liquorice Root for use in TC~l should be protected from
moisture.

Processed Liquorice Root for use in
TeM
DEFINITION
Processed Liquorice Root for use in TCM-is the processed
Liquorice Root for use in TCi\1.

It contains not less than 2.0% of glycyrrhizic acid
(C42H62016) calculated with reference to the dried material.

PRODUCTION
Processed Liquorice Root for use in TCM is cleaned,
softened thoroughly, sliced transversely or longitudinally tp
fonn uniform pieces and dried.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The transversely-cut pieces are 0.5 to 2.5 em in diameter,
irregularly circular to ovoid, up to about 3 mm thick.
The outer surface is dark reddish-brown and longitudinally
wrinkled. The transverse surface is cream to yellow and
shows a thin layer of cork and a pale brown cambium line
separating the radiate phloem region from the distinctly
radiate xylem. In pieces cut from the rhizome there is a
central, whitish pith; in those cut from the roots the radiate
xylem continues to the centre.

The longirudinally-cut pieces have been sliced obliquely and
usually include a small portion of the outer surface at the
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tapering ends; they are about 6 to 8 em long, 1 to 1.5 em
wide and 3 mm thick. The outer surface is reddish-brown
and longintdinally wrinkled whh scattered transverse ridges;
the smooth cut surface is cream to yellow, faintly fibrous and
shows a distinct cambium; on sorne of the pieces the vessel
cavities are visible in _the central region.

B. Reduce to a powder. The powder is yellowish-brown.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution.
The powder shows abundant fibres occurring in groups, each
group surrounded by a calcium oxalate prism crystal sheath,
the individual fibres have very thick, partially lignified walls
and few small pits; lignified bordered-pitted vessels, singly or
in small groups and sometimes accompanied by lignified
parenchymatous cells with moderately thickened and pitted
walls, some of me individual vessels are very large, with pit
apertures much elongated and the borders difficult to
discern; prism crystals of calcium oxalate up to about 35 JAm
long occur scattered and in parenchymatous tissue; fragments
of cork composed of thin-walled, slightly lignified polygonal
cells. Examine under a microscope using 50% w/w glycerol
in water. The powder shows abundant starch granules,
mostly simple, spherical to ovoid, 3 J.lm to 20 11m in
diameter.

C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromawgraphy,
Appendix III A, using me following solutions.

(I) Add 16 mL of water and 4 mL of hydrochloric acid (25%)
to 05 g of the powdered drug, heat on a water-bath under
reflux for 30 minutes, cool and filter. Dry the filter paper and
residue in a flask at 1050 for 60 minutes, add 20 mL of ether,
heat on a water-bam at 40° under reflux for 5 minutes, cool
and filter. Evaporate the filtrate to dryness and dissolve the
residue in 5 mL of ether.
(2) 0.1% wlv each of g/ycyrrhee;,; acid and thymol in ether.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating substance silica gelF254 (Merck
10 x 20 em plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L of each solution as a band.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em.

(e) Remove the plate and allow it to dry in air for 5 minutes.
Examine under ultraviolet light (254 nm). Spray the plate with
anisaldehyde solution and heat at 100 0 to 105 0 for 10 minutes
and examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

1 volume of concenmued ammonia, 9 volumes of water,
25 volumes of ethanel (96%) and 65 volumes of ethyl cuetate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

Under ultra-violet light, the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows in the lower half a quenching zone due to
glycyrrheu'c acid. When sprayed, the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2) shows in the lower half the violet zone of
glycy1Thetic acidand in the upper third the red zone of
thymol.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows in the
lower half of violet zone corresponding to the zone of
g/ycyrrhen'c add in the chromatogram obtained with solution
(2) and a yellow zone (isoliquiridigenine) in the upper third
under the zone of thymol in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2). Further zones may be present.

Liquorice Liquid Extract IV-335

TESTS
Total Ash
Not more than 5.0%, Appendix XI J, Method II.

Acid-insoluble ash
Not more than 1.0%, Appendix XI K, Method II.

Loss on drying
When dried for 2 hours at 100° to 105°, loses not more than
10.0% of its weight. Use I g.

Ochratoxin A
Not more than 20 ppb, Appendix XI S2.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix ill D, using the following solutions.

(I) Mix I g of the powdered drug with 100 mL of 0.8% wlv
of ammonia, place in an ultrasound bath for 30 minutes,
centrifuge, dilute 1 mL of the supernatant solution to 5 mL
with 0.8% wlv of ammonia and filter through a 0.45-JIm
filter.

(2) 0.0065% wlv of monoammonium g/y<yrrhizate EFCRS in
0.8% wlv of ammonia.
(3) 0.013% wlv of monoammonium g/ycyrrhizate EFCRS in
0.8% wlv of ammonia.
(4) 0.0195% wlv of monoammonium g/y<yrrhizate EFCRS in
0.8% wlv of ammonia.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (125 em x 4 mm) packed
with octadecylsilyl sihca gelfor chromawgraphy (5 urn} (Hypersil
ODS SS is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobile phase described
below.

(c) Use a flow rate of 1.5 mL per minute.

(d) Use ambient column temperature.

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 254 om.

(I) Injection 10 ~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

6 volumes ofglacialacetic acid, 30 volumes of acetonitrile and
64 volumes of water.
SYSTEM SUlTABILlTY

The assay is not valid unless (a) the cdumn efficiency,
determined on the peak due to glycyrrhizic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (2), is at least 30,000
theoretical plates per metre and (b) th6-symmetry tatun of the
peak is not more than 1.3.

DETER.i\otiNATION OF CONTENT

Inject solution (4). Adjust the sensitivity of the system so that
the height of the peaks is at least 50% of the full scale of the
recorder. Inject solutions (2), (3) and (4) and determine the
peak areas. Prepare a calibration curve with the concentration
of the solutions (g per 100 mL) as the abscissa and the
corresponding areas as the ordinate. Inject solution (1).
Using the retention time and the peak area from the
chromatograms obtained with solutions (2), (3) and (4),
locate and integrate the peak due to glycyrrhizic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I).

Calculate the percentage content of glycyrrhizic acid from the
following expression:

5 822
Ax-xBx-

m 840
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IV-336 Long Pepper 2022

sclereids up to 400 um long [Ea]; a few fragments of vascular
tissue [HI with spiral or striated vessels [Hal and fibres [Hb].
Examine undera microscopeusing a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. Starch is visible as rounded) compound
granules, each about 20 pm in diameter [GaJ) made up of
tiny individual granules, ovoid or polyhedral by compression,
free [Gb] or included in the parenchymatous cells of the
seed [G].

Figure 2453.-1. - IUustration fur identification testB of powdered
herbal drug oflongpepper

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9./2) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min,
centrifuge and use the supernatant. -
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of borneol Rand 15 mg of
pipeline R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
Fm plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase ethyl acetate R, cyclohexane R (30:50 VIV).
Application 1O,.L [or 5 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.
Results A See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint quenching zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtainedwirh the test
solution.

**** ** *
*****(Ph. Bur. monograph 2453)

STORAGE
Processed Liquorice Root for use in TCM should be
protected from moisture.

Long Pepper

A concentration of monoarnmoniwn glycyrrhizate in the solurion(I)
determined from thecalibration curve, in g per 100 ml.,

B declared percentage content of monoommomlUll glycyrrhiuzte EPCRS.
m weight of me substance being examined in grams,
822 molecularweightof glycyrrhizic add,
840 molecular weight of the monoammonium glycyrrhizate(wilhom any

waterof crystallisation).

DEFINITION
Dried, ripe or nearly ripe fruiting spikes of Piper /ongum L.
or Piperretrofraaum Yahl (syn. P. chabaHunter and
P. officinarum (Miq.) C. DC.) or a mixture of both species.

Content
- essential oil: minimum 6.0 mlJkg (dried drug);
~ pipen"ne (C17H I9N03; Mr 285.3): minimum 3.0 per cent

(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. P. longum. The fruiting spikes are cylindrical or irregularly
cylindrical, 1-2.5 em long (rarely longer than 2.5 em),
3-5 mm in diameter, blackish-brown or almostblack.
The spikes are quite compact, tough, composed of small
fruits firmly fixed on the receptacle in regular or oblique
rows. The berries are spherical, about I mm in diameter.
The bracts are black, small,punctiform, confined to
depressions betweenadjacent berries. The remains of the
peduncle may be present at the baseof the cylinder. Spikes
can be easilybroken; the fracture is irregular and granular.
P. retrofractum The fruiting spikesare similar to those of
P. longum but clearly more robust, straight and cylindrical,
2.5-4 em long (rarely smaller than 2.5 em), 5-8 mm in
diameter, brown or reddish-brown. The berries are also
firmly fixed on the receptacle but) in contrast to those of
P. Iongum, arranged more obviously in spiral rows.
The bracts aremore prominent than thoseof P. longum.
B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23). The powderis greyor
light brown. Examineunder a microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figore 2453.-1): fragments of the endocarp
(surface view [A», consisting of sclereids, more or less
elongated) about 75 JU11 long, pitted, with irregularly
thickened walls and wide channels [Aa], associated with the
reddish-brown pigmented layerof the testawith indistinct
cells [Ab] and also associated with the innertesta with
rectangular, brown, thin-walled cells [Ac]; fragments of the
endocarp (transverse section [D», showing sclereids with
irregularly thickened innerwalls on the 3 lowersides [Da],
usuallyassociated with the testa (namely the pigmented layer
with indistinct cells [Db] and the layer of the inner testa
[Dc]); fragments of the pareochyma of the mesocarp [B, C]
containingmore or less polygonal sclereids, isolated [Ba] or
in groops [Bb], and oil cells about 50 urn in diameter [Cal;
numerousovoid or polygonal cells of the parenchyma of the
seed [Dd]; fragments of the epicarp [F) with thin-walled
cells; rare fragments from the centreof the spike [E],
consistingof parenchymatous ceUs [Eb] and elongated
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Top of the plate

-- --

2 strong quenching zones

A quenching zone

-- --

A quenching zone

Piperine: a quenching zone A strong quenching zone (piperine)

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100°C for 5 min; examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of zones presenr in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in me
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top ofthe plate

A purple-grey zone

-- --

A purple zone

Borneol: a yellowish-brown zone A violet zone

A purple-grey zone

-- --

Piperine: a green or brownish zone A green or brownish zone (piperine)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum H.O per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
freshly powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an
oven at 105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 25.0 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug (1400)
(2.9.12), a 1000 mL round-bottomed flask, 400 mL of
water R as the distillation liquid and 0.5 mL of xylene R in
the graduated tube. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mIJrnin for 3 h.

Piperine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Carry out the assayprotected
from light.
Test 'olutUm Disperse 0.250 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 40 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R. Sonicate
for 20 min and filter. Rinse the flask and the filter with 5 mL
of ethanol (96 percenr) R, combine the filtrate and washings
and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent. Filter through
a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Loosestrife IV-337

Reference sdution (a) Dissolve 15.0 mg of piperine CRS in
ethanol (96 per cent) R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent,

Reference sdution (b) Disperse 0.250 g of longpepper for
~tem suitability HRS (355) (2.9.12) in 40 mL of ethanol
(96 percent) R. Sonicate for 20 min and filter. Rinse the flask
and the filter with 5 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R, combine
the filtrate and washings and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
same solvent. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 um),

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped ottadeqlsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: waterR;
- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile R;

Time Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent I'IJ? (per cent I'IJ?

0-' '0 '0
5 - 20 50 ..... 5 50 --> 95

20 - 22 ,~O 95 --> 100

Flow rate 1.0 mIJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 343 om.

Inje<tion 10 ~L.

Jdentijieau·on of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
longpepper for system suitability HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) to identify the peak due
to piperine and peak 2.
Retention time Piperine =about 10 min,

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- peak-to-valley ratio: minimum 4, where Hp = height above

the baseline of peak 2 and H. =height above the baseline
of the lowest point of the curve separating the peak due to
piperine from peak 2,

Calculate me percentage content of piperine using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak due to piperine in me chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A 2 area of the peak due to piperine in-the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a)im. mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the rest
solution, in grams;

m2 mass ofpipen""e CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
grams;

p percentage content of piperine in pipen"ne CRS.

_____________________ PhE"

Loosestrife
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1537)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried flowering tops, whole or cut, of Lylhrum salicaria L.

Content
Minimum 5.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(C.H.O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).
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IV-338 Loosestrife

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stems are rigid, 4-angled, branching at the top,
brownish-green, longitudinally wrinkled and pubescent.
The leaves are opposite, decussate, rarely verticillate in threes
and sometimes alternate at the inflorescence which forms a
long terminal spike. The leaves are sessile, lanceolate and
cordate at the base, 5-15 em long and 1-2.5 em wide,
pubescent on the lower surface; the subsidiary veins Conn
arcs that anastomose near the leaf margin. The flowers have
a pubescent, tubular, persistent gamosepalous calyx, 4-8 mm
long, consisting of 6 sepals bearing 6 smaU, triangular teeth
alternating with 6 large, acute teeth at least half as long as
the rube; a polypetalous corolla consisting of 6 violet-pink.
petals, each expanded at the top with a wavy outline and
narrowing at the base. The androecium consists of 2 verticils
of 6 stamens (1 verticil with short, barely emerging stamens,
the orhcr with long stamens extending well out of the
corolla). The fruit, if fcrmed, is a small capsule included in
the persistent calyx.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate sdution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1537.-1): unicellular [Ea] or
bicellular [Aa], uniseriate, thick-walled, finely pined covering
trichomes from rhe epidermis of rhe leaf [A] and stern [B];
numerous uniseriate, unicellular [Ga] or bicellular [Gb],
thin-walled, finely pitted, annularly striated covering
trichomes from the calyx (side view [G]); transparent violet
pink fragments from the petals [F] consisting of epidermal
cells with sinuous walls and a grainy cuticle [Fa], covering
fine spiral vessels [Fb]; fragments of parenchyma from the
leaf [D) with numerous cells containing cluster crystals of
calciwn oxalate [Da], associated with spiral vessels [Db];
pollen grains with 3 pores and a thin and slightly granular
exine [C]; fragments of rhe upper epidennis of rhe leaf [A]
with large polygonal cells and sinuous walls, covered by a
finely striated cuticle [Ab); fragments of the lower epidermis
of the leaf [B] wirh smaller polygonal cells [Ba] and
anomocytic stomata [Bb] (2.8.3); fragments of rhe stem [B]
consisting of polygonal cells with straight anticlinal walls and
a striated cuticle [Bbl.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sohuion To 1.0 g of rhe powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-bath
at 65 °C for 5 min with frequent shaking. Cool and filter.
Dilute the filtrate to 10 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.5 mg of chlorogenic add R, 1 mg
of hyperoside R, 1 mg of nuoside tn'hydrate Rand 1 mg of
vitexin R in J0 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
,Wobile phase anhydrous acetic acid R, anhydrous formic add R,
woterR, ethyllUeiate R (7.5:7.5:18:67 VIVIVIJI).

App/icatwn I0 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying At 100-105 -c,
Detection treat the still-warm plate with a 10 gIL solution of
dipheny/borit acidam;noethyl ester R in methanol R,
Subsequently treat with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R
in methanol R. Allow to dry in air for 30 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

2022

Ab ./-.

Bb

Figure 1537.-1. - Illustration for identification leSt B of powdered
herbal drng of loo,estrife

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the lower third a yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone due to rutoside and in the middle third a
light blue fluorescent zone due to chlorogenic acid, above if a
yellowish-brown fluorescent zone due to hyperoside and a
green fluorescent zone due to vitexin. The chromatogram
obtained with the test solution shows a bright green
fluorescent zone slightly above the zone due to rutoside in
the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, a
yellow fluorescent zone similar in position to the zone due to
chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution, a yellow fluorescent zone similar in
position to the zone due to hyperoside in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution, and a bright green
fluorescent zone corresponding to the zone due to vitexin in
the chromatogram obtained with tile reference solution.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 0.750 g of rhe powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12).
_____________________ POE"
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Lovage Root IV-339

180 urn wide. Examine under a microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R. The powder shows
starch granules) simple, rounded or ovoid, up to about
12 urn in size) and numerous larger, compound granules,
many with several components [D).
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
species ofAngelica and Ligusticum described in the European
Pharmacopoeia.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other weak fluorescent zones may
be present in me chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

(Z)-Ugustilide: a bluish-white A bluish-white fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone

-- ---
Osthole: a blue fluorescent zone

Imperetorin: a whitish fluorescent A weak.whitish fluorescent zone
zone

-- ---

A weak whitish fluorescent zone

Reference soludon Test solution

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other weak quenching zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

(Z)-Uguslilide: a bluish fluorescent A bluish fluorescent zone
zone

-- ---
Osrhole: a quenching zone A weak quenching zone

Imperatorin: a quenching zone

-- ---

Reference solution Test solution

Results C See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

**** ** ** ****
Lovage Root

2022

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1233)

DEFINITION
Whole or cur, dried rhizome and root of Leuiuicum officinale
W.D,J.Koch.

Essential 011 colllent:
- for the whole drug, minimom 4.0 mlJkg (dried drug);
- for the cut drug, minimum 3.0 mlJkg (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome and the large roots are often split
longitudinally. The rhizome is short, up to 5 em in diameter,
light greyish-brown or yellowish-brown, simple or with
several protuberances. The roots, showingUnle ramification,
are the same colour as the rhizome; they are usually up to
1.5 em thick and up (0 about 25 em long; the fracture is
usually smooth and shows a very wide yellowish-white bark
and a narrow brownish-yellow wood.

~~~
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Figure 1233.-1. - lliustration for identification test B of powdered
herbal drug of lovage TOO'

B..Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1233.-1): cork ceUs, polygonal or rounded
(surface view [C», with brown contents; abundant
parenchyma, consisting of mostly thin-walled and rounded
cells (transverse section [E» but some with thicker walls,
some elongated with walls showing fine criss-cross striations
(longitudinal section [H); groups of small, reticulately
thickened vessels embedded in small-celled, unlignified
parenchyma [G]; isolated fragments of reticulate vessels [F]
up to 125 pm in diameter; fragments of secretory canals
(transverse section [AJ, longitudinal section [BJ) up to

Top of !.he plate

2 prominent reddish zones

(Z)-Ugustilide: a grey zone A grey zone

-- --
Osthole: a violet zone

I

Imperatorin: a grey zone

-- --

2 purple zones

A distinct brown zone

Reference soluden Test solution
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IV-340 Lycopus Lucidus Herb

TESTS
Species of Angelica and Ligusticum described in the
European Pharmacopoeia
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To I g of the freshly powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 4 mL of heptane R and sonicate for 5 min.
Centrifuge the mixture and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of imperatorin RJ 1 mg of
(Z)-ligustilide R and I mg of osthole R in methanolRand
dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gd PZYI plate R (2-10 pm).

Mobilephase glacial acetic acid R, ethyl acetate R, toluene R
(1:10:90 VIVIV).

Application 4 ~L, as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no blue fluorescent zone just below or above the zone
due to imperatorin in me chromatogram obtained with me
reference solution.

Detection B Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no zone at or just below the zone due to imperatorin
in me chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Detection C Treat the plate with a solution of 20 mL of
sulfuric acid R in 180 mL of ice-cooled methanolR; heat at
100-105 °C for 5 min and examine in daylight.

Results C The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no purple zone between the 2 reddish zones at the top
of the chromatogram and the zone due to (Z)-ligustilide in
the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution; the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows no
purple zone between the zones due to (Z)-ligustilide and
osthole in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent, determined on 50 g.

Loss on drying
(2.2.32): maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of
the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an
oven at 105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acld (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential all (2.8.12)
Use 40.0 g of the herbal drug-reduced 10 a powder (500)
(2.9.12) immediately before the determination, a 2 L flask,
10 drops of liquidparaffin R, 500 mL of water R as the
distillation liquid and 0.50 mL of xylene R in the graduated
tube. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mUmin for 4 h.
___~ ~ POE"
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Lycopus Lucidus Herb
(ph. Bur. monograph 2723)
POE" _

DEFINTI10N
Whole or fragmented, dried aerial parts of Lycopus lucidus
var. hinus (Regel) Makino & Nemoto.

Content
Minimum 0.15 per cent of rosmarinic acid (ClsH1608;
M, 360.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drng. The stems are square in cross-section with a
hollowed pith and few branches) 50-100 ern long and
2-6 mm in diameter; the greenish-yellow or reddish outer
surface shows) on each side) shallow longitudinal furrows and
reddish nodes covered in white hairs. The leaves are
opposite, with short petioles or almost sessile; when whole,
the lamina, usually crumpled, is lanceolate or oblong,
5-10 em long, with dentate margins, an acute apex and a
slightly decurrent base, and is pubescent on both surfaces;
the upper surface is dark green or blackish-green while the
lower surface is greyish-green, and densely dotted with
glandular trichomes; the inflorescence is grouped in axillary
whorls and consists only of persistent calyces and leaf-like
bracts, as the corollas have usually fallen off. The bracts are
lanceolate with hairs on the margins. The calyx is hairy, and
2-lipped with 5 teeth. The texture is fragile.

Fmgmenteddrug It occurs in various sizes 1-3 cm long.
The fragments of the stems are flattened, angular,
longitudinally striated and have a hollowed whitish pith;
some fragments have nodes covered in white hairs; the
fragments of the leaves often show the dentate margin of me
lamina, and prominent veins on the lower surface; some
fragments have inflorescences in axillary whorls, reduced to
brown 2-lipped calyces.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is dark
green or brownish-green. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2723.-1): fragments of the
upper epidermis of the leaves (surface view [BD consisting of
cells usually with rigid walls [Ba] bearing covering trichomes
and glandular trichomes; the covering trichomes have spiny
walls, some are unicellularjshort and conical [Bb], others are
uni- [C, E] or multicellular (2-5 cells) [Gj, occasionally
remaining only as circular) thickened scars on the
epidermis [F); the glandular trichomes, rarer, have a
unicellular stalk and an ovoid head, either uni- or
bicellular [Be], sometimes associated with loosely arranged
palisade parenchyma [Bdl; fragments of the lower epidermis
of the lamina (surface view [An covered by a striated cuticle
composed of cells with sinuous walls [Aa], diacytic
stomata [Ab], uni- or multicellular covering trichomes similar
to those of the upper epidermis, mainly visible on the veins,
and numerous glandular rrichomes, sometimes with a
unicellulas stalk and a unicellulas head (lAc], isolated side
view [D]), or a unicellular stalk and a bicellular head [Ad],
or a unicellular stalk and an octocellular head of laminaceous
rype [Ae] about 60-80 pm in diameter; bundles of long
fibres [H, K] from the stems, with thick walis [Ha, Ka],
sometimes associated with bordered-pitted vessels [Hb] or
parenchymatous cells of the pith [Kb]; frequent sclereids m,
usually isolated Ua, jb] or in smali groups Uc], ovoid to
rectangular, with varying thickened and channelled walls,
from the pith near the nodes.
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Figure 2723.-1. - Illustration for identijicalion testB ofpowdered
herbal drug of lycopus lucidus herb

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolmion To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of ethyl aceta'" R. Sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of luieolin Rand 1.0 mg
of ursolk acid R in 2.0 mL of ethylacetate R.

Ptate TLC silica gelpia'" R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, methylene chloride R,
ethylaceta'" R, cydohexane R (1:5:8:20 VIVIVII').

Application 4 f1L as bands of 8 mm.
Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with 2.5 M alcoholicsulfuric acid Rand
heat at 110 °C for 3 min. Examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Lycopus Lucidus Herb IV-341

Top ortbe plate

A pale violetzone

-- --

A reddish-violet zone

Ursollc acid:a violetzone A violet zone (unolic acid)

-- --

2 darkvioletzones

Luteolin: a yellow zone

Reference solution Teat solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 b.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolurion To 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 25.0 mL of a 70 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R and weigh. Boil on a water-bath under a reflux
condenser for 30 min. Allow to cool and weigh again.
Compensate for the loss of solvent with a 70 per cent VIV
solution of methanol R and mix. Filter the solution and dilute
2.0 mL of the filtrate to 10.0 mL with a 70 per cent VIV
solution of methanol R. Filter this solution through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of rosmarinic
acid CRS in 20.0 mL of a 70 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to 25.0 mL witha
70 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.

Reference so/urion (b) Dissolve 5 mg offemlic acid R in
25 mL of a 70 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Dilute
1 mL of this solution to 10.0 rnLwith reference solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped octade<ylsi!y/ silica gelfor

chromalography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: phosphom acidR, aaronitriJe R, waterfor

chromatography R (1:19:80 VIVII');
- mobile phaseB: phosphoric acid R, methanol R, acetonitrile R

(1:40:59 VIVII');

Tim.
(min)

0-20

20 - 25

25 - 30

Moblle phase A
(per cent VIP)

100 ..... 70
70_ 0

0_100

Mobile phase B
(per cent VIJI)

0- 30
30 _ 100

100 _ 0

FIOffJ race 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 om.

Injection 20~.
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fragments of perianth segments (surface view [A]; sectional
view [G]) covered by a cuticle [Ga] and composed of
polyhedral epidermal cells [Aa, Gb], paracytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Ab] and parenchyma consisting of rounded cells
[Ad, Ge] and including rounded oil cells (up to 100 pm in
diameter) with orange-yellow contents [Ac, Gd].

Figure 2742.-1. - Illustration for identification testB of powdered
herbaldrugof Magnolia bitmdii flower bud

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in the
test for Magnolia officinalis Rehder & E.H.Wilson with the
following modifications.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of ,he plate

-- --

Fargesin: a dark blue fiuorescent A dark blue fluorescent zone
zone (fargesin)

-- --

Magnolin: a quenching zone A quenching zone (magnolin)

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treat with vamllinreagent R, heat at
100-105 "C for 5-7 min and examine in day tight.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the

Magnolia Biondii Flower

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to rosmarinic
acid.

Retention time Ferulic acid e about 10 min; rosmarinic
acid e about 14 min.

System suitability Referencesolution (b):
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to ferulic

acid and rosmarinic acid.

Calculate the percentage content of rosmarinic acid using the
following expression:

Al area of the peak due to rosmarinic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the lest solution;

A 2 area of the peak due to rosmarinic acid in lhe chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

Inl mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

1H2 mass of nmnorinic acidCRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;

p percentage content of rosmarink acid in I'I1Smarinic arid CRS.

(Ph. Bur. munograph 2742)

_____________________ PhEm

IV-342 Magnolia Biondii Flower

DEFINITION
Whole, dried /lower bud of Magnolia bWndii Pamp. (syn.
Yulania bitmdii (pamp.) D.LFu).

Content
- essential ail: minimum 14.0 mIlkg (anhydrous drug);
- magnolin (C23H2S07i Me 416.5): minimum 3.0 per cent

(anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The flower bud, whose texture is light and fragile, is ovoid
to elongated-ovoid, whitish-grey, yellowish-grey Or greenish
grey, silky, pubescent, with a pointed apex; 1.2-3.0 em long
and 8-16 mm in diameter. The ligneous, short peduncle,
covered in whitish lenticels, is usually present at the base of
the flower bud. The flower bud is surrounded by 2-3 whorls
of bracts: each bract has an outer surface densely covered in
silky hairs, and a glabrous, brownish inner surface.
The perianth consists of 9 light yellow or brownish tepals
arranged in 3 whorls; the outer whorl consists of 3 sepaloid
tepals, linear, whose length is about a quarter of that of the
other tepals; the petaloid tepals are arranged in 2 inner
whorls, each consisting of 3 tepals, The stamens and carpels
are numerous, arranged in a spiral.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The unsieved powder
is greenish to brownish-grey, dark-brown or slightly greenish
yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2742.-1): isolated and fragmented,
multicellular (2-6 cells when whole) covering trichomes [B,
C, D], whose cells have thick walls, often with spiral
striations [Ba]; their bases are enlarged and consist of cells
with very thick walls like sclereids, with granular orange
brown contents [Bb]; numerous sclereids, more or less
branched, isolated (F] or in groups [E], with very thick,
striated, channelled walls, up to 60 urn in diameter;
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test solution. Furthermore, oilier faint zones of various
colours may be present in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution.

Top of the plate

A faint violetzone

-- --

Fargesiru a brown zone A brown zone (fargesin)

A dark blue zone

-- --

A faint pinkish-violet zone

Magnolin: a pinkish-violet zone A pinkish-violet zone (magnolin)

Reference solution Tesl solution

TESTS
Magnolia officinalis Rehder & E.H.Wilson
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Reduce the herbal drug to a powder using a
blade grinder to prevent heating. To 0.5 g of the powdered
herbal drug add 3.0 mL of methanolR. Sonicate for 15 min
and centrifuge for 15 min. Transfer the supernatant to a
5 mL flask. Add 2 mL of methanolR to the residue, sonicate
for 15 min and centrifuge. Transfer the supernatant into the
same 5 mL flask. Dilute the combined supernatants to
5.0 mL with methanolR. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 J.lm) ifnecessary.

Reference solution Dissolve 2.0 mg offargesinRand 2.0 mg
of magnolin R in melhanol R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the
same solvent.

Plate TLC sHiro gelF25< plate R (2-10 pm).

MobIle phase methanolR, ethyl acetate RJ toluene R
(1:5:30 VIVIV).
Appliro,ion 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 7 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with vanillin reagent RJ heat at 1.00-105 °C
for 5-7 min and examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no pinkish zone (due to magnolol) just below the zone
due to fargesin in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mUkg, determined on 25.0 g of the finely cut
herbal drug.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maxlmum.d.u per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oU (2.8.12)
Use 15.0 g of freshly, finely cut herbal drug, aIL round
bottomed flask, 300 mL of water R as the distillation liquid
and 0.50 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil at a
rate of 2-3 mUmin for 3 h.

MagnoUn
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Reduce the herbal drug to a powder using a
blade grinder to prevent heating. To 0.250 g of the powdered
herbal drug add 35 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 1 h,

Magnolia Biondii Flower IV-343

changing the water of the ultrasonic bath after 30 min of
sonication to prevent heating. Centrifuge for 15 min.
Transfer the supernatant to a 100 mL volwnetric flask.
Repeat the extraction twice, adding to the residue 35 mL of
methanol R the first time and 20 mL of methanol R the
second time. Combine the supernatants, cool, and dilute to
100.0 mL with methanol R. Dilute J.O mL of the solution to
2.0 mL with a mixture of 10 volumes of acelOm·trile Rand
90 volumes of water for chromatography R. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Reference solu'ion (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of magnolin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 5.0 mL with a mixture of
10 volumes of eueumim"le Rand 90 volumes of waterfor
rhromatography R.

Reference solu'ion (b) To 0.250 g of magnolia biondii flower
for system sui,aln7i,y HRS add 35 mL of methanol R. Sonicate
for 1 h, changing the water of the ultrasonic bath after
30 min of sonication to prevent heating. Centrifuge for
15 min. Transfer the supernatant to a 100 mL volumetric
flask. Repeat the extraction twice, adding to the residue
35 mL of melhanol R the first time and 20 mL of methanol R
the second time. Combine the supernatants, cool, and dilute
to 100.0 mL with melhanol R. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution'
to 2.0 mL with a mixture of 10 volumes of acetonitrile Rand
90 volumes of water for chromatography R. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 Jim).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- slationary phase: end-copped OClade<y1si(yl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn);
- temperature: 30°C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: anhydrous acetic acid R, acetonitrile R, water

for chromalography R (0.1:14:85.9 VIVIV);
- moblle phase B: anhydrous acetic acidR, waterfor

chromatography R, acetonitrile R (0.1:4.9:95 VIVIV);

Tun' Moblle phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VIII) (per cent VIII)

0-12 6S 32

12 - 20 68 --> 0 32 --> 100

20 - 28 0 '00

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 278 nino
Injection 20 ~L.

Identifirotion ofpeahs Use the chromatogram supplied with
magnolia biondii flowerfor system su,iabili'y HRS and the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) to
identify the peak due to eudeamln, use the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a) to identify the peak due
to magnolin.

Retention time Eudesmin = about 12 min; magnolin = about
13 min.

System suilaln7i!y Reference solution (b):
- resohuion: minimum 1.8 between the peaks due to

eudesmin and magnolin.

If necessary, dilute the test solution with a mixture of
10 volumes of cuelonitn"k Rand 90 volumes of water for
chromatography R to obtain a peak due to magnolin with a
height that is similar to or smaller than the height of the
corresponding peak in the chromatogram obtained with
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IV-344 Magnolia Officinalis Bark

reference solution (a). Take into account the additional
dilution factor d.

Calculate me percentage content of magnoJinusing the
following expression:

AI xm2xpx4xd

A2 x m l

A, area of the peak due to magnolia ill the chromatogram obtained
with the test solulion;

A 1 area of me peak due to magnolin in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

m, mass oCthe herbal drug to be examined used 10 prepare the test
solution, in grams:

1111 mass of magIJoIin eRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
grams;

p percentage content of magnolin in magndinCRS;
d additional dilution factor.

_______________~ PhE"

Magnolia Officinalis Bark
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2567)
PhE" ~ _

DEFINmON
Dried bark from the stem and branch of Magnolia officina/is
Rehder et RH. Wilson.

Content
Minimum 2.0 per cent for the sum of magnolol (C 18H1S0 2;

M, 266.3) and honokiol (C,aH"O,; M, 266.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Fragments of stem and branch bark, quilled singly or
double quilled, about 30 em long and 2-7 mm thick.
The outer surface is brownish-grey, rough, sometimes scaly,
easily exfoliated, with distinct lenticels and longitudinal
striations. The inner surface is reddish-brown or dark brown,
smooth, with numerous fine, longitudinal striations.
The texture is hard and difficult to break. The fracture is
granular, brownish-grey in the outer layers and reddish
brown or dark brown in the inner layers.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2567.-1): numerous sclereids [D] of
various shapes and sizes, free or in groups, often branched)
up to 100 pm long, with very thick, striated walls and
conspicuous pit canals; oval [F] or rounded [G] oil cells) up
to 100 JIm in diameter, with orange-yellow contents; narrow,
thick-walled fibres) often in bundles [C, H], accompanied by
fusiform medullary rays (tangential section [Ca]) or
consisting of files of rectangular cells (longitudinal section
[Ha]); brown cork fragments with regularly and finely
thickened walls [B); fragments of phloem parenchyma [A]
consisting of cells with irregular walls [Aa], accompanied by
fusiform medullary rays (tangential section [Ab]). Examine
under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glycerol R. The powder shows rounded, ovoid or polyhedral
starch granules, about 2-12 JIm in diameter, simple or 2-6
compound, free mor included in parenchyma cells [E].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solution Reduce to a powder (355) (2.9.11), avoiding
heating. To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug add 5 mL of
methanol R, sonicate for 5 min, centrifuge, and use the
supernatant. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 JIm) if necessary.
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Figure 2567.-1. - Illustrauon for identification test B of powdered
herbal drug of Magnolia officinalis bark

Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of honokiol R, 1 mg of
magnolol Rand 2 mg of eugenol R in 1 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (5-40 pm) [or TLC silicagel
Fmplate R (2-10 I'ffi)).

Mobile phase methanol R, elhyl acetate R, toluene R
(4:8:120 VIVIJI).

Applical;"n 5 ~L [or 2 ~L) as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].

Devdopmem Over a path of 15 em [or 7 em).

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the pJafe

-- --

Eugenol: a faint quenching zone

Magnok>l: a dark blue fluorescent A dark blue fluorescent zone

2On' (magnolol)

Honokiol: a quenching zone A quenching zone (honoml)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treat with vanillin reagent R, heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.
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DEFINITION
Steamed and dried, unopened flower of Magnolia officina/is
Rehder et E.H. Wilson.

Content
Minimum 0.20 per cent of the sum of magnolol (ClsHIS02;
M,266.3) and honokiol (C 18H,. O, ; M,266.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The greyish-yellow pedicel is short (0.5-2 em) and densely
tomentose. The brown or reddish-brown flower bud is
elongated, conical, 4-7 em long and 1.5-2.5 ern in diameter
at the base; it usually consists of 12 perianrh segments in
several whorls; The stamens are numerous with a fine, short
filament and a linear, yellowish-brown anther. The carpels
are free and numerous, spirally arranged on a conical
receptacle.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.21). The powder is reddish
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters: fragments of the perianth segments with
polyhedral or eUiptical epidermal cells, with irregularly
thickened walls and anomocytic stomata (4-6 subsidiary cells)
(2.8.3), accompanied by parenchyma that includes oval or
rounded oil cells about 50 urn in diameter with orange
yellow contents; certain fragments contam epidermal cells
with rounded papillae; numerous, branched sclerelds, with
channelled walls and a large lumen, about 15 pm in
diameter; numerous eUipticalpollen grains about 50 J.UD long
and 40 urn wide, with a smooth exine.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for other
lWagnolia species.
Deuction A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm,

Magnolia Officinalis Flower
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2568)

Al area of the peak due to honokiol in the chromatogram obtained
wilh the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to honokiol in the chromatogram obtained
wnb reference solution (a)j

AJ area of the peak due to magnolol in the chromatogram obtained
wilh the test solution;

A4 area of the peakdue to magnolol in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

"'I mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

mz mass of honokWiCRS used to prepare reference solution (a). in
gnunsj

ml mass of '''Cllf1lo101 CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
grams;

/'1 percentage content of honokiol in honokiol CRSj
P2 percentege content of magnolol in mag/loIoi CRS.

Magnolia Officinalis Flower IV-345

monoacetate isomer 1 =about 1.5; honokiol monoacetate
isomer 2 = about 1.6; honokiol dlecetete = about 2.6.

Systemsuilability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimwn 1.8 between the peaks due to

honokiol monoacetate isomers 1 and 2.

Calculate the sum of the percentage contents of honokiol and
magnolol using the following expression:Top of the plate

A bluish-violet zone

-- --

Eugenol: a brown zone

Magnolol:a pinkish-violet zone A pinkish-violet zone (magnolol)

Honokiol: a dark violet zone A dark violet zone (honckiol)

A bluish-violet zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones of various
colours may be present in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution.
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TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8. /)
Maximum 3.0 per cent..

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solu,;"n To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9. /2) add 80 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-bath
under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Cool, then dilute to
100.0 mL with methanol R. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference sdution (a) Dissolve 4.0 mg of hanokiol CRS and
4.0 mg of magnolol CRS in methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2.0 mg of hanokiol CRS in
2.0 mL of a<etanitrile R. To 1.0 mL of the solution add
15 J1L of acetic anhydride R and mix. Heat at 50°C for
60 min. Cool. Add successively, mixing after each addition,
16 J1L of concentrated ammonia R, 1.0 mL of acetonitrile Rand
2.0 mL of waterR. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, «2' =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped octade<y/silyl silica gelfor

chromatography Rl (5 ~m);

- temperature: 30°C.
Mobile phase 0.5 per cent VIV solution of acetic acidR,
acetonitrile for chromatagraphy R (40:60 VIV).
Flow rate 1.0 mUmin..

Detection Spectrophotometer at 290 nrn.

Injection I0 ~L.

Run lime Twice the retention time of honokiol for the test
solution and reference solution (a); 3 times the retention time
of honokioJ for reference solution (b).

Rdatiue retention With reference to honokiol (retention
time = about 8 min): magnolol = about 1.4; honokiol
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IV-346 Magnolia Officinalis Flower

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained wilh the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top or the plate

-- --

Eugenol: a faintquenchingzone

Magnolal: a dark blue fluorescent A darkblue fluorescent zone
zone (magnolol)

Honokiol: a quenchingzone A quenching zone (bonoml)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treat with vanillin reagent R, heat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.

Results B See below me sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzonesof various
colours may be present in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution.

Top of the plate

A bluish-violet zone

-- --

Eugenol: 8 brownzone

Magnolol: 8 pinkish-violet zone A pinkis1J..violet zone (mBgllolol)

Hoookiol: a dark violet zone A dark violet zone (honokiol)

A bluish-violet zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Other Magnolia species
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Reduce the herbaldrug to a powder (710)
(2.9.12), avoiding heating. To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal
drug add 2.5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min at a
power of 80 Wand a frequency of 37 kHz (sonication time
may be adapted according to the power and frequency used),
then centrifuge at 1500-2000 g for 10 min and transfer the
supernatant to a 5 mL flask. Add 2 mL of methanol R to the
residue, sonicate for 15 min and centrifuge. Transferthe
supernatant into the same 5 mL flask. Dilute to 5 mL with
methanol R. Filter througha membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 urn) if necessary.

Reference solutum Dissolve 1 mg of honokiol R, I mg of
magnowl Rand 2 mg of eugenol R in 4 mL of methanol R.
Pia", TLC silica gelF254 pia", R (2-10 urn).

iWobile phase methanol R, ethylautaU R, toluene R
(1 :5:30 VlVflI).
Application 8 flL as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 7 em.
Dryl'ng In air.

2022

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows no blue fluorescent zone in the lowerpart of the plate
and no greenfluorescent zone in the upperpart, nor any
other fluorescent zone.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (110) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Reduce the herbal drug to a powder (110)
(2.9.12) using a blade grinder equipped with a double-walled
grinding chamber cooled to a temperature of about 10 °C.
To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug add 10 mL of
methanol R. Sonicate for 1 h at a power of 80 Wand a
frequency of 37 kHz (sonication time may be adapted
according to the power and frequency used). Change the
water of the ultrasonic bath after 30 min of sonication to
prevent heating. Centrifuge at 1500-2000 g for 15 min.
Transfer the supernatant to a 20.0 mL flask. Add 9.5 mL of
methanol R to the residue. Repeat the sonicationfor 1 h.
Change the waterof the ultrasonic bath after 30 min of
sonication to preventheating. Centrifuge. Transfer the
supernatant to the same 20.0 mL flask. Cool, then dilute to
20.0 mL with me/hanoi R. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 um).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of honokiol CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to 25.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 6.0 mg of magnolol CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.0 mg of honokiol R in
2.0 mL of aceumitrile R. Add 30 ~L of auric anhydride R and
mix. Heat at 50°C for 60 min. Cool. Add successively,
mixing aftereach addition, 32 ~L of concentrated ammonia R,
2.0 mL of autcnitrile Rand 4.0 mL of water R. Filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: I;;;; 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 nun;
- stationary phase: end-copped ethylene·bn"dged polar-embedded

octadecy/silyl silica gelfnr chromatography' (hybrid material) R
(3.5 ~m);

- temperature: 25 ± 2 'C.

Mobilephase:
- mobile phase A: anhydrous fonnie addR, waterR

(0.1:99.9 VII');
- mobile phase B: auumitrile for chromatography R;

Tim. MobUe phase A MobUe phose B
(mln) (per cent VIJI) (per cent JIll?

0-20 47 53

20·22 47 ~ 5 53 ~ 95

22 - 27 5 95

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 292 run.

Injection 20 ~L.

Relative retention With reference [0 honokiol (retention
time = about 10 min): magnolol = about 1.3; honokiol
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Mallow Flower IV-347

isolated mor in star-shaped groups of 2-6 [Da]; fragments
of covering trichomes [N); isolated glandular trichomes
(surface view [P], transverse section [G])j fragments of the
mesophyU of the calyx and the epicalyx whose cells contain
small cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [K]; veins of the
sepals [P] with vessels [pa] accompanied by cells with cluster
crystals of calcium oxalate [Pb]; fragments of petal epidermis,
with elongated cells and sinuous margins) narrow in the wild
plant [A]) shorter and broader in the cultivated varieties [B),
bearing sessile glandular trichomes with multicellular club
shaped heads [Ba, C, E]; fragments of petal mesophyll [H]
consisting of large mucilage cells [He], sometimes cells with
small cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Hb] and spiral
vessels [Ha]; spherical pollen grains) about 150 urn in
diameter, with a roughly spiny exine [J\>l].

J

A r

Figure 1541.-1. - Illustration for identijicalion testB of powdered
herbal drug of malw.oftouer

c. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethanol (60 per cent VII-? R. Stir for
15 min and filter.

Reference solution 0.5 gIL solution of quinaldine redR in
ethanol (96 per cen\! R.
Plate TLG silica gelplate R.

Mob,le phase glacial acetic acidR) waterR) butanol R
(15:30:60 VIVIII).

Application 10 ~L of the test solution and 5 flLof the
reference solution) as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Deteaion Examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows an orange-red zone in the upper part of the
middle third , the chromatogram obtained with the test

Mallow Flower

IDENTIFICATION
A. The flower consists of an epicalyx with 3 oblong or
eUiptical-lanceolate parts that are shorter than those of the
calyx and situated immediately below it; a calyx with 5
pubescent triangular lobes, gamosepalous at the base;
a corolla 3-4 times longer than the calyx with 5 wedge
shaped, notched petals fused to the staminal tube at their
base, numerous stamens, the filaments of which fuse into a
staminal tube covered by small star-shaped trichomes and
occasional simple trichomes visible using a lens; numerous
wrinkled carpels) glabrous or sometimes pubescent) enclosed
in the staminal tube and arranged into a circle around a
central style ending with numerous filifonn stigmas.
In cultivated varieties) the epicalyx is 3-7 partite, the calyx
5-8 partite and the corolla 5-10 partite.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is bluish
grey. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1541.-1): unicellular, thick-walled,
flexuous covering trichomes, from me calyx and the epicalyx,
up to 2 nun in length) whole [L] or) most often, fragmented
[Q], fragments of the epidermis of the sepals (surface view
[D, mwith anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Dc]; club-shaped
glandular trichomes with multicellular heads [Db] and short
unicellular covering rrichomes, somewhat curved, either

AI area of the peak due to honokiol in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A 2 area of the peak due to honokiol in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

A} area of the peak due to magnolol in lite chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A-I area of the peak due to magnolol in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b)j

nil mass of me herbal drug ro be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

m2 mess of honokiolCRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
grams;

HI) mass of Inagnolol CRS used to prepare reference solution (b), in
gmnu;

PI percentage content of honokiol in honokiolCRSj
P2 percentage content of magnolol in InCWwloi CRS;
d dilution factor of the test solution.

PhE" _

monoacetate isomer 1 = about 1.4; honokiol monoacetate
isomer 2 =about 1.5; honokiol diacetate ;;;; about 1.9.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between me peaks due to

honokiol monoacetate isomers 1 and 2.

If necessary, dilute the test solution to obtain peaks of
honokiol and magnotol that are similar in height to the
corresponding peaks in reference solutions (a) and (b).

Calculate the sum of the percentage contents of honokiol and
magnolol using the following expression:

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented dried flower of lWalva sylvestris L. or its
cultivated varieties.

2022

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1541)
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IV-348 Mallow Leaf

solution shows, below the zone in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solution, 2 violetzones in the
middle third, with the principal zone (6"-malonyl malvin)
situated iusr below the othervioletzone (malvin).

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug by drying in an oven at 105°C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 14.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

Swelllog index (2.8.4)
Minimum 15, determined on 0.2 g of the powdered herbal
drug (110) (2.9.12) moistened with 0.5 mL of anhydrous
ethanol R.
_____________________ !'hE..

Mallow Leaf
(ph. Eur. monograph 2391)
PhE.. _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried leaf of Malva sylvestris L., JWalva
negleaa Wallr. or a mixture of both species.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves of M. sylfJtSlrU are up to 12 em long and up to
15 em wide with 3, 5 or 7 lobes and sinuate at the base; the
leaves of M. negleaaare up to 9 em long and wide, roundor
kidney-shaped with 5-7 indistinct lobes. The leaves of both
species have irregular dentatemargins and aregreen or
brownish-green. The abaxial surface of the lamina bears
more hairs and shows a more prominent venation thanthe
adaxial surface. The major veins on the upper surface of the
leavesand the petioles may be violet. The petioles are as long
as the leaves, up to 2 mm wide, rounded and somewhat
flattened, longitudinally slightly grooved, green or brownish
green or violet. The fragmented drugconsistsof occasionally
agglomerated, crumpled pieces of leaves showingprominent
veins.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is green or
yellowish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydmtesolution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2391.-1): fragments of the lamina
(transverse section [F), consisting of the lower epidermis
(surface view [C) and the upperepidermis (surface view
[D], transverse section [Fb), withcells thatshow straight, or
more or less sinuous anticlinal walls; stomata mostly
antsocytic (2.8.3) on both surfaces [Co, Do]; long covering
trichomes with thickened walls and tapering to a point at the
apex, usually unicellular, whole [A, Fa] or fragmented [Db].
but in M. Sylvestris theymay be stellatewith 2-8 components
[H), each strongly pitted at the base, club-shaped glanduJar
trichomes composed of 2-6 cells [E] occur in both species;
fragments of the mesophyll consisting of palisade parenchyma
(surface view [De], transverse section (Fe» and spongy
mesophyll cells containing mucilage, cells containing cluster
crystals of calcium oxalate, often associated with vessels [B];
occasional spherical pollen grams, 110-170 pm in diameter,
with a spiny exine [G].
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Figure 2391.-1. - Illustration for identification test B of powdered
herbal drugof mallow leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of an 80 per cent VIV solution of
tttrahydrofuran Rj extract for 10 min using sonication and
filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 3 mg of hyperoside R and 3 mg of
rutoside trihydrate R in 20 mL of methonol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnic acidR, ani)ydrous tUeti< add R,
water R, ethylformate R, 3-pentanone R
(4:11:14:20:50 VIVIVIVIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 4 fiLl as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10-12 ern [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100°C for 10 min; spray or dip the warm
plate in a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethy1
ester R in methanol R, remove the solventwithcold air; spray
or dip the plate in a 50 gIL solution of maerogol 400 R in
methanol R, dry in airand examine after 15 min in ultraviolet
light at 365 urn.

Results See below the sequenceof fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent
zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.
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Top of the plate

-- --

Hyperoside: a yellowfluorescent
zone

A yellowfluorescent zone

-- --

Rutoside: a yellowfluorescentzone

A yellowfluorescent zone

A light blue fluorescent zone

An orange ftuorescent zone

An orange fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test soludon

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
.Maximum 5 per cent of foreign organs, maximum 5 per cent
of leaveswith blisters of spores of Puccinia malvacearom and
maximum 2 per cent of foreign elements.

Foreign organs can be flowers, fruits and parts of the stem.
The blisters of spores on the leaves are mostly 1 nun wide,
and red or brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The spores of Puccima malwcearnm are
oblong or oval with brownish walls and a small appendage.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, detennlned on 1.000 g of the
powdered hemal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 17.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8. I)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

Swelling Index (2.8.4)
Minimum 7, detennlned on 1.0 g of the powdered herbal
drug (710) (2.9.12).
_____________________ PIlEur

Mandarin Epicarp and Mesocarp
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2430)

PIlE" ~--------------

DEFINITION
Dried epicarp and mesocarp of the ripe fruit of Cinus
redcukua Blancoor its cultivars, partly freed from the white
spongy tissue of the mesocarp.

Content
Minimum 3.5 per cent of hesperidin (C,sH3.015; M, 611)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The pericarp consists of variously sized irregular pieces, or
it is cut into strips, which may he folded or form compressed
loops. The larger pieces are mostly lobed, the lobes attached
at the base of the pericarp where the remains of a fruit stalk
or stalk scar may be present. Isolated lobes of pericarp may
also be present. Irregular pieces 0.5-7.6. em long, and
0.4-4.6 em wide; strips up to 7.6 em long and up to 2 em
wide; both forms 1-4.5 mm thick. The outer surface is

Mandarin Epicarp and Mesocarp IV-349

yellowish-brown or orange, reddish-brown or more rarely,
blackish- or greenish-brown; often finely wrinkled and slightly
shiny. Scattered, concave or raised oil glands are dense on
the outer surface; when visible in transverse section oil glands
appear as irregularly shaped cavities beneath the epicarp.
The inner surface of the pericarp appears whitish or whitish
yellowish, rough and often fibrous in texture, bearing
yellowish-white Oryellowish-brown raised, often branched
vascularbundles. The texture is mostly hard, stiff and fragile,
easily broken.
B. Microscopic examination(2.8.23). The powder is light
yellowish or orange-brown,more rarely reddish-brown.
Examine under a microscopeusing chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2430.-1): fragments of epicarp (surface view [H)
consisting of small polygonal cells,sub-square or rectangular,
with slightly thickened anticlinal walls [Ha) and occasional
rounded stomata [Hb] (18-27 um in diameter) encircled by a
combination of small polygonal plus narrow, elongate
subsidiary cells;epicarp usuallyaccompanied by sub
epicarpal layersof thin-walled cells containing prisms of
calcium oxalate [He], prismscommonly blconical, also
rhomboidal or polyhedral prisms present, 5-30 urn long and
3-18 J1m in diameter; fragments of pericarp (transverse
section [E)) showing the epicarp covered by a thick
cuticle [Ea] and sub-epicarpallayers composed of cells, some
of which contain prisms of calcium oxalate [Bb]; sometimes
more than I prism crystal is found in the same cell [Aa, Hd];
fragments of schizolysigenous oil glands [C]; numerous
groups of mesocarp cells (transverse section [A], longitudinal
section [D)) with irregularly thickened, weakly lignified cell
walls; free prism crystals of calcium oxalate or single crystals
within isolatedcells [B);yellow hesperidin crystals sometimes
abundant in cells; small droplets of orange-yellow essential oil
occasionally present; numerous small vascularbundles [F]
with narrow reticulate or spiral xylem [Fa) (4-23 ~m in
diameter), and occasionalpitted tracheids;vasculature,
sometimes accompanied by crystal sheaths [Fb]; occasional
isolated, short vessels [G]. Examine under a microscope
using a 20 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R.
The mounting mediwn becomes yellow because of the
presence of hesperidin.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-bath
at 65 °C for 5 min, shakingfrequently. Allow to cool and
filter.
Reference solution Dissolve I mg of caffeic add Rand 2 mg
of hesperidin R in 5 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase waterR, anhydrous formic acidR, ethylacetate R
(10:15:75 VIVIV).

Application r 5 ~L of the test solution and 10 ~L of the
reference solution as bands of 8 nun.
Deuelopn1'nt Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air, then heat at 110-120 °C for 5 min.
Detection Treat with a 10 gIL solution of aluminium
chloride R in ethanol (96 per cent) R and heat at 1I0-120·C
for 5 min; treat the warm plate with a 10 gIL solution of
diphenylboril: add amirwethyl ester R in melharwl R, and then
with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol400 R in methanolR. After
60 min examine the chromatograms in ultraviolet light at
365 nm.
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Figure 2430.-1. - I""'/rationfor identificatitm testB of powdered
herbal drng of mandarin epicarp and mesocarp

2022

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test salution Place 0.125 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a 100 mL round-bottomed flask.
Add 50.0 rnL of methanol R, stir for 2 h and filter through a
membrane filter (nominalpore size 0.45 urn).

Re/erenC8 solutitm (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of hesperidin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.

Re/erenC8 solution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of naringin R in
reference solution (a) and dilute to 25.0 mL with reference
solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped o<tadecy/silyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn);
- temperature: 40 "C.
Mobile phase acetom"tn"/e R, glacial acetic add R, methanol R,
waterR (2.7:3.7:22:71.6 VIVIVIJI).

Fw.. rate 1 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 283 run.

Injection 10 ~L.

Run time Twice the retention time of hesperidin.
Retention time Naringin = about 15 min; hesperidin = about
20 min.

System suitabUity Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum2.0 between the peaks due to

naringin and hesperidin.
Calculate the percentage content of hesperidin using the
following expression:

mHb

~

l'n\\\ F

G Hd

-j)j~ ~

IV-350 Mandarin Oil

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent
zones may be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

_____________________ /'IIf"

AI areaof the peakdue to hesperidin in thechromatogram
obtainedwith the test solulion;

A:z areaof the peak due to h~peridin in the ehromatogram
obtained withreference solution (I)j

ml mass of the herbaldrug10beexamined used to prepare the lest
solution, in grams;

mz mass of hesperidin CRS used to prepare reference solution (~), in
grams;

p percentage content of hesperidin in hesperidin eRS.

Top of the plate

Caffeicacid:a light blue fluorescent
zone

A bluefluorescent zone

-- --

Hesperidin: a greenish-brown A greenish-brown ftucrescent zone
fluorescent zone (hesperidin)

A yellowish-green fluorescent zone

-- --

A greenish fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

Mandarin Oil
(ph. Bur. monograph 2355)

TESTS
BJtter-orange epicarp and mesocarp
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay.
Results The chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution
shows no peak at the retention time of naringin with an area
of more than I per cent of the area of the peakdue to
hesperidin.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtainedwithout heating,by suitable mechanical
treatment, from the peel of the fresh fruit of Citrus reticukua
Blanco.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Greenish, yellow or reddish orange liquidshowingblue
fluorescence.
Characteristic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
Ft"rsl identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

www.webofpharma.com
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Mandarin Oil IV-351

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.

50 --> 230

250

250

Temperature
f'C)

Time
(mln)

0·90Column
Injection port

Detector

Reference sdwion (a) Dilute 5 ~L of a-pinene R, 5 ur, of
sabinene R, 5 ~L of {J-pi".". R, 5 ~L of {J-myrcene R, 5 ~L of
p-cymene R, 70 ~L of limonene R, 20 ~L of y-terpinene Rand
5 ~L of methylN-mechylamhrat/ilate R to 5.0 mL with
heptane R.

Riferenu solution (b) Dissolve 5 ~L of limonene R in 50 mL
of heptane R. Dilute 0.5 mL of this solution to 5.0 mL with
heptane R.
Column:
- materiai: fused silica;
- size: I::::; 60 m, 0 ::::; 0.25 mm;
- 'tatiot/ary phase: phenyl(5)methy/(95)po/ytiloxat/e R (film

thickness 0.25 urn).

Carrier gas helium forchromaliJgraphy R.
FIuw rate 1.4 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:70.
Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.
InjIXtion I ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of
reference solution (a); record the retention times of these
substances.
System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

sabineneand p-pinene and minimum 1.5 between the
peaksdue to p-cymeneand limonene.

Identification of components Using the retention times
determined from thechromatogram obtainedwith reference
solution (a), locate the components of reference solution (a)
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
Disregard the peak due to heptane.

Determine the percentage content of each of these
components. The limits are within the following ranges:
- a-pinene: 1.6 per cent to 3.0 per cent;
- sabinene: maximum 0.3 per cent;
- p-pinene: 1.2 per cent to 2.0 per cent;
- p-myrcene: 1.5 per cent to 2.0 per cent;
- p-cymene: maximum 1.0 per cent;
- limonene: 65.0 per cent to 75.0 per cent;
- "I-rerpinene: 16.0 per cent to 22.0 per cent;
- methylN-methylanthranilate: 0.30 per cent to

0.60 per cent;
- disregard limit: area of the principal peakin the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)~

Residue on evaporation (2.8.9) •
1.6 per cent to 4.0 per cent, determined after heatingon a
water-bath for 4 h.

Top of the plate

A blue zone

Guaiazulene: a blue zone A blue zone

A blue zone

-- --

A blue zone

-- --

e-Teplneol: a bluezone A blue zone (<<-terpineol)

Reference soludon Test soludon

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution aresimilar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solution.

2022

TESTS
Relative density (Z.Z.5)
0.848 to 0.855.

Refractive Index (Z.Z.6)
1.474 to 1.478.

Optical rotation (Z.Z.7)
+ 64° to + 75°.

Fatty oils and res1nlfied essential oils (Z.8.7)
It complieswith the test.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (Z.Z.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dilute 0.20 g of the substance to be examined
to 10.0 mL with heptane R.

Test solution Dilute 0.1 mL of the substance to be examined
to 1 mL with toluene R.

Reference solution Dissolve 2 ~L of methyl
N-methylamhranilate R, 4 mg ofguaiazulene R and 10 mg of
a-terpineol R in 10 mL of toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gd plateR (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)l·

Mobile phase ethylacetate R, toluene R (15:85 VIV).

Applicatiot/ 10 ~L [or 2 ~l as bands.
Deudopment Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 nm.
Results A The intense blue fluorescent zone in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution ls similar in
positionand fluorescence to the zone due to methyl N
methylanthranilate in the chromatogram obtained withthe
reference solution. Furthermore, otherfluorescent zones may
he present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
Deiection B Spray with a 200 gIL solution of
phosphomolybdic acid R in ethanol (96 perunO R and heat at
100 ·C for 10 min; examine in daylight.

ResuilS B:-'·See below the sequence of the zones presentin
thechromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution. Funhermore, otherzones may be present in
the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.
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Figure 1856.-1. -lIIwtration for identiJieation testB of powdered
herbal drugof marshmallow leaf

Top oftbe plate

A blue fluorescent zone

A yellownuoreseera zone

Quercitrin: an orangezone

-- --

An orange8uo~t zone

An onmge fluorescent zone

-- --

Chlorogenkacid:a blue fluorescent
ron,

A blue fluorescent zone

An orangefluorescent zone

An intenseyellowfluorescent zone

Reference eolutlon Test sulutlon

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximwn 4 per cent of leaves infected by Pucdnia
mahJacearnmJ showing redspots, and maximum 2 per cent of
otherforeign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.12)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

PU" _

Marshmallow Leaf

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried leaf ofAlthaea officina/is L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves have long petioles and are about 7-10 em long;
the lamina is cordate or ovate with 3-5 shallow lobes and
crenateor dentatemargins; the venation is palmate.
The petioles and both surfaces of the lamina aregreyish
greenand denselypubescent. Rarely, fragments of the
inflorescence or immature fruits may be present.
B..Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis greyish
green. Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate
so/utUm R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1856.-1): numerous long, rigid, unicellular
covering trichomes with thick walls, pointed at the apex,
often fragmented [C), angular and pined at the base where
they are sometimes still united to formstellatestructures with
up to 8 components (surface view [8], transverse
section [E)); few secretory trichomes, isolated, with
unicellular stalks and globular, multiceUular heads [F];
fragments of the lower [A) and upper [D) leaf epidermises in
surface view with anomocytic fAa] or paracytic [Da] stomata
(2.8.3), glandular trichomes [Ab) and basal cells of covering
trichomes [Ac], often accompanied by palisade
parenchyma [Db]; clustercrystals of calcium oxalate,
isolated [H) or included in.the parenchyma of the
mesophyll [Gc, KbJ; fragments o£Veins [G) with small,
spiral [Gb) or annular [Ga) vessels, often accompanied by
sheaths containing cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Ge];
fragments of me lamina, in transverse section [K), showing
the epidermisesbearing brokencovering ttichomes [Ka], a
symmetrical) heterogeneous mesophyll with some cells
containing cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Kb); occasional
pollengrains, spherical, witha roughly spinyexine, about
150 J..Im in diameter Ill- Examineundera microscope using
ruthenium redsolution R. The powdershows groups of
parenchyma containing mucilage, which stainsorange-red,
C. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanolR. Heat in a water-bath
under a reflux condenser for 5 min. Allow to cool and filter.
Distil the filtrate under reducedpressure until the
totalvolume is about 2 mL.
Reference solution Dissolve 2.5 mg of chlorogeni< acid Rand
2.5 mg of quercitrin R in 10 mL of methanol R.
PIa,. TLC silica gelpia" R.
Mobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, glacial 'W'"' acidR,
waterR, ethyl aceta,. R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVIJI)'.

Application 10 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.
Drying At 100-105 "C.
Detection Spray with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid
am;noethyl ester R in methatUJl R, then with a 50 gIL solution
of macrogol 400 R in methanol R; allow to dryin airfor
30 min and examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1856)

IV-352 Marshmallow Leaf
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Mastic IV-353

~B

Figure 1126.-I. - Illustration for identifica.ion test B of powdered
herbal drugof manhmaUow roo.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 2 per cent of brown deteriorated drug.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent for the peeledrootand maximum
8.0 per cent for the unpeeled root.

Swelling index (2.8.4)
Minimum 10, determined on the powdered herbal drug
(710) (2.9.12).

(ph. Eur. monograph 1876)

___________________ PhE<r

Mastic

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1126)

__________________ Phftl

Marshmallow Root

DEFINITION
Peeled or unpeeled, wholeor cut, dried rootof Althaea
officilla/is L

IDENTIFICATION
A. The unpeeled, non-fragmented drugconsistsof
cylindrical, slightly twisted roots, up to 2 em thick, withdeep
longitudinal furrows. The outersurface is greyish-brown and
hears numerous rootlet scars. The fracture is fibrous
externally, rugged and granular internally. The sectionshows
a more or less thick, whitish bark with brownish periderm,
separated by the well-marked, brownish cambium from a
white xylem. The stratified structure of the bark and the
radiate structure of xylem becomemoredistinct when
moistened.
The peeled drug has a greyish-white, finely fibrous outer
surface. Cork and external cortical parenchyma areabsent.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
brown (unpeeled root) or whitish (peeled root). Examine
undera microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder showsthe following diagnostic characters
(Figure 1126.-1): fragments of colourless, mainly unIignified,
thick-walled fibres [C, D, M) with split or pointed ends [D),
sometimes accompanied by parenchymatous cells of the
medullary rays [M), or grouped [C); fragments of vessels,
bordered-pitted or with reticulate or scalarifonn thickenings
[G, H); cluster crystals of calcium oxalate about 20-35 pm,
mostly 25-30 urn in size, isolated [K) or included in
parenchymatous cells [B); fragments of parenchyma [E) with
cells containing mucilage [Ba, F]; fragments of corkwith
thin-walled) tabular cells (surface view [Al, transverse section
[L)) (unpeeled root). Examine under a microscope using
rnthenium redsolution R. The powder showsgroups of
parenchyma containing mucilage, which stainsorange-red.
Examine under a microscope using water R. The powder
showsnumerous starch granules m, about 3-25 J.lm in size,
occasionally witha longitudinal hilum. The starch granules
are mostly simple ITa), a few being 2-4 compound 1Jb).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 18.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.
Swelling index (2.8.4)
Minimum 12, determined on 0.2 g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12).

PhE<r _

2022

DEFINITION
Driedresinous exudate obtained from stemsand branches of
Pistaeia lentiscus L.

Content
Minimum 10 mUkg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Small lightyellowto greenish-yellow, non-uniform,
spherical or pyriform, clear or opaque, hard glassy fragments.
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(Ph. Eur. monograph 2678)
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Figure 2678.-1. - Illustration fur identification testB of powdered
herbal drug of maUleaf

PbE.. ~ _

DEFINITION
Leaf of llex paraguariensis A.St.-HiI., rapidly desiccated by
heating and cut.

Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent of caffeine (C.RloN.O,; M, 194.2)
(dried drug).

IDENfIFlCATION
A. The yellowish-green or brownish-green leaf is tough and
brittle with a short petiole. It is 8-12 em long and 5-6 em
wide. The lamina is elliptic ovaland glabrous, with dentate
margins. The venation is pinnate and prominent on the lower
surface. The cut herbal drug occurs as glabrous, yellowish
green, irregular, angular piecesranging in length from
2-4mm.

2022

Mate Leaf

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is brown.
Examine undera micloscope using chloral hydrau solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2678.-1): fragments of the upper epidermis of the
lamina (surface view [F], transverse section [ED,covered
with an irregularly striated cuticle [Fa, Ba] and consisting of
cells with slightly and regularly thickened walls [Fa, Bb], with
some cellscontaining a prism of calcium oxalate [Fb, Be],
and accompanied by underlying palisade parenchyma [Fe,
Bd]; fragments of the upper epidennis of the lamina from me
area near a vein (surface view [K), consisting of nearly
rectangular cells in a regular arrangement; fragments of the
lower epidennis of the lamina (surface view [Al, transverse
section [L», covered bya striated cuticle [AB, La] consisting
of polygonal cells [Aa] and anomocytlc stomata (2.8.3) [Lb,

Top of the plate

A violetzone

-- --

A palevioletzone

A verypaleviolet zone

-- --

Eugenol: a brownzone A bluezone

Borneol: a greenish-blue zone A bluish-violet zone

A dark violetzone

Reference solution Test loJution

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Dissolve 1 g of the substance to he examined
in 10 mL of methykne chloride R and filter after 1-2 min.

Reference solution Dissolve 25 mg of eugenol R and 25 mg of
borneol R in 3 mL of methylene chloride R.
Pkue TLC sitica gelplat< R.
Mobile phase light petroleum R, toluene R (5:95 VII').

Application 1 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray withvanillin reagent R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5 min.

Results See below the sequence of the zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones of various colours
may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

IV-354 Mate Leaf

TESTS
Acid value (2.5. I)
50 to 70, determined on 1.0 g.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 10 mlJkg, determined on 25.0 g of the drug
reduced to a powder (1400) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 0.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oU (2.8.12)
Use a 500 mL round-bottomed flask and 200 mL of waterR
as the distillation liquid. Reduce the drug to a powder (1400)
(2.9.12) and immediately use 20.0 g for the determination.
Introduce 0.50 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil
at a rate of 2-3 mUmin for 2 h.

STORAGE
Do not powder.
_____________________ PbE..
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Ab]; fragments of spongy parenchyma (surface view [DJ),
sometimes accompanying the lowerepidermis (transverse
section [LcD; clustercrystals of calcium oxalate of various
sizes that may exceed 30 urn in diameter, isolated mor
included in parenchyma cells [G]; groups of pericyclic
fibres [C]; rectangular, thick-walled and channelled cells
from the endodennis [E], often accompanying pericyclic
fibres [Ea]; vascular bundles [H] consisting of spiral vessels
with a small diameter [Ha], accompanied by fibres [Hb] and
sometimes by parenchyma, with some cells containing a
cluster crystal of calcium oxalate [He].

C. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge or filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 7 mg of caffeine R, 1 mg of
chlorogmic acid Rand 1 mg of ruuxide trihydrate R in 5 mL of
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelF254 plateR (2-10 urn).

JIIlobi/e phase tduene R, water R, anhydrous lonnie acidR,
ethy/formate R (3:6:8:60 VlVlViJI).

Applicariou 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In a current of air at room temperature.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run.

Results A See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint quenching zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution. .

Top of the plate

-- --

A quenching zone

Caffeine: a quenchingzone A quenching zone (caffeine)

A quenching zone

Chlorogenic acid:a quenchingzone A quenching zone (chlorogenic acid)

~- --

Rutoside: a quenchingzone A quenching zone (rutcside)

Reference solution Test soludon

Detection B Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min. Treat the wann
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl
esterR in methanol R, then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R. Allow the plate to dry in air. Examine
in ultraviolet light at 366 om.

Results B See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. 1 or 2 faint blue fluorescent zones may be
present in the upper third of the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintfluorescent
zones may be presentin the chromatogram obtainedwith the
test solution.

Mate Leaf IV-355

Top of the plate

I or 2 red fluorescent zones

-- --

An intenseblue fluorescent zone

A blue fluorescentzone

Chlorogenic acid:a blue fluorescent An intenseblue fluorescent zone
zone (chlorogenic acid)

-- --

Rutoside: an orangefluorescent zone An orangefluorescent zone
(ruloside)

Reference soludon Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 8.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

SoIUlion A Dissolve 30.0 mg of caffeine CRS in the mobile
phase and dilute to 100.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Tes,sdution Introduce 1.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a 100 mL round-bottomed lIask and add
40 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath at 70°C under a
reflux condenserfor 30 min. Allow to cool and filterthrough
a plug of absorbent cotton into a 100 mL volumetric flask.
Transfer the absorbent cotton with the drugresidueinto the
round-bottomed lIask. Add 40 mL of methanol R, proceed as
beforeand filterinto the same volumetric flask. Rinse the
round-bottomed flask and the filterwith methanol R, add the
rinsings to the volumetric lIask and dilute to 100.0 mL with
methanol R. Shake to obtaina homogeneoussolution.
Transfer 10.0 mLofthis solution into a volumetric flask, add
30 mL of waterR and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile
phase. Filterthrough a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 pm).

Reference solution (a) Dilute 5.0 mL of solution A to
50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 15.0 mg of (-)-epicatechin R
in the mobile phase and dilute to 25.0 mL with the mobile
phase. To 10.0 mL of the solution add 5.0 mL of solution A
and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- starionary phase: end-capped 0CladeryIsiIy1 silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn).

Mob"ephase methanol R, waterfor chromatography R
(25:75 VIII).

Flow rate 1 mIlmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 272 nm.
lnjecrion 10 ~L.

Run time 3 times the retention time of caffeine.
Retention time Caffeine = about 11 min.
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IV-356 Matricaria Flowers

System suitabihiy Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to caffeine

and (-)-epicatechin.

Calculate the percentage contentof caffeine usingme
following expression:

Al areaof the peak due to caffeinein the chromatogram obtained
with the test solutioD;

A2 area of lbe peak due to caffeinein the chromatogram obtained
withreference solution (a);

ml massof the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare thelest
solution, in grams;

m1 mass of caffeine eRS used to prepare solutionA. in grams;
p percentage content of caffeineIn«Jffiinl! CRS.

___________________ "'E«
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[AI with elongated cells on the margin [Aa] and slightly
papillose cells [Ab]j biseriate glandular trichomes with a short
stalk (I or 2 tiers of 2 cells) and a head of 2-3 tiers of 2 cells.
on the epidermises of the corollas of both types of floret and
of the bracts of the involucre and on the ovary (surface view
[Bb, G, Kc], side view [Hal); fragments of the base of the
flower where the ovary is located) witha ring of thick-walled
sclerous cells [C]; fragments of the epidermis surrounding
the ovary (surface view [EI) consisting of thin, longirudinally
elongated cells [Ea], with numerous glandular trichomes
[Eb], alternating with large elongated cells 1i1led with
mucilage in transversally folded layers [Eel; fragments of the
epidermis surrounding me ovary (side view [H]) bearing
glandular trichomes [Hal and underlying parenchymatous
cells containing small cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [HbJ;
groups of cells at the apex of the stigmas forming elongated
papillae [L]j pollen grains spherical or triangular, about
25 urn in diameter, with 3 pores and a spinyexine [F].

J

.. ::., I
.' i-..

;..

Figure 0404.-1. - !UustrUlWn for identification rest B of powdered
herboJ drngof matricaria flower

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 50 ~L of essential oil obtained in the
assay of essential oil in 1 mL of xylene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 ul, of chamazu1ene R, 5 ~L of
(-)-<t-bisabolol Rand 10 mg of hornyl aatate R in5 mL of
toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobile phose ethyl acetate R, taluene R (5:95 VIV).

Appli«Jtion 10 flLas bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.
Deuaion Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min; examine immediately in daylight

Kc

**** ** *<,»
Matricaria Flowers
(Manicaria Flower, Ph. Eur. monograph 0404)

Preparation
Matricaria liquid Extract
"'&1 _

DEFINITION
Dried capitula of Matricaria ruuu"ta L. (ChamomilJa
reauita (L.) Rauschert).

Content
- blue essentioJ oil: minimum 4 mllkg (dried drug);
- total apigenin 7-glucoside (C,21H,oO,o; M,432.4):

minimum 0.25 per cent (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Capitula, when spread out, consisting of an involucre
madeup of many bracts arranged in 1-3 rows; an elongated
conical receptacle, occasionally hemispherical (young
capitula); 12-20 marginal Iigulate florets with a white ligule;
several dozen yellow central tubular florets. The involucre
bracts areovate or lanceolate, with a brownish-grey scarious
margin. The receptacle is hollow, without paleae. The corolla
of the hgulate florets has a brownish-yellow tube at the base
extending to form a white,elongated-oval ligule. The inferior
ovary is dark brown, ovoid or spherical, and has a long style
and bifid stigma. The tubular florets are yellow and have a
five-toothed corolla tube) 5 syngenesious, epipetalous
stamens and a gynoecium similar to thatof the ligulate
florets.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
yellowish-brown. Examine undera microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0404.-1): fragments of the outer epidermis
of the bracts of the involucre (surface view (K]), consisting
of, on the margin, thin-walled cells covered by a finely
striated cuticle [KaJ. anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Kb] and
occasional biseriate glandular trichomes [Kc), and a centtal
region Ill composed of elongated sclereids with moderately
thickened and channelled walls lJa]; fragments of the inner
epidermis of the corolla of the ligulate florets consisting of
thin-walled, polygonal cells, slightly papillose [B]; fragments
of the outerepidermis of the ligulate florets consisting of
sinuous cells) covered by a striated cuticle [D], often
accompanied by underlying narrow vessels [Da]; fragments
from the apex of the lobes of the corolla of the tubular florets
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Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones arepresentin the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

I or 2 blue or bluish-violet zones

Chamazulene: a redor reddish-violet A red or reddish-violet zone
ron, (chamazulene)

-- --

Borny! acetate: a yellowish-brown
,on,

A brownzone (en·yne-dicycloether)

-- --

(-)-a.-Bisabolol: 8 reddish-violet or A reddish-violet or bluish-violet zone
bluish-Yiolet zone «(-)-o:-bisaboJol)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Broken drug
Maximum 25 per cent, determined on 20.0 g, passes through
a sieve (710) (2.9.12).

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 13.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essendal oil (2.8.12)
Use 30 g of whole herbal drug, a 1000 mL flask, 500 mL of
water R as distillation liquid and 0.50 mL of 1,2,4
tri",./hylbenzene R in the graduated tube. Distil at a rate of
3-4 mUmin for 4 h. Towards the end of this period, stop the
flow of water to the condenserassemblybut continue
distilling until the blue, steam-volatile components have
reached the lower end of the condenser. Immediately re-start
the flow of water to the condenserassembly to avoid
warming the separation space. Stop the distillation aftera
further 10 min.

Total apigenin 7-glucoside
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Solventmixture Mobile phase B, mobile phase A
(25:75 VIII).

Test solution Reduce 40 g of the herbal drug to a
powder (500) (2.9.12). Place 2.00 g of the powdered herbal
drug in a 500JDL round-bottomed flask. Add 200 mL of
ethanol (96 tm' ctnV R. Heat the mixture under a reflux
condenseron a water-bath for 15 min. Cool and filter. Rinse
the filter and the residue with a few millilitres of ethanol
(96 percenv R. To the filtrate add 10 mL of freshly prepared
dilutesodium hydroxide solution R and heat the mixture under
a reflux condenseron'a water-bath for about 1 h. Cool.
Dilute to 250.0 mL with e/hanol (96 perctnV R. To 50.0 mL
of the solution add 0.5 g of citric acid monohydrate R. Shake
for 5 min and filter. Dilute 5.0 mL of this solution to
10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of apigenin
7-glucoside CRS in 100.0 mL of methanol R. Dilute 25.0 mL
of this solution to 200.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Matricaria Oil IV-357

Riference solution (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of 5,7-dihydroxy-4
methylcoumann R in 100.0 mL of methanol R. Dilute 25.0 mL
of this solution to 100.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
To 4.0 mL of this solutionadd 4.0 mL of reference
solution (a) and dilute to 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Precolumn:
- size: 1= 8 mrn, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: oetadecy/silyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 um),

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 rnJ 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped octadecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm),

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.5 per cent VIV solution of phosphoric

acid R,;
- mob,le phaseB: phosphoric acid R, a"tonitrile R

(0.5:99.5 VIII);

TIme Mobile phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIV) (per cent VIII)

0-9 75 25
9 - 19 75 ~ 25 25 ~ 75

19 - 24 25 75

Flow rate I mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 340 nm.

Injection 20 ~L.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.8 between the peaks due to

apigenin 7-g1uooside and 5,7-dihydroxy-4
methylcoumarin.

Calculate the percentage content of total apigenin 7-glucoside
using the following expression:

A,xm,xpxO.625
A2 x ml

Al areaof the peak due to apigenin 1-g1ucoside in the
chromatogram obtained wim the test solution;

Aa areaof the peak due to apigenin 7-glucosJde in the
chromatogram obtained with referencesolution(a);

ml mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
sotcdcn, in graMSj

ma mass of apigenin 7-gIutoJitk CRS used to prepare reference
solution(a), in gramsj

p percentage content of apigenin 7-g1ucoslde in apigenin
7-glucoside CRS,

___________________ PhE<I

Matricaria Oil
(ph. Eur. monograph 1836)
Phfu _

DEFINITION
Blue essential oil obtainedbysteamdistillation from the fresh
or dried Rower-heads or flowering topsof Matritan'Q
recutua L. (ChamomiJla YeCUtita L. Rauscherr). There are
2 types of matricaria oil which are characterised. as rich in
bisabolol oxides, or rich in (-)-o:-bisabolol.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, intensely blue, viscousliquid,
Intense characteristic odour.
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IV-358 Matricaria Oil
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o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 min

1. p-famesene
2. bisab;olol oxide B

3. bisabolone
4. (-)-a·bisBbolol

5. chamazuiene
6. bisabololoxideA

Figure 1836.-1. - Chromatogram ofmalri<aria oil ri<h in hisabolol oxides

1

I

4

2
5

Ii . I

o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 min

I. fl-mmesene
2. bisabololoxide B

3. bisabolone
4. (-)-a-bisabolol

5. ehamazulene
6. bisabolol oxide A

Figure 1836.-2. - Chromatogram of maoicatiaoil rich in (-)-<J.-bisabolol
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IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.

Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Dissolve 20 J.tL of the substance to be
examined in 1.0 mLof toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of gua;azu!ene R, 5 J.lL of
(-)-<t-bisabolol Rand 10 mg of hornyl aatate R in 5.0 mL of
toluene R.

Plate TLC silica gelplateR.
Mobile phase elhylacetate R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application 10 pI., as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in daylight.

Results A See below for the sequence of me zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution.

Matricaria Oil IV-359

Testsolution Dissolve 20 ,..r. of the essential oil to be
examinedin cydohexane R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the
same solvent.
ReferencesolUlwn Dissolve 20 ul, of (-)-<t-bisaboltJl R, 5 mg
of chamazulene Rand 6 mg of guaiazulene R in cyclohexane R
and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same solvent.
Column:
- maten'a/: fused silica,
- size: 1= 30 m (a film thickness of I pm may be used) to

60 m (a film thickness of 0.2 urn may be used),
o :::: 0.25-0.53 mm, when using a column longerthan
30 ID, an adjustment of the temperature programme may
be necessary,

- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R.

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flowrate 1-2 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:100.
Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 1.0 pL.

Elution order Order indicatedin the composition of the
reference solution. Record the retention times of these
substances.
Relative retention With reference to chamazulene (retention
time :::: about 34.4 min): I3-famesene :::: about 0.5; bisabolol
oxide B =about 0.8; bisabolone =about 0.87; (-)-<x
bisabolol =about 0.9; bisabolol oxide A =about 1.02.

System mitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to

chamazulene and guaiazulene.
Using the retention times detennined from the
chromatogram obtainedwith the reference solution, locate
(-)-<x-bisabolol and chamazulene in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution; locate bisabolol oxides
(bisabolol oxide B, bisabolone and bisabolol oxide A) using
Figures 1836.-1 and 1836.-2 (disregard the peak due to
cyclohexane). The chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution does not show a peakwith the retention time of
guaiazulene.
Determine the percentage content of the components.
The limits are within the following ranges.

_______________~ PhE"

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding25 "C,

Top of the plate

Guaiazulene: a bluezone A bluezone (chamazulene)

-- --

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Spray wirh {lnisakkhyJe solulion R andheat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min. Examine immediately in daylight.

Results B See belowfor the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with thereference solution and
the test solution. Furthermore, yellowish-brown to greenish
yellow zones (lower third), violet zones (lower third) and
further weakzones may be presentin the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

J or 2 blue 10bluish-violet zones

Guaiazulene: a red to reddish-violet A red to reddish-violet zone
zone (cbamllzulene)

-- --

Bornyl acetate; a yeUowi!h-brown to A brown zone (en--yne-dicycloemer)
greyish-green zone

-- --

(-)-<J:-Bisabolol: a reddish-violet to A reddish-violet to bluish-violet zone
bluish-violet zone «-)-<l-bisabolol)

A brownish zone

Reference soludon Test soludon

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Rem/ts The characteristic peaksdue to (-)-a-bisabolol and
chamazulene in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution are similar in retention time to those in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Column

Injettion port

Detector

Bisabolol oxides
(-)-<t:-Bisabolol

. Chemazulene

Total cf bisabolcl
oxides and (~)-a

Bisabolol

Tim,
(min)

0-40

40 - 50

Matricaria oU rlch in
blsabolol oxides

(per cent)

29 - 81

~ 1.0

Temperature
CCl

70 -. 230

230

250

250

Mabicarla on rich
in (-)-«~blsabolol

(per cent)

LO - 65"

~ 1.0

;::: 20
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IV-360 Matricaria Preparations

Matricaria Liquid Extract
(ph. Eur. monograph 1544)

PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Liquid "tract produced from Matricaria flower (0404).

Content
Minimum 0.30 per cent of blue residual oil.

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure for liquid extracts using a mixture of2.5 volumes
of a 10 per cent mlm solution of ammonia (NH3),
47.5 volumes of water and 50 volumes of ethanol
(96 per cent).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownish, dear liquid.

Intense characteristic odour and characteristic bitter taste.

Solubility
Miscible with water and with ethanol (96 per cent) with
development of turbidity, soluble in ethanol
(50 per cent VIV).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdution Place 10 mL of the extract to be examined in a
separating funnel and shake with 2 quantities, each of
10 ml., of pentane R. Combine the pentane layers, dry over
2 g of anhydrous sodium suifa~ R and filter. Evaporate the
filtrate to dryness on a water-bath and dissolve the residue in
0.5 mL of toluene R.
Reference solutWn Dissolve 4 mg ofguaiazulene R, 20 mg of
(-)-«-bisabolol Rand 20 mg of bornylaarare R in 10 mL of
toluene R.
PIa~ TLC silica gelFm plate R.
Mobile phase ethylaara~ R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application 10 ~L as bands.

Developmenr Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Deuction A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows several quenching zones, of which 2 main zones are in
the middle third (en-yne-dicycloether).

Detection B Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows in the middle part an intense blue fluorescent zone
(hemiarin).

Detection C Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and examine
in daylight while heating at 100-105 ·C for 5-10 min.

Results C The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the lower third a reddish-violet or bluish
violet zone «-)-«-bisabolol), in the middle third a yellowish
brown or greyish-green zone (bomyl acetate) and in the
upper third a red or reddish-violet zone (guaiazulene).
The chromatogram obtained with the test solution shows in
the lower third yellowish-brown or greenish-yeUow and violet
zones and a reddish-violet or bluish-violet zone due to (-)-a
bisabolol in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution; a brownish zone (en-yne-dicycloether) similar in
position to the zone due to bomyl acetate in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution; a red or

2022

reddish-violet zone (chamazulene) corresponding to
guaiazulene in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution and immediately above it 1 or 2 blue or bluish-violet
zones; further weak zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The extract to be examined.

Reference soluIWn Dissolve 1.0 mg of chIorogeni< acidR,
2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand 2.5 mg of nuoside trihydra~ R in
10 mL of methanol R.
PIa~ TLC silica gelpla~ R.
Mofn7e phase anhydrous formicacidR, gladal acetic acidR)
wow R, ethylaara~ R (7.5:7.5:18:67 VIVIVIV).

Application I0 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.
Drying At 100-105 'C.

Detection Spray the wann plate with a 10 gIL solution of
diphenylborie add aminoethyl ester R in methanol R;
subsequently spray with a 50 WL solution of macrogol 400 R
in methanol R; allow to dry in air for about 30 min and
examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the middle part a light blue fluorescent
zone (chlorogenic acid), below it a yellowish-brown
ft.uorescent zone (rutoside) and above it a yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone (hyperoside). The chromatogram obtained
with the test solution shows a yellowish-brown fluorescent
zone corresponding to the zone of rutoside in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, a light
blue fluorescent zone corresponding to the zone of
chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution, a yellowish-brown fluorescent zone similar
in position to the zone of hyperoside in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution; it also shows above the
yellowish-brown fluorescent zone a greenfluorescent zone,
then several bluish or greenish fluorescent zones and near the
solvent front a yellowish fluorescent zone.

TESTS
Ethanol (2.9.111)
38 per cent VIV to 53 per cent VIV.

Dry resIdue (2.8.16)
Minimum 12.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Place 20.0 g in a 1000 mL round-bottomed flask, add
300 mL of waW R and distil until 200 mL has been
collected in a flask. Transfer the distillate into a separating
funnel. Dissolve 65 g of sodium rhloride R in the distillate and
shake with 3 quantities, each of 30 mL, of penrane R
previously used to rinse the reflux condenser and the flask.
Combine the pentane layers) dry over 2 g of anhydrous sodium
sulfa~ R and filter into a tared 100 mL round-bottomed flask
which has been dried in a desiccator for 3 h. Rinse the
anhydrous sodium sulfate and the filter with 2 quantities,
each of 20 mL, of pentane R. Evaporate the pentane in a
water-bam at 45 °C. The residue of pentane is eliminated in
a current of air for 3 min. Dry the flask in a desiccator for
3 h and weigh. The residual oil is blue (chamazulene).
___________________ PhE"
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Meadowsweet
(ph. Bur. monograph 1868)
PhEII ~ _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried flowering tops of Fuipendula u/maria (I.)
Maxim. (syn. Spiraea u/mariaL.).

Content
Minimum I mlJkg of essential oil (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Aromatic odourof methylsalicylate, after crushing.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem, up [0 5 nun in diameter, is greenish-brown,
stiff, angular, hollowexcept at the apex, and hasregular,
straight, longitudinal furrows. The petiolate leaf, compound
imparipinnate, has 2 reddish-brown angular stipules.
It consists of 3-9 pairsof leaflets, unevenly dentate, some of
which aresmall and fan-shaped. The leaflets aredark green
and glabrous on the uppersurface, tomentoseand lighter,
sometimes silvery on the lowersurface. The terminal leaflet,
the largest, is divided into 3 segments. The veins are
prominent and brown on the lowersurface.
The inflorescence is complex and composed of very
numerous flowers arranged in irregular cymose panicles.
The flowers arecreamish-white and about 3-6 mm in
diameter; the calyx consists of 5 dark green, reflexed and
hairy sepals fused at the base to a concave receptacle; the
5 freepetals) whichare readily detached, arepaleyellow,
obovareanddistinctly narrowed at the base; the stamens are
nwnerous withrounded anthers and theyextend beyond the
petals; the gynoecium consists of about4-6 carpels, eachwith
a short style and a globular stigma; the carpels become
twisted together spirally to fonn yellowish-brown fruits witha
helicoidal twist. Unopened flower buds arefrequently
present. H the fruit is present, it has a helicoidal twist and
contains brownish seeds.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is green or
yellowish-green. Examine undera microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R. The powdershowsthe following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1868.-1): fragments of the epidermises of
me leaves and sepals [C, E, F] with sinuous or wavy
cells [Ca, Ea; Fa], short, thick-walled, conical covering
trichomes thickened at the base (surface view [Eb], sideview
m), unicellular covering trichomes, thin-walled, very long
and flexuous, with pointedends (surface view [Fe], side
view [AJ) or their scars (flexuous trichome [Fd], conical
trichome [Fe)) and occasional clavate glandular trichomes
with a 1- to 3-ceUed ([Ed] and [G], respectively), uniseriate
stalk, a multicellular head and dense brown contents;
fragments of the upperepidennisoftenaccompanied by
palisade parenchyma [Cb] including some hypertrophied cells
containing a cluster crystal of calcium oxalate [Cc];
fragments of the lowerepidermis withanomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Be, Fb], sometimes accompanied by spongy
parenchyma [FI] withsome cells containing cluster crystals of
calcium oxalate [Fg]; fragments of the petals [H] with thin
walled epidermal cells, some showing rounded papillae [Ha];
nwnerous spherical pollen grains with3 pores and a faintly
pitted exine [Bb]; fragments of the anther [B, D] whose
fibrous layer showsspecific thickenings (surface view [0],
side view [Ba)); fragments of the ovary [K] with an epidermis
bearing stomata [Ka] and withparenchyma containing prism
crystals of calcium oxalate [Kb];fragments of vascular

Meadowsweet IV-361

tissue [L] with annular, spiral or pitted vessels from the
leaves and stems.

G~H~.• ',,''':, H
.~. ~

LmmImD
~

Figure 1868.-1. - RluslralWn for identification testB of powdered
herbaldrug of meadouisueet

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolutian Xylenesolution obtained in the assay.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.1 mL of methylsalicylal< Rand
0.1 mL of salicylaldehyde R in xylene R and dilute to 5 mL
with the samesolvent.
Plate TLC sitkagelpial< R.
MoMe phase hexaneR, toluene R (50:50 VIV).

Applicatwn I0 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Deuaion treat with3 mL of fenic chloride solution R3 and
exantine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones arepresentin the
chromatogram obtained with the test sdludon.

Top of the plate

-- --

Methyl salicylate: a violet-brown A violet-bro.wit zone (methyl
ron, salicylate)

Salicylaldehyde: a violet-brown zone A violet-brown zone (salicylaklehyde)

-- --

Reference solution Test soludon
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IV-362 Melilot

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5.0 per cent of stems with a diameter greater than
5 mm and maximum 2.0 percent of other foreign matter.
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven a'
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 7.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oll (2.8.12)
Use 50.0 g of the cut herbal drug, a 1000 mL flask, 300 ntL
of dilu.. hydrochloric acidR as the distillation liquid, and
0.5 mL of xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil a' a rate of
2-3 mUmin for 2 h.
___________________ Phf"

Melilot
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2120)

Phf" _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried aerialparts of Me/i/oIUS officina/is (L.)
Lam.

Content
Minimum 0.3 per cent of coumarin (c.H,02; M, 146.1)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem is green, cylindrical, glabrous and finely ridged.
The leaves arealternate, petiolate and trifoliate with
2 lanceolate stipuJes; the leaflets areup to about 3 em long
and 20 nun wide, elongated or ovate with a finely dentate
margin, acuteat the apexand base; the upper surface is dark
greenand glabrous) the lowersurface paler green with short,
fine hairs, especially at the base. The inflorescence is
racemose withnumerous paleyellowflowers, about7 rom
long, each having a hairy calyxwith 5 deeply-divided,
unequal teeth, and a papilionate corolla. The fruit is an
indehiscent pod, oftenpersistent within the calyx, yellowish
brown, short and tapering at the apex; the surface is glabrous
and transversely wrinkled.
H. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-green. Examine undera microscope usingchloral
hydra.. ,oIution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2120.-1): fragments of the leaflamina
(surface view [D)) showing unevenly thickened, slightly
sinuous epidermal cells; numerous stomata [Db], mostly
anomocytic (2.8.3) with 3-6 'subsidiary cells [Da) and
frequently, underlying palisade parenchyma [Dc]; unlseriate
covering trichomes with 2 short, smooth-walled basal cells
and a long terminal cell, bent at right angles, witha thick
wall and a warty cuticle [A, H); occasional glandular
trichomes witha short, 2- or 3- celled stalk and ovoid,
biseriate head with 4 indistinct cells [H]; fragments of the
petals composed of cells with wavy walls [M]; fragments of
vascular tissue from the stem [F, G], including large
vessels [G], sometimes associated withunlignified septate
fibres [Fa] and a sheath of parenchymatous ceUs containing
prisms of calcium oxalate [Fb]; fragments of mesophyU m
including some ceUs which mayoccasionally contain cluster
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crystals of calcium oxalate ITa]; fragments of the stem
epidermis withelongated, straight-walled cells and
anomocytic (2.8.3) stomata [L); fragments of the fibrous
layer of the anl::hers (surface view [E], transverse section [K)i
spherical or ovoidpollen grains about 25 J.Im longwith
3 germinalpores and a smooth exine [C].

Ja

Figure 2120.-I. -IOusrration for identification tes' B ofpowdered
herba/ drng of me/i/o,

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

T""oIutWn To 0.3 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 3 ntL of methanol R. Heal on a water-bath a'
100°C for I min and filler.

Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of coumarin CRS and
20 mg of o-coumaric acidR in 50 ntL of methanol R.
PIa.. TLC silica gelpiaze R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plo" R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobil.phase diIu.. acetic acidR, ether R, toluene R
(10:50:50 VIVIV); use the upper layer.

Applica,ron 25 J!L [or 3 ~L) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm],

Deue10pment Over a path of 12 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Deuction Spray with 2 M alcoholic potassium hydroxide Rand
examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 run.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones of various
colours maybe present in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution.
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Milk-thistle Fruit IV-363

Menthol and Benzoin Inhalation
Menthol and Benzoin Inhalation Vapour

DEFINITION
Menthol and Benzoin Inhalation is an mhalauon vapour,
solution.

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Dissolve the Racementhol or the Levomenthol in a portion of
the Benzoin Inhalation, add sufficient BenzoinInhalation to
produce 1000 mL and mix.

The inhalation complies with the requirements Slated under
Preporadons for Inhalation and with thefollowing requirements.

Content of total balsamic acids
Not less than 2.8% wlv, calculated as cinnamic acid,
c.HS02 •

Total solids
9.0 to 12.0% wlv when determined by drying at 105' for
4 hours, Appendix XI A. Use 2 mL.

ASSAY
Boil 10 mL with 25 mL of O.5M e<hanoli< potassium hydroxide
undera reflux condenserfor 1 hour. Evaporate the ethanol.
disperse the residue in 50 mL of hot water,cool, add 80 mL
of waterand 1.5 g of magnesium sulfate dissolved in 50 mL of
water. Mix thoroughly and allow to standfor 10 minutes.
Filter, wash the residueon the filter with 20 mL of water,
acidify the combined filtrate and washings with hydrochloric
add and extract with four40 mL quantities of ether. Discard
the aqueous solution, combine the etherextracts and extract
with successive quantities of 20J 20, 10, 10 and 10 mL of
sodium hydrogen carbonate solution, washingeach aqueous
extract with the same 20 mL of ether; Discard the ether
layers, carefully acidify the combined aqueousextracts with
hydrochloric acid and extract with successivequantities of 30J

20, 20 and 10 mL of cllloroform, filtering each extract through
anhydrous sodium sulfate supported on absorbent cotton. Distil
the chloroform from the combined filtrates until 10 mL
remains and remove the remainder in a current of air.
Dissolve the residue, with the aid of gentle heat, in 10 mL of
ethanol (96%), previously neutralised to phenol red solution,
cool and titrate with O.lMsodium hydroxide VS using phenol
redsolution as indicator. EachmL of D.1M sodium hydroxide
VS is equivalent to 14.82 mg of total balsamic acids,
calculated as cinnamicacid, C9Ha02.

20.
Sufficient to produce1000 mL

Racementhol or Levomenthol
BenzoinInhalation

Top of the plate

Coumarin: a greenish-yedow A greenish-yellow fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (coumarin)

-- --

A blue fluorescent zone

o-Coumaric add: a greenish-yellow A greenish-yeljow fluorescentzone
fluorescent zone (o-cownaric acid) maybepresent

-- -~

Reference solution Test solution

2022

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum2 per cent of stems with a diameter greater than
3 mm and maximum 2 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
Testsolution Completely reduce about 50 g of the herbal
drug to a powder (500) (2.9.12). To 5.00 g of the powdered
herbal drug add 90 mL of methanol R and boil under a reflux
condenserfor 30 min. Allow to cool. Filter under vacuum
through a fibre-glass filter. Take up the residue and the
fragmented filter with 90 mL of methanol R. Treat in the
same manner as before. Combine the filtrates and dilute to
250.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solutw" Dissolve 25.0 mg of coumarin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 250.0 mL with the same solvent.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4 mrn;
- stationary phase: end-capped oetadecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatagraphy R (5 urn).

Mobile phase acetanitrile R, 5 gIL solution of phosphoric
acidR (22:78 VIV).
FlOOJ rate 1.7 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 275 nm.
Injection 20~.

System suitabl7ity:
- retention time: coumarin = about 7.8 min.
Calculate the percentage content of coumarin using the
followingexpression:

_____________________ PhE<I

A,

A,

m,

m,

p

areaof the peak due to coumarin in thechromatogram obtained
with me test solutionj
areaof the peakdue to coumarin in thechromatogram obtained
with the reference solution;
mass of the herbaldrug to be examined used to prepare the rest
solution•.in grams,
mass of couman"n CRS used to prepare the reference solution. in
grams;
percentage content of cownarin in COIunarin CRS.

Milk·thistle Fruit
(ph. Bur. monograph 1860)

Preparation
Refined and Standardised "'lilk Thistle 01)' Extract
PIIE<I _

DEFINITION
Mature fruit, devoid of the pappus, of Silybum marianum L.
Gaertn.

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of silymarin, expressed as silibinin
(Cz,H220lO; M, 482.4) (dried drug).
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Top of the plate

Silibinin: a yetlowish·green A yeUowish.-grcen fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (silibinio)

-- --

Taxifolin: an orange fluorescent An orange fluorescent zone (taxifolin)
ron,

A yeUowish-greenfluorescent zone
(silicristin)

-- --

A lightblue fluorescent zone (line of
application)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 8.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solulion Place 5.00 g of the powdered herbal drug
(500) (2.9.12) in a continuous-extraction apparatus.
Add 100 mL of lightpetroleum R and heat in a water-bath for
8 h. Allow the defatted drug to dry at room temperature.
In a continuous-extraction apparatus, extract the latter with
100 mL of methanol R in a water-bath for 5 h. Evaporate the
methanolic extract in vacuo to a volume of about 30 mL.
Filterinto a 50 mL volumetric flask, rinsing the extraction
flask and the filter, and diluting to 50.0 mL with methanol R.
Dilute 5.0 mL of this solution to 50.0 mL with methanol R
Reference solutUm Dissolve a quantity of milk thistle dry
extract HRS corresponding to 10.0 mg of silibinin in
methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the samesolvent.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4 mm;
- stationary phase: end-<apped octad«y/si!Yl silica gelfur

chromatography R (5 um).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: phosplwric acid R; methanol R, waterR

(0.5:35:65 VIVIV);
- mobile phaseB: phosphoric acidR; methanol R, waterR

(0.5:50:50 VIVIV);

0-->100

100

100 --> 0

o

Moblle phase B
(per cent I'll?

100 --> 0

o
0-->100

100

Mobile phase A
(per cent I'll?

Tim,
(min)

0-28

~:28 - 35

35 - 36

36 - 51

CHARACTERS
No rancid odour.

IV-364 Milk-thistle Fruit

IDENTIFICATION
A. The achene is strongly compressed, elongate-obovate,
about 6-8 mm long, 3 nun broad and 1.5 mm thick; the
outersurface is smooth and shinywith a grey or palebrown
ground colour variably streaked dark brown longitudinally to
give an overall pale greyish or brown colour; the fruit is
tapering at the base and crowned at the apexwith a
glistening, pale yellowextension forming a coUar about 1 nun
high surrounding the remains of the style. Cut transversely,
the fruit shows a narrow, brown outer area and 2 large,
dense, white oily cotyledons.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-yellow with darker specks. Examine under a
microscope usingchkJral hydrate solum"., R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters: fragments of the
epicarp composed of colourless cells,polygonal in surface
view, the lumen appearing fairly large or as a small slit,
depending on the orientation; groups of parenchymatous cells
fromthe pigment layer, some of themcontaining colouring
matter which appears bright red; very abundant groups of
large sclereids from the testa with bright yellow pitted walls
and a narrow lumen;occasionally fragments of small-celled
parenchyma with pitted and beaded walls; abundant thin
walled parenchymatous ceUs from the cotyledons containing
oil globules and scattered cluster crystals of calcium oxalate;
a few larger, prismatic crystals of calcium oxalate.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (500)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Heat under reflux in a
water-bath at 70 °C for 5 min. Cool andfilter. Evaporate the
filtrate to dryness and dissolve theresidue in 1.0 mLof
methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of silibinin Rand 5 mg of
taxifolin R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase anhydrous formk acidR, acetone R, methykne
chloride R (8.5:16.5:75 VIVW).

Application 30 ~L of the test solution and 10 ~L of the
reference solution,as bands.
Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying At 100-105 °C.

Detection Treat the still-warm platewith a 10 gIL solution
of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester R in methanol Rand
subsequently treat with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol400 R
in methanol R. Allowto dryfor 30 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 om.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present In the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution" Furthermore, otherorange and yellowish-green
fluorescent zones arepresentbetween the zones due [0

silibinin and taxifolin in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Flow rate 0.8 mIlmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 288 om.
1nje<tion I0~
Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
milk thistle dry extracl HRS and the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution to identify the peaks due to
silicristin, silidianin, silibinin A, silibinin B, isosilibinin A and
isosilibinin B. In the chromatogram obtained with the test
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___________________ 1'11£<1

solution me peak due to siJidianin may vary in size, be absent
or be presentas the principal peak.
Retention time SilibininB = about 30 min; if necessary,
adjust the time periods of the gradient.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.8 between the peaks due to

silibinin A and silibinin B;
- the chromatogram obtained is similar to the

chromatogram supplied with milk thistle dry earaa HRS.
Calculate the percentagecontent of total silymarin, expressed
as siliblnin, using the following expression:

Milk Thistle Preparations IV-365

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by an
appropriate procedure, using one or more of the following
solvents:
- ethyl acetate;
- acetone or mixtureof acetone and water;
- ethanol or mixtureof ethanol and water;
- methanol or mixture of methanol and water.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown, amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (Z.Z.Z7).

Test solution Dissolve 0.250 g of the extract to be examined
in 5 mL of methanol R.

Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of sjJibinin Rand 5 mg of
taxifolin R in 10 mL of muharwlR.
Plate TLC silica gelplale R (5-40 1JlIl) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 1JlIl)].

Mobile phase onhydrous fonnic acidR, aulDne R, methylene
chloride R (8.5:16.5:75 VIVIV).

Applicatwn 10 ~L [or 8 J.tLl of the test solution and 10 J.tL
[or 2 ).ILl of the reference solution) as bands.
Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 em).

Drying At 100-105 'C.

Detection Treat the still-warm plate with a 10 gIL solution
of diphenylboric acidamirwethyl ester R in methanol Rand
subsequently treat with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R
in methanol R; allow to dry for 30 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the referencesolution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other yellowish-green fluorescent
zones may be presentbetween the zones due to silibinln and
taxifolinin the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

(AI +A, +A, +A. +A, +A,) xm, xpx 5
(A, +Aa) xm,

areaof me peak due 10silicnslin in the chromatogram obtained
with lite test solution;
areaof the peak due 10 silidianin in the chromatogram obtained
widi. lite test solution;
areaof the peak due to silibininA in me chromatognm
obtainedwid!. the test solution;

= areaof the peak due to silibininB in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solutkln;
areaof the peak due to isosilJ.binin A in the cltromatogmm
obtained with the test soJution;
lltt8 of the peakdue to isosilibinin B in thechromatogram
obtained with the test solution; .
areaof the peakdue to silibininA in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the referencesolulionj
areaof the pellkdue to sihbininB in the chromatogram
obtained with the referencesolulionj
mass of milk Ihutkdry mrocI HRS used to prepare thereference
scluticn, in grams;
miSS of the herbaldrugto be examinedused to prepare the leSt
solution. in grams;
combined percenrege cement of silibininA and silibininB in
milk lIJurk dry exlnJa HRS.

A,

A,

A,

A.

A,

A,

m,

p

Refined and Standardised Milk
Thistle Dry Extract
(ph. Bur. monograph Z071)
1'11£<1 _

DEFINITION
Dry extract) refined and standardised) produced from Milk
thistle fruit (1860).

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the nominal content of
silymarin, expressed as silibinin (CzSH22010j Me 482.4»)
stated on the label. The nominal content of silymarin is
within the range 30 per cent mlm to 65 per cent mlm
(anhydrous extract).

The content of silymarin corresponds to:
- sum of thecontenu of sjJiaistin and silidionin (both

C2sH2201O; Me 482.4): 20 per cent to 45 per cent)
calculatedwith reference to total silymarin;

- sum of the contents of sjJibinin A and silibinin B (both
C2sH2201Oj Me 482.4): 40 per cent to 65 per cent)
calculatedwith reference to total silymarinj

- sum of the contents of isosilibinin A and isosilibinin B (both
C2sH2201Oj Me 482.4): 10 per cent to 20 per cent)
calculatedwith reference to total silymarin.

Top oBbe plate

Sibbinin: a yellowish-green A yellowish-green fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (silibinin)

- -

Taxifolin: In orangefluorescent Anorangefluorescent zone (toxUolin)
zone

A yellowish-green fluorescent zone
(silicrisrin)

- -

A fluorescent zone (line of
application)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Water (Z.S.1Z)
Maximum 4.0 per cent) determined on 0.500 g.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (Z.Z.Z9).

Test solution Dissolve 60.0 mg of the extract to be examined
in methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve a quantity of mjJk thistle dry
extract HRScorresponding to 10.0 mg ofsilibinin in
methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.
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IV-366 Mint Oil

(AI +A,) x 100

**** ** ** ****

areaof the peakdue to isosilibinin A in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;
area of lite peakdue to isosilibinin B in the chromatogram
obtained withthetest solution;
area of die peak. due to silibinin A in the chromatognun
obtainedwith the reference solulion;
area of the peak due to silibinin B in thechromatogram
obtained wirh the reference solution;
massof 11!17k thurk dry exlTaa HRS used10 prepare the reference
solution.in gramsj
massof the extract to be examined used to prepare the lest
solution,in gnUDSj

combinedpercentage content of silibinin A and silibinin B in
milkthink dry UtTtJef HRS.

2022

A,

m,

m,

A,

A,

A,

p

Dementholised Mint Oil
(partlyDementholised Mint Oil, Ph. Bur. monograph
1838)

IDENfIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.1.27).

Test so/utian Dissolve 0.1 mLof the substance to be
examined in 1.0 mL of wluene R.

Reference soluIWn Dissolve 4 1'1. of carvone R, 4 ~L of
pulegone R, 10 ~L of menthyl acetate R, 20 1'1. of cineole R and
50 mg of menthol R in 5 mL of toluene R.

Plate TLC silica gelF'54 plate R.

Mobile phase ethylClatate R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application 10 ~L, as bands.

Deoelopment Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.

Results A See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and
the test solution. Furthermore, a quenching zone may be
present in the upperthird of the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from the fresh,
flowering aerial pans) recently gathered from Mentha
canadensis L. (syn. M. arvensis L. ver.glabrata (Benth) Fern.,
M. arvensis var,piperascens Malinv. ex Holmes), followed by
partial separation of menthol by crystallisation.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless, paleyellow or greenish-yellow liquid.
Characteristic odour.

__________________ PIlE"

Detection B Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 'C for 5-10 min. Examine immediately in daylight.

Top of the plate

Caoone andpulegone: a quenching A quenchingzone
ron,

A quenching zone

Reference solution Test solution

area of me peakdue to silicristin in me chromatogram obtained
with thetest solutionj
areaof thepeak due to silidianin in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;
areaof me peakdue to silibinin A in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;
areaof the peakdue to silibininB in thechromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

(A, +A.) x 100

Time MobUe phase A Mobile phose B
(miD) (per cent I'IJI) (per cent pm
0-28 100 --> 0 0 ..... 100

28 - 35 0 100

35·36 0 ..... 100 100 --> 0

36 - 51 100 0

Flow rate 0.8 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 288 nm.

Injection 10 ~L.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
milk thistle dry extraa HRS and the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution to identify the peaks due to
ailicristin, silidianin, silibinin A, silibinin B, isosilibinin A and
isosilibinin B. In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution the peak due (0 silidianin may vary in size or be
absent.
Retention time Silibinin B ::: about30 min;if necessary,
adjust the timeperiods of the gradient.
System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimwn 1.8 betweenthe peaks due to

silibinin A and silibinin B;
- the chromatogram is similar to me chromatogram

supplied with ntilk lhistle dry extract HRS.
Calculate the percentage content of total sUymarin, expressed
as silibinin, using the following expression:

(A, +A, +A, +A, +A, +A.) xml xp
(A,+Aa)xm,

Calculate the percentage content of the sum of silicristin and
silidlanln, withreference to total silymarin, using the
following expression:

Column:
- size: I::: 0.125 m, 0 ::: 4 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped ocradecylsilYl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 j1II1).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: phosphoric acidR, methanol R, water for

chromawgraphy R (0.5:35:65 VIVIJI);
- mobile phase B: phosphoric acidR, methanol R, water for

chromawgraphy R (0.5:50:50 VIVIV);

AI +A, +A, +A, +A, +A.

Calculate the percentage content of the sum of silibinin A
and silibinin H, withreference to total silymarin, using the
following expression:

AI +A,+A, +A, +A, +A.

Calculate the percentage content of the sum of isosilibinin A
and isosilibinin H, with reference to total sUymarin, using the
following expression:

A,
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(ph. Eur. monograph 2977)

PIlE" _

____________________ PIIE<r

60

60 -> ]80

ISO

200

220

Temperature
CCJ

Tim,
(min)

0-]0

10 - 70

70 - 75

Flowrate 1.5 mUmin.

Split raw 1:100.
Temperature:

Injection port

Detector

Column

Morinda Root

DEFINITION
Dried, whole root of Gynochthodes officinalis (F.C.How)
Razafim. & B.Bremer (syn. Morinda officinalis F.C.How),
gentlybeaten to flatten itJ with secondary rootsremoved.

Content
lVlinimwn J.3 per cent for the sum of monotropein and
deacerylasperulosidic acid, expressed as monotropein
(C"#2201l; M, 390.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The root is slightly curved, varying in length and 0.4-2 cm
in diameter. The outersurfaee is dull and yellowish-grey to
brownish-grey. When flattened, the roots are 0.2-0.5 em
thick and their external surface is longitudinally wrinkled and
transversely cracked; pieces of bark may become detached
from the central xylem (wood), resulting in the characteristic

Morinda Root IV-367

Detection Flame ionisation.
Inje<.ion 1.0 pL.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution.Record the retention times of these
substances.
System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimwn 1.5 between the peaks due to

limonene and cineole.
Using the retention timesdetermined fromthe
chromatogram obtained with the reference solurlon, locate
the components of the reference solutionin the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
Determinethe percentage contentof these components.
The percentages are within the following ranges:
- limonene: 1.5 per cent to 7.0 per cent,
- cineole: maximum 1.5 per cent,
- memhone: 17.0 per cent to 35.0 per cent,
- isomenthone: 5.0 per cent to 13.0 per cent,
- menlhyl acetate: 1.5 per cent to 7.0 per cent,
- isopuhgo/: 1.0 per cent to 3.0 percent,
- menthol: 30.0 per cent to 50.0 per cent,
- pulegone: maximum 2.5 per cent,
- carvone: maximwn 2.0 percent.
The ratio of cineole content to limonene content is less
than I.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.

Top of Lhe plate

An intensereddish-violet zone (near
thesolventfrom)

Menthyl acetate: II bluish-violet zone A bluish-violet zone (menthyl
acetate)

A strongly greenish zone

A greenish zone

Cervone and pulegone: a reddish A reddish zone
zone

Cineole: a violetzone

A distinctlyvioletzone

Menthol: an intense blue zone A veryinlensebluezone (menthol)

Reference solution Test solulion

Results B See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtainedwith me reference solutionand
the test solution. Furthermore, the zone due to cineole in the
reference solutionis absent in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.No yellowish-brown zone belowthe
intense reddish-violet zone is present in the chromatogram
obtained with me test solution.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
ResullS The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are approximately similar in
retention time to those in the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution. Carvone may be absent fromthe
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0'.888 to 0.910.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.456 to 1.410.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-16.0" to -34.0".

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximum I.OJ determined on 5.00 g of the substance to be
examined dissolved in 50 mL of theprescribed mixture of
solvents.

ChromatographIc profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.21f): use the nonnalisation
procedure.
Test solutum Dissolve 0.20 g of the substance to be
examined in hexane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of limonene RJ 20 mg of
cineole R, 40 mg of menthone R, 10 mg of (+)-isomenthone R,
40 mg of menthyl«<etate R, 20 mg of isopuiegol R, 60 mg of
menthol RJ 20 mg of pulegone R and 10 mg of carvone R in
hexane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Column:
- material: fusedsilica,
~ size: I = 30 m (a film thickness of I pm may be used) to

60 m (a film thickness of 0.2 um may be used),
o = 0.25-0.53 nun,

- stationary phase: ma<rogol 20 000 R.

Cartier gas helium for chromatography R.

2022
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IV-368 Morinda Root

segmented appearance of the roots,withbroad bark
fragments alternating with sectionsof narrow wood; wood
0.1-0.6 em in diameter. The texture is tough. The fractured
surface shows a thin yellowish-grey corklayer and a thick,
horny reddish-violet to dark brown (to blackish-violet in
older roots} bark. The central xylem is hard and often
protrudes from the fractured surface; it '5 yellowish-white to
yellowish-brown (or darker brown in older roots); raphides
are often visible on its outersurface.
R Microscopic examination (2.8.23), The powder is variable
in colour,pale or dark reddish-violet to violet-brown.
Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate solution R.
The powdershows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2977.-1): numerous sclereids, isolated [G] or in
groups [C), variable in shape (e.g. rounded, elliptical,
subreetanguJar) and up to 95 urn in diameter, some sclerelds
withverythick walls, others with thinwalls; walls areoften
greenish-yellow or golden brownish-yellow, with distinctpit
canals and sparse pits, some sclereids showing distinctly
striated walls [Be]; needle-shaped crystals of calcium oxalate
up to 180 urn long, occasionally longer(up to 280 JIm),
isolated [E] or includedin parenchymatous cells [F); the
needle-shaped crystals are often broken; fragments of cork
with superimposed, polyhedral cells (surface view [AD;
fragments of dermal tissue (transverse section [B», consisting
of cork [Ba] and phelloderm [Bb] containing sclereids [Bc];
numerous fragments of thin-walled parenchyma cells,
occasionally violetor violet-brown in colour; fragments of
xylem vessels [D, HI bordered-pitted [Da, Hal, up to
105 J.UIl in diameter, mostlyassociated withyellowish fibre
tracheids [Db, Hb, He] which show sparse bordered pits
whose central openings may be slit-shaped, V-shaped or
cross-shaped; rare freexylem vessels; a few fragments of
medullary rays consisting of rectangular cells with slightly
thickened and pitted walls [Hd].
C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solution To 0.1 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of nyuose R and
10.0 mg ofglucose R in 3.0 mL of water R and dilute to
5.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of sucrose R and
10 mg ofglucose R in 3 mL of water R and dilute to 5 mL
with muhalWl R.
Intensity marker Glucose.
Plate TLC silica gel FZ54 plateR (2-10 um),

MoMe phase glacial acetic acid R, anhydrous formic acid R,
water R, ethylaatate R (20:25:30:60 VIVIVIV).
Application 3 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Deuelopmen' 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air for 5 min.

Detection Treat with a 100 gIL solution of sul/l";,, acid R in
ethanol (96 pereenV R and heat at 120 "C for 3 min; examine
in daylight.

SyslC1ll suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones, which may be touching; the lower zone
(sucrose) is brown and the upper zone (glucose) is
intense brown.

2022

Figure 2977.-1. - mustration for identification tes'B ofpowdered
herbal drng of morinda root

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution, other intensebrown zonesmay be
present.

Top of the plate

A brown zone. faint

-- --

Glucose: a brownzone A brown zone. equivalent (glucose)

A brown zone, faint

A brownzone, very faint

-- --

Nystosc: II. brown zone A brownzone. faint<nystose)

A smell of 5 brownzones, equivalent

Reference solution (8) Test soludoD

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 15.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 3 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrocWoric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.5 per cent.
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DEFINITION
Whole or cut, driedflowering aerial parts of Leonurus
cardiaca L .

Content
Minimum 0.2 per cent of flavonoids, expressed as hyperoside
(G."H'OOl'; M, 464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem pieces are hairy, longitudinally striated,
quadrangular, hollow, and up to about 10 mm wide; they
bearopposite and decussate. petiolate leaves and, in the axils
of the upper leaves, about 6-12 smaU flowers. arranged in
sessile whorls forming a long, leafy spike. The lower leaves
are ovate-orbicular, palmately 3- to 5-lobed, rarely 7-lobed,
the lobes irregularly dentate. The upperleaves are entire or
slightly trifid, lanceolate with a serrate margin and cuneate at
the base. The upper surface of the leaves is greenwith
scattered hairs, the lowersurface is paler green, densely
pubescent and shows a prominent palmate and reticulate
venation. The flowers have a funnel-shaped calyx, 3 mm to
5 mm longwith 5 stiff,recurved teeth; the coroUa is
2-lipped, the upper lip pink and pubescent on the outer
surface, the lowerlip white withpurplish spots; stamens 4,
densely pubescent.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis green.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 1833.-1): numerous covering trichomes [A],
whole [Aa] or fragmented [Ab], uniseriare, with warty walls,
composedof 2-8 cells wilh slight swellings at the junctions,
up to 1500 um long; fragments of the upper epidermis
(surface view (B]) with cells with straight or sinuous
anticlinal walls [Be], often accompanied by palisade
parenchyma (Bb]; fragments of the lower epidermis (surface
view [C]) with cells with sinuous anticlinal walls [Cal,
dlacytic stomata (2.8.1) [Cb], bearing glandular trichomes
with a short unicellular stalkand a globular head composed
of 8-16 cells [Cc], glandular trichomes with a uni- or
bicellular stalk and a bi- or tetracellular head [Cd] and
sometimes covering trichomes; fragments of me lamina,in
transverse section [D], composedof epidermises bearing
glandular trichomes with a globular head consisting of
8-16 cells (Da] or a bi- or tetracellular head (Db], a
l-layered palisade mesophyll extending almost halfway across
the section [Dc], and a loosely arranged spongy
parenchyma [Dd]; fragments of the calyx [G] with an
epidermis consisting of polygonal cells bearing uni- or
bicellular conicalcovering rrichomes, with spinywalls [Ga],
often associated with fusiform mesophyll cells with thick
walls and containing smallprismcrystals of calcium oxalate
[Gb]; isolated glandular trichomes [H], either with a
multicellular stalk and a unicellular head from the
anthers [Ha] or a uni- or multicellular stalk and bi- '0
tetracellular head [Hb]; spherical pollen grains, about
25-30 tun in diameter, with 3 poresand 3 furrows and a
smooth exine [E]; thick-walled, lignified fibres [F]; fragments
from the stem with spirally and annularly thickened
vesseJs [K]; occasional fragments of pericarp OJ consisting of
lobed cells with thick, pitted walls, each containing a single
prism crystal of calcium oxalate [ja].

**** ** ** ****

Motherworr IV-369

(Ph. Eur. manograph 1811)

Motherwort

AI areaof the peakdue to monetrcpeln in the chromatogram
obtained. with the test solutionj

A: areaof the peak due to monotrcpein in the chromatogram
obtainedwith referencesolution (a)j

A] areaof the peakdue to deacetylasperulosidic acid in the
chromatogrllIll obtained with the test solution;m. mass of the herbaldrug to beexamined wed to prepare the test
solution. in grams,

M: mass of~iJ CRS used to prepare reference solution (a).
in gramsj

p percentage content of monotropein in monolmpein CRS;
1.16 peak correlationfactorbetweenmonotropcinand

deacetylasperulosidic acid.

2022

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 25.0 mL of a 30 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Weighand sonicate for 10 min. Cool and weigh
again. Compensate the loss of solvent with a 30 per cent VIV
solution of metha",,1 R. Shake thoroughly. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal poresize 0.45 pm).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of manotropein CRS in
a 30 per cent VIVsolution of methanol R and dilute to
25.0 mL with the same solution.

Reference solution (b) To 0.5 g of morinda rootfor system
suitability HRS add 25 mL of a 30 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Sonicatefor 10 min and shake thoroughly. Filter
through a membrane filter (nominal poresize 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 :::: 4.6 mm;
- statianary phase: siJi<a gelfor chromatography, alkyl-bonded

for usewim highlyaqueous mobile phases R (5 pm).

Mobile phase phosphoric acidR, mema",,1 R1, water for
chromatography R (0.01:49.99:950 VIVIV).
Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 237 nm.

Injection .J0 ~L.

Run time Twice the retention time of monotropein.

Identificatian of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
morinda root for system suitability HRS and the chromatogram
obtainedwith reference solution (b) lO identify the peakdue
to deacetylasperulosidic acid; use me chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to
monotropein,

Relativeretention With reference to monotropein (retention
time = about7 min): deacetylasperulosidic acid = about 1.2.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between thepeaksdue to

monotropein and deacetylaspernlosidic acid.
Calculate the percentage content of the sum of mcnctropein
and deacetylasperulosidic acid)expressed as monctropein,
using the following expression:

____________________ PbE"
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IV-370 Motherwort

Figure 1833.-1. - mustratibn for identification testB of powderod
herbal drng of motherwort

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Heat on a water-bath at
65 'C for 5 min with shaking. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of naphthol yellow S R and
2.0 mg of cata/pol R in 5.0 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mob.e phase glacialacetic acidR, water R, ethylautate R
(20:20:60 VIVIV).

Applicatiou 20 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.
Drying In air.
Detection Treat with dimethylaminobeuzakkhyde solution R2,
using about5 mL for a plate 200 rom square; heat at
100-105 °C for 10 minuntil the spotsappear, examine in
daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained withme reference solution andthe
testsolution. Furthermore, other weak greyish-blue zones
maybe present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

2022

Top of the plate

A wide whitezone

A greyish-blue zone (iridoid)

-- --

NaphtholyellowS: an intenseyellow I DC2 greyish-blue zones (iridoid)
zcne

Catolpol: a greyish-blue zone

--

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 2 per cent of brownor yetiowleaves and
maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9./2) by drying in an oven at
105 -c for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Srock solution In a 100 mL round-bottomed Jlask place
1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12), add
I mL of a 5 gIL solution of hexamethylenetetramine R, 20 mL
of acewne Rand 2 mL of hydrochlJJric acidRI. Boil the
mixture undera reflux condenser for 30 min. Filterthe
liquid through a plug of absorbent cotton into a flask.
Add the absorbent cotton to the residue in the round
bottomed flask and extract with 2 quantities, each of 20 rnL,
of acetone R, each time boilingundera reflux condenser for
10 min. Allow to cool and filter each extract through the
plug of absorbent cotton into the flask. After cooling, filter
the combinedacetone extracts through a paper filter into a
volumetric Jlask and dilute to 100.0 mL with acetone R by
rinsing the Jlask and the paper filter. Introduce 20.0 mL of
the solutioninto a separating funnel,add 20 rnL of water R
and shake the mixture with I quantity of 15 mL and then
3 quantities, each of 10 mL, of ethylautate R. Combine the
ethylacetate extracts in a separating funnel, washwith
2 quantities, each of 50 rnL, of water R, filter the extracts
over 109 of anhydrous sodium sulfate R into a volumetric flask
and dilute to 50.0 mL with ethyl autate R.

Test solution To 10.0 mL of the stock solution add I mL of
aluminium chloride reagent R and dilute to 25.0 mL with a
5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic acid R in methanol R.

Compensation liljuid Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution to
25.0 mL with a 5 per cent VIV solution ofglacial acetic .
acidR in methanol R.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution after
30 min, by comparison with the compensation liquid at
425 run. Calculate the percentage contentof flavonoids,
calculated as hyperoside, using the following expression:

A x 1.25

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of hyperoside to be 500.

A absorbance at 425 nm;
m = mass of me substance to be examined, in grams.

______~ PhE"
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Moutan Bark
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2474)
P>E" _

DEFINmON
Dried, whole or fragmented, scraped or unscraped root hark
of Paeonia x suffrutkosa Andrews, collected in autumn.

Content
- paeonol (C.HIO03; M, 166.2): minimum 2.2 per cent

(dried drug);
- paeoniflorin (C 23H,.0u; M, 480.5): minimum

l.l per cent (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The wholebark is quilled or crescent-shaped, about
2-4 mm thick, 0.6-1.4 em in diameter and up to 20 em long.
The fragmented bark occursas cleft rings, about 2-4 mm
thick and 0.5-1 em in diameter. The greyish-brown or
yeUowish-brown outersurface of the unscraped bark shows
long transverse lenticels and rootler scars; where the dennal
tissue is absent, the exposed surface is pink. The outer
surface of the scraped hark is pinkish to greyish-white;
transverse lenticels and rootlet scars arepresent; sometimes
remains of the outer bark arevisible. The pale greyish-yellow
or pale brown innersurface shows fine longitudinal striations.
The texture is hard and fragile, easilybroken. The fracture is
greyish-white to pinkish or light brown and finely granular.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis pale
brown to pinkish. Examine undera microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2474.-1): numerous fragments of
parenchyma consisting of cells of various shapesand sizes:
some rounded with slightly and regularly thickened and
pitted walls [D), some with irregularly thickened beaded
walls ill and some [HI containing one [Ha) or more [Hb]
clustercrystals of calcium oxalate up to 45 J.UIl in diameter;
files of cells containing clustercrystals of calciumoxalate may
be present [AJ; verynumerous free cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate [C]; more or less abundant fragments of corkwith
superimposed polyhedral cells (surface view [B), longitudinal
section [ED. Examine undera microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solutionof glycerol R. The powdershows
very numerous rounded or polygonal starch granules about
3-15 urn in diameter, simpleor 2-6 compound,free [G] or
included in parenchyma cells [F); thepunctiform, cleft,V-,
Y-, or X-shaped hilumis clearly visible.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tes, solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-bath at
60 °C for I min. Centrifuge and we the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg ofpaeonijlorin Rand 1 mg
ofpaeonol R in 1 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gel F, S4 plate R (2-10 um),

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, ethyl acetate R,
methanol R, methylene chloride R (3:5:5:35 VIVIVIV).

Apph"caUon 8 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run.

Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Moutan Bark IV-371

E r/

Ha

H

J

Figure 2474.-1. - IUuslra'wnfor identifica,wn res, B of powdered
herbal drugof moutan bark

Top of lhe plate

Paeonol: a quenching zone A quenching zone (paeonol)

A prominent quenchingzone

-- --

A prominent quenchingZOOt

A quenchingzone

, A quenchingzone

-- --

Paeoniflorin: a quenchingzone A quenchingzone (pawniflorin)

A quenchingzone

Reference soludon Test solution

Detection B Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric
acidR in ethanol (96 percenlj R and heat at 100 "C for
5 min; examine in daylight.
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A3 xm3 xP2x 0.3
A4 x ml

area of Ihepeakdue to paecnol in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;
area or the peak due to paeonolin Ihechromatogram obtained
wilhreference solution(b);
massof the herbal drugto be examined used to prepare the test
solution.in grams;
massof ptJ«mcl CRS used to prepare reference solution (b). in.,..,,;
percentege contentof paeonolin po«mol CRS.

Time MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent JIm
0- 15 70 30
15· 18 70 --> 40 30 ..... 60
18·25 40 60

Reference solu.ion (d) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 7.5 mL with methanol RI. Dilute this solution to 25.0 mL
with a 6.8 gIL solution of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R.
Column:
- size: I::: 0.15 m, 0 ::: 4.6 D1D1j

- stationary phase: end-<apped octade<y/si1Yl silka gelfor
chromatography R (5 um).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 6.8 gIL solution of potassium dihydrogen

phosphare R;
- mobile phase B: methanol RI;

Calculate thepercentage content of paeonol usingthe
following expression:

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 230 nm.
Injection 10 J.1L of the test solution and reference
solutions (b), (c) and (d).

ReunpOn time Paeonlflcrin e about 9.5 min;
4'-hydroxyacetophenone ::: about 10.5 min;paeonol ::: about
23 min.

Sysrem sutiabl11iy Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

paeoniflorin and 4'~hydroxyacetophenone.

Calculate the percentage content of paeoniflorin using the
following expression:

m,

As

ms

AI area of the peak due to paeoniflorin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solulioo;

.12 area of the peak due to paeoniflorin in the chromatogram
obtained withreference solution(d)j

ml massof the herbal drugto beexamined used to prepare the test
solution,in gramsj

Ilt2 massof JKletmiflorin CRS used to prepare reference solution(a),
in gnmt!j

PI percentage contentof paeoniBorin in /XJU»Iijlorin CRS.

Top of the plate

Paeonol: a yellow zone A yellowzone (paeonol)

2 violetzones

-- --

A sharp, prominent violet zone

2 violetzones

A diffuseyeUowish-brown zone

A yellowish-brown zone

-- --

Pacooiflorin: a brown zone A brownzone (paeoniflorin)

A brownzone

Reference eoludcn Test solution

IV-372 Moutan Bark

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximwn 1.0 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum I 1.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acId (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solutUm To 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 3.0 mL of methanol RI and sonicate for 30 min.
Dilute to 10.0 mL with a 6.8 gIL solution of potassium
dihydrogen Jihosphare R and filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 um),

Reference solutUm (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of paeonifiOTin CRS in
methanol Rl and dilute to 5.0 mL with the samesolvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 7.0 mg of paeonol CRS in
methanol RJ and dilute to 10.0 mL withthe same solvent.
Dilute 3.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with a 6.8 gIL
solution of potassium dihydrogen phosphore R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 rng of 4'
hydroxyocetophenone R in 2.5 mL of reference solution (a),
add 12.5 mL of methanol RI and dilute to 50.0 mL with a
6.8 gIL solution of potassium dihydrogen phosphare R.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in me
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones maybe present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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DEFINITION
Dried flower, reduced to the corolla and the androecium, of
Verbascum thapsus L, V, densiflornm Bertol. (V, map'i/orm.
Schrad), and V. phlomoides L

IDENTIFICATION
A. The corolla of V. thapsu: is pale yellow,yellow or brown,
funnel-shaped, about 20 mm in diameter, with 5 slightly
unequal and spreading lobes. The corolla lobes are densely
hairy on the outer surface, glabrous on the inner surface,
with a fine network of light brownveins. There are
5 stamens, alternating with the petal lobes; 2 of these are
long, with glabrous filaments, the other 3 shorter, with
densely tomentose filaments. The anthers are attached
transversely. In v.: phlomoides the corolla is up to about
30 mm in diameter, bright yellow or orange, and me anthers
are obliquely attached ro the filaments. The corolla of
V. densi/iornm, about 30 nun in diameter, is almost flat and
deeply divided into 5 slightly unequal lobes, with rounded
apices.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is yellow
or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscopeusing
chloral hydnue solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 1853.-1): many covering
trichomes from the corolla, whole and fragmented,
pluricellular, of the candelabra type, with a central uniseriate
axis from which whorls of branch cells arise at the positionof
the cross walls and at the apex (side view [A, B], surface
view [F); the covering trichomes from the stamen filaments
[G] areunicellular, long, thin-walled and tubular, have a
distinctly granular or striated surface with a sharp tip [Ga] or
sometimes witha club-shaped tip [Gb, Gc]; numerous pollen
grains, ovoid with a finely granular exine with 3 pores [D);
fragments of the fibrous layer of the anther with thickened
walls giving a characteristic star-shaped appearance [C];
yellow fragments of the petals (surface view [E)) with
polygonal and isodiametric epidermal cells [Ea]; fragments of
the underlying mesophyll consistingof irregular
parenchymatous cells [Eb] sometimes accompanied by spiral
vessels [Ec],

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Heat 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in 10 mL of methanol R in a water-bath at 60"C for
5 min, with stirring. Cool and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of caffeic acid RJ 2.5 mg of
hypero'ide Rand 2.5 mg of nuotide trihydrate R in methanol R
and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.
Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, methylethyl
ketone R, ethyl<latate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).

Application 10111. of the reference solution and 30 ~L of
the test solution,as bands.
Developmem Overa path of 15 em.
Drying At 100-105 "C.

Detection Spray the wann plare with a 10 gIL solution of
dipheny/bori< acidaminoethyl ester R in methanol R, then with a
50 gIL solution of maaogol 400 R in methanol R; allow to dry
in airfor 30 min and examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

2022

Mullein Flower
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1851)

**** ** *
*****

Mullein Flower IV-373

Figure 1853.-1. - l//ustration for identification testB of powdered
herbal drngof mullein flower '

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A yellowor yeUowi$h-green
fluorescentzone

Caffeicacid:a greenish-blue
fluorescentzone

A bluishRuorescent zone

A greenish 8uorescent zone

A yellowish·green fluorescent zone

A bluish fluorescent zone

HyperosKle: a yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone

A greenish 8uorescent zone

Rutoside: a yellowish-brown
fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

D. Boil 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12)
with 15 mL of waterR for I min. Filter. Add I mL of
hydrochkni< acid R and boil for I min. A greenish-blue colour
developsand, aftera few minutes, cloudiness appears and
then a blackish precipitate (iridoids).
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IV-374 Myrrh

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of brownpetalsand maximum
2 per cent of fragments of the calyx andotherforeign matter,
determined on 20 g.

Swelllng index (2.8.4)
Minimwn 9, determined on the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12), moistened with 2 mL of ethanol (96 per cent) R.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.
____________________ PIIE<I

Myrrh
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1349)

Preparation
Myrrh Tincture

PIIEII -----------

DEFINlTlON
Gum-resin, hardened in air, obtained by incision or produced
by spontaneous exudation from the stem and branches of
Commiphora myrrha (Nees) Engl. (syn. Commiphora molmol
(Engl.) Engl. ex Tschirch) andlor other species of
Commiphora.

CHARACTERS
Bitter taste.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The light or dark orange-brown) irregular or roundish
grains or pieces of different size show components of various
colours. Their surface is mostly covered with grey or
yellowish-brown dust.
B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23). The powderis
brownish-yellow or reddish-brown. Examine under a
microscope) using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the foUowing diagnostic characters: a few tissue
fragments from the original plants including: reddish-brown
corkfragments; single or groupedpolyhedral or elongated
stone cells with partly strongly thickened, pined and lignified
walls with a brownish content; fragments of thin-waUed
parenchyma and sclerenchymatous fibres; irregular prismatic
or polyhedral crystals of calciwn oxalate, about 10-25 fUU in
size.
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Commiphora mukul.
Results B See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in me chromatogram obtainedwith me test solution.
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Top of the plate

A reddish-violet zone

Anethole: a violel zone

-- --
A red zone

Thymol:an orange zone

A violetzone

A brownzone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Commlphora mukul
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 4.0 mL of ethanol (96 per cent) R, sonicate for
10 min and filter.
Ref.....cesolution Dissolve 10 mg of thymol Rand 40 ~L of
anethole R in 10 mL of emanol (96 percent) R.
PIau TLC silica gelFl 54 piau R (2-10 urn),

Mobile phase glacial a",ric acidR, di-isopropyl ether R,
cyc/ohexane R (10:40:60 VIVIV).
Applicatwn 5 IlL as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 cm.

Drying in air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 366 run.

Results A The chromatogram obtainedwith me test solution
shows no blue or violet fluorescent zones in the lower third
of me chromatogram.
Detection B Treatwithanisakkhyde solution R) heat at
100°C for 2 min and examine in daylight.

Matter insoluble in ethanol
Maximwn75 per cent.
Place 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12) in a
flask. Add 30 mL of ethanol (96 per cent) R and shake
vigorously for 10 min. Filterme supernatant through a tared
sintered-glass filter (16) (2.1.2), avoiding the transfer of
sedimentfrom me flask. Repeat me extraction with
2 quantities, each of 20 mL, of ethanol (96 percent) R.
Quantitatively transfer the sediment to the filter by rinsing
the flask with ethanol (96 percent) R. DIY the filter and the
residue in an oven at 100-105 °C and weigh.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 15.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.
___________________ PIIE<I
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Myrrh Tincture
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1877)
PhE.. _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Myrrh (1349).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from I pan of the drug and 5 parts
of ethanol (90 per cent VIII) by. suitable procedure.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, yellowish-brown or orange-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thn-Iayer chromatography (2.2.27).
Testsolution Dilute 5 mL of the tincture to be examined to
10 mL with ethanol (96 percen!! R.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of thymol Rand 40 It!.of
anethole R in 10 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R.
PIau TLC silica gelF2S4 piau R (2-10 urn).
Mobile phase glacial acetic acid R, di-isopropy/ ether R,
cydohexane R (10:40:60 VIVIII).

Application 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
DeveJqpment Over a path of 6 em.
Drying In air.
Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R, heat at 100 "C
for 2 min and examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.Furthermore, otherfaint zonesmay be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the testsolution.

Top of the plate

A reddeh-riclet zone

Anethole: a violetzone

-- --

A red zone

Thymol: an orange zone

A violetzone

A brown zone

-- --

Reference soludon Test soludon

TESTS
Ethanol (2.9.IIf)
82 per cent VIV to 88 per cent VIV.

Methanol and 2-propanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent VIV of methanol and maximum
0.05 per cent VIV of 2-propanol.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum4.0 percent.

STORAGE
Plastic containers arenot reconunended.
___________________ PhE..

Cineole Type Niaouli Oil IV-375

Cineole Type Niaouli Oil
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2468)
PhE" _

DEFINmON
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from young leafy
branches of Me1aJeuca quinquenervia (Cav.) S.T.B1ake.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless or pale yellow liquid.

Aromatic odour of cineole.

IDENTIFICATION
Firs' identification B.
Second identification A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 100 tIl.. of the essential oil to be
examined in tduene R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 25 ~L of trans-nero/idol Rand
50 ~L of cineole R in toluene R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the
same solvent.
PIau TLC silica gelpiau R (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
piau R (2-10 uml].

Mobile phase ethylacetaU R, tduene R (5:95 VIII).

Application 10 ~L [or 2 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm],

Deoelopmenc Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 3 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

A faint grey zone

A purple zone

I,S-Cineole: a violet-brown zone An intenseviolet-brown zone (l,8-
cineole)

ouns-Nerolidol: a darkvioletzone

-- --

An intenseviolet-brown zone

A violet-brown zone

Reference aoludon Test soludon

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution aresimilar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).
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IV-376 Neroli Oil

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.904 to 0.925.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.463 to 1.472.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-40 to + 1°.

Methyleugenol and isomethyleugenol
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as described in the test for
chromatographic profile with the following modifications.
Reference solu.ion Dissolve 5 ~L of metl!Y/eugenol Rand 5 ~L

of isomethyleugenol R in heptane R and dilute to 50.0 mL with
the same solvent. Dilute 0.5 mL of the solution to 5.0 mL
with hep'ane R.

Elulion order Order indicated in the composition of me
reference solution; record the retention times of
methyleugenol and isomethyleugenol.
Identification ofpeaks Using the retention times determined
from the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution)
locate the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
Limits:
- methyleugenol: maximwn 0.05 per cent;
- isomethyleugenol: maximum 0.05 per cent.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Tes. solution Dilute 0.2 mL of the essential oil to be
examined to 10.0 mL withheprane R.'
Reference solution (a) Dilute 10~ oh-pinene R, 5~ of
p-pinene R, I0~ of limonene R, 50 ~ of cineole R, 5~ of
p-cymene R, 5 ~L of benzaldehyde R, 5 mg of a-terpineol Rand
5 ~ of trans-nerolidol R in heprane R and dilute to 10 mL
with the samesolvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5~ of limonene R in
heprane R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 0.5 mL of the solution to 5.0 mL with heprane R.
Column:
- matnial: fused silica;
- size: 1== 60 m, 0 == 0.25 nun;
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 urn).

Comer gas helium for chromacagraphy R.
Flow rate 1.3 mIlmin.

Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

Naroli Oil

locate the componentsof reference solution (a) in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution; the peakdue
to viridiftorol elutes with a relative retention of about 1.02
with reference to lmns-nerolidol.
System SUiUlbiJiry Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

limonene and 1,8-cineole.
Determine the percentage contentof each of thefollowing
components. The limitsarewithin the following ranges:
- a-pinene: 5.0 per cent to 15.0 per cent;
- p-pinene: 1.0 per cent to 4.0 per cent;
- limonene: 5.0 per cent to 10.0 per cent;
- 1,8-cineok: 45.0 per cent to 65.0 per cent;
- p-cymene: 0.05 per cent to 4.0 percent;
- benzaldehyde: 0.05 percent to 0.5 percent;
- a-terpineol: 3.0 per cent to 8.0 per cent;
- lrons-nerolidol: 0.05 per cent to 1.5 per cent;
- viridijlorol: 2.5 per cent to 9.0 percent;
- disregard limit: the area of the principal peakin the

chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (b) (0.05 per cent).

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 ">C.
_____________________ PhE"

DEFINITION
Neroli oil is obtainedby steamdistillation from the fresh
flowers of Ciuus aurantium L. subsp, aurandum L.
(C. aurantium L. subsp. omara Engl.).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, pale-yellow or dark-yeUow liquid.

Characteristic odour.

PhE" _

(ph. Bur. monograph Il7S)

2022

IDENfIFlCATION
First identificalion: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
bergapten.
Resulr.s A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwiththe reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore other zones may be present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the test solution.Temperature

("C)
Time
(min)

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection I ~L.

Elution order Order indica ted in the composition of
reference solution (a); record the retention timesof these
substances.
Identification ofpeaks Using the retention times determined
from the chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (a),

Column

Injection port

Detector

0-5

5 - 65

65·80

65

65 ~ 185

185 -> 230

230

250

Top of I:beplate , J

-- --

Methyl anthranila[e: a blue A faim blue 6uorescent zone (methyl
fluorescent zone anthranilate)

Bergapten: a greenish·yellow
fluorescent zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solulion
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Neroli Oil IV-377

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
does not show a zone corresponding to the zone due to
bergapten in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution The substance to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 20 ~L of p-pinene R, 5 mg of
sabinene R, 40 ~L of limonene R. 40 ~L of lina/ol R, 20 ~L of
lina!yl acetate R, 5 mg of «-terpmeol R, 5 J.lL of nerylacetate R,
5 flL of geranyi a"'tateR, 5 ~L of trans-nerolido/ R, 5 ~L of
methyl anthranilate Rand 5 ~L (E,E)-farnesol R in 2 mL of
heptane R.
Reference sdution (b) Dissolve 5 ~L of methylanthram7ate R
in hepUlne R and dilute to 10 mL with the samesolvent.
Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: I =60 m, 0 =0.25 mm,
- stationary phase: mam>gol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 pm).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 15 rnUmin.

Sp/,i ratio 1:100.

Temperature:

Detection Flameionisation.
Inj«tion 0.2 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in me composition of
reference solution (a). Record the retention timesof these
substances.
System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

p-pinene and sabinene.
Using the retention times determined fromthe
chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a), locate
the components of reference solution (a) in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
Limits:
- p-pinene: 7.0 per cent to 17.0 percent,
- limonene: 9.0 per cent to 18.0 per cent,
- linalol: 28.0 per cent to 44.0 per cent,
- linalyl autate: 2.0 percent to 15.0 per cent,
- «-terpineol: 2.0 percent to 5.5 percent,
- nerylautate: maximum 2.5 per cent,
- geranyl acetate: 1.0 percent to 5.0 per cent,
- trans-nero/idol: J.O percent to 5.0 percent,
- mahylanthranilate: 0.1 percent to 1.0 per cent,
- (E,E)-farnesol: 0.8 per cent to 4.0 per cent,
- disregard limit: area of the peak in the chromatogram

obtained with reference solution (b).

Chlral purity
Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

7'
75 -+ 230

230

270

270

Temperature
rCl

Tim,
(min>

0-4
.. - 42.8
42.8 - 63

Injection port

Detector

Cohnnn

Top of the plate

A brown fluorescenr zone

linlllyJ acetate: a brownish-red An intense brownish-red fluorescent
fluorescent zone zone Oinalyl acetate)

-- --

Melbyl anthranilate: a blue A faint bJue fluorescent zone (methyl
fluorescent zone anthranilate)

A faint brownish-red fluorescent
zone

Linalol: B brownish-red fluorescent A brownish-red fluorescent zone
zone (linalol)

Bergapten: a greenish-yellow
fluorescentzone

-- --

Several blue and brownish-red
fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Spraywith anisaldehyde solution Rj heat at
100-105 °C for 10 min;examine me chromatograms in
ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results B See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution the zone due to linalol is moreintense than the zone
due to linalyl acetate.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.863 to 0.880.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.464 to 1.474.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
+ 1.5° to + 11.5".

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximum 2.0.

Bergapten
Thin-Ioyer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.1 g of me substance to be examined
in ethanol (96 per cen!) R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 ul, of methyl anthranilate R,
I0 ~L of lina/yl a"'tate R. 20 ~L of lina/ol Rand 5 mg of
bergapten R in ethanol (96 per cent) R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with the samesolvent.
Plate TLC sili<a gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 umj],

Mobile phase ethylacerate R, teluene R (15:85 VIII).

Application 10 flL [or 2 flLl as bands.

Deuelopment Over a path of 15 em [or 8 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 om.

2022

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The principal peaks in me chromatogram obtained
with me test solutionaresimilar in retention time to me
principal peaks in the chromatogram obtained with me
reference solution.
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strongly shrunken, ovate or oblong, up to 100 mm long and
50 mm wide, with a coarsely serrate margin and a cordate or
rounded base. The venation is reticulate and distinctly
prominent on the lower surface. The petiole is green or
brownish-green, rounded or flattened, about I mm wide,
longitudinally furrowed and twisted; it bearsstinginghairs
and covering trichomes.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis green or
greyish-green. Examineundera microscope using chloral
hydrate ,00ution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1897.-1): fragments of unicellular stinging
hairs [A, B, C], up to 2 mm long, composed of an elongated
tapeting cell with a slightly swoUen stinging tip that readily
breaks off, arising from a raised, multicellular base [Ca];
small glandular trichomes [F] (35-65 um), with a uni- or
bicellular stalk and a bi- or quadricellular head, isolated [Fa],
or on fragments of the epidermis [Fb]; fragments of the
upperepidermis of the leaves (surface view [G], transverse
section [D)) showing slightly sinuous cells [Da, Ge],
unicellular, straight or slightly curved covering trichomes,
enlarged at the base, up to 700 um long [De, Ga] and
abundant large cystoliths [Db, Ea, Gb], empty or containing
dense, granular masses of calcium carbonate; palisade
parenchyma (surface view (E)) with rounded cells [Eb]
surrounding cystolhhs [Ea] (transverse section [Dd));
fragments of lower epidennis of leavesshowingsinuous or
wavy-walled cells [H), anomocytic [Ha] or anisocytic stomata
(Hb] (2.8.3) accompanied by spongy mesophyll (surface view
[He], transverse section [De)) containing smallcluster
crystals of calcium oxalate (surface view [Hd], transverse
section [Df])j occasional smallgroups of vessels,
accompanied by parenchyma containing clustercrystals of
calcium oxalate lll-

Figure 1897.-1. - lllustration for identification tesl B ofpowdered
herbal drug of nettle leaf

50 -Jo 180

23D

230

Temperature
Cq

Time
(min)

0·65Column

Injection PO"
Deiecer

___________________ P/lE<r

DEFINITION
Whole or cut driedleavesof Uniea dioica L., Umca urem L.,
or a mixture of the 2 species.

Content
Minimum0.3 per cent for the sum of caffeoylmalic acid and
chiorogenic acid, expressed as chlorogenic acid (C1J'f IS0 9j

M, 354.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leavesaredark green, dark greyish-green or
brownish-green on the uppersurface, paler on the lower
surface; scattered stinging hairs occur on both surfaces, also
smaU covering trichomes that aremorenumerous along the
margins and on the veins on the lowersurface. The lamina is

Limits:
- (S)(+)-linalol: maximum 30 pet cent,
- (S)(+)-linalyl acetate: maximum 5 per cent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding25 "C.

AI areaof thecom:sponding (S)-enantiomer.
All area of thecorresponding (R}-enantiomer.

Nettle Leaf
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1897)
P/lEIr ~ _

At
A
- A xlOO,+ 2

Test solution Dissolve 20 mg of me substance to be
examined in pentane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.

Reference ,olution To 10 ~L of linalol R add 10 ~L of linalyl
acetate R. Dilute to 10.0 mL with pentane R.

Column:
- material: fused. silica,
- size: I::: 25 m, 0 = 0.25 mm,
- ,tationary phase: modified p-cydodextrin for chiral

chromatograPhY R (film thickness 0.25 um).

Caniergas helium for chromatIJgraphy R.
FkJw rate 1.3 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:30.

Temperature:

IV-378 Nettle Leaf

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection I ~L.

System suitability Reference solution:
- rewlution: minimum 5.5 between the peaks due to (R)(-)

linalol (I" peak) and (S)(+)-linalol (2nd peak);
minimum 2.7 between the peaks due to (R)(-)-linalyl
acetate (3"' peak) and (S)(+)-linalyl acetate 4'" peak).

Calculate the percentage content of the specified
(S}-enantiomers fromthe following expression:
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C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Boil under a reflux
condenserfor 15 min. Cool and filter. Evaporate to dryness
in vacuo at 40°C. Dissolve the residue in 2 mLof
methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve I mg of scopolecin R and 2 mg of
ehlorogenic acidR in 20 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, methanol R, water R,
ethyl acetate R (2.5:4:4:50 VIVIVIV).
Applica.ion 10 ~L [or 4 ~Ll as bands of 10 men [or 8 mm].
Developmem Over a path of 8 cm [or 6 ern],

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100 DC for 5 min; spray the still-warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diplienylhori< acidaminoethyl
ester R in methanol R; examinein uhraviolet lightat 365 nm.
Results See belowthe sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintblue or yellow
ft.uorescent zonesmay be present in the lowerhalf of the
chromatogram obtained wirh the test solution.

Top oftbe plate

2 redzones

Scopcleun: lln intenseblue A blue fluorescent zone (scopoleLin)
fluorescent zone

A blue fluorescent zone

-- --

-- --

Chlorogenic acid: a blue fluorescent A blue fluorescent zone (chlorogenic
ron, acid)

A brownish·ydlow zone

Reference soludon Telt solndon

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximwn 5 percent of stems and maximum 5 per cent of
otherforeign matter (including inflorescences).

Los. on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
lOS 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 20.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximwn 4.0 percent.

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution To 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.11) add 25.0 mL of a 40 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Extract for 30 min in an uJtrasonic bathat 40 "C
and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of chlorogmic acid CRS
in 100.0 mL of a 40 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.

Nettle Root IV-379

Dilute 5.0 mL of this solution to 25.0 mL with a
40 per cent VIVsolutionof methanol R.
Precolumn:
- size: 1= 4 rnm, 0 = 4 mm;
- stationary phase: end-ropped octadecyIsi!YI silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 121 = 4 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped oaade<y/silyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 ~);
- temperature: 25 "C.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: mix IS volumes of methanol Rand

85 volumes of walei' R and adjust to pH 2.0 with dilute
phosphoric acid R;

- mobile phase B: methanol R;

r~, MobUephlllleA Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent VII') (per cent VII')

O· I 100 0
I ·25 100 ~ 85 0 ...... 15

25 - 35 .5 15
35 - 36 85 ....... 0 15 ~ 100

Flow rate I mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 run.
lnje<tion 20 ~L.

Relative retention Withreference to chlorogenic acid
(retention time = about 13 min): caffeoylmalic
acid =about 2.2.

Calculate the percentage contentof caffeoylmalic acid and
chlorogenic acid, expressed as chlorogenic acid) using the
following expression:

AI sumof the areas of the pcab due to caffcoyfmalic Reid and
cblorogenic acid in the chromatogram obtained with the lest
solutionj

A2 area of thepeak due to chlorogenic acid in the chromatogram
obtainedwith me reference solution;

ml massof the herbal drug to be examinedwed to prepare the test
solution. in gramsj

m,. mass of dtlorogmi& odd CRS used co prepare the reference
solution. in gramsi

p percentage content of chlorogenic acid in dtlorogmic acidCRS.

_____________________ ""Em

Nettle Root
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2538)
""Em _

DEFINTI10N
Dried, whole or fragmented underground parts of Unica
dioiea L. or Urrica urens L., their hybrids or their mixtures.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Irregular cylindrical rhizome, greyish-brown, sporadically
purple or greenish, 3-10 mm in diameter, the internodes are
up to 2-3 em long, with deep longitudinal furrows,
alternating with short, slightly swollennodes; the nodes bear
numerous roots that areexternally greyish-brown, 0.5-2 mm
in diameter and up to about 10 em long.The transverse
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IV-380 Notoginseng Root

section shows a thin, dark bark, the innerpan is creamish
white with a hollow centre. The fracture of the rhizome is
fibrous and uneven, especially in the innerpart.
H. .Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrau solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters: fragments of brownish corkwith thin-walled cells;
fragments of vessels with bordered pits, 50-150 pm in
diameter; fragments of fibres with thick lignified walls,
occurring singlyor in groups; abundant fragments of
parenchyma with thin-walled cells, some containing large
clustercrystals of calciumoxalate; rare, scattered, simple
crystals of calcium oxalate; fragments of me medullary rays
with moderately thick-walled, pitted cells.

C. TIIin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min and
filter. Evaporate the filtrate to dryness and dissolvethe
residue in 2 mL of melhatlol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of scqpo/etin R in 10 mL of
methanol R (solution A). Dissolve 10 mg of arbutin Rand
20 mg of P-silOsrtrol R in methanol R, add I mL of solution A
and dilute 10 10 mL with methanol R.

PIa" TLC silica gelFm plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
F2S4 plate R (2-10 ~)l.

MobHe phase anhydrous lonnie add R, methanol R, water R,
ethylacetate R (2.5:4:4:50 VIVIVIJI).

Application 20 ~L [or 10 ~] as bands of 10 mm [or
8mm].

Development Over a path of8 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air for 5 min.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Futhermore, otherfluorescent zones maybe
present in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

A blueor~nish-blue fluorescent
'One

Scopoletin: a blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone (scopolctin)

-- --

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5- 10 min; examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

2022

Top oCtile plate

A purple zone

Jl-sitosterol: a purplezone A purple zone (fkitoslerol)

-- --

A faint. purple zone

-- --

Arbutin: 8 greenish-brown zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Lead (2.4.27)
Maximum 7.0 ppm.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash losoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 7.0 per cent.
To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12) add a
mixture of 6 g of water Rand 14 g of ethanol (96 per cen!! R
and extract for 2 h, shaking frequently. Filter, evaporate
5.000 g of the filtrate to dryness on a water-bath and dry in
an oven at 105 °C for 2 h. The residue weighs a minimwn of
35 mg.
___________________ PhE<I

Notoginseng Root
(Ph. Eur. manograph 2383)
PhE<I _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented taproot, without secondary roots, of
Panax notoginseng (Buskill) F.H.Chen [Panax pseudoginseng
vas. notaginseng (Buskill) G.Hoo & C.L.Tseng] treated with
steamand dried.

Content
Minimum 3.8 per cent for the sum of ginsenosides RgI
(C.,H120..,2H,O; M. 837) and RbI (C"H920,,,3H,O;
M. 1163) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The primary root is conical, subconical or cylindrical, up
to 6 cm long and 4 em in diameter. The outer surface,
showing shallow transverse striations and secondary root
scars, is brownish-grey or yellowish-grey. The aerial stem scar
is surrounded by warty protuberances at the crown.
The texture of the root is compact. The fracture is smooth,
shiny) brownish-grey and shows a yellowish-grey ring
(cambial zone) and manyradial striations.
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Top of the plate

A violet zone (at the solvent front)

A violet zone

Arbutin: a brown zone

-- --

A violet zone (ginsenosides Rgi
+Rg2)

2 viole[ zones

2 faint violet zones

-- --

Aescin- a grey zone A violet zone

Several violet and greenish zones

Reference solution Test solution

Notoginseng Root IV-381

TESTS
Panax ginseng or Panax quinque/olium
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of a 70 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R and boil under a reflux condenser for 15 min.
Filter aftercooling and dilute to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg of aescin Rand 5.0 mg of
arbutin R in 1 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 um) [or TLC silicagel
plate R (2-10 ~m}l.

Mobik phase ethylaurate R, water R, buranol R
(25:50:100 VIVIV); allow to stand for 10 min and use the
upperlayer.
Application 20 ~L, as bands of 15 mm [or 4 ~L of the test
solution and 2 J.1L of the reference solution, as bands of
8mm).

Development In an unsaturated tank, over a path of 10 em
[or 5 em).

Drying In air for 30 min.

Detection Treat withanisaldehyde solution R and heat at
105-110 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution, the absence of a violet zone immediately above the
zone due to arbutin in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution indicates the presenceof Panax ginseng;
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution, the
presenceof a brown zone immediately below the violet zone
due to ginsenosides Rgl + Rg2 indicates adulteration with
Panax quinque/olium.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 1"2.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrochloric acId (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Reduce about 50 g to a powder (355) (2.9.12).
Place 0.250 g of the powdered herbal drug and 70 mL of a
50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R in a 250 mL round-

G

Ea
Eb

Ga Gb

B

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
yellowish-grey. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2383.-1): abundant fragments of
parenchymatous cells with rounded or ovoid cells [D];
fragments of secretory canals (transverse section [G),
longitudinal section [E)) with thin-walled cells [Ea, Ga) and
containinga granular yellowish-brown resindiffused in the
cells [Eb, Gb); rare vessels, reticulate (B) or pitted, ranging
from20-50 urn in diameter; rare fragments of cork (surface
view [AJ, transverse section [F). Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solutionof glycerol R.
The starchgranules, sometimes deformed,single, with a
diameter of 2-20 um,or in groups of 2-9, are very
abundant [C].

2022

Figure 2383.-1. - llluurauonfor identificarion test B ojpowdered
herbal drngoj noroginseng roat

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Panax ginseng or Panax quinquefolium.

Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwiththe reference solutionand the
test solution.Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

www.webofpharma.com
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IV-382 Nutmeg

Nutmeg
DEFINITION
Nutmeg is the endospermof dried seeds of Myristka jragrans
Houtt. It containsnot less than 5.0% v/w of essential oils)
calculated with reference to the dried drug.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Seed ellipsoid, 20 to 30 mm long and up to 20 mm
broad: externally greyish-brown and reticulately furrowed)
sometimesmarked with small irregular darker brown patches
or points; one end is a small lighter-coloured area with
brown lines radiating from the hilum, and surrounded by a
raised ring, from which an ill-defined groove) an imprint or
the raphe, runs to the chalaza at the oppositeend, where
there is a small)dark) depression.
B. Reduce to a powder, Appendix XVII A. The powder is
dark brown. Examine undera microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution. The powdercontainsnumerous fragments of
reddish-brown parenchyma of the perisperm, those from me
outer layers composed of polygonal or rounded withslightly
thickened walls and occasional small intercellular spaces;
some containingprism crystals; parenchyma of the inner
layers composed of smaller cells with darker reddish-brown
contentsand large) rounded oil cells which occursingly or in
groups and arefrequently broken; small groups of lignified
vessels; thin-walled parenchyma of the endosperm composed
of closely-packed polygonal cells filled with starch granules;
when fullycleared of starch these cells can be seen to contain
elongated prismcrystals. Examine underglycerol: abundant)
small starch granules) usually simple and spherical, but
occasionally compound 2-8) with a stellateor slit-shaped
hilum.
C. Cany out the method for highperfonnance thin-layer
,hromarography, Appendix XI W, using the following
solutions.
(I) To 0.5 g of powdered herbal drug (355) add 5 mL of
methanol. Mix with the aid of ultrasound) centrifuge) and use
the supernatant liquid.
(2) 0.09% wlv of myristicine and 0.1% wlv of terpinen-4-oI in
methanol.
(3) Dilute I volume of solution (2) to 4 volumes with toluene.
(4) 0.025% vlv of isoeugenol and 0.05% vlv of isoeugenyl
cuetate in toluene.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating high perfonnance silica gelFm (Merck
silica gel 60 F2 , . HJYfLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 4 ~L of each solution as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate [Q 7 ern.

(e) After the removal of the plate, dsy in a current of cold
air, and examine under ultraviolet light (254 nm). To a
mixture of I volume of sulfun'c acid) 2 volumesof acetic acid)
and 17 volumes of methanol) add 0.1 volumesof anisaldehyde.
Dip the plate in this solution) and heat the plate to 100° for
3 minutes,and examine underwhite light.

MOBILB PHASE

5 volumes of ethylaauaUand 95 volumes of toluene.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not validunless me chromatogram obtained with
solutions (2) and (3) shows a zone corresponding to
myristicin.
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area of rhe peakdue to ginsenoside Rbi in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;
areaof die peakdue to ginsenoside Rgi in thechromatogram
obtained withthe test solutioD;
areao£lhe peak due to ginsenoside Rbi in the chromatogram
obtained wilhthe reference solution;
area of thepeak due to ginsenoside Rgl in the chromatogram
cbrained with thereference solution;
mass of theherbal drug to beexaminai used to prepare the test
solution, in gramsj
massof giflSl1lOride RbI CRS used to prepare the reference
solunoD. in gramBj

massof ginunoside Rgl eRS used to prepare the reference
solution, in grams;
percentage contentof ginsenoside Rhl in ginsenotitk RbI eRSj
percentage contentof ginscnoside Rgt in gjnsenosick RgJ CRS.

Time Moblle phase A MobUe pballC B
(min) (per cent JIll? (per cent JIM
0-14 90 10

14 - 18 90 -+ 80 10 -+ 20

18 - 55 SO 20

bottomed flask. Afteraddinga few grainsof pumice, boil on
a water-bath undera reflux condenser for 1 h. Aftercooling,
centrifuge and collect the supernatant. Treat the residue as
described above. Mix the collected liquids and evaporate to
dryness underreduced pressure at a temperature not
exceeding 60 "C. Take up the residue with 10.0 mL of a
buffersolution, adjusted to pH 4.5, containing 3.5 g of
sodium dihydrogen phosphate Rand 7.2 g of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate R in 1000 mL of wares R (solution A).
Wash a cartridge containing about 0.36 g of o'/Qdecylsilyl
silica gelfor ,hromO/ography R with 5 mL of methanol R
followed by 20 mL of water for ,hromarography R. Apply
5.0 mL of solution A to the cartridge. Elute with 20 mL of
water for ,hromOlOgraphy R, followed by 15 mL of a
30 per cent VIVsolutionof methanol R. Discard the eluates
afterconfirming thatno ginsenosides are present, otherwise
repeatthe assay with another type of cartridge. Elute the
cartridge with 20 mL of methanol R and evaporate the eluate
to dryness. Take up the residue with 5.0 mL of methanol R.

Reference 'olution Dissolve 3.0 mg ofginsenoside RbI CRS.
3.0 mg of ginsenoside RfR and 3.0 mg of ginsenoside RgI CRS
in methanol R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same solvent.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 ID, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- '/Qtionary phase: aminopropy/si/yl siI;,;a gelfor

,hromarography R (3 um).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: aceronitrik RI;
- mobile phase B: water for ,hromarography R;

FWw rate 2 mUmin.

Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 203 run.

Inlet.on 20 ~L
System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between me peaksdue to

ginsenosides Rgi and Rf.
Calculate the sum of the percentage contentsof
ginsenosides RbI and Rgl using the following expression:

A,

m,

A,

m,

J
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Table 1: Visualisation at 254 run

To of the elate

A quenching zone Myrislicine (A

A quenching zone quenching zone)

A quenching zone Isoeugenol acetate
(A quenching zone)
Isoeugenol (A
quenching zone)

A quenching zone

Solution (1) SOIUti~~\(2) and Solution (4)

Table 2: Visualisation under white light

Tonof the----nrate

A faintgrey-brown
band
A brownish band Myristicine (A
A purple ~and brownish band)

A purple band Isoeugenol acetate
(A purpleband)
Isoeugenol (Apurple
band)

An orange-brown
band
A faintpurple Terpinen4-o1(A
band purple band)
A purple band

An Intense violet
band

Solution (1) SOIUtl~~,(2) and Solullon(4)

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows the
zones in Table 1 when examined underultraviolet lightand
the fluorescent zones in Table 2 when examined underwhite
light. Other bands may be present.

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2.0%, Appendix XI D.

Water
Not more than 10.0% vlw, Appendix IX C, method n.
Use 8 g of powdered drug.

TotalA9h
Not more than 3.0%, Appendix XI J, Method n. Use I g of
powdered drug.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for Buentia! Oils in Herbal Drugs,
Appendix XI E, using 18 g of freshly prepared powdered
drug (425) with 250 mL of water as the distillation liquid.
Distil at a rate of 2 to 3 mL per minute for 2 hours using
0.50 mL of toluene in the graduated tube, Measure the
quantity of essential oil distilled.

ANNEX
This section is non-mandatory.

Nutmeg Oil IV-383

DNA reference sequence
A DNA reference sequence for the identity of Nutmeg is
published in Supplementary Chapter VII D.

Nutmeg Oil
(ph. Eur. morwgraph 1552)

""E« _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation of the dried and
crushedkernels of klyristicafragrans Houtt.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless or pale yellow liquid.

Spicy odour.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 1 mL of the substance to be examined
in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solurian Dissolve 20 ~L of myristicine R in 10 mL
of toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mabile phase ethyla<elate R, toluene R (5:95 VfII).
Application I 0 ~L as bands.

DeveIapment Over a path of 15 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Spray withwniJlin reagent R, heat at 100-105 °C
for 10 min and examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solutionshows in the upper third a pink or reddish-brown
zone (myristicine); the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution shows a seriesof zones of which 1 is similar in
position and colour to the zone in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution; above thiszone a
brownish zone (safrole) and a violet zone (hydrocarbons) are
present; below the myristicine zone, 5 blue zones of variable
intensity arepresent.
B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The principal peaksin the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution aresimilar in retention time to those in
the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.885 to 0.905.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.475 to 1.485.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
+8'10+ 18'.

Chromatographic proIile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test so/Ulum The substance to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 15 ~L of a-pinene R, 15 ~L of
{J-pinene R, 15 J!L of sabinene R, 5 ~L of car-l-ene R, 5 ~L of
limonene R, 5 ~L of y-terpinene R, 5 ~L of terpinen-4-01 R,

www.webofpharma.com
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Olive Leaf
(ph. Bur. monograph 1878)

Preparation
Olive Leaf Dry Extract
PIlE" _

_____________________ PIIE"

grey, rather smooth, with occasionallenticels. The inner
surface is dull brown or reddish-brown and has slightly raised
longitudinal striations about 0.5-1 nun wide. The fracture is
splintery and fibrous.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis light
brown or reddish-brown and fibrous. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters: groups of thick
walled fibres surrounded by a moderately thickened
parenchymatous sheath containing prism crystals of calcium
oxalate; fragments of corkcomposed of thin-walled tabular
cells filled withbrownish or reddish contents; abundant
sclereids, isolatedand in groups, some large With thick,
stratified walls and branching pits, others smaller and
thinner-walled with simple pits, often with dense brown
contents; fragments of parenchyma containing clustercrystals
of calcium oxalate; occasional fragments of sieve tissue, thin
walled, some showingsieve areas on the obliqueend-walls.
C. To I g of the powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) add
10 mL of ethanol (30 percent VI,,? R and heat the mixture
under a reflux condenseron a water-bath for 30 min. Cool
and filter. To I mL of this solution add 2 mL of a 10 gIL
solution of vanillin R in hydrochloric acid R. A red colour
develops.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9. 11) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 0.700 g of the powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12).

2022

DEFINITION
Dried leaf of Oleaeuropaea L.

Content
Minimum 5.0 pet cent of oleuropein (C,5H32013; M, 540.5)

. (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is simple, thick and coriaceous, lanceolate to
obovate, 30-50 mm long and 10-15 mm wide, with a
mucronate apex and tapering at the base to a short petiole;
the margins are entire and reflexed abaxially. The upper
surface is greyish-green, smooth and shiny, the lowersurface
palerand pubescent, particularly along the midrib and main
lateral veins.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis
yellowish-green. Examineundera microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters: fragments of the epidermis in surface viewwith
small, thick-walled polygonal cells and, in the lower

50

50 -> ISO

ISO

200 - 220

240 - 250

Temperature
("C)

Time
(min)

0-10

10 - 75

75 - 130

Injection port

Detector

Column

(ph. Bur. monograph 1887)

Oak Bark

IV-384 Oak Bark

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 0.2 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of me
reference solution; record the retention times of these
substances.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 betweenthe peaks due to

p-pinene and sabinene.

Identification 0/components Using the retention times
determined from the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution) locate die components of the reference
solutionin the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
Determine the percentage content of each of these
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- a-pinene: 15 per cent to 28 per cent;
- p-pinene: 13 per cent to 18 per cent;
- sabinene: 14 per cent to 29 per cent;
- car-3-ene: 0.5 per cent to 2.0 per cent;
- limonene: 2.0 per cent to 7.0 per cent;
- y-terpinene: 2.0 per cent to 6.0 per cent;
- terpinen-4-o/: 2.0 per cent to 6.0 per cent;
- safro/e: maximum 2.5 per cent;
- myristidne: 5.0 per cent to 12.0 per cent.

STORAGE
Protected fromheat.

5 flLof sa/role R and I0 ~L of myristicine R in I mL of
hexaneR.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I = 25-60 m, 0 = about 0.3 nun;
- stationary phase: macrogol20 000 R.
Carrier gas helium for chromaUJgraphy R.
F/qw rau 1.5 mUmin.
Spilt ratio 1:100.

Temperature:

_____________________ PIIE"

DEFINITION
Cut and dried bark from the fresh young branches of Quercus
robur L., Q. petraea (Mall.) Liebl. and Q. pubescens Willd.

Content
.Minimum 3.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(CoB.03; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The bark occurs inchannelled or quilled pieces, not more
than 3 mm thick. The outer surface is light greyor greenish-

j
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epidermis only, small anomocytic stomata (2.8.3); fragments
of the lamina in sectional viewshowing a thick cuticle, a
palisade composed of 3 layers of cells and a small-celled
spongy parenchyma; numerous sclereids, very thick-walled
and mostlyfibre-like with blunt Of, occasionally, forked ends,
isolatedor associated with the parenchyma of the mesophyll;
abundant, very large peltate trichomes, with a central
unicellular stalk from whichradiate some 10-30 thin-walled
cells that become free from the adjoining cells at the margin
of the shield,giving an uneven, jagged appearance.

Olive Lear IV-385

Application 10 ~L, as bands.

Development Overa pathof 10 ern.

Drying In air.

Deuaion Spray with vanillin reagent R and heat at
100-105 ·C for 5 min; examine in daylight.

Results See belowthe sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A dark violet-blue zone (solvent
front)
A darkviolet-blue zone

-- --

Oleuropein: a brownish-green zone A brownish-green zone (oleuropein)

-- --

RutoSide: a brownish-yellow zone

Reference soludon Test soludon

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solulion In a flask, place 1.000 g of the powdered
herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) and add 50 mL of methanol R.
Heat in a water-bath at 60 QC for 30 min with shaking.
Allowto cool and filter into a 100 mL volumetric flask.
Rinse the flask and the filter with methanol R and dilute 10

100.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 2.5 mL of this
solution to 25.0 mL with water R.
Reference solulion Dissolve 5.0 mg of oleuropein CRS in
5.0 mL of methanol R. Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to
25.0 mL with water R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 3.9 mm;
- stationary phase: ocradecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 um); .
- temperature: 25 ·C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: dilute 1.0 mL of glacial acetic acidR to

100 mL with water R;
- motnle phase B: methanol R;

F

Jb

Fa

,, ..

Fc

F. Fragment of the lamina, in
transverse section, showing a thick
cuticle (Fa), palisade parenchyma
composedof 3 layen of ceUs (fb).
and spongyparenchyma (Fe)
J. Fragment of lowerepidermis with
anomocytic stomataall) and cicatrix
of peltatetrichome (Jb)
K. Fragment of upperepidennis.in
surface view. withunderlying palisllde
parenchyma (Ka) and sclereidsof the
spongymesophyll (Kb)

fit
~

"

'. ." ..
.., . E

K

A. Peltare trichome, seen fromabove
B. Peltatetrichome, seen from below
C. Palisade parenchyma
D. G, Hand L. Fibre-like sdereidll.
some accompanied by
parenchymatous fragments of me
spongymesophyll
E. Spongyparenchyma

Flow rare 1 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 om.
Injection 20 ~L.

Retention time Oleuropein = about 9 min.

Figure 1878.-1. - Illustration ofpowdered herbal drug of olive
kaf (see ldenulicalion B)

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solU/ion To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Boil under a reflux
condenser for 15 min. Cool and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of oleuropein Rand 1 mg
of mtoside trihydrare R in 1 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplare R.
Mobile phase water R, methanol R, methylene chloride R
(1.5:15:85 VIVIV).

Time
(mln)

0-'
5 - 12

12 - 15

MobUe phase A
(per cent Y/J?

85 40

40 20

20 85

Mobile phase B
(per cent V/l?

15 60

60 80
80 15
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,,Preparations
OpiumTincture
Prepared Opiwn

Standardised Opiwn Dry Extract

Standardised Opiwn Tincture
PhE" __~ _

Raw opium is intended onlyas starting material for the
manufacture ofgalenical preparatitms. It is not dispensed as such:

2022

(Raw Opium, Ph. Eur. monograph Or77)

Opium

__________________ PhE<I

AI area. oCthe peak due to olewopein in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution;

A2 ami of lIle peak. due to oleuropeinin the chromatogram
obtainedwithreference solution(a);

m. mass of the extractto be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

J1I;J mass of o/europel'n CRSused to prepare reference solution (a). in
grams;

P percentage content of oleuropein in okuropein CRS.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Prepare thesolutions
immediately before use.
Test solution To 0.250 g of the extract to be examinedadd
50 mL of methanol R. Sonicatefor 15 min and filter into a
100 mL volwnetric flask. Rinse the flask and the Iilter with
2 mL of methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with wow R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of oIeuropein CRS in
10.0 mL of methanol R and dilute to 25.0 mL with woW R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 4 mg of rutaside trihydrau R
in 10 mL of reference solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, (2) =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-<apped ocladecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatograPhy R (5 ~m);

- temperature: 25°C.

Mobile phase tri/luoroacetic acidR, methanol R, wow R
(1:400:600 VIVIV).

Flow rau I mllrnin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 233 nm.
Injection 20 ~L.

Run time Twice the retention time of oleuropein.
Relative retention Withreference to oleuropein (retention
time = about 11 min): rutoside = about 0.7.
Sysum suicability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaksdue to

rutoside and oleuropein.
Calculate the percentage content of oleuropein using the
following expression:

DEFINITION
Air-dried latex obtainedby incision from the unripe capsules
of Popover sornni/erum L.

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from ali"" leaf (1878).

Content
Minimum 16.0 per cent of oleuropein (C:2SH320 13)

M, 540.5) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedwe using ethanol (65-96 per cent VIJI).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Greenish-brown or bIQWI1, amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.25 g of the extract to be examined add
10 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min and Iilter.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of oleuropein R and I mg of
ttuoside trihydrau R in I mL of methanol R.
PIa" TLC silica gelpiau R (5-40 fUll) [or TLC silica gel
piau R (2-10 fUll)].

Mobile phase wow R, anhydrous formic add R, ethylacetaU R
(7:13:80 VIVIV).
Application 10 f1L [or 2 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 em],

Drying In air.

Deucuon Spray with anisaldelr;de solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5 min; examine in daylight,

Results See below me sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith thereference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

(Ph. Eur. monograph 23/3)

_____________________ PhE"

Ai area of the peak due to oleuropeinin the chromatogram
obtainedwiththe rear solution;

Aj areaor the peakdue to oleuropeinin the chromatognun
obtained \Vim the reference solution;

nil mass of the herbal drugto beexaminedin the test solution, in
gramsj

m2 massof okuropejlJ CRS in the reference solution, in grams;
p percentagecontent of oleuropein in okurrJpeill CRS.

Olive Leaf Dry Extract

Calculate the percentage content of oleuropein using the
following expression:

PhE" _

IV-386 Olive Leaf Preparations

Top of the plate

A darkviolet-blue zone

-- --

Oleuropein: a brownish-green zone A brownish-green zone (oleuropein)

-- --

Rutoside: a yeUow zone

Reference solution Test solution

www.webofpharma.com
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Figure 0777.-1. - IUustralionfqr identification testA of powdered
rawopium

Top of the plate

Noscapine:an orange-red or red An orange-red or red zone
woo (noscapine)

-- --

Papaverine: an orange-red or red An orange-red or red zone
woo (papaverine)

-- --

Codeine:an omnge-red or red zone An orange-red or redzone (codeine)

Morphine: an orange-red or red zone An orange-red or red zone
(morphine)

Reference soludon Test solution

C. To 1.0 g of the powdered substance (500) (2.9.12) add
5 mL of water R, shakefor 5 min and filter. To the filtrate
add 0.25 mL offeme chloride solution R2. A red colour
develops which does not disappear upon the addition of
0.5 mL of dilute hydrochwric acidR.

TESTS
Thebaine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Suspend 1.000 g of the substance to be
examined, cut into thin slices, in 50 mL of ethanol
(50 per cent VIJ.? R, mix using sonication for 1 h, allow to
cool and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent. Allow to
stand. To 10.0 mL of the supernatant add 5 mL of
ammonium chloride buffer solution pH 9.5 R, dilute to 25.0 mL
with water R and mix. Transfer 20.0 mL of this solution to a
chromatography column about 0.15 m long and about
30 mm in internal diameter containing 15 g of kieselguhr for
chromatography R. Allow to stand for 15 min. Elute with
2 quantities, each of 40 ml., of a mixture of 15 volumes of
2-propanol Rand 85 volumes of methylene chlonik R.
Evaporate the combinedeluates to dryness in vacuo at 40 "C.
Transfer the residue to a volumelric flask usingthe mobile
phase and dilute to 25.0 mL with the mobilephase.
Reference solution (a). Dissolve 5.0 mg of thebaine CRS in
the mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile
phase.

same solution: dissolve2 mg of papaven'ne hydrochloride R,
12 mg of codeine phosphate Rand 12 mg of noscapine
hydrochloride R in ethanol (70 per cent VIVi R and dilute to
25 mL with the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 pm) [or TLC sihca gel
plateR (2-10 ~m»).

klobilephase concentrated ammonia R, ethanol (96 per cent) R,
aaume R, soIuene R (2:6:40:40 VIVIVIJl); use a freshly
prepared mixture.
Application 20 ~L [or 6 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 8 em).

Drying At 100-105 "C for 15 min.

Detection Allow to cool and treat with potassium
iodobismuthate solution R2 and men with a 4 gIL solution of
sulfuric acid R; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. A dark red zone (thebaine) situated between
the zone due to codeine and the zone due to papaverine may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be presentin
the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Opium IV-387

K

G

i
B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Triturate 0.10 g of me powdered substance to
be examined (500) (2.9.12) with 5 mL of ethanol
(70 percent VIVi R. Transfer to a 25 mL conical flask. Rinse
with 3 mL of ethanol (70 percent VIVi R and transfer the
rinsings to me same 25 mL conical flask. Heat in a water
bathat 50-60 DC, while stirring, for 30 min. Cool, filter,
wash the Iilter with ethanol (70 per cent VIVi R and dilute the
combined filtrates to 10 mLwith the same solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of morphine hydrochlonik R
in a solution prepared as follows and dilute (0 5 mL with me

Content
- morphine (C 17H,.,N03; M, 285.3): minimum

10.0 per cent (dried drug);
- codeine (CISH2INOJ; M£ 299.4): minimum 2.0 per cent

(dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Blackish-brown massesof various sizes, which tend to he soft
and shiny and, after drying, become hardand brittle.

IDENTIFICATION
Smp offairycovering, cur thesubstance. to be examined into thin
slices, dry arabout 60 °C for 48 h, ifnecessary, and reduce to a
powder (500) (2.9.12).

A. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder (500)
(2.9.12) is lightbrown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solutUm R. Beforeheating, the powdershows
the following diagnostic characters (Figure 0777.-1): granules
of latex agglomerated in irregular masses [AJ and light brown
elongated filaments. Afterheating,some fragments of
vessels U, K] and rather elongated, refringent crystals [F] are
also visible, as well as a smaller numberof roundpollen
grains with 3 pores and a very finely pitted exine [E] and
fragments of elongated fibres [D). Fragments of epicarp
(surface view (B, C, G], transverse section [H]), consisting of
polygonal cells with thickwallsdefining a stellate lumen, and
sometimes anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Ba] may also be
present. Some elements of various origin introduced during
handling of the latex may also be presentin small quantities
(fragments of covering trichomes and starch granules).
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Reference solution (b) Dissolve 12.0 mg of morphine
hydrochloride nihydrate CRS in the mobile phase and dilute to
15.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 10.0 mg of codeine CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.
To 10.0 mL of the solution add 10.0 mL of reference
solution (b).

Trecolumn:
- size: I == 4 mm, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- sta,ionary phase: oetylsi!JI/ silica gelfor chroma",graphy R

(5 urn}.

Column:
- size: I == 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped oetylsilY/ silica gelfor

chroma",graphy R (5 pm).

Mobile phase Dissolve 1.0 g of sodium heptanesulfonate
monohydrate R in 420 mL of water R, adjust to pH 3.2 with a
4.9 gIL solution of phosphoric acidR and add 180 mL of
acetonitrile R.
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 DOl.

Injection 20 J.1L of the test solution and reference
solutions (a) and (c).

Run lime Twice the retention timeof thebaine.
System suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 2.5 between the peaks due £0

morphine and codeine.
Calculate the percentage contentof the relevant alkaloid
using the following express!on:

Ai xm2 xFxp
A2 x ml

AI areaof the peakdue to lhe relevant alkaloid in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution;

A2 areaof the peak due to therelevant B1kaIoid in me
chromatogram obtainedwithreference solution (II) for thebaine
or reference solution (c) for morphine lindcodeine;

ml massof the substance to beexamined used to prepare the test
soIutionJ in grams;

nl2 mass of lhe rekvant alkaloid usedto prepare reference
solution (a) for thebaine,reference solution (b) (or morphine or
referencesolulion (c) (orcodeine, in grnJlS;

F 6.250 (or the determination of thebainej
p percentage content of therelevant alkaloid in the

corresponding CRS.

Limit:
- thebaine: maximum 3.0 per cenr (dried drug).

Loss 00 drylog (2.2.32)
Maximum 15.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
substance to be examined, cut into thin slices, by drying in
an oven at 105°C for4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 percent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the rest for
thebaine with the following modifications.
Injection Test solution and reference solution (c).
System mitability Reference solution (c):
- repeatability: maximwnrelative standard deviation of

1.0 per cent for the area of the peak due to morphine
after 6 injections.

Calculate the percentage contentof morphine and the
percentage contentof codeine using the expression given in

2022

the test for thebaine, withF = 10.417 formorphine and
F =3.125 for codeine.

To obtain thep value to be used for the calculation of the
morphine content, multiply the percentage content of
morphine hydrochloride in morphine hydrochloride
nihydrate CRS by 0.887.
_____________________ PhE"

Prepared Opium
(ph. Eur. monograph 1840)

PhE" ~ _

DEFINIllON
Raw opium (0777) powdered (180) (2.9.12) and dried ar a
temperature not exceeding 70°C, with a morphine content
adjusted, if necessary, by adding a suitable excipient or raw
opium powder with a lower alkaloidal content.

Content
- morphine (C17H.oN03; M, 285.3): 9.5 per cent to

10.5 per cent (dried preparation);
- codeine (C,.H2,N03; M, 299.4): minimum 1.0 per cent

(dried preparation).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown or dark brown powder.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder (500)
(2.9.12) is light brown. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate soluMnR. Before heating, the powder shows
the followingdiagnostic characters (Figure 1840.-1): granules
of latex agglomerated in irregular masses [A) and light brown
elongated filaments. After heating, some fragments of vessels
U, K] andrather elongated, refringent crystals [F] arealso
visible, as well as a smaller nwnberof round pollengrains
with 3 pores and a very finely pined exine [HJ and fragments
of elongated fibres IDJ. Fragments of epicarp (surface view
[B, C, G], transverse section [H), consisting of polygonal
cellswith thick walls defining a stellate lumen, and
sometimes anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Ba] mayalso be
present. Some elements of various origin introduced during
handling of the latexmay alsobe present in small quantities
(fragments of covering trichomes and starch granules).

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Triturate 0.10 g of the preparation to be
examined with 5 mL of ethanol (70 per cent VIV,) R. Transfer
to a 25 mL conical flask. Rinse with 3 mL of ethanol
(70 per cent VIV,) R and transfer the rinsings to the same
25 mL conical flask. Heat in a water-bath at 50-60°C, while
stirring, for 30 min. Cool, filter, wash the filter with ethanol
(70 per cent VIV,) R and dilute the combined filtrates to
10 mL with the samesolvent.
Reference soluMn Dissolve 5 mg of morphine hydrochloride R
in a solution prepared as follows and dilute to 5 mL withthe
samesolution: dissolve 2 mg of papaverine hydrochlmide R,
12 mg of codeine phosphate Rand 12 mg of noscapine
hydrochwride R in ethanol (70 per cent VIV,) R and dilute to
25 mLwiththe same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)l.
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Test solution Suspend 1.000 g of the preparation to be
examined in 50 mL of e!hanol (50 pere<n, VIIQ R, mix using
sonication for 1 h, allow to cool and dilute to 100.0 rnL with
the same solvent.Allow to stand. To 10.0 mLofthe
supernatant add 5 mL of ammonium chloride buffer solution
pH 9.5 R, dilute to 25.0 mL with waterR and mix. Transfer
20.0 mL of this solution to a chromatography column about
0.15 m long and about 30 mm in internal diameter
containing 15 g of kieselguhr for chromatography R. Allow to
standfor 15 min. Elute with 2 quantities] each of 40 mL, of
a mixture of 15 volumes of 2-propanol Rand 85 volumes of
methylene chloride R. Evaporate the combined eluates to
dryness in vacuoat 40°C. Transfer the residueto a
volumetric flask using the mobilephase and dilute to
25.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of titehame CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Refcrenarolution (b) Dissolve 12.0 mg of morphine
hydrochloriJk cnhydrale CRS in the mobile phase and dilute to
15.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Refcrena solution (c) Dissolve 10.0 mg of codeine CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.
To 10.0 mL of the solution add 10.0 mL of reference
solution (b).

Precolumn:
- size: ,;;;; 4 mm, 0 = 4.0 nun;
- "ationaryphase: octylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 um),

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 ;;;; 4.0 mm;
- stotionary phose: end-capped octyIsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase Dissolve 1.0 g of sodium heptonesulfonale
monohydrate R in 420 mL of waterR, adjust to pH 3.2 with a
4.9 gIL solution ofphosphoric acidR and add 180 mL of
ae<tonilrile R.
Flow rale 1.5 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 om.

Injection 20 J,1L of the test solution and reference
solutions (a) and (c).

Run time Twice the retention time of thebaine.
System suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum2.5 between the peaksdue to

morphine and codeine.
Calculate the percentage content of the relevant alkaloid
using the foUowing expression:

Al areaof the peakdue to therelevant alkaloid in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to the relevant alkaloidin the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a) for thebaine
or reference sotution(e) for morphineandcodeine;

m. mass of the preparation to be examinedused to prepare the test
solulion, in grams;

m2 mass of the relevant alkaloid used to prepare reference
solution (a) for thebaine, reference solution (b) for morphine or
reference solution (c) for codeine. in gramsj

F 6.250 for the deterrmnanon of thebaine;
p percentage content of the relevant alka10id in the

corresponding CRS.

Limit:
- thebaine: maximum 3.0 per cent (dried preparation).

1/
25 pm
~

® (L@
r"\E ~
~~ F···0 0

K

Figure 1840.-1. - Illustra.ion for identifica.ion us, A of prepamI
opium

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, ethanol (96 per unlj RJ

aarone R, toInene R (2:6:40:40 VIVIVIJI); use a freshly
prepared mixture.
Application 20 ~L [or 6 ~l as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Deudopment Over a path of 15 em [or 8 em].

Drying At 100-105 "C for 15 min.

Detection Allow to cool and treat with potassium
iodobismu.hale solution R2 and then with a 4 gIL solution of
sulfuric acid R; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution andthe
test solution.A dark red zone (thebaine) situated between
the zone due to codeine and the zone due to papaverine may
be presentin the chromatogram obtainedwirh the test
solution. Furthermore) otherfaint zones may be presentin
the chromatogram obtained with the testsolution.

Top of Lheplate

Noscapine: an orange-red or red An orange-red or red zone
ron. (noscapine)

-- --

Papaverine: an orange-red or red Anorange-red or red zone
ron. (papaverine)

-- --

Codeine: an orange-red or redzone An orange-red or red zone (codeine)

Morphine: an orange-~ or redzone An orange-red or red zone
(morphine)

Reference soludon Test solution

C. To 1.0 g of the preparation to be examined add 5 mL of
water R, shake for 5 min and filter. To the filtrate add
0.25 mL offemc chloride solution R2. A red colour develops
whichdoes not disappear upon the addition of 0.5 mL of
dilUle hydroch/ori(; add R.

TESTS
Thebaine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
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Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 8.0 per cent, determined on J.000 g of the
preparation to be examined by drying in an oven at 105°C
for 4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
thebaine with the followiog modifications.

Injetu"on Test solution and reference solution (c).
System suilalnl,iy Reference solution (c):
- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of

1.0 per cent for the area of the peakdue to morphine
after 6 injections.

Calculate the percentage content of morphine and the
percentage content of codeine using the expression givenin
the test for thebaine, with F;;;; 10.417 for morphine and
F = 3.125 for codeine.

To obtain the p value to be used for the calculation of the
morphine content, multiply the percentage content of
morphine hydrochloride in morphine hydrochloride
tn'hydrate CRS by 0.887.
___________________ PIlEII

Standardised Opium Dry Extract
(ph. Bur. monograph 1839)
PIlEII _

DEFINITION
Standardised dry extract produced from Raw opium (0777).

Content
- morphine (C 17H1,NO,; M,285.3): 19.0 per cent to

21.0 per cent (dried extract);
- c"deine (C.sH2INO,; M, 299.4): minimum 2.0 per cent

(dried extract).

Contentadjusted if necessary by adding a suitable excipient
(e.g. lactose, dextrin).

PRODUCTION
The extract is producedfrom the drugbya suitable
procedure usingwater.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown, amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Triturate 50 mg of the extract to be examined
with 5 mL of ethanol (70 per cen, VIV) R. Transfer to a
25 mL conical flask. Rinse with 3 mL of ethanol
(70 per cen, VIV) R and transfer the rinsings to the same
25 mLconical flask. Heat in a water-bath at 50-60 "C, while
stirring, for30 min. Cool, filter) wash the filter with ethanol
(70 per cene VIV) R and dilute the combined filtrates to
10 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solue;"n Dissolve 5 mg of morphine hydrochloride R
in a solutionprepared as follows and dilute to 5 mLwith me
same solution: dissolve 2 mg of papaverine hydrochloride R,
12 mg of codeine pho,phate R and 12 mg of noscapine
hydrochloride R in 'thand (70 per cen, VII-? R and dilute to
25 mL with the same solvent.
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Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 1lJ1l) [or TLC ,ilica gel
plate R (2-10 1lJ1l)).

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, ,thanol(96 per cenO R,
aeewne R, toluene R (2:6:40:40 VIVIVIV); use a freshly
prepared mixture.
Applica'ion 20 ~L [or 6 J1l.1 as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Deoelopment Over a path of 15 cm [or 8 em],

Drying At 100-105 ·C for 15 min.

Detection Allowto cool and treat withpolaSSium
iodobismulhate solution R2 and then with a 4 gIL solution of
sulfuri< acidR; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. A dark red zone (thebaine) situated between
the zone due to codeine and the zone due to papaverine may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution. Furthermore, other faint zones maybe present in
the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top ofLhe plate

Noscapine:an orange-red or red An orange-red or redzone
ron, (noscapine)

-- --

Papaverine: an orange-red or red An orange-red or redzone
zone (papaverine)

-- --

Codeine:an orange-red or red zone An orange-red or red zone (codeine)

Morphine: an orange-red or redzone AnOrallgl:-red or redzone
(morphine)

Reference eclutlon Test aolutlea

B. To 0.5 g of the extract to be examined add 5 mL of
waterRJ shakefor 5 minand filter. To the filtrate add
0.25 mL offerric clJ/oride solulion R2. A red colour develops
which does not disappear upon the addition of 0.5 mL of
dilute hydrochlori< acidR.

TESTS
Thebaine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solulion Suspend 0.500 g of the extract to be examined
in 50 mL of ethanol (50 per cen' VII-? R, mix using sonication
for 1 h, aUow to cool and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent.Allow to stand. To 10.0 mL of the supernatant add
5 mL of ammonium chloride buffer solulion pH 9.5 R, dilute to
25.0 mL with water R and mix. Transfer 20.0 mL of this
solution to a chromatography column about 0.15 m long and
about 30 mm in internal diameter containing 15 g of
kiesdguhr for chromawgraphy R. Allow to stand for 15 min.
Elute with 2 quantities, each of 40 mL, of a mixtureof
15 volumes of 2-propanol Rand 85 volumes of methylene
chloride R. Evaporate the combinedeluatesto dryness in
vacuo at 40 °C. Transfer the residue to a volumetric flask
using the mobile phase and dilute to 25.0 mL with the
mobile phase.
Reference soluMn (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of /hebaine CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Re/erence soluMn (b) Dissolve 12.0 mg of morphine
hydrochloride tl'ihydrate CRS in the mobile phase and dilute to
15.0 mL with the mobile phase.
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Reference solution (c) Dissolve 10.0 mg of codeine GRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.
To 10.0 mL of the solution add 10.0 mL of reference
solution (b).

Precolumn:
- size: I:::: 4 mm, 0 :::: 4.0 mm;
- sMtiouary phase: ocly1si1yl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 11m).

Column:
- size: I:::: 0.25 m, 0 :::: 4.0 mm;
- 'Mtiouary phase: end-capped octylsilyl Sl1ica gelfor

chromatography R (5 um).

Mobile phase Dissolve 1.0 g of sodium hepMnesulfouate
monohydrau R in 420 mL of waterfor chromatography R,
adjust to pH 3.2 with a 4.9 gIL solution of phosphoric acid R
and add 180 mL of acetonitrile R.
Flowrate 1.5 mUmin.

Dnection Spectrophotometer at 280 nm.

Injection 20)lL of the test solution and reference
solutions (a) and (c).

Run time Twice the retention time of thebaine.
Systemsuitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 2.5 betweenthe peaks due to

morphine and codeine.
Calculate the percentage content of the relevant alkaloid
using the following expression:

AI xm2 xFxp
A2 x ml

Al area of the peakdue to the relevant aIkaJoid in the
chromatogram obtained wiLh the test solutionj

A2 area of thepeak due to therelevant alkaloid in the
chromatogram obtainedwith referencesolution (a) for thebaine
or referencesolution (c) COf' morphine and codeine;

nIl mass of the extractto be examined used10 prepare the lest
solution, in grams;

In: mass of the relevant alkaloid used to prepare reference
solution (B)for thebaine,reference solution (b) for morphineor
reference solution (e) for codeine, in grams;

F 6.250 for the derermiaaticu of thebainej
p percentagecontent of the relevant alkaloidin the

corresponding CRS.

Limic:
- thebaine: maximum 6.0 per cent (dried extract).

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 5.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the extract
to be examined by drying in an oven at 105°C for 4 h.

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
thebaine with the following modifications.
Injettion Test solution and reference solution (c).
System suilability Reference solution (c):
- repeatabl1ity: maximum relative standard deviation of

1.0 per cent for the area of the peak due to morphine
after 6 injections.

Calculate the percentage contentof morphine and the
percentage contentof codeine usingthe expression givenin
the test for thebaine, with F = 10.417 for morphine and
F =3.125 for codeine.
To obtain the p value to be used for the calculation of the
morphine content, multiply the percentage contentof
morphine hydrochloride in morphine hydrochloride
trihydrate GRS by 0.887.
_____________________ PIIE<I

Opium Preparations IV-391

Standardised Opium Tincture
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1841)
PIIE<I _

DEFINITION
Standardised tincture produced from Raw opium (0777).

Content
- morphine (C17H19NO,; M, 285.3): 0.95 per cent to

1.05 per cent;
- codeine (C,sH2INO,; M, 299.4): minimum 0.1 per cent.

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from the drug by an appropriate
procedure using equal volumes of ethanol (70 per cent VIII)
and water.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Reddish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 1.0 mL of the tincture to be examined
to 10 mL with ethanol (70 percent VI,,? R.
Reference ,oIution Dissolve 5 mg of morphine hydrochloride R
in a solutionprepared as follows and dilute to 5 mL with the
same solution: dissolve 2 mg of papaverine hydrochloride R,
12 mg of codeine phosphate Rand 12 mg of noscapine
hydrochloride R in ethanol (70 percent VI,,? R and dilute to
25 mL with me samesolvent.
Plate TLG silica gelplate R (5-40 11m) [or TLG silica gel
plateR (2-10 umj],

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia RJ ethanol (96 percent) R,
autone R, toluene R (2:6:40:40 VIVIVIII); use a freshly
prepared mixture.

Application 20 ~L [or 611L) as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 8 em].

Drying At 100-105·C for 15 min.

Deuelion Allowto cool and treat withpotassium
iodobiSlnuthate solution R2 and then with a 4 gIL solution of
,ulfilric acidR; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. A dark red zone (thebaine) situated between
the zone due to codeine and the zone due to papaverine may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Noscapine:an orange-red or red An orange-red or redzone
ron, (noscapine)

-- --

Papaverine: an orange-redorred An orange-red or red zone
ron, (papaverine)

-- --

Codeine:an orange-redor red zone Anorange-redor red zone (codeine)

Morphine: an orange-redor red zone Anorange-red or red zone
(morphine)

Reference solution TC!!It eeludon
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Limit:
- thebaine: maximum 0.3 per cent.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 4.0 per cent, determined on 3.00 g.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
thebaine withthe following modifications.
Injulion Test solutionand reference solution (c).
System suitahility Reference solution (c):
- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of

1.0 percent for the area of the peakdue to morphine
after 6 injections.

Calculate the percentage contentof morphine and the
percentage contentof codeine using the expression givenin
the test for thebaine, withF = 2.604 for morphine and
F =0.781 for codeine.
To obtain thep value to be used for me calculation of the
morphine content,multiply the percentage content of
morphine hydrochloride in morphine hydrochloride
trihydrate CRS by 0.887.

200,
A sufficient quantil)'
A sufficient quantity

Opium Tincture
DEFINITION

Opium, sliced
Ethanol (90 per cent)
PurifiedWater

Extemporaneous preparadon
The following directions apply.

Pour 500 mL of boiling Purified Water on to the Opium and
allow to stand for 6 hours; add 500 mL of Ethanol
(90 per cent), mix thoroughly and allow to stand in a
covered vesselfor 24 hours; strain, press the marc, mixthe
liquids and aUow to stand for not less than 24 hours, filter.
Determine the concentration of morphine, calculated as
anhydrous morphine, in the tincture so prepared by the
Assay. To the remainder of the liquid add sufficient of a
mixture of equal volumes of Ethanol (90 per cent) and
Purified Water to produce an OpiumTincturecontaining
1% wlv of anhydrous morphine.

The tincture romp/ies with therequirements for Tinctures stated
under Extracts and lOlih thefollowing requirements.

Content of anhydrous morphine, C17Hl~03
0.925 to 1.075% wlv.

TESTS
Ethanol content
41 to 46% vlv, Appendix VIII F, Method III.

Relative density
0.898 to 0.969, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
Dilute 5 mL to 100 mL with ethanol (45%). To 10 mL of
the resulting solution add 5 mL of water and I mL of
5Mammonia and extract with 30 mL of a mixture of equal
volumes of ethanol (96%) and chloroform and then with two
22.5 mL quantities of a mixture of 2 volumes of chloroform
and 1 volumeof ethanol (96%), washing each extract with the
same 20 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of ethanol (96%)
and water. Evaporate the combinedextracts justto dryness,
extract the residue with two 5 mLquantities of calcium

Al area ortbe peakdue to therelevantalkaloid in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to the relevant alkaloKi in me
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution(0) for thebaine
or reference solution(e) formorphine and codeine;

m. massof the tincture to be examined used to prepare me test
solulion, in gram$j

m2 mass of me relevant alkaloid used to prepare reference
solution (a) for thebaine.reference solution(b) for morphine or
reference solution(c) forcodeine, in grams;

F 1563 for thedetermination of thebaine;
p percentage content of the relevant alkaloid in the

corresponding CRS.

TESTS
Ethanol (2.9.1 (J)
31 per cent VIV to 34 per cent VIV.

Thebaine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dilute 2.000 g of the tincture to be examined
to 25.0 mL with ethanol (50 percent VI,,? R. To 10.0 mL of
the solution add 5 mL of ammonium chloride buffer solution
pH 9.5 R, dilute to 25.0 mL with water R and mix. Transfer
20.0 mL of this solution to a chromatography column about
0.15 m long and about 30 mm in internal diameter
containing 15 g of kieselguhr for chromawgraphy R. Allow to
stand for 15 min. Elute with2 quantities, each of 40 ml., of
a mixture of 15 volumes of 2-propanol Rand 85 volumes of
methylene chloride R. Evaporate the combinated eluates to

dryness in vacuo at 40 DC. Transfer the residue to a
volumetric flask using the mobile phaseand dilute to
25.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of thebaine CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 12.0 mg of morphine
hydrochloride trihydrate CRS in the mobile phase and dilute to
15.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 10.0 mg of codeine CRS in the
mobile phase and dilute to 50.0 mL with the mobile phase.
To 10.0 mL of the solution add 10.0 mL of reference
solution (b).

Precolumn:
- size: 1= 4 nun, 0 = 4.0 nun;
- srationary phase: oay/silyf silica gelfor chromawgraphy R

(5 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mmj
- stationary phase: end-capped oct;y/siIyI silica gelfor

chromawgraphy R (5 um).

Mobile phase Dissolve 1.0 g of sodium heptanesulfonare
monohydrate R in 420 mL of water R, adjust to pH 3.2 with a
4.9 gIL solution ofphosphori< acidR and add 180 mL of
aceumitriJe R.

Fk>w rate 1.5 mUmin.
Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 280 nm,

Injettiqn 20 J.tL of the test solution and reference
solutions (a) and (c).

Run time Twice the retention time of thebaine.
System sutiability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 2.5 betweenthe peaks due to

morphine and codeine.
Calculate the percentage content of the relevant alkaloid
using the following expression:

Al xm2 xFxp

A2xml

IV-392 Opium Preparations
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Camphorated Opium Tincture
DEFINITION

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Dissolve the Benzoic Acid, the Racemic Camphor and me
Anise Oil or Star Anise Oil in 900 mL of Ethanol

Bitter-Orange Flower

DEFINITION
Whole, dried, unopened flower of Citrus aumntium L.
ssp. aurantium (G. aurantium L. ssp. amara Engl.).

Content ;
Minimum 8.0 per cent of total flavonclds, expressed as
naringin (Cz7H,,014; M, 580.5) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The flower buds are white or yellowish-white and may
reach up to 25 mm in length. The dialypetalous corolla is
composed of 5 thick, oblong and concave petals dotted with
oil glands visible under a hand lens; the short, yellowish
green persistent gamosepalous calyx has 5 spreading sepals)
connate at the base and forming a star-shaped structure
attached to the yellowish-green peduncle, which is about
5-10 mm long. The flower buds contain at least 20 stamens
with yellow anthers and with filaments fused at the base into

(ph. Ear. monograph 1810)

Bitter-Orange Flower IV-393

(60 per cent), add the Opium Tincture and sufficient
Ethanol (60 per cent) 10 produce 1000 mL and mix. Filter, if
necessary.

The tincture complies with the requirements for Tinctures stated
underExtraClS and with thefollowing requirements.

Content of anhydrous morphine, C17Hl~Ol
0.045 10 0.055% wfv.

TESTS
Ethanol content
56 10 60% vlv, Appendix Vlli F, Method III.

Relative density
0.90 10 0.92, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
To 10 mL add 5 mL of waterand 1 mL of 5M ammonia and
extract with 30 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of ethanol
(96%) and chi"",!""" and then with two 22.5 mL quantities
of a mixture of 2 volumes of chloroform and 1 volume of
ethanol (96%), washing each extract with the same 20 mL of
a mixture of equal volumes of ethanol (96%) and water.
Evaporate the combined extracts almost to dryness, extract
the residue with 10 mL of calcium hydroxide solution, filter
and wash the filter with 10 mL of calcium hydroxide sohuion.
To the combined filtrate and washings add 0.1 g of
ammonium sulfate, extract with two 10 mL quantities of
ethanol-free chlorcform, wash the combined extracts with
10 mL of waterand discard the chloroform solution. To the
combined alkaline liquid and aqueous washings add 10 mL
of 1Mhydrochloric acid, heat on a water bath to remove any
chloroform, cool and dilute to 100 mL with water. To 10 mL
of this solution add 10 mL of 0.1M hydrochloric acidand
8 mL of a fresWy prepared 1.0% wlv solution of sodium
nurile, allow to stand for 15 minutes, add 12 mL of
5M ammonia, dilute to 50 mL with waterand measure the
absorbance of a 4-cm layer of the resulting solution at the
maximum at 442 om, Appendix II B, using in the reference
cell a solution prepared at the same time and in the same
manner but using 8 mL of water in place of the solution of
sodium nitrite. Calculate the content of C17HI 9N 0 3 taking
124 as the value of A(I %, I em) at the maximum at
442 run.

PhE" _

400mL
40g
24g

24mL
400mL

Sufficient to produce 1000 mL

50mL
5g
3g

3mL
Sufficient to produce 1000 mL

Opium Tincture
BenzoicAcid
Racemic Camphor
Anise Oil or Stilt Anise Oil
Ethanol (96 per cent)
Water

hydroxide solution, filter and wash the filter with 10 mL of
calcium hydroxide solulwn. To me combined filtrate and
washings add 0.1 g of ammonium sulfate, extract with two
10 mL quantities of ethanol-.free chIaro/ann, wash the
combined extracts with 10 mL of waterand discard the
chloroform solution. To the combined alkaline liquid and
aqueous washings add 10 mL of 1M hydrochloric acid, heat on
a water bath to remove any chloroform, cool and dilute to
100 mL with water. To 10 mL of this solution add 10 mL of
O.IM hydrochloric acidand 8 mL ofa freshly prepared
1.0% w/v solution of sodium niuite, allow to stand for
15 minutes, add 12 mL of 5M ammonia, dilute to 50 mL
with waterand measure the absorbance of a d-cm layer of the
resulting solution at the maximum at 442 nm,
Appendix II BJ using in the reference cell a solution prepared
at the same time and in me same manner but using 8 mL of
waterin place of the solution of sodium nitrite. Calculate the
content of C17HI9N 0 3 taking 124 as the value of
A(I %, I em) at the maximum at 442 run.

Extemporaneous preparadon
The following directions apply.

Dissolve the Benzoic Acid, the Racemic Camphor and the
Anise Oil or Star Anise Oil in the Ethanol (96 per cent), add
the Opium Tincture and sufficient Water to produce
1000 mL, mix and filter if necessary.

The tinctUft complies with the requirements for Tinctures stated
underExtracts and with thefollowing requirements.

Content of anhydrous morphlne, C.,H,,NO,
0.36 10 0.44% wfv.

TESTS
Ethanol content
541059% vtv,Appendix VIII F, Method III.

Relative density
0.912100.930, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
Dilute 10 mL 10100 mL with ethanol (50%) and carry out
the Assay described under Camphorated Opium Tincture
using 10 mL of the diluted solution.

Concentrated Camphorated Opium
Tincture
DEFINITION

Opium Tincture
Benzoic Acid
Racemic Camphor
Anise Oil or Star ArWe Oil
Elhanol (60 per cent)
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IV-394 Bitter-Orange Flower

groups of 4 or 5; the ovary is superior, brownish-black and
spherical, consists of 8-10 multi-ovular loculi and is
surrounded at me base by an annular granular hypogynous
disc; the thick, cylindrical styleends in a capitate stigma.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-yellow. Examine undera microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1810.-1): very numerous spherical pollen
grains, with a finely pitted exine and 3-5 genninal pores [H,
KJ; fragments of the epidennis of the sepals (surface view
[D), transverse section [A, C)) accompanied by underlying
mesophyU [B], some cells of which contain prisms of calcium
oxalate [Aa, Ba, Db], unicellular covering trichomes [Cal
and numerous anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Da]; fragments of
the epidermis of the petals (surface view [P, GJ n), with a
distinctly striated cuticle; fragments of large schizolysigenous
oil glands in transverse section [E]) which measure up to
100 JIm in diameter. Examine under a microscope usinga
20 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R. The mounting
medium becomesyellow because of the presence of
hesperidin in the drug.

)

Figure 1810.-1. <Ilhutration for identijicatwn ust B ofpowdered
herbal drng of biuer-orange flower

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
sweet-orange flower.
Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.

2022

Top of the plate

A weakyellowfluorescent zone

A weakyellow8uorescent zone

Hesperidin: a greenish-yeUow A greenish-yeUow fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (hesperidin)

Naringin: a yeUow fluorescent zone A yellowfluorescent zone (naringin)

A red 8uOIUCent zone
(neoeriocilrin)

A yellow8uorescent zone (diosmin
and neodiosmin)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Sweet..orange flower
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9./2) add 5 mL of methanol R. Heat with stirring at 40 'C
for 10 min. Filter.

Referenu solution Dissolve 3.0 mg of naringin Rand 3.0 mg
of hesperidin R in 10 mL of melhanol R.
PIoI2 TLC silica gelplal2 R.
Mobile phase wattr R, anhydrous formic acidR, ethylaulOl2 R
(10:15:75 VIVIJI).

ApplicatWn 10 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air; heat in an oven at 110-120 °C for 5 min.
Detection Spray the hot plate with a 10 gIL solution of
dipheny/boric acidaminoethyl esttrR in melhanol R and then
with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in melhanol R; after
at least 1 b, examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 nm.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
showsa yellow zone similar in position to the zone of
naringin in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution, andimmediately below it a redzone (neoeriocitrin).
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9./2) by drying in an oven at
105 'C.

Total ash (2.4. /6)
Maximum 10.0 percent.

ASSAY
StocksolutWn To 0.175 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9./2) add 95 mL of ethanol (50 per cent VI,,? R.
Heat on a water-bath undera reflux condenser for 30 min.
Allow to cool and filter through a aintered-glass filter (2./.2).
Rinse the filter with 5 mL of ethanol (50 per cent VI,,? R.
Combine the filtrate and the rinsings in a volumetric flask
and dilute to 100.0 mL with ethanol (50 per cent VI,,? R.
Test solution Into a test tube (10 mm x 180 mm) introduce
0.150 g of powdered magnesium R (250) (2.9./2), a magnetic
stirring bar25 mm long and 2.00 mL of the stocksolution.
Maintain the test tube upright) centrifuge at 125 g and
carefully add dropwise, especiaUy at the beginning, 2.0 mL of
hydrochloric acid R, and then 6.0 mL of ethanol
(50 percent VI,,? R. Stopper the tube and mix by inverting.

Compensation solution Into a 2nd test tube) introduce
2.00 mL of the stock solution and carefully add dropwise,
especially at the beginning, 2.0 mL of hydrochloric acidRand
then 6.0 mL of ethanol (50 perCell' VI,,? R.

J
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**** ** ** ****
Sweet Orange Oil
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1811)
PhEa _

Orange Oil IV-395

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained without heating, bysuitable mechanical
treatment from the fresh peel of the fruit of
GUrus x si'nensis (L.) Osheck. A suitable antioxidant may be
added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, pale yellow or orange, mobile liquid, which may
become cloudy when chilled.

IDENTIFICATION
First idemifican"on: B.

Seeond identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
bergapten.
Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution.

absorbance at 530 nm,
massof thesubstance to beexamined, in grams.m

A

After 10 min, measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of me test
solution at 530 nm.
Calculate the percentage contentof totalflavonoids,
expressed as naringin, using the following expression:

2022

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of the reaction product of
naringin to be 52.

Orange Oil
DEFINITION
Orange Oil is obtained by mechanical means fromthe fresh
peel of the sweet orange, Citrus sinensis (L.) Osbeck.

CHARACTERISTICS
A yellow[0 yellowish brown liquid, visibly free fromwater;
odour, thatof orange.

TESTS
Optical rotation
+940 to +99°, Appendix V F. On distillation, the first 10%
of the distillate has an opticalrotation the same as, or only
slightly lower than, the original oil.

Refractive index
1.472 to 1.476, Appendix V E.

Residue on evaporadon
1.0 to 5.0% when determined by the method for residue on
evaporarion of wlatile oils, Appendix X M. Use 2 g and heat
for 4 hours,

Solubility in ethanol
Soluble at 20·, in 7 parts of ethanol (90%), Appendix X M.
A bright solution is rarely obtained due to the presence of
waxy non-volatile substances.
Weight per mL
0.842 to 0.848 g, Appendix V G.

Content of aldehydes
Not less than 1.0% wlw, calculated as decanal, C IOH200 .
Carry out the method for the determination of aldehydes,
Appendix X K, using 109, omitting the toluene and using a
volume, not less than 7 mL, of akoholic hydroxylamine sotun"un
that exceeds by I to 2 mL the volume of O.5M potassium
hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS required. Each mL of
O.5M potassium hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS is equivalent to
78.76 mg of C,oH2.0.
STORAGE
Orange Oil should he kept in a well-filled container and
protected from light.

Top of the plate

-- -~

Bergapten: a greenish-yellow
fluorescent zone

-- --

Manyblue fluorescent zones

Reference soludon Test solution

Resulu B See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.

Top of the plate

A brownfluorescent zone

Linalyl acetate: a brownish-orange A faintbrownish-omnge ftuorescent
fluorescent zone zone (linalyl acetate)

I
-- --

Many orange fluorescent zones

Linalol: a brownish-onmge A brownish-orange fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone Qinlllol)

Bergapten: a faintgreenish-ye)low
fluorescent zone

Manybrownish-orange fluorescent
ron"

-- --

Many blue fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test solution

B. It complies with the limits of the test for chromatographic
profile.
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IV-396 Orange Oil

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.842 to 0.850.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.410 to 1.416.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
+ 94° to + 99°.

Peroxide value (2.5.5, MethodB)
Maximwn20.

Fatty oils and res1nified essential oils (2.8.7)
It complies with the test.

Bergapten
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutWn Dilute 0.2 mL of the substance to be examined
in I mL of ethanol (96 per=!J R.
Reference solutum Dissolve 2 mg of bergapren R, I0 ~L of
lina/ol R aod 20 ~L of lina/y1 aUlal< R in 10 mL of <lhanol
(96 per cm!J R.

Pial< TLC silica gelpial< R.
Mobil< phase erhy/ aulal<R, toluene R (15:85 VIV).
AppJicatWn I0 ~L as baods.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
showsno greenish-yellow fluorescent zone corresponding to
thatof bergapten in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.
Detection B Spray with anisakkhycksolutWn R aod heat at
100-105 ·C for 10 min; examine the plate in ultraviolet light
at 365 nm.
Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solutWn Dilute 200 ~L of the substaoce to be examined
to 10.0 mL with heptaneR.
Reference solutWn (a) Dilute 5 ~L of a-pinme R, 5~ of
sabinene R, 5 ~ of fJ-pinene R, 5 ~L of fJ-myrcene R, 5 ~L of
oclana/ R, 10 ~L of limonmeR, 5~ of lina/ol R, 5 ur, of
decanal R, I0 ~L of citralR (composed of neral aod geranial)
and 5 ~L of uolencene R to 5.0 mL with heplane R.
Reference solutWn (b) Dilute 5 ~L of limonmeR to 50.0 mL
with heplane R. Dilute 0.1 mL of the solution to 5.0 mL with
heptane R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I =60 m, 0 =0.25 mrn;
- slatWnary phase: phenyl(5)methy/(95)polysiloxane R (film

thickness 0.25 um).

Carrier gas helium for chromawgraphy R.

Flow ral< 1.4 mIlrnin.
Split ratio 1:10.

Temperature:

Column

Injection port

Detector

Time
(min)

0-90

Temperature
("C)

50 ~ 230

2'0

2'0

2022

Detection Flame ionisation.
Inje<tWn I ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in me composition of
reference solution (a); record the retention times of these
substances.
Identification ojpeaks Using the retention times determined
from the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a),
locate the components of reference solution (a) in the
chromatogram obtained with me test solution.
Sysum su;rab;lity Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

sabinene and p-pinene.
Determineme percentage contentof each of these
components. The percentages arewithin the following
ranges:
- ~..pinene: 0.4 per cent to 0.6 percent;
- sabinene: 0.2 per cent to 1.1 per cent;
- p-pinene: 0.02 per cent to 0.3 per cent;
- p-myrcene: 1.5 per cent to 2.5 per cent;
- oetana/: 0.1 percent to 0.4 percent;
- limonene: 92.0 percent to 97.0 percent;
- /ina/of: 0.2 per cent to 0.7 per cent;
- deamal: 0.1 per cent to 0.4 percent;
- nera/: 0.02 per cent to 0.10 percent;
- geranial: 0.03 per cent to 0.20 per cent;
- valencene: 0.02 percent to 0.5 percent.
Reporting threshold 0.01 per cent (reference solution (b)).

Residue on evaporation
1.0 per cent to 5.0 per cent.
Evaporate 5.0 g to dryness on a water-bath anddryat
100-105 ·C for 4 h.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.
___________________ PhE"

Terpeneless Orange Oil
Preparation
Compound Orange Spirit

DEFINlT10N
Terpeneless Orange Oil may be prepared by concentrating
orange oil underreduced pressure untilmost of the terpenes
have been removed or by solventpartition.

CHARACTERISTICS
A clear, yellow or orange-yellow liquid, visibly free from
water.

TESTS
Optical rotation".
Not more thao +<10·, Appendix V F.

Refractive Index
1.461 to 1.413, Appendix V B.

Solubility In ethanol
Soluble, at 20°, in I part of ethana! (90%), Appendix X M.

Weight per mL
0.855 to 0.880 g, Appendix Y G.

Content of aldehydes
Not less than 18% w/w, calculated as decanal, CIOH200 .
Carry out the method for the dererminatWn of a/dehycks,

I
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AppendixX K, using 1.5 g, omittingthe toluene and using a
volume, not less than 7 mL, of akoho/ic hydroxylamine solution
that exceeds by 1 to 2 mL the volume of O.5M potassium
hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS required. Each mL of
O.5M potassium hydroxide in ethanol (60%) VS is equivalent to
78.76 mgofC IOH2oO.

STORAGE
Terpeneless Orange Oil should be kept in a well-filled
container and protectedfrom light.

Compound Orange Spirit
DEFINITION

TerpenelessOrangeOil
Terpenelese Lemon Oil
Anise Oil or StarAnise Oil
Coriander Oil
Elhanol (90 per cent)

2.5mL
1.3mL

4.25mL
6.25mL

Sufficientto produce 1000 mL

Bitter-Orange Peel IV-397

Aa--/tJ.

Ad

The spirit complies with the requirements Slated under Spirits and
wilh thefollowing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
86 to 90% vlv, Appendix VIII F.

Weight per mL
0.828 to 0.841 g. Appendix V G.

Dried Bitter-Orange Peel
(Biner-Orange Epicarp and Mesocarp, Ph. Bur.
monograph 1603)

Preparations
Orange Peel Infusion

Orange Tincture
POE" _

DEFINITION
Dried epicarp and mesocarp of the ripe fruit of Citrus
auranrium L. ssp. aurantium (C. aurantium L. ssp. omara
Engl.) partly freed frum the while spongy tissue of the
mesocarp and endocarp.

Content
Minimum 20 mlJkg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The herbal drug consists of elliptical or irregular pieces
5-8 em long, 3-5 em broad and about 3 rom thick.
The outersurface is yellowish or reddish-brown and
distinctly punctate, the inner surface is yellowish or
brownish-white.

L

Figure 1603.-1. - IUustratitm for identifica'ion USI B of powdered
herbal drug of biuer-orange epirorp and mesocarp

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
brown. Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1603.-1): fragments of epicarp (surface
view [B]) composed of small polygonal cells with slightly
thickened anticlinal walls, filled with chromatophores and
some anomocytic stomata (2.8.3); fragments of epicarp
showing the thickened cuticle (side view [N); fragments of
pericarp (transverse section [A)) showingthe cuticularised
epicarp [Aa], the sub-epicarpal layers with cells with
collenchymatous thickening [Ab], some of which containa
prism of calcium oxalate [Ac], and fragments of
schiwlysigenous oil glands [Ad]; fragments of the
collenchymatous sub-epicarpallayers (surface view [G])j
groups of parenchyma cells [L], some of whichcontain a
prism of calcium oxalate [eljnumerous fragments of
mesocarp [D, E, F, H, K, M); freeprisms of calciwn
oxalate lll- Examineunder a microscope using a 20 gIL
solution of polassium hydroxide R. The mounting medium
becomes yellowdue to the presence of hesperidin in the
herbal drug.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-bath
at 65°C for 5 min with shaking. Allow to cool and filter.
Reference ,oIution Dissolve 1.0 mg of nan"'gin Rand 1.0 mg
of caffeic add R in 1 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC sii/ro gelplate R.

Mobile phase waterR, anhydrous formic acidR, ethylacetate R
(10:15:75 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~L as bands.
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Orange Peel Infusion
DEFINlllON

500 g
1350mL

**** ** ** ****

Concentrated OrangePeel Infusion
Water

lOOmL
Sufficient to produce

1000mL

The infusion complies wilh the requirements statedunder Infusions.

CONCENTRATED ORANGE PEEL
INFUSION
DEFINITION
Dried Bitter-OnngePeel. cut smaU
Ethanol(25 per cent)

(Bitter-Orange Epicarp and Mesocarp Tinclure~

Ph. Bur. monograph 1604)

Orange Tincture

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Macerate the Dried Biner-Orange Peel in a covered vessel for
48 hours with 1000 mL of the Ethanol (25 per cent) and
press out the liquid. To the pressed marc add 350 mL of the
Ethanol (25 per cent), macerate for 24 hours,press and add
the liquid to the product of the first pressing. Allow to stand
for not less than 14 days and filter.

TESTS
Ethanol content
18 to 23% vlv, Appendix VIII F.

Total solids
10 to 15% wlv, Appendix XI A. Use 1 mL.

Weight per mL
1.01 to 1.04 g, Appendix V G.

DEFINlllON
Tincture produced from Bitur-orange epiaJrp and
mesocarp (1603).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from 1 part of the freshly powdered
herbal drug (2000) (2.9. 12) and 5 parts of alcohol
(70 per cent VIV) by an appropriate procedure.

CHARACTERS
Liquid with a bittertaste.

IDENTIFICATION
Exantine by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The tincture to be examined.
Rsference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of nan'ngin Rand 1.0 mg
of caffeic. acid R in 1 mL of memanolR.
Plat< TLC silica gelplat< R.
Mobile phase waterR, anhydrous formicacid R, ethylact-tate R
(10:15:75 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.
Drying In air, and heat in an oven at 110-120 °C for 5 min.
Detection Spray the warm plate with a 10 gIL solution of
diphenylboric acidaminoemy{ ester R in methanol R and then
with a 50 gIL solution of maaogol400 R in methanal R. After
1 h, examinein ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Top of the plate

A lightblue fluorescent zone

A lightblue fluceeecent zone

Caffeicacid:a Jigln blue fluorescent

'On'

A lightblue fluorescent zone

A light blue fluorescent zone

Naringin: a darkgreen fluorescent A darkgreenfluorescent zone
ron, (naringin)

A red fluorescent zone (neoeriocitrin)

An orange fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solulioD

TESTS
Water (2.2.13)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined by distillation on 20.0 g
of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 25.0 per cent.

To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12) add
10.0 mL of a mixtwe of 30 volumes of waterRand
70 volumes of emanoJ (96 perunO R and extract for 2 h,
shaking frequently. Filter, evaporate 2.000 mL of the filtrate
to dryness on a water-bath and dry in an oven at 100-105 °C
for 3 h. Allowto cool in a desiccator overdiphosphorus
pentoxide R andweigh. The residue weighs a minimum of
0.100 g.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use a 500 mL round-bottomed flask, 200 mL of waterR as
the distillation liquid and 0.50 mL of xylene R in the
graduated tube, Reduce the drug to a powder (710) (2.9. 12)
and immediately use 15.0 g for me determination, Distil at a
rate of 2-3 mUntin for 90 min.

IV-398 Orange Peel Preparations

Development Overa path of 10 em.
Drying In air, then in an oven at 110-120 °C for 5 min.
Detection Spray the wann plate with a 10 gILsolution of
diphenylbori< acidaminoet/!y/ ester R in methanol R and then
with a 50 gIL solution of maaogol400 R in memanoJ R. After
at least I h, examinein ultraviolet lightat 365 om.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones are
presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

___________________ ""Em
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Oregano IV-399

Margins are entire or serrate, the apex is acute or obtuse.
The veins areyellowish and conspicuous on the adaxial
surface. Flowers are solitary or seen as broken parts of the
corymb. The calyx is bract-like and inconspicuous.
The coroUa is white) on top of inflorescences or single
flowers, or inconspicuous. The bracts are imbricate and
green like the leaves. The drug containsyellowishor
yellowish-brown stern parts.

O. vulgare (subsp. hinum). The leaf is green and usually
3-28 mm long and 2.5-19 mm wide. It is petiolate or sessile.
The lamina is ovate or ovate-eliptic, The margins are entire
or serrate, the apex is acuteor obtuse. Flowers are rare,
found as broken parts of the corymbs. Bracts aregreenish
yellowand imbricate. The calyxis corolla-like and
inconspicuous. The corolla is white,on top of inflorescences,
slightly conspicuous or inconspicuous.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Reduce to a powder
(710) (2.9.12). The powder is green (0. vulgare) or
yellowish-green (0. onius). Examine undera microscope
using chloral hydrate ,olu.OnR (Figure 1880.-1).

O. onues Powder showsfragments of leafepidennis [A, D,
G) composed of cells with sinuous walls, diacytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Ga], covering trichomes and glandular trichomes;
there are 2 typesof glandular uichomes: some of lamiaceous
type with 8-16 cells (surface view [DaD and a verycommon
type with a unicellular head and uni- [Gc], bi- [If] or
triceUular stalk; the covering trichomes havesmooth, thick
walls; some are multicellular [B, Gb], often broken [Aa], and
containprisms of calcium oxalate, whileothers, which are
rare, areunicellular and conical [e]; scars from covering and
glandular trichomes arevisible on the epidermises [Gd, Ge];
pollengrains, with smooth exine, arefrequent (E, F].

O. vulgare Subsp. hirtumpowder shows fragments of the
upperepidermis wirh cells with sinuous, beadedwalls,
accompanied by palisade parenchyma m; fragments of me
lowerepidermis [N] composedof cells withfinely and
irregularly thickened walls, diacytic stomata (2.8.3) [Na],
covering trichomes and glandular trichomes; there are 2 types
of glandular trichomes: some of lamiaceous type with
12 cells, in surface view [Nb], and a rare type with a
unicellular head [Nc] and bi- or tricellular stalk; the covering
trichomes have thick, warty walls and contain fine needlesof
calcium oxalate; some areconical,multicellular and serrate
[L, M], whileothers, which arerare, are unicellular (K];
thereareoccasional pollen grains, with smoothexine [E, Fl.
C. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test soiution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methylene chloride R and shake for
3 min, then filter through about 2 g of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R.
Referena ,oIulion Dissolve 1 mg of thymolR and 10 ~L of
carvacrol R in 10 mL of methylene chloride R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobile phase methylene chloride R.
Appliralion 20 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Spray with anisaldehyde sohuion R using 10 mL for
a plate 200 mm square and heat at 100-105 ·C for 10 min.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, other zones are present in the
lowerthird and upper part of the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.

60mL
Sufficient to produce lOOO mL

Top of the plate

A light blue fluorescentzone

A lightblue fluorescentzone

Caffeic acid: a light blue fluorescent
zone

A light bluefluorescent zone

A lightblue fluorescentzone

Naringin: a darkgreen fluorescent A darkgreen fluorescentzone
zone (naringin)

A red fluorescentzone
(neoeriocitrin)

An orange fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

Orange Syrup
DEFINITION
OrangeTincture
Syrup

2022

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1880)

TESTS
Ethanol content (2.9.11J)
63 per cent to 67 per cent VIV.

Methanol and 2-propanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent VIV of methanol and maximum
0.05 per cent VIV of 2-propanol.

Dry residue
Minimum 6.0 per cent mtm, determined on 2.00 g of
tincture to be examined.

The syrup complies with the requirements statedunderOral
Liquids and wi'h thefollowing requiremenl.

TESTS
WeIght per mL
1.29 to 1.31 g, Appendix V G.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference and test
solutions. Furthermore, otherzones arepresentin the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

DEFINITION
Dried leaves and flowers separated from the sterns of
Origanum onites L. or On'ganum vulgare L. subsp. hinum
(Unk) Iersw., or a mixture of both species.

Content
- essen..at oil: minimum 25 mllkg (anhydrous drug);
- ,mn of theWltents of carvacrol and thynwl (both C.oH'40;

Mr 150.2): minimum 60 per cent in the essential oil.

IDENTIFICATION
A. O. onites. The leaf is yellowish-green, usually 4-22 mm
long and 3-14 mm wide. It has a long or short petiole or is
sessile. The lamina is ovate, elliptic or ovate-Ianceolate.

Oregano
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ASSAY
Essendal oil (2.8.12)
Use 30.0 g of the drug to be examined, a 1000 mL round
bottomedflask and 400 mL of waterR as the distillation
liquid. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mUmin for 2 h without xyleneR
in the graduated tube.

Carvacrol and thymol
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Filterthe essential oil obtained in the assayof
essential oil overa small amount of anhydrous sodium sulfate R
and dilute to 5.0 mL with heptane R by rinsing the apparatus
and the anhydrous sodium sulfate.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.20 g of thymolR and 50 mg of
carvacrol R in heptane R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Column:
- matnia/: fused silica;
- size: I ;;;; 60 m, 0 ;;;; 0.25 nun;
- sta'ionary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 urn).

Carrier gas nitrogen for chromawgraphy R or helium for
chromawgraphy R.
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:100.
Temperature:

40 ~ 250

[90

210

Temperature
("q

0-45

Tim.
(mIn)

Column

Iniection port

Deeectce

Figure 1880.-1. <Illustration for idemijication tm B ofpowdered
herbal drugof oregano

IV-400 Orientvine Stem

Top of the plate

A bluish-purple zone

-- --

A palegreenzone

Thymol: a pinkzone A pink zone (thymol)

ClIIV3crol: a pale violetzone A palevioletzone (carvacrol)

-- --

A pale purple zone

A grey zone

A palegreenzone

A bluish-purple zone

An intense brown zone

Reference solution Test soludon

Detection Flameionisation.
by«tion 0.2 til-
Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution; record the retention times of these
substances.
System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to thymol

and carvacrol.
Using the retention timesdetermined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained withthe test solution.
Detennine the percentage contentof the sum of carvacrol
and thymol.
___________~ f"""

TESTS
Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 120 mllkg, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 15.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

Orientvine Stem
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2450)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried)whole or fragmented stem of Sinomenium cuutum
(Thunb.) Rehder & E.H.Wilson, collected in late autumn
and early winter.

Content
Minimum 0.5 per cent of sinomenine (CI9H2J,N"04;
M, 329.4) (dried drug).
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IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. Long cylindrical stem, somewhat curved,
60 em long or more, 0.5-2 em in diameter. The outer hark is
greenish-brown or brown, sometimes greyish-brown, with
relatively wide longitudinal striations and prominent
verrucose lenticels; the nodes are slightly swollen and
branched. The texture is light) hard and difficult (0 break;
me fracture is uneven, greyish-yellow or pale greyish-brown;
the bark is thin (about 1/10 of the diameter); the medullary
rays are veryconspicuous; the pith is yellowish-white or pale
yellowish-brown.

Fragmented drug Fragments of stems, in discs, about 1.5 em
in diameter and 0.3 em thick, with greenish-brown, brown or
greyish-brownouter surface; a transverse section shows a
narrow, pale yellowcortical zone, it is mainlyoccupied by
the vascular system (about 3/4 of the section) consisting of
very numerous vascular bundles (about 15-20) in a circle
around the yellowish-white or pale yellowish-brown, small,
circular pith; each bundle is delimited on the outside by a
narrow and continuous, wavy, light brown zone and is
separated from the next bundle by a narrow, light brown
medullary ray; the xylem vessels with a relatively wide
interior lumen are clearly visible.

B. M.icroscopicexamination (2.8.23), The powder is
yellowish-brown or greyish-brown. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters: rare fragments of
epidermis with polyhedral cells, in surface view, covered with
a thick, pale yellow cuticle ill; sclereids, isolated or in
groups) of various sizes and shapes (cubical [H],
fusiform [F), elliptical or·irregular [8, E]), with more or less
thick walls, pitted and distinctly channelled, free or included
in fragments of parenchyma; pale yellow or yellow fibres,
30-70 J.lfll in diameter with thick, channelled walls and a very
narrow lumen [G]; fragments of parenchyma with thin
walled cells containing fine, needle-shaped crystals of calcium
oxalate [C); fragments of xylem consisting of reticulate or
bordered-pitted vessels [L), up to 200 pm in diameter,
accompanied by cells of xylem parenchyma [A, D] with
slightly and regularly thickened and pitted walls. Examine
under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glyarol R. The powder shows spherical starch granules, about
10 urn in diameter, simple or 2- to 3-compound, free or
included in parenchymatous cells (K],
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 25 mL of ethanol (96 percml) R and beat under
reflux for 1 h. Filter and evaporate the filtrate to dryness.
Dissolve the residue in 2 mL of ethanol (96 per cml) R.

Reference soluticn Dissolve 5 rng of sinomenme Rand 5 mg of
papaverine hydrochloride R in 5 mL of ethanol (96 percml) R.

Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R) water RJ tdueneR)
methanolR, ethylaatate R (2:10:20:30:40 VIVIVIVIV).

Application 8 fJL as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 cm.

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Orientvine Stem IV-401

Figure 2450.-1. - mustTationfor identification testB ofpowdered
herbaldrngoforienwine stem

Top of the plate

Papaverine: a quenching zone

A quenching zone

-- --

Sinomenine: a quenching zone A quenching zone (sinomenine)

-- --

A dark blue fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test 50lul108

Detection B Treat with a 10 gIL solution of sodium njen"te R
in potassium iodobismuthate solution R5 and allow to dry in air.
Examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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IV-402 Pansy

Top oCthe plate

Papaverine: an orange zone An orange zone

-- --

3 light orange zones

Sinomenine: an orange zone An orange zone (sinomenine)

-- --

2 orange zones

A ligln orange zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 3 h. .

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Arlsto[ochic acIds (2.8.21, Melhod A)
It complies with the test.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

rest solwion Disperse 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 20.0 mL of ethanol (70 percent VIJo? R in a
conical flask and weigh. Sonicate for 20 min. Cool and weigh
again. Compensate the toss of solvent with ethanol
(70 percen' VIJo? R and stopper the flask. Shake thoroughly
and filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 pm).

Referen« solution (a) Dissolve 3.0 mg of sinomenine CRS in
methanol R and dilute to [0.0 mL with the same solvent.

Referen« solution (b) Disperse 0.250 g of onennnne
stem HRS in 10.0 mL of ethanol (70 percent VIJo? R in a
conical flask and weigh. Sonicate for 20 min. Cool and weigh
again. Compensate the loss of solvent with ethanol
(70 percent V/Jo? R and stopper the flask. Shake thoroughly
and filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: I = 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped oaode<y/si!YI silica gelfor

,hromatagraphy R (5 pm).

Mobile phase Adjust a 1.8 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen
phosphate dodeeahydrau R 10 pH 8.0 with a 0.8 gIL solution
of sodium dihydrogen phosphate R, then adjust to pH 9.0 with
a 10 gIL solution of triethylamine R. Mix 60 volumes of this
solution with 40 volumes of acewnitrile R.

Flow rate 1.0 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 262 run.

1nj«tion 20~

Retention time Sinomenine = about 3 min.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- rt.So/ution: minimum 1.5 between peak 1 and the peak due

to sinomenine; identify peak 1 using the chromatogram
supplied with orientvine stem HRS.

Calculate the percentage content of sinomenine using the
foUowing expression:

2022

A I area of the peak due to sinomenine in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solulionj

AJ area of the peak due to sinomenine in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution {a)j

ml mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solUlion. in grams,'

IH2 mll!S of sinomeniM CRS used to prepare referencesolution (a),
in graDl3;

P assigned percentage content of sinomenine in sinommine ens.

___________________ 1'hE/I

Wild Pansy
(Wild Pansy (Flowering Aerial Pans), Ph. Hur.
monograph 1855)
PbEII _

DEFINITION
Dried flowering aerial pans of Viola anensis Murray and/or
Viola tricalor L.

Content
Minimwn 1.5 per cent offlavonoids, expressed as violanthin
(c.,H300 ,-b M, 578.5) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem is angular and hollow. The leaves are oval,
petiolate, with a cordate base or elongatedand obtuse, with
Iyratestipules, divided in the middle. The flowers, with a
long peduncle, are zygomorphic, with 5 oval, lanceolate
sepals, an appendage pointed outwards and 5 petals of which
the lower one bears a spur; in Viola aruensis, the petals are
shorter than the calyx, the lower petal is cream coloured,
with black lines, the 4 upper petals may be cream coloured
or violet blue; in Viola trirolor, the petals are longer than the
calyxand violet coloured, more or less tinged with yellow.
The androecium consistingof 5 stamens bears at the apex a
membranous connective appendage with 2 spurs.
The trilocular ovary shows a short style and globular
stigmata. The fruit are navicularcapsules, three-lobed,
yellowish brown, 5 mm to 10 mm long. The pale yellow,
pyriform seeds are about 1 mm long, bearinga caruncle.
B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish. Examine under a microscopeusing thforal hydrate
solutUm R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters: fragments of the epidermisof the leaves in surface
viewwith wavy-walled cells and anomocytic stomata (2.8.3);
conical unicellularcoveringtrichomes, widened at the base
and sharply pointed at the apex, with a striated cuticle;
glandular trichomes with a multicellular head, and a short,
multicellularstalk in the indentations of the leaf margins;
cluster crystalsof calcium oxalate, sometimesincluded in
parenchyma; fragments of the corollawith wavy-walled
epidermal cells, those from the mid-region papillose and with
some extended to form flask or bottle-shapedprojections,
those from the base of the petals with covering trichomesup
to about 300 pm long with characteristic hump-like swellings
along their length; spherical or polyhedral pollen grains,
60 um to 80 ~m in diameter, with finely pitted exines and 5
pores (Viola arvensis) or 4 pores (Viola tn·coIor); occasional
fragments of spiral and reticulate vessels and groups of fibres
from the stem.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
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Test solution Heat in a water-bath at 65°C for 5 min, with
frequent stirring, 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in 10 mLofalcohoi (70percen, VI,,? R. Cool and
filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 2.5 mg of rutoside trihydrate R,
2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand 1.0 mg of caffeic acidR in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL withthe same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.

Mobile phase anhydrous lonnie add R, acetic acidR, water R,
ethyl ""rote R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVIV).

Apph'ca,ion 10 ~L, as bands.
Development Over a path of 12 em.

Drying At 100-105 ·C.

Deteaion Spraywith. a solution containing 10 gIL of
diphenylboric acid amirwe.1tY1 ester Rand 50 gIL of macrvgol
400 R in me'hanolR. Allow the plate to dry in air for 30 min.
Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzonesmay be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of lhe plale

Caffeicacid:a greenish-blue to light
blue fluorescent zone

A blue fluorescent zone

-- --

Hyperoside: a yeUowish-brown
fluorescent zone

A yellowisb·green fluorescent zone

-- --
Rutoside: a yeUowish-brown An intenseyellowish-brown
fluorescent zone fluorescent zone (rut03ide)

A yellowish-green fluorescent zone

A yeUowish·green fluorescent zone

A yellowish-green fluorescenl zone

Reference solutlon Teat soludon

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Swel1lng index (2.8.4)
Minimum 9, determined on the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12).

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 15.0 per cent.

Passionflower Herb IV-403

ASSAY
S,ock solution In a 200 mL flask, introduce 0.300 g of the
powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12) and 40 mL of alcohol
(60 per cent VI,,? R. Heat in a water-bath at 60 ·C for
10 min, shaking frequently. Allow to cool and filter through a
plug of absorbent conon into a 100 mL volumetric flask.
Transferthe absorbent cotton with the drugresidue back
into the 200 mL flask, add 40 mL of alcohol
(60 percen' VI,,? R and heat again in a water-bath at 60 ·C
for 10 min, shaking frequently. Allow to cool and filter into
the same 100 mL volumetric flaskas used previously. Rinse
the 200 mL flask with a further quantity of alcohol
(60 per cent VI,,? R, filter and transfer <0 the same 100 mL
volumetric flask. Dilute to volume with akohol
(60 per cent VI,,? R and filter.

Test solution Introduce 5.0 mL of the stock solution into a
round-bottomed flask and evaporate to dryness under
reduced pressure. Take up the residue with 8 mL of a
mixtureof 10 volumes of methanol Rand 100 volumes of
glacial acedc add R and transfer into a 25 mL volumetric
flask. Rinse the round-bottomed flask with 3 mL of a
mixtureof 10 volumes of methanol Rand 100 volumes of
glacial acetic add R and transfer into the same 25 mL
volumetric flaskas usedpreviously. Add 10.0 mL of a
solution containing 25.0 gIL of boric acidRand 20.0 gIL of
oxalic acid R in an/tydrous lonnic acid R and dilute to 25.0 mL
with anhydrous acetk add R.

Compensation liquid Introduce 5.0 mL of the stock solution
into a round-bottomed flask and evaporate to dryness under
reduced pressure. Take up the residue with 8 mL of a
mixture of 10 volumes of me/hanoi R and 100 volumes of
glacial acetic acidR and transfer into a 25 mL volumetric
flask. Rinse the round-bottomed flask with 3 mL of a
mixture of 10 volumes of methanol Rand 100 volumesof
glacialaune acid R and transfer into the same 25 mL
volumetric flaskas used previously. Add 10.0 mL of
anhydrous formic acidRand dilute to 25.0 mL with anhydrous
acetic acid R.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution at
405 om after 30 min.

Calculatethe percentage content of total flavonolds,
expressed as vioIanlhin. from the expression:

A x 1.25

m

taking the specific absorbance of violanthin to be 400.

A measured absorbance at 405 nm,
m mass of !.beherbal drug to be examined, in grams.

_____________________ PhE"

Passionflower Herb
Passiflora
(Passion Flower, Ph. Bur. monograph 1459)

Preparation
Passionflower Herb Dry Extract
PhE" _

DEFINlTION
Fragmented or cut) dried aerial parts of Pamflora
incamata L. of the swertisin chemotype or me isovitexin
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IV-404 Passionflower Herb

chemorype or a mixture of the two. It mayalso contain
flowers and/or fruits.
Content
Minimum 1.0 percent of total ftavonoids, expressed as
isovitexin (C"H2.O,.;M, 432.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The green or greenish-grey or brownish stem is ligneous,
hollow, longitudinally striated, glabrous or very slightly
pubescent, with a diameter that is generally less than8 mID.
The greenor greenish-brown leaves arealternate, finely
dentate and pubescent, deeplydivided into 3 acute lobes of
which the central lobe is the largest. The midrib is much
moreprominent on the lowersurface. The petiole is
pubescent and bears 2 dark neetaries near the lamina.
The tendrils are very numerous and grow from the axils of
the leaves; they arefine, smooth, round and terminated in
cylindrical spirals. The radiate flowers, if present, have
3 smallbracts and a corolla consisting of 5 white, elongated
petalswithseveral rowsof filiform, petaloid appendices.
If present, me greenish or brownish fruit is flattened and
oval; it containsseveral flattened, brownish-yellow, pitted
seeds.
B. Microscopic examination (1.8.13). The powder is light
green. Examine undera microscope usingchlbral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1459.-1): fragments of the upper
epidermis of the leaf (surface view [AJ) consisting of cells
with sinuous,almostangular walls, accompanied by
underlying palisade parenchyma [Aa); fragments of the lower
epidermis of the leaf (surface view [E]) consisting of cells
with sinuous walls and anomocytic [Ba] or anisocyric [Bb]
stomata (1.8.3); fragments of the veins of the leaf [C, F] with
annular or spiral vessels [Ca, Jib], and sheaths containing
cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Cb, Fa]; fragments of the
stem (longitudinal section [D]) with numerous fibres [Db)
accompanied by pined or reticulate vessels [Da] and
medullary rays [Dc); fragments of the central stern
parenchyma [K) with cells with slightly thickened and pined
walls; uniseriate trlchomea m, with 1 to 3 thin-waUed cells,
straight or slightly curved, ending in a point In addition, if
flowers arepresent, the powdershows fragments of the
epidermis of the petalsand appendages withpapillose
cells [G) and pollen grains with a reticulate exine [E);
if mature fruits arepresent, the powdermay also show
scattered browntannin cells and fragments of brownish
yellow testa comprising cells with regularly thickened and
strongly channelled walls [HI.
C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (1.8.15).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(1.9.11) add 5.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min,
then filter or centrifuge; use the filtrate or the supernatant.
Reference solurion (a) Dissolve 1.5 rug of homoorienrin Rand
1.5 mg of isoviteX;n R in me/hanoi Rand dilute 10 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
10 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solurion (c) Dissolve 1.5 mg of imJicexin Rand
1.5 mg of orienrin R in methanol Rand dilute to 10 mL with
the samesolvent.
lmensit;y markers Homoorientin for the yellowfluorescent
zones and isovitexin for the greenor greenish-blue
fluorescent zones.
Place TLG silica gelF254 plate R (2-10 urn).

2022

Figure 1459.-1. - Illustration for idenrijica/ion test B ofpowdemI
herbal drng of paMionjlower herb

Mobaephase anhydrous fonnie arid R, waterR, methylethyl
ketone R, ethylacetate R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIJI).
Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of airat roomtemperature for 5 min.

Detection Heal at 100-105 "C for 5 min; spray the wann
plate with a 10 gIL solution of dipheny1boric aridaminoe,hy/
esterR in melhanol R, thenwith a 50 gIL solutionof macrogol
400 R in methanol R Of, alternatively, dip the warm platein a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R) then in a 50 f!L solutionof macrogol 400 R in
methylene chloride R; allow 10 dry in air for about I min.
Examine in ultraviolet light at 366 run.

System suitabairy Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones which maybe touching. The lower zone
(isovitexin) shows a greenor greenish-blue
fluorescence and the upper zone (orieritin) shows a
lightyellowfluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution, the faint to very faint green
or greenish-blue fluorescent zone in the lower third of the
chromatogram may overlap with a faintyellow fluorescent
zone justbelowit, and other faint to veryfaint, yellow,
greenish-yellow or brownish-yeUow and greenor greenish
blue fluorescent zonesmay be present, especially in the lower
third of the chromatogram.
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_________________~__ PI>E<I

Tim, MobIle pbase A MobUe phase B Mobile phose C
(min) (per cent VjJJ) (per eenr VjJJ) (per cent V/J?

0-05 95 0 5
05 - 26.5 95 -+ 84 0-+ 11 5

PassionFlowerDry Extract
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1881)

Passionflower Herb Dry Extract

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from Passionflower herb (1459).

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of total flavonoids, expressed as
isovitexin (C2.H200lO; M, 432.4) (anhydrous extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drugby a suitable
procedure using ethanol (40-90 per cent VIV), methanol
(60 per cent VIV) or acetone (40 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Greenish-brown amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
High-performance thin-layer chromatography (1.8.15).

Tes, solmUm To 0.1 g of the extract to be examinedadd
5.0 mLof methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min, then filter or
centrifuge; use the filtrate or supernatant.
Reference solalum (a) Dissolve 1.5 mg of homoorientin R and
1.5 mg of isorJirexin R in methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solurion (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

AI swn of the peak areas due to f1avonoida which elute with
reJBOYe retentions between 0.64 and 1.12 with referenceto
isovilexinin thechromatogram obtainedwith the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to isovitexin in thechromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a)j

In, mass of the herbaldrug to be examinedused to prepare me test
solution, in grams,

1112 mass of uwittxin CRS used to prepare reference solution (a). in
grams;

p percentege content of isovitexin in isouiluin CRS.

Passionflower Preparations IV-405

Flow rate 0.7 mUmin.
Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 338 nm.
Injection 2 fIl..
Itkntification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peakdue to isovitexin;
identify the peaksdue to flavonoids with relative retentions
between 0.64 and 1.12 with reference to isovitexin.
System suilabiJity Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due to orientin

and homoorientin.
Reporring threshold 0.006 per cent (reference solution (cJ).

Calculate the percentage content of the sum of flavonoids,
expressed as isovitexin, using the following expression:

Top of the plate

2 redzones. intense 2 red zones, intense

-- -- --

A~oc~nish· A greenor greenish·
blue zone. faint 10 blue zone, faint to
equivalent equivalent

A yellowzone. faint to A ,cUow zone. rlintco
equivalent equivalent

lsovitexin: a green or A greenor greenish-
greenish-blue 'Zone blue zone. faint to

equivalent (iwvitexin)

A bluish-green zone
(swenisin)

Homoorientin: a ycHow A yellowzone, faint to A yellowzone, faint to
ron' equivalent equivalent

(homoorientin) (homoorientin)

-- -- --

A greenor greenish- A green or grecnish-
blue zone. vel)' faint 10 bruezone, VC[f faint to
faint faint

Reference Teat solution Test solution
solution (a) (bovitexln-type) (swertldn-type)

TESTS
Total ash (1.4.16) .
Maximum 13.0 per cent.

Loss on drying (1.1.31)
Maximum 10.0 per cent. determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (1.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (1.1.19).

SoI""nr mixture water R, methanol R (20:80 VIV).
Test solurion Introduce 0.800 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (1.9./1) imo a screw-cap bottle and add 25.0 mL of
the solventmixture. Sonicate Cor 40 min. Shake the tube
every 10 min and at the end of the process. Subsequently
centrifuge for 5 min at about 9000-10 000 g and transfer the
supernatant to a vial.
Referenre soluricn (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of isorJirexin CRS in
the solvent mixture and dilute to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture. Sonicate for about 10 min.
Reference solulUm (b) Dissolve 0.5 mg of homoorientin Rand
0.5 mg of onentin R in the solventmixture and dilute to
10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Referenre solurion (c) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
to 50.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0 = 2.1 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped ocuzdecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (1.8 /lIl1);
- lemperaUlre: 50 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: anhydrous lonnie acidR, water for

chromawgraphy R (1:1000 VIV);
- mobile phase B: aretonitriJe R;
- mobile phase C: methanol R;
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IV-406 Passionflower Preparations

Reference solu,ion (c) Dissolve 1.5 mg of isovitexin Rand
1.5 mg of orientin R in m..honol R and dilute to 10 rnL with
the same solvent.
Intensity markers Homoorientin for the yellow fluorescent
zones and isovitexin for the greenor greenish-blue
fluorescent zones.
Pia", TLC silica gelFm pia'" R (2-10 IUD).

Mobile phase anhydrous fOlmic acidR, water R, methyl ethyl
ketone R, ethyllUCia'" R (10:10:30:50 VIVIVIV).

Application 4 flL as bands of 8 mm.
Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of airat roomtemperature for 5 min.
Detection Heat at 100-105 'C for 5 min; spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl
ester R in methanol R, then with a 50 gILsolution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R Of, alternatively, dip thewannplate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester R in ethyl
lUCia'" R, then in a 50 gIL solution of matrago/400 R in
methylene chloride Rj allow to dIY in air forabout 1 min.
Examine in ultraviolet light at 366 run.

SY1"'"' suilability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram showsin the middle third 2 distinct

zones whichmay he touching. The lower zone (isovitexin)
shows a greenor greenish-blue fluorescence and the upper
zone (orientin) shows a lightyellow fluorescence.

Results See below the sequenceof fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained withreference solution (a)
andthe test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution, the very faint to faint green
or greenish-blue fluorescent zone in the lower third of the
chromatogram may overlap with a faint yellowfluorescent
zone belowit, and otherveryfaint to faint, yellow, greenish
yellow or brownish-yellow and greenor greenish-blue
fluorescent zones may be present, especially in the lower
third of the chromatogram.

Top of the plate

-- -- --
A green or greenish- A green or peenish-
btue zone, faintto blue zone. fmt to
equivalent equivalent

A yellowzone, faintto A yellowzone, very
equivalent fainl to faint

Isovitexin: II greenor A greenor greenish-
greenish-blue zone blue zone. faintto

equivalent Osovitexin)

A bluish-green zone
(swertisin)

Homoorientin: II yellow A yellow zone. faintco A yellowzone. faint to
zone equivalent equiwlent

(homoorientin) (homoorientin)

-- -- --
A green or greenish- A green or greenUh-
blue zone, vet)'faintto bh1e zone. veryfainl to
faint faint

Reference Test solution Test solution
solution (a) (lsovitexin-type) (swertisln-type)

2022

TESTS
Water
(2.5.12): maximum 5.0 per cent, determined on 0.500 g.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

SoItJen' mix"", waterR, m..hanolR (20:80 VIV).
Test solution Introduce 0.450 g of the extract to be
examined into a screw-cap bottle and add 25.0 rnL of the
solventmixture. Sonicate for 40 min. Shake the tube every
10 min and at the end of the process. Subsequently
centrifuge for 5 min at about 9000-10 000 g and transfer the
supernatant to a vial.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of isovitexin CRS in
the solventmixture anddilute to 50.0 mL with the solvent
mixture. Sonicatefor about 10 min.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 0.5 mg of homoarien.n R and
0.5 mg of orientin R in the solventmixture anddilute to
10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Referena solution (c) Dilute 1.0 rnL of reference solution (a)
to 50.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0 = 2.1 mm;
- "ationaryphase: end-capped octadecylsilY/ silica gelfor

chromalOgraphy R (1.8 IUD);
- temperature: 50 "C.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: anhydrous formic acidR, water for

chromatography R (0.1:100 VII');
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;
- mobile phase C: m..hanol R;

Tim. Moblle phase A MobUe phase B MobUe plwse C
(min) (per cent VIII) (per cent YIV) (per cent V/V)

0-0.5 9' 0 s
0.5-26.5 95 ...... 84 0 ....... 11 s

Flow Ta'" 0.7 mllmin.
Daection Spectrophotometer at 338 om.
Injection 2 ur,
Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peakdue to isovitexin;
identify the peaks due to flavonoids with relative retentions
between0.64 and 1.12 with reference to isovilexin.
SysU!m suitability Reference solution (b):
- resoluti<m: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due to orientin

and homoorientin.
Reporting threshold 0.01 per cent (reference solution (c».

Calculate the percentage contentof total flavonoids,
expressed as isovitexin, using the foUowing expression:

Al xm2xP

A2 xml x2

A1 swn of the peak areas due to Osvonoids with relatise retentions
between 0.64 and 1.12 with reference to isovitexin in the
chromatogn.m obtainedwith the test solution;

A2 areaor the peakdue to isovitexin in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

ml massor the herbal drugto be examinedused to prepare the test
saludon. in grams;

m2 mess of ikMttWz eRS used to prepare reference solution (a), In
gnnu;

P percentage content of isovitexin in oof)juxin CRS.

_____________________ PhE"
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Pelargonium Root
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2264)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, usually fragmented, underground organs of
Pelargonium sidoldes DC and/or Pelargonium reniforme Curt.

Content
Minimum 2.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(C.R.O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The root is covered with dark, partly reddish-brown,
longitudinally fissured bark. The transverse sectionshows,
underneath the cork layer, yellow or white wood, which
clearly shows partly hrownish medullary rays.
B..Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis
brownish-red. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters: multilayer corkcells consisting of almost uniform,
rectangular cells; fragments of parenchyma underneath the
corkcontaining sclereids with a wide lumen, numerous
calcium oxalate cluster crystals. Examineunder a microscope
using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R. The powder
shows simple starchgranules withoutstriations or cracks.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R, shake for 15 min and
filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of scopoletin R and 2 mg of
esculin R in 20 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLG silica gelFZ54 pla~ R (5-40 pm) [or TLG sitkagel
F". pla~ R (2-10 pm)].
Mobile phase waterR, methanol R, ethylaata~ R
(10:14:76 VIVIJI).
Application 10 pL [or 5 pL] as bands.
Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].
Drying In air.
Detection Spray with akoholj,; potassium hydroxide solution R.
Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.
Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other blue fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution.

Top of the plste

A blue Ruorescent zone

Scopoletin: a verybrightblue A weakblue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (scopolelin)

-- --

One or two bright blue fluorescent
zones

Esculin: a verybright blue
fluorescent zone

A blue fluorescent zone

A weakblue fluorescent zone

-- --

A blue f1uorestenl zone

Reference soludon Test aelurlen

Peony Root IV-407

TESTS
Los. on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 0.750 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12).
__________~ PhE"

Red Peony Root
(ph. Eur. monograph 2425)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented root of Paeonia lculiflora Pall.
or Paeonia wiechii Lynchor a mixture of the two, with
rhizome and rootlets removed.

Content
.Minimum 1.8 per cent of paeoniflorin (C:nH280u;
M,480.5) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. The whole root is cylindrical, slightly cusved.
Truncated at both ends, 4-40 em long, 0.5-3 em in diameter,
externally brown or reddish-brown, rough,longitudinally
furrowed and wrinkled, showingrootletscars and transversely
prominent lenticels. The outerbark is sometimes easily
exfoliated. The texture is hard and fragile, easily broken.

Fragmented drng The fragmented root usuaUy occursas
longitudinal slices, 2-8 ern long, about 1-5 nun thickand
0.5-3 cm in diameter, or as transversal slices, about 2-4 mm
thickand 0.5-3 cm in diameter. The edges arebrown, the
cut surface is chalk-white or pinkish, the bark is narrow and
the wood shows distinctradial striations, sometimes with
clefts.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
white or pale brown. Examine under a microscope using
chiara! hydra~ SolUlion R. The powder shows the foDowing
diagnostic characters (Figure 2425.-1): reticulate or bordered
pitted vessels [G] up to 65 pm in diameter; clustercrystals of
calciumoxalate, 10-35 J.lIIl in diameter, isolated [C] or
includedin parenchymatous cells [B), sometimes several in
the same cell [Ba], sometimes arranged in rows [Ga]; long,
fusiform, ligneous fibres, with thickened and slightly lignified
walls with large obliqueor cross pits [E); brown cork
fragments (surface view [A], transverse section [0]).
Examine undera microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powdershows simple, spheroidal
starch granules up to 50 urn in diameter [Fl.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.11) add 5 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-bath at
60°C for 1 min. Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of poeonijlorin Rand 1 mg
of poeonol R in 1 mL of methanol R.
Piate TLG silica gelF". pla~ R (2-10 pm).
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IV-408 Peony Root

Figwe 2425.-1. - !Uustration for identification Itst B ofpowdered
herbal drug of peony roo~ red

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnicacidR, ethylaceta,. R,
methanol R, methyknechloride R (3:5:5:35 V/V/VIJI).

ApplicaMn 8 IJL as bands of 8 mm.

DeveJt1/Jmene Over a path of 6 em.
Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 run.

Results A See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution.Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top cf the plate

Paeoncl: a quenchingzone

A diffuse quenchingzone

-- --

A diffusequenchingzone

A quenchingzone

-- --

Paeoniflorin: a quenchingzone A quenchingzone (paeonillorin)

Reference solution Test solution

2022

Detection B Treat witha 10 per cent VIVsolutionof sulfuric
acidR in ethanol (96 per cent) R, heat at 100·C for 5 min;
examine in daylight.
Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be presentin the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution,

Top of the plate

Paeonol: a yellowzone

2 violetzones

-- --

2 violet zones

2 vtoletzones

A diffuse yeHowish-brown zone

-- --

Paeoniftorin: a brownzone A brownzone (paconiRorin)

A brownzone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 8.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximwn 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tes, ,00ution To 30.0 mg of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 3.0 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 30 min.
Dilute to 10.0 mL with a 6.8 gIL solution of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate R. Filrer through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 um).

Reference ,00u,ion (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of paeonijlorin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 1.0 mg of 4'
hydro:cyacerophenone R in 6.0 mL of reference solution (a).
Dilute 3.0 mL of this solution to 10.0 mL with a 6.8 gIL
solution of potassium dihydrogen plwspha" R.
Reference ,00ution (c) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with a 6.8 gIL solution of potassium dihydrogen
plw,pha,. R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, (2) = 4.6 mm;
- Slationary phase: end-<:apped oetadecylsi/yl silica gelf'"

chromatography R (5 urn).

lWobik phase methanol R, 6.8 gILsolution of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate R (30:70 VW).

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

J
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Ea

G~

Peony Root IV-409

glycerol R. The powder showsvery numerous masses of
gelatinised starch, either isolated [H] or associated with the
remains of cells [G].

**** ** *
*****

areaof the peakdue to paconinorin in the chromatogram
obtained with the [est,otution;
area of me peak due [0 paeoniRorin in the chromatogram
obtainedwith referencesolution(e)j
mass of the herbaldrug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in gmms;
mass of paeqniftorin GRS used 10 prepare reference solution(a),
in grams;
percentage content of paeoni8orin in ptwmiftorin CRS.

m,

A,

A,

White Peony Root
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2424)

p

..,

2022

Detection Spectrophotometer at 230 nm.

Injection 10 pL of the test solutionand reference
solutions (b) and (c).

Run time 18 min.
Retention time Paeoniflorin = about8 min;
4'-hydroxyacetophenone = about9 min.
Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

paeoniflorin and 4/-hydroxyacetophenone.

Calculate the percentage content of paeoniflorin usingthe
following expression:

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, peeled root, of Paeonia Iactifiora Pall.
with rhizome and rootlets removed, treated with boiling
water and dried.

Content
Minimum 1.6 per cent ofpaeoniflorin (Cz~28011;

M,480.5) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. The whole root is cylindrical, straight or
slightly curved, truncated at both ends, 5-18 cm long,
1-2.5 cm in diameter, externally whitish or pale reddish
brown, glossyor with longitudinal wrinkles androotlet scars.
Blackish-brown zones due to lesions,especially thosearound
the rootlet scars, and remains of brown corkare occasionally
present. The texture is compact, relatively even and not
easily broken.

Fragmenud drug The fragmented root usually occursas
longitudinal slices, 2-8 em long, about 1-5 mm thick and
1-2.5 cm in diameter, or as transversal slices) about 2-4 mID

thickand 1-2.5 em in diameter. The edges arewhitish or
pale reddish-brown and the cut surface is whitish, often with
a pinkish tone. The cambium ringandradial striations are
distinct.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis
yellowish-white. Examine undera microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2424.-1): bordered-pitted or reticulate
vessels [A, E), 20-65 um in diameter; cluster crystals of
calcium oxalate, 10-35 pm in diameter, isolated [C, D) or
included in parenchymatous cells [B,F), sometimes several
in the same cell [Fa], often arranged in rows [BaJ; ligneous
fibres with thickened walls with large pits [Ba].Examine
undera microscope using a 50 percent VIV solutionof

Figure 2424.-1. - mustratWn for identification tes: B of powdered
herbal drug of pt<Jny roo; white

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solmum To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R and heat in a water-bath at
60°C for I min. Centrifuge anduse the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of pawnifiorin Rand 1 mg
ofpaeonol R in 1 mL of me/hanoi R.
Plate TLC silicagel F254 plate R (2-10 um).

Mobile phase anhydrous lonnie acidR, ethylacetate R,
methanol R, methylene chloride R (3:5:5:35 VIVIVIV).

Applirotion 8 fIL as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 ern.

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 nm.
Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zonesmay be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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IV-410 Pepper

Top of the plate

Paeonol: a quenchingzone

-- --

-- --

Paeoniflorin: a quenchingzone A faintquenchingzone
(paeoniRorin)

Reference solutIon Tell solution

Detection B Treat with a 10 per cent VIVsolution of sulfum
acid R in ethanol (96 per cent) R, heat at 100 °C for 5 min;
examine in daylight.
Results B See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be presentin the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Paeonol: a yellowzone

2 violetzones

-- --

A sharp violetzone

A violetzone

A violet zone

A yellowish-brown zone

-- --

Plleoniflorin: II brownzone A brownzone (paeooiRorin)

A brown zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drylng (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 0.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solutwn To 30.0 mg of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.11) add 3.0 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 30 min.
Dilute to 10.0 mL with a 6.8 gIL solution of potassium
dihydrogen plwsphate R. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solutUrn (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of poeqniflor;n CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.

2022

Reference solutwn (b) Dissolve 1.0 mg of 4'
hydroxya<etaphenone R in 6.0 mL of reference solution (a).
Dilute 3.0 mL of this solution to 10.0 mL with a 6.8 gIL
solution of potassium dihydrogen plwsphate R.
Reference solution (c) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with a 6.8 gIL solution of potassium dihydrogen
phosphate R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-<:apped octa<1e<ylsilyl sihCa gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm).

Mobile phase methanol R, 6.8 gIL solution of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate R (30:70 VIJI).
Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 230 run.

Imeaion 10 j.lL of the test solution and reference
solutions (b) and (c).

Run time 18 min.
Retention time Paeoniftorin =about 8 min;
4'-hydroxyacetophenone = about 9 min.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due (0

paeoniflorin and 4'-hydroxyacetophenone.
Calculate the percentage contentof paeoniflorin using the
following expression:

AI areaof the peakdue [0 paeoniftorin in thechromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution;

A2 areaof the peak due [0 paeoniftorin in the chromatogram
obtained with referencesolution(e);

m, mass oCthe herbal drugto be exunioed usedto preparethe test
solulioDJ in gramsj

m2 mass ofpaeqniflorin CRS used to preparereference solution(a),
ingnunsj

p percentage contentorpaeoniftorin inpa«miflorin eRS.

__~ ~ PIlE"

Pepper
(ph. Bur. monograph 2477)
PllEII _

DEFINITION
Dried) ripeor nearly ripe fruit of Piper nigmm L. with an
uobroken pericarp (black pepper) or with the outer layers of
the pericarp removed (while pepper).

Content
- essential oil: minimum 25 mUkg (anhydrous drug);
- piperine (C17H,.NO,; M, 285.3): minimum 3.0 per cent

(anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. ll7hire pepper. Spheroid berries) 3-5 nun indiameter)
slightly flattened at one pole and with a small protuberance
at the other) with smooth) externally matt) brownish-grey)
greyish-white or paleyellowish-white surface) withnumerous
pale) linear striations between apexand base.
Black pepper Spheroid berries) 3-6 mm in diameter)
externally blackish-brown, withraised reticular wrinkles,
bearing fine remains of the style at the apexand a scarof the
peduncle at the base. The texture is hard, the epicarp can be
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2022 Pepper IV-411

calcium oxalate [Raj, and which are associated with the
outerlayers of the mesocarp consistingof groups of sclereids
with strongly thickened walls [Kb].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min,
centrifuge and use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of borneol Rand 15 mg of
piperine R in 10 mL of methanol R.
PIa,. TLC silica gelPm pia,. R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silicagel
Pm pia,. R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase ethYl acera,. R, cydohexane R (30:50 VII').

Appliealion 10 ~L [or 5 flL! as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Deudopmem Over a path of 15ern [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.
Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and die
teat solution. Furthermore, other fain[ quenching zones may
be presentin t:he chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

3 qucnclUng zones

-- --

A quenching zone

Piperine: a quenching zone A strong quenching zone (piperine)

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100 DC for 5 min; examine in daylight.
Results B See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A strong purple zone

A purple zone

-- --

Borneol: a yellowish-brown zone

A purple-grey zone

-- --

A violet-grey zone

A grey zone

Piperine: a green or brownish zone A green or brownish zone (piperine)

A greyzone

Reference solution Test solution

Ka

~.B . .:.
...... C

.,

Fb

. . e-Hb

, K' K~' Ha"•.:.~:.

,.•
White pepper The powderis lightgrey. Examine undera
microscopeusing chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 2477.-1):
fragments of the endocarp in surface view, consistingof more
or less polygonal sclereids about 20-30 pm in diameter,
which have irregularly thickened walls [Ac, C, Fa] and which
mayor may not be associated with the testa [A, F],
consistingof a layerof indistinct, reddish-brown pigmented
cells constituting the 'pigmented layer' [Ab, Fb] and a layer
of very thin-walled polygonalceUs constituting the 'hyaline
layer' [Ao]; fragments of the endocarp, in transverse
section [G), showingsclereids with thickened innerwalls on
the 3 lower sides [Gal, usuallyassociated with the testa
(pigmented layer [Gb] and hyaline layer [Ge]); fragments of
the parenchyma of the mesocarp [D] containing large oil
cells 50-75 Jlrn in diameter[Da]; nwnerous thin-walled,
ovoid or polygonal cells of the parenchyma of the seed [E];
rare, elongatedsclereids, with thickened walls, from the fruit
peduncle [Bj; a few fragments of vascular tissue with narrow
spiral vessels m. Examine under a microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R. Rounded, compound
starch granules [H], about 30 urn in diameter, made up of
tiny individual granules, ovoid or polyhedral by compression,
free [Hb] or included in the parenchymatous cells of the
seed (HaJ,

Black pepper The powder is grey. Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. In addition to the
diagnostic characters describedfor whitepepper, the
powdered black pepper shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2477.-1): fragments of the epicarp [K]
withextremely thin-walled, brownish-red pigmented,
polygonal or ovoid cells, which containsmall prisms of

stripped, the endocarp is greyish-white or pale yellow.
The fracture is greyish-white, starchy, possessinga small
space at the centre.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.13).

Figure 2477.-1. - lliustration for identification testB of fJOW<kred
herbal drugof pepper
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areaof the peakdue to piperine in the cbromatcgram obtained
with the test solutionj
area of thepeak due to piperinein Lhe chromatogram obtained
withreference solution (a)j
massof the hemal drug to be examined used to prepare the lest
schnion, in grams;
mass of piperi'" CRS used to prepare reference solution (a). in
grams;
percentage CORteR[ of piperinein piperintCRS.

A,

m,

p

Peppermint Leaf
(ph. Eur. monograph 0406)

Preparation
Peppermint Leaf Dry Extract
PilE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried leaf of Mentha x piperita L.
Essential oilcontent.
- for the whole drug, minimum 12 mllkg (anhydrous

drug);
- for the cut drug, minimum 9 mllkg (anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Penetrating odourreminiscent of menthol.
Peppermint leaf is greenor brownish-green, with brownish
violetveins in some varieties. The petioles aregreenor
brownish-violet.

IDENfIFICATION
A. The leaf is entire, broken or cut, thin, fragile and often
crumpled; the entire leaf is 3-9 em long and 1-3 cm wide.
The lamina is ovalor lanceolate, the apexacuminate, the
margin sharply dentate and the baseasymmetrical. Venation
is pinnate, prominent, on the lowersurface, with lateral veins
leaving the midrib at about 45·. The lower surface is slightly
pubescent and secretory trichomes arevisible undera lens
(6 x) as bright yellowish points. The petiole is grooved,
usually up to I mm in diameter and 0.5-1 em long.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-green. Examine undera microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0406.-1): fragments of epidermises bearing
covering and glandular trichomes; adaxial epidermis (surface
view [B, HI) having cells with sinuous-wavy walls [Hal and
cuticlestriated over the veins [B] associated with palisade
parenchyma (RbI; abaxial epidennis [e] with diacytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Ca]; covering trichomes are usually
fragmented) elongated, uniseriate with 3-8-cells withstriated
cuticle [A, EI; glandular trichomes of 2 types: a) unicellular
stalk with small, rounded unicellular head 15-25 urn in
diameter (surface view [Ba, Cb], transverse
section [D)), b) unicellular stalk with enlarged oval head
55-70 um in diameter composed of 8 radiating cells (surface
view [Bb], transverse section [Ga)); fragments from near the
leafmargin [F] with isodiametric cells whose anticlinal walls
are more-or-Iess straight and beaded [Fa] and short, conical,
unicellular or bicellular covering trichomes [Fb]; dorsiventral
mesophyll fragments (transverse section [G)), with a single
palisade layer [Gc] and 4-6 layers of spongy parenchyma
[Gb]. Yellowish crystals of menthol under the cuticle of
secretory cellsmay be present.

Time MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VlV) (per cent Vm
0-5 50 50

0;- 20 50 -> 5 50 -> 95

20·22 5~0 95 -+ 100

IV-412 Peppermint Leaf

Flow rate 1.0 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 343 nm.

Injection 10 iJL.
Retention time Piperine = about 10 min.
ldenlificatUm ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
long pepper for system suitability HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) to identify the peak due
to piperine andpeak2.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- peak-ro-val/ey ratio; minimum 4, where Hp = heightabove

the baseline of peak 2 and H. =height above the baseline
of the lowestpoint of the curve separating the peak due to
piperine from peak 2.

Calculate the percentage contentof piperine using the
following expression:

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 120 mllkg, determined on 20.0 g of the freshly
powdered herbal drug (1400) (2.9.12) reduced using a knife
mill.
Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential 011 (2.8.12)
Use 10.0 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug (1400)
(2.9.12), a 1000 mL round-bonomed flask, 400 mL of
water R as the distillation liquid and 0.5 mL of xylene R in
the graduated tube. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mllmin for 3 h.

Piperine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Cony OUI the assay prote<ted
from lighL
Tes'solution Disperse 0.250 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.11) in 40 mL of ethanol (96 perC8m) R. Sonicate
for 20 min and filter. Rinse the flask and the filter with 5 mL
of ethanol (96 perC8UI) R, combine the filtrate and washings
and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent. Filter through
a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

ReferenC8 solurwn (a) Dissolve 15.0 mg ofpiperine CRS in
ethanol (96 per C8nt) R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solulwn (b) Disperse 0.250 g of long pepper for
system suitaln7ity HRS (355) (2.9.12) in 40 mL of ethanol
(96 per C8Ut) R. Sonicate for 20 min and filter. Rinse the flask
and the filter with 5 mL of ethanol (96 per C8Ut) R, combine
the filtrate and washings and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
same solvent Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 ID, 0 = 4.6 mrn;
- starUmary phase: end-<apped octadecy/Jl"!YI silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 um).

MaIn7e phase:
- mobile phase A: water R;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

www.webofpharma.com
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Figure 0406.-1. - IUustratWn for identi/ieatWn testB of powdered
herbal drugofpeppermint leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutinn To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 2.5 mL of methanol Rand 2.5 mL of waterR,
sonicate for 5 min and filter..

Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of luteolin-7-glucoside R,
2 mg of nuoside tn"hydrate Rand 5 mg of rosmcrmic add R in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobr7e phase aark add R, anhydrous formic acidR, water R,
ethyl acetate R (7:7:18:68 VIVIVW).
Applicatinn 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min; spray the wann
plate with a 10 gIL solution of dipitenylboric acidaminoethyl
ester R in methanol R, thenwitha 50 gIL solution of matrogo!
400 R in methanol Roc, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methylene chloride R; allow to dry in airfor about 1 min and
examine in ultraviolet light at 366 om.

Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintfluorescent zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Peppermint Oil IV-413

Top of the plate

Rosmarinic acid:a lightblue A lightblue ftoorescent zone
fluorescent zone (rosmarinic acid)

-- --

LuteOlin-7-g1ucoside: an orange
fluorescent zone

An orange-yellow fluorescent zone

A red fluorescent zone

Rctcside: an orangefluorescent zone An orange-yeUow fluorescent zone

-- --

An orange-yeUow fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stems, whose diameter is not greater
than 1.5 mm; maximum 2 per cent of foreign elements; not
more than 8 per cent of the leavesshow brownstains due to
Puccmia menthae.
Carry out the detemtination using 10 g of the drug.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 110 mllkg, detemtined on 20.0 g.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 15.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oU (2.8.11)
Use 20.0 g of the crushed herbal drug, a 500 mL flask,
200 mL of waterR as the distillation liquid and 0.50 mL of
xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil at a rate of 3-4 mUntin
for 2 h.
_____________________ PflE"

Peppermint Oil
(ph. Eur. monograph 0405)

Preparation
Peppermint Oil Gastro-resistant Capsules

j

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from the fresh
aerial parts of Mentha x piperita L.

CHARACTERS
Appearance Colourless, paleyellow or pale greenish-yellow
liquid.

Characteristic odour and tastefollowed by a sensationof
cold.

Solubility Miscible with ethanol (96 per cent) and with
methylene chloride.

www.webofpharma.com
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B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaksdue to Hmonene,
1 8-cineole, menthone, menrhofuran, isomenmone, menthyl
acetate and menthol in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution aresimilar in retention time to those in the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (a).
Isopulegol, pulegone and carvone may be presentin the
chromatogram obtainedwith me test solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.900 to 0.916.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.457 to 1.467.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-30° to -10°.

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximum 1.4, determined on 5.0 g diluted in 50 mL of the
prescribed mixture of solvents.

Fatty olls and resinified essential olls (2.8.7)
It complieswith the test for fatty oils and resinified essential
oils.

Mintoll
Examine the chromatograms obtainedin the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution
does not show a peak with the retention time of isopulegcl
thathas an area of more than 0.2 per cent of the total area.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the nonnalisation
procedure.
Test solution Mix0.20 mLof the substance to be examined
with heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mLwith the same solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10 ~L of limonene R, 20 ~
of cineole R. 40 ~L of menrhone R, 10 ~L of menrhofuran R,
10 ~L of (+)-isomenrhone R, 40 ~L of menthyl acerate R,
20 ~L of isopulegol R, 60 mg of menrhol R, 20~ of .
pulegone R, 10 ~L of piperitone R and 10 ~L of carllOlle R in

heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solu,wn (b) Dissolve 5 ~L of isopulegol R in
heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 0.1 mL of the solution to 5.0 mL with heptane R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 = 0.25 nun;
- suuionaty phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 urn),

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.

Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.
Spli, ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.
lnj«lion 1~.

60

60 ...... 180

180
200

220

Temperature
("C)

Time
(min)

0-10

10 - 70

70 -75

Injecrionport

Detector

Column

IDENTIFICATION
Piru identification: B.
Second idendficasion: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution l\1ix 0.1 g of the substance to be examined
with toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of menrhol R, 20 ~L of
cineole R, 10 mg of thymol Rand 10~ of menthyl ama'e R
in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelF2s• plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
F2S4 plate R (2-10 umj].
Mobile phase ethylamate R, totuene R (5:95 VIi').

Applicatwn 10 ~L [or 1 ~L] of the reference solution and
20 ~L [or 2 ~LJ of the test solution, as bands of 10 mm [or
8mm].
Developmenr Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].
Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.
Results A See below the sequenceof zones presentin me
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution.

IV-414 Peppermint Oil

Detection B Treat withanisakkhyde solution R and heat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min; examine immediately in daylight.
Results B See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherless intensely coloured
zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Top oC,he plate

-- --

Thymol: a quenchingzone

Quenching zones maybe present
(carscne, pulegone)

--
Reference solution Test solution

Top of the plate

An intenseviolet-red zone (nearthe
solventfront) (hydrocarbons)
A brownish-yellow zone
(menthofurnn)

-- --

Menlhyl acetate: a violet-blue zone A violet-blue zone (menlhylacetate), A greenish-blue zone (menthone)
-'

Thymol: a pinkzone

ughl pinkor greyish-blue or greyish-
greenzones maybe present
(carvone, pulegone.isomemhone)

1.8-Cmeole: a violet-blue or brown A faintviolet-blue or brown zone
'On' (I.&-cineole)

-- --

Menthol: an intense blueor violet An intenseblue or violetzone
'On, (meniliol)

Reference solution Test solution

J
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Elution order Order indicated in the composition of
reference solution (a); record the retention times of these
substances.

Identification of peaks Using the retention times determined
from the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a),
locate the components of reference solution (a) in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimwn 1.5 between the peaks due to

limonene and 1,8-cineole; minimum 1.5 between me
peaks due to piperitone and carvone.

Determine the percentage content of each of the following
components. The limits are within the following ranges:
- limonene: J.O per cent to 3.5 per cent;
- l,8-eineo/e: 3.5 per cent to 8.0 per cent;
- menthone: 14.0 per cent to 32.0 per cent;
- menthofuran: 1.0 per cent lO8.0 per cent;
- isomemhone: 1.5 per cent to 10.0 per cent;
- menthyl acetate: 2.8 per cent to 10.0 per cent;
- isopultgol: maximum 0.2 per cent;
- menthol: 30.0 per cent to 55.0 per cent;
- pufegone: maximum 3.0 per cent;
- tarvone; maximum 1.0 per cent;
- disregard limit. the area of the principal peak in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.05 per cent).

The ratio of I J8-eineole content to limonene content is a
minimum of 2.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 °C.
_________________ PllfII

Peppermint Oil Gastro·resistant
Capsules
Gastro-resistant Peppennint Oil Capsules

DEFINITION
Peppermint Oil Gastro-resistant Capsules contain
Peppermint Oil. They are covered with a gastro-resistant
coating.

The capsules tomply with the requirements statedunder Capsules
and with thefollowing requirements.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromaU>grap!ly,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.

(I) Dissolve a quantity of the contents of the capsules
containing 0.1 g of Peppermint Oil in sufficient toluene to
produce 10 mL.

(2) Dissolve 10 mg of thymo~ 10 fJL of menthylatttal<, 20 fJL
of cineole and 50 mg of menthol in toluene and dilute to
10 mL with the same solvent.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a TLC silica gel GF2, . plate.

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 20 fJL of solution (I) and 10 ~L of solution (2) as
bands.

(d) After removal oCthe plate, dry in air and examine under
uhrrwiolet light (254 nm), spray with anisaldehyde solution and
examine in daylight for 5 to 10 minutes while heating at 1000

to lOS'.

Peppermint Oil Preparations IV-415

l\-lOBILE PHASE

5 volumes of ethyl acetate and 95 volumes of toluene.

CONFIRMATION

When examined under ultraviolet light (254 run) the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I) may show
quenching zones (carvone, pulegone) situated just below the
level of the zone (thymol) in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2).

When examined in daylight the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows, in order of increasing Rfvalue, an intense
blue to violet zone (menthol) in the lower third; a violet-blue
to brown zone (cineole); a pink zone (thymol); and a violet
blue zone (menthyl acetate). In the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I) there is a zone due to menthol (the most
intense) and a faint zone due to cineole; at Rfvalues between
those of the cineole and thymol zones in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2), there may be light pink or
greyish-blue or greenish-grey zones (carvone, pulegcne,
isomenthone); in the middle of the chromatogram, there is a
violet-blue zone (menthyl acetate) and just below it a
greenish-blue zone (menthone); an intense violet-red zone
(hydrocarbons) appears near the solvent front and below it
there may be a brownish-yellow zone (menlhofuran); other
less intensely coloured zones may also appear.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Chromatographic profile. The retention time of the principal
peaks in the chromatogram obtained with solution (I) is
similar to that of the principal peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2). Cervone and pulegone may be
absent from the chromatogram obtained withsolution (I).

TESTS
Disintegration test
Complies with the requirements stated under Gastro-resistant
Capsules.

Refractive index
1.457 to 1.467, determined on the contents of the capsules,
Appendix V G.

Relative density
0.900 to 0.916, determined on the contents of the capsules,
Appendix V E.

Composition of peppermint oil
Carry out me method for gasthromalOgraphYJ
Appendix ill B, using the following freshly prepared
solutions.

(1) Use the contents of the capsules.

(2) Dissolve 0.1 g of limonene, 0.2 g of cineole, 0.4 g of
menthone, 0.1 g of menthofuran, 0.1 g of isomenthone, 0.4 g of
menthylacetal<, 0.6 g of menthol, 0.2 g ofputegone and 0.1 g
of ",room in 1 mL of hexane.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a fused..iliea capillary column (60 m x 0.25 nun)
coated with ma<rogol 20,000 as the bonded phase.

(b) Use heliumas the carrier gas at 1.5 mL per minute.

(c) Use the gradient conditions described below.

(d) Use an inlet temperature of 220'.

(e) Use a flame ionisation detector at a temperature of 220°.

(I) Inject 0.2 ~L of each solution.

(g) Use a split ratio of I: I 00.

When the chromatograms are recorded in the prescribed
conditions, the components elute in the order indicated in
the composition of solution (2). Record the retention times
of these substances.
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Peppermint Leaf Dry Extract

Top of the plate

Rosmarinic acid: sligh, blue A ligh'blue fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (rosmarinic add)

-- --

Luteolin-7-g1ucoakie: an orange A faintorangeftcorescentzone
fluotescenr zone

An orange..yeUow fluorescent zone

A redfluorescent zone

Rutoside: an orange fluorescent zone An Onulge-)'t'UOW fluorescent zone

-- --
An orange-yeUow fluorescent zone

Reference soludon Test soludon

2022

Reference so/mUm Dissolve 2 mg of luteolin-7-glucoside R,
2 mg of rutoside trihydrate R and 5 mg of rosmarini< acidR in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent
Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (2-10 um).

Mobile phase acetic odd R, anhydrous fonnic odd R, water R,
ethyl a«tate R (7:7:18:68 VIVIVII').

ApplicatWn 4 iJL as bands of 8 mm,
Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min; spray the warm
plate with a 10 rJL solution of diphenylboric odd aminoethyl
ester R in melhanol R, then witha 50 gILsolution of maaugol
400 R in methanol R or, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 rJL solution of diphenylboric odd aminoethyl ester R in ethyl
a«tate R, then in a 50 rJL solution of m",rogol 400 R in
methylene chloride R; allowto dty in airfor about 1 min and
examinein ultraviolet lightat 366 nm.
Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore) otherfaint fluorescent zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Use brown glass flasks. To 0.400 g of the
extract to be examined add 15 mL of ethanol
(50 per cent VIIQ R, sonicate for 10 min and filter into a
20 mL volumetric flask. Rinse theflask and the filter with
ethanol (50 per cent VIIQ R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the

'j same solvent.
Referena solutWn (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of rosmarini<
odd CRS in ethanol (50 per cent VIIQ R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Referenc« solution (b) Dissolve 5 mg of feru1i< acidR in
reference soJution (a) and dilute to 50 mL with the same
solution.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 ID, 0 = 4.6 nun;
- statWnary phase: end-<apped oetade<y/siiyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 um).

l.0 to 3.5%,
3.5 to 8.0%.
14.0 to 32.0%,
1.0 to 8.0%.
1.5 to 10.0%,
2.8 to 10.0%.
Maximum 0.2%
30.0 to 55.0%
Not more than3.0%.
Not morethan 1.0%.

Time Temperalure Comments

(minutes)

o~ 10 60' isothermal

1O~70 600 _1800 linear gradient

70~75 180' isothermal

Iimonene
Cineole
Menlhone
Menthofuran
Isomernhcne
Menlhylacetate
Isopulegol
Menlhol
Pulegone
Cervone

The ratio of cineole content to limonenecontent is greater
than 2.

STORAGE
Peppermint Oil Gastro-resistant Capsules should be
protected from light.

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from Peppermint leaf(0406).

Content
Minimum0.5 per cent of rosmarinic acid (C1sH160g;
M, 360.3) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (30-50 per cent VII') or water at
minimum 60°C.

IV-416 Peppermint Leaf Preparations

(ph. Eur. monograph 2382)

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless the numberof theoretical plates
calculated from the limonene peak at 1100 is at least 30,000
and the resolution factor between the peaks corresponding to
limoneneand cineole is at least 1.5 in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2).

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtainedwith solution (2), locate the
componentsof solution (2) on the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I) (disregard the peak due to hexane).

Determine the percentage content of the components by the
normalisation procedure.
The percentages are within the following ranges:

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown, amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutWn To 0.2 g of the extract to be examined add
2.5 mL of mahonolRand 2.5 mL of waterR, sonicatefor
5 min and filter.
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Peru Balsam IV-417

IDENTIFICATION
A. Dissolve 0.20 g in 10 mL of e/hanol (96 per cenV R.
Add 0.2 mL offerric chloride sdutionRI. A green or
yellowish-green colourdevelops.
B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.5 g of the substanceto be examined
in LO mL of emy! acetate R.

Reference soluuon Dissolve 4 mg of thymolR, 30 mg of
benzylcinnamate Rand 80 ~L of benzyl benzoate R in 5 mL
of ethyl acetate R.

Plate TLC S17ica gel GFm plateR.
Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, erhy/acetate R, hexane R
(0.5:10:90 VIVIJI).

Apph'cation LO ~L, as bandsof 20 mm by 3 mm.

Development Twice over a path of 10 em.
Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm and
markthe quenching zones.
Results A The chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solution shows in the upper third2 quenchingzones, the
higherone due to benzyl benzoate and the lower one due to
benzylcinnamate, The chromatogram obtained with the test
solution shows 2 quenching zones at the same levels and of
approximately the same size.
Detection B Spray with a freshly prepared 200 gIL solution
ofphosphomolybdic acidR in emanol (96 percent) R, using
10 mL for a plate 200 mm square and examine in daylight
while heating at 100-105 °C for 5-10 min.

Results B The zones due to benzyl benzoate and benzyl
cinnamate areblue against a yellowbackground.
The chromatogram obtainedwith the reference solution
shows at about the middle a violet-grey zone (thymol). In the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution, a blue zone
(nerolidol) is seen just below the level of the zone due to
thymol in the chromatogram obtainedwith the reference
solution. Justbelow the zone due to nerclidol, no blue zone
is seen corresponding to a quenchingzone seen when
examined in ultraviolet light at 254 run (colophony). In the
upper and lowerpartof the chromatogram obtainedwith the
test solution, other faint blue zones may be seen.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
1.14 to 1.17.

Saponification value (2.5.6)
230 to 255, determined on the residueobtained in the assay.

ArtIficial balsams
Shake 0.20 g with 6 mL of lightpetroleum RI. The light
petroleum solution is clearand colourlessand the whole of
the insoluble pans of the balsam stick to the wall of the test
tube.

Fatty oils
Shake I g with 3 mL of a 1000 gIL solution of chloral
hydrate R. The resulting solution is as clear as the 1000 gIL
solution of chloral hydrate R.

Turpentine
Evaporate to dryness 4 mL of the solution obtained in the
test for artificial balsams. The residuehas no odour of
turpentine.

ASSAY
To 2.50 g in a sepasating funnel add 7.5 mL of dilutesodium
hydroxide solution Rand 40 mL of peroxide-free ether Rand
shakevigorously for 10 min. Separate the lower layerand

0 45

45 100

100 --> 0

MobBe phase B
(pel' cent YJ1?

100 ...., 55

55 0

0 100

MobUe phase A
(per cent VIV)

areaof the peak due 10rosmarinic acid in the chromatogram
obtained withthe tear solutionj
llml of thepeak due to rosmarinic acidin the chromatogram
cbtalned with reference solution (a)j
mass of the extract 10 be examined used to prepare the lest

solution, in grams;
mass of romrarinic acidCRS used to prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;
percentagecontentof rosmarinic acid in MnJdn"nic acid CRS.

AI xm2 xpxO.2
A2 x ml

Time
(min)

0-20

20 - 25

25 - 30

A,

m,

p
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Flow rate 1.2 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 330 nm.

Inje",i.,. 20 ~L.

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peakdue to rosinarinic
acid.

Relative retention With reference to rosrnarinic acid
(retention time = about 11 min): ferulic acid = about 0.8.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due to ferulic

acidand rosmarinic acid.
Calculate the percentage content of rosmarinic acid using the
following expression:

DEFINITION
Balsam obtained from the scorched and wounded trunk of
Myroxy/on balsamum (L.) Harms vas. pereira< (Royle) Harms.

Content
45.0 per cent mlm to 70.0 per cent mlm of esters, mainly
benzyl benzoate and benzylcinnamate.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Darkbrown, viscous liquidwhich is transparent and
yellowish-brown when viewed in a thin layer; it is not sticky,
non-drying and does not fonn threads.

SolubUlty
Practically insoluble in water, freely soluble in anhydrous
ethanol,not miscible with fany oils, except for castoroil.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: phosphoric acid R, acetonitrile R, waterfor

chromatography R (1:19:80 VIVIJI);
- mobile phase B: phosphoric acidR, memanol R, acetonioiJe R

(1:40:59 VIVIJI);

(Ph. Bur. monograph 0754)

Peru Balsam
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IV-418 Phellodendron Amurense Bark

shake it with 3 quantities, each of 15 mL, of peroxide-free
ether R. Combine the ether layers, dryover 10 g of anhydrous
sodium sulfate R and filter. Wash the sodiwn sulfate with
2 quantities, each of 10 mL, ofperoxitk-jree ether R. Combine
the ether layers and evaporate to dryness. Dry the residue
(esters) at 100-105 ·C for 30 min and weigh.

STORAGE
Protected from light.
____________________ PIlE"

Phellodendron Amurense Bark
DEFINITION
PheUodendron Amurense Bark is the dried bark of
PheUodendron amureme Ruprechr.
It is collectedbetween spring and summerand the rough
part of the bark is removed and sundried.

It contains not less than 0.4% wlwof berberine
(c"oH"NO.l and not less than 0.2% wlw pahnatine
(c",H22NO,) calculated with reference to the dried material.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The bark piecesare usuaUy rectangular or shallowly
quilled, of variable length and width; between 2 and 6 mm
thick. Prepared, cut slices are transversely sliced into
rectangular pieces and occasionally show the remains of the
corky outer hark. The outer surface is relatively smooth with
yellow, yellowish-green or yellowish-browninner bark
(secondary phloem) interrupted by irregularly shaped remains
of brown or greyish-brown outer bark (cork or rhytidoma),
the latter fissured or sometimes raised, angular andsomewhat
spongy. Lenticelsareoccasionally visible in the outerbark.
The innersurface is smooth and yellowor yellowish-brown
throughout with fine longitudinal striations. The texture is
light and hard. The fracture is fibrous, bright yeUowor
yellowish-green.
B. Reduce to a powder, Appendix XVII A. The powder ia
yellowor yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solullOn. The powder shows the foUowing
diagnostic characters: abundant fragments of fibres, yellowor
paleyellow,mainly in bundlesor sheets, with thickened walls
and a long, narrow lumen, surrounded by a crystal sheathof
parenchyma cells containing prismsof calcium oxalate.
Scattered calcium oxalate prism crystals, up to about 24 um,
arealso seen in the powder. The fibre sheets are interspersed
with medullary rays composedof polygonalcells two to three
cells wide. Numerouslarge stone cells,bright yellow, sub
orbicular, fusiform or irregular in shape, some branched or
with a pointedapex, with thickened, distinctly striated walls)
are present, commonlyarranged in groups. Groups of
tabular, colourless, corkcells in layers arepresent.
C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromaUJgraphy,
Appendix III A, using the following solutions.

(1) To 0.25 g of the finely powdered drug,
Appendix XVII A, add 4 mL of a mixture of 20 mL of water
and 80 mL of merhanol. Mix with the aid of ultrasound for
10 minutes and filter. Extract the remaining residue in the
filter with two 2-mL quantities of methanol. Combine the
solutions and dilute to 20 m.L with methanol.
(2) 0.04% wlv each of palmatine chloride BPCRS and berberine
chloride BPCRS in methanol.

2022

CHRo.MATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating octadecylsi/yl silka gelfor HPTLC
(Merck silica gel HPTLC plates are suitable)

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 20 IlL of each solution, as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 6 em from the point of application.

(e) Afterremoval of the plate, dry in airfor 5 minutes,dip
the plate in echanoli<; sulfuric acid (20%) and then heat at 105·
until coloured bands appear. Exantine under ultraviolet light
(366 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

10 volwnes of anhydrous formic add, 10 volumes of water and
80 volwnes of erhy/ acetate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two clearly separated bands.

RESULTS

See the sequence of zones presentin the chromatograms
obtained with the solution (I) and solution (2). Other faint
zones may be present.

Top of the plate

A greenband (berberine) A greenband (berberine)

An orangeband

A greenband (palmatine) A greenband (palmatine)

An orangebend

A blue band

A blue band

Solution (I) Solution (Z)

TESTS
Loss on drying
When dried at 1000 to 1050 for 2 hours, loses not more than
10.0% of its weight, Appendix IX D. Use I g.

Total ash
Not more than 8.0%, Appendix XI J,Method II.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromaUJgraphy,
Appendix III D, using the foUowing solutiona, ;
(I) To 0.1 g of powdered sample, add 80 mL of a mixrure of
equalvolumes of aatonitrileand 0.1% vlv solution of
orthophosphork acid. Mix with the aid of ultrasound for
40 minutes and aUow to cool. Dilute to 100 mL with mobile
phase and filter (Wbatman GF/C is suitable).

(2) 0.01 % wlv ofpalmatinechloride BPCRS and 0.01% wlv
berberine chloride BPCRS in mobile phase.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (15 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with end-copped ocradecylsi/yl silica gelfor chromaUJgraphy
(5 urn) (phenomenex Luna CI8 is suitable).
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(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobile phase described
below.

(e) Use a flow rate of 1.2 mL per minute.

(d) Use an ambient column temperature.
(e) Use a detection wavelength of 235 nm.

(I) Inject 50 ~l of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

27 volumes of auumitriJe and 73 volumes of a 1.36% wlv
solution of potassium dihydrogen onhophO$phate in water.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the resolution between the peaks due to
palmatine (retention time approximately 8 minutes) and
berberine (retention time approximately 9 minutes) is
at least 2.0.

DETERM.INATION OF CONTENT

Using the retention times and the peak areas from the
chromatograms obtained with solution (2), locate and
integrate the peaks due to berberine and palmatine in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I). Calculate the
content of berberine and of palmatine in the sample using
the declared content of berberine in berberine chloride BPCRS
and palmarine in palmatine chloride BPCRS and the following
expression:

Al XID1 xp X 12.5
A 1 XIDI

AI Area of the peak due to berberinelpBlmaline in the
chromatogram obtained with solution(I).

A2 Area of the peak due to bcrberintlpalmuine in the
chromatogramobtained with solution (2).

fit Weight of lhe drug being examined in g"
rna Weight of berberine chlon"tkJpo/nuJtinI dtJoriiM in the reference

solution in g.
p Percentagecontent of berberinelpalmatine in berberine

dJloritkIpaimatine dikJriik.

STORAGE
PheUodendron Amurense Bark should be protected from
moisture.

ANNEX
This section isnon-mandatory.

DNA reference sequence
A DNA reference sequence for the identity of PheUodendron
Amurense Bark is published in Supplementary Chapter VII D.

Phellodendron Chinense Bark
DEFINIllON
Phellodendron Chinense Bark is the dried bark of
PheUodendron chinense Schneid.

It is collected between spring and summer and the rough
outer bark is removed and discarded. The remainder is
sundried.

It contains not less than 3.0% w/w of berberine
(C,of!laNO.), calculated with reference to the dried
material.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The bark pieces are usually rectangular or shallowly
quilled of widely varying length and width; up to 6 mm

Phellodendron Chinense Bark IV-419

thick. Prepared, cut, slices are sliced transversely into
rectangular pieces. The outer surface is greyish or yellowish
(depending on the amount of thin outer cork bark removed),
with irregularly scattered raised transverse lenticels. The inner
surface is smooth and yellow to yellowish-brown throughout
with fine longitudinal striations. The texture is light and
hard. The fracture is fibrous, yellow or yellowish green; older
barks are thicker and include a hard sponge-like zone on the
innermost side.

R Reduce to a powder, Appendix XVII A. The powder is
yellow or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydra" solution. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters: abundant fragments of short fibres)
yellow or pale yellow, mainly in bundles or sheets, with
thickened walls and a long, narrow lumen, surrounded by a
crystal sheath of parenchyma cells containing prisms of
calcium oxalate. Scattered calcium oxalate prism crystals, up
to about 40 pm, are also seen in the powder. The fibre sheets
are interspersed with conspicuous medullary rays composed
of polygonal cells two to three cells wide. Nwnerous large
stone cells, bright yellow, sub-orbicular, fusiform or irregular
in shape, some branched or with a pointed apex, with
thickened, distinctly striated walls, are present, commonly
arranged in groups.

C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix III A, using the following solutions.

(I) To 0.25 g of the finely powdered drug,
Appendix XVII A, add 4 mL of a mixture of 20 mL of water
and 80 mL of methanol. Mix with the aid of ultrasound for
10 minutes and filter, Extract the remaining residue in the
filter with two 2-mL quantities of methanol. Combine the
solutions and dilute to 20 mL with melhanol.
(2) 0.04% wlv each ofpalmatine chloride BPCRS and berberine
chloride BPCRS in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating octadecylsi(yl silica ge/for HPTLC
(Merck silica gel HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 20 ~L of each solution, as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 6 cm from the point of application.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air for 5 minutes, dip
the plate in ethanolic mlfiJric acid (20%) and then heat at 105·
until coloured bands appear. Examine under ukraviolet light
(366 n"lJ.
MOBILE PHASE

10 volwnes of anhydrous /omn'c add, 10 volumes of waterand
80 volumes of ethylacetate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two clearly separated bands.

RESULTS
See the diagram for the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with solurion (I) and solution (2).
Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained with solution
(1) a faint or more intense green band corresponding to .
palma tine may be present. Other faint zones may be present.
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IV-420 Phyllanthus Emblica Pericarp

Top of the plate

A greenband (berberine) A greenband (berberine)

A yeUow band

A greenband (paImatine)

S",""'" (I) SofuriDn (1)

TESTS
PheUodendron amurense
In identification test C, the chromatogram obtained with
solution (J) shows no orange band betweenthe bandsfor
berberine and palmatine and no orange or blue bands below
the band for palmatine given in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2).

Loss on drying
When dried at 1000 to 105° for 2 hours, loses not more than
10.0% of its weight, Appendix IX D. Use I g.

Total ash
Not more than 8.0%, Appendix XI J,Method TI.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix m D, using the following solutions.
(I) To 0.1 g of powdered sample, add 80 mL of a mixture of
equal volwnes of ateronitri/e and 0.1%vlvsolution of
orrhuphosphonc acid. Mix with the aid of ultrasound for
40 minutes and allow to cool. Dilute to 100 mL with mobile
phase and filter (Whatman GF/C is suitable).

(2) 0.01% wlv of palmatine chloride BPCRS and 0.01% wlv
berb,rin' chloride BPCRS in mobile phase.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (15 cm x 4.6 mm) packed
with end-capped octad"")'IsJ1y/ SIlica gelforchromatography
(5 ~m) (phenomenex Luna CI8 is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobilephasedescribed
below.
(c) Use a flow rate of 1.2 mL per minute.

(d) Use an ambient colwnn temperature,

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 235 nm.
(I) Inject 50 ~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

27 volumes of acetonitrile and 73 volumes of a 1.36% wlv
solution ofpotasSIUm dihydrogen orrhuphosphare in water.

SYSTEM SUiTABIUTY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the resolution between the peaksdue to
palmatine (retention time of approximately 8 minutes) and
berberine (retention time of approximately 9 minutes) is
at least 2.0.

DETERt\UNATION OF CONTENT

Using the retention time and the peakarea from the
chromatograms obtained with solution (2), locate and

2022

integrate the peak due to berberine in the chromatogram
obtainedwith solution (1). Calculate the content. of berberine
in the sample using the declared content of berberine in
bobennechlorid' BPCRS and the following expression:

AI Xffi2 xp x12.5
A 2 Xffi l

AI Area of the peak due to berberine in me chromatognun
obtained with solution(I).

A2 Areaof the peakdue to berberine in thechromatogrnm
obtained wish solution (2).

ma Weightof the drugbeingexamined in g.
IIIz Weightof betfmine chloride in me reference solutionin g.
p Percentage content of berberine in bnberillt: chloride.

STORAGE
Phellodendron Chinense Bark should be protected from
moisture.

ANNEX
This S«lIOn is non-mandatory.

DNA reference sequence
A DNA reference sequencefor the identity of PheUodendron
Chinense Bark is published in Supplementary Chapter VII D.

Phyllanthus Emblica Pericarp
DEFINITION
Phyllanthus Emblica Pericarp is the pericarp of dried mature
fruits of PhyUan<hus 'mblica L. (syn. Emb/ica officinalis
Gaertn.)

It containsnot less than6.0% tannins, expressed as
pyrogallol (CJf.03. M, 126.1), calculated with reference to
the dried drug.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Irregular pieces of the pericarp showinga dark brownish
to blackouter surface, much wrinkled and grooved with
occasional greyish-white patches; the underlying brown
mesocarp is about 2 to 3 mm wide surrounding a thin, paler
brown endocarp. Infrequently whole seeds, or portions of the
creamish white testa may be present, attached to the
endocarp; whole seeds are subspherical, about 1 em in
diameter and the testa is marked with 6 equidistant
longitudinal ridges. Occasional whole fruits may also be
present; they arespherical to ovoid or irregular, about 2 em
in diameter and show a depression at one end.
B. The powderis yellow-green or pale brown. It shows small
polygonal cells from the exocarp covered with a thickcuticle,
numerous mesocarp, some :filled with amorphous grey
birefractive masses, some with mucilage, and some with
calcium oxalate crystals in the form of needles, large prismor
microsphenoids; thick-walled, pitted sclereids from the
mesocarp found singly and usually surrounded by
parenchyma, and fragments of the endocarp consisting of a
thicklayer of pitted fibres and sclereids.
C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.
(I) Add 25 mL of ,<hanoi to 1.0 g of the powdered herbal
drug,sonicat.e for 30 minutes and filter.
(2) 0.1 % wlv of d/agi< acidand 0.1 % wlv ofgallic acidin
methanol.

j
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B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

TESTS
Relative densIty (2.2.5)
0.857 to 0.870.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.474 to 1.480.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
_15 0 to -60

•

Top of the plate

A pink zone

-- --

Bornyl acetate: a brown or greyish· A brown or greyish-brown zone
brown zone (bornyl acetate)

A pink zone

-- --

Borneol: a brown or greyish-brown A cluster Or violet zones
woo

Reference sclutlcn Test soIudon

**** ** ** ****

Dwarl Pine Oil IV-421

(Ph. Eur. moncgraph 2377)

Dwarf Pine Oil

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation of the fresh leaves
and twigs of Pinus mugo Turra. A suitable antioxidant may be
added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear) colourless or pale yellow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Dilute I mL of the substance to be examined
to 10 mL with toluene R.
Reference solutwn Dissolve 10 mg of borneol R and 10 pL of
bornyl acetate R in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with the
same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 pm»).

Mobile phase ethylacetate R, toluene R (5:95 VIJI).
Application 10 pL [or 21'1.). as bands.
Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.
Detection Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top ofthe plate

Darkblue band Gallicacid: a dark blue band

Dark blue band Ellaglcacid: a dark blueband

Bluelfalntblue band
Blue/faintblueband

Solution /1) Solution /2)

CHROl\lATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel 60 F2S4 or high-performance
Sl1ica gel60 Fm (Merck silica gel 60 F254 HJYILC plates are
suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 1'1. [or 2 pL) of each solution, as bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em [or 7 em).

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air, spray with a 5% wlv
solution of iron(/II) chloride in ethanoland examine in
daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

1.5 volumes of toluene, 3 volumes of acetic acid,4 volumesof
formic acidand 30 volumes of elhylacetate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two clearly separated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows a dark
blue band with an Rf value of 0.6 corresponding in colour
and position to the band obtained with ellagic acid in
solution (2) and a dark blue band with an Rf value of
approximately 0.9 corresponding in position to the dark blue
band obtained with gallic acid in solution (2). Two or three
separated blue or faint blue bands with Rf valuesof between
0.2 and 0.3 are also present. Other bands may be present in
solution (I).

2022

TESTS
Ethanol-soluble extracdve
Not less than 15.0%, Appendix XI BI

Foreign matter
Not more than 5% of foreign matter including seed material,
Appendix XI D.

Water-soluble extractive
Not less than 50%, Appendix XI B2.

Ash
Not more than 7.0%, Appendix XI J, method II.

Loss on drying
Not more than 10.0%, Appendix IX D. Use 1 g.

ASSAY
Carry out the determination of tannins in herbal drugs,
Appendix XI M. Use 1.0 g of powdered drug.
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IV-422 Pine Silvestris Oil

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection I ~L.

Eluu"on order Order indicated in the composition of
reference solution (a); record the retention timesof these
substances.

System suitability Reference solution (a);
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to car-3-

ene and p-myrcene.
Identification of components Using the retention times
determined from the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (a), locate the components of reference solution (a)
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution; the
peak due to ~-phellandrene is eluted after the peak due to
limonene with a relative retention of about 1.03 with
reference to limonene.
Determine the percentage contentof each of these
components. The limitsarewithin the following ranges:
- «·-pinene: 10.0 per cent to 30.0 per cent;
- camphene: maximum 2.0 per cent;
- p-pinene: 3.0 per cent to 14.0 per cent;
- car-l-ene: 10.0 per cent to 40.0 per cent;
- p-myrune: 3.0 per cent to 12.0 percent;
- h"monene: 5.0 per cent to 14.0 per cent;
- p-pheUandrene: 9.0 per cent to 19.0 percent;
- p-cymene: maximum 2.5 per cent;

Pine Silvestris Oil

IDENTIFICATION
Fjnt identification: B.
Secondidentification: A.
A. "Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 1 mL of the substance to be examined
to 10 rnL with toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of borneol R and 10 ~L of
bomyIacetauR in toluene R and dilute to 10 rnL with the
samesolvent.
PIau TLC sih"ca gelpiau R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
piau R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase etlryl acetaU R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 2 ~l as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Detection Treatwith anisaldehyde $olutWn R, heat at
100-105 ·C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.

Results See belowthe sequence of the zones present inthe
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore otherfaint zones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation of the fresh leaves
and branches of Pinus sylvestris L. A suitable antioxidant may
be added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or paleyellowliquid.
Characteristic odour.

Plffll _~ _

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1842)
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_______________~ Plffll

- tetpinolene: maximum 8.0 percent;
- bornyl acetate: 0.5 percent to 5.0 percent;
- p-caryophy/lene: 0.5 per cent to 5.0 per cent;
- reporting threshold: 0.05 per cent (principal peak in the

chromatogram obtained withreference solution (b».

STORAGE
In an inert container and at a temperature not exceeding
25 ·C.

Top of the plate

A pinkzone (hydrocarboDl)

-- --

Bomyl acetate: a broYIII or grey- A brownor grey-brown zone (bornyl
brownzone acetate)

A pink zone

-- --
Borneol: a brownor grey-brown A clusterof violet zones
zone

Reference solution Test solution

65

65 ..... 220
22{)

220

250

Temperature
f'C)

Tim.
(min)

0-10

10- 41

41 - 50

Iniectioa port

Detector

Column

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximum 1.0.

Peroxide value (2.5.5)
Maximum 20.

Fatty oils and reslnlfied oils (2.8.7)
It complies with the test.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Test solution Dilute 200 J.IL of the substance to be examined
to 10.0 mL with heptane R.
Reference solution (a) Dilute 30 ~L of a-pinene R, 5 mg of
camphene R, 10 ~L of p-pinene R, 20 ~L of cas-s-ene R, 5 ~L

of p-myrcene R, 10 ~L oflimoneneR, 5 ~L of p-cymene R,
I0 ~L of terpinolene R, 5 ul, of hornyl acetaU Rand 5 ~L of
p-caryophyUene R in heptane R and dilute to 5 mL with the
same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5 mg of camphene R in
heptane R and dilute to 50.0 rnLwith the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to 10.0 rnLwith heptane R.

Column:
- material: fused. silica;
- size: I = 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mrn,
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 pm).

Caniergas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rau 1.5 mllmin.

Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:
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Detection Flame ionisation.

Jnjce,;<m 0.2 ~L.

E/uticn order Order indicated in me preparation of reference
solution (a). Record me retention rimes of these substances.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between me peaks due to car-3-

ene and p-myrcene.

ldenufication of components Using me retention times
determined from the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a), locate the components of reference solution (a)
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
The peak due to J}-phellandrene is eluted after the peak due

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographlc profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with me test solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

TESTS
Relative densIty (2.2.5)
0.855 to 0.815.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.465 to 1.480.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-9° to -30°,

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximum 1.0.

Peroxide value (2.5.5)
Maximum 20.

Fatty oils and reslnified oil. (2.8.7)
It complies with the test.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Testsolution The substance to be examined.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 30 ul, of a-pinene R, 10 mg
of camphene R, 20 pL of fI-pinene R, 10 pL of car-3-ene R,
10 pL of fI-myrcene R, 20 pL of limonene R, 10 pL of p
cymene R, 10 pL of terpinolme R, 10·pL of bo"ll'l acetate R
and 10 ul, of fI-caryoplryUene R in I mL of hepw.ne R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10 mg of camphene R in
heptane R and dilute [0 2 mL with the same solvent. Dilute
0.1 mL of the solution to I mL with hepw.ne R.

Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 =0.22 mm,
- sw.tionary phase: macrogol20000 R (0.2 um).

Cattiergas helium for chromarograplry R.
Flow rate 1.5 mIlmin.
Split ratio I:100.

Temperature:

Plantain

to limonene with a relative retention of about 1.03 with
reference to limonene.

Determine the percentage content of these components.
The limits are within the following ranges:
- C1.-pinene: 32.0 per cent to 60.0 per cent,
- camphene: 0.5 per cent to 2.0 per cent,
- p-pinene: 5.0 per cent to 22.0 per cent,
- car-d-me: 6.0 per cent to 18.0 per cent,
- p-myrcene: 1.5 per cent to 10.0 per cent)
- limonene: 7.0 per cent to 12.0 per cent,
- p-phel/andrene: maximum 2.5 per cent)
- p-cymene: maximum 2.0 per cent)
- tetpinotene: maximum 4.0 per cent,
- hornyl aulate: 1.0 per cent to 4.0 per cent,
- fI-caryophyilme: 1.0 per cent to 6.0 per cent,
- disregard limit: the area of the principal peak in the

chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b).

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 "C.

PhE" _

(Ribworr Piantain, Ph. Bur. m<mograph 1884)

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried leaf and scape of Plantago
/anceolaw. L. s.L

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of total ortho-dihydroxycinnamic acid
derivatives expressed as acteoside (<4:9H360IS; M r 624.6)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf is up to 30 em long and 4 em wide, yellowish
green to brownish-green) with a prominent) whitish-green)
almost parallel venation on the abaxial surface. It consists of
a lanceolate lamina narrowing at the base into a channelled
petiole. The margin is indistinctly dentate and often
undulate. It has 3, 5 or 7 primary veins, nearly equal in
length and running almost parallel. Hairs may be almost
absent, sparsely scattered or sometimes abundant) especially
on the lower surface and over the veins. The scape is
brownish-green) longer than the leaves) 3-4 nun in diameter
and is deeply grooved longitudinally) with 5-7 conspicuous
ribs. The surface is usually covered with fine hairs.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder ls
yellowish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1884.-1;: fragments of epidermis,
composed of cells with irregularly sinuous anticlinal walls) the
fragments of the upper epidermis of the lamina (surface
view [H), transverse section [0]) are accompanied by
palisade parenchyma [Da, Ha], and those of the lower
epidermis (surface view [G» show stomata (2.8.3) mostly of
the diacytic type [Gal and sometimes of the anomocytic
type [Gb]; the multicellular) uniseriate, conical covering
trichomes are highly characteristic, whole [C] or mostly
fragmented [Aj, with a basal cell larger than the other
epidermal cells followed by a short cell supporting 2 or more
elongated cells with the lumen narrow and variable, occluded
at intervals corresponding to slight swellings in the trichome
and giving a jointed appearance) the terminal cell has an

Plantain IV-423
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IV-424 Plantain

acute apexand a filiform lumen; the glandular trichomes
have a unicellular, cylindrical stalk and a multicellular,
elongated, conicalhead consisting of several rowsof small
cells and a single lenninal cell [B, Gc); dense groups of
lignified fibra-vascular tissuewilh narrow, spirally and
annularJy thickened vessels and slender, moderately thickened
fibres [F]; fragments of the scape [E)with cells with
thickened walls and a coarsely ridged cuticle,stomata [Eel,
multicellular, uniseriate covering trichomes [Eb] and
glandular trichomes [Ea] of the type previously described.

B

A

Figure 1884.-1. - IIlUSlTa'ion for identification tesl B ofpowdered
herbal drng of ,;/noon plan'ain

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
DigiuJis kmata leaves.
Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatogram obtained withthe reference solutionand me
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones may he preseot in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

, Top aCthe plate

-- --

Acteos.ide: a yellowzone A yellowzone (acteoside)

-- --

Aucubin: a blue zone A blue zone (aucubin)

Reference solution Test soludon

2022

SoIflCm mixture water R, methanol R (30:70 VW).
Test solution Use a freshly prepared solution. To 1 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) in a 25 mLllask, add
10 mL of the solventmixture and shake for 30 min. Filter,
rinsethe flask and the filter with 2 quantities, each of 5 mL,
of the solventmixture. Dilute to 25 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution Dissolve I mg of acteoslde R and I mg of
auwbin R in I mL of the solventmixture.
Plate TLG silica gelFZ54 plate R.
Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, glacial ace,ic acidR,
water R, ethylacetate R (J 1:11:27:100 VIVIVIV).
Applicalion 10 ~ as bands.

Development Over a pathof 8 cm; heat immediately after
development at about 120 °C for 5-10 min.
Dete<uim A Examine in daylight.

Deeaion B Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 ron.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
showsno bright blue fluorescent zone just belowthe reddish
brown fluorescent zone corresponding to aucubin in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

ForeIgn matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of leaves of different colourand
maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign matter.

Lo•• on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total aah (2.4.16)
Maximum 14.0 percent.

ASSAY
Srock solution In a flask, place 1.000 g of the powdered
herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) and add 90 mL of ethanol
(50 percenl VII-? R. Boil in a water-bath under a reflux
condenser for 30 min. Allowto cool and filter into a 100 mL
volumetric flask. Rinse the flask and the filter with 10 mL of
ethanol (50 percen, VII-? R. Combine the filtrate ond the
rinsings and dilute to 100.0 mL with ethanol
(50 percenl V/lo? R.
Test solutWn To a 10 mL volumetric flask add, mixing after
each addition, 1.0 mL of the stock solution,2 mLof
0.5 M hydrochWric acid, 2 mL of a solution prepared by
dissolving 109 of sodium nitrite R and 109 of sodium
mo!Ybdate R in 100 mL of waler R, and 2 mL of dilute sodium
hydroxide solution R. Dilute to 10.0 mL with water R.
Inunediately measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test
solutionat 525 om usingas compensation liquid a solution
prepared as follows: to a 10 mL volumetric flask add 1.0 mL
of the stock solution, 2 mL of O. 5 M hydrochlonc acid and
2 mL of dilute sodium hydroxide solution R, and dilute to
10.0 mL with water R.
Calculate the percentage content of total onho
dihydroxycinnamic acid derivatives, expressed as acteoside,
using the following expression:

Ax 1000

185xm

i.e, taking the specific absorbance to be 185 for acteoslde at
525 ron.

TESTS
Digjtalis lanata leaves
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

A
m

absorbance or the test solutionat 525 nm;
= massof me substance rc be examined, in grams.

J
_J
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Platycodon Root
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2660)
PIlE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Dried whole or fragmented root of PlatyaJ<k>n grandijlorus
(lacq.) A.DC.) peeled or unpeeled, withrootlets removed,
collected in spring or autumn.

Content
Minimum 0.3 per cent of total sapcnins, expressed as
platycodin D (C'7HsaO,,; M, 1225) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drng. The whole root is cylindrical or slightly
fusiform, gradually tapering downwards, sometimes
branched, slighrly twisted, about 5-20 em long and 0.3-2 em
in diameter. It showsdeep, longitudinally twisted furrows
and rootlet scars or transverse lenticel-like scars; the margins
of the rootletscars may appear shiny and slightly translucent;
the upper part of the root alsoshows transverse striations.
The outersurface of the peeled root is white or brownish
yellow, whilst the outersurface of the unpeeled rootis
brownish-yellow or brownish-grey. Sometimes the upper part
showsa relatively short or inconspicuous rhizome, marked by
several crescent-shaped or irregularly round stemscars.
The texture is fragile and the fracture uneven.
Fragmented drug The fragmented root occurs as thindiscs,
about 1.5-4 mm thick, sometimes oblique or irregular; most
come from peeledroots, but sometimes showing patches of
bark still adhering. The outer surface maysometimes also be
cracked. A transverse sectionshowsa distinctlycrenate
outline, a yellowor pale brown cortex, a distinct, more or
less dark brown cambium ring and a well-developed yellow
or palebrown xylemshowing radial striations and occasional
clefts.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-white or lightbrown. Examine undera microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder showsthe
following diagnostic characters (Figure 2660.-1): reticulate or
pined xylem vessels (longitudinal section [B)) up to 56 urn in
diameter, freeor in groups of 2, 3 or more, accompanied by
thin-walled parenchyma cells [Hajj the sieveplates of the
vessels havea thickened outlinegiving the appearance of a
hole; numerous fragments of parenchyma consisting of ovoid
cells [AI with slightly thickened and lignified walls; fragments
of phloemcontaining articulated laticiferous tubes, with thick
non-lignified walls and granular yellowish-grey or brown
contents (longitudinal section (F], transverse section [D]);
fragments of orange cork, consisting of several layers of
superimposed cells (surface view [C), transverse section [ED,
frequent in unpeeled rootsand relatively rare in peeledroots;
small calcium oxalate prism crystals maybe present in the
parenchymatous cells. Examine under a microscope using
glycerol R. The powder shows numerous piecesof inulin)
angular, irregular [H] or crystallised in a fanshape, free or
included in parenchyma cells [G].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Platycodon Root IV-425

Figure 2660.-1. - lllustration for identification testB of powdered
herbaldrngofplatycodon root

Test solution To 0.500 g of the powdered hemal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of ethanol (70 per cent VIIQ R. Sonicate
for 10 min and centrifuge or filter. Evaporate the supernatant
or filtrate to dryness under reduced pressure. Dissolve the
residue in 1.0 mL of water R. Prepare a ready-to-use sample
preparation cartridge containing 50 mg of octadecylsilyl silica
gel (55 um), using 3 mL of methanal R followed by 3 mL of
water R. Apply 1.0 mL of the solution to be analysed to the
top of the cartridge. Elutethe cartridge with 3 mL of waterR
and collect the eluate. Evaporate the eluate to dryness under
reduced pressure. Dissolve the residue in 1.0 mL of
methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of glucose Rand 1.0 mg of
xylose R in 2.0 mL of methanal R.

PIa,. TLC silica gelF",plate R (2-10 1lIIl).

Mobile phase water R, methanol RJ glacial acetic add R,
methylene chloride R (2:3:8:15 VIVIVIJI).

Application I 0 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
Development Overa pathof 6 ern.

Drying In air.
Detection Treatwith anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100 °C for3 min; examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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IV-426 Podophyllum Resin

Top of the plate

-- --

Xylose:a yellowish-brown zone A yellowish-brown zone

A yellowiili-brown zone

-- --

Glucose: a yellowish-brown zone 2 yellowish-brown zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Codonopsis pilosula (Franch.) Nannf
Examine the herbal drugas described in identification test B.
The presenceof sctereids, isolated or in groups, and starch
granules indicates adulteration by Codonopsi: pilosula
(Franch.) Nannf.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Soluent mixture water R, anhydrous ethanol R (30:70 VIV).
Testsolution To 2.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 50.0 mL of the solvent mixture and sonicate for
45 min. Allow to cool and filter. Rinse the filter with 10 mL
of solvent mixture. Combine the filtrate and washings, and
evaporate to dryness under reduced pressure. Take up the
residue with the solvent mixture) transfer to a volumetric
flask and dilute to 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Shake
well and filter through a membrane filter (nominalpore size
0.45 prn),
Reference solulion (a) Dissolve 8.0 mg of pfaty«>din D CRS
In me solvent mixture and dilute to 10.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solutions (b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) Dilute reference
solution (a) to obtain 6 reference solutions of platycodin D,
the concentrations of which span the expectedvalue in the
test solution.
Reference solution (h) Dissolve 5.0 mg of pfaty<Qdon root dry
extract for system suitability HRS in 1.0 mL of me/hanoi R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 01, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped solid cere octade<y/silyl silica gd

for chromatography R (2.7 ~m);

- temperature: 30°C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: water for chromatography R;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile Rl;

A common logarithm of the concentration of thepeakdue to each
saponinin the chromatogram obtained with the test solution,
determined from thecalibration CWVCj

m mess of the herbal drugto be examined UIMto prepare the test
solution.in grams.

Detection Evaporative light-scattering detector; the following
settingshave been found to be suitable; if the detectorhas
different settingparameters, adjust the detectorsettingsso as
to comply with the systemsuitability criteria:
- corner gas: nitrogen R;
- pressure: 350 kPa;
- evapomtor temperature: 45°C,
Iniection I0 ut,
Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
pfatycodon roo'dry exlra<:t for system suitabl1ity HRS and the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (h) to

identify the peaks due to saponins I, 2 (platycodin D), 3, 4
and 5; use the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) to identify the peak due to platycodinD.

Relative retention With reference to platycodin D (retention
time = about 21 min): saponin 1 = about 0.98;
saponin3 =about 1.03; saponin4 = about 1.06;
saponin5 = about 1.08. Additional peaksmay be present,
Systemsuitability:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to

saponin 1 and platycodin D in the chromatogram
obtainedwith reference solution (h);

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 50 for the principal peakin
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a),

Establish a calibration curve with the common logarithm of
the concentration (in miJIigrams per millilitre) of reference
solutions (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), (I) and (g) (corrected by the
assigned percentage content of platycodin D CRS) as the
abscissa and the common logarithm of the corresponding
peak area as the ordinate.
Calculate the percentage content of saponins 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
using the following expression:

_____________________ PIIEm

Calculate the percentage content of totalsaponins, expressed
as platycodin D, by taking the sum of the percentage
contents of saponins I, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

2022

DEFINITION
Podophyllum Resin is the resinobtained fromrhizomes and
roots of Podophyllum hexandrum Royle (P. emodi waU.).
It contains not less than 50.0% of total aryltetralin lignans,
calculated as podophyUotoxin.

CHARACTERISTICS
An amorphous powdervarying in colourfrom lightbrown to
greenish yellow, or brownish greymasses; odour,
characteristic; caustic.

m
10"

Podophyllum Resin
PodophyUin

Action and use
j Used in treatment of warts.

Preparation
Compound Podophyllin Paint

15 -+ 25

25

MobUe phase B
(per cent I'M

85 ---> 75

75

MobUe phase A
(per cent I'm

Time
(min)

0-10

10 - 30

F/Qw rate 1.0 mUmin.
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Podophyllin Paint IV-427

I 17Ie law and theJrarurory regukJti01lS gowrnjng the use of IndusmOJ
Methylated Spiritmustbeobserved.

LABELLING
The labelstates the botanical source.

150 g
Sufficient to produce 1000 mL

Podophyllum Resin
Compound BenzoinTincture

dichloromethane. Combinethe dicWoromethane solutions,
filter through absorbent conon and evaporate the filtrate to
dryness. Dissolve the residue in sufficient ethanol (96%) to
produce 100 mL, dilute 10 mL of this solution to 50 mL
with elhanol (96%) and measure the absorbance of the
resulting solution at the maximum at 292 run,
Appendix II B. Calculate the content of total aryltetralln
lignans expressed as podophyllotoxin, taking 105.4 as the
value of A(1%, 1 em) at the maximum at 292 nm.

STORAGE
PodophyUrun Resin should be protected from light.
On exposure to light, or to temperatures above25°, it
becomes darker in colour.

In making the Compound BenzoinTincture used to prepare
Compound PodophyUin Paint, the Ethanol (90 per cent)
may be replaced by Industrial Methylated Spirit' diluted so
as to be of equivalent ethanolicstrength.
Thepain!complies with the requirements srated underLiquids for
Curaneous ApplicarWn and with thefoOowing requirements.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions in methanol.
(I) 7% vlv of the paint.

(2) 0.5% wlv ofpodophyllotoxin.
(3) 0.1% wlv of phenazone.

CHROMATOGRAPmC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gelGFm .
(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 10 em.

(e) After .removal of the plate,dry in airand examine under
ultraviolet light(254 nm) to locate the quenching zone due to
phenazone in solution (3). Spray the plate with methanoli<
sulfuric acid(50%) and heat at 130' for 10 minutes.

MOBILE PHASE

I volume of methanol and 25 volumes of chloroform.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (I) exhibits a
purplish zone (podophyllotoxin) corresponding in position
and colourto the principal zone in solution (2) and a
purplish zone (4'-demethylpodophyUotoxin) corresponding in
position to the quenching zone found in solution (3). Other
coloured zones are present in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I).

Compound Podophyllin Paint
Compound Podophyllin Cutaneous Solution

DEFINITION
Compound Podophyllin Paint is a cutaneous solution.

Partly soluble in hot water, fromwhich it is precipitated on
cooling, in chloroform, in ether and in SM ammonia.

IDENfIFlCATION
Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix III A, using the following solutions in methanol.
(1) 1% wlvof the substance being examined.

(2) 0.5% wlv of podophyOotoxin.
(3) 0.1 % wlv of phenazone.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gelGF254 .

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply as bands 10 ~L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 10 em.

Ce) After removal of the plate, allow il to dry in air and
examine under ul,ravioletligh, (254 nm).Spray the plate with
methanolic sulfuric acid (50%) and heat at 130· for
10 minutes.

MOBILE PHASE

1 volume of methanol and 25 volumes of chloroform.

CONFIRt\IA.TION

When viewed under ultravioletligh, (254 nm), the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I) exltibits quenching
zones corresponding in position to the principal quenching
zones in the chromatograms obtainedwithsolutions (2) and
(3). Other quenching zones may be present.

When viewed after spraying, the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I) exhibits a purplish zone (podophyllotoxin)
corresponding in position and colour to the principal zone in
solution (2) and a purplish zone (4'
demethylpodophyllotoxin) corresponding in position to the
quenchingzone found in solution (3). Other colouredzones
may be present.

TESTS
Matter Insoluble in ethanol (96%)
Shake I g, finely powdered, with 20 mL of ethanol (96%) for
5 minutes, filter through a sintered-g1ass crucible (ISO 4793,
porositygrade2, is suitable), wash the filter with ethanol
(96%) and dry at 105°. The residueweighsnot more than
25 mg.

Matter insoluble in SM ammonia
Shake 0.5 g, finely powdered,with 30 mL of 5Mammonia for
30 minutes at about 20°; filter through a sintered-glass
crucible (ISO 4793, porosity grade 2, is suitable) and wash
the flask and filter with 30 mL of water, the time takenfor
filtering and washing beingnot more than 10 minutes.
Dry the filter and residue to constantweightat 105°.
The residueweighsnot less than 0.18 g and not more than
0.30 g.

Loss on drying
When dried to constantweight at 105°, loses not more than
5.0% of its weight. Use I g.

Sulfated ash
Not more than 1.0%, Appendix IX A.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.5 g in sufficient ethanol (96%) to produce
100 mL. To 10 mL of this solution in a separating funnel
add 190 mL of water and extract with six 30-mL quantities
of dichloromethane. Combine the dichloromethane layers,
extract with 10 mL of 0.2M sodium hydroxide foUowed by five
10-mL quantities of water and wash each of the six aqueous
layers separately with the same 20-mL quantityof

2022
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IV-428 Polygonum Cuspidatum Rhizome and Root 2022

Figure 2724.-1. - lllustration for identijicarinn test B ofpowdered
herbal dmg of Po/ygonum cuspidarum rhizome and root

Development Over a path of 6 cm.

Drying In sir.
Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with me test solution.

Top of the plote

2 yeUow fluorescent zones

Resveralrol: a blue Buorescem zone A blue fluorescent zone (resverntrol)

An orangefluorescent zone

-- --

A blue fluorescent zone

A broad orange fluorescent zone
~-

I-- --

Polydatin: a blue fluorescent zone A blue fluorescent zone (polydatin)

Reference solution Tesl solution

TESTS
Weight per mL
0.925 to 0.975 g, Appendix V G.

Total solids
27.01033.0% wlv when determined by evaporating I mL to
dryness on a waterbath and drying the residue at 1050 for
4 hours.

(ph. Eur. monograph 2724)

Polygonum Cuspidatum Rhizome
and Root

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried) fragmented rhizome and root. with rootlets removed,
of Reynoutria japoni<a Houtt. (syn. Polygonum cuspidarum
Sieb. et Zucc.) collected in springor autumn.

Content
- emodin (ClsHIOOS; Mr 270.2): minimum 1.0 per cent

(dried drug),
- poIydatin (C2oH" Os; M, 390.4): minimum 1.5 per cent

(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Irregular thickslices or sections, about2-9 em long and
5-27 nun in diameter or sometimes cylindrical pieces.
The outersurface is yellowish-brown, wilh longitudinal
striations androotlet scars. In transverse section, the brown
Or reddish-brown bark is relatively thin, separating easily
from thewood. The wood is thick, yellowish-brown, with
numerous radial striations. The pith of the rhizome is large,
hollowedand transversally septate.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-brown. Examineunder a microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (FIgure 2724.-1); very numerous cluster crystals of
calcium oxalate) up to 100 J.Im in diameter) usually free [H)
or sometimes inside parenchyma cells [Cal; brownish-yellow
fragments of cork (surface view [AJ), with wavy striations in
the cells; sclereids, elongated and ramified at one end)with
clearly channelled walls) isolatedor in smallgroups [G];
bundles of phloem fibres IE), thick-walled and channelled;
fragments of the medullary rays lB], with rectangular or sub
rectangular cells with slightly thickened, beaded and pitted
walls; fragments of largevessels, usually with bordered
pits [D) F]; fragments of parenchyma with large ovoid cells
having slightly thickened and pitted walls [C). Examine
under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIVsolutionof
glycerol R. The powdershows numerous starch granules)
rounded or elliptical) on average 10 pm in diameter and with
a punctiform or slightly eccentricslit-shaped hilum, simpleor
2-10 compound m.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solurinn To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.11) add 5 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge or filter) and use the supernatant or the filtrate as
the test solution.
Reference solurinn Dissolve I mg of poIydatin R and I mg of
resveratrol R in I mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase methanol R, methylene chloride R (20:80 VIV).
Application 8 flL as bands of 8 nun.

J
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Polygonum Cuspidatum Rhizome and Root IV-4292022

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Emodin
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 0.150 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a round-bottomed flask add 150.0 rnL of a
14 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric acidRand 150.0 mL of
methylene chloride R. Heat under a reflux condenser in a
water-bath at 60°C for 2 h. Allow to cool and transfer the
contents to a separating funnel. Separate the organic layer
and shake the acid layer with 3 quantities, each of 15 mL, of
methylene chloride R. Combine the organic extracts and
evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in methanol Rand
dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent. Filter the solution
through a membrane filler (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of emodin CRS in
methanol Rand dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to 20.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2.5 mg of rhein R in
methanol R and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution 10 10.0 rnL with reference
solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.0 mm;
- slao'ona", phase: octadecylsi(yl silica gelfar chromawgraphy R

(5 um);
_ temperature: 30 'C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: phosphoric acid R, waterfor

chromawgraphy R (0.1:99.9 VIV);
- mobile phase B: methanel R;

Time MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent JlIY) (PCI' cent VIP)

0- II 15 85

ll-11.I 15 -> 5 85 ---> 95

11.1-22 5 95

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 254 om.

bijection 20 ~L.

Retention time Rhein = about 4 min; emodin = about
6 min.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 5 between the peaks due to rhein and

emodin.

Calculate the percentage content of emodin using. the
following expression:

'"I mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

'"2 mass of emodin CRS used [0 prepare reference solution (a). in
grams;

p percentage cement of emodin in emodin CRS.

Polydatin
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Cany aut theassayprotected
from bright lighe

Testsolution To 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a round-bottomed flask add 50.0 mL of ethanol
(50 per cent VII? R and weigh. Heal under a reflux
condenser in a water-ham at 95°C for 30 min. Allow to
cool, weigh and adjust to the original mass with ethanol
(50 percent VIII) R and shake well. Filter and dilute 3.0 mL
of the filtrate to 25.0 mL with B 60 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of polydatin CRS in
methanol Rand dilute to 50.0 mL wilh me same solvent.
Dilute 10.0 rnL of the solution to 50.0 rnL with a
60 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of resveratrol R in a
60 per cent VIV solution of methanol R and dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solution. Dilute 3.0 mL of me
solution to 25.0 mL with reference solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- slao'ona", phase: octadecylsilyl sili<a gelfor chromatography R

(5 ~m);

- temperature: 35 'C.

Mobilephase:
- mobile phaseA: waterfor chromawgraphy R;
- mobile phaseB: acewnitrile for chromawgraphy R;

Tim. Mobile phase A MobUephB."leB
(min) (per cent VII') (per cent PIP)

0-12 82 18

12 - 18 82 -t 5 18 -;0 95

18 - 25 5 95

FWw rate 1.0 mIlmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 306 om.

lnjeco'on 20~.

Retention time Polydatin = about 10 min;
resveratrol =about 17 min.

Systemsuitabilily Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 5 between the peaks due to polydatin

and resveratrol.

Calculate the percentage content of polydatin using the
following expression:

A, x m, xp x 1.67

A2 x ml

A.I area of the peak due 10 polydalinin the chromatogramobtained
with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to polydatin in the chromatognm obtained
with referencesolution (a)j

ffll mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

In" mass of poIydatin CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in
gramsj

p percentage content ofpolydatin in po/ydcJcin CRS.

A,

A,

area of lite peak due to emodin in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;
area of the peak due to emodin in the chromatogram obtained
wim reference solution (a);

____________________ PIlE"
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IV-430 Polygonum Orientale Fruit

Polygonum Orientale Fruit
(ph. Bur. monograph 2726)
PhEtr _

DEFINIl10N
Dried ripe fruit of Persicaria orientalis (L) Spach (syn.
Polygonum orientale L.).

Content
Minimum 0.15 per cent of taxifolin (C15H I2 0 , ; M, 304.3)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fruit is roundish and oblate, the flattened sides
slightlyconcave, about 2-3.5 mm in diameter and about
1-1.5 mm thick. The glossy surface is brownish-black or
reddish-brown. There is a light brown and slightly protruding
pedicel at the base with the remains of the membranous
perianth. The texture is hard.

Figure 2726.-1. - Illustration for identification ust B ofpowdered
herbal drng of Polygonum oriemale fruit

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
brown. Examine under a microscopeusing chloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2726.-1): fragments of the pericarp
consisting of groups of yellowish-brown or reddish-brown
palisade cells, 100-190 urn long and 15-30 umwide, with
thickened walls [Da], arranged as a single layer(side view
[D)), which exhibit, on the outer surface, a polygonal or
near-circular shape,narrow lumina and pittedwalls (surface
view (B]), and on the .inner surface, a sinuous, anticlinal
shape and circular lumina (surface view [C»; fragments of
the innerpartof the pericarp composed of brownrectangular
cells (Db]; fragments of the parenchyma of the mesocarp,
with colourless thin-walled cells [E), sometimes accompanied
by fine annular or spiral vessels [Ea]; fragments of the testa
consistiog of a layer of cells with a barely visible zigzag (HI
or polygonal mpattern mostly attached to a layerwith a
sinuous wall structure Ua,F); fragments of the cotyledons
with thin-walled, small parenchyma cells (transverse section
[G»; fragments of the endosperm with thin-walled cells [AJ:
possiblyfragments of the perianth withclustercrystals of

2022

calcium oxalate up to 50 J.Im in diameter, small vascular
bundles and a partly papillous epidermis. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIVsolutionof glycerol R.
The powdershows numerous simplestarch granules 2-9 JUl1
in diameter, sometimeswitha clefthilum [K).
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate at 60°C for
10 min. Allow to cool and filter; use the filtrate.
Reference solution Dissolve 2.0 mg of taxifolin Rand 3.0 mg
of kaempfero1 R in 6 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (2-10 um),

Mobile phase acetone R, gladolacetic acid R, anhydrous formic
acidR, metlrylene chloride R (4:5:5:50 VIVIVIV).

Application 7 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.
Drying In air.

Det«tion Heat at 100 °C for 3 min; treat the still-warm
plate with a 5 gIL solution or diphenylboric acidaminoethyl
ester R in ethylacezate R, and then witha 50 gILsolution of
maCl'Ogo/ 400 R in melhylene chloride R; allow to dry in air for
60 min. Examine in ultraviolet lightat 365 nm.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top oftbe plate

A red fluorescent zone

-- --

A paleblue zone

Kaempferol: II pale bluezone

A palebluezone

3 bluish-great zones

-- --

Taxifolin: an onmgish-brown zone An orangish-brown zone (taxifolin)

A bluezone

An orangish-brown zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in a round-bottomed flask, add 25 mL of a
55 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Heat undera reflux
condenser in a water-bath at 90 °C for 1 h. Allowto cool
and filter. Rinse the filter with 5.0 mL of hydrochloric acidRI.

J
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2022 Poppy Petals IV-431

(ph. Eur. monograph 1881)

Red Poppy Petals

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tes. sduuon To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethanol (60 per cent VII-? R. Stir for
15 min. Filter througha filterpaper.
Reference solution Dissolve I mg of quinaldine red R and
I mg of sulfan blueR in 2 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, butanolR
(10:12:40 VIVIII).

Application I0 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detertian Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

!'hE.. _

Figure 1881.-1. - Illustration for identification test B of powdered
herbal dntg of redpoppypetals

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented petals of Papaver rhoeas L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The petal is darkred or darkviolet-brown, very thin,
floppy, wrinkled, often crumpledinto a ball and velvety to
the touch, It is broadlyovate with an entire margin, about
6 em long and 4-6 em wide) narrowing at the base where
there is a black spot. The vascular bundles radiate from the
base and they anastomose in a continuous arc) all at the
same short distance from the margin.
E. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Examine under a
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder has
an intense reddish-pink colour and shows the following
diagnosticcharacters (Figure 1881.-1): fragments of
epidermis composed of elongated, sinuous-waUed cells [B, D,
G] with small, rounded, anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) [Ba];
numerous vascularbundles with spiralvessels [E) embedded
in the parenchyma; occasional fragments of the fibrous layer
of the anthers [F]; rounded pollen grains, about 30 J..Irn in
diameter,with 3 pores and a finely verrucose exine [A, C,
H).

I;

15 -i 100

100

MobUe phase B
(per cent V/J?

8;

85 ~ 0

o

Mobile phase A
(per cent V/J?

AI xm2xOAxp

A 2 x ml
•

areaof the peakdue to taxifolin in jhe chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;
area of the peakdue (0 taxifolin in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution(a);
mass of the herbal drug [0 be examined used to prepare the test
solution,in grams;
massof taxi/olin CRS used to prepare reference solution(a), in
grams;
percentage content of [axifolin in uai/olin CRS.

Tim.
(mIn)

0·20

20·21

21·30

Fhno rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 290 nm.

IT!J"ectian 10 IJL
ldemijicatian of penhs Use the chromatogram supplied with
polyganum orientale ftui: for system suitability HRS and the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) to
identify the peak due to epitaxifolin.

Retention time Taxifolin = about 14 min;
epitaxifolin =about 16 min.
Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum2.0 between the peaksdue to

taxifolin and epitaxifolin.
Calculate the percentagecontent of taxifolin using the
following expression:

Combine the filtrate and the rinsings in a volumetric flask
and dilute to 50.0 mL with a 55 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Filter through a membrane filter (nominalpore
size 0.45 urn}.

Reference ,00u.wn (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of raxifolin CRS in a
55 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Add 2.5 mL of
hydrochlori< acidRl and dilute to 25.0 mL with a
55 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. To 10.0 mL of this
solution add 4.0 mL of hydrochloric acidRl and dilute to
50.0 mL with a 55 per cent VIV solution of methanol R.
Reference ,00u.wn (b) 0.500 g ofpoIygonum orientale frUt; for
system suitability HRS in a round-bottomed flask, add
25.0 mL of a 55 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Heat
under a reflux condenser in a water-bath at 90°C for. 1 h.
Allow [0 cool and filter. Rinse the filterwith 5.0 mLof
hydrochloric acidR1. Combine the filtrate and the rinsings in
a volumetric flaskand dilute to 50.0 mL with a
55 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Filter through a
membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.150 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: octad«Yisi/y1 silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 pm).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: phosphari< acidR, waterfor

chromatography R (0.1:99.9 VIII);
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile for chromatography Rj

m,

A,

A,

p
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IV-432 Poria

Top of the plate

2 yeUow zones

Quinaldine red:an orange-red zone

-- --

A violelprincipal zone
A violetzone
A )'ellowzone

Sulfan blue: a blue zone

-- --
A compactgroupof violetzones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 2.0 per cent of capsules andmaximum
1.0 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 11.0 per cent.

Colouring intensity
Place 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) in a
250 mL flask and add 100 mL of '/hanoi (30 per e<nt VII-? R.
Allow to macerate for 4 h with frequent stirring. Filterand
discard the first 10 rnL. To 10.0 mL of the filtrate add 2 mL
of hydrochloric acid R and dilute to 100.0 mL with '/hanoi
(30 per e<nt VII-? R. Allow to stand for 10 min.
The absorbance (2.2.25) measured at 523 om using ,/hanoi
(30 per e<nt VII-? R as the compensation liquid is not less
than 0.6.
_________________ PI>w

Poria
(ph. Bur. monograph 2475)
Pl>Eu _

DEFINITION
Dried sclerotium without skin of WoIjiporia ex<ensa (peck)
Ginns (syn. Poria <IJC()S (Schw.) Wolf; Wolfiporia <IJC()S (FA
Wolf) Ryvarden & Gilb.).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Square, rectangular or polyhedral pieces, or slices,varying
in length and thickness; whitish with a pale brown hue, fiat
andsmooth, square, rectangular or polyhedral pieces, with
no brown skin,difficult to break; slices easilybroken, rough
fracture with granular Or farinaceous texture.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is whitish
with a pale brown hue. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydra,. sdutio« R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters: irregularly shaped and occasionally
branched colourless particles, whichdissolve gradually in
.ch/f)Tal hydrate solution R. Examine undera microscope using
a 50 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters: fragments of
hyphae, colourless, slender, slightly curved, sometimes with
septa, branched, 3-16 J.UI1 in diameter.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2. 2.27).

2022

Testsolution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (250)
(2.9.12) add a mixture of 2 rnL of ,/hy! acetate Rand 3 rnL
of methanol R. Sonicatefor 10 min, centrifuge and use the
supernatant.
Reference so/utum Dissolve 10 mg of 4-aminobenzoic acidR,
10 mg of coumarin Rand 10 mg of thymolR in 10 rnL of
methanol R.
PIa,. TLC silica g,1 FZ54 pia,. R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, 2-propotUJl R, cyc/ohexane R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).

Application 5 IlL as bands of 8 rom.

Development Overa pathof 6 em.
Drying In air.
Detection Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 om.

Results See below the sequenceof zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint quenching zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution betweenthe zones due to 4-aminobenzoic acid and
coumarin in the chromatogram obtained withthe reference
solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Thymol: a quenching zone

2 quenching zones

-- --

Coumarin: II quenching zone

<I-Aminobenzoic acid: II quenching
zone

Reference solution Test solution

D. The herbal drug sticks to the pestle when moistened with
waterR and pressed into a mortar.
E. To a small piece of the herbal drug add I drop of
iodinated potassium iodide solutWn Rl. A deep redcolouris
produced.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 0.1 per cent of brown skins androotsof conifer
and maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign matter.

Loss an drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 13.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 1.0 percent.

Water-soluble extracdve
Minimum 1.5 percent.
To 5.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) add
100 rnL of boiling waterR. Allow to stand for 10 min,
shaking occasionally. Allowto cool, diluteto 100.0 mL with
waterR and filter. Evaporate 25.0 mL of the filtrate to
dryness on a water-bath. Dry the residue in an oven at
100-105 °C. The residue weighs a minimum of 18.75 mg.
_______________~ Pl>E"
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Figure 1364.-1. - Illustration for identi/iealion tesl B of powdered
herbal drngofprimufa roo'
Results A The chromatograms obtained with the reference
solution and the test solutionshow a quenching zone (aescin)
near the boundary betweenthe lowerand the middle thirds.
Mark this zone. .

Deuaion B Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
Results B In the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution no zones of light-blue or greenish fluorescence occur
below the main zone due to aescin in thechromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.12)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
lOS °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

E

Psyllium Seed IV-433

(ph. Bur. monograph 0858)

1

Psyllium Seed

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Ripe, whole, dry seeds of Plantago afraL. (Plantago
psynium L.) or Plantago indica L. (Plantago arenaria Waldslein
and Kitaibel).

CHARACTERS
Sweet taste.

____________________ PhE"

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried rhizome and root of Primula vms L.
or Primula ekuior Hill.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The coarsely torose, greyish-brown rhizome is straight or
slightly curved, about 1-5 em long and about 2-4 mm thick.
The rhizome crown often hears the remains of stems and
leaves. Attached to the rhizome are numerous brittle roots,
about 1 mm thickand usually 6-8 em long. The root of
P. e/atior is light brown or reddish-brown, thatof P. vms
light yellow or yellowish-white. The fracture is smooth.
B. Mkroscoplc examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
brown. Examineunder a microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1364.-1): fragments of parenchyma from
the bark of the root or the rhizome and from the medulla of
the rhizome [G, H), consistingof rounded or ovoid cells with
irregularly thickened and pitted walls; brownish fragments
from the dermal tissueof the root showingabsorbent hairs
[C]; yellow or brownish fragments of the epidennis of the
rhizomecovered by a striated cuticle (surface view [A],
transverse section [F) accompanied by parenchyma from the
bark [Fa]; reticulate vessels [B] sometimes accompanied by
spiral vessels m; groups of large, strongly pitted, yellowish
green sclereids from the medullary parenchyma of the
rhizome [E], whichare characteristic of P. elatior. Examine
under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIVsolution of
glycerol R. The powdershows simple or compound starch
granules of various shapesand sizes [D].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in the
test for Vincetoxicum hinmdinan'a Medik. root with the
following modifications.
Dnection Treat with anisatdehyde solution R, heat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.

Results The main zone (aescin) in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solutionis bluish-violet and is
situatednear the boundary between the lower and middle
thirds. The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows 1-2 strong darkviolet zones a little below the zone due
to aescin in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution; further pale violet, yellowish or brownish-green
zones may be visible.

TESTS
vincetoxicum hirundinaria Medik. root
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tesr solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (500)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethanol (70 pere<nlVI!,? R and heat
under a reflux condenser for 15 min. Cool and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of aescin R in 1.0 mL of
ethanol (70 percent VI!,? R.
Plate TLC silica gelF254 plateR.
iWobile phase gladalacetic acidR, water R, butanol R
(10:40:50 VIVII'); use the upper layer.

Application 20 ~L as bands.

Development Over a pathof 12 em.
Drying In an oven at 100-105 °C.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.

Primula Root

PhE" _~ ,--- _

2022

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1164)
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IV-434 Pygeum Bark

IDENTIFICATION
P. afro Seeds arelight brownto verydark brown but never
black, smooth and shinyhavingan elliptical oblongshape.
They are 2-3 mm long and 0.8-1.0 mm wide, one end being
wider than the other. Towards the middle of the dOISSI
surface there is a fairly marked transverse constriction of light
colour. On the ventral surface, thereis a linear lighter
coloured groove in the middle of whichis a clearspot
corresponding to the hilum and boundedby swollenedges.
P. indica Seeds arealmost identical to me seeds of P. afra,
but a littleless shiny; theyare 2-3 nun long andhave a
maximum diameter of 1.5 rom.

TESTS
Swelling Index (2.8.4)
Minimum 10.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 1.0 percent, determined on 10.0 g of thedrug,
jnchrding greenish unripe seeds. Psyllium seed does not
contain seeds having a dark central spot on the groove
(Plamago lone<o/ata L. and P. mqjorL.) or seeds with
brownish-grey or pinkish outercoats (P. ovala Forssk,
and P. rempero;rens Crantz).

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 14.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of drug by
drying in an oven at 105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 percent.

STORAGE
Storeprotected from moisture.
___________________ PhE..

pygeum Bark
(lYgeum Afri<anum Bark, Ph. Bur. monograph 1886)
PhE.. ~ _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, driedbark of the stems andbranches
of Prunus afri<ana (Hook.f.) Kalkman (syo. Fygeum afri<anum
Hook.f.).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The dark brown or reddish-brown bark occurs in curved,
hard, irregular pieces.The outersurface has a wrinkled dark
reddish-brown cork with areas of adhering lichen.
The reddish-brown or dark brown lonersurface bears
longitudinal striations. It may also occur in rolled fragments
with a fibrous fracture.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is reddish

ibrown. Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1886.-1): nwnerous sclerelds, varying
greatly in size,up to more than 500 pm in diameter, with
very thick walls showing concentric striations and a reduced
lumen, isolated [A] or in groups [B] sometimes accompanied
by sclereids about 50 urn in diameter [Ba], some with
granular reddish-brown contents [Bb]; isolated cluster
crystals of calcium oxalate of various sizes [C) and a few
calcium oxalate prisms [F]j numerous lignified fibres, usually
broken, thick-walled and channelled with a narrow lumen,
sometimes isolated IL). but usually in groups [GJ
accompanied by rectangular cells of the medullary rays [Ga);

2022

fragments of parenchyma with reddish-brown, polygonal or
ovoid cells £O]J including some with reticulate walls IJ, A-l]j
fragments of cork (surface view [H], side view [EI). Examine
undera microscope using lactic reagent R. The powder shows
a few simple starch granules thatstain violet-blue, rounded,
10-20 um in diameter, with a punctiform or Y-shaped
hilum [K).

Figure 1886.-1. -Illustrationfor identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drng of pygeum africanum bark

C. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Extract 15.0 g of the powdered herbal drug
(250) (2.9.12) with methylene chloride R for 30 min in a
continuous extraction apparatus (Soxhlet type). Filter.
Evaporate the solvent (0 dryness under reduced pressure.
Dissolve the residue in 1 mL of methylene chloride R.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of P-sitoseerol R and 20 mg
of uno/ic add R in 10 mL of a mixture of equalvolumes of
methanol R and methylene chloride R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobile phase methand R, methylene chloride R (10:90 VIV).

Application 10 Il1. as bands of 10 mm.

Deodopmenc Over a path of 15 em.

Drying 10 air.

Detection Treat with vanillin reagent RJ heatat 100-105 °C
for 10 min and allowto cool; examine in daylight
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of the plate

A violetzone
Several weak violet,blue or grey
ron"

-- --

jJ-Sitosterol: a violel: zone A violetzone (jl-sitosterol)
Ursclic acid: a blue zone A blue zone (unolic acid)

Several weakviolet.blue or grey
zones

-- --

A violet zone (Jl-silosterol glucoside)

Reference aeluticn Test solution

Quillaia Bark IV-435

three to four, but sometimes up to six cells wide) with
occasional pitted) subrectangular sclereids adjacent to the
bundles of phloem fibres. Starch granules 5 to 20 um,
usually about 10 pm, in diameter andprisms of calcium
oxalate usually 50 to 170 I.IJll longand up to 30 um wide
present in the parenchymatous cells.

TESTS
Extractive soluble in ethanol (45%)
Not Iess than 22.0%, Appendix XI BI.

Acid-Insoluble ash
Not more than 1.0%) Appendix XI K.
Foreign matter
Complies with the test forforeign matter) Appendix XI D.

**** ** ** ****
Quillaia Bark
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1843)

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried bark) with the cork and
underlying parenchyma removed, of QuiUaja saponaria
Molina a.
Content
Minimum 6.5 per cent of triterpene g1ycosides, expressed as
quillaia saponin III (C I04HI680,,; M, 2298) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Large, flat pieces of variable length andwidth, 3-10 mm
thick) or smaller) splintered pieces. The outersurface is
brownish-white or pale reddish-brown, longitudinally striated
or coarsely reticulated, withoccasional blackish-brown
patches of incompletely removed outer bark. The inner
surface is yellowish-white andsmooth. The fracture is
splintery and laminated) the surface oftenglistening due to
the presence of numerous large prisms of calcium oxalate.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
pinkish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solutWn R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1843.-1): abundant phloem fibres [E, F],
up to I mm long) isolated or) moreusually, in groups, each
fibre irregular in outline with lignified walls of varying
thickness and an unevenlumen; numerous, multiseriate
medullary rays, spindle-shaped (tangential section [Ca, Fb)),
accompanied by either phloem fibres [Fa) or phloem
parenchyma [Cb];very numerous prisms of calcium oxalate)
up to 200 11m long, free) wholeor, more usually) fragmented
[Aj or included in phloem parenchyma cells [Cc, Cd);
occasional sclereids of 2 types: the I" typeis sub-rectangular
with pitted, slightly thickened walls, Isolated [G] or included
in phloem parenchyma cells [H), while the 2nd typehas an
irregularly shaped outline and very thick walls m, sometime~
adjacent to the bundles of phloem fibres; occasional dark
brown or reddish-brown fragments of cork [D]. Examine
undera microscope usinga 50 percent VIV solution of
glycerol R. The powder shows numerous, small (5-20 1'IIl),
mainly simple, spherical starch granules) either scattered or as
compacted masses in parenchyma cella [B].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol Rand 5 mL of water R.
Sonicate for 10 min and filter.
Referenc« solutWn Dissolve 10 mg of purified qui/laia
saponins R and 2 mg of sucrose R in 1 mL of water R and mix
with I mL of methanol R.

PIlE" _
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Quillaia

TESTS
Foreign matter (2:8.2)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
lvlaximurn 12.0 per cent, detennined on 1.000 g of the
powdered hemal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 0.5 per cent.
Extract 20.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12)
with methylene chloride R for 4 h in a continuous extraction
apparatus (Soxhlet type). Evaporate the solution to dryness
on a water-bath in tIacuo and thendry the residue at 80 "C
for 2 h. The residue weighs a minimum of 0.1 0 g.

Preparadons
Quillaia Liquid Extract

WhenPowdered Quillaia is prescribed or demanded, material
complying with the appropriate requirements belowshall be
dispensed or supplied.

DEFINlTION
Quillaia is the dried inner part of the bark of QuiOaja
soponaria Molina and of otherspeciesof QuilJaja.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Pieces flat) up to about 1 metre long) 10 to 20 em broad
and 3 to 10 nun) usually 6 mm, thick. Outer surface
brownish white or pale reddish brown, longitudinally striated
or coarsely reticulated, withoccasional blackish brown
patches of adherent outer bark; innersurface yellowish white,
smooth andveryhard; fracture splintery and laminated, the
broken surface showing numerous large prisms of calcium
oxalate as glistening points.Smoothed transversely cut
surface appearing chequered, wirh delicate radial lines
representing medullaryrays and tangential lines formed by
alternating tangential bands of fibrous and non-fibrous
phloem.

B. Outerbark, whenpresent) consisting of reddish brown
corkcells alternating with bands of brown parenchyma
containing numerous groups of phloemfibres and large
prisms of calcium oxalate. Innerbark consisting of alternating
bands of tortuous fibres) irregularly enlarged at intervals,
about 500 to 1000 pm long and 20 to 50 I'IIl wide and of
sieve tissuemixed with parenchyma. Medullary rays mostly
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Figure 1843.-1. - lllustrauon for itkntification test B ofpowdered
herbal drug of quiOaia bark.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

AI xm2xpx2298xO.6
A2 xml x957

swn or the areas of thepeaks due to rnonodesmosidic quillaia
saponins(1. 2 and 3) in the chromatogram obtainedwith the
t~ solurionj
areaof the peakdue to glycyrrhizic acid derived from
monoammonium glycyn:hizate in me chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);
mass of the herbaldrugto be examined used to prepare the
lest solution, in grams;

2022

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution introduce 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a round-bottomed flask, add 20 mL of a
20 gIL solution ofpotassium hydroxide R and heat under a
reflux condenser ina water-bath for 2 h. Aftercooling, add
2 mL of phosphoric acidR and filter through a plug of
absorbent cotton. Add the absorbent cotton to the residue,
add 25 mL of emanol (96 per cen!! R and shake thoroughly.
Filter. Combine the filtrates and dilute £0 50.0 mL with
water R. Filterthrough a membrane filter (nominal pore size
0.45 JUIl).
Reference solUlwn (a) Dissolve 12.0 mg of quiUaia saponin for
assayCRS (containing monoammonium glycyrrhizate) in a
mixtuse of equal volumes of emanol (96 per cen!! R and a
10 gIL solution of phosphoric acidR, and dilute 10 50.0 mL
with the same mixture of solvents.
Referena solution (b) Introduce 12 mg of purified quilJaia
saponins HRS into a 50 mL round-bottomed flask, add
20 mL of a 20 gIL solution of potassium hydroxitk R and heat
undera reflux condenser in a water-bath for 2 h. After
cooling, add 2 mL of phosphoric acidR. Add 25 mL of
emanof (96 percent) R and shake thoroughly. Dilute to
50.0 mL with wa,., R. Filler through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 JUIl).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mm; •
- statwnary phase: octadecylsi(yl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 JUIl);
- temperature: 30 ± 2 'C.

Mobile phase aawnitrile Rl, 1 gIL solution of phosphoric
acidR (35:65 VIV).

Flow ra" 1.0 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 run.

Injection 50 I1L.
Run time 1.2 times the retention time of glycyrrhizic acid.
ltkntificalion ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
purified quiOaia suponins HRS and the chromatogram obtained
withreference solution (b) to identify the peaksdue to
monodesmosidic quillaia saponins 1 and 3; a minorpeak due
to monodesmosidic quillaia saponin 2 may be present
between the peaksdue to monodesmosidic quillaia
saponins 1 and 3.
Retention lime Monodesmosidic quiUaia saponin 1 = about
9 min; monodesmosidic quillaia saponin 3 = about 10 min;
glycyrrhizic acid = about 13 min.

Calculate the percentage content of rriterpene glycosides,
expressed as quillaia saponin ill, using the following
expression:

A,

A,

c

Q- - ------{J

AtJ~J?
J

IV-436 Quillaia Bark

Piau TLC silica gelpia" R (2-10 JUIl).

lWobi/e phase anhydrous auricadd RJ ethylacetate R, water R,
propanol R (1.5:30:30:40 VIVIVIV).

Applicatwn 5 ~L as bands of 6 mm.
Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In hot air.

Detection Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sul.finU
acidR in methanol R; heat at 120°C for 5 min and examine
in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin me
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Quilillia seponms: :] or more green 3 or moregreen or brownzones
or brown zone! (quiUaia saponins)

A blue zone ~

Sucrose: a brownor blue zone A brownor blue zone (sucrose)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution
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m2 mass of quillaiasaponinfor assay CRS used to prepare
referencesolution (a). in grams;

p percentagecontentof rnoneammoniumg1ycyrrhizate in
qui/laill sapollin/oranay CRS;

0.6 responsefactorbetween monoammoniwnglycyrrhizate and
.:uonodesmosidic quillaia saponin3;

2298 molecular mass of quillaiasaponin ill;
957 molecularmass of monodesmosklic quillaiasaponin 3.

**** ** ** ****

Raspberry Leaf IV-437

(Ph Eur. monograph 2950)

Raspberry Leaf

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried leaves of Rubus idaeus L.
harvested in spring or early swnmer.

Content
Minimum 3.0 per cent of tannins) expressed as pyrogallol
(CoR.O,; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drug. The leaf is imparipinnate, with 3) 5 or rarely
7 ovate to lanceolate leaflets with sharply serrate or doubly
serrate margins. The upper surface is dark green to
brownish-green and weakly pubescent; the lower surface is
silvery grey and densely tomentose with a prominent pinnate
venation. The petioleis about 1-2 mm thick, green or
occasionally reddish, slightly channelled on the upper surface)
and sometimes shows small) straight prickles. The stipules
arelong and thin. The leaves of the shortshootsareoften
simple) more or less 3-Jobed) or theyare trifoliate.
Fragmented drug It is characterised by clumped fragments of
leaves and petioles.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Reduce to a powder
(710) (2.9.12). The powder is greyish-green and flocculent.
Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrau solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2950.-1): verynumerous broken unicellular covering
trichomes,eitherrigid with thickened walls [G], or twisted
with slightly thickened walls [F); fragments of the upper
epidermis of the leaflet lamina (surface view [DJ) with
polygonal cells [Da) and rare, rigid, unicellular covering
rrichomes with thickened walls) measuring from 20 urn to
more than 500 pm in length [Db), or their scars, often
accompanied by palisade parenchyma [Dc] including some
hypertrophied cells containing a cluster crystal of calciwn
oxalate [Dd]; fragments of the lower epidennis of the leaflet
lamina [Aj containing cells with thin, slightly lobed
walls [Aa) and anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) (5-7 subsidiary
cells) [Ab], with an abundant indumentum composed of
unicellular, fine) twisted covering trichomes [Ac] up to
500 pm long; annular or spiral vesselsfromthe petioles)
rachis or principal veins U]) sometimes accompanied by cells
of the pith with slightly thickened, pined walls Ilal; fragments
of pericyclic fibres [C], frequently with a crystal sheath
containing small cluster crystals of calciwn oxalate [Ca]j
fragments of the lamina (transverse section [H) consisting of
the upper epidermis [Ha], I or 2 layers of palisade
parenchyma [Hb], including hypertrophied cells containing a
cluster crystal of calcium oxalate [He], spongy
parenchyma [Hd) and the lower epidermis with rwisted
unicellular covering trichomes [He]; free cluster crystals of
calcium oxalate [Eli exceptionally) secretory trichomes with a
biseriate, multicellular stalk and a globular) multicellular
head, located on the upperepidermis of me leaflet veins [B].
C. Higb-perfonnance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of methanal R. Sonicate for 15 min,
filter or centrifuge and use the filtrate or supernatant.
Reference 'olution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hypero,ide Rand
3.5 mg of ruuside trihydrate R in methalWl R and dilute '0
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

PIlE" _

1000.
A sufficientquantity

50mL
Sufficientto produce 1000 mL

Quillaia, in modmJtely finepowder
Ethanol (45 per cent)

Quillaio liquid Extract
Ethanol (45 per cent)

Quillaia Tincture
DEFINITION

Quillaia Liquid Extract
DEFINITION
Quillaia Liquid Extract is prepared by extracting Quillaia
with Ethanol (45 per cent).

Extemporaneous preparation
The following Cannula and directions apply.

Exhaust the Quillaia in moderately fine powder with Ethanol
(45 per cent) by percolation, Appendix XI F, and reserve the
first 850 mL of percolate. Evaporate the subsequent
percolate to the consistence of a soft extract, dissolve it in the
reserved portion and add sufficient Ethanol (45 percent) (0

produce 1000 mL. Allowto stand fornot less than 24 hours;
filter.
The extract complies with the requirements statedunderEXU'lUts
and with the following requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
28 to 34% vlv, Appendix VIII F, Method III.

Dry residue
20 to 30% w/v.

Relative density
1.02 to 1.06, Appendix V G.

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Mix, allow to stand for not less than 12 hours and filter.
The tincture complies with lhe requirements for Tinctures Slated
underExtracts and with thefal/awing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
43 to 45% vlv, Appendix VIII F, Method III.

Dry residue
1.0 to 1.5% wlv. Use 10 mL.

Relative density
0.940 to 0.955, Appendix V G.
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IV-438 Raspberry Leaf

Figure 2950.-1. - mustration for identification testB of pawdered
herbal dme af raspberry leaf·

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 3 mg of hyperoside Rand
2.5 mg of chlorogenic acid R in methanol' R and dilute to
10 mL withthe same solvent.
Intensity marker Hyperoside.
Plate TLC silica gelF254 plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, ethylacetate R
(10:10:80 VIVIJI).

Application 10 111. of the test solution and 4 111. of reference
solutions (a), (b) and (c), as bands of 8 mm.
Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.
Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min; spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphe""lboric acid amincethyl
ester R in methanol R, then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R or, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphe""lbori< acidaminoethyl 6S'" R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R in
methylene chloride R; allow to dry in air for about 1 min and
examinein ultraviolet light at 366 nm.
System suitability Reference solution (c):

- the chromatogramshows in the middle third 2 distinct
zones, which may be touching; the lowerzone
(chlorogenic acid) shows a lightblue fluorescence and
the upperzone (hyperoside) shows a yellow or orange
fluorescence.

Results See below me sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtainedwith reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution, other faint fluorescent zones,

2022

mainlylight blue, greenish andyellowor orange) may be
present,especially in the upper and lowerthirds.

Top of the plate

A redzone

A red zone, faint

-- --

A light bluezone, fiUnt to equivalent

A greenish zone, faint (POUibly
overlapping withan orange zone)

Hyperoskle: a yeDow or orange zone A yellowor orange zone, veryfaint
to faint(possibly overlapping with B

blue zone)

A yellowor orange zone

-- --

Ruroside: a yeUow or orange zone

A yeUow or orangezone, faintto
equivalent

Reference solution (a) Test solution

TESTS
Rubus fruticosus L
Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Examine the powdered
herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) using chloral hydra.. solution R.
The presenceof fasciculate-stellate covering trichomes
indicates adulteration byRubus fruticosus L

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 b.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannina (2.8.14)
Use 1.000 g of the powdered berbal drug (710) (2.9.12).
_~ ~ PIlE"
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Rehmannia Root
(ph. Bur. monograph 2569)
PhElr _

DEFINlTION
Dried root tuber of Rehmannia glutinosa (Gaertn.) DC. (syn.
Rehmannia glutinosa (Gaerm.) Libosch. ex Fisch. & C.A.
Mey.) with the crown and rootletsremoved.

Content
Minimum 0.2 per cent of catalpol (C"RnO IO; M, 362.3)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The whole drugusually occurs as irregular or oblong
masses, swollen in the centre. slightly tapering at both ends
and bearing lenticular rootlet scars, 6-12 em long and 3-6 em
thick. The fragmented drug occurs as slightly compressed or
twisted slices. The outer surface is blackish-brown or
blackish-grey, and is heavily shrunken with irregular
transverse wavylines. Fracture is difficult, with me cut
surface being IuSIrOUS, blackish-brown or jet blackand
viscous.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The blackish-brown
powderconsists of rather stickyparticles. Examine undera
microscopeusing chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 2569.-1):
blackish-brown cork fragments consisting of polygonal ceUs
(surface view [AJ) or composed of superimposed layers
(transverse section [EJ); fragments of parenchyma [DI,
brown, consistingof polygonal or rectangular cells with thin,
wavy or wrinkled walls, some containing orange-yellow oil
droplets [Da]; vessels about 100-200 pm long and 40-60 pm
ln. diameter, with reticulate or pitted walls [B, C], with the
junctionbetween vessels of similar diameter being clearly
visible.
C. High performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solu,;"n To 0.2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min,
then filter or centrifuge the solution. Use the filtrate or
supernatant.
Reference solu,;"n (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of sucrose Rand
10.0 mg of raffinose R in the minimum volume of waur R
and dilute to 2.0 mL with me/hanoi R.
Reference solUlWn (b) Mix 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
and 3.0 ml of methauol R.
Referenu solution (c) Dissolve 10 mg of fructose Rand
10 mg of sucrose R in the minimum amountof water Rand
dilute to 2 mL with methand R.

Intensity marker Sucrose.
Plate TLC sili<a gelF2S4plate R (2-10 um),

Mobile phase g1a<ial aceti< acid R, anhydrous formic acidR,
waterR, ethylautate R (4:5:6:12 VIVIVIJI).

Appli<ation 2 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air for 5 min.
Detection Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric
acidR in e/hanol (96 per renO R, heat at 120 'C for 3 min
and examine in ultraviolet light at 366 om.
System suitability Reference solution (c):

- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct
zones, which may he touching; both the lowerzone
(sucrose) and the upperzone (fructose) show a brown
colour.

Rehmannia Root IV-439

Figure 2569.-1. - Illuurodon for identification rest B of powd....d
herbal drng of rehmannia root

Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution) otherfaint blue fluorescent zones and
faintbrown zones may be present.

Top of the plate

A blue fluorescent zone. faint to
intense

-- --

A brownzone. faint

A blue fluorescent zone. faint

Sucrose: a brownzone A brownzone. faint to equivalent
(sucrose)

-- --

Raffinose: a brownzone A brownzone, faine to equivalent
(raffinose)

A brownzone. intense

A brownzone. veryfaint

Reference eoludon (a) Test eclutlon
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**** ** *
*****

Restharrow Root
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1879)

:.} '.
.

PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried rootof Ononis spinosa L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The root is more or less flattened, twisted and branched,
deeply wrinkled, brown and grooved longitudinally.
The transversely cut surface shows a thin bark and a xylem
cylinder with a conspicuously radiate structure. The fracture
of the root is shortand fibrous.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
brown or brown. Examine under a microscopeusing chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1879.-1): brown fragments of cork
composed of thin-walled, polygonal cells (surface view [G]);
groups of thick-walled, narrow fibres, often accompanied by
a parenchymatous crystal sheath containing prisms of calcium
oxalate [C); vascular fragments [D, E) consisting of vessels
withnumerous bordered pits, often accompanied by Iignified
libres with pitted walls [En]; thin-walled parenchymatous
cells from the bark, some containinga single prism of
calcium oxalate [H); ligneousparenchyma cells withslighdy
thickened and pitted walls [A, B), some of which contain
prisms of calcium oxalate [Aa); numerous freeprismsof
calcium oxalate [F). Examine undera microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R. The powder shows
ver.y numerous, rounded starchgranules, 5-10 JUI1 in
diameter, simpleor sometimes 2-4 compound, free mor
insideparenchymatous cells [K].

25!Jrn
~

I.
10 --> 30

MobUe phsse B
(per cent VJlI)

9.
90 ..... 70

MobUe phase A
(per cent VM

Time
(min)

0-3

3-20

IV-440 Restharrow Root

Flowrate 0.5 mIJrnin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 run.
InjlXUon I0 ~.
Retention time Catalpol = about 13 min.
System suitabiJily Reference solution:
- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of

2.0 per cent determined on 6 injections.
Calculate the percentage content of catalpol using the
following expression:

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 15.0 per cent, determined on 2.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven ar
105 °C for 5 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test sduuon To 1.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 50.0 mL of waUl' R. Weigh and sonicate for
30 minat a temperature below 25 "C. Weigh again and
compensate for the loss of solvent with waterR. Shake well,
then centrifuge for 10 minand filter the supernatant through
a membrane filter(nominal pore size 0.45 um).

Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg of catalpol CRS in waUl' R
and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, I') = 4.6 mm;
- stalionary phase: end-capped octadecy/si/yl silica gelfor

chromatography R (3 ~m);

- temperature: 25 "C.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: water for chroma,ography R;
- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile Rl, waUl' for chromatography R

(5:95 VIII);

AI area of me peak due to C8talpol in thechromatogram obtained
with the testsolution;

A2 areaof thep«k due 10 catalpa[ in thechromatogram obtained
with the reference solutionj

ml mass of the hemaldrug10 be examined used to prepare the rest
solution.in gramsj

m1 mass of «JttJlpolCRS used to prepare thereference solution, in
gnIffiSj

P percentage content of catalpol in ana/pel CRS.

Figure 1879.-1. - Illustration for identificalion testB ofpowdered
herbaldlllg of",tharrow root
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C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) add 15.0 mL of methanol R and boil under a reflux
condenser for 30 min. Cool and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of resorcinol Rand 50 mg
of vanillin R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelF"" plateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC ,i1ica
gelF""plate R (2-10 ~)l.

Mobile phase emanol (96 percen() R, methylene chloride R,
toluene R (10:45:45 VIVIV).
Applica.inn 20 ~L [or 5 ~L] as bands of 15 mm [or 8 mm].
Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].
Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at '254 runand
365 nm.
Results A See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other fluorescent zones are
presentin the middle third of the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.

Top of the plate

VaniUin: a zone visibleat 254 run

-- --

Resorcinol: u zone visibleat 254 nm An intenseblue fluorescent zone
visible al 365 run

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Detection B Treat with anisaldebyd» ,oluwn R. Heat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min. Examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution.

Top of the plate

VaniUin: a greyish-violet zone

-- --

A violet zone (000001)

Resorcinol: a red zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)

.Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
r powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at

105"C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 8.0 per cent.
Extractable matter
Minimum 15.0 per cent.
To 2.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (250) (2.9.12) add a
mixture of 8 g of water Rand 12 g of emanol (96 percen() R
and allow to macerate for 2 h, shaking frequently. Filter,
evaporate 5 g of the filtrate to dryness on a water-bath and
dry in an oven at 100-] 05 °C fat 2 h. The residueweighs a
minimum of 75 mg.
_____________~~ PhE<I

Rhatany Root IV-441

Rhatany Root
Krameria
(ph. Eur. monograph 0289)

Preparation
Rhatany Tincture
When Powdered Rhatany Root is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below with the
exception of Identification test A and the test for Foreign
mattershall be dispensed or supplied.
PhE<I _

DEFINITION
Dried, usually fragmented, underground organs of Krameria
triandra Ruiz et Pav., known as Peruvian rhatany.

Content
Minimum 5.0 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol
(CoB.OJ; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The taproot is darkreddish-brown and has a thick, knotty
crown. The secondary roots are the same colourand nearly
straight or somewhattortuous. The bark is rugged or scaly in
the olderpieces and smooth with sharp, transverse fissures in
the younger pieces; it separates readily from the wood.
The fracture is fibrous in the bark and splintery in the wood.
The smooth, transversely cut surface shows a dark brownish
red bark about one third of the radius in thickness; a dense,
pale reddish-brown and finely porous wood is present with
numerous fine medullary rays; the central heartwood is often
darker.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is reddish
brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0289.-1): cork cells containing dark brown
phlobaphenes (surface view [A], side view (B]); fragments of
phloem [C] consisting ofunlignilied fibres, usually 12-30 pm
in diameter with moderately thickened walls [Cal,
parenchyma cells some containing prismsand microcrystals
of calcium oxalate [Ccl, and cells of the medullary rays [Cb);
fragments of vessels usually 20-60 pm in diameter with
bordered pits [E]; fragments of tracheids [D] up to 20 urn
wide with slit-shaped pits [Da] and cells of the medullary
rays [Db]; lignified parenchymatous cells with thick and
channelled walls [F). Examine undera microscope using a
50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R. The powdershows
rounded, simple or 2- to 4-compoundstarch granules, an
individual granule measuring up to 30 um in diameter [II]
and some granules beingfound in the cells of the medullary
rays and in the parenchyma [G].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test,oIutifJn To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge or filler.Use the supernatant or filtrate.
Reference solutinn Dissolve 5 mg of thymolRand 20 mg of
di<h/orophenolindophenol, sodium ,al. R in 20 mL of emanol
(60 percentVII-? R.
Plate TLC mica gelplateR (5-40 ~) [or TLC rilica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase methylene chloride R.

Applica.inn 10 ~L [or 4 ~l as bands of 8 mm [or 8 nun].

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.
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IV-442 Rhatany Preparations

Figure 0289.-1. - Iltustrotion for idemificalion test B ofpowdered
herbal drngof rhaUlny roo'

Detection Treat with a 5 gIL solution offast blueB sal.R.
allow to dry in airand examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof zonespresent in me
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with me test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Thymol: a brownish-yeHow zone A faint violel zone

-- --

An orangezone

A bluish-grey zone

Dichlompbenolindophenol: a
greyish-blue zone

An intense violetzone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 2 per cent of foreign matterand maximum
5 per centof fragments of crownor root exceeding 25 mm in
diameter. Root without bark may be present in very small
quantities.
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 'C.

2022

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 0.750 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12).
___________________ PhE<I

Rhatany Tincture
(ph. Bur. monograph 1888)
PhE<r _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Rhat<Jny roo. (0289).

Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent mlm of tannins, expressed as
pyrogallol (CoH.O,; M, 126.1).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from 1 part of the herbal drug and
5 parts of ethanol (70 per cent VIII) by a suitable procedure.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Reddish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The tincture to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of thynwl R and 20 mg of
di<hlorophenolin<hPhencl, sodium sallR in 20 mL of ethanol
(60 percent VM R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 1IJIl) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 1IJIl)].

Mobile phase methylene chloride R.
AppficatitJn 10111.[or 4 ~L] as bands of 8 nun [or 8 nun].
Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treatwith a 5 gILsolution of fast blue B salt R,
allow to dry in airand examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Thymol: a brownish-yeUow zone A violetzone

-- --

Anorange zone

A blceh-grey zone

DiclUorophenolindopbenol: a
greyish-blue zone

An intense violetzone

Reference solution Test solution
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TESTS
Ethanol (2.9.10)
63 per cent VIV to 67 per cent VIV.

Methanol and 2-propanol (2.9.11)
MaximumO.05-per cent VIV of methanol and maximum
0.05 per cent VIV of 2-propanol.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 2.500 g of the tincture to be exantined.
_____________________ '11£<1

Rhubarb
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0291)

Preparation
Compound Rhubarb Tincture

When Powdered Rhubarb is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below with the
exceptionof Identification test A and the test for Foreign
mattershallbe dispensed or supplied.
PhE<I _

DEFINITION ---;o"'='. ..__.

Rhubarb consists of the whole or cut, dried underground
parts of Rheum palmosum L. or of Rheum officinale Baillon or
of hybrids of these two species or of a mixture.
The underground parts areoften divided; the stem and most
of the bark with the rootlets are removed. It contains not less
than 2.2 per cent of hydroxyanthracene derivatives, expressed
as rhein (CI5Hs06, MI" 284.2), calculated with reference to
the dried drug.

CHARACTERS
Characteristic, aromatic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The appearance is variable: disc-shaped pieces up to
10 em in diameter and 1 em to 5 em in thickness; cylindrical
pieces;oval or planoconvex pieces. The surface has a pinkish
tinge and is usually coveredwith a layer of brownish-yellow
powder. It shows,especially after moistening, a reticulum of
darker lines. This structure causes the marbled appearance of
the drug. The fracture is granular. The transverse section of
the rhizome shows a narrow outerzone of radiating
brownish-red lines. These medullary rays arecrossed
perpendicularly by a dark cambial ring. Inside thiszone is a
ring of smallstar-spot formations of anomalous vascular
bundles. The root shows a more radiate structure.
B. lYlicroscopic examination (2.8.21). The powderis orange
to brownish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydnue solulion R. The powdershows the following
diagnostic characters: large calciwn oxalate clustercrystals,
whichmay measure more than 100 urn, and their fragments;
reticulately thickened non-lignified vessels measuring up to
175 urn. Numerous groups of ronnded or polygonal, thin
walledparenchyma cells. Sclereids and fibres are absent.
Examine under a microscopeusing a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powdershows simple, rounded or
componnd (2 to 4) starch granules with a star-shaped hilum.

C. Examine by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using a
suitable silica gel as the coating substance.
Test solution Heat 50 mg of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) in a water-bath for 15 min with a mixture of I mL

Rhubarb IV-443

of hydrochfon·c acid Rand 30 mL of waterR. Allow to cool
and shake the liquid with 25 mL of ether R. Dry the ether
layerover anhydrous sodium sulfate R and filter. Evaporate the
ether layer to drynessand dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of
etherR.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of emodin R in 5 mL of
ether R.
Apply separately to the plate as bands 20 ~L of each
solution. Develop over a path of 10 em usinga mixture of
I volnme of anhydrous formic acidR, 25 volumes of ethyl
acetate Rand 75 volumes of fight petroleum R. Allow the plate
to dry in air and examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
The chromatogram obtained with the reference solution
shows in its central parta zone of orange fluorescence
(emodin). The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows: a zone due to emodin; above the emodinzone, two
zones of similar fluorescence (physcione and chrysophanol, in
orderof increasing RF value); below the emodin zone, also
two zones of similar fluorescence (rhein and aloe-emodin, in
orderof decreasing Rp value). Spray with a 100 gIL solution
of potassium hydroxide R in methanol R. All the zones become
red to violet.
D. To about 50 mg of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) add 25 mL of di/UFehydrochloric acidR and heat the
mixture on a water-hath for 15 min. Allow to cool, shake
with 20 mL of etherR and discard .the aqueous layer. Shake
the ether layerwith 10 mL of dIlute ammonia Rl.
The aqueous layerbecomes red to violet.

TESTS
Rheum rhaponticum
Exantine by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using S17ica
gelGRas the coating substance.
Testsolution To 0.2 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) add 2 mL of methanol R and boil for 5 min nnder a
refluxcondenser. Allow to cool and filter, Use the filtrate as
the test solution.
Reference salution Dissolve 10 mg of rhaponticin R in 10 mL
of methanol R.
Applyseparately to the plate) as bands not more than 20 mm
by 3 nun, 20 ilL of each solution. Develop over a path of
12 em using a mixtureof 20 volumes of methanol Rand
80 volnmes of methylene chloride R. Allow the plate to dry in
air and spray with phosphomolybdic acidsolulion R.
The chromatogram obtained wilh the test solutiondoes not
show a blue zone near the line of application (rhapondcin)
corresponding to the zone in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Nor more than 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Nor more than 12.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Not more than 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Cany out the assayproucted from bright light.
Introduce 0.100 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) into a 100 mL flask. Add 30.0 mL of wafer R, mix
and weigh. Heat in a water-bath undera reflux condenserfor
15 ntin. Allow to cool, add 50 mg of sodium hydragen
carbonate R, weigh and adjust to the original mass with
wafer R. Centrifuge and transfer 10.0 mL of the liquid to a
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____________________ PhE<I

DEFINITION
Whole or cut dried calyces and epicalyces of Hibiscus
sabdariffa L. collected during fruiting.

Content
Minimum 13.5 per cent of acids, expressed as citricacid
(C.HsO,; M, 192.1) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Acidic taste.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The calyx is joined in the lower half to form an urceolate
structure, the upper halfdividing to form5 long acuminate
recurved tips. The tips have a prominent, slightly protruding
midrib and a large, thick nectary gland about 1 mm in
diameter. The epicalyx consists of 8-12 small, obovate
leaflets, which are ednate to the base of the calyx. The calyx
and epicalyx arefleshy, dry,easily fragmented and bright red
or deep purple, somewhat lighter at the base of the inner
side.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is red or
violet-red. Examine under a microscope usingchloral hydrau
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1623.-1): predominantly red
fragments [A, F) consisting of polygonal epidermal cells with
very irregularly thickened walls (surface view [Ac, Fa)), some
containing cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [Fb], with
underlying parenchyma consisting of ovoid cells with slightly
thickened walls [Aa], some containing cluster crystals of
calcium oxalate [Ab] whilst others arefilled with mucilage,
unicellular, long, flexuous, twisted covering trichomes [Ad].
rigid,straight, unicellular covering trichomes, simple or in
groups of 2-4 [Fd], glandular trichomes with a unicellular
stalk and a globular or oval. multicellular and biseriate
head [Fe] and stomata usually of the anisocytic type
(2.8.3) [Fe]; numerous fragments of vascular bundles [VJ
with spiral or reticulate vessels [Da], sometimes accompanied
by sclerenchymatous fibres with a wide lumen [Db], and
parenchyma [Dc], of which some ceUs containcluster crystals
of calcium oxalate (Dd], whilst others aremucilage-
filled [De]; rare, rectangular, parenchymatous sclereids [H]j
numerous fragments of rigid [C. G) or flexuous mcovering
trichomes; free cluster crystals of calcium oxalate [B) and
glandular trichomes (E]; exceptionally, spherical pollen
grains. about 200 JU11. in diameter, with a spinyexine.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethanol (60 per un, VIIQ R. Shake for
15 min and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 2.5 mg of quinaldine red Rand
2.5 mg of sulfan blue R in 10 mL of methanol R.

O.lM sodium hydroxide VS (0 the sameblue colour.Each mL
of 0.1M sodium hydroxide VS is equivalent to 9.210 mg of
glycerol. Calculate me percentage vlv of glycerol, taking
1.260 g as its weight per mL.

Relative densIty
0.958 to 0.977, Appendix V G.

Roselle
(ph. Bur. monograph 1623)
PhE<I ~__

2022

100 g

OAoOmL
0.03 mL
'OOmL

Sufficient to produce 1000 mL

Rhubarb, in modmJttlyCOQTU-..
Cardamom Oil
Coriander Oil
Glycerol
Ethanol(60 per cent)

Extemporaneous preparadon
The following directions apply.

Moisten the Rhubarb with a sufficient quantity of Ethanol
(60 per cent) and prepare 850 mL of tincture by perealatUm,
Appendix XI F. Add the Cardamom Oil, the Coriander Oil
and the Glycerol and sufficient Ethanol (60 per cent) to
produce 1000 mL. Mix and filter, if necessary.
The tincture complies with the requirements for Tinctures stated
under Bxsracts and W1ih thefollowing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
48 to 53% vlv, Appendix WI F, Method Ill.

Glycerol
9.0 to 11.0% vlv when determined by the following method.
Dilute 20 mL to 100 mL with water; to 10 mL of this
solution add 100 mL of water and I g of activated charcoal
and boil under a reflux condenser for 15 minutes. Filter.
wash the filter and charcoal with sufficient water to produce
150 mL, add 0.25 mL of bromocresolpurple solution and
neutralise with 0.1'" sodium hydroxide or 0.05M sulfuri< acidto
the blue colous of the indicator. Add 1.4 g of sodium
periodate, allowto stand for 15 minutes,add 3 mL of
propane-J,2-diol, shake and allow to stand for 5 minutes.
Add 0.25 mL of bromocresol purple solution and titrate with

Compound Rhubarb Tincture
DEFINITION

m

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of rhein to be 468,
calculated on the basisof the specific absorbance of
barbaloin.

100 mL round-bottomed flaskwith a ground-glass neck.
Add 20 mL offemc chloride solution RI and mix. Heat under
a reflux condenser on a water-bath for 20 min, add J mL of
hydrochloric acidR and heat for a further 20 min, shaking
frequently. Cool, transfer to a separating funnel and shake
with threequantities, each of 25 mf., of ether R previously
used to rinse the flask. Combine the etherextracts and wash
with two quantities, each of 15 mL, of water R. Filter the
ether extracts through a plug of absorbentcotton into a
volumetric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with etherR.
Evaporate 10.0 mL carefully to drynesson a water-bath and
dissolve the residue in 10.0 mL of a 5 gIL solution of
magnesium aUlate R in methanol R. Measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) at 515 om) using methanol R as the compensation
liquid.
Calculate the percentagecontent of rhein from the
expression:

IV-444 Rhubarb Preparations

A absorbance at 515 run.
m mass of me herbaldrugused, ingrams.
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a

Figure 1623.-1. - Illustration for iden.ijica';"n test B of powdered
herbal drngof roseUe .

Plate TLC silica gelpiate R (5-40 um) [or TLC ,l1ica gel
piate R (2-10 ~m)].

MoMe phase anhydrous formic acidR, waw R, butanol R
(10:12:40 VIVIJI).

Applica,;"n 5 ~L [or 2 ~Ll as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 ern].

Drying In air.
Detection Examineimmediately in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Quinakline red: on orange-red zone

An intense violetzone

SulCan blue:a blue zone

An intense violet-blue zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 2 per cent of fragments of fruits (red funicles and
partsof the 5<avemed capsule with yellowish-grey pericarp,
whose thin walls consist of several layers of differendy

Rosemary Leaf IV-445

directed fibres; flattened, reniform seeds with a dotted
surface) and maximum 2 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Colouring intensity
Reduce 100 g to a powder (1400) (2.9.12) and homogenise.
Further reduceabout 109 of this powder to a finerpowder
(355) (2.9.12). To 1.0 g oflhis powder in a 100 mL flask
add 25 mL of boiling woW R and heat for 15 min on a
water-bath with frequent shaking. Filter the hot mixture into
a 50 mL graduated flask; rinse successively the 100 mL flask
and the filter with 3 quantities, each of 5 ml., of wann
waw R. Alier cooling, dilute to 50 mL with woW R. Dilute
5 mL of this solution to 50 mL with water R. Measurethe
absorbance (2.2.25) at 520 om using woter R as the
compensation liquid. The absorbance is not less than 0.350
for the whole drug and not less than 0.250 for the cut drug.

ASSAY
Shake 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12)
with 100.0 mL of carbon dioxidefru wow R for 15 min.
Filter. To 50.0 mL of the filtrate add 100 mL of carbon
dioxide-free woW R. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide to
pH 7.0) determining the end-point potentiometricaUy
(2.2.20).

1 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 6.4 mg
of citricacid.
____________________ l'IIfll

Rosemary Leaf
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1560)
I'IIfll _

DEFINlTION
Whole, dried leafof Rosmarinus officina/is L.

Content
- minimum 12 m1Jl<g of essential oil (anhydrous drug);
- minimum3 per cent of total hydroxyci.nnamic derivatives,

expressed as rosmarinic acid (ClsHI60S; Me 360.3)
(anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Strongly aromatic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leavesaresessile, tough, linear or linear-Ianceolate,
1-4 em lorig and 2-4 mm wide, with recurved edges.
The uppersurface is dark green, glabrous and grainy,the
lowersurface is greyish-green and densely tomentose with a
prominent midrib.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis greyish
green or yellowish-green. Examine under a microscopeusing
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic cbaracters (Figure 1560.-1): fragments of the
lowerepidermis (surface view [B, n) with straight or sinuous
walled cells [Ba] and numerous diacytic stomata (2.8.3) [Bb]
and glandular trichomes [ja] or covering trichomes or their
scars [Be, Ed]; numerous multicellular, mostly branched,
covering trichomes of the lowerepidermis, usually
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fragmented [A, C, D]; fragments of the upperepidermis
(surface view [Fj) with cells with straight, thickened and
pittedwalls [Fa], and an underlying hypodenniscomposed of
large, irregular cells with thickened andbeaded anticlinal
walls [Fb]; fragments of the lamina (transverse section [G]),
showing the epidermis covered by a very thickcuticle [Gal,
hypodermal cells extending aClOSS the mesophyll [Gb) at
intervals, separating 1 or 2 layers of palisade parenchyma into
large, crescent-shaped areas [Gel; glandular trichomes of 2
types, the majority with a short, unicellular stalkand a
radiate head composed of 8 cells (surface view [E], side view
[H]), others, less abundant, with a uni- or bicellular stalkand
a spherical, unicellular head [ja, K).

oDK

Ja

Figure 1560.-1. -lnustration for Uknlijicalion lestB of powdered
herbal drug of rosemary /wf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 20 J.lL of the oil obtained in the assay
in 1 mL of hexane R.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of horned R, 5 mg of hornyl
aceta" R and I 0 ~L of cineole R in I mL of hexaneR.

Pia" TLC silica gd pia" R.
Mobile phase ethylaceta" R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).

Application IO ~L as bands.

Deodopment Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.
Detecdon Treatwith anisakkhyde solution R, heat at
100-105 'C for IO min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution.

2022

Top of the plate

A redzone

Bomyl acetate: a yellowish-brown A yellowish-brown zone of low
ron, intensity

A coloured zone of low intensity

Cineole:a violetzone A violetzone

Coloured zonesof low intensity

Borneol: a violet-brown zone A violet-brown zcee

A coloured zone of low intensity

Reference solution Test solution

D. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Grind 1.0 g of the herbal drug in 10 mL of
methanol R and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of caffeic add Rand
5.0 mg of rosman'nic acidR in IO mL of methanol R.

Pia" TLC silica gelpia" R.
Mobile phase anhydrous lonnie acidR, acetone R, methylene
chloride R (8.5:25:85 VIVIV).

Application I0 ~L of the lest solution and 20 ~L of the
reference solution, as bands.
D~eJopmenl Overa path of 8 em.
Drying In air.
Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.

Top of the plate

A pinkfluorescent zone

Caffeicacid: a light blue fluorescent A blue fluorescent zone of low
ron, intensity

Rosmarimc acid: R lightblue An intenselightblue fluorescent
fluorescent zone ron,

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stems and maximum 2 per cent of
other foreign matter.

Waler (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mIJkg, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).

Tolal ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Total hydrosrycinnamic derivatives
StJXksolution To 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 80 mL of ethanol (50 per cent VIIQ R. Boil
in a water-bath under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Allow
to cool and filter. Rinse the filter with 10 mL of ethanol
(50 per cent VIV) R. Combine the filtrate and the rinsings in
a volumetric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with ethanol
(50 percenl VIV) R.

Test solution To 1.0 mL of the stock solution add 2 mL of
0.5 M hydrochloric acid, 2 mL of a solution prepared by
dissolving 109 of sodium nitrite Rand 109 of sodium
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molybdate R in 100 mL of waterR, and then add 2 mL of
dihue sodium hydroxide solution R and dilute to 10.0 mL with
water R; mix.
Compensation solution Dilute 1.0 mL of the stock solution to
10.0 mL withwater R.
Measure immediately the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test
solution at 505 nm.

Calculate the percentage content of total hydroxycinnamic
derivatives, expressed as rosmarinic acid, using the following
expression:

Ax2.5
m

i.e. taking the specificabsorbance of rosmarinic acid to be
400.

A absorbance of the 161 solutionat 505 ron;
nJ mass of the substanceto be examined.in grams.

Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 25.0 g of the crushed herbal drug, a 1000 mL flask and
300 rnLof waterR as the distillation liquid. Distil at a rate of
2-3 mIlmin for 3 h.
____-'--- PhE"

Rosemary Oil
(ph. Eur. monograph 1846)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtainedby steam distillation from the flowering
aerial pans of Rosmarinus officina/is L.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, mobile, colourless or pale yellow liquid.
Characteristic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: B.

Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test so/utitm Dissolve 0.5 mL of me substance to be
examinedin toluene R and dilute to 10 mL withme same
solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of borneol R, 50 mg of
bornyl a<elate R and I00 ~L of dneole R in toluene Rand
dilute to 10 mL withthe same solvent.
Plale TLC silica gelplateR.
Mobile phase ethyl «<elale R, toluene R (5:95 VII').

Application 10 1'4 as bands.
Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.
Deteaion Spray the plate with vanillin reagent R and heat the
plate at 100-105 °C for 10 min. Examine immediately in
daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof the zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, several violet-blue to violet-grey
zones of medium intensity (terpene alcohols) arepresentin

Rosemary Oil IV-447

the lowerthird of the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

An intensevioletzone

A violet-greyzone

-- --

Bornyl acetate: a bluish-grey zone of A bluish-grey zone of low intensity
low intensity (hornylacelate)

A violet-pink zone

-- --

Cineole:an intense blue zone An Inrense blue zone (cineole)

Borneol: a violet-bluezone of A violet-blue zone of medium
medium intensity intensitY (borneol)

Reference solution Test solution

B. Examinethe chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution aresimilar in retention time to
those in the c~»-'I'gram obtained with the reference
solution.

TESTS
Relative densIty (2.2.5)
0.895 to 0.920.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.464 '0 1.473.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-5° to + 8°.

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximum 1.0.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solutUm Dissolve 0.20 mL of me substance to be
examined in hexane R and dilute to 10.0mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 p.L of «-pinene R, 10 mg of
camphene R, 20 ~L of p-pinene R, 10 ~L of p-myreme R,
20 ~L of limonene R, 50 Il1. of dneole R, 10 ~L of p-cymene R,
50 mg of camphor R, 30 mg of bOl1lyl aatate R, 10 mg of
a-terpineol R, 10 mg of bomeo; R and I0 ~L of verbenone R in
hexane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: 1= 30 m (a film thickness of I pm may be used) to

60 m (a film thickness of 0.2 urn may be used), I
0= 0.25-0.53 mm,

- stationary phase: ma<rogol 20 000 R.

Carnergas helium for chromatographY R.
F/uw rate 1 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:50.
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IV-448 Round Amomum Fruit

___________~ I'IIE"

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1 JIL.
Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record the retention times of these
substances.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

limonene and cineole and minimum 1.5 between me
peaks due to a-terpineol and borneol.

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Determine the percentage content of these .~ponents.
For rosemary oil, Spanish type, the percentages are within
the following ranges:
- a-pinene: 18 per cent to 26 per cent,
- camphene: 8.0 per cent to 12.0 per cent,
- p-pjnene: 2.0 per cent to 6.0 per cent)
- p-myrune: 1.5 per cent to 5.0 per cent)
- limonene: 2.5 per cent to 5.0 per cent)
- cineole: 16.0 per cent to 25.0 per cent,
- p-cymene: 1.0 per cent to 2.2 per cent,
- camphor: 13.0 per cent to 21.0 per cent,
- bornyl acetate: 0.5 per cent to 2.5 per cent)
- a-terpineol: 1.0 per cent to 3.5 per cent)
~ borneol: 2.0 per cent to 4.5 per cent,
- oetbenone: 0.7 per cent to 2.5 per cent.

For rosemary oil) Moroccan and Tunisian type) the
percentages are within the following ranges:
- a-pinene: 9.0 per cent to 14.0 per cent)
- camphene: 2.5 per ceot to 6.0 per cent)
- p-pinene: 4.0 per cent to 9.Q per cent)
- p-myrune: 1.0 per cent to 2.0 per cent)
- limonene: 1.5 per cent to 4.0 per cent,
~ cineole: 38.0 per cent to 55.0 per cent)
- p-cymene: 0.8 per cent to 2.5 per cent)
- camphor: 5.0 per cent to 15.0 per cent,
- hornyl acetate: 0.1 per cent to 1.5 per cent,
~ a-terpineol: 1.0 per cent to 2.6 per cent)
- borneol: 1.5 per cent to 5.0 per cent)
- verbenone: maximum 0.4 per cent;'

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 "C.

LABELLING
The label states that the content is Spanish type or
Moroccan and Tunisian type.

DEFINITION
Dried) whole) peeled or unpeeled ripe fruit ofAmomum
krervanh Pierre ex Gagnep. or Amomum cmnpactum Sol.
ex Maton.

Content
- essen"al oil: minimum 50 mlJkg for A. kreruanh

(anhydrous drug) and minimum 40 mUkg for
A. compaaum (anhydrous drug);

- 1,8-<inro1e (C.oH"O; M, 154.3): minimum 65.0 per cent
of the essential oil.

P>E" _

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2555)

2022

IDENTIFICATION
A. A. krervanh. The fruit is a trilocular, indehiscent capsule)
subspherical, about 1.5-2 ern in diameter. The outer surface
is whitish-yellow or pale brownish-yellow, smooth) and shows
3 deep longitudinal furrows. The apex bears a prominent
stylopodium; the base shows the dentate scar of the stalk.
Both ends and the hollows of the furrows are covered by a
pale brown pubescence. The thin) brittle pericarp is easily
broken) showing 3 locules each containing 4-10 seeds.
The seeds are hard, irregularly polyhedral, with a slightly
raised dorsal surface) 3-4 mm in diameter) brown on the
surface) finely wrinkled) bearing the remains of the fine)
membranous aril,

A. compaaum The fruit is a trilocular, indehiscent capsule)
subspherical, about 1-2 em in diameter. The outer surface is
whitish-yellow or pale brownish-yellow) sometimes slightly
reddish, and shows about 15 longitudinal furrows, 3 of which
are deep. The apex bears a prominent stylopodium; the stalk
is usually fragmented. Both ends and the hollows of the
furrows are covered by a brownish-yellow pubescence.
The thin) brittle pericarp is easily broken) showing 3 locules
each containing 6-12 seeds. The seeds are hard) irregularly
polyhedral) 2-3 mm in diameter) blackish-brown on the
surface) wrinkled) bearing the remains of the transparent,
membranous aril.

B. A. krervanh. Microscopic examination (2.8.23).
The powder is greyish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters: fragments of epicarp
consisting of polyhedral cells) numerous scars of covering
trichomes with thick, channelled walls and rare stomata)
paracytic or anomocytic (2.8.3); covering trichomes, mostly
unicellular and usually fragmented, with regularly thickened
walls) up to 800 um in length; fragments of mesocarp
composed of round cells with spaces between them)
containing fine acicular crystals or prisms of calcium oxalate;
groups of ovoid sclereids with thick) channeUed walls, about
50 um in diameter) from the inner layers of the mesocarp;
vascular bundles composed of spiral or reticulate vessels
accompanied by fibres with thick) channeUed walls and
sclereids; fragments of the aril consisting of very fine cells)
some of which contain smaU crystals; fragments of the outer
testa consisting of elongated cells with distinct) yellow) finely
and regularly thickened walls and rounded ends)
accompanied by an underlying layer consisting of rectangular
or polyhedral cells with orange-yeUow contents,
perpendicular to the previous layer; fragments of the reddish
brown inner testa composed of very thick-walled cells)
regularly polyhedral in surface view and U-shaped in side
view; fragments of the endosperm with round cells. Examine

Round Amomum Fruit
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under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution of
glycerol R. The powdershows numerous round cells of the
endosperm, filled withsmall starch granules aggregated into
masses and free aggregates of starch granules.
A. compactum Microscopicexamination (2.8.23).
The powder is yeUowish-brown. Examine undera
microscopeusing chloral hydrate solulWn R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters: fragments of
epicarp consistingof polyhedral cells, numerous scars of
covering trichomes with thick,channelled walls and rare
stomata,usually paracytic (2.8.3),; unicellular covering
trichomea, usually fragmented, withregularly thickened walls,
up to 800 11m in length; fragments of mesocarp composed of
round cells with spaces between them, containing fine
acicular crystals or prismsof calcium oxalate, and oil cells;
groups of ovoid sclereids with thick, channelled walls, about
50 pm in diameter, from the innerlayers of the mesocarp;
vascular bundles composed of spiral or reticulate vessels
accompanied by fibres with thick, channelled walls and
sc1ereids; fragments of the am consisting of veryfine cells,
some of which containsmall crystals; fragments of the pale
yellow outer testa consistingof elongated cells withindistinct
walls and rounded ends, accompanied by an underlying layer
consistingof rectangular or polyhedral cells with dark orange
red contents, perpendicular to the previous layer; fragments
of the reddish-brown inner testa composedof thick-walled
cells, regularly polyhedral in surface view and U-shapedin
side view; fragments of the endosperm, with polyhedral cells.
Examineunder a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder showsnumerous
fragments of the endosperm with polyhedral cells, filled with
small starch granules aggregated into masses and free
aggregates of starch granules.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testso/utWn To 1 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methylene chloride R. Sonicate for
10 min. Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference sohuion Dissolve 10 ~L of bOl7lJl/ autate R, 10 flL
of cineole R and 10 mg of Iwrneo/ R in 1 mL of toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase ethyl autate R, toluene R (7:93 VIV).
Application 5 ~L as bands of a mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Deuaion A Examine in ultraviolet light at 366 run.

Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution. The reference
solution shows no spots at 366 run. Furthermore, other faint
fluorescent zones maybe presentin the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

A blue Ruoresoentzone

-- --

A blue fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

Round Amomum Fruit IV-449

Detection B Treat withanisaldehyde solution R, heat at
100-105 ·C for 3 min and examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A reddish-brown zone

-- --

A bluish-violet zone

Borny! acetate: a greyish-brown zone

1.8-Cineole: a bluish-violet zone A bluish-violet zone (].8-cineole)

A greyish-brown zone

Borneol: a greyish-brown zone at the
border between themiddle and
lower thirds

-- --

A bluish-violet zone

] or 2 bluish-violet zones

Reference solulion Test sohrtlen

TESTS
Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 120 mI.Jkg) determined by distillation on 20.0 g
of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essentlal oll (2.8.12)
Use 10.0 g of the herbal drug reduced to a powder (1400)
(2.9.12) immediately before the assay, a 500 mL round
bottomed flask, 200 mL of waterR as the distillation liquid
and 0.5 mL of trimethylpentane R in the graduated tube.
Distil at a rate of 3-3.5 mUmin for 5 h.

l,a-Clneole
Gas chromatography (2.2.21f): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dilute a volume of the essential oil
trimethylpentane mixture obtained in the assayof essential oil
corresponding to 150 ~L of the essential oil in heptane Rand
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference so/ution (a) Dilute 10 ~L of p-pinene Rand 15 ~L

of cineole R in heptane R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference so/uWn (b) Dilute 5 ~L of cineole R to 100.0 mL
with heptane R. Dilute 1.5 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL
with heptane R.
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Figure 2386.-1. - I/Justratioufor Ukntificatiou test B ofpowdered
herOOI drng of safflower flower

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutiou To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min and
centrifuge.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of rntoside trihydrate Rand
5 mg of querutindihydrate R in 50 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 umj].

Mobile phase acetic add R, anhydrous lonnic acidR, water R,
ethyl acetate R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVIV).

Application 25 ~L [or 10 ~l as bands of 15 mm [or
Hmm].

Development Over a path of 12 em [or 7 ern].

Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in daylight.

2022

base Ilal persisting on the epidermis; these trichomes are
isolated) biseriate with a multicellular stalk and a bicellular
head [C]; fragments of the lobes of the corolla showing at
theirapicesa large numberof small, rounded, very
prominent papillae [G]; fragments of parenchyma containing
vascular bundles [Ed] surrounded by secretory canals with
reddish-brown contents [Ec]; fragments of the filaments of
the anthers consisting of elongated, thick-walled, pitted
cells [1<1 and fragments of the characteristic layer of the
anther whose walls show thickenings in bands (H]; fragments
of the stigma, covered with rather long, conical papillae [D],
usually accompanied by pollen grains; rounded or elliptical
pollengrains up to 60 urn in diameter with 3 poresand an
echinulate exine [A]; isolated prisms of calcium oxalate [Fl.60 ..... 210

'30
'50

Temperature
CCJ

Time
(min)

0·60Column

Injoction port

Detector

Safflower Flower

DEFINITION
Dried flower of Carthamus tinaotius L.
Content
Minimum 1.0 per cent of total flavonoids, expressed as
hyperoside (C2IH,oOI2; M, 464.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The orange-yellow or reddish-orange, tubular,
gamopetalous, actinomorphic florets areseparate fromthe
capitulum. Each floret consistsof a long, filiform tube, about
1 em long divided into 5 equal,narrow, lanceolatelobes,
about0.5 em long. From the openingof the tube emerges
the hollow cylinder formed by the fused yellow anthers, in
which the filiform stylepersists, thickened near the apex.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is orange
yellow. Examine undera microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
cbaracters (Figure 2386.-1): fragments of the corolla tube [El
withepidermis consisting of elongated, thin-walled, finely
striated cells whose margins are lobed [B, Ea, TI, andwith
parenchyma consisting of small polygonal cells containing
prisms of calcium oxalate [Eb]; outerepidermis bearing
glanduJar trichomes, usually sheared off, with only the

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 1 ~L.

Identi/icatiou ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) £0 identify the peaksdue to p-pinene
and Lg-cineole.

Relative retention With reference to Jl-pinene (retention
time = about 11 min): l,8-cineole :::: about 1.3.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 5 between thepeaksdue to p-pinene

and liS-cineole.

Calculate thepercentage contentof l,8-cineole. Disregard
any peakdue to the solventor with an area less thanthe area
of the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) (0.05 per cent).

LABELLING
The label states the species present.

IV-450 Safflower Flower

Column:
- maurial: fused silica;
- size: I:::: 60 rn, (2) ;;;; 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 urn).

Corner gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 0.9 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

(ph. Eur. monograph 2386)
I'bE" _
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Results A See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top oftbe plate

Quercetin: 8 lightyellowzone

-- --

-- --

Rutcside: a lightyellowzone

A redzone

A yeUowzone

A yellowzone

Reference soludon Test soJudon

Detection B Heat at 100 °C for 3 min; treat the plate whilst
still hOI with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidamino<thyi
ester R in methanol R and then with a 50 gIL solution of
macrogol 400 R in methanol R; allow to dry in air for about
30 min; examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

Quercetin: an orangefluorescent
ron,

A blue fluorescent zone

-- --

A greenfluorescent zone

A brownfluorescent zone

A green fluorescent zone

-- --

Rutoside: a yeUow fluorescent zone

A yeUow fluorescent zone

A greenfluorescent zone

A brownfluorescent zone

Reference solution Test so1ulfon

TESTS
Absorbance (2.2.25)
A. Yellow pigmenl: macerate 0.1 g of the powdered hemal
drug (355) (2.9.12) in 150 mL of water R, stir for 1 h, filler
through a sintered-glass filter (40) (2.1.2) and dilute 10

500.0 mL, washing the residue, with water R.
The absorbance is not less than 0.40 at 401 om.
B. Red pigment: 10 0.25 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 50 mL of a mixture of 20 volumes of waterR
and 80 volumes of aceume R. Heat on a water-bath at 50°C
for 90 min. Allow to cool, filterthrough a sintered-g1ass filter

Sage Leaf IV-451

(40) (2.1.Z) and dilute to 100.0 mL, washing the residue
with a mixture of 20 volumes of waterRand 80 volumes of
acetone R. The absorbance is not less than0040 at 518 run.
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Solution A Place 0.250 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) in a 250 mL flask and add 95 mL of methanol R.
Heat undera reflux condenser on a water-bath for 30 min.
Allow to cool and filter. Rinse the filter with 5 mL of
methanol R. Combine the filtrate and the rinsing solution in a
volumetric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with methanol R.
Test solution Place 5.0 mL of solutionA in a volumetric
flask and dilute 10 20.0 mL with a 20 gIL solution of
aluminium chloride R in methanol R.
Compensation solution Place 5.0 mL of solutionA in a
volumetric flask and dilute to 20.0 rnL with methanol R.
Afterexactly 15 min, measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the
test solution at 420 om by comparison with Ute
compensation solution. Calculate me percentage content of
total flavonoids, expressed as hyperoslde, using the following
expression:

A
m

taking the specificabsorbance of hyperoside at 420 om to be
400.

A absorbance of the test solution at 420 nmj
m massof theherbal drug to beexamined. in grams.

__________________ I'I>E,;

Sage Leaf
(Sage Leaf (SaltJia officina/is), Ph. Eur. monograph
1370)

Preparation
Sage Tincture
I'I>E,; _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried leavesof Salvia officinalis L.
Essential oilcontent:
- for the whole drug, minimum 12 mIJkg (anhydrous

drug);
- for the cut drug, minimum 10 mllkg (anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The lamina of whole sage leaf (Salvia oflicinalis) is about
2-10 cm long and 1-2 em wide, oblong-ovate, elliptical.
The margin is finely crenate to smooth. The apex is rounded
or subacute and the base is shrunken at the petiole and
rounded or cordate. The uppersurface is greenish-grey and
finely granular, the lowersurface is white and pubescent and
shows a dense network of raised velnlets,

www.webofpharma.com



IV-452 Sage Preparations

B. Microscopic examination (Z.8.Z3). The powder is light
grey or brownish-green. Examineunder a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 1370.-1): very numerous
articulated and bent covering rrichomes withnarrow
elongated cells and a base cell with very thick walls, whole
[Be] or fragmented, eitherisolated [C, G, H] or on an
epidermis (surface view [Be], transverse section [Ab));
glandular trichomes of lamiaceous type, with a unicellular
stalkand an 8- [Q 12-celledhead covered by a common
cuticle, isolated (side view [D]) or on an epidermis (surface
view [Fa»; small glandular trichomes with a unicellular [Ae,
Bd) or multicellular [Fb] stalk and a unicellular head, usually
on an epidermis; more rarely, glandular rrichomes (surface
view [Eb, Be], side view [Ed)) with a unicellular stalk [Be)
and a bicellular head [Eb, Ed); fragments of the upper
epidermis (surface view [B], transverse section [AJ) with
pitted, somewhatpolygonal cells [Ba], covering trichcmes
and glandular triehomes, sometimes accompanied by 1 or 2
layers of palisade parenchyma [Ac, Ee]; some diaeytic
stomata (2.8.3) may be present; fragments of the lower
epidermis [B, F] with sinuous cells [Hal and nwnerous
diacytic stomata (Z.8.3) [Bb).

Figure 1310.-1. - IUustration for idetllijication test B of powdered
herbal drugof sage leaf

C. Thin-layer chromatography (Z.Z.Z7).

Test solution Shake 0.5 g of the freshly powdered herbal
drug (355) (Z.9.1Z) with 5 mL of ethanol R for 5 min.

Reference solution Dissolve 20 ~L of thujone Rand 25 ~L of
cineole R in 20 mL of ethanelR.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobil' phase .,thyl autate R, toluene R (5:95 VII').

Application 20 ~L as bands.
Development Over a path of 15 cm.

2022

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 200 gIL solution of phosphomolybdic
acid R in ethanol R and heat at 100-105 °C for 10 min;
examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones arepresentin the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

A blue ZOne (nearthe solvent front)

-- --

c-Thujone and p-thujone: 2 pinkish- 2 pinkish-violet zones (c-thujone and
violet 'ZOnes p-thujone)

Cineole:a bluezone A blue 'ZOne (cineole)

-- --

Blue zones

Reference solution Test eclutlon

TESTS
Foreign matter (Z.8.Z)
Maximum 3 per cent of stems and maximum 2 per cent of
other foreign matter.

Water (Z.Z.13)
Maximum 100 mIlkg, determined on 20.0 g.

Total ash (Z.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essendal oil (Z.8.1Z)
Use 20.0 g of the herbal drug,cut, if necessary, immediately
before the assay, a 500 mL flask and 250 mL of water R as
the distillation liquid. Add 0.50 mL of xyIen,R in the
graduated tube. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mIlmin for 2 h.
__________________ PhEw

Sage Tincture
(ph. Eur. monograph 1889)

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Sage leaf (Salvia officinalis) (/370).

Content
Minimum0.1 per cent mlm of essential oil.

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from 1 part of conuninuted drug'
and 10 parts of ethanol (10 per cent VII') by a suitable
procedure.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownish liquid with a characteristic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-Iayer chromatography (Z.Z.Z7).

Test solution The tincture to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 ~L of Ihujon, Rand Z5 ~L of
cineole R in 20 mL of ethond R.
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Plate TLC silica gelplare R.

Mobile phase ethylacetare R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).
Application 20 ~L, as bands.

DeveJopmenc Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with a 200 gIL solution of phosphomolybdic
acidR in ethanol R and heat at 100-105 "C for 10 min.
Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obta·ined with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones arepresent in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plote

A blue zone (near the solvent front)

-- --
e-Thujone and lJ-thujone: 2 pinkish- 2 pinlWh-violet zones (<:r:-lhujone and
violel zones p-lhujone)
Cineole: a blue zone A blue zone (cineole)

-- --

Blue zones

iteference solution Test solution

TESTS
Ethanol content (2.9.10)
64 per cent VIV to 69 per cent VIV.

Methanol and 2-propanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent VIV of methanol and maximum
0.05 per cent of 2-propanol.

Dry resIdue (2.8.16)
Minimum 2.0 per cent, determined on 3.00 g.

ASSAY
In a 500 mL round-bottomed flask, place 30.0 g of the
tincture and add 100 mL of water R. Distil, using a
descending condenser, into a separating funnel which has
been marked beforehand at 50 mL. Stop the distiUation
process as soon as the distillate reaches the 50 mL mark.
Rinse the condenser with 10 rnL of pentane R. Dissolvein
the distiUate sufficient sodium chloride R to produce a
saturated solution. Shake with 3 quantities, eachof 20 mL,
of pentane R. D[)' the combinedpentane layers, including the
pentane from rinsing the condenser, overanhydrous sodium
sulfate R and filter through a plug of absorbent cotton into a
weighed 100 mL round-bottomed ftask. Wash the sodium
sulfate several timeswith smaU quantities of pentane R.
Remove thepentane carefully at a temperature not exceeding
40°C. DIY the residue in a desiccator overdiplwsphorns
pentaxide R and hard paraffin at attnospheric pressure and at
room temperature for 2 h. Weighthe residue (essential oil).
____________________ PIIE<I

Sage Leaf IV-453

Three-lobed Sage Leaf
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1561)
PIIE<I _

DEFINITION
Wholeor cut, dried leaves of SahJiafiuc~osa Mill. (syn.
Salvia triloba L. fill.
Essenrial oil content:
- for the whole drug, minimum 18 mllkg (anhydrous

drug);
- for the cut drug, minimum 12 mUkg (anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Spicyodourwhenground, similar to eucalyptus oil.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The lamina of whole three-lobed sageleaf is about
8-50 mm long and about 4-20 mm wide) and oblong-ovate
or lanceolate. The margin is finely crenate and undulate but
indistinct owingto the dense, hairy covering on both
surfaces. The base is obtuseand sometimes bears 1 or 2
moreor less developed lobes. The upper surface is grey
romentose pubescent, the lower surface is densely white
tomentose pubescent; the venation is indistinct. The densely
white-tomentose pubescent petiole is about 1 mm in
diameter.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
green and tomentose. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydratesolution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 1561.-1): very numerous
covering and glandular trtchomes, wholeand attached to
fragments of the epidermises [A, D, G, H] or fragmented
and free [B, C, E, F]j uniseriate covering trichomes, either
unicellular [Ab] or multicellular articulated and thick-walled
[Ad]; those on the upper epidennis are straight [Ga], those
on the lowerepidermis are tortuous [Da], glandular
trichomes of 2 types: some with a unicellular [Hd] or
multicellular [Ca, Gb, He] stalk and a unicellular [Cb, Hd]
or bicellular [Cc] head; others of lamiaceous type) with a
unicellular stalk and a head composed of 8-12 radiating cells
with a raised common cuticle [Ae, B]; the upper epidermis
(surface view [A], transverse section [G]) with pitted and
beaded cells [Aa], somewhat polygonal, with a few diacytic
stomata (2.8.3), covering trichomes [Ab, Ad, Ga] or their
scars [Ac] and glandular trichomes [Ae, M, Gb]; the lower
epidermis (surface view [H), transverse section[D» with
sinuous or wavy-waUed ceUs [Ha] and numerous diacytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Hb], glandular trichomes [Db, Hd, He] and
covering trichomes [Da, He], some of which are unicellular
and short, with finely pitted walls [Dc].

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
thujone.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows a blue zone due to cineole, equal or greater in size and
intensity to the zone in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution. Further zonesarepresent.
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IV-454 Sage Oil

Ad

Figure 156 I.-I. -IUustrationfor identification te" B of
powdered herbal drug of thm-/obed sage leaf

TESTS
Tbujcne
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solution Shake 0.3 g of the freshly powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12) with 5.0 mL of anJrydrous ethanol R for
5 min.
Reference solution Dilute 20 pL of thujone R and 25 pL of
cineole R in 20 mL of anhydrous ethanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase ethylamate R, eo/uene R (5:95 VII').
Applica.ion 20 ~L as bands.
Development Over a pathof 15 em.
Drying In air.
Detection Treat with a 200 gIL solution of phosphomo/ybdi<
acid R in anhydrous ethanol R and heat at 100-105 'C for
10 min. Examine in daylight.
Results The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the middlepart a bluezone (cineole) and
in the upper part a pink-blue zone (thujone).
The chromatogram obtained with the test solution showsno
zone or a veryfaint pink-blue zone due to thujone,
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 8 per cent of stems andmaximum 2 per cent of
otherforeign matter.
Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mIJkg, determined on 20.0 g.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 20.0 g of the herbal drug, cut, ifnecessary, immediately
before the assay, a 500 mL flask and 250 mL of water R as

2022

the distillation liquid. Add 0.50 mL of xylene R in the
graduated tube. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mVmin for 2 h.
___________________ PIlE"

Sage Oil
(eIOlY Sage Oil,Ph. Eur. monograph 1850)
PIIEu _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from the fresh or
dried flowering stems of Salvia sdarea L.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless or brownish-yeUow liquid, usually paleyellow.
Characteristic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
FiTSt identification: B.
Second identification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutWn Dissolve 1 mL of the substance to be examined
in toluene R and dilute to 10 mL with me same solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 60 pL of lin%l R, 200 ul., of
lina/y/ ""etate Rand 60 ~L of a-terpineol R in eo/uene R and
dilute to 10 mL with the samesolvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobile phase ethylawate R, eo/uene R (5:95 VII').

Application 5 pL of the test solution and 10 pL of the
reference solution, as bands.
Developmen. Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with vanillin reagent R and heat at
100-105 'C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight within 5 min.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones arepresent in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

a-Terpineol: a dark violetzone A darkvioletzone

-- --
Linalyl acetate: a dark violet ZOne A darkvioletzone

-- --

Iinalol: a dark violetzone A dark viole!: zone

Reference solution Test solution

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Resulu The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows5 peaks similar in positionto the 5 peaks in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution. The 2
peaks corresponding to a- and IJ-thujone maybe absent.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.890 to 0.908.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.456 to 1.466.
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Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-260 to -100.

Acid value (2.5./)
Maximum 1.0.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the nonnalisation
procedure.

Test solution The substance to be examined.

Reference solution To I g of hexane R, add 5 ul, of thujone R,
5 ~L of linoJol R, I00 ~L of linaM acetate R, 10 "r. of
a-terpineol Rand 25 mg (± 20 per cent) of sdareoi R.
Mix thoroughly by stirring.

Column:
- material: fused silica,
- size: I = 30 m (a film thickness of I urn may be used) to

60 m (a film thickness of 0.2 ~m maybe used),
'" = 0.25-0.53 mm,

- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R.

Oamergas helium for chromawgraphy R.
Split ratio 1:100.

Temperature:

Top of the plate

A blue zone

-- --

'Ihujone: 2 pinkish-violet zones

Cineole: a blue zone A blue zone (cineole)

-- --

3 blue zones

Reference soludon Test soludon

Spanish Sage Oil

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from the aerial
parts of Salvia lavandulifolia Yah!, collected at the /lowering
stage.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or pale yellow, mobile liquid.

Camphor-like odour.

IDENTIFICATION
Fint identification: B.
Secondidenrification: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Dissolve 0.1 mL of the essential oil to be
examined in 10 mL of toluene R.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 ~L of thujon, Rand 30 ~L of
cineol,R in 10 mL of tdueneR.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobilephase ,thyl acetate R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).
Application 1O"r. [or 3 ~L) as bands of 10 mm [or 6 mm).
Development Over a path of 15 cm [or 6 cm).

Drying In air.
Detection spray with a freshly prepared 200 gIL solution of
phosplwmolybdic acidR in "hanoi (96 percenll R and heat at
lOS °C for 10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution, Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Sage Oil IV-455

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with me test solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

TESTS
Relative densIty (2.2.5)
0.907 to 0.932.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.465 to 1,473.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
+ 7°to+ 17°.

(Ph. Eur. monograph /849)
PIlE" _

60

60 -+ 190

.90
220

240

Temperature
("C)

Time
(mln)

0-10

10 - 75

75 - 120

Column

Injection port

Detector

Deuaion Flame ionisation.

Inj"tion 0.2"r..
Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record Ute retention timesof these
substances.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to linalol

and linalyl acetate,

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtamed with the test solution (disregard any
peak due to hexane). Thujone R is a mixture of (1.- and
p-thujone. (1.-Thujone elutes before p-rhujone under the
described conditions.

Determine the percentage content of each of these
components.

Also determine the percentage content of germacrene-D.
The gennacrene-D peak can he identified in the
chromatogram obtained \Vith the test solution by its relative
retention of 1.23 with reference to linalol under the described
operating conditions.

The percentages are within the following ranges:
- a- and p-mujone; maximum 0.2 per cent,
- linalol; 6.5 per cent to 24 per cent,
- linalyl acetate". 56 per cent to 78 per cent,
- a-terpineol: maximum 5.0 per cent,
- gennacrene-D: 1.0 per cent to 12 per cent,
- sdareol: 0.4 per cent to 2.6 per cent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.
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IV-456 Salvia Miltiorrhiza Root and Rhizome

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximwn 2.0, determined on 5.00 g.

Solubility in alcohol (2.8.1(J)
1 volume is solublein 2 volumes and more of ethanol
(80 percent V/Io? R.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dissolve0.200 g of the essential oil to be
examined in heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.200 g of Spanish sage oilfor
peak identiftc..ion CRS in heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5 ~L of limonene R in
heptane R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 0.5 mL of this solution 10 5.0 mL with heptane R.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 ::: 0.25 mm;
- stationary phase: macrogol20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 pm).

Comergas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 1.5 rnIJmin.

Spl,i ralio 1:50.

Temperature:

- disregard limit: the area of the principal peakin the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.05 per cent).

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 "C.

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented rhizome androot of Salvia
milt;on-hiza Bunge,collected in spring or autumn.

Content
- salvianolic acidB (C,oHJO016; M, 719): minimum

3.0 per cent (dried drug);
- umshinone IlA (C19H1803j Mr 294.3): minimum

0.12 per cent (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is short and thick, sometimes with stem
remnants at the apex. The roots are numerous, about
10-20 ern long and 0.3-1 cm in diameter, cylindrical and
slightly curved; some arebranched, withsecondary roots and
rootlets. The outersurface is reddish-brown or dark reddish
brown,marked with longitudinal striations. The bark of old
roots comes off usuaUy as purplish-brown scales. The texture
is hard and fragile. The fracture is soft, fissured or slighdy
even and dense, with a reddish-brown outerpartand a
greyish-yellow or purplish-brown wood, showing bundles of
yellowish-white vessels, arranged radially.
Cultivars arerelatively stout, about0.5-1.5 em in diameter.
The outersurface is brownish-red, longitudinally wrinkled.
The bark adheres closely 10 the wood and is difficult to
remove. The texture is compact; the fracture is relatively
even.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
brownish-red. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2663.-1): fragments of cork consisting of
subrectangular or polygonal cells, up to 150}lm in diameter,
containing yellowish-brown pigment (surface view [A],
transverse section [E»; fragments of parenchyma
(longitudinal section [C]) consisting ofpolygonal or
elongated cells, often septate [Cal; fragments of parenchyma
(transverse section [B)) withrounded cells; xylem fibres
usually in bundles [F), long and fusiform, with walls showing
pits shapedas crosses or oblique slits; verynumerous
reticulate Or pitted vessels, 3~ 120 11m in diameter, free, in
bundles (longitudinal section ID), transverse section [G]) or
sometimesaccompanying the fibres [Fa].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 40 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min.
Filter. Evaporate the filtrate to 1 mL.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of salvianol;,; acid BRand
2 mg of tanshinone JIA R in I rnLof methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (2-10 urn).

PhEII ~ _

Salvia Miltiorrhiza Root and
Rhizome
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2663)
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__________~ PhEII

60 ~ 232

250

250

Temperature
("C)

Tim,
(mln)

0-43Column

Injection port

Detector

Detection Flameionisation.
Injection I ~L.

Sysrem suiUlbility Reference solution (8):
- the chromatogram obtained is similar to the

chromatogram supplied with Spanish sage 017 forpeak
identification CRS;

- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

limonene and 1,8-cineoleand minimum 1.5 between the
peaks due to c-terpinyl acetate and borneol.

Use the chromatogram supplied with Spanish sage oilforpeak
identification CRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to locate the peaks due to a-pinene,
sablnene. llmonene, l,8-cineole, thujone, camphor, linalol,
tinalyl acetate, rerpinen-d-ol, sabinyl acetate, cHerpinyl
acetate and borneol.
Determine the percentage content of each of these
components. The percentages are within the following
ranges:
- fl.-pinene: 4.0 percent to 11.0 per cent;
- sabinene: 0.1 percent to 3.5 percent;
- limonene: 2.0 per cent to 6.5 per cent;
- 1,8-cineote: 10.0 per cent to 30.5 per cent;
- thujone: maximum 0.5 per cent;
- camphor: 11.0 per cent to 36.0 per cent;
- /inalol: 0.3 percent to 4.0 per cent;
- lmalyl aaUzte: maximum 5.0 per cent;
- terpinen-4-oI: maximum 2.0 per cent;
- sabinyl aurate: 0.5 per cent to 9.0 per cent;
- a.-telPiny! aatate: 0.5 per cent to 9.0 per cent;
- borneol: 1.0 percent to 7.0 per cent;
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Figure 2663.-1. - Inustralion for idemlfiauion test B ofpowdered
herbal drngof salvia mi/tioITh;za rootand rhizome

Mobile phase methanol R, anhydrous formu acidR, toluene R,
mahykne chloride R, ethylace",,. R
(5:20:20:30:40 VIVIVIVIV).

Application 5 Ill. as bands of 8 mm.

Development Over a path of 6 em.
Drying In air.
D......on A Examine in daylight.

Results A See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may he present
in the upper third and middle part of the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Tanshinone 11<\: a prominentred A prominent red zone
zone (tanshinone IIA>

An orangezone

-- --+-
A faintbrownish-greeo zone

Salvianolic acid B: a faintgrey zone A fAint greyzone (salvianolic acid B)

-- --

Reference solution Tear solution

Detection B Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om.
Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintzones may be present

Salvia Miltiorrhiza Root and Rhizome IV-457

in me upper third and middlepartof the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

Top ofLhe plate

Tanshinone I1A : a prominent A prominent quenching zone
quenching zone (lanshinone IW

A quenching zone

-- --

A quenchingzone

Salrianolic acid B: a prominent A prominent quenching zone
quenching zone (salvianolk acid B)

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, derermlned on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash Insolnble In hydrochloric add (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Proteathesolu"ons from
ligh,.

Test solution Disperse0.30 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 50.0 mL of a 70 per cent VIV solution of
methanol R. Sonicate for I h. Filter through a membrane
filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution (aJ Dissolve 5.0 mg of lanshinone IlA CRS
in methanol R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of salvi'anolic
acidB CRS in mahanolR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the
same solvent.
Reference solution (e) Dissolve 1 mg of rosmatimc acid R in
methanol R, add 5 mL of reference solution (b) and dilute to
10.0 mL with methanol R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped octodecy/si/yl silica gelfor

chromaUigraphy R (5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 0.1 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous

formic acid R;
- mobile phase B: aceUinitri!e for chromaUigraphy R;

Time MobUe pbase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent V/J?
0- to 79 ~ 71 21 ~ 29

10 ~ 15 71 ..... 65 29 ~ 35

15 - 25 65 ..... 28 35 ...... 72

25 - 37 28 ..... 0 12 -+ 100

Flowra,. 1.0 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 nm.

I'!iec"on 10 ~L
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IV-458 Salvia Miltiorrhiza Rhizome and Root

Idemifiauion of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to
tanshinone ITAand the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) to identify the peak due to salvianolic
acid B.
Relative retention With reference to tanshinone ITA (retention
time =about 33 min): rosmarinic acid > about 0.3;
salvianolic acid B = about 0.4.

SYStem suitability:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

rosmarinic acid and salvianolic acid B in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (c);

- symmetryfactor: maximum 2.0 for the peak due to
salvianolic acid B in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b).

Calculate the percentage content of tanshinone I1A using the
following expression:

AI area of me peakdue to tanshinone I1A in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to lanshinone IL\ in the chromatogram
obtained wim referencesolution <a);

ma mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

nl2 mass of lamhjnone llA, CRS used co prepare reference
solution (a). in grams;

Pt = percentage content of tanshinone IIA in lamhinone JIA, CRS.

Calculate the percentage content of salvianolic acid Busing
the foHowing expression: .

A] area of the peak due to salYianolk:acid B in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

A" = area of the peak due to salvianolic acid B in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b)j

Inl mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

In] mass of J(Jk1ianoHc acidB CRS used to prepare reference
solution (b). in grams;

P2 percentage content of salvianolic acid B in saJvianolic acid
HeRS.

____________________ P/lEII

Processed Salvia Miltiorrhiza Rhizome
and Root
DEFINITION
Processed Salvia Miltiorrhiza Rhizome and Root is Salvia
Miltiorrhiza Rhizome and Root that has been processed.
It contains not less than 0.04% of tanshinone ITA
(C19HIS03), not less than 0.17% ofrosmarinic acid
(C1sHI60 s) and not less than 3.0% of salvianolic acid B
(~6H36016)' calculated with reference to the dried material.

PRODUCTION
It is collected in spring or autumn, separated from soil,
washed clean. softened thoroughly, sliced longitudinaUy or
transversely and dried. It may be stir baked with wine.

2022

IDENTIFICATION
A. The longitudinally-sliced pieces are up to about 5 em
long. 1.5 cm wide and 1 to 2 mm thick; those cut from the
thinner roots show the dark brown striated cork covering one
longitudinal surface and the yellowish to cream inner tissues
on the other; slices cut from the thicker rhizomes are usually
cut obliquely so that parts of the outer and inner tissues are
included on both longitudinal surfaces. The transversely-cut
slices are irregularly elliptical to nearly circular, 4 to 12 mm
wide and 2 to 3 mm thick; the outer surface is dark brown
and uneven; the smoothed transverse surface shows the outer
layers about 1 to 2 mm wide separated by a darker line from
the yellowish white, radiate vascular tissue; some pieces show
a small, light brown central pith.

B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is reddish-brown.
Examine under Q microscope using chloral hydrate solution.
The powder shows a surface view of cork cells almost
rectangular or polygonal, containing yellowish-brown
pigment, 12 to 151 urn in diameter. Parenchymatous cells in
cortex squarish or polygonal, containing reddish-brown
pigmental sediments. Xylem fibres usually in bundles, long
fusiform, with oblique or criss-cross striations, 11 to 60 JIm
in diameter, vivid yellow when examined under a polarizing
microscope. Numerous mainly bordered or reticulated
vessels, 3 to 120 JIm in diameter.

C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix lITA, using the following solutions.

(I) Place 2 g of the powdered drug (355) in a cellulose
fingerstall in a continuous extraction apparatus (Soxhlet
type). Add 75 mL of methanol and heat for 1 hour.
Evaporate the extract to 20 mL, cool and filter if necessary.

(2) 0.1% wlv each of tanshinone II" GRS, rosmarinic acidGRS
and saMano/ic acidB CRS in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silicagelPm.

(b) Use the mobile pbase described below.

(c) Apply as bands 8 IlL of solution (I) and 5 IlL of
solution (2).

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em,

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air and examine under
ulrraviolellight (366 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumes of water, 13.5 volumes of methanol and
100 volumes of ethylaaJtate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The chromatogram obtained with solution (2) shows three
clearly separated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The blue fluorescent bands with Rf values of approximately
0.7 (tanshinone II,J, 0.2 (rosmasinic acid) and 0.06
(salvianolic acid B) in the cbsomatogram obtained with
solution (1) correspond in colour and position to those in the
cbsomatogram obtained with solution (2). Other bands may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with solution (1) as
shown below.
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Top of the pial.

A fluorescent band Tanshinone IIA: a Ouorescent
band

Several fluorescenl bands

A fluorescent band Rosmarinic acid: a
nuorescent band

A Ruorescent band Salvianolic acid B: a
fluorescent band

Solution (1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Total ash
Not more than 10%, Appendix XI J.
Acid-insoluble ash
NOl morethan 2.0%,Appendix Xl K.

Loss on drying
Whendriedfor 2 hOUIS at 105°, losesnot more than 12.0%
of its weight. Use 1 g.

ASSAY
For tanshinone IIA
Carry out the method for liquidchromatography,
Appendix III D, using the following solutions.
(I) Finely powder about 5.0 g of the herbal drug being
examined. Transfer 0.5 g of the powder into a 25 mL
volumetric flask and add 20'mL of the mobilephasegiven
below. Shake and mix with the aid of ultrasound for
30 minutes, shaking intermittently. Add the mobile phase to
give a total volume of 25 mL Filter through a 0.45-~m filter.

(2) 0.002% wlv of tanshinone IIA CRS in the mobile phase.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (25 em x 4.6 rom) packed
with oaade<ylsilyl sihCa gelfor chromatography (5 ~m)

(Nucleosil ODS is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobile phase described
below.
(c) Use a flow rate of 1 mL per minute.
(d) Use an ambient columntemperature.
(e) Use a detection wavelength of 270 nm.

(I) Inject 20 ~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

O.OIM sodium octylsulfonate in a mixture of 25 volumes of
waterand 75 volumes of methanol adjusted to pH 5.0 with
acetic add.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid, unlessin the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2):
- the symmetry factor of the peakdue to tanshinone IIA is

less than 1.2;
- the number of theoretical plates is not less than 4500.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Using the retention timeand peak area from the
chromatograms obtained withsolution (2), locate and
integrate thepeakdue to tanshinone IIA in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I).

Salvia Miltiorrhiza Rhizome and Root IV-459

Calculate the contentof tanshinone IIA in the sample using
the declared content of tansbinone ITA (CtoH'S03) in
tanshinone IIA CRS and the following expression:

A, Db V, 100
-x-x-xpx--
fu V, Db 100-d

Al Areaof the pea);due to tanshinone IIA in the chromatogram
obtainedwithsolul:ion (1).

Az Area of the peak due to ranshinone~ in the chromatogram
obtainedwith solution (2).

ml Weightof Ihe drug in mg.
rnz Weighr of tamhiM1ltIIIA CRS in mg.
VI Dilution volume of solution (1) in mL
Vz Dilution volume ofsolution (2) in mL
p Percentage content of tanshinone IIA in taluhinone u." CRS.
d Percentage loss on dryingof theherbal drug beingexamined.

For rosmarinic acid and salvianolic add B
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix m D, using the following solutions prepared
immediately before use.
(I) Finely powder about 5.0 g of the herbal drug being
examined. Transfer 0.5 g of me powder into a 25-mL
volumetric flask and add 20 mL of the mobilephase given
below. Shake and mix. with ultrasound for30 minutes,
shaking intennittently. Add the mobile phase to give a total
volume of 25 mL. Filter through a 0.45-~m filter.

(2) 0.003% wlv each of rosmarinic acidCRS andferulic acid in
warer.
(3) 0.06% wlv of so/vianolic acid B CRS in the mobile phase.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (25 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with octaduylsilylsilica gelfor chromatography (5 urn)
(Nucleosil ODS is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elutionand the mobile phase described
below.
(c) Use a flow rate of 1 mL per minute.
(d) Use an ambient column temperature.
(e) Use a detection wavelength of 330 nm.

(I) Inject 20 Il1. of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

22 volumes of acetanitrile and 78 volumes of 0.4% vlv of
formic acid.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
withsolution (2), the resolution factor between the two roam
peaks, rosmarinic acid and ferulic acid, is at least 5.0.

DETER.\1INATION OF CONTENT

Rosmarinic acid Using the rejenticn timeand peak area
from the chromatogram obtained with solution (2), locate
and integrate thepeakdue to rosmarinic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I).

Calculate the contentof rosmarinic acidin the sample using
the declared contentof rosmarinic acid (CI8HI60s) in
rosman·nk add CRS and the following expression:

A. ITh Y, 100
-x-x-xpx
A., Y, m. 100-d
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IV-460 Saw Palmetto Extract

AI Area of me peak due to rosmarinic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (1).

A2 Area of the peak due to rosmarinic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2).

ill, Weight oCthe drug in mg.
m2 Weight of rosrnorinic euidCRS in mg.
VI Dilution volume of solution (I) in mL
V2 Dlluticn volume of solution (2) in mL
p Percentage content of rosmarinic acid in rosmarini.: add CRS.
d Percentage loss on drying of the herbal drug being examined.

SalvianoHc acid B Using the retention time and peak area
from the chromatogram obtained whh solution (3), locate
and integrate the peak due to salvianolic acid B in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (1).

Calculate the content of salvianolic acid B in the sample
using the declared content of salvianolic acid B (C3JI36016)
in salv;anolie acidB CRS and me following expression:

A, m- V, 100
-x-x-xpx
A, V, m, 100-d

Al AmI of die peak due to salvianolk acid in me chromatogram
obtained with solulioo (I).

~ Ares of the peak due to salvianolicacid in the chromatogram
obtained with soluDon (3).

rot Weight of the drug in mg.
m2 Weight of saWianolic aeiJB CRS in mg.
VI Dilution volume oCsolUDon (I) in mL
V2 Dilution volume OrSOluDon(2) in mL.
p Percentage content of SalviBDOlic acid B in JdMallOlie acidB CRS.
d Percentage loss on drying of the herbal drug being examined

STORAGE
Processed Salvia Miltiorrhiza Rhizome and Root should be
protected from moisture.

Saw Palmetto Extract
(ph. Bur. monograph 2579)

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Extract produced from Saw palmetto /mi, (1848).

Content
- totalfollY acids: minimum 80.0 per cent (anhydrous

extract);
- lauric acid(CdI2.02; M, 200.3): minimwn 23.0 per cent

(anhydrous extract);
- to"" swots, expressed as p-siuJSlerol (C2oH,oD; M, 414.7):

minimum 0.20 per cent (anhydrous extract);
- P-sirosterol (~9H,oD; M, 414.7): minimum 0.10 per cent

(anhydrous extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drog by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (minimum 90 per cent VIV), or
supercritical carbon dioxide or a mixture of mainly n-hexane
and methylpentanes (bp: 65-70 "C).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
The ethanol extract is a dark greenish-brown, oily liquid; the
supercritical carbon dioxide extract is a yellowish-brown or
orange-brown, oily liquid; the hexane extract is a yellowish
green or orange-yellow, oily liquid.

Odour: strong but not rancid.

2022

IDENTIFICATION
Firse identification B.
Second idenliji",1ion A.
A. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27}.

Testsolution Dissolve 0.25 g of the extract to be examined
in 20 mL of ethanol (96 per <en!> R.
Reference solulion Dissolve 4 mg of p-amyrin Rand 10 mg of
P-sitosterol R in 10 rnL of ethanol (96 pereen!> R.
Plare TLG sih"ca gelplateR (2-10 um).

Mobile phase anhydrous ace"eacidR, ethylacetate R,
toluene R (1:30:70 VIVIJI).

Appli«uUm 2 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R, heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present,
especially in the lower third, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A blue zone

A blue zone

-- --
~Amyrin= a blue zone A strong bluish-violet zone

~itosterol: a blue zone

-- --

Reference solution Test soludoD

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay of total
fatty acids.

Results The peaks due to methyl caproate, methyl caprylate,
methyl caprate) rnethyl laurate, methyl myristate, methyl
palmitcleate, methyl palmitate, methyl linoleate, methyl
Iinolenate, methyl oleate and methyl stearate in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution are similar in
retention time to the corresponding peaks in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b); the
principal peaks are due to methyllaurate and methyl oleate.

TESTS
Water (2.5.12, Metlwd A)
Maximum 3.0 per cent) determined on 0.5 g.

Relative density (2.2. 5)
0.850 ro 0.950.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.40 to 1.50.

Acid value (2.5. I)
150.0 to 220.0, determined on 0.500 g.

Iodine value (2.5.4, MethodA)
30.0 to 60.0.

Peroxide value (2.5.5)
Maximwn 5.0.
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Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection I ~L
Identification ofpeak; Use the chromatogram supplied with
sawpalmenoextrtut HRS and the chromatogram obtained

. with reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due to
methyl caproate, methyl caprylate, methyl caprate, methyl
laurate, methyl myristate, methyl palmitoleate, methyl
palmitate, methyl linoleare, methyllinolenate, merhyl oleate,
methyl stearate and methyl margarate.

Systemsuitability Referencesolution (b):
- peak-lXMJaOey ratio: minimum 1.2, where Hp ;;;: height

above the baseline of the peak due to methyllinolenate
and H; =height above the baseline of the lowest point of

Saponification value (2.5.6)
220.0 to 250.0.

Solvents
Residual solvents are controlled as described in chapter 5.4,
unless otherwise justified and authorised.

ASSAY
Total fatty acids
Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Internalstandardsolution Dissolve 0.47 g of methyl
margarate R in 20 mL of dimethylformamide R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Test solution Disperse 0.25 g of the extract to be examined
in 10 mL of di,,,,uhyljormamide R. Add 4.0 mL of the internal
standard solution and dilute to 25.0 mL with
dimethylformamide R. Mix 0.4 mL of this solution and
0.6 mL of a 18.84 gIL solution of trimethylsulfonium
hydroxide R in methanol R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.699 g of lauric acid CRS
and 0.870 g of oleic acid CRS in dimethylformamide Rand
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent. To 1.0 mL of the
solution add 4.0 mL of the internal standard solution and
dilute to 25.0 mL with dimethylformamide R. Mix 0.4 mL of
this solution. and 0.6 mL of a 18.84 gIL solution of
trimethylsulfonium hydroxide R in methanal R.
Reference solutUm (b) Disperse 0.25 g of saw palmeuo
extractHRS in 10 mL of dimethylformamide R. Add 4.0 mL
of the internal standard solution and dilute to 25.0 mL with
dimethylformamide R. Mix 0.4 mL of this solution and
0.6 mL of a 18.84 gIL solution of trimethylsulfonium
hydroxide R in methanol R:
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: / ;;;; 25 ill, 0 =0.20 mm;
- stauonary phase: methylpolysi/oxane R (film thickness

0.33 um). .

Carrier gas helium for chromawgraphy R.

Flowrate 0.5 mllmin.

Split ratio 1:40.
Temperature;

AI sum of the areas of the peaks due co methyl caproate, methyl
caprylate, methyl caprate. methyl Iaurate, methyl myriSlate,
methyl palmitoleere, methyl palmitate and methyl stearate in the
chromarogram obtained with the test solution;

Az area of the peak due to methyllaW1lle in the chromatogram
obtained whh reference solution (a)j

A) area of the peak due to methyl rnargarare in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A-I area of the peak due to methyl margarate in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

A j sum oCme areas ohhe peaks due to methyll.inoleate, methyl
finolenate and methyl oleate in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution;

A6 area of the peakdue to methyl oleate in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

ml mass of lhe extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

m2 mess of kJuric acidCRS used to prepare reference solution (a).
in gramsj

m3 mass of oleic acid CRS used to prepare reference solution (a). in
grnnu;

PI percentage content of lauric acid in lauric add CRS;
P2 percentage content of oleic acid in oleic acid CRS.

AI area of the peak due to methyllaurllte in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak. due to methyl leurate in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a)j

A, area of the peak due to methyl rnargarare in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A.. area of the peak due to methyl margarate in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);

mJ mass of the extract to be examined wed to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

m1 mll5S of lauricacid CRS used to prepare reference solution (a).
in gmnsj

P percentage content of lauric acid in lori acidCRS.

Calculate the percentage content of lauric acid using the
following expression:

AI xA4xm2xpxO.1

A2 xA3 xml

Saw Palmetto Extract IV-461

the curve separating this peak from the peak due to
methyllinoleate.

Calculate the percentage content of total fatty acids, where
caproic, caprylic, capric, lauric, myristic, paImitoleic, palmitic
and stearic acids are expressed as lauric acid (CI2H2402;
Me 200.3) and linoleic, linolenic and oleic acids are expressed
as oleic acid (ClsH3402j M r 282.5), using the following
expression:

AI XA .. xm2xP! xO.l As xA"xmJx/J2 x O.1+=-~c:..c::~,-,-,-.:...:..:..:

A 2 xAJ xml A 6 xA3 xml

Total sterols
Gas chtomatography (2.2.28) .

Derivatisation solution (a) chlorouimethylsilane R, N.O-bis
(trimethy/si/yl)aceramide R, N-tn'methylsilylimidazole R
(2:3:3 VlVfII).

Derivatisalion solution (b) Derivatisation solution (a), N.O
bis(trimethylsilyl)trijluoroaceUlmide R, pyridine R (1:1:1 VIVIP).
Internal standard sofu"on Dissolve 0.25 g of cholesterol R in
25.0 mL of methylene chloride R.
Test solution Introduce 1.0 mL of the internal standard
solution into a 50 mL round-bottomed flask and evaporate to
dryness. Place 3.35 g of the extract to be examined,
accurately weighed, into the round-bottomed flask and add
20 mL of a solution prepared as follows: dissolve ]30 g of
potassium hydroxide R in 200 mL of waterR and dilute to
1000 mL with methanal R. Heat under reflux for 2 h, transfer
quantitatively to a flask and dilute to 25.0 mL with waterR.
Apply 3.0 mL of this solution to a cartridge containing

t50

150 -+ 190

190

190 ---> 220

220

300

300

Temperature
("C)

0-2

2-7

7 • 12

12 - 22

22 - 32

Time
(min)

Column

. Injection port

Detector
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IV-462 Saw Palmetto Fruit

diatomaceous earthR capable of holding 3 mL of aqueous
phase. Absorb the solution into the column by applying
vacuwn. Maintain the vacuum for at least 20 min, until the
column returns (Q room temperature, indicating that the
methanol is completely evaporated. Rinse the column with
90 mL of methylene chloride R and evaporate the eluate to
dryness. Dissolve the residue in 1.0 mL of derivatisation
solution (b).
Reference solUlion (a) To 9.0 mg of p-sitosterol CRS add
1.0 mL of the internal standard solution and dilute to
5.0 mL with methylene chloride R. Evaporate 0.6 mL of this
solution to dryness under a stream of nitrogen R. Dissolve the
residue in 1.0 mL of derivatisation solution (b).

Reference solution (b) Introduce 1.0 mL of the internal
standard solution into a 50 mL round-bottomed flask and
evapora te to dryness. Place 3.35 g of saw palmetto
extract HRS, accurately weighed, into the round-bottomed
flask and add 20 rnL of a solution prepared as follows:
dissolve 130 g of potassium hydroxide R in 200 mL of water R
and dilute to 1000 mL with methanol R. Heat under reflux
for 2 h, transfer quantitatively to a flask and dilute (0

25.0 mL with wtlUr R. Apply 3.0 mL of this solution to a
cartridge containing diatomaceous earth R capable of holding
3 mL of aqueous phase. Absorb the solution into the column
by applying vacuum. Maintain the vacuum for at least
20 min, until the column returns to room temperature,
indicating that the methanol is completely evaporated. Rinse
the column with 90 mL of methylene chloride R and evaporate
the eluate to dryness. Dissolve the residue in 1.0 mL of
derivatisation solution (b).

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 25 ID, 0 =0.20 mm;
- stationary phase: methylpo/ysiloxane R (film thickness

0.33 pm).

Carnergas helium for chromatography R.

Flow roce 0.5 mUmin.

Split rotio 1:40.

2022

AI sum of the areas of the peaks due to the trimethylsilyl
derivatives of campesrerol,sligmasterol, lJ-silosterol and
sligmastanol in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution;

A2 area of the peak due to the trimethylsilyl derivative of
fl-sitosterol in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution Ca}j

A] areaof the peak due to the trimethylsilyl derivative of
cholesterol in the chromatogram obtained with the lest solution;

A 4 area of the peak due to the nimethy1silyl derivalive of
cholesterol in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a}i

Inl mass of the extract 10 be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

1Hz mass of (J-JilO5terol CRS used to prepare reference solution (a),
ingnms;

p percentage comeae of fl-sitosterol in (J-j;losurol CRS.

Calculate the percentage content of P-sitosterol using the
following expression:

Al xA4 xm2 xp
A2xA) x ml

AI areaof the peak due to the trimethylsilyt derivalive of
p-sitosterol in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

Az area of the peak due to the trimethylsilyl derivative of
p-sitoslerol in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a);

A] area of the peak due to the trimethylsilyl derivalive of
cholesterol in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

A", area of the peak due to the trimethylsilyl derivalive of
cholesterol in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a);

ml mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

IH2 mass of p·sirosterol CRS used to prepare reference solution (a),
in grams;

p percentage content of fl-sitosterol in (J-siwurolCRS.

--------------------,"""

Saw Palmetto Fruit

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1 ~L.

Identification of penks Use the chromatogram supplied with
saw palmetto extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due to the
trimethylsilyl derivatives of cholesterol, campesterol,
stigmasterol, p-sitosterol and stigmastanol.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.6 between the peaks due to the

trimethylsilyl derivatives of Jl-silosterol and stigmastanol.

Calculate the percentage content of total sterols (campesterol,
stigmasterol, !3-sltosterol and stigmastanol), expressed as
P-sitostetol, using the following expression:

AI xA4 xm2 xp
A 2xA) xml

Column

Injection port

Detector

Time
(min)

0-3

3 - 13

13·35

Temperature
iCl
200

200 ..... 300

300

325

325

(ph. Eur. monograph 1848)

PlJE" _

DEFINITION
Dried ripe fruit of Serenoa repens (W.Bartram) Small
(syn. Sabalsetrulata (Michx.) Schult.f.).

Content
Minimum 11.0 per cent of total fatty acids (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Odour Strong but not rancid.

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: A, B, D.
Second identification: A, B, C.
A. The fruit is an ovoid or subspherical drupe, with a dark
brown or blackish, roughly wrinkled surface and more or less
coppery sheen, up to 2.5 cm long and 1.5 cm in diameter.
The apex sometimes bears the remains of the style and
tubular calyx, with 3 teeth, and the base bears a small
depression with the scar of the stalk. The epicarp and
underlying mesocarp form a thin fragile layer, which partially
peels off, revealing the thin, hard, pale brown endocarp,
which is fibrous and easily separable. The seed is irregularly
spherical or ovoid, up [0 12 rnm long and 8 mm in diameter,
with a hard, smooth or finely pined surface which is reddish
brown with a paler, raised and membranous area over the
raphe and micropyle; cut transversely, the seed has a thin
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testa,narrow perisperm and a large area of dense, horny,
greyish-white endosperm, with the embryo positioned £0 one
side.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Reduce to a powder
(1000) (2.9.12). The powder is reddish or blackish-brown
and oily. Examine undera microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1848.-1): fragments of epicarp [A]
consisting of polyhedral cells (10-40 um), reddish-brown,
pigmented and highly cutinised, in small groups separated by
thin walls [Aa] and accompanied by considerably larger cells
of the underlying layers [Ab]; groups of parenchyma cells of
the mesocarp [E]; groups of xylemtissue of the mesocarp
showingsmall, lignified, annular or spirally thickened vessels
[F], sometimesaccompanied by parenchyma containing
small sclereids [Fa]; sclereids of the mesocarp (20-200 pm),
usually occurring singly mbut sometimes in small groups
[G], with walls that aremoderately thickened, distinctly
striated and finely pitted; fragments of endocarp containing
groups of sc1ereids about 300 pm long, with strongly
thickened walls and numerous pits [B]; isolated sclereids of
the endocerp [K); fragments of the testa [C] consisting of
small, thin-walled cells with brown contents [Cal and
underlying sclereids [Cb]; thick-walled endosperm cells [D]
with large conspicuous pits, and containing aleurone grains
and oil; very numerous fragments of the brown cuticle [II].

:0
~

Figure 1848.-1. -ll/ustrationfor identification testB of powdered
herbal drugof sawpalmeuo fruit

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdution To 1.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12), add 20 mL of ethanol(96 per cen() R and stir for
15 min. Filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 4 mg of {I-amyrin Rand 10 mg of
{I-siwsterol R in 10 mL of ethanol(96 per cen() R.

Saw Palmetto Fruit IV-463

Plate TLC silica gd plate R (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 pm)].

Mobile phase acetic acidR, ethylacetate R) roIuene R
(1:30:70 VIVIV).

Applicau'on 10 pL [or 2 ~L) as bands of 10 rom [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 cm].

Drying In air.
Deteaion Treatwith anisaldehyde solution R; heat at
100-105 'C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones maybe present)
especiaUy in the lower third) in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A strcog blue zone

-- --

2 faint blue zones

(}-Amyrin: a blue zone

A strong bluish-violet zone

p..sitosterol: B blue zone A faint blue zone

-- --

A faint blue zone

Reference soludon Test soludon

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay of total
fany acids.

Results The peaks due to caproic) caprylic) capric, lauric)
myristic, palmitoleic, palmitic) linoleic) linolenic) oleic and
stearic acidsin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution aresimilar in retention time to the corresponding
peaks in the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (b); the principal peaks aredue to lauric acid and
oleic acid.

TESTS
Los. on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Total fatty acids
Gas chromatography (2.2.2lf).
Internal standard solution Dissolve 0.47 g of methyl
margarate R in 20.0 mL of dimethy(formamide R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the samesolvent.
Testsolution Reduce 50 g of the herbal drug to a powder
(200) (2.9.12). Disperse 4.00 g of the powdered herbal drug
in 60 mL of dimethy(formamid, R. Sonicate for 15 min and
then shake for 30 min. Dilute to 100.0 mL with
dimahylfmmamide R. AUow to standfor a few minutes and
filter. To 20.0 mL of this solution add 4.0 mL of the internal
standard solution and dilute to 25.0 mL with
dimethy(formamide R. Mix 0.4 mL of this solution and
0.6 mL of an 18.84 !#L solution of trimethylsu(fonium
hydroxide R in methanol R.
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IV-464 Schisandra Fruit

As sum of the areas of the peaks due to linoleic. linolenic and oleic
acids in the chromarogram obtained with the test solulion;

A6 area of the peak due to oleic add in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution {a)j

ml mllSS of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in gramsj

PI] mass of laurit: odd CRS used to prepare reference solution (a).
in gr3DU1j

ml mass of okk add CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in....,.;
PI percentage content of lauric acid in /alDie acid CRS;
1'2 percentage content of oleic acid in _ acidCRS.

DEFINITION
Whole, dried or steamed and dried, ripe fruit of Schisandra
chinensis (TillC2.) Balli.

Content
Minimum 0.40 per cent of schisandrin (C24H320 7,;
M, 432.5) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The berry is more or less spherical, up [0 8 mm in
diameter; red, reddish-brown or blackish outer surface,
sometimes covered in a whitish frost, strongly shrivelled
pericarp; presence of 1-2 reniform, yellowish-brown, lustrous
seeds, with thin seed-coat.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is dark
reddish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2428.-1): reddish-brown fragments of
pericarp consisting of I layer of thin-walled epicarp cells
(surface view [A)), covered by a striated cuticle [Aa] and
accompanied by sparse essential oil cells [Ab], the cuticle is
not striated above the essential oil cells; fragments of
mesocarp [C] composed of several layers of ovoid, more or
less flattened cells; fragments of the testa [B, H] with me
outer layer consisting of polygonal sclereids, about 11-30 urn
in diameter (surface view [Ba)) or in palisade arrangement
(side view [Ba)), with thick, lignified, finely channelled walls
and small lumen with reddish-brown or blackish contents
with the inner layers of the testa consisting of sclereids with
yellowish or slightly reddish walls, isolated or in small groups
or together with the outer sclereids, about 80 pm in
diameter, with slightly lignified, thickened and markedly
channelled, pined walls and a large lumen [Bb, Eb];
fragments of mostly colourless endosperm [0] consisting of
polyhedral cells containing oil droplets [Da] and aleurone
grams. Examine under a microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder shows parenchymatous
cells of the mesocarp containing numerous small, round or
slightly polyhedsal starch granules and rare free starch
granules, rounded or slightly polyhedral, simple or 2-5
compound [F]; the hilum is often visible.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Schisandra sphenanthera.
Results A See below the sequence of quenching zones
present in the chromatograms obtained with the reference
solution and the test solution. Furthermore, other weak
quenching zones may be present in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

PhE" _

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2428)
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_____________________ PhE"

Schisandra Fruit

150

150 ---> 190

190
190 -0 220

220

300

300

Temperature
rC)

Tbno
(min)

0-2

2-7

7 - 12

12·22

22 ~ 32

Column

Injection port

Detector

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.699 g of lauric acidCRS
and 0.870 g of oleic acidCRS in dimethylformamide Rand
dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent. To 1.0 mL of the
solution add 4.0 mL of the internal standard solution and
dilute to 25.0 mL with dimethylformamide R. Mix 0.4 mL of
this solution and 0.6 mL of an 18.84 gIL solution of
trimethylsu/fonium hydroxide R in methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Disperse 0,25 g of sawpalmel/O
extract HRS in 10 mL of dimethylformamide R. Add 4.0 mL
of the internal standard solution and dilute to 25.0 mL with
dimethylformamide R. Mix 0.4 mL of this solution and
0.6 mL of an 18.84 gIL solution of trimethylsulfonium
hydroxide R in methanol R.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 25 m, 0 =0.20 mm;
- uationaryphase: methylpolysuoxane R (film thickness

0.33 IUD).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.
Flowrate 0.5 mIlmin.

Spli. ratio 1:40.

Temperature:

Daection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1 pL.

ldenti!iroa'on ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
sawpalmetto extract HRS and the cluomatogram obtained
with reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due to
caproic, caprylic, capric, lauric, myristic, palmlroleic,
palmitic, linoleic, linolenic, oleic and stearic acids and methyl
margarate.

Systemsuitabui.y Reference solution (b):
- peak-to"IJaJley ratio: minimum 1.2, where Hp =height

above the baseline of me peak due to linolenic acid and
HI} = height above me baseline of the lowest point of the
curve separating this peak from the peak due to linoleic
acid.

Calculate the percentage content of total fatty acids, where
caproic, caprylic, capric, lauric, myristic, pehnitoleic, palmitic
and stearic acids are expressed as lauric acid (C12H2402;
M r 200.~) and linoleic, linolenic and oleic acids are expressed
as oleic acid (ClsH3402i M r 282.5), using the following
expression:

Al sum of the areas oCthe peab due to caproic, caprylic, capric,
lauric, myrisric. palmitoleic, palmitic and stearic acids in the
chromatogram obtained with the lest solution;

A2 area of the pe1lkdue 10 lauric acid in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a)j

A) area of the peak due to methyl margarete in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A4 area of the peak due to methYl margarate in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a);
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Figure 2428.-1. - Illustration for idenrification us, B of powdered
herbal drugof schisandra fruit

Top aCthe plate

y-Schisandrin: a quenching zone A quenchingzone (y-schisandrin)

-- --
A weak quenchingzone

-- --

Schisandrin: II quenching zone A quenchingzone (sdlisandrin)

Reference soludon Test solution

Results B See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faintzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top oCthe plate

l'-Schisandrin: a brownzone A brownzone (y·schisandrio)

-- --

~- --

Schisandrin: an intense.brownish- An intense.brownish-green zone
greenzone (schisandrin)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Schisandra sphenanthera
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Schisandra Fruit IV-465

Testsoluri<m To 2.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methandR. Extract at 25 "C in an
ultrasonic bathfor 5 min and centrifuge.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of schisandrin Rand 5 mg
of y-uhisandnn R in 5 mL of methanol R.
PIau TLC silica gelFZ54 piau R (5-40 um) [or TLC silka
gelFZ54 piau R (2-10 umj],

Mobile phase acetic acidR) ethyl aarateR, toluene R
(2:22:46 VIVII').

Applicari<m 5 ~L [or 2 ~L) as bands of 10 rnm [or 6 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 7 cm).

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 nm.
Detection B Spray with a 100 gIL solution of sulfuric acidR
in methanol R and heat in an oven at 120°C for 7 mini
examine in daylight.

Results B The chromatogram obtainedwith me test solution
shows a zone due to schisandrin and a zone due to
y-schisandrin; the chromatogram shows no intenseviolet
pink zone in the middle third.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tes'solution Weigh 1.250 g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL conicaillask, add 90 mL
of methanol R and sonicate for 30 min. Filter the solution
into a volumetric flask, add 10 mL of methanol R whilst
rinsing the filterand dilute to 100.0 mL with the same
solvent.

Reference solut;"n Dissolve 5.0 mg of schisandrin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mrn;
- stari<mary phase: end-copped octadecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 ~m);

- temperature: 25 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: waur R, methanol R (35:65 V/V);
- mobile phaseB: methanol R;

Tim. Mobile phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent JlIJI) (per cent JI/II)

0-10 100 0

10 - 16 100 ---> 58 0 ..... 42

J6 - 26 58 42

IWw rate 1 mlJrnin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 250 om.
Injection 10 ut,
Retention time Schisandrin = about 8 min.
System suitability:
- number of theoretical plates: minimum 5000, calculated for

the peak due to schisandrin in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solution.

Calculate me percentage content of schisandrin using the
following expression:
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IV-466 Scutellariae Baicalensis Root

A,

A,

m,

p

areaof the peakdue to schisandrin in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution;
areaof the peU.due to schisandrin in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solution;
mass of the herbaldrugto be examined used to prepare thetest
solution, in gnunSj

mass of schiwndrin eRSused to prepare the reference solution,
in grams;
percentage content of schisandrin in schisandrin CRS.

2022

sclereids or fibres [Ac]j numerous vessels [L, M),
reticulate [La] Or bordered pitted [E, Lb, Ma], 14-72 urn in
diameter, accompanied byxylem fibres, frequently broken,
10-20 pm in diameter, mostly with sparse, oblique pits.
Examine undera microscope using a 50 percent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder showsvery numerous
starch granules [K)~ rounded, mostly 2-10 urn in diameter,
occasionally up to 14 urn indiameter, with a visible hilum,
simple or 2-3 compound.

PIlE" _

_____________________ PIIE"

DEFINITION
Dried (or steamed or treated with boilingwater and dried),
peeled, wholeor fragmented rootof Sture/laria bai'calensis
Georgi without rootlets. It is collected in springor autumn.

Content
Not less than 9.0 per cent ofbaicalin (Cl1H1SOui Mr 446.4)
(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The wholeroot is conical) twisted, 8-25 em long and
1~3 em in diameter. The outersurface is yellowish-brown or
dark yellow, bearing sparse, warty remnants of rootlets; the
upperpart is rough, with longitudinal or irregularly reticulate
wrinldes; the lower part bears longitudinal furrows and fine
wrinkles. The texture is bard and fragile, easily broken.
The fracture is yellow, with some rootsshowing a yellow
outerpartand a withered, reddish-brown core; the cortexis
narrow. The central partof old roots is dark brown or
brownish-black, reduced or hollowed. The root of cultivated
plants is tapering, usually branched, with external hark
adhering tightly to the wood. The outersurface is yeUowish
brown, with relatively fine, longitudinal wrinkles.
The fragmented root occursas slices, shortfragments or
irregular pieces, 0.3-1.9 em in diameter. The outersurface is
yellowish-brown or dark yellow,occasionally bearing warty
remnants of rootlets. The bark may be rough or with
longitudinal furrows. The cut surface has a narrow yellow or
greenish-yellow cortex and lighter yellowwood part; some
roots with a yellowouterpartand a withered, reddish-brown
core; the xylem is radially striated or may appear laminated.
The central part of old roots is dark brown or brownish
black, reduced or hollowed. The textwe is hard and fragile,
mostly easily broken.
B. M..icroscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish or yellowish-brown. Examine undera microscope
using chloral hydrale solution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 2438.-1): phloem
fibres and sclereids, isolated [F, G] or in groups m,
sometimes adhering to parenchymatous cells [B, D, H), with
thick to very thick, channelled and pitted walls; phloem fibres
fusiform, 60-270 urn long and 9-35 ~m in diameter [Be],
sclereids ovoid [Ac, Da], rectangular mOr subsquare [G],
26-29 um in diameter; fragments of yellowish-brown cork,
with polygonal cells (surface view [Cn; fragments ofthe
outer bark [A] with several layers of cork [Aa),
phelloderm [Ab] and a few layers of cortical parenchyma
consisting of cells with slightly tltickened walls [Ad] and

La

K
"; 'b •

o 0 ()<»
000 0"

SJ ''1/ '0> a> b
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~ 25,m
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Figure 2438.-1. - mustrarian for idm,ijieation tes,B of powdmd
herbal drng of baical skullcap 1'00'

C. Thin-layer chromatography. (2.2.27).

Test solution To I g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of methanol Rand sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of bmwlinRand 1 mg of
acteoside R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plale TLC st7iw gelFm plale R (2-10 urn),

Mobile phase auric acid R, anhydrous formic acid R, water R,
ethylacetale R (1:1:2:15 VIVIVIV).

Application 10 pL as bands.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100-105 "C for 3 min, treat with a 10 gIL
solution of dipheny/bori< acidaminoethy/ ester R in methanol R,
then treat with a 50 g/L solution of macrogol 400 R in
methanol R, allowto dry inair for30 min and examine in
ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint blue fluorescent zones
maybe present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

**** ** *
*****

Scutellariae Baicalensis Root
(Boical SkuUcap Root, Ph. Eur. monograph 2438)
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Top of the plate

3-4 fluorescentzones

-- --

2 Ruorescent zones

-- --

verbescosde a blue fluorescent A strong blue fluorescent-zone
woo

A blue fiuorescent zone

Baicalin: a blackzone A black zone

A weakyellowfluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

Selfheal Fruit-Spike

____________________ Ph£ll

(Common Selfhea1 Fruit-Spike, Ph. Eur. monograph
2439)

Selfheal Fruit-Spike IV-467

ml mass of the herbal drug. in grams;
m2 mass of bakalin used to preparereference solution (a), in

grame;
S. Illea of the peak due to baicalio in the chromatogram obtained

with the test solution;
~ areaof the peak due to baicalin in the chromatogram obtained

wirh reference solution(a);
p percentage contentof baicalin in boi,a/;n CRS.

DEFINITION
Dried fruit-spike of Prunella vulgaris L.

Content
Minimum 0.12 per cent of the swn of oleanolic acid
(C.oH.sO.; M, 456.7) and ursolic acid (C.oH••O.;
Me 456.7» expressed as ursolic acid, of which not less than
70.0 per cent consists of ursolic acid (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Cylindrical) somewhat flattened) 1.5-8 em long,
0.8-1.5 em in diameter) accompanied by remains of the stem
up to 15 em long,pale brown or brownish-red. The whole
spike is composedof up to 10 or morewhorls of persistent
calyices and bracts) eachwhorl with2 opposite bracts) fan
shaped) apex acuminate) striations of vein distinct) the outer
surface withwhite hairs. Eachbract is accompanied by
3 flowers) eachwith a persistent biJabiate calyx but often with
the coroUa missing) and by 4 small brown ovoid nutlets) each
white and' convex at the acuteend. The calyx is closed at the
fruiting stage.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is reddish
brown or brown. Examine undera microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2439.-1): very numerous covering
trichomes, multicellular, scattered. or on the epidermises,
usually broken [E) DB) De], sometimes exceeding 1 mm long
and 125 J.lI11 wide at the base) with spinywalls, uppercell
usually shortand acuminate, fine needle-shaped crystals may
be visible in the ceUs [Ea, Db]; fragments of the bracts
(surface view [A, C]), with lobed ceUs on the upper surface
[Aa] and slightly sinuous cells covered by a thin, striated
cuticleon the lowersurface [Cal) with trichomes, mostly
unicellular [Cb], sometimes bi- [Cc] or tricellular, conical)
acuminate) short and serrate; diacytic stomata (2.8.3) usually
accompanied by 2 subsidiary cells very unequal in size [Ab,
Cd] and rare glandular trichomes witha unicellular stalk and
a bicellular head [Ac, G] or a biceUular stalk and a
uniceUular head [B]; fragments of the bracts [D] and/or calyx

PhEIl _

STORAGE
Protected from moisture.

System suitabl7it:y Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimwn 3.0 between the peaks due to methyl

parshydruxybenzoate and baicalin.

Calculate the percentage contentof baicalin using the
following expression:

MobUe phase B
(pet"cent VIl?

10 ..... 40

Mobile phJue A
(per cent JIll?

90 ..... 60

Time
<mln>
0-30

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrocWorlc acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 0.300 gof the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 40 mL of ethanol (70 percem VII? R, heat
undera reflux condenser on a water bath for3 h, cool and
filter. Transfer the filtrate to a 100 mL volumetric ftask.
Wash both the container and the residue several times with a
smaU volume of ethanol (70 percent VII? R and filter the
washings into the ssme ftask. Dilute to 100.0 mL with
ethanol (70 percent VII? R. Mix weU. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution [0 10.0 mL with methanol R. Mix wen.
Reference ,olution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of baicalin CRS in
methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference sohuion (b) Dissolve 2 mg of methyl
parahydroxybenzoare R in methanol R, add 20 mL of reference
solution (a) and dilute to 100 mL with methanol R.

Column:
- size: I;;;; 0.125 m, 0 == 4 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsilyl siJit:a gelfor chromatography R

(5 pm).

Mobile phase:
~ mobile phase A: 0.1 per cent ViV solution of plwsphorit:

addR;
- mobile phase B~ acetonitrile R;

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 nm.

Injection 10 I'l..
Retention time Methyl
parahydroxybenzoate == about 15 min;
baicalin == about 16 min.
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IV-468 Selfheal Fruit-Spike

margins with numerous serrate trichomes pointingin the
same direction [Dd); fragments of the calyx (surface view
[L]), composed of lobed cells strongly thickened and deeply
grooved; fragments of reticulate or bordered-pitted vessels
from the stems; rare fragments of the nutlets (surface
view [H], transverse section m) consisting of the epicarp
ITa], 3 layers of mesocarp, 2 of whichhave strongly thickened
walls (]b, Ic, HaJ and arepositioned on eitherside of the
middle layer whose cells contain microcrystals of calcium
oxalate ITdl, and the endocarp ITe, Hb] consisting of cells
with finelystriated walls; fragments of the seed (surface view
[K]) consisting of testa cells with finely reticulate walls [Ka],
associated with cells of the endosperm [Kb] with oily
contents; verynumerous oil droplets [Kc); rare fragments of
the cauline leaves [F] may be present, with an epidermis
covered with a striated cuticle (Fa] bearing glandular
trichomes of lamiaceous type with 4 secretory cells [Fb] and
diacytic stomata [Fe].

Figure 2439.-1. - Illustration for identification testB ofpqwckred
herbal drugof rommon selfheal fruil-spike

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methawl R, sonicate for 10 min and
centrifuge; use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve I mg of P-sitoSleroi R and I mg of
uTSolic acid R in 2 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelFmplau R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
Fm plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, ethylautate R,
cydohexane R (1:16:40 VIVIV).

Application 10 ~L [or 4 ~Ll as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 12 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

2022

Dueaion Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of su/furie
acidR in anhydrous ethanol R and heat at 100°C for 3 min;
examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.
Results See below the sequenceof zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A palevioletfluorescent zone

-- --

2 faintycnowfluorescent zones

~si[Osterol: a violet fluorescent zone

Ursolicacid: a yeUowish-orange A yellowish-orange fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (ursolic acid)

-- --

2 faintgreen fluorescent zones

Reference solution Test sclutlen

TESTS
Foreign mailer (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stems longer than 15 em and
maximum 2 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8./)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

SoIfJenl mixture methanol R, 1,1-djmethylethyl methyl ether R
(20:80 VII').

Test solution Disperse 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in 20 mL of the solvent mixture, heat under
reflux at 80°C for 30 min and filter. Repeat the extraction
twice. Combine the filtrates and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
solvent mixture. Evaporate 50.0 mL of this solution to
dryness at 40°C. Dissolve the residue in 1.0 mL of
l,l-dimethykthyl methylether R. Rinse the flask 4 times with
1.0 mL of 1,1-dimethykthyl methyl ether R. Pre-condition a
3 mL solid phase extraction column, containing 500 mg of
amj1toJn"OP.)l1silyi silica gelfor chromatography Rt, using 2 mL of
mechawl R followed by 2 mL of 1,1-dimethylethyl methyl
ether R. Subsequently apply the solution and the washings to
the pre-conditioned column. Wash the column with 1.0 mL
of 1,1-dimethylethyl methyl ether R followed by 5 quantities,
each of 1.0 mL, of methartol R. Apply 1.0 mL of a
2 per cent VIVsolution of anhydrous formic acidR in
methanol R and elute after 5 min. Repeat the elution 3 times
and dilute the eluates to 5.0 mL with a 2 per cent VIV
solution of anhydrous formic acidR in metharw/ R.
Solution A Dissolve 10.0 mg of unolic acidCRS in
methanol R and dilute (0 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
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Senega Root IV-469

DEFINlTION
Dried, whole or fragmented root and root crown of PolygaJa
senega L. or root of Polygaia ,,"uifoliaWilld., with rootlets
removed.

**** ** ** ****
Senega Root
Senega

(ph. Ellr. monograph 0202)
When Powdered Senega Root is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the requirements below with the
exception of Identification test A and the test for Foreign
matter shall be dispensed or supplied.
PIlEI.< _

IDENTIFICATION
A. P. senega. The root crown of the whole drug is greyish
brown and distinctly wider than the root; it forms an
irregular head up to 3 em in diameter consisting of
numerous, tightly packed remains or scars of stems and
violet-brown buds. The taproot is flexuous and tortuous,
brown or yellow, usually single but occasionally branched
into 2 or 3 roots, usually 1-8 nun in diameter at the crown,
gradually tapering to the tip; the external surface is
transversely and longitudinally striated and often shows a
more or Jess distinct, decurrent, elongated spiral ridge.
The transverse section of the root is more or less triangular.
The fracture is short and shows a yellowish cortex of varying
thickness surrounding a paler, central, woody area irregular
in shape, especially at the ridge. The fragmented drug
consists of pieces of varying shape; fragments of the root
crown comprise the tightly packed remains or scars of stems
and violet-brown buds; fragments of the root have a brown
or yellow, transversely and longitudinally striated external
surface with a paler internal surface.
P. renuijolia The whole drug consists of the root, light
yellowish-brown or brown, straight or curved, 3-15 cm in
length and 3-8 rom in diameter, showing numerous
transverse wrinkles and fissures and, to a lesser extent,
longitudinal striations; round rootlet sean are often visible.
The xylem is light yellow and readily detached, with some
fragments consisting only of rolls of bark with their edges
folded inwards. The fracture shows a yellowish cortex and a
pale yellow, usually circular, central woody area.
The fragmented drug consists of more or less cylindrical
slices, solid or hollow in the central part where the xylem has
detached. The external surface is yellowish-grey to brownish
grey and transversely striated; the transverse section is
yellowish-brown and shows a rounded, pale yellow, central
woody area.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
yellow to brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solutUm R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0202.-1): fragments of lignified tissue [C,
D, F] made up of numerous pitted tracheids [Ca, Da] and
slightly larger, reticulate [Cb], pined [Db) or bordered-pined
vessels [Fa]; yellowish parenchyma cells containing oil
droplets [B); fragments of cork (surface view [A), transverse
section [ED, sometimes accompanied by phellodenn and
parenchyma, some cells of which contain oil droplets [Ea];
numerous isolated oil droplets Ill- P. tenuifolia powder also
contains calcium oxalate cluster crystals, isolated [G] or
included in parenchymatous cells [H] t and long, fine, thick
walled lignified fibres, most often fragmented, in clusters [M)
or associated with vessels [Fb]. P. senega powder may show
occasional fragments of epidermal tissue from bud scales [K,
L) with stomata [La) and unicellular trichomes [Ka].

A3 x m2 xpxO.1

A2 x ml

Reference solution (a) Dilute 1.0 mL of solution A to
10.0 mL with a 2 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous formic
acidR in methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of oleanolic acidR in
methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Mix 1.0 mL of the solution and 1.0 mL of solution A and
dilute to 10.0 mL with a 2 per cent VIV solution of
anhydrous formic acidR in methanol R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m,0 =. 4.6 mm;
- s/(Jamary phase: octadecylsi/yl silica gelfor chromarography R

(5 um).

Mobilephase Mix 25 volumes of a 4.6 gIL solution of
ammonium dihydrogen phospha,.R adjusted to pH 6.0 with
strong sodium hydroxide solution R, 35 volumes of methanol RJ
and 40 volumes of acetonitrile RI.
Flew rate 1.0 mUmin.
Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 205 run.

Injection 20 ~L.

Run time 1.1 times the retention time of ursolic acid.

Elutionorder Oleanolic acid, ursolic acid.
ReJalitJe retention With reference to ursolic acid (retention
time =about 28 min): oleanolic acid =about 0.9.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

oleanolic acid and ursolic acid.

Calculate the percentage contents of ursolic acid and
oleanolic acid, expressed as ursolic acid, using the following
equations:

AI xm2xpxO.1

A2 x ml

2022

111 percentage content of unolic acid;
112 percentage content of oleanolic acidj
AI area of the peak due to ursolic acid in the chromatogram

obtained with the test scluucm
A2 area of the peakdue to ursolic acid in the chromatogram

obtained with reference solution (a);
A3 area of the peak due to oleanolic acid in the chromatogram

obrajned with the lest solution;
mj mass of tile herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test

solution, in gnmlSj
m2 mass of unolicacidCRS used to prepare solution A, in grams;
p assigned percentage content of unolie acid in unt>lic acidCRS.

Calculate the sum of the percentage contents of ursolic acid
and oleanolic acid (nl + n2) and the relative content of
ursolic acid using the following expression:

n, x 100

(n, +n2)

_____________________ PIIE"
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IV-470 Senega Root
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Figure 0202.-1. - lUustrativn for idnuijicaMn rest B ofpowdered
herbal drug of senega root

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (1.8.15).

Test solutWn To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(1.9.11) add 5.0 mL of ethanol (70 percent VllQ R. Sonicate
at 80°C for 15 min, filter or centrifuge and use the filtrate or
supernatant.
Reference soluMn (a) Dissolve 1 mg of rnlMide trihydrate R
and 30 mg ofpuerarin R in methanol R and dilute to 25.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference soluMn (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2 mg of chIorogenic acidR and
30 mg of puerarin R in methanol R and dilute to 25 mL with
the same solvent.
IntenSity marker Puerarin.
Plate TLG silica gelFl 5• plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, glacial aC4tic acidR,
waterR, ethylacetate R (11:11:26:100 VIVIVIJI).

Applicau'on 3 ~ as bands of 8 mm.

Deoelopment 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.
Detection Heat at 100-105 ·C for 3 min; spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl
ester R in methanol R) then whh a 50 gIL solutionof mcurogol
400 R in methanol R Of, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethy! ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 gIL solution of macrogo/400 R in
methylene chloride R; allow the plate to dry in air for about
1 min and examine in ultraviolet lightat 366 om.
System suitability Reference solution (c):

- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct
zones; the lowerzone (chlorogenic acid) shows a light
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blue fluorescence and the upperzone (puerarin) shows
a blue fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution,otherfaint fluorescent zones
may be present.

Top of the plate

-- -- --

A blue zone

Puerarin: a blue zone A blue zone A blue zone

A blue zone A blue zone

A greyish zone. faint

Rutoside: an orange Anorange zone, faint

'0'"
A greenish-blue zone (al
Ihe border between the
middle and lower Ihird)

-- -- --

A bluish zone

A whitish-blue zone

3 bluish zones

Reference Test solution Test solution (Polygala
solution (0) (polygala senega) tenui/ofia)

TESTS
Loss on drying (1.1.31)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (1.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (1.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (1.8.1)
Maximum3.0 per cent.

Extractable matter
Minimum 20.0 per cent.

To 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)(1.9.1Z) add a
mixture of 4.5 g of ethanol (96 perC4Ut) R and 15.5 g of
water R and allow to macerate for 3 h, shaking frequently.
Filter. Evaporate 5.0 g of the filtrate to dryness on a water
bath and dry in an oven at 100-105 °C for 2 h. The residue
weighs a minimum of 50 mg.

Foam index (1.8.14)
Minimum 3.5, determined on 1.00 g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (1.9.11).

STORAGE
Protected from humidity.

LABELLING
The labelstates the speciespresent.
___________________ PIlE"
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Figure 0207.-1. - IUustration for identification USt B ofpowdered
herbal drngof senna pods

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 3 mg of sennoside A Rand
3 mg of sennoside B R ina mixture of equal volumes of
ethanol (96 percen!! R and a I f!IL solution of sodium
hydrogen carbonat< R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same
mixture of solvents.
Referenre solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 10 mg of sennaextract HRS in
I mL of the solvent mixture (a slight residue may remain).

Intensity marker Sennoside A.

Plat< TLC silica gelFm plat< R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase water R, ethylamat<R, propanol R
(30:40:40 VIVIV).

Application j ul, of the test solution and 2 ~L of reference
solutions (a), (b) and (c), as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of air at room temperature for 5 min.
Daeaion Heat at 110°C for 10 min; treat the warm plate
with a 50 f!IL solution of potassium !tydro:¥de R in the solvent
mixture andheat at ] 10°C for 10 min; examine immediately
in ultraviolet light at 366 run.

System suitabili/JI Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows 2 distinct zones, which may

be touching, near the border between the lower and
middle thirds; the lowerzone (sennoside A) shows a
light yeUow fluorescence and the upper zone
(sennoside D) shows a faint brownish-yellow
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequenceof fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution, otherblue and/or reddish

c
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Alexandrian Senna Fruit
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0207)

Preparations
Senna liquid Extract

Standardised Senna Granules
Senna Tablets

When Powdered Alexandrian Senna Fruit is prescribed or
demanded, material complying with the requirements below,
with the exceptionof Identification test A and the test for
Foreign matter, shall be dispensedor supplied.

Senna Pods

DEFINITION
Dried fruit of Senna akxandrina Mill. (syn. Cassia acurifolia
Delile and Cassia angustijolia Vahl).

Content
Minimum 2.0 per cent of totalhydroxyanthracene glycosides,
expressed as sennoside B (C"H3.020 ; M, 863) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Flattened, more or less reniform pods, yellowish-brown to
greenish-brown with brown patches at thepositions
corresponding to the seeds, usually 35-60 mm long and
14-20 mm wide. At one end is a stylar point and at the other
a short stalk.The pods contain 5-8 flattened" obovate seeds,
greenor pale brown, with a moreor less prominent network
of transverse, wavy ridges on the testa.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is brown.
Examine under a microscope usingchloral hydrate solution R.
The powdershows the foUowing diagnostic characters
(Figure 0207.-1): fragments of the epicarp (surface
view [B, K]) with polygonal cells, anomocytic [Ba] or
paracytic [Bb, Ka] stomata (2.8.3) and covering
trichomes [Kb] or their scars [Bc]; isolated conical warty
covering trichomes, usually bent [C]; fragments of the
mesocarp (surface view [D]) with fibres [Da] in 2 crossed
layers accompanied by a layer of ceUs containing calcium
oxalate prisms [Db] and sometimes cells of the underlying
endocarp [De]; fragments of the outerlayers of the testa
(transverse section m) covered by a thick cuticle ITa] with
palisade cells about 50 urn long, with thick walls and a
reducedlumen Db], accompanied by the hypodermis with
pillar-like ceUs llcl: palisade cells of the testa (surface
view [NI) and fragments of the hypodennis of the seed
fonning rings (surface view [A]); fragments of cotyledons
(surface view [F), transverse section [ED consisting of small
cells of the epidermis [Ea, Fa] and of the palisade
tissue [Eb, Fb]; prisms and cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate, free [De, Ga] or included in parenchyma [G);
fragments of vascular bundles [L] with spiral vessels [La] and
fibres with moderately thickened and pitted walls [Lb];
sclereids [M, 0] and fibres [H] accompanied by crystal
sheaths of calcium oxalate [Ha] from fruit stalks.

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Solventmixture ethanol (96 percen!! R, water R (50:50 VIV).
Testsolution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Sonicate for
10 min, then filter or centrifuge the solution. Use the filtrate
or supernatant.

PbE" _~ _
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TA
THG+TA X 100

13

13...., 63

Mobile phase B
(per cent VIJI)

87

81---> 31

Mobile phase A
(per cent VIJI)

Time
(min)

0-3

3 - 40

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 1.275 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous

formi< acidR;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

Flow rat< 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 270 run.
Injection 10 IJL of the test solution andreference
solutions (a) and (b).

Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
senna extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due to
isorhamnetin diglucoside and hydroxyanthracene glycosides
(peaks 2-9); any shoulder appearing on the ascending part of
the peakdue (0 sennoside B (peak 3) is included in its area;
peaks 4 and 5 may be co-eluted; peaks 7 and 8 may be
co-eluted; use the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) to identify the peaks due to aloe emodin and
rhein.
Relative retenti'on With reference to sennoside B (peak. 3,
retention time = about 14.2 min): isorhamnetin
diglucoside = about 0.93; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 2) = about 0.98; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 4) = about 1.01; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 5) =about 1.02; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 6) =about 1.07; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 7) =about 1.09; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 8) =about 1.11; hydroxy anthracene glycoside
(peak 9) = about 1.13; aloe emodin = about 2.2;
rhein = about 2.3.
Syst<m suitabiliry Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due to

isorhamnetin diglucoside and hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 2).

Calculate the percentage contentof totalanthraqulnones
(aloe emodin and rhein) (TA), expressed as rhein, using the
following expression:

Calculate the percentage contentof total anthraquinones with
reference to the sum of totalhydroxyanthracene g1ycosides
(THG, see Assay) and totalanthraquinones, using the
following expression:

Al sum ofl:he areasof the peaks due to aloe emodin and rbein in
the chromatogmm obtained withthe lest solution;

A2 area of the peak due to rheinin the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution(a)j

ml massof Ihe herbaldrug10be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

mz massof rhein CRSused to prepare reference solution (a), in
g[aou;

P percentage content of rheinin rhein CRS.

Limit:
- total anw"'Iuinones (aloe emodin and rhein) expmsed as

rhein (CJ5H,pfi M, 284.2): maximum 7.0 per cent,
calculated with reference to the sum of total

Top of the plote

-- --

A light yellowzone. ve(f faint 10

faint (senncside C)

A brownisb-yeUow zone, faint
(sennosldeD)

SennosideA: a lightyellow zone A lightyellowzone, equivalemto
intense (sennoskleA)

-- --

Sennoside B: 8 brownish-yellow zone A brownish-yellow zone. intense
(sennoside B)

Reference solution (a) Test lIoludon

IVA72 Senna Pods

fluorescent zones may be present, mainly above the zone due
to sennosideA. For sennosides, Re values vary slightly and
the zones may be curved depending on the concentration.

TESTS
Total anthraquinone. (aloe emodln and rhein)
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Carry au' ,he ,est protected
from brigh'ligh.
SoJtJent mixture: 1.0 gIL solution of sodium hydrogen
carbon"'" R, methanol R (30:70 VIII).
Testsolution Introduce 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL screw-cap bottIe and add
100.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Sonicatefor 30 minand
shake for 2 h. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal
pore size 0.45 um),

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10 mg of aloe emodin R and
10.0 mg of rhein CRS in tetrahydrofuron R and dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 20.0 mL with thejolvent mixture.
Reference sonuion (b) Dissolve 10 mg of sennaextraa HRS in
8 mL of the solventmixture using sonication for 5 min and
dilute to 10 mL with the solvent mixture (a slight residue
may remain). Filterthrough a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 urn).

Rsference solution (c) Dissolve 5.0 mg of sennowe B CRS in
25 mLof methanol R usingsonication and dilute to 50.0 mL
with water R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 nun;
- srationary phase: end-eapped propoxybensem silICa gelfor

chromatography R (4 ~);

- tempera..",: 30 "C.
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Theextract complies with the requirements staledunder Bxnaas
and with thefollowing requirements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
21 to 24% vlv, Appendix vm F, Method Ill.

Dry residue
17 to 25% wlv.

Relative density
1.02 to 1.09. Appendix V G.

Standardised Senna Granules
DEFINITION
Standardised Senna Granules contain Alexandrian Senna
Fruit in powderform with suitable exciplenrs. The granules
contain0.55% w/w of sennosides, calculated as sennosideB.

Thegranules complywiththe requirements statedunder Granules
and with thefollowing requirements.

Content of sennosides calculated as sennoside B
0.467 to 0.633% wlw.

IDENTIFICATION
A. To 25 mg, in No. 180 powder, add 50 mL of water and
2 mL of hydrochloric acid) heat in a water bathfor
15 minutes, allow to cool and shake with 40 mL of ether.
Dry the ether layerover anhydrous sodium sulfate, filter.
evaporate 5 mL of the filtrate to dryness, cool and add 5 mL
of 6M ammonia to the residue; a yellowor orange colour is
produced. Heat on a water bathfor 2 minutes; a reddish
violet colour is produced.
B. In the Assay, the chromatogram obtained withsolution
(I) exhibits two peaks corresponding to the peaks due to
sennoside A and sennoside B in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2).

Loss on drying
When dried at 105° for 5 hours, lose not more than 2.0% of
their weight. Use 5 g.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromawgraphy,
Appendix ill D, using the following solutions.
(I) Shake 2 g of the granules with 50 mL of a 0.3% vlv
solution of acetic acidadjusted to pH 5.9 with 1M sodium
hydroxide for 30 minutes, centrifuge, filter through a glass
libre paper (Whatman GF/C is suitable) and use the Iiltrate.

(2) Prepare solution (2) in the same manner as solution (I)
but using a quantityof Alexandrian sennafruit powder BPCRS
containing the equivalent of 11 mg of sennoside B.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (15 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with end-capped octad«ylsi!YI silica gelfor chromawgraphy
(5 urn) (Spherisorb ODS 2 is suitable).

(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobile phasedescribed
below.
(c) Use a flow rate of 2 mL per minute.
(d) Use an ambientcolumn temperature.
(e) Use a detection wavelength of 350 om.

(I) Inject 20 ~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

17 volumesof aaronirrile and 83 volumesof a 1% vtv
solution of glacial aanc acid.

6mL
250mL

A sufficient quantity

1000.Senna fruit, Alexandrian or TinneveUy,
crushed
CoriQOder Oil
Ethanol (90 percent)
PurifiedWater,freshly boiled and cooled

Senna Liquid Extract
DEFINITION

AI sum of the areasof the peaks due to hydroxyanthracene
g1ycosides (peaks2-9) in the chromatogram obtainedwith the
(est solution;

A2 area of the peak due to eennosideB in the chromatogram
obtainedwithreference solution (el;

rna mass of the herbaldrug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in grariuj

m;, mass of Jennosid! B CRS used to prepare reference solution (el.
in grams;

P percentage content of sennoside B insennoJide B CRS.

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Macerate the crushed Senna Fruit in 5 litresof Purified
Water for 8 hours.decant the clearliquid and strain; repeat
the process twice using 2 Iitres of Purified Waterfor each
maceration. Lightly press the marc,strain the expressed
liquid, mix the strained liquidwith me previously decanted
liquid and heat the combined liquids at 80° for 3 minutes in
a covered vessel. Allow to standfor not less than 24 hOUIS;

filter.
Evaporate the filtrate to 750 mL under reduced pressure at a
temperature not exceeding 60°. Separately, dissolve the
Coriander Oil in the Ethanol (90 per cent). add the solution
to the evaporated filtrate and add sufficient Purified Water to
produce 1000 mL. Allow to stand fornot less than 24 hours;
filter.

hydroxyanthracene glycosides and total anthraquinones
(dried drug).

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 1 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent) determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 9.0 percent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8. I)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
total anthraquinones (aloe emodin and rhein) with the
following modification.
Injection Test solution and reference solution (c).
Calculate the percentage content of totalhydroxyanthracene
glycosides (peaks 2-9) (THG), expressed as sennoside B,
using the following expression:

STORAGE
Protected from moisture.
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IV-474 Senna Preparations

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the total content of sennosides A and B as
sennosideB in the granules using the declared contentof
sennosides in Alexandrian senna /mil powder BPCRS.

STORAGE
Standardised Senna Granules should be kept in an airtight
container.

LABELLING
The quantity of active ingredient is stated in terms of the
equivalentamount of sennosideB.

Senna Tablets
DEFINITION
Senna Tabletscontain the powdered pericarp of Senna Fruit,
Alexandrian or Tinnevelly.
The tablets comply with the requirements stated underTablets and
with thetoltawing requirements.

Content of total sennosides, calculated as sennoside B
85.0 to 115.0% of the stated amount.

IDENTIFICATION
The powdered tablets exhibit diagnostic structures of senna
pericarp. Externalepidermisof isodiametric cells with very
thick outerwalls. Occasional stomata. Trichomes few,
unicellular, conical and warty. Parenchymatous cells from
inner part of a two-to five-layered zone subjacent to the
epidermis, each containing a singleprismof calcium oxalate.
'Thick-walled fibres in two to four layers, the fibres of the
outerand innerzones respectively with their long axes at
right angles to each other. Sutural vascular strands sheathed
by cells containing prisms of calcium oxalate; elements of
seed tissuemay also be present.

TESTS
Disintegration
Maximum time, 60 minutes,Appendix xn A.

ASSAY
Weigh and powder 20 tablets. Carry out the following
procedure protected from light. To a quantity of the powder
containing the equivalent of 7.5 mg of total sennosides add
30 mL of water,weigh,heat under a reflux condenser on a
waterbath for 15 minutes,allow to cool, weighand restore
the original weight with water. Centrifuge, transfer 20 mL of
the supernatant liquid to a separating funnel, add 0.1 mL of
2M hydrochloric add, shake with two J5 mL quantities of
chloroform, allow to separate and discard the chloroform
layers. Add 0.10 g of sodium hydrogen carbanate and shake for
3 minutes; centrifuge and transfer 10 mL of the liquidto a
round-bottomed flask fined with a ground-glass neck. Add a
mixture of 8 mL of iran(JIl) chloride solurian and 12 mL of
waterand mix. Heat under a reflux condenser on a water
bath for 20 minutes, add 1 mL of hydrochloric add and
continueheatingfor a further 20 minutes, shaking frequently,
until the precipitate is dissolved. Allow to cool, transfer the
mixture to a separating funnel and extract with three 25-mL
quantities of ether previously used to rinse the flask. Wash the
combined etherextracts with two 15-mLquantities of water
and add sufficient ether to produce J00 mL. Evaporate
10 mL just to dryness on a water-bath and dissolve the
residue in 10 mL of 1M potassium hydroxide, filtering if
necessary through a sintered-g1ass filter (ISO 4793, porosity
grade 3) is suitable). Measure the absorbance of the resulting
solutionwithout delayat the maximum at 500 DD1,

2022

Appendix n B. Calculate the contentof total sennosides, as
sennosideB) taking 200 as thevalueof A(l %, 1 cm) at the
maximum at 500 DDl.

LABELLING
The quantity of active ingredient is stated in terms of total
sennosidesexpressed as the equivalent contentof
sennosideB.

Senna Leaflet
Senna Leaf
(ph. Bur. monograph 0206)

Preparation
Standardised Senna Leaf Dry Extract

When Powdered SennaLeafis prescribed or demanded,
material complying with therequirements belowwith the
exceptionof Identification test A and the test for Foreign
matter shallbe dispensed or supplied.
PhEw _

DEFINITION
Dried leaflets of Senna alexandrina Mill. (syn. Gassia acutifolia
Delile and Gassia angustifolia Vahl).

Content
Minimum 2.0 per cent of totalhydroxyantbracene glycosides,
expressed as sennoside B (C"H,.O,o; M, 863) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The greento brownish-green leaflets are thin, elongated)
Ianceolate, more or less asymmetrical at the base and
mucronate at the apex, J5~50 mmlong and 5-20 mm wide.
Both surfaces of the lamina are covered withvarying
numbers of fine, short trichomes and may be marked with
transverse or obliquelines. Pinnate venation is visible mainly
on the abaxial surface and usually shows lateral veins
anastomosing at the leaf margins.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
greenor greenish-yellow. Examine undera microscope using
chloral hydrate solurian R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 0206.-1): fragments of
epidermis [A, B, J, K] with polygonal cells [Aa, Ka].
paracytic stomata (2.8.3) [Ab, Ac, Ba, Ja, Kb] and unicellular
covering trichomes, conical in shape) withwarty walls
(surface view [Ad], side view [Gj), or their scars [Bb, ]b],
frequently accompanied by palisade parenchyma [Ae, Jc];
isolated, fragmented covering trichomes [E]; fibres [F]
accompanied by crystal sheaths containing prisms of calcium
oxalate [Fa]; isolated prisms of calcium oxalate [D); isolated
clustercrystals of calciwnoxalate [H); fragments of median
parenchyma from the lamina [C) with some cells containing
clustererystals of calcium oxalate [Cal, often accompanied
by palisade parenchyma [Cb] and annular vessels [Cc].

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Solventmixture ethanol (96 perunV R, waterR (50:50 VIII).
Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Sonicate for
JO min) thenfilter or centrifuge the solution. Use the filtrate
or supernatant.
Reference solurian (a) Dissolve 3 mg of sennoside A Rand
3 mg of sennoside B R in a mixture of equal volumes of
ethanol (96 perunV R and a 1 gIL solution of sodium
hydrogen carbonate R and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same
mixture of solvents.
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Figure 0206.-1. - mustrqtionfl»" identification USt B ofpowdered
herbal drugof senna leu,flet

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
'0 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 10 mg of senna extra<t HRS in
I mL of the solvent mixture (a slight residue may remain).

Intensity marker Sennoside A.
Plat< TLC silica gelF2S4 plat< R (2-10 urn),

Mobile phase water R, ethylacetate R, proparwl R
(30:40:40 VIVIl').
Application I ~L of the test solution and 2~ of reference
solutions (a), (b) and (c), as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.
Deuaion Heat at 110°C for 10 min; treat the warm plate
with a 50 gIL solution of potassium hydroxide R in the solvent
mixtureand heat at 110°C for 10 min; examine inunediately
in ulrraviolet light a' 366 urn.

Sysum suitabilily Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows 2 distinct zones, which may

be touching, near the border between the lowerand
middle thirds; the lower zone (sennoside A) shows a
light yellowfluorescence and the upperzone
(sennoside D) shows a fain, brownish-yellow
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution) otherblue and/or reddish
fluorescent zones may be present, mainly above-the zone due
to sennosideA. For sennosides, Rp values vary slighdyand
the zones may be curved depending on the concentration.

Senna Leaflet IV-475

Top of the plate

-- --

A lightyellowzone, veryfaintto
faint(sennoside C)

A brownish-yellow zone, faint
(sennoside D)

Sennoside A: a lightyellowzone A lightyellowzone, equivalent
(sennosideA)

-- --

SennosKle B: 8 brownish-yellow zone A brownish-yellow zone, equivalent
(sennosideB)

Reference solution (8) Test lolution

TESTS
Total anthraquinone. (aloe emodin and rhein)
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Cany ou, theus. protected
from bright lighe
Solven, mixture 1.0 gIL solution of sodium hydrogen
carbonat< R, methanol R (30:70 VII').
Testsolution Introduce 1.00 g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12) into a 250 mL screw-cap bonle and add
100.0 mLof the solvent mixture. Sonicate for 30 min and
shake for 2 h. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal
pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10 mg of alae emodin Rand
10.0 mg of rhein CRS in t<trahydrofuran Rand dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solvent, Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 20.0 mL with the solventmixture.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10 mg of ,enna extract HRS in
8 mLof the solventmixture using sonication for 5 min and
dilute '0 10 mL with the solvent mixture (a slight residue
may remain). Filterthrough a membrane filter (nominalpore
size 0.45 urn),

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 5.0 mg of sennoside B CRS in
25 mL of methanol R using sonication and dilute '0 50.0 mL
with water R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped propaxybenzene silica geljor

chromatography R (4 um);
- temperature: 30 ·C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 1.275 per cent VIV solution of anhydrous

lonnie acid Rj
- mobile phase B: acetomtrile R;
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Flow rate 1.0 mIJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 270 run.
Injection 10 J.1L of the test solutionandreference
solutions (a) and (b).

ldentift",tionof peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
senna extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due [0

isorhamnetin diglucoside and hydroxyanthracene glycosides
(peaks 2-9); any shoulder appearing on the ascending part of
the peakdue to sennoside B (peak 3) is included in its area;
peaks 4 and 5 may be co-eluted; peaks 7 and 8 may be
co-eluted; use the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) to identify the peaks due to aloeemodin and
rhein.
Relative retentf'on With reference to sennoside B (peak3,
retention time ::: about 14.2 min): isorhamnetin
diglucoside = about 0.93; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 2) =about 0.98; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 4) =about 1.01; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 5) = about 1.02; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 6) = about 1.07; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 7) =about 1.09; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 8) =about 1.11; hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 9) = about 1.13; aloe emodin = about 2.2;
rhein = about 2.3.

Systemmitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between thepeaks due to

isorbamnetin diglucoside and hydroxyanthracene glycoside
(peak 2).

Calculate the percentage contentof total anthraquinones
(aloe emodin and rhein) (TA), expressed as rhein, using the
following expression: Standardised Senna Leaf Dry

Extract
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1261)

____________________ PhEII

STORAGE
Protected from moisture.

AI sum of tile areasof the peaks due to hydroxyanthr.Kene
glycosides (peaks 2-9) in the chromatogram obrained with Ihe
test solution;

A2 area. of the peakdue to sennoside B in the chromatogmm
obtainedwith reference solution (e)j

In) mass of me herbaldrug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

mz mass of senJJOjid, nCRS used to prepare reference solution (c),
in grams;

p percentagecontent of sennosideB insemlosith B CRS.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.
Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as desctibed in the test for
total anthraquinones (aloe emodinandrhein) with the
following modification.

[njulion Test solution and reference solution (c).
Calculate me percentage contentof total hydroxyanthracene
glycosides (peaks 2-9) (THG), expressed as sennoside B,
using the following expression:
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13

13 ..... 63

MoblJe phase B
(per cent I'm

.7
87 ..... 37

Mobile phase A
(per cent VII?

Time
(mln)

0-3

3 -40

IV-476 Senna Preparations

TA
THG+ TA x 100

Calculate me percentage contentof total anthraquinones with
reference to the sum of total hydroxyanthracene glycosides
(THO, see Assay) and total anthraquinones, usingme
following expression:

Limit:
- total anthraquinones (aloe emodin and rhein) expressed as

rhein (CJsH.O~ M,284.2): maximum 7.0 per cent,
calculated with reference to the sum of total
hydroxyantliracene glycosides and total anthraquinones
(dried drug).

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 4 percent.

A,

A,

m,

p

sum of the artasof the peaksdue to aloe emodin and rheinin
the chromatogram obtainedwith the cestsolution;
areaof the peakdue to rheinin the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);
mISS of tbe herbal drug to beexamined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;
massof rhein CRS used to prepare reference solution (a), in,....,,;
percentage content of rheinin rhein CRS.

PhEII _

DEFINITION
Standardised dry extract produced from Senna leaf (0206).

Content
5.5 per cent to 8.0 per cent of hydroxyanthracene glycosides,
expressed as sennoside B (C"H38020; M, 863) (dried
extract). The measured contentdoes not deviate from me
value stated on the labelby more than ± 10 percent.

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drog by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (50-80 per cent VII'). I

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownish or brown_powder.

IDENTIFICATION
A. TItin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Solventmixture ethanol(96 percen!! R, water R (50:50 VII').
Test solution To 0.1 g of me extract to be examined add
5 mL of the solventmixture and heat to boiling. Cool and
centrifuge. Use me supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of senna extr'CUt CRS in
1 mLof the solvent mixture (a slightresidue remains).
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Phf" _

**** ** ** ****(Sem"ula Coronata Hero, Ph. Eur. monograph 2754)

Serratula Herb

LABELLING
The label states the content of hydroxyanthracene glycosides.
_____________________ Phf"

A absorbance at 515 nm;
m mass of the extract to be examined, in grams.

Serrarula Herb IV-477

i.e. taking the specificabsorbance of sennoside B to be 240.

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented aerial part of Setratula
corona'" L. collected during flowering.

Content
Minimum 5.0 per cent of Becdysrercne (C27H<l407;
M,480.6) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stern is sulcate, erect, glabrous, usually terminally
branched, rarely unbranched. Basal leaves are glabrescent,
varying frompinnately lobed, or sometimes irregularly
pinnatifid, to pinnatiseet or pinnate; segments areelliptical to
lanceolate, with hairy, irregularly serrate or dentatemargins;
main veins are sunkenon the upper surface and prominent
on the lowersurface. Cauline leaves aresimilar to the basal
leaves, but aresmallertowards the top of the stem.
The capitula, 15-25 nun in diameter, are campanulate and
arranged as a loose, irregular panicle; theyconsistof an
involucre, a receptacle with paleaeup to 10 mm in length
and numerous florets. Involucral bracts are yellowish-green
tingedwith reddish-brown to violet,rigid, acute and
distincdyvelutinous. Inner bracts are more elongated,
sometimeshooked at the apex. Florets are pinkish-violet,
tubular and 20-28 mm in length. Achenes, if present, are
oblanceolate-ellipsoid and glabrous, sometimes still bearing a
pappus of multiseriate, acute, unbmnched hairs.
B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23). The powderis green.
Examineunder a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2154.-1): fragments of the upper epidermis of the
leaf (surface view [DI), consisting of polygonal cells with
slightly sinuous anticlinal waUs [Da] and anomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) with 3-5 subsidiary cells [Db), usually accompanied
by palisade parenchyma [Dc]; fragments of the lower
epidermis of the leaf (surface view [CI), composed of
irregularly shapedcells [Cal and anomocytic stomata with
3-5 subsidiary cells [Cb] often accompanied by spongy
parenchyma cells [Cc]; fragments of the margin of the leaf
lamina showing the remains of the bases of numerous
uniseriate covering trichomes [H, H] composed of 3-5 cells
with thickened waUs and a striated cuticle [Ba], occasionally
bearing very thin-walled cells [Bb]; ftagments of the abaxial
epidennis of the bracts of the involucre [A, G] with slightly
thickened, elongated cells [Aa] bearing short, unicellular,
lignified coveringrrichomes pointing in the same direction,
fusifonn in surface view [Ab] and spiny in transverse
section [Ga], and rare biseriate glandular trichomes [Ac];
fragroents of the bristles of the calyx m; fragments of the
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Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, water R, ethylacetate R,
propanol R (1:30:40:40 VIVIVIV).

App/i<a,ion 10 ~L as bands.

Deve/opment Overa path of 10 em.
Drying In air.

Deteaion Treat with a 20 per cent VfV solution of nitn'c
acidR and heat at 120 DC {or 10 min; allow to cool and treat
with a 50 gIL solution ofpO/assium hydroxide R in «hanoi
(50 per cent VI,,? R until the zones appear.

Results The principal zones in the chromatogram obtained
with the [est solution are similar in position, colour and size
to the principal zones in the chromatogram obtainedwith the
reference solution.The chromatograms show in the lower
third a prominent brown zone due to sennoside B and above
it a yellow zone followedby another prominent brown zone
due to sennosideA. In the upperhalf of the chromatograms
are visible, in order of increasing Rp value, a prominent
reddish-brown zone and an orange-brown zone followed by a
faint pinkzone and 2 yellow zones. Close to the solventfront
a dark pinkzone appears, whichmay be followed by several
faint zones.
B. Place about 25 mg of the extract to be examined in a
conical flask and add 50 mL of water Rand 2 mL of
hydrochloric acid R. Heat in a water-bath for 15 min, cool and
sbake with 40 mL of ether R. Separate the ether layer, dry
overanhydrous sodJ~um sui/ate R, evaporate 5 mL (0 dryness
and to the cooled residue add 5 mL of dilute ammonia RJ.
A yellow or orange colour develops. Heat on a water-bath for
2 min. A reddish-violet colour develops.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8. J 7)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Cany ora'he assay protected from brigh' /igh'
Place 0.150 g of the extract 10 be examined in a 100 mL
flask, disperse in water R and dilute 10 100.0 mL with the
same solvent. Filterthe solution, discarding the first 10 rnL
of the filtrate. Transfer 20.0 mL of the filtrate to a 150 mL
separating funnel. Add 0.1 mL of dilute hydrochloric acidR
and shakewith 3 quantities, each of 15 mL, of ewerR. Allow
the layers to separate and discard the ether layer. Add 0.10 g
of sodium hydrogen carbonate R to the aqueous layer and shake
for 3 min. Centrifuge and transfer 10.0 mL of the
supernatant to a 100 mL round-bonomed flask with a
ground-glass neck. Add 20 mL ofjerrie chloride solution RJ
and mix. Heat for 20 min under a reflux condenser in a
water-bath with the water level above thatof the liquid in the
flask; add 3 mL of hydrochlonc acidR and heal for a further
30 min with frequent shaking (0 dissolve the precipitate.
Cool, transfer the mixture to a separating funnel and shake
with 3 quantities, each of 25 rnL, of ether R previously used
to rinse the flask. Combine the ether layers and wash with
2 quantities, each of 15 mL, of water R. Transfer the ether
layers to a volumetric flask and dilute to 100.0 mL with
ether R. Evaporate 10.0 mL carefully to dryness and dissolve
the residue in 10.0 mL of a 5.0 gIL solution of magnesium
acetate R in methatwl R. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at
515 run usingmethanol R as the compensation liquid.
Calculate the percentage content of hydroxyantllracene
glycosides expressed as sennoside B using the following
expression:
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IV-478 Serratula Herb

style [EI composed of fine irregular cells [Ea], I or 2
secretorycanals with orange contents [Eb] lying parallel to
the annular vessels [Ec]; pollen grains, 60-70 um in diameter,
with 3 pores and a thick, spinyexine [F]; fragments of me
ovary with long styloid calcium oxalate crystals and fragments
of the corolla containing smallprismatic crystals of calcium
oxalate may also be present.

A

:- $
J

Figure 2754.-1. - Illustration for identification USt B ofpowdered
herbal drng of Serratula coronala heriJ

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

rest sdiuion To 0.25 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of me/hanoi R. Sonicate for 10 min,
centrifugeand use the supernatant.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 1.5 mg of nuoside trihydral< R
and 2.5 mg of isoquertitrosUk R in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Riference solUlion (c) Dissolve 1.5 mg of chkJrogen;,; acidR
and 1.5 mg of hyperoside R in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Intensity marker Isoquercitroside.
PIal< rLC silica gelFmplal< R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, waterR, ethylacelal< R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).
Application 2 pL as bands of 8 mrn.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying hi a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.
Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for3 min; spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl
ester R in methanol R, then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R or, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenylbork acidamino,thyl ester R in ethyl
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aUlal< R, then in a 50 gIL solution of mcurogol400 R in
methylene chloride Rj allow the plate to dryin air for about
1 min and examine in ultraviolet lightat 366 om.

Sysl<m suilability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones, whichmay be touching; the lowerzone
(chlorogenic acid) shows a lightblue fluorescence and
the upperzone (hyperoside) shows a yellow or orange
fluorescence.

Results See below the sequenceof fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtainedwithreference solution (a)
and the test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution,otherfaint to very faint
fluorescent zones may he present.

Top of the plate

A red zone, veryfaint to equivalent

A yellowzone. vU)'faint to intense

-- --

2 greenish·btue zones, very faint to
equivalent (possiblyoverlapping with the
yellowor orange zone below)

Isoquelcitroside: a ~lJow or A yellowor orangezone. very faint to
orangezone faint

A greenish-blue zone. equivalent

A bluishzone. veryfaintto faint

-- --

Ruroside: a yeUow or orange A yellowor orange zone. veryfaint to
ron, faint

Reference lolution (0) Telt lolution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.1Z) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

rest ,oIution Place 4.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in me cartridge of a continuous extraction apparatus
(Soxhlet type). Place 150 mL of methanol R and a magnetic
stirrer in a 500 mL round-bottomed flask and heat under
reflux for 8 h. Transfer me resulting extract to a volumetric
flask and dilute to 200.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference ,olution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of p-ecdysrerone GRS
in methanol R using sonication and dilute to 50.0 mL with
me same solvent.
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Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2 mg of makisterone A R in
reference solution (a) using sonication and dilute to 10 mL
with reference solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: end-copped oaadecylsilyl dialsilica gelfor

chromalOgraphy compa.Me with highly aqueous mobile
phases R (5 ~m);

- temperature: 25 ·C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 0.125 percent VlVsolution of anhydrous

formic acid R;
~ mobile phase B: aatonitrile for chromatography R;

Time Mobile phase A MobUe phase B
(mm) (per cent Vm (per cent VIP)

0-2 05 15

2 - 17 85 -..... 72.5 15 ---> 27.5

17 - 23 725 ..... 10 27.5 ..... 90

Flow rate 1.0 mJJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 248 nm.

Inj",.on 20 pL.

Idemification of peaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peak due to
p-ecdysterone; use the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b) to identify the peak due to makisterone A.

Retention time f}-ecdysterone = about II min.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

P-ecdysterone and makisterone A.

Calculate the percentage content of p-ecdysterone using the
following expression:

AI area of the peak due to Jkcdysterone in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to P-ecdysterone in the chromatogram
obtained with referencesolution (a)i

ml mass of the hemal drug to be examinedused to prepare the fest
solution. in gramSj

m2 mess or fl-«dYSImme CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams,

p assignedpercentagecontent of l}-ecdysterone in
fJ-«Jystmme CRS.

_____________________ PhE"

Sesame Seed
DEFINITION
Sesame seeds are the dried seeds of Sesamum indkum L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The seed is a flattened pyrifonn shape. Size, testa colour
and surface texture vary according to cu1ti.var: sizes range
from 1.5 to 4 mm long, 1 to 2 mm wide and 0.5 to I mm
thick; the dull testa may be white, cream, yellow, grey,
brown, red or black; medicinal cuJti.vars from China and
India are predominantly yellow, dark brown or black; and
surface texture ranges from smooth to finely reticulate or
rugose. The wider end is rounded and the narrow end tapers
to a short point with a punetifonn white or brown hilum.
When viewed with a hand lens the seed margin is smooth or

Sesame Seed IV-479

narrowly 1- or 2-ridged throughout all or part of its length,
and a longitudinal line may be visible on one of the flat
surfaces, notably in those cultivars with a pale coloured testa.
Inside the thin testa, a narrow whitishendosperm and an
embryo comprised of a two large, yellowish and oily
cotyledons are present.

B. Reduce to a powder. The powder varies in colour from
yellow to brown or blackish. Epidermis of the testa, a single
layer of palisade-like cells thin-walled, with yellowish
coloured contents and an embedded cluster crystal of
calcium oxalate in each cell, except in those of the ridges
which have no contents; the remainder of the testa is
cdmposed of collapsed cells. Endosperm 3 layered, rarely 2
layered, consisting of polygonal cells containing fixed oils and
small aleurone grains. Epidermis of cotyledons, a single layer
covered with a thin cuticle, with an underlying single layer of
palisade- like cells; endosperm tissue composed of polygonal,
parenchyma cells containing fixed oil and aleurone grains.
Cluster crystals of calcium oxalate and fragments may be
found scattered in the powder.

C. Carry out the test for the identification of fatty oils by
thin-layer chromatography, Appendix X N, using the
following solutions.

(I) Add 100 mL of dicbloromethane to 10.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug. Shake for 24 hours on a mechanical
shaker, filter and evaporate to dryness at 40°. Dissolve 60 mg
of the oily residue in 9 mL of dichloromethane.

(2) 0.67% wlv of sesame oil in dichloromethane.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating octade<ylsilyl silica gelfor HPTLC
(Mer<:ksilica gel 60 RP-18 HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use mobile phase A and mobile B described below.

(c) Apply IpL of each solution as 6 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate twice to 0.5 em in mobile phase A,
drying the plate after each application. Develop the plate a
further two times to 8 em in mobile phase B, drying the plate
after each application.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air and spray with a
10% wlv solution of ethanolic phosphomolybdic acidsolUlum,
heat at 120° for 3 minutes and examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

Mobile phaseA ether
Mobile phase B 20 volumes of dichtoromethane, 40 volumes
of glacial acetic add and 50 volumes of acetone.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows 4 clearly separated bands.

CONFIR.t\tlATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (I) shows 4 grey
bands with varying intensities. The 4 principal bands are
similar in position, colour and size to the bands obtained
with solution (2). Other bands may be present.

TESTS
Loss on drying
When dried for 2 hours at 100° to 105°, loses not more than
5.0% of its weight, Appendix IX D. Use 1 g.

'Total Ash
Not more than 9%, Appendix XI J,Method n.
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IV-480 Sophora Flavescens Root

Sophora Flavescens Root
(LightyeHow Sophora Root, Ph. Bur. monograph
2440)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried root of Sophora flaveseens Aiton)
with root crown and rootlets removed, collected in spring or
autumn.

Content
Minimum 1.2 per cent for the sum of matrine (C15H2~20;

M, 248.4) and oxymatrine (C 15H2oIN, O,; M, 264.4) (dried
drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The root is cylindrical, usually branched in the lowerpan,
10-30 em long, 1-6.5 em in diameter, externally greyish
brownor brownish-yellow, exhibiting longitudinal wrinkles
and transverse elongated lentieel-like protuberances.
The outer hark is thin, mostly broken and recurved, easily
exfoliated, with the exposed surface appearing yellow and
smooth. The texture is hardand difficult to break.
The fracture is fibrous. Slices are 3-6 mm thick; the
transversely cursurface is yellowish-white wilh radial lines
and cracks, sometimes exhibiting abnormal vascular bundles
arranged in concentric rings or scattered irregularly.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis pale
brownish-yellow. Examine under a microscope usingdloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2440.-1): very numerous unIignified fibres,
single or in groups [C, G], usually surrounded by crystal
sheaths of calcium oxalate [Cal; some fibres accompanied by
medullary rays with cells having slightly thickened and pitted
walls [Ga]; xylem vessels,pitted or reticulate [K, L],
50-200 J.lIIl in diameter; calciumoxalate prisms, 10~25 ).lID in
diameter, either isolated [B] or insideparenchymatous
cells [Da], sometimes several prismsin the same cell, or
forming crystal sheaths around the fibres [Cal; numerous
fragments of parenchyma with rounded to ovoid, slightly
pitted cells [D]; fragments of cork (surface view [AJ)
consisting of polygonal cells, finely reticulate inside; rare
selereids, either in groups [F] or, more often, isolated [E].
Examine undera microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solutionof glycerol R. The powder showsveryabundant
starch granules, either includedin parenchyma cells rn or
isolated [H); some aresimple, most are 2-8 compound of
variable size; the hilum is usually visible.
C. 'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.1 Z) add 20 mL of waterR. Heat on a water-bath under
a reflux condenser at 90 °C for 30 min. Allow to cool and
centrifuge for 5 min. Dilute 5 mL of the supernatant to
10 mL with mahanolR. A white precipitate is formed.
Centrifuge for 5 min and use the clear, slightly yellow
supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of brnci"" R and I mg of
quini""R in 5 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R.

Plate TLC siNca gelF2S4p1are R (2-10 urn).

1Y1obile phase concentrated ammonia R, methanol R, methylene
chloride R (5:10:85 VIVIV).
Application 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
Development Over a path of 6 em,

Drying In air.

2022

Figure 2440.-1. - mustrarionfor identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drug of lightye/low sophora root

Detection Treat with potassium ;odobirmuthare solution R and
then with dilute hydrogen peroxide solurion R until the orange
or brownzones become visible against a yellow background;
examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

A faintbrown. or orange-red zone

A brown or orange-red zone

-- --
An orange-red zone (brucine)

A brownor orange-red zone
(quinine)

-- --
2 or 3 prominent brownor orange-
red zones

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.3Z)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 'C.
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Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8./)
Maximum 1.5 per cent.

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test ,oIution To 0.300 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 0.5 mL of concentrated ammonia Rand 25.0 mL
of methylene chloride R, weigh and sonicate for 30 min. Allow
to cool, weigh and adjust to the original mass with methylene
chloride R, shake well and filter. Transfer 5.0 mL of the
filtrate to a chromatographic columnabout0.2 m long and
10 mm ininternal diameter packed with 5 g of neutral
aluminium oxide R (60-210 urn). Elure with 20 mL of a
mixture of 3 volumes of methanol Rand 7 volumes of
methylene chh»ide R. Evaporate the eluate to dryness. Dissolve
the residue in ethanol (96 percent) R and dilute to 10.0 mL
withthe samesolvent.
Reference sdution Dissolve 5.0 mg of matrine CRS and
5.0 mg of oxymatrine CRS in a mixture of 2 volumes of
anhydrous ethanol Rand 8 volumes of acetonitrile R, and dilute
to 5.0 mL with the same mixture of solvents, Dilute 1.0 mL
of the solution to 20.0 mL with a mixtureof 2 volumes of
anhydrous ethanol Rand 8 volume. of aceumitrik R.
Column:
- rize: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- 'tationary phase: aminopropylrilyl ,ilial gd fqr

chromawgraphy R (5 um),

Mobile phase I per cent VIV solution of phorplwri£ acidR in
ethanol (96 per cent) R, acewnitrile for chromawgraphy R
(20:80 VIV).

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 nm.
Injection 20 J1l..
Retention lime Matrine = about 14 min; oxymatrine = about
24 min.
System su,Mbility Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to matrine

and oxymatrine.
Calculate the percentage contentof the sum of matrine and
oxymatrine using the following expression:

At xm2 XPI x 0.50 A3 x m3xP2 X 0.50
A

2
x mt + ----'-A-7--.-x'-m'-'--"-'C..'-

AI areaof the peakdue to matrine in I:he chromatognun obtained
with the test solution;

A2 areaof the peakdue to matrinein the chromatogram obtained
wil:h thereference solution;

AJ area of Lhe peak due to oxymatrine in the chromatogram
obtained with the lest solutionj

A... = Area of the peakdue to oxymatrine in the chromatogram
oblainedwith the reference solutionj

ma massof the hemal dnJgto be examined used to prepare thetest
soJution, in grams;

ffl2 massof matriM CRS used to prepare the reference solution, in......;
ffl3 mass of OX)'Fnam·llt'CRS used to prepare the reference solution,

in gramsj
PI percentage COntent of matrine in marnll4 CRS;
P2 percentage content of oxymatrine in oxymatrine CRS.

____________________ PhEw

Sophora Flower IV-481

Sophora Flower
(ph. Eur. monograph 2639)

PhEw _

DEFINITION
Dried, opened flower of Styphnolobium japonicum (L.) Schott
(syn, Sophorajaponka L.).

Content
- minimum 8.0 per cent of total flavonoids, expressed as

rutoside (C27H30016; M, 611) (dried drug);
- minimwn 6.0 per cent of rutoside (C;nH30016; Mr 611)

(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The openedflower is crumpled, rolled, and has a very
thin and short pedicel.The dark green or brown,
campanulate calyxis about 3-4 mm long and consists of
5 fused sepals with longitudinal striations at the base, divided
at the apex into 5 .lighdy bilabiate lobes. The pale yellow or
lightyellowish-brown, papilionaceous typecorolla is often
broken and measures about 10-15 nun; the upper petal is the
largest, subrcunded, with a reftexed apexand a bright yellow
unguis at its internal base. The other4 petals areoblong.
There are 10 freestamens surrounding a cylindrical and
curved central style.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
yellowish-green. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2639.-1): roundish [La) or triangular (Ib)
pollengrains [L] with3 pores and a smoothexine, about
18 Jim in diameter; isolated covering trichomes [A, B, F, 0]
of varying lengths (60-660 um), slightly flexed, usually
consisting of 1 or 2 basal cells and a long pointed distal cell,
with smooth or slightlywarty walls; fragment. of sepals [C]
composed of anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) with 4-8 subsidiary
cells [Cal. covering trichomes [Cb] or their scars [Cc);
fragments of petal. [G, H] with cell. covered by a finely
striated cuticle [Ga, Ha], sometimes accompanied by fine
annular or spiral vessels [Hb] andparenchyma with some
cellscontaining crystalline masses ofrutoside [He]; fragments
of parenchyma [E] from the sepals containing prisms of
calcium oxalate [Ea] and crystalline masses of rutoside [Eb);
fragments of anthers [N) showing the characteristic fibrous
layer (transverse section [Na], surfaceview [K)) and
immature pollengrains [Nb]; free prisms of calcium
oxalate [M]. Examine under a microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R, without heating the preparation: brownish
yellow rutoside crystals are visible, freeor included in cells,
as crystalline masses [Eb, He, Il or in fan-shaped aggregates
of veryfine needles (D. Be, Gb].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test ,O/utian To I g of the powderedherbal drug (355)
(2.9.1Z) add 5.0 mL of m..hanol R, sonicate for 10 min and
filter.
Riference sdudon Dissolve 10 mg of hyperoride R and 10 mg
of rutoside trihydrate R in 10 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC rilicagd pIote R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
pIote R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase anhydrous formk acidR, water R, ethylacetate R
(10:10:80 VIVIV).

AppNcatian 10 ~L [or 5 J1l.] a. band. of 10 mm [or 8 mm].
Development Overa path of 10 em [or 6 em).
Drying In air.
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Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 9.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Total flavonolds
SUKk ,olulwn Place 2.000 g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9./2) in the cartridge ofa continuous
extraction apparatus (Soxhlet type). Add 100 mL of
heptane R and heat undera reflux condenser until the
extraction liquid is colourless. Allowto cool and discard the
heptane. Add 90 mL of methanol R and continue the
extraction with heatingundera reflux condenser until the
extraction liquid is colourless. Allow to cool. Transfer the
methanolic solution to a 100 mL volumetric flask. Rinse the
extraction flask with a few millilitres of methanol R. Combine
the methanolic solutions and dilute to 100.0 mL with
methanol R. Dilute 10.0 mL of this solution to 100.0 mL
with water R and shakevigorously.
Test solution Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution to
100.0 mL with a 20 gIL solution of aluminium chloride R in
methanol R.
Compensation solution Dilute 10.0 mL of the stock solution
to 100.0 mL with methanol R.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution after
15 min by comparison with the compensation solution at
425 om.
Calculate the percentage content of total ffavonolds,
expressed as rutoside, using the foUowing expression:

Figure 2639,-1. - IUmlra.wn/oriden.ification.est B 0/pqwdertd
herbal drug0/sophora fiouer '

Detection Treat with a 10 r!fL solution of diphenylbori< acid
aminoe.hyl ester R in methanol R and then with a 50 r!fL
solution of macrogol 400 R in methanol R, allow to dry in air
for about 30 min, and examine in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.
Results See below the sequence of fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent
zones may be presentin the chromatogram obtainedwith the
test solution.

Top of the plate

Anorange·yeUow zone

-- --

A brownzone

Hyperoside: a yellowish-orange zone

-- --

2 greenzones
j

Rutoside: an orange-yellow zone A veryintenseorange-yellow zone
(rutoside)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2,8,2)
Maximum 5 per cent of flower buds and maximum
2 percent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9./2) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

A x 1000
mx37

i.e. taking the specificabsorbance of rutoslde to be 370.

A absorbance of the test solutionat 425 om;
III mass of the herbaldrug to be examined, in grams.

Rutoside
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
Tes.solution Place 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a conical flask and add 50.0 mL of
melhanol R. Weigh, sonicatefor 30 min and allow to cool.
Weigh and compensate for the loss of solvent with
methanol R. Shakevigorously, filter, and dilute 2.0 mL of Ute
filtrate to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference 'olution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of nuoside
trihydrate CRS in 2 mL of methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with a 50 per cent VIVsolutionof methanol R. Dilute 2.0 mL
of this solution to 10.0 mL with a 50 per cent VIV solution
of methanol R.
Reference ,olution (b) Dissolve 10.0 rug of apigenin
7-gluroside Rand 10.0 mg of rutoside trihydrate R in 30 mL of
methanol R and dilute to 50.0 mL with a 50 per cent VIV
solutionof methanol R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 rn, (2) == 4.6 mrn;
- stationary phase: oCladecylsi{yl silica gel/or chromatography R

(5 urn).

MoMe phase:
- mobile phase A: 1 per cent VIVsolution of glacial acetic

add R;
- mobile phase B: methanol R;
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Figure 2427.-1. - mustrationjor ifkn'i!ication test B oj powdered
herbal drug oj sophora flower-bud

C. Thin-layer cbromatograpby (2.2.27).

Test sdution To 0.2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R, sonicate for 10 min and
filte~ J.
Reference solu'ion Dissolve 10 mg of hyperosifk R and 10 mg
of rutoside trihydrate R in 10 mL of methanol R.

PIa", TLC silica gelpia", R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase anhydrous jonnieacidR, water R, ethylaceta'" R
(10:10:80 VIVIJI).

Application 10 ~L [or 51'1-] as bands of 10 mrn [or 8 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 cm].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid
aminoethyl ester R in methanol R and then witha 50 gIL

composed of anomocytic stomata (2.8.3) with 4-8 subsidiary
cells [Cal, covering trichomes [Cb] or their scats [Cc];
fragments of petals [G, H] with cells covered by a finely
striated cuticle [Ga, Ha], sometimes accompanied by fine
annular or spiral vessels [lib] and parenchyma with some
ceUs containing crystalline massesof rutoside [He]; fragments
of parenchyma [E] from the sepalscontaining prismsof
calciwn oxalate [Ea] and crystalline masses of rutoside [Eb);
fragments of anthers [N] showingthe characteristic fibrous
layer (transverse section [Na], surface view [K]) and
immature pollengrains [Nb); freeprismsof calcium
oxalate [M). Examine under a microscope usingchloral
hydrate solution R, without heating the preparation: brownish
yellow rutoside crystals are visible, free or included. in cells,
as crystalline masses [Eb, He, nor in fan-shaped aggregates
of very fine needles [D, Be, Gb].

32
32 --> 50

50 ...... 100

100

Mobile phase B
(per cent V/I1

68

68 -i 50

50 ...... 0

o

Mobile phase A
(per ceDt VIJI)

areaof the peakdue to ruroside in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;
areaof the peak due to rurcside in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a)j
mBSS of she herbal drug to beexamined used to prepare the test
solution. in gramsj
mass ofmUJSiJe lriJrydrau. eRSused to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;
assignedpercentage contentof rutcside in rutositk
trihydrare CRS.

0-5

5·20
20-30

30 - 35

Tim.
(min)

2022

A,

m,

m,

A,

p

Sophora Flower-Bud
(Ph. Bur. monogmph 2427)

Flow rate 1.3 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 350 run.
Inje<tion 20 pL.

Relative retention With reference to rutoside (retention
time =about 11 min): apigenin 7-g1ucoside =about 1.1.

S>"",m suilabilil)! Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to

rutoside and apigenin 7-glucoside.
Calculate the percentage content of rutoside using the
following expression:

PhEII ~ ~ _

DEFINITION
Whole, dried flower bud of Styphuofobium japonicum (L.)
Schott (syn. Sophora japonica L.).

Content
- minimum20.0 per cent of total flavonoids, expressed as

rutoside (C,7H3.0'6; M, 611) (dried drug);
- minimum 15.0 per cent of rutoside (C27H30016; Mr 611)

(dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The flat flower bud, ovoid or ellipsoid, has a very thin and
short pedicel and is about 7-10 mrn long and 3-4 mrn thick.
The darkgreen or browncalyx, forming the lowerpart of the
bud, is about 3-4 mm long and consists of 5 fused sepals
with longitudinal striations at the base. The pale yellow or
brownish-yellow corolla, unopened, delicate, extends beyond
the calyx and contains 10 free stamenssurrounding a central
style.

B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23), The powderis pale
yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2427.-1): roundish [La] or triangular [Lb]
poUen grains [1..] with 3 poresand a smooth exine, about
18 urn in diameter; isolated covering trichomes [AJ B, F, 0]
of varying lengtbs (60-660 um), slightly flexed, usually
consistingof 1 or 2 basal cells and a long pointed distalcell,
with smooth or slightly warty walls; fragments of sepals [C]

_____________________ PhEII
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IV-484 Sophora Flower-Bud

solution of macrogol 400 R in methanol R, allow to dry in air
for about 30 min, and examinein ultraviolet lightat 365 om.
Results See below the sequenceof fluorescent zonespresent
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, oilier faint fluorescent
zones may be present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.

Top of the plate

An orange-ycUow zone

-- --

A brown zone

Hyperoside: a yeUowish-orange zone

-- --

2 greenzones

Rutosjde: an orange-yellow zone A very intense orange-yellow zone
(rutoside)

Reference solution Teet solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of opened flowers and maximum
2 per cent of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven ar
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn 9.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Total flavonoids
Srotk solution Place 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in the cartridge ofa continuous-extraction
apparatus (Soxhlet type). Add 100 mL of heptane R and heat
undera retlux condenser until the extraction liquid is
colourless. Allow to cool and discard the heptane.
Add 90 mL of methanol R and continue the extraction with
heating undera refluxcondenser,until the extraction liquid is
colourless. Allow to cool. Transfer the methanolic solution to
a 100 mL volumetric flask. Rinse the extraction flask with a
few millilitres of methanol R. Combine themethanolic
solutions and dilute to 100.0 mL with methanol R. Dilute
10.0 mL of this solution to 100.0 mL with water R and shake
vigorously.
Test solution Dilute 10.0 mL of the stocksolution to
100.0 mL with a 20 gIL solution of aluminium chloride R in
methanol R. -I

Compensation solution Dilute 10.0 mL of lbe stock solution
to 100.0 mL with methanal R.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution after
15 min by comparison with the compensation solution at
425 om. .

Calculate the percentage contentof total flavonoids,
expressed as rutoside, using the following expression:

A x 1000
mx37

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of rutoside to be 370.

2022

A absorbance of me testsolutionat 425 nmj
", mllS$ of the herbal drugto be examined, in grams.

Rutoside
Liquid chromatography (2.2.21J).

Test solution Place 0.200 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) in a conical flask and add 50.0 mL of
methanol R. Weigh, sonicate for30 min and allow to cool.
Weigh and compensate for the loss of solvent with
methanol R. Shake vigorously, filter, and dilute 2.0 mL of the
filtrate to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solwion (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of rnwside
trihydrate CRS in 2 mL of methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL
with a 50 per cent VIV solution of methanol R. Dilute 2.0 mL
of thissolution to 10.0 mL witha 50 percent VIV solution
of methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of apigenin
7-glucoside Rand 10.0 mg of rntaside ,rihydrate R in 30 mL of
methanol R and dilute to 50.0 mL with a 50 per cent VIV
solution of methanol R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 rn, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: o,tadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 IUD).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 1 per cent VIV solution of glacial acetic

addR;
- mobile phase B: methanol R;

Time ,\tobUe phose A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent YIV) (pel" cent V/Jo')

0-' 6" 32

5 - 20 68 -i' 50 32 ---> 50

20 - 30 50 ..... 0 50 -> 100

30 - 35 0 100

Flow rate 1.3 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 350 run.
Injection 20 ~L

Relative retention Withreference to rutoside (retention
time = about 17 min): apigenin 7-glucoside = about 1.1.

SYStem suitabilily Reference solution (h):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

rutoslde and apigenin 7-g1ucoside.
Calculate the percentage content of rutoside using the
following expression:

A1 x m2 XPXS

A2 X m t

Al = areaof the peakdue to mtcelde in thechromatogram obtained
with the test sofution;

A: area of the peakdue to n1toside in the chromarognun obtained
with reference solution(a}j

m, mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. In gntIDSj

"'2 massof nnmitk triltydrau CRS used to prepare referenCe
solution(a), inglllDlI;

p assigned percentage contentof rutoside in rufoskk
triltydrole CRS.

_~ PhE"
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Spearmint Oil
DEFINmON
Spearmint Oil is obtained by distillation from fresh /lowering
plants of Men/ha spiaua L. and Menthax cardiaca (Gray)
Bak.

CHARACTERISTICS
A clear, colourless, pale yellow or greenish yellowliquid
when recently distilled, but becoming darker and viscous on
keeping; visibly free from water; odour, mat of spearmint,

IDENTIFICATION
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
Chromatographic profile. The retention times of the principal
peaks in the chromatogram obtained withsolution (1) are
similar to those of the principal peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2).

TESTS
Optical rotation
American-type oil, --45° to -60°; Chinese-type oil, _500 to 
62°; Appendix V F.

Refractive Index
1.484 to 1.491, Appendix V E.

Solubility in ethanol
Soluble, at 20°, in I part of emanol (80%), Appendix X M.
The solution may becomecloudywhendiluted.

Weight per mL
American-type oil, 0.917 to 0.934 g; Chinese-type oil,
0.935 to 0.952 g, Appendix V G.

Chromatographlc profile
Carry out the method for gas chromatography,
Appendix III B, using the following solutions. Solution (I) is
the substance beingexamined. For solution (2) mix carefully
0.1 g of limonene, 0.2 g of cineole, 0.4 g of menthone, 0.1 g of
(+)-isomenmone, 0.4 g of menthyl acetat<, 0.2 g of pulegone,
0.6 g of menlhol and 0.1 g of caroone with I g of hexane.
The chromatographic procedwe maybe carried out using
(a) a glass capillary column (25 m to 60 m x about
0.25 mm) coated with poIyelhy/ene glywl 20,000 as bonded
phase (Carbowax 20M is suitable) and (b) helium as the
carrier gasat a flowrateof 1.5 mLper minute. Maintain the
temperature of the columnat 55° for6 minutes then increase
it at the rate of 4° per minute to 180°; keep the injection port
temperature at 220° and the detector at 230°.

Inject 0.1 ~L of solution (2). When the chromatograms are
recorded in the prescribed conditions, the components elute
in the order indicated in the composition of the reference
solution. Record the retention times of these substances.
The test is not valid unless the number of theoretical plaus
calculated from the limonene peak is at least 30,000 and the
resolution factor between the peaks corresponding to limonene
and cineole is at least 1.5.
Inject 0.1 ~L of solution (I). Using the retention times
determined from the chromatogram obtained with solution
(2) locate the components of the reference solution on the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I) (disregard the peak
due to hexane). Determine the percentage contentof the
components by nonnalisation. The percentages are within the
following ranges:
Limonene 2.0 to 25.0%.

Cineole less than 2.5%.
Menthone less than2.5%.

lsomendume less than 1.0%.

Squill IV-485

lvlenthyl acetate less than 1.0%.
Pulegone less than 0.5%.
Menmolless than 2.0%.

Carvone Not less than 55.0%.

STORAGE
Spearmint Oil shouldbe keptin a well-filled container and
protected from light.

LABELLING
The label stateswhether the oil is American-type oil or
Chinese-type oil.

Squill
Preparations
Squill Liquid Extract

Squill Oxymel

Opiate Squill Linctus

Indian Squill

Paediatric Opiate Squill Linctus

WhenPowdered Squill is prescribed or demanded, material
complying with the appropriate requirements belowshaU be
dispensed or supplied.

DEFINITION
Squillconsists of the bulbof Drimia maniima (L.) Steam,
collectedwhen the foliage and leaves areabsent, divested of
its dry, outer, membranous coats, cut into transverse slices
and dried. It is known in commerce as white squill. It may
be powdered.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Transverse slices, about 5 to 8 mm thick, occurring as
straight or curved triangular pieces about 5 to 50 nun long
and 3 to 8 mm wide at mid-point, tapering towards each
end, yellowish whitein colour, textwe horny, somewhat
translucent, breaking withan almost glassy fracture when
quitedry, but readily absorbing moistwe when exposed to
the airand becoming tough and flexible; transversely cut
swface showing a singlerowof prominent, vascular bundles
nearthe concave edge and numerous smaller bundles
scattered throughout the mesophyll.

B. Epidermis: cells polygonal and axially elongated, I to
2 timeslongerthan wide, cuticle thick, stratified; stomata
very rare, anomocytU, Appendix XI H, andnearly circular in
outline, about 50 to 60 um in diameter; mesophyll of
colourless, thin-walled parenchyma containing very
occasional starch granules, manycells containing bundles of
acicular crystals of calcium oxalate embedded in mucilage,
crystals up to about 1 mm long and about 1 to 15 pm wide;
othercellscontaining sinistrin; vascular bundles collateral)
scattered throughout the mesophyll; xylem vessels with spiral
and annular wall thickening; trichomes absent.
c. The mucilage contained in the ceUs of the mesophyU is
stained red with alkaline corallin solution but produces no red
colour with nuhenium red solution and no purple colourwith
O.OIM iodine.

TESTS
Acid-insoluble ash
Not more than 1.5%, Appendix XI K, Method I.

Extractive soluble In ethanol (60%)
Not less than 68.0%, Appendix XI B1. Use material that has
been dried for 2 hours at 105° and powdered.
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reserved portion. Add sufficient Ethanol (70 per cent) to
produce 1000 mL and filter.
The extract complies with the requirements stated under Extracts
and Wllh the following r"'lu"ements.

TESTS
Ethanol content
34 to 50% vlv, Appendix VllI F, Method m.
Dry residue
40 to 55% wlv.

Relative densIty
1.00 to 1.14, Appendix V G.

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Macerate the Squill or the fodian Squill with the Acetic Acid
(33 per cent) and the Purified Water for 7 days with
occasional agitation, strain, press out the liquid. heat me
mixed liquids to boiling,filter whilst hot, cool, determine the
content of acetic acid, add sufficient Acetic Acid
(33 per cent) to me remainder of the filtrate to producea
solution containing about 8.5% wlv of acetic acid and mix.
To everythree volumesof the resulting solution add seven
volumes of Purified Honey and mix thoroughly.

Content of acetic acid. CZH40Z

2.2 to 2.7% wlv.

TESTS
Optical rotation
+0.6° to _3.0°, Appendix V F, when measured in a 25% w/v
solution in water decolourised, if necessary. with lUUvated
charcoal,

Weight per mL
1.260 to 1.270 g, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
Dilute 20 mL with 20 mL of carbon dWxi<k-jree water and
titrate with 1M sodium hydroxide VS using phenolphthalein
solution Rl as indicator. Each mL of 1Msodium hydroxide VS
is equivalent to 60.05 mg of C2H,02'

A sufficient quantity

50.

90 mL or a sufficiem quantity
250mL

Squill Oxymel
DEFINITION
Squill.bruisedor IndianSquill.
bruised
Acetic Acid (33 per cent)
Purified Water, freshly boiled and
cooled
Purified Honey

Loss on drying
When dried at 1000 to 105° for 2 hours, loses not more than
14.0% of its weight. Use I g.

STORAGE
Squill should be stored in a dry place.

IV-486 Squill

Preparations
Squill Oxymel

When PowderedIndianSquill is prescribed or demanded,
material complying with the appropriate requirements below
shall be dispensed or supplied.

DEFINITION
fodian Squill consists of the bulb of Drimia indica (Roxb.) J
P Jessop,collected soon afterthe planthas flowered, divested
of dry, outer membranous coats and usually cut
longitudinally into slices and dried.

CHARACTERISTICS
Odourless or almost odourless.
Macroscopical
Curved or irregularly shaped strips, about 10 to 50 mm long,
3 to 10 mm wide and I to 3 mm thick, frequently tapering
towards the ends, occasionally grouped three or four together
and attached to a portion of the axis; ridged in the direction
of their length and varying in colour from pale yellowish
brownto buff; brittle when dry, but toughand flexible when
exposed to air.
Microscopical
Epidermis: cells tetrahedral to hexahedral, thin-walled, three
to five times longer thanwide, havinga thick, striated cuticle;
stomatarare. anomocyek. AppendixXI H. circular in outline.
40 to 42 um in diameter; mesophyll of thin-walled polygonal
cells containing mucilage. some cells also containing bundles
of acicular crystals of calciumoxalate.20 to 900 um in
length; vascular bundles collateral. scattered throughout the
mesophyll; xylem vesselswith spiral and annular wall
thickening; trichomes and starch absent.

IDENTIFICATION
The mucilage contained in the cells of the mesophyll is
stained red withalkaline corallin solution and reddish purple
with O.OIM iodine.

TESTS
Ash
Not more than 6.0%, Appendix Xl J.
STORAGE
fodian Squill should be stored in a dry place.

Indian Squill

Exhaust the Squill, in coarse powder,with Ethanol
(70 per cent) by pertolation, Appendix Xl F. Reserve the first
850 mL of the percolate; evaporate the subsequentpercolate
to the consistence of a soft extract and dissolve it in the

Squill Liquid Extract
DEFINITION
Squill liquid Extract is prepared by extracting Squill with
Ethanol (70 per cent).

Extemporaneous preparation
The following formula and directions apply.

300mL
300mL
300mL

Squill, in coanepowder
Ethanol (70 per cent)

[000.
A sufficientquantity

Opiate Squill Linctus
Compound Squill Linctus; Gee's linctus; Opiate Squill Oral
Solution

DEFINlTION
OpiateSquillLinctus is an opalescent oral solution containing
33% vlv each of Squill Oxymel and Camphorated Opium
Tincture in a suitable vehicle with a tolu flavour.
Extemporaneous preparation
The following formula applies.

Squilloxymel
Camphorated OpiumTincture
Tolu Syrup

The linaus complies with the requirements statedunder Oral
Liquids andwith the jol/cwing requirements.
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Paediatric Opiate Squill Linctus
Opiate Linctus for Infants; Paediatric Opiate Squill Oral
Solution

DEFINITION
Paediatric OpiateSquill Linctusis an oralsolution containing
6% vlv each of Squill Oxymel and Camphorated Opium
Tincture in a suitable vehiclewith a tolu flavour.

~emporaneou8preparadon

The followiog formula applies.

St. John's Wort

St. John's Wort IV-487

a mixture of equalvolwnes of ethanol (96%) and water.
Evaporate the combinedextracts) extract the residuewith
10 mL of calcium hydroxide solution, filterand wash the filter
with 10 mL of calcium hydroxide solution. To the combined
filtrate and washings add 0.1 g of ammonium sulfate, extract
with two 10 mL quantities of ethanol-free chlorofonn, wash the
combined extracts with 10 mL of water and discard the
chloroform solution.To the combined alkaline liquid and
aqueous washings add 5 mL of 1M hydrochWric acid, heat on
a water bath to removeany chloroform, cool and dilute to
50 mL with water. To 20 mL of this solution add 8 mL of a
freshly prepared 1.0% wlv solution of sodium ninile, allow to
standfor 15 minutes,add 12 mL of 5M ammonia, dilute to
50 mL with waterand measure me absorbance of a 4-cm layer
of the resulting solution at the maximum at 442 nm,
Appendix n B) using in the reference cell a solution prepared
in the same manner and at the same time but using 8 mL of
water in place of the solution of sodium nitrite. Calculate the
contentof C17Hu,NOj from a calibration curve prepared
using quantities of 2, 4, 6 and 8 mL of a 0.008% wlv
solutionof anhydrous morphine in O.lM hydrochlork acid, each
diluted to 20 mL with O.IM hydrochloric acidand using the
method described above beginning at the words 'add 8 mL
••• I. Determine the weight per mL of the linctus,
Appendix V G, and calculate the content ofC17H.9NOj ,

weightin volume.

Hypericum
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1438)

Preparation
St. John's Wott Dry Extract, Quantified
P/lEII _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, driedflowering tops of Hypericum
perforalum L., harvested duringflowering time.
Content
Minimum 0.08 per cent of total hypericlns, expressed as
hypericin (C,oH,.O.; M, 504.4) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The branched and barestem shows 2 more or less
prominent longitudinal ridges. The leavesare opposite,
sessile) exstipulate, oblong-oval and 15-30 nun long; present
on the leaf margins are glands which appear as black dots
and over all the surface of the leaves many small, strongly
translucent excretory glands which arevisible in transmitted
light.The flowers areregular and fonn corymbose clusters at
the apex of the stem. They have 5 green, acute sepals, with
blacksecretory glands on the margins; 5 orange-yellow
petals,also withblacksecretory glandson the margins;
3 staminal blades, each divided into many orange-yellow
stamensand 3 carpels surmounted by red styles.
The drug may also show the following: immature and ripe
fruits and seeds. Immature fruits aregreen or yellowish, seeds
are whitish. Occasional ripe fruits may. be present; these are
dry trilocular capsules containing numerous seeds) brown,
broad or small-ovate, 5-10 nun long, with broad linear or
punctiform glands, irregularly striated duets) conducting
secretions. Ripe seeds are 1-1.3 mm long, cylindrical or
trigonous, shortly pointed at both ends, brownor almost
black, minutely pitted longitudinally.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-yellow. Examine under a microscope using chloral

60mL
60mL
60mL

200mL
Sufficient to produce] 000 mL

Content of anhydrous morphine, CJ1HJ~03
0.013 to 0.020% wlv.

TESTS
Ethanol content
18.0 to 22.0% vlv, Appendix VIII F.

ASSAY
To 12 g add 5 mL of water and 1 mL of 5M ammonia and
extractwith30 mL of a mixture of equalvolumes of ethanol
(96%) and chiaro/ann and then with two 22.5-mL quantities
of a mixture of 2 volumes of chloroform and 1 volumeof
ethanol (96%), washing each extract with the same 20 mL of
a mixture of equal volumes of ethanol (96%) and water.
Evaporate the combinedextracts, extract the residue with
10 mL of calcium hydroxide solution, filter and wash the filter
with 10 mL of calcium hydroxide solution. To the combined
filtrate and washings add 0.1 g of ammonium sulfau, extract
with two 10 mL quantities of ethanol-free chiaro/ann, wash the
combined extracts with 10 mL of water and discard the
chloroform solution. To the combinedalkaline liquidand
aqueous washings add 10 mL of 1M hydrochlori< acid, heat on
a water bath to remove anychloroform, cool and dilute to
100 mL with water. To 20 mL of this solution add 8 mL of a
freshly prepared 1.0% wlv solution of sodium n;tn°te, allow to
stand for 15 minutes, add 12 mL of SM ammonia, dilute to
50 mL with water and measure the absorbana of a 4-cm layer
of the resulting solution at the maximum at 442 nm,
AppendixII B) using in the reference cell a solution prepared
in the same manner and at the same time but using 8 mL of
water in place of the solution of sodiwn nitrite. Calculate the
content of Cl1H1gNOj from a calibration curveprepared
using quantities of 2, 4, 6' and 8 mL of a 0.008% wlv
solution of anhydrous morphine in 0.1M hydrochlori< acid, each
diluted to 20 mL with O.IM hydrochlori< acidand using the
method described above beginning at the words 'add 8 mL
..!. Determine the weightpermL of the linctus,
Appendix V G, and calculate the content of CJ7H. 9NOj)
weight in volume.

SquillOxymel
Camphorated OpiumTincture
Tolu Syrup
Glycerol
Syrup

The linctus comPlies with the ret}uirements statedunder Oral
Liquids and wJih the/oIlowing ret}uirements.

Content ofanhydrous morphine, C17H.,NOj
0.0024 to 0.0036% wlv.

ASSAY
To 32 g add 5 mL of walti'and I mL of 5M ammonia and
extract with 30 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of ethanol
(96%) and chiaro/ann and then with two 22.5-mL quantities
of a mixrure of 2 volumes of chlar%nn and I volume of
ethanol (96%), washing each extract with the same 20 mL of
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IV-488 St. John's Wort

hydrate solution R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1438.-1): fragments of the leafepidennis
[A, B] or stems [H] with paracytic [Ab, Ha], anisocytic [Ac,
Bb, Hh] or anomocytic [Ae] stomata (2.8.3); fragments of
the leafepidermis often accompanied by palisade
parenchyma [Ad, Bc]; polygonal cells of the upper epidermis
with thickened and beadedwalls [BaJ; more or less sinuous,
thin-waUed cells of the lower epidermis [Aa]; fragments of
the leaf and sepal IE] with large, red-pigmented oil glands
[Eo] associated with palisade parenchyma (Eb] and small
vessels (Ee]; elongated cells of fragments of the petal
epidermis with straight or wavy anticlinal walls m;
vessels [DJ with reticulate or pitted walls [Da] and groups of
thick-walled fibres [Db]; fragments of the centta! parenchyma
of the stems (1<] with lignified and pitted rectangular
cells [Ka] sometimes associated with vessels [Kb); fragments
of the anthers [F] showing the central part consisting of small
cells containing clustercrystals of calciwnoxalate [Fb] and
cells from the fibrous layer [Fa]; fragments of the staminal
filament with elongated, thin-walled cells with a striated
cuticle [e]j numerous pollen grains with 3 germinal pores
and a smooth exine, occurring singly [G] or in dense groups.

Ab

D Da

D .

Figure 1438.-1. - IRustration for identijication USt B of powdered
herbal drug of St: John's wort

c. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 15 min,
then filter or centrifuge the solution and use the filtrate or
supernatant.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoride R and
3.5 mg of rutoside trihydrate R in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mLwith the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.

2022

Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3 mg of chlorogenic acid R in methanol R and diluteto
10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Intensity marker Hyperoside.

Plate TLC riIicagelFm plateR (2-10 um),

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, water R, ethylacetate R
(6:9:90 VIVIV).

Application 4 ~L as bands of 8 rom.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.

Dryi'ng In a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.
Detection Heat at 100-105 °C for 5 min. Spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylbaric acid aminoethyl
esterR in methanol R, then with a 50 gILsolution of macrogol
400R in methanol R or, alternatively, dip the warm plate in a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 gILsolutionof macrogol 400 R in
methylene chloride R. Allow the plate to dry in airfor about
1 min and examine in ultraviolet lightat 366 nm.
System suitability Reference solution (c):

- the chromatogram shows 2 distinctzones in the lower
thirdwhichmay, however, be partially overlapping.
The lowerzone (chlorogenic acid) shows a light blue
fluorescence and the upperzone (hyperoside) showsa
yellowor orange fluorescence.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution,other faint to very faintfluorescent
zones, which may be blue, redor orange-yellow, may be
present, especially above the red zones due to hypericin and
pseudohypericin; the light blue fluorescent zone due to
chlorogenlc acid may be overlapped by the yellowor orange
fluorescent zone due to hyperoside.

Top of the plate

A red fluorescentzone or a faint red
fluorescent zone

-- --

2 red fluorescent zones (hypericin
and pseudohypericin)

2 yellowor orangefluorescent zones
or 2 Caint yellowor orange
fluorescent zones

-- --

A yellowor orangefluorescent zone
or a faintyellowor orange
fluorescent zone

Hyperoside: a yellowor orange A yellowor orangefluorescent zone
fluorescent zone or an intenseyellowor orange

fluorescentzone (hyperoside)

A lightblue fluorescentzone or a
faint lightblue fluorescent zone
(chlcrogenic acid)

Ruroside: a yellowor orange A yellowor orangefluorescentzone
fluorescentzone (rutoside}

Reference ectuuen (0) Test solution

)
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TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent of stemswith a diameter greater than
5 mm and maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 b.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 percent.

ASSAY
Testsolution In a 100 mL round-bottomed flask, introduce
0.800 g of the powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12), 60 mL
of a mixture of 20 volumes of water Rand 80 volwnes of
tetrahydrofuran R and a magnetic stirrer. Boil the mixture in a
water-bath at 70 °C under a reflux condenser for 30 min.
Centrifuge (2 min at 700 g) and decant the supernatant into
a 250 mL flask. Take up the residue with 60 mL of a
mixture of 20 volumes of water Rand 80 volumes of
tetrahydrofuran R. Heat again undera reflux condenser for
30 min. Centrifuge (2 min at 700 g) and decant the
supernatant. Combine the extracts and evaporate to dryness.
Take up the residue with 15 mL of methanol R using
ultrasound and transfer to a 25 mL measuring flask. Rinse
the 250 mL flask with methanol R and dilute to 25.0 mL with
the same solvent. Centrifuge again, filter 10 mL through a
syringe Iilrer (0.2 urn). Discard the first 2 millilitres of the
filtrate. Introduce 5.0 mL of the filtrate into a measuring
flask and dilute to 25.0 mL with methanol R.
Compensation liquid methanol R.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution at
590 run, by comparison with the compensation liquid.
Calculate the percentage contentof totalhypericins,
expressed as hypericin, using the following expression:

Axl25
mx870

i.e, taking the specific absorbance of bypericin to be 870.

A absorbance at 590 run;
m massof the herbal drugto be examined, in grams.

__________________ /'lJfu

Quantified 51. John's Wort Dry
Extract

. (Ph. Bur. monograph 1874)
i /'bEll _

DEFINITION
Quantified dry extract obtained from St. John's wort (1438).

Content
- /OIQ/hypericins, expressed as hypericin (C>o!I,.O.;

M, 504.4): 0.10 per cent to 0.30 per cent (anhydrous
extract);

- j/awnoids, expressed as nuoside (C"H3.O,.; M, 610.5):
minimum 6.0 per cent (anhydrous extract);

- hyperforin (C,,H'20.; M, 536.8): maximum 6.0 per cent
(anhydrous extract) and not more than the contentstated
on the label.

St. John's Wort Preparations IV-489

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from theherbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (50-80 per cent VIV) or methanol
(50-80 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownish-grey powder.

IDENTIFICATION
High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solution To 0.1 g of the extract to be examined add
5.0 mL of methano/R. Sonicate for 15 min, thenfilter or
centrifuge the solution anduse the filtrate or supernatant.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3.5 mg of nuoside trihydrate R in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the samesolvent.
Reference solurion (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2.5 mg of hyperoside Rand
3 mg of eh/orogenic addR in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the samesolvent.
lntensj~ marker Hyperoside.
Plate TLC silica gel F2S4 plate R (2-10 um),

Mobile phase anhydrous lonnie acidR, water R, ethyl acetate R
(6:9:90 VIVIV).

Applicarion 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development 70 mm from the lower edge of the plate.
Doting In a current of airat room temperature for 5 min.
Detection Heat at 100-105 "C for 5 min. Spray the warm
plate with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoethyl
esrer R in methanol R, thenwitha 50 gILsolution of macrogol
400 R in methanol R or, alternatively, dip the warm platein a
5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester R in ethyl
acetate R, then in a 50 gIL solution of mlUrogoi 400 R in
methylene chloride R. Allow the plate to dry in air for about
1 min and examine in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.
Sysum suitability Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows 2 distinct zones in the lower

third whichmay, however, be partially overlapping.
The lowerzone (chlorogenic acid) showsa lightblue
fluorescence and the upper zone (hyperoside) shows a
yellowor orange fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained withreference solution (a) and the
test solution. Furthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution,otherfaint to very faint fluorescent
zones, whichmay be blue,redor orange-yellow, maybe
present, especially above the redzonesdue to hypericin and
pseudohypericin; the lightbluefluorescent zone due to
chJorogenic acid may be overlapped by the yellow or orange
fluorescent zone due to byperoside.
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IV-490 St. John's Wort Preparations

Top of the plBte

A yellowor omnge fluorescentzone
or a faintyellowor orange
fluorescent zone

-- --
2 redfluorescent zones (hypericin
and. pscudohypericin)

2 yellowor orangefluorescent zones
or 2 faint yellowor orange
fluorescent roDes

-- --

A yellowor Ol"llJlge fluorescentzone
or a faintyellowor orange
fluorescentzone

Hyperoside: a yellowor orange An intenseyellowor orange
fluorescent zone fluorescent zone (hypcn»ide)

A lightblue uocrescem zone or a
faint light blue fluorescent zone
(chlorogenlc add)

Rutoside: a yellowor orange A yellow or orange fluorescent zone
fluorescent zone (nuoside)

Reference solution (a) Tell solution

TESTS
Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 4.0 per cent, determined on 0.500 g.

ASSAY
Total hypericins
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dissolve 70.0 mg of the extract to be examined
in 25.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate and centrifuge the
solution. Expose the solution to a xenonlamp at about
765 W/m2 for 8 min.
Reference solution Dissolve a quantity of St. John's won dry
extraet HRS corresponding to 0.15 mg of hypericin in
25.0 mL of methanol R. Sonicate and centrifuge. Expose the
solution to a xenon lamp at about 765 W/m2 for 8 min.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 rn, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsi/yl sili<a gelfor chromatography R

(5 ~m);

- temperature: 40 'C.
Mobile phase Mix 39 volumes of ethyl"",tate R, 41 volumes
of a 15.6 gIL solution of sodium dihydrogen phasphat8 R
adjusted to pH 2 withphasphoric acid Rand 160 volumes of
methanol R.
F/qw rat8 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 590 nm.

Injection 20 flL.
Run time 15 min.
l(kmifica,;on of peahs Use the chromatogram supplied with
St: John's wort dry ",traet HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution to identify the peaks due
to pseudohyperidn and hypericin.
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Syuem suilabiHty Reference solution:
- the chromatogram obtained is similar to the

chromatogram supplied with St: John's wort dry
extract HRSj

- resolution: minimum 2 between the peaks due to
pseudohypericin andhypericin.

Calculate thepercentage contentof total hypericins,
expressed as hypericin, using the following expression:

(A, +A2 ) x m, xp
A3 x ml

AI areaof the peak due to pseudohypericin in the chromatogram
obt&ined with the t~' solutionj

A2 areaoCthepeak due to hypericin in the chromatognun obtained
wnh the test solution;

A3 areaof the peak due to hypericin in me chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution;

m, mass of the extract to beexamined used 10 prepare the test
solution,in grams;

fflZ massof S,. JNIn'S R'OI'1' dryexITaCt HRS used to prepare the
reference solution.in grams;

P percentage contentof hypericin in S.. John's WOrI dry
exrmaHRS.

Hyperforin and ftavonoids
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Cany out the assayprot8eud
from light
Solventmixture waterR, methanol R (20:80 VIV).
Test solution Dissolve 75.0 mg of the extract to be examined
in 20.0 mL of the solvent mixture. Sonicate and centrifuge.
Reference solurian (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg of naoside
trihydrate CRS in 200.0 mL of the solvent mixture.

Reference solurian (b) Dissolve 75.0 mg of St: John's wort dry
extract HRS in 20.0 mLof the solventmixture. Sonicateand
centrifuge.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: octadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromOlOgraphy R

(3 JUIl).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: phosphoric acidR, water R (3:1000 VIV);
- mobile phase B: phospharic acidR, acetonitrile R

(3:1000 VIV);

Time MobIle pbase A Mobile phase B Flow rate
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent VIP) (mUmln)

0-8 S2 IS O.S

8· 18 82 --> 47 18 --> 53 O.S

18 ~ 18.1 47 --> 3 53 --> 97 O.S

18.1 - 19 3 97 0.8 --> 1.2

19 - 31 3 97 1.2

Detection Spectrophotometer at 360 run, then at 275 run
after the elution of biapigenio (about 22 min).

Inje<rion 10 flL.
ldenJificarian of peahs Use the chromatogram supplied with
St; John's wort dry extraa HRS and the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) to identify the peaks due
to rutoslde, hyperoaide, isoquercitroside, quercitrin,
quercetin, biapigenin, hyperforin and adhyperforin.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- the chromatogram obtained is similar to the

chromatogram supplied with St. John', wort dry
extraCt HRS;
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- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to
mtoslde and hyperoside, and minimum 2.0 between the
peaks due to hyperforin: and adhyperforin.

Calculate the percentage content of hyperforin using the
following expression:

A4 xm4 xpx2.3
A j xm)x 10

A.. area of the peak due to hyperforin in the cluomatogram
obrained with the lest solution;

As Area of the pea);due to rutoside in the chromatogram obtained
widl reference solution (a);

mj mass of the extract co be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in gmrns;

m" mass of rurorick trihydrtJu CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;

2.3 correction factor Cor hyperforin with respect to rutosidc;
p percentage content of rutoside in nJeoside rrihydrakCRS.

Calculate the percentage content of flavonoids, expressed as
rutoside, using the following expression:

m, xpx (A, +A, +A, +A, +A IO +A II )

m3 xA5 x 10

As area.of the peak due co rutcside in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a);

A6 area of the peak due [0 rutoside in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution;

A1 area of the peak due to hyperoside in the chromatogram
ebtalned wilh the test solution;

As area of the peak due co isoquercitroside in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A9 area of the peak due to quercitrin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test so!ulionj

A lo area of the peak due to quer«tin in the chromatogram obtained
whh the lest solution;

All areaof the peak due co biapigenin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

mJ = mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution. in gramsj

mf mass of rJlUlSide triJrydrare CRS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in gnln1Sj

P percentage content of mtoside in nm1fidc tn1Jydmte CRS.

LABELLING
The label states the content of hyperforin.
_____________________ PhEll

Stephania Tetrandra Root
(Fourswmen Stephania Roo; Ph. Eur. monograph
1478)
PhEll _

DEFINITION
Scraped, cut and dried root of Suphania'tetrandra S.Moore.

Content
Minimum 1.6 per cent for the swn of tetrandrine and
fangchinoline, expressed as tettandrine (C38H42Nz06;
M, 623) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The root is found as slices or irregularly cylindrical or
semi-cylindrical pieces, mostly tortuous, about 0.5-1 em thick
and 1-5 cm in diameter. The greyish-yeUowouter surface
usually shows deep and sinuous transversal striations; the
curved parts are knotty and bumpy. The texture is dense and
compact. The cut surface is greyish-white and shows radial
striations.

Stephania Tetrandra Root IV-491

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is whitish
grey. Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the foHowing diagnostic
characters: numerous fragments of parenchyma with ceUs
having slighdy thickened and moniliform walls;reticulate or
pitted xylem vessels accompanied by fibres, fragments of
phellodenn containing sclereids; rare cork fragments; rare,
fine, rod-shaped calcium oxalate crystals. Examine under a
microscope using a 50 per cent VIV solution ofglycerol R.
The powder shows very many round or truncated, simple or
2- or 3-compound starch granules, 10-20 J.1m in diameter,
with a punctiform hilum.

C. "Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 0.4 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of a mixture of I volume of anhydrous
formic acid R, 9 volumes of water Rand 40 volumes of
methanol R. Sonicate at ;25 °C for 10 min and filter.

Reference solutum Dissolve 10 mg of protopine hydro<hloride R
and 10 mg of tetrandrine R in methanol R and dilute to
10 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLG silica gelplate R (5-40 JUII) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, methanol R, ethyl
acewte R, toluene R (0.3:5:10:10 VIVIVIJI).
Application 10 ~L [or 5 ~Ll as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm],

Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 cm].

Drying In a current of wann air for 5 min.

Detection Treat with a 5 gIL solution of iodine R in ethanol
(96 per <en!! R until the background becomes yellow;
examine in daylight after the yellow colour has disappeared.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Protcpine: an orange zone

-- --

Tetrandrine: an orange zone An orange zone (tetrandrine)

An orange zone

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Aristolochia fangchi
Test for aristotochlcacids in herbal drugs (2.8.21). The drug
to be examined compiles with method A.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (1.4.16)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
.Maximum J.O per cent.

ASSAY
Tetrandrlne and fangchinoline
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
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IV-492 Sterculia

Testsolution In a 50 mL round-bottomed flask, weigh
0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.IZ).
Add 25 mL of a 2 per cenr VIV solution of hydrodJwn'c
acid R in metharwl R. Weigh. Heat undera reflux condenser
on a water-barb. at 60°C for 30 min. Cool and weigh. Adjust
to the initial weightusing a 2 per cent VIV solution of
hydrochlorit: acidR in me/hanoi R. Filler. Dilute 5.0 mL of the
filtrate 10 10.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference ,oIution Dissolve 10.0 mg of tetrandrine CRS in
5 mL of me/hawl Rand dilute 10 10.0 mL with the mobile
phase.

Column:
- size: / = 0.25 m, «2) = 4.6 mID;
- stationary phase: oaadecylsilyl silica gelfor chromawgraphy R

(5 urn).

Mobile phast 4.1 gIL solution of sodium laurylsulfonate for
chromatography R ina mixture of I volume of glacial acetic
add R, 30 volumes of methanol R, 30 volumes of water Rand
40 volumesof aceumitrile R.
Flowrate 2.0 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 run.
Injection 20 ~L.

Run time 30 min.
Relativeretention Withreference to tetrandrine (retention
lime = about 18 min): fangchinoline = about 0.7.

System m;tabilt",y Test solution:
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaksdue to

fangchinoline and tetrandrine.

Calculate the percentage content of tetrandrine and
fangchinoline, expressed as tetrandrine, using the following
expression:

(AI +A,) xm, xpx 5
A2 x ml

A I area of the peskdue to tetrandrine in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution;

A2 areaof thepeakdue to teuandrinein the chromatogmn
obtainedwith the reference solutionj

AJ area. of the peak. due to fangchinoline in thechromatogram
obtained wirh the test solution;

nil massof the herbaldrugto be examinedused to prepare the test
solution.in grams;

m2 mass of mrandrine CRS used to prepare thereference solution.
in gramsj

p assigned percentage COntent of tetrandrine in ,aronJn'ne CRS.

___________________ PIlE"

Sterculia
Sterculia Gum;Karaya Gum

Preparations
Sterculia Granules

When Powdered Sterculia is prescribed or demanded)
material complying with the appropriate requirements below
and containing not less than 10.0% of volatile acid shall be
dispensed or supplied.

DEFINITION
Sterculia is the gum obtained from Sterculia urem Roxb.
and otherspecies of Sterculia.

CHARACTERISTICS
It has the macroscopical and microscopical characters
described underIdentification tests A and B.
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Sparingly soluble in waw) but swellsinto a homogeneous,
adhesive) gelatinous mass. Practically insoluble in ethanol
(96%).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Irregular or vermifonnpieces, about 5 to 20 mm thick;
greyish white with a brown or pink tinge; surface striated.
B. When powderedand mounted in ethanol (96%) it appears
as small, transparent, angular particles of various sizes and
shapes; the particles lose their sharp edges when water is
added and each gradually swells until a large, indefinite,
almoststructureless mass results; whenmounted in ruthenium
redsolution the particles are stained red; no blue coloured
particles (starch) arevisible when mounted in iodine
,olution R1.
C. Add I g to 80 mL of water and allow to stand for
24 hours, shaking occasionally. A tacky and viscousgranular
mucilage is produced. Retain the mucilage for use in test D.
D. Boil 4 mL of the mucilage obtained in test C with
0.5 mL of hydrodJwri< acid, add I mL of 5M sodium
hydroxide) filter, add 3 mL of cupri-umark solution RJ to the
filtrate and heat. A red precipitate is produced.
E. Warm 0.5 g with 2 mL of 5M ,odiumhydroxide. A brown
colour is produced.

TESTS
Acid-Insoluble ash
Not more than 1.0%, Appendix XI K.

Foreign matter
Complies with the 1eS' for foreign matter, Appendix XI D.

Ash
Not more than 7.0%, Appendix XI J.
Volatlle acid
Not less than 14.0%, calculated as aceticacid) C2H402,

when determined by the following method. To I g contained
in a 700 mL Kjeldablflask add 100 mL of waterand 5 mL
of orthophosphork add) allow to standfor several hours, or
until the gum is completelyswollen) and boil gentlyunder a
reflux condenser for 2 hours. Steam distil until 800 mL of
distillate is obtainedand the acidresidue measures about
20 mL and titrate the distillate with O.IM ,odiumhydroxUk
VS using phenolphthalein ,oIu.Um Rl as indicator. Repeat the
operation without the substance beingexamined.
The difference between the titrations represents the amount
of alkali required to neutralise the volatile acid. Each mL of
O.IMsodium hydroxide VS is equivalent to 6.005 mg of
volatileacid, calculated as C:!II..02'
Microbial contamlnadon
1.0 g is free from Escherichia coli, Appendix XVI B I.

STORAGE
Sterculia should be stored in a dryplace.

Sterculia Granules
DEFINITION
Sterculia Granules are Sterculia in granule fonn.
The granules comply with the requirements Slated under Granules
and with thefoHowing requirements.

CHARACTERISTICS
White or buff with a distinct odour of aceticacid;
transparent) irregular shapedgranules of about 1 to 4 nun
which swell when treated with water.
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IDENTIFICATION
A. Irregular or vermiformpieces, about 5 to 20 mm thick;
greyish whitewitha brown or pink tinge; surface striated.
B. When powdered and mounted in ethanol (96%) it appears
as small, transparent, angular particles of various sizesand
shapes; the particles lose their sharp edgeswhenwateris
added and each gradually swells until a large, indefinite,
almost srructureless mass results; when mounted in rnthenium
redsolution the particles arestained red; no blue coloured
particles (starch) are visiblewhen mounted in iodine
solution R I.
C. Add I g to SO mL of wa"" and allow to stand for
24 hours, shaking occasionally. A tacky andviscous granular
mucilageis produced. Retainthe mucilageforuse in test D.
D. Boil 4 mL of the mucilage obtained in test C with
0.5 mL of hydrochloric acid, add I mL of 5Msodium
hydroxide, filter, add 3 mL of cupri-tartaric solution Rl to the
filtrate and heat. A red precipitate is produced.

TESTS
Acid-insoluble ash
Not more than 1.0%, Appendix Xl K.

Ash
Not more than 7.0%, Appendix XI J.
Volatile acid
Not less than 13.0%, calculated as aceticacid, ~H402J
when determined by the following method. To I g contained
in a 700 mL Kjeldahl flask add 100 mL of waterand 5 mL
of onhophosphorie acid, allow to stand forseveral hours, or
until the granules are completely swollen, and boil gently
undera reflux condenser for 2 hours. Steam distil until
SOO mL of the distillate is obtained and the acid residue
measures about20 mL and titrate the distillate with 0.1M
sodium hydroxide VS using phetwlphthalein solution RI as
indicator. Repeat the operation without the substance being
examined. The difference between the titrations represents
the amountof alkali required to neutralise the volatile acid.
Bach mL of 0.1M sodium hydroxide VS is equivalent to
6.005 mg of volatile acid, calculated as C2H.02'

Loss on dry1ng
The powdered granules, when dried to constant weight at
105°, lose not morethan 20.0% of their weight. Use 1 g.

Microbial contamination
1.0 g is free from Escherichia coli, Appendix XVI BI.

STORAGE
Sterculia Granules should be stored in a dry place.

Stramonium Leaf
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0246)

Preparation
Prepared Stramonium
WhenStramonium Leafor Powdered Stramonium Leafis
prescribed, Prepared Stramonium shall be dispensed.
POE" _

DEFINITION
Dried leaf or dried leaf and flowering, and occasionally fruit
bearing, tops of Datura stramonium L. and its varieties.

Content
Minimum 0.25 percent of total alkaloids) expressed as
hyoscyamine (C I1H"NO,; M, 2S9.4) (dried drug).

Stramonium Lear IV-493

The alkaloids consistmainly of hyoscyamine with varying
proportions of hyoscine (scopolamine).

CHARACTERS
Unpleasant odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves are dark brownish-green or dark greyish-green
with a shortpetiole, oftenmuch twisted and shrunken during
drying) thin and brittle, ovateor triangular-ovate, dentately
lobedwith an acuminate apex and oftenunequal at the base.
Youngleaves arepubescent on the veins,olderleaves are
nearly glabrous. Stems aregreen or purplish-green, slender,
curved and twisted, wrinkled longitudinally and sometimes
wrinkled transversely, branched dichasially, with a single
flower or an immature fruit in the fork. Flowers, on short
pedicels, havea gamosepalous calyx with 5 lobes and
trumpet-shaped brownish-white or purplish corolla. The fruit
is a capsule, usually covered withnumerous short,stiff
emergences; seeds are brown or black with a minutely pitted
testa.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis greyish
green. Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate
solutUm R. The powdershows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 0246.-1): fragments of upper [A) and
lower [C] epidermises of the lamina, in surface view, showing
cells with slightly wavy anticfinal walls and a smooth cuticle
accompanied by palisade [Aa) and spongy [Cal pasenchyma;
anisocytic [Ac, Cb) and anomocytic [Ab) stomata (2.8.3),
morefrequent on the lower epidermis; fragments of covering
trichomes, conical [E], uniseriate with 3-5 cells with warty
walls, some of them collapsed [Ea]; glandular trichornes,
short and clavate (side view [B)) with heads formed by 2-7
cells; dorsiventral mesophyll (transverse section [F]), witha
single layer of palisade cells [Fa] and a spongy
parenchyma [Fb] containing cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate [Fc); fragments of spongy pasenchyma [D) with some
cells containing small cluster crystals of calciumoxalate[Db],
associated with annulasly and spirally thickened vessels [Da],
in surface view.The powdered herbal drug may also show:
fibres and reticulately thickened vessels from the stems;
subspherical pollen grains about 60-S0 urn in diameter with
3 germinal poresand a nearly smoothexine [G]; fragments
of the corolla [H) with wavy-walled cells [Ha] and underlying
mesophyll [Hb] with some cells containing prisms [Hc) or
cluster crystals [Hd] of calcium oxalate; seed fragments
containing yellowish-brown, sinuous, thick-walled sclereids of
the testa m, and occasional prisms and microsphenoidal
crystals of calcium oxalate.
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the
chromatography test.
Results The principal zones in the chromatograms obtained
with the test solution aresimilar in position,colour and size
to the principal zones in thejchromatogram obtained with the
same volumeof the reference solution.
D. Shake I g of the powdered herbal drug (ISO) (2.9.12)
with 10 mL of duure sulfuric acidRl for 2 min. Filter and add
to the filtrate 1 mL of concentrated ammonia Rand 5 mL of
wa"" R. Shake cautiously with 15 mL ofperoxide-free erher R,
avoiding the formation of an emulsion. Separate the ether
layer and dry over anhydrous sodium sulfare R. Filter and
evaporate the etherin a porcelain dish.Add 0.5 mL of nitric
acidR and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath. Add 10 mL
of ace«me Rand, dropwise, a 30 gIL solutionof potassium
hydroxide R in erhanol (96 per ren!! R. A deep violet colour
develops.
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Figure 0246.-1. -IUustratitmJor identification leSt B of powdered
herbal drugof stramonium leaf

TESTS
Chromatography
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of diluce sulfurl< acidRl, shake for
15 min and filter. Wash the filter with diluce sulfuric acidRl
until 25 mL of filtrate is obtained. To the filtrate add I mL
of concentrated ammonia R and shake with 2 quantities, each
of 10 mL, of peroxide-free ether R. H necessary, separate by
centrifugation. Dry the combined etherlayers overanhydrous
sodium sulfate R, filter and evaporate to dryness on a water
bath. Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of hyoscyamine sulfate R in
9 mL of methanol R. Dissolve 15 mg of hyoscine
hydrobromide R in 10 mL of methanol R. Mix 3.8 mL of the
hyoscyamine sulfate solution and 4.2 mL of the hyoscine
hydsobromide solution and dilute to 10 mL with methanol R.
Plate TLG silica gelG place R.

Mobile phas(t concentrated ammonia R, waterR, aarone R
(3:7:90 VIVIV).

Application 10 ~L and 20 ~L of each solution, as bands of
20 mm by 3 mrn, leaving I em between the bands.
Development Over a path of 10 cm.

Drying At 100-105 ·C for 15 min; allow to cool.
Detection A Spraywith potassium iodobismumate solution R2)
using about 10 mL for a plate200 mm square, until the
orange or brown zones becomevisibleagainst a yellow
background.

2022

Results A The zones in the chromatograms obtained with
the test solution aresimilar in position (hyoscyamine in the
lowerthird, hyoscinein the upper third of the
chromatograms) and colour to those in the chromatograms
obtained with the reference solution. The zones in the
chromatograms obtained with the test solution are at least
equal in size to me corresponding zones in the chromatogram
obtained with the same volume of the reference solution.
Faint secondary zones may appear) particuJarly in me middle
of the chromatogram obtained with 20~ of the test solution
or nearthe point of application in the chromatogram
obtained with 10 J.lL of the test soJution.
Detection B Spray with sodium niuite solution R until the
coatingis transparent, examine after 15 min.
Results B The zones due to hyoscyamine in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solutionchangefrom brown to reddish-brown butnot to
greyish-blue (atropine) and anysecondary zones disappear.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent of stems with a diameter greater than
5mm.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 20.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acId (2.8.1)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
a) Determine the loss on drying (2.2.32) on 2.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C.

b) Moisten 10.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (180)
(2.9.12) with a mixture of 5 mL of ammonia R, 10 mL of
ethanol (96 pereen!! Rand 30 mL of peroxide-free ether R and
mix thoroughJy. Transfer the mixture to a suitable percolator,
if necessary with the aid of the extracting mixture. Allow to
macerate for 4 h and percolate with a mixture of 1 voJume of
chloroform R and 3 volumes of peroxide-free ether R until the
alkaJoids are compJeteJy extracted. Evaporate to dryness a
few millilitres of the Jiquid flowing from me percolator,
dissolve the residue in 0.25 M su/furl< acidand verifythe
absence of alkaJoids usingpotassium letraiodomen:urau
solution R. Concentrate the percolate to about50 mL by
distilling on a water-bath and transfer it to a separating
funnel, rinsing with peroxide-free ether R. Add a quantity of
peroxide-free ether R equal to at lea" 2.1 times the volume of
the percolate to producea liquid of a density well belowthat
of water. Shake the solutionwith no fewer than 3 quantities,
each of 20 mL, of 0.25 M su/furl< acid, separate the 2 layers
by centrifugation if necessary and transfer the acidlayers to a
2nd separating funnel. Make the acid layer alkaline with
ammonia R and shake with 3 quantities, each of 30 mL, of
chloroform R. Combine the chloroform layers, add 4 g of
anhydrous sodium sulface R and allow to stand for 30 min with
occasional shaking. Decant the chlorofonn and wash the
anhydrous sodium sulfate with 3 quantities, each of 10 mL,
of chlorofonn R. Add the washings to the chloroform extract,
evaporate to dryness on a water-bath andheat in an oven at
100-105 °C for 15 min. Dissolve the residue in a few
millilitres of chloroform R, add 20.0 mL of 0.01 M sulfurl< acid
and remove the chloroform by evaporation on a water-bath.
Titrate the excess of acid with 0.02 M sodium hydroxide using
methyl red mixed solution R as indicator.
Calculate the percentage contentof total alkaloids, expressed
as hyoscyamine, using me following expression:

CbCaAb~

,~
.~/Aa~

IV-494 Stramonium Leaf
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57.88x (20 - n)

(IOO-d)xm

d loss on drying, as a percentage;
n volume or 0.02 M sodium hydroxide, in millilil:re$;
m mass of the powdered herbal drug, in grams.

STORAGE
Protected from moisture.
_____________________ ""Ell

Prepared Stramonium
(ph. Bur. monograph 0247)

Ph Ell ~

DEFINITION
Stramonium leaf powder (180) (2.9.12) adjusted, if
necessary, by the addition of powdered lactose or
stramonium leaf of lower content of total alkaloids.

Content
0.23 per cent to 0.27 per cent of total alkaloids) expressed as
hyoscyamine (Cl1H2,NOs; M, 289.4) (dried drug).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Greyish-green powder.

Unpleasant odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Microscopic examination (2.8.23) of the powder·(180)
(2.9.12). Examine under a microscope using chlural hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters: fragments of leaf lamina showing epidermal cells
with slightly wavyanticlinalwalls and smooth cuticle;
stomata are more frequent on the lower epidermis (anisocytic
and anomocytic) (2.8.3); covering trichomes are conical,
uniseriate with 3-5 cells and warty walls; glandular trichomes
are short and clavate with heads formed by 2-7 cells;
dorsiventral mesophyll, with a single layer of palisade cells
and a spongy parenchyma containing cluster crystals of
calcium oxalate; annularly and spirally thickened vessels.
The powdered herbal drug may also show the following
diagnostic characters: fibres and reticulately thickened vessels
from the stems; subsphericaJ pollen grains usually about
60-80 um ln. diameter with 3 germinal pores and nearly
smooth exine; fragments of the corolla with papillose
epidermis; seed fragments containing yellowish-brown,
sinuous, thick-walled sclereids of testa; occasional prisms and
microsphenoidal crystals of calcium oxalate. Examined in
glycerol (85 percent.! R, it may be seen to contain lactose
crystals.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the
Chromatography test.

Results The principal zones in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution are similar in position, colour and size
to the principal zones in the chromatogram obtained with the
same volume of the reference solution.

C. Shake I g with 10 mL of df7ute suljUric acid Rl for 2 min.
Filter and add to the filtrate 1 mL of concentrated ammonia R
and 5 mL of water R. Shake cautiously with 15 mL of
peroxide-free ether R, avoiding the formation of an emulsion.
Separate me ether layer and dry over anhydrous sodium
sulfare R. Filter and evaporate the ether in a porcelain dish.
Add 0.5 mL of nitric add R and evaporate to dryness on a

Stramonium Preparations IV-495

water-bath. Add 10 mL of acetone Rand, dropwise, a 30 gIL
solution of potassium hydroxide R in ethand (96 percent.! R.
A deep violet colour develops.

TESTS
Chromatography
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsalutian To 1.0 g of the drug to be examined add
10 mL of d.7ule mlfuric acidRI, shake for 15 min and filter.
Wash the filter with dilute m/furicacidRI until 25 mL of
filtrate is obtained. To the filtrate add 1 mL of concentrated
ammonia R and shake with 2 quantities, each of 10 ml., of
peroxide-free ether R. If necessary, separate by centrifugation.
Dry me combined ether layers over anhydrous sodium
sulfate R, filter and evaporate to dryness on a water-bath.
Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of hyoscyamine sulfate R in
9 mL of methanol R. Dissolve 15 mg of hyoscine
hydrobromide R in 10 mL of methanol R. Mix 3.8 mL of the
hyoscyamine sulfate solution and 4.2 mL of the hyoscine
hydrobromide solution and dilute to 10 mL with methanol R.
Piate TLC silica gel G plateR.
Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, waterR, acetone R
(3:7:90 VIVIV).
Application 10 pL and 20 pL of each solution as bands of
20 mm by 3 mm, leaving 1 em between the bands.

Deuelopmenl Over a path of 10 em.

Drying At 100-105 "C for 15 min and allow to cool.

Detection A Spray with potassium iodobismulhate solution R2,
using about 10 mL for a plate 200 mm square, until the
orange or brown zones become visible against a yellow
background.

Results A The zones in the chromatograms obtained with
the test solution are similar in position (hyoscyamine in the
lower third, hyoscine in the upper third of the
chromatogram) and colour to those in the chromatograms
obtained with the reference solution. The zones in the
chromatograms obtained with the test solution are at least
equal in size to the corresponding zones in the chromatogram
obtained with the same volume of the reference solution.
Faint secondary zones may appear, particularly in the middle
of the chromatogram obtained with 20 tJL of the test solution
or near the point of application in me chromatogram
obtained with 10 J.lL of the test solution.

Daection B Spray with sodium nitrite solution R until the
coating is transparent; examine after 15 min.

Results B The zones due to hyoscyamine in the
chromatograms obtained with the test solution and the
reference solution change from brown to reddish-brown but
not to greyish-blue (atropine) and any secondary zones
disappear.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 5.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g by drying in
an oven at 105°C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 20.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
a) Determine the loss on drying (2.2.32) on 2.000 g by
drying in an oven at 105 DC.

;
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IV-496 Szechwan Lovage Rhizome

b) Moisten 10.0 g with a mixture of 5 rnL of ammonia R,
10 mL of ethanol (96 per<enO Rand 30 mL of peroxide-free
etherR and mix thoroughly. Transfer the mixture to a
suitable percolator, if necessary with the aidof the extracting
mixture. Allow to macerate for 4 h andpercolate with a
mixture of 1 volume of chloroform Rand 3 volumes of
peroxide-free etherR until the alkaloids are completely
extracted. Evaporate to dcyness a few miIlilirres of the liquid
flowing from the percolator, dissolve the residue in 0.25 M
sulfuric acidand verify the absence of alkaloids using
potassium raraiodomerturate solution R. Concentrate the
percolate to about 50 mL by distilling on a water-hath and
transfer it to a separating funnel, rinsing with peroxide-free
ether R. Add a quanrity of peroxide-free ether R equal to at
least 2.1 times the volume of the percolate to produce a
liquid of a densitywell below that of water. Shake the
solution with no fewer than 3 quantities, each of 20 mL, of
0.25 M sulfum acid, separate the 2 layersby centrifugation if
necessary and transfer the acid layers to a 2nd separating
funnel. Make the acid layer alkaline withammonia Rand
shake with 3 quantities, each of 30 mL, of chlorofonn R.
Combine the chloroform layers, add 4 g of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R and allow to stand for 30 min with occasional
shaking. Decant the chloroform and washthe sodiumsulfate
with 3 quantities, each of 10 mL, of chlorojonn R. Add the
washings to the chloroform extract, evaporate to dryness on a
water-bath and heat in an oven at 100-105 °C for 15 min.
Dissolve the residue in a few millilitres of chlmofonn R) add
20.0 rnL of 0.01 M sulfuric acidand removethe chloroform
by evaporation on a water-bath. Titrate the excess of acid
with 0.02 M sodium hydr0xi4e using methyl red mixed
soluticn R as indicator.
Calculate the percentage content of total alkaloids, expressed
as hyoscyamine) using the following expression:

57.88(20 - n)
(100 - d)m
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yellowish-brown, roughand shrunken, with many nodular
stern baseson the upperpartof the rhizome, each with
parallel and raised annulations and concave, subrounded
stern scars. Numerous tuberculous rootlet scars arevisible on
the lower partand at the nodes.
Fragmented drug The fragmented rhizome occurs as thick
slices or irregular pieces.The sliceshavea conspicuously
irregular outline. The cut surface is whitish-yellow to
brownish-yellow. The texture is compact, difficult to break;
the fracture shows a yellowish-white or greyish-yellow
medulla, scattered with yellowish-brown oil dots.
The cambium occursas an undulate ring.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellow to brown. Examine under a microscope usingchloral
hydrate soluticn R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2634.-1): brownish-yellow cork fragments,
showing polyhedralcells with slightly sinuous walls (surface
view [AJ) or rectangularcells (transverse section [EJ);very
numerous fragments of parenchyma [E, G] with slightly
thickened cells; clustercrystals of calcium oxalate (10-25 J.1m
in diameter), isolated [F] or included in the parenchyma cells
[G], more or less numerous depending on the sample;
reticulateor scalarifonn spiralvessels (14-50 um in
diameter» isolatedor included in the parenchyma with thin
walled cells [D]; secretory canals) usually broken with thin
walled secretory cells containing droplets of oil, are
sometimes visible (longitudinal section [C), transverse section
[Hj), very rarely fusifonn fibres with thickenedwalls.
Examine undera microscope using a 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder showsvery numerous
starch granules, isolated [Ba] or included in parencbyma cells
[B]; the granules aresimple, rounded, ovoid, oblongor
reniform, 5-16 J.UD in diameter and up to 22 urn long; the
punctifonn,slit- or V-shaped hilum may be visible.
Occasional 2- to 4-compound starch granules may be
present.

__________________ ''1>£''

STORAGE
In an airtight container.

d
n
m

loss on drying, as a percentage;
volume of 0.02 M wdiwn hydroxide. in milli1itresj
m8S11 of me herbal drug. in grams.

PhE" ----,--

DEFINlTION
Whole or fragmented rhizome) gentlybaked to dryness) of
Ligusticum sinense Oliv. 'Chuanxiong' (Conioselinum
anthriscoides (H.Boissieu) Pimenov & K1juykov, syn.
Ligusticum chuanxiong Hort, ex S.H.Qiu, Y.Q.Zeng, KY.Pan,
Y.C.Tang & I.M.Xu), with rootlets removed, collected in
summer when the nodes of the stem become obviously
swollen and purplish.

Content
Minimum 3.5 mlJkg of essentialoil.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Whole drng. The whole rhizome is irregularly knotty and
fist-like, 2-7 ernin diameter. Externally, greyish-brown to

Figure 2634.-1. - RluslrtJlion for identification test B of powdered
herbal drugof szechwan "mage rhizome

•''{.
..,.:

c**** ** *<,»
Szechwan Lovage Rhizome
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2634)
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C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutwn To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mL of methanol R and mix for 10 min.
Centrifuge and use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of imperatorm Rand 1 mg
of osthole R in 1.0 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelF25• plateR (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase glacioJ acetic acidR, ethylacetate R, toluene R
(1:10:90 VIVIJI).

Applicatwn 4 ~L as bands of 8 mm.
Development Over a path of 6 em.
Drying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 nm.
Results A See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint quenching zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

Top of the plate

-- ~-

A bluishfluorescentzone

A weakquenching zone

Osthole: 8 bluefluorescent zone. 2 quenching zones

Imperatorin: a quenching zone

-- --

2 quenching zones

Reference soludon Test solution

Tea-tree Oil IV-497

Top of the plate

A reddish zone

-- ~-

A weakyellowish zone (Z-ligustilide)

2 pink. zones

Osthole: a violetzone

Imperatorin: a yellowzone A brownish zone

-- ~-

A brownish zone

A reddish-violet zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximwn 8.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential 011 (2.8.12)
Use 25.0 g of the fresWy crushed herbal drug, a 500 mL
round-bottomed flask) 200 mL of water R as the distillation
liquid and 0.50 mL of trimethylpentane R in the graduated
tube. Distil at a rate of 3-3.5 mlJrnin for 3 h.
_____________________ P1>E,;

Detection B Treat with a 10 per cent VIV solution of su/fitric
acid R in methanol R, heat at 120 °C for 3 min and examine
in daylight.
Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Tea Tree Oil
Melaleuca Oil
(ph. Eur. monograph 1837)

**** ** ******

P1>E,; _

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steamdistillation from the foliage
and terminal branchlets of Melaleuca oJtemifolia (Maiden and
Belch) Cheel, M. linar/i/olia Smith, M. dWitiflora F. Mueller
and/or otherspeciesof Me/aleum.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, mobile) colourless or pale yellow liquid.
Characteristic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
First idenn'jication: B.

Second identificati<m: A.
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Terminalia Arjuna Stem Bark
DEFINll10N
Tenninalia Arjona Stem Bark consists of cut dried bark of
the stems of Tmninalia onuna W. andA. It contains not less
than 6% of tannins, expressed as pyr9gallo1, calculated with
reference to the dried drug. '

IDENTIFICATION
A. Irregularly flattened or slightly curved or recurred pieces,
up to about8 em long) 4 em wide and 1 em thick; outer
surface uneven, dark brown or sometimes mottled greyish
brown, smooth or, morefrequently, irregularly striated
longitudinally withoccasional transverse ridges; inner swface
pink to reddish brown with longitudinal striations and
occasional paler brown patches. Fracture short and starchy in
the innerpart, the outerpart frequently laminated.
B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is reddish-brown.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrau solution.

50

50 --!o 230

230

240

240

Tempersture
("C)

Time
(mln)

0- I

1-37
37 -45

Comer gas helium for chromatography R.
Flow rate 1.3 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

Column

Injection port

Detector

Detection Flameionisation.
lnj«tion I ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of the
reference solution. Record me retention times of these
substances.
System suilability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 2.7 between thepeaks due to

terpinen-4-ol and aromadendrene,

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution) locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution. Disregard the
peak due to hexane.
Determine the percentage content of these components.
The percentages arewithin the foUowing ranges:
- a-pinene: 1.0 per cent to 6.0 percent,
- sabinene: maximum 3.5 per cent,
- et.-terpitlene: 5.0 per cent to 13.0 per cent,
- limonene: 0.5 per cent to 4.0 per cent,
- cineole: maximum 15.0 per cent,
- "I-terpinene: 10.0 percent to 28.0 percent,
- p-cymene: 0.5 per cent to 12.0 percent,
- terpinolene: 1.5 per cent to 5.0 per cent,
- terjn"nen-4-o1: minimwn 30.0 per cent,
- aromadendrene: maximwn 7.0 percent,
- a.-terpineol: 1.5 per cent to 8.0 percent.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25 "C.

Top oCtbe plate

Cineole:8 violet-brown zone A violet-brown zone. less intense
(cineole)

Terpjnen-a-ol: a brownish-violet A brownish-violet zone terpjnen-d-
ron, 00

a-terpineol: a violet or brownish- A violet or brownish-violet zone
violetzone (lX-terpineol)

Reference lIolutlon Test .oIutton

TESTS
Relative density (1.1.5)
0.885 to 0.906.

Refractive index (2.1.6)
1.475 to 1.482.

Optical rotation (1.1.7)
+5°to+ 15°.
Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dissolve0.15 mL of the substance to be
examined in J0 mL of hexane R.
Reference sduuon Dissolve 5 ~L of a-pinene R, 5 It1. of
sabinene R, 15 JlL of a-terpinene R, 5 )JL of limonene R, 5 JlL
of cin«Jfe R, 30 ~L of v-urpinene R, 5 It1. of p-cymene R, 5 ~L

of terpinolene R, 60 ~L of terpinen-4-cI R, 5 ~L of
aromadendrene Rand 5 mg of a-terpin«JI R in 10 mL of
hexane R.
Column:
- material: fused silica)
- size: I = 30 m (a film thickness of I urn may be used) to

60 m (a lilm thickness of 0.2 ~ may be used),
o = 0.25-0.53 mm,

- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R.

A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Dissolve 0.1 mL of the substance to be
examined in 5 mL of heptane R.

Reference solution Dissolve 30 It1. of cineole R, 60 It1. of
terpinen-4-01 R and 10 mg ofa-terpin«J1 R in 10 mL of
heptane R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.

Mobile phase ethylacetateR, heptane R (20:80 VIV).

Application 10 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray withanisaldehyde so/uuim R. Heat at
100-105 "C for 5-10 min while observing. Examine in
daylight.
Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherzones arepresent in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

IV-498 Tenninalia Arjuna Stem Bark

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionaresimilar in retention timeto
those in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.
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The powder shows a variety of parenchymatous cells, some
thin-walled, square or round and others yellowish, polygonal
and thick-walled. Rectangular or polygonal, pined, thin
walled, light brown, lightly lignified cells from the cork layer
or outer areas of the cortexare present.
Fibres occursinglyand in smallor large groups, individual
cells narrowing W highly pointed ends, and possibly showing
wavyinvaginations of the walls where surrounding cellshave
become detached; degree of lignification varies; walls are
yellowish brown, some pitted,others not. Singlefibres may
he complete, but those in groups areusually fragmented,
individual cells beingstraight or noticeably curved in places.
Roundedcells of the medullary rays" which are one cell wide,
intersperse the fibres.
Small, calcium oxalate cluster crystals occurscattered
throughout as well as beingfound within parenchymatous
cells, some forming a crystal sheath alongside the fibres.
Othercrystals are very large and less weU defined, and
usually free.
Examine under a microscope using 50% vlv of glycerol.
Starch granules arefrequent, but not abundant, mainly free,
but some in parenchymatous cells.They aresmall, simple,
round,ovalor irregular in shape, and occasionally in 2 to 3
compound granules, without visible hila. Moreor less
frequent scattered lumps of brown pigment maybe found
sometimes in parenchymatous cells.
C. Carry out the method for thin-layerchromawgraphy,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.
(1) Shake 1.0 g of the powdered drug with 10 mL of absolute
ethanol, centrifuge at 300Q rpm for 5 minutes and filter
(Whannan GF/C is suitable).

(2) 0.01 % wlv each of arjunolit add and gaUit acidin absolute
ethanol.

CHROMATOGRAPIDC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating high performance silica gel (Merck
silica gel 60 HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply as bands 8 1'1. of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 8 em.

(e) Remove the plateand allow it to dry in airfor 5 minutes.
Spray the plate withanisaldehyde solution, heat at 100° to
105° for 5 minutes and examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

15 volumes of ethylacetate, 15 volumes of/onnic acidand
70 volumes of toluene.

SYSTEM SmTABlLITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two clearly separated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (I) shows a band
with an Revalue of approximately 0.30 corresponding in
colourandposition to the band obtained for arjunolic acid in
solution (2); two clearly separated dark bands with
an Rf value of approximately 0.2; a bandwithan Rf value of
0.63 is present. Orner bands may be present.

Terminalia Belerica Fruit IV-499

Top of the plate

Dark band

Dark band Darkbanel: arjunolic
acid

Two separateddark Yellowband; gallic
bands acid

Solution (1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Ash
Not more than 25%, Appendix XI J.
Loss on drying
When dried for 2 hours at ]00° to 105°, loses not more than
10% of its weight. Use 1 g.

Water soluble extractive
Not less than 20%, Appendix XI B2.

ASSAY
Carry out the determination of tannins in herbal drngs,
Appendix XI M. Use 1.0 g of powdered drug.

Terminalia Belerica Fruit
DEFINTI10N
Terminalia Belerica Fruitconsists of perlcarp of dried ripe
fruits of Terminalia belerica Roxb. It contains not less than
]0% of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol, calculated with
reference to the dried drug.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The dried fruits arespherical to subspherical, about3 to
5 em in diameter, slightly depressed at the upper end and
moreor less tapering to the scarof the pedicelat the lower
end. The surface is brown to yellowish brown witha grey
velvety sheen, irregularly wrinkled and sometimes with faint,
incomplete, longitudinal ridges. Cut transversely, the fruit
showsthe pericarp about4 to 5 mm thick enclosing a very
hard, yellowish-white seed.
B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is light-brown.
Examine under a microscope usingchloral hydrate solution.
The powder showsmanyfree, unicellular, straight or slightly
bent trichomes from the epicarp. A variety of thick-walled,
heavily pitted, lignified fibro-sclereids of elongated and
spherical shapes occurin large and smallgroups; occasional
medium sizedreticulate vessels; heavily pitted, lignified
parenchymatous cells and others with reticulate thickenings;
many lignified, pitted, thin walled sclereids and groups of
fragmented, thick-walled, pitted, fibres arepresent. Rarely oil
globules, starch granules, and calcium oxalate crystals maybe
found in the parenchymatous cells from the embryo.
Examine undera microscope using 50% v/v of glycerol.
The powder showsminute,either single or 2 to 4 compound
starch granules, some scattered, but mainly filling
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IV-SOO Tenninalia Chebula Fruit

parenchymatous cells. Some haveslit or stellate hila; simple
granules are often not perfectly spherical. Larger calcium
oxalatecrystals, with fewer smallones, arescattered or in
parenchymatous cells.
C. Carry out the method for 'hin-layer chromalograpl!Y,
Appendixill A, using the following solutions.
(I) Add IO mL of absolute ethanol to 1.0 g of the powdered
drug) centrifuge at 3000 rpmfor 5 minutes and filter
(Whatman GF/C is suitable).

(2) 0.01 % wlv each of Qljunoli< acid, gallic acid and eYagi< acid
in absolute ethanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coatinghigh performance silicagel F2 54

(Merck silica gel 60 F"4 HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply as bands 8 ~L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 8 em.

(e) Remove the plate and allow it to dryin airfor 5 minutes.
Examine under ultraviolet ligh' (254 nm). SPlaY the plate with
anisaldehyde solurion, heat at 100° to 105° for 5 minutes and
examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

15 volumes of ethyl_tate, 15 volumes of/onnie acidand
70 volumes of toluene.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtainedwith
solution (2) shows two clearly separated bandsunder both
ultraviolet light (254 nm) and daylight.

CONFIRMATION

Under ultravioletligh' (254 nm) the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I) shows bands with Rfvalues of
approximately 0.11 and 0.15 corresponding in colour and
position to the bands obtained with ellagic acid and gallic
acid in solution (2) and light blue bands with Rf values of
approximately 0.04 and 0.36. Other bands may be present.

Top of the plale

Ughtbfueband

Blueband Blue band: gallic acid
Dark band Dark band: ellagic acid

light blueband
Solution (1) Solution (2)

Under daylight after spraying with anisaldeftyde solution the
chromatogram obtained with solution (I) shows a band with
an Rf value of approximately 0.15 corresponding in colour
and position to the bandobtained gallicacid in solution (2)j
a dark band with an Rf value of 0.36; several dark bands in
the upper part of the plate.

2022

Top of the plate

Severaldarkbands

Dark band
Darkband: arjunolic
acid

Light brown band L1ghl brown band:
gallic acid

Solution (1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Ash
Not more than 7%, Appendix XI J.
Loss on drying
When driedfor 2 hours at 100° (0 105°, loses not more than
5.0% of its weight. Use I g.

Water soluble extractive
Not less than 45%. Appendix Xl 82.

ASSAY
Carry out the determination of tannins in herbal drugs,
Appendix Xl M. Use 1.0 g of powdered drug.

Termlnalia Chebula Fruit
DEFINITION
Terminalia ChebulaFruit consistsof pericarp of mature
fruits of Tenninalia chebula Reta. It containsnot less than
20% of tannins) expressed as pyrogallol, calculated with
reference to the dried drug.

IDENllFICATION
A. The dried fruits are sub-globular to ovoid, 3 to 4 cm long
and I. 5 to 2 em wide, bluntly poinred at the tip and tapering
towards the base. The surface is yellowish to greenish,
sometirries brown, shiny and more or less wrinkled and has
distinct longitudinal ridges. Cut transversely, the fruit shows
the pericarp about 3 to 4 nun thick, non-adherent (0 the very
hard) creamy-white seed.
B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is yellowish
brown. Examine undera microscope using chloral hydrate
solution. The powdershows round, oval or elongated, thin
walled parenchymatous cells in groups. Occasional narrow
walled, unpined, lightly lignified fibres occur in small or
larger groups, some forming wave-jike arrangements. Large
groups of fragmented, heavily lignified and pined fibres also
occur. A variety of thick-walled, heavily pitted, lignified
fibro-sclereids of elongated, rectangular, and irregular shapes
occur in large and small groups. Fewerpitted, lignified
parenchyma, or thinner-walled, less lignified and pitted
sclereids,withbroad lumens, are also found. There are very
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occasional small, spiral, lignified vesselfragments. Small,
greenish, thick-walled polygonal epicarp cells areseen in
surface view. Parenchymatous cells withreticulate thickenings
across the surface are rare, as are others without such
thickenings, but containing oil globules. Examine under a
microscope using50% vlv of glycerol. The powder shows
minute,eithersingleor 2 to 4 compound granules, some
scattered, but mainlyfilling parenchymatous cells. Some have
slit or stellate hila; simplegranules are often not perfectly
spherical. Larger calcium oxalate crystals, with fewersmall
ones, are scattered or in parenchymatous cells.

C. Cony out the method for rhin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.
(1) To 1.0 g of the powdered drug, add 10 rnL of absolute
ethanol, centrifuge at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes and filter
(Whatman GF/C is suitable).

(2) 0.01% wlv each of aljunolic acid, gallic acidand eDacic acid
in absolute ethanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coatinghigh performancesilica gel F254

(Merck silica gel 60 F"4 HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply as bands 8 ~L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 8 em.
(e) Remove the plate and allow it to dry in airfor 5 minutes.
Examine under ulrroviolel lighr (254 nm). Spray the plate with
anisaldehyde solution, heat at 1000 to 1050 for 5 minutes and
examinein daylight,

MOBILE PHASE

A mixture of IS volumesof ethylcuetate} 15 volumes ofjonnk
acidand 70 volumes of toluene,

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two clearly separated bands under both
ulrrrsviok' lighr (254 nm) and daylight.

CONFIRMATION

When examined under uhraviolellighr (254 nm) the
chromatogram obtainedwith solution (I) shows bands
with Revalues of approximately 0.11 and 0.15 corresponding
in colour and positionto the bandsobtained with gallicacid
and eUagic acidin solution (2),

Top of the plate

,

Blue band Blue band: gallic acid
Darkband Darkband: eflagic acid

Solution (1) Solution (2)

Thyme IV-50l

When examined under daylight after spraying with
anisaldehyde solution the chromatogram obtained with solution
(1) shows a band with an Revalue of approximately 0.15
corresponding in colour and position to the bandobtained
for gallic acid in solution (2) and a dark band with
an Rf value of approximately 0.30. There may be some faint
brown bands with Revalues of approximately 0.40 and 0.70.

Top of the plate

Dark band Dark band: arlunollc
acid

Light brownband Lighlbrown band:
gallicacid

Solution (t) Solution (2)

TESTS
Ash
Not more than 5%, Appendix XI J.
Loss on drying
When dried for 2 hours at 1000 to 105°, loses not more than
10% of its weight. Use 1 g.

Water soluble extractive
Not less than 50%. Appendix XI B2.

ASSAY
Carryout the determination of umnins in herbal drugs}
Appendix XI M. Use 1.0 g of powdered drug.

Thyme
(ph. Eur. monograph 0865)
PhEIl _

DEFINITION
Whole leaves and flowers separated from the previously dried
stems of Thymus wlgans L. or Thymus zygis L. or a mixture
of both species.

Content
- essential oil: minimum 12 mUkg (anhydrous drug);
- sum ofrhe contents ofrhymol and carvacrol (both C IOHI40;

M, 150.2): minimum 40 per cent in the essential oil.

CHARACfERS
Strongodourreminiscent of thymol.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaf of Thymus vulgaris is usually 4-12 mm long and
up to 3 nun wide, sessile or with a very shortpetiole.
The lamina is tough) entire} Ianceolate or ovate) covered on
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IV-502 Thyme

both surfaces by a grey or greenish-grey indumenturn; the
edges are markedly roUed up towards the abaxial surface.
The midrib is depressed on the adaxial surface and is very
prominent on the abaxial surface. The calyxis green, often
with violet spots and is tubular; at the end are 2 lips of which
the upperone is bent backand at the end has 3 lobes, the
lower is longerand has 2 hairy teeth. Afterflowering, the
calyx tube is closed by a crown of long, stiffhairs.
The corolla, about twice as long as the calyx, is usually
brownish in the dry state and is slightly bilabiate.

The leaf of Thymus zygis is usually 1.7-6.5 nun long and
0.4-1.2 mm wide; it is acicular or linear-Ianceolate and the
edges aremarkedly rolled towards the abaxial surface. Both
surfaces of the lamina aregreen or greenish-grey and the
midrib is sometimesviolet; the edges. in particular at the
base, have long, white hairs. The dried flowers are very
similar to those of T. tJUlgaris.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder of both
species is greyish-green or greenish-brown. Examine undera
microscopeusing chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 0865.-1
and Figure 0865.-2): fragments of the outer epidermisof the
corolla (surface view [A, C, F), consisting of cells with wavy
and slightly thickened [Fc) or unthickened [Ac) walls,
numerous unlseriate, multicellular, covering trichomes, often
with 1 cell collapsed [Aa), glandular trichomes with a
unicellular head and a unicellular [Ca, Fb] or
multicellular [Ab] stalk, diacytic stomata (2.8.3) [Fa] and
glandular trichomes generally with 12 cells [D); cells of the
epidermis from the base of the corolla, isodiametric with
slightly thickened walls [C]; pollen grains, relatively rare,
spherical and smooth, with 6 germinal slit-like pores,
measuting about 35 I'm in diameter [B); the powder of T.
zygis also containsnumerous thickbundles of fibres from the
main veins and from fragments of stems; the epidermises of
the leaves (surface view [G, K)) have cells with anticlinal
walls that are sinuous and beaded [Ga, Ka), and diaeytic
stomata (2.8.3) [Gb); numerous glandular trichomes made
up of 12 secretory cells, the cuticle of which is generally
raised by the secretion to Conn a globular or ovoid, bladder
like covering [Kb]; glandular trichomes with a unicellular
stalkand a globular or ovoid head [1<c]; in both species, the
adaxial epidermis bears coveringtrichomes with warty walls
thatare shapedas pointed teeth [Ge], and is usually
associated with underlying palisade parenchyma [Gd, Kd);
the abaxial epidermis (transverse section [JI, L)) bears
covering trichomee of different types: unicellular, straight or
slightly curved [JIa, La); bicellular or tricellular, articulated
and most often elbow-shaped [Hb, n (T. vulgaris); bicellular
or tricellular, more or less straight [N], or verylarge,
multicellular [M], at the base of the lamina (T. zygis);
fragments of calyxcoveredby numerous, uniseriate trichomes
with 5-6 cells and a weakly striated cuticle (surface view [E)).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutWn To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge or filter; use the supernatant or the filtrate.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of rutoside trihydrau Rand
I mg of rosmarinie acidR in 5 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gel F2S4 piau R (5-40 I'm) [or TLC silitagel
Fmplate R (2-10 I'm)].

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, water R. ethylacetate R
(1: 1:15 VIVIJI).

Apph"cation 20 I'L [or 5 JIL) as bands of 20 nun [or 8 nun].

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em],
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Thyme Oil IV-503

**** ** *
*****

40 ---) 220

190

210

Temperature
CC)

0-45

Tun.
(min)

Column

Injectionport

Detector

Testsolution Filterthe essential oil obtained in the
determination of essential oil overa small amountof
anhydrous sodiumsulfate R and dilute to 5.0 mL with
heptaneR by rinsing the apparatus and the anhydrous sodium
sulfate. Dilute a volumeof the filtered solution corresponding
to 100 ~L of the essential oil to 5.0 mL with heptane R.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.20 g of thymolRand 50 mg
of carvacrol R in heptane R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the
same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 10 ~L of carvacrol R to
10.0 mL with heptane R. Dilute I 00 ~L of the solution to
10.0 mL with heptane R.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 30-60 m, 0 = 0.25 IRm;
- stationary phase: macrogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 pm).
Carrier gas nitrogen for chromawgraphy R or helium for
chromatography R.

Flow rare 1-2 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:100.

Temperature:

Thyme Oil, Thymol Type
j

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1374)
PbElr _

Detection Flame ionisation.
Injection 0.2 1'1.
Elution order Order indicated in the composition of
reference solution (a);record the retention timesof these
substances.
Systemsuitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to thymol

and carvacrol.
Using the retention timesdetermined from the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a), locate
the components of the reference solution in the
chromatogram obtained withthe test solution.
Determine thepercentage contentof thymol and carvacrol.
Disregard any peakdue to the solvent or with an area less
than the area of the principal peakin the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) (0.05 per cent).

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation from the fresh
flowering aerial pans of Thymus vulgaris L, 1". zygis L. or a
mixture of both species.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear,yellowor very dark reddish-brown, mobile liquid.
Odourreminiscent of thymol.
Solubility
Miscible with anhydrous ethanol and with light petroleum.

Top of the plate

2 red fluorescent zones

Rosmarinic acid:a blue fluorescent A blue ftuorescent zone (rosmarinic
,ooe acid)

-- --

I or 2 blue fluorescent zones

-- --

2 yeUow or orange fluorescent zones

A green 8uorescentzone may be
present

Rutoside: an orange-yellow
fluorescent zone

Reference eelutlen Test solution

Drying In air.
Detection Heat at 100 °C for 3 min, treat the still-hot plate
with a 5 gIL solution of dipheny/boric acidaminoethyl esterR in
ethylacetate R, then treat with a 50 gILsolution of macrogol
400 R in merhy/ene chloride R; examine in ultraviolet light at
365 run.
Results See below the sequenceof zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore) otherfaint fluorescent zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay for
thymol and carvacrol.
Results The characteristic peaksin the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionare similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

TESTS
Foreign mailer (2.8.2)
Maximum 10 per cent of stems and maximum 2 percent of
otherforeign matter. Stems must not be more than I rom in
diameter and 15 mm in length"
Thymus serpyllum L.
Adulteration with T. serpyOum L. is indicated by the presence
of leaves with long trichomes at theirbase and with weakly
pubescent otherparts.
Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mUkg, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 15.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximwn 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential all (2.8.1Z)
Use 30.0 g of the herbal drug, a 1000 mL round-bottomed
flask and 400 mL of warer R as the distillation liquid. Distil
at a rateof 2-3 mIJmin for 2 h without xylene R in the
graduated tube.

Thymol and carvacrol
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
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Reference solu,ion (b) Dissolve 10 ~L of carvacrol R in
heptane Rand dilute to 10.0 mL with the Same solvent.
Dilute I 00 ~L of the solution to 10.0 mL with heptane R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- sta,ionary phase: phenyl(5)methy/(95)po/ysiWxane R (film

thickness 0.25 pm).

Carrier gas heb'um for chromalagraphy R.

Flow rale 1.5 mUmin.
Split ratio 1:50.

Temperature:

65 --> 215

230

230

Temperature
("C)

0-75

Time
(mln)

Column

Jniecticn pon

Detector

Deteaion Flame ionisation.
lnjeaion 1 ~L.

Elulion order Order indicated in the composition of
reference solution (0); record the retention times of these
substances.
System suitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to thymol

and carvacrol.
Identification ofpeaks Using the retention times determined
from the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)J
locate the components of reference solution (a) in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.The peak due
to e-thujene elutes with a relative retention of about 0.8 with
reference to p-myrcene. The peakdue to carvacrolmethyl
ether elutes witha relative retention of about 0.9 with
reference to thymol.
Determine the percentage content of these components.
The limits are within the following ranges:
- a-thujene: 0.2 per cent to 1.5 per cent;
- p-myrune: 1.0 per cent to 3.0 per cent;
- rx-terpinene: 0.9 per cent to 2.6 per cent;
- jH;ymene: 14.0 per cent to 28.0 per cent;
- y-terpinene: 4.0 per cent to 12.0 per cent;
- linalol: 1.5 per cent to 6.5 per cent;
- terpinen-4-oI: 0.1 per cent to 2.5 per cent;
- ooroaaolmelhyl ether: 0.05 per cent to 1.5 per cent;
- thymol: 37.0 per cent 10 55.0 per cent;
- carvacrol: 0.5 per cent to 5.5 per cent;
- disregard limit: the area of the principal peakin the

chromatogram obtained withreference solution (b)
(0.05 per cent).

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding25 "C.

Top of the plate

A pink zone

-- --

Thymol: an orange-brown zone An intense orange-brown zone
(lhymol)

Carwcrol:an orange-grey zone A faint orange-grey zone (carvacrol)
maybe present

-- --

A pink zone

A violetzone

A brownish-grey zone

Reference solution Tell solutioD

IDENTIFICATION
First itienu'fication: B.
Secondidentifica,ion: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dissolve 0.2 mL of the substance to he
examined in methy1ene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL with
the same solvent.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of thymolR and 10 It!. of
carvacrol R in methylene chloride R and dilute to 10 mL with
the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gd
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase methylene chloride R.
Application 10 ~L [or 4 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Deudopment Over a path of 12 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Deucton Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in me
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may he present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

IV-504 Thyme Oil

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
chromatographic profile.

Results The characteristic peaks in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution are similar in retention time to
those in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.915 to 0.935.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.490 10 1.505.

Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the nonnalisation
procedure.
Testsolution Dissolve 200 J.II... of the substance to be
examinedin heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5 It!. of fJ-myrcene R. 5 It!. of
n-terpinene R, 20 It!. of p-cymene R, 10 ~L of y-lerjJinene R,
5 ~L of linolol R, 5 ~L of terpinen-4-oI R, 40 mg of thymolR
and 5 It!. of carvacrol R in 5 mL of hep,ane R.
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Wild Thyme
(ph. Bur. monograph 1891)

PhElI _

DEFINmON
Whole or cut, dried, flowering aerial parts of Thymus
serpyllum L.

Content
Minimum 3.0 mllkg of essential oil (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The stem is much branched, up [0 about 1.5 nun in
diameter, cylindrical or indistinctly quadrangular, green,
reddish or purplish, the olderstems brown and woody, the
younger stems pubescent. The leaves are opposite, 3-12 nun
long and up to 4 mm wide, elliptical to ovate-lanceolete with
an obtuse apex, cuneate and shordy petiolate at the base; the
margin is entire andmarkedly ciliate, especially near me
base; both surfaces aremore or less glabrous but distinctly
punctate. The inflorescence is composed of about 6-12
flowers in rounded to ovoid, terminalheads.The calyxis
tubular, 2-lipped with the upper lip dividing ro form 3 teeth,
the lower lip with 2 teeth,edged with long hairs; the inner
surfaces are strongly pubescent, the hairs fonning a closed
tube afterflowering. The corolla is purplish-violet or red,
2-lipped, the lower lip with 3 lobes and the upper lip
notched, the innersurface is strongly pubescent; 4
epipetalous stamens project from the corolla tube.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greyish
green or greenish-brown. -Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate soJulion R. The powder shows the foliowing
diagnostic characters (Figure 189 I.-I): fragments of the leaf
epidermises fA, B. F] covered by a finely striated cuticle and
consistingof cells withsinuous anticlinal walls [Aa, Ba, Fa]
and diacytic stomata (2.8.3) [Ab, Bb, Fb); cells of the adaxial
leaf epidermis [B] with wavy, irregularly thickened anticlinal
walls [Ba];numerous covering trichomes on both epidennises
and the leafmargins, with some of the cells containing very
small crystals of calcium oxalate fM, Ca, Fd], the majority
areshort, conical, unicellular, with thickened and warty walls
(surface view [Be). side view [Fe]); fewer multicellular
coveringtrichomes, long, tapering to a point, composedof
up to 8 cells, slightly swollenat the joints, with finelypitted
walls, on an epidermis [Ae] or fragmented [C); abundant
glandular trichomes, mostly multicellular of the Iamlaceous
type [Ac) with a unicellular stalk and a glandular head
consistingof 12 inconspicuous cells) others with a unicellular
stalk and a unicellular globular or ovoid head [Ad); purplish
violet fragments of the corolla whose inner epidermis consists
of cells with rounded papillae [0] and whose outerepidermis
[E], with a striated cuticle) consistsof cells with lobed walls
[Ea], unicellular [Eb) or multicellular [Ee] uniseriate covering
trichornes, glandular trichomes with a unicellular head and a
unicellular stalk [Ed) and glandular trichomes of the
lamiaceous typej relatively rare pollen grains, spherical, about
30 urn in diameter, with a finely pined exine and 6 germinal
pores [G).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

TestsoJution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge or filter; use the supernatant or the filtrate.
Ref.....cesoJur;"n Dissolve I mg of rutoside trihydrate Rand
I mg of rosmarinic acidR in 5 mL of methanol R.

Thyme IV-50S

Figure 1891.-1.- musrralion for identification test B ofpowdered
herbal drug of wild thyme

Plate TLC silica gelFm plateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
F254 plateR (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase anhydrous lonnie acid R, waterR, ethylactlaU R
(1:1:15 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 5 ~L] as bands of 20 mm [or 8 mm).

DeveJqpment Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Detection Heat at 100°C for 3 min; treat the still-hot plate
with a 5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoerhyl ester R in
ethylacetate R) then treat with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol
400 R in methylene chlotid« R; examinein ultraviolet lightat
365 om.

Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint fluorescent zones may
be presentin the chromatogram obtained wirh the test
solution.
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IV-S06 Tinospora Stem

Top of the plate

A ad ftoorescent zone

Rosmarinic Reid: a blue fluorescent A blue fluorescent zone (rosmllrinic
ron, acid)

-- --

I or 2 blue fluorescent zones

-- --

A yellowor orangefluorescent zone

A green or blue fluorescent zone may
be presera

Rutoside: an orange-yellow
fluorescent zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximwn 3 per cent, determined on 30 g.

Thymus tJUlgaris L. or Thymus .ygis L
Adulteration with T. 'fIU/garis L. or T. zygis L. is indicated by
the presence of acicular to linear-Ianceolate leaves with a
strongly bent margin, the adaxial surface showing covering
trichomesshapedas pointed teeth with warty walls, the
abaxial surface showing many Lypes ofwarty covering
trichomes: unicellular, straight or slighdy curved, bicellular or
tricellular, often elbow-shaped, and bicellular or tricellular,
more or less straight.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.11)
Use 50.0 g of the cut herbal drug, a 1000 mL round
bottomed flask and 500 mL of waterR as the distillation
liquid. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mUmin for 2 h without xylene R
in the graduated rube.
______~ PIlE"

Tinospora Stem
DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented stem of Tinospora cmdifolia
(Willd.) Miers, and/or Tinospora sinensis (Lour.) Merr.

IDENflFlCATION
A. Transversely or obliquely cut pieces showing considerable
variation in size, up to about 6 em in length and 2 em or
more in diameter; more or less cylindrical, sometimes
branched; outersurface dark brown, rough, with a thin
papery corkwhich is sometimesexfoliating; deeplyridged
longitudinally with occasional branch scars and more
numerous small,whitish- scars of adventitious roots.

2022

The transversely cut surface showsa wide bark surrounding a
conspicuously radiate and porous xylem with creamish-white,
narrow medullary rays separating the wedge-shaped strands
of vascular tissue; the small central pith is slightly depressed.
B. Reduce to a powder (355), Appendix xvn A.
The powderis creamish-brown. Examine undera microscope
using chloral hydrate solUlian. The powder shows lignified
fibres and crystal fibres containing prisms of calcium oxalate
from the pericycle; tracheids and vesselelements with
bordered pits from the xylem. Examine undera microscope
using 50%vlv of glycerol. Simple, ovoidor ovoideUiptical
starch grains arefrequent.
C. Carry out the method for highpeiformance thin-layer
chromatography, Appendix XI W, using the following
solutions.
(I) Extract approximately 2 g of the powdered herbal drug
(710), Appendix xvn A with 10 mL of methanol in a
stoppered conical flask. Shake immediately and then sonicate
for 15 minutes and filter.
(2) 0.08% wlv of P-sitosterol and 0.06% wlv of columbin in
methanol.
(3) Dilute I volume of solution (2) to 4 volumes with
methanol. Use lJ-sitosterol as the intensity marker for zones
(a) to (I) and (h); use columbin as the intensity marker for
zone (g).

(4) 0.06% wlv ofcolumbin and 0.02% wlvofresor<inolin
methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating high peiformana silica gelF (Merck
silica gel 60 plates are suitable).

(h) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 flL of solution (I) and 2 ~L of each of solutions
(2), (3) and (4), as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

(e) Afterremoval of the plate, dip it in anisaldehyde solution,
dry at 100° for threeminutes and examine underwhite light.

MOBILE PHASE

3 volumes of ethyl a....te arid 10 volumes of toluene.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless me chromatogram obtained with
solution (4) shows two clearly separated zones underwhite
light.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (I) shows a
purple zone and a very faint brown to purple zone at the top
of the plate, 4 less intensepurple zones inthe middle of the
plate, and a greenzone maybe present in the lowerthird
(indicative of T. cordifolia) or absent (indicative of T. sinensis).
Other zones may be present.
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Top of the plate

a faintto intensepurple
zone (a)

a veryfaint brownor
purplezone (b)

- - -

a faintto intensepurple
acoe (e)

a faintto equivalent
purplezone (d}

a purplezone a faintto equivalent
ell-sitosterol} purplezone

(~sitosterol) (e)

- - a faint to equivalent
purplezone (f) -

an omngezone
(resorcinol)

a green zone a green zone a veryfaintgreenzone
(columbin) (columhin) (columbin)(g)

veryfaint10 equivalent
brownandpurple

zones (Il)

SoIution(4) Solutions (2) and (3) Soludon (I)
SysttmJ suitabiHty Intensity marker and Tesf Sofutfun

test dilution

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2.0%) Appendix XI D.

Loss on drying
When driedfor 2 hours at 105°, loses not more than 11.0%
of its weight, Appendix IX D. Use I g.

Total Ash
Not more than 11.0%, Appendix XI J.

Tolu Balsam
(Ph. Hur. monograph 1596)
PhEor _

DEFINITION
Oleo-resin obtained from the trunk of Myroxylon
balsamum (L.) Harms var. balsamum.

Content
25.0 per cent to 50.0 per cent of free or combined acids,
expressed as cinnamic acid (C,H.02; M, 148.2) (dried
drug).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Hard, friable, brownish to reddish-brown mass; thin
fragments are brownish-yellow whenexamined against the
light.

Reminiscent odourof vanillin.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water, very soluble to freely soluble in
alcohol, practically insoluble in light petroleum.

IDENTIFICAnON
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test 'olution Stir 0.40 g of the fragmented drug with 10 mL
of methylene chloride R for 5 min and filter.

Tolu IV-507

Reference solution Dissolve 50 mg of benzyl citmamate R in
methylene chloride R, add 50 ~L of benzylbenzoace Rand
dilute to 10 mL with methykne chloride R.
Place TLC siliC4 gel G place R.
Mob'e phase lightpelrolenm R, toluene R (5:95 VIV).
Application 20 ~L, as bands.

Deodopmem Over a path of 15 cm.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with vanilHn reagent R and heat at
100-105 ·C for 5 min. Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof the zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the test and reference
solutions. Furthermore, other colouredzones arepresent in
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plute

Benzylbenzoate. a greyish-blue zone a greyish-blue zone

Be~lcmnmna~:a~yUh~n a greyish-green zone
ron,

Reference soludon Test solution

TESTS
Acid value
100 to 160.

Dissolve 0.5 g of the fragmented drug in 50 mL of alcohol R.
Add 0.5 mL of acidblue 93 solution Rand 5.0 mL of 0.5 M
alcoholic potassium hydroxide. Stir vigorously and titrate
with 0.5 M hydrochloric aciduntil the colour changes from
brownish-red to blackish-green (n, mL of 0.5 M hydrochloric
acid). Carry out a blanktest in the same manner (n2 mL of
0.5 M hydrochloric acid). Calculate the acid value in the sarne
manner as the saponification value (2.5.6).

Matter Insoluble In alcohol
Maximum 5 per cent.
Boil 2.0 g of the fragmented drug with 25 mL of alcolwl
(90 per cent V/~ R and filter. Wash the residue with alcohal
(90 per cenc V/~ R, boiling until completely extracted, then
dlY the residue at 100-105 ·C. Weigh the residue.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 5.0 per cent)determined on 2.000 g of the
fragmented drug by spreading on a flat evaporating dish
9 cm in diameter and allowing to dry in 'Vacuo for 4 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 0.3 per cent.

ASSAY
Boil 1.500 g under a reflux condenser with 25 mL of 0.5 M
alcoholic potassium hydroxide for 1 h. Evaporate me ethanol
and heat the residue with 50 mL of waterR until the
substance is homogeneously distributed. Aftercooling, add
80 mL of waterR and a solution of 1.5 g of magnesium
sulfate R in 50 mL of waterR. Mix) and aUow to stand for
10 min. Filter through a pleated filter paper and wash the
residue with 20 mL of water R. Combine the filtrate and the
washings) acidify with hydrochloric acidR and extract with
4 quantities) each of 40 ml., of ether R. Discard the aqueous
layer. Combine the organic extracts and wash with
2 quantities) each of 20 ml., and with 3 quantities) each of
10 mL, of a 50 gIL solution of sodium hydrogen carbonate R.
Discard the etherlayer. Combine the aqueous extracts,
acidify with hydrochwn'c add R and stir once with 30 mL,
twice with 20 mL and once with 10 mL of methylene
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IV-50S Tolu Preparations

chloride R. Dry the combined methylene chloride extracts
over anhydrous ,odium,ulfateR. Filter through a pleated filter
and wash the residue with 10 mL of m<thy"'''' chwride R.
Reduce the combined methylene chloride extracts to 10 mL
by distillation and eliminate the remaining methylene
chloride in a current of all'. Dissolvethe residue with heating
in 10 mL of alcohol R previously neutralised to phenol red
'olurion R. After cooling, titrate with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide,
using the same indicator.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 14.82 mg of
total acids, expressed as cinnamic acid.

2022

TESTS
Ethanol content
31 10 36% vlv, Appendix VIIIF.

Weight per mL
1.12510 1.155 g, Appendix V G.

Tolu Syrup
DEFINITION

STORAGE
Do not store in powdered fonn.

Tolu-flavour Solution
Syrup

lOOmL
Sufficient to produce: 1000 mL

____________________ PhE"

Tolu-flavour Solution
DEFINITION

The syrup complies with the requiremems stated under Oral
Liquids and with the following requirement;
Weight per mL
1.29 to 1.32 g, Appendix V G.

Extemporaneous preparation
The following directions apply.

Dissolve the Sucrose in 320 mL of Water. Add 250 mL of
the Ethanol (96 per cent), with mixing. Dissolve the
cinnamic acid of commerce, Benzoic Acid, Ethyl Cinnamate,
Vanillin and Cinnamon Oil in the remaining 100 mL of
Ethanol (96 per cent), add this solution to the sucrose
solution with mixing, dilute 10 1000 mL with Waler and mix.
Allow to stand for a few hours before use.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for thin-It!Y<" chromarography,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.

(1) The solution being examined.

(2) 0.5% wlv of cinnamic acid, 0.25% wlv of benzoic acidand
0.03% vlv of ethylcinnamate in ethanol (90%).

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel GFzS4-

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 5 IlL of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air for 15 minutes and
repeat the development using the samemobilephase.
Remove the plate,allow the solvent to evaporate and
examine under ull1'aviola light (254 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

15 volumes of glacial acetic acid, 25 volumes of hexane and
75 volumes of n-pentane.

CONFIRMATION

The spots in the chromatogram obtained with solution (I)
aresimilar in size and positionto thosein the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2).

Cinnamic acidof commerce
Benzoic Acid
Ethyl Cinnamate
Vanillin
CinnamonOil
Sucrose
Ethanol(96 per cent)
Water

5.0g
2.5 g
0.38
0.1 g

0.02 mL
500 •

350 mL
Sufficient to produce 1000mL

Paediatric Compound Tolu Linctus
Paediatric Compound Tolu Oral Solution

DEFINITION
Paediatric Compound Tolu Linctus is an oral solution
containing 0.6% wlv of Citric Acid Monohydrate in a
suitable vehicle with a toluflavour.
The linctus complies with the requirements statedunder Oral
Liquids and with thefo"owing requirements.

Content of total acid, calculated 8S citric acid
monohydrate, C.,H.O"HzO
0.60 to 0.66% wlv.

ASSAY
To 15 g add 100 mL of water and titrate with O.IM sodium
hydroxide VS using phenolphthalein solution Rl as indicator.
Each mL of O. JM rodium hydroxide VS is equivalent to
7.005 mg of C.,H.07,H20. Determine the weighr permL of
the linctus, Appendix V G, and calculate the contentof
C6Hs0 7,H20 , weight in volume.

Tormentil
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1478)

Preparation
Tonnentil Tincture
PhE" _

DEFJNITJ01'j"
Wholeor cut, tlrled rhizome, freed from the roots) of
Poteno«a <recta (L.) Raeusch. (P. umnentil/a Stokes).

Content
Minimum 7 per cent of tannins, expressed as pyrogallol (C.
H.OJ ; M, 126.1) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is cylindrically spindle-shaped, with a very
irregular appearance, often forming, twisted, knotty tubers,
up to 10 em long and 1-2 em thick, very hard and scarcely
branched. The swface is brown (0 reddish-brown, rugose
and has remains of rootsanduansversely elongated
depressed whitish scars from the stems. At the top of the
rhizome the remains of numerous aerial stems may be
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present. The fracture is short and granular, dark red to
brownish-yellow.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is reddish
brown. Examineunder a microscope using chloral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters: coarsely serrate cluster crystals of calcium oxalate,
up to 60 urn in diameter; fragments of thin-walled
parenchyma containing reddish-brown tannin; groups of
narrow, bordered-pitted vessels withlateral pores; thick
walled and pitted, polygonal parenchyma; groups and
fragments of sc1erenchymatous thick-walled fibres; occasional
fragments of corkwith thin-walled, brown, tabular cells.
Examineunder a microscope usinga 50 per cent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powdershows spherical or
elliptical starch granules) up to about 20 pm in length.
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tm solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of water R, shake for 10 min and filter.
Shake the filtrate with 2 quantities, each of 10 mL, of ethyl
acetate R and filter the combinedupperphases over 6 g of
anhydrous sodium sulfate R. Evaporate the filtrate to dryness
underreducedpressure and dissolve the residue in 1.0 mL of
ethylacetate R.

Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 rng of catechin R in 1.0 mL of
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gd plateR.
Mobile phase glacial acetic acid R, ether R, hexane R, ethyl
acetate R (20:20:20:40 VIVIVIV).

Application 10 ~L as bands.
Development Over a path' of 10 em.
Drying In air for 10-15 min.

Detection Spray with a fresWy prepared 5 gIL solution oi fos:
blueB saltR. Reddish zones appear. Expose the plate to
ammonia vapour, the zones become more intense turning
reddish-brown. Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of the zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.Furthermore, other fainter zones arepresentin
the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

Catechin: an intense reddish-brown A more intense reddish-brown zone
ron, (catechin}

A fainterzone

An intense zone

Fainter zones

Reference soludoo Teet soludoo

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum3 per cent of root and stems as well as rhizomes
withblackfracture and maximum2 per cent of otherforeign
matter.

Cadmiwn (2.4.27)
Maximum 2.0 ppm.

Tormentil Preparations IV-509

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.8.14)
Use 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (180) (2.9.12).
___________________ PIlE"

Tormentil Tincture
(ph. Eur. monograph 1895)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from TOm/enm (1478).

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent mlm of tannins, expressed as
pyrogallol (CoH.O,; M, 126.1).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from I part of comminuted drug
and 5 parts of ethanol (70 per cent VIV) by a suitable
procedure.

CHARACTERS
Red or reddish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

TestsolutWn Mix 1.0 mL of the tincture to be examined
with 1.0 mL of alcohol (70 per cent VII-? R.
Reference solution Dissolve 1.0 mg of cate<hin R in 1.0 mL of
methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.

Mobile phase ether R, glacial acelie acidR, hexane R, ethyl
acetate R (20:20:20:40 VIVIVIV).

Application 10 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.
Drying In air for 10-15 min.

Detection Spray with a freshly prepared 5 gIL solution offast
blue B salt R. Reddishzones appear. Expose the plate to
ammonia vapour, the zones become more intense, turning
reddish-brown. Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof the zonespresentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solutionand the
test solution.

Top of the plate

~- --
Catechin: an intense zone An intense zone (catechin)

-- --

A fainterzone

An intense zone

Fainter zones

Refereoce selutlcn Test soludon
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IV-SIO Trachyspermum Ammi

TESTS
Ethanol content (2.9.11J)
64 per cent VIV to 69 per cent VIV.

Methanol and 2-propanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent VIV of methanol and maximum
0.05 per cent VIV of 2-propanol.

ASSAY
Tannins (2.B.lif)
Use 2.50 g of the tincture to be examined.
____________________ PhE",

2022

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a fused silica column (30 m x 0.53 mm) bonded
with a Lum IiIm thickness and coated with polyethykne g!Y<ol
20,000 as the bonded phase (DB-Wax is suitable).

(b) Use helium as the carrier gas at 1.5 mL per minute.
(c) Use the temperature gradient described below.

(d) Inject 1.0 ~L of each solution.

(e) Use a split ratio of 1:50.

(0 Record the chsomatogram for a sufficient length of time
to elute all the peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (I).

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the resoluu'onfacwr betweenthe peaksdue
to y-terpinene andp-cymene is at least2.5.

In the chromatogram obtained with solution (3), the peaks
elute in the following order: j-terplnene, p-cymene and
thymol.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtainedwith solution (3), locate the
components of solution (3) in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (I) and calculate the content of p-eymene,
y-terpinene and thymol by normalisation.
Limits:
- p-eymene 10 to 25%,
- y-terpinene 10 to 30%,
- thymol 45 to 70%.

Disregard any peak with an area less thanthe peakin the
chsomatogram obtained with solution (4).

ASSAY
Essential oil
Carry out the method for Essential Oilsin Herbal Drngs,
Appendix XI E, using 15 g of the powdered drug with
1000 mL of water as distillation liquid. Distil at a rate of 2 to
3 mL per minute for 2 hours using 0.5 mL of toluene in the
graduated tube, Measure the quantity of essential oil distill¢<!
and use for the test for Chromatographic profile.

Trachyspermum Ammi
DEFINITION
Trachyspennum Amrni is the dried ripe fruit of
Trachyspmnum ammi (L.) Sprague (syo. C. [Carum) cop_cum
(L) Benth. & Hook.f. ex C.B. Clarke).

Content
It containsnot less than 2.5% vlw of essential oil calculated
with reference to the anhydrous drug.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The driedfruits occur mainlyas entirecremocarps with
carpophore present, yellowishgreen, ovoid, laterally
compressed, I to 3 mm in length and 1 to 2.8 rom in
diameter, usuaUy with pedicel attached; stylesremaining as a
curved, bifid stylopod at the apex. Each fruit composed of
two rnericarps, dorsal surface convex with five distinctridges,
surface warty; commissural surface flat; vittae visibleas two
darker longitudinal bands.

B. Reduce to a powder (355). The powder is greenish
brown. Examine under a microscopeusing chloral hydrate
solution. The powdercontains numerous fragments of the
papillose epicarp, also showing cuticular striations, wirh
attached or detached whole or fragmented unicellular, warty
walled trichomes; parquetry layer of endocarp in surface
view; endosperm of thick-walled cells containing oil globules
and aleurone grains with embeddedmicrorosette cl'}'stals of
calcium oxalate; fragments of yellowish-brown septatevittae;
biccllateral vascular bundles with associated lignified,
reticulate or pitted parenchyma.
C. Examine the chromatograms obtainedin the test for
Chromatographic profile. The retention times of the principal
peaks in the chromatogram obtained with solution (I) are
similar to those in the chromatogram obtainedwith
solution (3).

TESTS
Water
Not more than 10% wlw, Appendix IX C. Use 10.0 g.

Total Ash
Not more than 10%, Appendix XI J, Method II.

Chromatographic profile
Carry out the method for gas chromatography,
Appendix III B, using the following solutions.
(1) Use the essential oil-toluene mixture obtained in the
determination of essential oil.
(2) 0.4% vlv each of r-terpinene and p-eymene in toluene.
(3) 0.1% vlv each ofp-eymene and r-terpinene and 0.1% wlv
of thymolin toluene.
(4) 0.01% vlv orr-terpinene in toluene.

column

Inject port

Delector

Time Temperature (0)

(Minutes)

0->5 60

5->68 60---.250

68->75 250

250

260
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Tribulus Terrestris Fruit
DEFINlllON
Tribulus Terrestris Fruit is the dried, ripe, entire fruit of
Tribulus mreslris L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The fruit is pale greenish yellow, stalked, up to 10 mm
long and 4 to 6 mm broad,with five ribs or angles, and
covered with short, pubescenthairs. There are 5
(occasionally 4) pairs of short, stiff, and very sharp spines,
each pointing downwards, the tips of eachpairalmost
meeting and together forming a pentagonal framework
around the fruit. The ripe fruit separates into fiveplano
convex or half-moonshapednutlets or cocci, each armed
with a pairof spines and appearing as a singlefruit; each
nutlet containsone chamber containing fouror more seeds.
B. Reduce to a powder, Appendix XVII A. The powderis
pale greenish brown. Examine undera microscope using
chloral hydrate solution. The powdercontains numerous
unicellular trichomes; small, rectangular epidermal cells of
the cocci; largeparenchyma cells of the mesocerp, some
containingrosettecrystals of calciumoxalate; small
parenchyma cells containing prismcrystals of calcium
oxalate.
C. Cany out the method for high-peifonnanu thin-layer
chromarography, Appendix XI W, using the following
solutions.
(I) Mix 0.3 g of fresWypowdered drug, Appendix XVII A,
with 3 mL of methanol and sonicatefor 15 minutes; filter or
centrifuge at 5000 rpm for 5 minutes and use the filtrate or
the supernatant liquid. .
(2) Add 50 pL of linalootto I mL of methanol and dilute
1 volume of the resulting solution to 40 volumeswith
methanol.
(3) Add 50 pL of linalylacetal< to I mL of methanol and
dilute 1 volume of the resulting solution to 20 volwnes with
methanol.
(4) Mix I volume of solution (2) with 3 volumes of methanol.
(5) Mix I volume of solution (3) with 3 volumes of methanol.
(6) Add 50 pL of ca/'/JOne to I mL of methanol and dilute
1 volume of the resulting solution to 100 volumeswith
methanol.
(1) A 0.05% wlv solution of thymol in solution (6).

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use high-perfonnance silka gel 60 Fm plates (Merck
silica gel Fa,. HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 5 pL of solution (I) and 2 pL each of solutions (2)
to (5) and solution (1) as 8 mm-bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 1 em.
(e) Remove the plate, dip in freshly-prepared anisaldehyde
solution) heat at 100° for about 3 minutes and examine in
daylight within 15 minutes of derivarisation.

MOBILH PHASE

A mixture of 5 volumes of ethyllUCta'" and 95 volumes of
toluene.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (7) shows two clearly separated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtainedwith solution (1) shows one
intense purple band above and two purple-grey bands below

Javanese Turmeric IV-511

the band corresponding to linalyl acetate in the
chromatogram obtainedwithsolution (3); a purple-to-intense
purple band and three purple bands in the lower third of the
chromatogram. The middleof the three bands corresponds
in position to the banddue to linalool in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2). Other bands may be present.

Too of the olate

Inlensepuple band

A purple 10brown band

2 ptKple-grey bands
(Iinalyl acelale)

Anorange-yellow band (1hyrnoI)
A broWn band(carvorle)

A purpleband
A purple band A purple 10«own band
A purple band (>001oסi)

Inleoaepotpieband

Solution (1) Solutions (2) Solution (7)
and (3)

TESTS
Total Ash
Not more than 15.0%, Appendix XI J.
Acid-Insoluble Ash
Not more than 1.0%, Appendix XI K.

Foreign matter
Not more than 2%) Appendix XI D.

Loss on drying
Whendried for 2 hoursat 105°, loses not more than 10.0%
of its weight. Use I g of the powdered drug (355).

ANNEX
This section is non-mandatory.

DNA reference sequence
A DNA reference sequence for the identity of Tribulus
Terrestris Fruit is published in Supplementary Chapter VlJ D.

Javanese Turmeric
(Ph. Bur. mcmograph 1441)
!'hE" _

DEFINITION
Dried rhizome, cut in slices) of Curcuma zanthotrlnza Roxb.
(syn. C. zanthorrhiza D. Dietrich).

Content
- essential oil: minimum 50 mUkg (anhydrous drug);
- dicinnamoyl methane denvalives, expressed as curcumin

(C:"Ha. 0 6; M, 368.4): minimum 1.0 per cent
(anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Aromatic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Orange-yellow or yellowish-brown or greyish-brown slices)
mostly peeled 1.5-6 mm thick and 15-50 mm, more rarely
up to 70 mm, in diameter. Fragments of the brownish-grey
corkaresporadically present. The transverse surface is yellow
with dark spots in the paler centre. The fracture is short and
finely grained.
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IV-512 Javanese Turmeric

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is orange
yellow or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate ,oIution R. The powder shows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 1441.-1): fragments of
parenchyma [C, E) with large, rounded or ovoid cells
containing orange-yellow or yellowish-brown secretory ceUs
[Hal; fragments of spiral [Fa, G] or reticulate [F] vessels; rare
fragments of cork (surface view (B), side view [D));
fragments of epidermis [HI with fragments of thick-walled
unicellular covering trichomes [Ha) with a pointed tip [Hb].
Examine undera microscope usinga 50 percent VIV
solution of glycerol R. The powder shows numerous ovoidor
irregular starch granules [A), about 30-50 I'm long and about
10-30 urn wide, witha moreor less visible eccentric hilum.

25J1rn
~

Figure 1441.-1. - lllustrodon for itknu]ication us, B of powdered
herbal drug ofJavanese umneric

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27). Examine the
chromatograms obtained .in the test forCurcuma longa L.
Results A See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the testsolution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Curcuminoids: a greenish fluorescent A greenish Buorescent zone
ron' (curcuntinoids)

-- --

Curcuminoids: 2 greenish A greenish fluorescent zone
fluorescent zones (curcuminoids)

Reference soludon Tesl soludon

2022

Results B See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of Lhe plate

A flint pinkzone

An intensereddish zone

A dark zone

-- --

Thymol:a da..rk zone

A pinkish-red zone

Cureuminoids: a brownzone A brownzone (curcuminoids)

-- --

Curcuminoids: 2 yellowzones A yellowzone (curauninoids)

Reference solution Test loludon

TESTS
Curcuma tonga L
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tesrsolution To 1 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethanol (96 per cen!J R, shake,
allow to standCor 30 min withoccasional shaking andfilter;
use the filtrate.
Reference solurion Dissolve 20 mg of CUTCUmirwids R and
10 mg of thymolR in 10 mL of ethanol (96 per cen!J R.

Piau TLC silica gel F'54plateR (5-40 I'm) [or TLC silica
gelF'54piau R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, wluene R (20:80 VIII).
Application 10 I'L [or 3 ;il.) as bands of 10 rom [or 8 rom).

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em).

Dtying In air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 om.

Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
does not show a very intense greenish fluorescent zone in the
lower third.

Detection B Treat with anisaltkhyde ,oIution R and heat at
100-105 ·C for 10 min; examine in ultraviolet light at
365 om.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 120 mlJkg, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.11).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximwn8.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essendal oil (2.8.11)
Use 2.5 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.11),
a 2 L round-bottomed flask, 400 mL of water R as the
distillation liquid and 0.5 mL of xylene R in the graduated
rube. Distil at a rate of 2 mllmin for 3 h.

Diclnnamoyl methane derivatives
Disperse 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.11)
in 30 mL of ethanol (96 percen!J R in a 100 mL round
bottomedflask. Heat undera reflux condenser Cor 2.5 h.
Cool and filter into a volumetric flask, rinse the round
bottomed flask and the filter with ethanol (96 per cen!J Rand
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(Ph. Bur. monograph 2543)

Turmeric Rhizome

Turmeric Rhizome IV-513

Figure 2543.-1. - Illustration for identification test B ofptxo<lered
herbal drugof tunneri< rhizome

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27). Examine the
chromatograms obtained in the test for Curcuma zantJum-hiza
Roxb.

Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Fwthennore, otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Curcuminoids: a greenish fluorescent A greenish fluorescent zone
ron, (curauninoids)

-- --

Curcummoids: 2 gretnish 2 greenish fluorescent zones
fluorescent zones (curauninoids)

Reference soludon Test soludon

Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution, and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint ZODes may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

absorbance at 0125 run,
mass of theherbal drug[0 be examined, in grams .

A..

dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of
the solution to 50.0 mL with ethanol (96 per unlj R. Measure
the absorbance (2.2.25) at 425 om using ethanol
(96 per cenlj R as the compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content of dicinnamoyl methane
derivatives, expressed as curcumin, using the following
expression:

i.e. takingthe specific absorbance ofcurcumin to he 1607.

Ax5000

1607 x m

_____________________ PIlE"

PIIEfr _

DEFINITION
Whole, cured (by boiling or steaming), dried rhizome of
Curcuma/onga L. (syn. Curcuma domestica Valeton) with
roots and outer surfaceremoved.

Content
- essential oil: minimum .25 mlJkg (anhydrous drug);
- dicinnamoyl methane den"vatives, expressed as curcumin

(C,.H",06; M, 368.4): minimum 2.0 per cent
(anhydrous drug).

CHARACTERS
Spicy odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is ovate,oblong-ovoid, pyriform or
cylindrical, often shortly branched, up to 6 em long and
15 mm thick, The primary rhizome showsscars from the
lateral branches. The surface is slightly dusty, spotted and
brownish-yellow, yellow or brownish-grey, finely striated.
The fracture is granular, smooth,non-fibrous, slightly glossy,
uniformly orange-yellow; it showsa naITOW cortex thatis
darker on the outside.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is orange
yellow. Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution R. The powder showsthe foUowing diagnostic
characters (Figure 2543.-1): fragments of parenchyma
including some secretory cells thatcontain masses of
brownish-yellow oil [G]; reticulate or pitted vessels [B, D];
rare fragments of epidermis (surface view [FJ), with cells
whose waJIs are slightly and Ifteguiarly thickened [Fa] and
scars of covering trichomes [Fb]; occasional long and
flexuous, thick-walled, unicellular covering trichomes,
fragmented and free [E] or attached to fragments of
epidermis m; rare fragments of cork (surfaceview [A), side
view [H]), sometimes covered byepidennis [Hal. Examine
undera microscope usinga 50 per cent VIV solution of
glycerol R. The powder shows starch granules, freeor
included in parenchymatous cells, usually gelatinised and
agglomerated in a starchy paste; occasional ovoidstarch
granules, oftendeformed by curing [el, arealsopresent.
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IV-514 Turpentine Oil

Top of the plate

A faint pinkzone

An intensereddish zone

-- --

Thymol:8 dark zone

A pinkish-red zone

Curcuminoids: a brownzone A brown zone (cura1IIlinoids)

-- --

Curcuminoids: 2 yellowzones 2 yt'now zones (curcuminoids)

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Curcuma zanthorrhiza Roxb,
(syn. Curcuma zamhorrhiza D. Dietr.). Thin-layer
chromatography (2.2.27).

Test ,oIutitJn To I g of the freshly powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethanol (96 percent) R, shake,
aUow to stand for 30 min withoccasional shaking and filter,
use the filtrate.
Reference solution Dissolve 20 mg of curcum(noids R and
10 mg of thynwlR in 10 mL of ethanol (96 per cent) R.
Plate TLC silica gelFm plate R (5-40 JlIIl) [or TLC silica
gelFmplate R (2-10 I'm)].

Mobile phase gladalaatic acidR, toluen« R (20:80 VIII).
ApplicatitJn 10 IlL [or 3 IlL] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection A Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Detection B Treat with anisaldehyde ,oIutitJn R and heat at
100-105 'C for 10 min; examine in ultraviolet light at
365 nm.
Results B The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
showsno dark zone justabove the zone due to thymol in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 120 mIJkg, determined on 15.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.1Z).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 percent.

ASSAY
Essential oU (2.8.1Z)
Use 2.5 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12),
a 2 L round-bottomed flask, 400 mL of waterR as the
distillation liquid and 0.5 mL of xylene R in the graduated
tube. Distil at a rate of 2 mUmin for 3 h.

Dicinnamoyl methane derivatives
Disperse 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drog (500) (2.9.12)
in 30 mL of ethanol (96 per cen!! R in a 100 mL round
bottomed flask. Heat undera reflux condenser for 2.5 h.
Cool and filter into a volumetric flask, rinse the round
bottomed flask and the filter with ethanol (96 per cent) Rand
dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent Dilute 1.0 mL of
the solution to 50.0 mL with ethanol (96 percent) R. Measure
the absorbance (2.2.25) at 425 nm using ethanol
(96 per cent) R as the compensation liquid.
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Calculate the percentage contentof dicinnamoyl methane
derivatives, expressed as curcumin, using me following
expression:

Ax5000
1607 xm

i.e. taking the specific absorbance of curcumin to be 1607.

A absorbance at 425 nmj
m mass of theherbal drug to be examined. ingrams.

____________~ PhE"

Turpentine Oil
Turpentine Oil, Pinus Pinaster Type
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1627)

Preparation
White Liniment
PIlE" ~__

DEFINITION
Essential oil obtained by steam distillation, followed by
rectification at a temperature below 180 "C, from the
oleoresin obtained by tapping Pinus pinaster Aitonand/or
Pinus massoniana D.Don. A suitable antioxidant may be
added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or pale yellow liquid.

Odour reminiscent of a-pinene and p-pinene.

IDENfIFICATION
First identification: B.
Se<ond identificatitJn: A.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test,oIutitJn Dilute I mL of the oil to be examined in
10 mL of UJluene R.
Referena,olutitJn Dissolve 10 IlL of p-caryopl!YfJene Rand
10 mg of caryophylkne oxide R in 10 mL of UJluene R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 I'm) [or TLC SIlica gel
plateR (2-10 JlIIl)).

Mobile phase ethylacetate R, UJluene R (5:95 VIV).
ApplicatitJn 10 IlL [or 2 IlL] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].
Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Treat with anisaldehyde ,olutitJn R and heat at
100-105 ·C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones maybe present
below the zone due to caryophyllene oxide in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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Top of the plate

p..CllI)'Ophyliene: a pinkzone A pink zone

-- --

Caryophyllene oxide:a pinkzone A pink zone (caryophyllene oxide)

-- --

A brownish-violet zone

Reference solution Test solution

B. Examine the chromatograms obtainedin the test for
chromatographic profile.
Results The peaks in the chromatogram obtamed with the
test solution aresimilar in retention time to those in the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a).

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.856 to 0.872.

Refractive Index (2.2.6)
1.465 to 1.475.

Optical rotation (2.2.7)
-40° to -28°.

Acid value (2.5.1)
Maximwn 1.0.

Peroxide value (2.5.5, Method B) .
Maximwn20.

Fatty oils and resinlfied essential oils (2.8.7)
It complies with the test.
Chromatographic profile
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test so/mum Dilute 1.0 mL of the oil to be examinedin
heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 30 ~L of «-pinene R, 10 mg
of camphene R, 20 ~L of p-pinene R, 10~ of car-3-ene R,
10 ~L of p-myrcene R, 20 ~ of limonene R, I0 ~L of
bmgifolene R, 10 ~L of p-earyophyllene Rand 10 mg of
caryophylkne oxide R in 1.0 mL of heptane R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5~ of p-caryophyUene R in
heptane R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 0.1 mL of the solution to 1.0 mL with heptane R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: / ;;;: 60 m, 0 = 0.25 mm;
- sta.imaryphase: m<U1'Ogol 20 000 R (film thickness

0.25 pm}.
Cottiergas helium for chromatogmphy R.
Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Spl.i ratio 1:200.
Temperature:

Detection Flame ionisation.

Injection 1.0 ~L.

Elution order Order indicated in the composition of
reference solution (a); record the retention times of these
substances.
Systemsuitabili/i)! Reference solution (a):
- resolutUm: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to car-3-

ene and IJ-myrcene.
Using the retention times determined from the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (n), locate
the components of reference solution (a) in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.
Determine the percentage contentof these components.
The limits are within the following ranges:
- a-pinene: 70.0 per cent to 85.0 per cent;
- camphene: 0.5 per cent to 2.0 per cent;
- p-pinene: 5.0 per cent to 20.0 per cent;
- car-3-em: maximum 1.0 per cent;
- p-mytune: 0.4 per cent to 1.5 per cent,
- limonene: 1.0 per cent to 7.0 per cent;
- longifolene: 0.2 per cent to 4.0 per cent;
- p-caryophyUene: 0.1 per cent to 3.0 per cent;
- caryophyllene oxide: maximum 1.0 per cent;
- disregard limit: the area of thepeakin the chromatogram

obtained with reference solution (b) (0.05 per cent).

Residue on evaporation (2.8.9)
Maximum2.5 per cent, determined after heatingon a water
bath for 3 h.

STORAGE
At a temperature not exceeding 25°C.
_____________________ PhEII

PhEII _

(Ph. Bur. monogmph 2937)

Typhae Pollen

Typhae Pollen IV-S1S

DEFINITION
Dried pollen of Typha angustifolia L, Typha orientalis C.Presl
or other species of the genus Typha withsingle pollen grains
(monads).

Content
Minimum 0.8 per cent of totalJlavonoids, expressed as
typhaneoside (C,.H.202oi M, 771) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Yellow or brownish-yellow, granular powder,mixed with
small, irregular, mostly translucent, fragments of floral
organs. TPe powderfloatson water and disperses rapidly.
The texture is line and light, feels silky when rubbed between
the fingers and easily adheres to the skin.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is yellow
to brownish-yellow. Examine undera microscope using
chltmd hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following
diagnostic characters (Figure 2937.-1): single, light yellow
pollen grains (monads), usually rounded, subtrianguJar or
subrectangular with numerous intermediary forms, 17-32 J.1II1
in diameter, with a single) moreor less distinct,germinal
pore and a finelyreticulate exine; a few coUapsed grains [F).
The following fragments of floral organs may be present:
fragments of stamens, either containing pollengrains [C] or
showing the endothecium [G]; the endothecium is covered

60
60 ---> 200

200

200

2'0

Temperature
("C)

TWo
(min)

0-10
lO - 80

80 - 120

Injection port

Detector

Column
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IV-516 Typhae Pollen

by a cuticle and, in side view [D), showscells with walls
thickened on3 sides, whereas in surface view or from an
angle [Ga, H), the cell walls appear as wave-shaped or
punctiform thickenings; fragments of bracts consisting of
either slightly lignified, fusiform cells [A] or slightly
thickened, narrow, elongated, rectangular cells sometimes
containing fine annular vessels [E); raphides of calcium
oxalate, eitherfree mor included in rounded) thin-walled,
parenchymatous cells; styloid crystals of calcium oxalate,
usually broken [B].

Figure 2937.-1. - Rlustralion for identification testB ofpowdered
herbal drug of typhae pollen

C. High-performance thin-layer chromatography (2.8.25).

Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5.0 mLofmethanol R and sonicate for IS min.
Centrifuge or filter and use the supernatant or the filtrate.
If necessary, filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 urn).

ReJerenu solution (a) Dissolve 3.0 mg of isorhamnetin-3-0
neohesperidoside Rand 3.0 mg of IyjJhaneosUk R in methanol R
and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dilute 2.5 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 3 mg of chlorogeni< acidR and
3 mg of isorhamnetin-3-0-neohesperidoside R in methanol Rand
dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Intensity marker Typhaneoside.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (2-10 pm).

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, glacial acetic acidR,
water R, ethylautate R (11:11:27:100 VIVIVIV).

Application 5 1'1. as bands of 8 mm.
Development 7 cm from the lower edge of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air for 5 min.

DeZUUlm Heat at 100°C for 3 min; treat the warm plate
with a 5 gIL solution of diphenylboric acid aminoe.hyI ester R in
ethylaurate R, then with a 50 gIL solution of macrogol 400 R
in methylene chloride R; examine in ultraviolet light at 366 am.

System suiwbility Reference solution (c):
- the chromatogram shows in the middle third 2 distinct

zones) whichmay be touching; the lowerzone
(isorhamnetin-3-D-neohesperidoside) shows a green

2022

fluorescence andthe upperzone (chlorogenic acid)
shows a lightblue fluorescence.

Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with reference solution (a) and the
test solution. Fwthermore, in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution,otherfaint to very faint blue, green
and/or orange fluorescent zones maybe present.

Top of the plate

-- --

lsorhamnetin-3-Q-neohesperidoside: A green fluorescent zone, intense
a greenfluorescentzone, intense (isorhamnetin-3-D-neohesperidoside)

A yellowfluorescent zone, faint

-- --

Typhaneoside: a greenfluorescent A greenfluorescentzone, intense
zone, intense (typhaneoside)

A yellowfluorescent zone. faint

Reference solution (a) Test soludon

TESTS
Foreign matter
Maximum 10 percent.
Weigh 10 g of the herbal drug onto a sieve (125) (2.1.4) and
sieve gentlywith light tapping. The material remaining on
the sieveweighs a maximum of 1.0 g.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 4.0 per cent.

ASSAY
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Introduce 1.0 g of the sieved herbal drug
obtained in the test for foreign matter into a round-bottomed
flask and add 50 mL of methanol R. Heat in a water-bath
undera reflux condenser at 90°C for 30 min. Allow to cool
and filter. Repeat the extraction witha further 50 mL of
methanol R. Allowto cool andfilter. Combinethe filtrates
and evaporate to dryness underreduced pressure. Dissolve
the residue in methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the
same solvent. Filterthrough a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.22 um).

Reference solurion (a) Dissolve 8.0 mg of IyjJhaneoside CRS
in methanol R and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 0.230 g of IyjJhae pollen dry
extract for system suirahility HRS in methanol R and dilute to
10 mL with the same solvent. Weigh and sonicate for
10 min. Allow to cool, weigh again and compensate for the
loss of solvent with merhanol R. Shake thoroughly and filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.22 urn).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 rn, 0 = 2.1 mm;
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- stationary phase: end..apped o<tadecylsilyl silica gelfar
chromatography R (1.8 ~m);

- temperature: 25 "C.

Mobilephase aceronitriJe R. 0.1 per cent VIV solution of
anhydrausformic acid R (12.5:87.5 VIV).

Flow rote 0.4 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.
Inje<.on 2 ut,
Run time 30 min.
Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
typhaepolkn dry extract far system suitabih'!JI HRS and the
chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b) to
identify the peaksdue to ftavonoids 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6; use the
chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (a) to
identify the peak due to typhaneoside (flavonoid 4).

Relative rttenufm With reference to typhaneoside (retention
nme > about 16.2 min): flavonoid 1 = about 0.55;
flavonoid 2 = about 0.76; flavonoid 3 = about 0.90;
flavonoid 5 = about 1.23; flavonoid 6 = about 1,41.
System suizabiliOl Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 3.3 between the peaksdue to

flavonoid 3 and ryphaneoside.
Calculate the percentage contentof total flavonoids,
expressed as typhaneoside, using the following expression:

Al x m2 xp x 2

A2xml x5

AI sum of the areasof the peaks due to typhaneoside and
Oavonoids I. 2. 3. 5 and 6 in thechromatogram obtained whh
me test sorutionj

A2 areaof the peakdue to typhaneoside in the chromatogram
obtainedwithreference solution(a);

m. mess of me herbal drug10 be examined used to prepare the test
scluuon, in gnun5;

m2 massof typhantmitk CRS used to prepare reference solution(a),
ingrams;

P percentage contentof typhaneoside in rypha1J4OjjJe CRS.

_____________________ !'hE<I

Uncaria Stem with Hooks
(ph. Bur. monograph 2729)
!'hE" _

DEFINITION
Fragments of dried branch or stem of Uncaria rhynchophy/la
(Miq.) Miq. ex Havil., each bearing paired hooks.

Content
Minimum 0.2 pee cent of total alkaloids, expressed as
isorhynchophylline (C,2H,.N20.; M, 384.5) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The glabrous, reddish-brown fragments of the stem are
about 2-3 em long and bearpaired hooks.The stem is
cylindrical or sub-square. 2-5 mm in diameter, with fine
longitudinal striations. The hooks, rounded and curved
downwards, are paired, opposite (0 each other on the stem,
occasionally there is only 1 hook, the hooks areabout 1-5 em
long, with an acute apex and a relatively broad base. Petiole
scars and arc-shaped stipule scars are visible on the stem,
below the hook. A transverse sectionof the stem shows either
a centralcavity or a spongy,whitish pith.

Uncaria Stem with Hooks IV-517

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis reddish
brown or yellowish-brown. Examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solution R. The powdershows the
following diagnostic characters (Figure 2729.-1): brown
fragments of the epidermis composed of irregular polygonal
cells (surface view [0]); fragments of the dermal tissue
(transverse section [A]) consisting of the epidermis [Ah]
covered by a thick cuticle [Aa] and collenchymarcus cells of
the parenchyma [Ac]; fragments of phloem parenchyma with
some cells containing sandy crystals of calcium oxalate
(longitudinal section m), numerous pericyclic fibres, often in
groups, with thick unchannelled walls [C]; sclereids of the
cortical parenchyma with slightly thickened walls and oblique
pits, varying greatly in shape and size. sometimeselongated
[G], sometimes rectangular [H), isolated or in small groups,
fragments of the xylem [E, K] consisting of large bordered
pitted vessels [Ka], bordered-pitted tracheids [Kb], annular
vessels [Ea], these vesselsareoften associated with the outer
layers of the pith with cells with channelled walls [Eb];
numerous rectangular cells of the medullary rays
(longitudinal section (FJ) with cells whose walls are regularly
thickened and pitted;fragments of the pith with rounded to
ovoid cells with slightly pitted walls IB].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solulion To 1.0 g of the powdered herhal drug (710)
(2.9.11) add I mL of concentrated ammonia R. After 30 min,
add 25 mL of ethylacetate R and sonicate for 20 min. Filter
and evaporate the filtrate to dryness under reduced pressure.
Dissolve the residue in I mL of methanol R, centrifuge_and
use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of iStJrhynchophyOine R and
I mg of rhym:hophyOine R in 2 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelF2S4 plate R (2-10 urn).

Mobile phase waterR, methanol R, methylene chloride R
(1:15:125 VIVIV).

Applicatian 5 flL as bands of 8 nun.

Development Over a path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Examinein ultraviolet light at 254 nm.
Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other quenchingzones may be
present in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

A quenchingzone

-- --

Isomynmophylline: a quenching A quenchingzone J
ron, (isorhynchophylline)

-- --

A quenchingzone

Rhync:hophylliOe: a quenching zone A quenchingzone (rhynchophylline)

A quenchingzone

Reference solution Test eclorton
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Figure 2729.-1. -Illustration for identift<ation lesl B of powdered
herbal dmg of uncaria stem with hooks
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- mobile phaseB: acewnitrile for chromarography R;

Time MobUe phase A MobUe phose B
(min) (per cent YIP) (percent VM
0-3 75 2'

3 - 15 75"""* 70 25 --J 30

15 - 25 70 --J 55 30 --> 45

25 - 35 55 4'
35·40 55 -+ 10 045 -+ 90

Flowra" 1.0 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 245 run.
Injection 10 ~.
Identification of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
uncaria SI8m wirh hooks dry earaafor SYSI8m suiwbilily HRS
and the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
to identify the peaksdue [0 alkaloids 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and
9; use the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
to identify the peak due to isorhyncbophyUine.

Relative retention Withreference to isorhynchophylline
(retention time =about 28 min): alkaloid 1 =about 0.50;
alkaloid 2 = about 0.58; alkaloid 3 = about 0.94;
alkaloid 4 = about 0.97; alkaloid 6 = about 1.05;
alkaloid 7 =about 1.13; alkaloid 8 =about 1.22;
alkaloid 9 = about 1.27. Additional peaks may be present.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum J.5 between the peaks due to

alkaloid 4 and isorhynchophylline.

Calculate the percentage contentof totalalkaloids expressed
as isorhynchophylline using the following expression:

PIlE" _

~ PIlE"

(EA,)xm,xp
A2xml x25

DEFINITION
Dried, whole or fragmented underground pans of Valeriana
officinalis L. s.l., including the rhizome surrounded by the
roots and stolons.

**** ** **.***
Valerian

'EAt sum of the areas of thepeaks due to alkaloids 1. 2. 3. 4. 6, 7. 8.
9 and thepeak. due to isorhynchophyUine, in thecbromatognun
cbtained with thetest solution;

A2 Area of me peakdue to isorhynmophylline in me chromatogram
obtainedwilhreference solution (a)i

m. mass of theherbal dNg to be examIned used to prepare the tcst
solution, in gnIl1\$j

1112 mau of iwrhyneMplryl/ine CBS used to prepare reference
solution (a), in grams;

P percentage contentof irorbynchoph)'lline in
wrhyndwphyBine CRS.

(Valerian Roo~ Ph. Eur. monograph 0453)

Preparations
Valerian Dry Extract

Valerian Dry Hydroalcoholic Extract

Valerian Tincture
When Powdered Valerian is prescribed or demanded,
material complying withthe appropriate requirements below
shall be dispensed or supplied.

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.11) by drying in an oven at
105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Use freshly prepared solurions.
Store and inje(tthem at 5 °CJ using a cooled autosampler.
Test solution To 0.500 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.11) add 3.0 mL of concentrated ammonia R. After
30 min, add 50.0 mL of a mixture of equal volumes of
merhanol R and methylene chloride R. Sonicate for 30 min.
Filterand evaporate the filtrate to dryness underreduced
pressure. Dissolve the residue in methanol R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of
isorhynchophyDine CRS in a mixture of equal volumes of
merhanol R and methylene chloride R and dilute to 25.0 mL
with the same mixture of solvents. Dilutd 1.0 mL of the
solution to 10.0 mL with methanol R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of umaria stem with
hooks dry extracl for sysu m suiwbilily HRS in 1.0 mL of
methanol R. Filter through a membrane filter (nominal pore
size 0.45 pm).

Column:
- size: / = 0.15 m, (() = 4.6 rom;
- sralionory phase: end-capped octadecylsilyl silica gel for

chromatography with extended pH raoge R (5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: dilute 0.15 mL of dierhylamine R to 1 L

with wa'" for chromawgraphy R;

.
'.
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Content
- essential oil: minimum 4 mUkg (dried drug);
- sesquiierpen;c acids: minimum 0.17 per cent mlm, expressed

as valerenic acid (C 15H " O, ; M, 234.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The rhizome is yellowish-grey or pale brownish-grey,
obconical or cylindrical, up to about 50 mm long and 30 mm
in diameter; the base is elongated or compressed, usually
entirely covered by numerous roots. The apex usually
exhibits a cup-shaped scarfrom the aerial parts; stem bases
arerarely present. When cut longitudinally, the pith exhibits
a central cavity transversed bysepta. The roots are
numerous, almostcylindrical, of the same colouras the
rhizome, 1-3 mm in diameter and sometimes more than
100 rom long. A few filifonn fragile secondary roots are
present. The fracture is short.The stolonsshow prominent
nodes separated by longitudinally striated internodes, each
20-50 mm long, with a fibrous fracture.

H .' ...•

Figure 0453.-1. - Illustration for identification us, B of pqwdered
herbal drugof valerian root

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is pale
yellowish-grey or pale greyish-brown. Examine under a
microscope usingchloral hydratesolution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Figure 0453.-1):
occasional groups of rectangular sclereids with moderately
thickened walls and a large lumen, from the stem base [H);
verynumerous fragments of parenchyma with large ovoid
cells (longitudinal section [K), transverse section m); spiral,
reticulate or pined lignified vessels, isolated or in small
groups [D, G]; thin-walled, elongated cells of the piliferous
layer (surface view [A], transverse section [BD, some with
root hairs [Aa, Ba] or theirscars- [Ab); the piliferous layer is
usually accompanied by an underlying layer of cells with
slightly thickened and elongated walls [Ac, Bb]; fragments of
dermal tissue from the rhizome composedof 1 or 2 layers of

Valerian IV-519

polygonal cells with irregularly thickened walls [F]; a few
groups of sclereids with thick walls and a narrow lumen lEI
from the pith of the rhizome. Examine undera microscope
using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R. The powder
shows numerous starch granules, simpleor 2- to
6-compound, but frequently separated, rounded or irregular
and up to about 15 J-Im in diameter; most of the granules
show a rather indistinct cleft or radiate hilum [C].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Suspend I g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.[2) in 10 mL of methanol R and sonicate for
10 min. Filterthe supernatant through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 um), Use the filtrate.

Referenasolution Dissolve 5 mg of QUtoXyfJalerenic add R
and 5 mg of valereni1; acidR in 20 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)J.

Mobile phase glacial acetic acid R, ethyl acetate R,
cydohexane R (2:38:60 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 5 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].

Deodopmem Over a path of 10 em [or 6 ern].

Drying In air.
Detection Treatwithanisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 ·C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, othervioletzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Valerenic add: a violetzone A violetzone (valerenic acid)

Ace!oxyvalerenic acid: a violel zone A violetzone (aceUlxyvalerenic add)

-- --

2 faintor veryfaintvioletzones

Reference solution Test acludon

TESTS
Foreigo matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stem bases and maximum 2 per cent
of other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum J2.0 percent, detennined on 1.000 g of well
homogenised powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying
in an oven at 105°C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8. I)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential 011 (2.8.11)
Use 40.0 g of freshly powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12), a
2000 mL flask, 500 mL of waterR as the distillation liquid
and 0.50 mL of 1,2,4-trimethyibenzene R in the graduated
tube. Distil at a rate of 3-4 mUmin for 4 h.

Sesquiterpenic acids
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

T", solution Place 1.50 g of the powdered herbal drug
(710) (2.9.12) in a 100 mL round-bottomed flask with a
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ground-glass neck. Add 20 mL of methanol Rl. Mix and heat
on a water-bath undera reflux condenser for30 min. Allow
to cool and filter. Place the filter with the residue in the
100 mL round-bottomed flask. Add 20 mL of methanol Rl
and heat on a water-bath underthe reflux condenser for
15 min. Allow to cool and filter. Combine the filtrates and
dilute to 50.0 mL with methanol RI, rinsing the round
bottomed"askand the filter.
Reference solution Dissolvean amount of valerian dry
exeraa HRScorresponding to 1.0 mg of valerenic acid in
methanol Rl and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Sonicatefor 10 min and filter through a membrane filter
(uominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: ocUld«YIsi/y1 silica gelfor chromarography R

(5 urn).

Mobik phase:
- mobile phase A: aaronitriJe Rl, 5 gIL solution of phosphoric

acidR (20:80 VIV);
- mobikphase B: 5 gIL solution of phosphoric acid R,

acelonimle R I (20:80 VIV);

Tbne MobIle phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent JIm
0-' 55 4'
5 - 18 55...., 20 45 ..... 80

18 - 22 20 80

FItJro rate 1.5 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 run.
Inje<tion 20~.

Peak identification Use the chromatogram supplied with
valerian dryextrael HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution to identify the peaks due to
acetoxyvalerenic acid andvalerenic acid.
System suitability Reference solution:
- relative retention with reference to valerenic acid (retention

time = about 19 min): acetoxyvalerenic acid = about 0.5.
Calculate the percentage contentof sesquiterpenic acids,
expressed as valerenic acid, using the following expression:

(A, +A,)xm,xpx5

A3 x ml

Al = area of the peak due to aceloxyvalerenic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solutionj

A2 area of the peakdue to valerenic acid in thechromBtogram
obtainedwiththe test solutionj

A) areaof the peak due to vaJerenic acid in the chrcmetcgram
obtained with the reference solution;

nil mass of the herbal drugto beexamined used to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

m2 messof wkrian dry mraa HRS usedto prepare the reference
solution.in grams;

P = percentage contentof valerenic acid in w/eriQn dryextma HRS.

___________________ PIlE..
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Cut Valerian
(Valerian Roo~ CUI Ph. Bur. monograph 2526)
PIlE.. _

DEFINITION
Dried, cut underground parts of Valeriana officinalis L. d.,
including the rhizome, rootsand stolons.
It is produced from VaJenQn rool (0451) for the purpose of
being used in herbal teas.

Content
- essential oil: minimum 3 m1Jkg (dried drug);
- sesquiterpenk acids: minimum 0.10 per cent mlm expressed

as valerenic acid (C"H"O,; M, 234.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Microscopicexamination (2.8.21). The powder is pale
yellowish-grey or palegreyish-brown, Examine undera
microscope using chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the foDowing diagnostic characters (Figure 2526.-1):
occasional groups of rectangular sclereids withmoderately
thickened walls and a large lumen,from the stem base [H];
very numerous fragments of parenchyma withlarge ovoid
cells (longitudinal section [K], transverse section m); spiral,
reticulate or pined lignified vessels, isolated or in smaU
groups [0, GJ; thin-walled,elongated cells of the piliferous
layer (surface view[A], transverse section [BD, some with
root hairs [Aa, Ba] or their scars [Ab]; rhe piliferous layer is
usuaDy accompanied by an underlying layer of cells with
slightly thickened and elongated walls [Ac, Bb]; fragments of
dermal tissuefrom the rhizome composedof 1 or 2 layers of
polygonalcells with irregularly thickened walls [F]; a few
groups of sclereids with thick walls and a narrow lumen [E)
from the pith of the rhizome. Examine undera microscope
using a 50 per cent VIV solution of glycerol R. The powder
showsnwnerous starch granules, simpleor 2- to
6-eompound, but frequently separated) rounded or irregular
and up to about 15 J.lIIl in diameter; most of the granules
show a rather indistinct cleft or radiate hilum [C).
B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Suspend 1 g of the powdered herbal
drug (355) (2.9.12) in 10 mL of methanol R and sonicate for
10 min. Filterthe supernatant through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 um), Use the filtrate.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of aceroxyva/erenic acid R
and 5 mg of voIerenic acid R in 20 mL of me/hanoi R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phose glacial aatic acid R, ethylaalate R,
cyc/ohexane R (2:38:60 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~L [or 5 ~] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mrn].
Deoelopment Overa,path of 10 em [or 6 em].
Drying In air.
Deuaion Treatwithanisaldehyde solution R andheat at
100-105 ·C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.
Results See belowthe sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other.violet·zones-.may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with-tl:+~- test solution,
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Time Mobile phase A MobUe phase B
(mlD) (per cent VIP) (per cent YIV)

0-5 55 .5
5 - 18 55 --0 20 45 --0 80

18 - 22 20 80

Sesquiterpenic acids
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solutwn Place 1.50 g of the powdered herbal drug
(710) (2.9. 12) in a 100 mL round-bottomed flask with a
ground-glass neck. Add 20 mL of methanol RI. Mix and heat
on a water-bath under a reflux condenser for 30 min. Allow
to cool and filter. Place the filterwith the residuein the
100 mL round-bottomed flask. Add 20 mL of methanol RI
and heat on a water-bath underthe reflux condenser for
15 min. Allow to cool and filter. Combine the filtrates and
dilute to 50.0 mLwith methanol Rl, rinsing me round
bottomed flask and the filter.
Reference solution Dissolve an amount of ooteion dry
extract HRS corresponding to 1.0 mg of valerenic acidin
methanol Rl and dilute to lO.O mL with the same solvent.
Sonicate for 10 min and filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 IUD).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- Slauonary phase: octadecyJsily/ Sl7ica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: acetonitrile RJ) 5 fIL solution ofphosphoric

acidR (20:80 VIV);
- mobile phase B: 5 giL solution of phosphoric acidR,

aceumilTi/e RI (20:80 VIV);

Valerian IV-52!

. '.'Hn=="'S'l

Figure 2526.-1. - IUustralwn for Ulenlijica,ion us, A of powdered
herbal drng of cut valerian'root

. ' ...
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Top of the plate

-- --

V~erenkacid:a~o~trone A violetzone (valerenic add)

Acetoxyvalerenic acid: a violetzone A violet zone (acetoxyvalerenic acid)

-- --

2 faintor veryfaintvioletzones

Reference selutten Test acludon

TESTS
ForeIgn matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stem bases and maximum 2 per cent
of other foreign matter, determined on the herbal drug prior
to cutting.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of well
homogenised powdered herhal drug (355) (2.9.12) hy drying
in an oven at J05 °C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash Insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8. I)
Maximum 5.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oU (2.8.12)
Use 40.0 g of fresWy powdered herbal drug (500) (2.9.12), a
2000 mL flask, 500 mL of waterR as the distillation liquid
and 0.50 mL of 1,2,4-trimethy/benzene R in the graduated
robe. Distil at a rate of 3-4 m1Jrnin for 4 h.

Flow rate 1.5 m1Jmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 om.

Injection 20 IlL.
Peak identifiCfllion Use the chromatogram supplied with
oaletian dry extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution to identify the peaks due to
acetoxyvalerenic acidand valerenic acid.
System suitability Reference solution:
- relative retention with reference to valerenic acid (retention

time =about 19 min): acetoxyvalerenic acid= about 0.5.

Calculate me percentage contentof sesquiterpenic acids,
expressed as valerenic acid, using the following expression:

(AI +A2)xm2xpx5

A)xml

AI area of the peakdue to aceloxyvakrenic acid in the
chromatogram obtained withthe test solutionj

A2 area of the peakdue 10 valerenic acid in thechromatogram
obtained withthe test soluLionj

If] = areaof thepeakdue to yaJerenic acid in thechromatogram
obtained with the reference solutionj

m. mass of theherbal drug to be examined used 10prepare the lest
solution,in grams;

m? mass of oo.laian dry euma HRS used to prepare the reference
solution.in grams;

p percentage content-or valerenic acid in voIeri6n dryextra«HRS.

__________~ ~ ".EII
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Valerian Dry Aqueous Extract
(ph. Eur. monograph 2400)
P1>Eor _

DEFINITION
Extract produced from Valerian root (0453).

Content
Minimum 0.02 per cent of sesquiterpenic acids, expressed as
valerenic acid (C 15H2202; M, 234.3) (dried extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using water at not less than60 "C.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownor brownish, hygroscopic powder.

IDENTIFICATION
'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Suspend 1.0 g of the extract to be examined in
10 mLof methanol R and sonicatefor 10 min. Filterthe
supernatant through a membrane filter (nominal poresize
0.45 um). Use the filtrate as the test solution.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of acetoxyvalerenk acid R
and 5 mg of -ualerenic add R in 20 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 um) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 pm)].

Mobile phase glacialacetic acid R, erhyl acetate R,
cyclobexane R (2:38:60 VIVW).

Application 20 pL [or 5 pL] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].
Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Deuaion Spray with anisaldehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 ·C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solutionand the
test solution. A faintviolet zone due to valerenic acidmay be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
Furthermore, otherzones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --
Valerenic acid:a violetzone

Acetoxyvalc:renic acid: a violet zone A violetzone (acetoxyvalerenic acid)

-- --

A violetzone (hydroxyvalerenic acid)

Reference solucion Teat soludon

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.8.17)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (Z.2.29).

Solvent mixture methanol R, waterR (50:50 VW).

Test solution In a 300 mL conical flask suspend 1.00 g of
the extract to be examinedin 40 mL of waterR whilst

2022

swirling. Add 40 mL of methanol R and swirl for I h at
200 dmio. Filterthe suspension into a volumetric flask and
rinse the conicalflask with 3 quantities, each of 5 mI.., of the
solventmixture. Dilute to 100.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution (a) Dissolvea quantity of valerian dry
extract HRS corresponding to 1.0 mg of valerenic acid in
methanol R and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Sonicatefor 10 min and filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Reference solUlUm (b) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
to 50.0 mL with meJhanoi R.
Column:
- size: I ;;:: 0.25 m, 0 ;;;; 4 mm;
- suuionary phase: ocradecy/silyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 pm).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: acetonitrile RI, 5 gIL solution of phosphoric

acidR (20:80 VIV);
- mobile phase B: 5 gIL solution of phosphoric acid R,

acetonitrile RI (20:80 VIV);

Tim, MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent JlIJ? (per cent VIP)

0·' 55 4'
5 - 18 55 ---J 20 45 -0 80

18 ~ 22 20 SO

Flow rate 1.5 mlJmin.

Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 220 om.
ltifection 20 pL.
Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
wlerian dry extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) to identify the peaks due to
acetoxyvalerenic acid andhydroxyvalerenic acid.
Relativeretention Withreference to vaIerenic acid (retention
time e about 19 min): hydroxyvalerenic acid e about 0.2;
acetoxyvalerenic acid e about 0.5.
Calculate the percentage contentof sesquiterpenic acids)
expressed as valerenic acid, usingthe following expression:

(A,+A,)xm2Xp xO.2
Ajxml

A l areaof the peakdue to hydroxyvalc:renic acid in the
chromatogram obtained wilh the lest solution;

A2 areaof the peakdue to acetoxyvalerenic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the testsolulionj

A) area of the peakdue to valerenic add in the chromatogram
obtained wilhreference solution(b);

ml mass of theextractto be examined used to prepare the test:
solutioD. in gramsj

m2 mass of 1NJhri6n drymroa HRS used to preparereference
solution(.)J in grams;

p percentage ccorem ofvalerenicacidin ooJerian dry extmaHRS.

_________________-'-_ P1>Eor
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Top of the plate

-- --

Valerenic acid:a violet zone A violet zone (valerenic add)

Acetcxyvalerenic acid:a violet zone A violetzone (acetoxyvalerenic acid)

-- --

2 ra.int or veryfaint violetzones

Reference solution Test lolunon

DEFINITION
Extract produced from Valerian ....,t (0453).

Content
Minimum 0.25 per cent mlm of sesquiterpenic acids,
expressed as valerenic acid (CUH2202; Mr 234.3)
(anhydrous extract).

PRODUCTION
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure using ethanol (30-90 per cent VIV) or methanol
(40-55 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown, hygroscopic powder.

IDENTIFICATION
'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

TestsolulUm Suspend 1 g of the extract lO be examined in
10 mL of methanol R and sonicate for 10 min. Filter the
supernatant through a membrane filter (nominal poresize
0.45 urn).

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of cuewxyvalerenic acidR
and 5 mg of ualerenic acid R in 20 mL of methanol R.

Pku« TLC silica gelpia.. R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plare R (2-10 pm)].

Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, ethylacetare R,
cyclohexane R (2:38:60 VIVIV).
Application 20 J.lL [or 5 J.lL1 as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm],

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection Treatwithamsaldehyde solution R andheat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, othervioletzones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Thne ,,",obUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent JIll? (per cent JlIJI)

0-5 55 .5

5 - 18 55 -> 20 45 -> 80

18 - 22 20 80

methanol Rl and dilute to 10.0 mL withthe samesolvent.
Sonicatefor 10 min and filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 pm).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 rom;
- stauonary phase: octadecylsilyl sili<a gelfor chromarography R

(5 um),

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: acetonitrik Rt, 5 gIL solution ofphosphori<

acidR (20:80 VIV);
- mobile phaseB: 5 gIL solution ofpho,phori< acidR,

aceronilrile Rl (20:80 VIV);

(ph. Eur. monograph 1899)

Valerian Preparations IV-523

AI areaof the peakdue to hydroxyvalermic acid in the
chromatogram obtainedwith die test solutionj

A2 areaof the peak due to acetoxyvaJerenic lekl in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the [est solutionj

AJ area of the peak due to va!ccenic add in the chromaoogmrn
obtainedwiththe test $otution;

A.. area of the peakdue 10 valerenic acid in the chromatogram
obtainedwiththereferencesolution;

mt mass of the extract to be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;

mz mass of valerian thy t.rtn:lCl HRS used to prepare thereference
solution, in gI'IlJIl$'

P percentage contentof ealerenicacid in voJerian dry IXtrael HRS.

Flow rare 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 nm.

Injection 20 J.lL.
Idendfication of peaks Use the chromatogram supplied with
valerian dry extract HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution to identify the peaks due to
hydroxyvalerenic acid, acetoxyvalerenic acidand valerenic
acid.
Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- relative retention with reference to valerenic acid (retention

time = about 19 min): hydroxyvalerenic acid= about0.2;
acetoxyvalerenic acid= about 0.5.

Calculate the percentage contentof sesquherpenic acids,
expressed as valerenic acid, usingthe following expression:

(A, +A2 +A,) xm, xpx5

A4 x ml

Valerian Tincture

_____________________ ""f"

**** ** ** ****

2022

(ph. Eur. monograph 1898)

Valerian Dry Hydroalcoholic
Extract

TESTS
Water (2.5.11)
Maximum 5.0 per cent, determined on 0.5 g.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
Testsolution Suspend 1.00 g of the extract to be examined
in 50.0 mL of methanol R1, sonicate for 10 min and filter
through a membrane filter (nominal poresize 0.45 urn).
Reference solution Dissolvea quantity of valerian dry
extract HRS corresponding to 0.5 mg of valerenic acid in

POE" _

DEFINITION
Tincture produced from Valerian ....,t (0453).

Content
Minimum 0.015 percent mlm ofsesquiterpenic acids,
expressed as valerenic acid (ClsH2202; Me 234.3).

PRODUCTION
The tincture is produced from 1 part of the drug and 5 parts
of ethanol (60 to 80 per cent VIV) by an appropriate
procedure.
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IV-524 Verbena Herb

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown liquid.

IDENfIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute 5 mL of the tincture to he examined
with 5 mL of ethanol (70 percent VllQ R.

Referenasoltuion Dissolve 5 mg of aUlOXyfJalerenic add R
and 5 mg of oalerenic acidR in 20 mL of methanal R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gd
plateR (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase glacial aceti« acid R, ethyl acetate R,
cydohtxaneR (2:38:60 VIVII').

Application 20 ~L [or 5 ~L] as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm].
Deve1cpment Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 cm].

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with anisa/dehyde solution R and heat at
100-105 ·C for 5-10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Funhennore, other violet zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

VaJerenic acid: a violet zone A violet zone (valerenic acid)

Acetoxyvalerenic acid: a violetzone A violet zone (aceloxyvalerenic add)

-- --

2 faint or veIl' faint violet ZOClCS

Reference solution Tel! solution

TESTS
Ethanol (2.9.1U)
95 per cent to l05 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Dilute 10.0 g of the tincture to be examined to
50.0 mL with methanal R1.
Reference solution Dissolve an amount of valerian dry extract
HRS corresponding to 1.0 mg of valerenic acid in
methanol Rl and dilute to 10.0 mL with the same solvent.
Sonicate for 10 min and filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Column:
- size; 1= 0.25 rn, 0 = 4.6 rnntj

- stationary phase: octaduylsilyl sili<a gd for chromatography R
(5~).

Mobile phase:
- moMephaseA: acetonitrile R1, 5 gIL solution of plwsplwrit:

acidR (20:80 VII');
- mobile phase B: 5 gIL solution ofphosphoric acidR,

acetonitrile R1 (20:80 VII');

Thne Moblle phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIJI) (per cent VIP)

0-5 55 45

5 - 18 55 ---0 20 45 ---0 80

J8·22 20 SO

2022

Flowrate 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 run.
Inje<tion 20~.

Peak identification Use the chromatogram supplied with
oalerion dry extraa HRS and the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution to identify the peaks due to
acetoxyvalerenic acid and valerenic acid.

System suiiabiJity Reference solution:
- relative retention with reference to valerenlc acid (retention

time = about 19 min): acetoxyvalerenic acid = about 0.5.
Calculate the percentage content of sesquiterpenic acids,
expressed as valerenic acid, using the following expression:

(AI +A,) x m, xpx 5

A3 x m l

AI area of the peak due to ace(oxyvaJerenic acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

A2 area of the peak due to valerenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution;

A) area of the peakdue to valerenic acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the referencesolution;

ffll ma.u of me tincture 10 be examined wed to prepare the test
solution. in grams;

m2 man of ookrian dry exrroaHRS used to prepare the reference
solution, in grams;

p percentage content ofvalerenic acid in w/eriQn dry exrraa HRS.

_____________________ PhE"

. Verbena Herb
(ph. Bur. monograph 1854)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented, dried aerial parts of Verbena
officinalis L. collected during flowering.

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of verbenalin (CI7H2401O; MI" 388.4)
(dried drug).

IDENfIFlCATION
A. The stem is greenish-brown, quadrangular, longitudinally
grooved and roughly hairy) especially on the angles.
The larger leaves are petiolate and deeply pinnately lobed,
with bluntly dentate margins, the smaller leaves are sessile,
not lobed, with crenate or dentate margins; the swfaces are
rough and covered with bristly hairs, particularly over the
veins, which are prominent on the lower surface. The flowers
are numerous) arranged in a slender spike in the axils of leaf
like bracts; the tubular calyx has 5 acutely pointed lobes with
the pale pink or lilac corolla forming a tube about twice as
long as the calyx.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-brown. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1854.-1): fragments of the leaves, which in
sorface view Ie] show sinuous-walled epidermal cells [Cal
with anisocytic ICb] or anomocytic (Cc] stomata (2.8.3),
more numerous on the lower epidermis; fragments of stem
epidermis [A] consisting of long, polygonal or rectanguiar
epidermal cells [Aa] with thickened walls and stomata [Ab];
covering trichomes, unicellular, thick-walled, up to 500 J.1m
long, wide at the base and arising from the centre of a single
ring of domed, spherical epidermal cells (sorface view IBI,
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side view [D]); occasional glandular trichomes of 2 types: (a)
long stalk with a flattened head about 35 !lIDin diameterand
consistingof 4-8 radiating cells in side view [E) or in surface
view of the head [Gl. and (b) short unicellular stalk and an
enlarged ovate head composed of 4 radiating cells (surface
view [Cd], transverse section [K])i triangular-ovoid or
rounded pollen grains about 30 urn in diameter, with 3 pores
and a smooth exine m; manyfragments of stems [F]
consisting of groups of fibres [Pb], vessels [Fa) and
fragments of parenchyma [Fe); isolated fragments of
fibres [H).

Figure 1854.-1. - mustration for identification tes: B of pqwdered
herbal drngof verbena herb

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in test B forAloysia
duodora.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, other zones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate "

-- --

A brownor greenzone

Arbutin: a blueor brown zone

An intensebrownish-grey zone

Rutoside: a dark brownish-yellow
ron,

-- --

Reference solution Test solution

Verbena Herb IV-525

TESTS
Aloysia citrodora
A. A lemon-like odour indicates me presence of Aloysia
citrodora.
B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solulwn To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (110)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methatWl R. Heat in a water-bath at
60 ·C for 10 min. Cool and filter.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of arbutin Rand 10 mg of
nuoside trihydrate R in methandR and dilute to 10 mL with
the same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC sihea gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)).

Mobile phase anhydrous fonnie acid R, glacial acetic acid R,
waterR, ethyl acetate R (11:11:21:100 VIVIVIl').

Applica,wn 20 ~L [or 5 JILl as bands of 10 mm [or 8 mm).

Deodopmem Overa pam of 12 em [or 6 em].
Drying In air.
Delation Spray with anisaldehyde solution R andheat at
100-105 ·C for about 10 min; examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
showsno intense blue or violetzone approximately at the
positionof rutoside in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, detennined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (110) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Internal standard solution Dissolve 10.0 mg offernJic acid R
in ethanol (60 percenl VII-? R and dilute to 100.0 mL with
the same solvent.
Tesc sohuion To 1.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (110)
(2.9.12) add 50.0 mL of the internal standard solution and
stirwith a magnetic stirrer for 2 h. Centrifuge for 15 min and
filter the supernatant using a membrane filter (nominalpore
size 0.45 pm).

Reference solution Dissolve the contents of a vialof
verbena/in CRS in the internal standard solutionand dilute to
5.0 mL with the same solution.
Precolumn:
- size: 1= 0.01 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
.:..- stationary phase: octade<y/silyl silica gelfor chnnnatography R

(5 um).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: octade<y/silyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 pm);
- temperature: 20°C.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 0.3 per cent VIV solution ofphosphoric

acid R;
- mobile phase B: tu:etonitrile Rj
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IV-526 Vitex Negundo Leaf

2

4
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30 35 40 45 min

1. vernenalin 2. ferulicacid 3. unknown substance (may be absent) 4. ecteoside

Figure 1854.-2. - Chromatogram fIN' 'he ""ay of verl!ena heri!: test solution

Time MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(mIn) (per cent VIP) (per cent YIII)

0- 20 93 -t 83 7 -+ 17

20 - 30 83 17

30 - 35 83 -4 15 17 -t 25

Flowrale 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 240 run.

Injection 20 Ill.
Systemsuitability Test solution:
- the chromatogram obtained is similar to the

chromatogram shown in Figure 1854.-2;
- resolution: minimum 3.5 between the peaks due to ferulic

acid and acteoaide.
Calculate the percentage content of verbenalin using the
following expression:

A, xA. x m, x 1000

A2xA3 x ml

AI area of the peak due to verbenajin in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

A:! area. of the peak due to verbenalin in the chromatogram
obtained with the referencesolution;

A3 area of the peak due to ferulie acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj

A.. area of the peak due [0 feruJk: acid in the chromatogram
obtained with the referencesolution;

rnl mass of the herbal drug used to prepare the test solution, in
grams;

m2 miss of verbenalin in the referencesolution. in grams.

____________________ PbEu

Vitex Negundo Leaf
DEFINITION
Vitex Negundo Leaf is the dried leaf of Vitexnegundo L.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Leaf usually broken coriaceous, compound, palmate,
usually with 5 lanceolate leaflets but occasionally 3, leaf
margins vary from entire to serrate or dentate, petiole
2.5-3.5 em long. The middle leaflet is longer than the others,
up to 10 em. In the pentafoliate leaf the inner 3 leaflets are
petiolulate up to 1 em, and in the trifoliate leaf, only the
inner leaflet is petiolate; in both the two outer leaflets are
subsessile. The upper surface of the leaf is glabrous whereas
the lower surface is densely tomentose.

B. Reduce to a powder. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydrate solution. Leaf epidermal cells cubical to
ovoid, those on the upper surface slightly larger than on the
lower, generally elongated over the veins, wilh straight to
slightly wavy anticlinal walls. Paracytic stomata are present
on the lower surface of the leaf only, whichis also densely
covered with trichomes. Uni to tricellular covering trlchomes
abundant, the bi-cellular type being the most frequent.
Glandular trichomes have a uni-, bi- or tricellular stalk and
spherical unicellular head. Petiole epidermis similar to that of
the leaf with few stomata; glandular and non- glandular
trichomes are common. Chlorenchyma of the hypodennis
and thick walled parenchyma cells from the cortex of the
petiole may be present.

C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix III A, using the following solutions.

(I) Reduce to a powder (425). To 0.5 g of powdered sample
add 5 mL of methanol. Mix thoroughly and heat using a
water bath at 58° for 10 minutes and centrifuge or filter, use
the supernatant or filtrate.

(2) 0.05% wlv each of hyperoside and rosmarini< acid in
methanol.
(3) Dilute I volume of solution (2) to 4 volumes with
methanol.
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(4) 0.05% wlv of hyperoside and 0.02% chlorogeni< acid in
methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use high-performance silica gel 60 Fas, plates (Merck
silica gel 60 F'54 HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 2 ~L of each solution as 8 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 7 em.

Ce) After the removal of the plate..dry in airfor 5 minutes
and examine under UV light at 254 nm. Heat the plate to
100 0 for 3 minutes and dip the plate in a 0.5% wlv solution
of 2-aminoethyldiphenylborinate in ethyl acetate. Dry the plate
and dip the plate in a 5% wlv solution of polyethylene glycol
400 in dichloromethane. Examine under UV light at 366nm.

MOBILE PHASE

1 volume of water.. 1 volume offormic acidand 8 volumes of
ethylacetate.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained whh
solution (4) shows two clearlyseparated bands.

Willow Bark IV-527

quenching zone whichmaybe intense, is presentas seen in
the tableand further quenching zones may be present.
When examined under UV light at 366 nm the
chromatogram obtained withsolution (1) shows the
fluorescent zones as shown in the table. Otherfluorescent
zones may be present.

TESTS
Loss on drying
When dried for 2 hoursat 105°, loses not more than 10.0%
of its weight, Appendix IX D. Use 1 g.

Total Ash
Not more than8.0%, Appendix XI JJ Method n.
Foreign Matter
Not more than 2%,Appendix XI D.

Willow Bark
(Ph. Bur. monograph /583)

Preparation
Willow Bark Dry Extract

DEFINITION
Whole or fragmented dried bark of young branches or whole
driedpieces of current-year twigs of various species of genus
Salix including S. purpurea L., S. daphnoides Vilt.
and S. /ragilis L.
Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of total salicylic derivatives, expressed
as salicin (C13H'80,; M, 286.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The barkis 1-2 mm thickand occurs in flexible,
elongated, quilled or curved pieces. The outer surface is
smooth or slightly wrinkled longitudinally and greenish
yellow or brownish-grey. The innersurface is smooth or
finely striated longitudinally and white, pale yellow or
reddish-brown, depending on the species. The fracture is
short in the outerpart and coarsely fibrous in the inner
region. The diameter of current-year twigs is not greater than
10 nun. The wood is whiteor pale yellow.
B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powderis pale
yellow, greenish-yellow or lightbrown. Examine under a
microscope usingchloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagnostic characters (Fignre 1583.-1):
bundles [B, C) of narrow fibres [Ba, Cal, up to about
600 pm long, with very thick walls and surrounded by a
crystal sheath containing prisms of calcium oxalate [Bb, Cb];
parenchymatous cells of the cortex [0, n, with thick, pitted
and deeply beaded walls [Da], and containing large cluster
crystals of calcium oxalate [Ga, Ja]; some parenchyma cells
arecollenchymatous [G); uniseriate medullary rays
(tangential section [Db)); thiekened cork cells (surface
view [F); numerous scattered prism crystals [E] and cluster
crystals [AJ of calcium oxalate; fragments of brownish
collenchyma from the buds may also be present, Twigs show,
additionally, wood fragments [H] composed of lignified
fibres [Ha] and vessels [Hb], sometimes accompanied by
meduUary rays [He].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solutron (a) To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug
(355) (2.9./2) add 10 mL of methanolR. Heat on a water
bath at about 50°C, with frequent shaking, for 10 min. Cool
and filter.

PIlE" _
Vi IIsaUon 1254

v· Ilsation 1366n

rsua a "'" Top of the plaia

A~ zonearlntet>sa
Rosmarinic Add (A quenamg-- -.

A~ZO"lllOftainl-- _lA_
H)peroslcfeCA quencI*Ig

AquendWIg ZO"lll car InIensa -. -,
CI*Irogeric Add (A very rani-- ~zonol

Solution (1) Solullons (2) and (3) Solution (4)

...a a m
Top of the plate

2 t9d 01fak>I red lIuoresl;enl
~

RosInaJri:: Add (A light bk.re
A rant IigM bkJe ftuotesQenl .........-.-
A faint at vert fan! yeIcNv--A t.mI at Yel'ff3WlI ighI. bIUlI...._-
A fenllghl: bkoe~esoanl H)1)efosIi:Ie {Anorange H)'peroside (Anorange- --l --IQdorogenic Add (A fiIft bIua

AyuIcM~_ luol'esl;&lIIZOfIlI)

Solution (1) Solutions (2) and (3) Solution (4)

CONFIRJ.'rlATION

When examined under UV light at 254 nm the
chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows two
quenchingzones visible at a similar Rf to the quenching zone
due to hyperoside in the chromatogram obtainedwith
solution (2), the upper of the two quenching zones may be
faint, the lowerof the zones may he intense. Another
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IV-528 Willow Bark

H

Figure 1583.-1. - mustratWn for identificaMn test B ofpowdered
herbal drug of willow bark

Test solution (b) To 5.0 mL of test solution (a) add 1.0 mL
of a 50 gIL solutionof anhydrous sodium carbonate R andheat
in a water-bath at about 60°C for 10 min. Cool and filter if
necessary.
Reference solutWn Dissolve 2 mg of salicin Rand 2 mg of
chlorogmic acidR in 1.0 mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 1'IIl) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 1'IIl»).
Mabile phase water R, methanol R, ethylaUlate R
(8:15:77 VIVIII).

ApplicaMn 10 ~L [or 2 ~) as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In a current of wann air.
Detection Treatwith a mixture of 5 volumes of mljuric
acidRand 95 volumes of methanol R. Heat at 100-105 'C
for5 min and examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and test
solutions (a) and (b). Furthermore, otherzones may be
present in the chrbmatograms obtained with test solutions (a)
and (b).

2022

Top of lhe plate

-- --

Several reddah-violet
zones maybepresent

Salicin: a reddish-violet A weak reddsh-viclet A reddish-violet zone
zone zone (salicin) (salicin)

-- --

Chlorogenic acid:a
brownzone

Reference solution Test soludon (0) Test solution (b)

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 3 per cent of twigs with a diameter greater than
10 mm and maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign matter.

Cadmium (2.4.27)
Maximum 2.0 ppm.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 11 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9./Z) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 10 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.2~.

Test soluMn To 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9./2) add 40 mL of methanol R and 40.0 mL of a 4.2 gIL
solutionof sodium hydroxide R. Heat in a water-bath at about
60°C undera reflux condenser, with frequent shaking, for
about 1 h. After cooling, add 4.0 mL of a 103.0 gIL solution
of hydroch/~ add R. Filler the suspension into a 100 mL
volumetric flask, washand dilute to 100.0 mL wilh a mixture
of equal volumes of methanol R and waterR. Filter thsougb a
membrane filter (nominal poresize 0.45 pm),

Rsference solUlUm Dissolve 5.0 mg ofpicein R in 25.0 mL of
a mixture of 20 volumes of waterRand 80 volumes of
methanol R (solution A). Dissolve 15.0 mg of salicin CRS in
25 mL of a mixture of 20 volumes of waterR and
80 volumes of methanol Ri add 5.0 mL of solutionA and
dilute to 50.0 mL with water R.

Column:
- size: I;;;; 0.10 m, 0 ;;;; 4.6 rnm;
- slaMnary phase: actade<ylsilyl silica gelfar chromalagrapky R

(3 1'IIl).
Mabile phase:
- mabiJe phase A: retrahydrofuran R, 0.5 per cent VIV

solution ofphosphoric acidR (1.8:98.2 VIII);
- mobile phase B: tetrahydrofuran R;

Time Mobile phl18eA MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIJI) (per cent pm
0- 15 100 0

15- 17 100 ....... 90 0 ..... 10

17 - 23 90 10

Flow rate 1.0 mllmin.
Deteaion Spectrophotometer at 270 run.
Injection 10 ~L.

Retention time Salicin e about 6.4 mini picein ;;;; about
7.7 min.

j
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System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimwn 1.5 between the peaks due to salicin

and picein.
Calculate the percentage contentof totalsalicylic derivatives,
expressed as salicin, usingthe following expression:

A 1 x m2 xpx2

A2 x ml

AI area of the peak due to salicin in the chromatogram obtained
with the teu solulioDj

A2 area of thepeakdue to salicin in me chromatogram obtained
with the reference scluucm

ffll mass of theherbal drugto be examined used to prepare the test
solution,in grams;

m2 mass of sah",in CRS used [0 prepare thereference solution. in
grams;

p percentage contentof salicin in salicin CRS.

__________________ P"flI

Willow Bark Dry Extract
(ph. Eur. monograph 2312)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Dry extract produced from W.1ow bark (1583).

Content
Minimum 5.0 per cent of total salicylic derivatives, expressed
as salicin (C,,Hl.O,; M, 286.3) (dried extract),

PRODUCTION ,
The extract is produced from the herbal drug by a suitable
procedure usingeither water or a hydroalcoholic solvent
equivalent in strength to a maximum of 80 per cent VIV
ethanol.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown amorphous powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution (a) To 0.200 g of the extract to be examined
add 5 mLof melhanol R. Sonicatefor 5 min, filter and dilute
to 10 mL with me/hanoI R.
Testsolution (b) To 5.0 mL of test solution (a) add 1.0 mL
of a 50 gIL solution of anhydrous sodium carbonate R and heat
in a water-bath at about 60 °C for 10 min. Cool and filter if
necessary.
Reference solution Dissolve2.0 mg of salicin Rand 2.0 mg of
chloragenic acidR in 1.0 mL of methanol R.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 um} [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase water RJ methanol RJ ethyl acetate R
(8:15:77 VIVIJI).
Application 10 J1L [or 2 ~L] as bands.

Deudopmenc Over a path of 15 cm [or 6 cm].

Drying In a current of warm air.
Detection Spray with a mixture of 5 volumes of su!!uri<
acidRand 95 volumes of methanol R. Heat at 100-105 "C
for 5 min and examine in daylight.
Results See belowthe sequenceof the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and test
solutions (a) and (b). Furthermore, otherzones may be

Willow Preparations IV-529

present in the chromatogram obtained with test solutions (a)
and (b).

Top of me plate

-- --

Severalreddish-violet
zones maybe present

Salicin: a reddish-violet A weak reddish-violet A reddish-violet zone
zone zone (salicin) (salicin)

-- --

Chlorogenic acid:a
brownzone

Reference solution Teat solution (a) Test solution (b)

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution To 0.300 g of the extract to be examined add
40 mL of methanol Rand 40.0 mL of 0.1 M sodium
hydroxide. Heat in a water-bath at about 60 °C undera reflux
condenser, with frequent shaking, for about 1 h. After
cooling, add 4.0 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid. Filter the
suspension into a 100 mLvolumetric flask, then wash and
dilute to 100.0 mL with a mixture of equal volumes of
water Rand melhanol R. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 urn),

Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg ofpicein R in 25.0 mL of
a mixture of 20 volumes of water Rand 80 volumes of
methanol R (solution A). Dissolve 15.0 mg of salicin CRS in
25 mL of a mixture of 20 volumes of water Rand
80 volumes of memanolR. Add 5.0 mL of solution A and
dilute to 50.0 mL with water R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- ,"'lionary phase: ocradecylsi!YI sil;"a gelfor chromarography R

(3 urn).

Mob•• phase:
- mobile phaseA: tetrahydrojuran R, 0.5 per cent VIV

solution ofphosphotic acidR (1.8:98.2 Vflo');
- mobile phaseB: terrahydrofuran R;

Time MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(mln) (per cent VIP) (percent VII?
0-15 100 0
15 - 17 100 ---> 90 0---> 10
17 - 23 90 10
23 - 25 90 ---> 100 10 ..... 0

25 -40 100 0

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 270 om.

lIifection I0 ~L.

Retention time Salicin = about 6.4 min;
picein = about 7.7 min.
System suiuzbiJily Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 betweenthe peaks due to salicin

andpicein.
Calculate the percentage content of total salicylic derivatives,
expressed as salicin, from the following expression:

Al xm2 xpx2
A2 x ml
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IV-530 Withania Somnifera Root

Withania Somnifera Root
DEFINITION
Withania Somnifera Root consistsof the dried mature roots
of Withania somnifera (L.) Dunal.

It contains not less than0.01% withaferin A (~3806) and
not less than 0.01 % withanolide A (C,. H.201) .

PRODUCTION
It is collected in winter, washed, dried and cut into short
pieces.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Pieces of root, cut into lengths of up to 8 em, varying in
diameter from 2 nun to 1 em, with some narrower pieces oC
rhizome, often cut at the uansitionzone. Outer surface pale
greyish-brown) somewhat darker brown in larger specimens.
Fracture short, showinga whitish interior. The cut surface of
the root may show a distinction between the xylem and other
tissues marked by a famt yellow-green cambial ring.
B. Reduce to a powder (35"5). Examine undera microscope
using chloral hydrate solution. Corkcells in surface view
polygonal, in sectional view rectangular, thin-walled,
yellowish brown, often broken. Parenchymatous cells in
groups, elongated, rectangular, or oval to round, filled with
starch; some pitted, lightly lignified, foundalongside vascular
fragments; parenchyma of the medullary rays, one or two
cells wide shown crossing xylemelements at right angles;
Occasional fragments of spiral, scalarifonn or pittedvessels
withbroad lumen; trecheids and vessels usually heavily
lignified, reticulate or bordered pitted,singleor in small
groups. Fibresoften accompanying vessels, thick walled,
heavily pitted, and lignified; others less pitted and lignified,
thinwalled, either foundsinglyor in groups of two or three.
Microcrystals of calcium oxalate scattered or occasionally in
idioblasts. Examine under a microscope usinga 50% vlv
solutionof glycerol. Starch granules abundant, simpleor 2 to
4 compound, round to oval, with a point, steUate or cleft
hilum.

C. Cany out the method for lhin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.
(I) Shake 0.5 g of freshly powdered (355) drug with I mL o~

dilute ammonia R4, add 10 mL of methanol, sonicate for
10 seconds, heat on a water-bath for 3 minutes, cool, filter,
evaporate the filtrate to dryness at 60° anddissolve the dried
residue in I mL of methanol. Filter through a 0.45 pm filter.

(2) 0.1 % wlv each of withaferin A CRS, withanolide B CRS
and ft-sitosttrol in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a silica gelFm precoared high performance plate
(Merck silica gel F". HPTLC plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply 2 ~L of each of solution, as 6 nun bands.
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(d) Develop the plate 10 8 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dryin air and examine under
ullraviolet light (254 nm). Immerse the plate in 5% vlv of
methanolic sulfun'c acid for 1· second, allow to dryin air, heat
at 110° for 2 minutes and examine immediately in daylight.
Examine the derivatised plate under u«raviolet light (366 nm).

MOBILE PHASB

5 volumesof anhydrous formic acid, 15 volwnes of ethylacetate
and 50 volumes of toluene.

SYSTBM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows wee clearlyseparated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The bands with Rf values of approximately 0.1 (withaferin
A), 0.26 (withanolide B) and 0.57 (jJ-siUJS"ro~ in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (1) correspond in
colour and position to those in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2).

TESTS
Absence of Withania coagulans
In Identification test C, the derivatised plateunder ultraviolet
light (366 nm) shows no orange band with an Rf of
approximately 0.2 in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (I).

A.h
Not more than 7.0%, Appendix Xl J.
Acid-insoluble ash
Not more than 1.0%, Appendix. XI K.

Lo•• on drying
When dried for 2 hours at 105°, loses not morethan 12.0%
of its weight. Use I g.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix ill D, using the following solutions.
(I) Extract I g of the powdered drug with 3.0 mL of
methanol with the aid of ultrasound for 10 minutes, centrifuge
at 3000 rpm for 5 minutes and retain the supernatant
extract. The extraction is repeated twiceas described.
Combine the three supernatant extracts, adjust the total
volume of the combined extracts to 20.0 ml with methanol
and filter through a 0.45-~m filter.

(2) 0.02% wlv each of wilhaferin A CRS and
withanolide A CRS and 0.0 I % wlv of withanolide B CRS in
methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (15 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with dO<kcy1silyl silica gelfor chromatography (4 um)
(phenomenex Synergi Max-RP 80A is suitable).

(b) Use gradient elution and the mobile phases described
below. Equilibrate the column with a mixture of 65% mobile
phase A and 35% mobilephaseB forat least 15 minutes.
(c) Use a flowrateof 1 mL perminute.
(d) Use a column temperature of 50'.

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 230 om.

(f) Inject 20 ~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

Mobile phase A water.

Mobile phase B Equal volumes of ethanol (96%) and
methanol.

areaof the peakdue to salicinin thechromatogram obtained
with the test solution;
areaof the peak due to salicinin the chromatogrnm obtained
with thereference solution;
mass of the extract[0 be examined used to prepare the test
solution, in grams;
mass of jtJlicin CRS used to prepare the reference solulion, in
grams;
percentage content of wicin in salidn eRS.

A,

A,

p

on,

on,
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TIme Mobile phase A Mobile phase B Comments
(Minutes) %vfv %vlv

().5 65 35 isocrstic

5-30 65---.55 35->45 lineargradienl

30-31 55->0 454100 lineargradient

31-36 0 100 Isocratic

36-37 0---)65 100->35 lineargradient

37-45 65 35 re-equillbration

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the resolution foaor between the first two
main peaks, of withaferin A and withanolide A is at least 5.0
and the symmetry factor for both peaks is less than 1.3.

DETER.L\iINATION OF CONTENT

Withaferin A Using the retention time and peak area of the
peak due to withaferin A in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2), locate and integrate the peak due to withaferin
A in the chromatogram obtained with solution (I).

Calculate the content of withaferin A in the sample using the
declared content withaferin A (C28H3806) in
withaferin A CRS and the foUowing expression:

A, ITh V, 100
-x-x-xpx
fu V, m, 100-d

Al Area or the peak due to wimaferin A in me chromatogram obtained
with solution (I).

Al Afta of me peak due to wilhaferin A in the chromatogram obtained
wilh solution (2).

ml Weight of the drug being exllIDined in mg.
m2 Weight of withojerin A CRS in rng.
VI Dilut:ionvolumeofsoJution (l)inmL
V2 Dilution volume ofsolution (2) in mL
p Percentage content ofwithaferin A in rJljlhaferill A CRS.
d Percentage loss on drying of the herbal drug being examined.

Withanolide A Using the retention time and peak area of
the peak due to withanolide A in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2)J locate and integrate the peak due to
withanolide A in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (I).
Calculate the content of withanolide A in the sample using
the declared content ofwithanotide A «(;,.1-420,) in
wilhanolide A CRS and the following expression:

A, ill, V, 100
-x-x-xpx-----,
fu V, ill, 100-d

AI Afta of the peak due to withanolide A in the chromatogram
obtained wilh.solution (I).

A] An:3 of the peak due to withanolide A in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2).

ml Weight of the drug in mg.
mt Weight of wirhanolidt A CRS in mg.
VI Dilurion volume of solution (I) in mL
V] Dilution volume of solurion (2) in mL
p Percentage content withanolide A in wUha1lolide A CRS.
d Percentage IOS!I on drying of the herbal drug being examined.

STORAGE
Withania Somnifera Root should be protected from moisture.

Wormwood IV-53!

Wormwood
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1380)
PhE<I _

DEFINITION
Basal leaves or slightly Ieafy, flowering tops, or mixture of
these dried, whole or cut organs ofAnemisia absinthium L.

Content
Minimum 2 mlJkg of essential oil (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves are greyish or greenish, densely tomentose on
both surfaces. The basal leaves, with long petioles, have
triangular or oval bipinnatisect or tripinnatisect lamina, with
rounded or lanceolate segments. The cauline leaves are less
segmented and the apical leaves are lanceolate. The stem of
the flower-bearing region is greenish-grey, tomentoae, up to
2.5 mm in diameter and usually with 5 flattened longitudinal
grooves. The capitula are arranged as 100seJ axillary panicles,
inserted at the level of the lanceolate or slightly pinnatisect
leaves; they are spherical or flattened hemispherical, 2-4 mm
in diameter and consist of a grey, tomentose involucre, the
outer bracts linear, inner layer ovate, blunt at the apices with
scarious margins, a receptacle with very long paleae up to
I mm or more 10ngJ numerous yellow, tubular,
hermaphroditic florets about 2 mm long and few yellow, ray
florets.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is
greenish-grey. Examine under a microscope using chloral
hydrate solutUm R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1380.-1.): many T-shaped trichomes [A]
with a short uniseriate stalk consisting of 1~5 smaU cells,
perpendicularly capped by a very long, undulating terminal
cell tapering at the ends; fragments of epidermises (surface
view [D» with SlnUOUS or wavy walls, anomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) [Da], covering trichomes [Db] and glandular
trichomes containing oil [Dc] or not containing oil [Dd],
each with a short, blseriate, 2-celled stalk and a biseriate
head with 2-4 cells; free glandular trichomes (side view [C));
fragments of the corollas of the tubular and ray florets) some
containing smaU cluster crystals of calcium oxalate (H);
numerous paleae each composed of a small cell forming a
stalk and a very long, cylindrical and thin-walled terminal cell
about 1-1.5 mm long, either whole [E) or limited to the
distal part [H]; spheroidal pollen grains, about 30 pm in
diameter, with 3 pores and a finely warty exine [G);
fragments of vascular tissue from the leaves [F] or the
stems mconsisting of vessels with spiral or annular
thickenings [Fa], or with bordered pita Ua], fibres [Fb, Jb]
and parenchymatous cells with pitted, moderately thickened
walls [Fe, Jc].

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Place 2 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) in 50 mL of boiling waUl" Rand aUow to stand for
5 min, shaking the flask several times. After cooling, add
5 mL of a 100 gIL solution of/ead acetate R. Mix and filter.
Rinse the flask and the residue on the filter with 20 mL of
waUl" R. Shake the filter with 50 mL of methylene chloride R.
Separate the organic layer, dry over anhydrous sodium
sulfate RJ filter and evaporate the filtrate to dryness on a
water-bath. Dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of ethanol
(96 per e<nc) R.

Reference soluticn Dissolve 2 mg of methylred R and 2 mg of
resorcinol R in 10.0 mL of methanol R.
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E

Db iI

Figure 1380.-1. - Iliuuration for identification tfjt B 01powdered
herbal drng 01wonnwood .

PIa" TLC silica gelpia" R.
Mobile phase aawneR, glacial acetic addR, toluene R,
methyknechloride R (10:10:30:50 VlVlVfII).
Application 10 f1L as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 cm.

Drying In air.

Detection A Spray with acetic anhydride - sulfuric acid
solutionR and examine in daylight.
Results A The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows a blue zone due to artabsin shortly abovea red zone
due to methyl red in me chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.
Detection B Examine in daylight while healing at
100-105"C for 5 min.

Results B The chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution shows in the middle third a redzone due to methyl
red and below it a lightpinkzone due to resorcinol.
The chromatogram obtained with the test solutionshows an
intense redor brownish-red zone due to absinthin witha
similar Rp value to mat of the zone due to resorcinol in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution. Other
zones arevisible, but less intense thanthatdue to absinthin.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stems with a diameter greater than
4 mm and maximum 2 per cent of other foreign matter.
Bitterness value (2.8.15)
Minimum 10 000.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 "C for 2 h.
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Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 12.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 50.0 g of the cut drug, a 1000 mL round-bottomed flask
and 500 mL of waterR as the distillation liquid. Add 0.5 mL
of xylene R in the graduated tube. Distil at a rate of
2-3 mllmin for not less than 3 h.
___________________ PIlE"

Yarrow
(ph. Bur. monograph 1382)
PllEu _

DEFINITION
Whole or cut, dried flowering tops ofAchaka maklolinm L

Content
- essential oil: miniroum 2 mllkg (dried drug);
- proazulenes, expressed aschomazukne (C..H Il;; M, 184.3):

minimum 0.02 per cent (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The leaves are green or greyish-green, faintly pubescent
on the uppersurface and morepubescent on the lower
surface, 2-3 pinnately divided with linear lobes and a finely
pointedwhitish tip. The capitula arearranged in a corymb at
the end of the stem. Each capitulum, 3-5 nun in diameter,
consistsof the receptacle, usually 4-5 ligulate ray-florets and
3-20 tubular disk-florets. The involucre consistsof 3 rows of
imbricate lanceolate, pubescent green bracts arranged with a
brownish or whitish, membranous margin. The receptacle is
slightly convex and, in the axillae of paleae, bears ligulate
ray-florets with a three-lobed, whitish or reddish ligule and
tubular disk-florets with a radial, five-lobed, yellowish or light
brownish corolla. The pubescent green, partly brown or
violet stems arelongitudinally furrowed, up to 3 mm thick
with a light-coloured medulla.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is greenor
greyish-green. Examine undera microscope using chloral
hydra" solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 1382.-1): fragments of the stem epidermis
(surface view [K]), with cells having a smooth cuticleand
anomocytic stomata (2.8.3); fragments ofleafand bract
epidermises (surface view [EI), with cells having wavy and
irregularly thickened walls, a finely striated cuticleand
anomocytic stomata (2.8.3)j very rare glandular trichomes
with a shortstalk and a head formed of 2 rowsof 3-5 cells
enclosed in a bladder-like membrane [H); Fseriate, whole
or fragmented covering trichomes [Al consisting of 4-6 small,
more or less isodiametric cells at the base and a thick-walled,
often somewhat tortuous terminal cell, about400 urn to
greater than 1000 IlI11 long; fragments of the Iigulate corolla
with papillary epidermal cells (D]; fragments of the corolla
tubes, withsinuous epidermal cells, covered by a thin striated
cuticle (surface view [F]); small-celled parenchyma from the
corolla tubescontaining cluster crystals of calcium
oxalate [E]; groups of lignified and pitted cells from the
bracts [G]; spherical pollengrains, about30 urn in diameter,
with 3 germinal pores and a spiny exine [e]; groups of
sclerenchymatous fibres and smallvessels with spiral or
annular thickening, from the stem Ill.
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Figure 1382.-1. - Ilhutrauon for identification test B ofpowdered
herbal drug of yarrow .

C. To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drog (710) (2.9./2) add
25 mL of ethyla<etate R, shake for 5 min and filter.
Evaporate to dryness on a water-bath and dissolve me
residue in 0.5 mL of toluene R (solution A). To 0.1 mL of
this solution add 2.5 mL of dimethylaminobenzaldehyde
solution R8 and heat on a water-hath for 2 min. Allow to
cool. Add 5 mL of light petroleum R and shake the mixture
vigorously. The aqueouslayershows a blue or greenish-blue
colour.
D. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Use solutionA prepared in identification
test C.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of cineole R and 10 mg of
guaiazulene R in 20 mL of toluene R.
Plate TLC silica gel plate R.
Mobile phase ethylatetateR, toluene R (5:95 VIV).
ApplieatWn 20 ~L as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with anisaldehyde solution R, heat at
100-105 'C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight.

Results The chromatogram obtainedwith me reference
solution shows in the upper part a red zone (guaiazulene)
and in the middle part a blue or greyish-blue zone (cineole).
The chromatogram obtainedwith the test solutionshows a
violet zone a little above the zone due to guaiazulene In the
chromatogram obtainedwith the reference solution; below
this zone a reddish-violet zone; below which, 1-2 not clearly
separated greyish-violet or greyish zones (whichchanges to
greenish-grey after a few hours) and a reddish-violet zone a
little above the zone due to cineole in the chromatogram

**** ** ** ****
Zanthoxylum Bungeanum Pericarp
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2656)
PlJEII~~ _

___________________ PlJEII

A absorbance It 608 nm;
m mass of the herbal drug to be examined, in grams.

i.e. taking the specificabsorbance of chamazulene to be 23.8.

m

Zanthoxylum Bungeanum Pericarp IV-533

Ax2.1

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of stems with a diameter greater than
3 mm and maximum 2 per cent of otherforeign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 0.500 g of the
powdered herbal drug (355) (2.9./2) by drying in an oven at
105 'C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 10.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble in hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 2.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential oil (2.8.12)
Use 20.0 g of cut herbal drug, a 1000 mL round-bottomed
flask and 500 mL of a mixture of 1 volumeof water Rand
9 volumes of ethylene glycol R as the distiUation liquid.
Add 0.50 mL of 1,2,4-tl'imelhylbenzene R in the graduated
tube. Distil at a rate of 3-4 mUmin for 4 h.

Stop cooling at the end of distillation and continuedistilling
until the blue, steam-volatile components have reached the
lowerend of the cooler. Immediately start cooling again, to
avoid warming the separation space. Stop the distillation after
10 min.

Proazulenes
To ensure that as littlewater as possible is transferred,
transfer the blue mixture of essential oil and
1,2,4-trlmethylbenzene obtainedin the assay of essential oil
into a 50 mL volumetric flask with the aid of small portions
of xylene R, rinsing the graduated tube of the apparatus with
xylene R, and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) at 608 nm using xylene R as
the compensation liquid.
Calculate the percentage content of proazulenes, expressed as
charnazulene, using the following expression:

obtained with the reference solution. Furthermore, otherfaint
zones may be present.

DEFINITION
Dried pericarp of the ripe fruit, withseeds removed, of
Zanthoxylum bungeanum Maxim.

Content
Minimum 15 mL/kg of essential oil (anhydrous drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Mostly single,dehisced spherical follicles, split along the
ventral suture; the dehisced fruit is 4-6 mm in diameter, one
half-follicle is 3.0-4.5 nun in diameter; 1-3 smaller, aborted

~
E

o

F

\
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IV-534 Zanthoxylum Bungeanum Pericarp

fruits areoften presentnearme baseof the dehisced, ripe
fruit(s)j me outer surface is dark red or brownish-red, with
numerous convex) translucent) often yellowish-brown
verrucose oil dots; the innersurface is lightyellow and
smooth; the endocarp is mostlyseparated from the mesocarp
at the base and is rolledup. Remains of the narrow pedicel
are often present.
B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23). The powderis
yellowish-brown or reddish-brown. Examine under a
microscopeusing chloral hydrate solution R. The powder
shows the following diagoostic characters (Figure 2656.-1):
fragments of the epicarp [A]J covered by a striated cuticle,
consisting of polygonal cells with rigid walls (surface view
[Aa], transverse section [Ba, Ga)) and anomocytic stomata
(2.8.3) with 5-7 subsidiary cells [Ab), some cells of the
epicarp contain orange-yellowgranular contents; fragments of
the mesocarp (surface view [F]) and of the mesocarp
associated with epicarp ceUs covered with a striated cuticle
(transverse section [B, G)), consisting of parenchymatous
cells [Bb, Fa, Gb] with some cells containing one [Be, Fb,
Gc] or more [Fe] calciumoxalate clustercrystals; rare
fragments of oil glands with elongated cells containing
droplets of essential oil [Bd); vascular bundles with spiral
vessels [C, E) accompanied by fibres with thickened, pitted
walls and pointed ends [Ca, Ea), sometimes bifurcated [Cb);
occasional prismsof calcium oxalate [Eb]; fragments of
endocarp consistingof several layers of narrow, elongated,
thick-walled, pittedcells in a parquetry arrangement [D], in
transverse section the inner cell layersare perpendicular to
the outer cell layers.

Figure 2656.-1. - nlUSlTatUm for identification testB of powdered
herbal drug of zanthoxylum bungeanwn pericarp

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
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Test solution To 0.5 g of the powdered herbal drug (355)
(2.9.12) add 5 mL of methanol R. Sonicate for 10 min.
Centrifuge or filter. Use the supernatant or filtrate.
Reference solution Dissolve I mg of ch/orogen;,; acidRand
I mg of emodin R in I mL of methanol R.
Plate TLC sl1ica gelplateR (2-10 1lJ11).

Mobile phase water R, methanol R, ethyl"""tate R
(10:20:80 VIVIV).

Application 5 ~L as bands of 8 mm.

Development· Overa path of 6 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 366 nm.
Results See below the sequenceof zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solutionand the
test solution.Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent zones may
be present in the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution.

Top of the plate

A red fluorescenr zone
Emodin: a yellowfluorescent zone A greenfluorescent zone

-- --

A red fluorescent zone maybe
present
A faintgreenfluorescent zone

2 greenfluorescent zones

A green fluorescent zone

-- --

A greenfluorescent zone

Cblorogenic acid: a blue fluorescent A blue fluorescent zone
zone

Reference solution Test soludon

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent of seeds and maximum 2 per cent of
other foreign matter.

Water (2.2.13)
Maximum 100 mUkg, determined on 20.0 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12).

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 8.0 per cent.

Ash insoluble In hydrochloric acid (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Essential 011 (2.8.12)
Use 15.0 g of the freshly powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12), a 500 mL round-bottomed lIask, 250 mL of waterR
as the distillation liquid and 0.50 mL of xylene R in the
graduated tube. Distil at a rate of 2-3 mUmin for 2h.
____________________ PlJEII

j
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Homoeopathic Preparations

(Ph. Bur. monograph 1038)

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Homoeopathic preparations are prepared from substances,
products or preparations called stocks, in accordance with a
homoeopathic manufacturing procedure. A homoeopathic
preparation is usually designated by the Latin name of the
stock, followed by an indication of the degree of dilution
andlor potentlsation, if applicable.

Raw materials
Raw materials for the production of homoeopathic
preparations may be of natural or synthetic origin.

For raw materials of zoological or human origin, adequate
measures are taken to minimise the risk of agents of
infection, including viruses (5.1.7), in the homoeopathic
preparations. For this purpose, it is demonstrated that:
- the method of production includes a step or steps that

have been shown to remove or inactivate agents of
infection;

- where applicable, raw materials of zoological origin
comply with the monograph Produeu wirh rish of
transmitting agents of animal spongl!(J111I
encephaloparhies (1483);

- where applicable, the animals and the tissues used to
obtain the raw materials comply with the health
requirements of the competent authorities for animals for
human consumption;.

- for materials of human origin, the donor follows the
recommendations applicable to human blood donors and
to donated blood (see Human plasmafor
fraaionadon (0853). unless otherwise justified and
authorised.

A raw material of botanical, zoological or human origin may
be used either in the fresh state or in the dried state. Where
appropriate, fresh material may be kept deep-frozen.
Raw materials of botanical origin comply with the
requirements of the monograph Hetboldrugr for homoeopathic
prepararions (2045).

Where justified and authorised for transportation or storage
purposes, fresh plant material may be kept in ethanol
(96 per cent) or in ethanol of a suitable concentration,
provided me whole material including the storage medium is
used for processing.

Raw materials comply with any requirements of the relevant
monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia.

Vehicles
Vehicles are excipients used for the preparation of certain
stocks or for the potentisation process. They may incfude.for
example: purified water, ethanol of a suitable concentration,
glycerol and lactose.

Vehicles comply with any requirements of the relevant
monographs of the European Pharmacopoeia.

Stocks
Stocks are substances, products or preparations used as
starting materials for the production of homoeopathic
preparations. A stock is usually one of the following: a
mother tincture or a glycerol macerate, for raw materials of
botanical, zoological or human origin, or the substance itself,
for raw materials of chemical or mineral origin.
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Mother tinctures comply with the requirements of the
monograph Mother tinaures for homoeopathic
prepararions (2029).

Glycerol macerates are liquid preparations obtained from raw
materials of botanical, zoological or human origin by using
glycerol or a mixture of glycerol and either ethanol of a
suitable concentration or a solution of sodium chloride of a
suitable concentration.

Potendsation
Dilutions and triturations are obtained from stocks by a
process of potentisation in accordance with a homoeopathic
manufacturing procedure: this means successive dilutions and
succussions, or successive appropriate triturations, or a
combination of the 2 processes.

The potentisation steps are usually one of the following:
- 1 part of the stock plus 9 parts of the vehicle; they may be

designated as "D', 'DR' or "X' (decimal);
- I part of the stock plus 99 parts of the vehicle; they may

be designated as 'C' or 'CH' (centesimal).

The number of potentisation steps defines the degree of
dilution; for example, 'D3', '3 DH" or '3X' means 3 decimal
potentisation steps, and 'C3', '3 CH' or '3C' means
3 centesimal potentisation steps.

'LM" potencies are manufactured according to a specific
procedure with a 50 000 dilution factor by alternate steps of
liquid dilution and impregnation of pillules. The number of
potentisation steps defines the degree of dilution, for
example, 3rd LM means 3 successive LJ\.1 dilutions.

Dosage forms
A dosage form of a homoeopathic preparation complies with
any relevant dosage form monograph in the European
Pharmacopoeia, and with the following:
- for the purpose of dosage forms for homoeopathic use,

'active substances' are considered to be 'dilutions or
triturations of homoeopathic stocks" or 'homoecpathic
stocks' (in case of a mother tincture or a glycerol
macerate);

- these dosage fonns can contain one or more 'active
substances';

- they are prepared using appropriate excipients.

Homoeopathic dosage form 'pillule'
Pillules for homoeopathic use are solid preparations obtained
from sucrose, lactose or other suitable excipients. 1111ules for
homoeopathic prepararions (2153) are intended for
impregnation or coating with one or more homoeopathic
preparations. The impregnated pillules comply with the
requirements of the monograph Homoeopashic pil/ules,
impregnared (2079). The coated pillules comply with the
requirements of the monograph Homoeopathic pillutes, coated
(2786). Both are intended for sublingual or oral use.

Homoeopathic dosage fonn 'tabler'
Tablets for homoeopathic use are solid preparations obtained
from sucrose, lactose or other suitable excipients according to
the monograph Tablets (0478). They may be prepared either
by compressing one or more 'active substances' with the
excipients or by impregnating preformed tablets with one or
more liquid 'active substances'. The preformed tablets for
impregnation are obtained from sucrose, lactose or other
suitable excipients according to the monograph
Tablets (0478). Tablets for homoeopathic use are intended
for sublingual or oral use.

Homoeopathic dosage fonns 'parenteral preparatWn', 'eye
preparation', 'nasalpreparation'
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For the last potentisation stepfs), an ethanol-free vehicle is
used to minimise the content of ethanol in the final
preparation.

The residual ethanol content (2.9.10) is not greater than
1 per cent VIV unless otherwise justifiedand authorised.
Homoeopashic dosage form 'liquid preparation for oral use'

If necessary, for the last potentisationstep(s), purifiedwater
is used to minimise the content of ethanol in the final
preparation.

Manl</a<turing methods
Homoeopathic preparations are produced using the methods
described in the monograph Methods of preparation of
homoeopathic stocks andpotentisauon (2171). The preparations
obtained using the manufacturing methods listed in
Table 1038.-1 are restricted to the production of the
corresponding dosage fonns indicated in the right-hand
column of the table,
The competent authority has the right to accept or reject
particular combinations of manufacturing method and
substance.

Table 1038.-1.

Manufacturing methods Dosage fOrmll

1.4.1. 1.4.2. 1.4.3, J.oI.4 Eye drops
Coated homoeopathicpillules
Solutions for injection

2.1.2 Eye drops
Solutions for injection
Nasal preparations

2.2.1.2.2.2, 2.2.3 Bye drop<
Coated homoeopathic pillules
Solutions foc injection
Nasal preparations
Ointments, creams and gds
Oral powders(trituntions)
Suppositories

2.2.4 Solutions for injection

3.1.2, 3.2.2 Byedrop<
Coated homoeopalhicpillules
Solutions for injection
Nasal preparations
Ointments. creams and gels
Suppositories

_____________________ PIIE"

Herbal Drugs for Homoeopathic
Preparations
Herbal Drugs for Homoeopathic Use

(Ph. Bur. monograph 2045)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations are mainly
whole plants or parts of plants, fragmented or broken, and
include algae, fungi or lichens, in an unprocessed state,
usually in fresh form. The state, fresh or dried, in which the
drug is used) is defined in the individual monograph of the
European Pharmacopoeia or) in its absence) in the individual
monograph of an official national pharmacopoeia of a
member state. In the absence of such a monograph. the state
in which the herbal drug is used has to be defined. Certain
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exudates that have not been subjected to a specific treatment
are also considered to be herbal drugs for homoeopathic
preparations. Herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations
are precisely defined by the botanical scientific name of the
source species according to the binomial system (genus,
species) variety and author).

Whole Describes a herbal drug for homoeopathic
preparations that has not been reduced in size and is
presented, dried or undried, as harvested.

Fragmented Describes a herbal drug for homoeopathic
preparations that has been reduced in size after harvesting to
penni' ease of handling, drying and/or packaging.

Broken Describes a herbal drug for homoeopathic
preparations in which the more fragile parts of the plant have
broken during drying, packaging or transportation.

For dried herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations, cut
describes size reduction, other than powdering, that reduces
the particle size below that which is described in the
macroscopic identity of the herbal drug for homoeopathic
preparations.

PRODUCTION
Herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations are obtained
from cultivated or wild plants. Suitable collection, cultivation,
harvesting, sorting) drying, fragmentation and storage
conditions are essential to guarantee the quality of herbal
drugs for homoeopathic preparations.

Herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations are, as far as
possible) free from impurities such as soil. dust, dirt and
other contaminants such as fungal, insect and other animal
contaminants. They do not present signs of decay.

H a decontaminating treatment has been used, it is necessary
to demonstrate that the constituents of the plant are not
affected and that no hannful residues remain. The use of
ethylene oxide is prohibited for the decontamination of
herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations.

Fresh herbal drugs are processed as rapidly as possible after
harvesting. Where justified and authorised for transportation
or storage purposes, fresh plant material may be deep-frozen;
it may also be kept in ethanol (96 per cent) or in ethanol of a
suitable concentration, provided me whole material including
the storage medium is used for processing.

Adequate measures have to be taken in order to ensure that
the microbiological quality of homoeopathic preparations
containing I or more herbal drugs comply with the
recommendations given in general chapter 5.1.4.
Microbwlogkal quali/)' ofnon-sterile pharmaceutical preparations
and substances for pharmaaUlicaJ use.

IDENTIFICATION
Herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations are identified
using their macroscopic and, where necessary, microscopic
descriptions and any further tests that may be required (for
example, thin-layer chromatography).

TESTS
The tests for foreign maner and loss on drying should be

. performed before any further processing of the fresh plant.

Foreign malter (2.8.2)
Where a fresh plant is used as a starting material for the
manufacture of homoeopathic preparations) the content of
foreign matter is as low as possible; if necessary, the
maximum content of foreign matter is indicated in the
individual monograph.

Where a dried plant is used as a starting material for the
manufacture of homoeopathic preparations, carry out a test
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I. MOTHER TINCTURES AND UQUID
POTENTISATIONS
METHOD 1.1. HYDROALCOHOUC MOTHER
TINCTURES PREPARED W1THOUT HEAT1NG

METIlOD 1.1.1 (HOMOOPATHISCHES ARZNEWUCH (HAD) tA:

MOTHER TINCTURES AND LIQUID Du..urIONS)

Method 1.1.1 is used for fresh herbal drugs containing
generally more than 70 per cent of expressed juice and no
essential oil or resin or mucilage. Mother tinctures prepared
according to Method 1.1.I are mixtures of equal parts of
expressed juices and ethanol (90 per cent VII').
Express the comminuted herbal drug. Immediately mix the
expressed juice with an equal mass of ethanol
(90 per cent VIII). Allow to stand in a closed container for
not less than 5 days, then filter.

Adjustment to any value specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, me percentage assay content of the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (AI), in kilograms,
of ethanol (50 per cent VII') required, using the following
expression:

PflE" ~ _

Homoeopathic stocks are prepared, using suitable methods,
from raw materials that comply with the requirements of the
monograph Homoeopashic preparations (l038). The methods
described below, combined with established methods for
potentisation, are examples of methods, but other methods
described in an official national pharmacopoeia of a Member
State may equally be used.

Where material of animal or hwnan origin is to be used,
particular reference is made to the requirements concerning
the use of such raw material of zoological or human origin in
the monograph Homoeopathic preparations (l038).
In the preparation of liquid dilutions, the ethanol of the
concentration prescribed in the method may, if necessary, be
replaced by ethanol (36 per cent VIJI) or ethanol
(18 per ceo' VII').
When the individual monograph allows that me mother
tincture be prepared from more than one plant species, the
mother tincture can be prepared from the specified parts of
an individual plant species or from any mixture thereof. If for
the preparation of a mother tincture the loss on drying has to
be determined, the herbal drug or mixture of herbal drug
with ethanol has to be processed immediately after the value
of the loss on drying has been determined.

Unless otherwise stated, mother tinctures are prepared by
maceration lasting 10-30 days.

Maceration may be replaced by long maceration (maximum
60 days) or very loog maceration (maximum 180 days),
provided it is demonstrated that the quality of the resulting
mother tincture is the same as that of the mother tincture
prepared by maceration.

Unless otherwise stated in the individual monograph, the
term lpart(s)' denotes 'mass partfs)', Unless otherwise stated
in the method, the maximum temperature for the preparation
is 25°C.

for foreign matter, unless otherwise prescribed in the
individual monograph. The content of foreign matter is not
more than 2 per cent m/m, unless otherwise prescribed or
justified and authorised.

Adulteration
A specific appropriate test may apply to herbal drugs for
homoeopathic preparations liable to be falsified.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Carry out a test for loss on drying on dried herbal drugs for
homoeopathic preparations.

H a fresh plant is processed more than 24 h after harvesting,
a test for loss on drying should be carried out. The minimum
limit is indicated in the individual monograph.

Water (2.2.13)
A determination of water is carried out on herbal drugs for
homoeopathic preparations with a high essential oil content.

Pestlcldes (2.8.13)
Herbal drugs for homoeopathic preparations comply with the
requirements for pesticide residues. The requirements lake
into account the origin and the nature of the plant, where
necessary the preparation in which the plant might be used
and, where available, knowledge of the complete record of
treatment of the batch of the plant. Where justified, the test
for pesticides may be performed on the mother tincture
accordingto the requirements of the general monograph
Mother tinctures for homowpathic preparations (2029).
If oppropriote, herbol (hugsfor homoeopothic preporati0t/5 comply
Wlih other uses, suchas the loUowing, lor example.

Total ash (2.4.16)

Bitterness value (2.8.15)

Heavy metals (2.4.27)
Unless otherwise stated in an individual monograph or unless
otherwise justified and authorised:
- cadmium: maximum 1.0 ppm;
- lead: maximum 5.0 ppm;
- mercury: maximwn 0.1 ppm.

If justified by the nature or origin of the herbal drug or if
required by the competent authority, suitable limits for the
content of oilier heavy metals such as arsenic or nickel are
defined.

Where justified, the lest for heavy metals may be performed
on the mother tincture according to the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tmauresfor homoeopathic
preparati0t/5 (2029).

Aflatoxin B, (2.8.18)
Where appropriate, limits for a8atoxins may be required.

Ochratoxin A (2.8.22)
Where appropriate, a limit for ochratoxin A may be required.

Radioacdve contamination
In some specific circumstances, me risk of radioactive
contamination is to be considered.

ASSAY
Where applicable, herbal drugs for homoeopathic
preparations are assayed by an appropriate method.

STORAGE
Store dried herbal drugs protected from light.
_____________________ PflE..

Methods of Preparation of
Homoeopathic Stocks and
Potentisation
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2371)

**** ** ** ****
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nr mass of filtrate, in kilogramsj
No percentage dry residue or percentage assaycontent8S required

in the individual monograph;
N,., percentage dryresidue or percentage assaycontentof me

filtrate,

Mix the filtrate with the calculated amount of ethanol
(50 per cent VIJI). AUow to stand for not less than 5 days,
then filter if necessary.

Potentisatlon
The I" 'decimal' dilution (Dl) is made from:
- 2 parts of the mother tincture;
- 8 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIJI).

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 part of the I" 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIII).
Subsequentdecimal dilutions areproducedas statedfor D2.
The IsC 'centesimal' dilution (Cf) is made from:
- 2 parts of the mother tincture;
- 98 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIII).
The 2nd centesimal dilution (e2) is made from:
- 1 part of the 1sr 'centesimal' dilution;
- 99 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIII).
Subsequentcentesimal dilutions areproduced as stated for
C2.
METHOD 1.1.1 (HAD 181 MOTHER TINCTIJRBS AND LIQUID

DILUfiONS)

Method 1.1.2 is used where the latexof a herbal drugis to
be processed.
Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.2 are
mixtures of fresh plant latex with ethanol (36 per cent VIV).
Mix the fresh latex with 2 parts by mass of ethanol
(36 per cent VIII) and filter.

Adjustment to any value specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assaycontent of the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (AI), in kilograms,
of ethanol (36 per cent VIII) required, using the following
expression:

m massof fihrate, in kilogramsj
No percentage dryresidueor percentage assllY content 11$ required

in the individual monographj
N~ percentage dryresidueor percentage assaycontentof the

6Jtnlte.

Mix the filtrate with the CfIculated amount of ethanol
(36 per cent VIII). AUowto stand for not less than 5 days,
then filter if necessary.

Potentisadon
The I" 'decimal' dilution (DI) is made from:
- 3 parts of the mothertincture;
- 7 parts of ethanol (36 per cent VIII).
The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 partof the I" 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (18 per cent VIII).
Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced as stated for D2.
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MEIHOD .1.1.3(HAD 2A: MOTHER TlNcruRES A.i~D LIQUID

DILUTIONS)

Method 1.1.3 is used for fresh herbal drugs containing
generally less than 70 per cent of expressed juice and more
than 60 per cent moisture (losson drying) and no essential
oil or resin,

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.3
(ethanol content approximately 50 per cent VIV) are
prepared by maceration as described below.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.
Take a sample and determine the loss on drying (2.2.32).
Unless otherwise prescribed, determine the loss on dryingon
2.00-5.00 g of the comminuted herbal drug and dry at
105°C for 2 h.
To the comminuted herbal drugimmediately add not less
than half the mass of ethanol (90 per cent VIII) and allow to
stand in well-closed containers.
Use me following expression to calculate the amount (A2), in
kilograms, of ethanol (90 per cent VIV) required for the mass
(m) of raw material, men subtract the amount of ethanol
(90 per cent VIII) already added and add the difference to
the mixture.

mxT
100

m mass of rawmaterial, in kilogralllSj
T percentage loss on drying of the wnple.

Allow to standfor not less than 10 days, swirling from time
to time, then express the mixture and filterthe resulting
liquid.

Adjushuentto any value specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assay content of the above
mentionedfiltrate; Calculate the amount (At), in kilograms,
of ethanol (50 per cent VIV) required, using the following
expression:

mx(Nx-No)
No

m mass of filtrate, in kilogramsj
No percentage dryresidue or percentage assaycontent as required

in the individual monograph;
N~ percentage dryresidue or percentage assaycontent of the

filnate.

Mix the filtrate with the calculated amount of ethanol
(50 per cent VIV). Allow to standfor not less than 5 days,
men filter if necessary.

Potendsation
The I" 'decimal' dilution (Dl) is made from:
- 2 partsof the mothertincture;
- 8 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIV).

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 pan of the fit 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIV).
Subsequent decimaldilutions are producedas stated for D2.
The 1st 'centesimal' dilution (CI) is made from:
- 2 parts of the mothertincture;
- 98 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIII).
The 2nd centesimal dilution (C2) is made from:
- 1 partof the 1st 'centesimal' dilution;
- 99 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIV).
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Subsequent centesimal dilutions are produced as statedfor
C2.

METHOD 1.1.4 (HAB 2EI MOTHER TIN:CTURES AND LIQUID

DILUrrONS)

Method 1.1.4 is used for fresh herbal drugs containing
generally less than70 per cent of expressed juiceand more
than 60 per cent moisture (loss on drying) and no essential
oil or resin.
Mother tincturesprepared according to Method 1.1.4
(ethanol content approximately 36 per cent VIV) are
prepared by maceration as described below.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.

Take a sample and determine the los, on drying (2.2.32).
Unless otherwise prescribed, determine the loss on drying on
2.00-5.00 g of the comminuted herbal drug and dry at
I05·C for 2 h.

To the comminuted herbal drugimmediately add not less
than half the mass of ethanol (70 per cent VIV) and allow to
stand in well-closed containers.
Use the following expression to calculate the amount(Av, in
kilograms, of ethanol (70 per cent VIp) required for the mass
(m) of rawmaterial, then subtract the amountof ethanol
(70 per cent VIV) already added and add the difference to
themixture.

mxT
100

m massof rawmaterial. in kilognln\Si
T percentage loss on drying of the sample.

Allow to standfor not less than 10 days, swirling from time
to time, then express the mixture and filter the resulting
liquid.

Adjusbnent to any value specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assay contentof the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (AI), in kilograms,
of ethanol (36 per cent VIV) required, using the following
expression:

mx (N.-No)
No

m mass of filtrate. in kilogramsj
No percentage dry residue or percentage assaycontent as required

in the individual monograph;
N" percentage dryresidue or percentage assaycontentof the

filtrate.

Mix the filtrate with the calculated amount of ethanol
(36 per cent VIV). Allow to stand for not less than 5 days,
thenfilter if necessary.

Potentisation
The I" 'decimal' dilution (01) is made from:
- 2 parts of the mother tincture;
- 8 parts of ethanol (36 per cent VII').

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is madefrom:
- 1 partof the I" 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (18 per cent VIV).

Subsequent decimal dilutions areproduced as statedfor D2.

METHOD r.r.s (HAD 3A= MOTHER TINCTURES AND LIQUID

DlLlTfIONS)

Method 1.1.5 is used for fresh herbal drugs containing
essential oil or resin, or generally less than60 per cent
moisture.

Homoeopathic Preparations IV-541

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.5
(ethanol content approximately 65 per cent VIJI) are
prepared by maceration as described below.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.

Determine the watercontent (2.2.13) or loss on drying
(2.2.32). Unless otherwise prescribed, determine the loss on
drying on 2.00-5.00 g of the comminuted herbal drug and
dry at 105 ·C for 2 h.

To the comminuted herbal drug immediately add not less
than half the mass of ethanol (90 per cent VIV) and allow to
stand in well-closed containers.
Use the following expression to calculate the amount(A.,), in
kilograms, of ethanol (90 per cent VII') required for the mas,
(m) of raw material, then subtract the amountof ethanol
(90 per cent VIV) already added and add the difference to
the mixture.

2xmxT

100

m massofraw material. in kilograms;
T percentage loss on dryingof the sample.

Allow to stand for not less than 10 days, swirling from time
to time, then express the mixture and filter the resulting
liquid.

Adjusbnenttn any value specified in the individual
monograph
Determinethe percentage dryresidue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assay contentof the above
mentionedfiltrate. Calculate the amount (AI)' in kilograms,
of ethanol (70 per cent VII') required, using the following
expression:

mx(N.-No)
No

m = mass of filtrate, in kilograms;
No percentage dry residueor percentage assaycontentas required

in the individual monographj
N", percentage dryresidueor percentage assaycontentof the

fill:rate.

Mix the filtrate with the calculated amount of ethanol
(70 per cent VIp). Allow to stand for not less than5 days,
then filter if necessary.

Potendsadon
The I" 'decimal' dilution (Dl) is made from:
- 3 parts of the mother tincture;
- 7 parts of ethanol (70 per cent VII').
The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 partof the 1S[ <decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (70 per cent VII').

Subsequent decimal dilutions areproduced as stated for D2.
Use ethanol (50 per cent VIV) for dilutions from 04
onwards.
The 1st 'centesimal' dilution (Cf} is made from:
- 3 parts of the mother tincture;
- 97 parts of ethanol (70 per cent VII').
The 2nd centesimal dilution (C2) is made from:
- 1 partof the 1sr'centesimal' dilution;
- 99 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VII').
Subsequent centesimal dilutions are produced as statedfor
C2.
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METHOD 1.1.6 (HAD 3B: MOTHER TINCTURES AND LIQUID

DILUTIONS)

Method J.1.6 is used for fresh herbal drugs containing
essential oils or resins or generally less than 60 per cent
moisture.
Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.6
(ethanol contentapproximately 57 per cent VIJI) are
prepared by maceration as described below.
Conuninute appropriately the herbal drug.

Detemtine the warer content (2.2.13) or loss on drying
(2.2.32). Unless otherwise prescribed, detemtine the loss on
drying on 2.00-5.00 g of the comntinuted herbal drug and
dry at 105 ·C for 2 h.

To the comminuted herbal drug immediately add Dot less
than half the mass of ethanol (80 per cent VW) and allow to
stand in well-closed containers.
Use the following expression to calculate the amount (A3) , in
kilograms, of ethanol (80 percent VIV) required for the mass
(m) of raw material, then subtract the amount of ethanol
(80 per cent VIV) already added and add the difference to
the mixture.

2xmxT
100

m mass of raw material, in kilogramsj
T percentage loss on drying of thesample.

Allowto stand fornot less than 10 days, swirling from time
to time, thenexpress the mixture and filter the resulting
liquid.

Adjustment to any value specified In the Indlvldual
monograph
Determine the percentage dryresidue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assay contentof the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (AI), in kilograms,
of ethanol (50 per cent VII') required, using the following
expression:

mx(Nx -No)

No

m mass of fileate, in kilognunsj
No percentagedry residueor percentage assaycontent as required

in theindividual monograph;
N:It. percentagedry residueor percentage &.$Say content of the

filtrate.

Mix the filtrate with the calculated amount of ethanol
(50 per cent VIV). Allow ro stand for not less than 5 days,
thenfilter if necessary.

Potentisadon
The 1st 'decimal' dilution (01) is madefrom:
- 3 parts of the mother tincture;
- 7 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIV).
The 2nd decimal dilution (02) is made from:
- 1 part of the 1ar 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (36 per cent VIV).
The 3'" decimal dilution (03) is made from:
- 1 part of the 2nd decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (18 per cent VIV).
Subsequent decimal dilutions areproduced as stated for D3.
METHOD 1.1.1 (HAD 3C: MOTHER TINCTURES AND LIQUID

DlLunONS)

Method 1.1.7 is used for fresh herbal drugs containing
generally less than60 per cent moisture (loss on drying).
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Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.7
(ethanol contentapproximately 35 per cent VIJI) are
prepared by maceration as described below.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.
Take a sample and determine the loss on drying (2.2.32).
Unless otherwise prescribed, determine the loss on drying on
2.00-5.00 g of the conuninuted herbal drug and dry at
105 ·C for 2 h.

To the conuninuted herbal drug immediately add not less
than half the mass of ethanol (50 per cent VIV) and allow to
stand in well-closed containers.
Use the following expression to calculate the amount (AJ) , in
kilograms, of ethanol (50 per cent VIV) required for the mass
(m) of raw material, then subtract the amount of ethanol
(50 per cent VIV) already added and add the difference to
the mixture.

2xmxT
100

m massof rawmaterial, in ltilognunsj
T percentage loss on dryingof the sample.

Allow to standfornot less than 10 days. swirling from time
to time, then express the mixture and filter the resulting
liquid.

Adjustment to any value specified in the individual
monograph
Determine me percentage dryresidue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assay contentof the above
mentioned filtrate, Calculate the amount (AI), in kilograms,
of ethanol (36 per cent VIV) required, using the following
expression:

mx (Nx -No)
No

m massof filtrate, inkilograms;
No percentage dry' midue or percentage assayCOOLent as required

in the individual monograph;
N. percentage dryresidue or percentage assaycontent of the

filtrate.

Mix the filtrate with the calculated amount of ethanol
(36 per cent VIV). Allow to stand for not less than 5 days)
thenfilter if necessary.

Potentisatl.on
The In 'decimal' dilution (01) is made from:
- 3 parts of the mother tincture;
- 7 pans of ethanol (36 per cent VIV).
The 2nd decimal dilution (02) is made from:
- I part of the I st 'decimal) dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (18 per cent VIV).
Subsequent decimal dilutions areproduced as stated for D2.

MHrnOD 1.1.8 (HAD 4A: MOTHER TINCTURES Ai"lD LIQUID

DlLunONS)

Method 1.1.8 is generally used for dried herbal drugs.

Mothertinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.8 are
prepared by maceration or percolation as described below,
using I part of dried herbal drug and 10 parts of ethanol of
the appropriate concentration (anhydrous, 96 percent VIV,
90 per cent VIV, 80 per cent VIV, 70 percent VIV,
50 per cent VIJI, 36 per cent V/~ 18 per cent VIV), unless
otherwise prescribed in the individual monograph.
Produaion by maceration Unless otherwise prescribed,
comminute the herbal drug, mix thoroughly withethanol of
the appropriate concentration and allow to stand in a closed

j
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container for an appropriate time. Separate the residue from
the ethanol and) if necessary, press out. In the latter case,
combine the 2 liquids obtained.

Production by percolation If necessary, comminute the herbal
drug. Mix thoroughly with a portion of ethanol of the
appropriate concentration and allow to stand for an
appropriate time. Transfer to a percolator and allow the
percolate to flow slowly, at room temperature, making sure
that me herbal drug to be extracted is always covered with
the remaining ethanol. The residue may be pressed out and
the expressed liquid combined with the percolate.
If adjustment to a givenconcentration is necessary, calculate
the amount (AI)' in kilograms, of ethanol of the appropriate
concentration required to obtain the concentration specified
or used for production, using the following expression:

mx(N.-No)
No

", mass of percolate or macerate, in kilograms;
No percentage dry residue or percentage assay content as required

in the individual monograph;
NA percentage dry residue or percentage assay content of the

percolate or macerate.

Mix the macerate or percolate with the calculated amount of
ethanol of the appropriate concentration. Allow to stand for
not less than 5 days, then filter if necessary.

Potentisadon
The mother tincture corresponds to the 1St 'decimal' dilution
(1'1 = 01).
The 2nd decimal dilution' (02) is made from:
- 1 part of the mother tincture (01);
- 9 pans of ethanol of the same concentration.

The 3'" decimal dilution (03) is made from:
- 1 part of the Znd decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol of the same concentration.

Unless a different ethanol concentration is specified, use
ethanol (50 per cent VIII) for subsequent decimal dilutions
from D4 onwards and proceed as stated for D3.

The 1st 'centesimal' dilution (Cf) is made from:
- 10 parts of the mother tinctute (01);
- 90 parts of ethanol of the same concentration.

The 2nd centesimal dilution (CZ) is made from:
- 1 part of the 1st 'centesimal' dilution;
- 99 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIJI), unless a different

ethanol concentration is specified.

Subsequent centesimal dilutions are produced as stated for
C2.
METHOD 1.1.9 (HAJJ 48: MOTHER TINCTURES AND LIQUID

DILurIONS)

Method 1.1.9 is generally used for animal matter.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.9 are
prepared by maceration or percolation as described below,
using 1 part of animal matter and 10 parts of ethanol of the
appropriate concentration (anhydrous, 96 per cent VIY,
90 per cent VIV, 80 per cent VIV, 70 per cent VIV,
50 per cent VIY, 36 per cent VIV, 18 per cent VIV), unless
otherwise prescribed in the individual monograph.

Production by maceration Unless otherwise prescribed,
comminute the animal matter, mix thoroughly with ethanol
of the appropriate concentration and allow to stand in a
closed container for an appropriate time. Separate the residue
from the ethanol and, ifnecessary, press out. In the latter
case, combine the Z liquids obtained.
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Production by percolation Ifnecessary, comminute the animal
matter. Mix thoroughly with a portion of ethanol of the
appropriate concentration and allow to stand for an
appropriate time. Transfer to a percolator and allow the
percolate to flow slowly at room temperature, making sure
that the animal matter to be extracted is always covered with
the remaining ethanol. The residue may be pressed out and
the expressed liquid combined with the percolate.
If adjustment to a given concentration is necessary, calculate
the amount (AI), in kilograms, of ethanol of the appropriate
concentration required to obtain the concentration specified
or used for production, using the following expression:

mx(N.-No)
No

In mass of percolate or macerate, in kilograms;
No percentage dry residue or percentage assay content as required

in the individual monograph; .
NL percentage dIY residue or percentage assay content of the

percolate or macerate.

.Mix the macerate or percolate with the calculated amount of
ethanol of the appropriate concentration. Allow to stand for
not less than 5 days, then filter if necessary.

Potentisation
The mother tincture corresponds to the 1n 'decimal' dilution
(1'1 = 01).

The 2nd decimal dilution (02) is made from:
- 1 part of the mother tincture (01);
- 9 parts of ethanol of the same concentration.

The 3'" decimal dilution (03) is made from:
- 1 part of the 2nd decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol of the same concentration.

Unless a different ethanol concentration is specified, use
ethanol (50 per cent VIII) for subsequent decimal dilutions
from D4 onwards and proceed as stated for D3.

The 1st 'centesimal' dilution (Cl) is made from:
- 10 parts of the mother tincrnre (01);
- 90 parts of ethanol of the same concentration.

The 2nd centesimal dilution (C2) is made from:
- 1 part of the Jsr 'centesimal' dilution;
- 99 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIII), unless a different

ethanol concentration is specified.

Subsequent centesimal dilutions are produced as stated for
C2.
METHOD 1.1.10 (FR.HL"'IICH PHJ\R.\lACOPOElA)

Method 1.1.10 is generally used for herbal drugs. The state
of the herbal drug, fresh or dried, is specified in the
individual monograph.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.10 are
prepared by maceration.

Comminute appropriately the herbal drug. Take a sample
and detennine the loss on drying at 105 ·C for 2 h (2.2.32)
or the water content (2.2.13). Taking this value into account,
calculate and add to the herbal drug the quantities of ethanol
of the appropriate concentration required to produce, unless
otherwise prescribed, a 1 in 10 mother tincture (1:10 mother
tincture) with a suitable ethanol content. Allow to macerate
for at least 10 days, with sufficient shaking.

Separate the residue from the ethanol and strain under
pressure ifnecessary. Allow the combined liquids to stand for
48 h and filter. For mother tinctures with a required assay
content, adjustment may be carried out, if necessary, by
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addingethanol of the same concentration as used for the
preparation of the tincture.

Potentlsatlon
The I" decimal dilution (DI) is made from:
- 1 partof the mother tincture;
- 9 pans of ethanol of the appropriate concentration.
The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 part of the 1st decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanolof the appropriate concentration.
Subsequentdecimal dilutions areproduced as statedfor D2)
using ethanolof the appropriate concentration.
The In centesimal dilution (Ct) is made from:
- 1 partof the mothertincture;
- 99 parts of ethanolof the appropriate concentration.
The 2nd centesimal dilution (C2) is made from:
- 1 part of the 1st centesimal dilution;
- 99 parts of ethanol of the appropriate concentration.
Subsequentcentesimal dilutions areproduced as stated
for C2) using ethanol of the appropriate concentration.
METHOD 1.1.11 (FRHNCH PHARMACOPOEIA)

Method 1.1.11 is generally used for animal matter.
Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.1.11 are
prepared by maceration.
The mass ratioof raw material to mothertincture is usually
1 to 20. To the raw material. appropriately comminuted, add
the quantity of ethanolof the appropriate concentration
required to producea I in 20 mothertincture. Allow to
macerate for at least 10 days. with sufficient shaking. Decant
and filter. Allow to stand.for 48 h and filter again.
For mothertinctures with a required assay content,
adjustment may be carried out. if necessary, by adding
ethanolof the same concentration as used for the preparation
of the tincture.

Potendsation
The In decimaldilution (Dl) is made from:
- 1 part of the mother tincture;
- 9 parts of ethanolof the appropriate concentration.
The 2nd decimaldilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 partof me 1s t decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanolof me appropriate concentration.
Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced as stated for D2.
usingethanolof the appropriate concentration.
The 1at centesimal dilution (Ct} is made from:
- 1 part of the mothertincture;
- 99 parts of ethanolof the appropriate concentration.
The 2nd centesimal dilution (C2) is made from:
- I pan of the In centesimal dilution;
- 99 parts of ethanolof the appropriate concentration.
Subsequent centesimal dilutions are produced as stated
for C2, using ethanolof the appropriate concentration.

METHOD 1.2. HYDROALCOHOUC MOTHER
TINCIVRES PREPARED WITH HEATING

METHODS J.2.I. 1.2.2. BTHANOLIC DIGESTIONS (HAD J8A. 188:

HEAT-TREATED MOTHER TINCTURES)

Methods 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 are used for fresh herbal drugs
containing generally less than 70 per cent of expressed juice
and more than 60 per cent moisture (loss on drying) and no
essential oil or resin.
Mother tinctures prepared according to Methods 1.2.1
(ethanol content approximately 50 per cent VIV) and 1.2.2
(ethanol content approximately 36 per cent VIV) are
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ethanolic digestions prepared by heat treatment and
additional maceration as described below.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.
Take a sample and determine the loss on drying (2.2.32).
Unless othenviseprescribed. determine the loss on drying on
2.00-5.00 g of the comminuted herbal drug and dry ar
lOS "C for 2 h.

To the comminutedherbal drug immediately add not less
thanhalfthe mass of ethanol of the concentration prescribed
below and allow to stand in well-closed containers:
- Method 1.2.1: ethanol (90 per cent VIV);
- Method 1.2.2: ethanol (70 per cent VIV).

Use the following expression to calculate the amount (Al), in
kilograms, of ethanolof the appropriate concentration
required for the mass (m) of raw material, thensubtract the
amount of ethanolof the appropriate concentration already
added and add the difference to the mixture.

mxT
100

m mass of raw material, in kilograms;
T percentage loss on drying of the sample.

Warm the mixture containing the totalamountof ethanol of
the appropriate concentration to 37 DC in a covered
container and maintain at this temperature for 1 b, swirling
from time to time. Cool, allow to standfor not less than
10 days, swirling from time to time, then express the mixture
and filler the resulting liquid.

Adjustment to any value as specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assaycontentof the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount(AI), in kilograms,
of ethanolof the appropriate concentration required, using
the following expression:

mx (N. -No)
No

m mass of filtrate. in kilograms;
No percentage dryresidue or percentage assaycontentas required

in the individual monograph;
N" percentage dryresidue or percentage assaycontentof the

filtrate.

Mix the fihrate wirh the required amount of ethanol of the
concentration prescribed below:
- Method 1.2.1: ethanol (50 per cent VIV);
- Method 1.2.2: ethanol (36 per cent VIV).

Allow to stand for not less than5 days, then filter if
necessary.

Potentisation ~

The I" 'decimal' dilution (DJ) is made from:
- 2 parts of the mothertincture;
- 8 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIV) (Method 1.2.1) or

ethanol (36 per cent VIV) (Method 1.2.2).

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- I part of the I" 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (36 per cent VIV) (Method 1.2.1) or

ethanol (18 per cent VIV) (Method 1.2.2).

The 3'" decimal dilution (D3) is made from:
- 1 partof the 2nd decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (18 per cent VIV).

Subsequentdecimal dilutions are produced as stated for D3.
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METHODS 1.2.3, 1.1.4, 1.2.5. BTHANOUC DIGESTIONS (HAD 18C.

180, ISHl HRAT-TREATED MOTHER TINCTURES)

Methods 1.2.3, 1.2.4 and 1.2.5 are used for fresh herbal
drugs containingessential oil or resin or generally Jess than
60 per cent moisture.
Mother tinctures prepared according to Merhods 1.2.3
(ethanol content approximately 65 per cent VIp), 1.2.4
(ethanol content approximately 57 per cent VIp) and 1.2.5
(ethanol content approximately 35 per cent VIp) are
ethanolicdigestions prepared by heat treatment and
additional maceration as described below.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.
Determine the water content (2.2.13) or loss on drying
(2.2.32). Unless otherwise prescribed, determine the loss on
drying on 2.00-5.00 g of the comminnted herbal drug and
dry at 105 ·C for 2 h.

To the comminutedherbal drug immediately add Dot less
than half the mass of ethanolof the concentration prescribed
below and aUow to stand in well-closed containers:
- Method 1.2.3: ethanol (90 per cent VIp);
- Method 1.2.4: ethanol (80 per cent VIII);
- Method 1.2.5: ethanol (50 per cent VIII).
Use the following expression to calculate the amount (AJ) , in
kilograms, .of ethanol of the appropriate concentration
required for the mass (m) of raw material, then subtract the
amount of ethanolof the appropriate concentration already
added and add the difference to the mixture.

2xmxT
100

m mass of rawmaterial. in kilogramsj
T percentage loss on drying of the sample.

Wann the mixture containing the totalamountof ethanolof
the appropriate concentration to 37 °C in a covered
container and maintain at this temperature for 1 h, swirling
from time to time. Cool, aUow to standfor not less than
10 days, swirling from time to time, then express the mixture
and filter the resulting liquid.

Adjusbnent to any valne as specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assaycontentof the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (A,), in kilograms,
of ethanolof the appropriate concentration required, using
the following expression:

mx(Nx-Nol
No

In mass of filtrate, in kilograms;
No percentage dry residueor percentageassaycontent as required

in the individual monographj
N. percentage dryresidueor percentage assaycontentof the

filtnlfe.

Mixthe filtrate with the required amountof ethanolof the
concentration prescribed below:
- Method 1.2.3: ethanol (70 per cent VIII);
- Method 1.2.4: ethanol (50 per cent VIII);
- Method 1.2.5: ethanol (36 per cent VIII).
Allow to standfor not less than 5 days, thenfilterif
necessary.

Potendsadon
The 1st 'decimal' dilution (DI) is made from:
- 3 parts of the mothertincture;
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- 7 parts of ethanol (70 per cent VIII) (Method 1.2.3),
ethanol (50 per cent VIII) (Method 1.2.4) or ethanol
(36 per cent VIII) (Method 1.2.5).

The 2n d decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 partof the 1$( 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIII) (Method 1.2.3),

ethanol (36 per cent VIII) (Method 1.2.4) or ethanol
(18 per cent VIII) (Method 1.2.5).

Subsequent decimal dilutions areproduced accordingly.
In this process the ethanolconcentration is reducedwith
each step, according to the sequence 70 per cent VIV 
50 per cent VIV - 36 per cent VIV - 18 per cent VIV:
MHTHOD 1.2.6. ETHAi"'iOUCDIGESTIONS (HAB 18P: HEAT

TREATED MOTHER TINCTURES)

Method 1.2.6 is used for dried herhal drugs.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.2.6 are
ethanolic digestions prepared by heat treatment and
additional maceration as described below, using 1 pan of
dried herbal drug and 10 parts of ethanol of the appropriate
concentration (96 per cent VfV, 90 per cent VIV,
80 per cent V/~ 70 per cent VIII, 50 per cent VIII,
36 per cent VIII, 18 per cent VIJI), unless otherwise
prescribed in the individual monograph.
Unless otherwise prescribed, comminuteappropriately the
herbal drug, mixthoroughly with the total amount of ethanol
of the appropriate concentration, warm me mixture to 37 °C
in a covered container and maintain at this temperature for
1 h, swirling from time to time. Cool, then allowto stand in
a closed container for an appropriate time. After
sedimentation, decant the supernatant and, if necessary, press
out. In the latter case, combinethe 2 liquids obtained. Filter
the resulting liquid.

AdJnsbnent to any value as specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assaycontent of the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (A,), in kilograms,
of ethanolof the appropriate concentration required to obtain
the concentration specified or used for production, using the
following expression:

mx(Nx-No)
No

m massof the filtrate, in kilograms;
No percentage dry residue or percentage assaycontent as required

in the individual monograph;
Nx percentage dl)'residue or percentage assaycontent of the

fikrere.

Mix the filtrate with the calculated amonnt of ethanol of the
appropriate concentration. Allow to standfor not less than
5 days, men filterif necessary.

Potendsation
The mothertincture corresponds to the 1st 'decimal' dilution
(0 =DI).
The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- I part of the mother tincture (DI);
- 9 parts of ethanolof the same concentration.
Subsequent decimaldilutions are produced accordingly.
In this process the ethanolconcentration is reduced with
each step, according to the sequence 96 per cent VIV
90 per cent VIV - 80 per cent VIV - 70 per cent VIV
50 per cent VIV - 36 per cent VIV - 18 per cent VIV:
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mx(Nx-Nol
No

m mass of filtrue. in kilogramsj
No percentage dry residue or percentage assaycontent as required

in me individull1 monogrnphj
Nx percentage dry residue or percentage assaycontentof the

filtrate.

Mix the filtrate with the required amount of ethanol of the
concentration prescribed below:
- Method 1.2.7: ethanol (50 per cent VIII);
- Method 1.2.8: ethanol (36 per cent VIV).
Allow to stand for not less than5 days, then filter if
necessary.

Potentisation
The I" 'decimal' dilution (DI) is made from:
- 2 parts of the mother tincture;
- 8 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIV) (Method 1.2.7) or

ethanol (36 per cent VIII) (Method 1.2.8).

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 part of the 1$£ 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (36 per cent VIV) (Method 1.2.7) or

ethanol (18 per cent VIII) (Method 1.2.8).

The 3'" decimal dilution (D3) is made from:
- 1 partof the 2 nd decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (18 per cent VIII).
Subsequent decimaldilutions areproduced as stated for D3.

METHODS 1.2.9. 1.2.10, 1.2.11. ETHANOUC DECOCTIONS (HAB 19C,

19D, 19£: HEAT-TREATED MOTHER TINCTURES)

Methods 1.2.9, 1.2.10 and 1.2.11 are used for fresh herbal
drugscontaining essentialoil or resin or generally less than
65 per cent moisture.
Mother tinctures prepared according to Methods 1.2.9
(ethanol content approximately 65 per cent V/JI), 1.2.10
(ethanol content approximately 57 per cent VIV) and 1.2.11
(ethanol content approximately 35 per cent VIV) are
ethanolic decoctionsprepared by heat treatment and
additional maceration as described below.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.

Determine the water content (2.2.13) or loss on drying
(2.2.32). Unless otherwise prescribed. determine the loss on
drying on 2.00-5.00 g of the comminnted herbal drug and
dry at 105 "C for 2 h.

To the comminuted herbal drug immediately add not less
than half the mass of ethanol of the concentration prescribed
below and allow to stand in well-closed containers:
- Method 1.2.9: ethanol (90 per cent VIII);
- Method 1.2.10: ethanol (80 per cent VIII);
- Method 1.2.11: ethanol (50 per cent VIII).
Use the following expression to calculate the amount (A3) , in
kilograms, of ethanolof the appropriate concentration
required for the mass of raw material, then subtract the
amount of ethanolof the appropriate concentration already
added and add the difference 10 the mixture.

Heat the mixture containing the totalamount of ethanolof
the appropriate concentration to boilingunderreflux, and
maintain for 30 min, unless otherwise specified in the
individual monograph. Cool or allow to cool, then allow to
stand in a closed container for 12-36 h, express the mixture
and filter the resulting liquid.

Adjustment to any value as specified in the individual
monograph
Determinethe percentage dryresidue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assaycontent of the above
mentionedfiltrate. Calculate the amount CAl), in kilograms,
of ethanolof the appropriate concentration required, using
the following expression:

m massof raw material, in kilogrnms;
T percentage loss on drying of 1Msample.

2xmxT
100

mx(Nx-Nol
N.

m mass of filtrate, in kilograms;
No percentage dry residue or percentage assaycontentas required

in the individual monograph;
N2 percentage dry residue or percentage assaycontentof the

filtrate.

mxT
100

mess of rawmattrial.in kilograms;
percentage loss on drying of the sample.

m
T

Heat the mixture containing the total amountof ethanolof
the appropriate concentration to boilingunderreflux, and
maintain for 30 min, unlessotherwise specified in the
individual monograph. Cool or allowto cool, allow to stand
in a closed container for 12-36 h, thenexpress the mixture
and filter the resulting liquid,

AdJustmenl to any value as specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dryresidue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assay contentof the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (AI)' in kilograms,
of ethanol of the appropriate concentration required, using
the following expression:

METHODS 1.2.'. 1.2.8. ETHANOLIC DECOCTIONS (HAD 19A, 19B:

HEAT-TREATED MOTHERTINCTURES)

Methods 1.2.7 and 1.2.8 are used for fresh herbal drugs
containinggenerally less than70 per cent of expressed juice
and more than 60 per cent moisture (loss on drying) and no
essential oil or resin.
Mother tinctures prepared according 10 Methods 1.2.7
(ethanol content approximately 50 per cent VIII) and 1.2.8
(ethanol content approximately 36 per cent VIV) are
ethanolicdecoctionsprepared by heat treatment and
additional maceration as described below.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.

Take a sample and determine the loss on drying (2.2.32).
Unless otherwise prescribed) determine the loss on drying on
2.00-5.00 g of the comminuted herbal drug and dry ar
105 "C for 2 h.

To the comminuted herbal drugimmediately add not less
man half the mass of ethanolof the concentration prescribed
below and allow to stand in well-closed containers:
- Method 1.2.7: ethanol (90 per cent VIII);
- Method 1.2.8: ethanol (70 per cent VIV).

Use the following expression to calculate the amount (A2) , in
kilograms, of ethanol of the appropriate concentration
required for the mass of raw material, thensubtract the
amount of ethanolof the appropriate concentration already
added and add the difference to the mixture.
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Mix the filtrate with the required amount of ethanol of the
concentration prescribed below:
- Method 1.2.9: ethanol (70 per cent VII');
- Method 1.2.10: ethanol (50 per cent VII');
- Method 1.2.11: ethanol (36 per cent VII').

AUow to stand Cor not less than 5 days, then filter if
necessary.

Potentisation
The pt 'decimal' dilution (Dt) is made from:
- 3 parts of the mother tincture;
- 7 parts of ethanol (70 per cent VII') (Method 1.2.9),

ethanol (50 per cent VII') (Method 1.2.10) or ethanol
(36 per cent VII') (Method 1.2.11).

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- I part of the I" 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VII') (Method 1.2.9),

ethanol (36 per cent VII') (Method 1.2.10) or ethanol
(18 per cent VII') (Method 1.2.11).

Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced accordingly.
In this process the ethanol concentration is reduced with
each step, according to the sequence 70 per cent VIV
50 per cent VIV - 36 per cent VIV - 18 per cent VIV.
METHOD 1.2.11. ETHAi.'lOUCDECQCTIONS (HAB 19F: HEAT

TREATED MOTHER TINCTURES)

Method 1.2.12 is used for dried herbal drugs.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.2.12 are
ethanolic decoctions prepared by heat treatment and
additional maceration as described below, using 1 part of
dried herbal drug and 10 parts of ethanol of the appropriate
concentration (96 per cent VIV, 90 per cent V/~
80 per cent V/~ 70 per cent VIlT, 50 per cent V/~
36 per cent V/~ 18 per cent VIJI), unless otherwise
prescribed in the individual monograph.

Unless otherwise prescribed, comminute appropriately the
herbal drug, mix thoroughly with the total amount of ethanol
of the appropriate concentration, heat to boiling under reflux
and maintain for 30 min. Cool or allow to cool, then allow to
stand in a closed container for 12-36 h. After sedimentation,
decant the supernatant and, if necessary, press out. In the
latter case, combine the 2 liquids obtained. Filter the
resulting liquid.

Adjustment to any value as specified in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assay content of the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (At), in kilograms,
of ethanol of the appropriate concentration required to obtain
the concentration specified or used for production, using the
following expression:

mx(N,-No)
No

m mass of filtrate. in kilograms;
No percentage dry residue or percentage assay content as required

in the individual monograph;
Nx percentage dry residue or percentage assay content of lhe

filtrate.

Mix the filtrate with the required amount of ethanol of the
appropriate concentration. Allow to stand for not less than
5 days, then filter if necessary.

PotendsadoD
The mother tincture corresponds to the IS[ 'decimal' dilution
(0 = 01).

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
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- I part of the mother tincture (D!);
- 9 parts of ethanol of the same concentration.

Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced accordingly.
In this process the ethanol concentration is reduced with
each step, according to the sequence 96 per cent VIV
90 per cent VIV - 80 per cent VIV - 70 per cent VIV
50 per cent VIV - 36 per cent VIV - 18 per cent VIV:
METHOD J.2.13. ETHAi"'JOUC INFUSIONS (HAB 20: HEAT

TREATED MOTIlER TINCTURES)

Method 1.2.13 is used for dried herbal drugs.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.2.13 are
ethanolic infusions prepared by heat treatment and additional
maceration as described below using 1 pan of dried herbal
drug and 10 parts of ethanol of the appropriate concentration
(90 per cent VIJ', 80 per cent VIJ', 70 per cent V/V,
50 per cent VIV, 36 per cent VIV, 18 per cent VIV), unless
otherwise prescribed in the individual monograph.
The quantities of ethanol (96 per cent VII') and purified
water required to achieve the specified ethanol concentration
are added separately as described below.

Unless otherwise prescribed, comminute appropriately the
herbal drug, mix thoroughly with the total amount of ethanol
(96 per cent VIJI), cover and allow to stand for 15 min.
Add the purified water (heated to boiling) and heat the
mixture to boiling under reflux for 5 min. Cool, or allow to
cool, then allow to stand in a closed container for 12-36 h.
After sedimentation, decant the supernatant and, if necessary,
press out. In the latter case, combine the 2 liquids obtained.
Filter the resulting liquid.

Adjustment to any value as specIfied in the individual
monograph
Determine the percentage dry residue (2.8.16) or, where
prescribed, the percentage assay content of the above
mentioned filtrate. Calculate the amount (At), in kilograms,
of ethanol of the appropriate concentration required to obtain
the concentration specified or used for production, using the
following expression:

mx(N,-No}
No

m mass of filtrate, in kilograms;
No percentage dry residue or percentage assay content as required

in the lndiridual monograph;
Nx percentage dry residue or percentage assay content orthe

filtrate.

Mix the filtrate with the required amount of ethanol of the
appropriate concentration. Allow to stand for not less than
5 days, then filter if necessary.

Potendsadon
The mother tincture corresponds to the I" 'decimal' dilution
(0 = DI).

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- I part of the mother tincture (D I);
- 9 parts of ethanol of the same concentration.

Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced accordingly.
In this process the ethanol concentration is reduced with
each step) according to the sequence 90 per cent VIV
80 per cent VIV - 70 per cent VIV - 50 per cent VIV
36 per cent VIV - 18 per cent VIV.

METHOD 13. AQUEOUS MOTHER TINC1VRES
PREPARED WITHOUT HEATING
METIlOD J.3.1. AQUEOUS ,\tA.CERATES (IIAB 49: AQUEOUS

MOTHER TINCTURES)

Method 1.3.1 is used for fresh herbal drugs.
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Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.3.1 are
aqueous macerates prepared by short maceration with water
as described below.This method is used solelyin the
manufacture of injections and eye preparations.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.

Take a sample and determine the Joss on drying (2.2.31).
Unless otherwise prescribed, determine me loss on dryingon
2.00-5.00 g of the comminuted herbal drug and dry at
105 "C for 2 h.

Use the following expression to calculate the amount, in
kilograms, of water required for the mass of rawmaterial:

m x (300 - T)
100

m mass ofrawmaterial. in kilograms;
T percentageloss on dryingof the sample.

Add the comminuted herbal drug to the calculated amount
of water. Allow to stand for 2 h, then express the mixture
and filter the resulting liquid. The mother tincture is used
immediately, unless otherwise justified.

Potentisation
The J" 'decimal' dilution (Dl) is made from:
- 3 parts of the mother tincture;
- 7 parts of water for injection.
The 2nd decimal dilution (02) is made from:
- I part of the I" 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of waterfor injection.

Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced as stated for D2.

METHOD 1.4. AQUEOUS MOTHER TINCTURES
PREPARED WITH HEATING
MBTIIOD J.4.1. AQUEOUS DIGESTIONS (HAD 2481 HBAT

TREATED AQUEOUS MOTIIBR TINCTURES)

Method 1.4.1 is used for fresh herbal drugs.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.4.1 are
aqueous digestions prepared by heat treatment with wateras
described below. TIUs method is solely used in the
preparation of .iniecdons, eye preparations and coated
homoeopathic pillules.

Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.

Take a sample and determine the loss on drying (2.2.32).
Unless otherwise prescribed, determine the loss on dryingon
2.00-5.00 g of the comminuted herbal drug and dry at
105"C for 2 h.

Use the following expression to calculate the amount, in
kilograms, of waterrequiredfor the mass of raw material:

mx(400-T)
100

In mass of rawmaterial. in kilogmmsj
T percentageloss on dryingof the sample.

Heat the mixture containing the total amount of waterin a
covered container to 37 °C and maintainat this temperature
for 1 h, swirlingfrom time to time. Express the mixtureand
filter the resultingliquid. The mother tincture is used
immediately, unless otherwise justified.

Potentisation
The I" 'decimal' dilution (Dl) is made from:
- 4 parts of the mother tincture;
- 6 parts of waterfor injection.

The 2Dd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- 1 part of the I" 'decimal' dilution;
- 9 parts of waterfor injection.
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Subsequent decimal dilutionsareproduced as statedfor D2.
METHOD J.4.2. AQUEOUS DECOCTIONS (IIAB 238: HEAT

TREATED AQUEOUS MOTHER TINCTURES)

Method 1.4.2 is used for fresh herbal drugs.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.4.2 are
aqueous decoctions prepared by heat treatment with wateras
described below. TIUs method is solely used in the
preparation of injections, eye preparations and coated
homoeopathic pillules.

Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.
Take a sample and determine the loss on drying (2.2.31).
Unless otherwise prescribed, determine the loss on dryingon
2.00-5.00 g of the comminuted herbal drug and dry at
105 "C for 2 h.

Use the followingexpression to calculate the amount, in
kilograms, of water required for me mass of raw material:

mx (300 - T)
100

m mass or I1II.W material, in kilogramsj
T percentage loss on drying of thesample.

Heat the calculated amount of waterto above 90 °C and add
the comminuted herbal drug. Maintain the mixtureat this
temperature underreflux for 30 min, then express the
mixture and filterthe resulting liquid. The mother tinctureis
used immediately, unless otherwise justified.

Potentisation
The 1st 'decimal'dilution (Dl) is made from:
- 3 partsof the mother tincture;
- 7 parts of waterfor injection.

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- I part of the J" 'decimal'dilution;
- 9 partsof waterfor injection.
Subsequent decimal dilutionsare produced as stated for D2.
METHOD J.4.3. AQUEOUS DECOCTIONS (HAD 13AI HHATR

TRHATBD AQUEOUS MOTHER TINCTURES)

Method 1.4.3 is used for dried herbal drugs.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.4.3 are
aqueous decoctions prepared by heat treatment with water as
described below. This method is solely used in the
preparation of injections, eye preparations and coated
homoeopathic piliules.

Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.

Mix I pan of the comminuted dried herbal drug with
10 parts of boiling waterand boil under reflux for 30 min,
unless otherwise specified in the individual monograph. Filter
while hot. H gentle pressure applied to the residuedoes not
achieve a final mass of mother tincture equal to 10 parts,
pour a sufficientamount of boiling waterover the residue
and expressgently. Use the resulting extract to make the
mother tincture up to 10 parts. Filter the combined liquid.
The filtrate is themother tincture. The mother tincture is
used immediately, unlessotherwise justified.
For starch-containing material process 1 part of herbal drug
with 100 partsof Water. In that case the mother tincture
corresponds to the 2nd decimal dilution (0 = D2).

Potendsation
The mother tincture corresponds to the 1st 'decimal' dilution
(0 = DI).
The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- I pan of the mother tincture (D I);
- 9 parts of waterfor injection.
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Subsequentdecimal dilutions are produced as stated for D2.
METHOD 1.4.4. AQUEOUS INFUSIONS (HAD lolA:HEAT-TREATED

AQUEOUS MOTHER TINCTURES)

Method 1.4.4 is used for dried herbal drugs.

Mother tinctures prepared according to Method 1.4.4 are
aqueous infusions prepared byheat treatment with waterand
additional maceration as described below. Thia method is
solely used in the preparation of injections, eye preparations
and coated homoeoparhicpillules.
Comminute appropriately the herbal drug.
I part of dried herbal drug is extracted with 10 parts of
water.
Grind 1 part of the comminutedherbal drugin a mortar
thoroughly with3-5 pans of water, allow to stand for
15 min, then add the remainder of the water, whichhas been
heated to boilingpoint. Place the mixture in a water-hath
and maintain at a temperature above 90°C for 5 min,
swirling from time to time. Cover, allow to cool, then
separate the residue fromthe liquid. If gentle pressure
applied to the residuedoes not achieve a final mass of
mother tincture equal to 10 parts, poura sufficient amount
of cold water over the residue and express gently. Use the
resulting extract to make the mothertincture up to 10 parts.
Filter the combined liquid. The filtrate is the mother
tincture. The mother tincture is used immediately, unless
otherwise justified.

Potentisation
The mothertincture corresponds to the I" {decimal' dilution
(0 = DI).

The 2nd decimal dilution'{Dz) is made from:
- I part of the mother tincture (D I);
- 9 partsof water for injection.
Subsequentdecimaldilutions areproduced as statedforD2.

2. GLYCEROL MACERATES
METHOD 2.1
Method 2.1 is used for maceration of raw materials of animal
or herbal origin in glycerol (85 per cent) or g1yceroYethanol
mixtures of appropriate concentration. Pathological material
is excluded.
The rawmaterials are finely minced before use) where
appropriate.
METHODS 2.1.1, 2.1.2 (HAD 42A AND 42B: MOTHER TINCTURFS

AND UQUID DlLunONS THEREOF)

Rawmaterials of animal origin - freshly killed animals or
parts thereof- areused. Animals areprocessed immediately
after being killed.

Maceration
Disperse 1 partof finelyminced animal material in:
- 9 parts (decimal dilutions) or 99 parts (centesimal

dilutions) of glycerol (85 per cent) for Method 2.1.1; or
- 2.1 parts of glycerol (85 per cent) for Method 2.1.2.

Allow to macerate for at least 2 h) then succuss. Filterwhen
necessary.
Where justified, I part of glycerol (85 per cent) may be
added to I part of animal material before mincing. Where
very smaU amounts of animal material areused, the dilution
may be prepared by dispersing I part of finely minced animal
material in 99 parts of glycerol (85 per cent) (CI or 'D2' if
to be used for further decimaldilutions).

Potendsadon
M,thod 2.1.1

The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
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- I part of the glycerol macerate D I j

- 9 parts of glycerol (85 per cent) or ethanol
(18 per cent VIJI).

Subsequentdecimal dilutions areproduced as stated forD2
but with ethanol (18 per cent VII') as the vehicle.

The 2nd centesimal dilution (C2) is made from:
- I part of the glycerol macerate C I;
- 99 parts of ethanol (18 per cent VII').

Subsequentcentesimal dilutions areproduced as stated for
C2.

M,mod 2.1.2

The I" 'decimal' dilution (DI) is made from:
- 3 parts of the glycerol macerate;
- 7 parts of water for injections.
The 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is made from:
- I part ofDI;
- 9 pans of water for injections.
Subsequentdecimal dilutions are produced as statedfor D2.
METHOD 2.1.3 (FR.&'lCH PHARMACOPOEIA)

Raw materials of herbal or.animal origin are used.

Maceration
Comminute the rawmaterial appropriately. Take a sample
and determine the loss on drying at 105 'C for 2 h (2.2.32)
or the water content (2.2.13). Taking this value into account,
calculate and add to the rawmaterial the quantity of the
ethanoYglycerol mixture of the appropriate concentration to
produce, unlessotherwise prescribed, a 1 in 20 glycerol
macerate. Allow to macerate for at least 21 days, with
sufficient shaking. Decant and strain underpressure jf
necessary. Allow the combinedliquids to stand for 48 hand
filter.

Potentlsadon
The I" decimal dilution (DI) is made from:
- 1 part of theglycerol macerate;
- 9 parts of a water/ethanoUglycerol mixture of appropriate

concentration.
The 2nd decimaldilution (D2) is made from:
- I partof the 1It decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of a waterlethanoUglycerol mixture of appropriate

concentration.
Subsequentdecimal dilutions are produced as stated for D2
or using another appropriate vehicle.
The lSI centesimal dilution (Cf) is made from:
- I part of the glycerol macerate;
- 99 parts of a water/ethanoVglycerol mixture of appropriate

concentration.
The 2nd centesimal dilution (C2) is made from:
- 1 partof the 151 centesimal dilution;
- 99 parts of a water/erhanoVglyceroJ mixture of appropriate

concentration., .
Subsequentcentesimal dilutions areproduced as stated
for C2 or usinganother appropriate vehicle.

METHOD 2.2
METHODS 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3. 2.2.4 (HAD "IA, 4lB, 4iC AND 41D:

GLYCEROL MOTHER TINCTURES Ai"IDLIQUID DILUfJONS

THEREOF)

Method 2.2 is used formaceration of raw materials of animal
origin in a glycerol solution containing sodium chloride.
Pathological material is excluded.
Raw materials from freshly killedanimals, parts or secretions
thereof are used in Methods 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. Lower
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animals arekilled with carbondioxidein a covered vessel.
All animals areprocessed immediately after being killed.
Blood components from live horses are used in
method 2.2.4.

Sample collection and/or pre-treatment
The raw materials used in Methods 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3
are finely minced before use, whereappropriate.
The blood used in Method 2.2.4 is collected by a
veterinarian. Blood obtained from animals killed by bleeding
must not be used. Take 200 mL of this blood and add 15 IV
of heparin sodium and 0.625 mL of a 9 gIkgsolution of
sodiumchloride per millllitre. Separate the blood
components by fractional centrifugation and resuspend each
individual cell sediment in 1.1 mL of a 9 g/kg solutionof
sodium chloride. These cell suspensions areprocessed into
the glycerol macera teo

Maceradon
Mix 1 part of finely minced animal material, secretions or
bloodcell suspensions, according to the method used, with 5
partsof a sodiumchloride solutionof the appropriate
concentration (see Table 237 \.-1) and 95 parts of glycerol.
Allow to stand protected from light for at least7 days, then
decant. H necessary for Methods 2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 2.2.3,
centrifuge beforedecanting, then filter the supernatant if
necessary. The decanted liquid or the filtrate respectively is
the glycerol macerate.
Any sediment present must be resuspended beforeprocessing
the glycerol macerate.

Table 2371.-1

Methods2.2.1 and
Method 2.2.2 Method 2.2.3

2.2.4

15 g1kg solution of 40 gIkgsolution of 80 gIItg solution of
sodium chloride in sodium chloride in sodium chloride in

purified water purified water purified water

Vehicle
0.2 parts of sodium hydrogen carbonate and 8.8 parts of
sodiumchloride in 991 pans of water for injections or
purified water as appropriate.

Potentisatlon
The glycerol macerate corresponds to the 2nd decimal
dilution ('02') or the I" centesimal dilution (GI).

The 3'" decimal dilution (D3) is made from:
- 1 partof the 2nd decimal dilution;
- 9 parts of the appropriate vehicle.

Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced as statedfor D3.
Where appropriate, the 4th decimal dilution (D4) is made
from I part of the 3'" decimal dilution, 5.6 parts of the
vehicle and 3.4 parts of waterfor injections.
The 2J'nd centesimal dilution (C2) is made from:
- 1 part of the 1Sl centesimal dilution;
- 99 parts of the appropriate vehicle.

Subsequent centesimal dilutions are produced as stated
for G2.

3. LIQUID DILUTIONS
METHODJ.l
Methods 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.1.3 are used for dissolution of
any suitable inorganic or organic starting material, for
example minerals or venoms.
Unless otherwise specified, dissolve 1 partof the starting
material in 9 parts (DI) or 99 parts (GI) of the liquid vehicle
and succuss.
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Where justified and authorised, in case of insufficient
solubility of the starting material in the specified vehicle,
direcr..ly produce the first possible dilution. For example, if
the starting material is slightly soluble, dissolve I part of the
starting material in 99 pans of thevehicle (Cl or 'D2' if to
be used for further decimal dilutions).
METHODS 3.1.1, 3.1.2 (HAD SA, S8: SOLUTIONS, AQUEOUS

SOLUTIONS)

Vehicles
The vehicles in Table 2371.-2 may be used.

Table 2371.-2

Method 3.1.1 Method 3.1.2

Anhydrous ethanol Water for injections

Ethanol (96 per cent VflI) Purified water

Ethanol (90 per cent VIJI)

Ethanol (80 per cent VIII)

Ethanol (70 per cent VIJI)

Ethanol (50 per cent VIII)

Ethanol (36 per cent VIII)

Ethanol (18 per cent VIV)

Purified water

Glycerol (85 per cent)

For Method 3.1.1, if ethanol (18 per cent VIV) is used, the
starting material may be dissolved in 7.58 parts of purified
waterand the ethanolconcentration adjusted by adding
1.42 parts of ethanol (96 per cent VIV) to the solution, for
decimaldilutions. For centesimal dilutions, use 83.4 parts of
purified water for 15.6 parts of ethanol (96 per cent VIV).

For Method 3.1.2, if the starting material is not stable and/or
soluble in water, glycerol (85 per cent) may be addedat a
concentration of not more than35 per cent of the vehicle, for
potentisation up to D4.

Potenti.sadon
Unless otherwise specified, the 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is
made from:
- I part of the I" decimal dilution (DI);
- 9 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIV) for Method 3.1.1 or

9 partsof water forinjections (or purified water, as
appropriate) for Method 3.1.2.

Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced as stated for D2.
Unless otherwise specified, the 2nd centesimal dilution (C2)
is made from:
- I part of the I" centesimal dilution (Ct),
- 99 parts of ethanol (50 per cent VIV) for Method 3.1.1 or

99 parts of water for injections (or purified water, as
appropriate) for Method 3.1.2.

Subsequent centesimal dilutions areproduced as stated
for G2.

Additives
For Method 3.1.1, ita reaction such as precipitation is
observed in the final dilution, the following additives may be
used to enhance stability and/or solubility, unless otherwise
specified:
- glacial acetic acid;
- concentrated hydrochloric acid;
- lactic acid;
- sodium hydroxide.
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Where solutions or dilutions have been pl-l-adiusted, they
must not he potentised further.

METHOD 3.1.3

VeWeles
Suitable vehicles, for example, ethanol of an appropriate
concentration, glycerol or purified water may be used alone
or combined.

Potentisation
Unless otherwise specified, the 2nd decimal dilution (D2) is
made from:
- I part of the 1" decimal dilution (DI);
- 9 parts of the appropriate vehicle.
Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced as stated for D2.

Unless otherwise specified, the 2nd centesimal dilution (C2)
is made from:
- 1 part of me 1S[ centesimal dilution eel);
- 99 parts of the appropriate vehicle.

Subsequent centesimal dilutions are produced as stated
for C2.

METHOD 3.2
Method 3.2 is generally used to produce liquid dilutions of
triturations of substances that for the most part are sparingly
soluble to practically insoluble.

METHODS 3.2.r, 3.2.2 (HAD SA, 8BI LIQUID PREPARATIONS MADE

FROM TRITURATIONS, AQUEOUS PREPARATIONS MADE FROM

TRITIJRATIONS)

Preparations made according to Method 3.2.1 and
Method 3.2.2 are produced from triturations 04, 05 and 06
or from triturations C4, C5 and C6, prepared according to
method 4.1.1 by at least 2 potentisation steps.

Vehicles
The vehicles in Table 2371.-3 may be used.

Table 2371.-3

Method 3.2.1 Method 3.2.2

I" potentbation: Purified water AU potentisadons: Water for
injections Purified water

2Dd porenrisarioru Ethanol
(36 per cent VIII)

Further potentisations: Ethanol
(50 per cent VII1

Potentisation
For the first liquid potentisation, dissolve 1 part of the
trituration in 9 parts (decimal dilutions) or 99 parts
(centesimal dilutions) of the specified vehicle (see
Table 2371.-3) and succuss. For further potentisations,
proceed in me same manner with 1 part of the previous
dilution.
The 06, 07, C6 and C7 dilutions produced by the above
method are not to be used for the preparation of further
dilutions. For the preparation of higher dilutions use the DB
or CB dilution.

METHOD 3.2.3

Preparations made according to Method 3.2.3 are produced
from triturations D2 onwards and from triturations CIJ e2J

C3 and C4, prepared according to method 4.1.2.

Vehicles
Suitable vehicles such as ethanol of an appropriate
concentration or purified water may be used.
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Potentisation
Unless otherwise specified, the first liquid decimal
dilution (Dn-I) is made from:
- 1 part of the decimal trituration Dn-2j
- 9 parts of purified water or of another suitable vehicle in

appropriate proportions.

The following decimal dilution (Dn) is made from:
- I part of the first liquid decimal dilution On-I;
- 9 parts of a suitable vehicle.

Subsequent decimal dilutions are produced as stated for Dn.

Unless otherwise specified, the first liquid centesimal
dilution (Cn-I) is made from:
- 1 part of the centesimal trituration Cn-2j
- 99 parts of purified water or of another suitable vehicle in

appropriate proportions.

The following centesimal dilution (Cn) is made from:
- I part of the first liquid centesimal dilution Cn-I;
- 99 parts of a suitable vehicle.

Subsequent centesimal dilutions are produced as stated
for Cn.

4. TRlTURATiONS
METHOD 4.1
Method 4.1 is used for triturations, that is solid dilutions, of
raw materials or of triturations prepared according to
Methods 4.2.1 or 4.2.2. The duration and intensity of the
trituration are such that homogeneity and potentisation are
achieved.

Vehicle
Unless otherwise specified, lactose monohydrate is used.

METHOD 4.1.1 (HAD 6: TRITURATIONS)

Triturations are prepared manuaUy or mechanically.
Mechanical trituration must be used for quantities exceeding
1 kg. The resulting particle size of the raw material in the
first decimal or centesimal dilution does not exceed 100 J.1II1.
unless otherwise prescribed in the individual monograph.

Ratios of raw material to vehicle

Decimal trituradona Centesimal trituralions

The lit decimal tnturation (01) is The )11 centesimal trituration (CI) u
made fIOm: made from:

1 pan of the raw material 1 part of the raw material

9 parts of the vehicle 99 pans of the vehicle

Subsequent decimal Subsequent centesimal
mueedcns (On) are produced as biturations (Cn) are produced as
Slated for DI. using I part of me stated for Ct, using 1 part oflbe
previous trituration (Dn-I). previous tritunllion (Cn-t).

Where fresh plant material is used, the quantity of vehicle
added is such so as to obtain 10 parts of the trituration
(decimal trituration) or 100 parts of the trituration
(centesimal trituration) from I part of the raw material
(replace the mass of water lost from the fresh plant by an
equivalent amount of the vehicle). A suitable gentle dtying
process may need to be applied to the solid dilution.

Where justified and authorised, it may be necessary to
directly produce a C J or 'D2' if to be used for further
decimal triturations as the first solid trituration, made from
1 part of raw material and 99 parts of vehicle.

Trituration
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the method
consists of dividing the vehicle into 3 equal parts and adding
the raw material to the first part, then adding the second and
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third part of the vehicle, thoroughly triturating after each
addition.

For mechanical trituration, use a machine allowing the
requirements for particle size of the first decimal or
centesimal solid trituration to be met. A machine fitted wilh
a scraping device may be used to ensure even trituration.
The time required to prepare one trituration is at least 1 h,
unless otherwise justified and authorised.
For manual trituration, divide the vehicle into 3 equal parts
and briefly triturate me first part in a porcelain mortar.
Add the raw material, triturate the mixture for 6 min, scrape
down for 4 min with an appropriate non-metallic device (for
example, a porcelain spatula). Triturate for a further 6 min,
scrape down again for a further 4 min, then add the second
part of the vehicle and continue as above. Proceed in the
same manner with the rest of the vehicle. The minimum time
required for the whole process is thus 1 h. Carry out the
whole process again for each subsequent solid dilution.

Triturations from D5 or C5 onwards may also be prepared
by intense mechanical treatment by a suitable mixing
machine as follows: add the solid trituration to one third of
the vehicle and mix" Add the second third of the vehicle) mix
and proceed in the same manner with the last third of the
vehicle. The whole process lasts minimum 1 hour, unless
otherwise justified and authorised.

It is possible to change to a liquid medium from the 4lh
J 5lh

and 6th decimal or centesimal triturarlons, as described in
Methods 3.2.1 and 3.2.2.

METHOD 4.1.2 (FRENCH PHARMACOPOEIA)

Trituration
Triturations are prepared as follows:

Decimal m"turatiatlS
Reduce I pan of the homoeopathic stock to a powder.
Triturate carefully with a small quantity of the vehicle.
Add the vehicle in small quantities until 9 parts of this
vehicle have been used. The resulting trituration is the 15t
decimal trituration (DI).

Triturate as described above 1 part of this trituration with 9
parts of the vehicle. The resulting trituration is the 2nd

decimal trituration (D2).

In all cases) it is possible to change to a liquid medium after
the 7'" decimal trituration (D7) as described in
Method 3.2.3.

Centesimal triturations
Proceed in the same manner but following a centesimal
series.

In aU cases) it is possible to change to a liquid medium after
the 3ed centesimal trituration (C3) as described in
Method 3.2.3.

METHOD~2 ,
Method 4.2 is used for triturations, that is solid diltftiOllSJ of
liquid preparations such as mother tinctures and solutions)
their dilutions) mixtures and co-potentised mixtures.

Gradually impregnate the total amount of vehicle) gently dry
the moist mixture, mill and sieve ifnecessary, then mix and
triturate until homogeneity and potentisation are achieved.
Trituration is further carried out as described for
Method 4.1.1 or Method 4.1.2.

Vehicle
Unless otherwise specified, lactose monohydrate is used.
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METHOD 4.2.1 (HAD 1: TRITURATIONS)

Ratios of starting material to vehicle
The quantity of vehicle added must always be such so as to
obtain 10 parts of the trituration (decimal trituration) or
100 pans of the trituration (centesimal trituration) from the
required number of parts of the liquid preparation (see
Table 2371.-4), taking the mass of the dry residue into
consideration. Where the dry residue is considered negligible)
the quantity of vehicle added is 10 pans (decimal trituration)
or 100 parts (centesimal trituration), for 1 pan of the liquid
preparation.

Table 2371.-4

Decimal trlturations Centesimal trituratioll!l

Mother tinctures prepared according to Methods 1.1.1. 1.1.3 and 1.1.4

The I" 'decimal' tritunuion (01) is The lit 'centesimal' trituration (Cl)
made from: is made from:

2 pans of the mother tincture 2 parts of the mother tincture

maximum 10 pam of the vehicle. maximum 101)parts oflhe vehicle,
taking me mass of the dry residue taking the mass of the dry residue
into consideration inro consideration

Mother tinctures prepared accordIng to Methods 1.1.2, 1.1.S, 1.1.6
and 1.1.7

The 1" 'decimal' uitunuion (01) is The I" 'centesimal' tnturation (CI)
made from: is made from:

3 parts of the mother tincture 3 parts of the mother tincture

maximum 10 parts of the vehicle, maximwn 100 parts of the vehicle,
laking the mass of the dry residue taking the mossof the dry residue
into consideration into consideration

Mother tinctures prepared acccedlng to Methods 1.1.8 and 1.1.9

17Ie ,nOtheT tincture eormpondJto 1MI" decimal dilution (Dl)

TIle 2ft<! decimal trituration (02) is The 1'1 'centesimal' trituration (CI)
made from: is made from:

I part of the mother tincture 10 parts of the mother tincture

maximum 10 parts ofthe vehicle, maximwn 100 parts of the vehicle,
taking the mass of the dry residue taking the mass of the dry residue
into consideration into consideration

Solutions prepared according to Method 3.1.1 or Uquld dllutiens,
mixtures and co-potentlsed mIxtures

Decimal trituration n+ I (Dn+1) is Centesimal trituration n+l (Cn+l)
made from: is made from:

1 part of the dilution (On) J part of the dilution (Cn)

maximum 10 parts of the vehicle, maximum 100 parts of the vehicle,
taking the mass of the dry residue laking the mass of lhe dry residue
Intc consideration into consideration

METHOD 4.2.2

Rados of stardng material to veWcle

Mother linctures prepared according to Method.! 1.1.10 and 1.1.11

The 1"1 decimal triteration (01) is The 101 centesimal trituration (Cl) is
made from: made from:

1 part of the mosher tincture I part of me mother tincture

10 parts of me vehicle 100 parts of the vehicle
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5. OTHER PREPARATIONS
METHODS.!
Method 5.1 is used for preparing homoeopathic preparations
by co-potentising 2 or more stocks and/or dilutions thereof,
where co-porentisarlon consists of mixing several stocks or
dilutions of stocks then potentising them together in one or
more potentisation steps.
METHODS 5.1.1. 5.1.2, 5.1.3 (HAll 40A, 40B, 40C: CO-POTBNIlSBD

MIXTURES)

The stocks and/or dilutions in Table 2371.-5 may be used.

Table 2371.-5

Method 5.1.1 Method 5.1.1 Method 5.1.3

Stocks Aqueous preparations Triturations

Solutions Glycerol macerates and
aqueous dilutions
thereof

Triturations Trituraticns

Liquid dilutions

Modler tinctures whose
method of production
specifies a 1/10
(or 11100) dilution

Vehicles
The choice of the vehicle is determined by and must comply
with any special requirement for me particular stock as well
as me dosage form (see table Table 2371.-6).

Table 2371.-6

Method 5.1.1 Method 5.1.2 Method 5.1.3

Ethanol (96 per cent VIV) Water for injce:tions Lactose
monohydrate

Ethanol (90 per cent VIl1 Purified water

Ethanol (80 pel cent VIV) Sugar syrup (sucrose,
purified water
(64'36»

Ethanol (70 per cent VW)

Ethanol (50 per cent VII1

Ethanol (36 per cent VIV)

Ethanol (18 per cent VIII)

For Method 5.1.1, when starting from a trituration and
where justified, purified water is used for the I" potentisation
step.

For Method 5.1.2, when starting from a glycerol macerate
containing sodium chloride, unless otherwise justified and
authorised, the following vehicle is used: 0.2 parts of sodium
hydrogen carbonate and 8.8 parts of sodium chloride in
991 parts of water for injections.

Potentisatlon
For each potentisation step, combine and succuss or triturate
I part of me given mixture with 9 parts (decimal dilutions)
or 99 parts (centesimal dilutions) of the appropriate vehicle.

METHOD 5.1.4

Vehicles
Ethanol of an appropriate concentration, purified water or
lactose monohydrate may, for example, be used.
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Potentlsation
Potentisation may be performed as prescribed for
Methods 5.1.J, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, either on the last step or on
several successive steps.

METHOD 5.1.5

Vehicle
Ethanol of an appropriate concentration, purified water or
lactose monohydrate may, for example, be used.

Potentisation
For a co-potentisation of centesimal dilutions, each
dilution (Cn-I) represents I per cent of the final product and
the proportion of vehicle to be added is reduced by the
proportion of the active substances
[i.e, 100 per cent -(I per cent x me number of active
substances)]. The same procedure applies, in the appropriate
proportions, when co-potentising decimal dilutions.

METHODS.2
Method 5.2 is used to prepare potencies with a 50 000
dilution factor (lM) by alternate steps of liquid dilution and
impregnation of sucrose pillules (category 1, unless otherwise
authorised).

Solid and liquid potencies
Use a dropper (2.1.1).

To prepare pillules of 1sr LM potency, a C3 trituration of the
substance to be potentised is processed as follows: dissolve
60 mg of the C3 trituration in a volume of ethanol
(18 per cent VIV) or another authorised concentration,
corresponding to 500 drops. To 1 drop of this solution add a
volume of ethanol (90 per cent VIp) or another authorised
concentration, corresponding to 100 drops and succuss at
least 100 times. Use aU of this solution to impregnate a mass
of pillules corresponding to 50 000 pillulea, men allow to dry
in air.

To prepare pillule. of 2nd 1M potency, process pillules of
1st LM potency as follows: dissolve 1 pillule of 1S[ LM
potency in 1 drop of purified water, add a volume of ethanol
(90 per cent VIV) or another authorised concentration,
corresponding to 100 drops and succuss at least 100 times.
Use aUof this solution to impregnate a mass of pillules
corresponding to 50 000 pillules, then allow to dry in air.

Subsequent solid potencies are prepared as for the 2nd LM
potency.

Liquid potencies (HAB 17)

To prepare a liquid LM potency, dissolve I pillule of me
required potency in 10.0 mL of ethanol (18 per cent VII') or
another authorised concentration. The potency of the
solution corresponds to the potency of the pillule dissolved
therein.
________________~__ ""E"

Mother Tinctures for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2029)
PhE" _

DEFINlTION
Mother tinctures for homoeopathic preparations are liquid
preparations obtained by the solvent action of a suitable
vehicle upon raw materials. The raw materials are usually in
the fresh form but may be dried. Mother tinctures for
homoeopathic preparations may also be obtained from plant
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juices, with or without the addition of a vehicle. For some
preparations, the matter to be extracted may undergo a
preliminary treatment.

PRODUCTION
Mother tinctures for homoeopathic preparations are prepared
by maceration,percolation, digestion, infusion, decoction,
fermentation or as described in the individual monographs,
usually using ethanol of suitable concentration.

Marner tinctures for homoeopathic preparations are obtained
using a fixed proportion of raw material to solvent, taking the
moisture content of the raw material into account, unless
otherwise justified and authorised.

If fresh plants are used, suitable procedures are used to
ensure freshness. The competent authorities may require that
the freshness is demonstrated by means of a suitable test

Where the mother tincture contains ethanol, it is tested for
2-propanol (2.9.11), with a maximum limit of
0.05 per cent VIV, unless assurance of compliance with this
limlt is provided by a detailed knowledge of the ethanol
supply chain and the mother tincture manufacturing process.

Mother tinctures for homoeopathic preparations are usually
clear. A slight sediment may form on standing and that is
acceptable as long as the composition of the tincture is not
changed significantly.

The manufacturing process is defined so that it is
reproducible.

Production by maceration
Unless otherwise prescribed, reduce the matter to be
extracted to pieces of suitable size, mix thoroughly and
extract according to the prescribed extraction method with
the prescribed extraction solvent. Allow to stand in a closed
vessel for the prescribed time. The residue is separated from
the extraction solvent and, if necessary, pressed out. In the
latter case, the 2 liquids obtained are combined.

Adjustment of the contents
Adjustment of the content of constituents may be carried out
if necessary, either by adding the extraction solvent of
suitable concentration, or by adding another mother tincture
for homoeopathic preparations of the vegetable or animal
matter used for the preparation.

CHARACTERS
Where appropriate, the appearance and odour of the mother
tincture are determined.

IDENfIFICATION
Where applicable, at least I chromatographic identification
test is carried out.

TESTS
The limits in an individual monograph are set ro include
official methods of production. Specific limits will apply 10

each defined method of production.

If the testfor relative density iscarried out, thetest for ethanol
neednot becomed out, and oice versa.

Relative density (2.2.5)
The mother tincture for homoeopathic preparations complies
with the limits prescribed in the monograph.

Ethanol (2.9.111)
The ethanol content complies with that prescribed in the
monograph.

Methanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.05 per cent VIY, unless otherwise prescribed or
justified and authorised.
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Dry residue (2.8.16)
Where applicable, the mother tincture for homoeopathic
preparations complies with the limits prescribed in the
monograph.

Pesticides (2.8.13)
Where applicable, the mother tincture for homoeopathic
preparations complies with the test. This requirement is met
if the herbal drug has been shown to comply with the test.

Justification is provided in cases where the test for pesticides
is performed on the mother tincture, instead of on the herbal
drug according to the requirements of the general monograph
Herbal drngs for homoeopathic preparalions (2045). Limits are
set, taking into consideration the nature and the origin of the
herbal drug. The dilution factor of me mother tincture and
the limit of quantification of the method are also taken into
account when setting these limits.

Heavy metals (2.4.21)
Justification is provided in cases where the test for heavy
metals is performed on the mother tincture, instead of on the
herbal drug according to the requirements of the general
monograph Herbal drng'for homoeopathic preparalians (2045).
Limits are set, taking into consideration the nature and· the
origin of the herbal drug. The dilution factor of the mother
tincture and the limit of quantification of the method are also
taken into account when setting these limits.

If required by the competent authority, suitable limits for the
content of other heavy metals such as arsenic or nickel may
be defined.

Aflatoxin B I (2.8.11f)
Where appropriate, limits for aflatoxins may be required.
Justification is provided in cases where the test for aflatoxin
B1 is performed on the mother tincture, instead of on the
herbal drug. Limits are set, taking into consideration the
nature and the origin of the herbal drug. The dilution factor
of the mother tincture and the limit of quantification of the
method are also taken into account when setting these limits.

ASSAY
Where applicable, an assay with quantitative limits is
performed,

STORAGE
Protected from light. A maximwn storage temperature may
be specified.

LABELLING
The label ,tates:
- that the product is a mother tincture for homoeopathic

preparations (designated as ITM' or '0);
- the name of the raw material using the Latin title of the

European Pharmacopoeia monograph where one exists;
- the method of preparation;
- the ethanol content or other solvent content,

in per cent VIV, in the mother tincture;
- the ratio of raw material to'motaer tincture;
- where applicable, the storage conditions.
___________________ 1'/1£<1
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Coated Homoeopathic Pillules
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2786)

PhE" ~---------

DEFINITION
Solid preparations prepared from sucrose Pillules for
homoeoparhic preparations (2153) (category 5), by coating with
a syrup made fromhomoeopathicpreparations either
potentised or mixed with sucrosesyrup. Trirurations can be
incorporated separately. Coated homoeopathic plllules
possess a suitable mechanical strength to resisthandling
without crumbling or breaking. They are intendedfor
sublingual or oral use. Coated homoeopathic pillules may
also be called 'globuli velati',

PRODUCTION
In the manufacture, packaging, storage and distribution of
coated homoeopathic pillules, suitable measures are taken to
ensure their microbiological quality; recommendations on this
aspect are provided in general chapter 5.1.4. Microbiological
quality of non-sterile phannaceutical preparations and substances
forphonnaceutical use.
For coating,use homoeopathic stocks (in case of a mother
tincture or a glycerol macerate) and/ordecimaldilutions
thereofor decimal triturations and a syrup made from 64
parts of sucroseand 36 parts of purified water.
The homoeopathic preparations used are prepared according
'0 the general monograph M,rhodsof preparation of
homoeoparhic ,tocks ond potentisation (2371).

To prepare 100 parts of coated homoeopathic pillules, the
pillules are coated with the syrup using one of the following
procedures, dependingupon the type of homoeopathic
preparation used.

Aqueous dilutions
Mix 1 pan of an aqueouspreparation with 9 parts of the
syrup and pctentise by succussion; evenlyapplythe mixture
to (100 - x) parts of pillules (where x is the mass of sucrose
in the syrup). The potency of the coatedhomoeopathic
pillules corresponds to the potency of the liquidpreparation
used for coating.

Triturations
Mix 10 parts of a trituration with 20 parts of the syrup;
evenly apply the mixture to (100 - .e- y) parts ofpillules
(where x is the mass of sucrosein the syrup and y is the
mass of lactose monohydrate in the incorporated trituration).
The potencyof the coated homoeopathic pillulescorresponds
to the potency of the trituration used.

Mixtures
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, prepare a mixture
obtained from IO parts of a liquid preparation (obtained
from aqueous preparations) triturations or aqueousdilutions
of glycerol macerates) and 90 parts of the syrup, adding
sufficient purified water to evenlyapply the mixtureto
(100 - x - y) parts of pillules (where x is the mass of sucrose
in the syrup andy is the mass of lactose monohydrate in the
incorporated triturations). The potency/potencies of the
coatedhomoeopathic pillulescorrespond to the"
potency/potencies of the individual preparations used in the
mixture.
TESTS
Uniformity ofmass,
Carry out the test using 20 coated homoeopathic pillules to
constitute 1 unit. Weigh individually 20 units taken at
random and determine the individual and average masses.
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Not more than 2 of the individual massesdeviate from the
average mass by more than 10 per cent and none deviateby
more than 20 per cent.

Microbial contamination.
Unless otherwise justified, authorised and labelled, coated
homoeopathicpillules are intended for sublingual
administration and the following acceptance criteria apply.
TAMC: acceptance criterion 10' CFU/g (2.6.12).

TYMC: acceptance criterion 101 CFU/g (2.6.12).

Absence of Staphylococcus au"", (2.6.13).

Absence of Pseudomonas aernginosa (2.6.13).
___________~ PhE<I

Impregnated Homoeopathic
Pillules
(ph. Eur. monograph 2079)

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Solid preparations obtained from sucrose) lactose or other
suitableexcipients. They possessa suitable mechanical
strength to resisthandling without crumbling or breaking.
Impregnated homoeopathic pillules areprepared by
impregnation of Pillulesfor homoeopathic preparations (2153)
with one or more liquidhomoeopathic preparations. They
are intendedfor sublingual or oraluse.

PRODUCTION
The impregnation process takes place usingliquid
preparations containing ethanol usually at a concentration of
at least 68 per cent VIVaccording to either of the following
approaches:
- in proportions of 1 masspan of liquid to 100 mass pans

of pillules;
- in proportions of 1 volumepart of liquid to 100 mass

parts ofpillules.

In the manufacture) packaging, storage and distribution of
homoeopathicpillules, suitable measures are taken to ensure
meir microbiological quality; recommendations on this aspect
are provided in general chapter 5.1.4. MicrobWlogical qualit;y of
non-sterile pharmaceutical preparations andsubstances for
pharmaautical use.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White, almostwhite or slightly coloured spheroids.

SolubIlIty
Usually freely soluble in water.

TESTS
Microbial contamination
Unless othenvise justified, authorised and labelled, the
pilluJes are intended for sublingual administration and the
following acceptance criteria apply.
TAMC: acceptance criterion 10' CFU/g (2.6.12).

TYMC: acceptance criterion 10' CFU/g (2.6.12).

Absence of Staphy/ocoa;us au"", (2.6.13).

Abseuce of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (2.6.13).
____________________ PhE<I
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Pillules for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(ph. Bur. monograph 2153)
PlJE.s _

DEFINITION
Solid preparations obtained fromsucrose, lactose or other
suitableexcipients. They possess a suitable mechanical
strength to resist handling without crumbling or breaking.
They areintendedfor impregnation or coating with one or
more hornoeopathic preparations. The impregnated pillules
comply with the requirements of the monograph
Homoeopaihic pillules, impregnated (2079). The coated pillules
comply with the requirements of the monograph
Homoeopathic pillules, coated (2786).

PRODUCTION
In the manufacture, packaging, storage and distribution of
pillulesfor homoeopathic preparations, suitable measures are
taken to ensure their microbiological quality;
recommendations on this aspectareprovided in general
chapter 5.1.4. Microbiological quali!)' of non-sterile
pharmauuu'ca1 preparalions and substances forpharmauutical
use.
Ifa systemof sizing is used, the indications in Table 2153.-1
are used.

Table 2153.-1. - Classification ofpiJlules aa;ording to their mass
and size

Category Number ofpll1\lles Cor Man FIneness
bomoeopathlc (0) {Jiln)
preplIJ'adona

1 470 - 530 I.. 1000 - 1600

2 160 - 333 I.. 1400 - 2000

3 110 - 130 I.. 1800 - 2500

4 70 - 90 I.. 2000 - 2800

5 40 - 50 I.. 2500 - 3350

6 16 - 30 I.. 3150 - 4500

7 I. 0.9-1.1 4000 - 5600

8 5 0.9-1.1 5600 - 6700

9 3 0.9-1.1 7100 - 8000I. 2 0.9 - 1.1 8000·9500

NOTE: for categories 7-10, the mllSl is obtained by weighingthe specified
numberof pmules.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almost whitespheroids.

S.lubility
Usuallyfreely soluble in water.

IDENTIFICATION
The excjpients used for the manufacture of pillules for
homoeopathic preparations areidentified byone or more
suitable testfs),

TESTS
If the rest forfineness iseaniedout, the res, for uniformi!)' of mass
need nor becamed our, andoice versa.

Unifonnlty of mass
Carry out the test using 20 pillulea to constitute 1 unit.
Weigh individually 20 units taken at random and determine
the individual and average masses. Not more than 2 of the
individual masses deviate from the average mass by more
than 10 per cent and none deviate by more than 20 per cent.
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Fineness (2.9.35)
Not less than90 per cent mlm of the pillulesarebetweenme
lowerand upper limits of the corresponding category as
indicated in Table 2153.-1.

Unifonnlty of impregnation
None of the individual values deviate by more than
10 per cent relative from the average of 10 determinations.

Determine the unifonnity of impregnation usingeither
method A or method B. Carry out 10 individual
determinations.

METHOD A - METHYLENE BLUE

Methylene blue impregna.ion solution Use a freshly prepared
solution. Dissolve 1.000 g of methylene blue R in 50 mL of
emanol (70 per cent VIV,1 R and dilute to 1000.0 mL with the
same solvent.
Impregnation Impregnate a suitable quantity of pillules for
homoeopathic preparations witha suitable quantity of the
methylene blue impregnation solution to achieve a contentof
I0 ~L of impregnation solution per gram of pillules.

Test solution Dissolve 5.00 g of the impregnated pillules in
waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution Dilute 1.0 mL of the methylene blue
impregnation solution to 100.0 mL with wa'" R. To 5.0 mL
of this solution add 5.00 g of pillules for homoeopathic
preparations, dissolve in water R and dilute to 25.0 mL with
the same solvent.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution and the
reference solution at 665 om. Calculate the percentage of
impregnation of the pillules for homoecpathic preparations
usingthe following expression:

Al = absorbance of the test soluoollj
A] absorbance of the reference solution;
m mISS of the impregnated pillules used to prepare: the test

solution. In grams.

METHOD B - CAFFEINE

As the test results are pasticularly influenced by the
procedures for impregnation and drying of the plllules, the
parameters of these procedures aredefined. andstatedwith
the result.
Cafftine impregnation solmion Prepare a 15 gILsolution of
caffeine R in emanol (70 per cent VIV,1 R.
Impregnation Impregnate a suitable quantity of pillules for
homoeopathlc preparations with a suitable quantity of the
caffeine impregnation solution to achieve a contentof 10 J.1L
of impregnation solutionpergram of pillules.
During thepreparation of thefollowing solulions, if thePJUules are
notfully dissolfJed, sonieate the dispemon for 30 min and cool to
20 "C. Before measuring the absorbance, cenlrifuge the dispenion
and filter thesupernatant mraugh a membrane fil'" (nominal
pore size 0.45 pm).

Test solution To 5.00 g of the impregnated pillules add
30 mL of water R. Shake manually then sonicate until
complete dissolution of the pillules. Dilute to 50.0 mL with
waterR.
Reference solution Dilute 1.0 mL of the caffeine
impregnation solution to 100.0 mL with wa", R. To 5.0 mL
of this solution add 5.00 g of pillules for homoeopathic
preparations and30 mL of waterR. Shake manually then
sonicate untilcompletedissolution of the pillules. Dilute to
50.0 mL with WO/er R.
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Compensation liquid To 5.00 g of pillules for homoeopathic
preparations add 30 mL of water R. Shake manuaUy then
sonicateuntilcomplete dissolution of thepillules. Dilute to
50.0 mL with water R.

Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution and the
reference solution at 273 om by comparison with the
compensation liquid. Calculate the percentage of
impregnation of the pilluJes forhomeopathic preparations
using the following expression:

Al absorbance of the test solution;
A2 absorbance of the referencesolution;
m mass of the impregnated pillules used 10prepare the test

solution, in grams.

Microbial contamination
TAMC: acceptance criterion 10' CFUlg (1.6.11).

TYMC: acceptance criterion 10' CFU/g (1.6.1Z).

Absence of StaphyllJl:O«US aureus (1.6.13).

Absence of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (1.6.11).

LABELLING
The label sta"':
- the composition of the pillules;
- whereapplicable, the size of the pillules.
___________________ P>f"

Homoeopathic Preparations IV-55?

TESTS
Dry 5.0 g of the moistened substance to be examined in a
desiccator to constant mass and useit to prepare sdution S and to
cany out the rests and the assay.

Solution S
To 1.5 g of the dried substance to be examined add 30 mL
of distilled waterR, heat to boiling, allow to cool and filter.
Dilute to 30 mL with distilled water R.

Appearance of solution
The solution is not more opalescent thanreference
suspension 11(1.1.1).

Dissolve 0.1 g of the dried substance to be examined in
10 mL of distilled waterR and heat to 50 °C.

Chlorides (1.4.4)
Maximum 100 ppm.
Dilute 10 mL of solution S to 15 mL with waterR and filter
if necessary.

Sulfates (1.4.13)
Maximum 0.1 per cent.
Dilute 3 mL of solution S to IS mL with distiUed waterRand
filter if necessary.

ASSAY
Dissolve0.200 g of the dried substance to be examined in
100 mL of waterR. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide,
using0.2 mL of phenol redsolution R as indicator.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 22.91 mg of
C.H,N,O,.
____________________ P>f"

Acidum Picrinicum for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1695)

Acidum Succinicum for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(ph. Eur. monograph 1814)

118.1 110-15-6

P>f" ~

DEFINTI10N
2,4,6-Trinitrophenol (picric acid).

Content
98.5 per cent to 101.5 percent.
Thecommercial substance issupplied immersed in water.

CAUTlON: drypimc acidm~ explode if subjected to siwek or
excessiue heat. AppropnJte precautions must be takenand only
very smallquanu·,ies handled.

CHARACTERS
Appearance ofpictic acid Light yellow.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Melting point (1.1.14): 121 °C to 123 °C, detennined on
the moistened substance to be examined dried in a desiccator
to constant mass.
B. Suspend 0.1 g of the moistened substance to be examined
in I mL of water R. Add I mL of sodium su/fide solution R.
A redcolouris produced.

229.1 88-89-1
P>f" _

DEFINTI10N
Butanedioic acid (succinic acid).

Content
99.0 per cent to 101.0 per cent.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white, crystalline powder or colourless
crystals.

SolubUity
Soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent), sparingly
soluble in acetone.

IDENTIFICATION
Fi"t identification C.

Second identification A, B, D.

A. Solution S (see Tests) is strongly acid (1.1.4).

B. Meiring point (12.14): 184 °C to 189 °C.
C. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (12.14).

Comparison succinic acid CRS.
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D. Neutralise 3 mL of solution S with 1 JW sodium hydroxide,
then add 1 rnL of silver nitrate solution R2. A whiteprecipitate
is formed.

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 5.0 g in distilled wow R and dilute to 100 mL with
the same solvent.

Chlorides (2.4.4)
Maximum 100 ppm.

Dilute 10 mL of solution S to 15 mL with wow R.

Sulfates (2.4.13)
Maximum 200 ppm, determined on solution S.

Oxalates
Neutralise 5 mL of solutionS with dilute ammonia Rt, using
0.1 mL of phenolphthalein solution R as indicator. Add 0.1 mL
of acetic add Rand 5 mL of calcium sulfate solution R.
The solution remains clear for at least20 min.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.500 g in 50 mL of wow R. Titrate with 1 M
sodium hydroxide, determining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.20) or using 0.2 mL ofphenolphthalein
solution R as indicator.
I mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 59.05 mg of
C.H.O•.
___________________ PhE"
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TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Minimum 60.0 per cent, determined on 5.0 g of the
comminuted herbal drug by drying in an oven at 105 "C
for 2 h.

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures forhomoeopmhic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
The mothertincture is prepared fromthe fresh aerial pans of
Adonis oemolis L., collected during flowering.

Content
0.01 per cent mlm to 0.05 percent mlm of total cardenolic
glycosides, expressed as cymarin (C30H-4409; Mr 548.7).

PRODUCTION
The mothertincture is prepared from the fresh flowering
aerial parts of Adonisvernalis L. according to the following
methods as prescribed in the monograph Methods of
preparation of hamoeopathic stocks and potentisation (2371):
- method 1.1.3;
- method 1.1.1 0, using ethanol (45 per cent VIV) and a

maceration time of about 3 weeks.

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Fresh aerial parts of Adonis vernalis L., collected during
flowering,

IDENTIFICATION
The pithy, light green stem grows to a height of 10-40 em,
very occasionally up to 60 em, and is up to 5 mm in
diameter) erect,usually unbranched) round, often flattened
towards the top, with longitudinal furrows. Younger shoots
are slightly hairy but soon become completely glabrous.
The alternate and sessile leaves sheath the stem and are
closertogether in the upperpartof the stem. They are
glabrous or sparsely haired) 2- to 4-pinnateJ and narrowly
linear to filifonn withentire margins, with downward-turned
tips that are approximately 1 mm across. Brownish-black
scale-like leavesarepresent at the base of the stem.
The single) erector slightly overhanging, terminal flowers are
normally 40-10 mm in size. The calyx has 5 greenish sepals
with a covering of fine hairs on the outside. The sepals are
broadly oval,half as long as the petalsand pressed to the
latter. The corolla consistsof 10-20) normally.Iz, distiRctly
lustrous, deep yellowpetals thatare 20-40 mm in length,
6-10 rnm widewith entire margins) elongated and tapering to
a finely toothedpoint, and glabrous with clearly visible
venation. The numerous stamens are an intenseyellow.
The numerous, rounded) apocarpous ovaries arecovered all
overwith hairs; they are attached to a conical, convex
receptacle and have a short, hooked style.

Adonis Vernalis for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(Ph Eur. monograph 2832)

**** ** ** ****

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownliquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Solventmixture ethylacetate R, methanol R (50:50 VIV).
Test solution To 10 mL of the mother tincture to be
examined add 10 mL of ethanol (50 per cent V/~ Rand
10 mL of leadacetate solution R. Boil for 2 min, then cool
and centrifuge. Collect the supernatant and shake with
2 quantities, each of 15 ml..of ethyl aatate R, centrifuging if
an emulsionforms. Dry thecombined organic phases over
anhydrous sodium sulfate R and filter. Evaporate the filtrate to
dryness and dissolve the residue in 0,5 mL of the solvent
mixture.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of conwUatoxin R and
J0 mg of cymarin R in thesolvent mixture and dilute to
10 rnLwith me solvent mixrure.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

IWobik phase. waterR) methanol R, ethyl aalate R
(8:11:81 VIVIV).

Application 25 ~L [or 20 J!l.) as bands of20 mm [or
10 mm].

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In airuntil the solvents haveevaporated.
Detection Treat with a mixture of equal volumes of dilute
sodium hydroxide solution Rand dinitrobenzok acidsolution R;
examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthennore, otherfaint zonesmay be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.
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_____________________ PhE"

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Whole, fresh mushroom (fruiting body) Amanitaphalwides
(Vaill. ex Fe.) Link.

IDENTIFICATION
A. In young specimens, the cap, 50-150 mm in diameter, is
hemispherical to campanulate withmargins rolled inwards
and is still covered by the whiteuniversal veil; in mature
specimens, the cap is expanded, umbrella-like, convex to
nearly planeand occasionally depressed; its colouris pale
greenalong the margin andelsewhere greyish-green to
yellowish-green, typically withfine greystreaks growing
thicker towards the centre; the cuticleis peelable up to the
middleof the cap as a fine membrane; the underlying flesh
appears greenish-yellow, becoming more intense towards the
centreof the cap, while in the otherparts of the mushroom
the flesh is unifonnly whitish; lamellae are free, closely
packed, white witha slight yellowish tinge; lameUulae are
truncate; the stipe, about 10 em high and 2 cm in diameter,
is thin and solid, with a whitish, membranous, striate annulus
and an enlarged and bulbous base thatalmost always shows
a tough, white,membranous sac-like volva tom into irregular
lobes at the top. In old specimens, the stipe is hollow,
whitish and often covered withsmall greenish scales around
the annulus. The spores are white.
B. Examined undera lens (xIO), the uppersurface is shiny,
dry, appearing somewhat uneven, withno remains of the veil.
C. Examine under a microscope using a solutioncontaining
1.5 g of iodine R, 5 g ofpotassium iodide Rand 100 g of
chloral hydrate R in 100 mL of water R. The spores are
blackish-blue (starch reaction), short elliptical to
subspherical, 8-1I pm long and 7-9 J.1m in diameter.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 percent.

Loss on drying (2.2.12)
Minimum 85.0 pee cent, determined on 5.0 g of the finely
cut drug by drying in an oven at 105°C foe 2 h.

Other AmanJ'ta species
Veil remnants on caps are rypical for most Amanita species,
but not forA. phalloides. Therefore allmushrooms with veil
remnants on the cap have to be discarded. The presenceof
veil remnants (patches) on the cap indicates adulteration with
A. cirrina (Schaeff.) Pees. (whitish-yellowcap with whitish to
brownish patches) or with A. muscaria (L: Fe.) Lamarck, A.
caesarea (Scop.: Fr.) Pers., orA. rubescens Pees. (orange to
bright redcap with white patches); a brownish cap indicates
adulteration withA. panthenona (DC.) Krombh.; a greenish
whitecap and a white stipewith a labile annulus indicates
adulteration with A. vema (Bull.: Fe.) Lamarck.

**** ** ** ****

maximum absorbance of the reference soluucn,
mass of themother tincture to be examined used to prepare me
(est solution,in grams;
mass of cymanon R used LO prepare the reference solution. in
grams;
percentage coeteat of cymarin in cymarin R.

A,
m,

p

Agaricus Phalloides for
Homoeopathic Preparation
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2290)

Top oCtbe plate

-- --

Cymarin: a violetzone A violetzone

A violetzone

A violet zone

-- --

Convallatoxin: a violetzone

A yellowor violetzone

Reference solution Test soludon

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.930 to 0.956, where method 1.1.3 is used.

Ethanol (2.9.1(J)
40 pee cent VIV to 50 pee cent VIV; where method 1.1.10 is
used.

Dey residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 3.6 per cent (where mediad 1.1.3 is used),
minimum 1.0 pet cent (where method 1.1.10 is used).

ASSAY
Test solutwn To 20.00 g of the mother tincture to be
examined, add 12 mL of leadsubaatalesolutwn R. Shake and
centrifuge. CoUeet the supernatant. Repeat the centrifugation
twice using 5 mL of water R each time and collect the
supernatant, then dilute [0 50.0 mL withwater R.
To iO.O mL of this solution add 10.0 mL of a 100 gIL
solution of anhydrous sodium sulfate R. Filter. To 10.0 mL of
the filtrate add 2.0 mL of diniirobenzoic acidsolution Rand
1.0 mL of 1 M sodium hydroxide.
Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of cymarin R in 20 mL
of ethanol (96 per cen!! R and dilute to 100.0 mL with
waterR. Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to 20.0 mL with
walerR. To 10.0 mL of this solution, add 2.0 mL of
dinitrobenzoic acidsolution Rand 1.0 mL of I M sodium
hydroxide.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution and the
reference solutionat 540 runseveral timesduring the first
12 min following the end of solutionpreparation until the
maximum absorbance is reached, using a mixture of 10.0 mL
of waterR, 2.0 mL of dinitrobenzoic add solution Rand
1.0 mL of 1 kf sodium hydroxide as the compensation liquid.
Calculate the percentage content mlm of totalcardenolic
gJycosides, expressed as cymarin, using the following
expression:

AI x m, xpxO.25

A2 x ml

AI maximwn absorbance of the [est solution;
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MOTHER TINCTURE
The mothertincture complies withthe requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures for homoeopathic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
Content
0.001 per cent mlm to 0.010 per cent mlm for the sum of
(X-amanitine and Il-amanitine (C,.H,¢I10014S; M, 919).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture is prepared according to the following
methods as prescribed in the monograph Method> of
preparalion of homoeopathic swcksand potmdsadon (2371):
- method 1.1.5;
- method 1.1.10, using 5 parts of the cut drug for 100 parts

of ethanol (45 per cent VIJI) andmaceration for 3 weeks.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownish-yellow, yellowish or greenliquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out test A when method 1.1.5 is used and cany our
test B when method 1.1.10 is used.
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test soluMn Evaporate to dryness 20 rnL of the mother
tincture undervacuum at about 40°C. Dissolve the residue
in I mL of wain' R and add I mL of methanol R. Filter
immediately.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of ruroside trihydrare Rand
10 mg of setmoside B R in methanol R and dilute to 40 mL
with the same solvent. .

Plare TLC silica gelFm plare R (5-40 ~m) [or TLC silica gel
FZ54plare R (2-10 ~m»).

Mobile phase glacial aa"" acid R, worer R, bUlOnol R
(17:17:66 VIVIV).
Application 40 ur, [or 10 ~L) as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 cm).

Drying In a current of warm air.
Detection A Examine in ultraviolet lightat 254 run.
Results A Locate a quenching zone (sennoside B) in the
lower third and a quenching zone (rutoside) in the middle
third of the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.
Deiection B Treat immediately with a I per cent VIV
solution of cinnamic aldehyde R in methanol R and allow to
dry; treat with hydrochloric acid R; examine in daylight.

Results B See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore) otherfaint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

2022

Top of the plate

-- -- --

Rutoside:a quenching Ruteside: a yellow zone
zone

A violet zone

-- -- --

Sennoside B: a A viol~t zone
quenching zone

A violet zone

2 faintgreyish-violet
zones may bepresent

Reference solution Reference solution Test solution
(detection A) (deteetlon B) (detection B)

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 2 mg of grami.. Rand 2 mg of
ruroside trihydrare R in methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with
the same solvent.
Plare TLC silica gelplare R (5-40 urn) [or TLC n1ica gelFZ54

plare R (2-10 ~m)J.

Mobile phase glacial aatic add R, water R) methanol R)
methylene chloride R (4:6:30:60 VIVIVIV).

Application 40 ~L [or 10 ~L) as bands.
D..,elopment Over a path of 10 em [or 6 cm].

Drying In a current of warm air.
Detection Treat with a 5 per cent VIVsolutionof cinnamic
aldehyde R in methanol R and expose to hydrochloric acid R
vapour for 30 min; examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore) otherfaint zonesmay be present
in the chromatogram obtained withthe test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --
Gramine: a yeUowzone

Rutoside:a yeUow zone

A pink zone

A pink zone

-- --

Anorange-yeUow zone

Reference solution Test solution

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.895 to 0.915 when method 1.1.5 is used.

Ethanol (2.9.10)
40 per cent VIV to 50 per cent VIV when method 1.1.10 is
used.
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area of me peak due to tryptophan in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference sofution;
area of the peak due to a-amanitine in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solutionj
area of the peak due to Jl-amanitine in the chromatogram
obtained wilh lhe test solution;
mass of tryp«Jphan CRS used to prepare the reference
solution, in gr.mtSj

mass of the mother tincture 10 be examined used to
prepare the lest solution, in grams;
percentage COQ[Cflt of tr)'ptophan in trypwphan CRS;
correction factor between a-amanitine, IJ-amanitine and
tryptophan (0.1).

tl,

A,

tl,

m,

P
K

'n,

Allium Sativum for Homoeopathic
Preparations
Garlic for Homoeopathic Preparations

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2023)

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 0.8 per cent.

Mother tincture of Agaricus muscarlus
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of leucine Rand 10 mg of
threonine R in 5 mL of waterR and dilute to 20 mL with
ethanol (96 per emO R.
Plate TLC silica gd plateR (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 pm)].

iHobiJe phase glacial acetic add R, water R, aaume R,
butanolR (10:20:35:35 VIVIVIV).

AppliaJ,wn 20 pL [or 10 pL] as bands.

Devdopment Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In a current of wann air.

Detection Treat with a 1 'ilL solution of ninhydn'n R in
butanol R and heat at 105°C for 5-10 min; examine in
daylight.

Results The presence of noticeable zones in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution, in the same
position as the zones due to leucine and threonine in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution, indicates
adulterarion with mother tincture of Agaricus muscarius.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Evaporate 2.000 g of the mother tincture to be
examined to dryness. Dissolve the residue in 2.0 mL of water
for chromawgraphy R. Filter through a membrane filter
(nominal pore size 0.45 um),

Reference 'olu,wn Dissolve 10.0 mg of "YPtophan CRS in
mobile phase A and dilute to 20.0 mL with mobile phase A.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0 =4.6 nun;
- 'ta.onary phase: end-capped 'olid core oetade<ylsilyl silica gd

for chromawgraphy R (2.6 urn);
- temperature: 35 "C.

Mobilephase:
- mobile phaseA: dissolve 1.54 g of ammonium acetate R in

900 mL of waterfor chromawgraphy R, adjust to pH 5.0
with glacial acetit acid R and dilute to 1 L with waterfor
chromawgraphy R;

- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile for chromawgraphy R;

DEFINITION
Fresh bulb ofAOium 'a .....m L.

CHARACTERS
It has a characteristic odour after cutting.

IDENTIFICATION
The bulb is generally 3 em to 5 em broad and almost
spherical; the flat base bears the remnants of numerous short
greyish-brown adventitious roots. The bulb consists of about
10 daughter bulbs (cloves) arranged roughly in a circle
around a central axis. Individual daughter bulbs are 1 cm to
3 em long, laterally compressed and convex on the dorsal
side. Each daughter bulb has a tough, white or reddish skin
around a fleshy tubular leaf, investing a more or less rounded
elongated cone of leaf primordia and vegetative apex.

TESTS
Water (2.2.13)
Minimum 55.0 per cent, determined on 10.0 g of the finely
cut drug, if performed to demonstrate the freshness of the
drug.

Tim. Mobile phase A Mobile pheee B
(min) (per cent VIV) (per cent VIJ?
0-2 95 5

2 - 17 95 ---> 80 5 ..... 20

17 - 22 80 ..... 50 20 ..... 50

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 303 run.

Injec.on 10 pL.
Relative retention With reference to tryptophan (retention
time = about 3 min): p-amanitine = about 2.9;
lX-amanitine = about 3.2.

System suitability Test solution:
- resoluu'on: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to

p-amanitine and a-amanitine.

Calculate the percentage content mlm of u-amanitine and
p-amanitine using the following expression:

MOTHER TINCTURE

The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures for homoeopathic
prepara.ons (2029).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture ofAllium sodoum L. is prepared by
maceration of the cut drug using alcohol of a suitable
concentration.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownish-yellow liquid.

It has a peculiar and unpleasant aromatic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. To 2 mL of the mother tincture to be examined, add
0.2 mL of dilutesodiumhydroxide 'olution R. A yellowish
white precipitate develops.

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
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DEFINITION
Mixture of varying proportions of diammonium carbonate
((NH.),CO,; M, 96.1), ammonium hydrogen carbonate
(NRJICO.3; M r 79.1) and ammonium carbamate
(NH,COONH,; M, 78.1).

Content
30.0 per cent to 37.0 per cent ofNH, (M, 17.03).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white, translucent masses or white or almost
white,crystalline powder, with a strong smellof ammonia.

Solubility
Freelysoluble in water, practically insoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Dissolve I g in water R and dilute to 20 mL with the
same solvent. The solution is slighdy alkaline (2.2.4).

B. It gives the reaction of carbonates andbicarbonates
(2.3.1).

C. It gives the reaction of ammonium salts and salts of
volatile bases (2.3.1).

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 10.0 g in 100 mL of distiUed warer R. Boil until the
volume is reduced to about 10 mL. Verify that the emitted
vapours no longer make barium hydroxide solution R cloudy.
Cool and dilute to 50 mL with distiOed water R.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Method 1).

Chlorides (2.4.4)
Maximum 20 ppm.

Dissolve 2.5 g by gradually adding a mixtureof 5 mL of
nitri£ acidR and 10 mL of water R.

Sulfutes (2.4.13)
Maximum 60 ppm) determined on solution S.

ASSAY
Dissolve 2.5 g in water R and dilute to 100 mL with the
same solvent. To 10.0 mL of the solution add 10.0 mL of
1 M hydrochlori< acid. Shake continuously until the
effervescence ceases. Add 40 mL of water R. Titrate the
excess of acidwith 1 M sodium hydroxide, determlning the
end-point potentiometrically (2.2.21J).

I mL of 1 M hydrochlori< acidis equivalent to 17.03 mg of
NH,.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.

**** ** ** ****
Ammonium Carbonicum for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(ph. Bur. monograph 2916)

Top of the plate

An intensereddisb-violet zone

Thymol:an orange-red zone

An intensereddish-violet zone

A violetzone

A yellowish or greenish zone

-- --

Resorcinol: an intenseorange-red
ron,

-- --

Gallic acid: a yellow zone A violetzone

(UV at 254 nm: a fluorescent A greenish-yeUow zone
quenchingzone)

A violetzone maybe present

Reference solution Test solution

Testsolution Extract 5 mL of the mother tincture to be
examinedwith 2 quantities) each of 10 mL, of ether R.
Combine the ether layers and dryoveranhydrous sodium
sulfate R. Filterand evaporate the filtrate in a water-bath. at
low temperature. Dissolve the residue in0.4 mL of
methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of resord1Wl R, 10 mg of
thymol Rand 30 mg of gallic acidR in 10 mL of meshand R.
Pkue TLC siIkagelFZ54 plare R.

Mobile phase anhydrous formic acidR, toluene R, di-isopropyl
ether R (10:40:50 VIVIJI).
Application 40 pL of the test solution and 10 pL of the
reference solution.
Development Overa pathof 10 em.
Drying In air.
Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 254 om and
identify gallic acid; spray with anisaldehyde solution R, heat to
105-110 "C for 5-10 min. Examine in daylight within
10 min.

Results See below the sequenceof thezones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Other zones mayalso he visible in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.885 to 0.960.

Ethanol (2.9.11J)
50 per cent VIV to 70 per cent VIV.

o I
Dry residue (2.8.16) 0

Minimum 4.0 per cent.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.
____________________ PhE",
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Anacardium for Homoeopathic
Preparations
Oriental Cashew forHomoeopathic Preparations
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2094)
PIIE<I _

DEFINITION
Dried fruit of Semecarpus anacardium Lf (Anacardium
orientale L.).

Content
Minimum 6.0 per cent m/m of total phenolderivatives
expressed as eugenol (C IOH120 ,; M, 164.2) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The dried fruit is ovaland moreor less cordate; about
2 em long, nearly 2 em wideand 0.5 em thick. Its surface is
smooth, shinyand blackish. A transverse sectionshows a
ramer well developed, tough pericarp riddled wirh rather
wide lacunae containing an abundant thick reddish-brown
juice.The pericarp covers a white kernel undera reddish
skin. The fruit mayinclude the blackish, fleshy, wrinkled,
cupuliferous receptacle.
B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution To 1.0 g of the suitably cut herbal drug, add
10 mL of ethatlol (90 percen' Vlv,l R. Heat under reflux on a
water-bath at 60°C for 15 min. Allow to cool and filter.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of resorcinol Rand 10 mg of
p-naphthol R in methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the
same solvent.
Ptate TLC silica gelplal$ R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plal$ R (2-10 ~m)).

Mobile phase methanol R, Uliuene R (15:85 Vlv,l.

Application 10 JlL [or 5 ~Ll, as bands of20 mm [or 8 mrn],

Deodopmem Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.

Deteaion Treatwith anisaldehyde solution R, heat at
100-105 ·C for 5-10 min and examine in daylight within
10 min.
Results See below the sequence of zonespresent in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and me
test solution. Furthermore, otherfainter zones may be
present in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Homoeopathic Preparations IV-563

Top of the plate

-- --

fl-naphthol: a violetzone A broad. intensevioletzone (at the
same level or slightly higherthan
Jl-n8plllhol)

1-2 mlet zones, sometimes faint

-- --

A violetzone, sometimes fain!

Resorcinol: an orange zone

An orangezone, sometimes faim

.

Reference soludoD Test eelutlon

TESTS
Anacardium occidentale L
Fruits of Anacardium occidentale L. are not present. These are
up to 35 mm long, 30 mm wide, 20 mm thick, light brown
and distinctly kidney-shaped. The pericarp is smooth or
slightlycrinkled with dark marbling in places.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.00 g of the finely
cut herbal drug by drying in an oven at 105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 5.0 percent.

ASSAY
Total phenol derivatives
Ultraviolet and visible absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.25).

Sroek solutwn Place 4.50 g of the crushed herbal drug in a
flask. Add 200 mL of ethand (90 per ern' Vlv,l R. Boil in a
water-bath under reflux for 4 h. Cool the flask.
Quantitatively transfer into a volumetric flask. Dilute to
250.0 mL with ethatlol (90 per cent Vlv,l R. Filter the liquid
through a paper filter 125 mm in diameter. Discard the first
50 mL of the filtrate. Dilute 5.0 mL of filtrate to 50.0 mL
with erhOtlo1 (90 per cent Vlv,l R and shake. Dilute 5.0 mL of
this solution to 10.0 mL with ethatlol (90 percen' Vlv,l Rand
shake.
Teu sdution To 2.0 mL of the stock solution add 1.0 mL of
phosphomolybd(J/ungsti< reagent Rand 10 mL of wa'erR, mix
and dilute to 25.0 mL with a 290 gIL solution of sodium
carbonate R. Waitexactly 3 min then filter the solution
through a fibre-glass filter with a I urn mesh aperture,
discarding the first 5 mL.

Reference solution Dissolve 80.0 mg of eugenol R in ethanol
(90 per cent Vlv,l R and dilute to 250.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 5.0 mL of the solution to 25.0 mL with
ethanol (90 per cen' Vlv,l R. To 2.0 mL of this solution add
1.0 mL of phosphomolybdo'UtlCStic reagen, R and 10 mL of
waterR, mix and dilute to 25.0 mL with a 290 gIL solution
of sodium carbonate R. Waitexactly 3 min thenfilter the
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MOTHER TINCTURE

PRODUCTION
If the bee has been exposed to treatment to prevent or cure
diseases, appropriate measures are taken to ensure that the
levels of residues are as low as possible.

IDENTIFICATION
The body is about 15 mm long, black, with a silky sheen,
and covered with red hairs with a touch of grey.The broad
tibiae are without spines. The posterior margins of the
segments and legs are brown, with gradual transition to
orange-red. The claws are two-membered, the maxillary
palps single-membered. On the hind legs are baskets or
scoops invested with bristles. The wings have 3 complete
cubital cells, with the radial cell twice as long as it is wide;
the 3 cells on the lower margin and the 3 middle cells are
closed. A duct connects the barbed sting with the poison sac.

DEFINITION
Live worker honey bee (Apis me/hIera L.).

CHARACTERS
Characters described under Identification.

Apis for Homoeopathic
Preparations
Honey Bee Cor Homoeopathic Preparations

(ph. Eur. manograph 2024)
PhE" ~ _

___________________ PhE"

AI absorbance of the test solulionj
A2 absorbance of the referencesolution,
In, mass of the mother tincture to be examined. in miUigramsj
Jn2 mass of eugenol in the referencesolulion, in milligrams.

The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mothertinctures for homoeqpathic
preparations (2029).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Apis melli/era L. is prepared by
maceration using alcohol of a suitable concentration.

CHARACTERll
Pale yellow liquid that may darken on storage,

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chrornatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.

Referenasolution Dissolve 12 mg of 4-aminobutanoic
acid R, 12 mg offeucine Rand 12 mg of proline R in 5 mL of
waterRand dilute 10 50 mL with alcohol R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobile phase water R, ethanol R (17:63 VIV).

Appli<ation 20 pI., as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Calculate the percentage content mlm of total phenol
derivatives expressed as eugenol, using the following
expression:

solution through a fibre-glass filter with a 1 pm mesh
aperture, discarding the first 5 rnL.

Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution and the
reference solution at 755 om after 30 min using waterR as
the compensation liquid.

Calculate the percentage content mlm of total phenol
derivatives, expressedas eugenol, using the following
expression:

MOTHER TINCTURE

AI absorbance of the test solutionj
A2 absorbance of the referencesolution;
ml mass of the herbal drug to be examined, in milligrams;
m1 mass of eugenol in the referencesolution, in milligrams.

The mother tincture complies with the requirements of me
general monograph wlother tinauresfor homoeopathic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
The mother tincture of Anacardium is prepared from the
dried fruit of Semecarpus anacardium LJ. (Anacardium
orientale L.).

Content
0.5 per cent mlm to 1.0 per cent mlm of total phenol
derivatives, expressed as eugenol.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture is prepared according to the following
methods prescribed in the general monograph MeUwds of
preparation of homoeopathic stocks and potentisation (217/):
- method 1.1.8, using the crushed drug (2000) (2.9.12) and

ethanol (90 per cent VIV); use ethanol (70 pel cent VIV)
to prepare the 41.b decimal dilution, and use ethanol
(50 per cent VIV) for subsequent dilutions;

- method 1.1.10, using ethanol (90 per cent VIV).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown or reddish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in
identification test B for the herbal drug with the following
modification.

Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.

Results See identification test B for the herbal drug.

TESTS
Reladve density (2.2.5)
0.815 10 0.845.

Ethanol (2.9. /0)
85 per cent VIV 10 95 pel cent VIV.

Dry residue (2.8. / 6)
Minimum 1.50 per cent.

ASSAY
Total phenol derivadves
Absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.25) as described in the
assay of the herbal drug with the following modification.

Stock solution Place 8.00 g of the mother tincture 10 be
examined in a volwnetric flask and dilute to 250.0 mL with
"hanol (90 percent VIJ.? R. Dilute 5.0 mL of this solution 10

20.0 mL with ethanol (90 per cent VIJ.? R.

J
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greenish colour. Add 0.25 mL of 0.05M iodine and shake.
The precipitate becomesa greyish-green colour. Collect the
precipitate. The precipitate dissolves in ether giving a purple
solution,dissolves in dkhloromethane giving a violet-blue
solutionand dissolves in akoholgiving a blue solution.
H. To 2 mL of solution S add 0.1 rnL of nitric acid,mix and
filter. The filtrate yields reaction A characteristic of chlorides,
Appendix VI.

C. Dissolve 0.25 g of the substance being examined in 5 mL
of water. Add 5 mL of ammonia andheat in a water-bath at
80° for 10 minutes. A red colourdevelops.

ASSAY
Disperse 2.5 g of the substance beingexamined in a mixture
of 5.0 mL ofO.OIM hydrochloric acidand 50 mL of ethanol
(96%). Carryout Ute method forpountiomenic titrau'on,
Appendix VITI HJ usingO.IM sodium hydroxide. Measure the
titrant betweenthe first 2 points of inflexion. EachrnLof
O.IM sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 30.38·mg of
CI7H17N02,HCl.

DEFINITION
Content
99.5 per cent to 100.5 per cent of As,O,.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almostwhitepowder.

Solubility
Practically insoluble to sparingly soluble in water. It dissolves
in solutions of alkali hydroxides and carbonates.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Dissolve 20 mg in I mL of dihlte hydrochwric acidR, add
4 mL of water Rand 0.1 mL of sodium sulfide solution R.
The resulting yellowprecipitate is soluble in dilute
ammonia RI.
B. Dissolve 20 mg in I mL of hydrochloric acidR1, add 5 mL
of hypophosphorous reagent R and heat for 15 minon a water
bath. A black precipitate develops.

TESTS
Appearance of solution
The solution is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2,
Method1l).
Prepare a 100 gIL solution in dilute ammonia Rl, heatingif
necessary.

Sulfides
Maximum 20 ppm.

Dissolve 1.0 g in 10.0 mL of dl1ute sodium hydroxUk
solutiDn R. Add 0.05 mL of leadaccUlte solution R. Any colour
in the test solution is not more intense than thatin a
standard prepared at the same time and in the same manner
usinga mixture of 10.0 mL of a 0.015 gIL solutionof sodium
sulfide R in dilute sodium hydroxide solution Rand 0.05 mL of
leadacelate solution R.

**** ** ** ****

1327-53-3

Arsenious Trioxide for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Arsen;cum Albumfor Homoeopathic Prepanuions,
Ph. Bur. monograph 1599)

As,O, 197.8

Top of the plate

-- --

A pink zone

Leucine: a pinkzone A pinkwne

A pinkzone

A pinkzone

-- --

Proline: an orange-yellow zone An orange-yellow zone

-t-Amjnoburanoic acid: a pink zone A pink zone

Reference solution Test SOJUtiOD

Apomorphine Hydrochloride for
Homoeopathic Preparations
Apomorphinum Muriaticum for Homoeopathic Preparations

DEFINITION
Apomorphine Hydrochloride for Homoeopathic Preparations
contains Apomorphine Hydrochloride Hemihydrate.

PRODUCTION OF STOCK
The first trituration of Apomorphine Hydrochloride for
Homoeopathic Preparations is prepared using a suirable
quantity of LactoseMonohydrate or Lactose as me vehicle
and a validated trituration method thatensures homogeneity
is achieved. The vehiclecomplieswith me statement under
Vehicles in the monograph for Hornoeopathic Preparations.

Content of apomorphine hydrochloride, C17H.17NOz,
HCI
The first decimal trituration contains 9.5% to 10.5% of
C17H17NO"HCi (dried substance).

CHARACTERS
The first decimal trituration is a whitepowder.

IDENTIFICATION
Dissolve25 g of me substance being examined without
heatingin water and dilute to 25 mL with the samesolvent
(solution S).

A. To 5 mL of solution S add a few millilitres of sodium
hydrogen carbonate solution untila permanent, white
precipitate is formed. The precipitate slowlybecomes a

Dneaion Spray with ninhydrin solution R and heat at
100-105 "C for 10 min; examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference and test
solutions. Other zones may also be visible.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.890 to 0.910.

Ethanol (2.9.1(J)
60 per cent VIV to 70 per cent VIV.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum0.30 per cent.
___________________ PIlE"
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ASSAY
Dissolve 40.0 mg in a mixture of 10 mL of duutesodium
hydroxide solution R and 10 mL of water R. Add 10 mL of
duute hydrochlmic acidRand 3 g of sodium hydrogen
carbonate R and mix. Add I mL of starch solutUm Rand
titrate with 0.05 M iodine.
I mL of 0.05 M iodine is equivalent to 4.946 mg of A"O,.
___________________ PbEOI

Artemisia Cina for Homoeopathic
Preparations
DEFINITION
Artemisia Gina for Homoeopathic Preparations is the dried,
unexpanded flower heads of Seriphidium anum (Berg ex
Poljakov) Poljakov (Syn Artemisia dna Berg ex Poljakov)
Artemisia dna O.C.Berg er C.F. Schmidt.

It contains not less than 1.0% of santonin (C l5:H1S0 3)

calculated with reference to the dried material.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The dried, slightly shiny capitula are conical to elongated
ovoid, 2 to 4 nun long and 1 to 2 nun wide, yellow-green to
brownish and composed of 3 to 6 hermaphrodite florets
enclosed in an involucre of 14 to 20 imbricated ovate to
lanceolate bracts. Each bract has a distinct keel which is most
pronounced in the ovate outer bracts near the base; the keel
forms the midrib and it branches freely, the veinlets
becoming contorted and frequently anastomising. The outer
surface of the bracts is covered with glistening glandulas
hairs. The florets are about 1 rnrn long and 0.5 rnrn wide;
the corolla is contracted at the base and divides at the apex
into 5 short, triangular teeth.

B. Reduce to a powder and examine under a microscope
using chloral hydrate solulUm. Abundant fragments of the
involucral bracts in surface view are seen. Fragments from
the margins are usually only one or two cells thick and are
composed of very thin-walled, elongated cells; fragments
from the central region of the bracts show polygonal,
isodiametric epidermal cells with thickened and beaded walls;
fairly numerous anomocytic stomata are present on the outer
surface only. Very small cluster crystals of calcium oxalate
may be present in the parenchymatous cells underlying the
epidermis.

Groups of sclereids from the central region of the bracts
show: individual cells varying in shape but usually
considerably elongated; the ends are square or bluntly
tapering or, occasionally, somewhat enlarged; the walls are
strongly thickened and have scattered pits. Small groups of
these sclereids are occasionally found attached to fragments
of the epidermis of the bracts.

The unicellular covering trichomes are nearly always found
detached; they are usually very thin-walled although slight
thickening may occur in the basal region; some of these
trichomes are very long and can he found in groups forming
loosely felted, cottony masses. The typically labiate glandular
trichomes are abundant on the bracts and are also found
detached; each has a short, biseriate stalk, and a biseriate
head of two or four cells around which the cuticle is raised to
form a bladder-like covering.
The abundant pollen grains are fairly small, spherical, with
three pores and three furrows; the exine is finely warted.

2022

A large number of immature pollen grains are present,
forming elongated) closely packed masses.

C. Carry out the method for Ihin-layer chromawgraphy,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.

(I) Add 10 mL of ethanol (90%) 10 I g of the coarsely
powdered drug, stir for one hour and filter.

(2) 0.1% wlv each of santonin and cineole in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel H.
(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 10 I1L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate 10 10 ern.

(e) After removal of the plate, allow to dry in air) spray with
ethanolie phosphomolybdic acidsolution, heat at 100" 10 105" for
about 5 minutes and examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

5 volumes ofglacialacetic add, 45 volumes of hexane and
50 volumes ethyl acetate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows the grey-blue santonin band just between
the lower third and middle third and the grey-blue cineole
hand in the upper third.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows a grey
blue band below the band obtained for santonin in solution
(2), a strong grey-blue band level with that or santonin in
solution (2) and one or two grey-blue bands just above
santonin; one or two grey-blue bands between the bands
obtained for santonin and cineole in solution (2) and a
strong grey-blue band level with the band obtained with
cineole.

Top of the plate

A grey-blue band Cineole: a grey-blue band

1 or 2 a grey-blue bands

1 or 2 grey-blue bands
a grey-blue band Santonin: a grey-blue band
a grey-blue band

Solution /1) Solution 12)

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 5% of sections of stem and pieces of narrow- i
linear hairy leaves; not more than 2% of other foreign matter,
Appendix XI D.

Ash
NOl more than 11.0%, Appendix XI J,Method n.
Loss on drying
Not more than 10.0%, Appendix IX D.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquidchromawgraphy,
Appendix m D, using the following solutions.

(I) To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drug add 50 mL of
methanol and stir for zhours. Filter the solution using a dry
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CHARACTERISTICS
The mothertincture is a golden yellow to greenish liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
The mothertincture complieswith Identification test C
aboveusing the mothertincture as solution (1).

TESTS
Ethanol
40% 10 46% wlw (47% 10 54% vlv), Appendix VIII F.

Dry residue
Not less than 1.8% wlw, Appendix XI P.

Relative density
0.835 10 0.855, Appendix V G.

ASSAY
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix ill D, as described for the herbal drug using as
solution (1) the mothertincture.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the content of CisHIS03 in the mothertincture
using the declared content of C15HlSOJ in santonin BPCRS
using the following expression:

filterpaper into a 100 mL volumetric flask, wash the filtrate
with methanol, add me washings (0 the filtrate and dilute to
100 mL with methanoland mix. Weigh approximately 5 g
(6.5 mL) of the solution and add 20 mL of methanol in a
50 mL volumetric flask and dilute to volume with water.
(2) 0.005% wlv of santonin BPCRS prepared by dissolving
100 mg santonin BPCRS in 100 ml methanol and diluting
5 mL of the resulting solution 10 100 mL with the mobile
phase.
(3) 0.005% wlv each of santonin BPCRS and methyl
4-hydroxybenzoate in the mobile phase.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (15 cm x 4.6 mm) packed
with octade<ylsilyl silica gelfor chroma«Jgraphy (5 urn)
(!<romasil CI8 is suitable) filled with a stainless steel guard
colwnn packedwith the same material.
(b) Use isocratic elution and the mobilephasedescribed
below.

(c) Use a flow rate of 1.0 mL per minute.
(d) Use a column temperature of 25°,
(e) Use a detection wavelength of 236 nm.

(l) Inject 10 pL of each solution.

MOBILE PHAsE

Equal volumes of methanol and water.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (3), the resolution factor between the peaks due
to methyl4-hydroxybenzoa~ and santonin is not less than 2.0.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the content of C1sHI80.3 in the herbal drugusing
the declared content of C15HlS03 in santonin BPCRS using
the following expression:

Al m, V, 100-x-x-xpx-----,-
A, V, ml 100-d

A,

A,

m,
m,
V,
V,
P

A m_ v:
_I x-··oz-x-' xp
A, V. ~

areaof the peakdue to santonin in Ihechromatogram
obtained with solution(1);
areaof Ihepeakdue to santonin in thechromatogram
obtained withsolution(2);
weightof Iheherbal drugbeingexamined in mgj
weightof SdlltOnin BPCRSin mg;
dilutionvolumeof solution (I) in mI..;
dilutionvolumeof solution(2) in mL;
percentage contentof santonin (C.sHI80,) in
UU1ronill BPCRS.

1
MOTHER TINCTURE

The mother tincture complies with the requirements statedunder
Mother Tinctures for Homoeoj>athU; Preparations and wlih the
following requirements.

DEFINITION
It containsnot less than 0.1% of santonin (ClsHIS03).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Artemisia dna is prepared from the
powdered drug using Method 1.1.8 described in the
monograph for Methods of Preparation of Homoeopathic
Stocks and Potentisatlon. Use 86% w/w (90% vlv) of ethanol.

POE" _

DEFINITION
Content
99.0 per cent 10 101.0 per cent of BaCI2,2H20.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almost white, crystaUine powderor colourless
crystals.

Solublllty
Freelysoluble in water, veryslightly solubleor practically
insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Dissolve 0.1 g in I mL of water R. Add 0.3 mL of dilllte
sulfun"c addR. A whiteprecipitate is formed; it is insoluble in
dilute hydrochlori< acidR and in dilllte nilric acid R.

B. II gives reaction (a) of chlorides (2.3.1).

10326-27-9

Barium Chloride Dihydrate for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Barium Ch/""ullm for HomoeopaJhic Preparations,
Ph. Bur. monograph 2142)

BaCI2>2H20 244.3

areaof the peakdue (0 santonin in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (I)j
area of the peakdue [0 santonin in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2);
weightof the herbaldrugbeing examined in rna>
weightof fanroni" BPCRSin mg;
dilutionvolumeofsolution(I) in ml..;
dilutionvolumeof solution(2) in~
percentage content of sanlonin(CUH1SO,) in
santonin BPCRSj
percentage loss 00 drying of the herbal drug being
examined.

m,
m,
V,
V,
P

d

A,
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TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 10.0 g in warer R and dilute 10 100 mL with the
same solvent.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Method Ii).

Acidity or alkalinlty
To 10 mL of solUIion S add 0.1 mLofphenolphthalein
,oIution R. Not more than 0.2 mL of 0.01 M hydrochlonc acid
or 0.01 M sodium hydroxide is required to change the colour
of the indicator.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.200 gin 100 mL of mater R. Add 100 mL of
muhanol R, 10 mL of concentrated ammonia R and 2 mg of
phthalein purple R. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium <derate until the
colour changesfromviolet to colourless.
1. mL of 0.1 M sodium edetate is equivalent to 24.43 mg
of BaCl,,2H,O.
__________________ PIlE<;

Belladonna for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(ph. Eur. monograph 2489)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Whole, fresh, flowering plant of Atropa belladonna L.,
harvested at the end of flowering, with the ligneous base of
the stems removed.

IDENTIFICATION
The root crownis short, thick, cylindrical, with one or more
heads, and with manybranching roots extending from it;
these are grey or brown, ft.eshy, cylindrical or fusiform, very
rarely twisted. The erect stem of the youngest partis
cylindrical and pubescent. The petiolate leaves arealternate,
simple, oval, attenuated at both ends, lacking sdpules, with
pinnate venation, up to 20 em long and 10 cm wide; on the
flowering stems they arepaired and unequal in size.
The drooping, pedunculate, solitary flowers appear between
the petioles of the pairedleaves; they are actinomorphous,
pentameric, with superior ovaries; they havea gamosepalous,
glandular, greencalyx, which grows larger after flowering.
The corolla, 2-3 ern long, is campanulate, gamopetalous,
greenish-yellow withviolet veins in the upper pan; it is hairy
and deciduous, dividedinto 5 narrow, rounded lobes.The 5
alternipetalous stamens, attached at the base of the corolla,
have long filaments which are hairy in the lowerpan; they
bearbilocular, introrse anthers whichdehisce longitudinally,
The superior ovary consists of 2 carpels withaxile
placentation. The style is simple,ending in a slightly
cordiform stigma, extendingbeyond the stamens. The fruit is
a spherical, fleshy berry, the size of a cherry, green thenblack
and shinywhen ripe. The seeds arenumerous, renifonn with
a testa showingmarkings.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Minimum 75.0 per cent, determined on 5.0 g of the finely
cut drug by drying in an oven at 105°C for 2 h.

2022

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tmaures for homoeopathic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
Content
0.020 percent mlm to 0.050 per cent mlm of hyoscyamine
(CI1H"NO,; M,289.4).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture is prepared from the comminuted herbal
drug according to the following methodsprescribed in the
monograph Methods ofpreparation of homoeopathic stocks and
potentisation (2371):
- method 1.l.3;
- method loU 0, using ethanol (45 per cent VII') and a

maceration time of 3-5 weeks.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
atropine.
Detection A Spray withpotassium iodobismutha~ soluticn R2
until orange or brown zones becomevisibleagainst a yellow
background. Examine in daylight.

Results A See belowthe sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzones may be present,
in particular in the middleof the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution.

Top oCthe plate

Hyoscine: an orange or brown zooe
An onmge or brown zone, sometimes
very flint or ebeent (hyoscine)

-- --

-- --

Hyoscyamine: BI1 orange or brown An orange or brown zone
ron, (hyoscyamine)

Reference soludon Test soludon

The zone due to hyoscine in the chromatogram obtained
with the reference solution and thatwith the sameRp in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solutionare located at
the limit between the middle third and the upper third and
theymay therefore appear in either part of the
chromatogram.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.93210 0.947 when method 1.1.3 is used.

Ethanol (2.9.111)
40 per cent VlVlo 50 per cent VlVwhen method 1.1.10 is
used.
Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 1.4 per cent.
Mother tincture of Hyoscyamus niger - mother
tincture of Datura stramonium.
Concentrate 10 mL of the mother tincture to be examined
on a water bathuntil a volumeof 5 mL is obtained.
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____________________ PIIEfI

PIIEfI _

**** ** ******

Time MobUe phase A Mobile phose B
(nUn) (per cem VIP) (per cent VII')

0-5 90 '0
5 - 20 90 -. 10 10 -. 90

Cadmium Sulfate Hydrate for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Cadmium Suljuncumfor Homoeopatbic PreparatiJms,
Ph. Bur. monograph 2143)

CdSO,,813H,O 256.5

Al Illesof thepeak due 10hyoscyamine in the chromatogram
oblainedwith abe lesl solution;

A2 area. of lite peak due cohyosqamioe in me cbrcmarcgram
obtained with reference solution(e)i

ml mass of lite mother tincture to be examilled used to prepare abe
test solution, in grams;

m2 mass of hyoscyamint: ml/att: CRS used co prepare abe reference
solution. in grams;

p assigned percentage content of anhydrous hyoscyamine in
hyoscyamine ,uI/att: CRS.

Reference solution (c) Mix 3.0 mL of reference solution (a)
and 2.5 mL of reference solution (b) and dilute to 25.0 mL
with mobile phase A.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 rnm;
- stationary phase: end-copped OCladecylsilyl silica gd for

chromasography R (3 urn);
- temperature: 30 QC.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: triethylamine R, acetonitn"le for

chromaUJgraphy R, phosphate lniffer solution pH 7.0 R6
(0.01:5:95 VIVIV);

- mobile phase B: methylamine R, phosphate buffer solution
pH 7.0 R6, aaJwnitn7e for chromatography R
(0.01:40:60 VIVIV);

A, xm, x 16.667

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 210 nm.
Injectkm 20 J.tI.. of the test solution and reference
solution (c).

Retention time Hyoscyamine = about 12 min;
hyoscine = about 13.5 min.
System suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 5 between the peaksdue to

hyoscyamineand hyoscine;
- symmetry factor: maximum 2.0 for the peakdue to

hyoscyamine.
Calculate the percentage content mlm of hyoscyamine using
the following expression:

DEFINITION
Content
98.0 per ceot to 102.0 per cent (anhydrous substance).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white, crystalline powder.

Add 10 mL of waterR and filter. Shake the filtrate with
5 mL of methylene chloride R and collect the organic layer.
Filter and evaporate the filtrate to dryness underreduced
pressure. Take up the residue with 10 mL of hot waterR,
and add 0.1 mL of dilute ammonia RI. A greenish-blue
fluorescence appears when examined under ultraviolet light at
365 om.

The absence of greenish-blue fluorescence indicates
substitution by the mother tincture of Hyoscyamus niger
and/or by the mother tincture of Datura stramonium.

Atropine
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Evaporate 10 rnLof the mothertincture (0 be
examinedon a water-hath. Take up the residue with 5 mL of
dilute sulfuric acid RI and filter. Make alkaline with
concentrated ammonia R and extract with 15 mL of
I,I-dimethylethy/methylether R. Dry the ether layer over
anhydrous sodium suI/ate R and filter. Evaporate to dryness on
a water-bath and dissolve the residue in 1 mL of methanol R.
Reference solutUm Dissolve 50 mg of hyoscyamine sulfate R in
9 mL of methanol R (solution A). Dissolve 15 mg of hyoscine
hydrobromide R in 10 mL of methanol R (solution B).
To 8 mL of solution A add 1.8 mL of solution B and dilute
to 10 mL with mClhatwl R.

Plate TLC silica gd plate R (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 pm)].

Moln1e phase concentraud ammonia R) WQler R) acetone R
(3:7:90 VIVIV).
Application 20 pL [or 5 pLj as bands.

Deodopmenc Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying At 105 QC for 15 min; aUow to cool.
DeucdonB AfterdetectionA (see Identification), spray with
sodium ninitesolution R until me yeUow background
disappears. Examine in daylight.

ResultB No greyish-blue zone (atropine) appears in place of
the brownor reddish-brown zone due (Q hyoscyamine in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Introduce 1.500 g of the mothertincture to be
examined into a volumetric flask and dilute to 10.0 mL with
waterfor chromaUJgraphy R. Apply the mixrure to a cartridge
filled with a cation-exchange material (60 um, 60 mg),pre
conditioned with 2 mL of methanol R2 and then 2 mL of
waterfor chromaUJgraphy R. Rinse the volumetric flask with
1 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of anhydrous formic acidR
and 98 volumes of waterfor chromowgraphy R, and apply the
rinsings to the cartridge. Wash the cartridge with 2 mL of a
mixture of 2 volumes of anhydrous jormic acidRand
98 volumes of waterfor chromaUJgraphy R and the~with

2 mL of methotwl R2. Dry the cartridge with the aid of a
vacuum and elute with 3.5 mL of a mixture of 2 volumes of
concentrated ammonia R and 98 volumes of methanol R2.
Expel the solvent remaining in me cartridge into the eluate)
add 40 pL of glacial acetic acid R and dilute to 5.0 mL with
waterfor chromaUJgraphy R.
Reference solution (0) Dissolve 10.0 mg of hyoscyamine
su/jote CRS in methanol R2 and dilute 10 10.0 mL with the
same solvent
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of hyoscine
hydrobromide R in methanol R2 and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the same solvent
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PIlE"~ _

DEFINITION
Content
98.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent of CaF,.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Fine, whiteor almost white powder.
Solubility
Practically insoluble in water, slightly soluble in mineral
acids.

7789-75-5

Calcium Fluoratum for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(ph. Eur. monograph 2996)

CaP, 78.1

IDENTIFICATION
A. To 0.80 g add 20 mL of hydrochlori< acidR and heat to
boiling under a reflux condenser untilcomplete dissolution
(about 30 min). After cooling, add 0.1 mL of phenolphlhaJein
solution R, and thenconcentrated ammonia R until a pink
colouris obtained. Addglacial acetic acidR until the solution
is decolourised, thenadd 1 mL in excess. Filter and dilute to
40 mLwith waterR. Dilute 1 mLof the solution obtained to
5 mL witb distilled water R and add 2 mL of ammonium
oxalate solution R. A white precipitate is formedwhich
dissolves in 2 mL of dilute hydrochlori< acidR.
B. In a lead or platinum crucible, mix 10 mg witb 20 mg of
anhydrous colloidal silica R and a few drops of sulfuric acidR,
with the aidof a copper wire, in order to givea thin slurry.
Cover the crucible with a thin, transparent plate of plastic
under whicha dropof water R is suspended, andwann
gently. A white ring is rapidly formed around tbe drop of
water.

TESTS
Free acid
Shake 5.0 g witb 2 g of caJeium chloride Rand 100 mL of
water R for 5 min. Heat to 70 °C and filter. To 40 mL of tbe
filtrate, maintained at 70 °C, add 0.1 mL of methyl red
'olution R. Not more tban 1.0 mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide
is required to change thecolourof the indicator to yellow.

ASSAY
Introduce 0.150 g into a 500 mL conical Hask and add 8 mL
of hydrochloric acidR. Boil for 3-4 min on a preheated hot
plate and allow to cool. Add 300 mL of water R, followed by
,trong'odium hydroxid, sdution R until tbe first appearance of
persistent opalescence (about pH 14). Add 0.13 g of
caIconecarboxylic add triturate R andtitrate with0.1 M sodium
edetate until the colour changes from red-violet to pure blue.
The opalescence caused by thestrong sodium hydroxide
solution disappears during the course of the titration. If still
visible at the end of the titration, it can be dissolved by
adding a few drops of hydrochloric acid R.

I mL of 0.1 M sodium edetate is equivalent to 7.81 mg of
CaF,.

Solubility
Freely soluble in water, practically insoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
A. It gives reaction (a) of sulfates (2.3.1).

B. To 2 mL of solution S (see Tests) add 2 mL of sodium
sulfide solution R. A yellowprecipitate is fanned.

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 5.0 g in carbon dioxide-free water R and dilute to
50 mL with the same solvent.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Merhod If).

Acidity or alkalinity
To 10 mL of solution S add 0.3 mL of m,thyl orang'
,olution R. Not more tban 0.5 mL of 0.01M hydrochloric add
or 0.01 M sodium hydroxide is required to change the colour
of the indicator.

Nitrates
Maximum 100 ppm.

Dissolve 1.0 g in water R and dilute to 20.0 mL witb tbe
same solvent. To 1.0 mL of this solution add 0.2 mL of a
10 gIL solution of sulfanilic acidR in acetic acidRand 0.2 mL
of a recentlyprepared 3 gIL solution of naphthylamine R in
acetic acidR. Add a turning ofzinc R. A pink colour is
produced within 5 min. It is not more intense than that of a
mixture of 0.5 mL of nitrate standard solution
(10 ppm NO:J R and 0.5 mL of water R, prepared at tbe
same time.

Zinc sulfate, alkaline..earth sulfates, rare-earth sulfates
Dissolve 1.0 g in 17 mL of waterR. Add 0.5 mL of
hydrochloric acidR and I g of thioacetamide R. Heat in a
water-batb for 10 min. Dilute to 20.0 mL with water Rand
filter. Evaporate 10.0 mL of this solution to dryness in an
oven. Ignite the residue at about 800 ± 50 °C to constant
mass. The residue weighs a maximum of 2 mg.

Arsenic (2.4.2, Method A)
Maximum 2 ppm, determined on 5 mL of solution S.

Water (2.5.12)
16.0 percent to 20.0 percent, determined on 80 mg. Shake
for 10 min before carrying out the determination.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.200 g in 50 mL of water R. Add 10 mL of
ammonium chloride buffer 'olution pH 10.0 Rand 50 mg of
mordant block 11 triturate R I. Titrate witb 0.1 M sodium
edaau until the colour changes from red to green.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium edetau is equivalent to 20.85 mg
of Cd SO•.
-- PflE"

------------- PflE"
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Calcium Iodide Tetrahydrate for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Cakium lodatumfar Homoeopathic Preparalions,
Ph. Bur. monograph 2144)

Cal,,4H,O 366.0
PllEu _

DEFINITION
Content
97.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent of Cal, (anhydrous
substance).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white, veryhygroscopic powder.

Solublllty
Verysolubleor freely soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Solution S (see Tests) gives reaction (a) of calcium
(2.3.1).
B. Solution S (see Tests) gives reaction (b) of iodides (2.3.1).

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 10.0 g in dis.lled water R and dilute to 100.0 mL
with the same solvent.

Appearance of solution
SolutionS is clear (2.2.1) and not more intensely coloured
than reference solution GY, (2.2.2, Methodll).

Free iodine, iodates
To 5 mL of solution S add 2 mL of methylene chloride R.
Shakeand aUow to stand. The organic layeris colourless
(2.2.2, Methodl) (free iodine). Add 0.2 mL of dilute sulfuric
add R. Shakeand allow to stand.The organic layer remains
colourless (2.2.2, Methodl) (iodates).

Sulfates (2.4.11)
Maximum 150 ppm.
Dilute 10 mL of solution S to 15 mL with distilkdwater R.

Iron (2.4.9)
Maximwn 10 ppm, determined on 10 mL of solution S.

Water (2.5.12)
18.0 per cent to 22.0 per cent, determined on 0.100 g.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.300 g in 50 mL of water R. Add 5 mL of dilute
nitric acidRand 25.0 mL of 0.1 M silver nitrate. Shake.
Add 2 mL of ferric ammonium mIfatesolution R2 and titrate
with 0.1 M ammonium thiocyanate until me colour changes to
reddish-yellow.

I mL of 0.1 M silver nitrate is equivalent to 14.70 mg
of Cal,.

STORAGE
In 3n airtight container.
___________________ PIlE"
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Calcium Phosphate for Homoeopathic
Preparations
CalciumPhosphoricum for Homoeopathic Preparations

DEFINITION
CalciumPhosphate for Homoeopathic Preparations contains
Calcium Phosphate.

PRODUCTION OF STOCK
The first trituration of CalciumPhosphate for Homoeopathic
Preparations is prepared using a suitable quantity of a
vehicle, such as Lactose Monohydrate, Lactoseor Sucrose,
and a validated method for trituration that ensures
homogeneity is achieved. The vehiclecomplieswith the
statement under Vehicles in the monograph for
Homoeopathic Preparations.
Content ofcalcium Ca
The firstdecimal trituration contains 3.5% to 4.0% of Ca.

C!UUlA<;TEFUSTICS
The first decimal trituration is a whitepowder.

IDENTIFICATION
Wash 5 g of the first decimal trituration of the substance
beingexaminedwith three lo-mL quantities of flJater.

The dried residue complies with the following tests.
A. Dissolve O. I g of the dried residue in 5 mL of a 25% vlv
solution of nitric acid. The resulting solutionyieldsreactionB
of phosphates, Appendix VI.

B. The driedresidue yieldsreaction B characteristic of
calcium salts, Appendix VI. Filter before adding potassium
ferrocyanide solution.
C. The dried residue complieswil:h the limit:s of the Assay.
D. H the preparation includes Lactose Monohydrate as the
vehicle, it complieswith the foUowing test. Dissolve 0.25 gin
5 mLof water. Add 5 mL of ammonia and heat in a water
bath at 80' for 10 minutes. A red colour develops.

E. If me preparation includes Sucroseas the vehicle, it
complieswith the following test. Dissolve 5.0 g in carbon
dioxide-free water and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute I mL of the solution to 100 mL with water. To 5 mL
of the solution add 0.15 mL of freshly prepared copper mIfote
solution and 2 mL of fresWy prepared dilute sodium hydroxide
solution. The solutionis blue and clear and remains so after
boiling. To the hot solution add 4 mL of dilute hydrochloric
acidand boil for 1 minute. Add 4 mL of dilute sodium
hydroxi'de solution. An orange precipitate is formed
inunediately.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.2 g of the residue in a mixture of 1.0 mL of
hydrochlaric acidRl and 5 mL of water. Add 25.0 mL of
O.IM disodium edeuue and dilute to 200 mL with water.
Adjust to about pH 10 with concd.trated ammonia.
Add 10 mL of ammonia buffer pH 10.0 and a few milligrams
of mordant black 11 triturate. Titrate the excess disodium
edetate with 0.1M zinc mIfateuntil the colour chaoges from
blue to violet. Each mL ofO.1Msodiumhydroxide is
equivalent to 4.008 mg of Ca.
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Cineraria Maritima for Homoeopathic
Preparations
DEFINITION
Cineraria Maritima for Homoeopathic Preparations is the
fresh aerial parts of Cineraria maritima L. harvested before
flowering.

IDENTIFICATION
Plant Low growing, woody-based perennial 25 to 30 em
occasionally up to 100 em high, with strong, white tornentose
shoots up to 20 mm in diameter. The shoots are much
branched and those bearing the flowers are elongated wilh
some smaller leaves in the upper part; the shorter, non
flowering shoots remain compressed with the leaves fanning
a rosette at the top.

Leaves The leaves are alternate, up to 25 em long and
12 em wide) ovate or oblong-ovate, the lowest coarsely
toothed, the upper ones deeply pinnatified or pinnate with
4 to 6 oblong to blunt, often 3 to 5 lobed, unequal segments.
The under surface is covered with a dense white felt, the
upper surface is green with scattered cottony hairs,

MOTHER TINCTURE .

The mother tincture complies WJih the requirements stated under
Mother Tinctures for Homoeopmhic Preparations and with ,he
following requirements,

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Cineraria maritima L. is prepared
from the cut drug using Me/hod 1.1. 7 described in the
monograph for Methods of Preparation of Homoeopathic
Stocks and Potendsation. Use 43% wlw (50% vlv) of ethanol.

CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a dark yellow, clear to slightly turbid
liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromarogYaphy,
Appendix III A, using the foUowingsolutions.

(I) Dilute 5 mL of the mother tincture with 15 mL of~rer
and transfer to a cartridge containing occadecy/-bonded silIca
soroen' (a Sep-pak CI8 cartridge is suitable) previously
washed with 10 mL of me/hanoi foUowed by 10 mL of water.
Elute with 10 mL of methanol, evaporate the eluant and
dissolve the residue in 0.5 mL of methanol.

(2) 0.05% wlv each of hyperoside and rutin and 0.01% wlv of
scopoklin in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gelFm .
(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply 30 ~Lofsolution(I) and 10 ~L of solution (2) as
10 nun bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em,

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air and spray the plate
with a 1% wlv solution of diphenylbork add aminoelhyl ester in

methanol and then spray with a 5% w/v solution of
polyethylene glycol 400 in methanol. Heat .at 1.000 to .1050

~or

5 minutes, allow to dry in air and examme unmediately m
ultravWIe/ light (365 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumes of water, 10 volumes offormic acidand
80 volumes of ethylacetate.

2022

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows three fluorescent bands: an orange
fluorescent band with a low Rfvalue (rutin), an orange
fluorescent band with an Rf value in the middle region
(hyperoside) and a blue fluorescent band with an Rf value In
the upper region (scopoletin).

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows an
orange fluorescent band in a similar position to rutin, another
fluorescent band above this orange band, another orange
fluorescent band in a similar position to hyperoside with a
green fluorescent band just below, one or two green
fluorescent bands between the bands in similar positions to
hyperoside and scopoletin, one blue-green fluorescent band
in a similar position to scopoletin and one yellow-green to
orange fluorescent band above the blue-green fluorescent
band.

Top of the plate

A yellow-green 10
orangefluorescenl band

A blue-green Scopolelin: a blue
fluorescent band fluorescent band

An orangefluorescent Hyperoslde: an orange
band fluorescent band

A greenfluorescent
band

A ffuorescent band

An orangefluorescenl Rutin: an orange
band fluorescent band

Solution (1) Solution 12

B. Carry out the method for dnn-layer chroma/l)graphy,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.

(I) Evaporate off the ethanol from 50 mL of the mother
tincture. Make the residue alkaline with dilute ammonia Rl
and extract with three 20-mL quantities of chloroform.
Evaporate the combined chloroform extracts to dryness and
dissolve the residue in I mL of ethanol (60%).
(2) 0.1 % wlv of reserpine in are/l)ne.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating sih'ca gelF254•

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply 30 ~L of solution (I) and 20 ~Lofsoluoon (2) as
10 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 10 cm.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air and spray the plate
with a 2% wlv solution of dimethylamitwbenzaldehyde in
ethanol and then spray with a solution of suljUric acid. Heat at
100 0 to 105 0 for 5 minutes and examine in daylight,

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumes of methanol and 90 volumes of chloroform.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows one blue band with an Rf value of 0.80.

j
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CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtainedwith solution (1) shows a series
of violet bandsbetween the line of application and RfvaIue
0.65, one pink band at Rfvalue 0.75 and one red band
at Rfvalue 0.90.

Top of the plate

A red band

Reserpine: a blue

A pink band band

A series of violet
bands between the
line of application
and RfO.55

Solulion (1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Ethanol
25 to 35% wfw (31 to 42% vlv), Appendix Vlll F.

Dry residue
Not less than 1.0%, determined on 2 mL, Appendix Xl P.

Relative density
0.957 to 0.977, Appendix V G.

STORAGE
Cineraria Maritima for Homoeopathic Preparations should
be protected from light.

Citrullus Colocynthis Fruit for
Homoeopathic Preparations
DEFINITION
Citrullus Colocynthis Fruit for Homoeopathic Preparations is
the dried, peeled fruits of Cinullus ",locymhis (L) Scbrad.
with the seeds removed.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The peeled fruits arespherical with a diameter of 5 to
10 em, white to pale yeUow and verylight in texture,
consistingmainlyof soft, spongy tissuefrom the inner cupule
and the placentae. The external surface is marked by spiral,
flanish, knife marks where the peel has been removed.
In cross section, three conspicuous fissures can be seen
radiating from the centre and dividing the fruit into three
parts. Each partcontains two groups of seeds nearthe
periphery, the remaining space being filled with pithy
parenchyma. Eachfruitcontains 200 to 300 seeds.
The inferior ovary is initially tripartite but as the placentae
growout from the centre towards the circumference, each
divides into two, half curving backwards, and givingthe
appearance of a hexapartite ovary.
B. Reduce to a powder. The powderis pale yellowish-buff.
Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate solution.
The powder shows abundant, large, partly lignified, thin
walled, finely pined, usuallyfragmented parenchyma; smaller
cells with slightly collenchymatous thickening and more
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distinct pitted circular to oval areas, lignified, spirally or
annularly thickened vessels.
C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A, usingthe following solutions.
(I) Add 30 mL of 86% vlv ethanolto 3 g of the coarsely
powdered drugand heat underreflux for 2 hours. Allow to
cool and filter. Evaporate 20 mL of the filtrate to about
5 ml.

(2) 0.1% wlv each of caffeine, coumarin and resorcinol in
methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coatingsilica gelF254.

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply 20 ~L of each solution.

(d) Develop the plate to 10 em.

(e) Remove the plate,dry it in airand examine under
ultraviolet light (254 nm).

MOBILE PHAse

1 volumeof 13.5M ammonia, 9 volumes of methanol and
90 volumes of dichloromethane.

SYSTEM SUITABlUTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtainedwith
solution (2) shows three clearly separated bands
(approximate Rfvalues: resorcinol 0.31, caffeine 0.67 and
coumatin 0.87).

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows two
dark bands at Rf values of 0.08 and 0.1 respectively between
the line of application and the band due to resorcinol, one
darkband at an Rfvalue of 0.56 positionedbetween the
band due to resorcinol and thatdue to caffeine, and one dark
band at approximately Rfvalue of 0.78 positionedbetween
the band due to caffeine and that due to coumarin. Other
bandsmay be present.

Top of the plate

Coumarin: a dark band

A dark band

Caffeine: a dark band

A dark band

Resorcinol: a dark
band

A dark band

Adark band

Solution (1) Solution (2)
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MOTHER TINCTURE

"'E" _

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2.0% of the outer part of the pericarp; not
more than 5.0% of seeds; not more than 2.0% of other
foreign matter, Appendix XI D.

Loss on drying
When dried at 100° to 105° for 2 hours, loses not more than
22.0% of its weight. Use I g.

Total ash
Not more than 13.0%, Appendix XI J, Method II.

endocarp projects. Cut longitudinally, the endosperm shows
the presence of 2 narrow cavities in each of which is enclosed
1 of the foliaceous cotyledons.

B. Microscopic examination (2.8.23). Reduce to a
powder (710) (2.9.12). The powder is brown. Examine
under a microscope using chloral hydrate solunim R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2486.-1): fragments of the epicarp (surface view [D))
consisting of thin-walled, polygonal cells, about 30-50 prn in
diameter [Da], anomocytic stomata (2.83) [Db), and cells in
a pattern consisting of a cell with slightly thickened walls,
pitted at the centre, surrounded by 4-6 cells [Dc]; fragments
of the epicarp and outer layers of the mesocarp (transverse
section [CD showing the epicarp covered by a fine cuticle
[Cal and cells of the mesocarp, ovoid or rounded, some
containing prisms of calcium oxalate [Cb]; nwnerous
fragments of the inner layers of the mesocarp and of the
endocarp [A) consisting of sclereids [Aa) and short fibres
with pitted walls [Ab]j fragments of the endocarp consisting
of layers of variously oriented fibres (surface view [ED;
sclereidsand isolated fibres [B]; vascular bundles
(longitudinal section [F), accompanied by fibres IFa);
fragments of the endosperm [G, HI containing very
numerous small acicular crystals.

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solution To 2.00 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of ethanol (90 per cent VIlQ R, shake for
2 h and then centrifuge (1000 g). Use the supernatant.
Reference solutWu Dissolve 10 mg of piaoon R and 10 mg of
pkrowxinin R in ethanol (96 per cent) R and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 IUD) [or TLC silica gel
ptateR (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase methanol R, ethylacetate R, hepUlne R
(10:40:50 VlVIV).

Application 40 ~L [or 10 111-) as bands of20 mm [or
10 nun).
Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with anisaldehyde solution R, heat at
100-105 °C for 5-10 min and examine immediately in
daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Above the zone due to picrotoxinin, several
pink or violet zones may also be visible in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

r-- --

Picrotoxinin: a blue zone A blue zone (picrotoxinin)

-- --

Picrotin: a blue zone A blue zone (picrotin)

Reference solution Test solution

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay.

Results The peaks due to picrotoxinin and picrotin in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution are similar in
retention time to the corresponding peaks in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

**** ** ****.*
Cocculus Indicus for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Cocculm for Homoeopathic Preparations, Ph. Bur.
mooograph 2486)

The mother tincture complies with the requirements stated under
Mother Tinctures for Homoeopathic Preparations and wi,h the
following requirements.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Ci,ruUm colocynthis (L.) Scbrad.
is prepared from the powdered drug using Method 4a
described in the monograph for Methods of Preparation of
Homoeopathic Stocks and Potentisation. Use 86% wlw
(90% vlv) ethanol.

CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a light yellow to yellow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
The mother tincture complies with Identification test C
above using the mother tincture as solution (1).

TESTS
Ethanol
8t% to 91% wlw (86% to 94% vlv), Appendix VIII F.

Dry residue
1.0% to 2.5% wlw, Appendix XI P.

Relative density
0.830 to 0.850, Appendix V G.

DEFINITION
Dried, ripe fruit of Anamino cocculus (L.) Wight & Am. (syn.
A. paniatlata Colebr.).

Content
Minimum 0.80 per cent of picrotoxinin (Ct5HI606;
M, 292.3) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
First identification: A, B, D.

Second identification: A, B, C.
A. The fruits are dark greyish-brown or black, reniform or
sub-spherical, about 6-10 mm in diameter and 9~12 nun
long; the outer surface is irregularly wrinkled with a ridge
about 4-6 mm long running between the pale, circular scar
left by the stalk and the small beak of the remains of the
stigma. The pericarp is hard, about 1 mm thick and the
inner surface is brownish-grey, hard and woody.
Cut transversely, the fruit shows a single, cup-shaped seed
into the hollow of which an ingrowth of the mesocarp and
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Figure 2486.- I. - Illustration for identification test B ofpowtkred
herbal drugof Cocculus

TESTS
Loss on drying (2.2.32)'
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (110) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 6.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tes. solution To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (110)
(2.9.12) add 20.0 mL of ethanol (90 percent VII? R, sbake
for 2 h and then centrifuge at 1000 g for 5 min. Dilute
2.0 mL of the supernatant to 20.0 mL with the mobilephase
and filter through a membrane filter(nominal pore size
0.45 um),

Reference solution Dissolve 5.0 mg of piavtin CRS and
5.0 mg of piavroxininCRS in 10.0 mL of aceronirrile R.
Dilute 2.0 mL of the solution to 20.0 mL with the mobile
phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4.0 mrn;
- stationary phase: occad«y/silyl silica gelfor chroma.ography R

(5 urn),

Mobile phase aceronitrile Rl, waterR (30:10 VIII).

Flowrate 0.5 mlJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 200 nrn.
Injection 10 IlL.
Run time Twice the retention time of picrotoxim'n CRS.
Retention time Picrotin = about 6 min;
picrotoxinin = about 9.5 min.
System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaksdue to picrotin

and picrotoxinin.
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Calculate the percentage contentof picrotoxinin using the
following expression:

A, areaof the peak due to picrotoxinin in the chromatogram
obtained withthetest SOrutiOD;

Az areaor the peakdue to picrotollinin in the chromatogram
oblainedwith the referencesolution;

m, massor theherbal drugto beexamined used to prepare the lest
solution. in grams;

mz mass of pjaowxininCRS used to prepare the reference solution.
in grams;

p assigned percentage contentorpicrotoxinin in piaotDxini" CRS.

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complieswith the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures for homoeopathic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
Content
0.07 per cent mlm to 0.15 per cent mlm of picrotoxinin
(C15H1.O.).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture is prepared from the dried, ripefruit of
A. cocculus (L) Wight & Am. according to the following
methods prescribed in the monograph Methods of proparation
of homoeopathic srocks and potentisation (2371):
- method 1.1.8 using the powdered herbal drug (110)

(2.9.12) and ethanol (90 per cent VIII); use ethanol
(10 per cent VIII) to prepare the 4'" decimal dilution and
ethanol (50 per cent VIJI) for subsequent dilutions;

- method 1.1.10 using the crushed drug in fragments of
ahout 2-3 mrn, ethanol (90 per cent VIII) and a
maceration timeof about 3 weeks.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellow or dark yellow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in
identification test C for the herbal drugwith the following
modification.
Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.
B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the assay.
Results The peaks due to picrotoxinin and picrotin in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution aresimilar in
retention time to the corresponding peaks in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.830 to 0.845 when method 1.1.8 is used.

Ethanol (2.9.111)
85 per cent VIV to 95 per cent VIV when method l.l.l0 is
used.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 0.7 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the assay of
the herbal drug with the followingmodification.

Tesr solution Dilute 0.500 g of the mother tincture to be
examined to 10.0 mL with the mobilephase and filterusing
a membrane filtre (nominal poresize 0.45 um).
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Calculate the percentage contentof picrotoxinin using the
following expression:

A, area of me peak due to picrotoxinin in me chromatogram
obtained with me test solution;

Az areaof the peakdue to picrotoxinin in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solution;

m, mass of the mother tincture to beexamined used to prepare the
test solution,in grams;

IRz mass of picrotoxinin CRS wed to prepare me reference solution,
in grams;

p assigned percentagecontent of picrotoxinin in picrotoxizJin CRS.

_~~ ~~~ ~~~ PhE"

Copper for Homoeopathic
Preparations
Copper for Homoeopathic Use
(Cuprum Meta/lieum for Homoeopothic Preparations, Ph. Bur.
monograph 1610)

Cu 63.5 7440-50-8
PhE" ~~ ~ _

DEFINITION
Content
98.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent of Cu.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Reddish-brown powder.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water, soluble in nitric acid,
practically insoluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
A. To 2 mL of solution S (see Tests) add 0.5 mL of
potassium ferrocyanide solution R. A reddish-brown precipitate
is formed.
B. To 5 mL or solution S add 0.6 mL of ammonia R. A blue
precipitate is formed. Add 2 mL of ammonia R.
The precipitate disappears; the solution has an intense blue
colour.

2022

Test solution Dissolve 1.00 g in 5 mL of nilnc acidR and
dilute to 50.0 mL with water R.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using iron
standard solution (20 ppm Fe) R, diluted as necessary with a
1 per cent VIV solution of nilrie acidR.
Source Iron hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavelength 248.3 am.
Flame Air-acetylene.

Lead
Maximum 100 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method1).

Test solution Use the test solution prepared for the test for
iron.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using lead
standard solution (0.1 percentPb) R, diluted as necessary with
a 1 per cent VIV solution of nittic acidR.
Source Lead hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavelength 283.3 am.
Flame Air-acetylene.

Zinc
Maximum 50 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method1).

Test solution Use the test solution prepared for the test for
iron.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using zinc
standard salution (100ppm Zn) R, diluted as necessary with a
1 per cent VIV solution of nitn'c add R.
Source Zinchollow-cathode lamp.
Wavelength 213.9 am.

Flame Air-acetylene.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.100 g in 5 mL of nitric acid R. Heat to expel the
nitrous fumes. Add 200 mL of waterR and neutralise (2.2.3)
with dilute ammonia R1. Add I g or ammoniumchloride Rand
3 mg or murexide R. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium edetate until
the colourchanges from green to violet.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium edetate is equivalent to 6.354 mg of
Cu.
__~~~ ~__~~_PhE"

PIlE" ~~__

DEFINITION
Content
99.0 per cent to 101.0 per cent of Cu(C;,H,O,)"H,O.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Greenish-blue crystals or green powder.

Solubility
Soluble in water. slightly soluble or very slightly soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 2.0 g in 10 mL of nitric acidR. After nitrous fumes
areno longerevolved) dilute to 60 mLwithdislilled water R.

Acidity or alkalinity
To 5.0 g add 20 mL of earbon dioxide-free waterR. Boil for
I min. Cool. Filter and dilute to 25.0 mL with carbon
dioxide-free waterR. To 10 mL of the solution add 0.1 mL or
bromothymol bluesolution R1. Not more than 0.5 mL of
0.01 M hydrochlori< acidor 0.01 M sodium hydroxide is
required to change the colourof the indicator.

Chlorides (2.4.4)
Maximum 100 ppm) determined on solution S.

Sulfate. (2.4.13)
Maximum 300 ppm) determined on solution S.

Iron
Maximum 50 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method l).

Copper Acetate Monohydrate for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Cuprum Acetieum for Homoeopathic Preparations,
Ph. Bur. monograph 2146)

Cu(C;,H,O,j"H,O 199.7 6046-93-1
~
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IDENTIFICATION
A. It gives reaction (a) of acetates (2.3.1).

B. Dissolve 0.1 gin 10 mL of water R and add dilute
ammonia Rl dropwise. A dark blue colouris produced.

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 3.0 g in a mixture of 40 mL of distilled water Rand
0.6 mL ofglacial acetic acidR, with heating at 70 'C. Cool
and dilute to 45 mL with distiUed water R.

Appearance of soludon
Solution S is clear (2.2.1).

Impurities not precipitating with hydrogen sulfide
Maximum 0.1 per cent, calculated as sulfates.
To 2.000 g add 92 mL of water Rand 8.0 mL of dilute
sulfuric acidR. Heat to 70°C. Pass a current of hydrogen
sulfide R until thereis no longerprecipitation of copper
sulfide. Allow to cool and stand, then filter. Evaporate to
dryness 50.0 mL of the filtrate in a crucible. Ignite the
residue at about 600 ± 50°C to constant mass.

Chlorides (2.4.4)
Maximum 50 ppm, determined on solutionS.

Sulfates (2.4.13)
Maximwn,150 ppm, determined on solutionS.

Iron (2.4.9)
Maximum 20 ppm.
Dissolve 0.500 g in 10 mL of water R. Transfer to a
separating funnel. Add 20 mL of hydrochloric acid Rl and
10 mL of melhylisobulylluume R. Shake vigorously for
3 min. Allow to stand.Transfer the organic layer to a second
separating funnel and add 10 mL of water R. Shake
vigorously for 3 min. Allowto stand. The aqueous layer
complies with the limit test for iron.

Nickel
Maximum 10 ppm.
To the residue obtained in the test for impurities not
precipitating with hydrogen sulfide, add 2.0 mL of
hydrochloric acidRand 1.0 mL of sulfuric acidR. Evaporate to
dryness. Dissolve the residue in a mixture of 3.0 mL of dilute
sulfuric acidRand 17.0 mL of water R. To 4.0 mL of this
solution add 4.0 mL of water R, 5.0 mL of bromine water RJ

7.0 mL of dl7ute ammonia Rl and 3.0 mL ofa 10 gIL
solution of disuethylglyoxime R in ethanol (90 per ceul VI,,? R.
This solutionis not more intensely coloured within I min
than a solution prepared as follows: mix 4.0 mL of a I ppm
solution of nickel (Ni) prepared from nickd standard solution
(10 ppm Ni) R, 4.0 mL of water Rand 5.0 mL of bromine
walerR; carefully add 7.0 mL of dilute ammonia Rl and
3.0 mL of a 10 gIL solution of dimethylglyoxime R in ethafUJl
(90 perceut VI,,? R.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.400 g in water R and dilute to 50 mL with the
same solvent. Add 6.0 mL ofglacial acetic acid R, 10.0 g of
potassium iodid« R and I mL of starch solutWn R. Titrate with
0.1 M sodium thiosulfate.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 19.97 mg of
Cu(G,H30,)"H,O.
_________________ PIIflI

Hornoeopathic Preparations IV-577

Crocus for Homoeopathic
Preparations
Saffron for Homoeopathic Use
Saffron for Homoeopathic Preparations
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1624)
!'hE" _

DEFINITION
Dried stigmas of Crocus sati'lJUS L. usually joined by the base
to a shortstyle.

CHARACTERS
Characteristic, aromatic odour.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The dark brick-red stigmas, when dry, are 20 mm to
40 mm long and after soaking with water, about35 mm to
50 mm long. The tubes, gradually widening at the top, are
incised on one side, the uppermargin is open andfinely
crenated. The style connecting the 3 stigmas is pale yellow
andnot more than5 mm long.
B. Examine undera microscope usingchloral hydrate
solution R. It shows the following diagnostic characters:
elongated epidermal cells, frequently with a short, central
papilla; in water theyrelease a yellowcolouring matter; the
upper border of the stigma has finger-shaped papillae) up to
150 JIm long; between them aresingle, globular pollen
grains, about 100 urn wide, with a finely pittedexine,
vascular bundles with small spirally thickened vessels and no
fibres.
C. Carefully crush pieces of the herbal drug to coarse
particles and moisten with 0.2 mL of phasphomolybdi< acid
solutWn R. The particles tum blue within 1-2 min or they
have a blue aeeote around them.
D. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solulion Carefully crush 0.1 g of the herbal drug with a
glass rod and moisten with 0.2 mL of waterR. After 3 min
add 5 mL of methanol R, allow to standfor 20 min,
protected from light, and filter through a plug of glass wool.

Reference solutWn Dissolve 5 mg of naphthol yellow R in
5 mL of methanol R and add a solution of 5 mg of Sudan red
GRin 5 mL of methylene chloride R.

Plate TLC silica gelPm plate R.
Mobile phase water R, 2-propafUJi R, ethylaatate R
(10:25:65 VIVII').
Application I0 ~L of the test solution and 5 It!. of the
reference solution as bands.
Deudopmenc Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Daeaion A Examine in daylight.

Results A See below the sequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
(est solution.

Top oftbe plate

Aced zone

A yellowzone

2 yeUow zones

An intenseyeUow zone (crocine)

Reference solution Teat solution
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Deuaion B Examinein ultraviolet light at 254 ron.
Results B See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution.

Top of the plate

A red zone 1 or 2 quenching zones

A yellow zone A quenchingzone

Reference solution Test solution

Daeaion C Treat with anisaldehyde solution R and examine
in daylight while heating at 100-105 ·C for 5-10 min.

Results C See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solution and the
test solution.

Top oftbe plate

A redzone I or 2 redto reddish-violet zones

A blue [0 bluish-green zone A red to reddish-violet zone

2 blue to bluish-green zones

An intensebtueto bluish-green zone
(crocine)

Reference solution Test solution

E. Dilute 0.1 mL of the test solution (see Identification D)
with I mL of methanol R.·Deposit 0.1 mL of this solution on
a filter paper, allow to dry and spray with a 10 gIL solution
of diphenylboric acidamitwetItY/ ester R in muhanolR. Examine
in ultraviolet light at 365 nm. The spot shows an intense
orange-yellow fluorescence.

TESTS
Colouring Intensity
Introduce 0.10 g into a 5 mL volumetric flask and dilute to
5.0 mL with distilled waterR. Close the lIask and shake every
30 min for 8 h. Then allow to stand for 16 h. Dilute 1.0 mL
to 500.0 mL with disti/kdwater R. The absorbance (2.2.25)
measured at 440 nm using distilled waterR as the
compensation liquid, is not less than 0.44.

Foreign matter
Examine the herbal drug microscopically. No parts with
roughwalls, no crystals and no pollen grains containing
3 germinal poresarepresent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, detemnined on 0.200 g by drying in
an oven at 105 °C.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent, determined on the residue obtained
in the test for loss on drying.
__________________~PhE"
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Cydonia Oblonga for Homoeopathic
Preparations
DEFINITION
Cydonia Oblonga forHomoeopathic Preparations is the
seeds of Cydonia oblonga Mill.

IDENTIFICATION
The seeds are 6 to 7 mm long, reddish-brown to dark
brown, frequently cohering by a whitemucilage appearing in
flakes on the surface and in the spacesbetween the seeds;
four-sided, one arched, one often distinctly ridged and two
larger andflattened; pointed at one end, where the hilum
occurs as a palerspot, obtuse at the otherextremity, where
the chalaza is situated, Cut transversely, the seed shows a
very narrowendosperm surrounding two yellowish-white
cotyledons.

TESTS
Total ash
Not more than 5%, Appendix XI J, Methodn.

MOTHER TINCTURE

The mother tincture complies Wlih therequirements statedunder
Mother Tinaures for Homoeopathic Preporadons and with 'he
following requirements.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Cydonia oblonga Mill. is prepared
from the powdered drug using Muhod 1.1.8 described in the
monograph for Methods of Preparation of Homoeopathic
Stocks and Potentisation. Use glycerol.

CHARACTEIDSTICS
The mother tincture is a pale yeltow, clearor slightly turbid
viscous liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for thin-layer ehromalOgraphy,
Appendix III A, using the following solutions.

(I) Dilute 5 mL of the mother tincture with 5 mL of water,
mix thoroughly and transfer the diluted tincture to a
cartridge containing octadecyl-bonded silica 'orbem (a Sep-pak
C 18 cartridge is suitable) previously washed with 10 mL of
methanol followed by 10 mL of water. Wash the cartridge
with 15 mL of water and elute with 10 mL of methanol.
Evaporate the eluant to dryness usinga rotary evaporator.
Dissolve the residuein 0.5 mL of methanol.
(2) 0.1% wlv of hyperoside, 0.1% wlv of IUlinand 0.01% wlv
of scopoutin in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silial gel 60 Pm.
(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 40 JlL of solution (I) and 10 JlL of solution (2), as
12 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em.

(e) After removal of the plate, dry in air and spray the plate
with a 1%wlv solution of diphenylboric acidaminoethyl ester ln.
methanol, and then with a 5% wlv solution of polyelhy/ene
glycol 400 in methanol and examine underultraviolet light
(365 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

15 volumes of anhydrous lonnie acid, 15 volumes of waterand
70 volumes of etItY/ acetate.
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SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two dearly separated orange fluorescent
bands and one blue fluorescent band at a higher Rf value.
In order of increasing Rf value the bands are: rutin)
hyperoside and scopoletin.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (I) shows three
yellow fluorescent bands in the lower third, a blue fluorescent
band just below the rutin standard, a blue fluorescent band
just below the hyperoside standard and a blue fluorescent
band with the same Rfvalue of the scopoletin standard.
Orner bands may be present.

Top of the Dial.

A blue fluorescent band Scopolelin:a blue
fluorescent band

Hyperoskfe: an oranqe
fluorescent band

A~uenuorescentband

Rutin: an orange
A blue fluorescent band fluorescent band
A. yellow fluorescentband
~ yellow nuorescent band
V' yellow fluorescentband

Solution (11 Solution 121

TESTS
Refractive Index
1.468 to 1.475, Appendix V E.

Digitalis for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2705)

PhE" -------

DEFINITION
Fresh leaf of Digilalis purpurea 1., collected just before or
during flowering.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The flower is light to dark violet. The leaf is variable in
size, usuaUy 10-50 em long and 4-15 em wide, simple, entire,
lanceolate, oblong, and ending in a subacute apex.
The margins of the lamina are crenate or dentate. It is thick
with a velvety or rough texture. The lamina is decurrent,
attenuated along me midrib, the whole fanning a winged,
triangular petiole, with purple-pink spots at the base.
The venation is pinnate, with the lateral veins leaving the
midrib at about 45°; they anastomose near the leaf margin
fonning arcs, and are connected to each other by an
extensive network of tertiary veinJets. The upper surface is
greyish-green and pubescent) but sometimes almost glabrous.
The veins are sunken, forming depressed lines around
bulging areas in the lamina. The lower surface is paler and
very tomentose; the whitish veins are prominent giving the
surface a honeycomb-like appearance.

Homoeopathic Preparations IV-579

B. From non-flowering plants, take a fragment of the lower
epidennis of the leaf. Examine under a microscope using
chloral hydratesolution R. The leaf has a smooth cuticle and
shows the following diagnostic characters: epidermal cells
30-75 pm long, with distinctly sinuous anticlinal walls;
numerous anomocytic stomata (2.8.3)j covering trichomes
often articulated and bent at right angles, uniseriate, usually
with 3-5 cells, sometimes collapsed, and a terminal cell
covered in a sometimes smooth but usually verrucose or
slightly striated cuticle; glandular trichomes with unicellular
stalks and globular bicellular heads; glandular trichomes with
multicellular, uniseriate stalks and unicellular heads.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent.

Dig"talis lana'a
The presence of brownish-yellow flowers, of oval lanceolate,
narrow leaves, with entire margins or with dentate margins
only near the apex, the existence of a few glandular
trichomes of epidermal cells with. very characteristic beaded
walls, and the absence of covering trichornes, indicates
adulteration with Digitalis kmata Ehrh.

Dlgitalis lutea
The presence of brownish-yellow flowers, of sessile,
janceolate, denticulate, almost glabrous leaves and the
scarcity of smooth covering trichomes, indicates adulteration
with Digitalis lurea L.

Digitalis grandiflora
The presence of brownish-yellow flowers, of oblong or oval
leaves with serrate margins, non-reticulate venation and veins
bearing rare, very large covering trichomes with large pits)
indicates adulteration with Digitalis grandijlora All.

Lo•• on drying (2.2.32)
Minimum 70.0 per cent, determined on 5.0 g of the
comminuted herbal drug by drying in an oven at 105°C
for 2 h.

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures for homoeopathic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
The mother tincture is prepared from the fresh leaf of
Digitalis purpurea 1., collected just before or during flowering.

Content
0.003 per cent mlm 10 0.013 per cent mlm of digiloxin
(C4 IH..O,,; M, 765).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture is prepared from the comminuted herbal
drug according to the following methods prescribed in the
monograph Methods of preparation of homoeopeshic stocks and
potentisation (2371):
- method 1.1.3;
- method I.I.IO, using ethanol (65 per cent VII') and a

maceration time of 3-5 weeks.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Light greenish-brown or brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Evaporate 10 mL of the mother tincture to be
examined to dryness under reduced pressure. Take up the
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residue in I mL of a mixture of equal volwnes of ethyl
acetate R and methanol R.
Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of digitQXin R and 2 mg of
gitoxin R in a mixture of equal volumes of ethyl aceUlte Rand
methanol R, and dilute to 10 mL with the same mixture of
solvents.

Piau TLC silica gd plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
pial< R (2-10 ~»).

Mobile phase wot<r R, melhanol R, ethylacetal< R
(7.5:10:75 VIVIJI).

Applirotion 20 pL [or 10 ~L) as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 6 em).

Drying In air.
Detection Treat with a mixture of 2 volumesof a 10 gIL
solution of chloramine Rand 8 volumes of a 250 gIL solution
of trichloroa<eli< acidR in ethanol (96 peran!! R, then heat at
100-105 °C for 10 min; examine in ultraviolet lightat
365 om.
Results See below the sequence of zones presentin the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solutionand the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaintzones may he present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Digitoxin:a bluish-green fluorescent A bluish-green fluorescent zone
zone (digitoxin)

Gitoxin:a light blue fluorescentacne A light blue fluorescent zone
(gitoxin)

-- --

A faint brownilh.-yellow fluorescent
zone may be present

A faintlight blue fluorescentzone
may be present

Reference soludon 'I'ese eolutten

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.935 10 0.955 when method 1.1.3 is used.

Ethanol (2.9.111)
60 per cent VIV to 70 per cent VIV when method l.l.l0 is
used.
Dry residue (2.8.16)
Mmimum 2.5 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dilute 8.0 g of the mothertincture to be
examined to 10.0 mL with WaI<r for chromatography R and
filter through a membraoe filter (nominal pore size 0.45 urn).

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of digitoxin for LC
assayCRS in melhanol R2 and dilute to 10.0 mL with the
same solvent. Dilute 2.00 mL of the solution to 20.0 mL
with a mixture of equalvolumes of methanol R2 and waterfor
chromatography R.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of lanatoside C Rand
10.0 mg of digoxin R in methanol R2 and dilute to 20.0 mL
with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to
20.0 mL with a mixture of equal volumes of methanol R2 and
wat<r for chromatography R.

2022

Column:
- size: I:;;; 0.15 m, 12) ;;::: 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-capped a<tade<y/si(yl silica gelfor

chromatography R (3 ~);
- temperature: 30°C.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: wat<r for chromatography R;
- mobile phaseB: aceumini/e for chromatography R;

Time Mobile phase A MobIle phase B
(nUn) (per cent VIV) (per cent VIV)

0-2 SO 20

2 - 32 80 --J.tIO 20 -+ 60

32~33 40 -+ 80 60 --J 20

33·38 80 20

Flow rale 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 IUD.

Inje<tion 10 pL.

Recenrion lime Digitoxin = about 25 min.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 betweenthe peaksdue to

lanatoside C and digoxin.
Calculate the percentage content of digitoxin using the
following expression:

Al areaof the peakdue to digitoxinin thechromatogram obtained
with the lest solutionj

A2 area of the peak due to digitoxinin the chromatogram obtained
withreferencesolurion (a);

ml mass of the mother tincture to be examinedusedto preparethe
test solution, in gramsj

Rl2 mass of digilOXinjOT LC assayCRS used to preparereference
solution (8). in gramsj

p percentage content of digiwxin for LC assayCRS.

~ ~ Ph'"

Hedera Helix for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(ph. Bur. monograph 2092)
Ph'" _
DEFINlTION
Fresh, yonng, fully developed but not yet lignified branch of
Hedera helix L., harvested immediately before or at the
beginning of flowering.

IDENTIFICATION
The fresh, young branches of Hedera helix L. are thin and
flexible, climbing, they cling to theirsupport by stem-roots.
The leavesare alternate, simple and petiolate. The petiole
shows a cylindrical section. The uppersurface of the leavesis
glabrous and shiny, darker than the lowersurface.
The lamina is usually divided into 3-5 moreor less deeply
cut lobes on sterilebranches, it is oval, with a pointed apex
on fertile branches. The inflorescences are arranged in a
simplesemi-globular corymband grouped in terminal
clusters. The pedicels of the umbel are covered in whitish
hairs. Each flower shows 5 small teeth fonned by the upper
pan of the sepals and 5 petals covered in verysmall inverted
hairs.
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___________________ PIlE"

51-45-6111.1C,H,N3

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
2-(IH-lmidazol-4-yl)ethan-l-amine.,
Content I

97.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent (anhydrous substance).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Slightly yellow, deliquescent crystals,

Solubillty
Soluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Melting point (2.2.14): 82°C to 85 'C.

B. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Comparison histamine CRS.

Histaminum for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(ph. Bur. monograph 2671)

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 2.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution In a 20.0 mL volumettic flask, dilute 3.000 g
of the mother tincture to be examined to 20.0 mL with the
mobile phase.

Reference solution In a 50.0 mL volumetric flask, dissolve
20.0 mg of hederacoside C R in the mobile phase and dilute to
50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Golumn:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4 rom;
- stationary phase: octadecylsi/y/ silka gelfor chromatography R

(5 1lIIl).

Mobile phase Mix 35 volumes of water R, adjusted to pH 3
with phosphurk acidR, and 65 volumes of methanol R.
Flow rate I mIlmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 205 run.

Injeaion 20 ~L.

Retention time Hederacoside C = about 8 min.
Calculate the percentage content mlmof hederacoside C
using the following expression:

AI area. of the peak due to hederacoside C in the chromatogram
obtainedwilh. the test solutionj

A2 areaof the peak due to hederacoeide C in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solution;

ml mass of the mothertincture in the lesl sotulioo. in grams;
"'2 mass of hedtraroside C R in the reference solulion, in gI1UI1Sj

C percentagecontent of 1uJer00000itk C R.

AI xm2xGxOA
A2 xmt

MOTHER TINCTURE

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
If required by the competent authority, maximum 5 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
If required by me competent authority, minimum
50 per cent, determined on 5.0 g of the finely cut drug by
drying in an oven at 105°C for 2 h.

The mothertincture complies with me requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures forhomoeoptuhic
p1t[Jarations (2029).

PRODUCTION
The mothertincture of Hedera helix L. is prepared by
maceration using ethanolof a suitable concentration.

Content
Minimum 0.15 per cent mlmof hederaeoside C (Cs9H96026;
M, 1221).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Dark greenish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer-chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solutWn The mother tincture to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 1 mg of a-hulen;' Rand 1 mg of
hederacoside C R in methanol R and dilute to 2 mL with the
same solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobile phase glacial acetic acidR, water R, butanol R
(1:1:4 VlVfII).

Application 20 Il1. as bands.

Development Over half of the plate.

Drying In air.

Detection Spray with a 10 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric
acidR in methanol R and heat at 100-105 °C for 10 min.
Examine in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of the zones presentin the
chromatograms obtainedwith the reference soludoo and the
test solution. Otherfaint zones may also be present in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

c-Hederin: a violet zone A violetzone
(a:-hederin)

Hederacoside C: a brownzone A brownzone
(hederaCO!ide C)

-- A greyish-brown zone --

A yellowzone

Reference solution Teat aolutlou

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.890 to 0.925.

Ethanol (2.9.1fJ)
60 per cent VIV to 70 per cent VfV,
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TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 0.3 g in 2.75 mL of 2 M hydrochloric acidRand
dilute to 10 mL with distiUed warer R.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and not more intensely coloured
than reference solution Y3 (2.2.2, Method /).

Histidine
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution Solution S.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 25 mg of histidine
hydrochloride monohydrare CRS in waterR and dilute to
50 rnLwith the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Mix I mL of the test solution and
1 mL of reference solution (a).

Plate TLC silica gel G plate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silka gel
plate R (2-10 ~m)].

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia RJ water RJ acetonitrile R
(5:20:75 VIVII').

Application 1 pL of the test solution and reference
solution (a); 2 !'Lof reference solution (b).

Development Over a path of 10 em [or 7 em].

Drying At 100-105 ·C for 15 min.

Detection Spray with ninhydn"n solution RJ and heat at
110 ·C for 10 min.

System sutiabiJity Reference solution (b):
- the chromatogram shows 2 clearly separated spots.
Limit. .
- histidine: anyspot due to histidine in the chromatogram

obtainedwith the test solution is not more intense than
the corresponding spot in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) (1.7 per cent).

Sulfates (2.4.13)
Maximwn 0.1 per cent.
Dilute 5 mL of solution S to 15 mL with distilled waterR.

Water (2.5.11)
Maximum 2.0 per cent, determined on 0.300 g.

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Maximwn 0.2 per cent, determined on 0.5 g.

ASSAY
Dissolve 50.0 mg in 5 mL of anhydrous formic acidR and add
20 mL of anhydrous acetic acidR. Titrate with 0.1 M
perchloric acid,determining the end-pointpotentiometrically
(2.2.2fJ). Carry out a blank titration.

1 mL of 0.1 M perchloric acid is equivalent to 5.557 mg of
C,H9N,.

STORAGE
In an airtiplt container, protected from light, at a
temperature of 2 °C to 8 °C.
___________________ PIlE"
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Hydrastis Canadensis for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(ph. Bur. monograph 2500)

PIlE" _

The herbal drugcomplies with the requirements of the
monograph Goldenseal rhizome (1831).

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mothertincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures for homoeopathic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
The mother tincture is prepared from the whole or cut, dried
rhizome and roots of Hydrastis canadensis L.

Content
- hydras,;"e (G.llH2 INO.; M, 383.4): 0.10 per cent to

0.40 per cent;
- berberine (G..oH18N O. ; M, 336.4): 0.20 per cent to

0.50 per cent.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture is prepared by the following methods
prescribed in the monograph Methods of preparation of
homoeopathi< srocks and posentuotion (2371):
- Method 1.1.8, using the powdered herbal drug (710)

(2.9.11) and ethanol (70 per cent VII') [or ethanol
(62 per cent mlm)];

- Method 1.1.10, using the fragmented herbal drug (pieces
about I em in diameter), ethanol (65 per cent VII') and
maceration for 3-5 weeks.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The mothertincture to be examined.
Reference solution Immediately before use, dissolve 5 mg of
hydrastine hydrochloride Rand 5 mg of berberine chloride R in
10 mL of methanol R.

Plate TLC silica gelplateR (5-40 pm) [or TLC silka gel
plate R (2-10 ~)].

Mobile phase anhydrous ftmnic acid R, waterR, ethylacetate R
(10:10:80 VIVII').

Application 20 ~L [or 5 !'L] as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air.
Detection Examine in ultraviolet light at 365 run.

Results See below the sequenceof fluorescent zones present
in the chromatograms obtained with the reference solution
and the test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint fluorescent
zones maybe present in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution.
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A, xm,xpxO.913
A2xml x5

Calculate the percentage content mlm of berberine using the
following expression:

Top of the plate

-- --

BerberiPe: a bright yellow A bright yellow fluorescent zone
fluorescentzone (berberine)

Hydrastine: a deep blue 6uorescent A deep blue fluorescent zone

zone (hydn,un,)

-- --

Reference ecfudcn Test solution

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.890 to 0.905 when method 1.1.8 is used.

Ethanol (2.9.10)
60 per cent VIV to 10 per cent VIV when method 1.1.10 is
used.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 1.2 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solutUm Dilute about 1.000 g, accurately weighed, of
the mothertincture to he examined to 20.0 mL with the
mobile phase.

Reference solufflm Immediately before use, dissolve 10.0 mg
of hydrastine hydrochloride CRS and 10.0 mg of berberine
chloride CRS in methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.125 m, 0 = 4 rom;
- stationay phase: end-capped octadecylsi/yl silica gelfor

chromawgraphy R (5 urn).

Mobile phase Dissolve 9.93 g of potassium dihydrogen
phosphate R in 130 mL of water R, add 210 mL of
acetonitrile R and mix.

Flaw rate 1.2 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 235 om.

lnjectUm 10 ~L.

Elution order Hydrastine, berberine.

Identification ofpeaks Use the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution to identify the peaks due to hydrastine
and berberine.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

hydrastine and berberine.

Calculate the percentage content mlm of hydrastine using the
following expression:

percentage content of hydrasn"ne hydrochloriik CRS or percentage
content of berberine chloriik CRS.

p

TESTS
ForeIgn matter (2.8.2)
If required by the competent authority, maximum 5 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
If required by the competent authority, minimum
50 per cent, determined on 5.0 g of the finely cut drug by
drying in an oven at 105 ·C for 2 h.

Hyoscyamus albus L
The presence of middle and upper leaves with a petiole and
of fruits barely swollen at the base indicates adulteration by
Hyoscyamus albus L.

PbE<I _

DEFINITION
Whole, fresh flowering plant of Hyoscyamus niger L.

IDENTIFICATION
Hyoscyamus is an annual or biennial plant, with a we1l
developed taproot. The robust, erect stem is ho1low and
subcylindrical and up to 80 em long. The soft, viscid, dull
dark-green leaves are densely pubescent on both surfaces,
especially on the veins. The lower leaves are petiolate and are
arranged in a rosette; the lower cauline leaves are semi
amplexicaul and the upper ones are completely amplexicaul.
The lamina, up to 25 em long, is oblong to ovate with 2 to 5
broadly dentate lobes on each side. The midrib is well
developed. The secondary veins arise at a wide angle from
the midrib and terminate in the apices of the lobes.
The flowering tops are densely pubescent and form a short
drooping duster. Each flower arises in the axils of a large
bract. The gamosepalous calyx is covered with dense cotton
like hairs and has 5 triangular-ovate lobes, each ending in a
short. point that becomes spiny. The gamopetalous corolla,
with 5 nearly equal lobes, is yellowish and with a delicate,
brown to blackish-violet venation. The fruit, sometimes
present at the base of the inflorescences, is a pyxis distinctly
swollen at the base.

Hyoscyamus for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(ph. Eur. monograph 2091)

The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures for homoeopadtic
preparations (2029).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Hyoscyamus niger L. is prepared by
maceration of the drug, using ethanol of a suitable
concentration.

Content
0.002 per cent mtm to 0.01 per cent mlm of total alkaloids,
expressed as hyoscyamine (C.,H"NO,; M, 289.4).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Dark greenish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

MOTHER TINCTURE

_____________________ PbE<I

AI xm, xpxO.905

A2x ml X5

area of the peakdue to hydrastine or to berberine in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solutionj
area of me peakdue to hydrastine or to berberine in me
chromatogram obtained with the reference solutionj
mass of the mother tincture to be examined used to prepare the
test solution. in grams;
mass of hydrwri", hydrodlkJriJ4 CRSor mass of berbm"",
dlloritkCRS used to prepare the reference sotutiOil. in gmTl$;

A,

m,

m,

A,
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Test solution Evaporate 10 mL of the mothertincture to be
examinedin a water-bath at 40 "C, under reducedpressure.
Take up the residuewith 1 mL of ammonia R, and shake
with 2 quantities, each of 10 ml., of etherR. Combine the
ether layers) dry over anhydrous sodium mlfate R and filter.
Evaporate on a water-bath and dissolve the residue in
0.50 mL of methanol R.
Reference sdution (a) Dissolve 50 mg of hyoscyamine
,ulfate R in 10 mL of methanol R (solution A). Dissolve
15 mg of hyoscine hydrobromide R in 10 mL of methanol R
(solution B). Mix 4 mL of solution A and 2 mL of
solution Band dilute to 10 mL with methanol R.
Reference ,o/ution (b) Dissolve 20 mg of atropine sulfate R in
methanol R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
PkJte TLC silica gelplate R.

MobJ1e phase concentrated ammonia R, water R, acetone R
(3:1:90 VIVIV).

Application 20 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.
Drying Al 100-105 ·C for 15 min.

Detection A Spray with dl1ute poumium Wdobismu'hate
solution R until orange zones become visible. Examine in
daylight.

Results A See below the sequence of the zones present in
the chromatograms obtainedwith the reference solutions and
the lest solution. Other faintzones may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

T?p ofLhe plate

Hyoscine: an orange Anorangezone
ron, (hyoscine)

-- -- --

HyoscyBJD.ine: an Atropine: an orange A orangezone
orangezone ron, (hyoscyaminelsrropine)

-- -- --
Faintorangezones
(line ofapplication)

Reference Reference Test solution
solution (0) solution (b)

Detection B Subsequently spray with sodium nitrite solution R
until the yellow background disappears. Examine in daylight
after 15 min.
Results B See test for atropine.

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.930 to 0.960.

Atropine .;
Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
identification.
Results The zone due to hyoscyamine in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution changesfrom orange to
reddish-brown but not to greyish-blue (atropine).

Ethanol (2.9.1U)
40 per cent VIV to 50 per cent VW:

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 1.2 per cent.

ASSAY
Evaporate 100.0 g of the mother tincture to be examined, at
a low temperature under reducedpressure, until a residue of

2022

about 10 g is obtained. Quantitatively transfer the residue to
a separating funnel using a fewmillilitres of ethatlol
(70 per cent VllQ R. Add 5 mL of concentrated ammonia R
and 25 mL of water R. Extract withsuccessive fractions of a
mixture of I volume of chkJroform Rand 3 volumes of
peroxide-free etherR until the alkaloids are completely
extracted. Evaporate £0 dryness a few millilitres of the last
organic fraction. Take up the residue in 0.25 M sulfuric acid
and verify the absence of alkaloids usingpotassium
tetraiodomercurate solution R. Combinethe organic layers and
extract several times with 0.25 M ,ulfuric acid. Separate the
layers by centrifugation if necessary and transfer the acid
layers £0 a second separating funnel. Make the acid layer
alkaline with ammonia R and shake with at least3 quantities,
each of 30 ml., of chloroform R. Combine the chloroform
layers, add 4 g of anhydrous sodium ,ulfate R and allow 10

standfor 30 minwith occasional shaking. Decant the
chloroform and wash the anhydrous sodium sulfate with
3 quantities, each of 10 ml, of chloroform R. Combine the
chloroform fractions, evaporate to dryness on a water-bath
and dry in an oven at 100-105 °C for 15 min. Dissolve the
residue in a few millilitres of chloroform R, add 10.0 mL of
0.005 M sulfuric acid and remove the chloroform by
evaporation on a water-bath. Titrate the excessof acid with
0.01 M sodium hydroxide using methylred mixedsalution R as
indicator.
Calculate the percentage content mlmof total alkaloids,
expressed as hyoscyamine, from the expression:

0.2894(10 - nJ
m

n volumeof 0.01 M sodium hydr0xiJ4 used. in millililresj
m massof themother tincture used.ingrams.

___________________ l'IIf"

Hypericum for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2028)

I'IIf" _

DEFINITION
Whole, fresh plant of Hypericum peiforatum L, at the
beginning of the flowering period.

IDENTIFICATION
The perennial plantconsistsof a spindle-shaped root and a
branched rhizome, giving rise to long, decumbent runners.
The cylindrical, erect stem is woody at the base, 0.2 m to
1 m long, branched in the upper part, with 2 raised
longitudinal Jines.

The leaves areopposite, sessile, exsripulate, oblong-oval and
15 mm 10 30 mm long. The leaf margins show black
glandular dots, and manysmall translucent oil glands are
presenton the entire surface and are visible by transmitted
light.

The flowers areregular and fonn corymbose clusters at the
apex of the stem. They have 5 green, lanceolate sepals with
acuminate apices, and black oil glands near the entire
margins; 5 orange-yellow petals, muchlonger thanthe sepals,
with blackoil glands nearthe terminal margins only;
3 staminal blades, each divided into many orange-yellow
stamensand 3 carpels surmounted by red styles. Each petal

\
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is asymmetrically linear-ovate in shape, with one of the
margin entire and the other dentate.

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 4 per cent of fruits and maximum 1 per cent of
other foreign matter.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Ifperformed to demonstrate the freshness of the drug,
minimum 55 per cent, determined on 5.0 g of finely cut drug
by drying in an oven at 105°C.

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures for homoeopathic
prepam.<ms (2029).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Hypericum perJoratum L. is prepared
by maceration using alcohol of a suitable concentration.

CHARACTERS
Dark red to brownish red liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve 5 mg of rucoside lrihydrate R,
I mg of hypericin Rand 5 mg of hyperoside R in methanolR
and dilute to 5 mL with the same solvent.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase anhydrous formic acid R, water R, ethyl aulate R
(6:9:90 VIVW).
Application 10 ul, of the test solution and 5 IlL of the
reference solution, as 10 mm bands.

Deodopmenc Over a path of 10 em.

Drying At 100-105 ·C for 10 min.

Deuaion Spray with a 10 gIL solution of diphenylbori< acid
am;noethyl ester R in methanolR and then a 50 gIL solution of
macrogo/400 R in methanol R. Examine the plates after
30 min in ultraviolet light at 365 nm.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. In the chromatogram obtained wirh the test
solution, the zone due to rutoside may be weak or even
absent. The chromatogram obtained with the test solution
shows a group of zones that may be blue or yellow) with a RF

similar to that of the zone due to hyperoside in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution. Other
weak zones may also be visible.

Top oCthe plate

A yellow to blue zone

Hypericin: a red zone 2 red zones

-- --

Several zones

-- --

Hyperoside: a yellow to orange zone Blue or yellow zones

Ruroside: a yeUowto orange zone A yellow to orange zone

Reference solution Test solution

Homoeopathic Preparations IV-585

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.900 to 0.920.

Ethanol (2.9.111)
60 per cent VIV to 75 per cent VW:

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 1.3 per cent.
____________________ pu"

Ignatia for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2513)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Dried, ripe seed of Strychnos ;gnatii P.J.Bergius.

Content
Minimum 1.80 per cent for the sum of the contents of
brucine (C"H,oN,04; M, 394.5) and strychnine
(C2IH22N202; M r 334.4), of which minimum 65 per cent
consists of strychnine (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The seed is grey) brown and dull, up to 3 em long and
10-25 mm thick. It is irregular, with 3-5 distinct sides: one of
these is usually wider, convex and glabrous; the others are
angular and flattened and show the remains of testa hairs
forming lighter zones in the depressions. The stony granular
texture resembles that of pebbles from a river bed; the hilum
is found on the most rounded end and fonns a small, light
brown depression. The fracture shows a compact, semi
translucent, horny endosperm; the embryo is located in the
centre and is about 10-15 mm long, with a foliaceous
cotyledon.

B. CAUT10N: taheaUnecessary handlingprecautions when
reducing this wxic herbaldrug 10 a powder.
Wash the herbal drug rapidly in cold water, then expose to
steam; once sufficiently softened) cut into thin slices and
crush in a suitable apparatus. Allow to dry, finish reducing to
a powder (710) (2.9.12) and pass through a covered sieve.

Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is light
brown. Examine under a microscope using chioral hydrate
solution R. The powder shows the following diagnostic
characters (Figure 2513.-1): oil droplets [D]; fragments of
endosperm [B, C, F] consisting of thick-walled cellsof
various sizes, the smallest located at the periphery of the
endosperm [Cb] and the largest towards the centre of the
seed [F); a few fragments of the outer layer of the endosperm
(surface view m, transverse section [Cal), with polygonal
cells sometimes associated with the inner layer of the testa)
composed of cells with indistinct walls (surface view [E],
transverse section [Cd]); sclerified covering trichomes [A, K],
sheared off, not enlarged at the base [Aa] and with walls
composed of small) oblique, sclerified strips, tightly fused
longitudinally [Ab, Ka]; numerous fragments of strips [G, H]
and rare rounded tips of covering trichomes [1<].
C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Tes'solution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.1Z) add 20 mL of ethanol (70 percen' Vlfo? R, allow to
macerate for 15 min at room temperature, with stirring, and
centrifuge. Use the supernatant.
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Figure 2513.-1. - IOUSll'atWn for idemifiCfJlion testB ofpovxkred
herbal drugof Ignatia

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of brucine R and 10 mg of
strydmine R in 10 mL of ethanol (96 per cent) R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 1'111) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 ~m)l.

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, methanol R, melhylene
chloride R (1:5:95 VIVIV); use the lower layer.

Application 10 ~L [or 5 ~l as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air, then in an oven at 105-110 °C for 15 min;
allow to coot
Detection Spray with iodoplatinale reagent R andexamine
immediately in daylight.

Results See below thesequenceof zones present in the
chromatograms obtained withthereference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore) other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the testsolution.

Top oftbe plate

-- --

-- --

StryChnine: a violetzone A violet zone (strychnine)

Brucine: a blue zone A bluezone (brucine)

Reference solution Test solution

2022

TESTS
CAUTION: when thepovxkredherbal drug (710) (2.9./Z) is
used, taketheneassaryprecautions as indicated under
Identification B.

Foreign matter (2.8.1)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

Strychnos nux-vomica L
The presence of flattened discoid seeds and the presence in
the powdered herbal drug,examined under a microscope, of
testacells transformed into hairs, with a scleritied base and a
ligoified tip, bent at a right angle and with 7-10 lignified
ridges, and of numerous sclerified rods, indicate adulteration
withStrychnos nux-vomicaL.
Loss on dry10g (2.2.32)
Maximum 12.0 per cent, determined on 1.00 g of the
powdered berbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105"C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4./6)
Maximum 3.5 per cent.

Aflatoxins (2.8./1!)
Maximum 2 ~g/l<g (aflatoxin B I ) and maximum 4 ~g/l<g

(sum of aflatoxins Bh B2, G1 and G2) .

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution To 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of ethanol (60 per cent VIIQ R. Boil
gently, with stirring, undera reflux condenser. After 30 min,
cool and filter into a 20.0 mL volumetric flask. Wash the
filter with ethanol (60 percent VIIQ R and dilute to 20.0 mL
with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to

20.0 mL with mobile phase A.
Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of brucine CRS and
10.0 mg of stry<hnine CRS in acetonitrile R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 20.0 mL with mobile pbase A.

Col"",n:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.6 mrn;
- stationary phase: end-capped ethylene-bridged octadecylsilyl

silica gelfor chromawgrophy (hybrid material) R (3.5 ~m);

- temperature: 35 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: lJ'iethylann"ne R, acetonitn1e for

chromawgraphy R, methanol R2, tris(hydroxymethy!)
antinomethane btiffer solution pH 9.0 R
(0.1:7.5:7.5:85 VIVIVIV);

- mobile phaseB: lJ'iethylamine R, tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane buffer solution pH 9.0 R, acetonitrile for
chromawgraphy R, methanol R2
(0.1:15:42.5:42.5 VIVIVIV);

Tim. MobUe phase A"/ MobIle phase B
(min) (per cent VII') (percent vm
0-' 100 0
5 - 25 100 -+ 70 0->30

25 - 30 70 -+ 65 30 -> 35
30 - 31 65 -+ 0 3S ---> 100
31 - 32 0 100

Flow rate 1.0 mllrnin.
Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 260 run.
Injection I0 ~.
E1utimr order Brucine, strychnine.
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Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum3.0 between the peaksdue to brucine

and strychnine.
Calculate thepercentage contentsof brucine and strychnine
using the foUowing expression:

A t X m2 xpx2

Azxml

AI area of the peakdue to brucineor $lr)'chnine in I:he
chromatogram obtainedwith the test solutioD;

A2 area of the peakdue to brucineor strydrnine in Ihe
chromatogram obtained withthe reference solution;

In, mass of the herbaldrug to be examinedused to prepare the tcst
aohnion, in gramsi

1n2 massof brucine CRS or J~hnine CRS used to prepare the
reference solution. in grams;

p assigned percentage content ofbrecine in brucine CRS or
strychnine in strychnine CRS.

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinctures for homoeoposhic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
The mother tincture is prepared from the dried, ripe seed of
Snychnos ignatii P.J.Bergius.

Content
0.18 per cent mlm to 0.36 per cent mlm Cor the sum of the
conrents of brucine (C2,I!2oN20.; M, 394.5) and strychnine
(C,.H22N202; M, 334.4); of which minimum 65 per cenr is
strychnine.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture is prepared by the following methods
prescribed in the general monograph Merhods of prepararian of
homoeopathic suxhs and parentisation (2371):
- method 1.1.8, using the powdered herbal drug (710)

(2.9.12) and ethanol (70 per cent VIJI);
- method 1.1.10, using the powdered herbal drug, ethanol

(65 per cent VW) and a maceration rime of 3-5 weeks.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Brownish-yellow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in
identification test C Cor the herbal drugwith the following
modification.
Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.

TESTS
Relative densIty (2.2.5)
0.890 to 0.904 when method 1.1.8 is used.

Ethanol (2.9.1U)
60 per cent VIV 10 70 per cenr VIV when method I. 1.10 is
used.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 1.2 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid Chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the assay of
the herbal drug with the following modification.

Test solution Dilute 2.000 g of the mothertincture to be
examined to 20.0 mL with ethanol (60 percent VIY.> R.
Calculate the percentage contents of brucine and strychnine
using the following expression:
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Ai xm2 xp
A2 x mlx10

Al areaof the peakdue to brucineor strychnine in the .
chromatogram obtained with the lest solution;

A2 areaof the peakdue to brucineor strychnine in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the reference solution;

ml mass of the mothertincture [0 be examinedused to prepare the
test solution, in gJaIJU;

m2 mass of bnldne CRS or sf1Y'hnine CRS used to prepare. the
reference solution, in grams;

P assigned percentage content of brucinein bntciM CRS or
stryChnine in strydmiMCRS.

_____________________ PhEur

Iron for Homoeopathic
Preparations
Ironfor Homoeopathic Use
(Ferrum Merallicum for Homoeopathic Preporarons, Ph. Eur.
monograph 2026)

Fe 55.85 7439-89-6
PhEur _

DEFINITION
Iron obtained by reduction or sublimation as a fine blackish
grey powder.

Content
97.5 per cent to 101.0 per cent.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Fine, blackish-grey powder, without metalliclustre.

Solublllty
Practically insoluble in water and in ethanol (96 per cent).
It dissolves withheatingindilute mineral acids.

IDENTIFICATION
Dissolve 50 mg in 2 mL of dilute sulfuric add R and dilute to
10 mLwith waterR. The solution gives reaction (a) of iron
(1.3.1).

TESTS
Solution S
To 10.0 g add 40 mL of water R. Boil for I min. Cool, filler
and dilute to 50.0 mL with water R.

Alkalinity
To 10 mL of solution S add 0.1 mL of bromothymol blue
solution Rl. Nor more than 0.1 mL of 0.01 M hydrrxhloric
add is required to change the colour of the indicator to
yellow.

Substances insoluble in hydrochloric acid
Dissolve 2.00 g in 40 mL of hydrrxhloric acidR. Heat on a
water-bath. As soon as fumes are no longerevolved, :filter
through a sintered-g1assfilrer (16) (2.1.2). Rinse with
waterR. Dry the residue in an oven at 100-105 °C for 1 h.
The residue weighs a maximum of 20 mg (1.0 per cent).

Substances soluble in water
Evaporate 10.0 mLofsolution S on a water-bath and dryat
100-105 °C for 1 h. The residue weighs a maximum of 2 mg
(0.1 per cent).

Chlorides (2.4.4)
Maximum 50 ppm.

Dilute 5 mL of solution S 10 15 mL with waterR.
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DEFINITION
Hydrated lron(m) Phosphate for Homoeopathic Preparations
contains hydrated iron(m) phosphate. It contains not less
than 96.0% and not more than 106.5% of FePO.,4H20 .

CHARACTERISTICS
A yellow to pale ochre powder.
Insoluble in water; soluble in dilute mineral acids.

IDENTIFICATION
Dissolve0.5 g of the substance being examined in 5 mL of
dilute hydrochloric acid, with warnting. Dilute the resulting
solution to 35 mL withwater and filter if necessary
(solution S).

A. Solution S yields reactions Band C characteristic of iron
and iron salts, Appendix VI.
E. SolutionS yields reaction B characteristic of phosphates,
Appendix VI.

TESTS
Clarity of solution
Solution S is clear, Appendix N A, Method II.

CWoride
To 0.05 g of the substance being examined add I mL of
dilute nuric acid. Heat, dilute with 14 mL of water and filter.
The filtrate complies with the limit testfor chlorides,
Appendix VlI (0.1%).

Heavy metal.
Dissolve 1.0 g of the substance being examined in 20 mL of
hydrochloric acid ifnecessary with heating. Extract the solution
using five 20-mL quantities of a misture of 100 mL of
freshly distilled merhy/ isobu!YI ketone and I mL of hydrochloric
acidRI. Allow to stand, separate the aqueous layer and
evaporate to half its volume, allowto cool and dilute to
35 mL with water. Neutralise 7.5 mL of this solution to
litmuspaperusing dilute ammonia R1 and dilute to 15 mL
with water. 12 mL of the resulting solution complies with
limil tes: hea1Jjl metals, Appendix VlI, Method A (70 ppm).
Use leadstandard solution (1 ppm Ph) to prepare the standard.

Loss on drying
When dried to constant weight at 200°, loses not less than
28% and not more than 33% of its weight, Appendix IX D.
Use I g.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.45 g in 3 mL of hydrochloric acidRl in an iodine
flask, add 10 mL of waterand 6.0 g of poumium iodide, close
the flask and allow '0 stand protected from light for
30 minutes. Add 100 mL of waterand 1 mL of starch solution
and titrate with 0.1,.,.sodium rhiosulfate VS. Each mL of
O.lM sodium thiosulfate VS is equivalent to 22.29 mg of
FePO.,4H20 .

PRODUCTION OF STOCK
The first decimal trituration of Hydrated Iron(m) Phosphate
for Homoeopathic Preparations is prepared usinga suitable
quantity of Lactose Monohydrate or Lactose as the vehicle
and a validated trituration method that ensures homogeneity
is achieved. The vehicle complies with the statement under
Vehicles in the monograph forHomoeopathic Preparations.

IV-588 Homoeopathic Preparations

Sulfides and phosphldes
In a 100 mL conical flask carefully mix 1.0 g with 10 mL of
dilutehydrodl/oric acidR. Within 30 s leadacetate paperR
moistenedwith water R and placed over the mouthof the
flask is not coloured more intensely than lightbrown by the
resulting fumes.

Arseulc (2.4.2)
Maximum 5 ppm.

Boil 0.2 g in 25 mL of daute hydrodlloric acidR until
completely dissolved. The solution complies with limittest A.

Copper
Maximum 50 ppm.
Aromic absorption spectrometry (2.2.21, MethodI).

Test solution Dissolve 1.00 g in a mixture of 60 mL of dilute
hydrochloric acidR and 10 mL of daute hydrogen peroxide
solution R. Reduce to a volume of 5 mL anddilute to
50.0 mL with water R.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
copper standardsolution (0.1 percenlCu) R, dilutiog with a
I per cent VIV solution of hydrochloric acidR.
Source Copper hollow-cathode lamp.

WafJekngrh 324.8 om.
Flame Air-acetylene.

Lead
Maximum 50 ppm.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.21, Merhod I).

Test solution In a separating funnel, place20 mL of the test
solution prepared for the test for copper. Add 25 mL of lead
freehydrochloric acid R. Stir with 3 quantities, each of 25 mL,
of di-isopropyl erher R. Collect the aqueous layer. Add 0.10 g
of rodium sulfate duahydrate R. Evaporate to dryness. Take
up the residue with I mL of kad-free nitric acidR and dilute
to 20 mL with waterR.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using lead
standard solution (0.1 percentPh) R, dilutiog with a
10 per cent VIV solution of nitric acid R containing 5 gIL of
sodium sulfate decahydrate R.
Source Lead hollow-cathode lamp.

Wave/engrh 217 om.
Flame Air-acetylene.

ASSAY
Stir for 10 min 0.100 g in a hot solution of 1.25 g of copper
sulfate pentahydrate R in 20 mL of water R in a 100 mL
conical flask with a ground-glass stopper. Filter rapidly and
wash the filter. Combine the filtrate and the washings, acidify
with dilutesulfuric acid R and titrate with 0.02 M potassium
pennanganate untila pinkcolouris obtained.
I mL of 0.02 M potassium pmnanganate is equivalent to
5.585 mg of Fe.

LABELLING
The label indicates whether the substance is obtained by
reduction or sublimation.
____________________ Ph,<I

Hydrated Iron(lII) Phosphate for
Homoeopathic Preparations

222.8
(snhydrous)
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DEFINITION
Content
98.5 per cent to 100.5 per cent of MgF2.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost whitepowderor crystals.

Solubility
Practicallyinsoluble in water, very slightly soluble in dilute
nitricacid and in concentrated sulfuric acid, practically
insoluble in anhydrous acetic acid.

Sulfates
Dissolve 0.25 g of the substance beingexamined in water.
Add 3 mL of dilu.. hydrochlori< acidand dilute to 15 mL with
water. The resulting solutioncomplieswith me limit testfor
sulfa"",Appendix VII.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.3 g of the substance beingexamined in 3 mL of
orthophosphoric acidand 10 mL of a 14% vlv solution of
sulfuric acidin waItT. Add 100 mL of water and titrate with
O.IM potassium pennangana~. EachmL of O.lM potassium
pennanganate VS is equivalent to 27.925 rng of Fe2+.

PRODUCTION OF STOCK
The first decimal trituration of Hydrated Iron(lI) and Iron(m)
Phosphate for Homoeopathic Preparations is prepared using
a suitable quantity of Lactose Monohydrate or Lactose as the
vehicle and a validated trituration method that ensures
homogeneityis achieved. The vehiclecomplieswith the
statement under Vehicles in the monograph for
HomoeopathicPreparations.

Content of hydrated iron{IQ and iron(ID) phosphate
The firstdecimal trituration contains 4.5% to 5.0% of
Fe,(pO'>2, 8H20 .

CHARACTERISTICS
The first decimal trituration is a lightgrey powder.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Yields the reactions characteristic of iron andiron salts)
Appendix VI.
R. Yields the reactions characteristic of phosphates,
Appendix VI.

C. Dissolve 0.25 g in 5 mL of wa",. Add 5 mL of ammonia
and heat in a water-bath at 80° for 10 minutes. A red colour
develops.

ASSAY
Dissolve 3.0 g of the first decimal trituration in 3 mL of
orthophosphoric acidand 10 mL ofa 14% vtv solution of
sulfuric acidin wattr. Add 100 mL of waItT and titrate with
O.IMpotassium permanganare, Each mL of O.lM potassium
permanganate VS is equivalent to 27.925 mg of Fe2+.

STORAGE
Hydrated Iron(D) and Iron(m) Phosphate for Homoeopathic
Preparations should be protected from light.

7781-40-6

Magnesium Fluoratum for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(ph. Bur. mooograph 2676)

MgF2 62.3

Content of hydrated iron(1D) phosphate FePO" 4H,O
The first decimal trituration contains9.0% to 11.0% of
FePO" 4H20 .

CHARACTERISTICS
The first decimal trituration is a yellowish powder.

IDENTIFICATION
Dissolve, withwarming, 1.5 g of the first decimal trituration
in a mixture of 1.5 mL of dilu.. hydrochlori< acidand 9 mL of
waItT (solution SI).

A. Solution S1 yieldsreactions Band C characteristic of iron
and iron salts, Appendix VI.
B. SolutionSl yields reaction B characteristic of phosphaus,
Appendix VI.
C. Dissolve 0.25 g of the substance beingexamined in 5 mL
of water. Add 5 mL of ammonia and heat in a water-bath at
80° for 10 minutes. A redcolour develops.

ASSAY
Dissolve 4.0 g of the first decimal trituration in 3 mL of
hydrochlori< acidRl in an iodine flask, add 10 mL of wa..r
and 8.0 g of potassium iodide, close the flask and allowto
stand protected from light for 30 minutes. Add 100 mL of
water and 1 mL of starch solution and titrate with O.IM sodium
thiosulja.. VS. Each mL ofO.IM 'odium thiosulja.. VS is
equivalent to 22.29 mg of FePO,,4H20 .

STORAGE
Hydrated Iron(m) Phosphate for Homoeopathic Preparations
should be protected from light.

Hydrated Iron(lI) and Iron(lII) Phosphate
for Homoeopathic Preparations
DEFINITION
Hydrated Ironm) and Iron(m) Phosphate for Homoeopathic
Preparations containsa mixture of hydrated iron(n)
phosphate and iron(m) phosphate and some hydrated oxides
of iron. It containsnot less than 16.0%of Fe2+, equivalent to
not less than 47.9% ofFe,(PO,h,8H20 .

CHARACTERISTICS
A slate blue amorphous powder.
Insoluble in waterj soluble in hydrochloric acid.

IDENTIFICATION
Dissolve 0.5 gin 5 mL of d.1u.. hydrochlori< acid with
warming. Dilute the resulting solution to 35 mL with water
and filter if necessary (solutionS).

A. Solution S yields the reactions characteristic of iron and
iron salts, Appendix VI.
B. Solution S yields the reactions characteristic of phosphates,
Appendix VI.

TESTS
Heavy metals
Dissolve 1.0 g of the substance beingexamined in 20 mL of
hydrochloric acid. Extract the solution using five 2D-mL
quantities ofa mixrure of 100 mL of freshly distilled me/hyl
isobufYl ketone with 1 mL of hydrochloric acidRl. Allow to
stand, separate the aqueouslayerand evaporate to half its
volwne, allow to cool and dilute to 35 mL with water.
Neutrallse 7.5 mL of this solution to litmus paper using dilute
ammonia Rl and dilute to 15 mL with waItT. 12 mL of the
resulting solutioncomplieswith limlt test A for heavy metals,
Appendix VII (70 ppm). Use leadstandard solution
(J ppm Ph) to prepare the standard.
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IDENTIFICATION
A. Mix 0.2 g with 2 g of potassium hydrogen sulfau R in a
platinum crucible and melt at 800°C. Cool, carefully takeup
the melt in 20 mL of waterR and boil briefly. Cool and
filter. Dilute 0.5 mL of the filtrate to 2 mL with water R.
The solution gives the reaction of magnesium (2.3.1).
B. Mix 0.2 g with I g of anhydrous sodium carbonau R in a
platinum crucible and melt at 850°C. Cool, takeup the melt
in 10 mL of diluu acetic add R and boil briefly. Cool, IiIter
and dilute the IiItrate to 20 mL with water R. To 0.4 mL of
this solution add dropwise a mixture of 0.1 rnLof alizarin S
sdution Rand 0.1 mL of zirconyl nitrate solution R.
The colour changes from red to yellow.

TESTS
Solution S
Boil 5.0 g with 100.0 mL of distilled water R under a reflux
condenser for about 5 min. Allow to cool, then filter through
an ashless filter paper (nominal pore size not greater than
2 IUD).

Appearance of solution
Solution S is colourless (2.2.2, Method II).

Carbonates
Suspend 0.5 g in 5 mL of carbon dioxide-jru water R and add
5 mL of diluu acetic acid R. Quickly stopper the test tube
with a stopper fitted with a glass tube bent twice through 90°
and which dips at the otherend in barium hydroxide
solution R. Waffil the mixture. The barium hydroxide
solutionremains clear.

Chlorides (2.4.4)
Maximuro 100 ppm.

Dilute 10 mL of solution S to 15 mL with waterR.

Sulfates (2.4.11)
Maximum 200 ppm, determined on solution S.

Water-soluble matter
Maximum 0.5 per cent.
Boil 2.00 g with 100 mL of water R for 5 min. Filter the hot
solution, then cool the filtrate and dilute to 100 mL with
waler R. Evaporate 50 mL of this solution to dryness in an
evaporating dish and dry at 100-105 'C; The residue weighs
a maximum of 5 mg.

ASSAY
Thoroughly mix 0.100 g with 2 g of potassium hydrogen
sulfate R in a platinum crucible and melt at 800 QC. Allow to

cool, carefully take up the melt in 10 mL of diluu hydrochloric
acidR and heat to dissolve. Dilute the solution to 100.0 mL
with water R. Transfer 50.0 mL of this solution to a 500 mL
conical flask and dilute to 300 mL with waterR. Carry out
me complexornetric titration of magnesium (2.5.11).

I mL of 0.1 M sodium edetate is equivalent to 6.23 mg of
MgF2'
____________________ PhEII

2022

Magnesium Phosphate for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Magnesium Phosphoricum for Homoeqpothic
Preparations, Ph. Bur. monograph 2505)

MgHPO.,3H20 174.3
PhEII~ _

DEFINITION
Content
98.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent of MgHPO,,3H20 .

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almostwhite powder.

Solubility
Very slightly solublein water, practically insoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent). It dissolves in dilute acids.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Dissolve 0.1 g in a mixture of 2 mL of diluu nitric acidR
and 8 mL of walei' R. The solution givesreaction (b) of
phosphates (2.3.1).

B. Dissolve 0.1 gin diluu hydrochloric acid R and dilute to
3 mL with the same acid. Add amnumia R untila precipitate
is formed, Dissolve the precipitate by adding dilute
hydrochlmic acidR dropwise untilcomplete dissolution and
dilute to 10 mL with distiUed waur R. To 2 mL of the
solution add a mixture of 0.5 mL of titan yellow solution R
and 1.5 mL of diluu sodium hydroxide solution R. A red,
flocculent precipitate is formed.

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 5.0 gin 30 mL of dilute hydrochloric acidRand
dilute to 50.0 mL with the same acid.

Arsenic (2.4.2, Melhod H)
Maximuro 5 ppm, detennined on 1.0 g.

Chlorides (2.4.4)
Maximuro 200 ppm.

Dissolve 0.25 g in 5 mL of douu nitric acidR and dilute to
15 mL with water R.

MagnesIum dihydrogen phosphate and magnesium
phosphate
Dissolve 2.00 g in 30.0 mL of 1 M hydrochloric acid.
Add 20 mL of waur Rand 0.05 mL of methyl orange
jolulion R. Titrate the excess of hydrochloric acidwith1 M
sodium hydroxide. The voluroe of 1 M hydrochloric acid used is
between 11.0 mL and 12.5 mL.

Sulfates (2.4.13)
Maximuro 300 ppm.

Dilute 5 mL of solution S to 15 mL with distiUed water R.

Iron (2.4.9)
Maximuro 50 ppm.

Dilute 2 mL of solution S to 10 mL with water R.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.280 gin. mixture of I mL of hydrochloric acidR1
and 5 mL of waterR. Add 25.0 mL of 0.1 M sodium edetate
and dilute to 200 mL with water R. Neutralise with
concentrated ammonia R, add 10 mL of ammonium chloride
btiffer solution pH 10.0 R and about 50 mg of mordant black
11 tnturate R. Titrate the excess of 0.1 M sodium edetate with
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0.1 M zincsul/ale until the colour changes from pure blue to
violet.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium edetate is equivalent to 17.43 mg of
MgHPO.,3H20 .
__________________ Phfll

Medicago Sativa for Homoeopathic
Preparations
DEFINITION
Medicago Sativa for Homoeopathic Preparations is the fresh
whole flowering plant of Medicago sativa L.

IDENTIFICATION
Plant A herbaceous perennial, reaching up to 100 em.

Leaves Alternate, petiolate, trifoliolate, leaflets mucronate,
approximately 2 em long, 1 em broad, typically oblanceolate
or oblong, with a toothed or entire margin, glabrous on the
upper surface and sparsely pubescent on me lower surface;
stipules Ianceolate, up to 1 em long, toothed to entire.

Stems d-angled, branching, glabrous to pubescent.

Flowers Compact, axillary, racemes of up to 40 flowers,
peduncle up to 3 em long, typically pubescent; corolla
papilionaceous, up to 1 em long, 5 mm broad, purple to
whitish; calyx tube approximately 5 nun in length, 2 nun in
diameter, 5-lobed, typically glabrous, lobes equal or
subequal, up to 4 mm long.

MOTHER TINCTURE'
The mother tincture complies with the requirements stated under
Mo.her TinelUres for Homoeopatbic Prepara.ions andwith the
following requirements.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Medicago sativa L. is prepared from
the herbal drug using method1.1.5 described in the
monograph for Methods of Preparation of Homoeopathic
Stocks and Potentisation. Use 86% w/w (90% v/v) of ethanol.

CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a greenish-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for .hin-Iayer chromawgraphy,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.

(1) The mother tincture.

(2) 0.1 % wlv coumarin BPCRS and 0.05% wlv of
jonnononetin BPCRS in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel 60 Fm (Merck silica gel 60
precoated plates are suitable).

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply 10 ~L of each solution as 3 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em.

(e) After removal of the plate dry in air and examine under
ultra-viole.light (365 nm).

(I) Spray the plate with anisaldehyde solu.ion and heat at 105"
for 5 minutes and examine under ultra-vio/ulight (365 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumes of methanol and 90 volumes of toluene.

Homoeopathic Preparations IV-591

SYSTEt\l SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), two clearly separated bands are observed
under ultra-violet light (365 nm) before and after spraying
with anisaldehyde solution.

CONFIRMATION

Under ultra-violet light, the chromatogram obtained with
solution (I) shows the following fluorescent bands: one blue
or pink. fluorescent band close to the origin, followed by a
blue or pink fluorescent band and then a blue band below
the band obtained for fonnononetin in solution (2), followed
by one or two blue bands approximately level with
fonnononetin and a red band between the bands obtained
for formononetin and coumarin in solution (2). Other bands
may be present in the chromatogram obtained with
solution (I).

Top of the crete

Coumarin:a blue band

Red fluorescent band

One or two blue fluorescent

bands Fotmooonetin:a turquoise

blue f1UOlescent band with

slight tailing
Blue f1uorescenl band

Blue or pink fluorescentband

Blue or pink f1UOlescent band

Solution 111 Solution 121

The chromatogram obtained with solution (I) sprayed with
the anisaldehyde solution shows the following fluorescent
bands: a faint blue band close to the origin, followed by a
faint purple or blue fluorescent band and a blue band below
the band obtained for fonnononetin in solution (2), followed
by three yellow to orange bands between the bands obtained
for fonnononetin and coumarin in solution (2) and an orange
band between the band obtained for coumarin and the
solvent front. Other bands may be present in the
chromatogram obtained with solution (1).
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TaD of the plate

Orange fluorescent band

Coumarin: a faint blueband

Yellow orange fluorescent

band

Faintorange fluorescent band

Formononelin: a yellow
Orange fluorescent band fluorescent band

Blue fluorescent band

Faintpurple orblue
fluorescentband

Faintblueband

Solution III Solution (21

CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a greenish-brown liquid.

TESTS
Ethanol
55% to 65% wlw (63% to 72% olv), Appendix vm F.

Dry residue
Not less than 1.0% w/w. Appendix XI P.

Relative density
0.880 to 0.950, Appendix V G.

Nux-vomica for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(ph. Eur. monograph 2514)
PIIw _

DEFINITION
Dried, ripeseed of StryChnos ma-oomiea L.

Content
Minimum 1.50 per cent for the sum of the contents of
brucine (C,,l{2oN20.,; M,394.5) and strychnine
(C"H22N20,; M, 334.4), of which 43 per cent to
67 per cent is strychnine (dried drug).

IDENfIFICATION
A. The seed is discoid, with a slightly raised margin,
20-25 mm in diameter and about 5 mm thick. It is not quite
flat,with one surface slightly convexand the otherslightly
concave. Some seeds are irregularly curved. The colour of
the seed ranges from light grey to greenish-grey and its satiny
appearance is due to a silky down,consisting of densehairs
radiating from a central point on eachof the faces. One of
the surfaces has a raised point at the centre (the hilum), from
which extends a radial ridge ending in a slight protuberance
on the edge of the seed (the micropyle). A grey horny
endosperm makes up most of the seed. The embryo, which is

2022

located in the central cavity, is small (about6 rom long),
with 2 cotyledons; the radicle is turned towards the
micropyle.
B. CAUTION: take allneassaryhontlling pmautions when
reducing this toxic herbal drug10 a powder.
Wash the herbal drug rapidly in cold water, thenexpose to
vapour from boiling water; once sufficiently softened, cut into
thin slicesand crush ina suitable apparatus. Allow to dry,
finish reducing 10 a powder (710) (2.9.12) and pass through
a covered sieve.
Microscopic examination (2.8.23). The powder is grey.
Examine under a microscope using chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder showsthe following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2514.-1): fragments of the outer testa (surface
view [B), transverse section [C), with ceUs with an enlarged,
sclerified, strongly thickened and channelled base [Ba, Cb],
transfonned into curved or straight hairs, usually broken,
with 7-10 lignified ridges [Bb, Cal and a rounded lignified
tip [0]; nwnerous rods or strips, highly variable in length
and 5-15 urn wide, from the lignified ridges of the hails [A);
numerous fragments of endosperm [F], consisting of very
thick-walled polyhedral cells, some of which contain oil and
aleurone grains; a few fragments of the outerlayers of the
endosperm (surface view [E), transverse section [CD;
in surface view IE) the cells are polyhedral [Ea], sometimes
associated with the brown pigmented layer of the testa
fanned of ceUs with indistinct walls [Eb]; in transverse
section [C) the cells are elongated [Cc), sometimes
associated with the pigmented layer [Cd] and the outer testa
[Cb).

Figure 2514.-1. - IU"'tration for identification testB of pondered
herbal drugof NWHJOmica for homoeopathic preparations

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
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Test solution To 2.0 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 20 mL of ethanol (70 percent VII? R, allow to
macerate for 15 min at room temperature, with stirring, and
centrifuge. Use the supernatant.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of brncine R and 10 mg of
strychnine R in 10 mL of ethanol (96 percen!! R.

Plate TLC siliro gelplateR (5-40 pm) [or TLC silica gel
plateR (2-10 pmj].
Mobilephase concentrated ammonia R, methanol R, methylene
chloride R (I :5:95 VIVIJI); use the lower layer.

Applirotion 10 ul, [or 5 ~Ll as bands.

Development Over a path of 15 em [or 6 em].

Drying In air, then in an oven at 105-1 J0 °C for J5 min;
allow to cool.

Detection Spray with iodoplatinate reagent R and examine
immediately in daylight.

Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zones may be present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of Lheplate

-- --

-- --

Sttychnine: a violet zone A violet zone (strychnine)

Brucine: a blue zone A blue zone (brucine)

Reference solution Tell soludon

TESTS
When the powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) is used, take
the necessary precautions as indicated under Identification B.

Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 1.0 per cent.

Strychnos ignatii P,J, Bergius
The presence of irregularly shaped seeds that are neither
discoid nor flattened and the presence in the powdered
herbal drug, examined under a microscope, of sclerified hairs,
usually sheared off, not thickened at the base and with walls
composed of small, oblique, sclerified strips, tighdy fused
longitudinally, indicate adulterationwith Strychnos ignatiiP.J.
Bergius.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cent, determined on 1.00 g of the
powdered hemal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

Aflatoxins (2.8.11f)
Maximum 2 ~g/kg (allatoxin B t ) and maximum 4 ~g/kg

(sum of aflatoxins BlJ B2J G1 and G2) ·

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

rest solution To 1.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (710)
(2.9.12) add 10.0 mL of ethanol (60 per cent VII? R. Boil
gently, under a reflux condenser, with stirring. After 30 min,
cool and filter into a 20.0 mL volumetric flask. Wash the
filter with ethanol (60 percent VII? R and dilute to 20.0 mL
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with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution [0

20.0 mL with mobile phase A.

Reference solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of brucine CRS and
10.0 mg of sttydmme CRS in a"">nitrile R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 20.0 mL with mobile phase A.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 =4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped ethylene-bridged oaad<X,}isi{y1

,,7lea gelfor chromatography (hybrid material) R (3.5 pm);
- temperature: 35 ·C.

Mobl1e phase:
- mobile phaseA: triethylamine R, acetonitrile for

chromatography R, methanol R2, tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane buffer solu.ion pH 9.0 R
(0.1:7.5:7.5:85 VIVIVIV);

- mobl1e phaseB: triethylamine R, tris(hydroxymethyl)
aminomethane buffer solution pH 9.0 R, acetonitrile for
chromalOgraphy R, methanol R2
(0.1: 15:42.5:42.5 VIVIVIV);

Time MobUe phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (per cent JlIJI) (per cent JIll?
0·5 100 0

5 - 25 100 --> 70 0-->30

25 - 30 70 --> 65 30 -->35

30 - 31 65 --> 0 35 --> 100

31 - 32 0 100

F1bw rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 260 run.

Injection I0 ur,
Elution order Brucine, strychnine.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 3.0 between the peaks due to brucine

and strychnine.

Calculate the percentage content of brucine and strychnine
using the following expression:

AI area of the peak due to brucine or to strychnine in the
chromatogram obtained with Ihe test solutionj

A2 area of the peak due to brucine or to strychnine in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference soIutionj

ml mass of the herbal drug to be examined used to prepare the tcst
solution, in gramsj

m2 mass of brudne CRS or of strychnine CRS used to prepare the
reference solution, in gnlD1Si

P llSSigned percentage content of brucine in bruciM CRS, or
strychnine in strychnine CRS.

,
MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mother tinaures for homoeopathic
preparations (2029).

DEFINITION
The mother tincture is prepared from the dried ripe seed of
Strychnos nux-wnlu:a L.

Content
0.15 per cent mlm to 0.30 per cent mlm for the sum of the
contents of brucine (Cz,H2oN20.,; M, 394.5) and strychnine
(C2IH22N202; l\.fr 334.4» of which 43 per cent to
67 per cent is strychnine.
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TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.888 to 0.903 when method 1.1.8 is used.

Ethanol (2.9.1(/)
60 per cent VIV to 70 per cent VIV when method 1.1.10 is
used.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 1.0 per cent.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the assay of
the herbal drug with the following modifications.

Testsolution Dilute 2.000 g of the mothertincture to be
examined to 20.0 mL with ethanol (60 per""" VIv,J R.
Calculate the percentage content of brucine and strychnine
using the following expression:

**** ** *
*****

Potassium Dichromate for
Homoeopathic Preparations
(Kalium Bichomicum for Homoeopathic Preparations,
Ph. Eur. monograph 2501)

____________________ P1>Eu

IDENTIFICATION
A Relative density (see Tests).

B. Refractive index (see Tests).

C. Distillation range (see Tests).

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve I g in 99 g of ethanol (90 per cetlt VIv,J R.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Method II).

AcidIty or alka1inlty
To 10 mL of the substance to be examined, add 5 mL of
carbon dioxide-free water Rand 0.25 mL of phenol red
solution R and shake.The aqueousphaseis yellow.
Add 0.05 mL of 0.01 M sodium hydroxide and shake.
The aqueous phase is red.

Relative density (2.2.5)
0.752 to 0.762.

Refractive index (2.2.6)
1.422 to 1.426.

Distillation range (2.2.11)
Minimum 90 per cent mlm distils between 180°C and
220 ·C.

Aromatic hydrocarbons
The absorbance (2.2.25) of solution S between 250 nm and
400 nm is not greater than 0.100.

Non..volatile matter
Maximwn 0.04 per cent.
Evaporate 5.000 g to dryness on a water-bath and dry the
residue in an oven at 100-105 °C for 2 h. The residue weighs
a maximum of 2.0 mg.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.

LABELLING
The label states that the substance is obtained by
rectification.areaof the peakdue 10 brucineor [0 strydmine in the

chromatogram obtainedwith me Icstsolutionj
areaof the peakdue [0 brucine or [0 strychnine in the
chromatogram obtained whh the reference solulionj
massof me mother lincnue to be examined used to prepare the
test solution,in grams;
massof bmcine eRS or of Jtrydmine CRS used to prepare the
reference solution.in grams;
assigned percentage contentof brucine in bmtin, CRS, or
strycbnine in JtJyChmrre CRS.

m,

A,

A,

on,

p

PRODUCTION .
The mother tincture is prepared by the following methods
prescribed in the general monograph Methodsofpreparation of
homoeopahic st<J<ks andpotentisation (2171):
- method 1.1.8, using the powdered herbal drug (710)

(2.9.12) and ethanol (70 per cent VIJI);
- method 1.1.10, using the powdered herbal drug, ethanol

(65 per cent VIp) and a maceration time of 3-5 weeks.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellow or light brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in
identification test C for the herbal drugwith the following
modification.
Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.

7778-5Q.9294.2K2Cr20 1

P1>Eu _

DEFINlTION
Content
99.0 per cent to 101.0 per cent ofK2Cr201'

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Orange crystals.

Salubillty
Freelysoluble in water, practically insoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
Alt gives reaction (b) of potassium (2.1.1).

B. Dissolve 10 mg in 5 mL of waterR. Add 0.25 mL of
dilutesulfuric add R, 0.5 mL of strong hydrogen peroxide

Petroleum Rectificatum for
Homoeopathic Preparations!
(ph. Eur. monograph 2681)
P1>Eu _

DEFINITION
Petroleum spirit distilling between 180 ·C and 220 ·C
obtainedby rectification of crude oil.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless, highly llanunable liquid.

Solublllty
Practically insoluble in water, freely solublein acetone,
sparingly soluble in ethanol (96 per cent).

www.webofpharma.com
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solution Rand 1 mL of etherR. Shake. The upper layeris
blue.

TESTS
Solution SI
Dissolve 5.0 g in distilled waterR and dilute to 50.0 mL with
the same solvent,

Solution S2
To 20.0 mL of solution SI add 20 mL of hydrochlCl,", acidR
and 50 mL of tributyl phosphate R. Stir for 2 min. Remove
the lower layer and shake it with 10 mL of ether R. Evaporate
the lower layer to dryness under reduced pressure. Dissolve
the residue in 10 mL of distilled waterR. Add dilure
ammonia RJ until the solution is neutral to blue litmus paper R

. and dilute '0 20.0 mL with distiJ/ed waterR.

Appearance of solution
Solution SI is clear (2.2.1).

Calcium (2.4.3)
Maximum 500 ppm.

Dilute 2.0 mL of solution S2 '015 mL with distiJ/ed waterR.

Chlorides (2.4.4)
Masimum 50 ppm.

Dissolve 1.0 g in 15 mL of di/ure nitric add R. Use 1 mL of
nitricadd R instead of the prescribed dilute nitric acidR.

Sulfates (2.4.13)
Maximum 150 ppm.

Dilute 10 mL of solution S2 '0 15 mL with distilled waterR.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.100 g in 25 mL of waterR. Add 2 g ofpotassium
iadide R and 25 mL of di/ure sulfitric acid R. Allow '0 stand in
the dark for 10 min. Add 150 mL of waterR. Titrate with
0.1 M sadium thiosulfate until the colour changes from blue '0
green) adding 1 mL of starch solution R near the end of the
titration.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 4.903 mg of
K2CC20 7'

____________________ I'/If..

Prunus Spinosa Fruit for Homoeopathic
Preparations
DEFINlTION
PrunusSpinosa Fruit for Homoeopathic Preparations is the
fresh ripefruitof Pnmusspinosa L.

IDENTIFICATION
The ripe fruit is nearlya globose drupe, 8 to 15 nun in
diameter, bluish-black with a blue-grey bloom. The dense
greenpulp surrounds a hard,spherical to ovoid and flattened
stone, 6 to 9 mm long, 6 to 8 mm wide and 4 to 6 mm
thick. The stone bulges slightly and has a sharp edge.

MOTHER TINCTURE

The mother tincture complies with the requirements statedunder
MotherTinctures for Homoeopathic Preparations and wi'h 'he
following requirements.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Prunus spinosa L. is prepared from
the herbal drug using Method 1.1.7 described in the
monograph forMethods of Preparation of Homoeopathic
Stocks and Potentisation. Use 43% w/w (50% vlv) of ethanol.

Homoeopathic Preparations IV-595

CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a purple-red to red, clearto slightly
turbid liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Carty out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendixm A, using the following solutions.
(1) Centrifuge 10 mL of the mother tincture a' aOOu'3000
rpm for 5 minutes.Precondition a cartridge containing
octadecyl-bcnded silica sorbent (a Sep-pak C18 cartridge is
suitable) with 10 mL of methanol followed by 10 mL of
water. Apply4.5 mL of the clear supernatant to the column)
wash with 5 mL water and elute with 5 mL of methanol.
Evaporate the eluant on a rotary evaporator at 50 0

• Dissolve
the residue in J mL of methanol.
(2) 0.025% wlv of chlorogenic acidand 0.005% wlv of
scopoleu'n in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coatingsl1ica gelF254.

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply 40 ~L of each solution as 12 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate '0 15 em.

(e) Afterremoval of the plate,dryit in airand spray with a
1%wlv solution of diphenylborie acid aminoethyl ester in
methanol, followed by a 5% wlv solution ofpolyethylene glycol
400 in methanol and examine underultraviolet light (365 nm).

MOBILE PHASE

15 volumes of anhydrous formk acid, J5 volumes of waterand
70 volumes of ethyla<etate.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not validunless the chromatogram obtainedwith
solution (2) shows a yellow-green fluorescent band
(chIorogenic acid) in the ntiddle thitd of the plate and a blue
fluorescent band (scopoletin) in the upperthird of the plate.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained withsolution (1) shows at least
one orange fluorescent bandbelowchlorogenic acid, one
yellow-green fluorescent bandwith the Rf of chlorogenic acid
and one orange fluorescent bandbelowscopoletin.
In addition the following bands maybe present: a blue
fluorescent band with the sameRf as scopoletin and an
orange fluorescent band withan Rf slightly higher than that
of scopoletin. Two or moreorange fluorescent bandsmay be
presentbetween the two standards.

Top of the plate

ScopoIeUn: a blue
An orange fluorescenl band
fluorescent band

A yellow-green Chlorogenic acid: a
fluorescent baocl yellow-green fluorescent

band
Anorange
nucrescera band

Solution (1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Ethanol
24 '0 34% w/w (29.3 to 40.8% vlv), Appendix VITI F.
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PhE" _

DEFINITION
Amorphous selenium.

Content
98.0 per cent to 101.0 per cent of Se (dried substance).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Black, reddish-brown Or redpowder,softens at 50°C to
60 'C.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water, soluble in concentrated sulfuric
acid giving a green solution.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Wann 5 mL of solution SI (see Tests) on a water-bath
and add 50 mg of hydrazi". sulfate R. A red colour is
produced.

B. To 5 mL of solution SI add 0.5 mL of dilute hydrochloric
acidR and 2 mL of a 100 yJL solution of thiourea R. A red
precipitate is formed,

TESTS
Solution SI
Dissolve 20 rngin 1 mL of nilri, acid R, warming on a water
bath. Continue warming until the evolution of brown fumes
has ceased, then cool and add 10 mL of water R.
Solution S2
To the residue obtained in the test for sulfated ash add 2 mL
of nitric acidRand 3 mL of hydrodJloric acidR and evaporate
to dryness on a water-bath. Take up the residue in a mixture
of I mL of dilute hydrochloric acid R and 25 mL of hot
water R. Cool, filter and dilute to 50.0 mL by washing the
filter with waterR.

Appearance of solution
Solution S2 is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Method II).

Sulfur
Maximum 0.2 per cent.

To 0.100 g add I mL of ni"';" acid R dropwise, then add
2 mL of hydrochloric acid R and evaporate to dryness on a
water-bath. Add 2 mL of hydrochloric acidR and evaporate
againto dryness on a water-bath. Dissolve the residue in
6 mL of a mixture of I mL of dilute hydroch{qric acidR and
30 mL of distilled water R, then filter and dilute the filtrate to
20 mL by washing the filter with distilled water R. Dilute
5 mL of this solution to IS mL with distiUed water R.
The solution complies with the limit test for sulfates (2.4.13)
(0.6 per cent of sulfate corresponds to 0.2 per cent of sulfur).

Water-soluble selenium. compounds
Maximum 5 ppm. -

Test salutiDn Shake 1.0 g with 20 mL of water R for 30 min
and filter, washing the filter with 2 quantities, each of 5 ml.,

13874-02-7

Sodium Tetrachloroaurate
Dihydrate for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(Aumm Chloratum Narronatum for Homoeopathic
Preparatimu, Ph. Eur. monograph Z/41)

Na[AuCI<I,2H,O 397.8
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sodium tetracbloroauratejt-) dihydrate.

Content
97.0 per ceot to 101.0 per cent ofNa[AuCI<I,2H,O.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Orange-yellow, hygroscopic powderor crystals.

Solubility
Very solubleor freely soluble in water and in ethanol
(96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Dissolve 20 mg in 2.0 mL of 0.1 M nitric acid. Add 0.1 g
of oxalic acid R and boil in a water-bath for I h. A deposit of
metallic gold is formed.

___________________ PIlE"

Iron (2.4. 'l)
Maximum 100 ppm.

To 5 mL of solution S2 add 5 mL of water R.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, detennined on 1.000 g by drying in
an oven at 105 "C for I h.

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Maximum 0.3 per cent, determined on 1.000 g.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.2000 g in 10 mL of nitric acidR. Wann until the
evolution of brown fumes has ceased and the solutionis only
slightly yellow. Cool, add 2 g of sulfam;,; acid R and dilute to
100.0 mL with water R. To 10.0 mL of this solution add
50 mL of water R and 2.0 g of potassium iodide R. Titrate
with 0.1 M sodium lhromlfate, detennining the end-point
potentiometrically (2.2.2Q).

I mL of 0.1 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 1.974 mg of
Se.

of water R. Adjust the filtrate to pH 2 with dilute hydrodJlfJric
acidR, and add 5.0 mL of a freshly prepared I yJL solution
of 2,3-naphthalenediamine R in 0.1 M hydrochlonc acid. Dilute
to 50 mL with water Rand aUow to stand) protected from
light, for 2 b. Shake the mixture with 10 mL of ",Iuene R for
3 min and aUow the layers to separate for 3 min. Isolate the
organic layer and dilute to 10.0 mL with toluene R.
Reference solution Mix 5.0 mL of selenimn standard solutWn
(1 ppm Se) R and 25 mL of water R, and prepare in the same
manner as for the filtrate in the test solution.
Compenration liquid Treat 30 mL of waterR in the same
manner as for the filtrate in the test solution.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the test solution and the
reference solutionat 380 om by comparison with the
compensation liquid.
The absorbance of me test solution is not greater thanthat of
the reference solution.

7782-49-2

Dry residue
Not less than 3.5% wlw, Appendix XI P.

Relative densIty
0.955 to 0.995, Appendix V G.

Selenium for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(ph. Eur. monograph 2844)

Se 79.0
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B. Solution S (see Tests) gives reaction (a) of chlorides
(2.3.1).

C. Solution S gives reaetion (b) of sodium (2.3.1).

TESTS
Solution S
Ignite 0.20 g in a porcelain crucible at 600°C ± 50°C for
30 min. Allow to cool and extractwith 3 rnL of water R,
heating if necessary. Use the supernatant.

Free hydrochloric acid
When a glass rod impregnated with concentrated ammonia R is
held close to the substance to be examined, no white fumes
are produced.

Nitrates
Maximum 200 ppm.

Dissolve 0.20 g in 4.0 mL of nitrate-free waterR. Add 0.6 g
of zinc R and 10 mL of dilute sulfuric acidR. Heat the
solution on a water-bath for 30 min, allow to cool and filter.
Rinse the filter with nitrate-free waterR and dilute the filtrate
to 20.0 mL with the same solvent. To 5.0 mL of this
solution add 0.4 mL of a 100 gIL solution ofpotassium
chloride R, 0.1 mL of diphenylamine solutUm Rand, dropwise
with shaking, 5.0 mL of nitrogen-free su/funcacidR. Heat in a
water-bath at 50°C for 15 min, centrifuge if necessary and
use the clearsupernatant. Any blue colour in the solution is
not more intense thanthatin a reference solution prepared at
the same time and in the same manner using a mixture of
1.0 mL of nitrate standord sdiuion (10 ppm NOy Rand
3.0 mL of nitrate{ree waterR.

ASSAY
Dissolve 40.0 mg in 10 mL ofpotassium iodide solution R.
AUow to standfor 5 min. Titrate wilh. 0.01 M sodium
thiosulfate until decolourised. Shortly before reaching the
endpoint, add 0.5 mL of starch solution R.
I mL of 0.01 M sodium thiosulfate is equivalent to 1.989 mg
of Na[AuCI.,),2H20 .

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light.

B. Microscopicexamination (2.8.23). Reduceto a powder
(710) (2.9.12). The powder consists of a mixture of dark
brown and white particles with oily constituents. Examine
undera microscopeusing chloral hydrate solution R.
The powder shows the following diagnostic characters
(Figure 2289.-1): fragments of the episperm consisting of a
layer of largecells with regularly thickened walls and a wide
lumen, elongated (surface view [AJ), moreor less
isodiametric (transverse section (D]); the outside surface of
the episperm cells generally exhibits numerous short,
unequal, irregularly bent, cylindrical papillae, often with a
globoid head, that look like cuticular papillae but are the
conidiophores of a funguspresentin almost every seed
[Aa, Da]; underlying the epispenn is an intermediate area,
partly collapsed, composed of 5-6 layers of tangentially
elongated, colourless, thin-walled cells [Cd, Db]; fragments
of the inner testa, usually associated with the endosperm
[B, C); the inner testa comprises brown cells that, in
transverse section, form a layerand are regular, -4-7 pm wide)
withnumerousU-shaped thickenings [Cal, whereas in
surface view [Ba] they are elongated and about 70-100 urn
long, with thin, finely striated walls; the endosperm consists
of pentagonal or hexagonal cells, isodiametric or slightly
elongated, with straight, thin walls [Bb, Cb], containing
aleurone grains and oil droplets [Be, Cc).

**** ** ** ****
Staphysagria for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2289)

DEFINITION
Dried, ripeseed of Delphinium staphisagria L.

Content
Minimum 1.5 per cent of total alkaloids, expressed as
delphinine (C,.H.,NO.; M, 599.7) (dried drug).

IDENTIFICATION
A. The isolated seed has an irregular, flattened, tetrahedral
shape,measuring 3-7 mm on each side; one of the sides is
convex; the others are flat or concave.The surface is
generally dark brown, rarely light brown, and shows a raised
network defining alveoli; on the surface thereare occasionaUy
greyish spots. The seed coat is brittle and encloses an
abundant endosperm, which is whitish (0 darkbrown.
The more or less wrinkJed seeds are sometimes found as 5-6
seeds fitting together into an ovoid mass.

Figure 2289.-1. - mustration for identification testB of powdered
herbal drngof Staphysagria for homoeopathic preporations

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution To 1.0 g of the powdered herbal drog (710)
(2.9.12) add 10 mL of ethanol (90 percent VI,,? R and boil
undera reflux condenserfor 15 min. Allow to cool and filter.
Reference sdution Dissolve 10 mg of hyoscine hydrobromide R
and 10 mg of popaverine hydrachloride R in ethanol
(90 percent VI,,? R and dilute to 50 mL with the same
solvent.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R (5-40 urn) [or TLC silica gel
plate R (2-10 J.lm)].

Mobile phase concentrated ammonia R, anhydrous ethanol R,
acetone R, taluene R (3:7:45:45 VIVIVIV).

Application 30 J.lL [or 20 J.lL] as bands.
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Development Over a path of 10 cm [or 6 ern].
Drying In air.
Detection Treat with dilute potassium iodobismulhate
solution R, thenwithsodium nittite solution R until the yellow
background disappears; examine in daylight.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, otherfaint zones maybe present
in the chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Top of the plate

3-4 orange zones

-- --

Papaverine: an onmgezone

Hyoscine: an orangezone

-- --
Reference saludan Test lolutioD

TESTS
Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximwn 1 per cent.
Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 10.0 per cem; determined on 1.000 g of the
powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) by drying in an oven at
105 ·C for 2 h.

Total ash (2.4.16)
Maximum 7.0 per cent.

ASSAY
To 2.000 g of the powdered herbal drug (710) (2.9.12) add
20 mL of ethanol (90 percent VI!? R, and boil onder a reflux
condenser for 15 min. Allow to cool and filter through a plug
of absorbent cotton, rinsing the filter with ethanol
(90 percent VI!? R. Add 2 mL of duutehydrochlori< acidR
and evaporate to about 5 mL under reduced pressure.
Add 20 mL of waterR. Shake with 4 quantities, each of
25 mL, of light petroleum R. Discard the organic layers.
Add to the aqneons layer 3 mL of dilu.. ammonia Rl and
shake with 4 quantities, each of 25 mL, of 1,I-dimethylethyl
me/hylether R. Dry the combined organic layers over
anhydrous sodium sulfate R, filter andevaporate to dryness
underreduced pressure at about 40°C. Dissolve the residue
in 10 mL of anhydrous acetic acidR. Titrate with 0.02 M
perchlork acid, determining the end-point potentiometrically
(2.2.20).

1 mL of 0.02 M perchloric acidis equivalent to II.99 mg of
delphinine (C,.H.,NO.).

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mothertinctures for homoeopathic
preparations (2029).

DEFINlTION
Content
0.10 per cent mlm to 0.40 percent mlm of total alkaloids,
expressed as delphinine (C,,H.,,NO.; M,599.7).

2022

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture lsprepared from the dried seed oC
Delphinillm ,raphisagria L according to the following methods
prescribed in the monograph Me/hods of preparation of
homoeopathic 'rocks and porentisation (2371):
- method 1.1.8 using the powdered herbal drug (710)

(2.9.12) and ethanol (90 per cent VI!? R; use ethanol
(70 percent VI!? R to prepare the 4'" decimal dilution,
and use ethanol (50 per cent VI!? R for subsequent
dilutions;

- method 1.1.10 using the fragmented herbal drug and
ethanol (65 percentVI!? R.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Pale yellow liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27) as described in
identification test C for the herbal drug with the following
modification.
Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.
Results See below the sequence of zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution. Furthermore, other faint zonesmaybe present
in the chromatogram obtained wirh the test solution.

Top oftbe plate

2-4 onrnge zones

-- --
Papaverine: an orangezone

Hyoscine: an orangezone

-- --

Reference solution Teet solution

TESTS
Reladve density (2.2.5)
0.830 to 0.840 when method 1.1.8 is nsed.

Ethanol (2.9.10)
60 per cent VIV to 70 per cent VIV when method 1.1.10 is
used.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 0.7 per cent,

ASSAY
Potentiometric titration (2.2.20) as described in the assay of
the herbal drug with the following modifications.

To 20.00 g of the mother tincture to be examined add 2 mL
of d.lute hydrochlori< acidR and evaporate to about 5 mL
underreduced pressure. Continue as described in the assay
of the herbal drug, beginning at the words "Add 20 mL of
waterR".
___________________ Pl>E"
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DEFINITION
Obtained by sublimation.

Content
99.0 per cent to 101.0 per cent.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Yellowpowder.

Solubility
Practically insoluble in water, soluble in carbon disulfide,
slighdy soluble in vegetable oils.

mp
About 120 ·C.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Heated in the presence of air,it bums with a blue flame,
emitting sulfur dioxide, whichchanges the colour of
moistened blue litmus paper R to red.
B. Heat 0.1 g with 0.5 mL of bromine waterR until
decolourised. Add 5 mL of waler R and filter. The solutlon
gives reaction (a) of sulfates (2.3./).

TESTS
Solution S
To 5.0 g add 50 mL of carbon dioxide-free water R prepared
from distilled waterR. Allow to stand for 30 min with
frequent shaking and filter.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is colourless (2.2.2, MethodII).

Odour (2.3.1)
It has no perceptible odour of hydrogen sulfide.

Acidity or alkalinity
To 5 mL of solution S add 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein
solution RI. The solution is colourless. Add 0.2 mL of
0.01 M sodium hydroxide. The solution is red. Add 0.3 mL of
0.01 M hydrochlon"c add. The solution is colourless.
Add 0.15 mL of methylred solution R. The solution is orange
red.

Chlorides (2.4.1)
Maximum 100 ppm.
Dilute 5 mL of solution S to 15 mL with waterR.
Sulfates (2.4.11)
Maximum 100 ppm, determined on solution S.

Sulfides
To 10 mL ofsblution S add 2 mL of briffer solution pH 3.5 R
and I mL of a freshly prepared 1.6 gIL solution of lead
nitrate R in carbon dioxide-free waterR. Shake. After I min
any colourin the solution is not moreintense man mat in a
reference solution prepared at the same time using I mL of
leadstandard solution (10 ppm Pb) R, 9 mL of carbon dioxide
free waterR, 2 mL of buffer solution pH 3.5 Rand 1.2 mL of
thioacetamide reagent R.
Arsenic (2.4.2, MethodB)
Maximum 8 ppm.
Shake 2.5 g with 50 mL of dilute ammonia RI for I hand
filter. Evaporate 25 mL of the filtrate to dryness. Add 2 mL
of water Rand 3 mL of nirric acidR to the residue and
evaporate to dryness. The residue complies with the test.

____________________ PhE<I

Symphytum Officinale Root for
Homoeopathic Preparations
DEFINITION
Symphytum Officinale Root forHomoeopathic Preparations
is the fresh root of Symphytum officinale L.

IDENTIFICATION
The strong, spirally-formed rootstock witha smooth, black
brown cortex, subdivides at the base. It is about 5 to 8 em in
diameter and 17 to 30 em long, surmounted by several tops,
close together, consisting of the black residues of the previous
year's rosettes of leaves between the current year's new
growths. A ring of 10 to 15 horizontally-running, secondary,
glabrous smooth rootsgrows from the base of the rosettes,
the rootsoftenreaching a length of more than 50 em and a
diameter of approximately 1.5 em. The middleportion of the
rootstock, which is moreor lessglabrous, branches at the
lowerend into several clearly separated, straight downwards
pointing, smoothroots,each about 1.5 cm thick and bearing
a few secondary rootlets 1 to 2 em long.
The rootstock and the thick secondary rootsarenon
lignified, succulent and break off easily. In the yellowish
white,glassy, slightly differentiated crosssection, there is a
very thin, black rhizodermis, and an easily detachable layer of
cortex, 5-8 mm thick. Within this is a singledark pigmented
vascular ring. The cut surface andparticularly the richly
exuding mucilagenous substance turn yellowto red-brown on
exposure.

TESTS
Foreign matter
Not more than 2%, Appendix XI D.

Prepare the standard using 1 mL of arsenic standard solution
(10 ppm As) R. "-

Sulfated ash (2.4.11)
Maximum 0.2 per cent, determined on 1.0 g.

ASSAY
Carry out the oxygen-flask method (2.5. lUi, using 60.0 mg
in a 1000 mL combustion flask with a
polytetrafluoroethylene joint. Absorb the combustion
products in a mixture of 5 mL of dilute hydrogen peroxide
solution R and 10 mL of waterR. Heat to boiling, boil gently
for 2 min and cool. Using 0.2 mL ofphenolphthalein
solution R as indicator, titrate with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide
until the colourchanges from colourless to red. Carryout a
blank titration underthe sameconditions.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 1.603 mg
ofS.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

MOTHER TINCTURE

The mother cincture romplies with the requirements scared under
Mother Tinctures for Homoeopatbic Preparations and with the
following requirements.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Symphytumofficinale L., is prepared
from the herbal drug using Method 1.1.3 described in the
monograph for Methodsof Preparation of Homoeopathic
Stocks and Porendsadon. Use 86% w/w (90% vlv) of ethanol.

7704-34-9

Sulfur for Homoeopathic
Preparations
(ph. Eur. monograph 2515)

S 32.07
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CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out the method for t/tin-layer chromatography,
Appendix ill A) using the following solutions.
(I) The mother tincture.

(2) 0.1 % wlv of aUantoin in elltanol (45%).

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel.

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 20 ~L of solution (I) and 10 ~L of solution (2) as
10 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 10 em.

(e) Afterremoval of the plate, dry in airand examineunder
ultraviolet light (365 nm).

(I) Spray the plate with a 5% wlv solution of
dimelhylamitwbenzaldehyde in hydrochloric acidandexamine in
daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumesof anhydrous formic acid, 10 volumes of waterand
80 volumes of ellty! acetate.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless under ultraviolet light (365 nrn)
the chromatogram of solution (I) shows two bluish
fluorescent bands at Rf 0.25 and Rf 0.55 and one light-green
fluorescent band at me solvent front.

CONFIRMATION

After spraying, the chromatogram obtained with solution (2)
shows the yellow allamoin band at Rf 0.35.
The chromatogram obtainedwithsolution (1) shows one
yellow band with the same Rf of 0.35 as that for allantoin.

TESTS
Ethanol
35 to 45% w/w (42 to 53% vlv), Appendix vm F.

Dry residue
Not less than 1.5% wlw, Appendix XI P.

Reladve density
0.920 to 0.970, Appendix V G.

Symphytum Officinale Root for Ethanol
Decoction for Homoeopathic
Preparations .
DEFINITION
Symphyturn Officinale Root for Ethanol Decoction for
Homoeopathic Preparations is the fresh root of Symphytum
oJjicinaJe L.

IDENTIFICATION
The strong, spirally-Conned rootstock with a smooth, black
brown cortex) subdivides at the base. It is about 5 to 8 em in
diameter and 17 to 30 em long, surmounted by several tops)
close together) consisting of the blackresidues of the previous
year's rosettesof leaves between me current year's new
growths. A ring of 10 to 15 horizontally-running, secondary,
glabrous smooth roots) grows from me base of the rosettes)
the roots often reaching a length of more than 50 em and a
diameter of approximately 1.5 em. The middle portionof me
rootstock) whichis more or less glabrous) branches at the
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lowerend into several clearly separated) Straight downwards
pointing) smooth roots) each about 1.5 em thickand bearing
a few secondary rootlets 1 to 2 cm long.
The rootstock and the thicksecondary roots are non
lignified, succulent and break off easily. In the yellowish
white, glassy) slightly differentiated crosssection, there is a
verythin, blackrhizodermis, and an easily detachable layer of
cortex) 5-8 romthick. Within this is a singledark pigmented
vascular ring. The cut surface and particularly the richly
exudingmucdagenous substance tum yellow to red-brown on
exposure.

MOTHER TINCTURE

The mother tinaure romp/inwith the requirements SUIted under
Mother Tinctures for Homoeopathic Preparations and willt the
following requirements.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Symphymm officinale L. is prepared
by decoction of the herbal drug using 43% wlw (50% vlv) of
ethanol.

CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Carryout the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix III A, using the following solutions.

(I) The mother tincture.

(2) 0.1% wlv of aOanlOin in elltanol (45%).

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel.

(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 20 ~ of solution (I) and 10 ~ of solution (2) as
10 mm bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 10 em.

(e) Afterremoval of the plate) dry it in airand examine
under ultraviolet light (365 nm).

(I) Spray the plate with a 5% wlv solution of
dimelhylaminobenzoldehyde in hydrochlmic acidand examine in
daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumes of anhydrousfannie add) 10 volumes of waterand
80 volumes of ethylautare.

SYSTBM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless under u'traviolet light (365 nm),
the chromatogram obtained with solution (I) shows two
bluish fluorescent bands at Rf value of 0.25 and Rf value of
0.55 and one light-green fluorescent bandat the solvent
front.

CONFIRMATION

After spraying, the chromatogram obtained with solution (I)
shows a yellow band at Rf value of 0.35 corresponding in
positionand colour to thatobtainedwithsolution (2).

TESTS
Ethanol
25 to 35% wlw (31 to 42% vlv), Appendix vm F.

Dry residue
Not less than 3.0% wlw, Appendix XI P.

Relative density
0.973 to 0.982, Appendix V G.
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Toxicodendron Quercifolium for
Homoeopathic Preparations
Rhus Toxicodendron for Homoeopathic Preparations
DEFINITION
Toxicodendron Quercitolium for Homoeopathic Preparations
is the fresh, young, not yet lignified shoots, with leaves, of
Toxicodendron quercifolium (Michx.) Greene.

CAUTJON The shoots contain a yelIqwish-white milkysap thaI is
a strong cutaneous imum: and darkens the skin. Contact with the
skin and muams membranes is to beoooided.

IDENTIFICATION
Shoots The thin shoots have a downy to cottony
indumenturn and may bear at their ends, and in the axils of
the alternate leaves, pointed buds covered in brown, woolly
hairs,
Leaves Dark green on the upper surface, lighter green on the
lower surface and have scattered ham, more numerous on
the veins; they are tripinnate with petioles 15 to 20 em long.
The leaflets are ovate to slightly rhombic and-of varying size,
the middle leaflet being the largest) up to 20 em long and
11 em wide with long petiolule; the two lateral leaflets are
smaller, up to 16 em long and 9 em wide with short
petiolules. The margins of the laminae may be entire or
broadly dentate with up to 3 or more short triangular lobes
on each side, particularly in the apical region of the middle
leaflets; on the lateral leaflets the margin is frequently
asymmetrical with the lobes on one side only; all the leaflets
are cuneate at. the base and acute at the apex.

MOTHER TINCTURE

The mother tincture romplies with the requirements stated under
Mother Tinctures for Homoeopathic Preparations and with lhe
following requirements.

DEFINITION
It contains not less than 0.1% w/w of total flavonoids
expressed as quercitrin (C2IH200U)'

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Toxicodendron quercifolium (Michx.)
Greene is prepared from the herbal drug using Method 1.1.3
described in the monograph for Methods of Preparation of
Homoeopathic Stocks and Potentisation. Use 86% w/w
(90% vlv) of ethanol.

CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a yellowish-brown to reddish-brown
liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
A. To 1 mL of the mother tincture add 1 granule of zinc, a
few turnings of magnesium and I mL of hydrochWric acid.
A dark red colour is produced which can be extracted with
tert-penryl akohol.
B. Carry out the method for lhin-ksyer chromatography,
Appendix ill A, using the following solutions.

(I) Use the mother tincture.

(2) Dissolve 20 mg of arimtin and 10 mg ofgallic acid in
10 mL of methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating silica gel.
(b) Use the mobile phase as described below.

(c) Apply 101'1- of each solution as bands.
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(d) Develop the plate to 10 cm.

(e) Remove the plate, dry in air, spray with a 0.5% wlv
solution of fase blueB salt in water, dry briefly and spray with
O.IM akoholic sodium kydroxide. Examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

10 volwnes of anhydrous formic acid, 10 volumes of waterand
80 volumes of ethylac<uate.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
solution (2) shows two well separated bands.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (1) shows the
following reddish-brown bands: two or three bands, which lie
close together at a position between those obtained for
arbutin and gaUic acid in solution (2) and two further
pronounced bands at about the same level as that obtained
for gallic acid in solution (2). Other bands may be present in
the chromatogram obtained with solution (1).

Top of the plate

A reddish-brown band Gallic acid: a reddish-brown
A reddish-brown band band

2 or 3 closely posrtioned
reddish-brown bands

Arbutin: a reddish-brown
band

Solution (1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Ethanol
36% '0 46% wlw (43% '0 54% vlv), Appendix VIII F.

Dry residue
Not less than 3.5% w/w, Appendix XI P.

Relative density
0.945 to 0.965, Appendix V G.

Urushiols
Carry out the method for liquid chromatography,
Appendix III D, using the following solutions.

(I) Evaporate 10.00 g of the mother tincture to dryness using
a rotary evaporator at a temperature not exceeding 40°.
Add 10 mL waterto the residue and mix with the aid of

~ ultrasound for 20 minutes. Add 10 mL of heptane and shake
vigorously for 15 minutes. Allow to separate, remove and
retain the heptane layer avoiding any suspended particles.
Perform the extraction twice more on me aqueous phase,
then discard the remaining aqueous layer and rinse the flask
with 10 mL of heptane. Combine the extracts and washings
and filter through anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporate the
filtrate to dryness using a rotary evaporator at a temperature
not exceeding 40°. Dissolve the residue in 2.0 mL of
methanol.

(2) To 0.5 mL of a 0.175% wlv solution of 4-dtJde<y/resorcinol
in methanol add 0.5 mL of a solution containing 0.1 % wlv
each of urushiol I and urushiol II in methanol and dilute to
5 mL with methanol.
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When the chromatograms arerecorded under the prescribed
conditions the relative retentions withreference to
4-dodecylresorcinol (retention time about 27 minutes) are
urushiol I about 2.0 and urushiol II about 2.4. The relative
retention of urushiol I to urushiol IT is about0.8.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2), the column efficiency, determined using the
peakdue to 4-dodecylresorcinol, is not less than 20,000
theoretical plates, and
in the chromatogram obtained with solution (3) the signal-/(}
noise ratio of the peaks due to urushiol I and wushiol IT is at
least 10.

LIMITS

Calculate the percentage w/w contentof urushiols in solution
(I), expressed as 4-dodecylresorcinol, using the following
expression:

(3) Dilute I volume of solution (2) to 20 volumes with
methanol,
(4) 0.00025% wlv of 4-dode<Jl/resorcinoi in methanol.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (25 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with oeuuJecylsilyl silica gelfor chroml1UJgraphy (5 urn) (Wate",
Symmetry CI8 is suitable).

(b) Use gradient elution and the mobile phase described
below.
(c) Use a flow rate of 1 mL per minute.

(d) Use a column temperature of 30'.

(e) Use a detection wavelength of 276 urn.

(I) Inject 20 ~L of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

Mobile phase A 0.2% vlv orthophosphoric acid.
Mobile phaseB methanol.

1.20

Time Mobilephal8 A MobilephaseB Comment

(Minutes) (%vlv) (%vIVI

0-2 95 5 isocIalic

2·18 95--.87 5->13 linear gradient

18-32 87~74 13--.26 linear gradient

32-42 74 2. bocralk:

42-43 74--.95 28~5 linear gradient

43-60 95 5 re-equllibfaUon

When the chromatograms are recorded usingthe prescribed
conditions, the retention timeof isoquercitrin is about
31 minutes and thatof quercitrin is about34 minutes, the
relative retention is about0.9.

SYSTEM SUITABILITY

The test is not valid unless, in the chromatogram obtained
with solution (2):

the symmetry factor for both iscquercitrin and quercitrin is not
less than0.8 andnot more than 1.2,
the number of theoretical plateswith respect to isoquercitrin
is at least 200,000.

DETERMINATION OF CONTENT

Calculate the contentof total ftavcncids, expressed as
quercitrin fromthe chromatograms obtained and using the
declared contentof ~IH2001l in quercitrin BPCRSand the
following expression. Disregard anypeakwith an area less
than that in solution (3).

Disregard anypeak:
with an area less than the area of the peakdue to 4-dodecyl
resorcinol in solution (4) (0.00005%);

with a retention time less than0.25 times thatof the peak
due to 4-dodecylresorcinol, or wil:h a retention time greater
than the peakdue to urushiol IT in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (2).

ASSAY
Carry out the method for /ifJuid chromatography,
Appendix ill D, usingthe following solutions in 50 volumes
of methanol and 50 volumes of water.
(I) 10% wlv of the mother tincture.

(2) 0.018% wlv each of isoquercilrin and quercilrin BPCRS.

(3) 0.0000018% wlv of quercitrin BPCRS.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use a stainless steel column (25 em x 4.6 mm) packed
with octadecylsiJyl sinca gelfor chromatagraphy (5 urn) (Wate",
Symmetry CI8 is suitable).

(b) Use gradient elution and the mobile phase described
below.

(c) Use a flow rate of 1 mLperminute.
(d) Use an ambient columntemperature.
(e) Use a detection wavelength of 340 urn.

(I) Inject 20 ~ of each solution.

MOBILE PHASE

Mobile phase A water adjusted to pH to 2.3 with
orthophosphoric acid.
Mobile phase B aatanilrile.

Al x m2 xpx1.l3

A2 X ml X 100

sum of the peakareasdue to urusbiols in the chromatogram
obtained with solution (l)i
area of the peakdue to 4-dodecylre$orcinol in tbe
chromatogram obtained withsolution(2);
concentration of the mothertincture samplein solution(I) in
%wlv;
concentrlltion of 4-dodecylresorcinol in solution(2) in % wlvj
percentage content of 4-dodecykesorcinol in
~nso,.cinot

average molar mass ratioof urushiol I andII to
~rn>/.

Time Mobile phase Mobilephase Comment

(Minutes) A B

(%vlv) (% vlv)

0-2 20 80 isocralic

2-82 20---t0 80->100 linear gradient

82-83 0---t20 100->80 linear gradient

83-100 20 80 re-equillbration

A,

<,

A,

<,
P

In the chromatogram obtained with solution (I):

The total content of urushiols, expressed as
4-dodecylresorcinol, is not more than 0.05%.
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A,

A,

c

"p

Swn of the peak 9J"e1IS due to quercitrin and flavonoids in !:he
chromatogram obtained with solution (1);
area of the peak due to quercitrin in lite chromatogram
obtained with solution (2);
concentration of the mother tincture sample in solution (I) in
% wlv;
concentration of qutrl:im"n BPCRS in solution (2) in % wlvj
percentage content of quercitrin in qum:UrinBPCRS.
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Foreign matter (2.8.2)
Maximum 5 per cent.

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Minimum 65.0 per cent, determined on 5.0 g of finely cut
herbal drug by drying in an oven at 105 °C for 2 h, if
performed to demonstrate the freshness of the herbal drug.

Urtica Dioica for Homoeopathic
Preparations
Common Stinging Nettle for Homoeopathic
Preparations

(Ph. Bur. monograph 2030)
PhE<r ~~ _

DEFINll10N
Whole, fresh, flowering plant of Unica dioica L.

CHARACTERS
The plant causes an itching, burning sensation on the skin.

IDENTIFICATION
A. The perennial plant has a taproot that sends out creeping
subterranean rhizomes, more or less 4-angled in transverse
section, from which extend adventious secondary roots and
very numerous brownish hairy rootlets. The stipes are erect,
generally unbranched, 3-5 mm in diameter and 0.3-1.5 m
high, rarely up to 2.5 m high, 4-angled, greyish-green and
covered in short hairs and-stinging hairs.

The decussate leaves are 30-150 mID long and 20-80 mID

wide. The petiole is hispid and usually slightly less than one
third the length of the lamina. The leaf blade is ovate,
acuminate, cordate or rounded at the base, and coarsely
dentate; the apical tooth is distinctly larger than the lateral
teeth. The upper side of the leaves is dark green and usually
matt, both sides bear short serried hairs intermingled with
long stinging bairs. The 2 stipules are linear-subulate and
free. The inflorescences growing from the leafaxils are
complex, the flowers unisexual, and, particularly in male
plants, generally distinctly longer than the petiole. After
shedding their pollen" male inflorescences are erect at an
oblique angle or horizontal; female inflorescences are pendent
when the fruit is ripe. All flowers have long stalks.
The perianth of the male flowers is divided half-way down
into equal green lobes, widest at their base, with short bristles
and stinging hairs at the margins. The stamens are equal and
opposite to the perianth segments, each with a long, whitish
filament that curves inwards before pollen is shed and
spreads out afterwards. The ovary is rudimentary, button or
cup-shaped. The perianth of the female flowers is downy or
bristly on the outside and consists of outer, and 2 inner
segments; the inner segments are about twice the length of
the outer ones. The hypogynous, ovate, unilocular ovary
bears a large capitate stigma with a brush-like shock of hair.
As the one-seeded fruit grows ripe, the 2 inner segments of
the perianth fold around it like wings.

B. It complies with the test for Unica urem (see Tests).

TESTS
Urlica urens
The margin of the lamina is not serrate with teeth twice as
long as wide. The clusters of flowers in the axils are longer
than the petiole of the leaf. Unisexual, apetalous flowers are
not together on the same plant and in the same cluster.

MOTHER TINCTURE
The mother tincture complies with the requirements of the
general monograph Mothert;naures for homoeopathic
preporations (2029).

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Urtica dioica is prepared by
maceration using ethanol of a suitable concentration.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Greenish-brown or orange-brown liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The mother tincture to be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of phenywlanine Rand
10 mg of serine R in a mixture of equal volumes of
methanel R and waterR and dilute to 10 mL with me same
mixture of solvents.

PIau TLC silica gelpwu R.
Mobile phase glacial acetic acid R, waterRJ aatone RJ

butanolR (10:20:35:35 VIVIVI,,?

Application 20 ~L, as bands.

Development Over a path of 10 em.

Drying In air.

Deteaion Spray with a I gIL solution of ninhydrin R in
ethanol (96 percen!l R, heat at 105-11 0 °C for 5-10 min and
examine in daylight within 10 min.

Results See below the sequence of the zones present in the
chromatograms obtained with the reference solution and the
test solution.

Top of the plate

-- --

Phenylalanine: a violet to reddish-
brown zone

4 red 10 violet zones

-- --

Serine: a reddish-violet zone A violetzone

A violet zone

Reference solution Test !oluti$

TESTS
Relative density (2.2.5)
0.930 10 0.950.

Ethanol (2.9.1 U)
40 per cent VIV to 56 per cent VIv.

Methanol (2.9.11)
Maximum 0.10 per cent VIV.

Dry residue (2.8.16)
Minimum 1.1 per cent.
___________________ PhE<r
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Urtica Urens Herb for Homoeopathic
Preparations
DEFINITION
Urtica Urens Herb for HomoeopatbicPreparations is me
fresh leaves and flowers of Urtica urens L.

CHARACTERISTICS
The plant produces an itchy, burning sensation.

IDENTIFICATION
Plant Annual.

Leaves Decussate with diffusely haired petiole,whichin the
lowerleaves is mostly as long as the lamina; ovateto elliptic,
I to 5 em long and 1 to 4 em wide lamina with incised
serrated leaf margin, blunt to cuneateat the base, acuminate
towards the apex. The leaves aredark-green on the upper
surface, slightly shiny and palergreen on the lower surface;
prominent stinginghairs occur scattered all over the upper
surface, on the lowersurfacethey occurmostlyoverthe
veins. The two stipules on each side are lanceolate and the
margins are entire.
Flowers The complicated inflorescences consistmainly of
female flowers and only a few male flowers; theyarise from
the leafaxils and are about 1.5 to 2 em long and usuaUy
shorter than the leaf petioles. The perigonium of the male
flowers is split into fourpale greenlobes of equal size; each
one of the four stamenssituated in frontof one of the
perigonium lobes and has a long filament whichat first is
incurved and then widens out before the anther releases the
pollen. The perigonium of the female flowers consistsof two
outer, short, bract-like segments and two longer, innerones,
all with ciliated margins and scattered hairs over the surfaces;
the superior ovary is ovoid with a shortstyle and a
conspicuous, brushlike stigma.The ripefruits are
monospermic and enclosed by the two innersegments of the
perigonium.

TESTS
Urtica dioica
The plant is dioecious as follows:
the male and female flowers occur on separate plants;
the inflorescences are longer than the leafpetioles;
the leaves,especially those on the lowerpart of the stem, are
longer than theirpetioles.

MOTHER TINCTURE

Themother tincture complies with therequirements statedunder
Mother Tinctures for Homoeqpathic Preparations and with the
fo/Iowing requirements.

PRODUCTION
The mother tincture of Urtica ureos L., is prepared from the
herbal drug using Method2b described in the monograph for
Methods of Preparation of Homoeopathic Stocks and
Potentisation. Use 62% wlw (70% vlv) of ethanol.

CHARACTERISTICS
The mother tincture is a green to brownish-green liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
A. To I mL ofpotassium hydroxide so/mum add I mL of the
mother tincture and heat to boiling. Red Iitmus paper held
over the mouth of the test tube turns blue.
B. Add I mL of hydrochloric acid and a few crystals of
resorcinol to 1 mL of the mother tincture. Heat to boiling.
A red colour is produced.

2022

C. Carry out the method for thin-layer chromatography,
Appendix m A, using the following solutions.
(I) The mother tincture.

(2) Dissolve 10 mg of leucine and 10 mg of threonine in
10 mL of 50% vtv ethano/.

CHROMATOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS

(a) Use as the coating sih'ca gel G.

(b) Use the mobile phase described below.

(c) Apply 20 ~L of each solution as bands.

(d) Develop the plate to 15 em.

(e) Afterremoval of the plate, dry in a current ofwann air or
in an oven at 100° to 105°. Spray the chromatogram with a
0.5% wlv solution of n;nhydn·n in butan-J-ol. Heat for
10 minutes at 100° to 105° and examine in daylight.

MOBILE PHASE

10 volumes of g/adalacetic add, 20 volumes of water,
35 volumes of acttmle and 35 volumes of buum-l-ol.

SYSTEM SUITABIUTY

The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtainedwith
the solution (2) shows two clearly separated colouredzones
due to threonine (reddish pink) in the lower regionand
leucine (pink) in the middle region.

CONFIRMATION

The chromatogram obtained with solution (I) shows a pink
spot (whichmay be separated into two spots) corresponding
to leucine. A reddish pinkspot occurs in the lowerregion
corresponding to threonine. Between the spots corresponding
to threonine and leucine there is an orange pinkspot and a
pink spot present, in order of increasing Rf value. Several
spots arepresentbelow the spot corresponding to threonine.

Top of Ihe plale

A pink band (may be two leucine: a pink band
bands)

A pink band

An orange-pink band

A reddish-pink band Threonine: a reddish-pink
band

Several bands may be
observed

Solution (1) Solution (2)

TESTS
Ethanol
25% to 35% wlw (30% to 42% vlv), Appendix VIII F.

Dry residue
Not tess than 1.0% wlw, Appendix XI P.

Relative density
0.956 to 0.968, Appendix V G.
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ANTICOAGULANT ACID-CITRATE
GLUCOSE SOLUTIONS (ACD)

A B
Sodium citrale (04/2) 22.0 g 13.2 g
Cilrie acid mD1lCJlYdrau (0456) 8.0 I 4,8 g
or CinU acid (0455) 7.3 g 4.4 g
G/UCdU monohydrate (017SY' 245 g 14.7 B
or G/uane (0117)· 22.3 g 13.4 g
WGtt'T for injeaions (OI6?) to 1000.0 mL 1000.0 mL
Volume to be used pel' 100 mL of blood 15.0 mL 25.0 mL
"The competent authority may require that the substances comply wilh the
lest for pyrogens given in the monographs on GluctU4 monohydrau (0178) and
Gluane (0177). respectively.

ASSAY
Citric acid
To 10.0 mL (for formula A) or to 20.0 mL (for formula B)
add 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein solution Rl. Titrate with 0.2 M
sodium hydroxide until a pink colour is obtained.

1 mL of 0.2 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 14.01 mg of
C.H.O

"H,O
or to 12.81 mg of C.,H.O"

Sodium-citrate
Prepare a chromatography column 0.10 m long and 10 mm
in internal diameter and filled with strongly acidic ion-exchange
resin R (300 urn to 840 urn). Maintain a 1 em layer ofliquid
above the resin at all times. Wash the column with 50 mL of
de-ionised water R at a flow rate of 12-14 mUmin.

Dilute 10.0 mL of the solution to be examined (for
formula A) or 15.0 mL (for fonnula B) to about 40 mL with
de-ionised water R in a beaker and transfer to the column
reservoir, washing the beaker 3 times with a few millilitres of
de-ionised waterR. Allow the solution to run through the
column at a flow rate of 12-14 mUmin and collect the
eluate. Wash the column with 2 quantities, each of 30 mL,
and with one quantity of 50 mL, of de-ionised waterR.

acidR and 50 volumes of ethylene chloride R. The volumes of
solvents have to be measured accurately since a slight excess
of water produces cloudiness. Dry the plate in a current of
wann air. Repeat the development immediately, after
renewing l:hemobile phase. Dry the plate in a current of
warm air and spray evenly with a solution of 05 g of
thymolR in a mixture of 5 mL of su!furic acidRand 95 mL
of ethanol (96 per cen,) R. Heat at 130 ·C for 10 min.
The principal spot in the chromatogram obtained wil:h the
test solution is similar in poshlon, colour and size to the
principal spot in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a). The test is not valid unless the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) shows 4 clearly
separated spots-

B. To 2 mL add 5 mL of cupn"..~itn'c solution R. Heat to
boiling. An orange precipitate is formed and the solution
becomes yellow.

C. To 2 mL (for formula A) add 3 mL of waterR or to
4 mL (for formula B) add 1 mL of waterR. The solution
gives the reaction of citrates (2.3.1).

D. 0.5 mL gives reaction (h) of sodium (2.3.1).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
The pH of the solution to be examined is 4.7 to 5.3.

Hydroxymethylfurfural
To 2.0 mL add 5.0 mL of a 100 gIL solution of p-wluidine R
in 2-proponol R containing 10 pet cent VIV of g/Qcia1 acetic
acidR and 1.0 mL of a 5 gIL solution of baroituric acid R.
The absorbance (2.2.25), determined at 550 nm after
allowing the mixture to stand for 2 min to 3 min, is not
greater than that of a standard prepared at the same time in
the same manner using 2.0 mL of a solution containing
5 ppm of hydroxym'thylfuifural R for formula A or 3 ppm of
hydroxymethylfuifural R for formula B.

Sterility (2.6.1)
They comply with the test for sterility.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8)
They comply with the test for pyrogens. Dilute with a
pyrogen-free, 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to obtain a
solution containing approximately 5 gIL of sodium citrate.
Inject 10 mL of the diluted solution per kilogram of the
rabbit's mass.

**** ** *<,»
Anticoagulant and Preservative
Solutions for Blood
(Anticoagulant and Preservative Solutions for Human
Blood, Ph. Eur. monograph 0209)

CHARACTERS
A colourless or faintly yellow, clear liquid, practically free
from particles.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Examine by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using
silica gel GRas the coating substance.

Test solution Dilute 2 mL of the solution [Q be examined
(for formula A) or 3 mL (for formula B) to 100 mL with a
mixture of 2 volumes of water Rand 3 volumes of
methanol R.
Reference solU/ion (a) Dissolve 10 mg ofglucose
monohydrate eRS in a mixture of 2 volumes of waterR and
3 volumes of methanol R and dilute to 20 mL with the same
mixture of solvents.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10 mg of glucose R, 10 mg of
fructose R, 10 mg of lactose monohydrate Rand 10 mg of
sucrose R in a mixture of 2 volumes of water R and 3 volumes
of methanol R and dilute to 20 mL with the same mixture of
solvents.

Apply separately to the plate 2 J!L of each solution and
thoroughly dry the points of application. Develop over a path
of 15 em using a mixture of 10 volumes of waterR,
15 volumes of methanol R, 25 volumes of anhydrous acetic

DEFINITION
Anticoagulant and preservative solutions for human blood are
sterile and pyrogen-free solutions prepared with water for
injections, filtered, distributed in the final containers and
sterilised. The content of sodium citrate
(CoH,Na,07,2H,O), glucose monohydrate (C.,HI2O.,H,O)

or glucose (C.H1,O.) and sodium dihydrogen phosphate
dihydrate (NaH,PO.,2H,O) is not less than 95.0 per cent
and not more than 105.0 per cent of that stated in the
formulae below. The content of citric acid monohydrate
(C.HaO"H,O) or citric acid (C.HaO,) is not less than
90.0 per cent and not more than 110.0 per cent of that
stated in the formulae below. Subject to agreement by the
competent authority, other substances) such as red-eell
preservatives, may be included in the formula provided that
their name and concentration are stated on the label.

Anticoagulant and preservative solutions for human blood are
presented in airtight, tamper-evident containers of glass
(3.2.1) or plastic (3.3.4).
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The column can be used for 3 successive determinations
before regeneration with 3 times its volume of dilute
hydrochloric acid R. Titrate the combined eluate and washings
(about 150 mL) with 0.2 M sodium hydroxide, using 0.1 mL
of phenolphthalein ,oIution Rl as indicator.

Calculate the content of sodium citrate in grams per litre
from the following expressions:

For formula A:

0'

1.961n - 1.4OC

1.961n - 1.53C

ANTICOAGULANT CITRATE
PHOSPHATE-GLUCOSE SOLUTION (CPD)

SodilO1l aCTaU (0412) 26.3 g
Cirricacidmonohydrate (0456) 3.27 g
or Citricacid (0455) 2.99 g
Ghl«JU monohydrau (0178)" 255 i
or Glucose (0177)* 23.2 g
Sodium dihyJrogmphospho" dihjdrcJle (0194) 20Si g
Wafer jtJr inj«tit»u (0169) to 1000.0 mL
Volume to be used per 100 mL of blood 14.0 mL
*The competent aurhority may require that the substanCC$ comply with the
test for pyrogens given in the monographs on GIuco~monohydrate (0178) and
G1I«tnJe (0177), respectively.

n number ormillilitres of 0.2 M Jod;um hydroxide used in the
titrnrioni

C content of citric acid monohydrate in gramS per litre determined
as prescribed abovej

C' content of citric acid in grams per Hue determined as prescribed
above.

STORAGE
Store in an airtight, tamper-evident container, protected from
light.

LABELLING
The label stases:
- the composition and volume of the solution;
- the maximum amount of blood to be coUeeted in the

container.

Reducing sugars
Dilute 5.0 mL (for formula A) or 10.0 mL (for formula B) to
100.0 mL with waterR. Introduce 25.0 mL of the solution
into a 250 mL conica1l1ask with ground-glass neck and add
25.0 mL of cupri-cilri< ,oIution Rl. Add a few pieces of
porous material, attach a .reflux condenser, heat so that
boiling begins within 2 min and boil for exactly 10 min. Cool
and add 3 g ofpotassium Wdide R dissolved in 3 mL of
waterR Add 25 mL of a 25 per cent mlm solution of sulfuric
acid R with caution and in small quantities. Titrate with
0.1 M 'odium thWsuifare using 0.5 mL of starch ,oIution R,
added towards the end of the titration, as indicator (nl mL).
Carry out a blank titration using 25.0 mL of waterR
(n2 mL).
Calculate the content of reducing sugars as glucose or as
glucose monohydrate, as appropriate, from Table 0209.-1.

CHARACTERS
A colourless or faintly yellow, clear liquid, practicaUy free
from particles.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Examine by thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27), using
sili€a gelGRas the coating substance.

Tesc solucWn Dilute 2 mL of the solution to be examined to
100 mL with a mixture of 2 volumes of waterRand
3 volumes of memanolR.
Reference 'olution (a) Dissolve 10 mg ofglucose
monohydrare CRS in a mixture of 2 volumes of water Rand
3 volumes of methanol R and dilute to 20 mL with the same
mixture of solvents.

Reference 'olution (b) Dissolve 10 mg of glucose R, 10 mg of
fruaose R, 10 mg of lactose monohydrare Rand 10 mg of
SUQVse R in a mixture of 2 volumes of fDater R and 3 volumes
of methanol R and dilute to 20 mL with the same mixture of
solvents.

Apply separately to the plate 2 1'1. of each solution and
thoroughly dry the starting points. Develop over a path of
15 cm using a mixture of 10 volumes of waterR, 15 volumes
of methanol R, 25 volumes of anhydrous acetic acidR and
50 volumes of ethylene chlmide R. The volumes of solvents
have to be measured accurately since a slight excess of water
produces cloudiness. Dry the plate in a current of warm air.
Repeat the development immediately, after renewing the
mobile phase. Dry the plate in a current of warm air and
spray evenly with a solution of 0.5 g of thymol R in a mixture
of 5 mL of ,ulfwi< add R and 95 mL of ethanol
(96 percent) R. Heat at 130 ·C for 10 min. The principal
spot in me chromatogram obtained with the test solution is
similar in position, colour and size to the principal spot in
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a).
The test is not valid unless the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) shows 4 clearly separated spots.

B. To 2 mL add 5 mL of cupri-dni< ,oIution R. Heat to
boiling. An orange precipitate is Conned and the solution
becomes yellow.

C. To 2 mL add 3 mL of waterR. The solution gives the
reaction of citrates (2.3.1).

D. I mL gives reaction (b) of phosphates (2.3.1).

E. 0.5 mL gives reaction (b) of sodium (2.3.1).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
The pH of the solution is 5.3 to 5.9.

Hydroxymethylfurfural
To 2.0 mL add 5.0 mL of a 100 gIL solution of p-toluidine R
in 2-propanol R containing 10 per cent VIV of glacial acetic
acidRand 1.0 mL of a 5 gIL solution of barbituric acidR.
The absorbance (2.2.25), determined at 550 om after

21.6

24.5

27.2

30.2

33.1

36.1

39.0

42.1

45.2

Glucose monohydrate
(mg)

1.307n - L40C

1.307n - 1.53C

19.8

22.4

25.0

27.6

30.3

33.0

35.7

38.3

41.3

Glucose
("'8l

0'

8

9

10

11

12

13

"15

16

Volume of 0.1 M .odium
lhiosuVale
(n2--nl mL)

For formula B:

Table 0209.-1
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allowing the mixture to stand for 2 min to 3 min, is not
greater than that of a standard prepared at the same time in
the same manner using 2.0 mL of a solution containing
5 ppm of hydroxymethylfuifura/ R.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
They comply with the lest for sterility.

Pyrogens (2.6.8)
They comply with the test for pyrcgens. Dilute with a
pyrogen-free, 9 gIL solution of sodium chlorid« R 10 obtain a
solution containing approximately 5 gIL of sodium citrate.
Inject 10 mL of the diluted solution per kilogram of the
rabbit's mass.

ASSAY
Sodium d1bydrogen phosphate
Dilute 10.0 mL to 100.0 mL with waterR. To 10.0 mL of
this solution add 10.0 mL of nirro-molybdovanadic reagent R.
Mix and allow to stand at 20°C to 25 °C for 30 min. At the
same time and in the same manner, prepare a reference
solution using 10.0 mL ofa standard solution containing
0.219 g of potassium dihydrogen phosphare R per litre. Measure
the absorbance (2.2.25) of the 2 solutions at 450 om using as
the compensation liquid a solution prepared in the same
manner using 10 mL of waterR. Calculate the content of
sodium dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate (P) in grams per
litre from the expression:

11.46xCxA,
A2

C concentration of potaniunr dihydrogm phosp/UJl4 R in the
standard solution In grams per litre;

At absorbance of the test solution;
A2 absorbance of the referencesolution.

Citric acid
To 20.0 mL add 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein solution Rl and
titrate with 0.2 M sodium hydroxide.
Calculate the content of citric acid monohydrate (C), or citric
acid (C' ») in grams per litre from the equations:

C = 0.7005n - 0.4490P
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Calculate the content of sodium citrate in grams per litre
from the following expressions:

1.961n - 1.257P - 1.40C

1.961n -1.257P-1.53C

tI number of millilitresof 0.2 M uxliumhydroxide used in the
titration;

P content of sodiwn dihydrogen phosphate dihydrate in gnlmS per
litre determined as prescribed above;

C content of cilric acid monohydrate in grams per litre determined
as prescribed above;

C' content of duic acid in grams per litre determined as prescribed
above.

ReducIng sugars
Dilute 5.0 mL to 100.0 mL with water R. Introduce 25.0 mL
of the solution into a 250 mL conical flaskwith ground-glass
neck and add 25.0 mL of cupri-<itric solution Rl. Add a few
pieces of porous material, attach a reflux: condenser, heat so
that boiling begins within 2 min and boil for exactly 10 min.
Cool and add 3 g of potassium iodide R dissolved in 3 mL of
waterR. Add 25 mL of a 25 per cent mlm solution of sulfuric
acidR with caution and in small quantities. Titrate with
0.1 M sodium thiosulfate using 0.5 mL of starch solution R,
added towards the end of the titration) as indicator (nt mL).
Carry out a blank titration using 25.0 mL of waterR
(n2 mL).

Calculate the content of reducing sugars as glucose or as
glucose monohydrate, as appropriate) from Table 0209.-1.

STORAGE
Store in an airtight, tamper-evident container, protected from
light.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the composition and volwne of the solution;
- the maximum amount of blood to be collected in the

container.
_____________________ POE"

•
p

C ~ 0.6404n - 0.4105P

number of millilhres of 0.2 M sodium hydroxideused in the
titration;
content of sodium dibydrogen phosphate dihydrate in grams per
litre determined as prescribed above.

Plasma for Fractionation
(Human Plasma for Fractionation, Ph. Eur.
monograph 0853)

Sodium citrate
Prepare a chromatography column 0.10 m long and 10 mm
in internal diameter and filled with strongly addk ion-exchange
min R (300 pmro 840 um). Maintain a I cm layer of liquid
above the resin at aU times. Wash the column with 50 mL of
de-ionised water R at a flow tate of 12-14 mUmin.

Dilute 10.0 mL of the solution to be examined to about
40 mL with de-ionised water R in a beaker and transfer to
the column reservoir, washing the beaker 3 times with a few
millilitres of de-ionised water R. Allow the solution to run
through the column at a flow rate of 12-14 mllmin and
collect the eluate. Wash the column with 2 quantities) each
of 30 mL, and with one quantity of 50 mL, of de-ionised
waterR. The column can be used for 3 successive
determinations before regeneration with 3 times its volume of
dilutehydrochloric acidR. Titrate the combined eluate and
washings (about 150 mL) with 0.2 M sodium hydroxide, using
0.1 mL of phenolphthalein solution Rl as indicator.

POE" _

DEFINITION
Liquid part of human blood remaining after separation of the
cellular elements from blood collected in a receptacle
containing an anticoagulant, or separated by continuous
filtration or centrifugation of anticoagulated blood in an
apheresis procedure; it is intended. for the manufacture of
plasma-derived products.

PRODUCTION
DONORS
Only a carefully selected, healthy donor who) as far as can be
ascertained after medical examination, laboratory blood tests
and a study of the donor's medical history) is free from
detectable agents of infection transmissible by plasma-derived
products may be used. Recommendations in this field are
made by the Council of Europe (Re«nnmendation
No. R (95) 15 on thepreparation, use and qualit;y assurance of
blood romponents) or subsequent revision]; a directive of the
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European Union also deals with the matter: CommissUm
Dimti", 20041331EC of 22 March 2004 implementing
Dim.", 20021981EC of .he European Parliamen, and ef the
Coundl as regards certain te<hni<aJ requirements for blood and
blood components.

Immunisation of donors
Immunisation of donors to obtain immunoglobulins with
specific activities may he carried out when sufficient supplies
of material of suitable quality cannot be obtained from
naturally immunised donors. Recommendations for such
immunisations are formulated by the World Health
Organization (Requirements for the collection, proassing and
qualitycontrol of blood, blood components and plasmaderivau'ves,
WHO Technical Report Series) No. 840, 1994 or subsequent
revision).

Records
Records of donors and donations made are kept in such a
way' that, while maintaining the required degree of
confidentiality concerning the donors identity, the origin of
each donation in a plasma pool and the results of the
corresponding acceptance procedures and laboratory tests
can be traced.

Laboratory tests
Laboratory tests are carried out for each donation to detect
the following viral markers:

1. antibodies against human immunodeficiency virus 1,(anti
HN-I);
2. antibodies against human immunodeficiency virus 2 (anti
HN-2);
3. hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg);

4. antibodies against hepatitis C virus (anti-HCV).

The test methods used are of suitable sensitivity and
specificity and comply with the regulations in force. If a
repeat-reactive result is found in any of these tests, the
donation is not accepted.

INDIVIDUAL PlASMA UNITS
The plasma is prepared by a method that removes cells and
cell debris as completely as possible. Wbether prepared from
whole blood or by plasmapheresis, the plasma is separated
from the cells by a method designed to prevent the
introduction of micro-organisms. No antibacterial Or
antifungal agent is added to the plasma. The containers
comply with the requirements for glass containers (3.2.1) ot
for plastic containers for blood and blood components
(3.3.4). The containers are closed so as to prevent any
possibility of contamination.

If 2 or more units are pooled prior to freezing, the operations
are carried out using sterile connecting devices or under
aseptic conditions and using containers that have not
previously been used.

Wben obtained by plasmapheresis or from whole blood (after
separation from cellular elements), plasma intended for the
recovery of proteins that are labile in plasma is frozen within
24 h of collection by cooling rapidly in conditions validated
to ensure that a temperature of --25 °C or below is attained
at me core oC each plasma unit within 12 h of placing in the
freezing apparatus.

When obtained by plasmapheresis, plasma intended solely for
the recovery of proteins that are not labile in plasma is frozen
by cooling rapidly in a chamber at -20°C or below wilhin
24 h of collection.

Wben obtained from whole blood, plasma intended solely for
the recovery of proteins that are not labile in plasma is
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separated from cellular elements and frozen in a chamber at
-20 'C or below within 72 h of collection.

It isnot intended that the detennination of totalprotein and
human coagula.on factor Vlll shoum below becarried OUt on
each unit of plasma. They arerasher given as guidelines for good
manufacturing proaia, the test for human coagulation factor VIII
being relevant for plasma intended for use in theprepara.on of
concentrates of labile proteins.
The IOtaI protein conten, of a unit of plasma depends on the se/Um
protein content of .he donor and .he degree of dilution inherent in
the donation procedure. Whenplasma isobtainedfront a suitable
donor and usingthe intended proportion of anticoagulant so/mum,
a IOlal protein content complying with .he limi. of 50 giL is
obtained. Ifa volumeof blood orplasma smaller than intendedis
coueaed into the anticoagulant solution, the resuhing plasma isnot
necessarily unsuitable for pooh'ng forfraaionadon; Theaim of
good manufacturing praaice mus:be to achievt thepreuribed limit
for aU normal donations.
Preservation of human coagulau·on faaor VIII in the donation
depends on .he collection procedure and the subsequent handlingof
the blood and plasma. Withgoodpracria, 0.7 IUlmL can usually
beachieved, bu. units ofplasmawi.h a I...... aaiflity m'l)' su71 be
suitable for use in .he prodw;.on of coagulation factor
concentrates. Theaim of all steps tahen during production of
plasma isto obtain plasma of the intended quali~ and to conserve
labile proteins as much as possible.

Total protein
Carry out the test using a pool of not fewer than 10 units.
Dilute an appropriate volume oC the preparation with a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chWride R to obtain a solution containing
about 15 mg of protein in 2 ml; To 2.0 mL of this solution
in a round-bottomed centrifuge tube, add 2 mL of a 75 yfL
solution of sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of
I volume of nitrogen-free sulfuric acid R and 30 volumes of
water R. Shake, centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant
and allow the inverted tube to drain on filter paper.
Determine the nitrogen in the residue by the method of
sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9) and calculate the protein
content by multiplying the quantity of nitrogen by 6.25.
The total protein content is not less than 50 gIL.

Human coagulation factor VIII (2.7.4)
Carry out the test using a pool of not fewer than 10 units.
Thaw the samples to be examined, if necessary, at 37°C.
Carry out the assay using a reference plasma calibrated
against the International Standard for human coagulation
factor VITI in plasma. The activity is not less than
0.7 IU/mI.

STORAGE AND TRANSPORT
Frozen plasma is stored and transported in conditions
designed to maintain the temperature at or below -20 °Cj for
accidental reasons, the storage temperature may rise above
-20°C on one or more occasions during storage and
transport bur the plasma is nevertheless considered suitable
for fractionation if all the following conditions are fu1lilled:
- the total period of time during which the temperature

exceeds -20°C does not exceed 72 hj .
- the temperature does not exceed -15°C on more than

I occasion;
- me temperature at: no time exceeds -5°C.

POOLED PlASMA
During the manufacture of plasma products, the first
homogeneous pool of plasma (for example, after removal of
cryoprecipitate) is tested for HBsAg and for .mv antibodies
using test methods of suitable sensitivity and specificity; the
pool must give negative results in these tests.
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The plasma pool is also tested for hepatitis C virus RNA
using a validated nucleic acid amplification technique
(2.6.21). A positive control with 100 IU/mL of hepatitis C
virus RNA and, to test for inhibitors, an internal control
prepared by addition of a suitable marker to a sample of the
plasma pool are included in the test. The test is invalid if the
positivecontrol is non-reactive or if the result obtained with
the internal control indicates the presence of inhibitors.
The plasma pool complies with me test if it is found non
reactive for hepatitis C virus RNA.

Hepall'is C virus RNA for NAT testingBRP is suitable for use
as a positive control.

CHARACTERS
Before freezing: clear or slightly torbid liquid without visible
signs of haemolysis; it may vary in colour from light yeUow to
green.

LABELLING
The label enables each individual unit to be traced to a
specific donor.
_____________________ PhEII

Plasma (Pooled and Treated for
Virus Inactivation)
(Human Plasma (Pooled and Treatedfor Viius
Inactivation), Ph. Eur. monograph 1646)

PhEII -'- _

DEFINlTION
Sterile, frozen or freeze-dried, non-pyrogenic preparation
obtained from human plasma derived from donors belonging
to the same ABO blood group. The preparation is thawed or
reconstituted before use to give a solution for infusion.
The human plasma used complies with the monograph
Human plasmafor /racoonalion (0853).

PRODUCTION
The units of plasma to be used are cooled to -30 °C or
lowerwithin 6 h of separationof cells and always within 24 h
of collection.
The pool is prepared by mixing units of plasma belonging to
the same ABO blood group.

PLASMA POOL TESTS
The pool of plasma is tested for hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg) and for HIV antibodies using test methods of
suitable sensitivity and specificity; the pool must give negative
results in these tests.

Hepatitis A virus RNA
The plasma pool is tested using a validated nucleic acid
amplification technique (2.6.21). A positive control with
1.0 x 102 IU of hepatitis A virusRNA per millilitre and, to
test for inhibitors, an internal control prepared by addition of
a suitable marker to a sample of the plasma pool are included
in the test. The test is invalid if the positive control is non
reactive or if the result obtained with the internal control
indicates the presence of inhibitors. The pool complies with
the test if it is found non-reactive for hepatitis A virusRNA.

HepatilisA virus RNA for NAT "'ling BRP is suitable for use
as a positive control.

Hepatitis C virus RNA
The plasma pool is tested using a validated nucleic acid
amplification technique (2.6.21). A positive control with
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1.0 X 102 IU of hepatitis C virus RNA per millilitre and, to
test for inhibitors, an internal control prepared by addition of
a suitable marker to a sample of the plasma pool are included
in the test. The test is invalid if the positive control is non
reactive or if the result obtained with the internal control
indicates the presence of inhibitors. The pool complies with
the test if it is found non-reactive for hepatitis C virus RNA.

Hepatitis C virus RNA for NAT "'nng BRP is suitable for use
as a positive control,

Hepatitis E virus RNA
The plasma pool is tested using a validated nucleic acid
amplification technique (2.6.21). A positive control with
3.2 x 102 IU of hepatitis E virus RNA per millilitre and, to
test for inhibitors, an internal control prepared by addition of
a suitable marker to a sample of the plasma pool are included
in the test. The test is invalid if the positive control is non
reactive or if the result obtained with the internal control
indicates the presence of inhibitors. The pool compiles with
the test if it is found non-reactive for hepatitis E virus RNA.

Hepalliis E virus RNA for NAT testing BRP is suitable for use
as a positive control.

BI9 virus DNA
The plasma pool contains not more than 10.0 IU/flL.

To limit the potential burden ofBI9 virus in plasma pools,
the plasma pool is also tested for BI9 virususing a validated
nucleic acid amplification technique (2.6.21). A positive
control with 10.0 IU of BI9 virus DNA per microlitre and,
to test for inhibitors, an internal control prepared by addition
of a suitable marker to a sample of the plasma pool are
included in the test. The test is invalid if the positive control
is non-reactive or if the result obtained with the internal
control indicates the presence of inhibitors.

B19 virus DNA for NAT testing BRP is suitable for use as a
positive control.

METHOD OF PREPARATION
The method of preparation is designed to minimise activation
of any coagulation factor (to minimise potential
thrombogenicity) and includes a step or steps that have been
shown to inactivate known agents of infection; if substances
are used for the inactivation of viruses during production, the
subsequent purification procedure must be validated to
demonstrate that the concentration of these substances is
reduced to a suitable level and that any residues are such as
not to compromise the safety of the preparation for patients.

Inactivation process
The solvent-detergent process, whichis one of the methods
used to inactivate enveloped viruses, uses treatment with a
combination of tributyl phosphate and octoxinol ] OJ these
reagents are subsequently removed by oil extraction or by
solid phase extraction so that the amount in the final product

• is less than 2 ~g1mL for tributyl phosphate and less than
5 ~g1mL for octoxleol 10.

No antimicrobial preservative is added.

The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive filter,
distributed aseptically into the final containers and
immediately frozen; it may subsequently be freeze-dried.

Plastic containers comply with the requirements for sterile
plastic containers for hwnan blood and blood components
(3.3.4).

Glass containers comply with the requirements for glass
containers for pharmaceutical use (3.2.1).
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CHARACTERS
Appearance
- frozen preparation: clear or slightly opalescent liquid, free

from solid and gelatinous particles after thawing;
- freeze-drUd preparalion: almost white or slightly yellow

powderor friable solid mass.
Thaw orreconstitute thepreparation UJ be examined as sroted on
the label immediatdy before carrying OUI the idenlification, tats
and assay.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Examine by electrophoresis (2.2.31) comparing with
normal humanplasma. The eleetropherograrns show me
same bands.
B. It complies with the test for anti-A and anti-B
haernagglutinins (see Tests).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.6.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimwn 240 mosmollkg.

Total protein
Minimum 45 gIL.
Dilute ifnecessary with a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R
to obtaina proteinconcentration of about 7.5 mglmL.Place
2.0 mL of this solution in a round-bottomed centrifuge tube
and add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution of sodium molybda« Rand
2 mL of a mixture of 1 volwne of nitrrJgen-free su/furi< acidR
and 30 volwnes of waterR. Shake, centrifuge for 5 min,
decantthe supernatant arid allowthe inverted tube to drain
on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen in the residue by the
method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9) and calculate the
quantity ofprotein by multiplying the result by 6.25.

Activated coagulation factors (2.6.21)
It complies with the test for activated coagulation factors.
Carry out the test with 0.1 mL of the preparation 10 be
examined instead of 10-fold and 100-fold dilutions.
The coagulation time for the preparation to be examined is
not less than 150 s.

Anti-A and anti-B haemagglutinlns (2.6.20, Merhod A)
The presence of haemagglutinins (anti-A or anti-B)
corresponds to the blood group stated on the label.

Hepatitis A virus antibodies
Minimwn 0.3 IUfmL, determined by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Human hepau'tis A immunoglobulin BRP is suitable for use as a
reference preparation.

frregular erythrocyte antibodies
The preparation to be examined does not show the presence
of irregular erythrocyte antibodies when examined without
dilution by an indirect antiglobulin test.

Citrate
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with an
equal volumeof a 9 gILsolution of sodium chloride R. Filter
through a membrane filter (nominal pore size 0.45 um).

Referena sdution Dissolve 0.300 g of sodium citra«R in
water R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the same solvent.

Co/umn:
- size: I;;;; 0.3 ID, 0;;;; 7.8 rom;
- stationary phase: cation-exchange resin R (9 urn).

Mobile phase 0.51 gIL solution of su/furi< acidR.
Flow rare 0.5 mllmin.
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Detection Spectrophotometer at 215 run.
EquilIbration 15 min.

fnjcelion 10 Ill-
Retention time Citrate = about 10 min.
Limit:
- citrate: maximum 25 mmollL.

Calcium
Maximwn 5.0 mmollL.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Meclwd 1).

Source Calciumhollow-cathode lampusinga transmission
band preferably of 0.5 run.
Wavelength 622 run.
Aromisation devke Air-acetylene or acetylene-propane flame.

Potassium
Maximwn 5.0 mmollL.

Atomic emission spectrometry (2.2.22, Melhod 1).

Wavelength 766.5 run.

Sodium
Maximwn 200 mmollL.

Atomic emission spectrometry (2.2.22, Method 1).

Wavelength 589 run.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority
(freeze-dried product).

Sterility (2.IU)
It complieswith the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
It complieswith the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, witha validated in vitro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.
For the pyrogentest, inject3 mL perkilogram of the rabbit's
mass.
Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, the preparation to
be examined containsless than0.1 IU of endotoxin per
millilitre,

ASSAY
Assay of human coagulation fuctor vm(2.7.4)
Use a reference plasma calibrated against the International
Standard for blood coagulation factor VIII in plasma.
The estimatedpotency is not less than0.5 IU/mL.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 percent of the estimated
potency.

Assay of human coagulation fuctor V
Carry out the assay of human coagulation factor V described
belowusing a reference plasma calibrated against the
International Standard for blood coagulation factor V in
plasma.
Using imidazole bllffer solution pH 7.3 R, prepare at least
3 twofolddilutions of the preparation to be examined,
preferably in duplicate, from 1 in 10 to 1 in 40. Test each
dilution as follows: mix I volumeof plasma substrate deficient
in/actor V R, I volume of me dilution to be examined,
1 volwne of lhrombop/aslin Rand 1 volume of a 3.5 gIL
solutionof calcium chloride R; measure the coagulation times,
i.e. the interval betweenthe moment at which thecalcium
chloride solution is addedand the IS[ indication of the
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____________________ Phf"

**** ** ** ****
Albumin Solution
Albwnin

Human Albumin

(Human Albumin Sduuon, Ph. Bur. man.graph 0255)
Phf" _

PRODUCTION
Separation of the albumin is carried out under controlled
conditions, particularly of pHJ ionic strength and temperature
so that in the final product not less than 95 per cent of the
total protein is albumin. Human albumin solution is prepared
as a concentrated solution containing 150-250 gIL of total
protein or as an isotonic solution containing 35-50 r/L of
total protein. No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is
added. The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive
filter and distributed asepticaUy into sterile containers which
are then closed so as to prevent contamination. The solution
in its final container is heated to 60 ± 1.0 °C and
maintained at this temperature for not less than 10 h.
The containers are then incubated at 30-32 °C for not less
than 14 days or at 20-25 ·C for not less than 4 weeks nod
examined visually for evidence of microbial contamination.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, slightly viscous liquid, almost colourless, yellow, amber
or green.

IDENTIFICATION
Examine by a suitable immunoelectrophoresis technique.
Using antiserum to normal human serum, compare normal
human serum and the preparation to be examined, both
diluted to contain 10 gIL of protein. The main component of
the preparation to be examined corresponds to the main
component of normal human serum. The prepa~tionmay
show the presence of small quantities of other plasma
proteins.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6;7 to 7.3.

Dilute the preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a solution containing 10 gfL of
protein.

Total protein
If necessary, dilute an accurately measured volume of the
preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to obtain a solution containing about 15 mg of
protein in 2 mL. To 2.0 mL of this solution in a round-

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid preparation of a plasma protein fraction
containing human albumin. It is obtained from plasma that
complies with the monograph Human plasma 1Mfractionation
(0853). The preparation may contain excipiems such as
sodium caprylate (sodium oetanoate) or N-acetyltryptophan
or a combination of the two.

time complies with the approved specification for the
product.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the ABO blood group;
- the method used for virus inactivation.

formation of fibrin, which may be observed visually or by
means of a suitable apparatus.
In the same manner, determine the coagulation time of
4 twofold dilutions (I in 10 to I in 80) of human normal
plasma in imidazole buffer solution pH 7.3 R.

Check the validity of the assay and calculate the potency of
the test preparation by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3).

The estimated potency is not less than 0.5 IU/nIL
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Assay of human coagulation factor XI (2.7.22)
Use a reference plasma calibrated against the International
Standard for blood coagulation factor XI in plasma.

The estimated potency is not less than 0.5 IU/mL
The confidence limits (p:::; 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Coagulation factors V, VIII, XI and XIII plasma BRP is
suitable for use as a reference preparation in the above
assays.

Assay of human protein C (2.7.3U)
Use a reference plasma calibrated against the International
Standard for human protein C in plasma.

The estimated potency is not less than 0.7 IV/mL.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Assay of human protein S (2.7.31)
Use a reference plasma calibrated against the International
Standard for human protein S in plasma.

The estimated potency is within the limits approved for the
particular product. The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not
less than 80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the
estimated potency.

Assay of human plasmin inhibItor (2.7.25)
(ct,-antiplasmin)
Use a reference plasma calibrated against human normal
plasma.

I unit of human plasmin inhibitor is equal to the activity of
1 mL of human normal plasma. Human normal plasma is
prepared by pooling plasma units from not fewer man
30 donors and storing at -30°C or lower.

The estimated potency is not less than 0.2 unitslmL
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Activated partial thromboplastin time (APT!)
Use an apparatus suitable for measurement of coagulation
times or perform the assay with incubation rubes maintained
in a water-bath at 37°C. Place in each tube 0.1 mL of the
preparation to be examined and 0.1 mL of a suitable AP1T
reagent (containing phospholipid and contact activator), both
previously heated to 37°C, and incubate the mixture for a
recommended time at 37 °C. To each tube add 0.1 mL ofa
3.7 giL solution of calcium chloride R previously heated to
37°C. Using a timer, measure the coagulation time,
i.e. the interval between the moment of the addition of the
calcium chloride and the 1sr indication of the formation of
fibrin, which may be observed visually or by means of a
suitable apparatus. The volumes given above may be adapted
to the APTT reagent and apparatus used. The coagulation
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bottomed centrifuge tube add 2 mL of a 75 yJL solution of
sodium molybdate Rand 2 rnL of a mixture of 1 voJwne of
nitrogen-free sulfim"c acidRand 30 volumes of waterR. Shake,
centrifugefor 5 min, decant the supernatant and aUow the
invertedtube [0 drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
and calculate the quantity of protein by multiplying by 6.25.
The protein content is not less than 95 per cent and not
more than 105 per cent of the stated content.

Protein composition
Zone electrophoresis (2.2.31).

Use strips of suitable cellulose acetate gel or agarose gel as
the supporting medium and barbiral buffer solution pH 8.6 Rl
as the electrolyte solution.
If celluloseacetate is the supporting material, the method
described below can be used. H egarose gels areused, and
because they arenonnallypan of an automated system, the
manufacturer's instructions are followed instead.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to he examined with a
9 gILsolution of sodium chluride R to a protein concentration
of 20 f!!L.
Reference solution Dilute human albumin for
ekarvphomis BRP with a 9 yJL solution of sodium chloride R
to a protein concentration of 20 gIL.

To a strip apply 2.5 ~L of the test solution as a 10 mm band
or apply 0.25 J1L permillimetre if a narrower strip is used.
To another strip, apply in the same manner the samevolume
of the reference solution. Applya suitable electric fieldsuch
that the most rapid band migrates at least 30 mm. Treat the
strips with amidobkuk lOB solution R for 5 min. Decolorise
with a mixture of 10 volumes of glacial lUetic acidRand
90 volumes of methanol R until the background is just free of
colour. Develop the transparency of the strips with a mixture
of 19 volumes of glacial acetic acidR and 81 volumes of
methanol R. Measure the absorbance of the bandsat 600 nm
in an instrument having a linear response overthe range of
measurement. Calculate the result as the mean of
3 measurements of each strip.
Systnn suitability In the eleetropherogram obtained with the
reference solutionon cellulose acetate or on agarose gels, the
proportion of protein in the principal hand is withinthe
limits stated in the leafletaccompanying the reference
preparation.
Remits In the eleetropherogram obtained with the test
solution on cellulose acetate or on agarose gels, not more
than 5 per cent of the protein has a mobility different from
that of the principal band.

Molecular-size distribution
Size exclusion chromatography (2.2.3f1).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
9 gIL solutionofsodium chIorlllp R to a concentration suitable
for the chromatographic system used. A concentration in the
range of 4-12 yJL and injection of 50-600 ~g of protein are
usually suitable.
Column:
- size: 1=0.6 m, 0 =7.5 nun, or I =0.3 m, 0 =7.8 rom;
- stationary phase: hydrophilic silica gelfor chroma/Ography R,

of a grade suitable for fractionation of globular proteins
with relative molecular masses in the range 10 000 to
500000.

Mobile phase Dissolve 4.873 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dihydrate R, 1.741 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate
monohydrate R, 11.688 g of sodium chloride Rand 50 mg of
sodium azide R in I L of water R.
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Flow rate 0.5 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 nm.
The peak due to polymers and aggregates is located in the
partof thechromatogram representing the void volume.
Disregard the peakdue to the stabiliser. The area of thepeak
due to polymers and aggregates is not greater than
10 per cent of the total area of the chromatogram. This
represents not more than5 per cent when expressed in
percentage of protein considering the difference in response
factor between the albumin monomer and thepolymers and
aggregates.

Haem
Dilute the preparation to be examined usinga 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a solution containing 10 gIL of
protein. The absorbance (2.2.25) of the solutionmeasured at
403 nm using water R as the compensation liquid is not
greater than 0.15.

Prekal1ikrein activator (2.6.15)
Maximum 35 IU/mL.

AlumInium
Maximum 200 ~yJL.

Atontic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, MelhodI orI/).

Use a furnace as atomic generator.
Use plastic container: for preparation of rhe solutions and use
p/aJtic equipment /Ohere possibk. Wash glassware (orequipment)
in nitric acid(200 giL HNO.> before use.
Test solution Use the preparation to be examined, dilutedif
necessary.
Reference solutions Prepare at least3 reference solutions in a
range spanning the expected aluminium concentration of the
test solution, for example by diluting aluminium sUlndard
solution (10 ppm AI) R with a 1 yJLsolution of oc/Oxinol 10 R.
Monitor solution Add aluminium standard solution
(10 ppmAI) R or a suitable certified reference material to the
test solution in a sufficient amount to increase the aluminium
concentration by 20 ~yJL.

Blank solution 1 yJLsolution of oaoxinol lOR.

Wavelength 309.3 om or other suitable wavelength.

Slit widlk 0.5 om.

Tube Pyrolyticallycoated, with integrated platform.

Background coireaor Off.
Atomisation devke Furnace; fire between readings.
The operating conditions in Table 0255.-1 are cited as an
example of conditions found suitable for a given apparatus;
theymay be modified to obtain optimum conditions.

Table 0255.-1. - Operating conditions found suitable, citedas an
example

Seep Fino! Ramp time Holddmc G..
temperature (0) (0)

rq
I 120 10 80 argon

2 200 5 20 argon

3 650 5 10 argon

4 1300 5 10 argon

5 1300 I 10 nc ges

6 2500 0.7 4 no gas

7 2600 0.5 3 ugon

8 20 12.9 3 00""

Injection Each of the following solutions 3 times: blank
solution, reference solutions, test solution and monitor
solution.
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System suitabilily:
- the recovery of aluminium added in preparation of the

monitor solution is within the range 80-120 per cent.
Prepare a calibration curve from the mean of the readings
obtained with the reference solutions and determine the
aluminium content of the preparation to be examined using
the calibration curve.

Potassium
Maximum 0.05 mmol of K per gram of protein.
Atomic emission spectrometry (2.2.22, Memodl).
Wavelength 766.5 nm.

Sodium
Maximum 160 mmollL and 95 per cent to 105 per cent of
the content of Na slated on the label.
Atomic emission spectrometry (2.2.22, Metlwd 1).
Wavelengrh 589 nm.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.
For the pyrogen test, for a solution with a protein content of
35-50 gIL, inject 10 mL per kilogram of the rabbit's mass;
for a solution with a protein content of 150-250 gIL, inject
5 mL per kilogram of the rabbit's mass.
Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, the preparation to
be examined contains less than 0.5 IU of endotoxin per
nullilitre for solutions with a protein content not greater than
50 gIL, less than 1.3 IU of endotoxin per millilitre for
solutions with a protein content greater than 50 gIL but not
greater than 200 gIL, and less than 1.7 IU of endotoxin per
millilitre for solutions with a protein content greater than
200 r/L but not greater than 250 gIL.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the Dame of the preparation;
- the volume of the preparation;
- the content of protein expressed in grams per litre;
- the content of sodium expressed in millimoles per litre;
- that the product is not to be used if it is cloudy or if a

deposit has formed;
- the name and quantity of any added substance.
_____________________ PIIE<I

Antithrombin III Concentrate
(Human Antimrombin lJI Concenmue, Ph. Bur.
monograph 0878)

AerioR and use
Anticoagulant factor.

P/lEIf _

DEFINITION
Sterile, freeze-dried preparation of a plasma glycoprotein
fraction that inactivates thrombin in the presence of an excess
of heparin. It is obtained from human plasma that complies
with the monograph on Humanplasma for
fractionation (0853). The preparation may contain excipients
such as stabilisers.

Blood-related Products IV-615

When reconstituted in the volume of solvent stated on the
label) the potency is not less than 25 IU of antithrombin ill
per millilitre.

PRODUCTION
The method. of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of antithrombin III. It includes a step or
steps that have been shown to remove or to inactivate known
agents of infection; if substances are used for inactivation of
viruses during production) the subsequent purification
procedure must be validated to demonstrate that the
concentration of these substances is reduced to a suitable
level and any residues are such as not to compromise the
safety of the preparation for patients.

The specific activity is not less than 3 IU of antithrombin III
per milligram of total protein) excluding albumin.

The antithrombin ill is purified and concentrated.
No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is added.
The antithrombin m concentrate is passed through a
bacteria-retentive filter) distributed aseptically into its final)
sterile containers and immediately frozen. It is then freeze
dried and the containers are closed under vacuum or in an
atmosphere of inert gas.

It shall be demonstrated that the manufacturing process
yields a product with a consistent fraction of antithrombin ill
able to bind to heparin. It is evaluated by a suitable analytical
procedure which is detennined during process development)
such as:

Heparin-binding fraction Examine by agarose gel
electrophoresis (2.2.31). Prepare a IO r/L solution of agarase
for elecrrophoresis R containing 15 IU of heparin R per millilitre
in barbitlll b'l!fer solution pH 8.4 R. Pour 5 mL of this solution
onto a glass plate 5 em square. Cool at 4 °G for 30 min.
Gut 2 wells 2 nun in diameter 1 em and 4 em from the side
of the plate and 1 em from the cathode. Introduce into one
well 5 IJL of the preparation to be examined) diluted to an
activity of about 1 IU of antithrombin ill per millilitre,
Introduce into the other well 5 J.1L of a solution of a marker
dye such as bromophenol blueR. Allow the electrophoresis to
proceed at 4°C) using a constant electric field of 7 V/cm,
until the dye reaches the anode.

Cut across the agarose gel 1.5 em from that side of me plate
on which the preparation to be examined was applied and
remove the larger portion of the gel leaving a band 1.5 em
wide containing the material to be examined. Replace the
removed portion with an even layer consisting of 3.5 m.L of a
10 r/L solution of agarose for elearophoresis R in barbital buffer
solution pH 8.4 R) containing a rabbit anti-human
antithrombin ill antiserum at a suitable concentration)
previously determined, to give adequate peak heights of at
least 1.5 cm. Place the plate with the original gel at the
cathode so that a 2nd electrophoretic migration can occur at
right angles to the I". Allow this 2nd electrophoresis to
proceed using a constant electric field of 2 Wcrn for 16 h.
Cover the plates with filter paper and several layers of thick
lint soaked in a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride Rand
compress for 2 h) renewing the saline several times. Rinse
with water R, dry the plates and stalri with acidblue 92
sdution R.
Calculate the fraction of antithrombin ill bound to heparin,
which is the peak closest to the anode, with respect to the
total amount of antithrombin ill) by measuring the area
defined by the 2 precipitation peaks.

The fraction of antithrombin III able to bind to heparin is
not less than 60 per cent.
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CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white, hygroscopic, friable solid or powder.
Reconstitute the /Jr<paration '" be examined as statedon the label
immediately bifore carrying out the identification, tests (except
those for solubility, ",tal protein and water) and OSS'!l'.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of me assay.

TESTS
Solubliity
To a container of the preparation to be examined add the
volumeof liquidstatedon the label at the recommended
temperature. The preparation dissolves completely under
geode swirling within 10 min in the volume of the solvent
stated on the label,fanninga clear or slightly turbid,
colourless or almost colourless solution.
pH (2.2.3)
6.0101.5.
Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoVkg.

Total protein
If necessary, dilute an accwately measured volume of the
reconstituted preparation to obtain a solution containing
about 15 mg of protein in 2 mL. To 2.0 mL of the solution
in a round-bottomed centrifuge tube add 2 mL of a 15 gIL
solution of sodium molybdate R and 2 mL of a mixture of
I volume of nrirogen-free sulfuric add R and 30 volumes of
waterR. Shake, centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant
and allowthe inverted tube to drain on filter paper.
Determine the nitrogen in the residue by the method of
sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9) and calculate the amount of
protein by multiplying the result by 6;25.

Heparin
Maximum 0.1 IU of heparin per International Unit of
antithrombin m.
The anticoagulant activity of heparin is determined in vitro by
comparing its ability ingivenconditions to delaythe clotting
of recalcified citrated sheep plasma with the same ability of a
reference preparation of heparin calibrated in International
Units.
The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amountof the International Standard, which consists of a
quantity of freeze-dried heparin sodium from pork intestinal
mucosa. The equivalence in International Units of the
International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.
Heparin sodium BRP is calibrated in International Units by
comparison with the International Standard by means of the
assay givenbelow.
Carry out the assay usingone of the following methods for
determining the onset of clotting andusingtubes and other
equipment appropriate to the chosenmethod:
a) direct visual inspection, preferably usingindirect
illumination andviewing against a man black background;
b) spectrophotometric recording of thechange in optical
density at a wavelength of approximately 600 DID;
c) visual detection of the change in fluidity on manual tilting
of the tubes;
d) mechanical recording of the change in fluidity on stirring,
care being taken to cause the minimum disturbance of the
solution during the earliest phase of clotting.
It is necessary to validate the method forassay of heparin for
each preparation to be examined to allow for interference by
antithrombin m.
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ASSAYPROCEDURE

The volumes aregiven as examples and may beadapted to the
apparatus usedprovided that the ratios between the different
volumes arerespected.
Dilute heparin sodium BRP with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to contain a precisely known number of
International Units per millilitre andprepare a similar
solution of the preparation to be examined which is expected
to have the same activity. Usinga 9 'ilL solution of sodium
chloride R, prepare from eachsolution a series of dilutions in
geometric progression such thatthe clotting timeobtained
with the lowest concentration is not less than 1.5 times the
blank recalcification time, andthatobtained with the highest
concentration is such as to give a satisfactory log dose
response curve, as determined in a preliminary test.
Place 12 tubes ina bath of icedwater, labelling them in
duplicate: T I, T 2 and T, for thedilutions of the preparation
to be examined and Sh 82 and 83 for the dilutions of the
reference preparation. To each tube add 1.0 mL of thawed
plasmasubstrate R1 and 1.0 mL of the appropriate dilution of
the preparation to be examined or thereference preparation.
After each addition, mixbut do not allow bubbles to fonn.
Treatingthe tubes in the order SI' 82, Sj, T h T2, Tj,
transfer each tube to a water-bath at 37 "C, allow to
equilibrate at 37°C forabout 15 min and add to each tube
I mL of a suitable APTT (Activated Partial Thromboplastin
Time) reagent containing phospholipid and a contact
activator, at a dilution giving a suitable blank recalcification
rime not exceeding 60 s. After exactly 2 min add I mL ofa
3.1 gIL solution of cakium ch1mide R previously heated to
37°C and record as the clotting timethe interval in seconds
between this last addition and the onset of clotting
determined by the chosen technique. Determine the blank
recalcification time at the beginning and at the end of the
procedure in a similar manner, using1 mL of a 9 gIL
solutionof sodium chloride R in place of one of the heparin
dilutions; the 2 blank values obtained should not differ
significantly. Transform the clotting rimes 10 logarithms,
using the meanvalue for the duplicate tubes. Repeat the
procedure using fresh dilutions andcanyingout the
incubation in the order Th T2, Tj, Sh Sb 8j. Calculate the
results by the usual statistical methods (5.3).
Carry out not fewer than 3 independent assays. For each
such assay prepare fresh solutions of thereference
preparation and the preparation to be examined and use
another, fresWy thawed portion of plasma substrate.
Calculate me potency of the preparation to be examined,
combining the results of theseassays, by the usual statistical
methods (5.3). Whenthe variance due to differences between
assays is significant at P = 0.01, a combined estimate of
potency may be obtained by calculating the non-weighted
mean of potency estimates.

•Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.1Z), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water contentis
within the limits approved by the competent authority.
Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.
Pyrogen. (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
It complies with the test forpyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.
For the pyrogen test, inject perkilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to 50 IU of antithrombin m.
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Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, me preparation to
be examined contains less than 0.1 IV of endotoxin per
International Unit of antithrombin m.
ASSAY
Human andthrombln ill (2.7.17)
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 120 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
90 per cent and not more than 110 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
Protected from light, in an airtight container.

LABELLING
The label srates:
- the number of International Units of antithrombin ill in

me container;
- the name and volume of the liquid (0 be used for

reconstitution;
- where applicable, the amount of albumin added as a

stabiliser.
_________________ Pllfu

Dried Factor VII Fraction
(Human Coagulation Factor VII, Ph. Bur. monograph
1224)

Action and use
Coagulation factor VII substitute.

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile, liquid or freeze-dried preparation of a plasma protein
fraction containing the single-chain glycoprotein human
coagulation factor Vll and may also contain small amounts
of the activated form, the 2-chain derivative human
coagulation factor Vila. It may also contain human
coagulation factors II, IX and X, protein C and protein S.
It is obtained from human plasma that complies with the
monograph on Human plasma for fractionation (0853).
The preparation may contain excipients such as stabilisers,
heparin and antithrombin.

The potency of the preparation, reconstituted as stated on
the label, is not less than 15 ill of human coagulation'
factor VII per millilitre.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of human coagulation factor VD and to
minimise activation of any coagulation factor (to minimise
potential thrombcgenicity). It includes a step or steps that
have been shown to remove or to inactivate known agents of
infection; if substances are used for inactivation of viruses
during production, the subsequent purification procedure
must be validated to demonstrate that the concentration of
these substances is reduced to a suitable level and that any
residues are such as not to compromise the safety of the
preparation for patients.

The specific activity is not less than 2 ill of human
coagulation factor VII per milligram of total protein, before
the addition of any protein stabiliser.
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The human coagulation factor VII fraction is dissolved in a
suitable liquid. No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is
added. The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive
filter, distributed aseptically into the final containers and
inunediately frozen. It is subsequently freeze-dried and the
containers are Closed under vacuum or under an inert gas.

CONSISTENCY OF THE METHOD OF
PRODUCTION
It shall be demonstrated mat the manufacturing process
yields a product with consistent activities of human
coagulation factors II, IX and X, expressed in International
Units relative to the activity of human coagulation factor Vll.
This is evaluated by suitable analytical procedure(s) that is
(are) determined during process development.

It shall be demonstrated that the manufacturing process
yields a product with a consistent activity of human
coagulation factor VIla. This is evaluated by suitable
analytical procedwe(s) that is (are) determined during
process development.

Activity of human coagulation factor VDa
It may be determined, for example, using a recombinant
soluble tissue factor that does not activate human coagulation
factor Vll but possesses a cofactor function specific for
human coagulation factor VITa; after incubation of a mixture
of me recombinant soluble tissue factor with phospholipids
reagent and the dilution of the test sample in human
coagulation factor VII-deficient plasma, calcium chloride is
added and the clotting time determined, the clotting time is
inversely related to the human coagulation factor Vlla activity
of the test sample.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white, pale yellow, green or blue,
hygroscopic powder or friable solid.

Reconstitute thepreparation W beexamined as Slated on the label
immediately be/ore canyingout the identification, tests (except
those for ,oIubility and waur) and assay.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay.

TESTS
Solubility
To a container of the preparation to be examined add the
volume of liquid stated on the label at the reconunended
temperature. The preparation dissolves completely with
gentle swirling within 10 min, giving a clear or slightly
opalescent solution that may be coloured.

pH (2.2.3)
6.5 10 7.5.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoVkg.

Total protein
If necessary, dilute an accurately measured volume of the
reconstituted preparation with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to obtain a solution containing about 15 mg of
protein in 2 mI... To 2.0 rnLof the solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge tube, add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution of
sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of 1 volume of
ni,rogen-/ree ,ulfUric acid Rand 30 volumes of waw R. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant and allow the
invened rube to drainon filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
and calculate the amount of protein by multiplying the result
by 6.25.
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_____________________ PIIE"

(Human Coagulation Fa<UJr VUa (rDNA)
Concentrated Sdudon, Ph. Bur. monograph 2534)
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H NH,

Ho,cyXCo,H

HO H

12 '"(3~xyAsp

M, approx. 50 000

OgM<hm

MlAFLgLRP GSL~~CKEE QCSFE~I FXDA!.RTKLF
NISYSDGDQC ASSPCQNGGS CX.QOLOsnc FCLPAFEGRN

CETHKDDQLI CVNEHGGCEQ YCSDHTGTXR SCRCHEGYSL

LADGVSCTPT VEYPCGXIPI LEKRNASKPQ GR

hertydilln

IVGGKVCP

KGECpWQVLL LVNGAQLCGG TLINTIKVVS AAttCFDXlt<N

HRNLII'r.VLGE HDLSEHDGDE QSAAVAQVII PSTYVI?GTTN

HDIALLRLHQ PVVLTDHVVP LCLPBRTFSE RTLAEVRFSL
VSGWGQLLDR GATALELHVL NVPRLMTQDC LQOSRXVGDS

PNIT&YHFCA GYSDGSi<DSC KGDSGGPHAT HYRGTWYLTG

IVSWGQ(iCAT VGHFGYYTRY SQYIEHLOKL MRSEPRPGVL

LRAPFE>

Ho,C H NH,

Ho,CAXco,H

modified residues:
~ (4-carboX)'OIu)II position 6. 7, 14, 16, 19.20, 25. 28. 29. 35

potenlldy rnodlIied residue:
Q ((3R)-3-hycIroxyAsp) BIposition 63

Factor Vila (rONA) Concentrated
Solution

CI982H~5600618S28

PIlE" ~ ~ _

cl"lSuifide bridges;
17·22,60-61.55-70. 72-81. 91·102, 98-112, 114-127.135-282, 159-1&4.
178-194,310-329,340-368

glyco&yIation sites"
52,60, 145, 322

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the number of International Units of human coagulation

factor VII per container;
- me maximum content of human coagulation factor TI,

human coagulation factor IX and human coagulation
factor X per container, in International Units;

- the amount of protein per container;
- the name and quantity of any added substances,

including, where applicable, heparin;
- the name and volume of the liquid to be used for

reconstitution;
- that the transmission of infectious agents cannot be totally

excluded when medicinal products prepared from human
blood or plasma are administered.

DEFINITION
Solution containing closely related gfycoprorelns, which have
the same amino acid sequence (406 amino acids) and
disulfide bridges as the naturally occurring analogue (plasma
derived activated coagulation factor Vll). Hwnan coagulation
factor VIla (rDNA) (eptacog alfa, activated) is a 2-chain
molecule, obtained by proteolytic cleavage of me peptide
bond between Arg 152 and lIe 153 of single-chain
coagulation factor Vll, consisting of a 20 kDa light chain (N-

Activated coagulation factors (2.6.22)
For each of the dilutions, the coagulation time is Dot less
than 150 s.

Heparin (2.7.12)
If heparin has been added, the preparation to he examined
contains not more than the amount of heparin stated on the
label and in any case not more man 0.5 IU of heparin per
International Unit of human coagulation factor VD.

Thrombin
If the preparation to be examined contains heparin,
determine the amount present as described in the test for
heparin and neutralise me heparin by addition ofprotamine
sulfate R (10 ~g of protamine sulfate neutralises 1 IU of
heparin). In each of 2 test-tubes, mix equal volumes of the
reconstituted preparation and of a 3 gIL solution of
fibrinogen R. Keep one of the tubes at 37°C for 6 h and the
other at room temperature for 24 h. In a 3ed tube, mix equal
volumes of the fibrinogen solution and of a solution of
human thrombin R (1 IU/mL) and place the tube in a water
hath at 37 °C. No coagulation occurs in the tubes containing
the preparation to be examined. Coagulation occurs within
30 s in the tube containing thrombin.

Human coagulation factor Il (2.7. If!)
The estimated content is not more man 125 per cent of the
stated content. The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less
than 90 per cent and not more than 111 per cent of me
estimated potency.

Human coagulation factor IX (2.7.11)
The estimated content is not more than 125 per cent of the
stated content. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less
than 80 per cent and not more man 125 per cent of the
estimated potency.

Human coagulation factor X (2.7.19)
The estimated content is not more than 125 per cent of the
stated content. The confidence funits (P = 0.95) are not less
than 90 per cent and not more than 111 per cent of the
estimated potency.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.1Z), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectrometry (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogens (2.6.f!) or Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the test for bacterial endotoxins.

For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to not less than 30 ill of human
coagulation factor vn.
Where the test for bacterial endotoxins is used, the
preparation to be examined contains less than 0.1 JU of
endotoxin per International Unit of human coagulation
factor VII.

ASSAY
Human coagulation factor vn (2.7.11J)
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.
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terminal) and a 30 kDa heavy chain (C-terminal) connected
by a disulfide bond.

Human coagulation factor VBa (rDNA) is distinguisbable
from the naturally occurring analogue in terms of its post
translational modifications, including glycosylation pattern.

Content
1.11 mg to 1.78 mg of protein per millifitre.

Potency
44 000 IU to 64 000 IU per milligram of protein.

PRODUCTION
Human coagulation factor VIla (rDNA) is produced in
mammalian cells by a methodbased on recombinant DNA
tecbnology (rDNA).

Prior to release, the following tests are carried out on each
batch of human coagulation factor VBa (rDNA)
concentrated solution,unlessexemption has been granted by
the competent authority.

Host-cell-derived proteins
The limit is approved by the competent authority.

Host-cell.. and vector-derived DNA
The limit is approved by the competent authority.

Glycan analysis
Use a suitable methoddeveloped according to general
chapter 2.2.59. G!Y<an analysis of glycaproreim.
Glycan analysis includes the following steps:
- after desalting, release of the g1ycans (see 2.2.59

section 2-3);
- labelling of the glycans with a suitable fluorescent label

(Table 2.2.59.-2); .
- analysis of the labelled g1ycans by liquid chromatography

(2.2.29) with lIuorometric detection.

The following procedures may be used.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined in
water R to obtain a concentration of about 1.5 mglmL
Reference solution Dissolve human coagulan'on factor VIla
(rDNA) CRS in water R to obtain a concentration of
1.5mglmL.

DESALTING
Desalt the test solution and the reference solution as
described underIdentification B. The buffer used for
desalting and elutionis a 1.21 gILsolutionof
tris(hydroxymelhyl)aminomethane R, adjusted to pH 7.5 with
hydro<:hlori< acidR. After desalting, the concentration of the
solutions is about 1.0 mglmL.

SELECTIVE RELEASE OF GLYCANS
Transfer 500 ~L of the desalted test solution and 500 fIl. of
the desalted reference solution to separate centrifuge tubes,
and add 10 ~L of a 200 U/mL solution of peptide
N-glycosjdase F R. Cap ihe tubes and incubate for 16-24 h at
37 'C. Remove the protein fraction by adding 1.5 mL of
ethanol (96 percen!J R at -20 'C to the tubes. Mix and allow
to standat -20°C for 20-30 min. Centrifuge the tubes at
10 000 rlmin for 10 min. Collect the supernatant and
evaporate to dryness, usingfor example a rotary evaporator.

lABELliNG OF GLYCANS
Label the liberated glycans with 2-aminobenzamide using a
suitable procedure. The procedure employs a combination of
reagents optimised andvalidated for the efficient labelling of
glycans, and for the subsequent extraction and recovery of
the labelled glycans from the reaction.

Blood-related Products IV-619

LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY (2.2.29)
Precoiumn:
- size: I = 0.05m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: strongly basic anion-exchange resin for

chromatography R.
Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stauOnary phase: strongly basic anion-exchange resin for

chromatography R;
- temperature: 30 'C.
Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 6 gIL solution of ,odium hydroxide R;
- mobile phase B: solutioncontaining 6 gIL of sodium

hydroxide Rand 40.8 gIL of sodium autale R;

Tim. Moblle phase A i\lobUe phase B
(min) (per cent JlIJI) (per cent JIM
0- 52 100 ~ 35 0_65

52.0 - 52.1 35 _ 0 65 _ 100

52.1 - 65 0 100

65 - 65.1 0_100 100_ 0

65.1·90 100 0

Flow rate 0.5 mllmin.

Detection Fluorimeter at 330 nm for excitation and 420 nm
for emission.
Injection 100 J.1l., using an automatic injector maintained at
2-8 'C.

System suitability Reference solution:
- the chromatogram obtained is qualitatively similar to the

chromatogram shown in Figure 2534.-1; peaks I to 12
areclearly visible;

- peak width at halJ-heigh" maximum 30 s for peak 8.
Calculate the percentage content of charged g1ycans in the
reference solution using the following expression:

A
A+B X 100

A sum of the areasof the peaksdue to charged g1ycans (peaks
6 to 12);

B sum of the areasof the peaks due to uncharged g1ycans (peaks
I to 5).

Calculate the percentage contentof charged g1ycans in the
test solution accordingly.
Limit:
- percentage of charged g!Ycam: as authorised by the

competent authority.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Colourless liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
A. It forms a clot when examined in the conditions described
under Assay (potency).

B. Peptide mapping (2.2.55).

SELECTIVE CLEAVAGE OF THE PEPTIDEBONDS
Solution A Dissolve 0.74 g of cakium chloride Rand 6.06 g
of tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane R in 1000 mL of water R
and adjust to pH 7.5 with hydro<:hJoric acid R.

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
solution A to obtain a concentration of about 1.5 mglmL.
Desalt a volume of this solutionby a suitable method (for
example using a suitable centrifugal filter unit or gel-filtration
column with solutionA as elutionbuffer). After desalting,
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P..k Charged Structure P..k Charged Structure

I. No Core fucosylBted biantennary - non sialylated 7. y", Core fucosylattd btantennary -.
(2 N-acetylgalaetosamine tenninals) monoslelytared (and 1 galactose lenninal)

2. No Core fucosylated billnlcnnary - non sialylated (N- a. y", Core fucosylated bianrennary-.
acetylgalactosamine and galactose tenninals) bisialylated

3. No Structure not determined 9. y" High-mannose sttuet\U'e with
I phosphategroup

4. No Core fucosylatcd biantennary - non sialylated 10. y" Core fucosylaled mantenolll)'-
(galactoseand N-acetylglurosamineterminals) lrisialylated

s. No Core fucosylatcd biantennary - non sialylated II. y", Core fucosylaled biantennary-
(2 galactose tenninals) trisialylated

6. y", Core fucosylaled biantennary - monos.ialylated 12. y", Structure nOI determined
(and I N-.acetylgalaetosamine tenninal)

Figure 2534.-1, - Chromatogram for the tescforglYcan analysis of human coagulation frutor VIla (rDNA): ,qerem:e solution

the concentration should be about 1.0 mg/mL. Transfer the
desaltedsolution to a polypropylene tube. Prepare a
1 mg/mL solution of trypsin forpeptide mapping R and add
10 ~L to 1 mL of the desalted solution. Cap the tube and
mix gentlyby inversion. Incubate at 37°C for 24 h. At time
5.5 h, add 10 ~L of the trypsin solution. Remove the sample
from the incubator, place it at room temperature, add 9 J.lL
of glacial acetic acid R and mix by inversion. Maintain the
solution at -15°C or below until chromatographic
separation; if analysed immediately usingan automatic
injector, maintain at 2-8 "C.
Reference solution Dissolve hmnan coagulation factor VIla
(rDNA) CRS in solution A to obtain a concentration of
1.5 mg/ml. Desalt and digest at the same time and in the
same manneras for the test solution.
CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Colmnn:
- size:· I ;;;; 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: oaade<y/silyl sl1ica gelfor

chromatography R (5 pm) with a pore size of 30 urn;
- temperature: 30 ·C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: add 0.65 mL of trijluoroaacic acid R to

1000 mL of waterfor chromatography R and degas;

- mobik phaseB: mix 0.5 mL of trifluoroaalic acidR,
100 mL of waterfor chromatography R and 900 mL of
Qutanitrile Rl and degas;

Tbn. MobIle phase A Moblle phase B
(mIn) (per cent VIV) (per cent VIP)

0-100 100 --!' 50 0 ..... 50
100 - 105 50- 0 50 ..... 100

105 - lIO 0 100

1I0-110.1 o --t 100 100 ---J 0

110.1 - 125 100 0

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 215 nm.

Inj«lion 25 Il1-
System tuitabil;~ The chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution is qualitatively similar to the chromatogram
supplied with hmnan coagulation faaor VIla (rDNA) CRS.
Results The profile of the chromatogram obtained with the
test solutioncorresponds to that of the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution:

- aU major peaks identified in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution arepresent in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

- no new major peaks areobserved in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution in
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Figure 2534.~2. - Chromatogram for the testfor degraded hea")l chain and oxidisedforms of human coagulation factor Vila (,DNA):
reference solutum

min

46 -> 59

59 -+ 100

100
100 -> 46

MobUe phose B
(percent V/l?

9. unknown
10. unknown

30

54 -> 41

41 --> 0

o
0->54

Mobile phase A
(per cent VIJI)

25

Time
(min)

0- 30

30 - 33

33 ~ 38

:38 - 40

7. humancoagulation factor VDa (rONA)
8. unknown

20

Flow rate 1.0 mIlmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 214 run.

Injection About20~ usingan automatic injector
maintained at 2-8 "C.

Retention time Humancoagulation factor VDa
(rONA) =about 26 min.
Systemsuirobility:
- the chromatogram obtained with me reference solution is

qualitatively similar to the chromatogram shown in
Figure 2534.-2; peaks 1 to 10 ate clearly visible;

- peak-lO-fJaUey ratio: minimum 1.5, where Hp = height
above the baseline of peak 6 and Hu = height above the
baseline of the lowest point of the curve separating this
peak from peak 7.

Results:
- the profile of the chromatogram obtained with the test

solution corresponds to that of me chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

Calculate the individual percentage area (relative to the total
peak area) of the peaks due to the degraded heavy chain
human coagulation factor Vila (rONA) (peaks 1, 2 and 6)
and oxidised forms of human coagulation factor VDa
(tDNA) (peaks 3, 4 and 5).

15

5. oxidised fonn
6. degraded heavychain

10

3. oxidisedform
4. oxidised fonn

5o

.---

6 7

1

/
2

8

I \r... 4 ~
9 10

i-, 3, , , I" ~I I I - .

I I .~
, , I , I • I , • I ,

I

l. degraded heavychain
2. degraded heavychain

comparison with the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
glycan analysis.
Results The profile of the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution corresponds to thatof the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
Degraded heavy chain and oxldlsed forms of human
coagulation factor VIla (rDNA)
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined in
water R to obtain a concentration of about 1.5 mglmL.
Reference soluricn Dissolvehuman coagulation factor VIla
(rDNA) CRS in waterR to obtain a concentration of
1.5 mglmL.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mrn;
- stationary phase: esul--capped but.ylsilyl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn) with a pore size of 30 nrn;
- temperature: 60-70 °C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: mix 1 mL of lrij/uoroaati< acidRand

999 mL of waterfor chromatography R and degas;
- mobile phaseB: mix 1 mL of lrij/uoroactti< acidR, 200 mL

of waterfor chromarography Rand 800 mL of
aatonitTile Rl and degas;
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Limits:
- sum of degraded heavy chanlforms: maximum 11 per cent;
- sum of oxidisedfonns: maximum 2.2 percent.

GIa-domainless human coagulation factor VIla (rDNA)
(ganuna-carboxylatlon)
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29): use the normalisation
procedure.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined in
water R to obtain a concentration of about 1.5 mglmL.
Reference solution Dissolve humancoagulation factor VIla
(rDNA) GRS in water R to obtain a concentration of
1.5mglmL

Precolumn:
- stationary phase: styrene-d;vjnylbenzene copolymer R with

imincdiacetic groups, for removal of calcium.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 ;;;; 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: strongly bask anion-exchange resin for

chromawgraphy R1;
- temperature: 25 "C.

Mabile phase:
- mobile phase A: solutioncontaining 1.2 gIL of

lris(hydroxymethyQaminamethane Rand 2.8 gIL of his-Iris
propane R, adjusted to pH 9.4 with glacial acetic acidR
and degassed;

- mobile phaseB: solution containing 1.2 gIL of
tris(hydroxymethyQaminamethane R, 2.8 gIL of bis-Iris
propane Rand 107.9 WL of ammonium aceUJle R, adjusted
to pH 9.4 with concentrated ammonia R and degassed;

TOne Moblle phase A Moblle pheee B
(min) (percent VIl? (per cent VIJI)

0-2.5 [00 0
2.5 - 27.5 100_ 0 o _ 100

27.5 - 30.5 0-100 100....,0

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Delation Spectrophotometer at 280 nm.
Injection About 100 IJL, using an automatic injector
maintained at 2-8 °C.
Relative retention With reference to humancoagulation
factor VIIa (rDNA) (retention time = about 14 min): Gla
domainless human coagulation factor Vlla
(rDNA) = about 0.7.

System suitability Reference solution:
- resolution: baseline separation between the peakdue to

Gla-domainless human coagulation factor VIIa (rDNA)
and the peakcluster due to human coagulation factor
VIIa (rDNA).

Limit:
- Gia-damainiess human caagulatUm factor VlIa (rDNA):

maximum 6.1 per cent.
Integrate the peakcluster to baseline.

Dimers and related substances of higher molecular
mass
Size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30): use the
nonnalisation procedure.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined in
waterR to obtaina concentration of about 1.5 mgImL.
Reference solutUm Dissolve human caagularian factor VIla
(rDNA) CRS in water R to obtain a concentration of
1.5 mglmL

2022

Golumn:
- size: l:::: 0.3 m, 0:::: 7.5 mm;
- statianary phase: hydrophilic silica gelfar chromawgraphy R

(10 ~m) of a grade suitable for fractionation of globular
proteins in the relative molecular massrange of 10 000 to

500000;
- temperature: 21-25 ·C.
Mobile phase Dissolve 26.4 g of ammonium sulfate R in
approximately 900 mL of waterfor chromawgraphy R. Adjust
first to pH 2.5 withphasphonc acidR and then to pH 7.0
with triethylamine R. Add 50 mL of 2-propanol R and dilute
to 1000 mL with waterfor chramawgraphy R.

Flowrate 0.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 215 om.

Injection 20 p.L, usingan automatic injector maintained at
2-8 ·C.

System suitability Reference solution:
- the chromatogram obtained is qualitatively similar to the

chromatogram supplied with human coagulation faaor VlIa
(rDNA) GRS;

- symmetry factor: maximum 1.3 for the peak due to the
monomer;

- peak-UMJoIIey ratio: minimum 1.1, where Hp = height
above the baselineof the peakdue (0 dimers and
HfJ :::: height above the baseline of the lowestpoint of the
CUlVe separating this peak from the peakdue to the
monomer.

Limir,
- sum of the areas of thepeaks with a retention time less than

thatof the monomer: maximum 2.7 per cent.

Non-activated single-chain factor VII (rDNA)
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2.2.31): use the
normalisation procedure.
Gel dimensions I rom thick.

Resolving gel 12 per cent acrylamide.
Sample buffer(reducing candirions) cancemrated SDS-PAGE
sampk blf!fer for redw:ing candioons R containing d.ihiathreitol R
as the reducing agent.
Testsolution Dilute the preparation to be examined in
waterR to obtain a concentration of about 800 J.lglmL
Mix equalvolumes of this solutionand the sample buffer
(reducing conditions).
Reference solution (a) Dissolve human caagularion faaor VIla
(rDNA) CRS in waterR to obtain a concentration of about
800 ~glmL Mix equal volumes of this solution and the
sample buffer (reducing conditions).

Reference solution (b) Solution of molecular mass markers
suitable for calibrating SDS-polyacrylamide gels in the range
of 10-70 kDa.

Sample treatment Boil for 5 min or heatat 73 ± 3 °C for
10 min.

Application 10 ~L.

Deuaion By Coomassie staining.
Quanli}it:atiun Integrating densitometer.
System suitabili/J':
- the principal bandsin the electropherograrn obtained with

the test solution correspond in position to the principal
bands in the eleetropherogram obtained with reference
solution (a) (30 kDa, heavy chain and 20-25 kDa, light
chain);

- reference solution (b): the validation criteria aremet
(2.2.31);
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PhE.. _

_____________________ PhE..

Calculate the activity in International Units per millilitre
using an appropriate statistical method, for example the
parallel-line assay (5.3).

The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

LABELLING
The label states:
- me content of humancoagulation factor Vila (rDNA), in

milligrams per millilitre;
- the specificactivity, in International Units per milligram

of protem.

**** ** *
*****

Dried Factor VIII (rONA)
(Human Coagularion Factor VII1 (rDNA), Ph. Bur.
monograph 1643)

Action and use
Coagulation factor vm substitute.

DEFINITION
Human coagulation factor VIII (rDNA) is a freeze-dried
preparation of glycoproteins havingthe same activity as
coagulation factor VITI in human plasma. It acts as a cofactor
of the activation of factor X in the presenceof factor IXa,
phospholipids and calcium ions.
Human coagulation factor VID circulates in plasma mainly as
a two-chain giycosylated protein with I heavy (relative
molecular mass of about 200 000) and I light (relative
molecular mass 80 000) chain held together by divalent
metal ions. Human coagulation factor VIII (rDNA) is
prepared as full-length factor VITI (octocog alfa), or as a
shortened two-chain structure (relative molecular mass
90 000 and 80 000), in which the B-domain has been
deleted from the heavy chain (moroctocog alfa).

Full-length human rDNA coagulation factor VIII comains
25 potential N-g1ycosylation sites) 19 in me B domain of the
heavychain, 3 in the remaining partof the heavy chain
(relative molecular mass 90 000) and 3 in the light chain
(relative molecular mass 80 000). The different products are
characterised by their molecular size and post-translational
modification and/orothermodifications.

PRODUCTION
Human coagulation factor VIII (rDNA) is produced by
recombinant DNA technology in mammalian cell culture.
It is producedunderconditions designed to minimise
microbial contamination. "
Purified bulk factor VIII (rDNA) may contain added human
albumin and/orother stabilising agents, as well as other
auxiliary substances to provide, for example, correct pH and
osmolality.
The specific activity is not less than 2000 IU of factor VIII:C
per milligram of total protein before the addition of any
protein stabiliser, and varies dependingon purity and the
type of modification of molecular structure of factor VIII.
The quality of the bulkpreparation is controlled using one or
more manufacturer's reference preparations as reference.

- a band corresponding to non-activated single-chain
factor VII (rDNA) (molecular mass of 51 kDa) is visible
in the electropherogramobtainedwith reference
solution (a).

Limir:
- non-activated single-chain factor VII(rDNA): maximum

3 per cent.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 10 IU/mL

ASSAY
Protein
Size-exclusionchromatography (2.2.30) as described in the
test for dimers and related substances of higher molecular
mass with the following modifications.
Injection 10 pi., 20 ~L and 30 ~L of the reference solution.

Plot peak areas against injectedproteincontent and perform
a linearregression to createa standard curve.
Calculatethe content of humancoagulation factor VITa
(rDNA) using the monomer peak area in the chromatogram
obtained with the test solution and taking into account me
assigned content of human coagulation factor Vlla
(rDNA) CRS.

System ",[taMity.
- repeaUdn"lity: maximum relative standard deviation of

2.0 per cent after5 injections of 20 ~L of the reference
solution;

- the correlation coefficientcalculated for the standard
curve (,;') is not less than 0.990.

Potency
The principle of the assayis to measure the ability of a
factorVlla preparation to reducethe prolonged coagulation
time of factor VII-deficient plasma.
The biological activity is assessedby comparing the dose
response curve of the preparation to be examined to that of a
referencepreparation calibrated in International Units.
The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Reference Preparation.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Reference Preparation is stated by the World Health
Organization.
Method.
Usea suilable coagulation analyser or can)'out theassaywith
incubation tubes and reagents maintained in a water-bath at
37°C.
Solution A Prepare a solution containing 15.12gILof
1,4-piperazinediethanesu/fonic acidR, 5.73 gIL of sodium
chloride R, 0.74 gIL of sodium edetate Rand 10 gIL of b<rvme
albumin R; adjust to pH 7.2 with sodium hydroxide R.
Prepare 3 different solutions of the preparation to be
examinedand of the reference preparation, by diluting with
solution A, to obtain concentrations within the linearity range
(0.002-0.15 IU/mL). Prepare in duplicate and use the
solutions immediately.
To 40 ~L of each solution, add 40 ~L ofja<OJr Vll-deficiem
plasmaR, incubate for an appropriate time at 37°C, and add
40 tJL of human tissue faaor solution R.
Measure the coagulation time, i.e. me interval between the
addition of me human tissuefactor solutionand the first
indication of the formation of fibrin.
Thevolumes given above and sequence 0/reagents may be
adapted co thehuman tissue factor solution and apparatus used.
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MANUFACTURER'S REFERENCE PREPARATIONS
During development, referencepreparations are established
for subsequent verification of hatch consistency during
production, and for control of bulk and final preparation.
They are derived from representative hatches of purified bulk
factor VllI (eDNA) that are extensively characterised by tests
including those described below and whose procoagulant and
other relevant functional properties have been ascertained
and compared, whereverpossible, with the International
Standard for factor VITI concentrate. The reference
preparations are suitably characterised for their intended
purpose and are stored in suitably sized aliquors under
conditions ensuring their stability.

PURIFIED BULK FACTOR Vlll (RDNA)
The pun"jied bulk romplies with a suitable combination of the
fo/Wwing tests for characterisation of integrtiJ' of thefactor VJll
(rDNA). Where any substance addedduring preparation of tire
purified bulk interferes with a test, the testiscarried out before
additWn of mal substance. Where appHcable, the characterisation
tests may alttrnau"wJy be camed oul on thefinished product.

Specific biological activity or ratio of factor vm
activity to factor VDl antigen
Carry out the assay of human coagulation factor VllI (2.7.4).
The protein content, or where a protein stabiliser is present,
the factor VIII antigen content, is determined by a suitable
method and the specific biological activity or the ratio of
factor VIII activity to factor VIII antigen is calculated.

Protein composition
The protein composition is determined by a selection of
appropriate characterisation techniques which may include
peptide mapping, Western blots, HPLC, gel electrophoresis,
capillary electrophoresis, mass spectrometry or other
techniques to monitor integrity and purity. The protein
composition is comparable to that of the manufacturer's
reference preparation.

Molecular size distribution
Using size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30), the molecular
size distribution is comparable to that of the manufacturer's
reference preparation.

Peptide mapping (2.2.55)
There is no significant difference between the test protein
and the manufacturer's reference preparation.

Carbohydrates/slaIlc acid
To monitor batch-to-batch consistency, the monosaccharide
content and the degree of sialylation or the oligosaccharide
profile are monitored and correspond to those of the
manufacturer's reference preparation"

FJNALLOT
It complies with me requirements under Identification, Tests
and Assay.

Exclplents .
80 per cent to 120 per cent of the slated content, determined
by a suitable method, where applicable.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or slightly yellow powder or friable mass.

IDENTIFICATION
A. It complies with the limits of the assay.

B. The distribution of characteristic peptide bands
corresponds with that of the manufacturer's reference
preparation (SDS-PAGE or Western blot).
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TESTS
Reconstitute the preparaticn as stated on the label immediately
before carrying out the tests (except those for so/ubihiJ' and water)
and ass<vl.

Solubility
It dissolves within 5 min at 20-25 °C, giving a clear or
slightly opalescent solution.

pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.5.

OsmolaIlty (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmollkg.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
detennination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority,

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than 3 ill in the volume that contains 100 ill of
factor VIII activity.

ASSAY
Carry out the assay of human coagulation factor VllI (2.7.4).

The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

LABELLING
The /abel states:
- the factor vm content in International Units,
- the name and amount of any excipient,
- the composition and volume of the liquid to be used for

reconstitution.
_____________________ PIlE"

Dried Factor VIII Fraction
(Human Coagulation Factor VIII, Ph. Bur.
monograph 0275)

Action and use
Coagulation factor vm substitute.

PIlE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Sterile, freeze-dried preparation of a plasma protein fraction
containing the glycoprotein human coagulation factor VIII
together with varying amounts of human yon Willebrand
factor, depending on the method of preparation. It is
prepared from human plasma that complies with the
monograph on Human plasmaforfractionation (0853).
The preparation may contain excipients such as stabilisers.

The potency of the preparation, reconstituted as stated on
the label, is not less than 20 ill of factor VllI:C per millilitre.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of human coagulation factor VllI and to
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minimise potential neoantigenicity, It includes a step or steps
mat have been shown to remove or to inactivate known
agents of infection; if substances are used for the inactivation
of viruses, the subsequent purification procedure must be
validated to demonstrate that the concentration of these
substances is reduced to a suitable level and mat any residues
are such as not to compromise the safety of the preparation
for patients.

The specific activity is not less than 1 ill of factor VllI:C per
milligram of total protein before the addition of any protein
stabiliser.

The human coagulation factor VIII fraction is dissolved in a
suitable liquid. No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is
added. The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive
filter, distributed aseptically into the final containers and
immediately frozen. It is subsequently freeze-dried and the
containers are closed under vacuum or under an inert gas.

CONSISTENCY OF THE METHOD OF
PRODUCTION
Products stated to have human von·Wl1Iehrand jaaor auivity
(products intended for treatment ofvon Willebrand's disease).
It shall be demonstrated by suitable analytical procedures
determined during process development that the
manufacturing process yields a product with a consistent
composition with respect to human von Willebrand factor.
This composition may be characterised in a number 0<ways.
For example, the distribution of the different human von
Willebrand factor multimers may be determined by sodium
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) agarose gel electrophoresis (about
1 per cent agarose) with or without Western blot analysis,
using a normal human plasma pool as reference.
Visualisation of the multimeric pattern may be performed
using, for example, an immunoenzymatic technique and
quantitative evaluation may be carried out by densitometric
analysis.

Products thatslwwflakes or pam·des afterreconslitutUm fin- use
If a few small flakes or particles remain when the preparation
is reconstituted, it shall be demonstrated during validation
studies that the potency is not significantly affected after
passage of the preparation through the filter provided.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or pale yellow, hygroscopic powder or friable solid.

Reconstitute ,he preparation w beexamined asnaud on tire label
immediauly before carrying out the identification, tests (except
those for solubility and water) and assay.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay.

TESTS
Solubility
To a comainer of the preparation to be examined, add the
volume of the liquid stated on the label at the recommended
temperature. The preparation dissolves completely with
gentle swirling within 10 min, giving a clear or slightly
opalescent, colourless or slightly yellow solution.

Where the label stares that the product may show a few small
flakes or particles after reconstitution) reconstitute the
preparation as described on the label and pass it through the
filter provided: the filtered solution is clear or slightly
opalescent.

pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.5.
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Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoVl<g.

Total protein
Ifnecessary, dilute an accurately measured volume of the
reconstituted preparation with a 9 gIL solution of sodiwn
chl()}ide R to obtain a protein concentration of about
7.5 mglmL. Place 2.0 mL of this solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge tube and add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution
of sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of I volume of
nitrogen-fiw sulfuric acidRand 30 volumes of waterR. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min) decant the supernatant and allow the
inverted tube to drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
and calculate the amount of protein by multiplying the result
by 6.25. Forsome products, espedaUy those withouta protein
stabiliser such as albumin) this me/hod may not be appfiroble and
another validated method for protein determination must there/ore
bepeifonned.

And-A and anti-B haemagglutlnlns (2.6.20, MethodA)
The 1 to 64 dilution does not show agglutination. Dilute the
reconstituted preparation with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to contain 3 ill of factor VIII:C per millilitre.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in tJilro test
such as the test for bacterial endotoxins.

For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to not less than 50 IU of factor VllI:C.

Where the test for bacterial endotoxins is used, the
preparation to be examined contains less than 0.03 ill of
endotoxin per International Unit of factor VllI:C.

ASSAY
Human coagulation factor VIII (2.7.4)
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 120 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Human von Wlllebrand factor (2.7.21)
Ifpreparations are intended for the treatment of von
Willebrand's disease, the estimated potency is not less than
60 per cent and not more than 140 per cent of the stated
potency.

Pending the owi/ability of an Internotional Standardfor human
von WilkbrandfaJ:UN concentrate calibrated for use in the
coIlogen-binding ass~, only the rislOcelin wfaJ:UN assaym~ be
used.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the number of International Units of factor VllI:C and,

where applicable, of human von Willebrand factor in the
container;

- the amount of protein in the container;
- the name and quantity of any added substance;
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M, approx. 55 000

PRODUCTION
Human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) is produced in
mammalian cells by a method basedon recombinant DNA
technology (rDNA). The method of preparation is designed
to maintain the functional integrity of factor IX, and to
minimise the activation of human coagulation factor IX
(rDNA) (to minimise potential thrombogenicity).

No antibiotic or antimicrobial preservative is added.
Prior to release, the following tests arecarried out on each
balch of human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) concentrated
solution,unless exemption has been granted by the
competentauthority.
Host-cell-derived proteins
The limit is approved by the competent authority.
Host-cell- and vector-derived DNA
The limit is approved by the competentauthority
Glycan analysis
Use a suitable method developed according to general
chapter 2.2.59. G/Yc4n analysis of g/y<Qprot<ins, Section 2-3.
- Releasethe glycans usingone of the agents described in

Table 2.2.59.-1, for example peptide N-glycosidase F
(PNGaseF).

- Label the released glycans with one of the fluorescent
labelling agents described in Table 2.2.59.-2, for example
2-aminobenzamide.

- Analyse the labelled glycans by liquid chromatography
(2.2.29) using a high-pH-resistant column with
fluorescence detection.

Thefollowing procedure isgiven as an example.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with the
Connulation buffer (see Tests) to obtaina concentration of
about 2 mg/mL. Use 50 IlL of this solution to proceed to
glycan release and labelling. Resuspend or dilute the labelled
glycans in 200 ~L of water R.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve the contentsof a vial of
human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS in the formulation
buffer(see Tests) to obtaina concentration of about
2 mg'ml., Use 50 IlL of this solution to proceed to glycan
release and labelling. Resuspend or dilute the labelled glycans
in 200 ~L of water R.
Reference solution (b) Use a suitable human coagulation
factor IX (rDNA) in-house reference preparation shown to
he representative of batches testedclinically and batches used
to demonstrate consistency of production. Dilute with the
formulation buffer to obtaina concentration of about
2 mg/mL. Use 50 IlL of this solution to proceed to glycan
release and labelling. Resuspend or dilute the labelled glycans
in 200 ~L of water R.
Blank solulion Use 50 ~L of the formulation buffer to
proceed to glycan release and labelling.

Analyse the labelled glycaos by liquid chromatography
(2.2.29). .j

Precoiumn:
- size: 1= 0.01 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- Slalionary phase: poIyautine grafted po/y('lJinyl alcohol)

copolymer R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- sralionary phase: poIyautine grafted po/y('lJinyi alcohol)

copolymer R (5 pm).
- temperature: 50 QC.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: water /or chromatography R, glacial acetic

acidR, acetonitrile R (1:2:97 VIVIJI);

H Nfl,
Ho,c. XX -C~

HO H
Il =(3R)-3-h)'droxyAsp

H~S""'O~ H. /Nti:!

V-vX.CO,H
Y= (d-oolfoTyr)

YHSGKLEEFV QGNL~R!;.C~ ~KCSF~A~ VF~NT~RTT~ 40

FWKQYVDGDQ CESNPCLNGG SCK.!!DIN~YE CWCl'FGFEGlC 8.

NCELDYTCNI KNGRCEQFCK NSADNKVVCS CTEG'iRLAEN 12.
QKSCEPAVPF PCGRVSVSQT SKLTRAEAVF PDVD,!Vlf.§.TE 16.

AETILDNITQ STQSFNDFTR VVGGIWAKPG QFPWQVVLNG 200

KVDAFCGGSI VNEKttlVTAA HCVETGVKIT VVAGEHNIEE 240

TEHTEQKRHV IRIIPHHNnI AAINKYNHDI ALLELDEPLV 280

LNSYVTPICI ADKEYTNIFL KFGSGYVSGft GRVFHKGRSA 320

LVLQYLRYPL VDAATCLRST KFTIYNNHFC AGFHEGGRDS 360

CQGDSGGPHV TEVEGTSFLT GIISWGEECA MKGKYGIYTi< .00

VSRY'lNWIKE KTKLT 415

Cu.53H311~5580614P2~6
PIIEII _

- the name and volume of me liquid to be used for
reconstitution;

- whereapplicable, that the preparation may show the
presenceof a few smallflakes or particles after
reconstitution;

- that the transmission of infectious agents cannot be totally
excluded when medicinal products prepared from human
blood or plasma areadministered.

(Human Coagulation Factar IX (rDNA) Ooncemraud
Sdudon, Ph. Eur. monograph 2522)

Factor IX (rONA) Concentrated
Solution

c:f1sulrKie bfkIges:
18-23,61-62,56-71.73-82.88-99,95-109,111-124.132-289,
206-222, 336-350. 361-389

glyoosylalion sites:
Ser..s3,58r-61, Asn-157, Thr-159. Aso-167, Thr·169

modified residues:
E (4-carboxyGlu): 7, 8,15,17,20,21,26,27,30,33,36,40
II «3R}-3-hydroxy,",p), 64
S (OJ-phosphoSer): 68,158
Y (d-sulfoTyr): 155

_____________________ PIIEII

DEFINITION
Solution containingclosely related glycoproteins, which have
the same amino acid sequence (415 amino acids) as the
naturally occurring Ala 148 allelic form analogue (plasma
derived coagulation factor IX). It is a single-chain
glycoprotein with structural and functional characteristics
similar to those of the endogenous factor IX. It may contain
buffer salts andlornon-proteinaceous stabilisers.

Content
Minimum 150 IU per miIliIitre.

Potency
200 to 360 IU per milligram of protein.
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Figure 2522.-1. - Chromatogram fur 'he leSt fur glyca" a"aly,is of human coagulation factorIX (rDNA)
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System suitobiJity:
- the chromatogram obtainedwith reference solution (a) is

qualitatively similar to the chromatogram supplied with
human caagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS; 5 groups of
oligosaccharide peakscorresponding to PO neutral, PI
mono-, P2 di-, P3 tri- and P4 tetrasialylated.
oligosaccharides are present; group P4 includes the
highest peak, and P3 the second-highest peak;

- no significant peaksare observed in regions PO to P4 in
the chromatogram obtained with the blanksolution.

Results:
- the profile of the chromatogram obtained with the test

solution corresponds to that of the chromatogram
obtainedwithreference solution (b);

- the relative retentions of the most prominent peaksin
groupsPO to P3 in the chromatogram obtained with the
test solution correspond to those in the chromatogram
obtainedwith reference solution (b);

- the tetrasialylated peak area ratiofor the test solutionis
within the limits authorised by the competentauthority.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear,colourless liquid.

IDENTIFICATION
A. It forms a clot when examined in the conditions described
under Assay (potency).

B. Peptide mapping (2.2.55).

SELECTIVE CLEAVAGE OF THE PEPTIDE BONDS

SolutionA Dissolve 143.3 g of gua"idi"e hydrochloride R,
9.086 g of tris(hydroxymethyl)amirtometha"e Rand 0.931 g of
sodium edetate R in 250 mL of water R and adjust to
pH 8.0 ± 0.1 with hydrochlori< acid R.

Tim. MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent Vm (per cent JIm
0-2 70 30

2·67 70 -> 0 30 -> 100

67·70 0 100

70 -70.1 0-70 100 --> 30

70.1 - 95 70 30

- mobile phase B: concentrated ammonia R, glacial acetic
acid R, waterfur chromatography R (1:3:96 VIVIJI);

Flow rate 0.5 mUmin.
Deiection Fluorimeter at 330 run forexcitation and 420 nm
for emission.
Injeaion 20 IJ~ using an automatic injector maintained at
2-8 'c.
If carry-over of material is observed, running a blankgradient
aftereach injection may be appropriate.
Identification of peakgroup, Use the chromatogram in Figure
2522.-1 to identify the 5 groups of oligosaccharides
corresponding to PO neutral, PI mono-, P2 dl-, P3 tri- and
P4 tetrasialylated oligosaccharides. Record the retention
times of me most prominent peaks in groups PO to P4.
Calculate the relative retentions of the most prominent peaks
in groupsPO to P3 with reference [Q the most prominent
peak in group P4.

Calculate the tetrasialylated peakarea ratio for the test
solution using the following expression:

AN. peakareaorgroupP4j
APr peakareaof groupsPOto P3.
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Testsolution Dilute the preparation to be examined with the
formulation buffer (see Tests) to obtain a concentration of
about 1.5 mg/mL.

Reference solution Dissolve the contents of a vial of human
coagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS in the fonnulation buffer
(see Tests) to obtain a concentration of about 1.5 mgfrnL.

Reduction and alkylation To 67 ~L of the test solution add
28 ~L of waterR, I00 ~ of solution A, then 5~ of a
30.85 gIL solution of dithiothreirol R, mix weU and centrifuge
briefly. Overlay with nitrogen. Incubate in a water-hath at
40·C for I h. Add 6.6 ul.,of a freshly prepared 115.04 gIL
solution of iodoacetic acid R, mix well and centrifuge briefly.
Overlay with nitrogen. Incubateat room temperature for I h
protected from light. Add 5.3 ~L of a 30.85 gIL of solution

. of dithiothreitol R and mix weU. Add 188.1 ~L of water R.
Digestion To the reducedsolution prepared previously, add
10 ~L of a freshly prepared 3.4 U/mL solution of /ysyl
endopeptidase R, mix well and centrifuge briefly. Overlay with
nitrogen. Incubate at 30 ·C for 4 h. Mix 90 ~L of the
digested solution and 180~ of a 33.22 gIL solution of
sodium edetau R.
Carry out the reduction/alkylation and digestion steps for the
reference solution in the same manner as for the test
solution.
CHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 2.1 mm;
- srationary phase: end-eapped ocradecy/si/yl silica gelfor

chromatography R (5_~) with a pore size of 30 urn;
- temperamre: 25 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: add 0.5 mL of trijluoroaatic acidR to

1000 mL of water/or chromawgraphy R and degas;
- mobile phase B: mix 0.5 mL of trijluoroaatic acidR,

50 mL of water for chromarography R and 950 mL of
acelOnilrile Rl and degas;

Time Mobile phase A MobIle phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent VIP)

0-5 97 3

5·35 97 ~ 85 3 -> 15

35·60 85 -> 81 15 ~ 19

60 - 81 81 -> 74 19 -> 26

81 ~ 101 14 -> 71 26 -> 29

101 - 135 71 -> 60 29 -> 40

135 - 140 60 -> 0 40 -> 100

140 - 150 0 100

150·150.01 0->97 100 -> 3

150.01 - 190 97 3

190 - 191 97 -> 50 3 -> 50

J91 - 251 50 50

Flaw rate 0.25 mllrnin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 214 run.
Inieaion 240 I-Il.., using an automatic injector maintained at
2-8 ·C.

System suitability:
- the chromatogram obtainedwith the reference

solution is qualitatively similar to the chromatogram
supplied with human coagulation factor IX
(rDNA) CRS;

- aU peaks identified in the chromatogram supplied with
human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS are visible in
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the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solution.

Results:
- the profile of the chromatogram obtained with the test

solution corresponds to thatof the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution;

- no new major peaks areobserved in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solutionin
comparison to the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

C. Polyacrylantide gel electrophoresis (2.2.31).

Examine the elecrropherograms obtained in the test for
impurities with molecular massesdiffering from thatof
human coagulation factor IX (rONA) .

Calculate the relative mobility (in per cent) of the main band
in the electropherogram obtained with the test solutionwith
reference to the mobility of the main band in the
electropherogram obtained withreference solution (a), using
the following expression:

Ml molecular mass of themainbend in the e1earopherogram
obtainedwith the tesl solution;

M 2 molecular massof themainband in the electropherogram
obtained with reference solution(a).

Results:
- the eleetropherogram obtained with the test solution is

similar to the eleetropherogram obtained with
reference solution (8);

- the mobility of the main band in the electropherogram
obtainedwith the test solutionis within 10 per cent of
that of the main band in the eleetropherogram
obtainedwith reference solution (a).

TESTS
Formuladon buffer
Dissolve 19.53 g of glycine R, 1.55 g of histidine R and
10.00 g of sucrose R in 1000 mL of water R. Add 50 ~ of
polysorbate 80 R and adjust to pH 6.8 with hydrochlori< acidR.

Gamma-carboxygiutamlc acid (Gla)
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29): use the nonnalisation
procedure.
Testsolution Dilute the preparation to be examined with the
formulation buffer to obtaina concentration of about
Img/mL.

Reference solution Dissolve the contents of a vial of human
coagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS in the fonnulation buffer
to obtaina concentration of about 1 mg/mI...
Blank solution The formulation buffer.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.05 m, 0 = 5 mm;
- stationary phase: strongly baskanion-exchange resin for

chromawgraphy R (10 um).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: solution containing 2.42 gIL of

tris(hydroxymethyQaminomethane R, adjusted to pH 9.0
with hydrochlori< acidR;

- mobile phase B: solution containing 2.42 gIL of
tris(hydroxymethy/)aminomethane R and 58.45 gIL of
sodium chloride R, adjusted to pH 9.0 with hydrochloric
acidR;

I'
I
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~ APi . Gla 01-1£..J-,-----;-c-".---_ X I .m
i=9 total peak area

- APi: area of the concerned peak (9Gla, lOGJa, llGla or
12Gla); any shoulder appearing on the descending part of
the 12Gla peak is included in the area of the 12Gla peak;

- totalpeak area: sum of me areas of peaks 9Gla to 12Gla;
- i Gla.mor': 9, 10, 11 or 12, corresponding to the

theoreticalnumber of Gla residues per mole of human
coagulation factor IX (rDNA) for the concerned peak.

Limil:
- 11.0 '0 12.0 moles of Gla per mole of human coagulation

factor IX (rDNA).

Related proteins and impurities
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dilute me preparation to be examined with the
fonnulation buffer to obtain a concentration of about
0.5 mglmL.

Reference solution Dissolve the contents of a vial of human
coagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS in the formulation buffer
to obtain a concentration of about 0.5 mglmL.

Column:
- size:" I:::: 0.10 rn, 0 :::: 4.6 mm;

Flow rate 0.75 mUmin.

Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 214 run.

[ni«tUm 50 I!L; perform at least 3 injections using an
automatic injector maintained at 2-8 "C.

Relalive retention With reference to human coagulation
factor IX (,DNA) containing 12 Gla residues per molecule
(12 Gla, retention time =about 25 min): 9Gla =0.60;
IOGla =0.75; lIGla =0.85. NOTE: molecular species
containing 9 or fewer Gla residues per molecule of human
coagulation factor IX (eDNA) may not be present in the
preparation.

System suitability Reference solution:
- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of

3 per cent for the total area of the peak due to human
coagulation factor IX (eDNA), determined on 3 injections
performed immediately before the run;

-r-r- the 10Gla peak is visible and is similar (0 the
corresponding peak in the chromatogram supplied with
human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS;

- peak-w.-valley ratio: minimum 1.2, where Hp :::: height
above the baseline of the peak due to 11Gla, and
HI) :::: height above the baseline of the lowest point of the
curve separating this peak from the peak due to 12Gla.

Results:
- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of

3 per cent for the total area of the peak due to human
coagulation factor IX (rDNA), determined on 3 injections
of me test solution;

- me profile of the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution corresponds to that of the chromatogram
obtained wil:h the reference solution.

Calculate the total Gla content using me following
expression:

Thn. MobUe phase A MobUephueB
(min) (per cent VIJI) (per cent VIP)

0-0.5 75 25
0.5 • 30 75 .... 20 25 ...... 80

30 ~ 31 20 ...... 0 80 ..... 100

31 - 33 0 100

- stationary phase: s<yrene;/ivi''Ylbenzene copolymer R (10 ~m)

with a pore size of 400 nm;
- temperature; 37°C.

Mobile phase:
- mob,le phaseA: add I mL of In]luoroaceuc acid R to

1000 mL of waur for chromatography R;
- mobile phaseB: mix I mL of triftuoroace.c acid R. 200 mL

of waterfor chromatography Rand 800 mL of
acewm'tn1e R1.

Flow rate 2.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 214 om.

Inj~lion 100 J1L; perform at least 3 injections using an
automatic injector.

Relative retention With reference to the 2nd peak of the
double peak due to human coagulation factor IX (rDNA)
(retention time :::: about 12-14 min): related
protein A :::: about 0.75; related protein B :::: about 0.78;
related protein C := about 0.80; related protein D :::: about
0.85; related protein E:::: about 0.93.

SystemsuitabiJily Reference solution:
- the chromatogram obtained is qualitatively similar to the

chromatogram supplied with human coagulation faaor IX
(rDNA) CRS;

- repeatability: maximum relative standard deviation of
3 per cent for the total area of the peak due to human
coagulation factor IX (rDNA) after 3 injections performed
inunediately before the run;

- peak-lO-tJaIIey ratio: minimum 1.2, where Hp :::: height
above the baseline of the peak due to related protein E
and H; :::: height above the baseline of the lowest point of
the curve separating this peak from the peak due to
human coagulation factor IX (rDNA).

Report individual relative peak areas considering the peak
area of the entire chromatogram. Individual relative per cent
peak areas are calculated as the average of the 3 injections of
the test solution.

Results:
- the profile of the chromatogram obtained with the test

solution corresponds to that of the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution, except for minor
peaks due to impurities, that may be absent in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

Limits:
- related protein C: maximum 0.6 per cent;
- total impuriries (all peaks not eluted at the positions expected

for human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) and its related
proteins): maximum 1.0 per cent.

Impurities with molecular masses differing from that
of human coagulation factor IX (rDNA)
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2.2.31) using a gradient
gel with the following modifications.

Gel dimensions 1.0 mm thick.

Resolving gel 3-15 per cent acrylamide gradient gel.

Aaylam/de sohuion 30 percent acry/amidelbisacry/amide
(36.5: I) solurion R.

30 ..... 40

40 ---> 100

100 --> 30

30

Mobile phase B
(per cent V/J1

70 --> 60

60- 0

0-+ 70

70

MobUe phase A
(per cent VIP)

Thn.
(min)

0-40

40 ~ 49

49 - 50

50 - 71
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To prepare a 15 per cent acrylamide solution, add sucrose R
(0 obtain a concentration of 142 gIL.

The following elementsareprovided as examples for loading
the gel forming apparatus to prepare the Slacking gel.

Stackinggel The stacking gel solutionis prepared by mixing:
- 100 volumes of 30 percent acrylamidelbisacrylamide

(36.5:1) solution R;
- 125 volumes of 1 M tris-hydroch/oritk bliffer solution

pH6.8R;
- 740.5 volumes of water R;
- 1.5 volumes of tteramethylethylenediamine Rj
- 33 volumes of a 150 mglmL solution of ammonium

persulfate R.
Load the compartments of the gradient-forming apparatus
with the acrylamide solutions and proceed as per the
Instructions of the equipment supplier lO obtain the
polymerised gradient gel.

Afterpolymerisation is completed, rinse the gradient gel with
water R. Remove any excess liquid. Pour the stacking gel
solution into the equipment, insert a clean comb and allow
for polymerisation.
Alternatively, commercially available gradient gels may be
used..
Testsolution Dilute me preparation to be examined with the
fonnulationbuffer to obtaina concentration of about
I mglmL.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve me contentsof a vialof
human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS in the formulation
buffer to obtain a concentration of about 1 mgfmL.
Reference solntien (b) 0.01· mglmL solution of bovine
albuminR in the fonnulation buffer.

Reference solution (e) A solutionof molecular mass markers
suitable for calibrating SDS-polyacrylamide gels in the range
of 5-200 illa.

Samplebliffer Concouraud SDS-PAGE sample buffer for
reducing condidons R containing dithicthreitol as the reducing
agent.
Sample trtatment Incubate in a water-bath for 5 min.
Appli<ation 35 ~L

Use SDS-PAGE ronning bliffer R for running the gel.

For each gel, run 1 lanewith reference solution (b), 2 lanes
with reference solution (e), 2 lanes with the incubated.
reducing buffer (as blank) and at least 1 lane with reduced
reference solution (a); use the remaining lanes for reduced
test solutions.
Deuaion By Coomassie staining.
Identification of bands Human coagulation faetor IX (rDNA)
has an approximate molecular mass of 55 illa, and related
protein bands with molecular massesof approximately
54 illa, 44 kDa, 29-32 illa, 27 kDa and 14 kDa are
present.
System sui,ability:
- a clearbackground is obtained after destaining;
- the band in me electropherogram obtained with reference

solution (b) is clearly visible;
- aU expected hands in the electropherograrn obtained with

reference solution (c) are visible;
- the bands in the eleetropherogram obtained with reference

solution (c) areclearly separated;
- no band is visible in the blank. lanes.
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Results:
- the electropherograrn obtained with the test solution is

similar to the electropherogram obtained withreference
solution (a);

- no new band in the electropherograrn obtained with the
test solution has an intensity greater than that of the band
in the electropherogram obtained with reference
solution (b).

Impurities with molecular masses greater than that of
human coagulation factor IX (rDNA)
Size-exclusion chromatography (2.2. 31l): use the
normalisation procedure.
Testsolution Dilute the preparation to be examined with the
formulation buffer to obtaina concentration of about
400 ~glmL

Reference solution Dissolve me contentsof a vial of human
coagulation faaor IX (rDNA) CRS in the fonnulation buffer
to obtain a concentration of about 400 ~glmL.

Resolution solution Dissolve the contentsof a vial of human
coagulation faaor IX (,DNA) CRS in the fonnulation buffer
to obtain a' concentration of about 400 J.lg/mL. Desalt and
concentrate the preparation to be examined using a suitably
validated procedure. Reconstitute the recovered material in
0.1 M phosphate bliffer soluoon pH 8.0 R to obtain a
concentration of 400 ~glmL To 500~ of this solution add
1.4 ~ of a 250 mg/L solution ofglutaraldehyde R. Mix and
incubate at 37 °C for 120 min.

Blank solution The formulation buffer.
Precolumn:
- size: / ::: 0.04 m, 0 ::: 6 mm;
- stationary phase: hydrophilic sili<a gelfor chroma«>graphy R

(5 urn) of a grade suitable for the fractionation of globular
proteins in the relative molecular mass range of 10 000 to
500000.

Column:
- size: I = 0.30 m, 0 ::: 7.8 nun;
- stalionary phase: hydrophili£ sili<a gelfor chromawgraphy R

(5 J.1IIl) of a grade suitable for the fractionation of globular
proteins in the relative molecular mass range of 10 000 to
500000.

Mobile phase Dissolve 7.10 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen
phosphate Rand 8.77 g of sodium chloride R in 1000 mL of
water for chromawgraphy R. Adjust to pH 7.00 ± 0.05 with
phosplwric acidR.
Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 214 om.
Inj«tion 50 j.LI.; perform 3 injections using an automatic
injector maintained at 2-8 "C,

Retention time Human coagulation factor IX.
(rDNA) = about 9 min.

System suitability:
- the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution is

qualitatively similar to the chromatogram supplied with
human coagulation faaor IX (rDNA) CRS;

- peak-tlHJaI1ey ratio: minimum 2.0, where Hp = height
above the baseline of the peak due to the high molecular
mass species and Hv ::: height abovethe baseline of the
lowestpoint of the curveseparating this peakfrom the
peak due (0 human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) in the
chromatogram obtained with the resolution solution.

Calculate the relative area (in per cent) of the sum of the
peakswith retention times less than that of human
coagulation factor IX (rDNA), withreference to the area of
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the peak due to human coagulation factor IX (eDNA).
Any shoulder appearing on the descending part of the peak
due to human coagulation factor IX (eDNA) is included in
its area.
Resulr.
- the profile of the chromatogram obtained with the test

solution corresponds to that of the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

Limit:
- sum of thepeakseluted bifore the primipalpeak: maximum

1.3 per cent.

Microbial contaminadon (2.6.12)
Maximum 10 CFU/mL.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 1 ill per 100 ill of factor IX activity.

ASSAY
The specific biological activity of the substance is determined
before the addition of any protein stahiliser.

Protein
Size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30) as described in the
test for impuritieswith molecular masses greater than mat of
human coagulation factor IX (rDNA) with the following
modifications.
Prepare triplicate dilutions of the test solution.

Reference solutions Dissolve the contents of a vial of human
coagulation factor IX (rDNA) CRS in the formulation buffer
to obtain a concentration of 1 mglmL. Further dilute this
solution to prepare a standard curve with concentrations in
the range of 100-800 ~g/mL (5 concentrations, typically
100 ~g/mL, 200 ~g/mL, 400 ~g/mL, 600 ~g/mL,
800 ~g/mL).

Plot peak areas versus injected protein content and perform
linear regression to create a standard curve.

Systemsuitability (in addition to those described in the test
for impurities with molecular masses greater than that of
human coagulation factor IX (rDNA)):
- the correlation coefficient (I) calculated for the standard

curve is not less than 0.995.

Calculate the protein concentration of each replicate of the
preparation to be examined using the standard curve and the
assigned content in human roagulatiou faaor IX (rDNA) CRS.

Potency
Assay of human coagulation factor IX (2.7.11).
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
mort than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Human coagulation factor IX concentrate BRP is suitable for
use as a reference preparation.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, under approved conditions.

LABELLING
The label states the factor IX content in International Units
per millilitre and in International Units per milligram of
protein.
_____________________ PhEIl

Blood-related Products IV-631

Dried Factor IX Fraction
(Human Coagulation Paaor IX, Ph. Eur. monograph
1223)

Action and use
Coagulation factor IX substitute.

PhEIl _

DEFINITION
Sterile freeze-dried preparation of a plasma protein fraction
containing coagulation factor IX. It is obtained from human
plasma that complies with the monograph on Human plasma
for fractionation (0853), by a method that elfectively separates
human coagulation factor IX from other prothrombin
complex factors (human coagulation factors IT,vn and X).
The preparation may contain excipients such stabilisers,
heparin and antithrombin.

The potency of me preparation, reconstituted as stated on
the label, is not less than 20 ill of human coagulation
factor IX per millilitre.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of human coagulation factor IX.and to
minimise activation of any coagulation factor (to minimise
potential thrombogenicity). It includes a step or steps that
have been shown to remove or to inactivate known agents of
infection; if substances are used for inactivation of viruses
during production, the subsequent purification procedure
must be validated to demonstrate that the concentration of
these substances is reduced to a suitable level and that any
residues are such as not to compromise the safety of the
preparation for patients.

The specific activity is not less than 50 ill of human
coagulation factor IX per milligram of total protein) before
the addition of any protein stabiliser.

The human coagulation factor IX fraction is dissolved in a
suitable liquid. No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is
added. The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive
filter, distributed aseptically into the final containers and
immediately frozen. It is subsequently freeze-dried and the
containers are closed under vacuum or under an inert gas.

CONSISTENCY OF THE METHOD OF
PRODUCTION
It shall be demonstrated that the manufacturing process
yields a product having a consistent composition. This is
evaluated by suitable analytical procedures that are
determined during process development and that normally
include:
- assay of human coagulation factor IX;
- determination of activated coagulation factors;
- determination of activities of human coagulation

factors II) vn and X) which shall be shown to be not
more than 5 per cent of the activity of human coagulation
factor IX.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or pale yellow, hygroscopic powder or friable solid.

Reconstitute thepreparation to be examined asstated on the label
immediately before carrying out the identification, tests (e:«ePt
those for solubility and water) and ass~.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay.
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_____________________ Phf"

Phf" ~ _

LABELLING
The label ,tates:
- the number of International Units of human coagulation

factor IX per container;
- the amount of protein per container;
- the name and quantity of any added substances including,

where applicable, heparin;
- the name and volume of the liquid to be used for

reconstitution;
- that the transmission of infectious agents cannot be totally

excluded when medicinal products prepared from human
blood or plasma are administered.

**** ** ** ****
Dried Factor XI Fraction
(Human Coagulation Factor X~ Ph. Eur. monograph
1644)

Action and use
Coagulation factor XI substitute.

DEFINITION
Sterile plasma protein fraction containing coagulation
factor XI. It is prepared from Human plasmafor
fractionation (0853). The preparation may contain excipients
such as heparin} CI-esterase inhibitor and antithrombin ID.

The potency of the preparation, reconstituted as stated on
the label} is not less than 50 units per millilitre.

PRODUCTION
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of hwnan coagulation factor XI and to
minimise activation of any coagulation factor (to minimise

, potential thrombogenicity). It includes a step or steps that
have been shown to remove or to inactivate known agents of
infection; if substances are used for inactivation of viruses
during production, the subsequent purification procedure
must be validated to demonstrate that the concentration of
these substances is reduced to a suitable level and any
residues are such as not to compromise the safety of the
preparation for patients.

After preparation} the factor XI fraction is dissolved in a
suitable liquid. No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is
added. The solution is distributed into the final containers
and immediately frozen. It is subsequently freeze-dried and
the containers are closed under vacuum or under inert gas.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white powder or friable solid.

Reconstluae the preparation to beexamined as seated on the label
immediately be/ore carrying ou' 'he idenlificauon, leslS (except
those for solubility and water) and assay.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay.

TESTS
Solubility
To a container of the preparation to be examined, add the
volume of liquid stated on the label at room temperature.
The preparation dissolves completely with gentle swirling
within IO min.

TESTS
Solubility
To a container of the preparation lO be examined add me
volume of the liquid stated on the label at the recommended
temperature. The preparation dissolves completely with
gentle swirling within 10 min, giving a clear or slightly
opalescent, colourless solution.

pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.5.'

OsmolalIty (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmollkg.

Total protein
If necessary) dilute an accurately measured volume of the
reconstituted preparation with a 9 fIL solution of sodium
chloride R to obtain a solution containing about 15 mg of
protein in 2 mL. To 2.0 mL of the solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge tube, add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution of
sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of 1 volume of
ni<rr>gen-fiu su/fiJric add Rand 30 volumes of water R. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min) decant the supernatant and allow the
inverted tube to drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.s: 9)
and calculate the amount of protein by multiplying the result
by 6.25. Forsome products} especiaUy those withouta prouin
stabiliser suchas albumin} this methodmay not beapplicable.
Anomer validatedmethodfar protein determination must therefore
be peformed.

Activated coagulation factors (2.6.22)
Ifnecessary} dilute the reconstituted preparation to contain
20 IU of human coagulation factor IX per millilitte. For each
of the dilutions, the coagulation time is not less man 150 s.

Heparin (2.7.12)
If heparin has been added} the preparation to be examined
contains not more than me amount of heparin stated on the
label and in all cases not more than 0.5 ill of heparin per
International Unit of human coagulation factor IX.

Water
Determined by a suitable method} such as semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogens (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised} with a validated in vitro test
such as the test for bacterial endotoxins.

For the pyrogen test} inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to not less than 50 ill of human
coagulation factor IX.

Where the test for bacterial endotoxins is used} the
preparation to be examined contains less than 0.03 ill of
endotoxin per Internadonal Unit of human coagulation
factor IX.

ASSAY
Human coagulation factor IX (2.7.11)
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P ~ 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
In an airtight container} protected from light
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pH (2.2.3)
6.8 to 7.4.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoJJkg.

Total protein
If necessary, dilute an accurately measured volume of the
preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to obtain a protein concentration of about
7.5 mglmL. Place 2.0 mL of this solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge tube and add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution
of sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of 1 volume 'of
nitrogen-jree sulfuric acidR and 30 volumes of water R. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant and allow the
inverted tube to drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
and calculate the amount of protein by multiplying me result
by 6.25.

Aclivated coagulation factors (2.6.22)
For each of me dilutions, the coagulation time is not less
than 150 s.

Heparin (2.7.12)
If heparin has been added, the preparation to be examined
contains not more than the amount of heparin stated on me
label ana-in aUcases not more than 0.5 ill of heparin
per unit of factor XI.

Aotltbrombin ill (2.7.17)
If antithrombin ill has been added, the preparation to be
examined contains not more than the amount of
antithrombin III slated on the label.

CI-esterase InWbitor (2.7.34)
If Ct-esterase inhibitor has been added, the preparation to
be examined contains not more than the amount of
Ct-esterase inhibitor stated on the label.

Aoli-A and antl-B haemaggiulinlos (2.6.20, MethodA)
The 1 to 64 dilution does not show agglutination.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.4fJ), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogens (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.

For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to 100 IU of factor Xl.

Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, the preparation to
be examined contains less than 0.1 ill of endotoxin per
International Unit of factor XI.

ASSAY
Carry out the assay of human coagulation factor Xl (2.7.22).

The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 120 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
Protected from light, at a temperature of 2 °C to 8°C.

Blood-related Products IV-633

LABELLING
The label states:
- the number of units per container;
- the maximum amount of protein per container;
- where applicable, the amount of heparin per container;
- where applicable, the amount of antithrombin ill per

container;
- where applicable, the amount of Cl-esterase inhibitor per

container;
- the name and volume of the liquid to be used for

reconstitution.
________________~ PhE"

Dried Prothrombin Complex
(Human Prothrombin Complex, Ph. Eur. monograph
0554)

Action and use
Coagulation factor IX substitute. Preparations with
appropriate activity may be used to correct deficiencies of
coagulation factors Jl or X.

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile plasma protein fraction containing human coagulation
factor IX together with variable amounts of human
coagulation factors II, VII and X; the presence and
proportion of these additional factors depends on the method
of fractionation. It is obtained from human plasma that
complies with the monograph on Humanplasma/or
fractionation (0853). The preparation may contain excipients
such as stabilisers, heparin and antithrombin.

The potency of the preparation, reconstituted as stated on
the label, is not less than 20 ill of human coagulation
factor IX per millilitte.

If the content of any of the factors is stated as a single value,
the estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency; if the content
of any of the factors is stated as a range, the estimated
potency is not less than the lower limit and not greater than
the upper limit of the stated range.

PRODUCTION
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of the relevant coagulation factors it
contains and to minimise activation of any coagulation factor
(to minimise potential thrombogenicity). It includes a step or
steps that have been shown to remove or to inactivate known
agents of infection; if substances are used for inactivation of
viruses during production, the subsequent purification
procedure must be validated to demonstrate that the
concentration of these substances is reduced to a suitable
level and that any residues are such as not to compromise the
safety of the preparation for patients.

The specific activity is not less than 0.6 ill of human
coagulation factor IX per milligram of total protein, before
the addition of any protein stabiliser.

The prothrombin complex fraction is dissolved in a suitable
liquid. No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is added.
The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive filter,
distributed aseptically into the final containers and
immediately frozen. It is subsequently freeze-dried and the
containers are closed under vacuum or under an inert gas.
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CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or slightly coloured, very hygroscopic powder or friable
solid.

Re«msu"tute the preparation to beexaminedas staledon the label
immediately before canying out the identification, tests (except
those for so/ubl1ity and Waler) and assay.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assays for human
coagulation factors IX and Il and, where applicable, those for
hwnan coagulation factors VII and X.

TESTS
Solubility
To a container of the preparation to he examined add the
volume of the liquid stated on the label at the .recommended
temperature. The preparation dissolves completely with
gentle swirling within 10 min, giving a clear solution that
may be coloured.

pH (~.1.3)

6.5 to 7.5.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoJlkg.

Total protein
If necessary, dilute an accurately measured volume of the
reconstituted preparation with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to obtain a solution containing about 15 mg of
protein in 2 mL. To 2.0 mL of the solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge tube add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution of
sodium molybdate R and 2 mL of a mixtureof I volume of
nisrogen-free suifuri< add Rand 30 volumes of waterR. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant and allow the
inverted rube to drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
and calculate the amount of protein by multiplying the result
by 6.25.

Acdvated coaguladon factors (2.6.22)
If necessary, dilute the reconstituted preparation to contain
20 IU of human coagulation factor IX per millilitre. For each
of the dilutions, the coagulation time is not less than 150 s.

Heparin (2.7.12)
If heparin has been added during preparation, the
preparation to be examined contains not more than the
amount of heparin stated on the label and in all cases not
more than 0.5 IU of heparin per International Unit of human
coagulation factor IX.

Thrombin
If the preparation to be examined contains heparin,
determine the amount present as described in the test for
heparin and neutralise it by addition of protamine sulfate R
(10 ~g of protamine sulfate neutralises I IU of heparin).
In each of 2 test-tubes, mix equal volumes of the
reconstituted preparation and of a 3 gIL solution of
fibrinogen R. Keep one of the tubes at 37 'C for 6 h and the
other at room temperature for 24 h. In a 3nl tube, mix equal
volumes of the fibrinogen solution and of a solution of
human thrombin R (1 IUlmL) and place the tube in a water
bath at 37°C. No coagulation occurs in the tubes containing
the preparation to be examined. Coagulation occurs within
30 s in the rube containing thrombin.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
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near-infrared spectrometry (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.1J) or Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in V;lrrJ test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.

For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to not less than 30 ill of human
coagulation factor IX.

Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, the preparation to
be examined contains less than 0.05 ill of endotoxin per
International Unit of human coagulation factor IX.

ASSAY
Human coaguladon factor IX (2.7.11)
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence interval (P = 0.95) is not greater than
80 per cent to 125 per cent of the estimated potency.

Human coagulation factor II (2.7.llJ)
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence interval (P = 0.95) is not greater than
90 per cent to III per cent of the estimated potency.

The estimated human coagulation factor ITpotency is not
less than 70 per cent and not more than 165 per cent of the
estimated human coagulation factor IX potency.

Human coaguladon factor VII (2.7.11J)
If the label states that the preparation contains human
coagulation factor Vll, the estimated potency is not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the stated
potency. The confidence interval (P = 0.95) is not greater
than 80 per cent to 125 per cent of the estimated potency.

Human coagulation factor X (2.7.19)
H the label states that the preparation contains human
coagulation factor X, the estimated potency is not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the stated
potency. The confidence interval (P =0.95) is not greater
than 90 per cent to III per cent of the estimated potency.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light.

LABELLING
The label Slates:
- the number of International Units of human coagulation

factor IX, and the number or range of International Units
of human coagulation factor ITper container;

- where applicable, the number or range of International
Units of human coagulation factor vn and human
coagulation factor X per container;

- the amount of protein per container;
- the Dame and quantity of any added substances,

including, where applicable, heparin and antithrombin;
- the name and quantity of the liquid to be used for

reconstitution;
- that the transmission of infectious agents cannot be totally

excluded when medicinal products prepared from human
blood or plasma are administered.

~~ PhE"
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_____~ ~ PhE"

DEFINITION
Sterile, freeze-dried, frozen or liquid preparation of plasma
protein fractions containing essentially 2 components, namely
fibrinogen concentrate (component 1), a protein fraction
containing human fibrinogen, and a preparation containing
human thrombin (component 2). A fibrin dot is rapidly
formed when the 2 thawed or reconstituted components are
mixed. Other ingredients (for example, human coagulation
factor XIII, a fibrinolysis inhibitor or calcium ions) and
stabilisers (for example, Human albumin solution (0255) may
be added.

Human constituents are obtained from plasma that complies
with the monograph Human plo.smafor fractionation (0853).

**** ** *
*****(ph. Bur. monograph 0903)

Fibrin Sealant Kit

Stability of solution
No gel formation appears at 20-25 °C within 60 min
following reconstitution.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.It), loss on drying (2.2.3t) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.4f1), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6. I)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogens (2.6.If) or Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6. 14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the lest for bacterial endotoxins,
For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to not less than 30 mg of fibrinogen.

Where the test for bacterial endotoxins is used, the
preparation to be examined contains less than 0.03 IU of
endotoxin per milligram of fibrinogen.

ASSAY
Mix 0.2 mL of the reconstituted preparation with 2 mL of a
suitable buffer solution (pH 6.6-6.8) containing sufficient
thrombin (approximately 3 IV/roL) and calcium
(0.05 mollL). Maintain at 37°C for 20 min, separate the
precipitate by centrifugation (5000 g, 20 min) and wash
thoroughly with a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.
Determine the nitrogen content by sulfuric acid digestion
(2.5.9) and calculate the fibrinogen (clottable protein)
content by multiplying the result by 6.0. The content is not
less than 70 per cent and not more than 130 per cent of the
stated content of fibrinogen.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light.

LABELLING
The label stales:
- the content of fibrinogen in the container;
- the name and volume of the liquid to be used for

reconstitution;
- where applicable, the name and amount of protein

stabiJiser added in the preparation.

Dried Fibrinogen

PhE" _

(Human Fibrirwgen, Ph. Bur. monograph 0024)

DEFINITION
Sterile, freeze-dried preparation of a plasma protein fraction.
containing the soluble constituent of human plasma that is
transformed to fibrin on the addition of thrombin. It is
obtained from human plasma that complies with the
monograph on Human plasmaforfractionation (0853).
The preparation may contain excipients such as salts, buffers
and stabilisers.
When reconstituted as stated on the label, me solution
contains not less than 10 gIL of fibrinogen.

PRODUCTION
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of human fibrinogen. It includes a step or
steps that have been shown to remove or to inactivate known
agents of infection; if substances are used for inactivation of
viruses during production, the subsequent purification
procedure must be validated to demonstrate that the
concentration of these substances is reduced to a suitable
level .and any residues are such as not to compromise the
safety-of the preparation for patients.

The specific activity (fibrinogen content with respect to total
protein content) is not less than 80 per cent before addition
of any protein stabiliser. The fibrinogen content is
determined by a suitable method such as that described
under Assay, and the total protein content is determined by a
suitable method such as that described under Total protein
in Human albuminsolution (0255). Albumin may also be
obtained with fibrinogen during fractionation, in which case a
specific determination of albumin is carried out by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7. I) and the quantity of albumin
determined is subtracted from the total protein content for
the calculation of the specific activity.

The protein fraction is dissolved in a suitable liquid.
No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is added.
The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive filter,
distributed aseptically into the final containers and
immediately frozen. It is subsequently freeze-dried and the
containers are closed under vacuum or under an inert gas.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or pale yellow, hygroscopic powder or friable solid.

Reconstitute thepreparation to beexaminedas suuedon the label
immediauly before carrying out the identification, USlS (except
'hose for solubility and water) and assay.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay.

TESTS
Solubility
To a container of the preparation to be examined add the
volume of liquid stated on the label at the recommended
temperature. The preparation dissolves within 30 min at
20-25 °C, forming an almost colourless, slightly opalescent
solution.

pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.5.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoVkg.
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When thawed or reconstituted as stated on the label,
component 1 contains not less than 40 gIL of clottable
protein; the thrombin activity of component 2 varies over a
wide range (approximately 4-1000 IU/mL).

PRODUCTION
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of the components. It includes a step or
steps that have been shown to remove or to inactivate known
agents of infection; if substances are used for inactivation of
viruses during production, the subsequent purification
procedure must be validated to demonstrate that the
concentration of these substances is reduced to a suitable
level and any residues are such as not to compromise the
safety of the preparation for patients.

The production method is shown to yield consistent levels of
human coagulation factor XIII.

The constituents or mixtures of constituents are dissolved in
a suitable liquid. No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is
added. Constituents or mixtures of constituents are passed
through a bacteria-retentive filter and distributed aseptically
into sterile containers. Containers of freeze-dried constituents
are closed under vacuum or filled with a suitable inert gas,
such as oxygen-free nitrogen, before being closed.

If the label states that human coagulation factor XIII is an
active substance in component 1, the assay of human
coagulation factor xm is carried out.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
- freeze-dried constituents: white or pale yellow, hygroscopic

powder or friable solid; .
- frozen constituents: colourless or pale yellow, opaque solid;
- liquidctmStituents: colourless or pale yellow liquid.

For thefreeze-dried orfrozen constituents, reconstiuu« or thaw as
statedon the label immediately before cany;ngout the
identification and the tests" except those for soluln1i~ and water.

COMPONENT 1 (FIBRINOGEN
CONCENTRATE)
IDENTIFICATION
A. It complies with the limits of the assay of fibrinogen.

B. It complies with the limits of the assay of human
coagulation factor XIll (where its content is stated on the
label).

TESTS
Solubility
Freeze-dried concentrates dissolve within 20 min in the
volume of liquid and at the temperature stated on the label,
forming an almost colourless, clear or slightly turbid solution.

pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 8.0.

Stability of solution
No gel fonnation appears at room temperature during
120 min following thawing or reconstitution.

Water
Determined by a suitable method" such as semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.JZ), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.4fJ), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6. J)
It complies with the test.
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ASSAY
Fibrinogen (c1ottable protein)
Mix 0.2 mL of the reconstituted concentrate with 2 mL of a
suitable buffer solution (pH 6.6-7.4) containing sufficient
human thrombin R (approximately 3 IU/mL) and calcium
(0.05 mollL). Maintain at 37 ·C for 20 min, separate the
precipitate by centrifugation at 5000 g for 20 min" wash
thoroughly with a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride Rand
determine the protein as nitrogen by sulfuric acid digestion
(2.5.9). Calculate the clottable protein content by multiplying
the result by 6.0. The estimated content in milligrams of
clotrable protein is not less than 70 per cent and not more
than 130 per cent of the stated content. If for a particular
preparation this method cannot be applied, use another
validated method for determination of fibrinogen.

Human coagulation factor XIII
Use a reference plasma calibrated against the International
Standard for blood coagulation factor XllI in plasma. If me
label states that human coagulation factor XIll is present as
an active substance, the estimated potency is not Jess than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the stated
potency if the factor xm potency is stated as Q single value,
or is within the stated range if the factor xm potency is
stated as a range.

Make at least 3 suitable dilutions of thawed or reconstituted
concentrate and of the reference preparation using human
coagulation factor XIll-deficient plasma or another suitable
diluent. Coagula'ion factors V, VIlI, XI and XIII plasma BRP
is suitable for use as a reference preparation. Add to each
dilution suitable amounts of the following reagents:
- activator reagent, containing bovine or human thrombin,

a suitable buffer, calcium chloride and a suitable inhibitor
such as Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro-Ala-NHz which inhibits clotting
of the sample but does not prevent human coagulation
factor XllI activation by thrombin;

- detection reagent, containing a suitable factor XIlla
specific peptide substrate, such as Leu-Gly-Pro-Gly-Glu
Ser-Lys-Val-Ile-Gly-NHz and glycine ethyl ester as 2nd

substrate in a suitable buffer solution;
- NADH reagent, containing glutamate dehydrogenase,

a-ketoglutarate and NADH in a suitable buffer solution.

After mixing, the absorbance changes (Mlmin) are measured
at a wavelength of 340 run, after the linear phase of the
reaction is reached.

Calculate the potency of the test preparation by the usual
statistical methods (5.3, for example). The confidence limits
(P = 0.95) are not less than 80 per cent and not more than
125 per cent of the estimated potency.

COMPONENT 2 (THROMBIN
PREPARATION)

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay of thrombin.

TESTS
Solubility
Freeze-dried preparations dissolve within 5 min in me
volume of liquid stated on the label, fonning a colourless)
clear or slightly turbid solution.

pH (2.2.3)
5.0 to 8.0.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
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near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6. I)
It complies with the test.

ASSAY
Thrombin
If necessary, dilute the reconstituted preparation to he
examined to approximately 2-20 ID of thrombin per millilitre
using as diluent a suitable buffer solution (pH 7.3-7.5), such
as imidazole buffer'oluaOn pH 7.3 R containing 10 !ifL of
human albumin R or bovine albumin R. To a suitable volume
of the dilution, add a suitable volume of fibrinogen solution
(1 !ifL of clonable protein) warmed to 37°C and start
measurement of the clotting time immediately. Repeat the
procedure with each of at least 3 dilutions, in the range
stated above, of a reference preparation of thrombin,
calibrated in International Units.

Calculate the activity of the test preparation by the usual
statistical methods (5.3) for example). The estimated activity
is not less than 80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent
of the stated activity. For a component with a low thrombin
concentration and a nominal value of approximately
4 ID/mI., the estimated activity is not less than 50 per cent
and not more than 150 per cent of the stated activity.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
activity.

Thefollowing seaions aPPlY ta 2-componen' fibrin sealant:

STORAGE
Protected from light ana, for freeze-dried components, in an
airtight container.

LABELLING
The label,tates:
- the amount of fibrinogen (milligrams of clottable protein)

and thrombin (International Units) per container, and the
content of human coagulation factor xm (International
Units per millilitre), if the latter is present as an active
substance;

- where applicable, the name and volwne of the liquid to
be used to reconstitute the components.

_____________________ f'hE<I

Human Haematopoietic Stem Cells
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2323)
f'hE<I _

This monograph provides a standard for thepreparaoon and
control af human haematopoiecic stem cells for use in cherapy.
I' doe, nOI exclude the useof alumaave preparaa"on and control
methods 'hal areacceptable to thecompetenl authon·ly.

DEFINITION
Human haematopoietic stem cells are primitive multipotent
cells capable of self-renewal as well as differentiation and
maturation into aU haematopoietic lineages. They are found
in small numbers in bone marrow, in the mononuclear cell
fraction of circulating blood and in umbilical cord blood.
The preparation also contains haematopoietic progenitor
cells, which are capable of differentiation but not self
renewal. The nwnbers of haematopoietic stem cells and
haematopoietic progenitor cells are correlated.
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This monograph applies to haematopoietic stem cells that
have not undergone expansion or genetic modification, and
that are intended to provide a successful engraftment leading
to a permanent restoration of all lineages of blood cell
production to a sufficient level and function in a recipient
whose haematopoiesis has been compromised by, for
example, disease or high doses of chemotherapy andlor
radiation therapy, or has to be replaced in certain congenital
diseases. The infused haematopoietic stem cells can originate
from the recipient '(autologous) or from another individual
(allogeneic).

Haematopoietic stem cells are recognised by their ability to
reconstitute human haematopoiesis in vivo. They also have
the capacity to differentiate into colony-fanning cells, which
are able to give rise to colonies in the presence of various
growth factors. The membrane marker CD34 is commonly
used for the successful isolation/purification of
haematopoietic stem cells from crude preparations and as an
indicator of haematopoietic stem cell content in routine
quality control.

PRODUCTION
DONORS
Where allogeneic cells are used, they are derived from
carefully selected donors in accordance with donor selection
criteria. Directive 2004l23IEC of the European Union deals
with the criteria for donor selection.

COLLECTION
Peripheral blood stem cells These are collected by cytapheresis
after mobilisation from the bone marrow by administration of
growth factors andlor treatment of autologous donors with
cytotoxic substances. The cells may be processed to select a
population of interest and may be cryopreserved.

Bone marrow Bone marrow is harvested by aspirating the
cells from the cavities of hollow bones, then removing bone
fragments by filtration and, ifnecessary, separating the buffy
coat cells after centrifugation or with commercial kits based
on the cytapheresis principle. The cells may be processed to
select a population of interest and may be cryopreserved,
Umbilical cordblood Placental blood haematopoietic cells are
collected from placentae via the vein of the umbilical cord.
The cells are then cryopreaerved.

CRYOPRESERVATION
Cryopreservation allows storage for long periods. The cells
are suspended in a validated medium containing a suitable
cryoprotectant (for example, dimethyl sulfoxide) and
macromolecules (for example, autologous plasma/albumin)
and are frozen in cryobags in a manner designed to maintain
viability of the cells by controlled cooling according to a
validated method. They are stored at a temperature
of -140°C or lower. Where cryobags are stored under other
conditions of temperature and duration, the functionality of
the preparation must be validated. Cryobags from donors
that test positive for any infectious disease marker must be
stored in such a way as to avoid cross-contamination.

SUBSTANCES USED IN PRODUCTION
The quality of substances used in production may be critical
with respect to the quality, safety and efficacy of the final
product, particularly for substances of biological origin. This
is of particular importance for:
- proteins, including enzymes and antibodies;
- cryopreservation reagents;
- purification reagents.
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DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G (IgG). Other
proteins may be present. Human normal immunoglobulin for
intramuscular administration contains the IgG antibodies of
normal subjectsand is intended for intramuscular
administration. The preparation may contain excipients such
as stabilisers. Multidose preparations contain an antimicrobial
preservative.
This monograph does not apply to products intentionally
prepared to contain fragments of IgG or chemicaUy modified
IgG.

Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration is obtained from plasma thatcomplieswith
the monograph Human plasma forfractionation (0853).

PRODUCTION
The method of preparation includes a step or steps thathave
been shown to removeor to inactivate known agents of
infection; if substances are used for inactivation of viruses, it
shall have been shown thatanyresidues present in the final
product have no adverse effects on the patients treated with
the inununoglobulin.

The product shallhave been shown, by suitable tests in
animals and evaluation during clinical trials, to be well
tolerated when administered intramuscularly.
Any antimicrobial preservative or stabilising agentused shall
have been shown to have no deleterious effecton the final
productin the amountpresent.
Human normalimmunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration is prepared from pooled material from not
fewer than 1000 donors by a method thathas been shown to
yield a product that:
- does not transmit infection;
- at a protein concentration of 50 gIL, contains at least 2

antibodies (I viral and I bacterial) for which an
International Standard or reference preparation is
available, the concentration of such antibodies being at
least 3 times that in the initial pooled material;

- has a defioed distribution ofIgG subclasses.

Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration is prepared as a stabilised solution,for
examplein a 9 gIL solution of sodiumchloride, a 22.5 gIL
solution of glycineor, if the preparation is to be freeze-dried,
a 60 WI. solution of glycine. No antibiotic is added to the
plasma used. Single-dosepreparations do not containan
antimicrobial preservative. The solution is passed through a
bacteria-retentive filter. The preparation may subsequently be
freeze-dried and the containers closedunder vacuum or
underan inertgas.
The stability of the preparation is demonstrated by suitable
tests carried out during development studies.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
- liquid preparation: clear or slightly opalescent, colourless or

pale-yellow or light-brown liquid; during storage it may
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Quality assurance
All substances must be produced within a recognisedquality
management systemusing suitable production facilities.

Quality specifications
A suitable qualityspecification must be presented for each
substance, including notably:
- identity;
- potency (where applicable);
- purity;
- determination of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) (where

applicable);
- microbiological quality(total viable count, (e8(S for

specified micro-organisms);
- sterility (2.6.1) (where applicable).

Viral safety
The requirements of chapter 5.1.7 apply.

Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (5.2.8)
A risk assessmentof the productwithrespect to transmissible
spongiform encephalopathies is carried out, and suitable
measures are taken to minimiseany such risk.

Water
Water used in the preparation of cellular products complies
with the relevant monograph (Water for inje<tions (0169),
Purified warer (0008). Water incorporated into the fioal
productcomplies with the section on Water for injections in
bulk in the monograph Water for inje<tions (0169), and in
addition is sterile.

TESTS
Target spedficadons areestablished for thedifferent tests, bUl these
arenot usedas rigidacceptance ctitetia,
Tests carried out include the following (further tests, such as
purging, cell depletion,allogeneic application, may he
necessary dependingon any treatment applied to the cells
and on the intended recipient):

Nncleated cell count (2.7.29)

Viability (2.7.29)
Viability is assessed for products that are not infusedwithin
24 h of collection.

CD34+ cell count
For peripheral blood stem cells, CD34+ cell count is
determined using a validated automated apparatus to analyse
cells labelled with anti-CD34 antibodies. The apparatus and
methodemployedmust be able to determine the numberof
CD34+ cellswith a sensitivity, accuracy and reproducibility
comparable with those of inununophenotyping (2.7.23),
where cells are labelled using anti-CD34 and anti-CD45
antibodies conjugated to a fluorochrome and analysed by
/low cyrometry (2.7.24}.

Colony-forming cell (CFC) assay (2.7.28)
Proliferative capacity is established by a suitable assay.
The test is not necessarily carried out on each unit.
The correlation between the dose of CD34 and the number
of CFCs in a given situation(pathology, packaging,
mobilisation) is determined. The CFC assay is carried out
periodically; whenever a change thatcould affect the quality
of CD34+ cells is made to the protocol for packaging or
mobilisation, it is carried out on a suitable number of units.

Microbiological control
Examine as prescribed in general chapter 2.6.27.
Microbwlagical examination of cell-based preparations. Where
justified, the productmay be released before completion of
the test.
_____________________ ""Ell

Normal Immunoglobulin for
Intramuscular Administration
Normal Inununoglobulin

Normal Inununoglobulin Injection

(Human Nonnal Immunoglobulin for Imramwadar
Administration, Ph. Bur. monograph 0338)
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show formation of slight turbidity or a small amount of
visibleparticulate matter;

- freeze-dried preparation: white or slightly yellow powder or
solid friable mass, hygroscopic.

For thefreeze-dried preparation, reconstiuue as SUIted an the label
immediately before carrying out the identificatWn and 1M tests,
except those for solubility and water.

IDENTIFICATION
Examine by a suitable immunoelectrophoresis technique.
Using antiserum to normal humanserum, compare normal
human serum and the preparation to be examined) both
diluted to obtain a proteinconcentration of 10 gIL.
The main component of the preparation to be examined
corresponds to the IgG componentof normal human serum.
The preparation to he examined mayshow the presence of.
smallquantities of other plasma proteins; if human albumin
has been added as a stabiliser, it may be seen as a
component.

TESTS
Solubility
For the freeze-dried preparation, to a container of the
preparation to be examinedadd the volumeof the liquid
stated on the label at the recommended temperature.
The preparation dissolvescompletely within 20 min at
2<l-25 "C.

pH (2.2.3)
5.0 to 1.2.
Dilute the preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a protein concentration of
10 gIL.

Total protein
The preparation has a proteinconcentration of not less than
100 gIL and not more than 180 gIL and contains not less
than 90 per cent and not more than 110 per cent of the
quantity of proteinstated on the label.
Dilute the preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtaina protein concentration of
about 1.5 mg/mL Place 2.0 mL of this solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge tube and add 2 mL of a 15 gIL solution
of sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of 1 volume of
nitrogen-free sulfuric add R and 30 volumes of waterR. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant and allow the
invertedtube to drainon filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the centrifugation residue by the method of sulfuric acid
digestion (2.5.9) and calculate the contentof protein by
multiplying the result by 6.25.

Protein composition
Zone electrophoresis (2.2.31).
Use strips of suitablecellulose acetate gel or suitable agarose
gel as the supporting medium and barbiUlI buffersolution
pH 8.6 R1 as the electrolyte solution.

If cellulose acetate is the supporting material, the method
described below can be used. If agarose gels areused, and
because they arenormally partof an automated system, the
manufacturer's instructions are followedinstead.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to obtaina protein
concentration of 30 gIL.
Reference solution Reconstitute human immunoglobulin for
electrophoresis BRP and dilute with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to obtaina protein concentration of 30 gIL.
To a strip apply 4.0 ul., of the test solutionas a 10 mm band
or apply0.4 j.1L per millimetre if a narrower strip is used.
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To another strip apply in the same manner the same volume
of the reference solution. Applya suitable electric field such
mat the albumin bandof normal human serum appliedon a
controlstrip migrates at least30 mm. Stain the stripwith
amido blcu;k JOB SolUlion R for 5 min. Decolourise with a
mixture of J0 volumes of glacial auric acidRand 90 volumes
of methanol R so that the background is just free of colour.
Develop the transparency of the strips with a mixture of
19 volumes of glacial aa"c acidRand 81 volumes of
methanol R. Measure the absorbance of the bands at 600 nm
in an instrument having a linear response over the range of
measurement. Calculate the result as the mean of
3 measurements of each strip.
Systemsuitability In the eleetropherogram obtained with the
reference solution, the proportion of proteinin the principal
band is within the limits stated in the Jeaflet accompanying
the reference preparation.
Results In the eleetropherogram obtainedwith the test
solution,not more than 10 per cent of proteinhas a mobility
different from thatof the principal band. This limit is not
applicable if albumin has been added to the preparation as a
stabiliser; for such preparations, a test for protein
composition is carried out during manufacture before
addition of the stabiliser.

Molecular-size distribution
Size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
9 gJL solution of sodium chkn;de R to a concentration suitable
for the chromatographic systemused. A concentration in the
range of 4-12 gIL and injection of 50-600 ~g of protein are
usually suitable.
Reference solution Dilute human immunoglobulin (mo1«uiar
size) BRP with a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to the
same protein concentration as the test solution.
Column:
- size: I =0.6 m, 0 =1.5 rom [or I =0.3 m, 0 =1.8 mm);
- nadonatyphase: hydrophilic silica gelfor chromarography R,

of a grade suitable for fractionation of globular proteins
with relative molecular masses in the range 10 000 to
500000.

Mobile phase Dissolve 4.813 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dihydrate R, 1.141 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate
monohydrate R, 11.688 g of sodium chloride Rand 50 mg of
sodium azide R in I L of waterR.

Flowrate 0.5 mllmin.

Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 280 run.
Identification ofpeaks In the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution, the principal peak corresponds to the
IgG monomerand there is a peakcorresponding to the
dimer with a relative retention to the principal peak of
about 0.85. Identify the peaks in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution by-comparison with the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference solution; any peakwith a
retention time less than thatof the dimercorresponds to
polymers and aggregates.
Results In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution:
- retention time: for themonomerand for the dimer, the

retention time relative to the corresponding peak in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution is
I ± 0.02;

- peak area: the sum of the peakareas of the monomer and
the dimerrepresent not less than 85 per cent of the total
area of the chromatogram and the sum of the peak areas
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ofpolymers and aggregates representsnot more than
10 per cent of the total area of me chromatogram. This
requirement is not applicable if albumin has been added
as a stabiliser; for such preparations, a test for molecular
size distribution is carried out during manufacture before
addition of the stabiliser.

Antibody to hepatitis B surface antigen
Minimum 0.5 ill per gram of immunoglobulin, determined
by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Antibody to hepatitis A virus
If intended for use in the prophylaxis of hepatitis A, it
complies with the following additional requirement.

Determine the antibody content by comparison with a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units, using
an immunoassay of suitable sensitivity and specificity (2.7.1).

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of me Inrematlonal Standard for anti-hepatitis A
immunoglobulin. The equivalence in International Units of
the lotemational Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.

Human hepatitis A immunoglobuHn BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard.

The stated potency is not less than 100 IU/mL.
The estimated potency is not less than the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less thao
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Immunoglobulin A
As determined by a suitable immunochemical method
(2.7.1), the content of immunoglobulin A is not greater than
the maximum content stated on the label.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.4(J), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.

For the pyrogen test, inject 1 mL per kilogram of the rabbit's
mass.

Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, the preparation to
be examined contains less than 5 IU of endotoxin per
millilitre.

STORAGE
In an ajrtight, colourless glass container, protected from light,
at the temperature stated on the label.

LABELLING
The label ,raus:
- for liquid preparations, the volume of the preparation in

the container and the protein content expressed in grams
per litre;

- for freeze-dried preparations:
- the quantity of protein in the container;
- the name or composition and the volume of the

reconstituting liquid to be added;
- the route of administration;
- the distribution of subclasses of IgG present in the

preparation;
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- where applicable, that the preparation is suitable for use
in the prophylaxis of hepatitis A infection;

- where applicable, the anti-hepatitis A virusactivity in
International Units per millilitrej

- where applicable, the amount of albumin added as a
stablliser,

- where applicable, the name and amount of antimicrobial
preservative in the preparation;

- the maximum content of immunoglobulin A.
_____________________ POE"

Normal Immunoglobulin for
Intravenous Use
(Human Nonnal Immunoglobulin for Intravenous
Administration, Ph. Eur. monograph 0918)
POE<I _

DEFINITION
Human normal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administtation is a sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation
containing immunoglobulins, mainly
immunoglobulin G (IgG). Other proteins may be present.
Human normal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administration contains the IgG antibodies of normal
subjects. This monograph does not apply to products
intentionally prepared to contain fragments or chemically
modified IgG.

Human normal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administration is obtained from plasma that complies with
the monograph Human plasma forfraaionatWn (0853).
The preparation may contain exdpients such as stabilisers.

PRODUCTION
The method of preparation includes a step or steps that have
been shown to remove or to inactivate known agents of
infection, if substances are used for inactivation of viruses, it
shall have been shown that any residues present in the final
product have no adverse effects on the patients treated with
the immunoglobulin. The method of preparation also
includes a step or steps that have been shown to remove
thrombosis-generating agents. Emphasis is given to the
identification of activated coagulation factors and their
zymogens and process steps that may cause their activation.
Consideration is also to be given to other procoagulant
agents that could be introduced by the maoufacturing
process.

The product shall have been shown, by suitable tests in
animals and evaluation during clinical trials, to be well
tolerated when administered intravenously.

Human normal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administration is prepared from pooled material from not
fewer thao 1000 donors by a method that has been shown to
yield a product that:
- does not transmit infection;
- at an immunoglobulin concentration of 50 gIL, contains

antibodies for at least 2 of which (I viral and 1 bacterial)
an International Standard or Reference Preparation is
available, the concentration of such antibodies being at
least 3 times that in the initial pooled material;

- has a defined distribution of immunoglobulin G
subclasses;

- complies with the test for Fc function of immunoglobulin
(2.7.9);
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- does not exhibit thrombogenic (procoagulant) activity.
Human normal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administration is prepared as a stabilised solution or as a
freeze-dried preparation. In barb cases the preparation is
passed through a bacteria-retentive filter. The preparation
may subsequently be freeze-dried and the containers closed
under vacuum or under an inertgas. No antibiotic is added
to the plasma used. No antimicrobial preservative is added
eitherduring fractionation or at the stage of the final bulk
solution.
The stability of the preparation is demonstrated by suitable
tests carried out duringdevelopment studies.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
- liquid preparation: clear or slightlyopalescent) colourlessor

pale yellow liquid;
- freeze-dried preparation: hygroscopic, white or slightly

yellowpowder or solid friable mass.
Forthefreeze-dried preparation} reconstitute as staud on thelabel
immediately before canyingout theidentificatian and the tests,
excep: lhose for solubility and waler.

IDENTIFICATION
Examine bya suitable immunoelectrophoresis technique.
Using antiserum to normalhuman serum, compare normal
humanserumand the preparation to be examined, both
diluted to contain 10 gIL of protein. The main componentof
the preparation to be examinedcorresponds to the IgG
componentof normal humanserum. The preparation to be
examined mayshow the presenceof smaU quantities of other
plasma proteins; ifhuman 'albumin has been addedas a
stabiliser, it may be seen as a major component.

TESTS
Solubility
For the freeze-dried preparation, add to the container the
volumeof the liquid stated on the label at the recommended
temperature. The preparation dissolves completely within
30 min at 20-25 "C.

pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 7.4.
Dilute the preparation to be examinedwith a 9 gILsolution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a solution containing 10 gIL of
protein.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoJlkg.

Total protein
The preparation containsnot less than 30 gILand between
90 per cent and 110 per cent of the quantity of protein
stated on the label.
Dilute the preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a solution containing about
15 mg of protein in 2 mL. To 2.0 mL of this solution in a
round-bottomed centrifuge tube add 2 mL of a 75 gIL
solutionof sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of
I volume of nitrogen-free sulfunc acidRand 30 volumes of
waterR. Shake, centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant
and aUow the inverted tube to drain on filter paper.
Determine the nitrogen in the centrifugation residue by the
method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9) and calculate the
content of protein by multiplying the result by 6.25.

Protein composition
Zone electrophoresis (2.2.31).
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Use strips of suitable cellulose acetate gel or suitableagarose
gel as the supporting mediumand barbital blfffer solution
pH 8.6 R1 as the electrolyte solution.

If celluloseacetate is the supporting material, the method
described below can be used. If agarose gels areused, and
because they are normally partof an automated system, the
manufacturer's instructions are followed instead.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to an inununogJobulin
concentration of 30 gIL.
Reference solution Reconstitute human immunoglobulin for
electrophoresis BRP and dilute with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to a protein concentration of 30 gIL.
To a strip apply 4.0 ~L of the lest solution as a 10 nun band
or apply 0.4 J1l. per millimetre if a narrower strip is used.
To anotherstrip apply in the same manner the same volume
of the reference solution. Apply a suitable electric field such
that the albuminband of normal humanserum appliedon a
control strip migrates at least 30 mm. Stain the strips with
amido black lOB solution R for 5 min. Decolourise with a
mixture of 10 volumes of glacial acetic acidRand 90 volumes
of methanol R so that the background is just freeof colour.
Develop the transparency of the strips with a mixture of
19 volumes ofglacial acetic acidR and 81 volwnes of
methanal R. Measure the absorbance of the bands at 600 run
in an instrument having a linear response over the range of
measurement. Calculate the result as the mean of
3 measurements of eachstrip.
System suirobility In the electrophercgram obtained with the
reference solution, the proportion of protein in the principal
band is within the limitsstated in the leaflet accompanying
the reference preparation.
Results In the electropherogram obtained with the test
solution, not more than 5 per cent of protein has a mobility
different from that of the principal band. This limit is not
applicable if albumin has been added to thepreparation as a
stabiliser; for such preparations, a test forprotein
compositionis carried out during manufacture before
addition of the stabiliser.

Molecular size distribution
Size exclusion chromatography (2.2.31J).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to a concentration suitable
for the chromatographic systemused. A concentration in the
range of 4-12 gIL and injection of 50-600 I'll of protein are
usually suitable.
Reference solution Dilute human immunoglobulin (molecular
size) BRP with a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to the
same proteinconcentration as the test solution.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.6 m, 0 =7.5 rom, or I =0.3 m, 0 =7.8 mm;
- szalia""ry phase: hydrophilic silica gelforchromawgraphy R

of a gradesuitable forfractionation of globular proteins
withrelative molecular masses in the range 10 000 to
500000.

MoIn7e phase Dissolve 4.873 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dihydrate R, 1.741 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphale
monohydrale R, 11.688 g of sodium chloride R and 50 mg of
sodium azide R in 1 L of waterR.

Flow rate 0.5 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 run.
ldenlijication ofpeaks In the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution, the principal peakcorresponds to the
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IgG monomer and there is a peak corresponding to the
dimer with a relative retention (0 the principal peak of
about 0.85; identify the peaks in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution by comparison with the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution; any peak with a
retention time shorter than that of the dimer corresponds 10

polymers and aggregates.

Results In the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution:
- retention time: for the monomer and for the dlmer, the

retention time relative to the corresponding peak in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution is
I ± 0.02;

- peak area: the swn of the peak areas of the monomer and
the dimer represent not less than 90 per cent of the total
area of the chromatogram and the sum of the peak areas
of polymers and aggregates represents not more than
3 per cent of the total area of the chromatogram. This
requirement does not apply to products where albumin
has been added as a srabillser; for products stabilised with
albumin, a test for distribution of molecular size is carried
out during manufacture before addition of the stabiliser.

Anticomplementary activity (2.6.17)
The consumption of complement is not greater than
50 per cent (I CR,. per milligram of immunoglobulin).

Prekalllkrein activator (2.6.15)
Maximum 35 IU/mI..., calculated with reference to a dilution
of the preparation to be examined containing 30 gIL of
immunoglobulin.

Anti-A and end-B haemagglutinins (2.6.20, MethodB)
It complies with the test for anti-A and anti-B
haemagglutinins (direct method).

Anti-D antibodies (2.6.26)
It complies with the test for anti-D antibodies in human
immunoglobulin.

Antibody to hepatitis B surface antigen
Minimum 0.5 ill per gram of immunoglobulin, determined
by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Immunoglobulin A.
As determined by a suitable immunochemical method
(2.7.1), the content of immunoglobulin A is not greater than
the maximum content stated on the label.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14) _'
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and I

where justified and authorised, with a validated in ouro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.

For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to 0.5 g of immunoglobulin, but not
more than 10 mL per kilogram of the rabbit's mass.

Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, the preparation to
be examined contains less than 0.5 IU of endotoxin per
millilitre for solutions with a protein content not greater than
50 gIL, and tess than 1.0 ill of endotoxin per millilitre for
solutions with a protein content greater than 50 gIL but not
greater than 100 gIL.
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STORAGE
Liquid preparation: in a colourless glass container, protected
from light, at the temperature stated on the label.

Freeze-dried preparation: in an airtight colourless glass
container, protected from light, at a temperature not
exceeding 25°C.

LABELLING
The label,ta"':
- for liquid preparations, the volume of the preparation in

the container and the protein content expressed in grams
per litre;

- for freeze-dried preparations:
- the quantity of protein in the container;
- the name or composition and the volume of the

reconstituting liquid to be added;
- me amount of immunoglobulin in the container;
- me route of administration;
- the distribution of subclasses of immunoglobulin G

present in the preparation;
- where applicable, the amount of albumin added as a

stabiliser;
- the maximum content of immunoglobulin A.
_____________________ PhE"

Normal Immunoglobulin for
Subcutaneous Administration
(Human Ncmnal1mmunoglobulin for Subcutaneous
Administration, Ph. Bur. monograph 2788)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G (lgG). Other
proteins may be present. Human normal immunoglobulin for
subcutaneous administration contains the IgG antibodies of
normal subjects and is intended for subcutaneous
administration. The preparation may contain excipients such
as stabilisers.

This monograph does not apply to products intentionally
prepared to contain fragments of IgG or chemically modified
IgG.

Human normal immunoglobulin for subcutaneous
administration is obtained from plasma that complies with
the monograph Human plasma for fractionation (0851).

PRODUCTION
The method of preparation includes a step or steps that have
been shown to remove or to inactivate known agents of
infection; if substances are used for inactivation of viruses, it
shall have been shown that any residues present in the final
product have no adverse effects on the patients treated with
the immunoglobulin.

The method of preparation also includes a step or steps that
have been shown to remove thrombosis-generating agents.
Emphasis is given to the identification of activated
coagulation factors and their zymogens and process steps that
may cause their activation. Consideration is also to be given
to other procoagulant agents that could be introduced by the
manufacturing process.

The product shall have been shown, by suitable tests in
animals and evaluation during clinical trials, to be well
tolerated when administered subcutaneously. Any stabilising
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agent used shall have been shown to have no deleterious
effect on the final product in the amount present.

Human normal immunoglobulin for subcutaneous
administration is prepared from pooled material from not
fewer than 1000 donors by a method that has been shown to
yield a product that:
- does not transmit infection;
- at a protein concentration of 50 gIL, contains at least 2

antibodies (I viral and I bacterial) for which an
International Standard or reference preparation is
available, me concentration of such antibodies being at
least 3 times that in the initial pooled material;

- has a defined distribution of IgG subclasses;
- complies with the test for Fe function of immunoglobulin

(2.7.9);
- does not exhibit thrombogenic (procoagulant) activity.

Human normal immunoglobulin for subcutaneous
administration is prepared as a stabilised solution, for
example in a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride, a 22.S gIL
solution of glycine or, if the preparation is to be freeze-dried,
a 60 gfL solution of glycine. No antibiotic is added to the
plasma used. Preparations do not contain an antimicrobial
preservative. The solution is passed through a bacteria
retentive filter. The preparation may subsequently be freeze
dried anti the containers closed under vacuum or under an
inert gas.

The stability of the preparation is demonstrated by suitable
tests carried out during development studies.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
- liquidpreparation: clear or slightly opalescent, colourless or

pale-yellow or light-brown liquid; during storage it may
show formation of slight turbidity or a small amount of
visible particulate matter;

- freeee-dtied preparau01l: wbite or slightly yellow powder or
solid friable mass, hygroscopic.

For thefreeze-dn'eJ preparation, reconstitute as statedon the label
immediateb' before carrying OUt the identification and the UStsJ
except those for solubility and water.

IDENTIFICATION
Examine by a suitable immunoelectrophoresis technique.
Using antiserum to normal human serum, compare normal
human serum and the preparation to be examined, both
diluted to obtain a protein concentration of 10 gIL.
The main component of the preparation to be examined
corresponds to the IgG component of normal human serum.
The preparation to be examined may show the presence of
small quantities of other plasma proteins; ifhuman albumin
has been added as a stabiliser, it may be seen as a
component.

TESTS
Solubility
For the freeze-dried preparation, to a container of the
preparation to be examined add the volume of the liquid
stated on the label at the recommended temperature.
The preparation dissolves completely within 20 min at
20-25 "C.

pH (2.2.3)
4.6 to 7.2.

Dilute the preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a protein concentration of
10 gIL.
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Total protein
The preparation has a protein concentration of not less than
100 gIL and not more than 220 gIL and contains not less
than 90 per cent and not more than 110 per cent of me
quantity of protein stated on the label.

Dilute the preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a protein concentration of
about 7.5 mglmL Place 2.0 mLofthis solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge tube and add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution
of sodium molYbdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of I volume of
nitrogen-fmsulfuri< acidRand 30 volumes of waterR. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant and allow the
inverted tube to drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the centrifugation residue by the method of sulfuric acid
digestion (2.5.9) and calculate the content of protein by
multiplying the result by 6.25.

Protein composition
Zone electrophoresis (2.2.31).

Use strips of suitable cellulose acetate gel or suitable agarose
gel as the supporting medium and barbital bufftr solution
pH 8.6 R1 as the electrolyte solution.

If cellulose acetate is the supporting material, the method
described below can be used. If agarose gels are used, and
because they are nonnaUy part of an automated system, the
manufacturer's instructions are followed instead.

Testsolution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to obtain a protein
concentration of 30 gIL.

Reference solution Reconstitute human immunoglobulin for
ele<rrophoresis BRP and dilute with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to obtain a protein concentration of 30 gIL.
To a strip apply 4.0 ~L of tile test solution as a IO nun band
or apply 0.4 pL per millimetre if a narrower strip is used.
To another strip apply in the same manner the same volume
of the reference solution. Apply a suitable electric field such
that the albumin band of normal human serum applied on a
control strip migrates at least 30 mm. Stain the strip with
amido black lOB sohuion R for 5 min. Decolourise with a
mixture of 10 volumes ofglacial acetic add Rand 90 volumes
of methanol R so that the background is just free of colour.
Develop the transparency of the strips with a mixture of
19 volumes of glacial acetic acid Rand 81 volumes of
methanol R. Measure the absorbance of the bands at 600 run
in an instrument having a linear response over the range of
measurement Calculate the result as the mean of
3 measurements of each strip.

Systemsuitability In tile electrophercgram obtained with tile
reference solution, the proportion of protein in the principal
band is within the limits stated in the leaflet accompanying
the reference preparation.

Results In the electropherograrn obtained with the test
solution, not more than 10 per cent of protein has a mobility
different from that of the principal band. This limit is not
applicable if albumin has been added to the preparation as a
atabiliser; for such preparations, a test for protein
composition is carried out during manufacture before
addition of the stabiliser.

Molecular-size distribution
Size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.31J).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chltJride R to a concentration suitable
for the chromatographic system used. A concentration in the
range of 4- J2 gIL and injection of 50-600 ug of protein are
usuaUy suitable.
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Reference solmian Dilute human immunoglobulin (molecular
size) BRP with a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to the
same proteinconcentration as the test solution,
Column:
- size: / =0.6 rn, 0 =7.5 mm [or / =0.3 m, 0 =7.8 mm};
- Slationary phase: hydrophilic silica gelfar chromatography R,

of a grade suitable for fractionation of globular proteins
with relative molecular masses in the range 10 000 to
500000.

Mobile phase Dissolve 4.873 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dihydrote R, 1.741 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate
monohydrate R, 11.688 g of sodium chloride Rand 50 mg of
sodium azide R in I L of waterR.
Flaw rate 0.5 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 nm,

IdennJica.on afpeaks In the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution, the principal peakcorresponds to the
IgG monomerand there is a peakcorresponding to the
dimer with a relative retention to the principal peakof
about 0.85. Identify the peaks in the chromatogram obtained
withthe test solution by comparison with the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution; anypeakwith a
retention time less than that of the dimer corresponds to
polymers and aggregates.
Results In the chromatogram obtainedwith the test
solution:
- retention time: for the monomerand for the dimer, the

retention time relative to the corresponding peakin the
chromatogram obtainedwith the reference solutionis
I ± 0.02.

- peak area: the sum of the peakareas of themonomerand
the dimer represent not less than85 per cent of the total
area of the chromatogram and the sum of the peakareas
of polymers and aggregates represents not more than
10 per cent of the total area of the chromatogram. This
requirement is not applicable if albumin has been added
as a stabiliser; for such preparations, a test for molecular
size distribution is carried out during manufacture before
addition of the srabiliser.

Anti-A and antl-B haemagglutlnins (2.6.20, Merhod B)
It complieswith the test.

Anti-D antibodies (2.6.26)
It complieswith the test.

Antibody to hepatitis B surface antigen
Minimum 0.5 ru per gram of immunoglobulin, determined
by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Immunoglobulin A
As determined by a suitable immunochemical method
(2.7.1), the content of immunoglobulin A is not greater than
the maximum content stated on the label.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competentauthority.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complieswith the test.

Pyrogens (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxlns (2. 6.If)
It complieswith the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.
For the pyrogen test, inject 1 mL per kilogram of the rabbit's
mass.
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Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, the preparation to
be examinedcontainsless than5 IV of endotoxinper
millilitre.

STORAGE
In an airtight, colourless glasscontainer, protected fromlight,
at the temperature stated on the label.

LABELLING
The label stares:
- for liquid preparations, the volume of the preparation in

the container and the protein content expressed in grams
per litre;

- for freeze-dried preparations:
- the quantity of protein in the container;
- the name or composition and the volume of the

reconstituting liquid to be added;
- the route of administration;
- the distribution of subclasses of IgG present in the

preparation;
- where applicable, theamountof albumin addedas a

stabiliser;
- the maximumcontent of immunoglobulin A.
_____________________ PIlE"

Anti·D (RhO) Immunoglobulin
(Human Ami-D Immunoglobulin, Ph. Eur.
monograph 0557)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobu1ins, mainly immunoglobulin G.
The preparation is intended for intramuscular administration.
It containsspecific antibodies against erythrocyte Deantigen
and may also containsmallquantities of otherblood-group
antibodies. Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration (0338) audlor Human albumin so/unOn (0255)
may be added.

It complies with the monograph Human normal
immunoglobulin for intramuscular adminulration (0338), except
for the minimumnumber of donors and the minimum total
proteincontent.
The assay of human anti-D immunoglobulin (2.7.11) is
carried out, as prescribed belowunderPotency.
For productsprepared by a method thateliminates
immunoglobulins with specificities otherthanami-D, where
authorised, the test for antibodies to hepatitis B surface
antigen is not required.

PRODUCTION
Human antl-D immunoglobulin is pleferably obtained from
the plasma of donors with a sufficient titre of previously
acquired anti-D antibodies. Where necessary, in order to
ensure an adequate supply of humananti-D
immunoglobulin, it is obtained from plasma derived from
donors immunised with D-positive erythrocytes that are
compatible in relevant blood group systems in order to avoid
formation of undesirable antibodies.

ERYTHROCYTE DONORS
Erythrocyte donors complywith the requirements for donors
prescribed in the monograph Human plasma for
fractionation (0853).
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PhE<I ~ ~ _

___________________ PhE<I

DEFINITION
Sterile liquidor freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G. It contains
specific antibodies against erythrocyte D-antigen and may
also containsmall quantities of otherblood-group antibodies.

Human normal~'mmunoglobulin for intravenous
administratUm (0918) and/or Human albumin solution (0255)
may be added.

It complies with the monograph Human normal
immunoglobulin/or intravenous administration (0918), except
for the minimum number of donors, the minimum total
protein content, the limit for osmolality and the limit for
prekaUikrein activator.
The test for ami-D antibodies (2.6.26) prescribed in the
monograph Human normal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administration (0918) is not carried out, since it is replaced by
the assay of human anti-D immunoglobulin (2.7.13) as
prescribed belowunderPotency.
For products prepared by a method thateliminates
immunoglobulins with specificities other thananti-D, where
authorised, the test for antibodies to hepatitis B surface
antigen is not required; a suitable test for Fe function is
carried out instead of thatdescribed in general chapter 2.7.9,
which is not applicable to such a product.

PRODUCTION
Human anti-D immunoglobulin is preferably obtained from
the plasma of donors with a sufficient titre of previously
acquired anti-D antibodies. Where necessary, in order to
ensurean adequate supply of human anti-D
Immunoglobulin, it is obtained fromplasma derived from
donors immunised with D-positive erythrocytes that are
compatible in relevant bloodgroup systems in orderto avoid
formation of undesirable antibodies.

ERYTHROCYTE DONORS
Erythrocyte donors complywith the requirements for donors
prescribed in the monograph Human plasmafor
/raaionatUm (0853).

IMMUNISATION
Immunisation of the plasma donoris carried out under
proper medical supervision. Recommendations concerning
donor immunisation, including testing of erythrocyte donors,
have been formulated by the World Health Organization
(Requirements far the roIkaion, processing and qualitycontrol of
blood, blood components and plasmaderivatives, WHO
Technical Report Series,No. 840, 1994 or subsequent
revision).

POOLED PIASMA
To limit the potential BI9 virus burden in plasma pools used
for the manufacture of anti-D immunoglobulin, the plasma
pool is tested for BI9 virus usingvalidated nucleic acid
amplification techniques (2.6.21).

BI9 virus DNA
Maximum 10.0 IU/flL.

A positive control with 10.0 IU ofBI9 virus DNA per
microlltre and, to test for inhibitors, an internal control
prepared by addition of a suitable marker to a sampleof the
plasma pool areincluded in the test.The test is invalid if the
positivecontrol is non-reactive or if the result obtained with
the internal control indicates the presence of inhibitors.
BI9 virus DNA far NAT liSting BRP is suitable for use as a
positivecontrol.
If Human normal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administration (0918) and/or Human albumin solution (0255)
are added to the preparation, the plasma pool or pools from
which theyarederived comply with the aboverequirement
for BI9 virus DNA.

**** ** *
*****

IMldUNISATlON
Immunisation of the plasma donoris carried out under
proper medical supervision. Recommendations concerning
donor immunisation) including testingof erythrocyte donors)
have been formulated by the World Health Organization
(Requirements for thecollection, processing and quality control of
blood, blood components and plasma derivatives, WHO
Technical Report Series, No. 840) 1994 or subsequent
revision).

POOLED PIASMA
To limit me potential BI9 virus burden in plasma pools used
for the manufacture of anti-D immunoglobulin) me plasma
pool is tested for B19 virus using validated nucleic acid
amplification techniques (2.6.21).

BI9 virus DNA
Maximum 10.0 IUI~L.

A positive control with 10.0 IU ofBI9 virus DNA pet
microlitre and) to test for inhibitors, an internal control
prepared by addition of a suitable marker to a sample of the
plasma pool are included in the test.The test is invalid if the
positive control is non-reactive or if the result obtained with
the internal control indicates the presence of inhibitors.
BI9 virus DNA far NAT testing BRP is suitable for use as a
positive control.
If Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administratUm (0338) and/or Human albumin ,0lutUm (0255)
areadded to the preparation, the plasma pool or pools from
which they are derived complywith the aboverequirement
for BI9 virus DNA.

POTENCY
Human antl-D immunoglobulin (2.7.13, Method A)
The estimated potency is not less than 90 per cent of the
stated potency. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) arenot less
than80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the
estimated potency.
Method B or C (2.7.13) may be used for potency
determination if a satisfactory correlation with the results
obtained by Method A has been established for the particular
product.

STORAGE
See Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administratUm (0338).

LABELLING
See Human nonnal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration (0338).

The label states the numberof International Units per
container.

Anti·D Immunoglobulin for
Intravenous Use
(Human Anti-D Immunogwbulin far Intravenous
Administration, Ph. Bur. monograph 1527)
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ASSAY
Human anti-D Immunoglobulin (2.7.13, Method A)
The estimated potency is not less than90 per cent of the
stated potency. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) arenot less
than 80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the
estimated potency.

Method B or C (2.7. H) may be used for potency
determination if a satisfactory correlation with the results
obtained by Method A has been established for the particular
product.

STORAGE
See Human normal i'mmunoglobuUn for intravenous
administration (0918).

LABELLING
See Human normo; immunoglobulin for intravenous
administration (0918).

The labelstates the number ofIntemational Units per
container.
____________________ ""E"

Hepatitis A Immunoglobulin
(Human Hepatitis A Immunoglobulin, Ph. Bur.
monograph 0769)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G.
The preparation is intended for intramuscular administration.
It is obtained from plasma from selecteddonors having
antibodies against hepatitis A virus. Human normal
immunoglobulin fOT intramuscular odministration (0338) may be
added.

It complieswith the monograph on Human nonnal
immunoglobulin for intramwcular administration (0338), except
for the minimum numberof donors and the minimum total
proteincontent.

POTENCY
The potencyis determined by comparing the antibody titre
of the immunoglobulin to be examined with that of a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units, using
an immunoassay of suitable sensitivity and specificity (2.7.1).
The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard for anti-hepatitis A
immunoglobulin. The equivalence in International Units of
the International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.
Human hepatitis A immunogWbuJin BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard.

The stated potency is not less than 600 IUlmL.
The estimated potencyis not less than the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
See Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration (0338).
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LABELLING
See Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration (0338).

The label states the numberof International Units per
container.
___________________ ""E"

Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin
(Human Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin, Ph. Bur.
monograph 0722)

""E" _
DEFINITION
Sterileliquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglohulios, mainly immunoglobulin G.
The preparation is intended for intramuscular or
subcutaneous administration. It is obtained from plasma
from selected and/orimmunised donors having antibodies
against hepatitis B surface antigen. Human normal
immunoglobulin fOT inlramuuular administration (0338) or
Human nonnal immunoglobuhn for subcutaneous
administration (2788) may be added.

Depending on the routeof administration, it complieswith
the monograph on Human nannal immunoglobuh'n for
intramuscular administratUm (0338) or Human normal
immunoglobulin for subcutaneous administration (2788), except
for the minimumnumberof donorsand the minimum total
protein content.

POTENCY
The potency is determined by comparing the antibody titre
of the immunoglobulin to be examined with that of a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units, using
an immunoassay of suitable sensitivity and specificity (2.7.1).

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard for anti-hepatitis B
immunoglobulin. The equivalence in International Units of
the International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.
Human hepatitis B immunoglobulin BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard.

The stated potency is not less than 100 IUlmL.
The estimatedpotency is not less man the statedpotency.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
See Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration (0338) or Human normal immunoglobulin fOT
subcutaneous administration (2788).

LABELLING
See Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration (0338) or Human normal immunoglobulin for
subcutaneous administration (2788).

The label states the numberof International Units per
container.
___________________ ""E"
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Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin for
Intravenous Use
(Human Hepatitis B Immunoglobulin for Intravt1wus
Adminisoaron, Ph. Eur. monograph 1016)
PhEII _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G. It is obtained
from plasma from selected andlor inununised donors having
antibodies against hepatitis B surface antigen. Human normal
immunoglobulin/or intravenous administration (0918) may be
added.

It complies with me monograph Human normal
hnmunoglobulin for intravenous administration (0918), except
for the minimum number of donors, the minimum total
protein content and me limit for osmolality.

POTENCY
The potency is determined by comparing the antibody titre
of the immunoglobulin to be examined with that of a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units, using
an immunoassay (2.7.1) of suitable sensitivity and specificity.

The Intern~tionalUnit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard for anti-hepatitis B
immunoglobulin. The equivalence in International Units of
the International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.

Human hepatitis B immunoglobulin BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard.

The stated potency is not less than 50 IU/mL. The estimated
potency is not less than the stated potency. The confidence
limits (P =0.95) are not less than 80 per cent and not more
than 125 per cent of the estimated potency.

STORAGE
See Human normal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administration (0918).

LABELLING
See Human normalimmunoglobulin for intmvewus
administration (0918).
The label states the minimum number of International Units
of hepatitis B immunoglobulin per container.
__~ PhEII

Measles Immunoglobulin
(Human Measles Immunogwbulif, Ph. Eur.
monograph 0397)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G.
The preparation is intended for intramuscular administration.
It is obtained from plasma containing specific antibodies
against measles virus. Human normal immunoglobulin for
intramuscular administration (0338) may be added.

It complies with the monograph on Human normal
immunoglobulin/or intramuscular administration (0338), except
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for the minimum number of donors and the minimum total
protein content.

POTENCY
The potency of the liquid preparation and of the freeze-dried
preparation after reconstitution as stated on the label is not
less than 50 ill per millilitre of neutralising antibody against
measles virus.

The potency is determined by comparing the antibody titre
of the immunoglobulin to be examined with that of a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units, using
a challenge dose of measles virus in a suitable cell culture
system. An alternative method may be used providing that
the competent authority is satisfied that it correlates with the
determination of neutralising activity for the measles virus by
comparison with the reference preparation.

The International Unit is the specific neutralising activity for
measles virus contained in a stated amount of the
International Standard for human anti-measles serum.
The equivalence in International Units of the International
Reference Preparation is stated by the Wotld Health
Organization.

Method
Prepare serial 2-fold dilutions of the immunoglobulin to be
examined and of the reference preparation. Mix each dilution
with an equal volume of a suspension of measles virus
containing about 100 CCID50 in 0.1 mL and incubate
protected from light at 31 ·C for 2 h. Using not fewer than 6
cell cultures per mixture, inoculate 0.2 mL of each mixture
into each of the cell cultures allocated to that mixture and
incubate for not less than 10 days. Examine the cultures for
viral activity and compare the dilution containing the smallest
quantity of the immunoglobulin which neutralises the virus
with that of the corresponding dilution of the reference
preparation.

Calculate the potency of the immunoglobulin to be examined
in International Units per millilitre of neutralising antibody
against measles virus.

STORAGE
See Human normalimmunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration (0338).

LABELLING
See Human normalimmunoglobuUn for intramuscular
administration (0338).

The label states the number of International Units per
container.
_____________________ PhE"

Human c-t-protelnase Inhibitor
(ph. Eur. monograph 2387)
PhEII _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation of a plasma protein
fraction containing mainly human «-f-prcteinase inhibitor
(also known as human c-l-antirrypsin or a-l-antiproteinase).
Human r.t-1-proteinase inhibitor is a glycoprotein existing in
isofonns with different isoelectric points and is the most
abundant multifunctional serine proteinase inhibitor in
human plasma.
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It is obtained from human plasma that complies with the
monograph Human plasmafor fractionation (0851), using a
suitable fractionation process and further purification steps.
Other plasma proteins may be present. The preparation may
contain excipients such as stabilisers.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of c-f-proteinase inhibitor. It includes a
step or steps that have been shown to remove or to. inactivate
known agents of infection. The subsequent purification
procedure must be validated to demonstrate that the
concentration of any substances used for inactivation of
viruses during production is reduced to a suitable level and
that any residues are such as not to compromise the safety of
the preparation for patients.

The specific activity is not less than 0.35 mg of active human
«-j-protelnase inhibitor per milligram of total protein.
The ratio of human c-I proteinase inhibitor activity to
human a-I-proteinase inhibitor antigen is not Jess than 0.7.

No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is added.
The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive filter and
distributed aseptically into the final containers. It may be
subsequently freeze-dried.

CONSISTENCY OF THE METHOD OF
PRODUCTION
It shall be demonstrated that the manufacturing process
yields a product with a consistent composition. It is evaluated
by suitable analytical procedures that are determined during
process development, and which include:
- assay of human e-J-prorefnase inhibitor activity;
- determination of specific human c-f-prctelnase inhibitor

activity, expressed as the ratio ofaclive human e-I
proteinase inhibitor to total protein;

- characterisation of isoform composition and protein
structure by suitable methods such as isoelectric focusing
(2.2.54), spectrometric methods (for example, mass
spectrometry) or capillary electrophoresis (2.2.47);

- determination of the ratio of human c-J-proteinase
inhibitor activity to human e-t-protelnase inhibitor
antigen;

- characterisation of accompanying plasma proteins that
might be present, by a set of suitable methods such as
SDS-PAGE, ceUulose acetate electrophoresis or capillary
zone electrophoresis (2.2.31) and quantitative
determination of relevant accompanying plasma proteins;

- determination of molecular-size distribution, used to
quantify the polymeric forms of human a-I-proteinase
inhibitor; consideration is given to me potential presence
of accompanying proteins that might affect the results.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
- liquid preparations: clear or slightly opalescent, colourless

or pale yellow or pale green or pale brown;
- freeze-dried preparau·ons: powders or solid friable masses,

hygroscopic, white or pale yellow or pale brown.

If the preparation to be examined isfreeze-dried, reconstitute it as
slated on the label immediately belore canylilg ou' ,he
identification, tests (excep, tIwsefor solubi/i'y and wa,er) and
ass~.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay.
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TESTS
pH (2.2.1)
6.5 to 7.8.

Solubility
For freeze-dried preparations, add to a container of the
preparation to be examined the volume of the liquid stated
on the label at room temperature. The preparation dissolves
completely, giving a clear, colourless or pale green or pale
yellow or pale brown solution.

Osmolality (2.2.15)
Minimum 210 mosmoVkg.

Total protein
Dilute the preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a protein concentration of
about 7.5 mg/mL. To 2.0 mL of this solution in a round
bottomed cennifuge tube, add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution of
sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of I volume of
nitrogen-free sulfuric acidRand 30 volumes of water R. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant and allow the
inverted tube to drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
and calculate the protein content by multiplying by 6.25.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
determination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.12) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in tJilro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.

For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to not less than 60 mg of human «-1
proteinase inhibitor. Where the bacterial endotoxin test is
used, the preparation to be examined contains less than
0.08 IU of endotoxin per milligram of human a-I-proteinase
inhibitor.

ASSAY
Assay of human ,,-I-protelna.e inhibitor (2.7.12)
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 120 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
In an airtight and sterile container, at a temperature not
exceeding 25°C, unless otherwise justified and authorised.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the potency of active (functional) human o-f-proteinase

inhibitor per container;
- the name and quantity of any added substances;
- the quantity of protein in the container;
- the route of administration;
- where applicable, the name and volume of the liquid to

be used for reconstitution;
- that the transmission of infectious agents cannot be totally

excluded when medicinal products prepared from human
blood or plasma are administered.

_____________________ PIlE"
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Human C1·Esterase Inhibitor
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2818)

Action and use
Prophylaxis and treatment of hereditary angioedema.

Pl>E" ~ _

DEFINITION
Plasma protein fraction containing mainly human C j-cstcrase
inhibitor (also known as CI-inhibitor or CI-INH). Human
Gl-esterase inhibitor is a soluble, single-chain glycoprotein
containing 478 amino-acid residues. Human Cl-esterase
inhibitor belongs to the group of serine protease inhibitors.
It is obtained from human plasma that complies with the
monograph Human plasmaforfractionation (0853), using a
suitable fractionation process and further purification steps.
Other plasma proteins may be present.

PRODUCTION
The method of preparation includes a step or steps chat have
been shown to remove or to inactivateknown agents of
infection; if substances are used for inactivation ofviruses
during production, the subsequent purification procedure
must be validated to demonstrate that the concentration of
these substances is reduced to a suitable level and any
residues are such as not to .compromlsethe safety of the
preparation for patients.

Human Cl-esterase inhibitor is purified. The method of
preparation is designed to maintain the functional integrity of
human C I-esterase inhibitor. Buffers and other auxiliary
substances such as a stabillsermay be included. The solution
is passed through a bacteria-retentive filter, distributed
aseptically into the final containers and immediately frozen.
It is subsequently freeze-dried and the containers are closed
under vacuum or under an inert gas. No antimicrobial
preservative is added at any stage of production.

CONSISTENCY OF THE METHOD OF
PRODUCTION
It shall be demonstrated that the manufacturing process
yields a product having a consistent composition. This is
evaluated by suitable analytical procedures that are
determined during process development and that normaUy
include:
- assay of human CI-esterase inhibitor (2.7.34);
- determination of specific human C l-esterase inhibitor

activity, expressed as the ratio of active human
C I-esterase inhibitor content to total protein content;

- detennination of molecular-size distribution by size
exclusion chromatography (1.1.30);

- molecular identification ofhwnan CI-esterase inhibitor,
characterisation of accompanying plasma proteins that
might be present, by a set of suitable methods such as
SDS-PAGE, cellulose acetate electrophoresis or capillary
zone electrophoresis (2.2.31, 2.2.47) and quantitative
determination of relevant accompanying plasma proteins.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White, pale yellow, pale blue or greenish, hygroscopic
powder or friable solid.

Reconstiuae thepreparation to be examined as Slated on the label
immediately before carrying out the identification, tests (except
those for solulnlity and water) and assay.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay.
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TESTS
Solubility
To the contents of a container of the preparation to be
examined add the volume of the solvent stated on the label
at the recommended temperature. The preparation dissolves
completely with gentle swirling within the limits approved by
the competent authority, giving a clear, colourless, pale
yellow, pale blue or greenish solution.

pH (1.1.3)
6.5 to 7.5.
Osmolality (1.1.35)
Minimum 200 mosmoll1<g.

Total protein
If necessary,dilute an accurately measured volume of the
reconstituted preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R to obtain a protein concentration
of about 7.5 mglmL. Place 2.0 mL of this solution in a
round-bottomed centrifuge tube and add 2 mL of a 75 gIL
solution of sodium molybdauRand 2 mL of a mixture of
I volume of ni,rogen-j"ree sulfuric acidRand 30 volumes of
waterR. Shake, centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant
and allow the inverted tube to drain on filter paper.
Determine the nitrogen in the residue by the method of
sulfuric acid digestion (1.5.9) and calculate the protein
content by multiplying the result by 6.25. The protein
content is within the limits approved by the competent
authority.

Specific activity
Minimum 4 IU/mg.

Calculate the ratio of active hwnan Cl-esterase inhibitor
content (as determined under Assay) to total protein content.

Water
Determined by a suitable method, such as the semi-micro
detennination of water (1.5.11), loss on drying (1.1.31) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.4U), the water content is
within the limits approved by the competent authority.

Sterlllty (1.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (1.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxins (1.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or, preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the bacterial endotoxin test.

For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volwne equivalent to 50 IU of human CI-esterase
inhibitor.

Where the bacterial endotoxin test is used, the preparation to
be examined contains less than 0.25 IU of endotoxin per
International Unit of human CI-esterase inhibitor.

ASSAY
Carry out the assay of human Ct-esterase inhibitor (1.7.34).

The estimated potency is not less than 75 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
In an airtight and sterile container, protected from light, at a
temperature not exceeding 25 °C, unless otherwise justified
and authorised.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the number of International Units of human C I-esterase

inhibitor per container;
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_____________________ ""E<r

""E<I _

- the quantity of protein in the container;
- the name and quantity of any added substance;
- me name and volume of the solvent to he used for

reconstitution;
- that the transmission of infectious agents cannot he totally

excluded when medicinal products prepared from human
blood or plasma are administered.

immunofluorescence staining and evaluation as described
below. Determine the end-point titre of the seed virus
suspension and prepare the working virus dilution
corresponding to 100 CCID,o per 0.1 mL
For each assay, check the amount of virusused by
performing a control titration: from the dilution
corresponding to 100 CCID,. per 0.1 mL, make 3 tenfold
dilutions. Add 0.1 mL of each dilution to 4 chambers
containing 0.1 mL of medium and add 0.2 mL of the cell
suspension. The test is not valid unless the titre lies between
30 CCID,. and 300 CCID,c-

Dilute the reference preparation to a concentration of
2 IU/mL using non-supplemented culture medium (stock
reference dilution, stored below -80 °C). Prepare 2 suitable
predilutions (1:8 and I: 10) of the stock reference dilution so
that the dilution of the reference preparation that reduces the
number of fluorescent fields by 50 per cent lies within the
4 dilutions of the cell-culture slide. Add 0.1 mL of the
medium to each chamber, except the first in each of 2 rows,
to which add respectively 0.2 mL of the 2 predilutions of the
stock reference dilution transferring successively 0.1 mL to
the other chambers.

Dilute the preparation to be examined 1 in 100 using non
supplemented medium (stock inununoglobulin dilution) - to
reduce to a minimum errors due to viscosity of the undiluted
preparation - and make 3 suitable predilutions so that the
dilution of the preparation to be examined that reduces the
nurnber of fluorescent fields by 50 per cent lies within the
4 dilutions of the cell-culture slide. Add 0.1 mL of the
medium to all the chambers except the first in each of
3 rows, to which add respectively 0.2 mL of the 3
predilutions of the stock immunoglobulin dilution. Prepare a
series of 2-fold dilutions transferring successively 0.1 mL to
the other chambers,

To all the chambers containing the dilutions of the reference
preparation and the dilutions of the preparation to be
examined, add 0.1 mL of the virus suspension corresponding
to 100 CCID,o per 0.1 mL (working virus dilution), shake
manually, allow to stand in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide
at 37 °C for 90 min, add 0.2 mL of the cell suspension,
shake manually and allow to stand in an atmosphere of
carbon dioxide at 37°C for 24 h.

After 24 h, discard the medium and remove the plastic walls.
Wash the cell monolayer with phosphau buffered saline
pH 7.4 R and then with a mixture of 20 volumes of waterR
and 80 volumes of acetone R and fix in a mixture of
20 volumes of water R and 80 volumes of autone R at
-20°C for 3 min. Spread on the slides fluorescein-conjugaled
rabies antisemm R ready for use. Allow to stand in an
atmosphere with a high level of moisture at 37 °C for
30 min. Wash with phosphate buffered saline pH 7.4 Rand
dry. Examine 20 fields in each chamber at a magnification of
250 x, using a microscope equipped for fluorescence
readings. Note the number of fields with at least
1 fluorescent cell. Check the test dose used in the virus
titration slide and determine the dilution of the reference
preparation and the dilution of the preparation to be
examined that reduce the nwnber of fluorescent fields by
50 per cent, calculating the 2 or 3 dilutions together using
probit analysis. The test is not valid unless the statistical
analysis shows a significant slope of the dose-response curve
and no evidence of deviation from linearity or parallelism.

The stated potency is not less man 150 IU/mL
The estimated potency is not less than the stated potency
and is not greater than twice the stated potency.

**** ** ** ****(Human Rabies Immunoglobulin, Ph. Bur. manograph
0723)

Rabies Immunoglobulin

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G.
The preparation is intended for intramuscular administration,
It is obtained from plasma from donors immunised against
rabies. It contains specific antibodies neutralising the rabies
virus. Human nonnal immunoglobulin for intramusadar
administratian (0338) may be added.

It complies with the monograph on Human normal
immunoglobulin for intramuscular administration (0338), except
for the minimum number of donors and the minimum total
protein content.

POTENCY
The potency is determined by comparing the dose of
immunoglobulin required to neutralise the infectivity of a
rabies virus suspension with the dose of a reference
preparation, calibrated in International Units, required to
produce the same degree of neutralisation (2.7.1). The test is
performed in sensitive cell cultures and the presence of
unneutralised virus is revealed by immunofluorescence.

The International Unit is the specific neutralising activity for
rabies virus in a stated amount of the International Standard
for anti-rabies immunoglobulin. The equivalence in
International Units of the International Standard is stated by
the World Health Organization.

Human rabies immunoglobulin BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard.

Method
Carry out the test in suitable sensitive cells. It is usual to use
the BHK-21 cell line, grown in the medium described below,
between the 18th and 30m passage levels counted from the
ATCC seed lot. Harvest the cells after 2 to 4 days of growth,
treat with trypsin and prepare a suspension containing
500000 cells per mdlilitre (cell suspension). 10 min before
using this suspension add 10 ~g of dietity/aminoethykkxtran R
per millilitre, if necessary, to increase the sensitivity of the
cells.

Use a fixed virus strain grown in sensitive cells, such as the
CVS strain of rabies virus adapted to growth in the BHK-21
cell line (seed virus suspension). Estimate the titre of the seed
virus suspension as foll?ws.

Prepare a series of dilutions of the viral suspension. In the
chambers of cell-culture slides (8 chambers per slide), place
0.1 mL of each dilution and 0.1 mL of medium and add
0.2 mL of the cell suspension. Incubate in an atmosphere of
carbon dioxide at 37 °C for 24 h. Carry out fixation,
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The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and DO[ more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

CULTURE MEDIUM FOR GROWfH OF BHK-21
CELLS
CommerciaUy available media thal have a slightly different
composition from that shownbelow may also be used.

Sodium chloride
Pceesslcm chloride
Calcium chloride, 8nhydroU!l
Magnesium sulfa re, heptahydrate
Sodium dlhydrogen phosphate, monohydrate
Glucose monohydrate
Ferric nitrate, nonahydrate
L·Arginine hydrochloride
L-Cystine
L-Histidine
L-Isoleucine
t-Leucne
L-Lyslne hydnxhloride
L-Phenylalanine
L-Threonine
L-Tryptophan
L-Tyrosine
L-Voline
L-Mechionine
t-Glotamine
i-Inositol
Choline chloride
Folic acid
Nicotinamide
Calcium pantothenate
Pyridoxal hydrochloride
Thiamine hydrochloride
Riboll.aYine
Phenol red
Sodium hydrogen carbonate
Water

The medium is supplemented with:

6.4 g
0.40g
O.20g
0.20g

0.124 g
4.5 g

0.10 mg
42.0 mg
24.0 mg
16.0 mg
52.0 mg
52.0 mg
74.0 mg
33.0 rng
<l8.0mg
a.orog

36.0 mg
47.0 mg
15.0 mg
0.292 g

3.60 mg
2.0mg
2.0 mg
2.0 mg
2.0 mg
2.0mg
2,Omg
0.2mg

15.0 mg
2.75 g

to IOOOmL

It complies with the monograph on Human normal
immunoglobulinfor intramuscular administration (0338), except
for the minimum number of donors and the minimum total
protein content.

POTENCY
The potency is determined by comparing the activity of the
preparation to be examined in a suitable haemagglutination
inhibition test with that of a reference preparation calibrated
in International Units.

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard for anti-rubella
immunoglobulin. The equivalence in International Units of
the International Reference Preparation is stated by the
World Health Organization.

The estimated potency is not less than 4500 IU/mL.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) of the estimated potency
are not Jess than 50 per cent and not more man 200 per cent
of the stated potency.

STORAGE
See Human normalimmunoglobulin for intramuscular
administratitm (0338).

LABELLING
See Human normalimmunoglobulin for intramuscular
administratitm (0338).
The label states the number of International Units per
millilitre.
_____________________ I'OEII

Tetanus Immunoglobulin
(Human Tewnus Immunoglobulin, Ph. Bur.
monograph 0398)

l'OEil ~ _

____________________ I'OEII

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G.
The preparation is intended for intramuscular administration.
It is obtained from plasma containing specific antibodies
against the toxin of Cltmridium utani. Human normal
immunoglobulin for intramuscular adminislralion (0338) may be
added.

It complies with the monograph Human nonnal
immunoglobulin for intramuscular administration (0338), except
for the minimum number of donors and the minimum total
protein content.

PRODUCTION
During development, a satisfactory relationship shall be j
established between the potency determined by immunoassay
as described under Potency and that determined by means of
me following test for toxin-neutralising capacity in mice.

Toxin-neutralising capacity in mice The potency is
determined by comparing the quantity necessary to protect
mice against the paralytic effects of a fixed quantity of
tetanus toxin with the quantity of a reference preparation of
human tetanus immunoglobulin, calibrated in International
Units, necessary to give the same protection.

The International Unit of antitoxin is the specific neutralising
activity for tetanus toxin contained in a stated amount of the
International Standard, which consists of freeze-dried human
immunoglobulin. The equivalence in International Units of

l'OEil _10 per cent
to per cent

60 mgIL
0.1 yfL

Foetal calf serum (heated at 56 "C for 30 min)
Tryptcse phosphate broth
Benzylpenicillinsodium
Streptomycin

STORAGE
See Human normalimmunoglabuHn for intramuscular
administration (0338).

LABELLING
See Human normalimmunoglabulin for intramuscular
administration (0338).
The label states the number of International Units per
container.

(Human Rubella Immunoglobulin, Ph. Eur.
monograph 0617)

Rubella Immunoglobulin

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G.
The preparation is intended for intramuscular administration.
It is obtained from plasma containing specific antibodies
against rubella virus. Human normalimmunoglobulin for
intramuscular administration (0338) may be added.
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me International Standard is stated by me World Health
Organization.

Human tetanus immunoglobulin BRP is calibrated in
International Units by comparison with the International
Standard.

Method
Selection of animals Use mice weighing 16-20 g.

Preparation of the test toxin Prepare the test toxin by a
suitable method from the sterile filtrate of a culture in liquid
medium of C. utoni. The 2 methods shown below are given
as examples and any other suitable method may be used.

(I) To me filtrate of an approximately 9-day culture, add
1-2 volumes ofglyarol R and store me mixture in me liquid
state at a temperature slightly below 0 "C.

(2) Precipitate me toxin by addition to me filtrate of
ammoniumsulfate R, dry the precipitate in VatUO over
diphosphorus pemoxide R, reduce to a powder and store dry,
either in sealed ampoules or in vacuo over diphosphorus
pen",xide R.
Determination of test dose of toxin (LpIJO dose) Prepare a
solution of me reference preparation in a suitableliquid such
that it contains 0.5 JU of antitoxin per millilitre, If the test
toxin is stored dry, reconstitute it using a suitable liquid.
Prepare mixtures of the solution of the reference preparation
and the test toxin such that each contains 2.0 mL of the
solution of the reference preparation, one of a graded series
of volumes of the test toxin and sufficient of a suitable liquid
to bring the volume to 5.0 mL. Allow the mixtures to stand,
protected from light, for 60 min. Using 6 mice for each
mixture, inject a dose of 0..5 mL subcutaneously into each
mouse. Observe the mice for 96 h. Mice that become
paralysed may be euthanised. The test dose of toxin is the
quantity in 0.5 rnL of me mixture made with me smallest
amount of toxin capable of causing, despite partial
neutralisation by the reference preparation, paralysis in aU
6 mice injected with the mixture, within the observation
period.

Determination of poten"" of the immunoglobulin Prepare a
solution of the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such
that it contains 0.5 ill of antitoxin per millilitre. Prepare a
solution of the test toxin in a suitable liquid such that it
contains 5 test doses per nlmilitre. Prepare mixtures of the
solution of the test toxin and the immunoglobulin to be
examined such that each contains 2.0 mL of the solution of
the test toxin, one of a graded series of volumes of the
immunoglobulin to be examined and sufficient of a suitable
liquid to bring me total volume to 5.0 rnL. Also prepare
mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the solution of
the reference preparation such that each contains 2.0 mL of
the solution of the test toxin, one of a graded series
of volumes of the solution of the reference preparation
centred on mat volume (2.0 mL) mat containt I IU and
sufficient of a suitable liquid to bring the total volume to
5.0 rnL. Allow me mixtures to stand, protected from light,
for 60 min. Using 6 mice for each mixture, inject
subcutaneously a dose of 0.5 mL into each mouse. Observe
the mice for 96 h. Mice that become paralysed may be
euthanised. The mixture that contains the largest volume of
immunoglobulin mat fails to protect me mice from paralysis
contains 1 IU. This quantity is used to calculate the potency
of the immunoglobulin in International Units per millilitre.

The test is not valid unless all the mice injected with
mixtures containing 2.0 mL or less of the solution of the
reference preparation show paralysis and all those injected
with mixtures containing more do not.
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POTENCY
The potency is determined by comparing the antibody titre
of the preparation to be examined with that of a reference
preparation calibrated in International Units, using suitable
immunochemical methods (2.7.1) such as enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (EllSA) or toxoid inhibition assay
(TIA).

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard for anti-tetanus
immunoglobulin. The equivalence in International Units of
me International Standard is stated by me World Health
Organization.

Human tetanus immunogwbuHn BRP is calibrated in
International Units and is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.

The stated potency is not less than 100 IU/mL of tetanus
antitoxin. The estimated potency is not less than the stated
potency. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

The description of methods A and B below are provided as
examples.

Method Al direct enzyme immunoassay
The amount of tetanus immunoglobulin bound to tetanus
toxoid, which is coated to a mlcrotitre plate, is determined by
means of a peroxidase-conjugated polyclonal anti-human IgG
antibody.

Materials
- Plwspha,,-buffered saline pH 7.1 (PBS). Dissolve 0.2 g of

potassium chloride R, 0.2 g of potassium dihydrogen
phospha" R, I.J5 g of anhydrous disodium hydrogen
phospha" Rand 8.0 g of sodium chloride R in water Rand
adjust me pH (2.2.3) if necessary. Dilute to 1000 rnL
with waterR.

- PBS-T. PBS containing 0.05 per cent VIV of
polysorbate 20 R.

- Carbonate buffer pH 9.6. Dissolve 1.4 g of anhydrous
sodium carbonate Rand 3.0 g of sodinm hydrogen
carbonate R in waterRand adjust me pH (2.2.3) if
necessary. Dilute to 1000 rnLwith walel'R.

- Telanus toxoid. Purified and chemically inactivated tetanus
toxin.

- Microtitre plate. Use a flat-bottomed microtitre plate wil:h
high protein-binding capacity.

Method
Distribute 100 J.lL of a 0.2 LfImL solution of tetanus toxoid
in carbonate buffer pH 9.6 into each of the wells of the
microtitre plate. Incubate at 4 °C for approximately 18 h.
Wash me plate 5 times with PBS-To To block unbound
binding sites add 200 1'1. of PBS containing 5 gIL of bovine
albumin R to each of the wells and incubate for 1 h at 37 "C
on a plate shaker set at 120 r/min. Wash 5 times with PBS
T.
Reconstitute the reference preparation and the preparation to
be examined according to the instructions. For each
preparation, prepare 2 independent predilutions of
0.004 IU/rnL in PBS by applying several dilution steps.
Using PBS, prepare from each predilution 5 serial dilutions
with a dilution factor of 1.5 resulting in a dilution series of
6 dilutions in me range of 0.0005-0.004 IU/rnL. Depending
on the reagents used, a small modification of the dilution
series might be necessary, to meet the conditions of the
statistical model used.
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Apply I00 ~L of each of the samples of the dilution series to
the plate. Incubate for 2 h at 37°C on a plate shaker set at
120 r/min and wash the plate 5 times with PBS-To Apply
100 .u. of a peroxidase-conjugated anti-human IgG antibody
diluted to a suitable concentration withPBS-T containing
5 gIL of bovine albumin R to each of the wells and incubate
for 1 h at 37°C on a plate shaker set at 120 clmin. Wash the
plate 5 times with PBS-T and apply 100 J!L of a suitable
3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate to each of
the wells and incubateat room temperature for 10 min in the
dark. To stop the reaction, add 100 J!L of a 196.2 gIL
solution of sulfuric add R to each of the wells. Measure the
absorbances at 450 run and at the reference wavelength of
630 om. Calculate the potencies of the preparations by the
usual statistical methods (5.3).

Method B: indirect determination by toxoid-binding
inhibition assay
The amount of unbound toxoid in a mixture of toxoid and
tetanusimmunoglobulin is determined by an enzyme
immunoassay and is inversely proportional to the amount of
tetanusimmunoglobulin present. The method is performed
over 2 consecutive days.
Materials
- Phosphate-buffered saline pH 7.1 (PBS). See under

Merhod'A.
- PBS-To See under Method A.
- Carbonate buffer pH 9.6. See under Method A.
- Tetanus toxoid. See WIder MethodA.
- Mab. Mouse monoclonal tetanus toxoid antibody.

Use according to the instructions. Prepare a suitable
dilution of Mab, e.g, 115000, in PBS.

- Peroxidase-conjugated antibody. Peroxidase-conjugated anti
mouse IgG (H+L) antibody, affinity-purified F(ab)2
fragment withoutcross-reactivity to human serum
proteins. Use according to the instructions. Prepare a
suitable dilution of the peroxidase-conjugated antibody in
PBS-T containing 5 gIL of bovine albumin R.

- Microtitre plate. Use a round-bottomed microtitre plate
with medium protein-binding capacity.

- ELISA plate. Use a flat-bottomed microtitre plate with
high protein-binding capacity.

Method
Day I
To block the protem-binding sites of the microtitre plate,add
200 J!L of PBS containing 5 gIL of bovine albumin R to each
of the wells of the microtitre plate and incubatefor I h at
37°C on a plate shaker set at 120 r/min. Wash the plate
5 times with PBS-To

Reconstitute the reference preparation and the preparation to

be examinedaccording to the instructions. For each
preparation, prepare 2 independent predilutions of
0.4 IU/mL in PBS by applying several dilution steps. Prepare
from each predilution a dilutionseriesof dilutions
containing 0.04 IU/mL, 0.10 IU/mL, 0.12 IU/mL,
0.14 IU/mL, 0.16 IU/mL, 0.18 IU/mL and 0.20 IU/mL.
Prepare each dilution directly from the 0.4 IU/mL
predilution.
Transfer 100 JlL of each dilutionof the dilution series to a
well of the blocked plate and add 50 ~L of a 0.2 LflmL
solution of tetanus toxoid in carbonate buffer pH 9.6 into
each of the wells. Incubate for approximately 18 h at 37°C
on a plate shaker set at 120 dmin.
To coal the EUSA plate, distribute 100 ~L of a solution of a
human tetanus immunoglobulin diluted to I IU/mL in
carbonate buffer pH 9.6 into each of the wells of the EUSA
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plate. Incubate for approximately 18 h at 37°C on a plate
shaker set at 120 r/min.
Day 2

Wash the coated EUSA plate 5 times with PBS-To To block
unbound binding sites add 200 ~L of PBS containing 5 gIL
of bovine albumin R to each of the wells and incubate for I h
at 37°C on a plate shaker set at 120 r/min. Wash the plate
5 times with PBS-To Transfer 100 ~L of each mixture of
toxoidand tetanus immunoglobulin from the microtitre plate
to the coated EUSA plate and incubate for 2 hoursat 37°C
on a plate shaker set at 120 r/min. Wash the plate 5 times
with PBS-To Add 100 ~L of diluted Mab to each of the
wells, incubate the plate for 1 h at 37°C on a plate shaker
set at 120 r1min and wash the plate 5 times with PBS-To
Add I00 ~L of the diluted peroxidase-eonjugated antibody to
each of the wells, incubate the plate for 1 h at 37°C on a
plate shaker set at 120 rlminand wash the plate 5 times
with PBS-To Apply 100 ~L of a suitable 3,3',5,5'
tetramethylbenzidine (fJ\4B) substrate to each of the wells
and incubate at room temperature for 10 min in the dark.
To stop the reaction, add 100 ~L of a 196.2 gIL solution of
sulfuric acid R to each of the wells. Measure the absorbances
at 450 om and at the reference wavelength of 630 run.
Calculate me potencies of the preparations by the usual
statistical methods (5.3).

STORAGE
See Human normal immunoglobulin/or intramuscular
administration (0338).

LABELLING
See Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
administration (0338).
The label states the numberof International Units per
container.
___~ PhE"

Varicella Immunoglobulin
(Human Varicella Immunoglobulin, Ph. Eur.
monograph 0724)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G.
The preparation is intended for intramuscular administration.
It is obtained from plasma from selecteddonors having
antibodies against Herpesvirus varia/lae. Human normal
immunoglobulin for intramuscular administration (0338) may be
added.

It complieswith the monograph on Human normal
immunoglobulin for intramuscular administration (0338) except
for the minimum numberof donors, the minimum total
protein contentand, where authorised, the test for antibody
to hepatitis B surface antigen.

POTENCY
The potency is determined by comparing the antibody titre
of the immunoglobulin to be examined with thatof a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units, using
an immunoassay of suitable sensitivity and specificity (2.7.1).
The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard for antivaricella-zoster.
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The equivalence in International Units of the International
Standard is stated by the World Health Organization.

The stated potency is not less than 100 lU/mI.
The estimated potencyis not less thanme statedpotency.
The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
See Human normal immunoglobuhn forintramuscular
administration (0338).

LABELLING
See Human normal immunoglobulin for intramuscular
adminis,ration (0338).
The labelstates the number of International Unitsper
container.
______~ PhE"

Varicella Immunoglobulin for
Intravenous Use
(Human Varicella Immunoglobulin for Intravenous
Administration, Ph. Bur. monograph 1528)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, mainly immunoglobulin G. It is obtained
from plasma from selecteddonors having antibodies against
humanherpesvirus 3 (varicella-zoster virus 1). Human nonnal
immunoglobulin for intravenous administration (0918) may be
added.
It complies with the monograph on Human normal
immunoglobulin for intravenous administration (0918), except
for the minimum number of donors, the minimum total
protein contentand the limit forosmolality.

POTENCY
The potency is determined by comparing the antibody titre
of the immunoglobulin to be examined with thatof a
reference preparation calibrated in International Units, using
an immunoassay of suitable sensitivity andspecificity (2.7.1).

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
amount of the International Standard forantivariceUa-zoster
immunoglobulin. The equivalence in International Units of
the International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.
The statedpotency is not less than 25 IU/mL. The estimated
potency is not less thanthe stated potency. The confidence
limits (P = 0.95) are not less than 80 per cent and not more
than 125 per cent of the estimated potency.

STORAGE
See Human nonnal immunoglobulin for intravenous
administra."" (0918).

LABELLING
See Human nonnal immunoglobulin for inrrawm:ms
administration (0918).
The label states thenumber of International Unitsper
container.
____________________ PhE"
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von Willebrand Factor
(Human 'lIOtI Willebrandfm;,or, Ph. Bur. monograph
2298)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile, freeze-dried preparation of a plasma protein fraction
containing the glycoprotein human von' Wiliebrand factor
with varying amounts of human coagulation factor VIll,
depending on the method of preparation. It is prepared from
human plasma that complies with the monograph on Human
plasma for fractionation (0853). The preparation may contain
excipients such as stabilisers.
This monograph applies to preparations formulated
according to the human von Willebrand factor activity.
The potency of thepreparation, reconstituted as statedon
the label, is not less than 20 IU of human von Willebrand
factor permillilitre.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The method of preparation is designed to maintain
functional integrity of human von Willebrand factor.
It includes steps thathavebeen shown to remove or to
inactivate known agents of infection; if substances areused
for the inactivation of viruses, the subsequent purification
procedure must be validated to demonstrate thatthe
concentration of thesesubstances'sreduced to a suitable
leveland that any residues aresuch as not to compromise the
safety of the preparation forpatients.
The specific activity is not less than 1 IU of human von
Willebrand factor per milligram of total protein, before the
addition of any protein stabiliser.
The human von Willebrand factor fraction is dissolved in a
suitable liquid. No antimicrobial preservative or antibiotic is
added. The solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive
filter, distnbuted aseptically into the final containers and
immediately frozen. Ir is subsequently freeze-dried and the
containers areclosed under vacuum or under an inert gas.
CONSISTENCY OF THB METHOD OF
PRODUCTION
It shall be demonstrated thatthe manufacturing process
yields a product having a consistent composition with respect
to human von Willebrand factor, human coagulation
factor VIII and the proportions of human vonWillebrand
factor and humancoagulation factor Vill. 'Thisis evaluated
by suitable analytical procedwes that aredetermined during
process development, and thatinclude the following checks:

Human von Willebrand factor multimers
The distribution of the different human von Wiliebrand
factor multimers is determined by a suitable methodsuch as
sodium dodecyl sulfate (S~S) agarose gel electrophoresis
with or without Western blot analysis, usinga suitable
normal human plasma as standard. Visualisation of the
rnultimeric pattern maybe performedusing, forexample) an
inununoenzymatic technique and quantitative evaluation may
be carried out by densitometric analysis.

Human von Willebrand factor activity (2.7.21)
The human von Willebrand factor activity is estimated by
determining the ristocetin cofactor activity and by one or
more othersuitable assays such as determination of collagen
binding activity using a suitable reference preparation.
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Human von Willebrand factor activity/antigen ratio
Consistency of the manufacturing process with respect (O the
ratio of human von Willebrand factor activity to human von
Willebrand factor antigen content is demonstrated.

PRODUCTS THAT SHOW PARTICLES AFTER RECONSTl1VT/ON

If a few particles remain when the preparation is
reconstituted, it shall he demonstrated during validation
studies that the potency is not significantly affected after
passage of the preparation through me filter [0 be provided
with the preparation.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Hygroscopic) white or pale yellow, powder or friable solid.

Reconstitute the preparation to beexamined as statedon the label
immediately before cany;ngout the idenufication, tests (except
those/or solubility and water) and assay.

IDENTIFICATION
It complies with the limits of the assay.

TESTS
Solubility
To a container of the preparation to be examined, add the
volume of the liquid stated on the label at the recommended
temperature. 'The preparation dissolves completely with
gentle swirlkig within 10 min) forming a clear or slightly
opalescent) colourless or slightly yellow solution.

In addition) where the label states that the product may show
a few particles after reconstitution) reconstitute the
preparation as described on the label and pass it through the
filter provided: the filtered solution is clear or slightly
opalescent.

pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.5.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmolll<g.

Total protein
If necessary, dilute an accurately measured volume of the
reconstituted preparation with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to obtain a protein concentration of about
7.5 mglmL. Place 2.0 mL of this solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge rube and add 2 mL of a 75 gIL solution
of sodium molybdate R aud 2 mL of a mixture of I volume of
nitrogen-free sulfuncadd R and 30 volumes of waterR. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min) decant the supernatant and allow the
inverted tube to drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
and calculate the amount of protein by multiplying the result
by 6.25. For some produas, especially those Wlihoul a protein
'tabU;,er, this method may not beapph'cable. Anomervalidated
method for protein determination must therefore be/Wformed.

Aoti-A and anti-B haemagglutlnins (2.6.20, MethodA)
The 1 to 64 dilution does not show agglutination. Dilute the
reconstituted preparation with a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R to contain 6 IU of human von Willebrand factor
activity per millilitre.

Water
Determined by a suitable method) such as semi-micro
detennination of water (2.5.12), loss on drying (2.2.32) or
near-infrared spectroscopy (2.2.40)) the water content is
within the limits approved by me competent authority.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.
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Pyrogens (2.6.8) or Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
It complies with the test for pyrogens or) preferably and
where justified and authorised, with a validated in vitro test
such as the test for bacterial endotoxins.

For the pyrogen test, inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a volume equivalent to not less than 100 IV of human von
Wiliebrand factor.

Where the test for bacterial endotoxins is used) the
preparation to be examined contains less than 0.05 ill of
endotoxin per International Unit of human von Willebrand
factor.

ASSAY
Human von Willebrand factor (2.7.21)
The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 120 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

Pending the availability of an lmernarional Standardfor human
von Wllkb,andfad-or concentrate calibrated for use in the
coilagen-binditIg ass~) only the tiuocetin cofactor assaymay be
used.

Human coagulation factor YDf (2.7.4)
The assay is carried out where the human coagulation
factor VIII content is greater than 10 IU of human
coagulation factor VIII per 100 IV of human von Willebrand
factor activity. The estimated potency is not less than
60 per cent and not more than 140 per cent of the stated
potency. The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
In an airtight container) protected from light.

LABELLING
Tire label states:
- the number of International Units of human von

Willebrand factor in the container;
- the number of International Units of human coagulation

factor VIII in the container) or that the content of human
coagulation factor VIII is less than or equal to 10 IV of
human coagulation factor VITI per 100 IV of human von
Willebrand factor activity;

- the amount of protein in the container;
- the name and quantity of any added substance;
- the name and volume of the liquid to be used for

reconstitution;
- where applicable, that the preparation may show the

presence of a few particles after reconstitution;
- that me transmission of infectious agents cannot be totally

excluded when medicinal products prepared from human
blood or plasma are administered.

_____________________ PIIEII
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Monoclonal Antibodies for Human
Use
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2031)

Monoclonal Antibodies for Human Use comply with the
requirements 0/the European Pharmacopoeia. These requirements
arereproduced below.
The requirements of the monograph for Immunosera do not
neussarilyapply 10 the monograph for Monodonal Antibodies for
Human Use.
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Monoclonal antibodies for human use are preparations of an
immunoglobulin or a fragment of an immunoglobulin, for
example, F(ah')2, with defined specificity, produced by a
single clone of cells. They may he conjugated to other
substances, including for radiolabelling.

They can be obtained from immortalised B Iymphocytes that
are cloned and expanded as continuous cell lines or from
eDNA-engineered cell lines.

Examined under suitable conditions of visibility, they are
practically free from particles.

Currently available eDNA-engineered antibodies include the
following antibodies.

Chimeric monoclonal antibodies The variable heavy- and light
chain domains of a human antibody are replaced by those of
a non-human species that possess the desired antigen
specificity.
Humanised monodonal antibodies The 3 short hypervariable
sequences (the complementarity-determining regions) of non
human variable domains for each chain are engineered into
the variable domain framework of a human antibody; other
sequence changes may be made to improve antigen binding.

Recombinant humanmonoclonal antibodies The variable
heavy- and light-chain domains of a human antibody are
combined with the constant region of a human antibody.

Monoclonal antibodies obtained from cell lines modified by
recombinant DNA technology also comply with the
requirements of the monograph Products of recombinant DNA
ee<hndogy (0784).
TWs monograph applies to monoclonal antibodies, including
conjugates) for therapeutic and prophylactic use and for use
as in vivo diagnostics. It does not apply to monoclonal
antibodies used as reagents in the manufacture of medicinal
products. Nor does it apply to monoclonal antibodies
produced in ascites, for which requirements are decided by
the competent authority.

PRODUCTION
GENBRAL PROVISIONS
Production is based on a seed-lot system using a master cell
bank and, if applicable, a working cell bank derived from the
cloned cells. The production method is validated during
development studies in order to prevent transmission of
infectious agents by the final product. All biological materials
and cells used in the production are characterised and are in
compliance wilh chapter 5.2.8. Minimising the riskof
transmitting animal spongijorm encephalopathy agents via human
and veterinary medicinal products. Where monoclonal
antibodies for human use are manufactured using materials
of human or animal origin, the requirements of chapter 5.1.7.
Viral safetyalso apply. Where an immunogen is used, it is
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characterised and the method of immunisation is
documented.

Process validation
During development studies, the production method is
validated for the following aspects:
- consistency of the production process including cell

culture/fermentation, purification and, where applicable,
fragmentation method;

- removal or inactivation of infectious agents;
- adequate removal of product- and process-related

impurities (for example, host-cell protein and DNA,
protein A, antibiotics, cell-culture components);

- specificity and biological activity of the monoclonal
antibody;

- absence of non-endotoxin pyrogens, where applicable;
- reusability of purification components (for example,

column material), limits or acceptance criteria being set as
a function of the validation;

- methods used for conjugation, where applicable.

Product characterisation
The product is characterised to obtain adequate information
including: structural integrity, isotype, amino-acid sequence,
secondary structure, carbohydrate moiety, disulfide bridges,
conformation, specificity, affinity, biological activity and
heterogeneity (characterisation of isofonns).

A battery of suitable analytical techniques is used including
chemical, physical, immunochemical and biological tests (for
example, peptide mapping, N- and C-terminal amino-acid
sequencing, mass spectrometry, chromatographic,
electrophoretic and spectroscopic techniques). Additional
tests are performed to obtain infonnation on cross-reactivity
with human tissues.

For those products that are modified by fragmentation or
conjugation, the Influence of the methods used on the
antibody is characterised.

Process intennediates
Where process intermediates are stored, an expiry date or a
storage period justified by stability data is established for
each.

BIological assay
The biological assay is chosen in terms of its correlation with
the intended mode of action of the monoclonal antibody.

Reference preparation
A batch shown to be stable and shown to be suitable in
clinical trials, or a batch representative thereof, is used as a
reference preparation for the identification, tests and assay.
The reference preparation is appropriately characterised as
defined under Product characterisation, except that it is not
necessary to examine cross-reactivity for each batch of
reference preparation.

Definition of a batch
Definition of a batch is required throughout the process.

SOURCE CBLLS
Source cells include fusion partners, lymphocytes) myeloma
cells, feeder cells and host cells for the expression of the
recombinant monoclonal antibody.

The origin and characteristics of the parental cell are
documented, including information on the health of the
donors, and on the fusion partner used (for example,
myeloma cell line, human lymphoblastoid B-cellline).

Wherever possible, source cells undergo suitable screening for
extraneous agents and endogenous agents. The choice of
viruses for the tests is dependent on the species and tissue of
origin.
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CELL LINE PRODUCING THE MONOCLONAL
ANTIBODY
The suitability of the cell line producing the monoclonal
antibody is demonstrated by:
- documentation on the history of the cell line including

description of the cell fusion, immortalisation or
transfection and cloning procedure;

- characterisation of the cell line (for example, phenotype,
isoenzyme analysis, immunochemical markers and
cytogenetic markers);

- characterisation of relevant features of the antibody;
- consistency of critical quality attributes for the antibody

up to or beyond the population doubling level or
generation number used for routine production;

- for recombinant DNA products, consistency of the coding
sequence of the expression construct in cells cultivated to
the limit of in tJilro cell age for production use or beyond,
by either nucleic acid testing or product analysis.

CELL BANKS
The master cell bank is a homogeneous suspension of the
cell line producing the monoclonal antibody, distributed in
equal volumes in a single operation into individual containers
for storage.

A working cell bank is a homogeneous suspension of the cell
material derived from the master cell bank at a finite passage
level, distributed in equal volumes in a single operation into
individual containers for storage.

Post-production cells are cells cultured up to or beyond the
population doubling level or generation number used for
routine production.

The following tests are performed on the master cell bank:
viability, identity, absence of bacterial, fungal and
mycoplasmal contamination, characterisation of the
monoclonal antibody produced. Adventitious viral
contamination is tested with a suitable range of in vivo and in
'VIiro tests. Retrovirus and other endogenous viral
contamination is tested using a suitable range of in vitro tests.

The following tests are performed on the working cell bank:
viability, identity, absence of bacterial, fungal and
mycoplasmal contamination. Adventitious viral
contamination is tested with a suitable range of in vivoand in
vitro tests. For the first working cell bank, these tests are
performed on post-production cells, generated from that
working cell bank; for working cell banks subsequent to the
first working cell bank, a single in 'VI"tro and in vivo test can
be done either directly on the working cell bank or on post
production cells.

For the master cell bank and working cell bank, tests for
specific viruses are carried out when potentially contaminated
biological material has been used during preparation of the
cell banks, taking into account the species of origin of this
material. This may not be necessary when this material is
inactivated using validated procedures.

The following tests are performed on the post-production
cells: absence of bacterial, fungal and mycoplasmal
contamination. Adventitious viral contamination is tested
with a suitable range of in 'Vfvo and in vitro tests" Retrovirus
and other endogenous viral contamination is tested using a
suitable range of in vitro tests.

CULTURE AND HARVEST

Production at finite passage level (single barvest)
Cells are cultivated up to a defined maxirnwn number of
passages or population doublings, or up to a fixed harvest
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time (in accordance with the stability of the cell line).
Product is harvested in a single operation.

Continuous-culture production (multiple barvest)
Cells are continuously cultivated for a defined period (in
accordance with the stability of the system and production
consistency). Monitoring is necessary throughout the life of
the culture; the required frequency and type of monitoring
will depend on the nature of me production system.

Each harvest is tested for antibody content, bioburden,
endotoxin and mycoplasmas. General or specific tests for
adventitious viruses are carried out at a suitable stage
depending on the nature of the manufacturing process and
the materials used. For processes using production at finite
passage level (single harvest), at least 3 harvests are tested for
adventitious viroses using a suitable range of in oitro
methods.

The acceptance criteria for harvests for further processing are
clearly defined and linked to the schedule of monitoring
applied. If any adventitious viruses are detected, the process
is carefully investigated to determine the cause of the
contamination and the harvest is not further processed.
Harvests in which an endogenous virus has been detected are
not used for purification unless an appropriate action plan
has been defined to prevent transmission of infectious agents.

PURIFICATION
Harvests or intermediate pools may be pooled before further
processing. The purification process includes steps that
remove and/or inactivate non-enveloped and enveloped
viruses. A validated purification process, for which removal
and/or inactivation of infectious agents and removal of
product- and process-related impurities has been
demonstrated, is used. Defined steps of the process lead to a
purified monoclonal antibody (active substance) of consistent
quality and biological activity.

ACTIVE SUBSTANCE
The test programme for the active substance depends on the
validation of the process, on demonstration of consistency
and on the expected level of product- and process-related
impurities. The active substance is tested for appearance,
identity, bioburden and bacterial endotoxlns, product-related
substances, product- and process-related impurities including
tests for host-cell-derived proteins and host-cell- and vector
derived DNA, as well as structural integrity, protein content
and biological activity by suitable analytical methods)
comparing with the reference preparation where necessary.
When the active substance is a conjugated or transformed
antibody, appropriate tests must be performed before and
after the antibody conjugation/modification.

If storage of intermediates is intended, adequate stability of
these preparations and its impact on quality or shelf-life of
the finished product are evaluated.

FINAL BULK
One or more batches of active substance may be combined
10 produce the final bulk. Suitable stabilisers and other
exciplents may be added during preparation of the final bulk.

The final b~k must be stored under validated conditions
with respect to bioburden and stability.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk is sterile-fikered and distributed under aseptic
conditions into sterile containers, which may subsequently be
freeze-dried.

As part of the in-process control each container (vial, syringe
or ampoule) is inspected after filling to eliminate containers
that contain visible particles. During development of the
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**** ** ** **••
Immunosera
Antisera

(Immunosera for Human Use, Animal) Ph. Bur. monograph
0084)

Immunosera CQmply with rhe requirements of theEuropean
Pharmacopoeia monograph for Immunosera for Human Use,
Animal. These requirements arereproduced below.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
It complies with the limits approved for the particular
product.

Tests applied to modified antibodIes
Suitable tests are carried out depending on the type of
modification.

DEFINITION
Animal immunosera for human use are liquid or freeze-dried
preparations containing purified immunoglobulins or
inununoglobulin fragments obtained from serum or plasma
of immunised animals of different species.

The immunoglobulins or immunoglobulin fragments have
the power of specifically neutralisingor binding to the
antigen used for immunisation. The antigens include
microbial or other toxins) human antigens, suspensions of
bacterial and viral antigens and venoms of snakes, scorpions
and spiders. The preparation is intended for intravenous or
intramuscular administration) after dilution where applicable.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently immunosera of acceptable safety, potency in man
and stability.

ASSAY
Carry out a suitable biological assay compared to the
reference preparation. Design of the assay and calculation of
the results are made according to the usual principles (for
example, 5.3).

STORAGE
As stated on the label.

Expiry date The expiry date is calculated from the date of
sterile filtration) the date of filling (for liquid preparations) or
the date offreeze-drying (where applicable).

LABELLING
The labelstates:
- the number of units per mlllllltre, where applicable;
- the quantity of protein per container;
- the quantity of monoclonal antibody in the container;
- for liquid preparations, the volume of the preparation in

the container;
- for freeze-dried preparations:

- the name and the volume of the reconstitution liquid
to be added;

- the period of time within which the monoclonal
antibody is to be used after reconstitution;

- the dilution to be made before use of the product, where
applicable.

CHARACfERS
Liquid preparations are clear or slightly opalescent, colourless
or slightly coloured liquids. Freeze-dried products are white
or slightly coloured powders or solid friable masses. After
reconstitution they show the same characteristics as liquid
preparations.

IDENTIFICATION
The identity is established by suitable validated methods
comparing me product with the reference preparation, where
appropriate. The assay also contributes to identification.

TESTS
Appearance
Liquid or reconstituted freeze-dried preparations comply with
the limits approved for the particular product with regard to
degree of opalescence (2.2.1) and degree of coloration
(2.2.2). They are without visible particles, unless otherwise
justified and authorised.

Solublllty
Freeze-dried preparations dissolve completely in the
prescribed. volume of reconstituting liquid, within a defined
time, as approved for the particular product.

pH (2.2.»
It complies wilh the limits approved for the particular
product.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoVkg, unless otherwise justified and
authorised.

Extractable volume (2.9.17)
It complies with the test for extractable volume.

Total protein (2.5.33)
It complies with the limits approved for the particular
product.

Molecular-size distribudon
Molecular-size distribution is determined by a suitable
method, for example size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30).
It complies with the limits approved for the particular
product.

Molecular Identity and structural integrity
Depending on the nature of the monoclonal antibody, its
microheterogeneiry and isofonns, a number of different tests
can be used to demonstrate molecular identity and structural
integrity. These tests may include peptide mapping,
isoelectric focusing, ion-exchange chromatography,
hydrophobic interaction chromatography, oligosaccharide
mapping, monosaccharide content and mass spectrometry.

Purity
Tests for process- and product-related impurities are carried
out by suitable validated methods. Provided that tests for
process-related impurities have been carried out on the active
substance or on the final bulk with satisfactory results, they
may be omitted on the final lot.

Stabillser
Where applicable) it complies with the limits approved for
the particular product.

Water (2.5.12)
Freeze-dried products comply with the limits approved for
me particular product.

product it must be demonstrated that either the process will
not generate visible proteinaceous partic1es in the finallat or
such particles are reduced £0 a low level as justified and
authorised.
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Any reagent of biological origin used in the production of
immunosera shall be free of contamination with bacteria,
fungi and viruses. The general requirements of chapter 5.1.7.
Viral safetyapply to the manufacture of animal irrununosera
for human use, in conjunction with the more specific
requirements relating to viral safety in this monograph.
The method of preparation includes a step or steps that have
been shown to remove or inactivate known agents of
infection.
Methods used for production are validated, effective,
reproducible and do not impair the biological activity of the
product.
Reference preparatWn A hatch shown to be suitable in clinical
trials, or a balch representative thereof, is used as the
reference preparation for the tests for high molecular mass
proteins and purity.

ANIMALS
The animals used are of a species approved by the competent
authority, are healthy and are exclusively reserved for
production of immunoserum. They are tested and shown to
be free from a defined list of infectious agents.
The introduction of animals into a closed herd follows
specified procedures, including definition of quarantine
measures. Where appropriate, additional specific agents are
considered depending on the geographical localisation of me
establishment used for the breeding and production of the
animals. The feed originates from a controlled source and no
animal proteins are added. The suppliers of animals are
certified by the competent authority.

If the animals are treated with antibiotics) a suitable
withdrawal period is allowed before collection of blood or
plasma. The animals are not treated with penicillin
antibiotics. H a live vaccine is administered) a suitable waiting
period is imposed between vaccination and collection of
serum or plasma for inununoserum production.

IMMUNISATION
The antigens used are identified and characterised) where
appropriate, where relevant) they are shown to be free from
extraneous infectious agents. They are identified by their
names and a batch number; information on the source and
preparation are recorded.

The selected animals are isolated for at least 1 week before
being immunised according to a defined schedule) with
booster injections at suitable intervals. Adjuvants may be
used.

Animals are kept under general health surveillance and
specific antibody production is controlled at each cycle of
immunisation.

Animals are thoroughly examined before collection of blood
or plasma. If an animal shows any pathological lesion not
related to the immpnisation process, it is not used) nor are
any other of the aifimals in the group concerned) unless it is
evident that their use will not impair the safety of the
product.

COLLECTION OF BLOOD OR PlASMA
Collection of blood is made by venepuncture or
plasmapheresis. The puncture area is shaved) cleaned and
disinfected. The animals may be anaesthetised under
conditions that do not influence the quality of the product.
Unless otherwise prescribed, an antimicrobial preservative
may be added. The blood. or plasma is collected in such a
manner as to maintain sterility of the product. The blood or
plasma collection is conducted at a site separate from the
area where the animals are kept or bred and the area where
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the immunoserum is purified. If the serum or plasma is
stored before further processing) precautions are taken to
avoid microbial contamination.

Several single plasma or serum samples may be pooled before
purification. The single or pooled samples are tested before
purification for the following tests.

Tests for contaminating viruses
If an antimicrobial preservative is added) it must be
neutralised before carrying out the tests) or the tests are
carried out on a sample taken before addition of the
antimicrobial preservative. Each pool is tested for
contaminating viruses by suitable in vitro tests.

Each pool is tested for viruses by inoculation into cell
cultures capable of detecting a wide range of viruses relevant
for the particular product.

Potency
Carry out a biological assay as indicated in the monograph
and express the result in International Units per rnillilitre,
where applicable. A validated in tniro method may also be
used.

Protein content
Dilute the product to be examined with a 9 gIL solution of
sodium chloride R to obtain a solution containing about 15 mg
of protein in 2 mL To 2 mL of this solution in a round
bottomed centrifuge tube add 2 rnL of a 75 gIL solution of
sodium mo!Ybda'" Rand 2 mL of a mixture of I volume of
ninogm-free sulfuric add Rand 30 volumes of water R. Shake,
centrifuge for 5 min) decant the supernatant and allow the
inverted tube to drain on filter paper. Determine the nitrogen
in the residue by the method of sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
and calculate the content of protein by multiplying by 6.25.
The protein content is within approved limits.

PURIFICATION AND VIRAL INACTIVATION
The immunoglobulins are concentrated and purified by
fractional precipitation, chromatography) immunoadsorption
or by other chemical or physical methods. They may be
processed further by enzyme treatment. The methods are
selected and validated to avoid contamination at all steps of
processing and to avoid formation of protein aggregates that
affect the immunobiolcgical characteristics of the product.
For products intended to consist of immunoglobulin
fragments) the methods are validated to guarantee total
fragmentation. The methods of purification used are such
that they do not generate additional components that
compromise the quality and the safety of the product.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised) validated
procedures are applied for removal and/or inactivation of
viruses. The procedures are selected to avoid the formation
of polymers or aggregates and) unless the product is intended
to consist of Fab' fragments) to minimise the splitting of
F(ab'>' into Fab' fragments.

After purification and treatment for removal andlor
inactivation of viruses) a stabiliser may be added to the
intermediate product, which may be stored for a period
defined in light of stability data.

Only an intermediate product that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk.

Purity
Examine by non-reducing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(2.2.31») by comparison with the reference preparation.
The bands are compared in intensity and no additional
bands are found.
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FTNALBULK
The final bulk is prepared from a single intermediate product
or from a pool of intermediate products obtained from
animals of the same species. Intermediate products with
different specificities may he pooled.
An antimicrobial preservative and a stabilisermay be added.
If an antimicrobial preservative has been added to the blood
or plasma, the same substance is used as the antimicrobial
preservative in the final bulk.

Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

AntimicrobIal preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable physico-chemical method.
It contains not less than 85 per cent and not more than
115 per cent of the amount stated on the label.

Sterility (2.6./)
1£ complies with the test for sterility.

FTNALLOT
The final bulk of immunoserum is distributed aseptically into
sterile, tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed
so as to prevent contamination.

Only a final-lot that complies with the requirements
prescribed below under Identification, Tests and Assay may
be released for use. Provided that the tests for osmolality,
protein content, molecular-size distribution, antimicrobial
preservative, stabiliser, purity) foreign proteins and albumin
and me assay have been earned out with satisfactory results
on the final bulk, they may be omitted on the final 101.

Re<omtUute thepreparation to beexamined as Slated on the label
immediately before canyingou' the itkntijication, "'IS (ex«j>'
those for solubili!)! and water) and ass<\)'.

IDENTIFICATION
The identity is established by immunological tests and, where
necessary, by determination of biological activity. The assay
may also serve for identification.

CHARACTERS
Immunosera are clear to opalescent and colourless to very
faintly yellow liquids. They are free from turbidity. Freeze
dried products are while or slightly yellow powders or solid
friable masses. After reconstitution they show the same
characteristics as liquid preparations.

TESTS
Solubility
To a container of the preparation to be examined) add the
volume of the liquid for reconstitution stated on the label.
The preparation dissolves completely within the time stated
on the label.

Extractable volume (2.9./7)
It complies with the requirement for extractable volume.

pH (2.2.3)
The pH is within the limits approved for the particular
product.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmoYkg after dilution, where applicable.

Protein content
90 per cent to J10 per cent of the amount stated on the
label, and, unless otherwise justified and authorised, not
more than 100 giL.

Dilute the preparation to be examined with a 9 gIL solution
of sodium chloride R to obtain a solution containing about
15 mg of protein in 2 nIL To 2 mL of this solution in a
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round-bottomed centrifuge tube add 2 mL of a 75 gIL
solution of sodium molybdate Rand 2 mL of a mixture of
I volume of mirogm-jree sulfunc acidRand 30 volumes of
water R. Shake) centrifuge for 5 min, decant the supernatant
and allow the inverted tube to drain on filter paper.
Determine the nitrogen in the residue by the method of
sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9) and calculate the content of
protein by multiplying by 6.25.

Molecular-size distributlnn
Examine by liquid chromatography (2.2.29 or 2.2.30).
It complies with the specification approved for me particular
product.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable physico-chemical method..
The amount is not less than the minimwn amount shown to
he effective and is nor greater than 115 per cent of that
stated on the label.

Phenol (2.5./5)
Maximum 2.5 gIL for preparations containing phenol.

Stabiliser
Determine the amount of stabiliser by a suitable physico
chemical method. The preparation contains not less than
80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the quantity
stated on the label.

Purity
Examine by non-reducing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(2.2.31), by comparison with the reference preparation.
No additional bands are found for the preparation to be
examined.

Forelgn proteins
When examined by precipitation tests with specific antisera,
only protein from the declared animal species is shown to be
present) unless otherwise prescribed) for example where
material of human origin is used during production.

Albumin
Unless otherwise prescribed in the monograph) when
examined electrophoretically, the content of albumin is not
greater than the limit approved for the particular product
and, in any case, is not greater than 3 per cent.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Sterility (2.6./)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Pyrogens (2.6.8)
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, it complies with
the test for pyrogens. Unless otherwise prescribed, inject
I mL per kilogram of the rabbit's body mass.

ASSAY
Carry out a biological assay as indicated in the monograph
and express the result in International Units per millilitre,
where appropriate. A validated in vitro method may also be
used.

Anlmaltests
In accordance with the provisions of the European
Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used
for Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes, tests must
be carried out in such a way as to use the minimum number
of animals and to cause the least pain, suffering, distress or
lasting harm. The criteria for judging tests in monographs
must be applied in light of this. For example, if it is indicated
that an animal is considered to be positive, infected) etc.
when typical clinical signs or death occur, then as soon as
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sufficient indication of a positive result is obtained the animal
in question shall be either euthanised or given suitable
treatment to prevent unnecessary suffering. In accordance
with the General Notices, alternative test methods may be
used to demonstrate compliance with the monograph and the
use of such tests is particularly encouraged when this leads to
replacement or reduction of animal use or reduction of
suffering. Guidance on how to substitute in 'VIVo methods by
in vitro methods where a direct head-to-head comparison is
not possible may be found in general chapter 5.2.14.

STORAGE
Protected from light, at the temperature stated on the label.
Do not allow liquid preparations to freeze.

Expiry dou The expiry date is calculated from the beginning
of the assay.

LABELLING
The label ,tateS:
- the number ofIntemational Units per mjllilitre, where

applicable;
- the amount of protein per container;
- for freeze-dried preparations:

- the name and volume of the reconstituting liquid to
be added;

- that the immunoserum is to be used immedIately after
reconstitution;

- the time required for complete dissolution;
- the route of administration;
- the storage conditions;
- the expiry date, except for containers of less than 1 mL

which are individually packed; the expiry date may be
omitted from the label on the container, provided it is
shown on the package and the label on the package states
that the container must be kept in the package until
required for use;

- the animal species of origin;
- the name and amount of any antimicrobial preservative,

any stabiliser and any other excipient
~ PIIE"

Anti-T Lymphocyte
Immunoglobulin for Human Use,
Animal
(ph. Eur. monograph 1928)

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile liquid Or freeze-dried preparation containing
immunoglobulins, obtained from serum or plasma of
animals, mainly rabbits or horses, immunised with human
lymphocytic antigens.

The immunoglobulin has the property of diminishing the
number and function of immunocompetent cells, in
particular T -lymphocytes. The preparation contains
principally immunoglobulin G. It may contain antibodies
against other lymphocyte subpopulations and against other
cells. The preparation is intended for intravenous
admiaistrarion, after dilution with a suitable diluent where
applicable. The preparation may contain excipients such as
stabilisers.

Applicable provisions of the monograph on Immunosera for
human use, animal (0084) are stated below.
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PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method has been shown to yield consistently
immunoglobulins of acceptable safety) potency in man and
stability.

Any reagent of biological origin used in production shall be
free of contamination with bacteria, fungi and viruses.
The method of preparation includes a step or steps that have
been shown to remove or inactivate known agents of
infection.

During development studies, it shall be demonstrated that
the production method yields a product that:
- does not transmit infectious agents,
- is characterised by a defined pattern of immunological

activity, notably: antigen binding, complement-dependent
and independent cytotoxicity, cytokine release, induction
of 'It-cell activation, cell death,

- does not comain antibodies that cross-react with human
tissues to a degree that would impair clinical safety,

- has a defined maximum content of anti-thrombocyte
antibody activity,

- has a defined maximum content of haemoglobin.

The product has been shown, by suitable tests in animals
and evaluation during clinical trials, to be well tolerated.

Referenu propara"on A batch shown to be suitable for
checking the validity of the assay and whose efficacy has been
demonstrated in clinical trials, or a batch representative
thereof.

ANIMALS
The animals used are of a species approved by the competent
authority, are healthy and exclusively reserved for production
of anti-T lymphocyte immunoglobulin. They are tested and
shown to be free from a defined list of infectious agents.
The introduction of animals into a closed herd follows
specified procedures, including definition of quarantine
measures. Where appropriate, tests for additional specific
agents are considered depending on the geographical
localisation of the establishment used for the breeding and
production of the animals. The feed originates from a
controlled source and no animal proteins are added.
The suppliers of animals are certified by the competent
authority.

If the animals are treated with antibiotics, a suitable
withdrawal period is allowed before collection of blood or
plasma. The animals are not treated with penicillin
antlbietics. If a live vaccine is administered, a suitable waiting
period is imposed between vaccination and collection of
serum or plasma for immunoglobulin production.

The species, origin and identification number of the animals
are specified.

IMMUNISATION
The antigens used are identified and characterised, where
appropriate. They are identified by their names and a batch
number; infonnation on the source and preparation are
recorded.

The selected animals are isolated for at least 1 week before
being immunised according to a defined schedule with
booster injections at suitable intervals. Adjuvants may be
used.

Animals are kept under general health surveillance and
specific antibody production is controlled at each cycle of
inununisation.

Animals are thoroughly examined before collection of blood
or plasma. If an animal shows any pathological lesion not
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related to the immunisation process, it is net used, nor are
any other of the animals in the group concerned, unless it is
evident that their use will not impair the safety of the
product.

Human antigens such as continuously growing T-Iymphocyte
cell lines or thymocytes are used to immunise the animals.
Cells may be subjected to a sorting procedure.
The immunising antigens are shown (0 he free from
infectiousagents by validated methods for relevant blood
borne pathogens, notably hepatitis B virus (HBV),
hepatitis C virus (HCV) and human immunodeficiency
virus (lllV) and other relevant adventitious agents originating
from the preparation of me antigen. The cells used comply
with defined requirements for purity of the cell population
and freedom from adventitious agents.

COLLECTION OF BLOOD OR PlASMA
Collection of blood is made by venepuncture or
plasmapheresis. The puncture area is shaved, cleaned and
disinfected. The animals may be anaesthetised under
conditions that do not influence the quality of the product.

No antimicrobial preservative is added to the plasma and
serum samples. The blood or plasma is collected in such a
manner as to maintain sterility of the product. The blood or
plasma collection is conducted at a site separate from the
area where the animals are kept or bred and the area where
the immunoglobulin is purified. If the serum or plasma is
stored before further processing, precautions are taken to
avoid microbial contamination.

Several single plasma or serum samples may be pooled before
purification. The single or pooled samples are tested before
purificationfor the following tests.

Tests for contaminating viruses
Each pool is tested for contaminating viruses by suitable in
oitro tests including inoculation to cell cultures capable of
detecting a wide range of viruses relevant for the particular
product. Where applicable, in vitro tests for contaminating
viruses are carried out on the adsorbed pool, after the last
production stage that may introduce viral contaminants.

PURIFICATION AND VIRAL INACTIVATION
The immunoglobulins are concentrated and purified by
fractional precipitation, chromatography, immuno-adsorption
or by other suitable chemical or physical methods.
The methods are selected and validated to avoid
contamination at all steps of processing and to avoid
fonnation of protein aggregates that effect immunobiological
characteristics of the product.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, validated
procedures are applied for removal and/or inactivation of
viruses.

After purification and treatment for removal and/or
inactivation of viruses, a stabiliser may be added to the
intermediate product, which may be stored for a period
defined in the light of stabilitydata.
Only an intermediate product that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk.
If the method of preparation includes a step for adsorption of
cross-reacting anti-human antibodies using material from
human tissues andlor red blood cells, the human materials
are submitted to a validated procedure for inactivation of
infectious agents, unless otherwise justified and authorised.
If erythrocytes are used for adsorption, the donors for such
materials comply with the requirements for donors of blood
and plasma of the monograph on Human plasma for
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fractionation (0853). If other human material is used, it is
shown by validated methods to be free from relevant blood
borne pathogens, notably HBV, HeV and Hlv. If substances
are used for inactivation or removal of viruses) it shall have
been shown that any residues present in the final product
have no adverse effects on the patients treated with the anti
T lymphocyte immunoglobulin.

FINAL BULK
The final bulk is prepared from a single intermediate product
or from a pool of intermediate products obtained from
animals of the same species. No antimicrobial preservative is
added either during the manufacturingprocedure or for
preparation of the final bulk solution. During manufacturing,
the solution is passed through a bacteria-retentive filter.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk of anti-T-lymphocyte immunoglobulin is
distributed aseptically into sterile, tamper-evident containers.
The containers are closed as to prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that complies with the requirements
prescribed below under Identification, Tests and Assay may
be released for use.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
- liquid preparation: clear or slightly opalescent, colourless or

pale yellow liquid;
- freeze-dried preparation: white or slightly yellow powder or

solid friable mass, which after reconstitution gives a liquid
preparation corresponding to the description above.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Using a suitable range of species-specific antisera, carry
out precipitation tests on the preparation to be examined.
It is recommended that the test be carried out using antisera
specific to the plasma proteins of each species of domestic
animal commonly used in the preparation of materials of
biological origin in the country concerned and antisera
specific to hwnan plasma proteins. The preparation is shown
to contain proteins originating from the animal used for the
anti-T lymphocyte immunoglobulinproduction.
B. Examine by a suitable immunoelectrophoresis technique.
Using antiserum to normal serum of the animal used for
production, compare this serum and the preparation to be
examined, both diluted to a concentration that will allow a
clear gammaglobulin precipitation arc to be obtained on the
gel. The main component of the preparation to be examined
corresponds to the IgG component of normal serum of the
animal used for production.

C. The preparation complies with the assay.

TESTS
Solubllity
For the freeze-dried preparation, to a container add the
volwne of the liquid stated on the label. The preparation
dissolves completely within the time stated on the label.

Extractable volume (2.9.17)
It complies with the requirement for extractable volume.

pH (2.2.3)
The pH is within the limits approved for the particular
product.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Minimum 240 mosmolJkg after dilution, where applicable.

Total protein (2.5.33)
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the amount stated on the
label.
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Srabillser
Determine the amount of stabiliser by a suitable physico
chemical method. The preparation containsnot less than
80 per cent and not more man 120 per cent of the quantity
stated on the label.

Distribution of molecular size
Size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to a concentration suitable
for the chromatographic systemused. A concentration in the
range 2-20 gIL is usually suitable.

Reference solution Dilute human immunogwbulin (molecular
size)BRP with a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to the
same protein concentration as the test solution.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.6 m, 0 =7.5 rnrn,
- suuionaty phase: silila gelfor size-exdusion

chromatography RJ a grade suitable for fractionation of
globular proteins in the molecular massrange of
20 000 to 200 000.

Mobile phase Dissolve 4.873 g of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dihydrate R, 1.741 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphaie
monohydrate R and 11.688 g of sodium chloride R in I L of
water R.
Flowrate 0.5 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 run.

Injection 50-600 Ill: of protein.

Retention time Identify the peaks in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the test solutionby comparison with the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution; any peak
with a retentiontime shorter thanthat of dimercorresponds
to polymers and aggregates.
System suiUlbililY:
- reference solution: the principal peak corresponds to IgG

monomerand there is a peakcorresponding to dimerwith
a retention time relative to monomerof 0.85 ± 0.05,

- test solution: the relative retentions of monomerand dimer
are 1 ± 0.05 with reference to the corresponding peaks in
the chromatogram obtainedwith the reference solution.

Limits:
- total monomer and dimer: at least95 per cent of the total

area of the peaks;
- total polymers and aggregates: maximum 5 per cent of the

totalarea of the peaks.

Purity
Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2.2.31), under non
reducing and reducing conditions.
Resolving gel Non-reducing conditions: 8 per cent
acrylamide; reducing conditions: 12 per cent acrylamide.
Test solutWn Dilute the preparation to be examined to a
protein concentration of 0.5-2 mglmL.
Reference solutWn Dilute the reference preparation to the
same protein concentration as the test solution.
Application 10 ~L.

Detection Coomassiestaining.
Results Compared with the electropherogram of the
reference solution,no additional bands are found in the
e1ectropherogram of the test solution.

Anti-A and anti-B haemagglutinins (2.6.20, Method A)
The 1 to 64 dilution does not show agglutination.
Where applicable) dilute the preparation to be examined as
prescribed for use before preparing the dilutions for the test.
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Haemolysins
Prepare a 1 to 64 dilution of the preparation to be examined)
diluted if necessary as stated on the label. Take 6 aliquots of
the I ro 64 dilution. To I volume of 3 of the aliquots, add
1 volume of a 10 per cent VIVsuspension of groupAI)
group B and group 0 erythrocytes in a 9 gIL solution of
sodium chloride R) respectively. To I volumeof the remaining
3 aliqnots, add 1 volumeof a 10 percent VIV suspensionof
group AI, group B and group 0 erythrocytes in a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R) respectively) and to each aliquot
I volume of fresh groupAB serum (as a sourceof
complement). Mix and incubate at 37°C for 1 h. Examine
the supernatant liquids forhaemolysis. No signs of
haemolysisarepresent.

Thrombocyte antibodies
Examined by a suitable method) the level of thrombocyte
antibodies is shown to be below thatapproved for the
specificproduct.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3 per cent.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8)
Unless otherwise justified and authorised) it complieswith
the test for pyrogens. Unless otherwise prescribed) inject
1 mL per kilogram of the rabbit's body mass.

ASSAY
The biological activity is determined by measuring the
complement-dependent cytotoxicity on target cells. Flow
cytometry is performed with read-out of dead cells stained
using propidium iodide.The activity is expressed as the
concentration of anti-T lymphocyte immunoglobulin in
milligrams per millilitre whichmediates 50 per cent
cytotoxicity.
Lymphocyte separation medium Commercial separation media
with low viscosity and a density of 1.077 g/ml.

Complement Commercial complement is suitable.
B.,gerMsalt solution pH 7.2 Dissolve 8.0 g of sodium
chloride R, 0.2 g of potassium chloride R, 3.18 g of disodium
hydrogen phosphate dodecahydrate R and 0.2 g of potassium
dihydrogen phosphate R in water R and dilute to 1000.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Buffersolution forflow cytonletry Add 40 mL of
0.1 per cent VIV sodium azide R and 10 rnL of foetal calf
serum to 440 rnL of bullered salt solution pH 7.2. The foetal
calf serum is inactivated at 56°C for 30 min prior to use.
Store at 4°C.
Propidium iodide solution Dissolve propidium iodide R in
buffered salt solution pH 7.2) to a concentration of
1 mg/rnl., Store this stocksolutionat 2-8 °C and use within
I month. For the assay) dilute thissolutionwith buffer
solution for flow cytometry, to obtain a concentration of
5 ~g/mL. Store at 2-8 ·C and USe within 3 h.

Mkrotitre plaus Platesused to prepare immunoglobulin
dilutions are U- or V-bottomed polystyrene or poly(vinyl
cWoride) plates without surface treatment.
MicrrmK. tubes Suitable for flow cytometrymeasurement.
Cellsuspension Collect blood in anticoagulant from at least
one healthy donor. Immediately isolate the peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMC) by gradient centrifugation in
lymphocyte separation medium so that the PBMC form a
visible clean interface between the plasma and the separation
medium. Collect the layer containing the cells and dispense
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into centrifuge tubes containing buffered salt solution
pH 7.2. Centrifuge at 400 g at 2-8 °C for 10 min. Discard
the supernatant. Suspend the cell pellet in buffer solution for
ft.ow cytometry, Repeat the centrifugation and resuspension
procedure of the cells twice. After the third centrifugation,
resuspend the cell pellet in 1 mL of buffer solution for flow
cytometry, Determine the number and vitality of the cells
using a haemocytometer. Cell viability of at least 90 per cent
is required. Adjust the cell number to 7 x 106/mL by adding
buffer solution for flow cytornetry, Store the cell suspension
at 4 °C and use within 12 h.
If necessary, the first PBMe pellet may be resuspended in
buffered salt solution pH 7.2 containing 20 per cent foetal
calf serum and stored overnight at 2°C. Centrifuge at 400 g
at 2-8 °C for 10 min. Discard the supernatant. Suspend the
cell pellet in buffer solution for flow cytometry. Determine
the number and vitality of the cells using a haemocytometer,
Cell viability of at least 90 per cent is required. Adjust the
cell number to 7 x 106/mL by adding buffer solution for
flow cytornetry,

It is also possible for cells to be immediately frozen and
stored in nitrogen using the following method.

Buffer solution for freezing To 20 mL of cell culture medium,
add 25 mL of foetal calf serum and 5 mL of dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO). Store this solution at 2-8 °C and use
within 3 h.

20 x 106 cells per ampoule are frozen. These ampoules are
stored in liquid nitrogen.

Buffer solmion for thawing To 450 mL of cell culture
medium, add 50 mL of foetal calf serum. Store this solution
at 2-8 °C and use withiIi 3 h.

Each ampoule is thawed in a water-bath at 37°C with
shaking. Cell suspension is repeated in a buffer solution for
thawing. Centrifuge at 200 g at 2-8 °C for 10 min. Discard
the supernatant. Suspend the cell pellet in buffer solution for
flow cytometry. Repeat the procedure for centrifugation and
resuspension of cells once. After the second centrifugation,
resuspend the cells pellet in 1 mL of buffer solution for flow
cytometry. Determine the number and vitality of the cells
using a haemocytometer, Cell viability of at least 90 per cent
is required. Adjust the cell number to 7 x 106/mL by adding
buffer solution for flow cytometry. Store the cell suspension
at 4 °C and use within 3 h.

Test solurions For freeze-dried preparations, reconstitute as
stated on the label. Prepare 3 independent series of not fewer
than 7 dilutions using buffer solution for flow cytometry as
diluent.

Referenc« solutions For freeze-dried preparations, reconstitute
according to the instructions for use. Prepare 3 independent
dilution series of not fewer than 7 dilutions using buffer
solution for flow cytometry as diluent.

Distribute 75 ~L of each of the dilutions of the test solution
or reference solution to each of a series of wells of a
microtitre plate. Add 25 ~L of the cell suspension of PBMC
into each well. Add 25 ~L of rabbit complement to each of
the wells. Incubate at 37°C for 30 min.

Centrifuge the plates at 200 g at 4 °C for 8 min, discard the
supernatant and keep the plate on ice. Preparation for flow
cytornetry measurement is done step-wise by using a certain
number of wells in order to allow labelling with propidium
iodide R solution and measurement within a defined time
period. Resuspend carefully the cell pellet of a certain
number of wells with 200 pI. of propidium iodide solution.

F
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Transfer the suspension into tubes. Incubate at 25°C for
10 min then place immediately on ice.

Proceed with fluorescence measurement in a flow cytometer.
Define a region including aU propidium iodide-positive cells
on the basis of Forward-Scattered, light (FSC) and
flourescence (FL2 or FI..3 for propidium iodide). Measure
the percentage of propidiwn iodide-positive cells, without
gating but excluding debris. Analyse at least 3000 cells for
each of the test and reference solutions.

Use the percentages of dead cells to estimate me potency as
the concentration in milligrams per millilitre of the
preparation to be examined necessary to induce 50 per cent
of cytotoxicity by fitting a sigmoidal dose response curve to
the data obtained with the test and the reference preparations
and by using a 4-parameter logistic model (see, for example,
chapter 5.3) and suitable software. The test is not valid
unless the percentage of propidium iodide-positive cells at the
lower asymptote of the curve is less then 15 per cent and the
percentage ofpropidium iodide-positive cells at the upper
asymptote of the curve is at least 80 per cent.

The estimated activity is 70 per cent to 130 per cent of the
activity approved for the particular product.

The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
potency.

STORAGE
Protected from light at the temperature stated on the label.

Expiry date The expiry date is calculated from the beginning
of the assay.

LABELLING
The label states:
- for liquid preparations, the volume of the preparation in

the container and the protein content,
- for freeze-dried preparations:

- the Dame and the volume of the reconstitution liquid
to be added,

- the quantity of protein in the container,
- that the immunoserum is to be used immediately after

reconstitution,
- the time required for complete dissolution,

- the animal species of origin,
- the name and amount of stabiliser, where applicable,
- the dilution to be made before use of the product.
___________________ "'£<1

Botulinum Antitoxin
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0085)

The label may state 'Bot/Ser' followed by a letter or letters
indicating the type or types present.

When Mixed Botulinum Antitoxin or Botulinum Antitoxin is
prescribed or demanded and the types to be present are not
stated, Botulinum Antitoxin prepared from types A, B and E
shall be dispensed or supplied.
"'£<1 _

DEFINITION
Liquid or freeze-dried preparation containing purified
immunoglobulin fragments obtained from serum or plasma
of immunised animals that have the power of specifically
neuttalising the toxins formed by Clostno;um botulinum
type A, type B or type E, or any mixture of these types.
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PRODUCTION
Botulinum antitoxin is obtained by fractionation from the
serum of horses, or other mammals, that have been
immunised against C. botulinum type A, type B and type E
toxins.

IDENfIFICATION
Botulinum antitoxin specifically neutralises the types of
C. botulinum toxins stated on the label, rendering them
harmless to susceptible animals. Alternatively, botulinum
antitoxin can be identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1).

POTENCY
Not less than 500 ill of antitoxin per rnillilitre for each of
types A and B and Dol less than 50 IU of antitoxin per
millilitre for type E.
In accordance with the provisions of me Ewopean
Convention for the Protection of VertebrateAnimals used for
Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes, tests must be
carried out in such a way as to use the minimum number of
animals and to cause the least pain, suffering, distress or
lasting harm. The assay described below is associated with
severe suffering of animals and manufacturers are strongly
encouraged to develop and validate assays that will reduce
the number of animals used) or refine or replace the test
procedure with the goal of promoting animal welfare.

The potency of botulinum antitoxin is determined by
comparing the dose necessary to protect mice against the
lethal effects of a fixed dose of botulinum toxin with the
quantity of the standard preparation of botulinum antitoxin
necessary to give the same protection. For this comparison a
reference preparation of each type of botulinum antitoxin)
calibrated in International Units, and suitable preparations of
botulinum toxins, for use as test toxins, are required.
The potency of each test toxin is determined in relation to
the specific reference preparation; the potency of the
botulinum antitoxin to be examined is determined in relation
to the potency of the test toxins by the same method.

International Units of the antitoxin are the specific
neutralising activity for botulinum toxin type A) type Band
type E contained in stated amounts of the International
Standards that consist of dried immune horse sera of types
A, Band E. The equivalence in International Units of the
Intemational Standard is stated by the Wotld Health
Organization.

Selection of animals Use mice having body masses such that
the difference between the lightest and the heaviest does not
exceed 5 g.

Preparation of ust toxins CAUTION: botulinum toxin is
extremely toxic; exceptional caremust be taken in any procedure
in winCh it isemplqyed. Prepare types A, Band E toxins from
sterile filtrates of approximately 7-day cultures in liquid
medium of C. botulinum types A, Band E. To the filtrates
add 2 volumes of glycerol) concentrate if necessary by dialysis
against glycerol, and store at or slightly below 0 "C.

Selection of test toxins Select toxins of each type for use as
test toxins by determining for mice the L+/IO dose and the
LD50, the observation period being 96 h. The test toxins
contain at least 1000 ill,o in an L+110 dose.

Determmadon ofust dose» of the toxins (L+/IO dose). Prepare
solutions of the reference preparations in a suitable liquid
such that each contains 0.25 ill of antitoxin per millilitre.
Using each solution in turn, determine the test dose of the
corresponding test toxin.
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Prepare mixtures of the solution of the reference preparation
and the test toxin such that each contains 2.0 mL of the
solution of the reference preparation) one of a graded series
ofvolwnes of the test toxin and a sufficient volume of a
suitable liquid to bring the total volome to 5.0 mL Allow the
mixtures to stand at room temperature) protected from light,
for 60 min. Using 4 mice for each mixture, inject a dose of
1.0 mL intraperitoneaUy into each mouse. Observe the mice
for 96 h.

The test dose of toxin is the quantity in 1.0 mL of the
mixture made with the smallest amount of toxin capable of
causing, despite partial neutralisation by the reference
preparation, the death of aU 4 mice injected with the mixture
within the observation period.

Detennination of potencyof the antitoxin Prepare solutions of
each reference preparation in a suitable liquid such that each
contains 0.25 IU of antitoxin per millilitre.

Prepare solutions of each test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that each contains 2.5 test doses per millilitre.

Using each toxin solution and the corresponding reference
preparation in tum, determine the potency of the antitoxin.
Prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
antitoxin to be examined such that each contains 2.0 mL of
the solution of the test toxin) one of a graded series
of volumes of the antitoxin to be examined, and a sufficient
volume of a suitable liquid to bring the total volume to
5.0 mL. Also prepare mixtures of the solution of the test
toxin and the solution of the reference preparation such that
each contains 2.0 mL of the solution of the test toxin, one of
a graded series of volumes of the solution of the reference
preparation centred on that volume (2.0 mL) that contains
0.5 ill, and a sufficient volume of a suitable liquid to bring
the total volume to 5.0 mL Allow the mixtures to stand at
room temperature) protected from light, for 60 min. Using
4 mice for each mixture, inject a dose of 1.0 mL
intraperitoneally into each mouse. Observe the mice for 96 h.

The mixture that contains the largest volume of antitoxin
that fails to protect the mice from death contains 0.5 ill.
'Ibis quantity is used to calculate the potency of the antitoxin
in International Units per millilitre.

The test is not valid unless all the mice injected with
mixtures containing 2.0 mL or less of the solution of the
reference preparation die and all those injected with mixtures
containing more survive.

After validation with respect to the LD50 method) the
product potency may be assessed by other methods, for
example mouse bioassays using paralysis or digit abduction as
an end point) ex vivo assays using mouse phrenic nerve
diaphragm, or cell-based or other suitable in vitro methods.
Potency is calculated with respect to a suitable reference
preparation calibrated in International Units.

LABELLING
The label states the types of C. botulinum toxin neutralised by
the preparation.
_________________~_ PhEm
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Diphtheria Antitoxin
(ph. Bur. monograph 0086)

The label may slate 'Dip/Ser'.
!'bE" _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria antitoxin is a preparation containing antitoxic
globulins that have the power of specifically neutralising the
toxin formed by Corynebaaenum diphthm"ae.

PRODUCTION
It is obtained by fractionation from the serum of horses, or
other mammals, that have been immunised againstdlphtheria
toxin.

IDENTIFICATION
It specifically neutralises the toxin formed by C. diphtheriae,
rendering It harmless to susceptible animals.

ASSAY
Not less than 1000 ill of antitoxin per millilitte for antitoxin
obtained from horse serum. Not less than 500 IU of
antitoxin per millilitte for antitoxin obtained from the serum
of other mammals.
The potency of diphtheria antitoxin is determined by
comparing the dose necessary [0 protect guinea-pigs or
rabbits against the erythrogenic effects of a fixed dose of
diphtheria toxin with the quantity of the standard preparation
of diphtheria antitoxin necessary to give the same protection.
For this comparison a reference preparation of diphtheria
antitoxin, calibrated in International Units, and a suitable
preparation of diphtheria toxin, for use as a test toxin, are
required. The potency of the test toxin is determined in
relation to the reference preparation; the potency of the
diphtheria antitoxin to be examined is determined in relation
to the potency of the test toxin by the same method.

The International Unit of antitoxin is the specific neutraUsing
activity for diphtheria toxin contained in a stated amount of
the International Standard, which consists of a quantity of
dried immune horse serum. The equivalence in International
Units of the International Standard is stated by the World
Health Organization.

Preparation of test toxin Prepare diphtheria toxin from
cultures of C. diphtheriae in a liquid medium. Filter the
culture to obtain a sterile toxic filtrate and store at 4 "C.

Sdeaion of test toxin Select a toxin for use as a test toxin by
determining for guinea-pigs or rabbits the 1rJ100 dose and the
minimal reacting dose, the observation period being 48 h.
The test toxin has at least 200 minimal reacting doses in the
IrilOO dose.

Minimal reacting dose This is the smallest quantity of toxin
which, when injected int;racutaneously into guinea-pigs or
rabbits, causes a small, tharaeteristic reaction at the site of
injection within 48 h.

The test toxin is allowed to stand for some months before
being used for the assay of antitoxin. During this time its
toxicity declines and the IrllOO dose may be increased.
Determine the minimal reacting dose and the lr/100 dose at
frequent intervals. When experiment shows that the
IrilOO dose is constant) the test toxin is ready for use and
may be used for a long period. Store the test toxin in the
dark at 0 °C to 5 °C. Maintain its sterility by the addition of
toluene or other antimicrobial preservative that does not
cause a rapid decline in specific toxicity.

Immunosera IV-669

Determination ollest dose of toxin (lr/IOO dose). Prepare a
solution of the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such
that it contains 0.1 IV of antitoxin per millilitre.
Prepare mixtures of the solution of the reference preparation
and of the test toxin such that each contains 1.0 mL of me
solution of the reference preparation) one of a graded series
of volumes of the test toxin and sufficient of a suitable liquid
to bring the total volume to 2.0 mL Allow the mixtures to
stand at room temperature, protected from light, for 15 min
to 60 min. Using two animals for each mixture) inject a dose
of 0.2 mL intracutaneously into the shaven or depilated
flanks of each animal. Observe the animals for 48 h.
The test dose of toxin is the quantity in 0.2 mL of the
mixture made with the smallest amount of toxin capable of
causing, despite partial neutralisation by the reference
preparation, a small but characteristic erythematous lesion at
the site of injection.
Determination of poleney of the antitoxin Prepare a solution of
the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such that it
contains 0.125 IV of antitoxin per millilitre.
Prepare a solution of the test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that it contains 12.5 test doses per millilitre.
Prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and of the
antitoxin to be examined such that each contains 0.8 mL of
the solution of the test toxin, one of a graded series
of volumes of the antitoxin to be examined and sufficient of a
suitable liquid to bring the total volume to 2.0 mL. Also
prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
solution of the reference preparation such that each contains
0.8 mL of the solution of the test toxin, one of a graded
series of volumes of the solution of the reference preparation
centred on that volume (0.8 mL) that contains 0.1 IV and
sufficient of a suitable liquid to bring the total volume to
2.0 mL Allow the mixtures to stand at room temperature,
protected from light, for 15 min to 60 min. Using two
animals for each mixture) inject a dose of 0.2 mL
intracutaneously into the shaven or depilated flanks of each
animal. Observe the animals for 48 h.

The mixture that contains the largest volume of antitoxin
that fails to protect the guinea-pigs from the erythematous
effects of the toxin contains 0.1 IV. This quantity is used to
calculate the potency of the antitoxin in International Units
per millilitre.
The test is not valid unless all the sites injected with mixtures
containing 0.8 mL or less of the solution of the reference
preparation show erythematous lesions and at all those
injected with mixtures containing more there are no lesions.
___________________ P1>E"

European Viper Venom Antiserum
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0145)

The only poisonous snake native to the British Isles is the
adder or common viper, Vipera berus. In a geographical
region where other species of snake (including elapids) are
found, antisera able £0 neutralise the venoms of the species of
snake indigenous to the region should be used. When the
preparation is intended to neutralise the venom or venoms of
one or more snakes other than vipers) the title Snake Venom
Antiserum is used.
!'bE" _

DEFINITION
European viper venom antiserum is a preparation containing
antitoxic globulins that have the power of neutralising the
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venom of one or more species of viper. The globulins are
obtained by fractionation of the serum of animals that have
been immunised against the venom or venoms.

IDENTIFICATION
It neutralises the venom of VIjJera ammodytes, or V,pera aspjs,
or Vipera berus, or Vipera u,.sinn or me mixture of these
venoms stated on the label, rendering them harmless to
susceptible animals.

ASSAY
Each millilitreof the preparation to be examinedcontains
sufficient antitoxic globulins to neutralise not less than
100 mouse LDso of Vipera ammodytes venom or V,pem aspis
venom and not less than 50 mouse LDso of the venoms of
other species of viper.
The potency of European viper venom antiserum is
determined by estimating the dose necessary to protect mice
against the lethal effects of a fixed dose of venom of the
relevant species of viper.

Selection oftest venoms Use venoms which have the Donna!
physico-chemical, toxicological and inununological
characteristics of venoms from the particular species of
vipers. They are preferably freeze-dried and stored in the
dark at 5 ± 3 "C.

Select a venom for use as a test venom by determining the
LDj o for mice, the observation period being 48 h.

Determination of the test dose of venom Prepare graded
dilutions of the reconstituted venom in a 9 gIL solution of
sodium chloride R or other isotonic diluent in such a manner
that the middle dilution contains in 0.25 mL the dose
expected to be the LD50 • Dilute with an equal volume of the
same diluent. Using at least four mice, each weighing 18 g to
20 g, for each dilution, inject 0.5 mL intravenously into each
mouse. Observe the mice for 48 h and record the number of
deaths. Calculate the LD50 using the usual statistical
methods.

Determination of thepotency of the antiserum to beexamined
Dilute the reconstituted test venom so that 0.25 mL contains
the test dose of 5 LD50 (test venom solution).

Prepare serial dilutions of the antiserum to be examined in a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R or other isotonic diluent,
the dilution factor being 1.5 to 2.5. Use a sufficient number
and range of dilutions to enable a mortality curve between
20 per cent and 80 per cent mortality to be established and
to permit an estimation of me statistical variation.

Prepare mixtures such that 5 mL of each mixture contains
2.5 mL of one of the dilutions of the antiserum to be
examined and 2.5 mL of the test venom solution. Allow the
mixtures to stand in a water-bath at 37°C for 30 min. Using
not fewer than six mice, each weighing 18 g to 20 g, for each
mixture, inject 0.5 mL intravenously into each mouse.
Observe the mice for 48 h and record the number of deaths.
Calculate the PD5o, using the usual statistical methods.
At me same time verify the number of LD50 in the test dose
of venom, using the method described above. Calculate the
potency of the antiserum using the following expression:

(To - 1)
PD,o

TIJ number ofLD~ in the test dose of venom.

In each mouse dose of the venom-antiserum mixture at me
end point there is one LD50 of venom remaining
unneutralised by the antiserum and it is this unneutralised
venom that is responsible for the deaths of 50 per cent of the
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mice inoculated with the mixture. The amount of venom
neutralised by the antiserum is thus one LD50 less than the
total amount contained in each mouse dose. Therefore, as
the potency of the antiserum is defined in terms of the
number of LD50 of venom that are neutralised. rather than
the number of LD50 in each mouse dose, me expression
required in the calculation of potency is Tv - 1 rather than
t;
Alternatively, the quantity of test venom in milligrams that is
neutralised by 1 mL or some other defined volume of the
antiserum to be examined may be calculated.

LABELLING
The label states the venom or venoms against which the
antiserum is effective.

CAUTION bealUse of theaUergenic propenies of viper venoms,
inhalaliml of venom dUSI should beavoided fry suiwble
precautions.
___________________ PhEw

Gas-gangrene Antitoxin (Novyi)
Gas-gangrene Antitoxin (Oedematiens)

(ph. Bur. monogroph 0087)

The label may state 'NovlSer'.

Preparation
Mixed Gas-gangrene Antitoxin
PhEw _

DEFINITION
Gas-gangrene antitoxin (novyi) is a preparation containing
antitoxic globulins that have the power of neutralising the
alpha toxin fonned by Closlridium nouyi(Fonner
nomenclature: Clostridium oedematiens). It is obtained by
fractionation from the serum of horses, or other mammals,
that have been immunised against CLn~ alpha toxin.

IDENTIFICATION
It specifically neutralises the alpha toxin formed by CL novyi,
rendering it harmless to susceptible animals.

ASSAY
Not less than 3750 ill of antitoxin per millilitre.

The potency of gas-gangrene antitoxin (novyi) is determined
by comparing the dose necessary to protect mice or other
suitable animals against the lethal effects of a fixed dose of
C/. novyi toxin with the quantity of the standard preparation
of gas-gangrene antitoxin (novyi) necessary to give the same
protection. For this comparison a reference preparation of
gas-gangrene antitoxin (novyi), calibrated in International
Units, and a suitable preparation of CL novyi toxin for use as
a test toxin are required. The potency of the test toxin is
determined in relation to the reference preparation; the
potency of the gas-gangrene antitoxin (novyi) to be examined
is determined in relation to the potency of the test toxin by
the same method.

The International Unit of antitoxin is the specific neutralising
activity for CL nooyi toxin contained in a stated amount of
the International Standard, which consists of a quantity of
dried immune horse serum. The equivalence in International
Units of the International Standard is stated by the World
Health Organization.
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Selection of animals Use mice having body masses such that
me difference between me lightest and the heaviest does not
exceed 5 g.

Preparation of test toxin Prepare the test toxin from a sterile
filtrate of an approximately 5-day culture in liquid mediwn of
CL nOVY;. Treat the filtrate with ammonium sulfate R, collect
the precipitate, which contains the toxin, dry in vacuo over
diphosphorus pentoxide R, powder and store dry. .

Selection of test toxin Select a toxin for use as a test toxin by
determining for mice the L+ dose and the LD50J the
observation period being 72 h. The test toxin has an L+ dose
of 0.5 mg or less and contains not less than 25 l.Dso in each
L+ dose.
DetenninalWn of te" dose af toxin (L+ dose) Prepare a
solution of the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such
that it contains 12.5 ill of antitoxin per millilitre.

Prepare a solution of the test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that 1 mL contains a precisely known amount such as
10 mg.

Prepare mixtures of the solution of the reference preparation
and the solution of the test toxin such that each contains
0.8 mL of the solution of the reference preparation, one of a
graded series of volumes of the solution of the test toxin and
sufficient ofa suitable liquid to bring the total volume to
2.0 mL. Allbw the mixtures to stand at room temperature,
protected from light, for 60 min. Using six mice for each
mixture, inject a dose of 0.2 mL intramuscularly into each
mouse. Observe the mice for 72 h.

The test dose of toxin is the quantity in 0.2 rnL of the
mixture made with the smallest amount of toxin capable of
causing, despite partial neutralisation by the reference
preparation, the death of aU six. mice injected with the
mixture within the observation period.

Determination of potencyof the antitoxin Prepare a solution of
the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such that it
contains 12.5 JU of antitoxin per millilitre.

Prepare a solution of the test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that it contains 12.5 test doses per millilitre.

Prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
antitoxin to be examined such that each contains 0.8 mL of
the solution of the test toxin, one of a graded series
of volumes of the antitoxin to be examined and sufficient of a
suitable liquid to bring the total volwne to 2.0 mL. Also
prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
solution of the reference preparation such that each contains
0.8 mL of the solution of the test toxin, one of a graded
series of volumes of the solution of the reference preparation
centred on that volume (0.8 mL) that contains 10 IU and
sufficient of a suitable liquid to bring the total volume to
2.0 mL. Allow the mixtures to stand at room temperature,
protected from light, for 60 min. Using six mice for each
mixture, inject a dose of 0.2 mL intramuscularly into each
mouse. Observe the mice for 72 h.

The mixture that contains the largest volume of antitoxin
that fails to protect the mice from death contains 10 IV. This
quantity is used to calculate the potency of the antitoxin in
International Units per millilitre.

The test is not valid unless aU the mice injected with
mixtures containing 0.8 mL or less of the solution of the
reference preparation die and aU those injected with mixtures
containing a larger volume survive.
_____~ P1>E<r
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Gas-gangrene Antitoxin
(Perfringens)
(ph. Eur. monograph 0088)

The label may state 'PerflSer·.

Preparation
Mixed Gas-gangrene Antitoxin
P1>Eu _

DEFINITION
Gas-gangrene antitoxin (perfringens) is a preparation
containing antitoxic globulins that have the power of
specifically neutralising the alpha toxin formed by Cw,tridium
peifringens. It is obtained by fractionation from the serum of
horses, or other mammals, that have been immunised against
C/. perfringens alpha toxin.

IDENTIFICATION
It specifically neutralises the alpha toxin fonned by
C/. per{1;ngens, rendering it harmless to susceptible animals.

ASSAY
Not less than 1500 ill of antitoxin per millilitre.

The potency of gas-gangrene antitoxin (perfringens) is
determined by comparing the dose necessary to protect mice
or other suitable animals against the lethal effects of a fixed
dose of CL perfringens toxin with the quantity of the standard
preparation of gas-gangrene antitoxin (perfringens) necessary
to give the same protection. For this comparison a reference
preparation of gas-gangrene antitoxin (perfringens). calibrated
in International Units, and a suitable preparation of
CL perfringens toxin for use as a test toxin are required.
The potency of the test toxin is determined in relation to the
reference preparation; the potency of the gas-gangrene
antitoxin (perfringens) to be examined is determined in
relation to the potency of the test toxin by the same method.

The International Unit of antitoxin is the specific neutralising
activity for CL perjringens toxin contained in a stated amount
of the International Standard, which consists of a quantity of
dried immune horse serum. The equivalence in International
Units of the International Standard is stated by the World
Health Organization.

Seleaion 0/animals Use mice having body masses such that
the difference between the lightest and the heaviest does not
exceed 5 g.

Preparation 0/lest toxin Prepare the test toxin from a sterile
filtrate of an approximately 5-day culture in liquid mediwn of
C/. perjn·ngens. Treat the filtrate with ammonium sulfate R)
collect the precipitate) which contains the toxin, dry in vacuo
over diphosphorus pentoxide R, powder and store dry.

Se/ution of test toxin Select a toxin for use as a test toxin by
determining for mice the L+ dose and the LD50, the
obstrvation period being 48 h. The test toxin has an L+ dose
of 4 mg or less and contains not less than 20 LD50 in each
L+ dose.

Determination of tesldose of toxin (L+ dose) Prepare a
solution of the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such
that it contains 5 IU of antitoxin per millilitre.

Prepare a solution of the test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that I mL contains a precisely known amount such as
10 mg.

Prepare mixtures of the solution of the reference preparation
and the solution of the test toxin such that each contains
2.0 mL of the solution of the reference preparation, one of a
graded series of volumes of the solution of the test toxin and
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sufficient of a suitable liquid to bring the total volume to
5.0 mL Allow the mixtures to stand at room temperature)
protected from light, for 60 min. Using six mice for each
mixture, inject a dose of 0.5 mL intravenously into each
mouse. Observe the mice for 48 h.

The test dose of toxin is the quantity in 0.5 mL of lite
mixture made with the smallest amount of toxin capable of
causing, despite partial neutralisation by me reference
preparation, the death of all six mice injected with the
mixture within the observation period.

Determination ofpotency of theantitoxin Prepare a solution of
the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such that it
contains 5 ill of antitoxin per millilitre.

Prepare a solution of the test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that it contains five test doses per millilitre.

Prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
antitoxin [Q be examined such that each contains 2.0 mL of
the solution of me test toxin, one of a graded series of
volumes of the antitoxin to be examined and sufficient of a
suitable liquid to bring me total volume to 5.0 mL. Also
prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and me
solution of the reference preparation such mat each contains
2.0 mL of the solution of the test toxin, one of a graded
series of volumes of the solution of me reference preparation
centred on that volume (2.0 mL) that contains IO ill and
sufficient of a suitable liquid to bring me total volume to
5.0 mL. Allow the mixtures to stand at room temperature,
protected from light) for 60 min. Using six mice for each
mixture, inject a dose of 0.5 mL intravenously into each
mouse. Observe the mice for 48 h.

The mixture mat contains the largest volume of antitoxin
that fails to protect the mice from death contains 10 ill. This
quantity is used to calculate the potency of the antitoxin in
International Units per millilitre.

The test is not valid unless aU the mice injected with
mixtures containing 2.0 mL or less of the solution of the
reference preparation die and all those injected with mixtures
containing a larger volume survive.
__________~ PhE"

Gas-gangrene Antitoxin
(Septicum)
(ph. Bur. monograph 0089)

The label may state 'Sep/Ser'.

Preparation
Mixed Gas-gangrene Antitoxin
PhEu _

DEFINlTION
Gas-gangrene antitoxin (septicum) is a preparation
containing antitoxic globulins that have the power of
specifically neutralising the alpha toxin formed by Ck"'n'dium
septicum. It is obtained by fractionation from the' serum of
horses) or other mammals, that have been lmmunlsed against
CL septicum alpha toxin.

IDENllFlCATION
It specifically neutralises the alpha toxin formed by
CL seplicum, rendering it harmless to susceptible animals.

ASSAY
Not less than 1500 ill of antitoxin per millilitre.
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The potency of gas-gangrene antitoxin (septicum) is
determined by comparing the dose necessary to protect mice
or other suitable animals against the lethal effects of a fixed
dose of CL septicum toxin with the quantity of the standard
preparation of gas-gangrene antitoxin (septicum) necessary to
give the same protection. For this comparison a reference
preparation of gas-gangrene antitoxin (septicum), calibrated
in International Units, and a suitable preparation of
C/. septicum toxin for use as a test toxin are required.
The potency of the test toxin is detennined in relation to the
reference preparation; the potency of the gas-gangrene
antitoxin (septicum) to be examined is determined in relation
to the potency of the test toxin by the same method.

The International Unit of antitoxin is the specific neutralising
activity for Ct. septicum toxin contained in a stated amount of
the International Standard, which consists of a quantity of
dried immune horse serum. The equivalence in International
Units of the International Standard is stated by the World
Health Organization.

Seleaionofanimals Use mice having body masses such that
the difference between the lightest and the heaviest does not
exceed 5 g.

Preparation of resl t«dn Prepare the test toxin from a sterile
filtrate of an approximately 5-day culture in liquid medium of
CL septicum. Treat the filtrate with ammonium sulfate R,
collect the precipitate, which contains the toxin, dry in vacuo
over diphosphonlS pencoxide R, powder and store dry.

Seleaion of lest toxin Select a toxin for use as a test toxin by
determining for mice the L+ dose and the LD50, the
observation period being 72 h. The test toxin has an L+ dose
of 0.5 mg or less and contains not less than 25 LD50 in each
L+ dose.

Determination of test dose of toxin (L+ dose) Prepare a
solution of the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such
that it contains 5 IU of antitoxin per millilitre.

Prepare a solution of the test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that 1 mL contains a precisely known amount such as
20 mg.

Prepare mixtures of the solution of the reference preparation
and the solution of the test toxin such that each contains
2.0 mL of the solution of the reference preparation, one of a
graded series of volumes of the solution of the test toxin and
sufficient of a suitable liquid to bring the total volume to
5.0 mL. Allow the mixtures to stand at room temperature,
protected from light, for 60 min. Using sixmice for each
mixture) inject a dose of 0.5 mL intravenously into each
mouse. Observe the mice for 72 h.

The test dose of toxin is the quantity in 0.5 mL of the
mixture made with the smallest amount of toxin capable of
causing) despite partial neutralisation by the reference
preparation, the death of all six mice injected with the
mixture within the observation period.

Determination of potencyof the anu'wxin Prepare a solution of
the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such that it
contains 5 IU of antitoxin per millilitre.

Prepare-a solution of the test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that it contains five test doses per millilitre.

Prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
antitoxin to be examined such that each contains 2.0 mL of
the solution of the test toxin) one of a graded series of
volumes of the antitoxin to be examined and sufficient of a
suitable liquid to bring the total volume to 5.0 mL Also
prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
solution of the reference preparation such that each contains
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____________________ PIlE"

____________________ PIlE"

IDENTIFICATION
It specifically neutralises the toxin formed by Cl. tetani,
rendering it harmless to susceptible animals.

POTENCY
Not less than 1000 IU of antitoxin per millilitre when
intended for prophylactic use. Not less than 3000 W of
antitoxin per millilitre when intended for therapeutic use.

The potency of tetanus antitoxin is determined by comparing
the dose necessary to protect guinea-pigs or mice against the
paralytic effects of a fixed dose of tetanus toxin with the
quantity of the standard preparation of tetanus antitoxin
necessary to give the same protection. In countrieswhere the
paralysis method is not obligatory the lethal method may be
used. For this method the number of animals and the
procedure are identical with those described for the paralysis
method but the end-point is the death of the animal rather
than the onsetof paralysis and the L+/IO dose is used
instead of the Lp/IO dose. For this comparison a reference
preparation of tetanus antitoxin, calibrated in International
Units, and a suitable preparation of tetanus toxin) for use as
a test toxin, are required. The potency of the test toxin is
determined in relation to the reference preparation; the
potency of the tetanus antitoxin to be examined is
determined in relation to the potency of the test toxin by the
same method.

The International Unit of antitoxin is the specific neutralising
activity for tetanus toxin contained in a stated amount of the
International Standard which consists of a quantity of dried
immune horse serum. The equivalence in International Units
of the International Standard is stated by the World Health
Organization.

Sdeaion of animals If mice are used, the body masses
should be such that the difference between the lightest and
the heaviest does not exceed 5 g.

Preparation of USt toxin Prepare the test toxin from a sterile
filtrate of an approximately 9-day culture in liquid medium of
Ct. tetani. To the filtrate add I to 2 volumes of glycerol and
store slightly below 0 °C. Alternatively, treat the filtrate with
ammonium sulfate R, coUect the precipitate, which contains
the toxin, dry in vacuo over diphosphotuS ptntoxide R, powder
and store dry, either in sealed ampoules or in fXUUO over
diphosphorns pentoxide R.
Derenninau'on of test dose of toxin (Lp/JO dose) Prepare a
solution of the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such
that it contains 0.5 ill of antitoxin per millilitre.

If the test toxin is stored dry, reconstitute it using a suitable
liquid.

Prepare mixtures of the solution of the reference preparation
and the test toxin such that each contains 2.0 mL of the
solution of the reference preparation, one of a graded series
of volumes of the test toxin and sufficient of a suitable liquid
to bring the volume to 5.0 mL. Allow the mixtures to stand
at room temperature) protected from light, for 60 min. Using
six mice for each mixture, inject a dose of 0.5 mL
subcutaneously into each mouse. Observe the mice for 96 h.
Mice that become paralysed may be euthanised.

The test dose oftoxin is the quantity in 0.5 mL of the
mixture made with the smallest amount of toxin capable of
causing, despite partial neutralisation by the reference
preparation, paralysis in all six mice injected with the mixture
within the observation period.

Determination ofpotencyof lheantitoxin Prepare a solution of
the reference preparation in a suitable liquid such that it
contains 0.5 ill of antitoxin per millilitre.

Tetanus Antitoxin
(Tetanus Anu'lOxin for Human Use, Ph. Bur.
monograph 0091)

The label may state "Tet/Ser'.
PIlE" _

DEFINTTION
Mixed gas-gangrene antitoxin is prepared by mixing gas
gangrene antitoxin (novyi), gas-gangrene antitoxin
(perfringens) and gas-gangrene antitoxin (septicum) in
appropriate quantities.

IDENTIFICATION
It specifically neutralises the alpha toxins formed by
Clostridium novyi (former nomenclature: Clostridium
oedemau.ns), Ck"'ridium perfringens and Cw,tridium septicum,
rendering them harmless to susceptible animals.

ASSAY
Gas-gangrene antitoxin (novyi), not less than 1000 W of
antitoxin per millilitre; gas-gangrene antitoxin (perfdngens),
not less than 1000 IU of antitoxin per millilitre; gas-gangrene
antitoxin (septicum) not less than 500 ill of antitoxin per
millilitre.
Carry out the assay for each component, as prescribed in the
monographs on Gas-gangrene an.toxin (1Wl1)Ii) (0087), Gas
gangrene antitoxin (peifringens) (0088) and Gas-gangrene
an.toxin (,epti<um) (0089).

Mixed Gas-gangrene Antitoxin

2.0 mL of the solution of the test toxin, ODe of a graded
series of volumes of the solution of the referencepreparation
centred on that volume (2.0 mL) that contains 10 W and
sufficient of a suitable liquid to bring the total volume to
5.0 mL AUow the mixtures to stand at room temperature,
protected from light, for 60 min. Using six mice for each
mixture, inject a dose of 0.5 mL intravenously into each
mouse. Observe the mice for 72 h.
The mixture that contains the largest volume of antitoxin
mat fails to protect the mice from death contains 10 ill. nus
quantity is used to calculate the potency of the antitoxin in
International Units per millilitre.
The test is not valid unless all the mice injected with
mixtures containing 2.0 mL or less of the solution of the
referencepreparation die and all those injected with mixtures
containing more survive.

(ph. Bur. monograph 0090)

The label I1Jay state 'Gas/See'.
PIlE" _~"'--- _

DEFINTTION
Tetanus antitoxin for human use is a preparation containing
antitoxic globulins that have the power of specifically
neutralising the toxin formed by Cw,tridium tetani.

PRODUCTION
It is obtained by fractiomition from the serum of horses, or
other mammals) that have been immunised against tetanus
toxin.
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Prepare a solution of me test toxin in a suitable liquid such
that it contains five test doses per millilitre.
Prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
antitoxin to be examined such that each contains 2.0 mL of
the solution of the test toxin, one of a graded series
of volumes of the antitoxin to be examined and sufficient of a
suitable liquid 10 bring the total volume 10 5.0 mI. Also
prepare mixtures of the solution of the test toxin and the
solution of the reference preparation such that each contains
2.0 mL of the solution of the test toxin, one of a graded
seriesof volumes of the solution of the reference preparation
centred on that volume (2.0 mL) that contains 1 ill and
sufficient of a suitable liquid to bring me total volume to
5.0 mL AUow me mixtures to stand at room temperature,
protected from light, for 60 min. Using six mice for each
mixture, inject into each mouse subcutaneously a dose of
0.5 mL. Observe the mice for 96 h. Mice that become
paralysed may be euthanised.

The mixture that contains the largest volume of antitoxin
that fails to protect the mice from paralysis contains 1 ill.
This quantity is used to calculate the potency of the antitoxin
in International Units per millilitre.

The test is not valid unless all the mice injected with
mixtures containing 2.0 mL or less of the solution of the
reference preparation show paralysis and all those injected
with mixtures containing more do not.
_____________________ ""E"

Vaccines
(Vaednes/or Human Use, Ph. Eur. numograph 0153)

Vaccines comply with the requirements 0/theEuropean
Phannacopoeia monograph/or Vaccines/or Human Use. These
requirements are reproduced below.
""E" _

DEFINITION
Vaccines for human use are preparations containing antigens
capable of inducing a specific and active immunity in man
against an infecting agent or the toxin or antigen elaborated
by it. Inunune responses include the induction of the innate
and the adaptive (cellular, humoral) parts of the immune
system. Vaccines for human use shall have been shown to
have acceptable immunogenic activity and safety in man with
the intended vaccination schedule.

Vaccines for human use may contain: whole micro-organisms
(bacteria, viruses or parasites), inactivated by chemical or
physical means that maintain adequate immunogenic
properties; whole live micro-organisms that are naturally
avirulent or that have been treated to, attenuate their
virulence whilst retaining adequate immunogenic properties;
antigens extracted from the micro-organisms or secreted by
the micro-organisms or produced by genetic engineering or
chemical synthesis. The antigens may be used in their native
state or may be detoxified or otherwise modified by chemical
or physical means and may be aggregated, polymerised or
conjugated to a carrier to increase their immunogenicity.
Vaccines may contain an adjuvant. Where the antigen is
adsorbed on a mineral adjuvant, the vaccine is referred to as
'adsorbed'.

Tenninology used in monographs on vaccines for human use
is defined in general chapter 5.2.1.
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Bacterial vaccines contaim'ng whole cells Are suspensions of
various degrees of opacity in colourless or almost colourless
liquids, or may be freeze-dried. They may be adsorbed.
The concentration of living or inactivated bacteria is
expressed in terms of International Units of opacity or, where
appropriate) is determined by direct cell count or, for live
bacteria, by viable count.

Bcu;un'al vaccines containing baaetialcomponents Are
suspensions or freeze-dried products. They may be adsorbed.
The antigen content is determined by a suitable validated
assay.

Bacterial toxoids Are prepared from toxins by diminishing
their toxicity to an acceptable level or by completely
eliminating it by physical or chemical procedures whilst
retaining adequate immunogenic properties. The toxins are
obtained from selected strains of micro-organisms.
The method of production is such that the toxoid does not
revert to toxin. The toxoids are purified. Purification is
performed before and/or after detoxification. Toxoid vaccines
may be adsorbed.

Viral vaccines Are prepared from viruses grown in animals)
in fertilised eggs, in suitable cell cultures or in suitable
tissues, or by culture of genetically engineered cells. They are
liquids that vary in opacity according to the type of
preparation or may be freeze-dried. They may be adsorbed.
Liquid preparations and freeze-dried preparations after
reconstitution may be coloured if a pH indicator such as
phenol red has been used in the culture medium.

Synthetic antigen vaccines Aft generally clear or colourless
liquids. The concentration of the components is usually
expressed in terms of specific antigen content.

Combined vaccines Are multicomponent preparations
formulated so that different antigens are administered
simultaneously. The different antigenic components are
intended to protect against different strains or types of the
same organism and/or against different organisms.
A combined vaccine may be supplied by the manufacturer
either as a single liquid or freeze-dried preparation or as
several constituents with directions for admixture before use.
Where there is no monograph to cover a particular
combination, the vaccine complies with the monograph for
each individual component, with any necessary modifications
approved by the competent authority.

Adsorbed vacdnes Are suspensions and may form a sediment
at the bottom of the container.

PRODUCTION
General provisions
The production method for a given product must have been
shown to yield consistently batches comparable with the
batch of proven clinical efficacy, immunogenicity and safety
in man. Product specifications including in-process testing
should be set. Specific requirements for production including
in-process testing are included in individual monographs.
Where justified and authorised, certain tests may be omitted
where it can be demonstrated, for example by validation
studies, that the production process consistently ensures
compliance with the test.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, vaccines are
produced using a seed-lot system. The methods of
preparation are designed to maintain adequate immunogenic
properties, to render the preparation harmless and to prevent
contamination with extraneous agents.

Where vaccines for human use are manufactured using
materials of human or animal origin, the general
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requirements of general chapter 5.1.7. ViralsafelY apply in
conjunction with the more specific requirements relating to
viral safety in this monograph, in individual vaccine
monographs and in general chapters 5.2.2. Chicken flocks free
from spedfied parhogens for theproduction and quality con..01 of
vaccines, 5.2.3. Cellsubstra'"for theproducrion of vaccines for
human use and, with the exception of egg-derived inactivated
influenza vaccines, 2.6.16. Tests/or exlralUQUS agents in viral
oacdnesfor human use.
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, in the production
of a final lot of vaccine, me number of passages of a virus, or
the number of subcultures of a bacterium, from the master
seed lot shall not exceed that used for production of the
vaccine shown to be satisfactory in clinical trials with respect
to safety and efficacy or immunogenicity.

Vaccines are as far as possible free from ingredients known to
cause toxic, allergic or other undesirable reactions in man.
Suitable additives, including stabilisers and adjuvants may be
incorporated. Penicillin and streptomycin are neither used at
any stage of production nor added to me final product;
however, master seed lots prepared with media containing
penicillin or streptomycin may, where justified and
authorised, be used for production.

Consistency of production is an important feature of vaccine
production. Monographs on vaccines for human use give
limits for various tests carried out during production and on
the final lot. These limits may be in the form of maximum
values, minimum values, or minimum and maximum
tolerances around a given value. While compliance with these
limits is required, it is not necessarily sufficient to ensure
consistency of production for a given vaccine. For relevant
tests, the manufacturer must therefore define for each
product a suitable action or release limit or limits to be
applied in view of the results found for batches tested
clinically and those used to demonstrate consistency of
production. These limits may subsequently be refined on a
statistical basis in light of production data.

Substrates for propagation
Substrates for propagation comply with the relevant
requirements of the Pharmacopoeia (5.2.2, 5.2.3) or in the
absence of such requirements with those of the competent
authority. Processing of cell banks and subsequent cell
cultures is done under aseptic conditions in an area where no
other cells are being handled. Serum and trypsin used in the
preparation of cell suspensions shall be shown to be free from
extraneous agents.

Seed lots/cen banks
The master seed lot or cell bank is identified by historical
records that include information on its origin and subsequent
manipulation. Suitable measures are taken to ensure that no
extraneous agent or undesirable substance is present in a
master or working seed lot or a cell bank.

Culture media
Culture media are as far as possible free from ingredients
known to cause toxic, allergic or other undesirable reactions
in man; if inclusion of such ingredients is necessary, it shall
be demonstrated that the amount present in the final lot is
reduced to such a level as to render the product safe.
Approved animal (but not hwnan) serum may be used in the
growth medium for cell cultures but the mediwn used for
maintaining cell growth during virus multiplication shall not
contain serum, unless otherwise stated. Cell culture media
may contain a pH indicator such as phenol red and approved
antibiotics at the lowest effective concentration, although it is
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preferable to have a medium free from antibiotics during
production.

Propagation and harvest
The seed cultures are propagated and harvested under
defined conditions. The purity of the harvest is verified by
suitable tests as defined in the monograph.

Control cells
For vaccines produced in cell cultures, control cells are
maintained and tested as prescribed. In order to provide a
valid control, these cells must be maintained in conditions
that are essentially equivalent to those used for the
production cell cultures, including use of the same batches of
media and media changes.

Control eggs
For live vaccines produced in eggs, control eggs are
incubated and tested as prescribed in the monograph.

Purification
Where applicable, validated purification procedures may be
applied.

Inactivation
Inactivated vaccines are produced using a validated
inactivation process whose effectiveness and consistency have
been demonstrated. Where it is recognised that extraneous
agents may be present in a harvest, for example in vaccines
produced in eggs from healthy, non-SPF flocks, the
inactivation process is also validated with respect to a panel
of model extraneous agents representative of the potential
extraneous agents. A test for effectiveness of the inactivation
process is carried out as soon as possible after the
inactivation process.

Carrier proteins
Bacterial polysaccharide antigens may be conjugated with
carrier proteins to improve their immunogenicity to enable
the induction of a protective response in infants. Carrier
proteins comply with the relevant requirements of general
chapter 5.2.11. Comer proteins for the production of conjugated
polysaccharide vaccines fOT human use.

Test for sterility of lntennediates prior to final bulk
Individual monographs on vaccines for human use may
prescribe a test for sterility for intermediates.

In agreement with the competent authority, replacement of
the sterility test by a bioburden test with a low bioburden
limit based on batch data and process validation may be

-acceptable for intermediates preceding the final bulk,
provided that a sterilising filtration is performed later in the
production process.

It is a prerequisite that the intermediate is filtered through a
bacteria-retentive filter prior to storage, that authorised pre
filtration bioburden limits have been established for this
filtration, and that adequate measures are in place to avoid
contamination and growth of micro-organisms during storage
of the intermediate.

Final bulk
The final bulk is prepared by aseptically blending the
ingredients of the vaccine. For non-liquid vaccines for
administration by a non-parenteral route, the final bulk is
prepared by blending the ingredients of the vaccine under
suitable conditions.

Adjuvants One or more adjuvants may be included in the
fonnulation of a vaccine to potentiate and/or modulate the
immune response to the antigen(s). Adjuvants may be
included in the formulation of the final vaccine or presented
separately. Suitable characterisation and quality control of the
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adjuvant(s), alone and in combination with the antigen(s), is
essential for consistent production. Quality specifications are
established for each adjuvant, alone and in combination with
the antigen(s).

Adsorbents as adiuwnts Vaccines may he adsorbed on
aluminium hydroxide, aluminium phosphate, calcium
phosphate or other suitable adsorbents. The adsorbents are
prepared in special conditions that confer the appropriate
physical form and adsorptive properties.

Where an adsorbent is used as an adjuvant and is generated
in situduring production of the vaccine, quality specifications
are established for each of the ingredients and for the
generated adsorbent in the vaccine. Quality specifications are
intended (Q control, in particular:
- qualitative and quantitative chemical composition;
- physical"form and associated adsorptive properties, where

relevant, and particularly where the adjuvant will be
present as an adsorbent;

- interaction between adjuvant and antigen;
- purity, including bacterial endotoxin content and

microbiological quality;
- any other parameters identified as being critical for

functionality.

The stability of each adjuvant, alone and in combination with
the antigen(s), particularly for critical parameters, is
established during development studies.

Antimicrobial preservatives Antimicrobial preservatives are
used to prevent spoilage or adverse effects caused by
microbial contamination occurring during the use of a
vaccine. Antimicrobial preservatives are not inc1uded in
freeze-dried products. For single-dose liquid preparations,
inclusion of antimicrobial preservatives is not normaUy
acceptable. For multidose liquid preparations, the need for
effective antimicrobial preservation is evaluated taking into
account likely contamination during use and the maximum
recommended period of use after broaching of the container.
If an antimicrobial preservative is used, it shall be shown that
it does not impair the safety or efficacy of the vaccine.
Addition of antibiotics as antimicrobial preservatives is not
normally acceptable.

During development studies, the effectiveness of the
antimicrobial preservative throughout the period of validity
shall be demonstrated to the satisfaction of the competent
authority.

The efficacy of the antimicrobial preservative is evaluated as
described in general chapter 5.1.3. Ifneither the A criteria
nor the B criteria can be met, then in justified cases the
following criteria are applied to vaccines for human use:
bacteria, no increase at 24 hand 7 days, 3 10810 reduction at
J4 days, no increase at 28 days; fungi, no increase at 14 days
and 28 days.

Stablllty of intermediates
During production of vaccines, intermediates are obtained at
various stages and are stored, sometimes for long periods.
Such intermediates include:
- seed lots and cell banks;
- live or inactivated harvests;
- purified harvests that may consist of toxins or toxoids,

polysaccharides, bacterial or viral suspensions;
- purified antigens;
- adsorbed antigens;
- conjugated polysaccharides;
- final bulk vaccine;
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- vaccine in the final closed container stored at a
temperature lower than that used for final-product
stability studies and intended for release without re-assay.

Except where they are used within a short period of time,
stability studies are carried out on the intermediates in the
intended storage conditions to establish the expected extent
of degradation. For final bulk vaccine, stability studies may
be carried out on representative samples in conditions
equivalent to those intended to be used for storage. For each
intermediate (except for seed lots and cell banks), a period of
validity applicable for the intended storage conditions is
established, where appropriate in light of stability studies.

Final lot
The final lot is prepared by aseptically distributing the final
bulk into sterile, tamper-evident containers, which, after
freeze-drying where applicable, are closed so as to exclude
contamination. For non-liquid vaccines for administration by
a non-parenteral route, the final lot is prepared by
distributing the final bulk under suitable conditions into
sterile, tamper-evident containers. Where justified and
authorised, certain tests prescribed for the final Jot may be
carried out on the final bulk, if it has been demonstrated that
subsequent manufacturing operations do not affect
compliance.

Appearance
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, each container
(vial, syringe or ampoule) in each final lot is inspected
visually or mechanically for acceptable appearance.

Degree of adsorption For an adsorbed vaccine, unless
otherwise justified and authorised, a release specification for
the degree of adsorption is established in light of results
found for batches used in clinical trials. From the stability
data generated for the vaccine it must be shown that at the
end of the period of validity the degree of adsorption is not
less than for batches used in clinical trials.

Thermal 'tability When the thermal stability test is
prescribed in a monograph for a live attenuated vaccine, the
test is carried out on the final lot to monitor the lot-to-lot
consistency in heat-sensitivity of viralIbacterial particles in the
product. Suitable conditions are indicated in the individual
monograph. The test may be omitted as a routine test for a
given product once the consistency of the production process
has been demonstrated, in agreement with the competent
authority, using relevant parameters, such as consistency in
yield, ratio of infectious viruses (viable bacteria) before and
after freeze-drying, potency at release and real-time stability
under the prescribed conditions as well as thermal stability.
Where there is a significant change in the manufacturing
procedure of the antigen(s) or formulation, the need for
re-introduction of the test is considered.

SUJbility During development studies, maintenance of
potency of the final lot throughout the period ofvalidity shall
be demonstrated; the loss of potency in the recommended
storage conditions is assessed. Excessive loss even within the
limits of acceptable potency may indicate that the vaccine is
unacceptable.

Expiry date Unless otherwise stated, the expiry date is
calculated from the beginning of the assay or from the
beginning of the first assay for a combined vaccine.
For vaccines stored at a temperature lower than that used for
stability studies and intended for release without re-assay, the
expiry date is calculated from the date of removal from cold
storage. If, for a given vaccine, an assay is not carried out,
the expiry date for the final lot is calculated from the date of
an approved stability-indicating test or, failing this, from the
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date of freeze-drying or the date of fiUing into the final
containers. For a combined vaccine where components are
presented in separate containers, the expiry date is that of the
component which expires first.

The expiry date applies to vaccines stored in the prescribed
conditions.

Animal tests
In accordance with the provisions of the European
Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used
for Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes, tests must
be carried out in such a way as to use me minimum number
of animals and to cause the least pain, suffering, distress or
lasting harm. The criteria for judging tests in monographs
must be applied in light of this. For example, if it is indicated
that an animal is considered to be positive, infected, etc.
when typical clinical signs or death occur, then as soon as
sufficient indication of a positive result is obtained me animal
in question shall be either euthanised or given suitable
treatment to prevent unnecessary suffering. In accordance
with the General Notices, alternative test methods may be
used to demonstrate compliance with the monograph and the
use of such tests is particularly encouraged when this leads to
replacement or reduction of animal use or reduction of
suffering. "Guidance on how to substitute in vivo methods by
in vitro methods, in cases where a direct head-to-head
comparison is not possible, can be found in general chapter
5.2.14.

TESTS
Vaccines comply with the tests prescribed in individual
monographs including, where applicable, the following:

pH (2.2.3)
Liquid vaccines, after reconstitution where applicable,
comply with the limits for pH approved for the particular
preparation.

Adjuvant
H the vaccine contains an adjuvant, the amount is
determined and shown to be within acceptable limits with
respect to the expected amount (see also the tests for
aluminium and calciwn below).

Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg of aluminium (AI) per single human dose
where an aluminium adsorbent has been used in the vaccine,
unless otherwise stated.

Calcium (2.5.14)
Maximum 1.3 mg of calcium (Ca) per single human dose
where a calcium adsorbent has been used in the vaccine,
unless otherwise stated.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL of free fonnaldehyde in the final product
where formaldehyde has been used in the preparation of the
vaccine, unless otherwise stated.

Phenol (2.5.15)
Maximum 2.5 gIL in the final product where phenol has
been used in the preparation of the vaccine, unless otherwise
stated.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3.0 per cent mlm for freeze-dried vaccines, unless
otherwise stated.

Extractable volume (2.9.17)
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, it complies with
the requirement for extractable volume.
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Bacterial endotoxins
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, a test for bacterial
endotoxins is carried out on the final product. Where no
limit is specified in the individual monograph, the content of
bacterial endotoxins determined by a suitable method
(2.6.14) is less than the limit approved for the particular
product.

STORAGE
Store protected from light. Unless otherwise stated, the
storage temperature is 5 ± 3 °C; liquid adsorbed vaccines
must not be aUowed to freeze.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the name of the preparation;
- a reference identifying the tinallot;
- the recommended human dose and route of

administration;
- the storage conditions;
- the expiry date;
- the name and amount of any antimicrobial preservative;
- the name of any antibiotic, adjuvant, flavour or stabiliser

present in the vaccine;
- where applicable, that me vaccine is adsorbed;
- the name of any constituent that may cause adverse

reactions and any contra-indications to the use of the
vaccine;

- for freeze-dried vaccines:
- the name or composition and the volume of the

reconstituting liquid to be added;
- the time within which the vaccine is to be used after

reconstitution.
_____________________ Pt>E"

Anthrax Vaccine for Human Use
(Adsorbed, Prepared from Culture
Filtrates)
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2188)

The label may state 'Anthrax'.
Pt>E" _

DEFINITION
Anthrax vaccine for human use (adsorbed, prepared from
culture filtrates) is a preparation of Bacillus amhracis antigens
precipitated by aluminium potassium sulfate. The antigens
are prepared from a sterile culture filtrate produced by a
non-encapsulated strain, either avirulent or attenuated, of
B. amhracis.
The main virulence components of B. anlhracis are the
polyglutamic aicd capsule and 2 binary anthrax toxins)
namely lethal toxin and oedema toxin, fanned from the
respective combination of protective antigen (PA) with either
lethal factor (LF) or oedema factor (EF).

LF is a zinc-dependent endopeptidase and EF is a potent
calmodulin and calcium-dependent adenylate cyclase. Cell
free cultures of B. anlhrads contain PA and because
expression of the 3 toxin-eomponent genes is co-ordinately
regulated, LF and EF are also present. In addition, the
vaccine is likely to contain many other B. Qmhraru antigens,
including membrane proteins, secreted proteins, cytoplasmic
proteins, peptidoglycans, nucleic acids and carbohydrates.
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PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Cultures are managed in a seed-lot system. The vaccine
strain is toxigenic but lacks the plasmid with the necessary
genes for synthesis of the capsule, an important virulence
faeroe.
The production method must be shown to yield a consistent
and active product with a safety and efficacy profile that is
adequate or equivalent to previous lots. The vaccine must
show a level of protection against a virulent strain of
B. anthracis, in a suitable animal infection model, that is
equal to or greater than that of a reference vaccine.
The vaccine must not show a level of toxicity that exceeds
that of a reference vaccine.

The production method and stability of the final lot and
relevant intermediates are evaluated using one or more
indicator tests. Such tests include potency and specific
toxicity, and may be supported by tests confirming the
presence of relevant antigens and associated proteins. Release
and shelf-life specifications are established based upon the
results of stability testing so as to ensure satisfactory product
performance during the approved period of validity.

SEED LOTS
The attenuated non-encapsulated strain of B. amhrads used
is identified by historical records that include information on
its origin and subsequent manipulation and the tests used to
characterise the strain. These include morphological, cultural,
biochemical and genetic properties of the strain. Only a
master seed lot or) where applicable, working seed lots, that
comply with the following requirements may be used.

Identification
Each seed lot is identified as containing B. anthracis.

Phenotypic parameters
Each seed lot must have a known biochemical and enzymatic
profile and have a known history of absence of antibiotic
resistance.

Microbial purity
Each seed lot complies with the requirements for absence of
contaminating organisms. Purity of bacterial cultures is
verified by methods of suitable sensitivity.

Virulence test
The absence of bacterial capsule is demonstrated for each
seed lot by McFadyean stain and the specific toxicity
(oedema) test.

REFERENCE PREPARATION
The potency and toxicity of the vaccine bulk are verified
using reference standards derived from representative vaccine
batches. These batches are extensively characterised for their
intended purpose and are stored in suitably sized aliquots
under conditions ensuring their stability.

PROPAGATIONAND HARVEST
The attenuated strain is grown using suitable liquid media.
At the end of cultivation, the purity of the culture is tested.
The culture mediwn is separated from the bacterial mass by
filtration. The pH of the filtrate is determined after dilution
with a 0.9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R and is shown to
be within limits suitable for stability. A suitable test for
absence of live B. asuhracis, including spores, is carried out.
Aluminium potassium sulfate or an alternative adjuvant may
be added at this stage. An antimicrobial preservative may be
added to the suspension to form the purified harvest.

Only a purified harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.
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Inununological identity
Confirm the presence of B. anthracis protective antigen by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Antimicrobial preservative
Determine the amount of antimicrobial preservative by a
suitable chemical method. The amount is not less than
85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent of the
intended content.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The purified harvest is diluted aseptically with sterile saline
solution to make the final bulk vaccine.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using J0 mL for each
medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident glass ampoules and heat-sealed to prevent
contamination. .

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided the potency assay,
the specific toxicity (oedema) test and the test for
antimicrobial preservative have been carried out with
satisfactory results on the purified harvest, they may be
omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The presence of B. anthrads protective antigen is confirmed
by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

TESTS
Specific toxicity (oedema) test
Use not fewer than 2 rabbits per test. Prepare serial two-fold
dilutions of vaccine with normal saline, corresponding to 4,
2, I, 0.5 and 0.25 human doses. Inject intradetrnaUy 0.1 mL
of each dilution of the test and of the reference vaccine into
the shaved flanks of 2 rabbits. Each rabbit receives the 10
previously prepared injections (5 dilutions of the test vaccine
and 5 dilutions of the reference vaccine). In one of the
rabbits, the lower concentrations are injected at the anterior
end and the higher concentrations at the posterior end.
The reverse is used for the 2nd rabbit. The rabbits are
monitored for 24 h for signs of oedema at the injection site.
The vaccine complies with the test if the oedematous
reaction is not greater than that observed with the reference
vaccine.

Alternatively, specific in vitro assays for lethal factor and
adenylate cyclase activity may be used, subject to validation.

Antimicrobial preservative
Determine the amount of antimicrobial preservative by a
suitable chemical method. The content is not less than the
minimum amount shown to be effective and is not greater
than 115 per cent of the intended content.

AlnmIninm (2.5.H)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single hwnan dose.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
The potency of the anthrax vaccine is determined by
comparing the dose required to protect guinea-pigs against
intradermal challenge by a virulent strain of B. anthracis with
the dose of a suitable reference preparation that gives the
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same protection. Use 9 groups of not fewer than 16 female
guinea-pigs, each weighing 250-350 g. Prepare 4 dilutions of
the vaccine and of the reference preparation containing 1.5,
0.5,0.17 and 0.05 human doses in 0.5 mL. Allocate each
dilution to a separate group. The remaining group receives
0.5 mL of saline and is used to verify the challenge dose.
Inject subcutaneously into each guinea-pig 0.5 mL of the
dilution allocated to its group on each of 2 occasions, 1 week
apart. 7 days after the 2n

d, injection, inject intradennaUy into
each guinea-pig 2000 spores of a virulent strain of B.
amhrads (Vollum) in 0.1 mL. Observe the animals for
10 days and record the number of deaths per group. The test
is not valid unless aU rile control animals die within 5 days of
challenge. Using the proportions of animals that swvive in
each of the vaccinated groups, calculate the potency of the
vaccine relativeto the referencepreparation using the usual
statistical methods (5.3). The vaccine complies with the test
if:
- the relative potency estimate exceeds 1.0, OC;

- the 95 per cent confidence interval for the relative potency
includes 1.0, and the lower 95 per cent confidence limit is
not less than 50 per cent of the relative potency estimate.

LABELLING
The label-states that the vaccine is not [0 be frozen.
___~,- P>E"

Bacillus Calmette-Guerin Vaccine
BCG Vaccine

(BCG Vaaine, Freeze-dried, Ph. Bur. monograph 0163)

The label may stale 'BCG'.
P>"' _

DEFINITION
Freeze-dried BCG vaccine is a preparation of live bacteria
derived from a culture of the bacillus of Calmette and Guerin
(Mycobacurium bovisBCG) whose capacity to protect against
tuberculosis has been established.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
BCG vaccine shall be produced by a staff consisting of
healthy persons who do not work with other infectious
agents; in particular they shall not work with virulent strains
of Mycobacterium tuberculosis, nor shall they be exposed [0 a
known risk of tuberculosis infection. Staff are examined
periodically for tuberculosis. BeG vaccine is susceptible to
sunlight: the procedures for the preparation of the vaccine
shall be designed so that all cultures and vaccines are
protected from direct sunlight and from ultraviolet light at all
stages of manufacture, testing and storage.

Production of the vaccine is based on a seed-lot system.
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently BCG vaccines that induce adequate sensitivity to
tuberculin in man, that have acceptable protective potency in
animals and are safe. The vaccine is prepared from cultures
which are derived from the master seed lot by as few
subcultures as possible and in any case not more than
8 subcultures. Duting the course of these subcultures the
preparation is not freeze-dried more than once,

H a bioluminescence test or other biochemical method is
used instead of viable count, the method is validated against
the viable count for each stage of the process at which it is
used.
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BACTERIAL SEBD LOTS
The strain used to establish me master seed lot is chosen for
and maintained to preserve its characteristics, its capacity to
sensitise man to tuberculin and to protect animals against
tuberculosis, and its relative absence of pathogenicity for man
and laboratory animals. The strain used shall be identified by
historical records that include information on its origin and
subsequent manipulation.

A suitable batch of vaccine is prepared from the first working
seed lot and is reserved for use as the comparison vaccine.
When a new working seed lot is established, a suitable test
for delayed hypersensitivity in guinea-pigs is carried out on a
batch of vaccine prepared from the new working seed lot; the
vaccine is shown to be not significantly different in activity
from the comparison vaccine. Antimicrobial agent sensitivity
testing is also carried out.

Only a working seed lot that complies with the following
requirements may be used for propagation.

Identificadon
The bacteria in the working seed lot are identified as
Mycobacterium bovis BCG using microbiological techniques)
which may be supplemented by molecular biology techniques
(for example, nucleic acid amplification and restriction
fragment-length polymorphism).

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium. The working seed lot complies with the test for
sterility except for the presence of mycobacteria.

Virulent mycobacteria
Examine the working seed lot as prescribed under Tests,
using 10 guinea-pigs.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
The bacteria are grown in a suitable medium for not more
than 21 days by surface or submerged culture. The culture
medium does not contain substances known to cause toxic or
allergic reactions in humans or to cause the bacteria to
become virulent for guinea-pigs. The culture is harvested and
suspended in a sterile liquid medium that protects the
viability of the vaccine as determined by a suitable method of
viable count.

FlNALBULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared from a single harvest or by
pooling a number of single harvests. A stabiliser may be
added; if the stabiliser interferes with the determination of
bacterial concentration in the final bulk vaccine, the
determination is carried out before addition of the stabiliser,
Only final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamlnadon
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium. The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for
sterility except for the presence of mycobacteria.

Count of viable units
Determine the nwnber of viable units per millilitre by viable
count on solid medium using a method suitable for the
vaccine to be examined or by a suitable biochemical method.
Carry out the test in parallel on a reference preparation of
the same strain,

Bacterial concentradon
Detennine the total bacterial concentration by a suitable
method, either directly by determining the mass of the micro
organisms, or indirectly by an opacity method that has been
calibrated in relation to the mass of the organisms; if the
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bacterial concentration is determined before addition of a
stabiliser, the concentration in the final bulk vaccine is
established by calculation. The total bacterial concentration is
within the limits approved for the particular product.

The ratio of the count of viable units to the total bacterial
concentration is not less than that approved for the particular
product.

FlNALLOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed into sterile containers
and freeze-dried to a moisture content favourable to me
stability of me-vaccine; the containers are closed either under
vacuum or under an inert gas.

Except where the filled and closed containers are stored at a
temperature of -20 °C or lower, me expiry date is not later
than 4 years from the date of harvest.

Only a final lot that complies with the following requirement
for count of viable units and with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided the test for virulent mycobacteria
bas been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot. Provided the test
for excessive dermal reactivity has been carried out with
satisfactory results on the working seed lot and on
5 consecutive final lots produced from it, the test may be
omitted on the final lot.

Count of viable units
Determine the number of viable units per millilitre of the
reconstituted vaccine by viable count on solid medium using
a method suitable for the vaccine to be examined or by a
suitable biochemical method. The ratio of the count of
viable units after freeze-dryfug to that before is not less than
that approved for the particular product.

Thermal stabUlty
Maintain containers of the final lot of freeze-dried vaccine in
the dry state at 37 ± 1 °C for 4 weeks. Determine the
number of viable units as described under Assay in parallel
for the heated vaccine and for vaccine stored at the
temperature recommended for storage. The number of
viable units in the heated vaccine is not less than 20 per cent
of that in the unheated vaccine.

IDENTIFICATION
BCG vaccine is identified by microscopic examination of the
bacilli in stained smears demonstrating their acid-fast
property and by the characteristic appearance of colonies
grown on solid medium. Alternatively, molecular biology
techniques (for example nucleic acid amplification) may be
used.

TESTS
Virulent mycobacteria
Inject subcutaneously or intramuscularly into each of
6 guinea-pigs, each weighing 250-400 g and having received
no treatment likely to interfere with the test, a quantity of
vaccine equivalent to at least 50 human doses. Observe the
animals for at least 42 days. At the end of this period,
euthanise the guinea-pigs and examine by autopsy for signs
of infection with tuberculosis, ignoring any minor reactions at
the site of injection. Animals that die during the observation
period are also examined for signs of tuberculosis.
The vaccine complies with the test if none of the guinea-pigs
shows signs of tuberculosis and ifnot more than I animal
dies during the observation period. H 2 animals die during
thls period and autopsy does not reveal signs of tuberculosis
repeat the test on "6 other guinea-pigs. The vaccine complies
with the test if not more than 1 animal dies during the
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42 days following the injection and autopsy does not reveal
any sign of tuberculosis.

Bacterial and fungal contamlnadon
The reconstituted vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1) except for the presence of mycobacteria.

Excessive dermal reactivity
Use 6 healthy, white or pale-coloured guinea-pigs, each
weighing not less than 250 g and having received no
treatment likely to interfere with the test. Inject intradennally
into each guinea-pig, according to a randomised plan,
0.1 mL of the reconstituted vaccine and of 2 tenfold serial
dilutions of the vaccine and identical doses of the comparison
vaccine. Observe the lesions formed at the site of the
injection for 4 weeks. The vaccine complies with the test if
the reaction it produces is not markedly different from that
produced by the comparison vaccine.

Water
Not more than the limit approved for the particular product,
determined by a suitable method.

ASSAY
Determine the number of viable units in the reconstituted
vaccine by viable count on solid medium using a method
suitable for the vaccine to be examined or by a suitable
validated biochemical method. The number is within the
range stated on the label. Determine the number of
viable units in the comparison vaccine in parallel.

LABELLING
The label ,tates:
- the minimum and maximum number of viable units per

millilitre in the reconstituted vaccine,
- that the vaccine must be protected from direct sunlight.
__________________ PhE/I

BeG for Immunotherapy
(ph. Eur. monograph 1929)
PIIE/I _

DEFINITION
BeG,for immunotherapy is a freeze-dried preparation of live
bacteria derived from a culture of the bacillus of Calmette
and Guerin (Mycobocterium bouis BCG) whose capacity for
treatment bas been established.

It complies with the monograph Vaccines fur human
use (0153).

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
BCG for immunotherapy shall be produced by a staff
consisting of healthy persons who do not work with other
infectious agents; in particular they shall not work with
virulent strains of Myeob~teriumtuberculosis, nor shall they be
exposed to a known risk of tuberculosis infection. Staff are
examined periodically for tuberculosis. BeG for
immunotherapy is susceptible to sunlight: the procedures for
production shall be so designed that all products are
protected from direct sunlight and from ultraviolet light at all
stages of manufacture, testing and storage.

Production is based on a seed-lot system. The production
method shall have been shown to yield consistently BCG
products that can be used for treatment of superficial bladder
cancer and are safe. The product is prepared from cultures
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which are separated from the master seed lot by as few
subcultures as possible and in any case not more than
8 subcultures. During the course of these subcultures the
preparation is not freeze-dried more than once.
If a bioluminescence test or other biochemicalmethod is
used instead of viable count, the method is validated against
the viable count for each stage of the process at which it is
used.

SBBDLOTS
The strain used to establish the master seed lot is chosen for
and maintained to preserve its characteristics, its capacity to
treat and prevent superficialbladder cancer, and its relative
absence of pathogenicity for man and laboratory animals.
The strain used shall be identified by historical records that
include information on its origin and subsequent
manipulation.
Before establishment of a working seed lot a batch is
prepared and reserved for use as the comparison product.
When a new working seed lot is established, a suitable test
for delayed hypersensitivity in guinea-pigs is carried out on a
batch of product prepared from the new working seed lot;
the product is shown to be not significantly different in
activity from the comparison product. Antimicrobial agent
sensitivity testing is also carried out.

Only a workingseed lot that complieswith the following
requirements may be used for propagation.

Identification
The bacteria in the working seed lot are identified as
klycob(ulen'um bovis BeG using microbiological techniques,
which may be supplemented by molecular biology techniques
(for example, nucleic acid amplification and restriction
fragment-length polymorphism}.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 rnL for each
medium. The working seed lot complies with the test for
sterility, except for the presence of mycobacteria.

Virulent mycobacteria
Examine the working seed lot as prescribed under Tests,
using 10 guinea-pigs.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
The bacteria are grown in a suitable medium for not more
than 21 days by surface or submerged culture. The culture
medium does not contain substances known to cause toxic or
allergic reactions in human beings or to cause the bacteria to
become viculent for guinea-pigs. The culture is harvested and
suspended in a sterile liquid medium that protects the
viability of the culture as determined by a suitable method of
viable count.

FlNALBULK
The final bulk is prepared from a singleharvest or by pooling
a number of single harvests. A stabiliser may be added, if the
stabiliser interferes with the detennination of bacterial
concentration on the final bulk, the determination is carried
out before addition of the stabiliser,
Only final bulk that complies with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 rnL of final
bulk for each medium. The finat bulk complies with the test
for sterility, except for the presence of mycobacteria.

Count of viable units
Determine the number of viable units per millilitre by viable
count on solid medium using a method suitable for the
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product to be examined or by a suitable biochemical method.
Carry out the test in parallel on a reference preparation of
the same strain.

Bacterial concentration
Determine the total bacterial concentration by a suitable
method, either directly by determining the mass of the micro
organisms, or indirectly by an opacity method that has been
calibrated in relation to the mass of the micro-organisms;
if the bacterial concentration is determined before addition of
a stabiliser, the concentration in the final bulk is established
by calculation. The total bacterial concentration is within the
limits approved for the particular product.

The ratio of the count of viable units to the total bacterial
concentration is not less than that approved for the particular
product.

FlNALLOT
The final bulk is distributed into sterile containers and freeze
dried to a moisture content favourable to the stability of the
product; the containers are closed either under vacuum or
under an inert gas.

Except where the filled and closed containers are stored at a
temperature of -20 DC or lower, the expiry date is not later
than 4 years from the date of harvest.

Only a final lot that complies with the following requirement
for count of viable units and with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided the test for virulent mycobacteria
has been carried out with satisfactory results on the final
bulk] it may be omitted on the final lot.

Count of viable units
Determine the number of viable units per millilitre of the
reconstituted product by viable count on solid medium using
a method suitable for the product to be examined, or by a
suitable biochemical method. The ratio of the count of
viable units after freeze-drying to that before is not less than
that approved for the particular product.

IDENTIFICATION
BCG for immunotherapy is identified by microscopic
examination of the bacilli in stained smears demonstrating
their acid-fast property and by the characteristic appearance
of colonies grown on solid medium. Alternatively, molecular
biology techniques (for example, nucleic acid amplification)
may be used.

TESTS
Virulent mycobacteria
Inject subcutaneously or intramuscularly into each of
6 guinea-pigs, each weighing 250-400 g and having received
no treatment likely to interfere with the test, a quantity of the
product to be examined equivalent to at least 1/25 of
1 human dose. Observe the animals for at least 42 days.
At the end of this period, euthanise the guinea-pigs and
examine by autopsy for signs of infection with tuberculosis,
ignoring any minor reactions at the site of injection. Animals
that die during the observation period are also examined for
signs of ruberculosls. The product complies with the test if
none of the guinea-pigs shows signs of tuberculosis and if not
more than 1 animal dies during the observation period.
If 2 animals die 'during this period and autopsy does not
reveal signs of tuberculosis, repeat the test on 6 other guinea
pigs. The product complies with the test if not more than
I animal dies during the 42 days following the injection and
autopsy does not reveal any sign of tuberculosis.
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Bacterial and fungal contamination
The reconstituted product complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1) except for the presence of mycobacteria.

Water
Not more than the limit approved for the particular product,
determined by a suitable method.

ASSAY
Determine the number of viable units in the reconstituted
product by viable count on solid medium using a method
suitable for the product to be examined or by a suitable
validated biochemical method. The number is within the
range stated on the label. Determine the number of
viable units in the comparison control in parallel.

LABELLING
The labelstates:
- the minimum and the maximum number of viable units

per dose in the reconstituted product;
- that the product must be protected from direct sunlight.
____________________ PIlE"

Cholera Vaccine (Inactivated, Oral)
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2327)

The label may state 'Cholera (oral)'.
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Cholera vaccine (inactivated, oral) is a homogeneous
suspension of inactivated suitable strains of Vibn'o choferae
serogroup Of, representing serotypes and biotypes of
epidemic strains. The vaccine may contain the B subunit of
cholera toxin (CTB). Just prior lO ingestion, one dose of
vaccine suspension is mixed with a suitable buffer as stated
on the label.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method must be validated to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

The production process must be validated to show that no
clinically significant quantities of active toxin are present in
the product.

CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The vaccine consists of a mixture of epidemic V. chokrae
strains inactivated by a suitable method such as heat or
formalin inactivation. All strains express smooth
lipopolysaccharide (LPS). The CTB is produced by
recombinant DNA technology in a strain that lacks the gene
for cholera toxin subunit A (eM"). Selected V. eholeroe
strains are low cholera-toxin producers.

The World Health Organization (WHO) can recommend
new vaccine strains or antigens that may be used if necessary,
in accordance with the regulations in force in the signatory
states of the Convention on the Elaboration of a European
Pharmacopoeia.

SEED LOTS
The strains of V. cholera. used shan be identified by historical
records that include infonnation on the origin of the strains
and their subsequent manipulation. Characterisation and
maintenance of the recombinant strains and plasmids used
for production of the recombinant B subunit of cholera
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toxin (rCTB) and the origin of the gene for cholera toxin
subunit B (etxB) are documented. The stability of the rCTB
plasmid in the recombinant strain during storage and beyond
the passage level used in production is confirmed.

Characterisation of the rCTB is undertaken using a variety of
analytical techniques including determination of molecular
size, charge and amino acid composition. Techniques
suitable for such purposes include sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and
different liquid chromatographies. The identity of the
product is confirmed by at least partial N-tenninal and
C-terminal amino acid sequencing.

Master seed lots are grown on agar plates, which may
contain appropriate antibiotics. Colonies are used to produce
working seed lots in liquid media that are free from
antibiotics. Cultures derived from the working seed lot must
have the same characteristics as the cultures of the strain
from which the master seed lot was derived.

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the monovalent cell
harvest.

Identificadon
Master seed lots are identified by colony morphology, and by
biochemical characterisation, using suitable molecular assays
or immunoassays. Working seed lots are identified by colony
morphology and by molecular assays or immunoassays.

Purity
Purity of master seed lots and working seed lots is verified by
methods of suitable sensitivity.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
Each strain is grown separately from the working seed lot.

Cultures are checked at different stages of fermentation
(subcultures and main culture) for purity, identity, cell
opacity, pH and biochemical characteristics. Unsatisfactory
cultures must be discarded.

Production cultures are shown to be consistent in respect of
growth rate, pH and yield of cells or cell products.

MONOVALENT CELL HARVEST
Only a monovalent harvest that complies with established
specifications for the following tests may be used.

pH (2.2.3)
Within the range approved for the particular product.

Identificadon
Relevant antigenic characteristics are verified by suitable
immunological or biochemical assays.

Purity
Samples of culture are examined by microscopy of Gram
stained smears, by inoculation of appropriate culture media
or by another suitable procedure.

Opacity
The absorbance at 600 urn (2.2.25) is within the range
approved for the particular product.

INACTIVATED MONOVALENT CELL BULK
To limit the possibility of contamination, inactivation is
initiated as soon as possible after preparation. Bacteria are
inactivated after washing, either by treatment with
formaldehyde or by heating under conditions that ensure
inactivation.

Only an inactivated monovalent cell bulk that complies with
established specifications for the following tests may be used
in the preparation of the final bulk.
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pH (2.2.3)
Within the rangeapproved for the particular product.

Identification
Verified by slide agglutination.

Inacdvation
Complete inactivation is verified by a suitable culture
method.

SterlJlty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.

Opacity
The inactivation process may affect the accuracy of opacity
measurements.

Purity
Samples ofculture are examinedbymicroscopy of Gram
stained smears,by inoculationof appropriate culture media
or by another suitableprocedure.

Smooth LPg content
Verified by a suitable immunoassay (2.7.1).

Residual cholera toxin
The absence of residual cholera toxinis verified by a suitable
immunoassay (2.7.1) or biochemical assay.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.11I)
Content to be determined where fonnaldehyde is used for
inactivation.

PURIFIED RCTB
Productionof the rCTB follows me guidelines forassuring
the quality of pharmaceutical and biological products
prepared by recombinant- technology and is covered by the
monograph Products of recombinant DNA ruhnology (0784).
Priorto harvest, the cell culture is checkedforpurity and
opacity. rCTB is harvested by suitable filtration, concentrated
by diafiltration, purified by chromatography, filter-sterilised
and stored under suitableconditions. The pH of me pooled
eluate is adjusted priorto buffer exchange.
Only purified rCTll that complies with established
specifications for the following testsmay be used in the
preparation of the final bulk.

pH (2.2.3)
Withio the range approved for the particular product.

Purity
Verified by SDS-PAGE (2.2.31) and an appropriate liquid
chromatography method (2.2.29).

SterlJlty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test forsterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.

rCTll
The amount of rCTB is determined by a suitable
immunoassay (2.7.1).

FINAL BULK
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by aseptically mixing a
suitable buffer with monovalent cell bulks, Where used, me
rCTB buJk is added in appropriate amounts. Preservatives, if
used, may be added at this stage.
Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of me final lot.

SterlJlty (2.6.1)
It complieswith me test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.
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Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemicalor physico-chemical
method. The amountis not less than 85 per cent and not
greater man 115 per cent of the intendedamount,

FINAL LOT
The finalbulkis mixed to homogeneity and filled aseptically
into suitable containers.
Only a final lot that is withio the limits approved for the
particular product and is satisfactory with respect to each of
the requirements given below underIdentification, Tests and
Assaymay be released for use.

IDENTIFICATION
Serotypes aredetected by a suitable immunoassay (2.7.1) or
molecular assay. rCTB ls detected by a suitable inununoassay
(2.7.1). The antigen-content assays may also serveas an
identity test.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
Withinthe range approved for the particular product.

SterlJlty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.11I)
Maximum 0.2 gIL, where applicable.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-ehemical
method. The amountis not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 115 per cent of the intended amount.

ASSAY
Antigen content
The amountof smooth LPS, and where applicable, the
amount of rCTB, are within the limits approved for the
particular product, determined by a suitable immunoassay
(2.7.1).

LABELLING
The label states:
- the method of inactivation;
- the serogroup, serotypes and biotypesof vaccine strains;
- the number of bacteria per humandose;
- the amountof rCTB.

------------~------- '''''"

Adsorbed Diphtheria Vaccine
(Diphthm"a Va«ine (Adsorbed), Ph. Eur. monograph
0443)
Pf>EIr _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) is a preparation of diphtheria
fonnol toxoidwith a mineral adsorbent. The formol toxoid is
prepared from the toxin produced by the growth of
Coryneba<urium diphtheriae.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Specific toxicity
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would complywith the following test:
injectsubcutaneously 5 times the single humandose stated
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on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. H within 42 days of
the injection any of the' animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia. the vaccine does not complywith the
test. Ifmore than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the (est oncej if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

BULK PURIFIED TOXOID
For the production of diphtheria toxin, from which toxoid is
prepared, seed cultures are managed in a defined seed-lot
system in which toxinogenicity is conservedand. where
necessary, restored by deliberate reselecrion. A highly
toxinogenic strain of Corynebaaetium diphthen"ae with known
origin and history is grown in a suitable liquid medium.
At the end of cultivation, the purity of each culture is tested
and contaminated cultures are discarded. Toxin-containing
culture medium is separated aseptically from the bacterial
mass as soon as possible. The toxin content (Ii per millilitre)
is checked (2.7.27) to monitor consistency of production.
Single harvests may he pooled to prepare the bulk purified
toxoid. The toxin is purified to remove components likely to
cause adverse reactions in humans. The purified toxin is
detoxified with fonnaldehyde by a method that avoids
destruction of the immunogenic potency of the toxoid and
reversion of the toxoid to toxin, particularly on exposure to
heat. Alternatively, purification may be carried out after
detoxification.

Only bulk purified toxoid that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

Absence of toxin and irreversibility of toxoid
Using the same buffer solution as for the final vaccine,
without adsorbent, prepare a solution of bulk purified toxoid
at 100 LfImL Divide the solution into 2 equal parts.
Maintain 1 part at 5 ± 3 °C and the other at 37°C for
6 weeks. Carry out a test in Vero cells for active diphtheria
toxin using 50 I'llweU of both samples. The sample should
not contain antimicrobial preservatives and detoxifying agents
should be determined to be below the concentration toxic to
Vero cells. Non-specific toxicity may be eliminated by
dialysis.

Use freshly trypainised Vero cells at a suitable concentration,
for example 2.5 x 10') mL-1 and a reference diphtheria toxin
diluted in 100 LtlmL diphtheria toxoid. A suitable reference
diphtheria toxin will contain either not less than
100 LD,oImL or 67 to 133 IrilOO in I U and 25 000 to
50 000 minimal reacting doses for guinea-pig skin in I U
(diphtheria UJXin BRP is suitable for use as the reference
toxin). Dilute the toxin in 100 LfImL diphtheria toxoid to a
suitable concentration, for example 2 x 10-4 LtlmL. Prepare
serial twofold dilutions of the diluted diphtheria toxin and
use undiluted test samples (50 pUweU). Distribute them in
the wells of a sterile tissue culture plate containing a medium
suitable for Vero cells. To ascertain that any cytotoxic effect
noted is specific to diphtheria toxin, prepare In parallel
dilutions where the toxin is neutralised by a suitable
concentration of diphtheria antitoxin, for example
100 IU/mL. Include control wells without toxoid or toxin
and with non-toxic toxoid at 100 LOmL on each plate to
verifY normal cell growth. Add cell suspension to each well)
seal the plates and incubate at 37°C for 5-6 days. Cytotoxic
effect is judged to be present where there is complete
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metabolic inhibition of the Vero cells, indicated by the pH
indicator of the medium. Confirm cytopathic effect by
microscopic examination or suitable staining such as MIT
dye. The test is invalid if5 x 10-5 Lt7mLofreference
diphtheria toxin in 100 LflmL toxoid has no cytotoxic effect
on Vero cells or if the cytotoxic effect of this amount of toxin
is not neutralised in the wells containing diphtheria antitoxin.
The bulk purified toxoid complies with the test if no toxicity
neutralisable by antitoxin is found in either sample.

Antigenic purity (2.7.27)
Not less than 1500 Uper milligram of protein nitrogen.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption of a suitable
quantity of bulk purified toxoid onto a mineral carrier such
as hydrated aluminium phosphate or aluminium hydroxide;
the resulting mixture is approximately isotonic with blood.
Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be added. Certain
antimicrobial preservatives, particularly those of the phenolic
type, adversely affect the antigenic activity and must not be
used.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the foUowing
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less man 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using JOmL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided the test for
antimicrobial preservative and the assay have been carried
out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine) they
may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the free formaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free fonnaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

IDENfIFlCATION
Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. Dissolve in the vaccine to
be examined sufficient sodium citrate R to give a J00 gIL
solution. Maintain at 37 DC for about 16 h and centrifuge
until a clear supernatant is obtained. The clear supernatant
reacts with a suitable diphtheria antitoxin, giving a
precipitate.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum J.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
absorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4. 18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
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not Jess than the minimwn amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 30 IU per single human dose.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the minimum number of International Units per single

human dose,
- where applicable, mat the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults,

- the name and the amount of the adsorbent,
- that the vaccine must he shaken before use,
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_____________________ PhE"

Diphtheria Vaccine (Adsorbed,
Reduced Antigen Content)
Adsorbed Diphtheria Vaccine for Adults and
Adolescents

(ph. Eur. monograph 0646)
For a vaccine for use in the United Kingdom) the amount of
toxoid used is adjusted so that the final vaccine contains not
more than 2.0 flocculation equivalents (2.0 Ll) per dose.
PhE" _

DEFINlTION
Diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) reduced antigen content) is a
preparation of diphtheria formol toxoid with a mineral
adsorbent. The fonnol toxoid is prepared from the toxin
produced by the growth of Corynebacterium diphtheriae.
The amount of diphtheria toxoid per single human dose is
reduced compared to vaccines generally used for primary
vaccination.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROJlISIONS

Specific toxicIty
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product) if tested) would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. If within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more than one animal dies from non-specific causes)
repeat the test once; if more than one animal dies in the
second test) the vaccine does not comply with the test.

BULK PURIFIED TOXOID
The bulk purified toxoid is prepared as described in the
monograph Diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (0443) and complies
with the requirements prescribed therein.
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FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption of a suitable
quantity of bulk purified toxoid onto a mineral carrier such
as hydrated aluminium phosphate or aluminium hydroxide;
the resulting mixture is approximately isotonic with blood.
Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be added. Certain
antimicrobial preservatives, particularly those of the phenolic
type) adversely affect the antigenic activity and must not be
used.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out me test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk. vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile)
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided the test for
antimicrobial preservative and the assay have been carried
out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine) they
may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the free fonnaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified toxoid or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7. I). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. Dissolve in the vaccine to
be examined sufficient sodium citrate R to give a 100 gIL
solution. Maintain at 37°C for about 16 h and centrifuge
until a clear supernatant is obtained. The clear supernatant
reacts with a suitable diphtheria antitoxin) giving a
precipitate. If a satisfactory result is not obtained with a
vaccine adsorbed on aluminium hydroxide, carry out the test
as follows. Centrifuge 15 mL of the vaccine to be examined
and suspend the residue in 5 mL of a freshly prepared
mixture of I volume of a 56 gIL solution of sodium edeuue R
and 49 volumes of disodium hydrogen phosphate solution R.
Maintain at 37°C for not less than 6 h and centrifuge.
The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable diphtheria
antitoxin) giving a precipitate.

TESTS
Alumlnlum (2.5.11)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent

Free fonnaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

AntimicrobJal preservative
Where applicable) determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.
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_____________________ PhE"

(Diphtheria and Tetanus Vaca'ne (Adsorbed),
Ph. Eur. monograph 0444)

The label may state IDT'.
PhE" _

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 2 IU per single human dose.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the minimum number of International Units per single

human dose;
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are dosed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification) Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided the test for
antimicrobial preservative and the assay have been carried
out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine) they
may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the free fonnaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or on the fioal bulk and it bas
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
fioallot.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines) is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37 "C for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained as described in identification test A reacts with a
suitable tetanus antitoxin) giving a precipitate.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable) determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (p:::::: 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 30 ill per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 40 ill per single human dose.

**** ** ** ****
Adsorbed Diphtheria and Tetanus
Vaccine

DEFINITION
Diphtheria and tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) is a preparation of
diphtheria formal toxoid and tetanus formal toxoid with a
mineral adsorbent. The formol toxoids are prepared from the
toxins produced by the growth of Corynebacterium diphtheriae
and Clostridium utanl~ respectively.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. Ifwithin 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia) the vaccine does not comply with the
test. Ifmore than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; ifmore than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

BULKPURIFIED DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOIDS
The bulk purified diphtheria and tetanus toxoids are
prepared as described in the monographs Diphtheria vaccine
(adsorbed) (0443) and Tetanus vaccin' (adsorbed) (0452) and
comply with the requirements prescribed therein.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption of suitable
quantities of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid and tetanus
toxoid onto a mineral carrier such as hydrated alwninium
phosphate or aluminium hydroxide; the resulting mixture is
approximately isotonic with blood. Suitable antimicrobial
preservatives may be added. Certain antimicrobial
preservatives) particularly those of the phenolic type,
adversely affect the antigenic activity and must not be used.

Only a fioal bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.
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LABELLING
The label states:
- the minimum number of International Units of each

component per single human dose,
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent,
- wbere applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults,

- that the vaccine must he shaken before use,
- mat the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_____________________ PIIE"

Diphtheria and Tetanus Vaccine
(Adsorbed, Reduced Antigen(s)
Content)
Adsorbed Diphtheria and Tetanus Vaccine for
Adults and Adolescents

(Ph. Eur. monograph 0647)

The label may state 'd'I".

For a vaccine for use in the United Kingdom, the amount of
diphtheria:toxoid used is adjusted so that the final vaccine
contains not more than 2.0 flocculation equivalents (2.0 Lf)
of diphtheria toxoid per dose.
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria and tetanus vaccine (adsorbed, reduced antigen(s)
content) is a preparation of diphtheria fonnol toxoid and
tetanus fonnol toxoid with a mineral adsorbent. The fonnol
toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced by the growth
of Coryneoaaeeium diphlhen'ae and Clostridium utani,
respectively. The amount of diphtheria toxoid per single
human dose is reduced compared to vaccines generally used
for primary vaccination; the amount of tetanus toxoid may
also be reduced.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Specific toxicity of the dlphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. If within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more than one animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; if more than one animal dies in the
second test, the vaccine does not complywith the test.

BULK PURIFIED DIPHTHERIA TOXOID AND
TETANUS TOXOIDS
The bulk purified diphtheria and tetanus toxoids are
prepared as described in.the monographs Diphtheria vacdne
(adsorbed) (0443) and Telanus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452) and
comply with the requirements prescribed therein.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The vaccine is prepared by adsorption of suitable quantities
of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid and tetanus toxoid onto a
mineral carrier such as hydrated aluminium phosphate or
aluminium hydroxide; the resulting mixture is approximately
isotonic with blood. Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may
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be added. Certain antimicrobial preservatives) particularly
those of the phenolic type, adversely affect the antigenic
activity and must not be used.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable) determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile)
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided the test for
antimicrobial preservative and the assay have been carried
out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they
may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the free fonnaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified toxoids or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
cilmteR to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37 DC for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear-supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin) giving a precipitate. If a satisfactory
result is not obtained with a vaccine adsorbed on aluminium
hydroxide, cany out the test as follows. Centrifuge 15 mL of
the vaccine to be examined and suspend the residue in 5 mL
of a freshly prepared mixture of I volume of a 56 gIL
solution of sodium edaate Rand 49 volumes of disodium
hydrogen phosphate solution R. Maintain at 37 DC for not less
than 6 h and centrifuge. The clear supernatant reacts with a
suitable diphtheria antitoxin) giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable inununochemical
method (2.7.1). The followingmethod, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained during identification test A reacts with a suitable
tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose) if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2A.11!)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.
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Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 2 ill per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 20 ill per single human dose.

LABELLING
The label ,rares:
- the minimum number of International Units of each

component per single human dose;
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- mat the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_____________________ PIIE"

Diphtheria, Tetanus and
Hepatitis B (rONA) Vaccine
(Adsorbed)
(ph. Eur. munograph 2062) .

Label may state 'DTlHepB'.

PIlE" -----------------

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus and hepatitis B (rDNA) vaccine
(adsorbed) is a combined vaccine composed of: diphtheria
formal toxoid; tetanus fonnol toxoid; hepatitis B surface
antigen (HBsAg)j a mineral adsorbent such as aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate.

The formol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Corynebacterium diphtheriae and CIo,tridium
letaniJ respectively.

HBsAg is a component protein of hepatitis B virus; the
antigen is obtained by recombinant DNA technology.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test, If within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in the bulk
purified diphtheria toxoid and tetanus toxoid is determined
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to monitor the purification procedure and to limit the
amount in the final vaccine. For each component, the
content of bacterial endotoxins is less than the limit approved
for the particular vaccine and in any case the contents are
such that the final vaccine contains less than 100 ill per
single human dose.

Reference vlUXine(,) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of the difference in composition
between monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphtheria vaccine
(adsorbed) (0443), Teranus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452) and
Hepam;, B vaccine (,DNA) (1056).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption, separately
or together, of suitable quantities of bulk purified diphtheria
toxold, tetanus toxoid and HBsAg onto a mineral carrier
such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated aluminium
phosphate. Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be
added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
osmolality and with respect to each of the requirements given
below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be released
for use.

Provided the test for antimicrobial preservative and the assays
for the diphtheria and tetanus components have been carried
out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they
may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the content of free formaldehyde has been
determined on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk
and it has been shown that the content in the final lot will
not exceed 0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be
omitted on the final lot.

If an invivo assay is used for the hepatitis B component,
provided it has been carried out with satisfactory results on
the final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine is within the limits approved
for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
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Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis Vaccine
(Adsorbed)

(Ph. Eur. monograph 0445)

The label may state 'DTwP'.

PhE" --------_

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis (whole cell) vaccine
(adsorbed) is a preparation of diphtheria fonnol toxoid and
tetanus fonnol toxoid with a mineral adsorbent to which a
suspension of inactivated BordeeeOa pertussis has been added.
The formol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Coryneboaenum diphtheriae and Clastridium
seumi, respectively.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. Ifwithin 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

BULK PURIFIED DIPHTHERIA AND TETANUS
TOXOlDS, BULK INACTIVATED B. PERTUSSIS
SUSPENSION
The bulk purified diphtheria and tetanus toxoids and the
inactivated B. pertuSsis suspension are prepared as described
in the monographs Diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (0443),
Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452) and Pertussis vaccine (whole
ceO, adsotbed) (0161), respectively, and comply with the
requirements prescribed therein.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The /inal bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption of suitable
quantities of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid and tetanus
toxoid onto a mineral carrier such as hydrated aluminium
phosphate or aluminium hydroxide and admixture of an
appropriate quantity of a suspension of inactivated
B. penussis; the resulting mixture is approximately isotonic
with blood. The B. pertussis concentration of the /inal bulk
vaccine does not exceed that corresponding to an opacity of
20 IU per single human dose. H 2 or more strains ofB.
pertussis are used, the composition of consecutive lots of the
final bulk vaccine shall be consistent with respect to the
proportion of each strain as measured in opacity units.
Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be added to the bulk
vaccine. Certain antimicrobial preservatives, particularly those
of the phenolic type, adversely affect the antigenic activity
and must not be used.

Only a /inal bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount

applicable to certain vaccines, is givenas an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to he examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37°C for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained during identification test A reacts with a suitable
tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
C. The assay or, where applicable, the electrophoretic profile,
serves also to identify the hepatitis B component of the
vaccine.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antlmlcreblal preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method, The content is
not less than the minimwn amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterl1lty (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8)
It complies with the test for pyrogens.. Inject the equivalent of
1 human dose into each rabbit.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P;;;; 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 30 ill per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 40 ill per single human dose.

Hepatitis B component
It complies with the assay of hepatitis B vaccine (2.7.15).

LABELLING
The labelstases:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoid per single human dose,
- the amount of HBsAg per single human dose,
- the type of cells used for production of the HBsAg

component,
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent,
- where applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults,

- that the vaccine must be shaken before use,
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
___________________ 1"""

Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis
(Whole Cell) Vaccine (Adsorbed)

**** ** ** ****
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Sterility (2.6./)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evidentcontainers.The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements givenbelowunder Identification,Tests and
Assaymay be released for use. Provided the tests for specific
toxicity of the pertussis component, antimicrobial preservative
and the assay have been carried out with satisfactory results
on the final bulk vaccine, they may be omitted on the final
lot.

Provided the free formaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot willnot exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient
sodium citrau R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37°C
for about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable inununochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained during identification test A reacts with a suitable
tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

C. The centrifugation residue obtained in identification A
may be used. Other suitable methods for separating the
bacteria from the adsorbent may also be used. Identify
pertussis vaccine by agglutination of the bacteria from the
resuspended precipitate by antisera specific to B. pertussis or
by the assay of the pertussis component described under
Assay.

TESTS
Specific toxicity of the pertussis component
Use not fewer than 5 mice each weighing 14 - 16 g for the
vaccine group and for the saline control. Use mice of the
same sex or distribute males and females equally between the
groups. Allow the animals access to food and water for at
least 2 h before injection and during the test. Inject each
mouse of the vaccine group inrraperitoneaUy with 0.5 mL,
containing a quantity of the vaccine equivalent to not less
than half the single human dose. Inject each mouse of the
control group with 0.5 mL of a 9 gIL sterile solution of

lsodium chloride R, preferably containing the same amount of
"antimicrobial preservative as that injected with the vaccine.
Weigh the groups of mice immediately before the injection
and 72 h and 7 days after the injection. The vaccine
complies with the test if: (a) at the end of 72 h the total mass
of the group of vaccinated mice is not less than that
preceding the injection; (b) at the end of 7 days the average
increase in mass per vaccinated mouse is no t less than
60 per cent of that per control mouse; and (c) not more than
5 per cent of the vaccinated mice die during the test.
The test may be repeated and the results of the tests
combined.
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A1umlnium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose) if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free fonnaIdehyde (2.4.11f)
Maximum 0.2 yfL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 30 IU per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.1f).

If the test is carried out in guinea-pigs) the lower confidence
limit (P =0.95) of the estimated potency is not less than
40 IU per single human dose; if the lest is carried out in
mice, the lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 60 ill per single human dose.

Pertussis component
Carry out the assay of pertussis vaccine (whole cell) (2.7.7).

The estimated potency is not less than 4.0 ill per single
human dose and the lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the
estimated potency is not less than 2.0 ill per single human
dose.

LABELLING
The label ,tates:
- the minimum number of International Units of each

component per single human dose;
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- where applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administratlon to adults;

- chat the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_____________________ I'IIE"

Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus and
Pertussis (AcellUlar Component)
Vaccine
(Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis (AceUular,
Companent) Vac<ine (Adsorbed), Ph. Bur. monograph
1931)
I'IIE" _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria) tetanus and pertussis (acellular) component)
vaccine (adsorbed) is a combined vaccine composed of:
diphtheria formol toxoid; tetanus formol toxoid; individu ally
purified antigenic components of Bordec.ella penussis; a mineral
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adsorbent such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate.

The forrnol toxoids are prepared from me toxins produced
by the growth of Corynebacterium diphtheria< and Cwstridium
tetoni, respectively.
The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
free from toxic properties, produced by expression of a
genetically modified form of the corresponding gene.
The vaccine may also contain filamentous haemagglutinin,
pertactin (a 69 kDa outer-membrane protein) and other
defined components of B. pertussis such as fimbrial-2 and
fimbrial-3 antigens. The latter 2 antigens may be co-purified.
The antigenic composition and characteristics are based on
evidence of protection and freedom from unexpected
reactions in the target group for which the vaccine is
intended.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

Specifictoxlclty of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single hwnan dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pill', each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. Uwithin 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once, if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in the bulk
purified diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid and pertussis
components is determined to monitor the purification
procedure and to limit the amount in the final vaccine.
For each component, the content of bacterial endotoxins is
less than the limit approved for the particular vaccine and, in
any case, the contents are such that the final vaccine contains
less than 100 ill per single human dose.

Reference vaaine(s) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of differences in composition
between the monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphthen·a vacdne
(adse>rbed) (0443), Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452) and
Pertussis vaccine (acellular, component, adsorbed) (1356).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption of suitable
quantities of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid
and pertussis components separately or together onto a
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mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate. Suitable antimicrobial preservatives
may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lor.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater man 115 per cent
of the intended content.

Sterl1ity (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each mediwn.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
osmolality and with respect to each of the requirements given
below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be released
for use.

Provided the tests for free formaldehyde and antimicrobial
preservative and the assay have been carried out with
satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they may be
omitted on the final lot.

Provided the free formaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free fonnaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine is within the limits approved
for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37 °C for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin) giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained as described in identification test A reacts with a
suitable tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

c. The pertussis components are identified by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
The clear supernatant obtained as described in identification
test A reacts with specific antisera to the pertussis
components of the vaccine.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.
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Sterility (2.6. J)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than the minimum potency slated on the
label.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the minimum
potency stated on the label is 30 ill per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 40 IU per single human dose.

Pertussis component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (acellular) (2.7.16), The vaccine complies
with the limit approved for the particular product.

LABELLING
The label ,tores:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoid per single human dose;
- the names and amounts of the pertussis components per

single human dose;
- where applicable, that the vaccine contains a pertussis

toxin-like protein produced by genetic modification;
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- where applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults;

- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
__________~ PhEII

Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis
(Acellular Component) Vaccine
(Adsorbed, Reduced Antigen(s)
Content)
(ph. Eur. monograph 2764)
PhEll _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis (acellular, component)
vaccine (adsorbed, reduced antigen(s) content) is a combined
vaccine containing: diphtheria formol toxoid; tetanus fonnol
toxoid; individually purified antigenic components of
BordeteUa pertussis; a mineral adsorbent such as aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate.

The formol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Coryneba<"n'um diphthenae and C/(),O'id,'um
tetam respectively.

The amount of diphtheria toxoid per single human dose is
reduced compared to vaccines generally used for primary
vaccination; the amounts of tetanus toxoid and pertussis
components may also be reduced.

The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
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free from toxic properties, produced by expression of a
genetically modified form of the corresponding gene.
The vaccine may also contain filamentous haemagglutinin,
pertactin (a 69 kDa outer-membrane protein) and other
defined components of B. pertussis such as fimbrial-2 and
firnbrial-S antigens. The latter 2 antigens may be co-purified.
The antigenic composition and characteristics are based on
evidence of protection and freedom from unexpected
reactions in the target group for which the vaccine is
intended

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistendy vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safetyin man.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that me
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. Ifwithin 42 days .of
me injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. Ifmore than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6. J4) in bulk purified
pertussis components is determined to monitor the
purification procedure and to limit the amount in the final
vaccine. For each component, the content of bacterial
endotoxins is less than the limit approved for the particular
vaccine and, in any case, the contents are such that the final
vaccine contains less than 100 ill per single human dose.

Riference vaccinee,) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of differences in composition
between the monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphthena vaccine (adsorbed)
(0443), Teton", vaccine (adsorbed) (0452) and Penussis vauine
(acellular, componen4 adsorbed) (J356).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption onto a
mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate, separately or together, of suitable
quantities of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid
and acellular pertussis components. Suitable antimicrobial
preservatives may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservadve
Where applicable) determine the amount of amimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
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not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intendedcontent.

Sterllity (2.6.1)
Carryout the test for sterility using 10 mL for eachmedium.

FlNALLOT
The final bulkvaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Onlya final lot that is satisfactory withrespect to the testfor
osmolality and withrespect to eachof the requirements given
below underIdentification, Tests and Assaymay be released
for use.

Provided the test for antimicrobial preservative and the assays
for me diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis components have
been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, theymay he omitted on the finallot.
Provided the free fonnaldehyde contenthas been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free fonnaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

Where there is a significant changein the manufacturing
processof-the antigens or theirformulation, anyimpacton
the in tlivO~and invitro assays must be evaluated, and the
need for revalidation considered.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine is within the limits approved
for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution.Maintain at 37 "C for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clearsupernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, givinga precipitate. If a satisfactory
resultis not obtainedwith a vaccine adsorbed on aluminiwn
hydroxide, carry out the rest as follows. Centrifuge 15 mL of
the vaccineto be examinedand suspend the residue in 5 mL
of a freshly prepared mixture of I volume of a 56 gIL
solutionof sodium edetate Rand 49 volumes of disodium
hydrogen phosphate solution R. Maintain at 37 ·C for nOIless
than 6 h and centrifuge. The clear supernatant reacts witha
suitable diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
B. Tetanus toxoidis identified by a suitable irnmunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is givenas an example. The clearsupernatant
obtainedas described in identification test A reacts with a
suitable tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
C. The pertussis components areidentified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
The clearsupernatant obtainedas described in identification
test A reacts with specificantisera to the pertussis
components of the vaccine.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25mg per single humandose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free fonnaldehyde (2.4.19)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.
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AntimicrobIal preservative
\Vhereapplicable, determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amountshown to be effective and
is not greater than 115per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterillty (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methodsfor the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).
The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 2 ill per singlehwnan dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.9).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than20 ill per singlehuman dose.

Pertussis component
Carryout one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (acellular) (2.7.16). The vaccine complies
with the limit approved for the particular product.

LABELLING
The label stales:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanustoxoid per single humandose;
- the names and amounts of the pertussis components per

single human dose;
- where applicable, that the vaccine containsa pertussis

toxin-like proteinproducedby genetic modification;
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- that the vaccine must be shaken beforeuse;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_________________ PhE<l

Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus,
Pertussis (Acellular Component)
and Haemophilus Type b
Conjugate Vaccine
(Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis (Acellular, Componem)
and Haemophilus Type b Conjugare Veucine
(Adsorbed), Ph. Bur. monagraph 1932)

PhE" _

DEFINlTION
Diphtheria, tetanus,pertussis (acellular, component) and
haemophilus type b conjugate vaccine (adsorbed) is a
combined vaccine composed of: diphtheria fonnol toxoid;
tetanusfonnol toxoid; individually purified antigenic
components of Bordetella pertussis; polyribosylribitol phosphate
(pRP) covalently bound to a carrier protein; a mineral
absorbent such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate.The productis presented eitheras a
tetravalent liquid formulation in the same container, or as a
trivalent liquidfonnulation with the haemophilus component
in a separate container, the contentsof which aremixed with
the other components immediately before use.
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The formal toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Corynebacrerium diphthen'ae and Clostridium
teumirespectively.
The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
free from toxic properties produced by expression of a
genetically modified fonn of the corresponding gene.
The acellular pertussis component may also contain
filamentous haemagglutinin, pertactin (a 69 kDa outer
membrane protein) and other defined components of
B. pertussis such as fimbrial-2 and fimbrial-3 antigens.
The latter 2 antigens may be co-purified. The antigenic
composition and characteristics are based on evidence of
protection and freedom from unexpected reactions in the
target group for which the vaccine is intended.

PRP is a linear copolymer composed of repeated units of
3-~-D-ribofuranosyl-(1 ~ I )-ribitol-5-phosphate
[(C,oH,.OIlP).l, with a defined molecular size and derived
from a suitable strain of Haemophilus injluenzae type b.
The carrier protein, when conjugated to PRP, is capable of
inducing aT-cell-dependent B-ceU immune response to the
polysaccharide.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacyand safety in man.
Where the haemophilus component is presented in a separate
container, as part of consistency studies the assays of the
diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis components are carried out
on a suitable number of batches of vaccine reconstituted as
for use. For subsequent routine control, the assays of these
components may be carried out without mixing with the
haemophilus component.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single hwnan dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. If within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or d.ies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. Ifmore than I animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.
The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in bulk purified
diphtheria toxoid) tetanus toxoid, pertussis components and
bulk PRP conjugate is determined to monitor the purification
procedure and to limit the amount in the final vaccine.
For each component, the content of bacterial endotoxins is
less than the limit approved for the particular vaccine; where
the haemophilus component is presented in a separate
container, the contents of the diphtheria, tetanus and
pertussis antigens are in any case such that me final vial for
these components contains less than 100 IU per single
human dose.
During development studies) it shall be demonstrated that
the vaccine consistently induces aT-cell-dependent B-cell
immune response to PRP. If the manufacturing process is
modified, it shall be demonstrated by appropriate in vitro
methods that the characteristic properties of the conjugate
are not affected"
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Where the haemophilus component is presented in a separate
container, the production method is validated to demonstrate
that the haemophilus component, if tested, would comply
with the test for pyrogens (2.6.8), carried out as follows:
inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass a quantity of me
vaccine equivalent to: 1 ~g of PRP for a vaccine with
diphtheria toxoid or eRM 197diphtheria protein as carrier;
0.1 p.g of PRP for a vaccine with tetanus toxoid as carrier;
0.025 ~g ofPRP for a vaccine with OMP (meningococcal
group B outer membrane protein complex) as carrier.

ReferenC8 vaccine(s) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccinesmay be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of differences in composition
between the monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary, The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphlhen"a fJlUdne
(adsorbed) (0443), Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452), Penussis
vaccine (acellular, component, adsorbed) (1356) and
Hamu>philus type b amjugare oacdne (1219).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Different methods ofpreparation may be used: a final bulk
vaccine may be prepared by adsorption, separately or
together, of suitable quantities of bulk purified diphtheria
toxoid, tetanus toxoid, acellular pertussis components and
PRP conjugate onto a mineral carrier such as aluminiwn
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate; or 2 final bulks
may be prepared and filled separately, one containing the
diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis components, the other the
haemophilus component, which may be freeze-dried. Suitable
antimicrobial preservatives may be added.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

AntimicrobIal preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than ll5 per cent
of the intended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
osmolality shown below and with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.
Provided the-test for antimicrobial preservative and the assay
have been carried out with satisfactoryresults on the final
bulk vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.
Provided the free formaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or the final bulk and it has been
shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.
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Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine, reconstituted where applicable,
is within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

pH (2.2.3)
-The pH of the vaccine, reconstituted ifnecessary, is within
the range approved for the particular product.

FreePRP
Unbound PRP is determined after removal of the conjugate,
for example by anion-exchange, size-exclusion or
hydrophobic chromatography, ultrafiltration or other
validated methods. The amount of free PRP is not greater
than mat approved for the particular product.

IDENTIFICATION
J.t7here the haemophilus CI»1fponent ispresented in a separate
container: ,"denufication testsA, Band C areearned out using the
comainer containing the diphtheria, uranus and pertussis
components; idenufication test D iscarried out on thecontainer
containing the haemophilus component
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The foUowing method,
applicable to certain vaccines) is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37 °C for
about 16 h and centiifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin) giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines) is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained as described in identification test A reacts with a
suitable tetanus antitoxin) giving a precipitate.

C. The pertussis components are identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines) is given as an example.
The clear supernatant obtained as described in identification
test A reacts with specific antisera to the pertussis
components of the vaccine.

D. The haemophilus component is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) for PRP.

TESTS
Where theproduce ispresenud with tirehaenwphilus component in
a separate container: the uses for aluminium, free fonnaldehyc:k,
antimicrobial preservau"ve and sterility an! caniedout on the
container with thediphthen"a) tetanus and pertussis componena;
the tests for PRP ccntent, water (where applicable), sterility and
baaetialendotoxins arecarried out on the container with the
hannqphilus component.

If the haemophilus component isfrnze-dried, 'ome tests may be
carried out on thefrnze-driedptodua rather than on the bulk
conjugate where thefreeze-drying proem may a.flue the component
'" be tested.
PRP
Minimum 80 per cent of the amount of PRP stated on the
label. PRP is detennined either by assay of ribose (2.5.31) or
phosphorus (2.5.18), by an immunochemical method (2.7.1)
or by anion-exchange liquid chromatography (2.2.29) with
pulsed amperometric detection.

Alwnlnlum (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose) if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as me
adsorbent.

Free fonnaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.
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Antimicrobial preservadve
Where applicable) determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3.0 per cent for the freeze-dried haemophilus
component.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
The content is within the limits approved by the competent
authority for the haemophilus component of the particular
product. H any components of the vaccine prevent the
determination of endotoxin) a test for pyrogens is carried out
as described under General provisions.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P ~ 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than the minimum potency stated on the
label.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised) the minimum
potency stated on the label is 30 IU per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P ~ 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 40 IU per single human dose.

Pertussis component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (aceUuJar) (2.7.16). The vaccine complies

.with the limit approved for the particular product.

LABELLING
The label ,tater:
- the minimum number of Intemational Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoid per single human dose;
- the names and amounts of the pertussis componentsper

single human dose;
- where applicable, that the vaccine contains a pertussis

toxin-like protein produced by genetic modification;
- the number of micrograms of PRP per single human

dose;
- the type and nominal amount of carrier protein per single

human dose;
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- where applicable) that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults;

- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
-- I'IIEm
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Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus,
Pertussis (Acellular Component)
and Hepatitis B (rONA) Vaccine
(Diphtheria, Tetanus, Penussis (Acdlular, Componenr)
and Hepatitis B (rDNA) Vcudne (Adsorbed),
Ph. Eur. monograph 1933)
PhE" _~ _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (acellular, component) and
hepatitis B (eDNA) vaccine (adsorbed) is a combined vaccine
composed of: diphtheria formol toxoid; tetanus formal
toxoid; individually purified antigenic components of
BordetelJa pertussis; hepatitis B surface antigen; a mineral
adsorbent such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate.

The formol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Corynebcu:terium diph,heriae and C/",tridium
tetam~ respectively.

The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
free from toxic properties, produced by expression of a
genetically modified form of the corresponding gene.
The vaccine may also contain filamentous haemagglutinin,
pertactin (a 69 kDa outer-membrane protein) and other
defined components of B. pertussis such as fimbrial-2 and
fimbrial-3 antigens. The latter 2 antigens may be co-purified.
The antigenic composition and characteristics are based on
evidence of protection and freedom from unexpected
reactions in the target group for which the vaccine is
intended.

Hepatitis B surface antigen is a component protein of
hepatitis B virus; the antigen is obtained by recombinant
DNA technology.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested) would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs) each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. If within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more than I animal dies from non-specific causes)
repeat the test once; ifmore than 1 animal dies in the second
test) the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in the bulk
purified diphtheria toxoid) tetanus toxoid and pertussis
components is determined to monitor the purification
procedure and to limit the amount in the final vaccine.
For each component) the content of bacterial endotoxins is
less than the limit approved for the particular vaccine.

Reference vcudne(s) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of differences in composition
between the monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
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vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphlhena vaccine
(adsorbed) (0443), Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452), Penussis
vaccine (cu:eHular, componen~ adsorbed) (1356) and Hepatitis B
tmccine (rDNA) (1056).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption, separately
or together) of suitable quantities of bulk purified diphtheria
toxoid) tetanus toxoid) acellular pertussis components and
hepatitis B surface antigen onto a mineral carrier such as
aluminium hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate.
Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
osmolality and with respect to each of the requirements given
below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be released
for use.

Provided the test for antimicrobial preservative and the assays
for the diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis components have
been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the content of free fonnaldehyde has been
determined on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk
and it has been shown that the content in the final lot will
not exceed 0.2 gIL, the test for free fonnaldehyde may be
omitted on the final lot.

If an in vivoassay is used for the hepatitis B component)
provided it has been carried out with satisfactory results on
the final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine is within the limits approved
for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines) is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37 °C for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin) giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines) is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained as described in identification test A reacts with a
suitable tetanus antitoxin) giving a precipitate.
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c. The pertussis components are identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
The clear supernatant obtained as described in identification
test A reacts with specific antisera to the pertussis
components of the vaccine.

D. The assay DC, where applicable, the electrophoretic profile,
serves also to identify the hepatitis B component of the
vaccine.

TESTS
A1umlnlum (2';.13)
Maximwn 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccinecomplies with the test for sterility.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8)
The vaccine complies with the test for pyrogens. Inject the
equivalent of 1 human dose into each rabbit.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component.
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (p: 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than the minimum potency stated on the
label.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the minimum
potency stated on the label is 30 ill per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (p: 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 40 ill per single human dose.

Pertussis component
Cany out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (acellular) (2.7.16). The vaccine complies
with the limit approved for the particular product.

Hepatitis B component
The vaccine complies with the assay of hepatitis B vaccine
(2.7.15).

LABELLING
'I'Mlabel stales:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoid per single human dose;
- the names and amounts of the pertussis components per

single human dose;
- where applicable, that the vaccine contains a pertussis

toxin-like protein produced by genetic modification;
- the amount of HBsAg per single human dose;
- the type of cells used for production of the hepatitis B

component;
- the name and me amount of the adsorbent;
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- where applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary
vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults;

- that. the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not. to be frozen.
_____________________ PhE«

Adsorbed Diphtheria, Tetanus,
Pertussis (Acellular Component)
and Inactivated Poliomyelitis
Vaccine
(Diphtheria, Tetanus, PeYlUSSis (Acellular, Component)
and Poliomyelitis (Imulivaled) Vacane (Adsorbed),
Ph. Eur. monograph 1934)
P>E« _

DEFINTI10N
Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (acellular, component) and
poliomyelitis (inactivated) vaccine (adsorbed) is a combined
vaccine containing: diphtheria fonnol toxoid; tetanus formol
toxoid; individually purified antigenic components of
BordeteUa pertussis; suitable strains of human poliovirus
types I, 2 and 3 grown in suitable cell cultures and
inactivated by a validated method; a mineral adsorbent such
as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate.

The formol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Corynebaeun'um diphlheria< and Clostridium
teumi respectively.

The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
free from toxic properties produced by expression of a
genetically modified form of the corresponding gene.
The vaccine may also contain filamentous haemagglutinin,
pertactin (a 69 kDa outer-membrane protein) and other
defined components of B. pertussis such as fimbrial-2 and
fimbrial-3 antigens. The latter 2 antigens may be co-purified.
The antigenic composition and characteristics are based on
evidence of protection and freedom from unexpected
reactions in the target. group for which the vaccine is
intended.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the fqllowing test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. H within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. H more than I animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat me test once; if more than I animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in bulk purified
diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid, pertussis components and
purified, inactivated monovalent poliovirus harvests is
determined to monitor the purification procedure and to
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limit the amount in me final vaccine. For each component,
the content of bacterial endotoxins is less than the limit
approved for the particular vaccine and, in any case, the
contents are such that the final vaccine contains less than
100 IU per single human dose.

Reference v<=ine(s) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of differences in composition
between the monocomponent referencevaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch ot combined vaccineshown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilisedby a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complieswith the
requirements of the monographs Diphtheria v<=ine (adsorbed)
(0443), Tetanus vauine (adsorbed) (0452), Pertussis vaccine
(acellular, component, adsorbed) (1356) and PolwmyeJjtis
vaccine (mac.voted) (0214).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption onto a
mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate, separately or together, of suitable
quantities of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid,
acellular pertussis components and admixture of suitable
quantities of purified monovalent harvestsof human
poliovirus types I, 2 and 3 or a suitable quantity of a
trivalent pool of such purified monovalentharvests. Suitable
antimicrobial preservatives may be added.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bovine serum albumln
Determined on the poliomyelitis component by a suitable
irrununochemical method (2.7.1) after virusharvest and
before addition of the adsorbent in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine, the amount of bovineserum albumin is
such that the content in the final vaccine will be not more
than 50 ng per single human dose.

Antimicrobial preservadve
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterilityusing 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
osmolalityand with respect to each of the requirements given
below under Identification, Tests and Assaymay be released
for use.
Provided the test for antimicrobialpreservative and the assays
for the diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis components have
been carried out with satisfactoryresults on the final bulk
vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.
Provided the free formaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot willnot exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.
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Provided that the detennination of Dcantigen content has
been carried out with satisfactory results during preparation
of the final bulk before addition of the adsorbent, it may be
omitted on the final lot.
Provided that the invivo assayfor the poliomyelitis
component has been carried out with satisfactory results on
the final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.
The in vivoassayfor the poliomyelitis component may be
omitted once it has been demonstrated for a givenproduct
and for each poliovirus type that the acceptance criteria for
the D-antigen determination are such that it yields the same
result as the in vivoassay in terms of acceptance or rejection
of a batch. This demonstration must include testing of
subpotent batch~, produced experimentally if necessary, for
example by heat treatment or other means of diminishing the
immunogenic activity. Where there is a significant change in
the manufacturing process of the antigens or their
formulation, any impact on the in vivo and in vitro assays
must be evaluated; and the need for revalidation considered.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine is within the limits approved
for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identifiedby a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
Dissolvein the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37°C for
about 16 h and centrifugeuntil a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
B. Tetanus toxoid is identifiedby a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example.The clear supernatant
obtained as described in identificationtest A reacts with a
suitable tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
C. The penussis components are identifiedby a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
The clear supernatant obtained as described in identification
test A reacts with specific antisera to the pertussis
components of the vaccine.
D. The vaccine is shown to contain human poliovirus
types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemicalmethod
(2.7.1) such as the determlnation of D-antigen by enzyme
linked immunosorbent assay (EllSA).

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.11!)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable,determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complieswith the test for sterility.
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ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than the minimum potency stated on the
label.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the minimum
potency stated on the label is 30 IV per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 40 IV per single human dose.

Pertussis component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (acellular) (2.7.16). The vaccine complies
with the limit approved for the particular product.

Pollomyelitlscornponent
D-antigen content As a measure of consistency of
production, determine the D-antigen content for human
poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1) foUowing desorption, using a reference
preparation calibrated in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen. For each type, the content, expressed with
reference to the amount of D-antigen stated on the label, is
within the limits approved for the particular product.
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inacu'vated) BRP is calibrated in
European Pharmacopoeia Units and intended for use in the
assay of D-antigeil. The European Pharmacopoeia Unit and
the International Unit are equivalent.

In oioo test The vaccine complies with the in "itID assay of
poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) (2.7. 21f).

LABELLING
The label states:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoid per single human dose;
- the names and amounts of the pertussis components per

single human dose;
- where applicable, that the vaccine contains a pertussis

toxin-like protein produced by genetic modification;
- the types of poliovirus contained in the vaccine;
- the nominal amount of poliovirus of each type (1, 2

and 3), expressed in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen, per single human dose;

- the type of cells used for production of the poliomyelitis
component;

- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- where applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults;

- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_____________________ P/lEOI
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Diphtheria, Tetanus and
Poliomyelitis (Inactivated) Vaccine
(Adsorbed, Reduced Antigen(s)
Content)
(ph. Bur. manograph 2328)

The label may state (TdlIPV'.
P/lEOI _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus and poliomyelitis (inactivated) vaccine
(adsorbed, reduced antigen(s) content) is a combined vaccine
containing: diphtheria fonnol toxoid; tetanus fonnol toxoid;
suitable strains of human poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 grown
in suitable cell cultures and inactivated by a validated
method; a mineral adsorbent such as aluminium hydroxide
or hydrated aluminium phosphate.

The fonnol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Corynebacterium diphtheria< and CIo,tridium
tetani respectively.

The amount of diphtheria toxoid per single human dose is
reduced compared to vaccines generally used for primary
vaccination; the amount of tetanus toxoid may also be
reduced.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria components
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. Ifwithin 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more than one animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; if more than one animal dies in the
second test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in bulk purified
diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid and inactivated monovalent
poliovirus harvests is determined to monitor the purification
procedure and to limit the amount in the final vaccine.
For each component, the content of bacterial endotoxins is
less than the limit approved for the particular vaccine and, in
any case, the contents are such that the final vaccine contains
less than 100 ill per single human dose.

Reference vaccinee,) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of the difference in composition
between the monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect-on the assay procedure.
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PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diph,1wia vacane (adsorbed)
(0443), Telanus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452) and PoliomyeJiris
vacane (inactivated) (0214).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption onto a
mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate, separately or together, of suitable
quantities of bulk.purified diphtheria toxoid and tetanus
toxoid, and an admixture of suitable quantities of purified
monovalent harvests of hwnan poliovirus types I, 2 and 3 or
a suitable quantity of a trivalent pool of such purified
monovalent harvests. Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may
be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bovine serum albumin
Determined on the poliomyelitis component by a suitable
immunocbemical method (2.7. I) after virusharvest and
before addition of the adsorbent in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine, the amount of bovine serum albumin is
such that the content in the final vaccine will be not more
than 50 ng per single human dose.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount ls
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended content.

Sterillty (2.6. I)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 m.Lfor each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to me test for
osmolality and with respect to each of the requirements given
below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be released
for use.

Provided the test for antimicrobial preservative and the assays
for the diphtheria and tetanus components have been carried
out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they
may beomitted on the final lot.

Provided the free fonnaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot willnot exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

Provided the determination of D-antigen content cannot be
carried out on the final lot, it is carried out during
preparation of the final bulk. before addition of the adsorbent.

Provided the in vivo assay for the poliomyelitis component
has been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

The invivo assay for the poliomyelitis component may be
omitted once it has been demonstrated for a given vaccine
and for each poliovirus type that the acceptance criteria for
the D-antigen determination are such that it yields the same
result as the in 'Vivo assay in terms of acceptance or rejection.
of a batch. This demonstration must include testing of
subpotent batches, produced experimentally if necessary, for
example by heat treatment or other means of diminishing the
immunogenic activity. Where there is a significant change in
the manufacturing process of the antigens or their
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formulation, any impact on the in vivo and in 'Vitro assays
must be evaluated, and the need for revalidation considered.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine is within the limits approved
for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37°C for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate. ITa satisfactory
result is not obtained with a vaccine adsorbed on aluminium
hydroxide, carry out the test as follows. Centrifuge 15 mL of
the vaccine to be examined and suspend the residue in 5 mL
of a freshly prepared mixture of 1 volume of a 56 gIL
solution of sodium edetate R and 49 volumes of disodium
hydrogen plwsphau solution R. Maintain at 37°C for not less
than 6 h and centrifuge. The clear supernatant reacts with a
suitable diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7./). The following method, applicable 10 certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained as described in identification test A reacts with a
suitable tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

C. The vaccine is shown to contain human poliovirus
types I, 2 and 3 by a sultable immunochemical method
(2.7.1) such as the determination of Dsantigen by enzyme
linked immunosorbent assay (BUSA).

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.15)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimlcrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be elJeetive and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterillty (2.6./)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 2 ill per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 20 ill per single human dose.

Pollomyelldscomponent
D-ant;gen content As a measure of consistency of
production, determine the D-antigen content for human
poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1) following desorption, using a reference
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preparation calibrated in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen. For each type, the content, expressed with
reference to the amount of D-antigen stated on the label, is
within the limits approved for the particular product.
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inacuvated) BRP is calibrated in
European Pharmacopoeia Units and intended for use in the
assay of Deantigen. The European Pharmacopoeia Unit and
the International Unit are equivalent.

In vivotest The vaccine complies with the in mVo assay of
poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) (2.T.2{}).

LABELLING'
The label ,rates:
- the minimum number ofIntemational Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoid per single human dose;
- the types of poliovirus contained in the vaccine;
- the nominal amount of poliovirus of each type (1, 2 and

3), expressed in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen, per single human dose;

- the type of cells used for production of the poliomyelitis
component;

- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_____________________ !'hE"

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis
(Acellular, Component) and
Poliomyelitis (Inactivated) Vaccine
(Adsorbed, Reduced Antigen(s)
Content)
(ph. Eur. monograph 2329)
!'hE" _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (acellular, component) and
poliomyelitis (inactivated) vaccine (adsorbed, reduced
antigen(s) content) is a combined vaccine containing:
diphtheria fonnol toxoid; tetanus formol toxoid; individually
purified antigenic components of Bordesella pertussisj suitable
strains of human poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 grown in
suitable cell cultures and inactivated by a validated method:
a mineral adsorbent such as aluminium hydroxide or
hydrated aluminium phosphate.

The formol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Corynebaeteriran diph.heriae and Clo,tridiran
leumj respectively.

The amount of diphtheria toxoid per single human dose is
reduced compared to vaccines generaUy used for primary
vaccination; the amounts of tetanus toxoid and pertussis
components may also be reduced.

The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
free from toxic properties produced by expression of a
geneticaUy modified form of the corresponding gene.
The vaccine may also contain filamentous haemagglutinin,
pertaetin (3 69 kDa outer-membrane protein) and other
defined components of B. pertussis such as fimbIial-2 and
fimbrial-3 antigens. The latter 2 antigens may be co-purified.
The antigenic composition and characteristics are based on
evidence of protection and freedom from unexpected
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reactions in the target group for which the vaccine is
intended.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. H within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. H more than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once, if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in bulk purified
diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid, pertussis components and
inactivated monovalent poliovirus harvests is determined to
monitor the purification procedure and to limit the amount
in the final vaccine. For each component, the content of
bacterial endotoxins is less than the limit approved for the
particular vaccine and, in any case, the contents are such that
the final vaccine contains less than 100 IV per single human
dose.

Reference vaecine(,) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used Corthe
assays on the combined vaccine. H this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of differences in composition
between the monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphtheria oaccine (adsorbed)
(0443), Teranus vaecine (adsorbed) (0452), Penussis vaecine
(aetI1ular, component, adsorbed) (1356) and Polwmyelitis
uacdne (inaeuvated) (0214).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption onto a
mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate, separately or together, of suitable
quantities of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid
and acellular pertussis components, and an admixture of
suitable quantities of purified monovalent harvests of human
poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 or a suitable quantity of a
trivalent pool of such purified monovalent harvests, Suitable
antimicrobial preservatives may he added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the foUowing
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bovine serum albumin
Determined on the poliomyelitis component by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) after virusharvest and
before addition of the adsorbent in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine, the amount of bovine serum albumin is
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such that the content in the final vaccine will be not more
than 50 ng per single human dose.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable,determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemicalmethod. The amount is
not less man 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended content:

Sterllity (1.6. I)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile)
tamper-evidentcontainers. The containers are closedso as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
osmolality and with respect to each of the requirements given
below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be released
for use.
Provided the test for antimicrobial preservative and the assays
for the diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis components have
been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the free fonnaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

Provided the determination of D-antigen content cannot be
carried out on the final lot, it is carried out during
preparation of the final bulk before addition of the adsorbent.

Provided the in 'Vivo assay for the poliomyelitis component
has been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

The in vivoassay for the poliomyelitis component may he
omitted once it has been demonstrated for a given vaccine
and for each poliovirus type that the acceptance criteria for
the D-antigen determination are such that it yields the same
result as the in vivoassay in terms of acceptance or rejection
of a hatch. This demonstration must include testing of
subpotent batches, produced experimentally if necessary, for
example by heat treatment or other means of diminishing the
immunogenic activity. Where there is a significant change in
the manufacturing process of the antigens or their
formulation, any impact on the invivo and in vitro assays
must be evaluated, and the need for revalidation considered.

Osmolality (1.1.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine is within the limits approved
for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (1.7. I). The foDowing method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citraee R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37 "C for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained, The clear supernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate. If a satisfactory
result is not obtained with a vaccine adsorbed on aluminium
hydroxide, carry out the test as foUows. Centrifuge 15 mL of
the vaccine to be examined and suspend the residue in 5 mL .
of a freshly prepared mixture of I volume of a 56 gIL
solution of sodium edetate Rand 49 volumes of a disodium
hydrogen phosphaee solution R. Maintain at 37 "C for not less
than 6 h and centrifuge. The clear supernatant reacts with a
suitable diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
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B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (1.7. I). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained as described in identification test A reacts with a
suitable tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

C. The pertussis components are identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (1.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example,
The clear supernatant obtained as described in identification
test A reacts with a specific antisera to the pertussis
components of the vaccine.

D. The vaccine is shown to contain human poliovirus types
I, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical method (1.7. I)
such as the determination of Dcantlgenby enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (EUSA).

TESTS
Aluminium (1.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (1.4.1II)
Maximum 0.2 giL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterllity (1.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (1.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 2 ill per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (1.7.1f).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 20 ill per single human dose.

Pertussis component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (aceUular) (2.7.16). The vaccine complies
with the limit approved for the particular product.

Poliomyelitis component
D-anligen contene As a measure of consistency of
production, determine the D-antigen content for human
poliovirus types I, 2 and 3 by a suitable Immunochemical
method (1.7. I) following desorption, using a reference
preparation calibrated in European Pharmacopocla Units of
D-antigen. For each type, the content, expressed wilh
reference to the amount of D-antigen stated on the label, is
within the limits' approved for the particular product.
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) BRP is calibrated in
European Pharmacopoeia Units and intended for use in the
assay of D-antigen. The European Pharmacopoeia Unit and
the International Unit are equivalent.

In vivo tes: The vaccine complies with the in vivo assay of
poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) (1.7.2(J).
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LABELLING
The labelstates:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoid per single human dose;
_ the names and amounts of the pertussis components per

single human dose;
_ where applicable; that the vaccine contains a pertussis

toxin-like protein produced by genetic modification;
- the types of polioviruscontained in the vaccine;
_ the nominal amount of poliovirus of each type (1, 2 and

3), expressed in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
Dcanrigen, per single human dose;

- the type of ceUs used for production of the poliomyelitis
component;

- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- mat the vaccine must he shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
____________________ PhE.,

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis
(Acellular, Component),
Poliomyelitis (Inactivated) and
Haemophilus Type b Conjugate
Vaccine (Adsorbed)
(ph. Eur. monograph 2065)
Ph&l '---- _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (acellular, component),
poliomyelitis (inactivated) and haemophilus type b conjugate
vaccine (adsorbed) is a combined vaccine composed of:
diphtheria formol toxoid; tetanus formol toxoid; individually
purified antigenic components of BordetelJa pertussis; suitable
strains of human poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 grown in
suitable cell cultures and inactivated by a suitable method;
polyribosylribitol phosphate (pRP) covalently bound to a
carrier protem; a mineral adsorbent such as aluminiwn
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate. The product is
presented either as a pentavalent liquid formulation in the
same container, or as a tetravalent liquid formulation with
the freeze-dried haemophilua component in a separate
container, the contents of which are mixed with the other
components immediately before use.

The fonnol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth or Cotyneboaenum diph,heriae and C/o,lridium
(elan; respectively.

The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
free from toxic properties produced by expression of a
genetically modified form of the corresponding gene.
The acellular pertussis component may also contain
filamentous haemagglutinin, penaetin (a 69 kDa outer
membrane protein) and other defined components of
B. pertussis such as funbrial-2 and funbrial-3 antigens.
The latter 2 antigens may be co-purified. The antigenic
composition and characteristics are based on evidence of
protection and freedom from unexpected reactions in the
target group for which the vaccine is intended.

PRP is a linear copolymer composed of repeated units of
3-f}-o-ribofuranosyl-(I--> 1)-ribitol-5-phosphate
[(C,oHI90IlP).!, with a defined molecular size and derived
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from a suitable strain of Haemophilus influenzae type b.
The carrier protein) when conjugated to PRP) is capable of
inducing a T-cell-dependent B-cell immune response to the
polysaccharide.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistentlyvaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated (Q demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each or 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. If within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. H more than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; ifmore than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content or bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in bulk purified
diphtheria toxoid) tetanus toxoid) pertussis components,
purified) inactivated monovalent poliovirus harvests and bulk
PRP conjugate is determined to monitor the purification
procedure and to limit the amount in the final vaccine.
For each component, the content of bacterial endotoxins is
less than the limit approved by the competent authority for
the particular vaccine.

During development studies, it shall be demonstrated that
the vaccine consistently induces a T -cell-dependent B-ceU
immune response to PRP. If the manufacturing process is
modified, it shall be demonstrated by appropriate in vitro
methods that the characteristic properties of the conjugate
are not affected.

Where the haemophilus component is presented in a separate
container, and as part of consistency studies, the assays of the
diphtheria, tetanus) pertussis and poliomyelitis components
are carried out on a suitable number of batches of vaccine
reconstituted as for use. For subsequent routine control, the
assays of these components may be carried out without
mixing with the haemophilus component.

Where the haemophilus component is presented in a separate
container, the production method is validated to demonstrate
that the haemophilus component, if tested) would comply
with the test for pyrogens (2.6.8), carried out as follows:
inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass a quantity of the
vaccine equivalent to: 1 fIg of PRP for a vaccine wil.h
diphtheria toxoid or CRM 197 diphtheria protein as carrier;
0.1 fIg ofPRP for a vaccine with tetanus toxoid as carrier;
0.025 ~g of PRP for a vaccine with OMP (meningococcal
group B outer membrane protein complex) as carrier.

Referencewcane(s) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of differences in composition
between the monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.
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PRODUCTION OF THE COM.PONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed)
(0443), Tetanus uaccme (adsorbed) (0452), Pertussis 1Ja<cine
(aullular, component, adsorbed) (1356), Poliomyelitis vaccine
(inaclivarid) (0214) and HaemophJus type b conjugate oacdne
(1219).

FINAL BULKS
The final tetravalent bulk of the diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis
and poliomyelitis components is prepared by adsorption,
separately or together, of suitable quantities of bulkpurified
diphtheria toxoid, bulk purified tetanus toxoid and bulk
purified acellular pertussis components onto a mineral carrier
such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated aluminium
phosphate, and admixture of suitable quantities of purified,
monovalent harvests of humanpoliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 or
a suitable quantity of a trivalent pool of such monovalent
harvests. Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be added.
Where the vaccine is presented with aU 5 components in the
samecontainer, the final bulk is prepared by addition of a
suitable quantity of the haemophilus bulk conjugate to the
tetravalent bulk. Where the haemophilus component is
presented in a separate container, the final bulkis prepared
by dilution of the bulk conjugate with suitable diluents for
freeze-drying. A stabiliser may be added.

Only final bulks that comply with the following requirements
maybe used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bovine serum albumin
Determined on the poliomyelitis component by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) during preparation of the
final bulkvaccine, before addition of the adsorbent, the
amount of bovine serum albumin is such thatthe content in
the final vaccine will be not more than 50 ng persingle
human dose.
Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method The amount is
not less than85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of theintended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Where the haemophilus componentis presented in a separate
container, the final bulkof the haemophilus component is
freeze-dried.
Onlya final lot thatis satisfactory with respect to the test for
osmolality shown belowand with respect to eachof the
requirements givenbelow underIdentification, Tests and
Assay maybe released foruse.
Provided thatthe test for antimicrobial preservative and the
assay havebeen carried out with satisfactory results on the
final bulk vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided that the free fonnaldehyde content has been
determined on the bulk purified antigens and the purified
monovalent harvests or the trivalent pool of polioviruses or
the final bulkand it has been shownthatthe contentin the
final lot will not exceed 0.2 gIL, the test for free
formaldehyde may be omitted on the final lot.

If the in vivo assay for the poliomyelitis component is used,
provided it has been carried out withsatisfactory results on
the final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.
The inviw assay for the poliomyelitis component maybe
omitted once it has been demonstrated fora given product
and foreachpoliovirus type that the acceptance criteria for
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the Deantigen determination aresuch thatit yields the same
result as the in viw assay in terms of acceptance or rejection
of a batch. This demonstration must include testing of
subpotent batches, produced experimentally if necessary, for
example by heat treatment or othermeans of diminishing the
immunogenic activity. Where there is a significant changein
the manufacturing process of the antigens or their
formulation,anyimpact on the invivo and in 'Vitro assays
must be evaluated, and the need forrevalidation considered.
Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine, reconstituted where applicable,
is within the limits approved for the particular preparation.
FreePRP
Where the haemophilus component is presented in liquid
formulation, the presence of othercomponents mayinterfere
in the assay and it maynot be possibleto separate the PRP
from the adjuvant. The presence of freePRP maybe
determined on the bulkconjugate prior to the addition of
othercomponents or on the non-adsorbed fraction in the
final combination.
Where the haemophilus component is presented in a separate
container, a number of methods have been used to separate
free PRPfrom the conjugate, including precipitation, gel
filtration, size-exclusion, anion-exchange andhydrophobic
chromatography, ultrafiltration and ultracentrifugation.
The free PRP can then be quantified by a range of
techniques, including high-perfonnance anion-exchange
chromatography with pulsed amperometric detection
(HPABC-PAD) and immunoassays with anti-PRP
antibodies. The amount of free PRPis not greater than that
approved for the particular product.

IDENTIFICATION
1denu"jication rests A, B, C and D are comedOIl! using the vial
containing the diphtheria, tetanusJ pertU#is andpoliomyelitis
eomponenu, identification test His cam'ed outeither on the oial
rontaining an 5 componenu, or on the'Vial amtaining the
haemophilus component alone.
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is givenas an example.
Dissolvein the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
dtrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37°C for
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clear supernatant reacts witha suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
B. Tetanustoxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is givenas an example. The clear supernatant
obtained during identification test A reacts with a suitable
tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
C. The pertussis components areidentified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The followingmethod,
applicable to certain vaccines, is given as an example.
The clear supernatant obtained during identification test A
reacts withspecific antisera to the pertussis components of
the vaccine.
D. The vaccine is shown to contain human poliovirus
types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1), such as determination of D-antigen by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (BUSA).

E. The haemophilus component is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) for PRP.
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TESTS
Where the haemophilus component ispresented in a separate
container, the testsfor aluminium, free fonnaldehyde,
antimicrobial preservative and sterility am carried out on the
container with the diphtheria, telanus, pertUSSis andpoIibmyelitis
components; the testsforp~ water, slm"lity and bacterial
entodoxins are carried outon the container with the haemophi/us
component alone.
W"here the haemophilus component is presented in a separate
container, some tests mlljf becorned outon thefreeze-dried
produa rather than on the bulkccnjugate where thefreeze-drying
proms mayaffe<t the componen: to be tested.

PRP
Not less than 80 per cent of the amount of PRP stated on
the label. PRP is detennined either by assayof
ribose (2.5.31) or phosphorus (2.5.18), by an
inununochemical method (2.7.1) or by anion-exchange liquid
chromatography (2.2.29) with pulsed amperometric
detection.

Aluminium (2.5.11)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent..

Free fOrn)aIdehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable) determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amountshownto be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity statedon the
label.
Water (2.5.1Z)
Maximum 3.0 per cent for the freeze-dried haemophilus
component.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
The content is within the limits approved by the competent
authority for the haemophilus component of the particular
product. H any components of the vaccine prevent the
detennination of endotoxin, a test for pyrogens is carried out
as described underGeneral provisions.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the lower
confidence limit (p;::; 0.95) of the estimated potencyis not
less than 30 IU per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potencyis not less than 40 ill persingle humandose.

Pertussis component
Carry out ODe of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (acellular) (2.7.16). The vaccinecomplies
with the limit approved for the particular product.

PoHomyelitis component
D-anngen content As a measure of consistency of
production, determine the D-antigen contentfor human
poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical
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method (2.7.1) following desorption, using a reference
preparation calibrated in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen. For each type, the content, expressed with
reference to the amountof D-antigenstated on the label, is
within the limits approved for the particular product.
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) BRP is calibrated in
European Pharmacopoeia Units and intended for use in the
assay of D-antigen.The European Pharmacopoeia Unit and
the International Unit areequivalent.
In vivo test The vaccine complies with the in vivo assay of
poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) (2.7.20).

LABELLING
The label states:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoidper singlehumandose:
- the names and amounts of the pertussis componentsper

singlehuman dose;
- whereapplicable, that the vaccine contains a pertussis

toxin-like protein produced by geneticmodification;
- the nominalamountof poliovirus of each type (I, 2

and 3), expressed in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
Dcanrigen,per singlehumandose;

- the typeof cellsused for production of the poliomyelitis
component;

- the numberof micrograms of PRP persinglehuman
dose,

- the type and nominal amount of carrier protein per single
human dose,

- the name and me amountof the adsorbentj
- where applicable) that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitablefor
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults;

- that the vaccine mustbe shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
____________________ ""£11

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis
(Acellular, Component),
Hepatitis 8 (rONA), Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) and Haemophilus
Type b Conjugate Vaccine
(Adsorbed)
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2067)
PII£" _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (acellular,component),
hepatitis B (rONA), poliomyelitis (inactivated) and
haemophilus type b conjugate vaccine (adsorbed) is a
combined vaccine composedof: diphtheria formol toxoid;
tetanus formol toxoid; individually purified antigenic
components of Bordetella pertussis; hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg); human poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 grown in
suitable cell cultures and inactivated by a suitable method;
polyribosylribitol phosphate (pRP) covalentlybound to a
carrier protein. The antigens in the vaccine may be adsorbed
on a mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or
hydrated aluminium phosphate. The product is presented
eitheras a hexavalent liquidformulation in the same
container, or as a pentavalent liquid formulation with the
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haemoph.ilus component in a separate container, the contents
of which are mixed with the other components immediately
before or during use.

The fonnol roxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Cmynebatterium diphrheriae and Closm'dium
uumirespectively.
The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
free from toxic properties produced by expression of a
genetically modified form of the corresponding gene.
The acellular pertussis component may also contain
filamentous haemagglutinin, pertactin (a 69 kDa outer
membrane protein) and other defined components of
B. perrwsis such as fimbrial-2 and fimbrial-3 antigens.
The larter 2 antigens may be co-purified. The antigenic
composition and characteristics are based on evidence of
protection and freedom from unexpected reactions in the
target group for which me vaccine is intended.

Hepatitis B surface antigen is a component protein of
hepatitis B virus; the antigen is obtained by recombinant
DNA technology.

PRP is a linear copolymer composed of repeated units of
3-Il-n-ribofuranosyl-(1~ 1)-ribitol-5-
phospbate [(C,oH190IlP).], with a defined molecular size
and derived from a suitable strain of Haemophilus inftuenzae
type b. The carrier protein, when conjugated to PRP, is
capable of indudng a T -cell-dependent B-cell immune
response to the polysaccharide.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

ICthe vaccine is presented with the haemophilus component
in a separate container, as part of consistency studies the
assays of the diphtheria) tetanus, pertussis, hepatitis B and
poliomyelitis components are carried out on a suitable
number of batches of vaccine reconstituted as for use.
For subsequent routine control, the assays of these
components may be carried out without mixing with the
haemophilus component.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested) would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. If within 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more than I animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the test once; if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) in bulk purified
diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid and penussis components,
hepatitis B surface antigen, purified) inactivated monovalent
poliovirus harvests and bulk PRP conjugate is determined to
monitor the purification procedure and to limit the amount
in the final vaccine. For each component, the content of
bacterial endotoxins is not greater than the limit approved.

During development studies and wherever revalidation is
necessary, a test for pyrogens in rabbits (2.6.8) is carried out
by injection of a suitable dose of the final lot. The vaccine is
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shown to be acceptable with respect to absence of pyrogenic
activity.

During development studies, it shall be demonstrated that
the vaccine consistently induces aT-cell-dependent B-cell
immune response to PRP. If the manufacturing process is
modified, it shall be demonstrated by appropriate in miro
methods that the characteristic properties of the conjugate
are not affected.

The stability of the final lot and relevant intermediates is
evaluated using one or more indicator tests. For the
haemophilus component, such tests may include
determination of molecular size, determination of free PRP in
the conjugate and kinetics of depolymerisation. Taking
account of the results of the stability testing) release
requirements are set for these indicator tests to ensure that
the vaccine will be satisfactory at the end of the period of
validity.

Reference waine(s) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of differences in composition
between the monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed)
(0443), Teranus vae<ine (adsorbed) (0452), Perrwsis vaccine
(aceilu/ar, component, adsorbed) (1356), Hepariris B vae<ine
(rDNA) (1056), Poliomyeliris vaccin« (,nae.vored) (0214) and
Haemophilus rype b conjugate vaceine (1219).

FINAL BULKS
Vaccine with aD components in thesame tontainer The final
bulk is prepared by adsorption, separately or together) of
suitable quantities of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid, tetanus
toxoid, acellular pertussis components and hepatitis B surface
antigen onto a mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide
or hydrated aluminium phosphate and admixtute of a
suitable quantity of PRP conjugate and suitable quantities of
purified and inactivated, monovalent harvests of human
poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 or a suitable quantity of a
trivalent pool of such monovalent harvests. Suitable
antimicrobial preservatives may be added.

Vaccine wirh the haemaphilus componenr in a separate
container The final bulk of diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis,
hepatitis B and poliovirus component is prepared by
adsorption, .separately or together, of suitable quantities of
bulk purified diphtheria toxoid, tetanus toxoid, acellular
pertussis components and hepatitis B surface antigen onto a
mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate and admixture of suitable quantities of
purified and inactivated, monovalent harvests of human
poliovirus types I, 2 and 3 or a suitable pool of such
monovalent harvests. 'This final bulk is filled separately.
Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be added. The final
bulk or the haemophilus component is prepared by dilution
of the bulk conjugate to the final concentration with a
suitable diluent. A stabiliser may be added.
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Only final bulks that comply with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bovine serum albumin
Determined on the poliomyelitis component by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) after purification of the
harvests and before preparation of the final bulk vaccine,
before addition of the adsorbent, the amount of bovine
serum albumin is such that the content in the final vaccine
willhe not more man 50 ng pee single human dose.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine me amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended content.

SterlIlty (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Where the haemophilus component is in a separate
container) the final bulk of the haemophilus component is
freeze-dried. Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect
to the test for osmolality shown below and wirh respect to
each of the requirements given below under Identification,
Tests and J.\ssaymay be released for use.

Provided that the test for osmolality, the test for
antimicrobial preservative and the assays for the diphtheria,
tetanus and pertussis components have been carried out with
satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they may be
omitted on the final lot.

Provided the free formaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens and the purified monovalent
harvests or the trivalent pool of polioviruses or the final bulk
and it has been shown that the content in the final lot will
not exceed 0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be
omitted on the final lot.

Provided thai the lest for bovine serum albumin has been
carried out with satisfactory results on the trivalent pool of
inactivated monovalent harvests of polioviruses or on the
final bulk vaccine, it may be omined on the final lot.

If an in w·voassay is used for the hepatitis B component,
provided it has been carried out with satisfactory results on
the final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the in viw assay for the poliomyelitis component
has been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine) it may be omitted on the final lot.

The in vivo assay for the poliomyelitis component may be
omitted once it has been demonstrated for a given product
and for each poliovirus type that the acceptance criteria for
the D-antigen determination are such that it yields the same
result as the in 'fIiw assay in terms of acceptance or rejection
of a batch. This demonstration must include testing of
subpotent batches, produced experimentally ifnecessary, for
example by heat treatment or other means of diminishing the
immunogenic activity. Where there is a significant change in
the manufacturing process of the antigens or their
formulation, any impact on the in vivo and in fJitro assays
must be evaluated) and the need for revalidation considered.

FreePRP
For vaccines with all components in the same container, the
free PRP content is determined on the non-absorbed
fraction. Unbound PRP is determined on the haemophilus
component after removal of the conjugate, for example by
anion-exchange, size-exclusion or hydrophobic
chromatography, ultrafiltration or other validated methods,
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The amount of free PRP is not greater than that approved
for the particular product.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than the limit approved for the product concerned.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine, reconstituted where applicable,
is within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
If the vaccine ispresented with thehaemophilus component in a
separate container: identification tests A) B) C, D and E aw
carried out usingthe container with thediphtheria, tetanus,
Pertussis, hepatitis B and poliomyelitis components; identification
test F iscarried out on the container with the haemophilus
components.
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method is
given as an example. Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined
sufficient sodiumderate R to give a 100 gIL solution.
Maintain at 37 DC for about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear
supernatant is obtained. The clear supernatant reacts with a
suitable diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.

B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method is given as an
example. The clear supernatant obtained during
identification test A reacts with a suitable tetanus antitoxin,
giving a precipitate.

C. The clear supernatant obtained during identification
test A reacts with specific antisera to the pertussis
components of the vaccine when examined by suitable
immunochemical methods (2.7.1).

D. The hepatitis B component is identified by a suitable
imrnunochemical method (2.7.1), for example the in vitro
assay, or by a suitable electrophoretic method (2.2.11).

E. The vaccine is shown to contain human poliovirus
types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1), such as determination ofD-antigen by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (EUSA).

F. The PRP and its carrier protein are identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1).

TESTS
If the product ispresented with the haemophilus component in a
separate container) tire tests forfreejOntfaldehyde) aluminium)
antimicrobial preseroative and Slerih"ty arecarried OUt on the
container with the diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, poliomyelitis and
hepatitis B components; the testsfor PRP, waler, antimicrobial
preseroan;,e (where appliooble), aluminium (where applicable)
and sterility arecarried out on thecomainer with the haemophilw
component.
Some testsfor the haemophilu: component arecamed out on the
freeze-dried produa rather than on the bulkconjugate where the
/mze-drying process may affea the component to be tested.

PRP
Minimum 80 per cent of the amount of PRP stated on the
label, for a vaccine with the haemophilus component in a
separate container.

For a vaccine wilh aU components in the same container: the
PRP content determined on the non-absorbed fraction is not
less than that approved for the product.

PRP is determined either by assay of ribose (2.5.11) or
phosphorus (2.5. II!), by an immunochemical method (2.7.1)
or by anion-exchange liquid chromatography (2.2.29) with
pulsed amperometric detection.
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Aluminium (2.5. H)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 f!IL of free formaldehyde per single human
dose.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine me amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3.0 per cent for the freeze-dried haemophilus
component.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than the minimum potency stated on the
label.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the minimum
potency stated on the label is 30 ill per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carty out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 40 ill per single human dose.

Pertussis component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (acellular) (2.7.16). The vaccine complies
with the limit approved for the particular product.

Hepatitis B component
The vaccine complies with the assay of hepatitis B
vaccine (2.7.15).

Poliomyelitis component
D--antigen content As a measure of consistency of
production, determine the D-antigen content for human
poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1) following desorption, using a reference
preparation calibrated in European Phannacopoeia Units of
D-antigen. For each type, the content, expressed with
reference to the amount of D-antigen stated on the label, is
within the limits approved for the particular product.
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inac.vated) BRP is calibrated in
European Pharmacopoeia Units an4 intended for use in the
assay of D-antigen. The European Pharmacopoeia Unit and
the International Unit are equivalent.

In vivo test The vaccine complies with the in vivoassay of
poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) (2.7.21J).

LABELLING
The label ,laUS:

- the minimwn number of Intemational Units of diphtheria
and tetanus toxoid per single human dose;

- the names and amounts of the pertussis components per
single human dose;

- where applicable, that the vaccine contains a pertussis
toxin-like protein produced by genetic modification;
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- the amount of HBsAg per single hwnan dose;
- the nominal amount of poliovirus of each type (1, 2 and

3), expressed in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen, per single human dose;

- the types of cells used for production of the poliomyelitis
and the hepatitis B components;

- the number of micrograms of PRP per single human
dose;

- .the type and nominal amount of carrier protein per single
human dose;

- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- where applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults;

- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
___________________ "'Ell

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis
(Whole Cell), Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) and Haemophilus
Type b Conjugate Vaccine
(Adsorbed)
Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis, Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) and Haemophilus Type b Conjugate
Vaccine (Adsorbed)

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2066)

The label may state 'DTwpnpVlHib'.
"'Ell _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (whole cell), poliomyelitis
(inactivated) and haemophilus type b conjugate vaccine
(adsorbed) is a combined vaccine composed of: diphtheria
fonnol toxoid; tetanus fonnol toxoid; an inactivated
suspension of Bordeulla pertussisj suitable sttains of human
poliovirus types 1,2 and 3 grown in suitable cell cultures and
inactivated by a suitable method; polyribosylribitol phosphate
(pRP) covalently bound to a carrier protein; a mineral
adsorbent such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate. The product is presented with the
haemophilus component in a separate container, the contents
of which are mixed with the other components immediately
before use.

The fonnol toxoids are prepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Corynebacterium diphlheriae and Clostridium
teumi respectively.

PRP is a linear copolymer composed of repeated units of
3-jl-o-ribofuranosyl-(I~ 1)-ribitol-5-phosphate
[(C,oHl.O,.P)J, with a defined molecular size and derived
from a suitable strain of HaemopJn1us influenzae type b.
The carrier protein, when conjugated to PRP, is capable of
inducing a T -cell-dependent B-ceD immune response to the
polysaccharide.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.
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During development studies, it shall be demonstrated that
the vaccineconsistently induces a T-cell-dependent B-cell
immune response to PRP. If the manufacturing process is
modified, it shall he demonstrated by appropriate in w'U'O

methods that the characteristic properties of the conjugate
are not affected.

As part of consistency studies the assays of the diphtheria,
tetanus, pertussis and poliomyelitis components are carried
out on a suitable number of batches of vaccine reconstituted
as for use. FOI subsequent routine control, the assays of these
components may he carried out without mixingwith me
haernophilus component

For the haemophilus component, the production method is
validated to demonstrate that me haemophilus component, if
tested, would comply with the test for pyrogens (2.6.8),
carried out as follows: inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass
a quantity of the vaccine equivalent to: 1 J.lg of PRP for a
vaccine with diphtheria toxoid or CRM 197 diphtheria
protein as carrier; 0.1 J!g of PRP for a vaccine with tetanus
toxoid as carrier; 0.025 j.tg of PRP for a vaccine with OMP
(meningococcal group B outer membrane protein complex)
as carrier.
Reference f.1{ucine(s) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the

. assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of me difference in composition
between monocomponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batch of combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method that has been shown
to have no effect on the assay procedure.

Specific toxicity of the diphtheria component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the following test:
inject subcutaneously 5 times the single human dose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previously been g-eated with any
material that will interfere with the test. Ifwithin 42 days of
the injection any of the animals shows signs of or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not comply with the
test. If more chan 1 animal dies from non-specific causes)
repeat the test once; if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not comply with the test.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the components complies with the
requirements of the monographs Diphtheria vaccine
(adsorbed) (0443), Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452), Pertussis
vaccine (whole cell, adsorbe4) (0161), Poliomyelitis vaccine
(incu:tivated) (0214) and Haemophilus t;ype b conjugate
vaccine (1219).

FINAL BULKS
The final bulk of the diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis and
poliomyelitis components is prepared by adsorption,
separately or together, of suitable quantities of bulk purified
diphtheria toxoid, and bulk purified tetanus toxoid' onto a
mineral carrier such asaluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate and admixtwe of suitable quantities or
an inactivated suspension of B. pertussis and of purified,
monovalent harvests of human poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 or
a suitable quantity of a trivalent pool of such monovalent
harvests. Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be added.
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The final bulk of the haemophilus component is prepared by
dilution of the bulk conjugate to the final concentration with
a suitable diluent. A stabiliser may be added.

Only final bulks that comply with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bovine serum albumin
Derermined on the poliomyelitis component by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) during preparation of the
final bulk vaccine, before addition of the adsorbent, the
amount of bovine serum albumin is such that the content in
the final vaccine will be not more than 50 ng per single
human dose.

AntimicrobiaJ preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk of the haemophilus component is freeze-dried.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
osmolality shown below and with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.

Provided the tests for specific toxicity of the pertussis
component and antimicrobial preservative, and the assays for
the diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis components have been
carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
they may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the Cree fonnaIdehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified antigens, the inactivated B. pertussis
suspension and the purified monovalent harvests or the
trivalent pool of polioviruses or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

Provided the in vivo assay for the poliomyelitis component
has been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

The in vivo assay for the poliomyelitis component may be
omitted once it has been demonstrated for a given product
and for each poliovirus type that the acceptance criteria for
the D-antigen determination are such that it yields the same
result as the in vivo assay in terms of acceptance or rejection
of a batch. This demonstration must include testing of
subpotent batches, produced experimentally if necessary, for
example by heat treatment or other means of diminishing the
immunogenic activity. Where there is a significant change in
the manufacturing process of the antigens or their
formulation, any impact on the inviw and in vitro assays
must be evaluated, and the need for revalidation considered.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine, reconstituted where applicable,
is within the limits approved for the particular preparation.

FreePRP
Unbound PRP is determined on the haemophilus component
after removal of the conjugate, for example by anion
exchange, size-exclusion or hydrophobic chromatography,
ultrafiltration or other validated methods. The amount of free
PRP is not greater than that approved for the particular
product.
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IDENTIFICATION
Identification tests A, B, C and D arecamed out using thevial
containing the diphtheria, tetanus, pertu.IDs andpoIiomyeli,is
components; identification test B is earned out on thevial
containing the haemophilus component.
A. Diphtheria toxoid is identified by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is givenas an example.
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37°C Cor
about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear supernatant is
obtained. The clearsupernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
B. Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clearsupernatant
obtained during identification test A reacts with a suitable
tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
C. The centrifugation residue obtained in identification A
may be used. Oilier suitable methodsfor separating the
bacteria fromthe adsorbent may also be used. Identify
pertussis vaccine by agglutination of the bacteria fromthe
resuspended precipitate by antisera specificto B. pertu.IDs or
by the assay of the pertussis componentprescribed under
Assay.

D. The vaccine is shown to containhumanpoliovirus
types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunachemical method
(2.7.1), such as detennination ofD-antigen by enzyme-linked
inununosorbent assay (EllSA).

E. The haemophilus componentis identified by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1) for PRP.

TESTS
The USISfor spedfic toxicity of the pertu.IDs c""'po1ten"
aluminium, fiufonnaldehyde, antimicrobial preservative and
seen·h·ty arecarried outon the comainer withdiphtheria, tetanus,
pertussis and poliomyelitis components; the testsfor PRP, water,
seen·h"ty and bacterial endoroxins arecarried outon thecontainer
with 'he haemophilus component:
Some USISfor thehaemophilus component may becornedou' on
,m fiuze-dried produa rather than on the bulk conjugate where
the fiuze-drying process may allea 'he componentto be usted.

Specific toxicity of the pertussis component
Use not fewer than5 healthy mice each weighing 14-16 g,
for the vaccine group and for the saline control.Use mice of
the same sex or distribute males and females equally between
the groups. Allow the animals access to food and water for at
least 2 h before injection and during the test. Injecteach
mouse of the vaccine group intraperitoneally with 0.5 ml.,
containing a quantity of the vaccineequivalent to not less
than half the single human dose. Inject each mouse of the
control group with 0.5 mL of a 9 gIL sterile solution of
sodium chloride R, preferably containing the same amountof
antimicrobial preservative as that injected with the vaccine.
Weigh the groups of mice immediately before the injection
and 72 hand 7 days after the injection. The vaccine
complies with the test it: (a) at the end of 72 h the total mass
of the group of vaccinated mice is not less than that
preceding the injection; (b) at the end of 7 days the average
increase in mass per vaccinated mouse is not less than
60 per cent of thatper controlmouse; and (c) not more than
5 per cent of the vaccinated mice die during the test.
The test may be repeated and the results of the tests
combined.
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PRP
Minimum 80 per cent of the amount of PRP stated on the
label. PRP is determined either by assay of ribose (2.5.31) or
phosphorus (2.5.11f), by an inununochemical method (2.7.1)
or by anion-exchange liquid chromatography (2.2.29) with
pulsed amperometric detection.

Aluminium (2.5.H)
Maximum 1.25 mg per singlehuman dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated ahrminhim phosphate is usedas the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.11f)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimlcrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimwn amountshown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 percent of thequantity stated on the
label.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximwn 3.0 per cent for the haemophilus component.

Sterillty (2.6.1)
The vaccine complieswith the test forsterility.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
The content is within the limits approved by the competent
authority for the haemophilus component of theparticular
product. H any components of the vaccine prevent the
detennination of endotoxin, a test for pyrogens is carried out
as described under General provisions.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).

The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 30 ill persingle human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.1f).

If the test is carried out in guinea-pigs, the lower confidence
limit (P =0.95) of the estimated potency is not less than
40 IU per singlehuman dose; if the test is carried out in
mice, the lowerconfidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potencyis not less than60 IU persingle human dose.

Pertussis component
Carry out the assay of pertussis vaccine (whole cell) (2.7.7).

The estimated potency is not less than 4.0 IU per single
human dose and the lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the
estimated potencyis not less than2.0 ill persingle human
dose.

PoUomyelitis component
D-antigen ameent As a measure of consistency of
production,'determine the D-antigen content forhuman
poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable lmmunochemical
method (2.7.1) following desorption using a reference
preparation calibrated in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen. For each type, the content, expressed with
reference to the amountof D-antigen stated on the label, is
within the limits approved for the particular product.
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inac.oated) BRP is calibrated in
European Pharmacopoeia Units andintended for use in the
assay of D-antigen. The European Pharmacopoeia Unit and
the International Unit areequivalent,

In mVo test The vaccine complies withthe invivoassay of
poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) (2.7.211).
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LABELLING
The label staUS:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoid per single human dose;
- the minimum number of International Units of pertussis

vaccine pee singlehumandose;
- the nominal amountof poliovirus of each type (1, 2

and 3), expressed in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen, persinglehumandose;

- the type of cells used forproduction of the poliomyelitis
component;

- the number of micrograms of PRP per single human
dose;

- the typeand nominal amountof carrier protein persingle
human dose;

- the name and the amount of the adsorbent;
- where applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary

vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults;

- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_____________________ PIIEw

Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis
(Whole Cell) and Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) Vaccine (Adsorbed)
Diphtheria, Tetanus,Pertussls and Poliomyelitis
(Inactivated) Vaccine (Adsorbed)
(ph. Eur. monograph 2061)
The label may state 'DTwPIIPV'.
PllEir ~ _

DEFINITION
Diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis (wholecell) and poliomyelitis
(inactivated) vaccine (adsorbed) is a combined vaccine
containing: diphtheria fonnol toxoid; tetanus fonnol toxoid;
an inactivated suspension of Bordettlla pertussis; suitable
strains of hwnan poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 grown in
suitable cell cultures and inactivated by a validated method;
a mineral adsorbent such as aluminium hydroxide or
hydrated aluminium phosphate.
The fonnol toxoids areprepared from the toxins produced
by the growth of Coryneba<rmum diphtheriae and Clostridium
tetani respectively.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production methodshallhave been shownto yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinicalefficacy and safety in man.

Specific toxicity of the dlphtherla component
The production method is validated to demonstrate that me
product, if tested, would complywith the following test:
injectsubcutaneously 5 times the singlehumandose stated
on the label into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each weighing
250-350 g, that have not previouslybeen treated with any
material that will interfere with the test. Ifwithin 42 days of
the injection anyof the animals showssignsof or dies from
diphtheria toxaemia, the vaccine does not complywith the
test. If more than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes,
repeat the testonce; if more than 1 animal dies in the second
test, the vaccine does not complywith the test.
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Reference vaccine(s) Provided valid assays can be performed,
monocomponent reference vaccines may be used for the
assays on the combined vaccine. If this is not possible
because of interaction between the components of the
combined vaccine or because of the difference in composition
between monoccmponent reference vaccine and the test
vaccine, a batchof combined vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to theproduction process used for the
batchtested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine may be stabilised by a method thathas beenshown
to have no effecton the assay procedure.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENI'S
The production of the components complies with me
requirements of the monographs Diphtheria vaccine
(adsorbed) (0443), Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (0452), Pertussis
fJlU.'cine (whole cell, adwrbed) (0161) and Poliamyelitis vaccine
(ina<tivated) (0214).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulkvaccine is prepared by adsorption onto a
mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate, separately or together, of suitable
quantities of bulk purified diphtheria toxoid and bulk purified
tetanus toxoidand admixture of suitable quantities of an
inactivated suspension of B. pertussis and purified monovalent
harvests of humanpoliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 or a suitable
quantity of a trivalent pool of suchpurified monovalent
harvests. Suitable antimicrobial preservatives maybe added.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complieswith the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bovine serum albumin
Determined on the poliomyelitis component by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) during preparation of the
final bulkvaccine, before addition of the adsorbent, the
amount of bovine serum albumin is such thatthe contentin
the final vaccine willbe not more than 50 ng per single
human dose.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for eachmedium.
FINAL LOT
Onlya final lot that is satisfactory withrespect to the test for
osmolality and with respect to eachof the requirements given
below under Identification, Tests and Assay maybe released
foruse.
Provided that the tests forspecific toxicity of the pertussis
component and antimicrobial preservative, and the assays for
the diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis components have been
carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
they may be omitted on the final 10<.
Provided that the free fonnaldehyde content has been
determined on the bulkpurified antigens) the inactivated
B. pertussis suspension and the purified monovalent harvests
or the trivalent pool of polioviruses or on the final bulkand it
has been shown that the contentin the final lot willnot
exceed 0.2 gIL, the test for free fonnaldehyde may be
omitted on the final lot.
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Provided mat the in vivo assay for the poliomyelitis
componenthas been carried out with satisfactory results on
the final bulk vaccine, it maybe omitted on the final lot.
The in vivo assay for the poliomyelitis component maybe
omitted once it has been demonstrated for a givenproduct
and foreach poliovirus type that the acceptance criteria for
the D-antigendetennination aresuch that it yields the same
resultas the in vivo assay in terms of acceptance or rejection
of a batch. This demonstration must include testing of
subpotent batches,produced experimentally if necessary, for
example by heat treatment or other means of diminishing the
immunogenic activity. Where mere is a significant change in
the manufacturing processof the antigens or their
Cannulation, any impact on the invivo and in 'Vitro assays
must be evaluated, and the needfor revalidation considered.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
The osmolality of the vaccine is within the limits approved
for the particular preparation.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Diphtheria toxoidis identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). The following method,
applicable to certain vaccines, is givenas an example.
Dissolve in me vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37°C for
about 16 h and centrifuge untila clear supernatant is
obtained. The clearsupernatant reacts with a suitable
diphtheria antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
B. Tetanus toxoidis identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. The clear supernatant
obtained during identification testA reacts with a suitable
tetanus antitoxin, giving a precipitate.
C. The centrifugation residue obtained in identification A
may be used. Other suitable methods forseparating the
bacteria from the adsorbent may also be used. Identify
pertussis vaccine by agglutination of the bacteria from the
resuspended precipitate by antisera specific to B. pertussis or
by the assay of the pertussis component prescribed under
Assay.
D. The vaccine is shown to contain human poliovirus types
I, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1)
such as the determination of D-antigen by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (EUSA).

TESTS
Specific toxicity of the pertussis component
Use not fewer than 5 healthymice each weighing 14-16 g for
the vaccine group and for the saline control. Use mice of the
same sex or distribute males and females equally between the
groups. Allow the animals access to food andwater for at
least 2 h before injection andduring the test. Injecteach
mouse of the vaccine group intraperitoneally with 0.5 ml.,
containing a quantity of the vaccine equivalent to not less
than half the singlehuman dose. Inject each mouse of the
control group with 0.5 mL of a 9 gIL sterile solution of
sodium chloride R, preferably containing the same amountof
antimicrobial preservative as that injected with the vaccine.
Weigh the groups of mice immediately before the injection
and 72 hand 7 days after me injection. The vaccine
complies with the test if: (a) at the end of 72 h the total mass
of the group of vaccinated mice is not less than that
preceding the injection; (b) at the end of 7 days the average
increase in massper vaccinated mouse is not less than
60 per cent of that per control mouse; and (c) not more than
5 percent of the vaccinated mice die during the test.
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The test may be repeated and the results of the tests
combined.

Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amountshown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterility {2.6.1)
The vaccine compiles with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Diphtheria component
Carry out one of the prescribed methodsfor the assay of
diphtheria vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.6).
The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potencyis not less than30 IU per single human dose.

Tetanus component
Carry out one of the prescribed methodsfor the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.8).
If the test is earnedout in guinea pigs, the lowerconfidence
limit (P =0.95) of the estimated potency is not less than
40 IU per singlehuman dose; if the test is carried out in
mice, the lower confidencelimit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 60 ill per singlehuman dose.

Pertussis component
Carry out the assayof pertussisvaccine (wholecell) (2.7.7).
The estimated potencyis not less than 4.0 IU per single
human dose and the lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the
estimated potency is not less than 2.0 IU per singlehuman
dose.

Poliomyelids component
D-antigen content As a measure of consistency of
production, determine the Deantigen content for human
poliovirus types 1, 2 and 3 by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1) following desorption, using a reference
preparation calibrated in European PharmacopoeiaUnits of
D-antigen. For each type, the content, expressed with
reference to the amountof D-antigenstatedon the label, is
within the limits approvedfor the particular product.
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inactWated) BRP is calibrated in
European PharmacopoeiaUnits and intended foruse in the
assay ofD-antigen. The European PharmacopoeiaUnit and
the International Unit areequivalent.
In fJiw test The vaccine complies with the inVIVo assay of
poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) (2.7.2fJ). ·f

LABELLING
The label states:
- the minimum number of International Units of diphtheria

and tetanus toxoidper single humandose;
- the minimum number of Intemational Units of pertussis

vaccine per singJe human dose;
- the nominal amount of poliovirus of each type (I, 2 and

3), expressed in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen,per singlehuman dose;

- the type of cells used for production of the poliomyelitis
component;

- the name and the amountof the adsorbent;
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- where applicable, that the vaccine is intended for primary
vaccination of children and is not necessarily suitable for
reinforcing doses or for administration to adults;

- that the vaccine must he shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
____________________ PIIE"

Haemophilus Type b Conjugate
Vaccine
(ph. Eur. monograph 1219)

The label may state 'Bib'.
PIlE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Haemophilus type b conjugate vaccine is a liquid or freeze
dried preparation of a polysaccharide, derived from a suitable
strain of Haemophilus influenzae type b, covalently hound to a
carrier protein. The polysaccharide, polyribosylribitol
phosphate) referred to as PRP, is a linear copolymer
composed of repeated units of 3-Jl-D-ribofuranosyl-(I-> 1)
ribitol-5-phosphate [(CIOH,.OI2P),.], with a defined
molecular size. The carrier protein, when conjugated to PRP,
is capable of inducing aT-ceil-dependent B-eell immune
response to the polysaccharide.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently haemophllus' type b conjugate vaccines of
adequate safety and irnmunogenicity in man. The production
of PRP and of the carrier protein are based on seed-lot
systems.

The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the test for pyrogens
(2.6.8), carried out as follows: inject per kilogram of the
rabbit's mass a quantity of the vaccine equivalent to: I J.lg of
PRP for a vaccine viith diphtheria toxoid or CRM 197
diphtheria protein as carrier; 0.1 J.lg of PRP for a vaccine
with tetanus toxoid as carrier; 0.025 J.lg of PRP for a vaccine
with OMP (meningococcal group B outer membrane protein
complex) as carrier.

During development studies, it shall be demonstrated that
the vaccine consistently induces aT-ceil-dependent B-eeU
immune response to PRP. If the manufacturing process is
modified, it shall be demonstrated by appropriate in vitro
methods that the characteristic properties of the vaccine are
not affected.

The stability of the final lot and relevant intermediates is
evaluated using one or more indicator tests. Such tests may
include determination of molecular size, detennination of free
PRP in the conjugate and the inununogenicity test in mice.
Taking account of the results of the stability testing, release
requirements are set for these indicator tests to ensure that
the vaccine will be satisfactory at the end of the period of
validity.

BACTERIAL SEED LOTS
The seed lots ofH. infiuenzae type b are shown to be free
from contamination by methods of suitable sensitivity. These
may include inoculation into suitable media, examination of
colony morphology, microscopic examination of Gram
stained smears and culture agglutination with suitable specific
antisera.
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No complex products of animal origin are included in the
medium used for preservation of strain viability, either for
freeze-drying or for frozen storage.

It is recommended that PRP produced by the seed lot be
characterised using nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometry (2.2.33).

H. INFLUENZAE 1YPE B POLYSACCHARIDE (PRP)
H. influenzae type b is grown in a liquid medium that does
not contain high-molecular-mass polysaccharides; if any
ingredient of the medium contains blood-group substances,
the process shall be validated to demonstrate that after the
purification step they are no longer detectable. The bacterial
purity of the culture is verified by methods of suitable
sensitivity. These may include inoculation into suitable
media, examination of colony morphology, microscopic
examination of Gram-stained smears and culture
agglutination with suitable specific antisera. The culture may
be inactivated. PRP is separated from the culture medium
and purified by a suitable method. Volatile matter, including
water, in the purified polysaccharide is determined by a
suitable method; the result is used to calculate the results of
certain tests with reference to the dried substance, as
prescribed below.

Only PRP that complies with the following requirements may
be used in the preparation of the conjugate.

Identificadon
PRP is identified by an immunochemical method (2.7.1) or
other suitable method, for example IH nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrometry (2.2.33).

Molecular-size or molecular-mass dlstribudon
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30) combined viith an
appropriate detection system. Where applicable, the
molecular-size distribution is also determined after chemical
modification of the polysaccharide. An acceptable value is
established for the PRP polysaccharide. Each batch must be
shown to comply with this limit.

Ribose (2.5.31)
Within the limits approved by the competent authority for
the particular product, calculated with reference to the dried
substance.

Phosphorus (2.5.18)
Within the limits approved by the competent authority for
the particular product, calculated with reference to the dried
substance.

Protein (2.5.16)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, calculated with reference to the dried
substance. Use sufficient PRP to allow detection of proteins
at concentrations of I per cent or greater.

Nucleic acid (2.5.17)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, calculated with reference to the dried
substance.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 10 IV per microgram of PRP.

Residual reagents
Where applicable, tests are carried out to determine residues
of reagents used during inactivation and purification.
An acceptable value for each reagent is established for the
particular product and each batch of PRP must be shown to
comply with this limit. Where validation studies have
demonstrated removal of a residual reagent, the test on PRP
may be omined.
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CARRIER PROTEIN
The production and characteristics of the carrier proteins are
described in general chapter 5.2.II. Carrier protems for the
produClion of conjugated polysaccharide vaccines for human use.
Only a carrier protein that complieswith the requirements of
this chapter may he used in the preparation of me conjugate.

BULK CO/I(JUGATE
PRP is chemically modified to enableconjugation; it is
usuaUy partly depolymerised either before or during this
procedure. Reactive functional groups or spacers may be
introduced into the appropriate carrier protein or PRPprior
to conjugation. As a measure of consistency, the extentof
derivatisation is monitored. The conjugate is obtained by the
covalent binding of PRP and the appropriate carrier protein.
Where applicable, unreacted hut potentially reactogenic
functional groupsare made unreactive by means of capping
agents; the conjugate is purified to remove reagents.
Only a bulk conjugate Ihat complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the finalbulk
vaccine. For each test and for each particular product,limits
of acceptance areestablished and each batch of conjugate
must be shown to complywith these limits. For a freeze
dried vaccine, some of the tests maybe carried out on the
final lot rather than on the bulk conjugate where the freeze
drying processmay affect the component beingtested.

PRP
The PRP content is determined either by assay of
ribose (2.5.31) or phosphorus (2.5.18), by an
immuoochemical method (2.7.1) or by anion-exchange liquid
chromatography (2.2.29) with pulsed amperomerric
detection.

Protein
The protein content is determined by a suitable chemical
method (for example, 2.5.16).

PRP-to-protein ratio
Determine the ratioby calculation.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30) combinedwith an
appropriate detection system.An acceptable value is
established for the bulk conjugate. Each batch must be
shown to complywith this limit.

FreePRP
A numberof methods areused to separate freePRP from
the conjugate, including precipitation, gel filtration, size
exclusion, anion-exchange and hydrophobic chromatography,
ultrafiltration and ultracentrifugation. The free PRP can then
be quantified by a range of techniques, including higb
performance anion-exchange chromatography with pulsed
amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD) and immunoassays
with anti-PRP antibodies.

Free carrier protein
Determine the content by a suitable method, either directly
or by deriving the content by calculation from the results of
other tests. The amount is within the limits approved for the
particular product.

Unreacted functional groups
No uoreacted functional groups are detecrable in the bulk
conjugate unlessprocess validation has shown that unreacted
functional groups detectable at this stageareremoved during
the subsequent manufacturing process (forexample, owing to
short half-life).
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Residual reagents
Removal of residual reagents such as cyanide, EDAC
(ethyldimethylaminopropylcarhodiimide) and phenol is
confirmed by suitable tests or by validation of the process.

Sterl1lty (2.6.1)
Carry out the test using for each medium 10 mL or the
equivalent of 100 doses, whichever is less.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
An adjuvant, an antimicrobial preservative and a stabiliser
may be added to the bulk conjugate before dilution to the
final concentration with a suitable diluent.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The content is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than J15 per cent of the intended amount.

Sterl1lty (2.6.1)
It complieswith the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory withrespect to each of the
following requirements and the requirements given below
underIdentification and Tests may be released for use.
Provided the test for antimicrobial preservative has been
carried out on the finalbulk vaccine, it maybe omittedon
the final lot.

pH (2.2.3)
The pH of the vaccine, reconstituted if necessary, is within
the limits approved for the particular product.

FreePRP
A numberof methods areused to separate free PRP from
the conjugate, including precipitation, gel filtration, size
exclusion, anion-exchange and hydrophobic chromatography,
ultrafiltration and ultracentrifugation. The free PRP can then
be quantified by a range of techniques, including HPAEC
PAD and immunoassays with anti-PRP antibodies.
The amount of free PRP is not greater than thatapproved
for the particular product.

IDENfIFICATION
The vaccine is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1) for PRP.

TESTS
PRP
Minimum 80 per cent of the amount of PRP statedon the
label. PRP is derennined either by assay of ribose (2.5.31) or
phosphorus (2.5.18), by an immuoochemical method (2.7.1)
or by anion-exchange liquid chromatography (2.2.29) with
pulsed amperometric detection.

Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Antimicrobial preservative
Whereapplicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemicalor physico-chemical
method. The content is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and not greater than 115 per cent of
the quantity stated on the label. .

Water (2.5.IZ)
Maximwn 3.0 per cent for freeze-dried vaccines.
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Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
The content is within the limits approved by the competent
authority for the particular product. If any components of the
vaccine prevent the determination of endotoxin, a test for
pyrogens is carried out as described under General
provisions.

LABELLING
The label ,taus:
- the number of micrograms of PRP per single human

dose;
- the type and nominal amount of carrier protein per single

human dose.
____________________ PhE<r

Haemophilus Type band
Meningococcal Group C
Conjugate Vaccine
(ph. Eur. monograph 2622)
PhEu _

DEFINITION
Haemophilus type b and meningococcal group' C conjugate
vaccine is a combined vaccine composed of a preparation of
a polysaccharide derived from a suitable strain of HaemophiJus
injluetJzae type b covalently bound to a carrier protein and a
preparation of purified capsular polysaccharide derived from
a suitable strain of Neisseria meningiu"dis group C covalently
bound to a carrier protein. The haemophilus type b
polysaccharide, polyribosylribitol phosphate (referred to as
PRP), is a linear copolymer composed of repeating units of
3-~-D-ribofuranosyl-(l~ !)-ribito!-5-phosphate
[(C,oH'90'2P).], with a defined molecular size.
Meningococcal group C polysaccharide consists of partly
Q-acetylated or Odeacetylated repeating units of sialic acids,
linked with 2«-+9 glycosidic bonds. The carrier proteins,
when conjugated to PRP and group C polysaccharide, are
capable of inducing a T -cell-dependent B-cell immune
response to the polysaccharide.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to
consistently yield combined haemophilus type b and
meningococcal group C conjugate vaccines of adequate safety
and irnmunogenicity in man. The production of PRP,
group C polysaccharide and the carrier protein(s) are based
on seed-lot systems.

During development studies ~d wherever revalidation is
necessary, a test for pyrogens (2.6.8) is carried out by
injection of a suitable dose of the final lot as follows: inject,
per kilogram of the rabbit's mass, a quantity of the vaccine
equivalent to 0.1 J.lg ofPRP. The vaccine is shown to be
acceptable with respect to absence of pyrogenic 'activity.

During development studies and wherever revalidation of the
manufacturing process is necessary, it shall be demonstrated
by tests in animals that the vaccine consistently induces a
T -cell-dependent B-cell immune response.

The stability of the final lot and relevant intermediates is
evaluated using I or more indicator tests. Such tests may
include determination of molecular size, determination of free
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polysaccharide in the conjugate and the immunogenicity test
in mice.

BACTERIAL SEED LOTS
The bacterial strains used for master seed lots shall be
identified by historical records that include information on
their origin and the tests used (0 characterise the strain.
Cultures from the working seed lot shall have the same
characteristics as the strain that was used to prepare the
master seed lot.

The seed lots are shown to be free from contamination by
methods of suitable sensitivity. These may include
inoculation into suitable media, examination of colony
morphology, microscopic examination of Gram-stained
smears and culture agglutination with suitable specific
antisera.

No complex products of animal origin are included in the
medium used for preservation of strain viability, either for
freeze-drying or for frozen storage.

It is recommended that PRP produced by the seed Jot be
characterised using nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry
(2.2.33).

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the bulks and bulk conjugate components
complies with the requirements of the monographs
H..mophiJus type b cqnjuga« uaccine (1219), Meuingoroa;al
graup C amjugate vaccine (2112) and the general chapter
5.2.11. Carrier proteins for theproduction of conjugated
polysauharide vaccines for human use.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement and is within the limits approved for the
particular product may be used in the preparation of the tinal
lot.

Sterl1lty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.

IDENTIFICATION
Both antigens are identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1) for PRP and group C polysaccharide or other
suitable method.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
The pH of the vaccine, reconstituted if necessary, is within
the limits approved for the particular product.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3.0 per cent for freeze-dried vaccines.

FreePRP
A number of methods are used to separate free PRP from
the conjugate, including precipitation, gel filtration, size
exclusion, anion-exchange and hydrophobic chromatography,
ultrafiltration and ultracentrifugation. The free PRP can then
be quantified by a range of techniques, including high
performance anion-exchange chromatography with pulsed
amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD) and immunoassays
(2.7.1) with anti-PRP antibodies. The amount of free PRP is
not greater than that approved for the particular product.

Free saccharide
Unbound group C polysaccharide is determined after
removal of the conjugate, for example by anion-exchange
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liquid chromatography, size-exclusion or hydrophobic
chromatography, ultrafiltration or other validated. methods.
The amount of free group C polysaccharide is not greater
than that approved for the particular product.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.1'/)
The content is within the limits approved by the competent
authority for the particular product.

ASSAY
PRP
Minimum 80 per cent of the amount of PRP stated on the
label. PRP is determined either by assay of ribose (2.5.31) or
phosphorus (2.5.18), by an immunochemical method (2.7.1)
or by anion-exchange liquid chromatography (2.2.29) with
pulsed amperomerric detection.

Saccharide
Minimum 80 per cent of the amount of group C
polysaccharide stated on the label. The group C
polysaccharide content is determined by a suitable validated
assay, for example sialic acid assay (2.5.23) or anion
exchange liquid chromatography (2.2.29) with pulsed
amperometric detection.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the number of micrograms of PRP and group C

polysaccharide per single human dose;
- me type and nominal amount of carrier protein per single

human dose.
_____________________ POEII

Inactivated Hepatitis A Vaccine
(Hepatitis A Va«ine (Inaaioated, Adsorbed),
Ph. Bur. monograph 1107)

The label may state 'Hepa'.
POEII _

DEFINITION
Hepatitis A vaccine (inactivated) adsorbed) is a suspension
consisting of a suitable strain of hepatitis A virus grown in
cell cultures, inactivated by a validated method and adsorbed
on a mineral carrier.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Production of the vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot system
and a cell-bank system. The production method shall have
been shown to consistently yield vaccines that comply with
the requirements for immunogenicity, safety and stability.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised) me virus in me
final vaccine shall not have undergone more passages from
the master seed lot than were used to prepare me vaccine
shown in clinical studies to be satisfactory with respect to
safety and efficacy.

Reference preparation A pan of a batch shown to be at least
as immunogenic in animals as a batch that) in clinical studies
in young healthy adults) produced not less than 95 per cent
seroconversion, corresponding to a level of neutralising
antibody accepted to be protective) after a full-course primary
immunisation is used as a reference preparation. An antibody
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level of 20 mIU/mL determined by eozyme-linked
immunosorbent assay is recognised as being protective.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in a humao diploid cell line (5.2.3)
or in a continuous cell line approved by the competent
authority.

SEED LOTS
The strain of hepatitis A virus used to prepare the master
seed lot shall be identified by historical records that include
infonnation on the origin of the strain and its subsequent
manipulation.

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
Each master and working seed lot is identified as hepatitis A
virus using specific antibodies.

Virus concentration
The virusconcentration of each master and working seed lot
is determined to monitor consistency of production.

Extraneous agents
The working seed lot complies with the requirements for
seed lots for virus vaccines (2.6.16). In addition, ifprimary
monkey cells have been used for isolation of the strain,
measures are taken to ensure that the strain is not
contaminated with simian viruses such as simian
immunodeficiency virus and filoviruses.

VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are being haodled. Animal serum (but not humao serum)
may be used in the cell culture media. Serum and trypsin
used in the preparation of cell suspensions and media are
shown to be free from extraneous agents. The cell culture
media may contain a pH indicator) such as phenol red) and
antibiotics at the lowest effective concentration. Not less than
500 mL of the cell cultures employed for vaccine production
is set aside as uninfected cell cultures (control cells). Multiple
harvests from the same production cell culture may be
pooled and considered as a single harvest.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the vaccine.
When the determination of the ratio of virus concentration to
antigen content has been carried out on a suitable number of
single harvests to demonstrate production consistency) it may
subsequently be omitted as a routine test.

Identification
The test for antigen content also serves to identify the single
harvest.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The single harvest complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1),
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
The single harvest complies with the test for mycoplasmas)
carried out using 1 mL for each medium.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture comply with a
test for identification and the requirements for extraneous
agents (2.6.16).

Antigen content
Determine the hepatitis A antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) to monitor production
consistency; the content is within the limits approved for the
particular product.
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Ratio of virus concentration to antigen content
The consistency of the ratio of the concentration of infectious
virus, determined by a suitable cell culture method, to
antigen content is established by validation on a suitable
number of singleharvests.

PURIFICATION AND PURIFIED HARVEST
The harvest, which may be a pool of several single harvests,
is purified by validated methods. If continuouscell lines are
used for production, the purification processshall have been
shown to reduce consistently the level of host-cell DNA.
Only a purified harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
inactivatedharvest.

Virus concentration
The concentration of infectious virus in the purified harvest
is determined by a suitable cell culture method to monitor
production consistency and as a starting point for monitoring
the inactivationcurve.

Antigen:total protein ratio
Determine the hepatitis A virus antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7./). Determine the total protein
by a validated method. The ratio of hepatitis A virus antigen
content to total protein content is within the limits approved
for the particular product.

Bovine serum albumln
Not more than 50 ng in the equivalent of a single
human dose, determined by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7./). Where appropriate in view of the
manufacturing process, other suitable protein markers may
be used [0 demonstrate effective purification.

Residual host-cell DNA
H a continuous ceU line is used for virus propagation, the
content of residual host-cellDNA, determined using a
suitable method, is not greater than 100 pg in the equivalent
of a single human dose.

Residual chemicals
ICchemical substances are used during the purification
process, tests for these substances are carried out on the
purified harvest (or on the inactivated harvest), unless
validation of the process has demonstrated total clearance.
The concentration must not exceed the limits approved for
the particular product.

INACTIVATION AND INACTIVATED HARVEST
Several purified harvests may be pooled before inactivation.
In order to avoid interference with the inactivation process,
virus aggregation must be prevented or aggregates must be
removed immediately before and/or during me inactivation
process. The virus suspension is inactivated by 8 validated
method; the method shall have been shown to be consistently
capable of inactivating hepatitis A viruswithout destroying
the antigenic and immunogenic activity; for each inactivation
procedure, an inactivation curve is plorted representing
residual live virus concentration measured at not fewer man
3 points in time (for example, on days 0, I and 2 of the
inactivation process). If fonnaldehyde is used for inactivation,
the presence of excess free formaldehyde is verified at the
end of the inactivation process.

Only an inactivated harvest that complies with the foUowing
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Inactivation
Carry out an amplification test for residual infectious
hepatitis A virus by inoculating a quantity of the inactivated
harvest equivalent to 5 per cent of the batch or, it the harvest
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contains the equivalent of 30 000 doses or more, not less
than 1500 doses of vaccine into cell cultures of the same type
as those used for production of the vaccine; incubate for a
total of not less than 70 days making not fewer than one
passage of cells within that period. At the end of the
incubation period, carry out a test of suitable sensitivity for
residual infectious virus. No evidence of hepatitis A virus
multiplication is found in the samples taken at me end of the
inactivation process. Use infectious virus inocula concurrently
as positive controls to demonstrate cellular susceptibility and
absence of interference.

Sterlllty (2.6. I)
The.' inactivated viral harvest complies with me test for
sterility, carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.11)
Less than 2 ill in me equivalent of a single human dose.

Antigen content
Determine the hepatitis A virus antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7. I).

Residual chemicals
See under Purification and purified harvest,

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared from one or more
inactivated harvests. Approved adjuvants, stabilisers and
antimicrobial preservatives may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the followiog
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Sterlllty (2.6. I)
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Anthnlcrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 115 per cent of the intended amount.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile
containers. The containers are then closed so as to avoid
contamination.

Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the tests for free formaldehyde
(where applicable) and antimicrobial preservative content
(where applicable) have been carried out on the final bulk
vaccine with satisfactory results, these tests may be omitted
on the final lot. If the assay is carried out using mice or other
animals, then provided it has been carried out with
satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, it may be
omitted on the final lot.

IDEl'{fIFICATION
The a1say (2.7.14) serves also to identify the vaccine.

TESTS
Alumlnlum (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-ehemical
method. The amount is not less than the minimum amount
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shown to be effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
that stated on the label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complieswith the test for sterility.

ASSAY
The vaccine complies with the assay of hepatitis A vaccine
(2.7.14).

LABELLING
The label states the biological origin of the cells used for the
preparation of the vaccine.
__~ Ph'"

Hepatitis A Vaccine (Inactivated
Virosome)
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1935)

The label may state IHepA'.
Ph'" _
DEFINITION
Hepatitis A vaccine (inactivated,virosome) is a suspensionof
a suitable strain of hepatitis A virus grown in cell cultures
and inactivated by a validated method. Virosomes composed
of influenza proteins of a strain approved for the particular
product and phospholipids are used as adjuvants.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistentlyvaccinescomparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.
Reference preparation A reference preparation of inactivated
hepatitis A antigen is calibrated against a batch of hepatitis A
vaccine (inactivated, virosome) that, in clinical studies in
young healthy adults, produced not less than 95 per cent
scroconverslon, corresponding to a level of nentralising
antibody accepted to be protective, after a full-course primary
immunisation. An antibody level not less than 20 mIU/mL
determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbem assay is
recognised as being protective.

PREPARATION OF HEPATITIS A ANTIGEN
Production of the hepatitis A antigen is based on a virus
seed-lot system and a cell-bank system. The production
method shall have been shown to consistently yield vaccines
that comply with the requirements for immunogenlcity, safety
and stability.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, me virus in me
final vaccine shall not have undergone more passages from
the master seed lot than were used to prepare the vaccine
shown in clinical studies to be satisfactory with respect to
safety and efficacy.

SUBSTRATE FOR PROPAGATION OF HEPATITIS A
VIRUS
The virus is propagated in a human diploid cell line (5.2.3).

SEED LOTS OF HEPATITIS A V1RUS
The strain of hepatitis A virus used to prepare the master
seed lot shall be identified by historical records that include
infonnation on the origin of the strain and its subsequent
manipulation.

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for viruspropagation.
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Identification
Each master and working seed lot is identified as hepatitis A
virus using specific antibodies.

Virus concentration
The virusconcentration of each master and working seed lot
is determined to monitor consistency of production.

Extraneous agents
The working seed lot complies with the requirements for
seed lots for virus vaccines (2.6.16).

PROPAGATIONAND HARVEST OF HEPATITIS A
VIRUS
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are handled. Animal serum (but not human serum) may be
used in the cell culture media. Serum and trypsin used in the
preparation of cell suspensions and media are shown to be
free from extraneous agents. The cell culture media may
contain a pH indicator such as phenol red and antibiotics at
the lowest effective concentration. Not less than 500 mL of
the cell cultures employed Cor vaccine production is set aside
as uninfected cell cultures (control cells). Multiple harvests
from the same production cell culture may be pooled and
considered as a single harvest.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the vaccine.
When the determination of the ratio of virus concentration to
antigen content has been carried out on a suitable number of
single harvests to demonstrate consistency, it may
subsequently be omitted as a routine test.

Identification
The test for antigen content also serves to identify the single
harvest.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The single harvest complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1),
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
The single harvest complies with the test for mycoplasmas.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture comply with a
test for identity and the requirements for extraneous agents
(2.6.16).

Antigen content
Determine the hepatitis A antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) to monitor production
consistency; the content is within the limits approved for the
particular product.

Ratio of virus concentration to antigen content
The consistency of the ratio of the concentration of infectious
virus, as determined by a suitable cell culture method, to
antigen content is established by validation on a suitable
number of single harvests.

PURIFICATION AND PURIFIED HARVEST OF
HEPATITIS A VIRUS
The harvest, which may be a pool of several single harvests,
is purified by validated methods. H continuous cell lines are
used for production, the purification process shall have been
shown to reduce consistently the level of host-cell DNA.

Only a purified harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
inactivated harvest.

Virus concentration
The concentration of infective virus in the purified harvest is
determined by a suitable cell culture method to monitor
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production consistency and as a starting point for monitoring
the inactivationcurve.

Rado of antigen to total protein
Determine the hepatitis A virus antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1). Determine the total protein
by a validated method. The ratio of hepatitis A virus antigen
content to total protein content is within the limits approved
for the particular product.

Bovine serum albumin
Maximum 50 ng per single human dose if foetal bovine
serum is used, determined by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). Where appropriate in view of the
manufacturing process, other suitable protein markers may
be used to demonstrate effective purification.

Residual chemicals
If chemical substances are used during the purification
process, tests for these substances are carried out on the
purified harvest (or on the inactivatedharvest), unless
validation of the process has demonstrated total clearance.
The concentration must not exceed the limits approved for
the particular product.

INACTIVATION AND INACTIVATED HARVEST OF
HEPATITIS A VIRUS
Several purified harvests may be pooled before inactivation.
In order to avoid interference with the inactivation process,
virus aggregation must be prevented or aggregates must be
removed immediately before andlor during the inactivation
process. The virus suspension is inactivated by a validated
method; the method shall have been shown to be consistently
capable of inactivating hepatitis A virus without destroying
the antigenic and immuriogenic activity; for each inactivation
procedure, an inactivation curve is ploned representing
residual live virus concentration measured on at least
3 occasions (for example, on days 0, 1 and 2 of the
inactivation process). If fonnaldehyde is used for inactivation,
me presence of excess free formaldehyde is verified at the
end of the inactivation process.

Only an inactivated harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Inactivation
Carry out an amplification test for residual infectious
hepatitis A virus by inoculating a quantity of the inactivated
harvest equivalent to 5 per cent of the batch or, if the harvest
contains the equivalent of 30 000 doses or more, not less
than 1500 doses of vaccine into cell cultures of the same type
as those used for production of the vaccine; incubate for a
total of not less than 70 days making not fewer than 1
passage of cells within that period. At the end of the
incubation period, carry out a test of suitable sensitivity for
residual infectious virus. No evidence of hepatitis A virus
multiplication is found in the samples taken at the end of the
inactivation process. Use infective virus inocula concurrently
as positive controls to demonstrate cellular susceptibility and
absence of interference.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The inactivated viral harvest complies with the test for
sterility, carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.1<f)
Less man 2 IU of endotoxin in the equivalent of a single
human dose.

Antigen content
Determine the hepatitis A virus antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2. 7.1).
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Residual chemicals
See under Purification and purified harvest.

PREPARATION OF INACTIVATED INFLUENZA
VIRUS
The production of influenza viruses is based on a seed-lot
system. Working seed lots represent not more than
15 passages from the approved reassorted virusor the
approved virus isolate. The final production represents 1
passage from the working seed lot. The strain of influenza
virus to be used is approved by the competent authority.

SUBSTRATE FOR PROPAGATION OF INFLUENZA
VIRUS
Influenza virus seed to be used in me production of vaccine
is propagated in fertilised eggs from chicken flocks free from
specified pathogens (5.2.2) or in suitable cell cultures (5.2.<f),
such as chick-embryo fibroblasts or chick kidney cells
obtained from chicken flocks free from specified pathogens
(5.2.2). For production, the virus is grown in the allantoic
cavity of fertilised hens' eggs from healthy flocks.

SEED LOTS OF INFLUENZA VIRUS
The haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens of each seed
lot are identified as originating from the correct strain of
influenza virusby suitable methods.

Only a working virus seed lot that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
monovalent pooled harvest.

Bacterial aod fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
Carry out the test for mycoplasmas, using 10 mL.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST OF INFLUENZA
VIRUS
An antimicrobial agent may be added to the inoculum. After
incubation at a controlled temperature, the allantoic fluids
are harvested and combined to fcrm the monovalent pooled
harvest. An antimicrobial agent may be added at the time of
harvest. At no stage in the production is penicillin or
streptomycin used.

POOLED HARVEST OF INFLUENZA VIRUS
To limit the possibility of contamination, inactivation is
initiated as soon as possible after preparation. The virus is
inactivated by a method that has been demonstrated on
3 consecutive batches to be consistently effective for the
manufacturer. The inactivation process shall have been
shown to be capable of inactivating the influenza virus
without destroying antigenicity of haemagglutinin.
The inactivation process shall also have been shown to be
capable of inactivating avian leucosis viruses and
mycoplasmas. If the monovalent pooled harvest is stored
after inactivation, it is held at a temperature of 5 ± 3 "C.
If formaldehyde solution is used, the concentrationjdoes not
exceed 0.2 gIL of CH20 at any time during inactivation;
if betapropiolactone is used, the concentration does not
exceed 0.1 per cent VIVat any time during inactivation.

Only a pooled harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
vkosomes.

Haemaggludnln antigen
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it. Carry out the test at
20-25 "C.
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Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Viral inactivation
InocuJate 0.2 mL of the harvest into the allantoic cavity of
each of 10 ferti1ised eggs and incubate at 33-37 ·C for
3 days. The test is not valid unless at least 8 of the
10 embryos survive. Harvest 0.5 mL of the allantoic fluid
from each surviving embryo and pool the fluids. Inocuiate
0.2 mL of the pooled fluid into a further 10 fertilised eggs
and incubate at 33-37 °C for 3 days. The test is not valid
unless at least 8 of the 10 embryos survive. Harvest about
0.1 rnL of the allantoic fluid from each surviving embryo and
examine each individual harvest by a haemaggJutination test.
Ifhaemagglutination is found for any of the fluids, carry out
for mat fluid a further passage in eggs and test for
haemagglutinatlon: no haemaggJutination occurs.

Ovalbwnin
Maximum J JIgof ovalbumin in the equivalentof 1 human
dose, determined by a suitable technique using a suitable
reference preparation of ovalbumin.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Residual chemicals
Tests are carried out on the monovalent pooled harvest for
the chemicals used for inactivation, the limits being approved
by the competent authority.

PREPARATION OF VIROSOMES
Inactivated influenza virions are solubilised using a suitable
detergent and are purified by high-speed centrifugation in
order to obtain supernatants containing mainly influenza
antigens. After the addition of suitable phospholipids,
virosomes are formed by removal of the detergent either by
adsorption chromatography or another suitable technique

Only virosomes that comply with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final bulk vaccine.

Haemagglutinin content
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it.

Phospholipids
The content and identity of the phospholipids are determined
by suitable immunochemical or physico-chemical methods.

Ratio of phospholipid to haemaggiutInIn
The ratio of phospholipid content to haemagglutinin content
is within the limits approved for the particular product.

Residual chemicals ,
Tests are carried out for the chemicals used during the
process. The concentration of each residual chemical is
within the limits approved for the particuiar product,

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The bulk vaccine is prepared by adding virosomes to
inactivated hepatitis A viruses to yield an approved
hepatitis A antigen:haemagglutinin ratio. Several bulks may
be pooled, and approved stabilisers and antimicrobial
preservatives may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.
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Protein content
The amount of protein is determined using a suitable
technique, the limits being approved by the competent
authorithy.

Phospholipids
The content and identity of the phospholipids are determined
by suitable immunochemicaJ or physico-chemical methods.
The amount of phospholipids complies with the limits
approved for the particular product.

Haemagglutlnin content
Determine the content of haem agglutinin antigen by an
immunodilfusion test (2.7.1). The amount of haemagglutinin
must not exceed the limits approved for the particular
product.

Hepatitis A antigen content
Determine the hepatitis A antigen content by a suitable
inununochemical method. The amount of antigen must not
exceed the limits approved for the particular product.

Rado of hepatitis A antigen to haemaggiutInIn
The ratio of hepatitis A antigen content to haemagglutinin
content is within the limits approved for the particular
product.

Ovalbumin
Maximum 1 Jlg of ovalbumin per human dose, determined
by a suitable technique using a suitable reference preparation
of ovalbumin.

Virosome size
The size distribution of the virosome-hepatitis A virus
mixtureis within the limits approved for the particular
product.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Andmicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 115 per cent of the intended amount.

Residual chemicals
If chemical substances are used during the formulation
process, tests for these substances are carried out, the limits
being approved by the competent authorithy.

FlNALLOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile
containers. The containers are then closed so as to avoid
contamination.

Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the tests for free formaldehyde
(where applicable) and antimicrobial preservative content
(where applicable) have been carried out on the final bulk
vaccine with satisfactory results, these tests may be omitted
on the final lot. If the assay is carried out in vivo, provided it
has been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The assay (2.7.14) serves also to identify the vaccine.

TESTS
Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.
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Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amountis not less thanthe minimum amount
shown to be effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
thatstatedon the label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test forsterility,

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than2 IU of endotoxin per humandose.

ASSAY
The vaccine complies with the assay of hepatitis A vaccine
(2.7.14, MethodA).

LABELLING
The labelstates:
- the biological origin of the ceUs used for the preparation

of the vaccine;
- mat the carrier contains influenza proteins prepared in

eggs;
- that the vaccine is to be shaken before use;
- that thevaccine is not to be frozen.
_~ PhE"

Hepatitis A (Inactivated Adsorbed)
and Typhoid Polysaccharide
Vaccine
(Ph. Eur. mlmograph 2597)

The label may stale 'HepNfyphoid'.
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Hepatitis A (inactivated, adsorbed) and typhoid
polysaccharide vaccine is a suspension consisting of a suitable
strain of hepatitis A virus, grown in cell cultures and
inactivated by a validated method, and of purified Vi capsular
polysaccharide obtained from Sa/mime/fa ryphi Ty 2 strain or
some other suitable strain thathas the capacity to produce
Vi polysaccharide.

The hepatitis A antigen is adsorbed on a mineral carrier)
such as aluminium hydroxide, and the Vi capsular
polysaccharide consists of partly 3-D-acetylated
repeated units of 2-acetylamino-2-deoxy-o
galactopyranuronic acid with ,,-(I~ 4) linkages.

The product is presented either as a liquid mixture
containing the hepatitis A component and the typhoid
Vi polysaccharide component or as 2 separate liquids, one
containing the hepatitis A component and the otherthe
typhoid Vi polysaccharide component) whicharemixed
together immediately before use.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The 2 components areprepared as descnbed in the
monographs Hepati,is A vaccine (inactiuated, adsorbed) (J 107)
and Typhoid po/ysa«haride oaccine (1160) and comply with
the requirements prescribed therein.
Reference preparan"on The hepatitis A reference preparation
is partof a representative batchshown to be at leastas
immunogenic in animals as a batchthat) in clinical studies in
younghealthy adults, produced not less than95 per cent
seroconversion, corresponding to a level of neutralising
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antibody accepted to be protective) after a full-course primary
immunisation. An aotibody level not less thao 20 mIU/rnL
determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay is
recognised as beingprotective.

FINAL BULKS
The hepatitis A final bulk is prepared from 1 or more
inactivated harvests of hepatitis A virus.Approved adjuvants,
stabilisers and antimicrobial preservatives may be added.
The Vi polysaccharide final bulk is prepared from 1 or more
batches of purified Vi polysaccharide which are dissolved in a
suitable solvent) whichmaycontain an antimicrobial
preservative, so that thevolume corresponding to 1 dose
contains 25 Vg of polysaccharide and the solution is isotonic
with blood (250-350 mosmollkg).

Where the vaccine is presented as a liquid mixture of both
components, the final bulkis prepared by addition of a
suitable quantity of the Vi capsular polysaccharide bulk to
the hepatitis A bulk.

Only final bulks that comply with the following requirements
may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-ehemical
method" The amount is not less than85 percent and not
greater than 115 percent of the intended amount.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 rnL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulks aredistributed aseptically into sterile
containers" The containers are then closed so as to avoid
contamination.
Onlya final lot thatcomplies with each of the requirements
givenbelow underIdentification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the tests for free formaldehyde
(where applicable), antimicrobial preservative (where
applicable) and bacterial endotoxins have been carried out on
the final bulks with satisfactory results, they may be omitted
on the final lot. If the assay of the hepatitis A component is
carried out inviw, thenprovided it has been carried out with
satisfactory results on the finalbulkcontaining the
hepatitis A component) it may be omittedon the final lot.

CHARACTERS
If the vaccine is presented as 2 separate liquids, test A is carried
out using thehepatitis A component and test B iscamedout using
the ryphoid Vi poIysaaharitk component Tes.C is caniedou' if
thevaccine ispresented as a liquid mixture of both components or
immediately after mixing both components ifthevaccine is
presented as 2 separate liquids.
A. Whitish, cloudy suspension.
B. Clear, colourless liquid, free fromvisible particles.
C. Turbid liquid with a slow settling white deposit.

IDENTlFICATlON
If the tJaUine isprestnudas 2 separate liquids, iden.fication
test A isearnedOUt USJ"ng the hepau"Us A component and
iden.fica.1m res, B is carried out using the typhoid Vi
poIysaaharitk component If the vaccine ispresenud as a liquid
mixture, testsA and B arecarried out.
A. The assay (2.7.14) serves also to identify the vaccine.
B. Typhoid Vi polysaccharide is identified by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) using specific antibodies.
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TESTS
If the vaccine ispresented as 2 separate liquids, the tests for pH,
antimicrobial preseroatioe and bacterial endotoxins are carried out
on both components; the testfor aluminium is carried out using the
hepatitis A component and ,he testfor O-acetyl groups isearned
out using the typhoid Vi polysaccharide component; the tests for
pH, free formaldehyde, osmola/iry and steriliry arecarried ont
immediately aftermixing both components. If thevacdne is
presented as a liquid mixture} the ItSt for O-acety/groups isearned
out before the2 components are mixed.

pH (2.2.3)
6.8 to 7.8 for the hepatitis A component and 6.5 to 7.5 for
the typhoid Vi polysaccharide component; 6.6 to 7.6 for the
vaccine presented as a liquid mixture or immediately after
mixingboth components if the vaccine is presented as
2 separate liquids.

Aluminium (2.5.1'f)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide is used as the adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

AntimicrobIal preservative
Whereapplicable) determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemicalor physico-ehemical
method. The amount is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
the amount statedon the label.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
The vaccine complieswith the test for sterility.

Osmolality (2.2.35)
Whereapplicable, the osmolality of the vaccine is within the
limits approved for the particular product.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
The bacterial endotoxins content is less than 2 IU per
humandose for the hepatitis A component and within the
limit approved for the typhoid Vi polysaccharide component.
If the vaccine is presented as a liquid mixture of hepatitis A
component and typhoid Vi polysaccharide component the
bacterial endotoxins content is within the limit approved for
the specific product.

O-Acetyl groups (2.5.19)
0.085 umol (± 25 per cent) per dose (25 ~g of
polysaccharide) .

ASSAY
Hepatitis A component
The vaccine complieswith the assay of hepatitis A vaccine
(2.7.14).

Typhoid Vi polysaccharide component
DetermineVi polysaccharide by a suitable inununochemical
method (2.7.1), using a reference purified polysaccharide.
The estimated amountof polysaccharide per dose is
80 per cent to 120 per cent of the content stated on the
label. The confidence limits (P =0.95) of the estimated
amount of polysaccharide are not less than 80 per cent and
not more than 120 per cent.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the amountof hepatitis A virus antigenper humandose;
- the numberof micrograms of polysaccharide per human

dose (25 ug);
- the total quantity of polysaccharide in the container;
- the type of cells used for productionof the vaccine;
- the name and amountof the adsorbent used;
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- that the vaccinemust be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine must not be frozen.
_____________________ PIIE<r

Hepatitis A (Inactivated) and
Hepatitis B (rONA) Vaccine
(Hepatitis A (Inactivated) and Hepatitis B (rDNA)
Vaca"ne (Adsorbed), Ph. Bur. monogroph 1526)

The label may state 'HepAlHepB'.
PIIE<I _

DEFINITION
Hepatitis A (inactivated) and hepatitis B (rDNA) vaccine
(adsorbed) is a suspension consisting of a suitable strain of
hepatitis A virus,grownin cell cultures and inactivated by a
validated method, and of hepatitis B surface antigen
(HBsAg), a componentproteinof hepatitis B virus obtained
by recombinant DNA technology; the antigens are adsorbed
on a mineral carrier, such as aluminium hydroxide or
hydrated aluminium phosphate.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The two components areprepared as described in the
monographs on Hepatitis A vaccine (inactivated,
adsorbed) (1107) and Hepatitis B vaccine (rDNA) (1056) and
comply with the requirements prescribed therein.
Referenu preparation The reference preparation is part of a
representative batch shown to be at least as immunogenic in
animals as a batch that, in clinical studies in younghealr:hy
adults, produced not less than 95 per cent seroconversion,
corresponding to a level of neutralising antibody recognised
to be protective, after a full-course primary immunisation.
For hepatitis A, an antibody levelnot less than20 mIU/mL
determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay is
recognised as beingprotective. For hepatitis BJ an antibody
level not less thao 10 mIU/mL against HBsAg is recognised
as beingprotective.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The finalbulkvaccineis prepared from one or more
inactivated harvests of hepatitis A virus and one or more
batches of purified antigen.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amountis not less than85 per cent and not
greater than 115 per cent of the intended amount.

Sterlllty (2.6.1) ,
The final bulkvaccine complieswith the test forsterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot thatcomplieswith each of the requirements
given below underIdentification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the tests for free fonnaldehyde
(where applicable) and antimicrobial preservative content
(where applicable) have been carried out on the final bulk
vaccine withsatisfactory results, theymay be omitted on the
final lot. If the assay of the hepatitis A and/or the bepatitis B
component is carried out invivoJ then provided it has been
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carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
it may be emitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
Hepatitis A component
The assay (2.7.14) serves also to identify the vaccine.

Hepatitis B component
The assay (2.7.15) or, where applicable, the electrophoretic
profile,servesalso to identify the vaccine.

TESTS
AlumInIum (2.5.11)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose) if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4./1f)
Maximum 0.2 giL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than the minimum amount
shown to he effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
that stated on the label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 2 IU per human dose.

ASSAY
Hepatitis A component
The vaccine complies with the assay of hepatitis A vaccine
(2.7.14).

Hepatitis B component
The vaccine complies with the assay of hepatitis B vaccine
(rDNA) (2.7.15).

LABELLING
The label staus:
- the amount of hepatitis A virus antigen and hepatitis B

surface antigen per container;
- the type of cells used for production of the vaccine;
- the name and amount of the adsorbent used;
- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine must not be frozen.
___________~ PhE"

Hepatitis B Vaccine (rONA)
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1056)

The label may slate 'Hepfl'.
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Hepatitis B vaccine (rDNA) is a preparation of hepatitis B
surface antigen (HBsAg), a component protein of hepatitis B
virus; the antigen may be adsorbed on a mineral carrier such
as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate.
The vaccine may also contain the adjuvant 3-D-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryllipid A. The antigen is obtained by
recombinant DNA technology.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The vaccine shall have been shown to induce specific,
protective antibodies in man. The production method shall
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have been shown to yield consistently vaccines that comply
with the requirements for inununogenicity and safety.

Hepatitis B vaccin~ (rDNA) is produced by the expression of
the viral gene coding for HBsAg in yeast (Sauharomyces
cerevisiae) or mammalian cells (Chinese hamster ovary
(CHO) cells or other suitable cell lines), purification of the
resulting HBsAg and the rendering of this antigen into an
immunogenic preparation. The suitability and safety of the
cells are approved by the competent authority.
The vaccine may contain the product of the S gene (major
protein), a combination of the S gene and pre-S2 gene
products (middle protein) or a combination of the S gene,
the pre-S2 gene and pre-S I gene products (large protein).

Reference preparation Part of a representative batch shown to
be at least as immunogenic in animals as a batch that, in
clinical studies in young) healthy adults, produced not less
than 95 per cent seroconversion, corresponding to a level of
HBsAg neutralising antibody recognised to be protective,
after a full-course primary immunisation. An antibody level
not less than 10 mIU/mL is recognised as being protective.

CHARACTERISATION OF THE SUBSTANCE
Development studies are carried out to characterise the
antigen. The complete protein, lipid and carbohydrate
structure of the antigen is established. The morphological
characteristics of the antigen particles are established by
electron microscopy. The mean buoyant density of the
antigen particles is determined by a physico-chemical
method) such as gradient centrifugation. The antigenic
epitopes are characterised. The protein fraction of the antigen
is characterised in terms of the primary structure (for
example, by detennination of the amino-acid composition, by
partial amino-acid sequence analysis and by peptide
mapping).

CULTURE AND HARVEST
Identity) microbial purity, plasmid retention and consistency
of yield are determined at suitable production stages.
If mammalian cells are used, tests for extraneous agents and
mycoplasmas are performed in accordance with general
chapter 2.6.16. Tests for extraneous agents in viralvaccines for
human use, but using 200 mL of harvest in the test in cell
culture for other extraneous agents.

PURIFIED ANTIGEN
Only a purified antigen that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Total protein
The total protein is determined by a validated method.
The content is within the limits approved for the specific
product.

Antigen content and identification
The quantity and specificity of HBsAg is determined in
comparison with the International Standard for HBsAg
subtype ad or an in-house reference, by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) such as radio-immunoassay
(RIA), enzyme-linked immuoosorbent assay (EUSA),
immuooblot (preferably using a monoclonal antibody
directed against a protective epitope) or single radial
diffusion. The antigen/protein ratio is within the limits
approved for the specific product.

The molecular weight of the major band revealed following
sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGB) performed uoder reducing conditions
corresponds to the value expected from the known nucleic
acid and polypeptide sequences and possible glycosylation.
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Antigenic purity
The purity of the antigen is determined by comparison with
a reference preparation using liquid chromatography or other
suitable methods such as SDS-PAGE with staining by acid
blue 92 and silver. A suitable method is sensitive enough to
detect a potential contaminant at a concentration of
1 per cent of total protein. Not less than 95 per cent of the
total protein consists of hepatitis B surface antigen.

Composition
The content of proteins, lipids, nucleic acids and
carbohydrates is determined.

Host-ceU- and vector-derived DNA
ITmammalian cells are used for production, not more than
10 pg of DNA in the quantity of purified antigen equivalent
to a single human dose of vaccine.

Caesium
If a caesium salt is used during production, a test for residual
caesiwn is carried out on the purified antigen. The content is
within the limits approved for the specific product.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The purified antigen complies with the test, carried out using
10 mL for each medium.

Additional tests on the purified antigen may be required
depending on the production method used: for example, a
test for residual animal serum where mammalian cells are
used for production or tests for residual chemicals used
during extraction and purification.

ADSORBED 3-0-DESACYL-4'·MONOPHOSPHORYL
LIPID A BULK
If 3-D-desaeyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid A is included in the
vaccine it complies with the monograph 3-0-destU.Yl-4'
monophosphoryllipid A (2537). Where 3-D-desaeyl-4'
monophosphoryl lipid A liquid bulk is adsorbed prior to
inclusion in the vaccine, the adsorbed 3-D-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryllipid A bulk complies with the following
requirements.

Degree of adsorption of3-0-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryl lipid A
The content of non-adsorbed 3-D-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryllipid A in the adsorbed 3-D-desaeyl-4'
monophosphoryllipid A bulk is determined by a suitable
method, for example gas chromatographicquantification of
the 3-0-deslK)'l-4'-monophosphoryllipid A (2537) fatty acids in
the supernatant, evaporated to dryness, after centrifugation.

pH (2.2.3)
The pH is within the limits approved for the particular
preparation.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test, carried out using 10 mL for each
medium.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
An antimicrobial preservative, a mineral carrier, such as
aluminium hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate, and
the adjuvant 3-D-desaeyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid A may be
included in the formulation of the final bulk.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than J15 per cent of the intended amount.
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Sterility (2.6.1)
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test, carried out
using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released- for use. Provided that the tests for freeformaldehyde
(where applicable) and antimicrobial preservative content
(where applicable) have been carried out on the final bulk
vaccine with satisfactory results, they may be omitted on the
final lot. If the assay is carried out in vivo, then provided it
has been carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

Degree of adsorption
The degree of adsorption of the antigen and, where
applicable, 3-D-desaeyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid A is
assessed.

IDENTIFICATION
The assay or, where applicable, the electrophoretic profile,
servesalso to identify the vaccine. In addition, where
applicable, the test for 3-D-desaeyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid
A content also serves to identify the 3-o-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryllipid A-containmg vaccine.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

3-0-Desacyl-4'-monophosphoryl lipid A
Minimum 80 per cent and maximum 120 per cent of the
intended amount.

Where applicable, determine the content of3-o-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryllipid A by a suitable method, for example
gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 lifL.
Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the content of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
that stated on the label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test.

Pyrogen. (2.6.8)
The vaccine. complies with the test for pyrogens. Inject the
equivalent of one human dose into each rabbit or) if the
vaccine contains 3-Q-desacyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid A,
inject per kilogram of the rabbit's mass an amount of the
vaccine containing 2.5 ~g of3-0-desaeyl-4'-monophosphoryl
lipid A.

ASSAY
The vaccine complies with the assay of hepatitis B vaccine
(rDNA) (2.7.15).

LABELLING
The label srates:
- the amount of HBsAg per container;
- the type of cells used for production of the vaccine;
- the name and amount of the adjuvant and/or adsorbent

used;
- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine must not be frozen.
_____________________ PIIfll
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Inactivated Influenza Vaccine
(Whole Virion)
(Influenza Vaccine (Whole VirUm, InaaWaud),
Ph. Eur. monograph 0159)

The label may state 'flu'.
When Inactivated Influenza Vaccine or Influenza Vaccine is
prescribed or demanded and the form is not stated,
Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Whole Vieion), Inactivated
Influenza Vaccine (Split Virion) or Inactivated Influenza
Vaccine (Surface Antigen) may be dispensed or supplied.
PIlE" -

DEFINITION
Influenza vaccine (whole virion, inactivated) is a sterile,
aqueous suspension of a strain or strains of influenza virus,
type A or B, or a mixture of strains of the 2 types grown
individually in fertilised hens' eggs and inactivated in such a
manner that their antigenic properties are retained.
The stated amount of haemagglutinin antigen for each strain
present in the vaccine is 15 IJg per dose, unless clinical
evidence supports the use of a different amount.
The vaccine is a slightlyopalescent liquid.

PRODUCTION
CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The World Health Organization (WHO) reviews the world
epidemiological situation annually and ifnecessary
recommends the strains that correspond £0 this
epidemiological evidence.

Such strains are used in accordance with the regulations in
force in the signatory States of the Convention on the
Elaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia, It is now
common practice to use reassorted strains giving high yields
of the appropriate surface antigens. The origin and passage
history of virus strains shall be approved by the competent
authority.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
Influenza virus seed to be used in the production of vaccine
is propagated in fertilised eggs from chicken flocks free from
specified pathogens (SPF) (5.2.2) or in suitable cell cultures
(5.2.4), such as chick-embryo fibroblasts or chick kidney cells
obtained from SPF chicken flocks (5.2.2). For production,
the virus of each strain is grown in the allantoic cavity of
fertilised hens' eggs from healthy flocks.

VIRUS SEED LOT
The production of vaccine is based on a seed-lot system
established by subculture of me candidate vaccine virus
(CVV). This CW is the approved virus isolate or reasserted
virus supplied by WHO designated laboratories, or
established by vaccine manufacturers. Working seed lots
~epresent not more than 15 passages from me CWo
The final vaccine represents 1 passage from the working seed
lot. The haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens of each
seed lot are identified as originating from the correct strain of
influenza virus by suitable methods.

Only a working virus seed lot that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
monovalent pooled harvest.

Bacterial and fungal contamlnadon
Carry our the test for sterility (2.6./), using 10 mL for each
medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
Carry out the test for mycoplasmas, using 10 mL.
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VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
An antimicrobial agent may be added to the inoculum. After
incubation at a controlled temperature, the allantoic fluids
are harvested and combined to fonn a monovalent pooled
harvest. An antimicrobial agent may be added at the time of
harvest. At no stage in the production is penicillin or
streptomycin used.

MONOVALENT POOLED HARVEST
To limit the possibility of contamination, inactivation is
initiated as soon as possible after preparation. The virus is
inactivated by a method that has been demonstrated on
3 consecutive batches to be consistently effective for the
manufacturer. The inactivation process shall have been
shown to be capable of inactivating the influenza virus
without destroying its antigenicity; the process should cause
minimum alteration of the haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase antigens. The inactivation process shall also
have been shown to be capable of inactivating avian leucosis
viruses and mycoplasmas. If the monovalent pooled harvest is
stored after inactivation, it is held at 5 ± 3 °C.
If fonnaldehyde solution is used, the concentration does not
exceed 0.2 gIL of CH20 at any time during inactivation;
if betspropiolactone is used, the concentration does not
exceed 0.1 per cent VIVat any time during inactivation.

Before or after the inactivation process, the monovalent
pooled harvest is concentrated and purified by high-speed
centrifugation or other suitable method.

Only a monovalent pooled harvest that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine.

Haemagglutinin antigen
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it l

. Cany out the test
at 20-25 ·C.

NeuranUrnddaseantlgen
The presence and type of neuraminidase antigen are
confirmed by suitable enzymatic or immunological methods
on the first 3 monovalent pooled harvests from each working
seed lot.

Steri1lty (2.6./)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Residual infectious virus
Carry out the test described below under Tests.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Appropriate quantities of the monovalent pooled harvests are
blended to make the final bulk vaccine.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Steri1lty (2.6./)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

I Referenu humagglutininantigem art awilabk from the National
Institute for Biological Standards and Control, Blanche Lone, South
Mimnu, Porlm Bo.r. Hert/fddshire EN6 JQG. GreatBntain.
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FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the test for residual infectious
virushas been performed with satisfactory results on each
monovalent pooled harvest and that the tests for free
formaldehyde, ovalbumin and total protein have been
performed with satisfactoryresults on the final bulk vaccine,
they may be omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The assayserves to confirm the antigenic specificity of the
vaccine.

TESTS
Residual Infectious virus
Inoculate 0.2 mL of the vaccine into the allantoic cavity of
each of 10 fertilised eggs and incubate at 33-37 °C for
3 days. The test is not valid unless at least 8 of the
iO embryos survive. Harvest 0.5 mLofthe allantoic fluid
from each surviving embryo and pool the fluids. Inoculate
0.2 mL of the pooled fluid into a funher 10 fertilisedeggs
and incubate at 33-37 °C for 3 days. The test is not valid
unless at least 8 of the 10 embryos survive. Harvest about
0.1 mL of the allantoic fluid from each surviving embryo and
examine each individualharvest for livevirus by a
haemagglutination test. Ifhaemagglutination is found for any
of the fluids, carry out for that fluid a further passage in eggs
and test for haemagglutination;no haemagglutination occurs.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL, where applicable,

Ovalbumltt
Not more than the quantity stated on the label and in any
case not more than I Jlg per human dose) determined by a
suitable immunocbemical method (2.7.1) using a suitable
reference preparation of ovalbumin.

Total proteitt
Not more than 6 times the total haemagglutinin content of
the vaccine as determined in the assay, but in any case, not
more than 100 J1g of protein per virus strain per human dose
and not more than a total of 300 J1g of protein per human
dose.

Sterility (2.6./)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 100 IU per human dose.

ASSAY
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it l

. Carry out the test
at 20-25 ·C. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less

I Reference haemtJgglutinin antigens areaool7able froin theNariomd
Inso·ruu for Biological Standards and Control~ Bkmdu Lane. South
Mimms. Pollen Bar, Hmfordshirt EN63QG. Great Bn·rain.
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than 80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the
estimated haemagglutinin antigen content. The lower
confidence limit (P =0.95) is not less than 80 per cent of the
amount stated on the label for each strain.

LABELLING
The labelstates:
- that the vaccine has been prepared on eggs;
- the strain or strains of influenza virus used to prepare the

vaccine;
- the method of inactivation;
- the haemagglutinin antigen content, in micrograms per

virus strain per dose;
- the maximum amount of ovalbumin;
- the season during which the vaccine is intended to

protect.
___________________ !'hE"

Influenza Vaccine (Live, Nasal)
(ph. Bur. monograph 2772)
!'hE" _

DEFINITION
Influenza vaccine (live, nasal) is an aqueous suspension of a
live attenuated strain or strains of influenza virus, type A
or B, or a mixture of strains of the 2 types grown individually
in fertilised hens' eggs. The vaccine is presented in a form
suitable for nasal administration. The vaccine is a colourless
slightly opalescent liquid and may contain white particles.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Production of the vaccine is based on a virusseed-lot system.
The production method shall have been shown to
consistently yield influenza vaccine (live) that complies with
the requirements for Jmmunogenlcity, safety and stability.

CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The World Health Organization reviews the world
epidemiological situation annually and ifnecessary
reconunends new strains corresponding to this
epidemiological evidence.

Such strains are used in accordance with the regulations in
force in the signatory States of the Convention on the
Elaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia.

The attenuated donor virusstrain and the attenuated vaccine
virus strain may be generated by the manufacturer itself by
classical reassortment methods or reverse genetics
(e.g. plasmid rescue). The wild type virus strains used for the
production of the attenuated vaccine virus seed lots must.
have been approved by the competent authority.

The complete history of production of the attenuated vaccine
virus strain including description of the derivation of the
seeds from the attenuated donor virus strain(s) and the
WHO recommended wild virus strain(s) shall be approved by
the competent authority.

During development studies and whenever a new HA
subtype of inIIuenza A virus (i.e. non-HI, non-H3 subtype)
or a new influenza B virus type differing from the currently
circulating genetic lineages is included in the vaccine, the
neurovirulence of the master virus seed lots is assessed using
suitable animal models (e.g, in mice) with the attenuated
donor virus strain as a comparator. The new strain shall not
be more neurovirulent than the comparator.
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Genotypic and phenotypic characterisations of attenuated
donor virus strainfa) are undertaken using techniques for
identification of attenuation markers and nucleotide
sequences.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
Influenza virus seed and all vaccine batches are propagated in
fertilised eggs from chicken flocks free from specified
pathogens (SPF) (5.2.2).

VIRUS SEED LOTS
The production of vaccine is based on a seed-lot system.
The attenuated donor virus strains and the wild-type virus
strains used for the production of the attenuated master seed
lots are identified by historical records that include
infannation on their origins and the tests used in their
characterisations.

Only an attenuated master donor virus strain that has been
demonstrated by a suitable method (e.g. multiplex PCR
assay) to he free from human respiratory pathogens which
are able to replicate in eggs could be used for the production
of attenuated master virus seed lots. This assay is omitted if
reverse genetics method (e.g. plasmid rescue) is used.

The production of the attenuated master virus seed lot must
be approved by the competent authority. The attenuated
master virus seed lot must have the same characteristics as
the attenuated donor virus strain. The number of passages
required to produce the attenuated master virus seed lot from
the attenuated donor virus strain is limited and approved by
the competent authority. Unless otherwise justified and
authorised, the inoculum for infecting the eggs.used in the
production of a vaccine lot shall be a virus harvest without
intermediate passage, so that no vaccine virus is more than 1
passage from an attenuated master virus seed lot that has
passed aU safety tests.

Each virus seed lot used for propagation must have been
filtrated through a bacteria retentive filter.

The attenuated master virus seed lot must express the
haemagglutinin and neuraminidase from the wild type virus
strain and other proteins from the attenuated donor virus
strain.
The attenuated master virus seed lot chameterisation shall
include the following tests:
- genotype analyses using validated nucleic acid

amplification techniques (2.6.21);
- virus sequencing of the seed lot and comparison of the

coding sequences as follows; the sequences of the
haemagglutinin and neuraminidase genes with those of
the recommended strains and the sequences of the 6
remaining genes with those of the attenuated donor strain;

- genetic stability by sequencing, cold adapted and
temperature sensitive phenotypes detennination and
attenuation test upon several passages in the substrate.

Only an attenuated master virus seed lot that complies with
the following requirements may be used in the preparation of
the harvest.

Identification
For each attenuated master virus seed lot, the haemagglutinin
and neuraminidase antigens are identified using suitable
methods.

Cold adapted and temperature sensItive phenotype
For each attenuated master virus seed lot a test is carried out
in cell cultures to demonstrate the cold adapted and
temperature sensitive phenotypes of the seed lot.
The attenuated master virus seed lot complies with the test:
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- For the cold adaptation, if the loss of virus titre between
the incubation at + 25 °C and + 33 °C is not more than
2.0 10gIO of infectious units as expressed in fluorescent
focus units (FFU).

- For the temperature sensitivity, if the loss of virus titre
between the incubation at + 33 °C and +37 °C (for
strains B) or 39 ·C (for strains A) is not tess than
2.0 loglo of infectious units as expressed in FFU.

Attenuation
For each attenuated master virus seed lot, an in w'vo
attenuation test is carried. out on ferrets. The conditions of
the test such as inoculation dose and observation period are
established in validation studies. The attenuation test is
performed by intranasal inoculation of ferrets, free from
antibodies against influenza virus, with the attenuated master
virus seed lot. The animals are monitored for a defined
nwnber of days post-inoculation for signs of influenza-like
illness, including nasal discharge, frequent sneezing, severe
lethargy, or fever.

At the conclusion of the monitoring period, animals are
euthanized. Nasal turbinate and lung tissues are collected
and analysed for the presence of infectious virus using a
suitable infectivity assay.

For a master virus seed lot to be identified as attenuated, the
virus must be detected in samples of nasal turbinate tissues
and samples from lung tissues from individual animals, and
must demonstrate that the virus growth is restricted or shows
no virus replication. In addition, there are no signs of
influenza-like illness in the inoculated animals.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of each attenuated master virus seed
lot is determined by titration in cell cultures using a suitable
validated in vitro cell-based assay (e.g. fluorescent focus
assay) to monitor the consistency of production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
Each attenuated master virus seed lot compJies with the
requirements for virus seed lots.

Avian leucosis viruses
For each attenuated master virus seed lot, the absence of
avian leucosis viruses is verified using a suitable method.

PROPAGATIONAND HARVEST
All processing of the fertilised eggs is done under aseptic
conditions in an area where no other infectious agents or
cells are handled at the same time. After inoculation and
incubation at a controlled temperature, only eggs containing
living and typical chick embryos are harvested.
The percentage of rejected eggs is recorded. After
homogenisation and clarification by centrifugation, the
clarified allantoic fluid is tested as described below and kept
at -70 °C or colder until further processing. No human
protein is added to the virus suspension at any stage during
production. If stabilisers are added, they shall have been
shown to have no antigenic or sensitising properties for man.

Only a singleharvest or a monovalent pooled harvest that
complies with the following requirements may be used in the
preparation of the monovalent bulk.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
Each single harvest or monovalent pooled harvest complies
with the tests for extraneous agents with the exception of the
tests for mycobacteria and sterility which are not required at
this stage of production.
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Avian leucosis viruses
For each singleharvest or monovalentpooled harvest, the
absence of avian leucosis viruses is verified using a suitable
method.

Microbiological contamination
The bioburden test using a membrane filtration is carried out
on each single harvest or on each monovalent pooled harvest
to determine the total viable aerobic count and to verify the
absence of yeast and mould using selective media. The total
viable aerobic count is within the limit approved by the
competent authority. Verification of absence of VibrW,
ShigeOa and Salmonella is carried out using supplementary
specific validated techniques approved by the competent
authority.

MONOVALENT BULK
Monovalent bulks are prepared by pooling a number of
satisfactory single harvests or monovalent pooled harvests of
me same virus type. The monovalent bulk is concentrated
and purified by high-speed centrifugation or another suitable
method then filtered through a bacteria retentive filter.

Only a monovalent bulk that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Identification
Each monovalent bulk is identified as influenza virus of the
given type using suitable haemagglutinln type specific assay.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of each monovalent bulk is
determined by titration using a suitable validated in V;lrO

assay (e.g. fluorescent focus assay).

Cold adapted and temperature sensitive phenotype
Each monovalent bulk complies with the test as described
under Virus seed lots.

Attenuation test
The attenuation test is performed by intranasal inoculation of
ferrets, free from antibodies against influenza virus, with each
monovalent bulk test sample as described under Virus seed
lots.
If sufficient consistency data are available, and approved by
the competent authority, only the first 3 monovalent bulks
following the introduction of a new attenuated master virus
seed lot are tested on ferrets.

Wherever possible, in accordance with the provisions of the
European Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate
Animals used for Experimental and Other Scientific
Purposes, manufacturers are encouraged to develop validated
in oitro alternative methods to the animal test for monovalent
bulks using appropriate tools such as molecular methods or
other suitable methods for determination of viral attenuation
markers.

Genotyplng
The genotype of each monovalent bulk is verified using
suitable validated nucleic acid amplification techniques
(2.6.21).

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Each monovalent bulk complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL of each medium.

Total protein content
Maximwn 0.25 mg per human dose before the addition of
any stabiliser.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
A final bulk vaccine is formulated aseptically from
appropriate quantities of the monovalent bulks of each virus
strain. The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into
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sterile, tamper-evident containers. Where a final bulk vaccine
is formulated as a release intermediate, it complies with the
following requirements and is within the limits approved for
the particular product. A suitable stabiliser may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
An approved minimum virus concentration for release of the
product is established for each virus strain to ensure, in light
of stability data, that the minimum concentration stated on
the label will be present at the end of the period of validity.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.

Thermal stabllity
Maintain not fewer than 3 containers of the final lot at an
elevated temperature for a defined period of time, using
conditions found suitable for the particular product as
approved by the competent authority. Determine the virus
concentration as described under Assay in parallel for the
heated vaccine and for vaccine maintained at the temperature
recommended for storage. For each virus strain, the virus
concentration of the containers that have been heated does
not decrease by more than an approved amount during the
period of exposure.

IDENTIFICATION
The assay serves to confirm the antigenic specificity of the
vaccine.

TESTS
Ovalhumln
Not more man the quantity stated on the label and in any
case not more than I J.Ig per human dose, determined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1) using a suitable
reference preparation of ovalbumin.

Total protein
Not more than the quantity stated on the label and in any
case not more than 2.2 mg per human dose.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
It complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1).

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 6 IU per single human dose.

ASSAY
Titrate the vaccine for infective virus in cell cultures using at
least 3 separate containers of vaccine and inoculating a
suitable number of wells for each dilution step.
Titrate 1 container of an appropriate virus reference
preparation in triplicate to validate each assay. The virus
concentration of the reference preparation is monitored using
a control chart and a titre is established for each virus strain
on a historical basis by each laboratory. IT the vaccine
contains more than one influenza virus strain, titrate each
virus strain separately, using an appropriate type-specific
antiserum.

Calculate the individual virus concentration for each
container of vaccine and for each replicate of the reference
preparation as well as the corresponding combined virus
concentrations, using the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3). For each virus strain, the combined virus
concentration for me 3 containers of vaccine is within the
range stated on the label.
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The assay is not valid if:
- for each virus strain, the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of

the estimated virus concentration of the reference
preparation for me 3 replicates combined is greater than
± 0.3 loglo infectious units as expressed in FFU;

- for each virus strain, the virus concentration of the
reference preparation differs by more than 0.5 Iog1o
infectious units as expressed in FFU from the established
value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P =0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 loglo infectious units as expressed in FFU; data
obtained from valid assays only are combined by the usual
statistical methods (for example, 5.3) to calculate the virus
concentration of the sample. The confidence interval
(P =0.95) of me combined virus concentration is not greater
than ± 0.3 IOglO infectious units as expressed in FFU.

LABELLING
The label states:
- that the vaccine has been prepared in eggs;
- the strain or strains of influenza virus used in preparation

of the vaccine;
- the minimum and maximum virus strain concentration

per hwnan dose;
- the maximum amount of ovalbumin;
- the season during which the vaccine is intended to

protect.
_____________________ PhE",

Influenza Vaccine (Whole Virion
Inactivated Prepared in Cell
Cultures)
(ph. Eur. monograph 2308)
Phw _

DEFINITION
Influenza vaccine (whole virion, inactivated, prepared in cell
cultures) is a sterile, aqueous suspension of a strain or strains
of influenza virus, type A or B, or a mixture of strains of the
2 types grown individually in cell cultures and inactivated in
such a manner that their antigenic properties are retained.
The stated amount of haemagglutinin antigen for each strain
present in the vaccine is 15 pg per dose, unless clinical
evidence supports the use of a different amount. The vaccine
is a slightly opalescent or opalescent liquid. The vaccine may
contain an adjuvant. This monograph applies to vaccines
produced in diploid or continuous cell lines of manunalian
origin.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Production of the vaccine is based on a virusseed-lot system
and a cell-bank system. The production method shall have
been shown to yield consistently vaccines that comply with
the requirements for immunogenicity, safety and stability.

The production method is validated to demonstrate suitable
reduction of residual host-cell protein. With the agreement of
the competent authority and for each specific product,
routine testing for residual host-cell proteins may beomitted
based on the results of validation studies for the product.
Guidance on the principles of such validation studies is
given) for example, in the monograph Products of recombinant
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DNA ""hn%gy (0784), in particular in the sections
'Validation of the production process - Extraction and
purification' and 'Production consistency - Host-cell-derived
proteins'.

CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The World Health Organization (WHO) reviews the world
epidemiological situation annually and if necessary
recommends new strains corresponding to this
epidemiological evidence.

Such strains are used in accordance with the regulations in
force in the signatory states of the Convention on the
Elaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia, It is now
common practice to use reasserted strains giving high yields
of the appropriate surface antigens. The origin and passage
history of virus Strains shall be approved by the competent
authority.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
Influenza virus used in the preparation of seed lots is
propagated in fertilised eggs from chicken flocks free from
specified pathogens (SPF) (5.2.2) or in suitable cell cultures
(5.2.3), sucb as chick-embryo fibroblasts, chick kidney cells
obtained from SPF chicken flocks (5.2.2), or a diploid or
continuous cell line. The final passage for establishment of
the working seed lot is prepared in the cell line used for
routine production. For this production, the virus of each
strain is propagated in a diploid or continuous cell line
(5.2.3).

VIRUS SEED LOT
The production of vaccine is based on a seed-lot system
established by subculture of the candidate vaccine
virus (CVV). This CVV is the approved virus isolate or
reasserted virus supplied by WHO designated laboratories, or
established by vaccine manufacturers. Each of the strains of
influenza virus used shall be identified by historical records
that include Information on the origin of the strain and its
subsequent manipulation. Working seed lots represent not
more than 15 passages from the CW. The final vaccine
represents 1 passage from the working seed lot.

Only a seed lot that complies with me following requirements
may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
The haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens of each
master and working seed lot are identified as originating from
the correct strain of influenza virus by suitable methods.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of each working seed lot is
determined. Where applicable, the virus concentration of
each master seed lot is determined.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The working seed lots comply with the requirements for seed
lots. It is recognised mat due to a seasonal change in one or
more of the influenza vaccine strains, timely testing of a virus
seed for extraneous agents using in fJitro tests in cell culture
and in fJiw tests may be problematic (e.g. duration of in fJiw
tests, timely availability of specific neutralising antisera).
In agreement with the competent authority, and in light of a
risk assessment, rapid assays (e.g. multiplex peR; high
throughpur sequencing methods) may be applied following
validation.

Such risk assessment and validation includes more general
considerations on potential contaminants of the virus isolates,
the susceptibility of the cell substrate to such viruses and me
capacity of the production process for viral removal or
inactivation; validation also includes comparative data on
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testing of seeds using in vitro tests in cell culture and/or in
vivo tests according to general chapter 2.6.16 and the
proposed rapid assays. Each rapid assay must be shown to be
suitable for its intended use by appropriate analytical
validation. The riskassessment is reviewed when new
information becomes available on potentialviral
contaminants. Where peR is used) the justification of the
chosen panel of extraneous agents tested for is provided to
the competent authority within the annual update. This
update also includes vaccine strain-specific aspects such as
specific peR inhibitory effects.

H an agent is detected in a virus seed and the mammalian
cells used for production are shown to be susceptible to this
agent, the virus seed is not used for vaccine production.

If an agent is detected in a virus seed and the mammalian
cells are not susceptible to the agent, validation of the
production process to demonstrate removal or inactivation of
the agent is carried out. If removal or inactivation cannot be
demonstrated, the inactivated monovalent harvest is tested to
demonstrate absence of any contaminant identified in the
virus seed.

PROPAGATION AND SINGLE HARVEST
All processing of me cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are being handled at the same time. Approved animal serum
(but not human serum) may be used in the cell culture
media. Serum and trypsin used in the preparation of cell
suspensions or media are shown to be free from extraneous
agents. The cell culture media may contain a pH Indicator,
such as phenol red, and antibiotics at the lowest effective
concentration. A sufficient.quantity of the cell cultures
employed for vaccine production are set aside as uninfected
cell cultures (control cells).

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the vaccine.

Identification
The test for antigen content also serves to identify the single
harvest.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (1.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.

Mycoplasmas (1.6.7)
Carry out the test for mycoplasmas, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture comply with a
test for identification and the requirements for extraneous
agents (1.6.16).

Haemagglutinln antigen
Determine the haemagglutinin antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (1.7.1).

INACTIVATED AND PURIFIED MONOVALENT
HARVEST
The harvest, which may be a pool of several single harvests
of the same strain, is inactivated and purified by validated
methods. Before or after the inactivation process, the
monovalent harvest is concentrated and purified by high
speed centrifugation or another suitable method.
The influenza virus is inactivated by a method that has been
demonstrated on 3 consecutive batches to be consistently
effective for the manufacturer. The inactivation process shall
have been shown to be capable of inactivating the influenza
virus without destroying its antigenicity; the process is
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designed so as to cause minimum alteration of the
haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens.

If continuous cell lines are used for production, the
purification process shall have been validated to reduce
consistently host-cell DNA to a suitable level.

Only an inactivated, purified monovalent harvest that
complies with the following requirements may be used in the
preparntion of the final bulk vaccine.

Haemagglutinin antigen
Determine the haemagglutinin antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (1.7.1).

Antigenltotal protein ratio
Determine the haemagglutinin antigen content by a suitable
immunodiffusion test. Determine the total protein by a
validated method. The ratio of haemagglutinin antigen
content to total protein content is within the limits approved
for the particular product.

NeuraniUlldaseantigen
The presence and type of neuraminidase antigen are
confirmed by suitable enzymatic or immunological methods
on the first 3 monovalent harvests from each working seed
lot.

Sterillty (1.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Residual infectious virus
Carry out the test described below under Tests.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Appropriate quantities of the Ioactivated, purified monovalent
pooled harvests are blended to make the final bulk vaccine.
An adjuvant may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Sterillty (1.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Residual host-cell DNA
If a continuous cell line is used for virus propagation, the
content of residual host-cell DNA, determined using a
suitable method, is not greater than 10 ng in the equivalent
of a single human dose.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final let that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the test for residual infectious
virushas been performed with satisfactory results on each
inactivated and purified monovalent harvest and that the tests
for free formaldehyde, bovine serum albumin and total
protein have been performed with satisfactory results on the
final bulk vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.

If the vaccine contains an adjuvant, suitable tests for identity
and other relevant quality criteria are carried out on the final
lot. These tests may include chemical and physical analysis,
determination of particle size and determination of the
number of particles per unit volume.
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IDENTIFICATION
The assay serves to confirm the antigenic specifidty of the
vaccine.

TESTS
Residual Infectious virus
Carry out an amplification test for residual infectious
influenza virus by inoculating not less than 4 mL of the
vaccine into cell cultures of the same type as used for
production of the vaccine; incubate for not less than 7 days
at 32 ± 2"C. Inoculate not less than 10 mLofthe cell
culture harvested medium into a new semi-confluentcell
culture and incubate as before. At the end of the incubation
period, examine for live virus by a haemagglutination test.
If haemagglutination is found for any of the fluids, carry out
for mat fluid a further passage on cell cultures and test for
haemagglutination;no haemagglutination occurs.

Antimicrobial preservadve
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The. content is
not less than me minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximwn 0.2 gIL, where applicable.

Bovine serum albumin
Maximum 50 ng per human dose, determined by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1).

Total protein
Not more than 6 times the total haemagglutinin content of
the vaccine as determined in the assay, but in any case, not
more than 100 JJg of protein per virus strain per human dose.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.1 <f)
Less than 25 IU per human dose.

ASSAY
Determine the content of haemagglutininantigen by an
immunodiffusiontest (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutininantigen reference preparation' or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it. Carry out the test at
20-25 "C. The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
content. The lowerconfidence limit (P =0.95) is not less
than 80 per cent of the amount stated on the label for each
strain.

LABELLING
The label staleS:
- the biologicalorigin of the cells used for the preparation

of me vaccine;
- the strain or strains of influenza virus used to prepare the

vaccine;
- the method of inactivation;
- the haemagglutinin antigen content, in micrograms per

virus strain per dose;
- the season during which the vaccineis intended to

protect;
- where applicable, the name and the quantity of adjuvant

used.
___________________ PIlE"

I Reference haemagglutinin antigens aretJooiJabk from theNational
Imtimtefor BWlogical Standards and Contro/3 Blanche lAM, South
Mimms, POltm Bar, Hertjordshire BN61QG) Great Biitain.
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Inactivated Influenza Vaccine
(Split Virion)
(Influenza Vaccine (Split Virion) Inactivated),
Ph. Bur. monograph 0158)

The label may state 'Flu'.
When Inactivated InfluenzaVaccineor Influenza Vaccine is
prescribed or demanded and the fonn is not stated,
Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Whole Virion), Inactivated
Influenza Vaccine (SplitVirion) or Inactivated Influenza
Vaccine (Surface Antigen) may be dispensed or supplied.
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Influenza vaccine (split virion) inactivated) is a sterile,
aqueous suspension of a strain or strains of influenzavirus)
type A or B, or a mixture of strains of the 2 types grown
individually in fertilised hens' eggsJ inactivated and treated so
that the integrity of the virus particleshas been disrupted
without diminishing the antigenicproperties of the
haemaggJutinin and neuraminidaseantigens. The stated
amount of haemagglutinin antigen for each strain present in
the vaccine is 15 J.lg per dose, unless clinicalevidence
supports the use of a differentamount.
The vaccine is a slightly opalescent liquid.

PRODUCTION
CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The World Health Organization (WHO) reviews the world
epidemiological situation annually and if necessary
recommends the strains that correspond to this
epidemiological evidence.
Such strains are used in accordance with the regulations in
force in the signatoryStates of the Convention on the
Elaboration of a European Phannacopoeia. It is now
common practice to use reassorted strains givinghigh yields
of the appropriate surface antigens. The origin and passage
history of virusstrains shall be approved by the competent
authority.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
Influenza virus seed to be used in the production of vaccine
is propagated in fertilised eggsfrom chicken flocks free from
specified pathogens (SPF) (5.2.2) or in suitable cell cultures
(5.2.<f), such as chick-embryo fibroblasts or chick kidney cells
obtained from SPF chicken flocks (5.2.2). For production,
the virus of each strain is grown in the allantoiccavity of
fertilised hens' eggsfrom healthy flocks.

VIRUS SEBD LOT
The production of vaccine is based on a seed-lot system
established by subculture of the candidate vaccine virus
(CVV). This CW is the approvedvirus isolate or reassorted
virus supplied by WHO designated laboratories, or
established by vaccinemanufacturers. Working seed lots
represent not more than 15 passagesfrom the CW.
The final vaccine represents I passagefrom the workingseed
lot. The haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens of each
seed Jot are identifiedas originating from the correct strain of
influenza virus by suitable methods.

Only a workingvirus seed lot that complieswith the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
monovalent pooled harvest.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.
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Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
Carry out the test for mycoplasmas, using 10 mL.

VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
An antimicrobial agent may be added to the inoculum. After
incubation at a controlled temperature) the allantoic fluids
are harvested and combined to form a monovalent pooled
harvest. An antimicrobial agent may be added at the time of
harvest. At no stage in the production is penicillin or
streptomycin used.

MONOVALENT POOLED HARVEST
To limit the possibility of contamination, inactivation is
initiated as soon as possible after preparation. The virus is
inactivated by a method that has been demonstrated on
3 consecutive batches to he consistently effective for the
manufacturer. The inactivation process shall have been
shown to be capable of inactivating the influenza virus
without destroying its antigenicity; the process should cause
minimum alteration of the haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase antigens.The inactivation process shall also
have been shown to be capable of inactivating avian leucosis
viruses and mycoplasmas. If the monovalent pooled harvest is
stored after inactivation, it is held at 5 ± 3°C.
If formaldehyde solution is used, the concentration does not
exceed 0.2 gIL of CH20 at any time during inactivation;
if betapropiolactone is used, the concentration does not
exceed 0.1 per cent VIVat any time during inactivation.

Before or after the inactivation procedure, the monovalent
pooled harvest is concentrated and purified by high-speed
centrifugation or other suitable method and the virus
particles are disrupted into component subunits by the use of
approved procedures. For -each new strain, a validation test is
carried out to show that the monovalent bulk consists
predominantly of disrupted virus particles.

Only a monovalent pooled harvest that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine.

Haenmg~udruIDantigen

Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it l

. Carry out the test
at 20-25 "C
For some vaccines, the physical fonn of the haemagglutinin
particles prevents quantitative determination by
immunodiffusion after inactivation of the virus. For these
vaccines, a determination of haemagglutinin antigen is made
on the monovalent pooled harvest before inactivation.
The production process is validated to demonstrate suitable
conservation of haemagglutinin antigen and a suitable tracer
is used for formulation, for example, protein content.

Neuraminidase antigen
The presence and type of neuraminidase antigen are
confirmed by suitable enzymatic or immunological methods )
on the first 3 monovalent pooled harvests from each working
seed lot.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Residual infectious virus
Carry out the test described below under Tests.

I Reftrence haemagglurinin antigens an available from1MNational
Institute lor Biologital Sumdards and Control, Blanche LaneJ Soulh
Mimms, PolUTS BarJ Hertfrndshire BN6 3QGJ GrMIBritain.
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Chemicals used for disruption
Tests are carried out on the monovalent pooled harvest for
the chemicals used for disruption, the limits being approved
by the competent authority.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Appropriate quantities of the monovalent pooled harvests are
blended to make the final bulk vaccine.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the test for residual infectious
virus has been performed with satisfactory results on each
monovalent pooled harvest and that the tests for free
formaldehyde, ovalbumin and total protein have been
performed with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
they may be omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The assay serves to confirm the antigenic specificity of the
vaccine.

TESTS
Residual infectious virus
Inoculate 0.2 mL of the vaccine into the allantoic cavity of
each of 10 fertilised eggs and incubate at 33-37 "C for
3 days. The test is not valid unless at least 8 of the
10 embryos survive. Harvest 0.5 mL of the allantoic fluid
from each surviving embryo and pool the fluids. Inoculate
0.2 mL of the pooled fluid into a further 10 fertilised eggs
and incubate at 33-37 °C for 3 days. The test is not valid
unless at least 8 of the 10 embryos survive. Harvest about
0.1 mL of the allantoic fluid from each surviving embryo and
examine each individual harvest for live virus by a
haemagglutination test. Ifhaemagglutination is found for any
of the fluids, carry out for that fluid a further passage in eggs
and test for haemagglutination; no haemagglutination occurs.

AntimicrobIal preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Free formaldehyde (2.4. III)
Maximum 0.2 gIL, where applicable.

Ovalbumln
Not more than the quantity stated on the label and in any
case not more than 1 JIgper human dose, determined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1) using a suitable
reference preparation of ovalbumin.

Total protein
Not more than 6 times the total haemagglutinin content of
the vaccine as determined in the assay, but in any case, not
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more than 100 Ilg of protein per virus strain per human dose
and not more than a total of 300 ug of protein per human
dose.

SterlIlty (2.6.1)
It complieswith the lest for sterility,

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 100 ill per human dose.

ASSAY
Determine the content of haemagglutininantigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it(/). Carry out the test
at 20-25 "C. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less
than 80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of me
estimated haemagglutinin antigen content. The lower
confidence limit (P;;;; 0.95) is not less than 80 per cent of the
amount stated on the label for each strain,

For some vaccines, quantitative determination of
haemagglutininantigen with respect to available reference
preparations is not possible. An immunological identification
of the haemagglutlnin antigen and a semi-quantitative
determination are carried out instead by suitable methods.

LABELLING
The lahel ,tates:
- that the vaccine has been prepared on eggs;
- the strain or strains of influenza virus used to prepare the

vaccine;
- the method of inactivation;
- the haemagglutinin antigen content in micrograms per

virus strain per dose; ,
- the maximum amount of ovalbumin;
- the season during which the vaccine is intended to

protect.
__________________ 1'1>'"

Inactivated Influenza Vaccine
(Surface Antigen)
(Influenza Vaccine (Surface Antigen, Inae,waled),
Ph. Eur. monograph 0869)

The label may state 'Flu' or CFlu(adj)' as appropriate.

When Inactivated Influenza Vaccine or Influenza Vaccine is
prescribed or demanded and the Conn is not stated,
Inactivated Influenza Vaccine (Whole Virion), Inactivated
Influenza Vaccine (Split Virion) or Inactivated Influenza
Vaccine (Surface Antigen) may be dispensed or supplied.
Pf/E" _

DEFINlTION
Influenza vaccine (surface antigen, inactivated) is a sterile
suspension of a strain or strains of influenza virus, type A
or B, or a mixture of strains of the 2 types grown individually
in fertilised hens' eggs, inactivated and treated so that the
preparation consists predominantly of haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase antigens, without diminishing the antigenic
properties of these antigens. The stated amount of
haemagglutinin antigen for each strain present in the vaccine
is 15 Jig per dose, unless clinical evidence supports the use of
a different amount. The vaccine may contain an adjuvant.

Vaccines IV-733

PRODUCTION
CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAiN
The World Health Organization (WHO) reviews the world
epidemiological situation annually and if necessary
recommends the strains that correspond to this
epidemiological evidence.

Such strains are used in accordance with the regulations in
force in the signatory states of the Convention on the
Elaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia. It is now
common practice to use reassorted strains giving high yields
of the appropriate surface antigens. The origin and passage
history of virus strains shall be approved by the competent
authority.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
Influenza virus seed to be used in the production of vaccine
is propagated in fertilised eggs from chicken flocks free from
specified pathogeos (SPF) (5.2.2) or in suitable cell
cultures (5.2.4), such as chick-embryo fibroblasts or chick
kidney cells obtained from SPF chicken flocks (5.2.2).
For production, the virus of each strain is grown in the
allantoic cavity of fertilised hens' eggs from healthy flocks.

VIRUS SEED LOT
The production of vaccine is based on a seed-lot system
established by subculture of the candidate vaccine virus
(CVV). 'This CVV is the approved virus isolate or reassorted
virus supplied by WHO designated laboratories, or
established by vaccine manufacturers. Working seed lots
represent not more than 15 passages from the CVV.
The final vaccine represents 1 passage from the working seed
lot. The haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens of each
seed lot are identified as originating from me correct strain of
influenza virus by suitable methods.

Only a working virus seed lot that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of me
monovalent pooled harvest.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
Carry out the test for mycoplasmas, using 10 mL.
VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
An antimicrobial agent may be added to the inoculum. After
incubation at a controlled temperature, the allantoic fluids
are harvested and combined to form a monovalent pooled
harvest. An antimicrobial agent may be added at me time of
harvest. At no stage in the production is penicillin or
streptomycin used.

MONOVALENT POOLED HARVEST
To limit the possibility of contamination, inactivation is
initiated as soon as possible after preparation. The virus is
inactivated by a method that has been demonstrated on
3 consecutive batches to be consistently effective for the
manufacturer. The inactivation process shall have been
shown to be capable of inactivating the influenza virus
without destroying its antigenicity; the process should cause
minimum alteration of the haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase antigens. The inactivation process shall also
have been shown to be capable of inactivating avian leucosis
viruses and mycoplasmas. H the monovalent pooled harvest is
stored after inactivation, it is held at 5 ± 3°C.
H fonnaldehyde solution is used, the concentration does not
exceed 0.2 gIL of CH20 at any time during inactivation;
jf betapropiolactone is used, the concentration does not
exceed 0.1 per cent VIV at any time during inactivation.
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Before or after the inactivation process, the monovalent
pooled harvest is concentrated and purified by high-speed
centrifugation or other suitable method. Virus particles are
disrupted into component subunits by approved procedures
and further purified so that the monovalent bulk consists
mainly of haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens.

Only a monovalent pooled harvest that complies with the
foUowing requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine.

Haemagglutinin antigen
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against u', Carry out the test
at 20-25 "C.

Neuraminidase antigen
The presence and type of neuraminidase antigen are
confirmed by suitable enzymatic or immunological methods
on the first 3 monovalent pooled harvests from each working
seed lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Residual infectious virus
Carry out the test described below under Tests.

Purity
The purity of the monovalent pooled harvest is examined by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis or by other approved
techniques. Mainly haemagglutinin and neuraminidase
antigens shall be present. .

Chemicals used for disruption and purification
Tests are carried out on the monovalent pooled harvest for
the chemicals used for disruption and purification, the limits
being approved by the competent authority.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Appropriate quantities of the monovalent pooled harvests are
blended to make the final bulk vaccine. An adjuvant may be
added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the foDowing
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount,

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the test for residual infectious
virus has been performed with satisfactory results on each
monovalent pooled harvest and that the tests for free
formaldehyde, ovalbumin and total protein have been

I Referen~ haemagg[utj1lm antigens aTfawilablt /rom the National
Institute for BioIogiaJJ Standards and COIItrDI, BkmcM Lane, South
Mimms, PotteB Bar, Hert{ordshjrr EN6 3QG, Great Bn"tain.
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performed with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
they may be omitted on me final lot

If the ovalbumin and formaldehyde content cannot be
determined on the final lot, owing to interference from the
adjuvant, they are determined on the monovalent pooled
harvest, the acceptance limits being set to ensure that the
limits for the final product will not be exceeded.

If the vaccine contains an adjuvant, suitable tests for identity
and other relevant quality criteria are carried out on the final
lot. These tests may include chemical and physical analysis)
determination of particle size and determination of the
number of panicles per unit volume.

IDENfIFICATION
The assay serves to confirm the antigenic specificity of the
vaccine.

TESTS
Residual infectious virus
Inoculate 0.2 mL of the vaccine into the aUantoic cavity of
each of 10 fettilised eggs and incubate at 33-37 "C for
3 days. The test is not valid unless at least 8 of the
10 embryos survive. Harvest 0.5 mL of the aUantoic fluid
from each surviving embryo and pool the fluids. Inoculate
0.2 mL of the pooled lluid into a further 10 fertilised eggs
and incubate at 33-37 °C for 3 days. The test is not valid
unless at least 8 of the 10 embryos survive. Harvest about
0.1 mL of me aUantoic fluid from each surviving embryo and
examine each individual harvest Cor live virus by a
haemagglutination test. If haemagglutination is found for any
of the fluids, carry out for that fluid a further passage in eggs
and test for haemagglutination; no haemagglutination occurs.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Free formaldehyde (1.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL, where applicable.

Ovalbwn1n
Not more than the quantity stated on the label and in any
case not more than 1 Jlg per human dose, determined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1) using a suitable
reference preparation of ovalbumin.

Total protein
Not more than 40 p,gof protein other than haemagglutinin
per virus strain per human dose and not more than a total of
120 Ilg of protein other than haemagglutinin per
human dose.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1).

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.1<f)
Less than 100 ill per human dose.

ASSAY
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it l

. Carry out the test
at 20-25 "C. The confidence limits (P =0.95) are not less
than 80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the
estimated content. The lower confidence limit (P;;;; 0.95)
haemagglutinin antigen is not less than 80 per cent of the
amount stated on the label Cor each strain.
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____________________ Ph,,,

LABELLING
The label states:
- that the vaccine has been prepared on eggs;
- the strain or strains of influenza virus used to prepare the

vaccine;
- the method of inactivation;
- the haemagglutinin antigen content, in micrograms per

virus strain per dose;
- the season during which the vaccine is intended to

protect;
- the maximum amount of ovalbumin;
- where applicable, the name and the quantity of adjuvant

used.

of the appropriate surface antigens. The origin and passage
history of virus strains shall be approved by the competent
authority.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
Influenza virusused in the preparation of seed lots is
propagated in fertilised eggs from chicken flocks free from
specified pathogens (SPF) (5.2.2) or in suitable cell cultures
(5.2.3), such as chick-embryo fibroblasts, chick kidney cells
obtained from SPF chicken flocks (5.2.2), or a diploid or
continuous cell line. The final passage for establishment of
the working seed lot is prepared in the cell line used for
routine production. For this production, the virus of each
strain is propagated in a diploid or continuous cell line
(5.2.3).

VIRUS SEED LOT
The production of vaccine is based on a seed-lot system
established by subculture of the candidate vaccine
virus (CVV). This CVV is the approved virus isolate or
reasserted virus supplied by WHO designated laboratories, or
established by vaccine manufacturers. Each of the strains of
influenza virus used shall be identified by historical records
that include information on the origin of the strain and its
subsequent manipulation. Working seed lots represent not
more than 15 passages from the CW. The final vaccine
represents 1 passage from the working seed lot.

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
The haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens of each
master and working seed lot are identified as originating from
the correct strain of influenza virus by suitable methods.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of each working seed lot is
determined. Where applicable, the virus concentration of
each master seed lot is determined.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The working seed lots comply with the requirements for seed
lots. It is recognised that due to a seasonal change in one or
more of the influenza vaccine strains, timely testing of a virus
seed for extraneous agents using in vitro tests in cell culture
and in vivo tests may be problematic (e.g. duration of in vivo
tests, timely availability of specific neutralising antisera).
In agreement with the competent authority) and in light of a
risk assessment, rapid assays (e.g. multiplex PCR; high
throughput sequencing methods) may be applied following
validation.

Such risk assessment and validation includes more general
considerations on potential contaminants of the virus isolates,
the susceptibility of the cell substrate to such viruses and the
capacity of the production process for viral removal or
inactivation; validation also includes comparative data on
testing of seeds using in vitro tests in cell culture and/or in
viw tests according to general chapter 2.6.16 and the
proposed rapid assays. Each rapid assay must be shown to be
suitable for its intended use by appropriate analytical
validation. The risk assessment is reviewed when new
infonnation becomes available on potential viral
contaminants. Where PCR is used) the justification of the
chosen panel of extraneous agents tested for is provided to
the-competent authority within the annual update. This
update also includes vaccine strain-specific aspects such as
specific PCR inhibitory effects.

**** ** ** ****
Influenza Vaccine (Surface
Antigen, Inactivated, Prepared in
Cell Cultures)
(ph. Eur. monograph 2149)

DEFINITION
Influenza vaccine (surface antigen, inactivated, prepared in
cell cultures) is a sterile, aqueous suspension of a strain or
strains of influenza virus, type A or B, or a mixture of strains
of the 2 types grown individually in cell cultures, inactivated
and treated so mat the preparation consists predominantly of
haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens, preserving
adequate antigenic properties of these antigens. The stated
amount of haemagglutinin antigen for each strain present in
the vaccine is 15 ug per dose, unless clinical evidence
supports the use of a different amount. The vaccine is a clear
or slightly opalescent liquid. The vaccine may contain an
adjuvant. This monograph applies to vaccines produced in
diploid or continuous cell lines of mammalian origin.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
Production of the vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot system
and a cell-bank system. The production method shall have
been shown to yield consistently vaccines that comply with
the requirements for immunogenicity, safety and stability.

The production method is validated to demonstrate suitable
reduction of residual host-cell protein. With the agreement of
the competent authority and for each specific product,
routine testing for residual host-cell proteins may be omitted
based on the results of validation studies for the product.
Guidance on the principles of such validation studies is
given) for example, in the monograph Produas of recombinant
DNA ruhnology (0784), in particular in the sections
'Validation of the production process - Extraction and
purification' and 'Production consistency - Host-cell-derived
proteins'.

CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The World Health Organization (WHO) reviews the world
epidemiological situation annually and ifnecessary
recommends new strains corresponding to this
epidemiological evidence.

Such strains are used in accordance with the regulations in
force in the signatory states of the Convention on the
Elaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia. It is now
common practice to use reassorted strains giving high yields
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If an agent is detected in a virus seed and the manunaJian
cells used for production are shown to be susceptible to this
agent, the virus seed is not used for vaccine production.

If an agent is detected in a virus seed and the mammalian
cells are not susceptible to the agent, validation of me
production process to demonstrate removal or inactivation of
the agent is carried out. If removal or inactivation cannot be
demonstrated) the inactivated monovalent harvest is tested to
demonstrate absence of any contaminant identified in the
virus seed.

PROPAGATIONAND SINGLE HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are being handled at the same time. Approved animal serum
(but not human serum) may be used in the cell culture
media. Serum and trypsin used in the preparation of cell
suspensions or media are shown to be free from extraneous
agents. The cell culture media may contain a pH indicator,
such as phenol red, and antibiotics at the lowest effective
concentration. Not less than 500 mL of the cell cultures
employed for vaccine production are set aside as uninfected
ceU cultures (control ceUs).

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the vaccine.

Identification
The test for antigen content also serves to identify the single
harvest.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
Carry out the test for mycoplasmas, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture comply with a
test for identification and the requirements for extraneous
agents (2.6.16).

Haemaggludnin antigen
Determine the haemagglulinin antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1).

INACTIVATED AND PURIFIED MONOVALENT
HARVEST
The harvest, which may be a pool of several single harvests
of the same strain, is inactivated and purified by validated
methods. Before or after the inactivation process, the
monovalent harvest is concentrated and purified by high
speed centrifugation or another suitable method.
The influenza virus is inactivated by a method that has been
demonstrated on 3 consecutive batches to be consistently
effective for the manufacturer. The inactivation process shall
have been shown to be capable of inactivating the influenza
virus without destroying its antigenicity; the process is
designed so as to cause minimum alteration of the
haemagglutinin and neuraminidase antigens.

Virus particles are disrupted into component subunits by
approved procedures and further purified so that the
monovalent bulk consists mainly of haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase antigens.

If continuous cell lines are used for production, the
purification process shall have been validated to reduce
consistently host-cell DNA to a suitable level.

2022

Only an inactivated, purified monovalent harvest that
compJies with the following requirements may be used in the
preparation of the final bulk vaccine.

Haemagglutinin antigen
Determine the haemaggJutinin antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Antigen/total protein ratio
Determine the haemagglutinin antigen content by a suitable
immunodiffusion test. Determine the total protein by a
validated method. The ratio of haem agglutinin antigen
content to total protein content is within the limits approved
for the particular product.

Neuraminidase antigen
The presence and type of neuraminidase antigen are
confirmed by suitable enzymatic or immunological methods
on the first 3 monovalent harvests from each working seed
lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Residual infectious virus
Carry out the test described below under Tests.

Purity
The purity of the monovalent harvest is examined by
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis or by other approved
techniques. Mainly haemagglutinin and neuraminidase
antigens are present.

Chemicals used for disruption and purification
Tests are carried out on the monovalent harvest for the
chemicals used for disruption and purification, unless
validation of the process has demonstrated total clearance.
The concentration must not exceed the limits approved by
the competent authority for the particular product.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Appropriate quantities of the inactivated, purified monovalent
pooled harvests are blended to make the final bulk vaccine.
An adjuvant may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the foUowing
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimlcroblal preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Residual host-cell DNA
Ifa continuous cell line is used for virus propagation, the
content of residual host-cell DNA, determined using a
suitable method, is not greater than 10 ng in the equivalent
of a single human dose.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the test for residual infeclious
virus has heen performed with satisfactory results on each
inactivated and purified monovalent harvest and that the tests
for free fonnaldehyde, bovine serum albumin and total
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protein have been performed with satisfactory results on the
final bulk vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.

If me vaccine contains an adjuvant, suitable tests for identity
and other relevant quality criteria are carried out on the final
lot. These tests may include chemical and physical analysis,
determination of particle size and determination of the
number of particles per unit volume.

IDENTIFICATION
The assay serves to confirm the antigenic specificity of me
vaccine.

TESTS
Residual Infectious virus
Carry out an amplification test for residual infectious
influenza virus by inoculating not less than 0.2 mL of the
vaccine into cell cultures of me same type as used for
production of the vaccine; incubate for not less than 4 days
at 37 °C. Inoculate not less than 0.2 mL of the cell culture
harvested medium into a new semiconJIuent cell culture and
incubate as before. At the end of the incubation period,
examine for livevirus by a haemagglutinationtest.
If haemagglutination is found for any of the fluids, carry out
for that fluid a funher passage on cell cultures and test for
haemagglutination; no haemagglutination occurs.

Antlmfcroblal preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of me quantity stated on the
label.
Free formaldehyde (1.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL, where applicable.

Bovine serum albumin
Maximum 50 ng per human dose, determined by a suitable
immunochemical method (1.7.1).

Total protein
Maximum 40 Jlgof protein other than haemagglutininper
virus strain per human dose.

Sterility (1.6.1)
It complies with me test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxlns (1.6.14)
Less than 25 IU per human dose.

ASSAY
Determine the content of haemaggiutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (1.7.1), by comparison with a
haemaggiutininantigen reference preparation' or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it. Carry out the test at
20-25 ·C. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per Centof the estimated
content. The lower confidence limit (P =0.95) is not less
than 80 per cent of the amoupt stated on me label for each
strain.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the biological origin of the cells used for the preparation

of the vaccine;
- the strain or strains of influenza virus used to prepare the

vaccine;
- the method of inactivation;

I Rt/erena hcumagg!utinin antigens Qrt! Qvailable /rom theNtJlional
Institutefor Biological Standards and Conaol,B/QndIe LaM, South
Mimnu, PottersBar, Hertfordshire EN6 lQG, GreatBritain.
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- the haemagglutinin antigen content, in micrograms per
virus strain per dose;

- me season during which the vaccine is intended to
protect;

- where applicable, the name and the quantity of adjuvant
used.

---- PIIE<I

Influenza Vaccine (Surface
Antigen, Inactivated, Virosome)
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1053)

The label may state 'Flu'.
PIlEi, _

DEFINITION
Influenza vaccine (surface antigen, inactivated,virosome) is a
sterile) aqueous suspension of a strain or strains of influenza
virus, type A or B, or.a mixture of strains of the 2 types
grown individually in fertilised hens' eggs, inactivated and
treated so that the preparation consistspredominandy of
haemagglutininand neuraminidaseantigens reconstituted to
virosomesand without diminishingthe antigenic properties of
the antigens. The stated amount of haemagglutininantigen
for each strain present in the vaccine is IS ug per dose,
unless clinical evidence supports the use of a different
amount.
The vaccine is a slightlyopalescent liquid.

PRODUCTION
CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The World Health Organization (WHO) reviews the world
epidemiological situation annually and if necessary
recommends the strains that correspond to this
epidemiological evidence.
Such strains are used in accordance with the regulations in
force in the signatory states of the Convention on the
Elaboration of a European Pharmacopoeia. It is now
common practice to use reasserted strains giving high yields
of the appropriate surface antigens. The origin and passage
history of virus strains shall be approved by the competent
authority.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
Influenza virus seed to be used in the production of vaccine
is propagated in fertilised eggs from chicken flocks free from
specifiedpathogens (SPF) (5.1.1) or in suitable cell cultures
(5.1.4), such as chick-embryofibroblasts or chick kidoey cells
obtained from SPF chicken flocks (5.1.2). For production,
the virus of each strain is grown in the allantoiccavityof
fertilised hens' eggs from healthy flocks.

VIRUS SEED LOT
The production of vaccine is based on a seed lot system
established by subculture of the candidate vaccinevirus
(CVV). This CVV is the approved virus isolate or reassorted
virus supplied by WHO designated laboratories,or
established by vaccine manufacturers. Working seed lots
represent not more than J5 passagesfrom the CW.
The final vaccine represents 1 passagefrom the working seed
lot. The haemaggiutinin and neuraminidase antigens of each
seed. lot are identified as originatingfrom the correct strain of
influenza virus by suitable methods.
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Only a working virus seed lot that complies with the
following requirements may he used in the preparation of the
monovalent pooled harvest.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
Carry our the test for mycoplasmas, using 10 mL.
VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
An antimicrobial agent may he added to the inoculum. After
incubation at a controlled temperature, the allantoic fluids
are harvested and combined to Conn a monovalent pooled
harvest. An antimicrobial agent may he added at the time of
harvest.

MONOVALENT POOLED HARVEST
To limit the possibility of contamination, inactivation is
initiated as soon as possible after preparation. The virus is
inactivated by a method that has been demonstrated on
3 consecutive batches to be consistently effective for the
manufacturer. The inactivation process shall have been
shown to be capable of inactivating the influenza virus
without destroying its antigenicity; the process is designed so
as to cause minimwn alteration of the haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase antigens. The inactivation process shall also
have been shown to be capable of inactivating avian leucosis
viruses and mycoplasmas. If the monovalent pooled harvest is
stored after inactivation, it is held at a temperature of
5 ± 3°C. If formaldehyde solution is used, the
concentration does not exceed 0.2 gIL of CH20 at any time
during inactivation; if betapropiclactone is used, the
concentration does not exceed 0.1 per cent VIV at any time
during inactivation.

Before or after the inactivation process, the monovalent
pooled harvest is concentrated and purified by high-speed
centrifugation or another suitable method.

Only a monovalent pooled harvest that complies with the
following requirements may be used for the preparation of
virosomes.

Provided the tests for haemagglutinin antigen, neuraminidase
antigen and residual infectious virus have been carried out
with satisfactory results on the monovalent virosomal
preparation, they may be omitted on the monovalent pooled
harvest when the manufacturing process is continuous
between the monovalent pooled harvest and the monovalent
virosomal preparation.

Haemagglutinin antigen
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation' or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against ir. Carry out the test at
20-25 "C.

Neuraminidase antigen
The presence and type of neuraminidase antigen are
confirmed by suitable enzymatic or immunological methods
on the first 3 monovalent pooled harvests from each working
seed lot.

Reslduallnfectlous virus
Carry out the test described under Tests.

I Reference haemagglutinin antigens area'lXJilable from theNational
Institute for Biological Standards and Control, BkJnche Lane, South
Mimms, Potters Bat', Hertfordshire EN6 lQG, Gmlt Bn"rain.
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PREPARATION OF MONOVALENT VIROSOMES
Virus particles are disrupted into component subunits by
approved procedures and further purified so that the
monovalent bulk consists mainly of haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase antigens. Additional phospholipids may be
added and virosomes may be formed by removal of the
detergent either by adsorption chromatography or another
suitable technique. Several monovalent virosomal
preparations may be pooled.

Only a monovalent virosomal preparation that complies with
the following requirements may be used in the preparation of
the final bulk vaccine.

Haemaggludnin antigen
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation1 or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it. Carry out the test at
20-25 "C.

Neuraminidase antigen
The presence and type of neuraminidase antigen are
confirmed by suitable enzymatic or immunological methods
on the first 3 virosomal preparations from each working seed
lot.

Residual infectious virus
Carry out the test described under Tests. Provided this test
has been carried out with satisfactory results on the
monovalent pooled harvest, it may be omitted on the
preparation of monovalent virosomes.

Sterility (2.6.1)
-Carry out the test for sterility, using 10 mL for each
medium.

Purity
The purity of the monovalent virosomal preparation is
examined by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2.2.31) or
by other approved techniques. Mainly haemagglutinin and
neuraminidase antigens are present.

Chemicals used for disruption and purification
Tests for the chemicals used for disruption and purification
are carried out on the monovalent virosomal preparation, the
limits being approved by the competent authority.

Phnspholiplds
The content and identity of the phospholipids are determined
by suitable immunochemical or physico-chemical methods.

Ratio of haemagglutlnln to phospholipId
The ratio of haemagglutinin content to phospholipid content
is within the limits approved for the particular product.

Virosome size
The average virosome diameter, determined by a suitable
method such as photon-correlation spectroscopy, is not less
than 100 nm and not greater than 300 nm.
The polydispersity index is not greater than 0.4.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Appropriate quantities of the monovalent virosomal
preparations are blended to make the final bulk vaccine.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The content is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 115· per cent of the intended amount.
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Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility J using 10 mL for each
medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given under Tests and Assay may be released
for use. Provided that the test for residual infectious virus has
been performed with satisfactory results on each monovalent
pooled harvest Of, where appropriate, on the monovalent
virosomal preparations, and that the tests for phospholipids,
ratio of haemagglutinin to phospholipid, free formaldehyde,
ovalbumin and total protein have been performed with
satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they may be
omitted on me final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The assay serves to confirm the antigenic specificity of the
vaccine.

TESTS
Residual infectious virus
Inoculate 0~2 mL of the vaccine into the allantoic cavity of
each of 10·fertilised eggs and incubate at 33-37 "C for
3 days. The test is not valid unless at least 8 of the
10 embryos survive. Harvest 0.5 mL of the allantoic fluid
from each surviving embryo and pool the fluids. Inoculate
0.2 mLofthe pooled fluid into a further 10 fertilised eggs
and incubate at 33-37 °C for 3 days. The test is not valid
unless at least 8 of the 10. embryos survive. Harvest about
0.1 mL of the allantoic fluid from each surviving embryo and
examine each individual harvest for live virus by a
haemagglutination test. Ifhaemagglutination is found for any
of the fluids, carry out for that fluid a further passage in eggs
and test for haemagglutination; no haemagglutination occurs.

pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.8

Phospholipids
The content and identity of the phospholipids is determined
by a suitable inununochemical or physico-chemical method.

Rado of haemagglutlnln to phospholipid
The ratio of haemagglutinin content to phospholipid content
is within the limits approved for the particular product.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable) determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The content is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
the quantity stated on the label.

Free formaldehyde (2.4. I!!)
Maximwn 0.2 gIL, where applicable.

Ovalbumin
Not more than the quantity stated on the label and in any
case not more than 1 IJg per human dose, detennined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1) using a suitable
reference preparation of ovalbumin.

Total protein
Not more than 40 pg of protein other than haemagglutinin
per virus strain per human dose, and not more than a total of
120 ug of protein other than hemagglutinin per human dose.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Vaccines IV-739

Virosome size
The average virosome diameter, determined by a suitable
method such as photon-correlation spectroscopy, is not less
than 100 om and not greater than 300 nm.
The polydispersity index is not greater than 0.4.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than 100 IU per human dose.

ASSAY
Determine the content of haemagglutinin antigen by an
immunodiffusion test (2.7.1), by comparison with a
haemagglutinin antigen reference preparation' or with an
antigen preparation calibrated against it. Carry out the test at
20-25 °C. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
80 per cent and not more than 125 per cent of the estimated
haemagglutinin antigen content. The lower confidence limit
(P =0.95). is not less than 80 per cent of the amount stated
on the label for each strain.

LABELLING
The labd Slales:

- that the vaccine has been prepared on eggs;
- the strain or strains of influenza virus used to prepare the

vaccine;
- the method of inactivation;
- the haemagglutinin antigen content, in micrograms per

virus strain per dose;
- the maximum amount of ovalbumin;
- the season during which the vaccine is intended to

protect.
___________________ PhE,;

Measles Vaccine, Live
(Measles Vaccine (Liw), Ph. Bur. monograph 0213)

The label may state 'Measles'.
PhE,; _

DEFINmON
Measles vaccine (live) is a freeze-dried preparation of a
suitable attenuated strain of measles virus. The vaccine is
reconstituted immediately before use, as stated on the label,
to give a clear liquid that may be coloured owing to the
presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
The production of vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot system
and, if the virus is propagated in human diploid cells, a cell
bank system. The production method shall have been shown
to yield consistently live measles vaccines of adequate
immunogenicity and safety in man. Unless otherwise justified
and authorised, the virus in the final vaccine shall have
undergone nJ more passages from the master seed lot than
were used to prepare the vaccine shown in clinical studies to
be satisfactory with respect to safety and efficacy; even with
authorised exceptions, the number of passages beyond the
level used for clinical studies shall not exceed 5.

The potential neurovirulence of the vaccine strain is
considered during preclinical development, based on available
epidemiological data on neurovirulence and neurotropism,
primarily for the wild-type virus. In light of this, a risk

I Rqerenahaemagg/ulinin amigtllS areavailable from theNatifmaJ
InstilUuforBioIogjrol Standards and ConlTOl, Blonehe LAne,South
Mimms. Poners Bar. Hert/orrbhire EN6 3QG, GreatBntain.
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analysis is carried our. Where necessary and if available, a
test is carried out on the vaccine strain using an animal
model that differentiates wild-type and attenuated virus; tests
on strains of intermediate attenuation may also be needed.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in human diploid cells (5.2.3) or in
cultures of chick-embryo cells derived from a chicken flock
free from specified pathogens (5.2.2).

SEED LOT
The strain of measles virus used shall be identified by
historical records that include infonnation on the origin of
the strain and its subsequent manipulation. Virus seed lots
are prepared in large quantities and stored at temperatures
below -20°C if freeze-dried, or below -60 °C if not freeze
dried.

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
The master and working seed lots are identified as measles
virus by serum neutralisation in cell culture, using specific
antibodies.

Virus concenttation
The virus concentration of the master and working seed lots
is determined to monitor consistency of production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The working seed lot complies with the requirements for
seed lots.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are handled during production. Suitable animal (but not
human) serum may be used in the growth medium, but the
final medium for maintaining cells during virus multiplication
does not contain animal serum. Serum and trypsin used in
the preparation of cell suspensions and culture media are
shown to be free from extraneous agents. The cell culture
medium may contain a pH indicator such as phenol red and
suitable antibiotics at the lowest effective concentration. It is
preferable to have a substrate free from antibiotics during
production. Not less than 500 mL of the production cell
cultures is set aside as uninfected cell cultures (control cells).
The viral suspensions are harvested at a time appropriate to
the strain of virusbeing used.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Identification
The single harvest contains virus that is identified as measles
virus by serum neutralisation in cell culture, using specific
antibodies.

*' Virus concentradon
f The virusconcentration in the single harvest is determined as

prescribed under Assay to monitor consistency of production
and to determine the dilution to be used for the final bulk
vaccine.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The single harvest complies with the tests for extraneous
agents.

Control cells
Ifhuman diploid cells are used for production, the control
cells comply with a test for identification. They compJy with
the tests for extraneous agents (2.6.16).
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FINAL BULK VACCINE
Virus harvests that comply with the above tests are pooled
and clarified to remove cells. A suitable stabiliser may be
added and the pooled harvests diluted as appropriate.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FlNALLOT
A minimum virus concentration for release of the product is
established such as to ensure, in light of stability data) that
the minimum concentration stated on the label will be
present at the end of the period of validity.

Only a final lot that complies with the requirements for
minimum virus concentration for release, with the following
requirement for thermal stability and with each of me
requirements given below under Identification and Tests may
be released for use. Provided that the test for bovine serum
albumin has been carried out with satisfactory results on the
final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

Thermal stability
Maintain at least 3 vials of the final lot of freeze-dried
vaccine in the dry state at 37 ± 1 °C for 7 days. Determine
the virus concentration as described under Assay in parallel
for the heated vaccine and for vaccine stored at the
temperature recommended for storage. The virus
concentration of the heated vaccine is not more than
1.0 loglo lower than that of the unheated vaccine.

IDENTIFICATION
When the vaccine reconstituted as stated on the label is
mixed with specific measles antibodies, it is no longer able to
infect susceptible cell cultures.

TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contamination
The reconstituted vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1).

Bovine serum albumin
Not more than 50 ng per single human dose, determined by
a suitable innnunochemical method (2.7.1).

Water (2.5.12)
Not more than 3.0 per cent, determined by the semi-micro
determination of water.

ASSAY
Titrate the vaccine for infective virus, using at least
3 separate vials of vaccine and inoculating a suitable number
of wells for each dilution step. Titrate 1 vial of an
appropriate virus reference preparation in triplicate to
validate each assay. The virus concentration of the reference
preparation is monitored using a control chart and a titre is
established on a historical basis by each laboratory.
The relation with the appropriate European Pharmacopoeia
Biological Reference Preparation is established and
monitored at regular intervals if a manufacturer's reference
preparation is used. Calculate the individual virus
concentration for each vial of vaccine and for each replicate
of the reference preparation as well as the corresponding
combined virus concentrations, using the usual statistical
methods (for example, 5.3). The combined estimate of the
virusconcentration for the 3 vials of vaccine is not less than
that stated on the label; the minimum virus concentration
stated on the label is not less than 3.0 loglo CCID50 per
single human dose.
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The assayis not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P= 0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the
3 replicates combined is greater
than ± 0.3 log,o ccrn,o;

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 log,o ccrn,o from the established
value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 log,o ccrn,o; data obtained from valid assays
only are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virus concentration of the
sample. The confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the combined
virus concentration is not greater than ± 0.3 Joglo CCID500

Measles vaccine (live) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.
Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used, this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING
The label states:
- me stra~ of virus used for the preparation of the vaccine;
- the typeand origin of the cells used for the preparation of

the vaccine;
- the minimum virus concentration;
- that contact between the vaccine and disinfectants is to be

avoided.
___________~ PII&r

Measles, Mumps and Rubella
Vaccine, Live
(Measles, Mumps and Rubella Va«ine (Live),
Ph. Bur: manograph 1057)

The label may state fMMR'.
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Measles,mumps and rubella vaccine (live) is a freeze-dried
preparation of suitable attenuated strains of measlesvirus,
mumps virus and rubella virus.
The vaccine is reconstituted immediatelybefore use, as
stated on the label, to give a clear liquid that may be
coloured owing to the presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
The 3 components are prepared as described in the
monographs Measles oacdne (h've) (0213), Mumps vaccine
(live) (0538) and Rubella vaccine (live) (0162) and comply
with the requirements prescribed therein.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Virusharvests for each component are pooled and clarified to
remove cells. A suitable stabilisermay be added and the
pooled harvests diluted as appropriate. Suitable quantities of
the pooled harvest for each component are mixed.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using i 0 mL for each
medium.

Vaccines IV-741

FINAL LOT
-For each component, a minimum virus concentration for
release of the product is establishedsuch as to ensure, in
light of stability data, that the minimum concentration stated
on the label will be present at the end of the period of
validity.

Only a final lot that complies with the requirements for
minimum virus concentration of each component for release,
with the following requirement for thermal stability and with
each of the requirements given below under Identification
and Tests may be released for use. Provided that the tests for
bovine serum albumin and, where applicable,for ovalbumin
have been carried out with satisfactory results on the final
bulk vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.

Thennal stability
Maintain at least 3 vialsof the final lot of freeze-dried
vaccine in the dry state at 37 ± 1 °C for 7 days. Determine
the virus concentration as described under Assayin parallel
for the heated vaccine and for vaccinestored at the
temperature recommended for storage. For each component,
the virus concentration of the heated vaccine is not more
than 1.0 Jogl O lower than that of the unheated vaccine.

IDENTIFICATION
When the vaccine reconstituted as stated on the label is
mixed with antibodies specific for measles virus, mumps virus
and rubella virus) it is no longer able to infect cell cultures
susceptible to these viruses.When the vaccine reconstituted
as stated on the Jabel is mixed with quantities of specific
antibodies sufficient to neutralise any 2 viralcomponents, the
3m viral component infects susceptible cell cultures.

TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contamination
The reconstituted vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1).

Bovine serum albumin
Not more than 50 ng per single human dose, determined by
a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Ovalbumin
If the mumps component is produced in chick embryos, the
vaccine contains not more than 1 J.1g of ovalbumin per single
human dose, determined by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1).

Water (2.5.12)
Not more than 3.0 per cent, determined by the semi-micro
detennination of water.

ASSAY
The cell lines and/or neutralising antisera are chosen to
ensure that each component is assayed without interference
from the other 2 components.
Titrate the vaccine for infective measles,mumps and rubeUa
virus, using at least 3 separate vials of vaccine and J
inoculating a suitable number of wellsfor each dilution step.
Titrate 1 vial of the appropriate virus reference preparation in
triplicate to validate each assay. The virusconcentration of
the reference preparation is monitored using a control chart
arid a titre is established on a historical basis by each
laboratory. The relation with the appropriate European
Phannacopoeia Biological Reference Preparation is
established and monitored at regular intervalsif a
manufacturers reference preparation is used. Calculate the
individual virus concentration for each vial of vaccine and for
each replicate of the reference preparation as well as the
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corresponding combined virus concentrations, using the usual
statistical methods (for example, 5.3).
The combined estimates of the measles, mumps and rubella
virus concentrations for the 3 vials of vaccineare not less
than that stated on the label; the minimum measles virus
concentration slated on the label is not less than
3.0 laglo CCID50 per single human dose; the minimum
mumps virus concentration stated on the label is not less
than 3.7 10gl 0 CCID50 per single human dose; the minimum
rubella virus concentration stated on the label is not less than
3.0 logl. CCID,. per single human dose.

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the
3 replicates combined is greater than
± 0.3 10glO CCID,.;

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 log,. CCID,. from the established
value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P =0.95) of
the combined virusconcentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 log,. CCID,.; data obtained from valid assays
only are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virus concentration of the
sample. The confidence interval (P =0.95) of the combined
virus concentration is not greater than ± 0.3 IOglO CCIDso.

Measles vaaine (live) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.

Mumps va«:ine (live) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation. .
Rubella vaccine (live) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.
Where justified and authorised, different assaydesigns may
be used; this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the strains of virus used in the preparation of the vaccine;
- where applicable, that chick embryos have been used for

the preparation of the vaccine;
- the type and origin of the ceUs used for the preparation of

the vaccine;
- the minimwn virus concentration for each component of

the vaccine;
- that contact between the vaccine and disinfectantsis to be

avoided.
_____________________ PIIE<I

Measles, Mumps, Rubella and.
Varicella Vaccine (live) )
(ph. Eur. monograph 2442)

The label may state 'MMRVar'.
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Measles, mumps, rubella and varicella vaccine (live) is a
freeze-dried preparation of suitable attenuated strains of
measlesvirus, mumps virus, rubella virus and human
herpesvirus 3. The vaccine is reconstituted immediately
before use, as stated on the label, to give a clear liquid that
may be coloured owing to the presence of a pH indicator.
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PRODUCTION
The 4 components are prepared as described in the
monographs Measles vaccine (live) (0213), Mumps vaccine
(live) (0538), Rubella uaccine (h....) (0162) and Variulla
vaccine (live) (0648) and comply with the requirements
prescribed therein.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Virus harvests for each component are pooled and clarified to
remove cells.A suitable srabiliser may be added and for each
component the pooled harvestsdiluted as appropriate.
Suitable quantities of the pooled harvest for each component
are mixed..

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.

FINAL LOT
For each component, a minimum virus concentration for
release of the product is establishedsuch as to ensure, in
light of stabilitydata, that the minimum concentration stated
on the label will be present at the end of the period of
validity. The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into
sterile, tamper-evidentcontainers and freeze-dried to a
moisture content shown to be favourable to the stabilityof
the vaccine. The containers are then closed so as to prevent
contamination and the introduction of moisture.
Only a final lot that complieswith the requirements for
minimum virus concentration of each component for release,
with the following requirements for thermal stability, bovine
serum albumin and water, and with each of the requirements
given under Identification and Tests may be released for use.
Provided that me test for bovine serum albumin has been
carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
it may be omitted on the final lot.

Thermal stability
For the measles, mumps and rubella components maintain at
least 3 containers of the final lot of freeze-dried vaccine in
the dry state at 37 ± 1 "C for 7 days. Determine the virus
concentration as described under Assayin parallel for the
heated vaccine and for vaccinestored at the temperature
recommended for storage. For each component, the virus
concentration of the heated vaccine is not more than
1.0 10giO lower than mat of the unheated vaccine.

Bovine serum albumin
Not more than the amount approved by the competent
authority, determined by a suitable immunochemical method
(2.7.1).

Water (2.5.12)
Not more than the amount shown to ensure stabilityof the
vaccinesas approved by the competent authority, determined
by the semi-micro determination ofwater.

IDENTIFICATION
When the vaccine reconstituted as stated on the label is
mixed with antibodies specific for measlesvirus, mumps
virus, rubella virus and human herpesvirus 3, it is no longer
able to infect cell cultures susceptible to these viruses. When
the vaccine reconstituted as stated. on the label is mixed with
quantities of specific antibodiessufficient to neutralise any
3 viral components, the 41h viralcomponent infects
susceptible cell cultures.
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TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contaminadon
The reconstituted vaccinecomplies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1).

ASSAY
The cell lines andlor neutralisingantisera are chosen to
ensure that each component is assayed without interference
from the other 3 components.

Titrate the vaccine for infective measles virus, mumps virus,
rubella virus and human herpesvirus 3 using at least
3 separate containers of vaccine and inoculating a suitable
number of weUs for each dilution step. Titrate 1 container of
the appropriate virus reference preparation in triplicate to
validate each assay. The virus concentration of the reference
preparation is monitored using a control chart and a titre is
established on a historical basis by each laboratory. Unless
otherwise justified and authorised, for the measles, mumps,
rubella and human herpesvirus 3 viruses the relation with the
appropriate European Pharmacopoeia Biological Reference
Preparation is established and monitored at regular intervals
if a manufacturer's reference preparation is used. Calculate
the individual virus concentration for each container of
vaccine and for each replicate of the reference preparation as
well as the-corresponding combined virus concentrations,
using the.usual statistical methods (for example, 5.3).

The combined estimates of the measles virus, mumps virus,
rubella virus and human herpesvirus 3 concentrations for the
3 containers of vaccine are not less than that stated on the
label, the minimum measles virusconcentration stated on the
label is not less than 3.0 10gl0 CCID50 per single human
dose; the minimum mumps virus concentration stated on the
label is not less than 3.7 IOg10 CCID,o per single human
dose; the minimum rubella virus concentration' stated on the
label is not less than 3.0 log,o CCID,o per single human
dose.

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the
3 replicates combined is greater than ± 0.3 log,o CCID,o
(measles virus, mumps virus and rubella virus) or
± 0.3 IOg10 PFU (human herpesvirus 3);

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 10glO CCID50 (measles virus, mumps
virus and rubella virus) or 0.5 log,o PFU (human
herpesvirus 3) from the established value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P =0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 loglo CCID50 (measles virus, mumps virus and
rubella virus) or ± 0.3 loglo PFU (human herpesvirus 3);
data obtained from valid assays only are combined by using
the usual statistical methods (for example, 5.3) to calculate
the virusconcentration of the sample. The confidence
interval (P =0.95) of the combined virus concentration is
not greater than ± 0.3 loglo CCIDjo (measles virus, mumps
virus and rubella virus) or ± 0.3 log,o PFU (human
herpesvirus 3).

Measles vaccine (live) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.

Mumps wuitre (live) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.

Rubella wca"ne (h"ve) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.

Varicella oaaine (h've) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.
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Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used, this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING
The labelstaUS,
- the strains of virus used in the preparation of the vaccine;
- the type and origin of the cells used for the preparation of

the vaccine;
- the minimum virus concentration for each component of

the vaccine;
- that contact between the vaccine and disinfectants is to be

avoided.

---------------------,"""

Meningococcal Group A, C, W135
and Y Conjugate Vaccine
(ph. Eur. monograph 3066)

The label may state IMenACWY'.
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Meningococcal group A, C, W135 and Y conjugate vaccine
is a freeze-dried preparation, or a preparation consisting of
freeze-dried and liquid components, of purified capsular
polysaccharides covalently linked to a carrier protein.
The polysaccharides are obtained from suitable strains of
Neisseria meningitidis group A, group C, group W135 and
group Y that are capable of consistently producing
polysaccharides.

N. meningitidis Group A polysaccharide consists of partly
O-acetylated repealing units of N-acetylmannosamine, linked
with ex-(I~ 6) phosphodiester bonds.

N. meningilidis Group C polysaccharide consists of partly
D-acetylated repeating units of sialic acid, linked with
ex-(2~9) glycosidic bonds.

N. meningitjdis Group W135 polysaccharide consists of
partly D-acetylated alternating units of sialic acid and
o-galactose, llnked.with ex-(2~6) and ex-(I~4) glycosidic
bonds.

N. meningitidis Group Y polysaccharide consists of partly
D-acetylated alternating units of sialic acid and n-glucose,
linked with ex-(2~6) and ex-(l~4) glycosidic bonds.

The carrier protein used may vary for the various
polysaccharide conjugates contained in a multivalent vaccine.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently meningococcal group A, C, W135 and Y
conjugate vaccines of adequate safety and immunogenicity in
man. The production of the meningococcal polysaccharides
and of the carrier protein{s) is based on a seed-lot system.

The production method is validated to demonstrate that the
product, if tested, would comply with the test for pyrogens
(2.6.11).

During development studies, it shall be demonstrated that
the vaccine consistently induces a T -cell-dependent B-cell
immune response to each polysaccharide. ITthe
manufacturing process is modified, it shall be demonstrated
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by appropriate in vitro methods that me characteristic
properties of the vaccinearenot affected.
The stability of the conjugated bulks and/or final lot and
meningococcal polysaccharides is evaluated usingsuitable
indicator tests. Such testsmay includedetennination of
molecular size, quantification of polysaccharide contentand
freepolysaccharide content in the conjugate.

PRODUCTION OF THE COMPONENTS
The production of the seed lots and bulk polysaccharides
compiles with the requirements of the monograph
Meningowa:al poIysac<haride tJaCCine (0250).
The production of the carrier protein(s) complies with the
requirements of the general chapter 5.2.11. Carner proteins for
theprodua",nof conjugated poIysac<haride vaccines for human
use.

PURIFIED POLYSACCHARIDES
The polysaccharides are purified, after dissociation of the
complex of polysaccharide and cetrimonium bromide, using
suitableprocedures to remove successivelynucleic acids,
proteins and Iipopolysaccharides.
The final purification step consists of ethanol precipitation of
the polysaccharides, which are then dried inoacuo and stored
at -20°C. The loss on drying is determined by
thennogravirnetry (2.2.34) or another suitable method and
the value is used to calculate the results of the otherchemical
testswithreference to the dried substance.
Only purified polysaccharides that comply with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
conjugate.

Protein (2.5.16)
Maximum 10 mg per gram of purified polysaccharide,
calculated with reference to the dried substance.

Nucleic acids (2.5.17)
Maximum 10 mg per gram of purified polysaccharide,
calculated with reference to the dried substance.

O-Acetyl groups (2.5.19)
Minimum 2 mmol per gram of purified polysaccharide for
group A, minimum 1.5 mmol per gram of purified
polysaccharide for group C, minimum 0.3 mmol per gram of
purified polysaccharide for groups W135 and Y, all
calculated with reference to the dried substance.

Phosphorus (2.5.1 If)
Minimum 80 mg per gram of purified polysaccharide for
group A, calculated with reference to the dried substance.

Sialic acid (2.5.23)
Minimum 800 mg per gram of purified polysaccharide for
group C and minimum 560 mg per gram of purified
polysaccharide for groups WI35 and Y, all calculated with
reference to the dried substance, usingN-acetylneuramink
acidR to prepare the reference solution.

Calcium
If a calcium salt is used during purification, a determination
of calcium is carried out on the purified polysaccharide; the
contentis within me limits approved for the particular
product.

Residual reagents
Where applicable, suitable tests are carried out £0 determine
residues of reagents used during inactivation and purification.
An acceptable valuefor each reagent is established for the
particular productand each batch of polysaccharide must be
shown to complywith this limit. Where validation studies
havedemonstrated removal of residual reagents, the test on
purified polysaccharides may be omitted.
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Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribudon
The molecular-size or molecular-mass distnb~tion is
determined by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30)
combined withan appropriate detection system.
An acceptable valueis established for eachpurified
polysaccharide. Eachbatchmustbe shown to complywith
this limit.

Identification and serological specificity
The identity andserological specificity aredetermined by a
suitable immunochemical method(2.7.1) or another suitable
method, for example IH nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometry (2.2.33). Identity and purity of each
polysaccharide shallbe confirmed; it shallbe shown that
thereis not more than I percent mlm of group-heterologous
N. meningitidis polysaccharide.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
The content is within the limits approved by the competent
authority for the particular product.

Water (2.5.12)
Where applicable) the values arewithin the limits approved
for each group) determined by a suitable method.

MODIFIED MENINGOCCOCAL POLYSACCHARIDES
Beforeconjugation, the polysaccharides can be depolymerised
by chemical or mechanical means followed by a
concentration step to obtain polysaccharides of a desired
molecular size range. Polysaccharides or depolymerised
polysaccharides aremodified by an activationprocess.

MONOVALENT BULK CO/I(JUGATE
The conjugate is obtained by the covalent binding of
activated polysaccharides to the appropriate carrier protein.
Only a bulk conjugate that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine. For each test, limits of acceptance are established
and each batch of conjugate mustbe shown to complywith
these limits.

Saccharide
The polysaccharide contentis determined by a suitable
physical or chemical method or by an immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The value complies with the requirement
approved for each conjugate.

Protein
The protein contentis determined by a suitable physical or
chemical method (forexample) 2.5.16). The valuecomplies
with the requirement approved foreach conjugate.
Saccharide..to-protein ratio
Determine the ratio by calculation. The value complies with
the requirement approved for eachconjugate.

Free saccharide
The free polysaccharide contentis determined after
separation from the conjugate) forexample by anion
exchange, size-exclusion or hydrophobic chromatography,
ultrafiltration) or othervalidated methods. The value
complies withthe requirement approved for each conjugate.

Free carrier protein
The free carrier protein contentis determined by a suitable
method, either directly or by calculation from the results of
other tests. The value complies with the requirement
approved for each conjugate.

Residual reagents
Where applicable, suitable tests are carried out to determine
residues of reagents used during conjugation. An acceptable
valuefor each reagent is established forthe particular
productand each batchof monovalent bulk conjugate must
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he shown to comply with this limit Where validation studies
have demonstrated removal of residual reagents, the test on
monovalent bulk conjugate may be omitted.

Molecular size or molecular..mass distribution
The molecular-size or molecular-massdistribution is
determined by size-exclusion chromatography (Z.Z.311)
combined with an appropriate detection system.
An acceptable value is established for each conjugate. Each
hatch must be shown to comply with this limit.

Identification
Each polysaccharide conjugate is identified by an
inununochemical method (Z.7.1) or another suitable method.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Where a final bulk vaccine is formulated as a release
intermediate, it complies with the following requirement and
is within the limits approved for the particular product.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of me final lot.

Sterility (Z.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
or the equivalent of 100 doses for each medium, whichever is
less.

FINAL LOT
Only a fuial lot that is within the limits approved for the
particular product and is satisfactory with respect to each of
the requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.

IDENTIFICATION
Conjugate from each group present in _the vaccine is
identified by a suitable iriununochemical method (Z.7.1).

TESTS
Free saccharide
The free polysaccharide content for each group is determined
by a suitable physioo-ehemical (for example liquid
chromatography (Z.Z.Z9» or inununochemical (for example
enzyme-linked inununosorbent assay (BUSA) (Z.7.1))
method. The free polysaccharide content is within the limits
approved by the competent authority for the particular
product. Where justified and authorised, the test may be
carried out on the monovalent bulk conjugate only.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
The molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is
determined by size-exclusion chromatography (Z.Z.311)
combined with an appropriate detection system.
An acceptable value is established for each conjugate. Where
justified and authorised, the test may be carried out on the
monovalent bulk conjugate only.

Sterility (Z.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Saccharide
The total polysaccharide content for each group is
determined by a suitable physico-chemical (for example
liquid chromatography (2.Z.Z9» or inununochemical (for
example enzyme-linked inununosorbent assay (BUSA)
(Z.7.1)) method.

The content of each group is within the limits approved by
the competent authority for the particular product.

LABELLING
Thelabel states:
- the nominal amount of polysaccharide for each group (A,

C, W135 and Y) per single human dose;
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- the type and amount of carrier protein per single human
dose.

_____________________ PIIE,;

Meningococcal Group C
Conjugate Vaccine
(Ph. Eur. monograph Z11Z)

The label may state 'MenC(oonj)'.
PIlE,; _

DEFINITION
Meningococcal group C conjugate vaccine is a liquid or
freeze-dried preparation of purified capsular polysaccharide
derived from a suitable strain of Neiuetia meningitidis group C
covalently linked to a carrier protein. Meningococcal group C
polysaccharide oonsisrs of partly G-acetylated or
O-deacetylated repeating units of sialic acids, linked with
2a-+9 glycosidic bonds. The carrier protein, when
conjugated to group C polysaccharide, is capable of inducing
a T -cell-dependent B-cell immune response to the
polysaccharide. The vaccine may contain an adjuvant.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall consistently have been shown
to yield meningococcal group C conjugate vaccines of
satisfactory immunogenicity and safety in man.
The produc_tion of meningococcal group C polysaccharide
and of the carrier protein are based on seed-lot systems.

During development studies and wherever revalidation is
necessary, a test for pyrogens in rabbits (2.6.8) is carried out
by injection of a suitable dose of the final lot. The vaccine is
shown to be acceptable with respect to absence of pyrogenic
activity.

During development studies and wherever revalidation of the
manufacturing process is necessary, it shall be demonstrated
by tests in animals that the vaccine consistently induces a
T-ceU-dependent B-cell immune response.

The stability of the final lot and relevant Intermediates is
evaluated using I or more indicator tests" Such tests may
include determination of molecular size, determination of free
saccharide in the conjugate or an immunogenicity test in
animals.

BACTERIAL SEED LOTS
The bacterial strains used for master seed lots shall be
identified by historical records that include information on
their origin and tile tests used to characterise the strain.
Cultures from the working seed lot shall have the same
characteristics as the strain that was used to prepare the
master seed lot.

Purity of bacterial cultures is verified by methods of suitable
sensitivity. These may include inoculation into suitable
media, examination of colony morphology, microscopic
examination of Gram-stained smears and culture
agglutination with suitable specific antisera.

MENINGOCOCCAL GROUP C POLYSACCHARIDE
N. meningitidis is grown in a liquid medium that does not
contain high-molecular-mass polysaccharides and is free from
ingredients that will form a precipitate upon addition of
cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). The culture may
be inactivated by heat and filtered before the polysaccharide
is precipitated by addition of CTAB. The precipitate is
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further purified using suitable methods to removenucleic
acids, proteins and lipopolysaccharides and the final
purification step consistsof ethanol precipitation. An 0
deacetylaticn step may also be included. Volatile matter,
including water, in the purified polysaccharide is determined
by a suitable method such as thennogravimetry (2.2.34).
The value is used to calculate the results of oilier tests with
reference to the driedsubstance, as prescribed below.
Only meningococcal group C polysaccharide that complies
with the following requirements may be used in the
preparation of the conjugate.

Protein (2.5.16)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, calculated with reference £0 the dried
substance.

Nucleic acid (2.5.17)
Maximum 1.0 per cent, calculated with reference to the dried
substance.

O-acetyl groups
Examioe by a suitable method (for example 2.5.19).
An acceptable value is established for the particular product
and each batch of meningococcal group C polysaccharide
must he shown to comply with this limit.

SIalic acid (2.5.23)
Minimum 0.800 g of sialicacid per gramof meningococcal
group C polysaccharide using N-aaitylneuramini< add R to
prepare the reference solution.

Residual reagents
Where applicable) tests arecarried out to detennine residues
of reagents used duringinactivation and purification.
An acceptable value for each reagent is established for the
particular product and each batch of meningococcal group C
polysaccharide must be shown to complywith this limit.
Where validation studies have demonstrated removal of a
residual reagent, the test on purified meningococcal group C
polysaccharide may be omitted.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by sire-exclusion chromatography (2.2.311) combioed with an
appropriate detectionsystem. Where applicable) the
molecular-size distribution is also determined after chemical
modification of the polysaccharide. An acceptable valueis
established for the meningococcal group C polysaccharide.
Each batch must be shown to comply with this limit.

Identification and serological specificity
The identity and serological specificity aredetermined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.I} or other suitable
method, for example IH nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometry (2.2.13).

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 100 ill pet microgram of meningococcal group C
polysaccharide.

CARRIER PROTEIN
The production and characteristics of the carrier proteins are
described io general chapter 5.2.11. Carnerproteimfor the
product;"n of conjugated poIysaaharide vaccines for human use.
Only a carrier protein that complieswith the requirements of
this chapter maybe used in the preparation of the conjugate.

BULK COlV/UGATE
Meningococcal group C polysaccharide is chemically
modified to enableconjugation; it is usually partly
depolymerised eitherbeforeor duringthisprocedure.
The conjugate is obtained by the covalentbindingof
activated meningococcal group C oligosaccharide and the
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appropriate carrier protein. The conjugate purification
procedures aredesigned to removeresidual reagents used for
conjugation. The removal of residual reagents and reaction
by-products is confirmed by suitable tests or by validation of
the purification process.
Only a bulk conjugate that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine. For each test and for each particular product, limits
of acceptance are established and each batchof conjugate
must be shown to complywith these limits.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.111) combioed with an
appropriate detectionsystem. An acceptable valueis
established for the bulkconjugate. Each batchmust be
shown to comply with this limit.

Saccharide
The saccharide content is determined by a suitable validated
assay (forexample2.5.23). Anion-exchange liquid
chromatography (2.2.29) with pulsed amperometric detection
may also be used for determination of saccharide content.
An acceptable value is established for the particular product
and each batch of bulkconjugate must be shown to comply
with this limit.

Protein
The protein content is determined by a suitable chemical
method (for example2.5.16). An acceptable valueis
established for the particular product and each batch of bulk
conjugate must be shown to comply with this limit.

Saccharlde-to-protein rado
Determine the ratio by calculation.

Free saccharide
Unbound saccharide is determined after removal of the
conjugate, for example by anion-exchange liquid
chromatography) size-exclusion or hydrophobic
chromatography, ultrafiltration or othervalidated methods.
An acceptable value is established for the particular product
and each batch of bulk conjugate must be shown to comply
with this limit.

Free carrier protein
Determine the content, eitherdirectly by a suitable method
or byderiving the content by calculation from the results of
other tests. An acceptable value is established for the
particular productand each batch of bulk conjugate must be
shown to comply with this limit.

Residual reagents
Removal of residual reagents such as cyanideis confirmed by
suitable testsor by validation of the process.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complieswith the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium or the equivalent of 100 doses, whichever is
less.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
An adjuvant and a stabiliser may be added to the bulk
conjugate beforedilutionto the finalconcentration with a
suitable diluent.
Only a final bulk vaccloe that complies with the following
requirement and is within the limits approved for the
particular productmay be used in the preparation of the final
lot.

Sterility (2.6. I}
It complieswith the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.
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FlNALLOT
Only a final lot that is within the limits approved for the
particular product and is satisfactory with respect to each of
me requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may he releasedfor use.

IDENTIFICATION
The vaccine is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
The pH of the vaccine, reconstituted ifnecessary, is within
the limits approved for the particular product

A1umlnlum (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as me
adsorbent
Water (2.5.1Z)
Maximum 3.0 per cent for freeze-dried vaccines.

Free saccharide
Unbound saccharide is determined after removal of the
conjugate, for example by anion-exchange liquid
chromatography, size-exclusion or hydrophobic
chromatography, ultrafiltration or other validated methods.
An acceptable value consistent with adequate
immunogenicity, as shown in clinical trials, is established for
the particular product and each final lot must be shown to
comply with this limit.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test ~or sterility.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 25 ill per single human dose.

ASSAY
Saccharide
Minimum 80 per cent of the amount of meningococcal
group C polysaccharide Slated on the label. The saccharide
content is determined by a suitable validated assay, for
example sialic acid assay (2.5.23) or anion-exchange liquid
chromatography (2.2.29) with pulsed amperomelric
detection.

LABELLING
The labd states:
- the number of micrograms of meningococcal group C

polysaccharide per single human dose;
- the type and nominal amount of carrier protein per single

human dose.
_____________________ PIIEur

Meningococcal Polysaccharide
Vaccine
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0250)

The label may state 'Men' plus relevant antigen.
For example, 'MenAC'.
PIIEur _

DEFINITION
Meningococcal polysaccharide vaccine is a freeze-dried
preparation of one or more purified capsular polysaccharides
obtained from one or more suitable strains of Neissetia
meningindis group A, group C, group Y and group W135 that
are capable of consistently producing polysaccharides.

Vaccines IV-747

N. men;ng;tidis group A polysaccharide consists of partly
G-acetylated repeating units of N-acetylmannosamine, linked
with 1<1-.6 phosphodiester bonds.

N. meningitidis group C polysaccharide consists of partly
D-acetylated repeating units of sialic acid, linked with
2<1-.9 glycosidic bonds.

N. meningitidis group Y polysaccharide consists of partly
D-acetylated alternating units of sialic acid and n-glucose,
linked with 2<1-.6 and 1<1-.4 glycosidic bonds.

N. meningitidis group W135 polysaccharide consists of partly
O-acetylated alternating units of sialic acid and n-galactose,
linked with 2«-.6 and 1<1-.4 glycosidic bonds.

The polysaccharide component or components stated on the
label together with calcium ions and residual moisture
account for over 90 per cent of the mass of the preparation.

PRODUCTION
Production of the meningococcal polysaccharides is based on
a seed-lot system. The production method shall have been
shown to yield consistently meningococcal polysaccharide
vaccines of satisfactory immunogenicity and safety in man.

SEED LOTS
The strains of N. meningitidis used for the master seed lots
shan be identified by historical records that include
infonnation on their origin and by their biochemical and
serological characteristics.

Cultures from each working seed lot shall have the same
characteristics as the strain that was used to prepare the
master seed lot. The strains have the following
characteristics:
- colonies obtained from a culture are rounded, uniform in

shape and smooth with a mucous, opalescent, greyish '
appearance;

- Gram staining reveals characteristic Gram-negative
diplococci in 'coffee-bean' arrangement;

- the oxidase test is positive;
- the culture utilises glucose and maltose;
- suspensions of the culture agglutinate with suitable

specific antisera.

Purity of bacterial strains used for the seed lots is verified by
methods of suitable sensitivity. These may include
inoculation into suitable media, examination of colony
morphology, microscopic examination of Gram-stained
smears and culture agglutination with suitable specific
antisera.

PROPAGATIONAND HARVEST
The working seed lots are cultured on solid media that do
not contain blood-group substances or ingredients of
mammalian origin. The inoculum may undergo I or more
subcultures in liquid medium before being used for
inoculating the final medium. The liquid media used and the
final medium are semi-synthetic and free from substances
precipitated by cetrimonium bromide
(hexadecyltrimethyJammonium bromide) and do not contain
blood-group substances or high-molecular-mass
polysaccharides.

The bacterial purity of the culture is verified by methods of
suitable sensitivity. These may include inoculation into
suitable media, examination of colony morphology,
microscopic examination of Gram-stained smears and culture
agglutination with suitable specific antisera.

The cultures are centrifuged and the polysaccharides
precipitated from the supernatant by addition of cetrimonium
bromide. The precipitate obtained is harvested and may be
stored at -20°C awaiting further purification.
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PURIFIED POLYSACCHARIDES
The polysaccharides arepurified) after dissociation of the
complexof polysaccharide and cetrimonium bromide, using
suitable procedures to removesuccessively nucleicacids,
proteins and Iipopolysaccharides.
The final purification step consists of ethanol precipitation of
the polysaccharides which arethen dried andstoredat
-20 'C. The loss on drying is determined by
thermogravimetry (2.2.34) and the value is used to calculate
the results of me other chemical testswithreference to the
dried substance.
Only purified polysaccharides that comply with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Protein (2.5.16)
Not more than 10 mg of protein per gram of purified
polysaccharide, calculated with reference to the dried
substance.

Nucleic acids (2.5.17)
Not more than 10 mg of nucleic acids per gram of purified
polysaccharide, calculated with reference to the dried
substance.

O-Acetyl groups (2.5.19)
Not less than 2 mmol of O-acetyl groups per gram of
purified polysaccharide for group A, not less than 1.5 mmol
per gram of polysaccharide for group C, not less than
0.3 mmol per gram of polysaccharide for groups Yand
W135, all calculated with reference to the dried substance.

Phosphorus (2.5.11I)
Not less than 80 mg of phosphorus per gram of group A
purified polysaccharide, calculated with reference to the dried
substance.

Siallc acid (2.5.23)
Not less than 800 mg of sialic acid per gram of group C
polysaccharide and not less than 560 mg of sialicacidper
gram of purified polysaccharide for groups Y and WI35, aU
calculated with reference to the dried substance. Use the
following reference solutions.
Group C polysaccharide: a 150 mg/L solution of N
acetylneuramink acidR.
GroupY polysaccharide: 8 solution containing 95 mWL of
N-a«tylneuramink acidR and 55 mg/L ofgluco", R.
Group WI35 polysaccharide: a solution containing 95 mg/L
of N-tuetylneuramink acid Rand 55 mg/L of galactose R.

Calcium
If a calciwn salt is used duringpurification, a determination
of calcium is carried out on the purified polysaccharide; the
content is within the limits approved for theparticular
product.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is detennined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.3fJ) combined with an
appropriate detectionsystem. An acceptable valueis
established for each purified polysaccharide. Each batch must
be shown to comply with this limit.

Identification and serological specificity
The identity and serological specificity aredetermined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1). Identity and purity
of each polysaccharide shall be confirmed; it shall be shown
that there is not more than I per cent mlmof group
heterologous N. meningitidis polysaccharide.
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Pyrogens (2.6.II)
The polysaccharide complies with the test forpyrogens.
Injectinto each rabbit perkilogram of body mass I mL of a
solution containing 0.025 ug of purified polysaccharide per
millilitre,

FINAL BULK VACCINE
One or more purified polysaccharides of I or more
N. meningitidis groups are dissolved in a suitable solventthat
may containa stabiliser, When dissolution is complete, the
solution is filtered through a bacteria-retentive filter.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement maybe used in thepreparation of the final lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The final bulkvaccine complies with the test for sterility)
carded out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulkvaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile
containers. The containers are then closed so as to avoid
contamination.
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements prescribed belowunderIdentification, Tests
and Assay may be released foruse.

CHARACTERS
A whiteor cream-coloured powder or pellet, Creely solublein
water.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out an identification test for each polysaccharide
presentin the vaccine by a suitable immunochemical method
(2.7.1).

TESTS
Molecular-s1ze or molecular-mass distribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.3fJ) combined with an
appropriate detection system. An acceptable value is
established for each purified polysaccharide. Each batch must
be shown to comply with thislimit.

Water (2.5.12)
Not more than3.0 per cent.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test forsterility.

Pyrogens (2.6.1I)
It complies with the test for pyrogens. Inject per kilogram of
the rabbit's mass 1 mL of a solutioncontaining:
- 0.025 ug of polysaccharide for a monovalent vaccine;
- 0.050 Ilg of polysaccharide for a divalent vaccine;
- 0.10 ug of polysaccharide for a tetravalent vaccine.

ASSAY
Carryout an assay of eachpolysaccharide present in the
vaccine.
For a divalent vaccine (group A + group C), use
measurement of phosphorus (2.5.18) to determine the
contentof polysaccharide A and measurement of sialicacid
(2.5.23) to determine the content of polysaccharide C.
To determine sialic acid,use as reference solution a
150 mWL solution of N-acetylneuraminic acidR.
For a tetravalent vaccine (group A + group C + group Y
+ group W135) a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1)
is used with a reference preparation of purified
polysaccharide for each group.
The vaccine contains not less than70 per cent and not more
than 130 percent of the quantity of each polysaccharide
stated on the label.
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PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are handled during the production. Suitable animal (but not
human) serum may be used in the culture media. Serum and
trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensions and
culture media are shown to be free from extraneous agents.
The cell culture medium may contain a pH indicator such as
phenol red and suitable antibiotics at the lowest effective
concentration. It is preferable to have a substrate free from
antibiotics during production. Not less than 500 mL of the
production ceil cultures is set aside as uninfected cell
cultures (control cells). If the virus is propagated in chick
embryos, 2 per cent but not less than 20 eggs are set aside as
unlnfected control eggs. The viral suspensions are harvested
at a time appropriate to the strain of virus being used.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Idendficadon
The single harvest contains virus that is identified as mumps
virus by serum neutralisation in cell culture, using specific
antibodies.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration in the single harvest is determined as
prescribed under Assay to monitor consistency of production
and to determine the dilution to be used for the final bulk
vaccine.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The single harvest complies with the tests for extraneous
agents.

Control cells or eggs
If human diploid cells are used for production, the control
cells comply with a test for identification; the control cells
and the control eggs comply with the tests for extraneous
agents (2.6.16).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Single harvests that comply with the above tests are pooled
and clarified to remove ceUs. A suitable stabiliser may be
added and the pooled harvests diluted as appropriate.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contaminadon
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
A minimum virus concentration for release of the product is
established such as to ensure, in light of stability data, that
the minimum concentration stated on the label will be
present at the end of the period of validity.

Only a final lot that complies with the requirements for
minimum virus concentration for release, with the following
requirement for thermal stability and with each of the
requirements given below under Identification and Tests may
be released for use. Provided that the tests for bovine serum
albumin and, where applicable, for ovalbumin have been
carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
they may be omitted on the final lot.

Thermal stabIlIty
Maintain at least 3 vials of the final lot of freeze-dried
vaccine in the dry state at 37 ± I °C for 7 days. Determine
the virus concentration as described under Assay in parallel
for the heated vaccine and for vaccine stored at the

**** ** ** ****(Mumps Vaccine (Live), Ph. Eur. monograph 0538)

The label may state 'Mumps'.
PIlE" _

Mumps Vaccine, Live

LABELLING
The label states:
- the group or groups of polysaccharides (A, C, Y or

W135) present in the vaccine;
- the number of micrograms of polysaccharide per single

human dose.

DEFINITION
Mumps vaccine (live) is a freeze-dried preparation of a
suitable attenuated strain of mumps virus. The vaccine is
reconstituted immediately before use, as stated on the label,
to give a clear liquid that may be coloured owing to the
presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
The production of vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot system
and, if the:Virus is propagated in human diploid ceUs, a ceU
bank system.The production method shall have been shown
to yield consistently live mumps vaccines of adequate
immunogenicity and safety in man. Unless otherwise justified
and authorised, the virus in the final vaccine shall have
undergone no more passages from the master seed lot than
were used to prepare the vaccineshown in clinical studies to
be satisfactory with respect to safety and efficacy.

The potential neurovirulence of the vaccine strain is
considered during preclinical development, based on available
epidemiological data on neurovirulence and neurotropism,
primarily for the wild-type virus. In light of this, a risk
analysis is carried out. Where necessary and if available, a
test is carried out on the vaccine strain using an animal
model that differentiates wild-type and attenuated virus; tests
on strains of intermediate attenuation may also be needed.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in human diploid cells (5.2.3) or in
chick-embryo cells or in the amniotic cavity of chick embryos
derived from a chicken flock free from specified pathogens
(5.2.2).

SEED LOT
The strain of mumps virus nsed shall be identified by
historical records that include information on the origin of
the strain and its subsequent manipulation. Virus seed lots
are prepared in large quantities and stored at temperatures
below -20 °C if freeze-dried, or below -60 °C if not freeze-
dried. •

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for virus propagation.

Idendficadon
The master and working seed lots are identified as mumps
virus by serum neutralisation in cell culture, using specific
antibodies.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of the master and working seed lots
is determined to ensure consistency of production.

Extraneons agents (2.6.16)
The working seed lot complies with the requirements for
seed lots.
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temperature recommended for storage. The virus
concentration of the heated vaccine is not more man
1.0 IOglO lower than mat of the unheated vaccine.

IDENTIFICATION
When the vaccine reconstituted as stated on the label is
mixed with specific mumps antibodies, it is no longer able to
infect susceptible cell cultures.

TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contamination
The reconstituted vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(1.6.1).

Bovine serum albumin
Not more than 50 ng per single human dose, determined by
a suitable immunochemical method (1.7.1).

Ovalbumin
If the vaccine is produced in chick embryos, it contains not
more than 1 J.lg of ovalbumin per single human dose,
determined by a suitable immunochemical method (1.7.1).

Water (1.5.11)
Not more than 3.0 per cent, determined by the semi-micro
determination afwater.

ASSAY
Titrate the vaccine for infective virus)using at least
3 separate vials of vaccine and inoculating a suitable number
of wells for each dilution step. Titrate 1 vial of an
appropriate virus reference preparation in triplicate to
validate each assay. The virus concentration of the reference
preparation is monitored using a control chart and a titre is
established on a historical basis by each laboratory,
The relation with the appropriate European Pharmacopoeia
Biological Reference Preparation is established and
monitored at regular intervals if a manufacturers reference
preparation is used. Calculate the individual virus
concentration for each vial of vaccine and for each replicate
of the reference preparation as well as the corresponding
combined virus concentrations, using the usual statistical
methods (for example, 5.3). The combined estimate of the
virus concentration for the 3 vials of vaccine is not less than
that stated on the label; the minimum virus concentration
stated on the label is not less than 3.7 IOg10 CCID50 per
single human dose.

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the
3 replicates combined is greater than
± 0.3 log,o CCID,o;

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 loglo CCID50 from the established
value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P =0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 IOg10 CCID50; data obtained from valid assays
only are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virus concentration of the
sample. The confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the combined
virus concentration is not greater than ± 0.3 10g10 CCID50.
Mumps vaccine (live) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.

Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used; this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.
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LABELLING
The label ,rates:
- the strain of virus used for the preparation of the vaccine;
- that the vaccine has been prepared in chick embryos or

the type and origin of cells used for the preparation of the
vaccine;

- the minimum virus concentration;
- that contact between the vaccine and disinfectants is to be

avoided.
___________________ PhE"

Human Papillomavirus Vaccine
(rONA)
(ph. Bur. manograph 1441)

The label may state 'HPV).
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Human papillomavirus vaccine (rDNA) is a preparation of
purified virus-like particles (VLPs) composed of the major
capsid protein (LI) of one or more human papillomavirus
(HPV) genotypes; the antigens may be adsorbed on a
mineral carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated
aluminium phosphate. The vaccine may also contain the
adjuvant 3-O-desacyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid A.
The antigens are obtained by recombinant DNA technology.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROJlISIONS
The vaccine shall have been shown to induce specific
neutralising antibodies in man. The production method shall
have been shown to yield consistently vaccines comparable in
quality with the vaccine of proven clinical efficacy and safety
in man.

The vaccine is produced by the expression of the viral genes
coding for the capsid proteins in yeast or in an insect
celllbaculovirus expression vector system) purification of the
resulting VIPs and the rendering of these particles into an
immunogenic preparation. The suitability and safety of the
expression systems are approved by the competent authority.
Production of the vaccine is based on a seed lot/cell bank
system. Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the virus
and cells used for vaccine production shall not have
undergone more passages from the master seed lor/cell bank
than was used to prepare the vaccine shown in clinical
studies to be satisfactory with respect to safety and efficacy.

Reference preparation A batch of vaccine shown to be
effective in clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is
used as a reference vaccine. The reference vaccine is
preferably stabilised and the stabilisation method shall have
been shown to have no significant effect on the assay validity.

CHARACTERISATION
Characterisation of the VLPs is performed on lots produced
during vaccine development, including the process validation
batches. Characterisation includes protein composition, for
example using techniques such as sodium dodecyl sulfate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) and Western
blotting or mass spectrometry, peptide mapping and/or
terminal amino acid sequence analysis. Morphological
characteristics of the VLPs and degree of aggregation are
determined to confirm the presence of the conformational
epitopes that are essential for efficacy. VLP characterisation
may be done by atomic force microscopy and transmission
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electron microscopy, dynamic light scattering, epitope
mapping and reactivity with neutrallsing monoclonal
antibodies. In addition, the protein, lipid, nucleic acid and
carbohydrate content are measured where applicable.
The level of residual host-cellprotein derived from insect
cells meets acceptable safety criteria as set by the competent
authority.

CELL BANKS AND SEED LOTS
Production in recombinant yeast cdls Only cell banks that have
been satisfactorily characterised for identity, microbial purity,
growth characteristics and stability shall be used for
production. Gene homogeneity is studied for the master and
working cell banks. A full description of the biological
characteristics of the host cell and expression vectors is given.
The physiological measures used to promote and control the
expression of the cloned gene in the host cell are described in
detail. This includes genetic markers of the host cell, the
construction, genetics and structure of the expression vector,
and the origin and identification of the gene that is being
cloned. The nucleotide sequence of the gene insert and of
adjacent segments of the vector and restriction-enzyme
mapping of the vector containing the gene insert are
provided. Data that demonstrates the stability of the
expression 'system during storage of the recombinant working
cell bank up to or beyond the passage level used for
production-'is provided.

Production in an insect ce1l1baculoviros expression vector system
- Insea cell sub'''''te. Only cell banks that have been

satisfactorily characterised for identity, purity, growth
chaeacreristics, stability, extraneous agents and
tumorigenicity shall be used for production. Such
characterisation is performed at suitable stages of
production in accordance with general chapters 5.2.1. Cell
substrates for theproduction of vaccines for human use and
2.6.16. Te5lS for extraneous agenu in viral fJtlCcines for human
use. Special attention is given to insect-borne viruses, in
particular insect-borne potential human pathogens
(e.g. arboviruses). Adventitious infectious agents of insect
cells may be without cytopathic effect. Tests therefore
include nucleic acid amplification techniques, and other
tests such as electron microscopy and co-cultivation.

- Recombinant baculovirus. The use of the recombinant
baculovirus vector is based on a seed-lot system with a
defined number of passages between the original virus and
the master and the working seed-lots, as approved by me
competent authorities. The recombinant baculovirus
expression vector contains the coding sequence of the
HPV Li antigen. Segments of the expression construct
are analysed using nucleic acid amplification techniques in
conjunction with other tests performed on the purified
recombinant protein for assuring the quality and
consistency of the expressed HPV Ll antigens.
The recombinant baculovirus used in me production of
HPV vaccines is identified by historical records, which
include information on the origin and identity of the gene
being cloned as well as the construction, genetics and
structure of the baculovirus expression vector(s).
The genetic stability of the expression construct is
demonstrated from the baculovlrus master seed up to at
least the highest level used in production and preferably
beyond this level.

Recombinant baculovirus seed lots are prepared in large
quantities and stored at temperatures favourable for stability.

Only a seed lor that complies with me following requirements
may be used for virus propagation.
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Identification
The master and working seed lots are identified by the HPV
type of the inserted gene of origin, by an appropriate method
such as nucleic acid amplification techniques (NAT)
(2.6.21).

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of the master and working seed lots
is determined to monitor consistency of production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The working seed lot complies with the requirements for
seed lots and control cells. Special attention is given to
Spiroplasma spp. and insect-borne viruses, in particular
insect-borne potential human pathogens (e.g. arboviruses).

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell banks and baculovirus seed lots and
subsequent cell cultures is done under aseptic conditions in
an area where no other cells are being handled.

Where justified and authorised for production in an insect
celVbaculovirus expression vector system, a stored virus
intermediate culture that complies with the 5 following tests
may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
Each stored virus intermediate culture is identified by HPV
type, by an immunological assay using specific antibodies or
by a molecular identity test such as NAT (2.6.21).

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Each stored virus intermediate culture complies with the test
for sterility (2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each
medium.

Virus concentradon
The virus concentration of each stored baculovirus
intermediate culture is determined by a suitable method such
as plaque assay or NAT (2.6.21) in order to monitor
consistency of production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
Each stored virus intermediate culture complies with the tests
for extraneous agents.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture from which
each stored virus intermediate is derived comply with a teat
for identity and with the requirements for extraneous agents
(2.6.16).

Production in recombinant yeast cells Identity, microbial
purity, plasmid retention and consistency of yield are
determined at suitable production stages.

Production in an insea cdllbaculovirus expression vector system
Insect cell cultures are inoculated with recombinant
bacuIovirus at a defined multiplicity of infection as approved
by the competent authority. Several single harvests may be
pooled before testing. No antibiotics are added at the time of
harvesting or at any Jateristage of manufacturing.

SINGLE HARVESTS
Only a single harvest or a pool of single harvests that
complies wilh the following requirements may be used in the
preparation of the purified monovalent antigen.

Identification
Each single harvest is identified as the appropriate HPY type
by immunological assay or by a molecular biology-based
assay, for example hybridisation or polymerase chain
reaction (peR).

Bacterial and fungal contaminadon
In case of production in an insect cellJbacuIovirus expression
vector system the single harvest complies with the test for
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sterility (2.6.1). In case of production in yeast cells the single
harvest is tested for culture purity by inoculation of suitable
medium to ensure no growth other than the host organism.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
In case of production in an insect celJJbaculovirus expression
vector system the single harvest complies with the tests for
extraneous agents. Special attention is given to insect-borne
viruses as mentioned under Cell banks and seed lots.

Control cells
In case of production in an insect celJJbaculovirus expression
vector system the control cells comply with a test for
identification and with the requirements for extraneous
agents (2.6.16). Special attention is given to insect-borne
viruses as mentioned under Cell banks and seed lots.

PURIFIED MONOVALENT ANTIGEN
Harvests are purified using validated methods. When an
insect cell/baculovirus expression vector system substrate is
used, the production process is validated for its capacity to
eliminate(by removal and/or inactivation) adventitious
viruses and recombinant baculoviruses.

Only a purified monovalent antigen that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk. In agreement with the competent authority one or
more of the tests mentioned below may be omitted if
performed on the adsorbed monovalent antigen.

Total protein
The total protein is determined by a validated method.
The content is within the limits approved for the particular
product.

Antigen content and identification
The quantity and specificity of each antigen type is
determined by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1)
such as radio-immunoassay (RIA), enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (BUSA), immunoblot (preferably
using a monoclonal antibody directed against a protective
epitope) or single radial diffusion. The antigen/protein ratio
may be determined and is within the limits approved for the
particular product.

Antigenic purity
The purity of each purified monovalent antigen is determined
by a suitable method, such as SDS-PAGE with quantification
by densitometric analysis, the limit of detection being
1 per cent of impurities or bener with respect to total
protein. A reference preparation is used to validate each test.
The protein purity is calculated as the ratio of the Ll
protein-related bands relative to the total protein bands,
expressed as a percentage. For the genotypes included in the
vaccine, the value calculated for purity is within the limits
approved for the particular product,

Percent intact Ll monomer
The antigenic purity assay serves also to assess the integrity
of me LI monomer. The percent intact Ll monomer is the
ratio of the intact Ll monomer to the total protein,
expressed as a percentage.

VLP size and structure
The size and structure of the VLPs is established and
monitored by a suitable method such as dynamic light
scattering. The size is within me limits approved for the
particular product.

Composition
The protein, lipid, nucleic acid and carbohydrate contents
are determined, where applicable.
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Host-cell and vector-derived DNA
Maximum 10 ng of DNA in a quantity of purified antigen
equivalent to a single human dose of vaccine, determined in
each monovalent purified antigen by sensitive methods.

Residual host-cell proteins
Tests for residual host-cell proteins are carried out.
The content is within the limits approved for the particular
product.

Chemicals used for disruption and purIlication
Tests for the chemicals used for purification or other stages
of production are carried out. The content is within the
limits approved for the particular products.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Each purified monovalent antigen complies with the test,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

ADSORBED MONOVALENT ANTIGEN
The purified monovalent antigens may be adsorbed onto a
mineral vehicle such as an aluminium salt.

Only an adsorbed monovalent antigen that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Each adsorbed monovalent antigen complies with the test,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Each adsorbed monovalent antigen is tested for bacterial
endotoxins. The content is within the limits approved for the
particular product.

Antigen content and identification
Each antigen type is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1) such as radio-immunoassay (RIA), enzyme
linked immunosorbent assay (BUSA), inununoblot
(preferably using a monoclonal antibody directed against a
protective epitope) or single radial diffusion.
The antigen/protein ratio is determined,

Mineral vehicle concentration.
Where applicable, each adsorbed monovalent antigen is
tested for the content of mineral vehicle. The content is
within the limits approved for the particular product.

ADSORBED 3-0-DESACYL-4'-MONOPHOSPHORYL
LIPID A BULK
If 3-0-desacyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid A is included in the
vaccine it complies with the monograph 3-0-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryl lipidA (2537). Where 3-0-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryl lipid A is adsorbed prior to inclusion in the
vaccine, the adsorbed 3-D-desacyl-4J-monophosphoryl
lipid A bulk complies with the following requirements.

Degree of adsorption of 3-0-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryl Upid A
The content of non-adsorbed 3-0-desacyl-4'.
monophosphoryllipid A in the adsorbed 3-o-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryl lipid A bulk is determined by a suitable
method, for example gas chromatographic quantification of
the 3-0-<1esacyl-4'-monophosplwryl h"pid A (2537) fatty acids in
the supernatant, evaporated to dryness, after centrifugation.

pH (2.2.3)
The pH is within the limits approved for the particular
preparation.

Sterility (2. 6.1)
It complies with the test, carried out using 10 mL for each
medium.
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FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared directly from each purified
monovalent antigen HPV type or adsorbed purified
monovalent antigen HPV type. An antimicrobial preservative,
a mineral vehicle such as an aluminium salt and the adjuvant
3-o-desacyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid A may be included in
the fonnulation of the final bulk.

Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation. of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservadve
Where applicable, deterntine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 1J5 per cent of the intended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test, carried out
using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the test for antimicrobial
preservative content (where applicable) has been carried out
with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, it may be
omitted on :the final lot. If an in w"wassay is carried out,
then provided it has been carried out widt satisfactory results
on the final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

Adjuvants
If the vaccine contains an adjuvant, the amount is
determined and shown to be within acceptable limits with
respect to the expected amount. A suitable method for 3-()...
desacyl-4'-monophosphoryllipid A is, for example, gas
chromatography.

Degree of adsorption
The degree of adsorption of each antigen and, where
applicable, 3-o-desacyl-4'-monophosphotyllipid A is
assessed.

IDENflFICATION
The vaccine is shown to contain the different types of HPV
antigen by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).
The in vilro assay may serve to identify the vaccine.
In addition, where applicable, the test for 3-0-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryl1ipid A content also serves to identify the
3-Q-desacyl-4'-monophosphoryl1ipid A-containing vaccine.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

3-0-Desacyl-4'-monophosphorylllpld A
Minimum 80 per cent and maximum 120 per cent of the
intended amount.

Where applicable, determine the content of 3-O-desacyl-4'
monophosphoryllipid A by a suitable method, for example
gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Antimicrobial preseryadve
Where applicable, determine the content of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
that stated on the label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test.
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Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.1 f)
Maximum 5 ill per single human dose. If the adjuvant
prevents the determination of endotoxin, a suitable in-process
test is carried out.

ASSAY
The assay is performed by an in vivo test or an in vitro test
having acceptance criteria established by correlation studies
against an in viw test.

In vivo test
A suitable in vivoassay method consists of the injeclion of
not fewer than 3 dilutions of the vaccine to be examined and
of a reference vaccine preparation, using for each dilution a
group of a suitable number of female mice of a suitable
strain. The vaccine is diluted in a solution of sodium
chloride R containing the aluminium adjuvant used for the
vaccine production. The mice are 6-8 weeks old at the time
of injection, and each mouse is given a 0.5 mL injection.
A preimmunisation serum sample is taken prior to
inoculation, and a final serum sample is taken at a defined
time between days 21 and 28. Assay the individual sera for
specific neutralising antibodies against each HPV type by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

The test is not valid unless:
- for both the vaccine to be examined and the reference

vaccine, the ED50 lies between the smaUest and the
largest doses given to the animals;

- the statistical analysis shows no significant deviation from
linearity or parallelism;

- the confidence limits (P = 0.95) are within the limits
approved for the particular product.

In vitro test
Carry out an immunochemical determination (2.7.1) of each
antigen genotype content. Enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (EUSA) and radio-immunoassay (RIA) using
monoclonal antibodies specific for protection-inducing
epitopes of the LI protein have been shown to be suitable.
Suitable numbers of dilutions of the vaccine to be examined
and a manufacturer's reference preparation are used and a
suitable model is used to analyse the data. For each type, the
antigen content is within the limits approved for the
particular product.

LABELLING
The label slates:
- the amount of Ll proteins and the genotype of HPV

contained in the vaccine;
- the cell substrate used for production of the vaccine;
- the name and amount of the adjuvant and/or adsorbent

used;
- that the vaccine must not be frozen.
______________~ ""EII

Pertussis Vaccine (Whole Cell,
Adsorbed)
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0161)

The label may state 'wl".
""EII _

DEFINITION
Pertussis vaccine (whole cell, adsorbed) is a sterile suspension
of inactivated whole ceUs of one or more strains of BordetelJa
pertussis, treated to minimise toxicity and retain potency.
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The vaccine contains a mineral adsorbent such as hydrated
aluminium phosphate or aluminium hydroxide.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production process shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinicalefficacyand safety in man.
Levels of pertussis toxin, active heat-labile toxin
(dermonecrotic toxin) or tracheal cytotoxin must be
comparable to me levels present in the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man and be approved by the
competent authority.

CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The vaccine consists of a mixture of one or more strains of
B. pertussis. Strains of B. pertussis used in preparing vaccines
are well characterised and chosen in such a way that the final
vaccine contains predominantly phase I cells that display
fimbriae 2 and 3, as determined by an agglutination test or
other suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

SEED LOTS
The production of pertussis vaccine is based on a seed-lot

system.
The strains of B. pertussis used are identified by a full
historical record, including information on the origin of the
strain and its subsequent manipulation, characteristics on
isolation, and particularly on aU tests carried out periodically
to verify the strain's characters.

The media chosen for growing B. pertussis are carefully
selected and enable the micro-organism to retain phase I
characteristics.
When animal blood or animal blood products are used, they
are removed by washing the harvested bacteria.
Human blood or human blood products are not used in any
culture media for propagating bacteria, either for seed or for

vaccine.
PROPAGATIONAND HARVEST
Each strain is grown separately from the working seed lot.

Cultures are checked at different stages of fermentation
(subcultures and main culture) for purity, identity, cell
opacity and pH. Unsatisfactory cultures must he discarded.

Production cultures are shown to he consistent in respect of
growth rate, pH and yield of cells or cell products.

The bacteria are harvested and may be washed to remove
substances derived from the medium and suspended in a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride or other suitable isotonic
solution.

MONOVALENT CELL HARVEST
Consistency of production is monitored in respect of growth
rate, pj-l, yield and demonstration of characteristics of
phase I organisms in the culture, such as presence of
fimbriae 2 and 3 and haemolytic activity. Single harvestslare
not used for the final bulk vaccine unless they have been
shown to contain B. pertussis cells with the same
characteristics with regard to growth and agglutinogens as the
parent strain, and to be free from contaminating bacteria and

fungi.
Only a monovalent harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in further production.

Purity
Samples of single harvests taken before inactivation are
examined by microscopyof Gram-stained smears or by
inoculation into appropriate culture media or by another
suitable procedure.
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Opacity
The opacity of each single harvest is measured not later than
2 weeks after harvest and before the bacterial suspension has
been subjected to any process capable of altering its opacity
by comparison with the International Reference Preparation
of Opacity, and used as the basis of calculation for
subsequent stages in vaccine preparation. The equivalence in
International Units of the International Reference
Preparation is staled by the World Health Organization.

A spectrophotometric method validated against the opacity
reference preparation may be used and absorbance may, for
example, be measured at 600 nm (2.2.25).

INACTIVATION AND DETOXIFICATION OF B.
PERTUSSIS SUSPENSION
Inactivation is initiated as soon as possible after taking
samples of single harvests for purity control and opacity
measurement. The bacteria are killed and detoxified in
controlled conditions by means of a suitable chemical agent
or by heating or by a combination of these methods.
The suspension is maintained at 5 ± 3 °C for a suitable
period to diminish its toxicity.

Only ~n inaetiv~ted ~onovalent cell bulk that complies with
established specifications for the following tests may be used
in the preparation of the final bulk.

Residual live B. pertussis
Inactivation of the whole cells of B. pertussis is verified by a
suitable culture medium.

Pertussis toxin
Presence of pertussis toxin is measured by a CHO cell
culture assay using a semi-quantitative technique and range
determined for the particular product.

pH (2.2.1)
Within the range approved for the particular product.

Identification
Verified by agglutination assay or suitable immunodiffusion
assay.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.

Opacity
The opacity of each single harvest is measured in the final
phase, ~t the ~nd of the main fermentation process, by
comp.anson WIth ~e International Reference Preparation of
Opacity, The equivalence in International Units of the
International Reference Preparation is stated by the World
Health Organization. The absorbance, for example measured
at 600 run (2.2.25), is within the range approved for the
particular product.

FINAL BULK
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by aseptically mixing
suitable quantities of the inactivated single harvests.

If 2 or more strains of B. penussisare used, the composition
of consecutive Jots of the final bulk vaccine shall be
consistent with respect to the proportion of each strain as
measured in opacity units. The bacterial concentration of the
final bulk vaccine does not exceed that corresponding to an
opacity of 20 IU per single human dose. The opacity
measured on the single harvests is used to calculate the
bacterial concentration in the final bulk. A mineral adsorbent
such as hydrated aluminium phosphate or aluminium
hydroxide is added to the cell suspension. Suitable
antimicrobial preservatives may be added. Phenol is not used
as a preservative.
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Only a final bulk that complies with the followiog
requirements may be used in me preparation of the final lot.

Fimbriae
Each bulk is examined, before adsorbent is added, for the
presence of fimbriae 2 and 3 to ensure that appropriate
expression has occurred during bacterial growth.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 115 per cent of the intended amount.

FlNALLOT
The final bulk is mixed to homogeneity and filled aseptically
into suitable containers.

Only a final lot that is within the limits approved for the
particular product and is satisfactory with respect to each of
the requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assaymay he released for use. Provided the tests for specific
toxicity, free formaldehyde and antimicrobial preservative and
the determination of potency have been carried out with
satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they may be
omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
Dissolve in the vaccine to be examined sufficient sodium
citrate R to give a 100 gIL solution. Maintain at 37°C for
about 16 h and centrifuge to obtain a bacterial precipitate.
Identity of penussis vaccine is based on an immunological
reaction, for example agglutination of the resuspended
bacteria with a specific anti-pertussis serum or another
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

TESTS
Specific toxicity
Use not fewer than 5 healthy mice each weighing 14-16 g for
the vaccine group and for the saline control. Use mice of the
same sex or distribute males and females equally between the
groups. Inject each mouse of the vaccine group
intraperitoneally with 0.5 mL, containing a quantity of the
vaccine equivalent to not less than half the single human
dose. Inject each mouse of the control group with 0.5 mL of
a 9 gIL sterile solution of sodium chloride R, preferably
containing, where applicable, the same amount of
antimicrobial preservative as that injected with the vaccine.
Weigh the groups of mice immediately before the injection
and 72 hand 7 days after the injection. The vaccine
complies with the test if: (a) at the end of 72 h the average
weight of the group of vaccinated mice is not less than that
preceding the injection, (b) at the end of 7 days the average
increase in mass per vaccinated mouse is not less than
60 per cent of that per control mouse, and (c) not more than
5 per cent of the vaccinated mice die during the test. If the
test is carried out using 5 mice and I vaccinated mouse dies,
the test may be repeated using 15 mice and the results of
both tests combined.

Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free fonnaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 gIL, where applicable.
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Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Carry out the assay of pertussis vaccine (whole cell) (2.7.7).

The estimated potency is not less than 4.0 ill per single
human dose and the lower confidence limit (P= 0.95) of the
estimated potency is not less than 2.0 IU per single human
dose.

LABELLING
The label ,taus:
- the minimum number of International Units per single

human dose,
- the method used for inactivation,
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent,
- that the vaccine must be shaken before use,
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
~ ""EII

Adsorbed Pertussis Vaccine
(Acellular Component)
(Penussis Vacdne (Acellular, Component, Adsorbed),
Ph. Eur. monograph 1356)
""Ell _

DEFINITION
Penussis vaccine (acellular, component, adsorbed) is a
preparation of individually prepared and purified antigenic
components of Borduella pertussis adsorbed on a mineral
carrier such as aluminium hydroxide or hydrated aluminium
phosphate.

The vaccine contains either pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin) or a pertussis toxin-like protein
free from toxic properties, produced by expression of a
genetically modified form of the corresponding gene.
The vaccine may also contain filamentous haemagglutinin,
pertactin (a 69 kDa outer-membrane protein) and other
defined components of B. pertussis such as fimbrial-2 and
fimbrial-3 antigens. The latter 2 antigens may be co-purified.
The antigenic composition and characteristics are based on
evidence of protection and freedom from unexpected
reactions in the target group for which the vaccine is
intended.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical-efficacy and safety in man.

Where a genetically modified fonn of B. pertussis is used,
production consistency and genetic stability shall be
established in conformity with the requirements of the
monograph Products of recombinant DNA teehmwgy (0784).

Reference uacdne A batch of vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
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hatch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine is preferably stabilised by a method. mat has been
shown to have no significant effect on the assay procedure
when the stabilised and non-stabilised batches are compared.

CHARACTERISATION OF COMPONENTS
During development of the vaccine, the production process
shall be validated to demonstrate that it yields consistently
individual components that comply with me following
requirements; after demonstration of consistency, the tests
need not be applied routinely to each batch.

Adenylate cyclase
Not more than 500 ng in the equivalent of 1 dose of the final
vaccine) determined by immunoblot analysis or another
suitable method.

Tracheal cytotoxin
Not more than 2 proal in the equivalent of 1 dose of the final
vaccine, determined by a suitable method such as a biological
assay or liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Absence of residual dermonecrotic toxin
Inject intraderrnally into each of 3 unweaned mice, in
a volume of 0.1 ml., the amount of component or antigenic
fraction equivalent to 1 dose of the final vaccine. Observe for
48 h. No dermonecrotic reaction is demonstrable.

Specific properties
The components of the vaccine are analysed by one or more
of the methods shown below in order to determine their
identity and specific properties (activity per unit amount of
protein) in comparison with reference preparations.

Pertussis toxin Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell-clustering
effect and haemagghninaricn as in vitro methods;
lymphocytosis-promoting activity and insulin secretory
activity as in oioomethods. The toxin shows ADP-ribosyl
transferase activity using transducin as the acceptor.

Filamenwus haemagg/utinin Haemagglutination and
inhibilion by a specific antibody.

Pertaain,jimbrial-2 andjimbrial-3 antigens Reactivity with
specific antibodies.

Pertrosis toxoid The toxoid induces in animals the
production of antibodies capable of inhibiting all the
properties of pertussis toxin.

PURIFIED COMPONENTS
Production of each component is based on a seed-lot system.
The seed cultures from which toxin is prepared are managed
to conserve or, where necessary, restore toxinogenicity by
deliberate selection.

None of the media used at any stage contains blood or blood
products of human origin. Media used for the preparation of
seed lots and inocula may contain blood or blood products of
animal origin.

Pertussis toxin and, where applicable, filamentous
haemagglutinin and pertactin are purified and, after
appropriate characterisation, detoxified using suitable
chemical reagents. The detoxification process for the
pertussis toxin is validated to demonstrate its ability to
consistently produce antigens that are immunogenic and
stably detoxified. Other components such as fimbrial-2 and
fimbrial-3 antigens are purified either separately or together,
characterised and shown to be free from toxic substances.
The purification procedure is validated to demonstrate
appropriate clearance of substances used during culture or
purification.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) is determined to
monitor the purification procedure and to limit the amount
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in the final vaccine. The limits applied for the individual
components are such that the final vaccine contains less than
100 IU per single human dose.

Before detoxification, the purity of the components is
determined by a suitable method such as polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (pAGE) or liquid chromatography. SDS
PAGE or immunoblot analysis with specific monoclonal or
polyclonal antibodies may be used to characterise subunits.
Requirements are established for each individual product.

Only purified components that comply with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

SterlHty (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using for each medium a
quantity of purified component equivalent to not less than
100 doses.

Residual pertussIs toxin (2.6.33)
The limit is approved by the competent authority.

Residual detoxJfying agents and other reagents
The content of residual detoxifying agents and other reagents
is determined and shown to be below approved limits unless
validation of the process has demonstrated acceptable
clearance.

Antigen content
Determine the antigen content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) and protein nitrogen by
sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9) or another suitable method.
The ratio of antigen content to protein nitrogen is within the
limits established for the product.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The vaccine is prepared by adsorption of suitable quantities
of purified components, separately Or together, onto
aluminium hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate.
A suitable antimicrobial preservative may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 115 per cent of the intended content.

SterlHty (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided the tests for
antimicrobial preservative and free formaldehyde, and the
assay have been carried out with satisfactory results on the
final bulk vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION ~

Subject the vaccine to a suitable desorption procedure such
as the foUowing: dissolve in the vaccine to be examined
sufficient sodium citrate R to give a 10 gIL solution; maintain
at 37 °C for about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear
supernatant is obtained. Examined by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1), the clear supernatant reacts
with specific antisera to the components stated on the label.

TESTS
Al~wn (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose} if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.
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Free fonnaldehyde (2.4. III)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
the quantity stated on the label.

Sterility (2.6. I)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (acellular) (2.7.16). The vaccine complies
with the limit approved for the particular product.

LABELLING
Tire lobel states:
- the names and amounts of the antigenic components

present in the vaccine;
- where applicable, that the vaccine contains a pertussis

toxin-like protein produced by genetic modification;
- the name and amount of the adsorbent;
- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- mat the vaccine is not to be frozen.
_________________~ PhE<I

Adsorbed Pertussis Vaccine
(Acellular, Co-purified)
(Penussis Vaccine (Acellular, Co-purijied, Adsorbed),
Ph. Eur. monogroph 1595)
PhEII _

DEFINITION
Pertussis vaccine (acellular, co-purified, adsorbed) is a
preparation of antigenic components of BordeteOa pertussis
adsorbed on a mineral carrier such as alwninium hydroxide
or hydrated aluminium phosphate.

The vaccine contains an antigenic fraction purified without
separation of the individual components. The antigenic
fraction is composed of pertussis toxoid (chemically
detoxified pertussis toxin), filamentous haemagglutinin,
pertactin (a 69 kDa outer-membrane protein) and other
defined components of B. pertussis such as fimbrial-2 and
fimbrial-3 antigens. The antigenic composition and
characteristics are based on evidence of protection and
freedom from unexpected reactions in the target group for
which the vaccine is intended.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistendy vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man.

Reference vaccine A batch of vaccine shown to be effective in
clinical trials or a batch representative thereof is used as a
reference vaccine. For the preparation of a representative
batch, strict adherence to the production process used for the
batch tested in clinical trials is necessary. The reference
vaccine is preferably stabilised, by a method that has been
shown to have no significant effect on the assay procedure
when the stabilised and non-stabilised batches are compared.
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CHARACI'ERISATION OF COM.PONENTS
During development of the vaccine, the production process
shaD be validated to demonstrate that it yields consistently an
antigenic fraction that complies with the following
requirements; after demonstration of consistency) the tests
need not be applied routinely to each batch.

Adenylate cyclase
Not more than 500 ng in the equivalent of 1 dose of the final
vaccine, determined by immunoblot analysis or another
suitable method.

Tracheal cytotoxin
Not more than 2 pmol in the equivalent of I dose of the final
vaccine, determined by a suitable method such as a biological
assay or liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Absence of residual dermonecrotic toxin
Inject intradennally into each of 3 unweaned mice, in a
volume of 0.1 mL, the amount of antigenic fraction
equivalent to I dose of the final vaccine. Observe for 48 h.
No dennonecrotic reaction is demonstrable.

Specific properties
The antigenic fraction is analysed by one or more of the
methods shown below in order to determine the identity and
specific properties (activity per unit amount of protein) of its
components in comparison with reference preparations.

Pertussis toxin Chinese hamster oval)' (CHO) cell-clustering
effect and haemagglutination as in fJitro methods;
lymphocytosis-promoting activity and insulin secretory
activity as invivo methods. The toxin shows ADP-ribosyl
transferase activity using transducin as me acceptor.

Filamentous haemagg/utinin Haemagglutination and
inhibition by a specific antibody.

Penactin, jimbrial-2 andjimbrial-3 antigens Reactivity with
specific antibodies.

Pertussis toxoid The toxoid induces in animals the
production of antibodies capable of inhibiting aU the
properties of pertussis toxin.

PURIFIED AN"I'IGENIC FRACI'ION
Production of the antigenic fraction is based on a seed-lot
system. The seed cultures are managed to conserve or, where
necessary, restore toxinogenicity by deliberate selection.

None of the media used at any stage contains blood or blood
products of human origin. Media used for the preparation of
seed batches and inocula may contain blood or blood
products of animal origin.

The antigenic fraction is purified and, after appropriate
characterisation) detoxified using suitable reagents.
The detoxification process for the pertussis toxin is validated
to demonstrate its ability to consistently produce antigens
that are immunogenic and stably detoxified. The purification
procedure is validated to demonstrate appropriate clearance
of substances used during culture or purification.

The content of bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) is determined to
monitor the purification procedure and to limit the amount
in the final vaccine. The limits applied are such that the final
vaccine contains not more than 100 ill per single human
dose.

Before detoxification, the purity of the antigenic fraction is
determined by a suitable method such as polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis (pAGE) or liquid chromatography. SDS
PAGE or immunoblot analysis with specific monoclonal or
polyclonal antibodies may be used to characterise subunits.
Requirements are established for each individual product.
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Only a purified antigenic fraction that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using for each medium a
quantity of purified antigenic fraction equivalent to not less
than 100 doses of the final vaccine.

Residual pertussIs toxin (2.6.33)
The limit is approved by the competent authority.

Residual detoxifying agents and other reagents
The content of residual detoxifying agents and other reagents
is derermined and shown to be below approved limits unless
validation of the process has demonstrated acceptable
clearance.

Andgen content
Determine the complete quantitative antigen composition of
me antigenic fraction by suitable imrnunochemical methods
(2.7.1) and protein nitrogen by sulfuric acid digestion (2.5.9)
or another suitable method. The ratio of total antigen
content to protein nitrogen is within the limits established for
the product.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The vaccine is prepared by adsorption of a suitable quantity
of the antigenic fraction onto aluminium hydroxide or
hydrated aluminium phosphate. A suitable antimicrobial
preservative may he added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may he used in the preparation of the final lot,

Antimicrobial preservadve
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-ehemical
method. The amount is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 115 per cent of the intended content.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.
Provided the tests for antimicrobial preservative and free
formaldehyde, and the assay have been carried out with
satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they may be
omitted on the final lor.

IDENTIFICATION
Subject the vaccine to a suitable desorption procedure such
as the following: dissolve in the vaccine to be examined
sufficient sodium citrate R to give a 10 gIL solution; maintain
at 37 °C for about 16 h and centrifuge until a clear
supernatant is obtained. Examined by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1), the clear supernatant reacts
with specific antisera to the components in the vaccine.

TESTS
AntimicrobIal preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and is nor greater than 115 per cent of
the quantity stated on the label.

Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximwn 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.
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Free fonnaldehyde (2.4.11f)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
pertussis vaccine (acellular) (2.7.16). The vaccine complies
whh the limit approved for the particular product.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the names and amounts of the antigenic components

present in the vaccine;
- the name and amount of the adsorbent;
- that the vaccine must be shaken before use;
- that the vaccine is not [0 be frozen.
_____________________ PhE'"

Pneumococcal Polysaccharide
Vaccine
(ph. Eur. monograph 0966)

The label may state 'Pneumo'.
PhE", _

DEFINITION
Pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine consists of a mixture of
equal parts of purified capsular polysaccharide antigens
prepared from suitable pathogenic strains of Streptoeocau
pneumoniae whose capsules have been shown to be made up
of polysaccharides that are capable of inducing satisfactory
levels of specific antibodies in man. It contains the
23 inununochemicaUy different capsular polysaccharides
listed in Table 0966.-1.

The vaccine is a clear, colourless liquid.

PRODUCTION
Production of the vaccine is based on a seed-lor system for
each type, The production method shall have been shown to
yield consistently pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccines of
adequate safety and immunogenicity in man.

MONOVALENT BULK POLYSACCHARIDES
The bacteria are grown in a suitable liquid medium that does
not contain blood-group substances or high-molecular-mass
polysaccharides. The bacterial purity of the culture is verified
and the culture is inactivated with phenol. Impurities are
removed by such techniques as fractional precipitation,
enzymatic digestion and ultrafiltration. The polysaccharide is
obtained by fractional precipitation, washed, and dried in a
vacuwn to a residual moisture content shown to be
favourable to the stabilityof the polysaccharide. The residual
moisture content is detennined by drying under reduced
pressure over diphosphorus pentoxide or by
thennogravirnetric analysis and the value obtained is used to
calculate the results of the tests shown below with reference
to the dried substance, The monovalent bulk polysaccharide
is stored at a suitable temperature in conditions that avoid
the uptake of moisture.

Only. monovalent bulk polysaccharide that complies with
the following requirements may be used in the preparation of
the final bulk. vaccine. Percentage contents of components,
determined by the methods prescribed below, are shown in
Table 0966.-1.
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Table 0966 -I - Percentage comenu of componenu of monouolem bulkpolysaccharides

Vaccines IV-759

Molecular
Protein

NucleIc Toto.l
Phosphorus Uronic aelds Hexosamines

Methyl- O-acetyl

'>'P'* acids nitrogen pentoses Groups

[ <2 <2 3.5-6 0-1.5 > 45 > 1.8

2 $2 $2 0-[ 0-1.0 2: 15 2:38

3 $5 $2 0-[ 0-1.0 2:40

4 $3 <2 4-6 0-1.5 2: 40

5 < 7.5 <2 2.5-6.0 $2 ;;:: 12 ~20

6B <2 <2 0-2 2.5-5.0 ? 15

7F <5 <2 1.5-4.0 0..1.0 ?-13

S <2 <2 0-[ 0-1.0 > 25

9N $2 s I 2.2-4 1)..1.0 2:20 ? 28

9V $2 $2 0.5-3 0-1.0 ? 15 2:13

lOA $7 <2 0.5-3.5 1.5-3.5 ? 12

llA <3 <2 0-2.5 2.0-5.0 ~9

12F <3 <2 3-5 0-1.0 ? 25

[4 <5 <2 1.5-4 0-1.0 ? 20

I5B <3 <2 [-3 2.04.5 ? 15

17Aorl7F <2 <2 ()"1.5 0-3.5 ? 20

ISC $3 $2 0-1 2.4-4.9 2: 14

19A $2 $2 0.6-3.5 3.0-7.0 ? 12 ? 20

[9F <3 <2 1.4-3.5 3.0-5.5 ? 12.5 z 20

20 <2 <2 0.5-2.5 1.5-4.0 z 12

22F <2 <2 0-2 0-1.0 ? 15 ? 25

23F <2 <2 0-, 3.0-4.5 ? 37

33F < 2.5 <2 0-2 0-1.0

>I; The differtnl typesareindicated using the Danishnomenclature.

Protein (2.5.16)

Nucleic acids (2.5.17)

Total nitrogen (2.5.9)

Phosphorus (2.5.IIf)

Molecular-size or molecular-mass dlstribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30) combinedwith an
appropriate detection system. An acceptable value is
established for each purified polysaccharide. Each batch must
be shown to comply with this limit.

Uronic acids (2.5.22)

Hexosamlnes (2.5.20)

Meihylpentoses (2.5.21)

O-Acetyl groups (2.5.19)

Identification (2.7.1)
Confirm the identity of the monovalent bulkpolysaccharide
by double immunodiffusion or electroimmunodiffusion
(except for polysaccharides 7F, 14 and 33F), using specific
antisera.

Specificity
No reaction occurs when the antigens are tested against aU
the antisera specific for the otherpolysaccharides of the

vaccine, including factor serafor distinguishing typeswithin
groups. The polysaccharides are tested at a concentration of
50 pg/mL using a method capable of detecting 05 pg/mL.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulkvaccine is obtainedby aseptically mixingthe
different polysaccharide powders. The uniform mixture is
aseptically dissolved in a suitable isotonic solutionso thatone
human dose of 050 mL contains 25 pg of each
polysaccharide. An antimicrobial preservative may be added.
The solution is sterilised by fihration through a bacteria
retentive filter.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemicalmethod. The content is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
The finalbulkvaccine complieswith the test forsterility,
using 10 mL for each medium.

FINALLOT.
The finalbulkvaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers.
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Only a final lot that is satisfactorywith respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided that the tests for
phenol and for antimicrobial preservative have been carried
out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they
may be omitted on the final 10[. When consistency of
production has been established on a suitable number of
consecutive batches, the assay may he replaced by a
qualitative test that identifies each polysaccharide, provided
that an assay has been performed on each monovalent bulk
polysaccharide used in the preparation of the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The assayserves also to identify the vaccine.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
The pH of the vaccine is 4.5 to 7.4.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 1J5 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Phenol (2.5.15)
Not more than 2.5 gIL.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Pyrogen. (2.6./f)
It complies with the test for pyrogens, Inject per kilogram of
the rabbit's mass 1 mL of a dilution of the vaccine
containing 2.5 ~glmL of each polysaccharide.

ASSAY
Determine the content of each polysaccharide by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1), using antisera specific for
each polysaccharide contained in the vaccine, including factor
sera for types within groups, and purified polysaccharides of
each type as standards.

The vaccine contains not less than 70 per cent and not more
than 130 per cent of the quantity stated on the label for each
polysaccharide. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less
than 80 per cent and not more than 120 per cent of the
estimated content.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the number of micrograms of each polysaccharide per

single human dose;
- the total amount of polysaccharide in the container.
_____~ PIIE<r

Pneumococcal Polysaccharide
Conjugate Vaccine (Adsorbed)
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2150)

The label may state 'Pneumofconi)'.
PIIE<r _

DEFINITION
Pneumococcal polysaccharide conjugate vaccine (adsorbed) is
a sterile suspension of purified capsular polysaccharides
obtained from StrepUJ<OC<US pneumonia< serotypes individually
conjugated to a carrier protein. The carrier protein used may
vary for the various polysaccharide conjugates contained in a
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multivalent vaccine. The vaccine may be adsorbed on a
suitable adjuvant or adsorbant.

Each serotype, produced from suitable pathogenic strains of
S. pneumoniae, is grown in an appropriate medium.

The individual polysaccharides are purified through suitable
purification methods (for example centrifugation,
precipitation) ultrafiltration and column chromatography).

Each polysaccharide has a defined composition and a defined
molecular size range.

The choice of polysaccharide depends on the frequency of
the serotypes responsible for acute pathologies and their
geographical distribution. The vaccine contains
immunochemically different capsular polysaccharides.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shaU have been shown to yield
consistently S. pneumoniat conjugate vaccines of adequate
safety and immuncgenicity in man. The production of
polysaccharides and of the carrier(s) is based on a seed-lot
system.

During development studies and wherever revalidation is
necessary, a test for pyrogens in rabbits (2.6.8) is carried out.
The vaccine is shown to be acceptable with respect to
absence of pyrogenic activity.

During development studies and whenever revalidation of the
manufacturing process is necessary, it shall be demonstrated
by tests in animals that the vaccine consistently induces a
T <ell-dependent B-cell inunune response.

The stability of the conjugated bulk and/or final lot and
pneumococcal saccharide is evaluated using suitable indicator
tests. Such tests may include determination of molecular size,
quantification of saccharide content and free polysaccharide
content in the conjugate.

BACTERIAL SEED LOTS
The bacterial strains used for master seed lots shall be
identified by historical records that include infonnation on
their origin and the tests used to characterise the strain.

Cultures obtained from the working seed lot shall have the
same characteristics as the strain that was used to prepare the
master seed lot.

Purity of bacterial cultures is verified by methods of suitable
sensitivity. These may include inoculation into suitable
media, examination of colony morphology, microscopic
examination of Gram-stained smears and culture
agglutination with suitable specific antisera.

PNEUMOCOCCAL POLYSACCHARIDES
Each strain of S. pneumonia» serotypes is individuaUy grown
in a liquid mediwn that does not contain high-molecular
mass polysaccharides; if any ingredient of the medium
contains blood-group substances, the process is validated to
demonstrate that after the purification step they are no longer
detectable. The bacterial purity of the culture is verified by
suitable methods. The culture is then inactivated. Each
polysaccharide is separated from the liquid culture and
purified by suitable methods. Volatile matter, including
water, in the purified polysaccharide is determined by a
suitable method such as thermogravimetry (2.2.34), semi
micro determination of water (2.5.12) or, where applicable,
determination of solvent and/or alcohol content by
spectrometry. The values are used to calculate the results of
other chemical tests with reference to the dried substance, as
prescribed below.
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Only polysaccharides that comply with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
conjugate.

Identificadon
Each polysaccharide is identified by an imrnunochemical
method (2.7.1) or other suitable methods, for example
IH nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry(2.2.33).

Protein (2.5.16)
Depending on the serotype used, not more than the limit
approved for the product, calculated with reference to the
dried substance.

Nucleic acid (2.5.17)
Depending on the serotype used, not more than the limit
approved for the product, calculated with reference to the
dried substance.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30) combined with an
appropriate detection system. An acceptable value is
established for each pneumococcal polysaccharide. Each
hatch must be shown to comply with this limit.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 0.5 IU per microgram of polysaccharide.

Residual reagents
Where applicable, suitable tests are carried out (0 determine
residues of reagents used during inactivation and purification.
An acceptable value for each reagent is established for the
particular product and each batch of polysaccharide must be
shown to comply with this limit. Where validation studies
have demonstrated removal of residual reagents, the test on
polysaccharides may be omitted.

Water
Where applicable) the values are within the limits approved
for each serotype, determined by a suitable method.

Depending on the chemical composition of a pneumococcal
polysaccharide serotype, not all of the following tests may be
applicable. The values are within the limits approved.
Suitable limits for some pneumococcal polysaccharide
serorypes are given in the monograph Pneumococcal
polysacdlaride uaccine (0966).

Total nitrogen (2.5.9)

Phosphorus (2.5.18)

Uronlc acids (2.5.22)

Hexosamines (2.5.20)

Methylpentoses (2.5.21)

O-Acetyl groups (2.5.19)

MODIFIED PNEUMOCOCCAL POLYSACCHARIDES
Before conjugation, the polysaccharide can be depolymerised
by chemical or mechanical means followed by a
concentration step to obtain polysaccharides of a desired
molecular size range. Polysaccharides or depolymerised
polysaccharides are modified by an activation process.

Only modified polysaccharides that comply with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
conjugate.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
In the case of a size-reduced modified pneumococcal
polysaccharide, the molecular-size or molecular-mass
distribution is determined by size-exclusion chromatography
(2.2.3U) combined with an appropriate detection system.
An acceptable value is established for each modified
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pneumococcal polysaccharide. Each batch must be shown to
comply with this limit.

Degree of oxidation
Where applicable, the degree of oxidation is represented by
the .ratio of moles of saccharide repeat unit per mole of
aldehyde and determined by a suitable method. The values
are within the limits approved for each serotype.

CARRIER PROTEIN
The production and characteristics of the carrier proteins are
described in general chapter 5.2.11. Comer promns for the
produaion ofconjugated po/y'acdlaride vacdnes for human use.
Only a carrier protein that complies with the requirements of
this chapter may be used in the preparation of the conjugate.

MONOVALENT BULK COIV/UGATE
The conjugate is obtained by the covalent binding of
activated polysaccharides to the appropriate carrier protein.

The conjugate purification procedures are designed to
remove residual reagents used for conjugation. The removal
of residual reagents is confirmed by suitable tests or by
validation of the purification process.

Only,a bulk conjugate that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine. For each test, limits of acceptance are established
and each batch of conjugate must be shown to comply with
these limits.

Saccharide
The polysaccharide content is determined by a suitable
physical or chemical method or by an immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The value complies with the requirement
approved for each serotype.

Protein
The protein content is determined by a suitable physical or
chemical method (for example, 2.5.16). The value complies
with the requirement approved for each serotype.

Saccharide-to-protein ratio
Determine the saccharide-to-protein ratio by calculation.
The value complies with the requirement approved for each
serotype.

Free saccharide
Unbound polysaccharide is determined after removal of the
conjugate, for example by anion-exchange, slze-exclusion or
hydrophobic chromatography, ultrafiltration, or other
validated methods. A value consistent with adequate
inununogenicity as shown in clinical trials is established for
each serotype and each lot must be shown to comply with
this limit.

Free carrier protein
Determine the content by a suitable method, either directly
or by deriving the content by calculation from the results of
other tests. The value complies with the requirement
approved for each serotype.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30) combined with an
appropriate detection system. An acceptable value is
established for the bulk conjugate of each polysaccharide.
Each batch must be shown to comply with this limit.

Residual reagents
Where applicable, suitable tests are carried out to determine
residues of reagents used during inactivation and purification.
An acceptable value for each reagent is established for the
particular product and each batch of conjugate must be
shown to comply with this limit. Where validation studies
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**** ** ** ****
Inactivated Poliomyelitis Vaccine
(pouomyeh'tis Vaccine (Inactivated), Ph. Bur.
monograph 0214)

The label may state tIPV'.
PIlE" _

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.13)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 12.5 ill per single human dose, unless otherwise
justified and authorised.

ASSAY
Saccharide content
The polysaccharide content for each serotype is determined
by a suitable immunochemical method (for example,
nephelometry assay or enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
(EUSA». The vaccine contains not less than 70 per cent
and not more than 130 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label for each polysaccharide. The confidence
limits (P> 0.95) are not less than 80 per cent and not more
than J20 per cent of the estimated content.

LABELLING
The /abel staus:
- the pneumococcal serotype and carrier protein present in

each single human dose;
- the number of micrograms of each polysaccharide per

single human dose;
- the type and nominal amount of carrier protein per single

human dose;
- if applicable, the name and amount of adsorbent;
- if applicable, that the vaccine must be shaken before use:
- if applicable, that the vaccine must not be frozen.

DEFINITION
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inactivated) is a liquid preparation of
suitable strains of human poJiovirus types I J 2 and 3 grown
in suitable cell cultures and inactivated by a validated
method. It is a clear liquid that 'may be coloured owing to
the presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines of acceptable safety and immunogenlcity
in man.

Production of the vaccine is based on a virusseed-lot system.
Cell lines are used according to a cell-bank system.
H primal}', secondary or tertiary monkey kidney cells are
used, production complies with the requirements indicated
below.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the virus in the
final vaccine shall not have undergone more passages from
the master seed lot than was used to prepare the vaccine
shown in clinical studies to be satisfactory with respect to
safety and efficacy.

have demonstrated removal of residual reagents, the test on
conjugate polysaccharides may be omitted,

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complieswith the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium or me equivalent of 100 doses for each
medium, whichever is less.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 0.75 ru per microgram of polysaccharide.

ADSORBED MONOVALENT BULK COl'ifUGATE
An aluminium-containing adjuvant may be added to each of
the monovalent bulk conjugates prior to formulation of the
final bulk. Once the conjugates are adsorbed on a sterile
adjuvant, sterility is assured by aseptic processing.

Only an adsorbed monovalent bulk conjugate that complies
with the following requirements may be used in the
preparation of the final bulk vaccine.

Identification
Each adsorbed polysaccharide conjugate is identified by an
immunochemical method (2.7.1) or other suitable methods.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complieswith the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
or the equivalent of 100 doses for each medium, whichever is
less.

Saccharide
The polysaccharide content is determined by a suitable
physical or chemical method or by an immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The value complies with the requirement
approved for each serotype.

Free saccharide
Cennifuge the adsorbed monovalent bulk conjugate. In the
supernatant the unbound polysaccharide is determined after
removal of the conjugate, for example by anion-exchange,
size-exclusion or hydrophobic liquid chromatography,
ultrafiltration, or other validated methods. An acceptable
value consistent with adequate immunogenicity as shown in
clinical trials is established for each serotype and each lot
must be shown- to comply with this limit.

Degree of adsorption
The degree of adsorption of each polysaccharide conjugate is
assessed.

FlNALBULK VACCINE
A final bulk vaccine may be formulated from the individually
adsorbed monovalent bulk conjugates, or from the mixture of
the monovalent bulk conjugates that is adsorbed on an
aluminium-containing adjuvant.

Where a final bulk vaccine is formulated as a release
intermediate, it complies with the following requirements and
is within the limits approved for the particular product.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
or the equivalent of 100 doses for each medium, whichever is
less.
FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is within the limits approved for the
particular product and is satisfactory with respect to each of
the requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.

IDENTIFICATION
Each polysaccharide present in the vaccine is identified by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).
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SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in a human diploid cell line (5.2.3),
in a continuous cell line (5.2.3) or in primary, secondary or
tertiary monkey kidney cells.

Primary, secondary or tertiary monkey kidney cells
The following special requirements for me substrate for virus
propagation apply to primary, secondary or tertiary monkey
kidney cells.

Monkeys used in thefmParalion of kidneycell cullUres for
production and control of the vaccine The animals used are of
a species approved by me competent authority, in good
health and, unJess otherwise justified and authorised, have
not been previously employed for experimental purposes.
Kidney cells used for vaccine production and control are
derived from monitored, closed colonies of monkeys bred in
captivity, not from animals caught in the wild; a previously
approved seed lot prepared using virus passaged in cells from
wild monkeys may, subject to approval by the competent
authority, he used for vaccine production ifhistorical data on
safety justify this.

Monitored, dosedcdonies of monkeys The monkeys are kept
in groups in cages. Freedom from extraneous agents is
achieved by the use of animals maintained in closed colonies
that are subject to continuous and systematic veterinary and
laboratory monitoring for the presence of infectious agents.
The supplier of animals is certified by the competent
authority. Each monkey is tested serologically at regular
intervals during a quarantine period of not less than 6 weeks
imposed before entering the colony, and then during its stay
in the colony.

The monkeys used are shown to be tuberculin-negative and
free from antibodies to simian virus 40 (SV40) and simian
immunodeficiency virus. The blood sample used in testing
for SV40 antibodies must be taken as close as possible to the
time of removal of the kidneys. IfMacaro sp. monkeys are
used for production, the monkeys are also shown to be free
from antibodies to herpesvirus B (cercopithecine
herpesvirus 1) infection. Human herpesvirus 1 has been used
as an indicator for freedom from herpesvirus B antibodies on
account of the danger of handling herpesvirus B
(cercopithecine herpesvirus 1).

Monkeys from which kidneys are to be removed are
thoroughly examined, particularly for evidence of tuberculosis
and herpesvirus B (cercopithecine herpesvirus 1) infection.
If a monkey shows any pathological lesion relevant to the use
of its kidneys in the preparation of a seed lot or vaccine) it is
not to be used nor are any of the remaining monkeys of the
group concerned unless it is evident that their use will not
impair the safety of the product.

All the operations described In this section are conducted
outside the area where the vaccine is produced.

Monkey cellcullUres for vaaine production Kidneys that show
no pathological signs are used for preparing cell cultures.
Bach group of cell cultures derived from a single monkey
forms a separate production cell culture giving rise to a
separate single harvest.

The primary monkey kidney cell suspension complies with
the test for mycobacteria (2.6.2); disrupt the cells before
carrying out the test.

Ifsecondary or tertiary cells are used) it shall be
demonstrated by suitable validation tests that cell cultures
beyond the passage level used for production are free from
tumorigenicity.
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SEED LOTS
Each of the 3 strains of poliovirus used shall be identified by
historical records that include information on the origin of
the strain and its subsequent manipulation.

Only a working seed lot that complies with the following
requirements may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
Each working seed lot is identified as human poliovirus
types 1, 2 or 3 by virus neutralisation in cell cultures using
specific antibodies.

Vausconcenaadon
The virusconcentration of each working seed lot is
determined to define the quantity of virus to be used for
inoculation of production cell cultures.

Extraneous agents
The working seed lot complies with the requirements for
seed lots for virus vaccines (2.6.16). In addition) ifprimary,
secondary or tertiary monkey kidney cells have been used for
isolation of the strain) measures are taken to ensure that the
strain is not contaminated with simian viruses such as simian
immunodeficiency virus, simian virus 40, filoviruses and
herpesvirus B (cercopithecine herpesvirus I). A working seed
lot produced in primary, secondary or tertiary monkey kidney
cells complies with the requirements given below under Virus
propagation and harvest for single harvests produced in such
cells.

VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and cell cultures is done under
aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells or viruses
are being handled. Approved animal serum (but not human
serum) may be used in the cell culture media. Serum and
trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensions and media
are shown to be free from extraneous agents. The cell culture
media may contain a pH indicator such as phenol red and
approved antibiotics at the lowest effective concentration.
Not less than 500 mL of the cell cultures employed for
vaccine production is set aside as uninfected cell cultures
(control cells); where continuous cell lines in a fennenter are
used for production) 200 x 106 cells are set aside to prepare
control cells; where primary) secondary or tertiary monkey
kidney cells are used for production, a cell sample equivalent
to at least 500 mL of the cell suspension, at the
concentration employed for vaccine production, is taken to
prepare control cells.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the vaccine.
The tests for identification and bacterial and fungal
contamination may be carried out instead on the purified)
pooled monovalent harvest. After demonstration of
consistency of production at the stage of the single harvest,
the test for virus concentration may be carried out instead on
the purified, pooled m~novalentharvest.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture comply with a
test for identification (if a cell-bank system is used for
production) and with the requirements for extraneous agents
(2.6.16; where primary) secondary or tertiary monkey kidney
cells are used) the tests in cell cultures are carried out as
shown below under Test in rabbit kidney cell cultures and
Test in cercopithecus kidney cell cultures).

Tes, in rabbi, kidneycell cullUres Test a sample of at least
10 rnL of the pooled supernatant fluid from the control
cultures for the absence of herpesvirus B (cercopithecine
herpesvirus 1) and other viruses by inoculation onto rabbit
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kidney cell cultures..The dilution of supernatant in the
nutrient medium is not greater than 1/4 and the area of the
cell layer is at least 3 ern" per millilitre of inoculum. Set aside
one or more containers of each batch of cellswith the same
medium as non-inoculated control cells. Incubate the
cultures at 37°C and observe for at least 2 weeks. The test is
not valid if more than 20 per cent of the control cell cultures
are discarded for non-specific, accidental reasons.
Tim in cerccpimecus kidneycell cultures Test a sample of at
least 10 mL of the pooled supernatant fluid from the control
cultures for the absence of SV40 virus and other extraneous
agents by inoculation onto cell cultures prepared from the
kidneysof cercopithecusmonkeys, or other cells shown to be
at least as sensitive for SV40, by the method described under
Test in rabbit kidney cell cultures. The test is not valid if
more than 20 per cent of the control cell cultures are
discarded for non-specific, accidental reasons.

Identlfication
The:single harvest is identified as containing human
poliovirus types 1, 2 or 3 by virus neutralisation in cell
culruresusing specific antibodies.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of each single harvest is determined
by titration of infectious virus in cell cultures.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The single harvest complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1),
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
The single harvest complies with the test for mycoplasmas,
carried out using 10 mL. .

Test in rabbit kidney cell cultures
Where primary, secondary or tertiary monkey kidney cells are
used for production, test a sample of at least 10 mL of the
single harvest for the absence of herpesvirus B
(cercopithecine herpesvirus I) and other viruses by
inoculation onto rabbit kidney cell cultures as described
above for the control cells.

Test 10 cercopithecus kidney cell cultures
Where primary, secondary or tertiary monkey kidney cells are
used for production, test a sample of at least 10 mL of the
single harvest for me absence of SV40 virus and other
extraneous agents. Neutralise the sample by a high-titre
antiserum against the specific type of poliovirus. Test the
sample in primary cercopithecus kidney cell cultures or cells
that have been demonstrated to be at least as susceptible for
SV40. Incubate the cultures at 37 ·C and observe for
14 days. At the end of this period, make at least one
subculture of fluid in the same cell culture system and
observe both primary cultures and subcultures for an
additional 14 days.

PURIFICATION AND PURIFIED MONOVALENT
HARVEST)
Several single harvests of the same type may be pooled and
may be concentrated. The monovalent harvest or pooled
monovalent harvest is purified by validated methods.
ITcontinuous cell lines are used for production, the
purification process shall have been shown to reduce
consistently the content of substrate-cell DNA to not more
than 100 pg pet single human dose.

Only a purified monovalent harvest that complies with the
following requirements may be used for the preparation of
the inactivated monovalent harvest.
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Identification
The virus is identified by virus neutralisation in cell cultures
using specific antibodies or by determination of D-antigen.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration is determined by titration of
infectious virus.

Specific activity
The ratio of the virus concentration or the D-antigen
content, determined by a suitable immunochemical method
(2.7.1), to the total protein content (specific activity) of the
purified monovalent harvest is wilhin the limits approved for
the particular product.

INACTIVATION AND INACTIVATED MONOVALENT
HARVEST
Several purified monovalent harvests of the same type may
be mixed before inactivation. To avoid failures in inactivation
caused by the presence of virus aggregates, filtration is
carried out before and during inactivation; inactivation is
starred within a suitable period, preferably not more than
24 h and in any case not more than 72 h, of the prior
filtration. The virus suspension is inactivated by a validated
method that has been shown to inactivate poliovirus without
destruction of immunogenicity; during validation studies, an
inactivation curve with at least 4 points (for example, time
oh, 24 h. 48 hand 96 h) is established showing the decrease
in concentration of live virus with time. H formaldehyde is
used for inactivation, the presence of an excess of
formaldehyde at the end of the inactivation period is verified.
The inactivation kinetics tests mentioned below are carried
out on each batch to ensure consistency of the inactivation
process.

Only an inactivated monovalent harvest that complies with
the following requirements may be used in the preparation of
a trivalent pool of inactivated monovalent harvests or a final
bulk vaccine.

Test for effective Inactivation
After neutralisation of the formaldehyde with sodium bisulfite
(where applicable), verify the absence of tesiduallive
poliovirus by inoculation on suitable cell cultures of
2 samples of each inactivated monovalent harvest,
corresponding to at least 1500 human doses. Cells used for
the test must be of optimal sensitivity regarding residual
infectious poliovirus, for example kidney cells from certain
monkey species (MacacQ, Cercopithecus or Pilpio), or Hep-2
cells. H other cells are used, they must have been shown to
possess at least the same sensitivity as those specified above.
Take one sample not later than 3/4 of the way through the
inactivation period and the other at the end. Inoculate the
samples in cell cultures such that the dilution of vaccine in
the nutrient medium is not greater than 1/4 and the area of
the cell layer is at least 3 em" per millilitre of inoculum.
Set aside one or more containers with the same medium as
non-inoculated control cells. Observe the cell cultures for at
least 3 weeks. Make not fewer than 2 passages from each
container, one at the end of the observation period and the
other 1 week before; for the passages, use cell culture
supernatant' and inoculate as for the initial sample. Observe
the subcultures for at least 2 weeks. No sign of poliovirus
multiplication is present in the cell cultures. At the end of the
observation period, test the susceptibility of the cell culture
used by inoculation of live poliovirus of the same type as that
present in the inactivated monovalent harvest.

Inactivation kinetics
Kinetics of inactivation are established and approved by the
competent authority. Adequate data on inactivation kinetics
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are obtained and consistency of the inactivation process is
monitored.

SterlIlty (2.6.1)
The inactivated monovalent harvest complies with the test for
sterility, carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

D-antigen content
The content of D-antigen determined by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1) is within the limits
approved for the particular preparation.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared directly from the
inactivated monovalent harvests of human poliovirus types 1,
2 and 3 or from a trivalent pool of inactivated monovalent
harvests. A suitable stabiliser and a suitable antimicrobial
preservative may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

SterlIlty (2.6.1)
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than 85 per cent and not
greater than 115 per cent of the intended amount.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the rests for free formaldehyde
and antimicrobial preservative and the in vivo assay have
been performed with satisfactory results on the final bulk
vaccine, they may be omitted on the final lot.

The in tn'w assay may be omitted once it has been
demonstrated for a given product and for each poliovirus
type that the acceptance criteria for the D-antigen
determination are such that it yields the same result as the in
VlOO assay in terms of acceptance or rejection of a batch. This
demonstration must include testing of subpotent batches,
produced experimentally if necessary, for example by heat
treatment or other means of diminishing the immunogenic
activity. Where there is a significant change in the
manufacturing process of the antigens or their formulation,
any impact on the in vivo and in wiro assays must be
evaluated, and the need for revalidation considered.

Provided that the protein content has been determined on
the purified monovalent harvests or on the inactivated
monovalent harvests and mat it has been shown that the
content in the final lot will not exceed 10 J.lg per single
human dose, the test for protein content may be omitted on
the final lot.

Provided that the test for bovine serum albwnin has been
performed with satisfactory results on the trivalent pool of
inactivated monovalent harvests or on the final bulk vaccine,
it may be omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The vaccine is shown to contain human poliovirus types I, 2
and 3 by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1) such as
the determination of D-antigen by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (BUSA).

TESTS
Free formaldehyde (2.4.18)
Maximum 0.2 WL.
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Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The amount is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and is not greater than 115 per cent of
that stated on the label.

Protein content (2.5.33, Melhod 2)
Maximum I0 ~g per single human dose.

Bovine serum albumin
Maximum 50 ng per single human dose, determined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

SterlIlty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than 5 IU per single human dose.

ASSAY
D-an'tigen content
As a measure of consistency of production, determine the
D-antigen content for human poliovirus types I, 2 and 3 by
a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1) using a reference
preparation calibrated in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
D-antigen. For each type, the content, expressed with
reference to the amount of D-antigen stated on the label, is
within the limits approved for the particular product.
Poliomyelitis vaccine (inattwated) BRP is calibrated in
European Pharmacopoeia Units and intended for use in the
assay of D-antigen. The European Pharmacopoeia Unit and
the International Unit are equivalent.

In vivo test
The vaccine complies with the in vivoassay of poliomyelitis
vaccine (inactivated) (2.7.20).

LABELLING
The label ,tates:
- the types of poliovirus contained in the vaccine;
- the nominal amount of virus of each type (1, 2 and 3),

expressed in European Pharmacopoeia Units of
Dcanrigen, per single human dose;

- the cell substrate used to prepare the vaccine.
_~ "'E"

Poliomyelitis Vaccine, Live (Oral)
(Poliomyelitis Veuxine (OraO, Ph. Bur. monograph
0215)

The label may state 'OPV).
"'E" _

DEFINITION
Oral poliomyelitis vaccine is a preparation of approved strains
of live attenuated poliovirus type I, 2 or 3 grown in invitro
cultures of approved cells, containing either a single type, a
combination of type 1 and type 3 or a combination of the
3 types of Sabin strains, presented in a form suitable for oral
administration.

The vaccine is a clear liquid that may be coloured owing to
the presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
The vaccine strains and the production method shall have
been shown to consistently yield vaccines that are born
immunogenic and safe in man.
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The production of vaccine is based on a virus seed-Jot
system. Cell lines are used according to a cell-bank system.
IC primary monkey kidney cell cultures are used, production
complies wilh the requirements indicated below. Unless
otherwise justified and authorised, the virus in the final
vaccine shall not have undergone more than 2 passages from
the master seed lot.

REFERENCE STANDARDS
The International Standards for poliovirus type I (Sabin),
poliovirus type 2 (Sabin) for MAPREC (Mutant Analysis by
peR and Restriction Enzyme Cleavage) assays and poliovirus
type 3 (Sabin) synthetic DNA for MAPREC assays are
suitable for use in the tests for genetic markers and the
molecular tests for consistency of production.

Reference preparations of each poliovirus type at the Sabin
Original + 2 passage level, namely WHO (SO + 2)/1 for
type I virus, WHO (SO + 2)/II for type 2 virus and WHO
(SO + 2)/II1 for type 3 virus are available for comparison of
the in vivo neurovirulencewith that of homotypic vaccines.
Requests for the WHO reference preparations for in vivo
neurovirulence tests are to be directed to the World Health
Organization (WHO), Biologicals) Geneva, Switzerland.

A suitable reference preparation is to be included in each
test.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in human diploid cells (5.2.3), in
continuous cell lines (5.2.3) or in primary monkey kidney cell
cultures (including serially passaged cells from primary
monkey kidney cells).

PrImary monkey kidney. cell cultures
Thefollowing special requirements for the substrate for virus
propagation apply to primary monkeykit/ney cellcullUm.

Monkeys usedfor proparauon of primary monkeykit/neycell
cultures and for testing of virus If the vaccine is prepared in
primary monkey kidney cell cultures, animals of a species
approved by the competent authority) in good health, kept in
closed or intensively monitored colonies and not previously
employed for experimental purposes shall be used.

The monkeys shall be kept in well-constructed and
adequately ventilated animal rooms in cages spaced as far
apart as possible. Adequate precautions shall be taken to
prevent cross-infection between cages. Not more than
2 monkeys shall be housed per cage and cage-mates shall not
be interchanged. The monkeys shall be kept in the country of
manufacture of the vaccine in quarantine groups for a period
of not less than 6 weeks before use. A quarantine group is a
colony of selected, healthy monkeys kept in one room, with
separate feeding and cleaning facilities, and having no contact
with other monkeys during the quarantine period. If at any
time during the quarantine period the overall death rate of a
shipment consisting of one or more groups reaches
5 per cent (excluding deaths from accidents or where the 'I

cause was specifically determined not to be an infectious . J

disease), monkeys from that entire shipment shall continue in
quarantine from that time for a minimum of 6 weeks.
The groups shall be kept continuously in isolation, as in
quarantine, even after completion of the quarantine period,
until the monkeys are used. After the last monkey of a group
has been taken, the room that housed the group shall be
thoroughly cleaned and decontaminated before being used
for a fresh group. If kidneys from near-term monkeys are
used, the mother is quarantined for the term of pregnancy.

Monkeys from which kidneys are to be removed shall be
anaesthetised and thoroughly examined) particularly for
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evidence of tuberculosis and cercopithecid herpesvirus 1
(B virus) infection.

ITa monkey shows any pathological lesion relevant to the use
of its kidneys in the preparation of a seed lot or vaccine, it
shall not be used, nor shall any of the remaining monkeys of
the quarantine group concerned be used unless it is evident
that their use will not impair the safety of the product.

All the operations described in this section shall be
conducted outside the areas where the vaccine is produced.

The monkeys used shall be shown to be free from antibodies
to simian virus 40 (SV40), simian immunodeficiency virus
and spumaviruses. The blood sample used in testing for
SV40 antibodies must be taken as close as possible to the
time of removal of the kidneys. ITMacacaspp. are used for
production, the monkeys shall also be shown to be free from
antibodies to cercopithecid herpesvirus I (B virus). Human
herpesvirus has been used as an indicator for freedom from
B virus antibodies on account of the danger of handling
cercopithecid herpesvirus I (B virus). Monkeys used for the
production of new seed lots are shown to be free from
antibodies to simian cytomegalovirus (sCMV).

Primary monkeykit/my cell cullUm for vaccine production
Kidneys that show no pathological signs are used for
preparing cell cultures. If the monkeys are from a colony
maintained for vaccine production, serially passaged monkey
kidney cell cultures from primary monkey kidney cells may
be used for virus propagation, otherwise the monkey kidney
cells are not propagated in series. Virus for the preparation of
vaccine is grown by aseptic methods in such cultures.
If animal serum is used in the propagation of the cells, the
maintenance medium after virus inoculation shall contain no
added serum.

Each group of cell cultures derived from a single monkey or
from foetuses from no more than 10 near-term monkeys is
prepared and tested as an individual group.

VIRUS SEED LOTS
The strains of poliovirus used shall be identified by historical
records that include information on the origin and
subsequent manipulation of the strains.

Working seed lots are prepared by a single passage from a
master seed lot and at an approved passage level from the
original Sabin virus. Virus seed lots are prepared in large
quantities and stored at a: temperature below -60 "C.

Only a virus seed lot that complies with the following
requirements may be used for virus propagation.

Identificadon
Each working seed lot is identified as poliovirus of the given
type) using specific antibodies.

Virus concentration
Determined by the method described below, the virus
concentration is the basis for the quantity of virus used in the
neurovirulence test.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
If me working seed lot is produced in human diploid cells or
in a continuous cell line, it complies with the requirements
for seed lots for virus vaccines. If the working seed lot is
produced in primary monkey kidney cell cultures, it complies
with the requirements given below under Virus propagation
and harvest, and under Monovalent, bulk.

In addition to the requirements in chapter 2.6.16, for
vaccines produced in cell lines and when the seed lot was
produced in primary monkey kidney cell cultures, a validated
test for sCMV is performed.
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Working seed lots shall be free from detectable DNA
sequences from SV40.

Neurovirulence
Each master and workingseed lot'complieswith the test for
neurovirulence of poliomyelitis vaccine (oral) in transgenic
mice or monkeys. Suitable procedures for the tests in mice
(Neurouirulen« test of types 1, 2 or3 lWe poliomyelitis
vaccine (oral) in transgeni< micesusceptible 10poliovirus) and in
monkeys (Newwirulen« test of types 1, 2 or 3 lWe poIwmytliris
vaccine (oral) in monkeys) are available from the WHO.

In addition, at least the first 3 consecutive hatches of
monovalent bulk prepared from a new seed lot shall be
shown to comply with the test for neurovirulence of
poliomyelitis vaccine (oral) before the seed lot is deemed
suitable for use. Furthermore, the seed lots shall cease to be
used in vaccine production if the frequency of failure of the
monovalent bulks produced from it is greater than predicted
statistically. This statistical prediction is calculated after each
test on the basis of aU the monovalent bulks tested; it is equal
to the probability of false rejection on the occasion of a first
test (i.e. 1 per cent), the probability of false rejection on
retest being negligible.

Phenotypic or genotypic markers
Each virua.seed lot complies with the requirements of the
MAPRECassay. A validated MAPREC assay is carried out
for each master and working seed lot to establish a profile
(i.e. percentage of mutant content). A suitable procedure
(Mutant analysis by PeR and reSltictWn enzymeckavage
(MAPREC) for oralpoliovirus (Sabin) vaccine types 1, 2 or 3)
is available from the WHO. Pending validation of MAPREC
assays, each master and working seed lot is tested for its
replicating properties at temperatures ranging from 36°C to
40 ·C as described under Monovalent bulk.

llIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell banks and subsequent cell cultures
is done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other
cells are handled during the production. Suitable animal (but
not human) serum may be used in the culture media, but the
final medium for maintaining cell growth during virus
multiplication does not contain animal serum. Serum and
trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensions and media
are shown to be free from live extraneous agents. The cell
culture medium may contain a pH indicator such as phenol
red and suitable antibiotics at the lowest effective
concentration. It is preferable to have a substrate free from
antibiotics during production. On the day of inoculation with
the virus working seed lot, not less than 5 per cent or
1000 mL (whichever is lower) of the cell cultures employed
for vaccine production are set aside as uninfeeted cell
cultures (control cells). Special requirements, given below,
apply to control cells when the vaccine is produced in
primary monkey kidney cell cultures. The virus suspension is
harvested no later than 4 days after virus inoculation. After
inoculation of the production cell culture with the virus
working seed lot, inoculated cells are maintained at a fixed
temperature, shown to be suitable, within the range
33-35 "C; the temperature is maintained constant to
± 0.5 °C; control cell cultures are maintained at 33-35 °C
for the relevant incubation periods.

Only a single virus harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
monovalent bulk.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of virus harvests is determined as
prescribed under Assay to monitor consistency of production
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and to determine the dilution to be used for the final bulk
vaccine.

MoJecular tests for consistency of production
A validated MAPREC assay is performed on each virus
harvest unless otherwise authorised and justified.
The acceptance/rejection criteria for consistency of
production are determined for each manufacturer and for
each working seed. These criteria are periodically reviewed
and updated to the satisfaction of the competent authority.
An investigation of consistency occurs if a virus harvest gives
results that are inconsistent with previous production history.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture from which
the virus harvest is derived comply with a test for identity
and with the requirements for extraneous agents (2.6.16) or,
where primary monkey kidney cell cultures are used, as
shown below.

Primary monkey kidney cell culture.
Thefollowing special requirements apply10 viruspropagatio" and
haroest in primary monkeykidneycellcultures.
Cellcultures On the day of inoculation with the virus
working seed lot, each cell culture is examined for
degeneration caused by an infective agent. If, in this
examination, evidence is found of the presence in a cell
culture of any extraneous agent, the entire group of cultures
concerned shall be rejected.

On the day of inoculation with the virus working seed lot, a
sample of at least 30 mL of the pooled fluid removed from
the cell cultures of the kidneys of each single monkey or from
foetuses from not more than 10 near-term monkeys is
divided into 2 equal portions. 1 portion of the pooled fluid is
tested in monkey kidney cell cultures prepared from the same
species, but not the same animal, as that used for vaccine
production. The other portion of the pooled fluid is, where
necessary, tested in monkey kidney cell cultures from another
species so that tests on the pooled fluids are done in cell
cultures from at least 1 species known to be sensitive to
SV40. The pooled fluid is inoculated into bottles of these cell
cultures in such a way that the dilution of the pooled fluid in
the nutrient medium does not exceed 1 in 4. The area of the
cell sheet is at least 3 cm21mL of pooled fluid. At least
I bottle of each type of cell culture remains uninoculated to
serve as a control. If the monkey species used for vaccine
production is known to be sensitive to SV40, a test in a
2nd species is not required. Animal serum may be used in the
propagation of the cells, provided that it does not contain
SV40 antibody, but the maintenance medium after
inoculation of test material contains no added serum except
as described below.

The cultures are incubated at a temperature of 35-37 °C and
are observed for a total period of at least 4 weeks. During
this observation period and after not less than 2 weeks'
incubation, at least I subculture of fluid is made from each
of these cultures in the same cell culture system.
The subcultures are also observed for at least 2 weeks.

Serum may be added to the original culture at the time of
subculturing, provided that the serum does not contain SV40
antibody.

Fluorescent-antibody techniques may be useful for detecting
SV40 and other viruses in the cells.

A further sample of at least 10 mL of the pooled fluid is
tested for cercopithecid herpesvirus 1 (B virus) and other
viruses in rabbit kidney cell cultures. Serum used in the
nutrient medium of these cultures shall have been shown to
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be free from inhibitors of B virus. Human herpesvirus has
been used as an indicator for freedom from B virus inhibitors
on account of the danger of handling cercopithecid
herpesvirus 1 (B virus). The sample is inoculated into bottles
of these cell cultures in such a way that the dilution of the
pooled fluid in the nutrient mediwn does not exceed ] in 4.
The area of the cell sheet is at least 3 cm2/mL of pooled
fluid. AtleaSl 1 bottle of the cell cultures remains
uninocu1ated to serve as a control,
The cultures are incubated at a temperature of 35-37 °C and
observedfor at least 2 weeks.
A further sample of 10 mL of the pooled fluid removed from
the cell cultures on the day of inoculation with the seed lot
virus is tested for the presence of extraneous agents by
inoculation into human cell cultures sensitive to measles
virus.
The tests are not valid if more than 20 per cent of the
culture vessels have been discarded for non-specific
accidental reasons by the end ofthe respective test periods.

If, in these tests, evidence is found of the presence of an
extraneous agent, the single harvest from the whole group of
cell cultures concerned is rejected.

If me presence of cercopithecid herpesvirus 1 (B virus) is
demonstrated, the manufacture of oral poliomyelitis vaccine
shall be discontinued and the competent authority shall be
informed. Manufacturing shall not be resumed until a
thorough investigation has been completed and precautions
have been taken against any reappearance of the infection,
and chen only wich the approval of the competent authority.

If these tests are not done immediately, the samples of
pooled cell-culture fluid shall be kept at a temperature of
-60 °C or below, with the exception of the sample for the
test for B virus, which may be held at 4 °C, provided that the
test is done not more than 7 days after it has been taken.

Control cell cullUres On the day of inoculation with the virus
working seed lot, 25 per cent (but not more than 2.5 L) of
the cell suspension obtained from the kidneys of each single
monkey or from not more than 10 near-term monkeys is
taken to prepare uninoculated control cell cultures. These
control cell cultures are incubated in the same conditions as
the inoculated cultures for at least 2 weeks and are examined
during this period for evidence of cytopathic changes.
The tests are not valid if more than 20 per cent of the
control cell cultures have been discarded for non-specific,
accidental reasons. At the end of the observation period, the
control cell cultures are examined for degeneration caused by
an infectious agent. If this examination or any of the tests
required in this section shows evidence of the presence in a
control culture of any extraneous agent, the poliovirus grown
in the corresponding inoculated cultures from the same
group shall be rejected.

Tests for haemadsorbing virnses At the time of harvest or
within 4 days of inoculation of the production cultures with
the virus working seed lot, a sample of 4 per cent of the
control cell cultures is taken and tested for haemadsorbing
viruses. At the end of the observation period, the remaining
control cell cultures are similarly tested. The tests are carried
out as described in chapter 2.6.16.

Tests for other extraneous agents At the time of harvest, or
within 7 days of the day of inoculation of the production
cultures with the working seed lot, a sample of at least
20 mL of the pooled fluid from each group of control
cultures is taken and tested in 2 kinds of monkey kidney cell
culture, as described above.
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At the end of the observation period for the original control
cell cultures) similar samples of the pooled fluid are taken
and the tests referred to in this section in the 2 kinds of
monkey kidney cell culture and in the rabbit cell cultures are
repeated, as described above under CeU cultures.

If the presence of cercopithecid herpesvirus 1 (B virus) is
demonstrated, the production cell cultures shall not be used
and the measures conceming vaccine production described
above must be undertaken.

The fluids collected from the control cell cultures at the time
of virus harvest and at the end of the observation period may
be pooled before testing for extraneous agents. A sample of
2 per cent of the pooled fluid is tested in each of the cell
culture systems specified.

Single harvests
Tests for neutralised single harvests in primary monkeykidneycell
cultures A sample of at least 10 mL of each single harvest is
neutralised by a type-specific poliomyelitis antiserum
prepared in animals other than monkeys. In preparing
antisera for this purpose, the immunising antigens used shall
be prepared in non-simian cells.

Half of the neutralised suspension (corresponding to at least
5 mL of single harvest) is tested in monkey kidney cell
cultures prepared from the same species, but not the same
animal, as that used for vaccine production. The other half of
the neutralised suspension is tested, if necessary, in monkey
kidney cell cultures from another species so that the tests on
the neutralised suspension are done in cell cultures from at
least I species known to be sensitive to SV40.

The neutralised suspensions are inoculated into bottles of
these cell cultures in such a way that the dilution of the
suspension in the nutrient medium does not exceed 1 in 4.
The area of the cell sheet is at least 3 cm2/mL of neutralised
suspension. At least 1 bottle of each type of cell culture
remains uninoculated to serve as a control and is maintained
by nutrient medium containing the same concentration of the
specific antiserum used for neutralisation.

Animal serum may be used in the propagation of the cells)
provided that it does not contain SV40 aotibody, but the
maintenance medium, after the inoculation of the test
material, contains no added serum other than the poliovirus
neutralising antiserum, except as described below.

The cultures are incubated at a temperature of 35-37 °C and
observed for a total period of at least 4 weeks. During this
observation period and after not less than 2 weeks'
incubation, at least 1 subculture of fluid is made from each
of these cultures in the same cell-culture system.
The subcultures are also observed for at least 2 weeks.

Serum may be added to the original cultures at the time of
subculturing, provided that the serum does not contain SV40
aotibody.

Additional tests are made for extraneous agents on a further
sample of the neutralised single harvests by inoculation of
10 mL into human cell cultures sensitive to measles virus.
This test is also validated for the detection of sCMV.

Fluorescent-antibody techniques may be useful for detecting
SV40 and other viruses in the cells.

The tests are not valid if more than 20 per cent of the
culture vessels have been discarded for non-specific
accidental reasons by the end of the respective test periods.

If any cytopathic changes occur in any of the cultures, the
causes of these changes are investigated. If the Cytopathic
changes are shown to be due to unneutralised poliovirus, the
test is repeated. If there is evidence of the presence of SV40
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or other extraneous agents attributable to the single harvest,
that sjngle harvest is rejected.

MONOVALENT BULK
Monovalent bulks may be prepared by pooling a number of
satisfactory singleharvests of the same virus type.
Monovalent bulks from continuous cell lines may he purified.
Each monovalent bulk is filtered through a bacteria-retentive
filter.
Only a monovalent bulk that complies with the foUowing
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Identification
Each monovalent bulk is identified as poliovirus of the given
type, using specific antibodies.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration is determined by the method
described below and serves as the basis for calculating the
dilutions for preparation of the final bulk, for the quantity of
virus used in the neurovirulence test and to establish and
monitor production consistency.

Phenotypic or genotypic markers
A validated MAPREC assay is carried out for Sabin
poliovirus types 1, 2 or 3 using the procedure as described
under ViruS seed lots. In this analysis, the amount of
mutation at positions 480 and 525 of the genome (480-
A; 525-C) for type 1, position 481 of the genome (481-G)
for type 2, and position 472 of the genome (472-C) for
type 3 is estimated and expressed as a ratio relative to the
International Standard for MAPREC analysis of each related
poliovirus type (Sabin). I).s the MAPREC assay for type 3
poliovirus (Sabin) is highly predictive of in vivo
neurovirulence, a poliovirus type 3 monovalent bulk found to
have a level of mutation greater than 1.0 per ceot fails the
assay.
For the monovalent bulk of poliovirus types I or 2, the limits
for the level of mutation are approved by the competent
authority.

Acceptance/rejection criteria for assessmentof consistency of
production are determined for each manufacturer and for
each working seed lot by agreement with the competent
authority. These criteria are updated as each Dewbulk is
prepared and analysed. An investigation of consistency occurs
if a monovalent bulk gives results that are inconsistent with
previous production history.

If a filtered monovalenr bulk of poliovirus (Sabin) fails the
MAPREC assay then this triggers an investigation of the
consistency of the manufacturing process. In the case of a
new working seed lot, this investigation also includes a
consideration of the suitability of this seed lot.

Monovalent bulks passing the MAPREC assay are
subsequently tested for in mw neurovirolence.

Pending validation of MAPREC assays, monovalent bulks
are tested for the virus property of reproducing at
temperatures of 36°C and 40 DC. A ratio of the replication
capacities of the virus in me monovalent bulk is obtained
over a temperature range between 36°C and 40 °C in
comparison with the seed lot or a reference preparation for
the marker teats and with appropriate rctI4o- and
rctI40+ strains of poliovirus of the same type. The incubation
temperatures used in this test are controUed to within
± 0.1 DC. The monovalent bulk passes the test if, for both
the virus in the harvest and the appropriate reference
material, the titre determined at 36 DC is at least 5.0 (oglo
greater than that determined at 40 "C. If growth at 40 "C is
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so low that a valid comparison cannot be established, a
temperature in the region of 39.0-39.5 DC is used, at which
temperature the reduction in titre of the reference material
must be in the range 3.0-5.0 loglo of its value at 36 DC; the
acceptable minimwn reduction is determined for each virus
strain at a given temperature. H the titres obtained for 1 or
more of the reference viruses are not concordant with the
expected values) the test must be repeated.

Neurovirulence
Each monovalent bulk complies with the test as described
under Virus seed lots.

Primary monkey kidney cell cultures
Thejol/qwjng spedalrequiremenlS apply co monoualent pooled
haroeslS derived from primary monkeykidneyctIl cultures.
RetroViruses The monovalent pooled harvest is examined
using a reverse transcriptase assay. No indication of the
presence of retroviruses is found.

Test in rabbits A sample of the monovalent pooled harvest is
tested for cercopithecid herpesvirus I (B virus) and other
viruses by injection of not less than 100 mL into not fewer
than 10 healthy rabbits each weighing 1.5-2.5 kg. Each rabbit
receives not less than 10 mL and not more than 20 ml., of
which 1 mL is given intradennally at multiple sites since the
maximum volume to be given intradennally at each site is
0.1 ml., and the remainder subcutaneously. The rabbits are
observed for at least 3 weeks for death or signs of illness.

AU rabbits that die after the first 24 h of the test and those
showing signs of illness are examined by autopsy) and the
brain and organs removed for detailed examination to
establish the cause of death.

The test is not valid if more than 20 per cent of the
inoculated rabbits show signs of intercurrent infection during
the observation period. The monovalent pooled harvest
passes the test if none of the rabbits shows evidence of
infection with B virusor with other extraneous agents or
lesions of any kind attributable to the bulk suspension.

If the presence of B virus is demonstrated) the measures
concerning vaccine production described above under Cell
cultures are taken.

Test in guinea-pigs. If ,hepn'mary monkeykidneyctIl cultures are
no' den"ved from monkeyr kep, in a dosedcolony, the monovalent
pooled haroest shallbe shown CO comply with 'he jollovJing tes,
Administer to each of not fewer than 5 guinea-pigs, each
weighing 350-450 g, 0.1 mL of the monovalent pooled
harvest by intracerebral injection (0.05 mL in each cerebral
hemisphere) and 0.5 mL by intraperitoneal injection.
Measure the rectal temperature of each animal on each
working day for 6 weeks. At the end of me observation
period carry out autopsy on each animal.

In addition) administer to not fewer than 5 guinea-pigs
0.5 mL by intraperitoneal injection and observe as described
above for 2-3 weeks. At the end of the observation period)
carry out a passage from these animals to not fewer than
5 guinea-pigs using blood and a suspension of liver or spleen
tissue. Measure the rectal temperature of the latter guinea
pigs for 2-3 weeks. Examine by autopsy aU animals that, after
the first day of the test, die or are euthanised because they
show disease) or show on 3 consecutive days a body
temperature higher than 40.1 DC; carry out histological
examination to detect infection with filoviruscs; in addition,
inject a suspension of liver or spleen tissue or of blood
intraperitoneally into not fewer than 3 guinea-pigs. If any
signs of infection with filoviruses are noted, confirmatory
serological tests are carried out on the blood of the affected
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animals. The monovalent pooled harvest complies with the
test ifnot fewer than 80 per cent of the guinea-pigs survive
to me end of the observationperiod and remain in good
health, and no animal shows signs of infectionwith
filoviruses.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared from one or more
satisfactory monovalent bulks and may contain more than
one virus type. Suitable flavouring substances and stabilisers
may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with the following requirement
for thermal stability and is satisfactory wilh respect to each of
the requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be releasedfor use.

Thermal stability
Maintain not fewer man 3 containers of the final lot at
37 ± 1 °C for 48 h. Determine the total virus concentration
as described under Assay in parallel for the heated vaccine
and for vaccine maintained at the temperature recommended
for storage. The total virus concentration of the heated
vaccine is not more than 0.5 loglo lower than that of the
unheated vaccine.

IDENTIFICATION
The vaccine is shown to contain poliovirus of each type
stated on the label, using specific antibodies.

TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contamination
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1).

ASSAY
Titrate the vaccine for infectious virus, using not fewer than
3 separate containers of vaccine, following the method
described below. Titrate 1 container of an appropriate virus
reference preparation in triplicate to validate each assay.
The virus concentration of the reference preparation is
monitored using a control chart and a titre is established on a
historical basis by each laboratory. If the vaccine contains
more than one poliovirus type, titrate each type separately,
using an appropriate type-specific antiserum (or preferably a
monoclonal antibody) to neutralise each of the other types
present.

Calculate die individual virusconcentration for each
container of vaccine and for each replicate of the reference
preparation as well as the corresponding combined virus
concentrations, using the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3).

For a trivalent vaccine, the combined estimated virus titres
per single human dose must be:
- not less than 6.0 logw infectious virus units (CCID,o) for

type 1;
- not less than 5.0 log,o infectious virusunits (CCID,o) for

type 2; and
- not less than 5.5 log,o infectious virus units (CCID,o) for

type 3.

For a monovalent or divalent vaccine, the minimum virus
tines are decided by the competent authority.

Melhod Inoculate a suitable number of wells in a microtitre
plate with a suitable volume of each of the selected dilutions
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of virus followed by a suitable volume of a cell suspension of
the Hep-2 (Cincinnati) line. Examine the cultures
between days 7 and 9.

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the 3
replicates combined is greater than ± 0.3 loglo CCIDso;

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 logw CCID,. from the established
value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P= 0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 loglo CCID50; data obtained from valid assays
only are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virus concentration of the
sample. The confidence interval (P= 0.95) of the combined
virus concentration is not greater than ± 0.3 loglo CCID50 •

Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used; this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING
The label ,tares:
- the types of poliovirus contained in the vaccine;
- the minimum amount of virus of each type contained in a

single human dose;
- the cell substrate used for the preparation of the vaccine.
___________________ PhEIl

Rabies Vaccine
(Rabies Va«ine for Human Use Prepared in Cell
CullUres, Ph. Bur. monograph 0216)

The label may state 'Reb'.
PhEIl _

DEFINITION
Rabies vaccine for human use prepared in cell cultures is a
freeze-dried preparation of a suitable strain of fixed rabies
virusgrown in cell cultures and inactivated by a validated
method.

The vaccine is reconstituted immediately before use as stated
on the label to give a clear or opalescent liquid that may he
coloured owing to the presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production of the vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot
system and, if a cell line is used for virus propagation, a cell
bank system. The production method shall have been shown
to yield consistently vaccines that comply with the
requirements for immunogenicity, safety and stability. Unless
otherwise justified and authorised, the virus in the final
vaccine must not have undergone more passages from the
master seed lot than were used to prepare the vaccine shown
in clinical studies to be satisfactory with respect to safety and
efficacy; even with authorised exceptions, the number of
passages beyond the level used for clinical studies must not
exceed 5.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in a human diploid cell line, or in a .
continuous cell line (5.2.3) approved by the competent
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authority, or in cultures of chick-embryo cells derived from a
/lock free from specified pathogens (5.2.2).

SEED LOTS
The strain of rabies virus used shall be identified by historical
records that include information on the origin of the strain
and its subsequent manipulation.

Working seed lots are prepared by not more than 5 passages
from the master seed lot.

Only a working seed lot that complies with the following tests
may be used for virus propagation.

Idendfication
Each working seed lot is identified as rabies virus using
specific antibodies.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of each working seed lot is
determined by a cell-culture method using
immunofluorescence, to ensure consistencyof production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The working seed lot complies with the requirements for
virus seed lots. If the virus has beenpassaged in mouse brain,
specific tests for murine viruses are carried out.

VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are handled. Approved animal (but not human) serum may
be used in the media, hut the final medium for maintaining
cell growth during virus multipJication does not contain
animal serum; the media may contain human albwnin.
Serum and trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensions
and media are shown to be free from extraneous agents.
The cell culture media may contain a pH indicator such as
phenol red and approved antibiotics at the lowest effective
concentration. Not less than 500 mL of the cell cultures
employed for vaccine production are set aside 8S uninfeeted
cell cultures (control cells). The virus suspension is harvested
on one or more occasionsduring incubation. Successive
harvests from the same production cell culture may he
pooled and considered as a single harvest,
Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
inactivated viral harvest.

Identi/lcation
The single harvest contains virus that is identified as rabies
virus using specific antibodies.

Virus concentration
Titrate for infective virus in cell cultures; the titre is used to
monitor consistency of production.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture from which
the single harvest is derived comply with a test for
identification and J.ith the requirements for extraneous
agents (2.6.16).

PURIFICATION AND lNACl'IVATION
The virus harvest may be concentrated and/or purified by
suitable methods; the virus harvest is inactivated by a
validated method at a fixed, well-defined stage of the process,
which may be before, during or after any concentration or
purification.

In order to ensure that the virus inactivation process is
effective, conditions that could lead to virus aggregation
should be avoided at process steps preceding virus
inactivation. Any aggregates present in the preparation to be
inactivated must be removed immediately before the
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inactivation process, for example by a suitable filtration
method. It shall have been demonstrated in process
validation studies that the inactivation process is consistently
effective in inactivating rabies virus in such a way that it
assures consistent protective immunogenic activity.

The demonstration of consistency must be based on the
following:
- the inactivation kinetics are shown to be consistent using

at least 5 consecutive batches. Samples of virus, collected
at appropriate times, are inoculated into a sensitive
substrate to establish the inactivation curve. If necessary,
the agent used for inactivation is neutralised prior to
inoculation;

- the time needed to achieve complete inactivation is
determined in order to define the required inactivation
time. The test for residual infectious virus is used for this
purpose. The total inactivation time used in routine
production must be at least twice the time needed for
complete virus inactivation.

If betapropiolactone is used, the concentration shall at no
time exceed 1:3500 VIV.
Only an inactivated viral suspension that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine.

Residual infectious virus
Carry out an amplification test for residual infectious rabies
virus immediately after inactivation or using a sample frozen
immediately after inactivation and stored at -70 "C.
Inoculate a quantity of inactivated viral suspension equivalent
to not less than 25 mL of bulk vaccine corresponding to at
least 25 human doses of vaccine into cell cultures of the
same type as those used for production of the vaccine or of
another approved cell type. Cells used for the test must be of
optimal sensitivity regarding residual infectious rabies virus,
for example, Vero, BHK-21 or neuroblastoma cells that are
known to be higWy sensitive to rabies virus may be used.
If other cells are used, they must have heen shown to possess
at least the same sensitivity as those specified. A passage may
be made after 7 days. Maintain the cultures for a total of
21 days and then examine the cell cultures for rabies virus
using an immunofluorescence test or another suitable method
of comparable sensitivity. The inactivated virus harvest
complies with the test if no replicating infectious rabies virus
is detected.

Residual host-cell DNA
If a continuous cell line is used for virus propagation, the
content of residual host-cell DNA, determined using a
suitable method, is not greater than lOng per single human
dose.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared from one or more
inactivated viral.suspensions, An approved stabiliser may be
added to maintain the activity of the product during and
after freeze-drying.

Only. final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lor.

Glycoprotein content
Determine the glycoprotein content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1), for example, single-radial
immunodiffusion, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay or an
antibody-binding test. The content is within the limits
approved for the particular product.
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Sterility (2.6.1)
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile
containers and freeze-dried to a moisture content shown (0

he favourable to the stability of the vaccine. The containers
are then closed so as to avoid contamination and the
introduction of moisture.

Only a final lot mat complies with each of the requirements
given below under Identification, Tests and Assay may be
released for use. Provided that the test for bovine serum
albumin has been carried om with satisfactory results on the
final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The vaccine is shown to contain rabies virus antigen by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1) using specific
antibodies, preferably monoclonal; alternatively, the assay
serves also to identify the vaccine.

TESTS
Glycoprotein content
Determine the glycoprotein content by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1), for example, single-radial
immunodiffusion, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay or an
antibody-binding test. The content is within the limits
approved for the particular product.

Bovine serum albumin
Maximum 50 ng per single human dose, determined by a
suitable inununochemical method (2.7.1).

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 25 m per single human dose.

Pyrogen. (2.6. 8)
The test for pyrogens is performed only in cases of evidence
of the presence of non-endotoxin pyrogenic substances.
It complies with the test. Unless otherwise justified and
authorised, inject into each rabbit 1 mL of a single human
dose of the vaccine diluted to ] O~]00 times its volume.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

ASSAY
The potency of rabies vaccine is determined by comparing
the dose necessary to protect mice against the effects of a
lethal dose of rabies virus, administered intra cerebrally, with
the quantity of a reference preparation of rabies vaccine
necessary to provide the same protection. For this
comparison a reference preparation of rabies vaccine,
calibrated in International Units, and a suitable preparation
of rabies virus for use as the challenge preparation are
necessary. Alternatively, in the interest of animal welfare, a
validated serology potency assay or an immunochemical assay
(2.7.1) for a native glycoprotein content is recommended.
The alternative method is validated against a challenge assay
and approved for a given product by the competent
authority.

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
quantity of the International Standard. The equivalence in
International Units of the International Standard is stated by
the World Health Organization.

The challenge test described below uses a parallel-line model
with at least 3 points for the vaccine to be examined and the
reference preparation. Once the analyst has experience with
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the method for a given vaccine, it is possible to carry out a
simplified test using a single dilution of the vaccine to be
examined and of the reference preparation. Such a test
enables the analyst to determine that the vaccine has a
potency significantly higher than the required minimum, but
does not give full infonnation on the validity of each
individual potency determination. The use of a single dilution
allows a considerable reduction in the number of animals
required for the test and must be considered by each
laboratory in accordance with the provisions of the European
Convention for the Protection of Vertebrate Animals Used
for Experimental and Other Scientific Purposes.

Seluu'on and distribution of the test animals Use healthy
female mice, about 4 weeks old, each weighing 1]-15 g, and
from the same stock. Distribute the mice into 6 groups of a
size suitable- to meet the requirements for validity of the test
and, for titration of the challenge suspension, 4 groups of 5.

Preparation of the chaUenge suspension Inoculate mice
intracerebraUy with the Challenge Virus Standard (CVS)
strain of rabies virus and when the mice show signs of rabies,
but before they die, euthanise them, then remove the brains
and prepare a homogenate of the brain tissue in a suitable
diluent. Separate gross particulate maner by centrifugation
and use the supernatant as the challenge suspension.
Distribute the suspension in small volumes in ampoules, seal
and store at a temperature below -60 "C. Thaw 1 ampoule
of the suspension and make serialdilutions in a suitable
diluent. Allocate each dilution to a group of 5 mice and
inject intracerebraJly into each mouse 0.03 mL of the dilution
allocated to its group. Observe the mice for 14 days.
Calculate the lD50 of the undiluted suspension using the
number in each group that, between the Slh and 141h days,
die or develop signs of rabies.

Determmadon ofpotency ofthe vaccine Prepare 3 fivefold
serial dilutions of the vaccine to be examined and 3 fivefold
serial dilutions of the reference preparation. Prepare the
dilutions such that the most concentrated suspensions may
be expected to protect more than 50 per cent of the animals
to which they are administered and the least concentrated
suspensions may be expected to protect less than 50 per cent
of the animals to which they are administered. Allocate the
6 dilutions, 1 to each of the 6 groups of mice, and inject by
the intraperitoneal route into each mouse 0.5 mL of the
dilution allocated to its group. After 7 days, prepare
3 identical dilutions of the vaccine to be examined and of the
reference preparation and repeat the injections. Seven days
after the second injection, prepare a suspension of the
challenge virussuch that, on the basis of the preliminary
titration, 0.03 mL contains about 50 LDlJo. Inject
intracerebrally into each vaccinated mouse 0.03 mL of this
suspension. Prepare 3 suitable serial dilutions of the
challenge suspension. Allocate the challenge suspension and
the 3 dilutions, ] to each of the 4 groups of 5 control mice,
and inject inrracerebrally into each mouse 0.03 mL of the
suspension or dilution allocated to its group. Observe the
animals in each group for 14 days and record the number in
each group that die or show signs of rabies in the period
5-14 days after chaUenge.

The test is not valid unless:
- for both the vaccine to be examined and the reference

preparation the 50 per cent protective dose lies between
the largest and smallest doses given to the mice;

----, the titration of the challenge suspension shows that
0.03 mL of the suspension contained not less than ]0
LD50;
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- the statistical analysis shows a significant slope and no
significant deviations from linearity or parallelism of the
dose-response curves;

- the confidencelimits (P =0.95) are not less than
25 per cent and not more than 400 per cent of the
estimated potency.

The vaccine complies with the test if me estimated potency is
not less than 2.5 ill per human dose.

Application of alternative end-poinu Once a laboratory has
established the above assayfor routine use) me lethal
end-point is replaced by an observation of clinical signs and
application of an end-point earlier than death to reduce
animal suffering. The following is given as an example.
The progressof rabies infection in mice following
intracerebral injection can be represented by 5 stages defined
by typical clinical signs:
Stage I: ruflled fur, hunched back;
Stage 2: slow movements, loss of alertness (circular
movements may also occur);

Stage 3: shaky movements, trembling, convulsions;

Stage 4: signs of paresis or paralysis;

Stage 5: moribund state.

Mice are observed at least twice daily from day 4 after
chalienge.'::::'Glinical signs are recorded using a chart such as
that shown in Table 0216.-1. Experience has shown that
using stage 3 as an end-point yields assay results equivalent
to those found when a lethal end-point is used. This must be
verified by each laboratory by scoring a suitable number of
assays using both the clinical signs and the lethal end-point.

Table 0216.-1. - Example of a chalf used to 1U0rd clinical ,igns
in therabies vaccine potencyus:

Days after challenge

CUnlcal algns 4 S • 7 8 • 10 II

Ruffled fur
Hunched back

Slow movements
Loss of alertness
Circular movements

Shaky movements
Trembling
Convulsions

Paresis
Paralysis

e

Monbund state

LABELLING
The label states the biological origin of the cells used for the
preparation of the vaccine.
___________________ ""E/I
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Rotavirus Vaccine (Live, Oral)
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2417)

The label may state 'Rotavirus (live, oral)'.
""E/I _

DEFINlTION
Rotavirus vaccine (live, oral) is a preparation of one or more
suitable virus serotypes, grown in an approved cell substrate
and presented in a form suitable for oral administration.

The vaccine is a clear liquid or it may be a freeze-dried
preparation to be reconstituted immediately before use, as
stated on the label, to givea slightly turbid liquid.
The vaccine ready for administration may be coloured owing
to the presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The vaccine strains and the production method shall have
been shown to yield consistently vaccines comparable with
the vaccine of proven clinical efficacy and safety in man.
The vaccine is formulated so as to avoid inactivation by
gastric fluids. Where the vaccine is freeze-dried, the antacid
capacity of the solvent and its stability are established.

The production of vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot system
and a cell-bank system. Unless otherwise justified and
authorised, the virus in the final vaccine shall have undergone
no more passages from the master seed lor than were used to
prepare the vaccine shown in clinical studies to be
satisfactory with respect to safety and efficacy.

If purification steps are present, the reduction of selected
process-related impurities and residuals such as residual host
cell proteins, residual cellular DNA, endotoxins, bovine
serum, trypsin, and antibiotics is monitored to establish
consistency of the purification process.

REFERENCE PREPARATION
A suitabJe reference preparation that is representative of
batches of vaccine shown to be effective in clinical trials is
established for use in tests to determine virus concentration.
The differences in the composition and characteristics of
rotavirus vaccines mean that there will be a specific reference
preparation for each one.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in a suitablecell line (5.2.3).

VIRUS SEED LOTS
The strain(s) of rotavirus used shall be identifiedby historical
records that include information on the origin of each strain
and its subsequent manipulation including the method of
attenuation, whether the strains have been biologically cloned
prior to generation of the master seed lot, genetic sequence
information, the phenotypic and genotypic stability of the
master and working seed lots when passaged up to the single
harvest level, and the passage level at which attenuation for
humans was demonstrated by clinical trials. Virus seed lots
are stored at temperatures below -20°C if freeze-dried, or
below-60 'C ifnot freeze-dried.
Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
The master and working seed lots are shown to be of the
required rotavirus type by an immunological assay using
specific antibodies or by a molecular identity test such as
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis of RNA, RNAIRNA
hybridisation, or restriction-enzyme mapping of genetic
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sequences of polymerase chain reaction (peR)-amplified
VP7 gene segments.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of the master and working seed lots
is determined to monitor consistency of production. Direct
cell-culture based methods and nucleic acid amplification
techniques (NAn (2.6.21) such as PCR quantification of
virus replication in cell culture may be used.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
Each working seed lot complies with the requirements for
virus seed 1mB.

VIRUS PROPAGATION, SINGLE HARVEST,
MONOVALENT POOLED HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are being handled. Suitable animal (but not human) serum
may be used in the culture media, but the final medium for
maintaining cell growth during virus multiplication does not
contain animal serum. Serum and trypsin used in the
preparation of cell suspensions and culture media are shown
to be free from extraneous agents. The cell culture medium
may contain a pH indicator such as phenol red and suitable
antibiotics at the lowest effective concentration. It is
preferable to have a substrate free from antibiotics during
production.

STORED VIRUS INTERMEDIATE CULTURE
Where a stored virus intermediate culture, prepared from the
working seed 10tJ is used for inoculation, on the day of
inoculation not less than 5 per cent or 500 mL of the cell
cultures employed, whichever is greater, are set aside as
uninfected cell cultures (control cells). Stored virna
intermediate cultures are harvested at a time appropriate to
the strain ofvirus and stored at temperatures below - 60°C.

Only a stored virus intermediate culture that complies with
the following requirements may be used for virus
propagation.

Identification
Each stored virus intermediate culture is identified by
rotavirus type by an immunological assay using specific
antibodies or by a molecular identity test such as NAT
(2.6.21).

Bacterial and fungal contamlnadon
Each stored virus intermediate culture complies with the test
for sterility (2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each
medium.

Virus concentradon
The virus concentration of each stored virus intermediate
culture is determined as prescribed under Assay to monitor
consistency of production. Both direct cell-culture based
methods and NAT (2.6.21) such as PCR quantification of
virus replication in cell culture may be used.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
Each stored virus intermediate culture complies with the tests
for extraneous agents.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture from which
each stored virus intermediate culture is derived comply with
a test for identity and with the requirements for extraneous
agents (2.6.16).

VIRUS PROPAGATION AND SINGLE HARVEST
On the day of inoculation with the virus working seed lot or
stored virus intermediate culture, cell cultures employed for
vaccine production are set aside as uninfected cell cultures
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(control cells). Ifbioreactor technology is used, the size and
handling of the cell sample to be examined is approved by
the competent authority. The virus suspensions are harvested
at a time appropriate to the strain of virus being used.

Only a single virus harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used for further processing.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Each single virus harvest complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Control cells
The control ceUsof lite production cell culture from which
each single harvest is derived comply with a test for identity
and with the requirements for extraneous agents (2.6.16).

MONOVALENT POOLED HARVEST
Monovalent pooled harvests are prepared by pooling a
nwnber of single harvests of the same virus type. IT no
monovalent pooled harvest is prepared, the tests below are
carried out on each single harvest.

Only a single harvest or a monovalent pooled harvest that
complies with the following requirements may be used in the
preparation of the purified monovalent harvest.

Identification
Each single harvest or monovalent pooled harvest is
identified by rotavirus type by an immunological assay using
specific antibodies or by a molecular identity test such as
NAT (2.6.21).

Bacterial and fungal contamlnadon
Each single harvest or monovalent pooled harvest complies
with the test for sterility (2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for
each medium.

Virus concentration
The virus concentration of each single harvest or monovalent
pooled harvest is determined as prescribed under Assay to
monitor consistency of production. Both direct cell-culture
based methods and NAT (2.6.21) such as PCR
quantification of virus replication in cell culture may be used.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
Each single harvest or monovalent pooled harvest complies
with the tests for extraneous agents.

PURIFIED MONOVALENT HARVEST
The purified monovalent harvest is prepared from a single
harvest or a pooled monovalent harvest. The single harvest or
pooled monovalent harvest is clarified to remove cell debris
and may be further putified.

Only a purified monovalent harvest that complies wirh me
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The purified monovalent harvest complies with the test for
sterility (2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Virus concentradon
The virusconcentration of the purified monovalent harvest is
determined as prescribed under Assay to monitor consistency
of production. Both direct cell-culture based methods and
NAT (2.6.21) such as PCR quantification ofvirna replication
in cell culture may be used.

Residual cellular DNA
Maximum I00 ~g of cellular DNA per human dose for
viruses grown in continuous cells lines.
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FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared from one or more
satisfactory purified monovalent harvests and may contain
more than one virus type. Suitable stabilisers may be added.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamlnadon
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile
containers and may be freeze-dried to a moisture content
shown to be favourable to the stability of me vaccine.
The containers are then closed so as to avoid contamination
and the introduction of moisture.

An approved minimum virus concentration for release of the
product is established for each virus type to ensure) in light
of stability data, that the minimum concentration stated on
the label will be present at the end of the period of validity.

For freeze-dried vaccines, tests for identity, pH, volume,
sterility and content of key components are carried out on
the solvent.

Only a final Iot that complies with the following requirement
for thermalstability and is satisfactory with respect to each of
me requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.

Thermal stability
Maintain not fewer than 3 containers of the final lot at an
elevated temperature for a defined time period, using
conditions found suitable for me particular product as
approved by the competent authority. Determine the virus
concentration as described under Assay in parallel for the
heated vaccine and for vaccine maintained at the temperature
recommended for storage. The virus concentration of the
containers that have been heated does not decrease by more
than an approved amount during the period of exposure.
For a multivalent vaccine, if there is no significant difference
in the virus loss between serotypes, the loss may be
determined from total virus concentration.

IDENTIFICATION
The vaccine is shown to contain rotavirus of each type stated
on the label by an immunological assay using specific
antibodies or by a molecular identity test. IfPCR is used for
the assay, this may serve as the identity test.

TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contamlnadon
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1).

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3.0 per cent for each final lot of freeze-dried
vaccine.

ASSAY
The assay of rotavirus vaccine is carried out by inoculation of
suitable cell cultures with dilutions of the vaccine and
evaluation of the rotavirus concentration, either by
visualisation of infected areas of a cell monolayer or by
comparison of the capacity of the vaccine to produce viral
RNA following infection of cells with the corresponding
capacity of an approved reference preparation.

For the assaybased on visualisation of infured areas of a cell
monolayer Titrate the vaccine for infective virus using at
least 3 separate containers. Titrate the contents of
1 container of an appropriate virus reference preparation in
triplicate to validate each assay. If the vaccine contains more
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than 1 rotavirus type, titrate each type separately using a
method of suitable specificity. The virus concentration of the
reference preparation is monitored using a control chart and
a titre is established on a historical basis by each laboratory.

Calculate the individual virus concentration for each
container of vaccine and for each replicate of the reference
preparation as well as the corresponding combined virus
concentrations, using the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3).

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the 3
replicates combined is greater than ± 0.3 10gi0 CCID50
(or an equivalent value expressed with a unit suitable for
the method used for the assay);

- the virusconcentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 loglo CCID50 (or an equivalent value
expressed with a unit suitable for the method used for me
assay) from the established value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P;;;;; 0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 loglo CCID50 (or an equivalent value expressed
with a unit suitable for the method used for the assay); data
generated from valid assays only are combined by the usual
statistical methods (for example, 5.3) to calculate the virus
concentration of the sample. The confidence interval
(P = 0.95) of the combined virus concentration is not greater
than ± 0.3 loglo CCID50 (or an equivalent value expressed
with a unit suitable for the method used for the assay).

Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used; this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

For the assqybased on comparison of the capacily of the vac<ine
'" produce viral RNA Following infection of cells with the
corresponding capacity of an approved reference preparation,
a suitable number of cell cultures in a microtitre plate are
infected in parallel with serial dilutions of the vaccine and the
reference preparation. After incubation to aUowvirus
replication, viral RNA in the individual wells is released from
the cells and quantified by NAT (2.6.21), such as real-time
quantitative reverse-transcriptase polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) technology.

Not fewer than 3 separate containers of the vaccine are
assayed against a container of the reference preparation
titrated in triplicate.

Calculate the individual virus concentration for each
container of vaccine against the reference preparation as well
as the corresponding combined virus concentrations, using
the usual statistical methods (for example, 5.3).

The combined estimate of the virus concentration for the
3 containers of vaccine is not less than mat stated on the
label. I

The assay is not valid unless:
- the negative external NAT control is unambiguously

negative;
- the positive external NAT control is unambiguously

positive;
- the negative matrix control (uninfected ceUs) is

unambiguously negative;
- the positive matrix control (cells spiked with viral RNA) is

unambiguously positive;
- the statistical analysis shows a significant slope and no

significant deviations from linearity or parallelism of the
dose-response curves,
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Virus concentration
The virus concentration of the master and working seed lots
is detennioed to ensure consistency of production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The working seed lot complies with the requirements for
seed lots.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are handled during the production. Suitable animal (bur not
human) serum may be used in the growth medium, but the
final medium for maintaining cell growth during virus
multiplication does not contain animal serum. Serum and
trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensions and
culture media are shown to be free from extraneous agents.
The cell culture medium may contain a pH indicator such as
phenol red and suitable antibiotics at the lowest effective
concentration. It is preferable to have a substrate free from
antibiotics during production. Not less than 500 mL of the
production cell cultures is set aside as uninfected cell cultures
(control ceUs). The temperature of incubation is controlled
during the growth of the virus. The virus suspension is
harvested, on one or more occasions, within 28 days of
inoculation. Multiple harvests from the same production cell
culture may be pooled and considered as a single harvest.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Identification
The single harvest contains virus that is identified as rubella
virusby serum neutralisation in cell culture, using specific
antibodies.

Virus concentradon
The virus concentration in th.e single harvest is determined as
prescribed under Assay to monitor consistency of production
and to determine th.e dilution to be used for the final bulk
vaccine.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The single harvest complies with the tests for extraneous
agents.

Control ceUs
The control cells comply wilh a test for identification and
with the tests for extraneous agents (2.6.16).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Single harvests that comply with the above tests are pooled
and clarified to remove cells. A suitable stablllser may be
added and the pooled harvests diluted as appropriate.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamlnadon
The final bulk vaccine complies wilh the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
A minimwn virus concentration for release of the product is
established such as [Q ensure, in light of stability dam, that
the minimum concentration stated on the label will be
present at the end of the period of validity.

Only a final lot that complies with the requirements for
minimum virus concentration for release, with the following
requirement for thermal stability and with each of the
requirements given below under Identification and Tests may
be released for use. Provided that the test for bovine serum

**** ** ** ****
Rubella Vaccine, Live
(ph. Eur. monograph 0162)

The label may state <Rubella',
PhElr _

LABELLING
The labd states:
- the type or types of rotavirus contained in the vaccine;
- the minimum amount of each type of virus contained in

1 single human dose;
- the cell substrate used for the preparation of the vaccine.
_______--- PhE"

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P =0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 10810 infectious units; data generated from valid
assays only are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virusconcentration of the
sample. The confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the combined
virus concentration is not greater than ± 0.3 10810
infectiousunits.

DEFINITION
Rubella vaccine (live) is a freeze-dried preparation of a
suitable attenuated strain of rubeJIa virus. The vaccine is
reconstituted immediately before use, as stated on the label,
to give a clear liquid that may be coloured owing 10 me
presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
The production of vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot system
and a cell-bank system. The production method shall have
been shown to yield consistently live rubella vaccines of
adequate immunogenicily and safety in man. Unless
otherwise justified and authorised, the virus in me final
vaccine shall have undergone no more passages from the
master seed lot than were used to prepare the vaccine shown
in clinical studies to be satisfactory with respect to safety and
efficacy.
The potential neurovirulence of the vaccine strain is
considered during preclinical development, based on available
epidemiological data on neurovirulence and neurotropism,
primarily for the wild-type virus. In light of this, a risk
analysis is carried out. Where necessary and if available, a
test is carried out on the vaccine strain using an animal
model that differentiates wild-type and attenuated virus; tests
on strains of intermediate attenuation may also be needed.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in human diploid cells (5.2.3).

SEED LOT
The strain of rubella virus uSfi shall be identified by
historical records that include infonnation on the origin of
the strain and its subsequent manipulation. Virus seed lots
are prepared in large quantities and stored at temperatures
below -20 °C if freeze-dried, or below -60 °C if not freeze
dried.

Only a seed lot that complies with the following requirements
may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
The master and working seed lOIS are identified as rubella
virus by serum neutralisation in. cell culture, using specific
antibodies.
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albumin has been carried out with satisfactory results on the
final bulk vaccine, it may be omitted on the final lot.

Thermal stability
Maintain at least 3 vials of the final lot of freeze-dried
vaccine in the dry state at 37 ± 1 °C for 7 days. Determine
the virus concentration as describedunder Assay in parallel
for the heated vaccine and for vaccine stored at the
temperature recommended for storage. The virus
concentration of the heated vaccine is not more than
1.0 loglo lower than that of the unheated vaccine.

IDENTIFICATION
When the vaccine reconstituted as stated on the label is
mixed with specific rubella antibodies, it is no longer able to
infect susceptible cell cultures.

TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contamination
The reconstituted vaccinecomplies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1).

Bovine serum albumin
Not more than 50 ng per single human dose, determined by
a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Water (2.5.12)
Not more than 3.0 per cent, determined by the semi-micro
determination of water.

ASSAY
Titrate the vaccine for infective virus, using at least
3 separate vials of vaccine and inoculating a suitable number
of wells for each dilution step. Titrate 1 vial of an
appropriate virus reference preparation in triplicate to
validate each assay. The virus concentration of the reference
preparation is monitored using a control chart and a titre is
established on a historical basis by each laboratory.
The relation with the appropriate European Pharmacopoeia
Biological Reference Preparation is established and
monitored at regular intervals if a manufacturer's reference
preparation is used. Calculate the individual virus
concentration for each vial of vaccine and for each replicate
of the reference preparation as weU as the corresponding
combined virus concentrations, using the usual statistical
methods (for example, 5.3). The combined estimate of the
virus concentration for me 3 vials of vaccine is not less than
that stated on the label; the minimum virus concentration
stated on the label is not less than 3.0 10glO CCIDso per
single human dose.

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the
3 replicates combined is greater than
± 0.3 !OglO CCID,,,;

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 log,o CCID;o from the established
value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P =0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 loglo CCIDso; data obtained from valid assays
only are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virusconcentration of the
sample. The confidence interval (P =0.95) of the combined
virus concentration is not greater than ± 0.3 10810 CCIDso.
Rubella vaaine (live) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.

Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used; this may imply the application of different validity
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and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING
The label ,tates:
- the strain of virus used for the preparation of the vaccine;
- the type and origin of the cells used for the preparation of

the vaccine;
- the minimum virus concentration;
- that contact between the vaccine and disinfectants is to be

avoided
_____________________ PhE"

Shingles (Herpes Zoster) Vaccine
(Live)
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2418)

The label may state 'Shingles (live)'.
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Shingles (herpes zoster) vaccine (live) is a freeze-dried
preparation of a suitable attenuated strain of human
herpesvirus 3. The vaccine is reconstituted immediately
before use, as stated on the label, to give a clear or slightly
opalescent liquid, almost white suspension or pale yellow
liquid that may be coloured owing £0 the presence of a pH
indicator. It is intended for administration to adults.

PRODUCTION
The production of vaccine is based on a virus seed-Jot system
and a cell-banksystem. The production method shall have
been shown to yield consistently live shingles vaccines of
adequate inununogenicity and safety in man. The virus in the
final vaccine shaU not have been passaged in cell cultures
beyond a defined number of passages approved by the
competent authority from the original isolated virus.

The potential neurovirulence of the vaccine strain is
considered during preclinical development, based on available
epidemiological data on neurovirulence and neurotropism,
primarily for the wild-type virus. In light of this, a risk
analysis is carried out. Where necessary and if available, a
test is carried out on the vaccine strain using an animal
model that differentiates wild-type and attenuated virus; tests
on strains of intermediate attenuation may also be needed.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in human diploid cells (5.2.3).

VIRUS SBED LOT
The strain of human herpesvirus 3 shall be identified as
being suitable by historical records that include information
on the origin of the strain and its subsequent manipulation.
The virus shall at no time have been passaged in continuous
cell lines. Seed lots are prepared in the same kind of cells as
those used for the production of the final vaccine. Virus seed
lots are prepared in large quantities and stored at
temperatures below -20°C if freeze-dried, or below -60 °C
if not freeze-dried.

Only a virus seed lot that complies with the following
requirements may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
The master and working seed lots are identified as human
herpesvirus 3 by serum neutralisation in cell culture, using
specific antibodies.
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Virus concentration
The virus concentration of the master and working seed lots
is determined as prescribed under Assay to monitor
consistency of production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The working seed lot complies with the requirements Cor
seed lots for live virus vaccines; a sample of 50 mL is taken
for the test in cell cultures.

VIRUS PROPAGATIONAND HARVEST
All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
or virus are being handled. Approved animal (but not
hwnan) serum may be used in the culture media. Serum and
trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensions and media
are shown to he free from extraneous agents. The cell culture
medium may contain a pH indicator such as phenol red and
approved antibiotics at the lowest effective concentration.
It is preferable to have a substrate free from antibiotics
during production. 5 per cent, but not less than 50 mL, of
the cell cultures employed for vaccine production is set aside
as uninfected cell cultures (control cells). The infected cells
constituting a single harvest are washed, released from the
support surface and pooled. The cell suspension is disrupted
by sonication.

Only a virus harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk.
vaccine.

Identification
The virusharvest contains virus that is identified as human
herpesvirus 3 by serum neutralisation in cell culture, using
specific antibodies. .

Virus concentration
The concentration of infective virus in virusharvests is
determined as prescribed under Assay to monitor consistency
of production and to detennine the dilution to be used for
the final bulk vaccine.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
Use 50 mL for the test in cell cultures.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture from which
the single harvest is derived comply with a test for identity
and with the requirements for extraneous agents (2.6.16).

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Virus harvests that comply wilh the above tests are pooled
and clarified to remove cells. A suitable stabiliser may be
added and the pooled harvests diluted as appropriate.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the tesr for sterility (2.6.1) using 10 mL for each
medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers and freeze-dried to a moisture
content shown to be favourable to the stability of the vaccine.
The containers are then closed so as to prevent
contamination and the introduction- of moisture.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
water and each of the requirements given below under
Identification, Tests and Assay may be released for use.
Provided that the test for bovine serum albumin has been
carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
it may be omitted on the final lot.
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Water (2.5.12)
Not more than the amount shown to ensure stability of the
vaccine as approved by the competent authority, determined
by the semi-micro determination of water.

IDENTIFICATION
When the vaccine reconstituted as stated on the label is
mixed with specific human herpesvirus 3 antibodies, it is no
longer able to infect susceptible cell cultures.

TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contamination
The reconstituted vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1).

Bovine serum albumin
Maximwn 0.65 J.1g per human dose, determined by a suitable
immunochemical method (2.7.1).

ASSAY
Titrate the vaccine for infective virus, using at least
3 separate vials of vaccine. Titrate I vial of an appropriate
virus reference preparation in triplicate to validate each assay.
The virus concentration of the reference preparation is
monitored using a control chart and a titre is established on a
historical basis by each laboratory. Calculate the individual
virusconcentration for each vial of vaccine and for each
replicate of the reference preparation as well as the
corresponding combined virus concentrations, using the usual
statistical methods (for example, 5.3). The combined
estimate of the virus concentration for the 3 vials of vaccine
is not less than that stated on the label.

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the
3 replicates combined is greater than ± 0.310glo PFU;

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 log,o PFU from the established value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 log,o PFU; data obtained from valid assays only
are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virus concentration of the
sample. The confidence interval (P =0.95) of the combined
virusconcentration is not greater than ± 0.3 Joglo PFU.

Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used; this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING

Thelabel ''''''':
- the strain of view used for the preparation of the vaccine;
- the type and origin of the cells used for the preparation of

the vaccine;
- the minimum virus concentration;
- that contact between the vaccine and disinfectants is to be

avoided;
- that the vaccine is not to be administered to pregnant

women.
_____________________ PIlE"
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country where the vaccine is being produced, these measures
may vary. Consideration must also be given to the danger of
spreading diseases to other countries to which the vaccine
may be shipped. Special attention must always be given to
foot-and-mouth disease, brucellosis, Q fever, tuberculosis and
dermatomycosis, and it may also be necessary to consider
diseases such as contagious pustular dermatitis (orf), anthrax,
rinderpest, haemorrhagic septicaemia, Rift valley fever and
others.

Embryonated egg.
Embryonated eggs used for production are obtained from a
flock free from specified pathogens (SPF) (5.2.2).

Human diploid cells, continuous cell lines
Human diploid cells and continuous cell lines comply with
the requirements for cell substrates (5.2.3).

Primary chick embryo cell.
Primary chick embryo cells are derived from an SPF flock
(5.2.2).

Primary rabbit kidney cells
Only healthy rabbits derived from a closed colony approved
by the competent authority are used as a source.
The animals, preferably 2-4 weeks old, are tested to ensure
freedom from specified pathogens or their antibodies.

Where new animals are introduced into the colony, they are
maintained in quarantine for a minimum of 2 months and
shown to be free from specified pathogens. Animals to be
used to provide kidneys shall not have been previously
employed for experimental purposes, especially those
involving infectious agents. The colony is monitored for
zoonotic viruses and markers of contamination at regular
intervals.

At the time the colony is established, all animals are tested to
determine freedom from antibodies to possible viral
contaminants for which there is evidence of capacity for
infecting humans or evidence of capacity to replicate in vitro
in cells of human origin. A test for retroviruses using a
sensitive polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based reverse
transcriptase assay is also included. Nucleic acid
amplification tests (2.6.21) for retroviruses may also be used.

After the colony is established, it is monitored by testing a
representative group of at least 5 per cent of the animals,
which are then bled at suitable (for example monthly)
intervals. In addition, the colony is screened for pathogenic
micro-organisms) including mycobacteria, fungi and
mycoplasmas. The screening programme is designed to
ensure that all animals are tested within a given period of
time.

Any animal that dies is examined to detennine the cause of
death. H the presence of a causative infectious agent is
demonstrated in the colony, the production of smallpox
vaccine is discontinued.

At the time of kidney harvest) the animals are examined for
the presence of abnormalities and, if any are noted, the
animals are not used for vaccine production.

Each set of control cultures derived from a single group of
animals used to produce a single virus harvest must remain
identifiable as such until all testing) especially for extraneous
agents, is completed.

VIRUS SEED LOT
The vaccinia virus isolate used for the master seed lot is
identified by historical records that include information on its
origin and the tests used in its characterisation.

Virus from the working seed lot must have the same
characteristics as the strain that was used to prepare the

**** •
* ** ****

Smallpox Vaccine (Live)
(ph. Eur. monogroph 0164)

The label may state 'SMV(live)'.
f'II£II _

DEFINITION
Smallpox vaccine (live) is a liquid or freeze-dried preparation
of livevaccinia virus grown in ow in the membranes of the
chick embryo, in cell cultures or in the skin of living animals.
This monograph applies to vaccines produced using strains of
confirmed efficacy in man, in particular those used during
eradicationof smallpox, for example the Lister strain
(sometimes referred to as the UsterlElstree strain) and the
New York City Board of Health (NYCBOH) strain. It does
not apply to non-replicative strains such as Modified Virus
Aokara (MVA).

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production method shell have been shown to yield
consistently smallpox vaccines of adequate safety and
immunogenicity in man. The strain used shall have been
shown to produce typicalvaccinia skin lesions in man.
Productionis based on a seed-lot system.

The Inte~tionalReference Preparation for smaUpox vaccine
is suitable for use as a reference preparation in virus titration.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION

Animals used for producdon of skin-derived vaccines
If the vaccine is prepared in animals skins, the animals used
are ofa species approvedby the competent authority, are in
good health, are kept in closed or intensively monitored
colonies, and have not previously been employed for
experimental purposes. Only animals susceptible to infection
by dermal inoculations with vaccinia virus may be used for
vaccine production.

The animals are kept in well-constructed and adequately
ventilated animals rooms with cages spaced as far apart as
possible. Adequate precautions are taken to prevent cross
infection between cages. Not more than 1 large animal is
housed per stall. Not more than 2 small animals are housed
per cage and cage-males must not be interchanged.
The animals must be kept in the country of production of
the vaccine in quarantine groups for a period of not less than
6 weeks before use.

If at any time during the quarantine period the overall death
rate of the group reaches 5 per cent, no animals from that
entire group may be used for vaccine production.

The groups are kept continuously in isolation, as in
quarantine, even after completion of the quarantine period,
until the animals are used. After the last animal of a group
has been taken, the room that housed the group is
thoroughly cleaned and decontaminated before receiving a
new group.

Animals that are to be inoculated are anaesthetised and
thoroughly examined. If an animal shows any pathological
lesion, it is not used in the preparation of a seed lot or a
vaccine, nor are any of the remaining animals of the
quarantine group concerned unless it is evident that their use
will not impair the safety of the product.

The prophylactic and diagnostic measures adopted to
exclude the presence of infectious disease are approved by
the competent authority. According to the species of animals
used and the diseases to which that animal is liable in the
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master seed lot. The number of passages required to produce
singleharvests from the original isolate is limited and
approved by the competent authority. Vaccine is produced
from the working seed with a minimum number of
intervening passages.

Since cell culture production and clonal selection(for
example, plaque purification) may lead to altered
characteristics of the virus, the master seed virus must be
characterisedas fullyas possible, for exampleby comparing
the safety profile and biological characteristics of the strain
with that of the parental isolate.The characterisation shall
include the following:
- antigenic analyses using specific antisera and/or

monoclonal antibodies;
- biological studies such as infectivity titre, chorioallantoic

membrane (CAM) assay) in vitro yield and in vivogrowth
characteristics in a suitable animal model;

- genetic analyses such as restriction mapping/southern
blotting, peR analyses and limitedsequencingstudies;

- phenotypic and genetic stabilityupon passage in the
substrate;

- neurovirulence testing and immunogenicity studies.
The characterisation tests are also carried out on each
workingseed lot and on 3 batches of vaccine from the first
working seed lot to verify geneticstabilityof the vaccine
strain.
Only a virus seed that complieswith the following
requirements may be used for viruspropagation.

Identification
Each workingseed lot is identifiedas vaccinia virususing
specific antibodies and molecular tests. Suitable tests are
conducted to exclude the presence of variola virus and other
orthopoxviruses.

Virus concentration
Determine by the CAM assayor by a suitable validated in
vitro assay (plaque assayor CCID50 assay). The virus
concentration is the basis for the quantity of virusused in the
neurovirulence test.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
If the workingseed Jot is produced in embryonated eggs,
hwnan diploid cells, or in a continuous cell line, it complies
with the requirements for seed lots for virus vaccines. Seed
lots produced in embryonated eggsand seed lots produced in
primal'}' cell cultures comply with the additional requirements
described below.

Where the tests prescribed cannot be carried out because
complete neutralisationof the seed virus is not possible, the
seed lot may be diluted to a concentrationequivalent to that
of the dilution used as inoculum for production of vaccine
prior to testing for extraneousviruses. Supplementaryspecific
testingfor extraneousvirusesusing validated nucleic acid
amplification techniques (2.6.21) or immunochemical
methods (2.7.1) may be envisaged. Where the indicator cell
culture method for mycoplasma detection (2.6.7) cannot be
carried out, nucleic acid amplification testing is performed
instead.
Seed lots to be used for embryonated egg or cell culture
production are in addition to be tested for carry-overof
potential extraneous agents from the original seed. Given that
the complete passage history of the originalseed is unlikely to
be known and that more than one species may have been
used, this additional testing must at least cover important
extraneous agents of concern.
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The bioburden of master and working seed lots prepared in
animal skins is limitedby meticulous controls of facilities,
personnel, and animals used for production, and by specific
tests on the seeds. However, it may be difficult to ensure that
seed Jots produced in animalskins are totallyfree from
extraneous agents, and consideration must be given to
production procedures whichremoveor reduce them. Such
lots must complywith the requirements indicated below.
The absence of specific human pathogens is confirmed by
additional testing procedures, for example, bacterial and
fungal cultures, virus culture, nucleicacid amplification
testiogs (2.6.21) for viral agents.

Neurovirulence
The neurovirulenceof master and working seed lots is
assessedusing a suitable animal model, for examplein
monkeysor mice. The parental isolate is used as comparator.
Where the original isolate is not available for this purpose,
equivalent materialsmay be used.

VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST

VACCINE PRODUCED IN LIVING ANIMALS

Before inoculation the animalsare cleanedand thereafter
kept in scrupulously clean stalls until the vaccinia material is
harvested. For 5 days before inoculation and during
incubation the animals remain under veterinary supervision
and must remain free from any sign of disease; daily rectal
temperatures are recorded. If any abnormal rise in
temperature occurs or any clinical sign of disease is observed,
the production of vaccinefrom the group of animals
concerned must be suspended until the cause has been
resolved.
The inoculation of seed virus is carried out on such parts of
the animal that are not liable to be soiledby urine and
faeces. The surface used for inoculation is shaved and
cleaned so as to achieve conditions that are as close as
possible to surgicalasepsis. If any antisepticsubstance
deleterious to the virus is used in the cleaningprocess it is
removed by thorough rinsingwith sterile water prior to
inoculation. During inoculation the exposed surfaceof the
animal not used for inoculationis coveredwith a sterile
covering. By historical experience the ventral surface of
female animals is appropriate for inoculation and inoculation
of male animals is more appropriate on the flank.
Before the collectionof the vaccinia material, any antibioticis
removed and the inoculated area is cleaned.
The uninoculated surfaces are covered with a sterile covering.
Beforeharvesting the animalsare euthanised and
exsanguinated to avoidheavymixtures of the vaccinia
material with blood. The vaccinia materialfrom each animal
is collectedseparatelywith asepticprecautions.All animals
used in the production of vaccineare examinedby autopsy.
If evidenceof any generalised or systemic disease other than
vaccinia is found, the vaccinia material from that animal is
discarded. If the disease is considered to be a communicable
one, the harvest from the entire group of animalsexposed
must be discarded unless otherwise justified and authorised.

VACCINE PRODUCBD IN EGGS

All processingof embryonated eggs is done under aseptic
conditions in an area whereno other infectious agents or
cells are handled at the same time. After inoculation and
incubation at a controlled temperature only livingand
suitable chick embryos are harvested. The age of the embryos
at the time of virus harvest is reckoned from the initial
introduction of the egg into the incubator and shall be not
more than 12 days. After homogenisation and clarification by
centrifugation, the extract of embryonic pulp is tested as
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described below and kept at -70 ·C or below until further
processing. Virus harvests that comply with the prescribed
tests may be pooled. No hwnan protein is added to the virus
suspension at any stage during production. H stabilisers are
added, they shall have been shown to have no antigenic or
sensitising properties for man.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may he used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Control eggs
Control eggs comply with the tests for extraneous agents
(2.6.16). A sample of2 per cent ofuninoculated
embryonated eggs (not less than 20 and not more than 50)
from the batch used for vaccine production shall he
incubated under the same conditions as the inoculated eggs.
At the time of virus harvest the uninoculated eggs are
processed in the same manner as the inoculated eggs.

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
It complies with me test for sterility, carried out using 10 mL
for each medium.

VACCINE PRODUCED IN CELL CULTURES (PRIMARY CHICK

EMBRYO CELLS, PRIMARY RABBIT KIDNEY CELLS, HUMAN

DIPLOID CELLS OR CONTINUOUS CELL LINES)

All processing of the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other cells
are handled at the same time during production. Suitable
animal (but not human) serum may be used in the culture
media, but the final medium for maintaining cell growth
during virus multiplication does not contain animal serum.
Serum and trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensions
and media are shown to be free from extraneous agents.
The cell culture medium may contain a pH indicator such as
phenol red and suitable antibiotics at the lowest effective
concentration. It is preferable to have a substrate free from
antibiotics during production. On the day of inoculation with
the virus working seed lot, not less than 5 per cent or
1000 mL, whichever is the least, of the cell cultures
employed for vaccine production are set aside as uninfeeted
cell cultures (control cells); special requirements, given
below, apply to control cells when the vaccine is produced in
primary rabbit kidney cell cultures.

After inoculation of the production cell culture with the
working seed lot, inoculated cells are maintained at a suitable
fixed temperature, and the virus suspension is harvested after
a suitable incubation period.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
monovalent pooled harvest.

Control cells
The control cells of the production cell culture from which
the virus harvest is derived comply with a test for identity
and with the requirements for extraneous agents (2.6.16) or,
where primary rabbit kidney cells cultures are used, with
specific tests as mentioned hereafter. The test is invalid if
more than 20 per cent of the control cell cultures have been
discarded at the end of the observation period.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
The single harvest complies with the tests for extraneous
agents. Complete neutralisation of vaccinia virus may be
difficult to achieve at high virus concentration. In this case
specific tests such as nucleic acid amplification (2.6.21) and
immunochemical tests (2.7.1) can replace non-specific testing
in cell culture or eggs. To save biological reagents such as
vaccinia neutralising antisera, testing for extraneous agents
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may be performed on the final bulk instead of on the single
harvests.

Vaaine propared in primary ehi<k embryo eelh A sample of
fluids pooled from the control cultures is tested for
adenoviruses and for avian retroviruses such as avian leukosis
virus. In addition, a volume of each neutralised virus pool
equivalent to 100 human doses of vaccine or 10 ml.,
whichever is the greater, is tested in a group of fertilised eggs
by the allantoic route of inoculation, and a similar sample is
tested in a separate group of eggs by the yolk-sac route of
inoculation. In both cases 0.5 mL of inoculwn is used per
egg. The virus pool passes the test if, after 3-7 days, there is
no evidence of the presence of any extraneous agent.

Vaaine prepared in primary rabbi, kidneyeeJI cultures The
foUowing special requirements apply to viruspropagation,
harvest and testing. On the day of inoculation with virus
working seed, a sample of at least 30 mL of the pooled fluid
is removed from the cell cultures of the kidneys of each
group of animals used to prepare the primary cell suspension.
The pooled fluid is inoculated in primary kidney cell cultures
in such a way that the dilution of the pooled fluid does not
exceed I in 4. The cultures are incubated at a temperature of
34-36 ·C and observed for a period of at least 4 weeks.
During this observation period and after not less than
2 weeks of incubation, at least I subculture of fluid is made
from each of these cultures and observed also for a period of
2 weeks. The test is invalid if more than 20 per cent of the
cultures are discarded. If evidence is found of the presence of
an extraneous agent, no cell cultures from the entire group
may be used for vaccine production.
- Control eell cultures. Cultures prepared on the day of

inoculation with the working virus seed lot from
25 per cent of the cell suspensions obtained from the
kidneys of each group of animals are maintained as
controls. These control cell cultures are incubated under
the same conditions as the inoculated cultures for at least
2 weeks. The test is invalid if more than 20 per cent of
the control cell cultures are discarded for non-specific
reasons.

- Test jar haemadsotbing oinues. At the time of harvest or not
more than 4 days after the day of inoculation of the
production cultures with the virus working seed, a sample
of 4 per cent of the control cell cultures is tested for
haernadsorbing viruses by addition of guinea-pig red
blood cells.

- Test for other extraneous agents. At the time of harvest or
not more than 7 days after the day of inoculation of the
production cultures with the virus working seed, a sample
of at least 20 mL of the pooled lluid from each group of
control cultures is tested for other extraneous agents,

- Te", of neutralised single harves, in primary rabbi, kidneycell
cultures. Each neutralised single harvest is additionally
tested in primary kidney cell cultures prepared from a
different group of animals to that used for production.

POOLED HARVEST
Only a pooled harvest that complies with the following
requirements and is within the limits approved for the
product may be used in the preparation of the final lot ..

Identity
The vaccinia virus in the pooled harvest is identified by
serological methods, which may be supplemented by
molecular methods. Molecular tests such as restriction
fragment length polymorphism or partial sequencing,
especially of terminal DNA sequences which show the
greatest variation between vaccinia strains, may be useful.
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Virus concentration
The vaccinia virus concentration of the pooled harvest is
determined by chick egg CAM assayor in cell cultures.
A reference preparation is assayed in the same system in
parallel for validation of the pooled harvest titration.
The virusconcentration serves as the basis for the quantity of
virus used in the neuroviruJence test in mice.

Consistency of virus characteristics
Vaccinia virus in the pooled harvest or the final bulk is
examined by tests that are able to determine mat me
phenotypic and genetic characteristicsof the vaccinia virus
have not undergone changes during the multiplication in me
production system. The master seed or an equivalent
preparation is used as a comparator in these tests and the
comparator and the tests to he used are approved by the
competent authority.

Neurovirulence
The neurovirulence of the pooled harvest is assessed versus a
comparator original seed (or equivalent) by intracerebral
inoculation into suckling mice. Oilier tests may be useful to
discriminate between acceptable and unacceptable batches.

Residual DNA
For viruses grown in continuous cells the pooled harvest is
tested for residual DNA. The production process
demonstrates a level of cellular DNA of less than 10 fig per
human dose.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
For vaccines other than those prepared on animal skins, the
final bulk complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1) using
10 mL for each medium.

Mycoplasma (2.6.7)
For vaccines other than those prepared on animal skins, the
final bulk complies with the test for mycoplasma, carried out
using 10 mL.
FINAL BULK VACCINE
A minimum virusconcentration for release of the product is
established such as to ensure, in the light of stability data,
that the minimum concentration stated on the label will be
present at the end of the period of validity.

VACCINB PRODUCED IN UVING ANIMALS

The pooled harvest is centrifuged. If the vaccine is intended
for issue in the liquid form, treatment to reduce the presence
of extraneous agents may consist of the addition of glycerol
or another suitable diluent, with or without an antimicrobial
substance, and temporary storage at a suitable temperature.
If the vaccine is intended for issue in the dried form, the
treatment may consist of the addition of a suitable
antimicrobial substance. The following special requirements
apply to the bulk vaccine for vaccines produced in living
animals.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Total bacterial count
For vacciD.es produced on animal skins only,
maximum 50 per millilitre, determined by plate count using
a suitable volume of the final bulk vaccine.

Escherichia coli
At least I mL sarnples of a I: 100 dilution of the final bulk
vaccine is cultured on plates of a medium suitable for
differentiating E. eelifrom other bacteria. The plates are
incubated at 35-37 ·C for 48 h. HE. cnliis detected the final
bulk is discarded or, subject to approval by the competent
authority, processed further.
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Haemolytic streptococci, coagulase-positive
staphylococci or any other pathogenic micro-organisms
which are known to he harmful to man by vaccination
At least I mL samples of a I: I 00 dilution of the final bulk
vaccine are cultured on blood agar. The plates are incubated
at 35-37 °C for 48 h. If micro-organisms are detected, the
final bulk vaccine is discarded.

Badllus antbracis
Any colony seen on any of the plates that morphologically
resembles B. anthracis is examined. If the organisms
contained in the colony are non-motile, further tests for the
cultural character of B. anthracis are carried out, including
pathogenicity tests in suitable animals. If B. amhrads is found
to be present, the final bulk vaccine and any other associated
bulks are discarded. Additional validated molecular testing
may be performed.

Clostridium teumi and other pathogenic spore-forming
anaerobes
A total volume of not less than 10 mL of the final bulk
vaccine is distributed in equal amounts into 10 tubes, each
containing not less than 10 mL of suitable medium for the
growth of anaerobic micro-organisms. The tubes are kept at
65°C for I h in order to reduce the content of non-spore
forming organisms, after which they are anaerobically
incubated at 35-37 °C for at least I week. From every tube
or plate showing growth, subcultures are made on plates of a
suitable medium. Tubes and plates are incubated
anaerobically at the same temperature. All anaerobic colonies
are examined and identified and if C. Ulan; or other
pathogenic spore-forming anaerobes are present, the final
bulk is discarded.

VACCINE PRODUCED IN EGGS

The pooled harvest is clarified and may be further purified.

VACCINB PRODUCED IN CELL CULTURES (pRIMARY CIDCK

EMBRYOS FIBROBLASTS, HUMAN Dll'LOID CELLS OR

CONTINUOUS CELL LINES)

The pooled harvest is clarified to remove cells and may be
further purified.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that complies with the requirements for
minimum virus concentration for release, with the following
requirement for thermal stability and with each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided that the tests for
antimicrobial preservative, protein content, bovine serum
albumin and ovalbumin have been carried out with
satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they may be
omitted on the final lot.

Thermal stability
For liquid products, maintain not fewer than 3 containers of
the final lot at an elevated temperature for a defined time
period, using conditions found suitable for the particular
product as approved by the competent authority. Determine
the virus concentration as described under Assay in parallel
for the heated vaccine and for vaccine stored at the
temperature recommended for storage, The virus
concentration of the containers that have been heated does
not decrease by more than an approved amount during the
period of exposure. The conditions of the test and the
requirements are approved by the competent authority.

For freeze-dried products, maintain at least 3 containers of
the final lot in the dry state at 37 ± I 'C for 28 days.
Determine the virus concentration as described under Assay
in parallel for the heated vaccine and for vaccine stored at
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the temperature reconunended for storage. The virus
concentration of the heated vaccine is not more than
1.0 10&10 lower than that of the unheated vaccine.

IDENTIFICATION
The vaccinia virus is identified by an appropriate method.

TESTS
Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Phenol (2.5.15)
Maximum 0.5 per cent, if phenol is used.

Protein content
The protein content of each filling lot, if not done on the
final bulk, is determined and is within the limits approved by
the competent authority.

Bovine serum albumin
Maximum 50 ng per single human dose, determined by a
suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1), where bovine
serum albumin is used during cell culture.

Ovalbumin
For vaccines produced in embryonated eggs, the ovalbumin
content is within the limits approved by the competent
authority.

Residual moisture
The residual moisture content of each final lot of freeze-dried
vaccines is within the limits approved by the competent
authority.

Bacterial count
For skin-derived vaccines, examine the vaccine by suitable
microscopic and culture methods for micro-organisms
pathogenic for man and, in particular, haemolytic
streptococci) staphylococci, pathogenic spore-bearing
organisms, especially B. anthracis, and E. «Hi. The vaccine is
free from such contaminants. The total number of non
pathogenic bacteria does not exceed 50 per millilitre.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Except for skin-derived vaccines, the vaccine complies with
the test for sterility.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
The vaccine complies with the specification approved by the
competent authority.

ASSAY
Reconstitue the vaccine if necessary and titrate for infectious
virus using at least 3 separate containers of vaccine. Titrate
1 container of an appropriate virus reference preparation in
triplicate to validate each assay. The virus concentration of
the reference preparation is monitored usjng a control chart
and a titre is established on a historical basis by each
laboratory. Calculate the individual virusconcentration for
each container of vaccine and for each replicate of the
reference preparation as well as the corresponding combined
virus concentrations, using the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3). The combined virus concentration for the
3 containers of vaccine is not less than 8.0 IOglO pock
forming units per millilitre or the validated equivalent in
plaque-forming units or 50 per cent cell culture infective
doses, unless a lower titre is justified by clinical studies.

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the 3
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replicates combined is greater than ± 0.5 10gIO
infectious units;

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 10giO infectious units from the
established value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.5 IOglO infectious units; data obtained from valid
assays only are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virus concentration of the
sample. The confidence Interval (P =0.95) of the combined
virus concentration is not greater than ± 0.5 loglo
infectious units.

Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used; this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING
The label Slates:
- the designation of the vaccinia virus strain;
- the minimum amount of virus per rmllilitre;
- the substrate used for the preparation of the vaccine;
- the nature and amount of stabiliser, preservative or

additive present in the vaccineandlor in the diluent.
___________________ PhE<I

Adsorbed Tetanus Vaccine
(Tetanus Vtudne (Adsorbed), Ph. Eur. monograph
0452)

The label may state "Tet'.

When Tetanus Vaccine is prescribed or demanded and the
fonn is not stated, Adsorbed Tetanus Vaccine may be
dispensed or supplied.
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) is a preparation of tetanus fonnol
toxoid with a mineral adsorbent. The fonnol toxoid is
prepared from the toxin produced by the growth of
Clostridium taoni.

PRODUCTION

BULKPURIFIED TOXOID
For the production of tetanus toxin, from which toxoid is
prepared, seed cultures are managed in a defined seed-lot
system in which toxinogenicity is conserved and, where
necessary, restored by deliberate reselection. A highly
toxinogenic strain of G. tetoniwith known origin and history
is grown in a suitable liquid medium. At the end of
cultivation, the purity of each culture is tested and
contaminated cultures are discarded. Toxin-containing
culture medium is collected aseptically. The toxin content
(Uper miUilitre) is checked (2.7.27) to monitor consistency
of production. Single harvests may be pooled to prepare the
bulk purified toxoid. The toxin is purified to remove
components likely to cause adverse reactions in humans.
The purified toxin is detoxified with fonnaldehyde.
The detoxification process is validated to demonstrate its
ability to consistently produce a toxoid that is immunogenic
and stably detoxified, including at the concentration used in
the final Jot. Alternatively, purification may be carried out
after detoxification.
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Only bulk purified toxoid that complies with the followiog
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.
Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

Absence of tetanus toxin
Inject subcutaneously 1 mL containing at least 500 U of
bulk purified toxoid into each of 5 healthy guinea-pigs, each
weighing 250-350 g, that have not previously been treated
with any material that will interfere with the lest. H within
21 days of the injection any of me animals shows signs of or
dies from tetanus) the toxoid does not comply with the test.
H more than 1 animal dies from non-specific causes, repeat
the test once; if more than 1 animal dies in the second test,
the toxoid does not comply with the test.

Antigenic purity (2.7.27)
Not Jess than 1000 Uper milligram of protein nitrogen.

FINAL BULK VACCINB
The·final bulk vaccine is prepared by adsorption of a suitable
quantity of bulk purified toxoid onto a mineral carrier such
as hydrated aluminiwn phosphate or aluminium hydroxide;
the resulting mixture is approximately isotonic with blood.
Suitable antimicrobial preservatives may be added. Certain
antimicrobial preservatives, particularly those of the phenolic
type) adversely affect the antigenic activity and must not be
used.

Only final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The amount is
not less than 85 per cent and not greater than 115 per cent
of the intended amount.

Sterility (2.6.1)
Carry out the test for sterility using 10 mL for each medium.

FlNALLOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile)
tamper-evident containers. The containers are closed so as to
prevent contamination.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identificarion, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided the test for
antimicrobial preservative and the assay have been carried
out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine) they
may be omitted on the final lot.

Provided the free fonnaldehyde content has been determined
on the bulk purified toxoid or on the final bulk and it has
been shown that the content in the final lot will not exceed
0.2 gIL, the test for free formaldehyde may be omitted on the
final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
Tetanus toxoid is identified by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1). The following method, applicable to certain
vaccines, is given as an example. Dissolve in the vaccine to
be examined sufficient sodium titrate R to give a 100 gIL
solution. Maintain at 37°C for about 16 h and centrifuge
until a clear supernatant is obtained. The clear supernatant
reacts with a suitable tetanus antitoxin) giving a precipitate.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.11)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose) if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.
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Free formaldehyde (2A.ll!)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.

Andmicrobial preservative
Where applicable) determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical method. The content is
not less than the minimum amount shown to be effective and
is not greater than 115 per cent of the quantity stated on the
label.

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Carry out one of the prescribed methods for the assay of
tetanus vaccine (adsorbed) (2.7.1!).

The lower confidence limit (P = 0.95) of the estimated
potency is not less than 40 IV per single human dose.

LABELLING
Thetabd ,tares:
- the minimum number of International Units per single

human dose)
- the name and the amount of the adsorbent)
- that the vaccine must be shaken before use)
- that the vaccine is not to be frozen.
___________________ /'bE"

Tick-borne Encephalitis Vaccine,
Inactivated
(Tick-borne Encephalilis Va«ine (Inactivated),
Ph. Eur. monograph 1375)

The label may state "Tic'enceph'.
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Tick-borne encephalitis vaccine (inactivated) is a liquid
preparation of a suitable strain of tick-borne encephalitis
virus grown in cultures of chick-embryo cells or other
suitable cell cultures and inactivated by a suitable) validated
method.

PRODUCTION
GBNERAL PROVISIONS
Production of the vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot system.
The production method shall have been shown to yield
consistently vaccines comparable with the vaccine of proven
clinical efficacy and safety in man. Unless otherwise justified
and authorised) the virus in the final vaccine shall not have
undergone more passages from the master seed lot than the
virus in the vaccine used in clinical trials.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in chick embryo cells prepared from
eggs derived from a chicken flock free from specified
pathogens (5.2.2) or in other suitable ceD cultures (5.2.1).

SBBDLOTS
The strain of virus used is identified by historical records that
include infonnation on the origin of the strain and its
subsequent manipulation. Virus seed lots are stored at or
below -60°C.

Only a seed lot that complies with the foDowiog requirements
may be used for virus propagation.

Identification
Each seed lot is identified as containing the vaccine strain of
tick-borne encephalitis virusby a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1») preferably using monoclonal antibodies.
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Virus concentration
The virusconcentration of each seed lot is determined by
titration in suitable cell cultures to monitor consistency of
production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16)
Each seed lot complies wirh the requirements for extraneous
agents in viral vaccines for human use. For neutralisation of
the vaccine virus, the use of monoclonal antibodies is
preferable.

VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
If the virus has been passaged in mouse brain during
preparation of the master seed lot, not fewer than 2 passages
of the master seed virus in cell culture are made before
inoculation of the production cell cuhure.

All processingof the cell cultures is performed under aseptic
conditions in an area where no other cells are being handled.
Serum and trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensions
and media used must be shown to be free from extraneous
agents. The cell culture media may contain a pH indicator
such as phenol red and approved antibiotics at the lowest
effective concentration. At least 500 mL of the cell cultures
employed for vaccine production is set aside as uninfected
cell cultures (control cells).

Onlyasingle harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the
inactivated harvest.

Identification
The single harvest is shown to contain tick-borne encephalitis
virus by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1),
preferably using monoclonal antibodies, or by virus
neutralisation in cell cultures.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The single harvest complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1),
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
The single harvest complies with the test for mycoplasmas
carried out using 1 mL for each medium.

Control cells
The control cells comply with the tests for extraneous agents
(2.6.16). If the vaccine is produced using a cell-bank system,
the control cells comply with a test for identification.

Virus concentradon
Determine the virus concentration by titration in suitable cell
cultures to monitor consistency of production.

INACTIVATION
To avoid interference, viral aggregates are removed, where
necessary, by filtration immediately before the inactivation
process. The virus suspension is inactivated by a validated
method; me method shall have been shown to be consistently
capable of inactivating tick-borne encephalitis virus without
destroying the antigenic and inununogenic activity; as part of
the validation studies) an inactivation curve is plotted
representing residual live virus concentration measured on
not fewer than 3 occasions. If formaldehyde is used for
inactivation, the presence of an excess of free formaldehyde is
verified at the end of the inactivation process.

Only an inactivated harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Residual infective virus
Inoculate a quantity of the inactivated harvest equivalent to
not less than 10 human doses of vaccine in the final lot into
primary chicken fibroblast cell cultures, or other cells shown
to be at least as sensitive to tick-borne encephalitis virus, with
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not less than 3 em" of cell sheet per millilitre of inoculum.
Incubate ar 37 ± I ·C for 14 days. No cytopathic effect is
detected at the end of the incubation period. Collect the
culture fluid and examine for the presence of infective tick
borne encephalitis virusby the following test in mice or by a
validated in vi,ro method: inoculate 0.03 mL intracerebrally
into each of not fewer than 10 mice about 4 weeks old.
Observe the mice for 14 days. They show no evidence of
tick-borne encephalitis virus infection.

PURIFICATION
Several inactivated single harvests may be pooled before
concentration and purification by suitable methods,
preferably by continuous-flow, sucrose density-gradient
cennifugation.

Several purified inactivated harvests may be pooled.

Only a purified, inactivated harvest that complies with the
following requirements may be used in the preparation of the
final bulk vaccine.

Slerility (2.6.1)
The purified, inactivated harvest complies with the test for
sterility carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Specific activity
Determine the antigen content of the purified, inactivated
harvest by a suitable inunuoochemical method (2.7.1).
Determine the' total protein content by a suitable method.
The specific activity, calculated as the antigen content
per unit mass of protein, is within the limits approved for the
specific product.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared from one or more purified)
inactivated harvests.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Slerility (2.6.1)
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use. Provided that the tests for free
formaldehyde, bovine serum albumin (where applicable) and
pyrogens and the assay have been carried out with
satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, they may be
omitted on me final lot.

IDENTIFICATION
The vaccine is shown to contain tick-borne encephalitis virus
aotigen by a suitable inunuoochemical method (2.7.1) using
specific antibodies. The assay also serves to identify the
vaccine.

TESTS
Aluminium (2.5.H)
Maximum 1.25 mg per single human dose, if aluminium
hydroxide or hydrated aluminium phosphate is used as the
adsorbent.

Free formaldehyde (2.4.1II)
Maximum 0.1 gIL.

Bovine serum albumin
Maximum 50 ng per single human dose, determined by a
suitable inunuoochemical method (2.7.1), if bovine serum
albumin has been used during production.

Slerility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.
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Pyrogen. (2.6.8)
The vaccine complies with the test for pyrogens. Inject into
each rabbit, per kilogram of body mass, 1 dose of vaccine.

ASSAY
The potency is determined by comparing the dose necessary
to protect a given proportion of mice against the effects of a
lethal dose of tick-home encephalitis virus, administered
intraperitonealfy, with the quantity of a referencepreparation
of tick-borne encephalitisvaccinenecessaryto provide the
same protection. For this comparison an approved reference
preparation and a suitable preparation of tick-home
encephalitis virus from an approved strain for use as the
chaUenge preparation are necessary.
Thefollowing is cited as an example of a method that has been
found suitable for a gitJe1l vaccine.
Selection and disnibutUm of test animals Use healthy mice
weighing 11-17 g and derived from the same stock.
Distribute the mice into not fewer man 6 groups of a suitable
size (0 meet the requirements for validity of the test; for
titration of the challenge suspension, use not fewer than
4 groups of 10 mice. Use mice oCthe same sex or distribute
males and females equally between groups"

Deurmination of potency of the vaedne Prepare not fewer
than 3 suitable dilutions of the vaccine to be examined and
of me reference preparation; in order to comply with validity
criteria 4 or 5 dilutions will usually be necessary. Prepare
dilutions such that the most concentrated suspension is
expected to protect more than 50 per cent of th.e animals and
the least concentrated suspension less than 50 per cent.
Allocate each dilution to a. different group of mice and inject
subcutaneously into each mouse 0.2 mL of the dilution
allocated to its group. 7 days later make a second injection
using the same dilution scale. 14 days after the second
injection prepare a suspension of the challenge virus
containing not less than 100 IDs. in 0.2 mL. Inject 0.2 mL
of this virus suspension intraperitoneally into each vaccinated
mouse. To verify the challenge dose, prepare a series of not
fewer than 3 dilutions of the challenge virus suspension at
not greater than one-hundredfold intervals. Allocate the
challenge suspension and all of the dilutions, one to each of
the groups of 10 mice, and inject intraperitoneaUy into each
mouse 0.2 mL of the challenge suspension or the dilution
allocated to its group. Observe the animals for 21 days after
the challenge and record the number of mice that die in the
period between 7 and 21 days after the challenge. Humane
endpoints may be used to avoid unnecessary suffering of
animals after the virulent challenge.

Calculations Calculate the results for an assay with quantal
responses by the usual statistical methods (for example, 5.3).

Validity cruetia The test is not valid unless:
- the concentration of the challenge virus is not less than

100 Lpso>
- for both the vaccine to be examined and the reference

preparation the 50 per cent protective dose (pD~JO) lies
between the largest and smallest doses given to the mice,

- the statistical analysis shows a significant slope and no
significant deviation from linearity and parallelism of
the dose-response lines,

- the confidence limit. (P = 0.95) are not less than
33 per cent and not more than 300 per cent of the
estimated potency.

Potency requirement Include all valid tests to estimate the
mean potency and the confidence limits (P =0.95) for the
mean potency; compute weighted means with the inverse of
the squared standard error as weights. The vaccine complies
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with the test if the estimated potency is not less than that
approved by the competent authority, based on data from
clinical efficacy trials.

LABELLING
The label ,tates:
- the strain of virus used in preparation,
- the type of cells used for production of the vaccine.
_____________________ !'hE<r

Typhoid Polysaccharide Vaccine
(ph. Eur. monograph 1160)

The label may state 'Typhoid'.
!'hE<r _

DEFINITION
Typhoid polysaccharide vaccine is a preparation of purified
Vi capsular polysaccharide obtained from Salmonella typhi
Ty 2 strain or some other suitable strain that has the capacity
to produce Vi polysaccharide.

Capsular Vi polysaccharide consists of partly 3-0-acetylatOO
repeated units of 2-acetylamino-2-deoxy-o
galactopycanuronic acid with ,,-(1 ~4) linkages.

PRODUCTION
The production of Vi polysaccharide is based on a seed-lot
system. The method of production shall have been shown to
yield consistently typhoid polysaccharide vaccines of adequate
immunogenicity and safety in man.

BACTERIAL SEED LOTS
The strain of S. typhi used for the master seed lot shall be
identified by historical records that include infonnation on its
origin and by its biochemical and serological characteristics.
Culture. from the working seed lot shall have the same
characteristics as the strain that was used to prepare the
master seed 10[,

Only a strain that has the following characteristics may be
used in the preparation of the vaccine: (a) stained smears
from a culture are typical of enterobacteria; (b) the culture
utilises glucose without production of gas; (c) colonies on
agar are oxidase-negative; (d) a suspension of th.e culture
agglutinates specifically with a suitable Vi antiserum or
colonies fonn haloes on an agar plate containing a suitable Vi
antiserum.

The purity of the bacterial strain used for the seed lot is
verified by methods of suitable sensitivity. These may include
inoculation into suitable media, examination of colony
morphology, microscopic examination of Gram-stained
smears and culture agglutination with suitable specific
antisera"

CULTURE AND HARVEST
The working seed lot is cultured on a solid medium, which
may contain blood-group substances, or a liquid medium; the
inoculum obtained is transferred to a liquid medium which is
used to inoculate the final medium. The liquid medium used
and the final medium are semi-synthetic, free from
substances that are precipitated by cetrimonium bromide and
do not contain blood-group substances or high-molecular
mass polysaccharides, unless it has been demonstrated that
they are removed by th.epurification process.

The bacterial purity of the culture Is verified by methods of
suitable sensitivity. These may include inoculation into
suitable media, examination of colony morphology,
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microscopic examination of Gram-stained smears andculture
agglutination with suitable specificantisera.
The culture is then inactivated at the beginning of the
stationary phase by the addition of formaldehyde. Bacterial
cells areeliminated by centrifugation; the polysaccharide is
precipitated from the culture mediumby addition of
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (cetrimonium
bromide). The precipitate is harvested and may be stored at
-20 "C before purification.

PURIFIED VI POLYSACCHARIDE
The polysaccharide is purified, after dissociation of the
polysaccharidelcetrimonium bromide complex) usingsuitable
procedures to eliminate successively nucleic'acids, proteins
and Iipopolysaccharides. The polysaccharide is precipitated as
the calcium salt in the presenceof ethanol and dried at
2-8 "C; thepowderobtained constitutes the purified Vi
polysaccharide. The loss on drying is determined by
thermogravimetry (2.2.34) and is used 10 calculate the results
of the chemical testsshown below with reference to the dried
substance.
Only a purified Vi polysaccharide that complies with the
following requirements may be used in thepreparation of the
final bulk.

Protein (2.5.16)
Maximlltl1'l0 mg per gram of polysaccharide, calculated with
reference to the dried substance.

Nucleic acids (2.5.17)
Maximum 20 mg pergram of polysaccharide, calculated with
reference to the dried substance.

O-Acetyl groups (2.5./9)
Minimum 2 mmol per gram of polysaccharide, calculated
with reference to the dried substance.

Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution
Molecular-size or molecular-mass distribution is determined
by size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.30) combined withan
appropriate detection system. An acceptable valueis
established for the purified polysaccharide. Each batch must
be shown to complywith this limit.

Identification
Carry out an identification test usinga suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1).

Bacterial endotoxins
The contentof bacterial endotoxins determined by a suitable
method (2.6.14) is within the limits approved for the specific
product.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
One or morebatches of purified Vi polysaccharide are
dissolved in a suitable solvent,whichmaycontain an
antimicrobial preservative, so that the volume corresponding
to 1 dose contains 25 J.lg of polysaccharide and the solution
is isotonic with blood (250 mosmoVkg 10 350 mosmollkg).

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
tests may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Slerility (2.6.1)
The final bulk vaccine complies with the test for sterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable physico-chemical method.
The amountis not less than85 per cent andnot greater than
115 per cent of the intended amount.
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FINAL LOT
The final bulkvaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile
tamper-evident containers that are thendosed so as to
prevent contamination.
Onlya final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements prescribed below under Identification, Tests
and Assayand with the requirement for bacterial endotoxins
may be released for use. Provided the tests for free
formaldehyde and antimicrobial preservative have been
carried out on the final bulkvaccine, theymay be omitted on
the final lot.

Bacterial endotoxins
The content of bacterial endotoxins determined by a suitable
method (2.6.14) is within the limit approved for the specific
product.

CHARACTERS
Clearcolourless liquid, free from visible particles.

IDENTIFICATION
Carry out an identification test usinga suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.1).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.5.

O-Acetyl groups
0.085 (± 25 per cent) umol per dose (25 ug of
polysaccharide).

Test solulion Place 3 mL of the vaccine in each of 3 tubes
(2 reaction solutions and 1 correction solution).
Reference solutions Dissolve 0.150 g of acetykholine ehloritk R
in 10 mL of waterR (stock solution containing 15 gIL of
acetylcholine chloride). Inunediately before use, dilute
0.5 mL of the stock solution 10 50 mL with water R (working
dilution containing 150 ~g/mL of acetylcholine chloride).
In 10 tubes,place in duplicate (reaction and correction
solutions) 0.1 mL, 0.2 mL, 0.5 mL, 1.0 mL and 1.5 mL of
the working dilution.
Prepare a blank using 3 mL of water R.
Make up the volume in each tube to 3 mL with waterR.
Add 0.5 mL of a mixture of I volume of waterRand
2 volumes of dilute hydrochloric acidR to each of the
correction tubes and to the blank. Add 1.0 mL of alkaline
hydroxy/amine solutUm R to each tube. Allow the reaction to
proceed for exactly 2 min and add 0.5 mL of a mixture of
1 volume of waterRand 2 volumes of dilute hydrochloric
acid R to each of the reaction tubes. Add 0.5 mL of a
200 gIL solution offeme chloride R in 0.2 M hydrochlori< acid
to each tube, stopper the tubes and shake vigorously to
removebubbles.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at 540 run
using the blank as the compensation liquid. For each reaction
solution, subtract the absorbance of the corresponding
correction solution.Draw a calibration curve from the
corrected absorbances for the 5 reference solutions and the
corresponding contentof acetylcholine chloride and read
from the curve the contentof acetylcholine chloride in the
test solutionfor each volume tested, Calculate the mean of
the 2 values.
I mole of acetylcholine chloride (181.7 g) is equivalent 10

I mole of O-acetyl (43.05 g).

Free formaldehyde (2.4.11I)
Maximum 0.2 gIL.
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llotUndcrobialpreservaove
Where applicable, determine me amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable physico-chemical method.
The content is not less than the minimum amount shown to
be effective and not more than 115 per cent of the content
stated on me label. ITphenol has been used in the
preparation, the content is not more than 2.5 gIL (2.5.15).

Sterility (2.6.1)
The vaccine complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Determine Vi polysaccharide by a suitable immunochemical
method (2.7.1), using a reference purified polysaccharide.
The estimated amount of polysaccharide per dose is
80 per cent to 120 per cent of the content stated on the
label. The confidence limits (P = 0.95) of the estimated
amount of polysaccharide are not less man 80 per cent and
not more than 120 per cent.

LABELLING
Thelabel states:
- the number of micrograms of polysaccharide per single

human dose (25 ug),
- the total quantity of polysaccharide in the container.
___________________ PIIEu

Typhoid Vaccine
(ph. Bur. monograph 0156)

The label may state 'Typhoid'.
PIIEu _

DEFINITION
Typhoid vaccine is a sterile suspension of inactivated
Salmonella typhicontaining not less than 5 x 108 and not
more than I x 109 bacteria (S. typhl) per human dose.
The human dose does not exceed 1.0 mL.

PRODUCTION
The vaccine is prepared using a seed-lot system from a
suitable strain, such as Ty 21

, of S. typhi.The final vaccine
represents not more than 3 subcultures from the strain on
which were made the laboratory and clinical tests that
showed it to be suitable. The bacteria are inactivated by
acetone, by formaldehyde, by phenol or by heating or by a
combination of the last 2 methods.

IDENTIFICATION
It is identified by specific agglutination.

TESTS
Phenol (2.5.15)
If phenol has been used in the preparation. the concentration
is not more than 5 gIL. ~

Antigenic power
When injected into susceptible laboratory animals, it elicits
anri-O, anti-H and, to a lesser extent, anti-Vi agglutinins..

Sterlllty (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

l Thisstrain is issued by the World Htallh Organization Collaborating
Centnf(JJ' Referenu andResearch on Baunial Vacdnu, Human Senmr
and Vacane lnslllule, SzaUas Utea 5, H-ll07, Budapesl, Hrmgory.
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LABELLING
Thelabel states:
- the method used to inactivate the bacteria;
- the number of bacteria per human dose.
___________________ PIIEu

Typhoid (Strain Ty 21a) Vaccine,
Live (Oral)
(fyphoid Vaaine (Live, Oral, Strain Ty 210),
Ph. Bur. monograph 1055)

The label may state 'Typhoid (five, oral)'.
PIIEu _

DEFINITION
Typhoid vaccine (live, oral, Strain Ty 21a) is a freeze-dried
preparation of live SalmoneUa typhi strain Ty 21a grown in a
suitable medium. When presented in capsules, the vaccine
complies with the monograph Capsules (0016).

PRODUCTION
CHOICE OF VACCINE STRAIN
The main characteristic of me strain is the defect of the
enzyme uridine diphosphate-galaetose-4-epimerase.
The activities of galactopermease, galactokinase and
galactose-Lphosphate uridyl-transferase are reduced by
50 per cent to 90 per cent. Whatever the growth conditions,
the strain does not contain Vi antigen. The strain
agglutinates to anti-O:9 antiserum only if grown in medium
containing galactose. It contains the flagellar H:d antigen and
does not produce hydrogen sulfide on Kligler iron agar.
The strain is nonvirulent for mice. Cells of strain Ty 21a lyse
if grown in the presence of I per cent of galactose.

BACTERIAL SEED LOTS
The vaccine is prepared using a seed-lot system. The working
seed lots represent not more than one subculture from the
master seed lot. The final vaccine represents not more than
four subcultures from the original vaccine on which were
made the laboratory and clinical tests showing the strain to
be suitable.
Only a master seed lor that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of working seed
lots.

Galactose metabollsm
In a spectrophotometric assay. no activity of the enzyme
uridine dipbosphate-galactose-q-epimerase is found in the
cytoplasm of strain Ty 21a compared to strain Ty 2.

Biosynthesis of lipopolysaccharide
Lipopolysaccharides are extracted by the hot-phenol method
and examined by size-exclusion chromatography. Strain
Ty 2la grown in medium free of galactose shows only the
rough (R) type of lipopolysaccharide.

Serological characteristics
Strain Ty 21a grown in a synthetic medium without
galactose does not agglutinate to specific anti-O:9 antiserum.
Whatever the growth conditions, strain Ty 21a does not
agglutinate to Vi antiserum. Strain Ty 21a agglutinates to
H:d flagellar antiserum.

Biochemical markers
Strain Ty 21a does not produce hydrogen sulfide on Kligler
iron agar. This property serves to distinguish Ty 218 from
other galactose-eplmerase-negative S. typhi strains.
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Bronwlhymol blue ga/actore agar

Heart infusion broth 25.0 g
Sodium chloride 5.0 g
Purified water 930 mL
Sterilisethe medium and cool to -a5°C, then add 1.0 g ofsodium thiosulfate,
40 mL of bromothymol blue solutionand 30 mL of galactose solution.

Heart infusion agar 40.0 g
Sodium chloride 5.0 g
Purifiedwater 930 mL
Sterilisethe medium and cool to 45 °CJ then add 1.0 g ofsodiwn thiosulfate,
40 mL of bromothymol blue solutionand 30 mL of galactose solution.

10.0 g
15 g
75.0g
10.0 g
'OOOmL

2.0g
0.28
0.2g
0.0005 g
1.0 g
0.005 g
1000 ml,

2.0g
50mL
950mL

Proteosepeptone
Beefextract:

Sodium chJoride
o-Mannitol
Purifiedwater

Amamilk broth

Bronwthymol bluega/acrose broth

Acetamide
Magnesium sulfate
Sodium chloride
Ferric sulfate
Potassiumdihydrogcnphosphate
Sodium molybdate
Purified water

IDENTIFICATION
Culture bacteria from the vaccine to be examined on an agar
medium containing 1 per cent of galactose and bromothymol
blue. Light blue, concave colonies, transparent due to lysis of
cells, are formed. No yellow colonies (galactose-fermenting)
are found.

TESTS
Microbial contamination
Inoculate at least a total of 2 x 10" live S. !yphiTy 21a on
at least 10 plates of casein soya bean digest agar and on at
least 10 plates of Sabouraud-dextrose agar. Incubate in
aerobic conditions the plates of casein soya bean digest agar
at 30-35 °C for 3-5 days and the plates of Sahouraud
dextrose agar at 20-25 °C for 5-7 days. Observe the plates
for conspicuous colonies of micro-organisms in a lawn of
weakly growing S. !yphi Ty 21a. The number of
contaminating micro-organisms per dosage unit is not greater
than 10' bacteria and 20 fungi.

Cany out the test for specified micro-organisms on selective
media and under cultivation conditions as indicated in
Table 1055.-1. Test a dose equivalent to at leas' 2 x 10"
live S. !yphiTy 21a.

Growth-promoting and inhibitory properties of the media
used and suitability of the testing conditions are
demonstrated.

Composition of culture media listed in Table 1055.-1 that
are not described in general chapter 2.6.13. Microbiologkal
examination of non-sterile produas: us, forspecified micro
organisms.
Mannira{ sal:broth

Bromothymol blue solution

Bromothymol blue
0.1 M sodium hydroxide
Purified water

cen growth
Strain Ty 210 cells lyse when grown in the presence of
1 per cent of galactose.

BACTERIAL PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
The bacteria from the working seed lot are multiplied in a
precuhure, subcultured once and are then grown in a suitable
medium containing 0.001 per cent of galactose at 30 °C for
13 h to 15 h. The bacteria are harvested. The harvest must
be free from contaminating micro-organisms.

Only a single harvest that complies with the following
requirements may he used for the preparation of the freeze
dried harvest.

pH
The pH of the culture is 6.8 to 7.5.

Optical density
The optical density of the culture, measured at 546 nm, is
6.5 to 11.0. Before carrying out me measurement, dilute the
culture so that a reading in the range 0.1 to 0.5 is obtained
and correct the reading to take account of the dilution.

Identification
Culture bacteria on an agar medium containing 1 per cent of
galactose and bromothymol blue. Light blue, concave
colonies, transparent due to lysis of cells, are formed.
No yellow colonlee (galactose-fermenting) are found.

FREEZE-DRIED HARVEST
The harvest is mixed with a suitable stabiliser and freeze
dried by a process that ensures the survival of at least
10 per cent of the bacteria and to a water content shown to
be favourable to the stability of the vaccine. No antimicrobial
preservative is added to the vaccine.

Only a freeze-dried harvest that complies with the following
tests may be used for the preparation of the final bulk.

Identllication
Culture bacteria are examined on an agar medium containing
1 per cent of galactose and bromothymol blue. Light blue,
concave colonies, transparent due to lysis of cells, are
formed. No yellow colonies (galactose-fermenting) are found.

Number of live bacteria
Not fewer than 1 x ro" live S. !yphi strain Ty 21a per
gram.

Water (2.5.12)
1.5 per cent to 4.0 per cent, determined by the semi-micro
determination of water.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
The final bulk vaccine is prepared by mixing under suitable
conditions one or more freeze-dried harvests with suitable
excipients,

Only a final bulk that complies with the following
requirement may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Number of live bacteria
Not fewer than 40 x 10" live S. !yphi strain Ty 21a per
gram.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed under suitable
conditions into capsules with a gastro-resistant shell or into
suitable containers.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Number of live bacteria may be released for use, except that
in the determination of the number of live bacteria each
dosage unit must contain not fewer than 4 x 109 live
bacteria.
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Table 1055.-1. - Test for specified micro-«ganisms: pre
incubation andsubculture conditions

Varicella Vaccine (Live)

DEFINITION
Varicella vaccine (live) is a freeze-dried preparation of a
suitable attenuated strain of human herpesvirus 3.
The vaccine is reconstituted immediately before use, as
stated on the label, to givea clear liquid mat may be
coloured owing to the presence of a pH indicator.

PRODUCTION
The production of vaccine is based on a virus seed-lot system
and a cell-banksystem.The production method shall have
been shown to yield consistently livevaricella vaccines of
adequate immunogenicityand safetyin man. The virus in the
final vaccineshall not have been passaged in cell cultures
beyond a defined nwnber of passages approved by the
competent authority from the original isolated virus.
The potential neurovirulence of the vaccinestrain is
consideredduring preclinical development, based on available
epidemiological data on neurovirolence and neurotropism,
primarily for the wild-type virus. In light of this, a risk
analysis is carried out. Where necessary and if available, a
test is carried out on me vaccinestrain using an animal
model that differentiates wild-type and attenuated virus; tests
on strains of Intermediate attenuation may also be needed.

SUBSTRATE FOR V1RUS PROPAGATION
The virus is propagated in hwnan diploid cells (5.2.3).

VIRUS SEED LOT
The strain of human herpesvirus 3 used shall be identified as
being suitable by historical records that include infonnation
on the origin of the strain and its subsequent manipulation.
The virus shall at no time have been passaged in continuous
cell lines. Seed lots are prepared in the same kind of cells as
those used for the production of the final vaccine. Virus seed
lots are prepared in large quantities and stored at
temperatures below -20 ·C if freeze-dried, or below -60 ·C
if not freeze-dried.

Only a virus seed lot that complies wil:h the following
requirements may be used for viruspropagation.

Identificadon
The master and workingseed lots are identified as human
herpesvirus 3 by serum neutralisation in cell culture, using
specific antibodies.

Virus concentradon
The virus concentration of the master and working seed lots
is determined as prescribedunder Assay to monitor
consistency of production.

Extraneous agents (2.6.16) ,
The working seed lot complies Jth the requirements for
seed lots for livevirus vaccines; a sample of 50 mL is taken
for the test in cell cultures.

VIRUS PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
Allprocessingof the cell bank and subsequent cell cultures is
done under aseptic conditions in an area where no other ceUs
or viruses are being handled. Approvedanimal (but not
human) serum may be used in the culture media. Serum and
trypsin used in the preparation of cell suspensionsand media
are shown to be free from extraneous agents. The cell culture
medium may contain a pH indicator such as phenol red and
approved antibioticsat the lowest effective concentration.

(ph. Bur. monograph 0648)

The label may slate 'Var(live)'.
""Em _

33.0g
IOOmL

Galactose solution

o-gelactoee
Purified water

The product complieswith the [est if no colonies of
Escherichia aJli, Smphyloroccus aureu1, Pseudomonas aeruginosa
or clostridia, and no salmoneUa other than strain Ty 210, are
found.

Water (2.5.11)
1.5 per cent to 4.0 per cent, determined on the contents of
the capsule or of the container by the semi-micro
determination of water.

NUMBER OF UVE BACTERIA
Carry out the test using not fewer than 5 dosage units.
Homogenise the contents of me dosage units in a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R at 4 °C using a mixer in a cold
room with sufficient glass beads to emerge from the liquid.
lnunediately after homogenisation prepare a suitable dilution
of the suspension using cooled diluent and inoculate brain
heart infusion agar; incubate at 36 ± 1 ·C for 20 h to 36 h.
The vaccine contains not fewer than 2 x 109 live S. typhi
Ty 2la bacteria per dosage unit.

LABELLING
The labd s.."':
- the minimum number of live bacteria per dosage unit;
- that the vaccine is for oral use only.

Mlcro~ Pre-incubation Pre-incubation Subculture
organism 1 2

Sl4phy1oax<w Mannitol salt Mannitol salt.."'" broth a..,.
36-35°C 30-35°C
40-48 h 18-12 h- Acetamide broth Cetrimide agar'"

amJgIWsa 30-35 OC 30-35°C
40-48 h 18-12 h

Ikhnidlia aJIi Casein soya MlcConltey MacConkey
bean digest broth'" ...,.

broth'" 41_45°C 30-35°C
36-35°C 18-24 h 18-12 h
18-24 b

Sa/mbnelJa spp. Bromothymol Bromothymol
blue galactose blue galactose

broth .".,.
36-35°C 30-35°C
18-24 h 18-12 h

Clostridia Reinforced Columbia agar'"
medium for 36-35 °C
clostridia'" 18-72 h
36-35°C Anaerobic
40-48 h conditions

Unheated and
heated at 80°C
for 10 min in

buffered sodium
ch1oride-peptone
solution pH 7.0'"

Anaerobic
conditions

*Cuhure media recommended for identification of specified ntiao-orgmisms
(see general chapter 1.6.11 for compotitioo)
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It is preferable to have a substrate free from antibiotics
during production. 5 per cent, but not less than 50 mL, of
the cell cultures employed for vaccine production is set aside
as uninfeeted cell cultures (control cells). The infected cells
constituting a singleharvest are washed, released from the
support surface and pooled. The cell suspension is disrupted
by sonication.
Only a virus harvest that complieswith the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
vaccine.

Identification
The virus harvest contains virus that is identifiedas bwnan
herpesvirus 3 by serum neutralisation in cell culture, using
specific antibodies.

Virus concentration
The concentration of infective virus in virus harvestsis
determined as prescribed under Assay to monitor consistency
of production and to determine the dilution to be used for
the final bulk vaccine.

Extraneous agents (2.6.J6)
Use 50 mL for the test in cell cultures.

Control cells
The control.cellsof the production cell culture from which
the singleharvest is derived comply with a test for identity
and with the requirements for extraneous agents (2.6.16).

FINAL BULK VACCINB
Virus harvests that comply with the above tests are pooled
and clarified to remove cells. A suitable stabiliser may be
added and the pooled harvests diluted as appropriate.

Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6. J) using 10 mL for each
medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributed aseptically into sterile,
tamper-evident containers and freeze-dried to a moisture
content shown to be favourable to the stability of the vaccine.
The containers are then closed so as to prevent
contamination and the introduction of moisture.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to the test for
water and each of the requirements given below under
Identification, Tests and Assay may be released for use.
Provided that the test for bovine serum albumin has been
carried out with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine,
it may be omitted on the final lot.

Water (2.5.J2)
Not more than the amount shown to ensure stability of the
vaccines as approved by the competent authority, determined
by the semi-micro determination of water.

IDENTIFICATION
When the vaccine reconstituted as stated on the label is
mixed with specific human herpesvirus 3 antibodies, it is no
longer able to infect susceptible cell cultures.

TESTS
Bacterial and fungal contamination
The reconstituted vaccine complies with the test for sterility
(2.6.J).

Bovine serum albumin
Maximum 0.5 J.1g per human dose, determined by a suitable
inununochemical method (2.7.J).
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ASSAY
Titrate the vaccine for infective virus, using at least
3 separate vials of vaccine. Titrate 1 vial of an appropriate
virus reference preparation in triplicate to validate each assay.
The virus concentration of the reference preparation is
monitored using a control chan and a titre is established on a
historical basis by each laboratory. The relation with the
appropriate European Pharmacopoeia Biological Reference
Preparation is establishedand monitored at regular intervals
if a manufacturer's reference preparation is used. Calculate
the individual virus concentration for each vial of vaccine and
for each replicate of the reference preparation as well as the
corresponding combined virus concentrations, using the usual
statistical methods (for example, 5.3). The combined
estimate of the virus concentration for the 3 vials of vaccine
is not less than that stated on the label.

The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the
3 replicates combined is greater than ± 0.3 loglo PFU;

- the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 log,. PFU from the established value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P = 0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 log,o PFU; data obtained from valid assays only
are combined by the usual statistical methods (for
example, 5.3) to calculate the virus concentration of the
sample. The confidence interval (P = 0.95) of the combined
virus concentration is not greater than ± 0.3 10giO PFU.
Varicella vaccine (h"ve) BRP is suitable for use as a reference
preparation.

Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used; this may imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the strain of virus used for the preparation of the vaccine;
- the type and origin of the cells used for the preparation of

the vaccine;
- the minimum virus concentration;
- that contact between the vaccine and disinfectants is to be

avoided.
___~ PIIE<r

Yellow Fever Vaccine, Live
(VeYow Fever Varone (Live), Ph. Eur. monograph
0537)

PIIE<r ~ _

DEFINITION
Yellow fever vaccine (live) is a freeze-dried preparation of
yellow fever virus derived from the 17D strain and grown in
fertilised hen eggs. The vaccine is reconstituted immediately
before use, as stated on the label, to give a clear liquid.

PRODUCTION
The production of vaccine is based on a virusseed-lot
system. The production method shall have been shown to
yield consistently yellow fever vaccine (live) of acceptable
immunogenicity and safety for man.
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Reference preparation In the test for neurotropism, a suitable
batch of vaccineknown to have satisfactory properties in man
is used as the referencepreparation.
A reference preparation calibrated in International Units per
ampoule is used to verify the titre of the virus inoculum in
the tests for viraemia (viscerotropism) and immunogenicity,
and to titrate the vaccine batch in the potency assay.

The International Unit is the activity contained in a stated
quantity of the International Standard. The equivalence in
International Units of the International Standard is stated by
the World Health Organization.

SUBSTRATE FOR VIRUS PROPAGATION
Virus for the preparation of master and working seed lots and
of aU vaccine hatches is grown in the tissues of chick embryos
from a flock free from specified pathogens (SPF) (5.Z.Z).

SEED LOTS
The 17D strain shall be identified by historical records that
include information on the origin of me strain and its
subsequent manipulation. Virus seed lots are prepared in
large quantities and stored at a temperature below -60 "C.
Master and working seed lots shall not contain any human
protein) added serum or antibiotics.

Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the virus in the
final vaccine shall be between passage levels 204 and 239
from the original isolate of strain 17D. A working seed lot
shall be only 1 passage from a master seed lot. A working
seed lot shall be used without intervening passage as the
inoculum for infecting the tissues used in the production of a
vaccine lot) so that no vaccine virus is more than 1 passage
from a seed lot that has passed all the safety tests.

Only a virus seed lot that complies with the following
requirements may be used for virus propagation.

Identificadon
The master and working seed lots are identified as containing
yellow fever virus by serum neutralisation in cell culture
using specific antibodies, or by molecular methods
(e.g. nucleic acid amplification techniques (NA'O,
sequencing).

Extraneous agents (Z.6.16)
Each master seed lot complies with the following tests:
- bacterial and fungal sterility (as described in chapter

2.6.16 under Virus seed lot and virus harvests);
- mycoplasmas (as described in chapter 2.6.16 under Virus

seed lot and virus harvests);
- mycobacteria (as described in chapter 2.6.16 under Virus

seed lot and virus harvests).

Avian leucosis viruses
For each master seed lot, the absence of avian leucosis
viruses is verified using a suitable method.

Extraneous agents (Z.6.16)
Each working seed lot complies with the following tests:
- bacterial and fungal sterility (as described in chapter

2.6.16 under Virus seed lot and virus harvests);
- mycoplasmas (as described in chapter Z.6.16 under Virus

seed lot and virus harvests);
- mycobacteria (as described in chapter 2.6.16 under Virus

seed lot and virus harvests);
- test in cell culture for other extraneous agents: a

neutralised sample of 5 mL of working seed lot,
representing at least 500 000 (5.7 log,o) IU, is tested for
the presence of extraneous agents by inoculation into
continuous simian kidney and human cell cultures as well
as into primary chick-embryo-fibroblast cells; the cells are
incubated at 36 ± I °C and observed for a period of
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14 days; the working seed lot passes the test if there is no
evidence of the presence of any extraneous agents; the test
is not valid unless at least 80 per cent of the cell cultures
remain viable;

- avian viruses: a neutralised sample of 1 mL of working
seed lot, representing at least 100 000 (5.0 log..) IU, is
tested for the presence of avian viruses by Inoculationby
the allantoic route into a group of at least 20 fertilised,
9- to II-day-old, SPF eggs (5.Z.2), and by inoculation
into the yolk sac of a group of at least 20 fertilised, 5- to
7-day-old, SPF eggs (5.Z.2); incubate for 7 days; the
working seed lot complies if the aUantoic and yolk sac
fluids show no signs of haemagglutinating agents and if
the embryos and chorio-allantoic membranes examined to
detect any macroscopic pathology are typical; the test is
not valid unless at least 80 per cent of the inoculated eggs
survive during the 7-day observation period.

Avian leucosis viruses
For each working seed lot, the absence of avian leucosis
viruses is verified using a suitable method.

Tests in monkeys
Each master and working seed lot complies with the
following tests in monkeys for viraemia (viscerotropism),
immunogenicity and neurotropism.

The monkeys shall be Mattu:a sp. susceptible to yellow fever
virus and shall have been shown to be non-immune to yellow
fever at the time of injecting the seed virus. They shall be
healthy and shall not have received previously intracerebral or
intraspinal inoculation. Furthermore, they shaU not have
been inoculated by other routes with neurotropic viruses or
with antigens related to yellow fever virus. Not fewer than
10 monkeys are used for each test.

Use a test dose of 0.25 mL containing the equivalent of not
less than 5000 (3.7 log,o) IU and not more than
50000 (4.7 log,o) IU, determined by an invitro titration for
infectious virus in cell culture. Inject the test dose into 1
frontal lobe of each monkey under anaesthesia and observe
the monkeys for not less than 30 days.

Viraemia (Viscerotropism) Viscerotropism is indicated by the
amount of virus present in serum. Take blood from each of
the test monkeys on the 2nd

, 41h and 6th days after
inoculation and prepare serum from each sample.
Prepare 1:10, 1:100 and 1:1000 dilutions from each serum
and inoculate each dilution into a group of at least 4 cell
culture vessels used for the determinationof the virus
concentration. The seed lot complies with the test if none of
the sera contains more than the equivalent of
500 (2.7 log,o) IU in 0.03 mL and at most 1 serum contains
more than the equivalent of 100 (2.0 logto) IU in 0.03 mL.

Immunogenidty Take blood from each monkey 30 days after
the injection of the test dose and prepare serum from each
sample. The seed lot complies with the test if at least
90 per cent of the test monkeys are shown to be immune, as
determined by examining their sera in the test for
neutralisation of yellow fever virus described below.

It has been shown that a low dilution of serum (for
example, 1:10) may contain non-specific inhibitors that
influence this test; such serum shall be treated to remove
inhibitors. Mix dilutions of at least 1:10, 1:40 and 1:160 of
serum from each monkey with an equal volume of
17D vaccine virus at a dilution that will yield an optimum
number of plaques with the titration method used. Incubate
the serum-virus mixtures in a water-bath at 37 °C for 1 h
and then cool in iced water; add 0.2 mL of each serum-virus
mixture to each of 4 cell culture plates and proceed as for the
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Scores for discriminator and target areas are used for the
final evaluation of the seed lot. The individual monkey score
is calculated from the sum of individual target area scores in
each hemisection divided by the number of areas examined.
A separate score is calculated similarly for the discriminator
areas.

Mean scores for me test group are calculated in 2 ways:
(I) by dividing the sum of the individual monkey
discriminator scores by the number of monkeys; and (2) by
dividing the sum of the individual monkey target and
discriminator scores by the number of monkeys. These
2 mean scores are taken into account when deciding on the
acceptability of the seed lot. The seed lot is not acceptable if
either of the mean lesion scores is significantly greater
(P =0.95) than for the reference preparation.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
All processing of the fertilised eggs is done under aseptic
conditions in an area where no other infectious agents or
cells are handled at the same time. At least 2 per cent but
not fewer than 20 and not more than 80 eggs are maintained

of the cord and to structures in each hemisection of the brain
as listed below. Lesions are scored as foUows:
- grade 1 - minimal: I to 3 smaU focal inflammatory

infiltrates; degeneration or loss of a few neurons;
- grade 2 - moderate: 4 or more focal inflammatory

infiltrates; degeneration or loss of neurons affecting nOI
more than one third of cells;

- grade 3 - severe: moderate focal or diJfuse inflammatory
infiltration; degeneration or loss of 33-90 per cent of the
neurons;

- grade 4 - overwhelming: variable but often severe
inflammatory reaction; degeneration or loss of more than
90 per cent of neurons.

It has been found that inoculation of yellow fever vaccine
into the monkey brain causes histological lesions in different
anatomical fonnations of the central nervous system with
varying frequency and severity (I. S. Levenbook et al., Journal
of Biological Standardization, 1987, 15,305-313). Based on
these 2 indicators, the anatomical structures can be divided
into target, spared and discriminator areas. Target areas are
those that show more severe specific lesions in a majority of
monkeys irrespective of the degree of neurovirulence of the
seed lot. Spared areas are those that show only minimal
specific lesions and in a minority of monkeys. Discriminator
areas are those where there is a significant increase in me
frequency of more severe specific lesions with seed lots
having a higher degree of neurovirulence. Discriminator and
target areas for Mcuaca cynomolgus and Macaca rhesus
monkeys are shown in the table below.

Target areas

Substantia nigra

Substantia nigra

Cervicalenlargement

Lumbar enlargement

Globus pallidus

Putamen

Anterior/median thalamic
nucleus

Lateral thalamic nucleus

Dlscrlmlnator Bress

Caudate nucleus

Globus pallidus

Putamen

Anterior/median rhalomic
nucleus

Laeeral thalamjc nucleus

Cervical enlargement

Lumbar enlargement

Type of monkey

MrKaoa rhaus

determination of virusconcentration. Inoculate similarly
10 plates with the same amount of virus, plus an
equal volume of a I: 10 dilution of monkey serum known to
contain no neutralising antibodies to yellow fever virus,
At the end of the observation period, compare the mean
number of plaques in the plates receiving virus plus 000

immune serum with me mean number of plaques in the
plates receiving virus plus dilutions of each monkey serum.
Not more than 10 per cent of the test monkeys have serum
that fails to reduce the number of plaques by 50 per cent at
the I: I0 dilution.

Neurotropism Neurotropism is assessed from clinical
evidence of encephalitis, from incidenceof clinical
manifestations and by evaluation of hetclogical leslons, in
comparison with 10 monkeys injected with the reference
preparation. The seed lot is not acceptable if either the onset
and duration of the febrile reaction or the clinical signs of
encephalitis and pathological findings are such as to indicate
a change in the properties of the virus.

Clinical evaluation

The monkeys are examined daily for 30 days by personnel
familiar with clinical signs of encephalitis in primates (if
necessary, the monkeys are removed from their cage and
examined for signs of motor weakness or spasticity).
The seed 101 is not acceptable if in the monkeys injected with
it the incidence of severe signs of encephalitis, such as
paralysis or inability to stand when stimulated, or mortality is
greater than for the reference vaccine. These and other signs
of encephalitis) such as paresis, incoordination, lethargy)
tremors or spasticity are assigned numerical values for the
severity of symptoms by a grading method. Each day eacb
monkey in the test is given a score based on the following
scale:
- grade I: rough coat, not eating;
- grade 2: high-pitched voice, inactive, slow moving;
- grade 3: shaky movements, tremors, incoordination, limb

weakness;
- grade 4: inability to stand, limb paralysis or death (a dead

monkey receives a daily score of 4 from the day of death
until day 30).

A clinical score for a particular monkey is the average of its
daily scores; the clinical score for the group is the arithmetic
mean of the individual monkey scores. The seed lot is not
acceptable if the mean of the clinical severity scores for the
group of monkeys inoculated with it is significantly greater
(P = 0.95) than the mean for the group of monkeys injected
with the reference preparation. In addition) special
consideration is given to any animal showing unusually severe
signs when deciding on the acceptability of the seed lot.

Histological evaluation

5 levels of the brain are examined including:
- block J: the,corpus striatum at the level of the optic

chiasma; ."
- block II: the thalamus at the level of the mamillary

bodies;
- block III: the mesencephalon at me level of the superior

colliculi;
- block N: the pons and cerebellum at the level of the

superior olives;
- block V: the medulla oblongata and cerebellum at the

level of the mid-inferior olivary nuclei.

Cervical and lumbar enlargements of the spinal cord are each
divided equally into 6 blocks; IS J.l1I1 sections are cut from
the tissue blocks embedded in paraffin wax and stained with
gallocyanin. Numerical scores are given to each hemisection
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as uninfeeted control eggs. After inoculation and incubation
at a controlled temperature, only living and typical chick
embryosare harvested. At the time of harvest, the control
eggsare treated in the same way as the inoculated eggs to
obtain a control embryonic pulp. The age of the embryo at
the time of virus harvest is reckoned from the initial
introduction of me egg into the incubator and shall he not
more than 12 days. Afterhomogenisation and clarification by
centrifugation, the extract of embryonic pulp is tested as
described below and kept at -70 "C or colder until further
processing. Virus harvests may be pooled. No human protein
is added to me virus suspension at any stage during
production. If stabilisers are added, they shall have been
shown to have no antigenicor sensitising properties for man.
Only a single harvest Of, where applicable, a pool of single
harvests that complies with the following requirements may
be used in the preparation of the final bulk vaccine.

Identification
The singleharvest or pool of singleharvestscontains virus
that is identified as yellow fevervirus by serum neutralisation
in cell culture using specific antibodies, or by molecular
methods (e.g. NAT, sequencing).

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The single harvest complies with the test for sterility (2.6.1),
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Mycoplasmas (2.6.7)
The.single harvest or pool of singleharvests complieswith
the test for mycoplasmas, carried out using 10 mL.

Mycohacteria (2.6.2)
A 5 mL sample of the single harvest or pool of single
harvestsis tested for the presence of Mycobcu:terium spp.
by culture methods known to be sensitive for the detection of
these organisms.

Embryonic pulp of control eggs
The extract of the control eggsshows no evidenceof the
presence of any extraneous agents in the tests described
below.

Tes' in cell culture for other extraneous agents Inoculate a
5 mL sample of embryonic pulp of the control eggs into
continuous simian kidney and human cell cultures as wellas
into primarychick-embryo-fibroblast cells. The cells are
incubated at 36 ± 1 °C and observed for a period of
14 days. The embryonic pulp of the control eggs passes the
test if there is no evidenceof the presence of any extraneous
agents. The test is not valid unless at least 80 per cent of the
cell cultures remain viable.
Avianviruses Using 0.1 mL per egg, inoculate the
embryonic pulp of control eggs: by the allantoic route into a
group of 10 fertilised, 9- to I l-day-old, SPF eggs (5.2.2);
and into the yolk sac of a group of 10 fertilised, 5- to 1-day
old, SPF eggs (5.2.2). Incubate for 1 days. The embryonic
pulp lot of the control eggs complies if the allantoic and yolk
sac fluids show no signs of haemagglutinating agents and if
the embryosand chorio-allantoic membranes examined to
detect any macroscopic pathologyare typical. The test is not
valid unless at least 80 per cent of the inoculated eggssurvive
during the 1 day observation period.

Virus concentration
In order to calculate the dilution for formulation of the final
bulk, each single harvest is titrated as described under Assay.

FINAL BULK VACCINE
Singleharvestsor pools of singleharvests that complywith
the tests prescribed above are pooled and clarified again.
A test for protein nitrogen content is carried out. A suitable
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stabiliser may be added and the pooled harvests diluted as
appropriate.
Only a final bulk vaccine that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final lot.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The final bulk vaccinecomplies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1), carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Protein nitrogen content
Maximum 0.25 mg per human dose before the addition of
any stabiliser.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk vaccine is distributedaseptically into sterile,
tamper-evidentcontainersand freeze-dried to a moisture
content shown to be favourable to the stabilityof the vaccine.
The containers are then closedso as to prevent
contamination and the introduction of moisture.
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to thermal
stabilityand each of the requirements given below under
Identification, Tests and Assay may be released for use.
Provided that the test for ovalbumin has been performed
with satisfactory results on the final bulk vaccine, it may be
omitted on the final lot.

Thermal stability
Maintain at least 3 containers of the final lot of freeze-dried
vaccine in the dry state at 37 ± 1 °C for 14 days. Determine
the virus concentration as described under Assay in parallel
for the heated vaccineand for vaccine stored at the
temperature recommendedfor storage. The virus
concentration of the heated vaccine is Dotmore than
1.0 IOglO lower than that of the unheated vaccine.

IDENTIFICATION
When the vaccine reconstituted as stated on the label is
mixed with specificyellow fever virus antibodies, there is a
significant reduction in its ability to infect susceptiblecell
cultures. Alternatively, the vaccine reconstituted as stated on
the label contains virus that is identified 88 yellow fever virus
by molecular methods (e.g. NAT, sequencing).

TESTS
Ovalbumin
Maximum 5 }.tg of ovalbumin per human dose, determined
by a suitable immunochemical method (2.7.1).

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 3.0 per cent.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
The reconstituted vaccinecomplies with the test for sterility
(2.6.1).

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 5 ill per single human dose.

ASSAY
Titrate for infective virus in cell cultures using at least
3 separate containers of vaccine. Titrate 1 container of an
appropriate virus reference preparationin triplicate to
validateeach assay. The virus concentrationof the reference
preparation is monitored using a control chart and a titre is
established on a historical basis by each laboratory. Calculate
the individual virus concentrationfor each container of
vaccineand for each replicate of the reference preparation as
well as the correspondingcombinedvirusconcentrations
using the usual statisticalmethods (forexample, 5.3).
The combined virus concentrationfor the 3 containers of
vaccine is compared to the resultsof the reference
preparation titrated in parallel, to obtain results in
International Units. The combinedvirus concentration of the
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vaccine is not less than3.0 Jaglo ill per humandose and not
more than the upper limit approved for the particular
product by the competent authority.
The assay is not valid if:
- the confidence interval (P =0.95) of the estimated virus

concentration of the reference preparation for the
3 replicates combined is greater than ± 0.3 Jogl O ill;

_ the virus concentration of the reference preparation differs
by more than 0.5 log,. ill from the established value.

The assay is repeated if the confidence interval (P =0.95) of
the combined virus concentration of the vaccine is greater
than ± 0.3 log,. IU; data obtained from valid assays only
are combined bythe usual statistical methods (forexample,
5.1) to calculate the virus concentration of the sample.
The confidence interval (P =0.95) of the combined virus
concentration is not greater than ± 0.3 Jaglo IU.
Where justified and authorised, different assay designs may
be used; thismay imply the application of different validity
and acceptance criteria. However, the vaccine must comply if
tested as described above.

LABELLING
The label staus:
- the strain of virus used in preparation of the vaccine;
_ that thevaccine has been prepared in chick embryos;
- the minUhum virus concentration;
_ that contact between the vaccine and disinfectants is to be

avoided.
_____________________ P/JE<I

Vaccines IV-795
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DIAGNOSTIC PREPARATIONS
Old Tuberculin
(Tuberculin for Human Use, OM, Ph. Eur. manograph
0151)
P/>E<r _

DEFINITION
Old tuberculin for human use consists of a filtrate,
concentrated by heating, containing the solubleproducts of
the cultureand lysis of one or more strains of Myrobaeterium
boois andlorMycobatterium tuberculosis thatis capable of
demonstrating a delayed hypersensitivity in an animal
sensitised to micro-organisms of the samespecies.
Old tuberculin for humanuse in concentrated fonn is a
transparent, viscous,yellow or brown liquid.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production of old tuberculin is based on a seed-lot
system. The production methodshallhavebeen shown to
yield consistently old tuberculin of adequate potency and
safety in man. A batch of old tuberculin, calibrated in
International Units by the method described under Assay
and for which adequate clinical infonnation is available as to
its activity in man, is set asideto serve as a reference
preparation.

The International Unit is the activity of a stated quantity of
the International Standard. The equivalence in International
Units of the International. Standard is stated by the World
Health Organization.

SEED LOTS
The strains of mycobacteria used shallbe identified by
historical records that include information on theirorigin and
subsequent manipulation.
The working seed lots used to inoculate the media for the
production of a concentrated harvest shallnot have
undergone more than 4 subcultures fromthe master seed lot.
Only seed lots that comply with the following requirements
may be used for propagation.

Identification
The species of mycobacterium of the master and working
seed lots is identified.

Bacterial and fungal contaminadon
Carry out the test for sterility (1.6.1), using 10 mL for each
medium.The working seed lot complies with the test for
sterility except for the presence of mycobacteria.

PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
The bacteria are grown in a liquid mediumwhichmaybe a
glycerolated broth or a synthetic medium. Growth must be
typical for the strain. The culture is inactivated by a suitable
method, such as treatment in an autoclave (121°C fornot
less than 30 min) or in flowing steamat a temperature not
less than 100 ·C for at least I h. The culture liquid, from
which the micro-organisms mayor maynot havebeen
separated by filtration, is concentrated by evaporation,
usually to one-tenth of its initial volume. The preparation is
free fromlive mycobacteria. The concentrated harvest is
shown to comply with the test for mycobacteria (1.6.1)
before additionof any antimicrobial preservative or other
substance that might interfere with the test. Phenol (5 gIL)
or another suitable antimicrobial preservative thatdoes not
give rise to false positive reactions may be added.
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Onlya concentrated harvest thatcomplies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
tuberculin.

pH (1.1.3)
The pH of the concentrated harvest is 6.5 to 8.

Glycerol
Where applicable, determine the glycerol contentof the
concentrated harvest. The amount is within the limits
approved for the particular product.

AntimicrobIal preservadve
Where applicable) determine the amountof antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-ehemical
method. The contentis not less than 85 per cent and not
more than 115 per cent of the intended amount. Ifphenol
has been used in the preparation, the concentration is not
more than 5 gIL (1.5.15).

Sensidsadon
Carry out the test descnbedunderTests.

Sterlllty (1.6.1)
The concentrated harvest complies with the test for sterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

Potency
Determine the potency 8S described under Assay.

FINAL BULK TUBERCULIN
The concentrated harvest is diluted asepticaUy.
Only a final bulk tuberculin that complies with the following
requirement may be used in thepreparation of the final lot.

Sterlllty (1.6.1)
The final bulk tuberculin complies with the test for sterility,
carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk tuberculin is distributed aseptically into sterile
containers whicharethen closed so as to prevent
contamination.
Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements givenbelow under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.
The following tests may be omitted on the final lot if they
havebeen carried out at the stages indicated:
- livemycobacteria: concentrated harvest)
- sensitisation: concentrated harvest,
- toxicity: concentrated harvest or final bulk. tuberculin,
- antimicrobial preservative: final bulktuberculin.

IDENTIFICATION
Inject increasing doses of the preparation to be examined
intradermally into healthy, whiteor pale-coloured guinea
pigs, specifically sensitised (for example) as described under
Assay). A reaction varying from erythema to necrosis is
produced at the site of the injection. Similar injections
administered to non-sensitised guinea-pigs do not stimulate II
reaction. The assay may also serve as identification. '

TESTS
OMtuberculin for hmnan usein concentrated form
(? 100 000 lUlmL) ecmplks wi'h ea<h of the testsprescribed
below; the diluted produc' complies with ,he testsfor antimicrobial
preseroatfve and sterility.

Toxicity
Inject a quantity equivalent to 50 000 ill subcutaneously
into each of two healthy guinea-pigs weighing 250 g to 350 g
andwhichhavenot been subjected to any treatment likely to
interfere with the test. Observe the animals for 7 days.
No adverse effect is produced.
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Sensitisation
Use 3 guinea-pigs that have not been subjected to any
treaunent likely to interfere with the test. On 3 occasions at
intervals of 5 days, inject intradennally into each guinea-pig
about 500 IU of the preparation to be examined in a volume
of 0.1 mL. 2 to 3 weeks after me third injection, administer
the same dose intradennally to the same animals and to a
control group of 3 guinea-pigs of me same mass that have
not previously received injections of tuberculin. After 24 h to
72 h, the reactions in me 2 groups of animals are not
substantially different.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The content is not less than me minimum amount
shown to be effective and not more than 115 per cent of the
amount stated on the label. Ifphenol has been used in the
preparation, the concentration is not more than 5 gIL
(2.5.15).

Live mycobacteria (2.6.2)
It complies with the test for mycobacteria.

Sterility (2.6.1)
It complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY ,~

The potency of old tuberculin is determined by comparing
the reactions produced by the intradermal injection of
increasing doses of the preparation to be examined into
sensitised guinea-pigs with the reactions produced by known
concentrations of the reference preparation.

Prepare a suspension containing a suitable amount (0.1 rng
to 0.4 nw'mL) of heat-inactivated, dried mycobacteria in
mineral oil with or without emulsifier; use mycobacteria of a
strain of the same species as that used in the preparation to
be examined. Sensitise not fewer than 6 pale-coloured
guinea-pigs weighing not less than 300 g by injecting
intramuscularly or intradennally a total of about 0.5 mL of
the suspension, divided between several sites lf necessary.
Carry out the test after the period of time required for
optimal sensitisation which is usually 4 to 8 weeks after
sensitisation. Depilate the flanks of the animals so that it is
possible to make at least three injections on each side and
not more than a total of 12 injection points per animal.
Use at least three different doses of the reference preparation
and at least 3 different doses of the preparation to be
examined. For both preparations, use doses such that the
highest dose is about 10 times the lowest dose. Choose
me doses such that when they are injected the lesions
produced have a diameter of not less than 8 nun and not
more than 25 mm. In any given test, the order of the
dilutions injected at each point is chosen at random in a
Latin square design. Inject each dose intradennaUy in a

: constant volume of 0.1 mL or 0.2 mL Measure the
diameters of the lesions 24 h to 48 h later and calculate the
results of the test by the usual statistical methods, assuming
mat the diameters of the lesions are directly proportional to
the logarithm of the concentration of the preparation.

The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
64 per cent and not more than 156 per cent of the stated
potency.

STORAGE
Store protected from light.

Diagnostic Preparations IV-797

LABELLING
The label stares:
- the number of International Units per millilitre,
- the species of mycobacterium used to prepare the

product,
- the name and quantity of any antimicrobial preservative

or any other excipient,
- the expiry date,
- where applicable, that old tuberculin is not to be injected

in its concentrated fonn but diluted so as to administer
not more than 100 ill per dose.

__________~ ".EII

Tuberculin Purified Protein
Derivative
Tuberculin P.P.D.

(Tuberculine PunJied Protein Derivative for Human Use,
Ph. Bur. monograph 0151)
"'E" _
DEFINITION
Tuberculin purified protein derivative (tuberculin PPD) for
human use is a preparation obtained by precipitation from
the heated products of the culture and lysis of Mycobacterium
bovis and/or Mycobacterium tuber<u/osis and capable of
demonstrating a delayed hypersensitivity in an animal
sensitised to micro-organisms of the same species.

Tuberculin PPD is a colourless or pale-yellow liquid; the
diluted preparation may be a freeze-dried powder which
upon dissolution gives a colourless or pale-yellow liquid.

PRODUCTION
GENERAL PROVISIONS
The production of tuberculin PPD is based on a seed-lot
system. The production method shall have been shown to
yield consistendy tuberculin PPD of adequate potency and
safety in man. A batch of tuberculin PPD, calibrated in
International Units by method A described under Assay and
for which adequate clinical infonnation is available as to its
activity in man, is set aside to serve as a reference
preparation.

The International Unit is the activity of a stated quantity of
the International Standard. The equivalence in International
Units of the International Standard is Slated by the World
Health Organization.

SBBDLOTS
The strains of mycobacteria used shall be identified by
historical records that include information on their origin and
subsequent manipulation.

The working seed lots used to inoculate the media for
production of a concentrated harvest shall not have
undergone more than 4 subcultures from the master seed lot.

Only seed lots that comply with the following requirements
may be used for propagation.

Identification
The species of mycobacterium of the master and working
seed lots is identified.

Bacterial and fungal contamination
Carry out the test for sterility (2.6.1), using 10 mL for each

'medium. The working seed lot complies with the test for
sterility except for the presence of mycobacteria.
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PROPAGATION AND HARVEST
The bacteria are grown in a liquid synthetic medium.
Growth must be typical for the strain. The culture is
inactivated by a suitable method such as treatment in an
autoclave (121 °C for not less than 30 min) or in flowing
steam at a temperature not less than 100°C for at least 1 h
and filtered. The active fraction of the filtrate, consisting
mainly of protein, is isolated by precipitation, washed and
re-dissolved. The preparation is free from mycobacteria.
The concentrated harvest is shown to comply with the test
for mycobacteria (2.6.2) before addition of any antimicrobial
preservative or other substance that might interfere with the
test. Phenol (5 gIL) or another suitable antimicrobial
preservative that does not give rise to false positive reactions
may be added; a suitable stabiliser intended to prevent
adsorption on glass or plastic surfaces may be added.
The concentrated harvest may be freeze-dried. Phenol is not
added to preparations that are to be freeze-dried.

Only a concentrated harvest that complies with the following
requirements may be used in the preparation of the final bulk
tuberculin PPD.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, determine theamount of antimicrobial
preservativeby a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The content is not less than 85 per cent and not
more than 115 per cent of the intended amount. If phenol
has been used in the preparation, the concentration is not
more than 5 gIL (2.5.15).

Sensitisation
Carry out the test described under Tests.

Sterility (2.6. I)
The concentrated harvest, reconstituted if necessary,
complies with the test for sterility, carried Out using 10 mL
for each medium.

Potency
Determine the potency as described under Assay.

FINAL BULK 1VBERCUUN PPD
The concentrated harvest is diluted aseptically, after
reconstitution if necessary.

Only a final bulk tuberculin PPD that complies with the
following requirement may be used in the preparation of the
final lot.

Sterility (2.6. I)
The final bulk tuberculin PPD complies with the test for
sterility, carried out using 10 mL for each medium.

FINAL LOT
The final bulk tuberculin PPD is distributed aseptically into
sterile containers which are then closed so as to prevent
contamination. It may be freeze-dried.

Only a final lot that is satisfactory with respect to each of the
requirements given below under Identification, Tests and
Assay may be released for use.

The following tests may be omitted on the final lot if they
have been carried out at the stages indicated:
- live mycobacteria: concentrated harvest
- sensitisation: concentrated harvest
- toxicity: concentrated harvest or final bulk tuberculin

PPD
- antimicrobial preservative: final bulk tuberculin PPD.

IDENfIFICATION
Inject increasing doses of the preparation to be examined
intradennally into healthy, white or pale-coloured guinea
pigs, specifically sensitised (for example as described under
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Assay). A reaction varying from erythema to necrosis is
produced at the site of the injection. Similar injections
administered to non-sensitised guinea-pigs do not stimulate a
reaction. The assay may also serve as identification.

TESTS
Tuberculin punfiedprotein dnlvatweforhuman use in
concentrated form Q 100 000 IUlmL) comp/res with coch of the
testsprescribed below; thediluted produa comp/res with the testsfor
pH, antimicrobial preservative andsterih·ty.

pH (2.2.3)
The pH of the preparation, reconstituted if necessary as
stated on the label, is 6.5 to 7.5.

Toxicity
Inject subcutaneously 50 000 ill of the preparation to be
examined into each of two healthy guinea-pigs weighing
250 g to 350 g and which have not been subjected to any
treatment likely to interfere with the test. Observe the
animals for 7 days. No adverse effect is produced.

Sensitisation
Use 3 guinea-pigs that have not been subjected to any
treatment likely to interfere with the test. On 3 occasions at
intervals of 5 days, inject intradennally into each guinea-pig
about 500 ill of the preparation to be examined in a volume
of 0.1 rnL. 2 to 3 weeksafter the third injection, administer
the same dose intradennally to the same animals and to a
control group of three guinea-pigs of the same mass that
have not previously received injections of tuberculin. After
24 h to 72 h, the reactions in the 2 groups of animals are not
substantially different.

Antimicrobial preservative
Where applicable, detennine the amount of antimicrobial
preservative by a suitable chemical or physico-chemical
method. The content is not less than the minimum amount
shown to be effective and not more than 115 per cent of the
amount stated on the label. Ifphenol has been used in the
preparation, the concentration is not more than 5 gIL
(2.5.15).

live mycobacteria (2.6.2)
It complies with the test for mycobacteria.

Sterility (2.6. I)
It complies with the test for sterility.

ASSAY
Use method A or, where the preparation contains 1 IU to
2 W, use method B.

METHOD A
The potency of tuberculin PPD is determined by comparing
the reactions produced by the intradermal injection of
increasing doses of the preparation to be examined into
sensitised guinea-pigs with the reactions produced by known
concentrations of the reference preparation.

Prepare a suspension containing a suitable amount
(0.1 mglmL to 0.4 mglmL) of heat-inactivated, dried
mycobacteria in mineral oil with or without emulsifier; use
mycobacteria of a strain of the same species as that used in
the preparation to be examined. Sensitise not fewer than six
pale-coloured guinea-pigs weighing not Ie.. than 300 g by
injecting intramuscularly or intradermally a total of about
0.5 mL of the suspension, divided between several sites if
necessary. Carry out the test after the period of time required
for optimal sensitisation which is usually 4 to 8 weeks after
sensitisation. Depilate the flanks of the animals so that it is
possible to make at least 3 injections on each side but not
more than a total of 12 injection points per animal Prepare
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dilutions of the preparation to be examined and of the
reference preparation using isotonic phosphate-buffered saline
(pH 6.5 to 7.5) containing 50 mg/L of polysorbate 80 R. If the
preparation to be examined is freeze-dried and does not
contain a stabilisec, reconstitute it using the liquid described
above, Use at least 3 different doses of the reference
preparation and at least 3 different doses of the preparation
to be examined. For both preparations, use doses such that
the highest dose is about 10 times the lowest dose. Choose
the doses such that when they are injected the lesions
produced have a diameter of not less than 8 mm and not
more than 25 mm. In any given test, the order of the
dilutions injected at each point is chosen at random in a
Latin square design, Inject each dose intradennally in a
constant volume of 0.1 mL or 0.2 mL Measure the
diameters of the lesions 24 h to 48 h later and calculate the
results of the test by the usual statistical methods, assuming
that the diameters of the lesions are directly proportional to
the logarithm of the concentration of me preparation.

The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
64 per cent and not more than 156 per cent of the stated
potency. .'~

METHOD,B
The potency of tuberculin PPD is detennined by comparing
the reactions produced by the intradermal injection of the
preparation to be examined into sensitised guinea-pigs with
the reactions produced by known concentrations of the
reference preparation.

Prepare a suspension in mineral oil with or without emulsifier
and containing a suitable amount (0.1 mglmL to 0.4 mglmL)
of heat-inactivated, dried mycobacteria; use mycobacteria of
a strain of the same species as that used in the preparation to
be examined. Sensitise not fewer than 6 pale-coloured
guinea-pigs weighing not less than 300 g by injecting
intramuscularly or intradennally a total of about 0.5 mL of
me suspension, divided between several sites if necessary.
Carry out the test after the period of time required for
optimal sensitisation which is usuaUy 4 to 8 weeks after
sensitisation. Depilate the flanks of the animals so that it is
possible to make at least 3 injections on each side but not
more than a total of 12 injection points per animal. Prepare
dilutions of the reference preparation using isotonic
phosphate-buffered saline (pH 6.5 to 7.5) containing
50 mg/L of polysorbate 80 R. Use at least 3 different doses of
the reference preparation such that the highest dose is about
10 times the lowest dose and the median dose is the same as
that of the preparation to be examined. In any given test, the
order of the dilutions injected at each point is chosen at
random in a Latin square design. Inject the preparation to be
examined and each dilution of the reference preparation
intradermally in a constant volume of 0.1 mL or 0.2 mL.
Measure the diameters of the lesions 24 h to 48 h later and
calculate the results of the test by the usual statistical
methods, assuming that the areas of the lesions are directly
proportional to the logarithm of the concentration of the
preparation to be examined. (This dose relationship applies
to this assay and not necessarily to other test systems.)

The estimated potency is not less than 80 per cent and not
more than 125 per cent of the stated potency.
The confidence limits (P = 0.95) are not less than
64 per cent and not more than 156 per cent of the stated
potency.
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STORAGE
Store protected from light.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the number of International Units per container,
- the species of mycobacteria used to prepare the product,
- the name and quantity of any antimicrobial preservative

or any other excipient,
- the expiry date,
- for freeze-dried products, a statement that the product is

to be reconstituted using the liquid provided by the
manufacturer,

- where applicable, that tuberculin PPD is not to be
injected in its concentrated form but diluted so as to
administer not more than 100 IU per dose.

If the package does not contain a leaflet warning that the
inhalation of concentrated tuberculin PPD may produce
toxic effects) this warning must be shown on the label on the
container together with a statement that the powder must be
handled with care.

----~---- PIlE"
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Radiopharmaceutical Preparations
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0125)
PIlE" _

DEFINITIONS
RadiophannaceuticaJ preparations or radiophannaceuticals
are medicinal products which, when ready for use, contain 1
or more radionucJides (radioactive isotopes) included for a
medicinal purpose.

For me purpose of this general monograph,
radiophannaceuticaJ preparations also cover:
- radionuclide generators:any system incorporating a fixed

parent radionuclide from that is produced a daughter
radionuclide that is to be obtained by elution or by any
oilier method and used in a radiopharmaceutical
preparation;

- kits for radiopharmaceutical preparation: any preparation
to be reconstituted or combined with radionuclides in the
final radiopharmaceutical preparation, usually prior to its
administration;

- radionuclide precursors: any radionuclide produced for
radiolabelling of another substance prior to
administration.

Radionuclide precursors may be supplied as solutions for
radiolabelling.

A nuclide is a species of atom characterised by the number of
protons and neutrons in its nucleus (and hence by its atomic
number Z and mass number A) and also by its nuclear
energy state. Isotopes of an element are nuclides with the
same atomic number but different mass numbers. Nuclides
containing an unstable arrangement of protons and neutrons
will transform spontaneously to either a stable or another
unstable combination of protons and neutrons with a
constant statistical probability. Such nuclides are said to be
radioactive and are called radionuclides. The initial unstable
nuclide is referred to as the parent radionuclide and the
resulting nuclide as the daughter nuclide.

Decay or transformation of radionuclides may involve the
emission of charged particles) electron capture (Be) or
isomeric transition (IT). The charged particles emitted from
nuclei may be alpha particles (nuclei of 'He) or beta particles
(negatively charged) generally called electrons) or positively
charged, generally called positrons). Alpha decay usually
concerns heavy nuclei (Z > 82). Radionuclides with a deficit
of protons usually decay by emitting electrons. Radionuclides
with a deficit of neutrons usually decay by electron capture
or by emitting positrons. In the latter case) radionuclides are
called positron emitters. Positrons are annihilated after
interaction with electrons in the surrounding matter.
The annihilation results in the emission of 2 gamma photons,
each with energy of 0.511 MeV) generally emitted at 180 0 to
each other (annihilation radiation). AUdecay modes may be
accompanied by an emission of gamma rays. The emission of
gamma rays may be partly or completely replaced by the
ejection of electrons) known as internal conversion electrons.
This phenomenon) like the process of electron capture)
causes a secondary emission of X-rays (due to a
reorganisation of the electrons in the atom). This secondary
emission may itself be partly replaced by the ejection of
electrons) known as Auger electrons.

Radioactivity
Generally the term 'radioactivity' is used both to describe the
phenomenon of radioactive decay and to express the physical
quantity of this phenomenon.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-S03

The radioactivity of a preparation is the number of nuclear
disintegrations or transfonnations per unit time.

In the International System (S1) radioactivity is expressed in
becquerel (Bq), which is 1 nuclear transfonnation per
second. Absolute radioactivity measurements require a
specialised laboratory but identification of radioactivity and
quantitative measurement of radioactivity can be carried out
relatively by comparing the measured samples with
standardised preparations provided by laboratories recognised
by the competent authority or by using a calibrated
instrument.

Radioactive decay
Any radionuclide decays at an exponential rate with its
characteristic decay constant.

The curve of exponential decay (decay curve) is described by
me following expression:

A, the radioactivity at time Ii
Ao me radioaCtivityat time t = OJ
}. the decay constant, characteristic or each radlenuclide;
e the base or narurallogarilhms.

The half-life (TlliJ is the time in which a given radioactivity
(amount) of a radionuclide decays to half its initial value.

It is related to the decay constant ("-) by the following
equation:

In 2
T1/ 2 =T

The equation of exponential decay can thus be expressed
also in me following way, usefuJ for the fast estimation of the
radioactivity left after elapsing time t:

The penetrating power of each radiation varies considerably
according to its nature and its energy. Alpha particles are
completely absorbed in a thickness of a few micrometres to
some tens of micrometres of matter. Beta particles are
completely absorbed in a thickness of several millimetres to
several centimetres of matter, Gamma rays are not
completely absorbed but only attenuated and a tenfold
reduction may require) for example) several centimetres of
lead. The denser the absorbent, the shorter the range of
alpha and beta particles and the greater the attenuation of
gamma rays.

Each radionuclide is characterised by an invariable half-life,
expressed in units of time and by the nature and energy of its
radiation or radiations. The energy is expressed in
electronvohs (eV» kilo-electronvolts (keV) or mega
electronvolts (MeV).

RadionucIidic purity
The ratio) expressed as a percentage) of the radioactivity of
the radionucJide concerned to the total radioactivity of the
radiopharmaceutical preparation. The relevant potential
radionuclidic impurities are listed with their limits in the
individual monographs.

Radiochemical purity
The ratio, expressed as a percentage) of the radioactivity of
the radionuclide concerned which is present in the
radiopharmaceutical preparation in the stated chemical form,
to the total radioactivity of that radionuclide present in the
radiopharmaceutical preparation. The relevant potential
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The nuclear reaction (transfonnation) can be written in the
fonn: target nucleus (incident particle, emitted particle)
produced nucleus.

NEUTRON IRRADIATION
Irradiation of stable radionuclides in nuclear reactors usually
results in proton-deficient nuclei, Le. electron emitters that
are formed in (n,)') reactions (so-called radiative capture).
The product is isotopic with the target nucleus and it may
thus contain a considerable amount of carrier.

A number of nuclides with high atomic number are
fissionable by neutrons. Nuclear fission, denoted as (n, f)
reaction, results in a large number of radionuclides of various
masses and half-lives. The most frequently used fission is that
of 235U. Iodine-tat, molybdenum-99 and xenon-I33 can be
produced by irradiation of 23SU in nuclear reactors and by
their separation from more than 200 radionuclides formed in
that process.

CHARGED PARTICLE IRRADIATION
Irradiation of stable radionuclides with charged particles
usually results in neutron-deficient nuclei that decay either by
electron capture Or by positron emission. They are formed in
particular in (p, xn) reactions (where x is the number of
emitted neutrons). The product is not isotopic with the
target nucleus and its specific radioactivity might be close to
that of a carrier-free preparation.

RADIONUCUDE GENERATORS
Radionuclide generator systems use a parent radionuclide
which decays 10 a daughter radionuclide with a shorter half
lire.

By separating the daughter radionuclide from the parent
radionuclide by a chemical or physical process, it is possible
to use the daughter radionuclide at a considerable distance
from the production site of the generator despite its short
half-life.

TARGET MATERIALS
The isotopic composition and purity of the target material
together with other factors such as the nature and energy of
incident particles will determine the relative percentages of
the principal radionuclide and radionuclidic impurities
produced by irradiation. The use of isotopically enriched
target material in which the abundance of the required target
nuclide has been artificially increased, can improve the
production yield and the purity of the desired radionuclide.

The chemical form, the purity and the physical state of the
target material and the chemical additives, as well as the
irradiation conditions and the direct physical and chemical
environment, determine the chemical state and chemical
purity of the radionuclides that are produced, In the
production of radionuclides, and particularly of radionuclides
with a short half-life) it may not be possible to determine any
of these quality criteria before further processing and
manufacture of radiopharmaceutical preparations. Therefore
the quality of each hatch of target material is assessed before
its use in routine radionuclide production and manufacture
of radiopharmaceutical preparations.

The target material is contained in a holder in gaseous, liquid
or solid state, in order to he irradiated by a beam ofparticles.
For neutron irradiation, the target material is commonly
contained in quam ampoules or high-purity aluminium or
titanium containers. It is necessary to ascertain that no

radiochemical impurities are listed with their limits in the
individual monographs.

Chemical purlty
In monographs on radiopharmaceutical preparations)
chemical purity is controlled by specifying limits for chemical
impurities.

Isotopic carrier
A stable isotope of the element concerned either present in or
added to the radioactive preparation in the same chemical
form as mat in which the radionuclide is present.

Carrier-free preparation
A preparation free from stable isotopesof the same element
as me radionuclide concerned present in the preparation in
the stated chemical fonn or at the position of the
radionuclide in the molecule concerned.

No-carrier-added preparation
A preparation to which no stable isotopes of the same
element as the radionuclide concerned are intentionally
added in the stated chemical fonn or at the position of the
radionuclide in the molecule concerned.

Specific radioactivity
The radioactivity of a radionuclide per unit mass of the
element or of the chemical fonn concerned, e.g. becquere1
per gram or becquerel per mole.

Radioactivity concentration
The radioactivity of a radionuclide per unit volume or unit
mass of the preparation. For radiophannaceuticaJ solutions, it
is expressed as radioactivity per unit volume of the
preparation.

Total radioactivity
The radioactivity of the radionuclide, expressed per unit (vial,
capsule, ampoule) generator, etc).

Period of validity
The time during which specifications described in the
monograph must be fulfilled.

PRODUCTION
A radiopharmaceutical preparation contains its radionuclide:
- as an element in atomic or molecular form, e.g. 13:txe,

["0]02;

- as an ion) e.g. [131I]iodide, fl~c]pertechnetate;
- included in) adsorbed on or attached to molecules by

chelation, e.g. [1I lin] indium oxine, or by covalent
bonding, e.g. 2-[IBF]!Iuoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose.

Radionuclides can be produced in the following ways:
- in reactions of neutrons (target irradiation in nuclear

reactors);
- in reactions of charged particles (target irradiation using

accelerators, in particular cyclotrons);
- by its separation from radionuclide generators.

The probability of nuclear reaction occurrence depends on
the nature and energy of the incident particles (protons,
neutrons, deuterons etc.) and on the nature of the nucleus
that is irradiated by them. The rate of prodnction (yield) of a
given radionuclide resulting from the irradiation depends in
addition on the isotopic composition otthe target material
and its chemical purity, and in the case of neutrons on their
flux, and in the case of charged particles on beam current.

In addition to the desired nuclear reaction, simultaneous
transfonnations usually occur. Probability of their occurrence
is given by the same factors as mentioned in the previous
paragraph. Such simultaneous transfonnations may give rise
to radionuclidic impurities.

Examples: SSpe(o,y)5'Fe
180(p.n)IIF
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interaction can occur between the container and its contents
under the irradiation conditions.

For charged particle irradiation, the holder for target material
is constructed of an appropriate metal, possibly with inlet
and outlet ports) a surrounding cooling system and usuaUy a
thin metal foil target window.

To evaluate aU effectson the efficiency of the production of
the radionuclide in terms of quality and quantity, the
production procedure must clearly describe and take into
consideration: the target material, the construction of the
holder for target material, method of irradiation and
separation of the desired radionuc1ide.

CHARACTERS
The general chapter 5.7 Table of physical charaaetistics of
radionudides mentioned in the European Pharmacopoeia
summarises the most commonly accepted physical
characteristics of radionuclides used in preparations that are
the subject of monographs in the European Pharmacopoeia.
In addition, me Table states the physical characteristics of
the main potential radionuclidic impurities of the '
radionuclldes mentioned in the monographs.

The term 'transition probability' means me probability of the
transformation of a nucleus in Q given energy state, via the
transition concemed. Instead of 'probability' the term
'abundance" is also used.

The term 'emission probability' means the probability that an
atom of a radionuclide gives rise to the emission of the
particles or radiation concerned.

Irrespective of which meaning is intended, probability is
usuaUy stated as a percentage.

IDENTIFICATION
A radionuclide is generally identified by its half-life or by the
nature and energy of its radiation or radiations or by both, as
prescribed in the monograph.

Approximate half-Hre
The half-life as determined over a relatively short time period
to aUow release for use of radiopharmaceutical preparations.

The calculated approximate half-life is within the range of
the values stated in the individual monograph.

Determination of the nature and energy of the
radiation
The nature and energy of the radiation emitted are
determined using spectrometry. The nature and energy of the
radiation of positron emitters is usuaUy not determined; their
identification is performed by determination of their half-life
and gamma-ray spectrum.

TESTS
It issometimes difficult to carry out some of thefollowing tests
before releasing the batch for usewhen thehalf-life of the
radwnudide in thepreparation is slum. The iadWidual monograph
indicates the tests tha' neednorbe compleud be/ore release for ust.
These tests thencmuti,uu a rontrol of the quality of produainn.

Non-radioactive substances and related substances
This section prescribes the determination of non-radioactive
substances and related substances that can be present.

Residual solvents
Residual solvents are limited according to general chapter
5.4. Residual solvents, using the methods given in general
chapter 2.4.24. IdentificatUm and control of residual solvents or
another suitable method.
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RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
Radionuclidic impurities may arise during the production and
decay of a radjonuclide. Potential radionuclidic impurities
may be mentioned in the monographs and their
characteristics are described in general chapter 5.7. Table 0/
physical charaaenuia of radionudides mentioned in the European
Pharmacopoeia.
In most cases, to establish the radionuclidic purity of a
radiopharmaceutical preparation, the identity of every
radionuclide present and its radioactivity must be known.
Generally, the most useful method for examination of the
radionuclidic purity of gamma- and X-ray emitting
radionucJides is gamma-ray spectrometry. The use of sodiwn
iodide detectors may cause a problem: the peaks due to
gamma-ray emitting impurities may be concealed in the
spectrum of the principal radionuclide or left unresolved
from peaks of other radionucJidic impurities in the
preparation. Alpha- and beta-particle emitting impurities that
do not emit gamma- or X-rays cannot be detected in this
way. For alpha- and beta-emitters other methods must be
employed.

The individual monographs prescribe the radionuclidic purity
required and may set limits for specific radionuclidic
impurities (for example, molybdenum-99 in technetium
99m

) . While these requirements are necessary, they are not in
themselves sufficient to ensure that the radionuclidic purity of
a preparation is sufficient for its clinical use.
The manufacturer must examine the product in detail and
especiaUymust examine preparations of radionuclides with a
short half-life for impurities with a long half-life after a
suitable period of decay. In this way, infonnation on the
suitability of the manufacturing processes and the adequacy
of the testing procedures is obtained. In cases where 2 or
more positron-ernitting radionuclides need to be identified
and/or differentiated, for example the presence of 18F_
impurities in l-'N-preparations, half-life determinations need
to be carried out in addition to gamma-ray spectrometry.

Due to differences in the half-lives of the different
radionuclides present in a radiopharmaceutical preparation,
the radionuclidic purity changes with time.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
Radiochemical impurities may originate from:
- radionuclide production;
- subsequent chemical procedures;
- incomplete preparative separation;
- chemical changes during storage.

The determination of radiochemical purity requires
separation of the different chemical substances containing the
radionuclide and determinationof the percentage of
radioactivity of the radionuclide concerned associated with
the stated chemical form. The radiochemical purity section of
an individual monograph may include limits for specified
radiochemical impurities, including isomers.

In principle, any method of analytical separation may be used
in the determination of radiochemical purity. For example,
the monographs for radiopharmaceutical preparations may
include paper chromatography (2.2.26), thin-layer
chromatography (2.2.27), electrophoresis (2.2.31), size
exclusion chromatography (2.2.30), gas chromatography
(2.2.21f) and liquid chromatography (2.2.29). The technical
description of these analytical methods is set out in the
monographs. Moreover) certain precautions special to
radiophannaceuticals must also be considered, such as
radiation protection, measurement geometry, detector
linearity, use of carriers, dilution of the preparation.
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Specific radioactivity
Specific radioactivity is usually calculated taking into account
the radioactivity concentration and the concentration of the
chemical substance being studied, after verification that the
radioactivity is attributable only to the radionuclide
(radionuclidic purity) and the chemical species
(radiochemical purity) concerned.

Specific radioactivity changes with time. The statement of the
specific radioactivity therefore includes reference to a date
and, if necessary, time.

Physiological distribution
Tests involving animals should be avoided wherever possible.
Where me tests for identity and for radiochemical purity are
not adequate to completely define and control the
radiochemical species in a radiopharmaceutical preparation, a
physiological distribution test may be required.
The distribution pattern of radioactivity observed in specified
organs) tissues or other body comparnnents of an appropriate
animal species can be a reliable indication of the suitability
for the intended purpose.

Alternatively, a physiological distribution test can serve to
establish the biological equivalence of the preparation under
test with similar preparations known to be clinically effective.

The individual monograph prescribes the details concerning
the conduct of the test and the physiological distribution
requirements that must be met.

In general, the test is performed as follows.

Each of 3 animals is injected intravenously with the
preparation. In some cases, dilution immediately before
injection may be necessary.

Immediately after injection each animal is placed in a
separate cage for collection of excreta and prevention of
contamination of the body surface of theanimal. At the
specified time after injection, the animals are eulhanised by
an appropriate method and dissected. Selected organs and
tissues are assayed for their radioactivity. The physiological
distribution is then calculated and expressed in terms of the
percentage of the administered radioactivity that is found in
each of the selected organs or tissues, taking into account
corrections for radioactive decay. For some
radiopharmaceutical preparations it is necessary to determine
the ratio of the radioactivity in weighed samples of selected
tissues (radioactivity/mass).

A preparation meets the requirements of the test if the
distribution of radioactivity in at least 2 of the 3 animals
complies with all the specified criteria.

Disregard the results from any animal showing evidence of
extravasation of the injection (observed at the time of
injection or revealed by subsequent assay of tissue
radioactivity). In that case the test may be repeated.

Sterll1ty
Radiopharmaceutical preparations for parenteral
administration comply with the test for sterility. They must
be prepared using precautions designed to exclude microbial
contamination and to ensure sterility. The test for sterility is
carried out as descnbed in the general method (2.6.1).
Special difficulties arise with radiophannaceutical
preparations because of the short half-life of some
radionuclides, the smaU size of batches and the radiation
hazards. In the case that the monograph states that the
preparation can be released for use before completion of the
test for sterility, the sterility test must be started as soon as
practically possible in relation to the radiation. If not started
immediately, samples are stored under conditions that are
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shown to be appropriate in order to prevent false negative
results. Parametric release (5.1.1) of the product
manufactured by a fully validated process is the method of
choice in such cases. When aseptic manufacturing is used,
the test for sterility has to be performed as a control of the
quality of production.

When the size of a batch of the radiopharmaceutical
preparation is limited to 1 or a few samples, sampling the
batch for sterility testing according to the reconunendations
of the general method (2.6.1) may not be applicable.

When the half-life of the radionuclide is less than 5 min, the
administration of the radiopharmaceutical preparation to the
patient is generally on-line with a validated production
system.

For safety reasons (high level of radioactivity) it is not
possible to use the quantity of radiopharmaceutical
preparations as required in the test for sterility (2.6.1).
The method of membrane filtration is preferred to limit
irradiation of personnel.

Notwithstanding the requirements concerning the use of
antimicrobial preservatives in the monograph Parenteral
preparatUms (0520), their addition to radiopharmaceutical
preparations in multidose containers is not obligatory, unless
prescribed in the monograph.

Bacterial endotoxins .. pyrogens
Radiophannaceuticals for parenteral administration comply
with the test for bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14) or with the test
for pyrogens (2.6.8).

Eluates of radionuclide generators, solutions for radiolabelling
and kits for radiopharmaceutical preparations also comply
with the test for bacterial endotoxins if they are intended for
the preparation of radiopharmaceuticals for parenteral
administration without further purification.

Radionuclide precursors comply with the test for bacterial
endotoxins if intended for use in the manufacture of
parenteral preparations without a further appropriate
procedure for the removal of bacterial endotoxins.

The test for bacterial endotoxins is carried out as described
in the general method (2.6.1<f), taking the necessary
precautions to limit irradiation of the personnel carrying out
the test. The limit for bacterial endotoxins is indicated in the
individual monograph or calculated according to general
chapter 5.1.10. Guidelines for using the test. for bacrerial
mdaoxins.

When the nature of the radiopharmaceutical preparation
results in interference in the test for bacterial endotoxins by
inlubition or activation and it is not possible to eliminate the
interfering factor(s), the lest for pyrogens (2.6.8) may be
specifically prescribed.

STORAGE
Store preparations containing radioactive substances in an
airtight container that is sufficiently shielded to protect
personnel from irradiation by primary or secondary emissions
and that complies with national and international regulations
concerning the storage of radioactive substances. During
storage, containers may darken due (0 irradiation. Such
darkening does not necessarily involve deterioration of the
preparations.

LABELLING
The labelling of radiophannaceutical preparations complies
wilh the relevant national and European legislation.

For preparations prepared at the site of use, the labelling can
be modified.
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The radioactivity of a preparation is stated at a given date.
If the half-life is less than 70 days the time is also indicated,
with reference to a time zone. The radioactivity at
other times may be calculated from the decay equation or
from tables,

In addition to the above, the label on the container, the
package, a leaflet accompanying the package or a certificate
of analysis accompanying the radiopharmaceutical
preparation states:
- the route of administration;
- if applicable, the maximwn recommended dose in

millilitres;
- the name and concentration of any added antimicrobial

preservative;
- where applicable, any special storage conditions.

DETECTION AND MEASUREMENT OF
RADIOACTIVITY
Detection and measurement of radioactivity are carried out
according to general chapter 2.2.66. Detection and
measurement of radiotutiuity.
_____________________ PIIE<r

Chemical Precursors for
Radiopharmacel,ltical Preparations
(ph. Bur. monograph 2902)
PIlE" ~ ~ _

DEFINITION AND SCOPE
Chemical precursors for radiophannaceutical preparations,
hereinafter referred to as 'chemical precursors', are non
radioactive substances obtained by chemical synthesis for
combination with a radionuc1ide.

Where a chemical precursor not described in an individual
monograph of the European Pharmacopoeia is used in a
radiophannaceutical preparation prepared for the special
needs of individual patients, the need for compliance with
this general monograph is decided in the light of a risk
assessment.
This risk assessment takes account of:
- the quality of the chemical precursor and the information

available for quality evaluation;
- any further processing after radiolabelling (which mayor

may not include purification before administration to the
patient);

- the amount used to prepare a patient dose (e.g, diagnostic
use versus therapeutic use) and the frequency of
administration to the patient.

Where chemicalprecursors are manufactured using
substances of human or animal origin, the requirements of
chapter 5.1.7. VJioal safety apply.

Where chemical precursors are obtained from animals
susceptible to transmissible spongifonn encephalopathies
other than by experimental challenge, where applicable, they
also comply with the requirements of the general monograph
Products with riskof transmitting agents of animalspongllorm
encephalopathies (1483).

PRODUCTION
Chemical precursors are prepared by procedures designed to
ensure a consistent quality and provide compounds that
comply with the requirements of the individual monograph

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-807

or approved specifications. Chemical precursors must be
produced within the framework of a suitable quality system.

CHARACTERS
The statements under the heading Characters
(e.g. statements about the solubility or a melting point) are
not to be interpreted in a strict sense and are not
requirements. They are given for infonnation.

IDENTIFICATION
Appropriate analytical methods) such as nuclear magnetic
resonance spectrometry, infrared absorption
spectrophotometry, mass spectrometry and chromatographic
methods are used to provide confirmationof the identity of
the chemical precursor.

TESTS
Related substances
Unless otherwise prescribed or justified and authorised,
organic impurities in chemical precursors and inorganic
impurities present in inorganic chemical precursors are lO be
reported, identified and controlled as follows:

Reporting threshold 0.2 per cent

Identification threshold 2.0 per cent

Total unspecified impurities maximum 3.0 per cent

Specific thresholds may be applied for impurities known to
be unusually potent or to produce toxic or unacceptable
pharmacological effects.

H the individual monograph does not provide suitable control
for a new impurity, a suitable test for control must be
developed and included in the specification for the substance.

Residual solvents
Residual solvents are limited according to the principles
defined in chapter 5.4 using general method 2.4.24 or
another suitable method,

Class I solvents must not be employed in the final step of
the manufacturing process of chemical precursors. H the use
of a Class 1 solvent in an earlier step in the production
process is unavoidable, the limits stated in chapter 5.4,
Table I apply.

Based on the permitted daily exposure (PDE), Class 2 and
Class 3 solvents are limited to 0.5 per cent.

For Class 2 and Class 3 solvents, a test for loss on drying or
a specific determination of the solvent may be carried out.
If for a Class 2 or a Class 3 solvent, a justified and
authorised limit greater than 0.5 per cent is prescribed) a
specific determination of the solvent is required.

Metal catalysts or metal reagent resldues
If the production processes of chemical precursors are known
or suspected to lead to the presence of metal residues due to
the use of a specific metal catalyst or metal containing
reagent, the chemical precursors comply with the limit of
0.01 per cent for each of the following metals: Pt, Pd, Ir, Rh,
Ru, Os, Mo, Ni) c-, V, Pb, Hg, Cd and TI, unless stricter
limits are stated in an individual monograph.

The methodology described in general chapter
2.4.20. Determination 01elemental impuriues is to be applied
wherever possible.

Microbial contamination
TAMC: acceptance criterion 10' CFU per gram for bulk
material or maximum Icr CFU per container for chemical
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precursors packed in single and mulddose containers
(2.6.12).

TYMe: acceptance criterion 102 CPU per gram for bulk
material or maximum 101 eFU per container for chemical
precursors packed in single-dose and multidose containers
(2.6.12).

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, bacterial
endotoxins are limited to a maximum 100 ill per gram for
bulk material or maximum 10 ill per container for chemical
precursors packed in single-dose and multidose containers.

ASSAY
Unless otherwise justified and authorised, the content of
chemical precursors for radiophannaceutical preparations is
determined using a suitable method.

STORAGE
Store chemical precursors in an airtight container and in
conditions that ensure adequate stability.

LABELLING
The labelling of chemical precursors complies with the
relevant national and European legislation where relevant
information is available. The label indicates rite intended use
as a chemical precursor for radiopharmaceutical preparations.

The accompanying information may recommend testing the
substance in one or more production runs before irs use for
the manufacture of radiopharmaceutical preparations to
ensure that, under specified production conditions, the
substance yields a radiopharmaceutical preparation in the
desired quantity and of the quality specified.
____________________ PhE"

2022

Physical Characteristics of
Radionuclides Mentioned in the
European Pharmacopoeia
(ph. Bur. general texts 5.7)
PhE" _

The followiog table is given to complete the genetal
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The values are obtained from the database of the National
Nuclear Data Center (NNDC) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory, Upton. N.Y., USA, directly accessible at: www.
nodc.bnI.gov/noddnudatiradfonn.html

In case another source of information is preferred (more
recent values), this source is explicitly mentioned.

The uncertainty of the half-lives are given in parentheses.
In principle the digits in parentheses are the standard
uncertainty of the corresponding last digits of the indicated
numerical value ('Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
Measurement', International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), 1993, ISBN 92-67-10188-9 or aoy
subsequent revisions of this document).

The following abbreviations are used:

eA Augerelectrons,
ce conversion eIedrOOS,

p- electrons,
p+ positrons,
1 gllJllIIlA mys,
X X-rays.

Blectronlc emission Photon emission

Emlulon probAblUty EmIssion probability
RadlonucUde HaIf-Ufe Type Energy (MeV) (per 100 Type Energy (MeV) (per 100

dlIlo.tegratioIlS) dbln.tegralioDl)

TriliumeH) 12.33 (6) years p- 0.006 (I) (max: 0.019) 100

Carbon-II (lie) 20.385 (20) min p+ 0.386 (IJ (max: 0.960) 99.8 t 0.511 199.5 (II)

Nitrogen-13 (I~ 9.965 (04) min p+ 0.0492 (IJ (max: 1.198) 99.8 , 0.511 199.6 (II)

Oxygen-15 <,sO) 122.24 (16) .I p+ 0.135 (I) (max: 1.732) 99.9 t 0.511 199.8 (II)

Fluorine--18 <,8F) 109.77 (5) min p+ 0.250 (I) (max: 0.633) 96.7 t 0.511 193.5 (II)

Phosphorus-32 e 2p) 14.26 (4) days p- 0.695 (I) (max: 1.71) 100

Phosphorus-33 eJr) 25.34 (12) days p 0.076 (IJ (mAX:0.249) 100

Sulfur..35 esS) 87.51 (12) dAY' p- 0.049 (I) (max: 0.167) 100

27.7025 (24) days eA 0..... 67 X 0.005 22.3
Chromium-51 rlCr)

t 0.320 •••
(I) Mean energy of the flspectrum.
QI) Maximum emission probability comsponding to a total annihllation in the source per 100 disintegrations.

J
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Electromc emIssion Photon emlsalen

EmissIon probabUlty Emission probabillty
RadJonucUde Hill-life Typ. Eoergy (MeV) (per 100 Type Energy (MeV) (per 100

di1JIntegrations) disintegrations)

77.21 (3) days 'A 0.006 47 X 0.006-0.001 25

p' 0.179 (I) 0.9 1 0.511 38.0 (U)

0.631 (I) 18.1 0.847 100.0

1.038 14.1

1.115 2.2

1.238 66.1
Cohah:-56 e6Co)

1.360 4.3

1.771 15.5

2.015 3.0

2.035 1.8

2.598 17.0

3.202 3.1

. 3.253 1.•

271.79 (9) days eA+ce 0.006-0.001 177.4 X 0.006-0.001 57

ce 0.014 7.4 1 0.014 9.2
Cobalr-57 ~1CO)

0.115 1.8 0.122 85.6

0.129 1.3 0.136 10.7

0.692 0.15

70.86 (7) days 'A 0.006 49.4 X 0.006-0.007 26.3

p' o.~OJ (I) 14.9 1 0.511 29.9 M

Cobalt-58 ~Co)
0.811 99.4

0.864 0.7

1.675 0.5

5.2714 (5) years p- 0.096 (J) (max: 0.318) 99.9 1 1.173 100.0
Cobalt-60 ('Oeo)

1.333 100.0

(I) Mean energy of the Pspectrum.
em Maximum emission probability corresponding to a total annihilation in me source per 100 disintegrations.
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Blectrcnlc emlsslcn Photon emission

EmissIon prohabllity EmissIon probability

RadlonucUde Half-Ufe Typ. Energy (MeV) (per 100 Type Energy (MeV) (per 100
disintegrations) dlsintegrodons)

9.49 (7) hours 'A 0.008 21 X 0.009-0.010 19.1

~. 0.157 (I) I Y 0.511 112 (U)

0.331 (Q 0.7 0.834 5.'

0.397 (I) 3.8 1.039 37

0.782 (I) 0.3 1.333 1.2

1.90 en 50 1.919 2.1

2.190 5.•

Gallium-66~Ga)
2.423 I.,

2.752 23.4

-
3.229 1.5

3.381 1.5

3.792 1.1

4.086 1.3

4.295 4.1

4.807 1.8

3.2612 (6) days 'A 0.008 .2 X 0.008-0.010 57

" 0.082-0.084 30.4 Y 0.091..0.093 42.4

0.090-0.092 3.• 0.185 21.2

GoI6urn·67 ("Go)
0.175 0.3 0.209 2.4

0.300 16.8

0.394 4.7

0.888 0.15

270.82 (27) days 'A 0.008 42A X 0.009-0.010 44.1

Gennanium-68 -
raGe) in
equilibrium with ~. 0.353 (I) 1.2 Y 0.511 178.3
Gallium-68~Ga) ("8Ga: 67.629

(24) min) 0.836 (I) 88.0 1.077 3.0

67.629 (24) min 'A 0.008 5.1 X 0.009-0.010 4.1

GoI6urn-68 ("Go)
0.353 (I)~. 1.2 Y 0.511 178.3

0.836(1) 88.0 1.077 3.0

J3.10 (3) s ce 0.176 26.4 X 0.012-6.014 17.0

KrypOOn-81~ 0.189 4.e
(""'1(,)

Y 0.190 67.6

(I) Mean energyof the pspectrum.
(II) Maximumemissionprobability corresponding to a total annihilalion in theso~ per 100 disintegrations.
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Electronic emission Photon emission

Emlsslen probabllity Emission probabmty

Radlonudide Half~llfe Twe Energy (MeV) (per 100 T",e Energy (MeV) (per- 100

dlslntegra!ions) dldntegraliol19)

4.576 (5) hOUI$ eA 0.011 31.3 X 0.013-0.014 51.2

ce 0.176 25.0 Y 0.190 64

Rubidium-Sl ('IRb)
0.188 4.3 0.446 23.2

in equilibrium with
Krypton-81m 0.457 3.0
(""'1«)

~+ 0.253 (I) 1.8 0.510 5.3

0.447 (1) 25.0 0.511 54.2

c&lmKr: 13.10 (3) s) 0.538 2.2

50.53 (7) days ~- 0.583 (I) (max: 1.492) 99.99 Y 0.909 0.01

Strontium-89 ~Sr)
in equilibrium with
Yttriwn-89m (89Dty)

( B9my : 16.06 (4) s)

28.74 (4) years ~- 0.196 (I) (max: 0.546) 100

Strontium-90 ~Sr)

in equilibrium with
Yurium-90 (lOY) ("'Y,64.ID

(8) hours)

64.10 (8) hours ~- 0.934 (I) (max: 2.280) 100

Yttrium-90~

65.94 (1) hours ~- 0.133 (I) 16.4 X 0.018-0.021 3.6

0.290 (I) 1.1

0.443 (I) 82.4 Y 0.041 1.1

Molybdene-99 O.HI 4.5
('9Mo) in
equilibrium with 0.181 6
Technetium-99rn
(""'Te) 0.366 1.2

(""'T" 0.740 12.1

6.01 (I) hours)

0.778 4.3

6.01 (I) hours eo 0.002 14 X 0.0IS-o.02l 7.3
,

T«hnetium-99m
eA 0.015 2.1 Y 0.141 89.1

(""'Te)

eo 0.120 9.4

0.137-0.140 1.3

T«hnetium-99
2.ll x 10' yean p- 0.085 (I) (max: 0.294) 100

("Te)

39.26 (2) days eA+ce 0.017 12 X 0.020-0.023 9.0

Ruthenium-I03
CXOJRu) in ce 0.030-0.039 88.3 Y 0.497 91

equilibrium with
Rhodium-103m

0.610 5.8

eOJmRh) p- 0.031 (I) 6.6
ecnmRh: 56.114

(20) min} 0.064 (I) 92.2

(I) Mean energy of the IIspectrum.
(D) Maximum emission probability corresponding to a total annihilation in the source per 100 disintegrations.
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Electronic emlsslcn Photon emission

Emission probability EmIssion probabUity

Rsdionucllde Half-life Type Energy (MeV) (per 100 Type Energy (MeV) (per 100

dlsintegralio[U) dislntegradons)

4.9 (I) hours eA 0.019 13.4 X 0.023-0.026 705

t 0.642 25.9

Indiwn-l to (Horn)
0.658 98.3

0.885 92.9

0.938 68.4

0.997 10.5

69.1 (5) min eA 0.019 5.3 X 0.023-0.026 27.8

Indium-110m ~+ l.015 (I) 61 , 0.511 123.4 (II)

('IOmIn)
0.658 97.8

2.129 2.1

2.8047 (5) days eA 0.019 15.6 X 0.003 6.9

0.023-0.026 82.3

ce 0.145 7.8

Indium-Ill (lIlln)
0.167-0.171 1.3 t O.L7! 90.2

0.219 4.9 0.245 94.0

0.241-0.245 1.0

49.51 (1) days ce 0.162 40 X 0.023-0.027 36.3

Indiwn-114m
0.186-0.190 40

( 1I4mln) in , 0.190 15.6
equilibrium with
Indium-Hoi (1I4In) Jr 0.177 (l) (max: 1.985) 95 0.558 3.2

(1I4In: 71.9 (I) s) 0.725 3.2

154.0 (7) days eA 0.003 88.0 X 0.026-0.031 50.5

0.022-0.023 7.4

TeUuriwn-I21m
, 0.212 81.4

('21"7e) in
equilibrium with ce 0.050 33.2 1.102 2.5

Tellure-121 (12ITe)

('2 IT e: 19.16 (5) 0.077 40.0

days)

O.lSO 6.1

19.16 (5) days eA 0.022 1l.6 X 0.026-0.030 75.6

Tellurium-I 21 0.470 1.4
(
I2IT e)

t

0.508 17.7

0.573 80.3

(I) Mean energy or the P spectrum.em Maximum emission probability corresponding to a total annihilation in the source per 100 disintegrations.
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Electronic emIssion Photon emission

Emission probabUity EmissIon probabUJty

Radlonucflde Half-life Twe Energy (MeV) (per 100 Type Energy (MeV) (per 100
disintegrations) disintegrations)

13.27 (8) hours e. 0.023 12.3 X 0.004 9.3

0.027-0.031 86.6

ce 0.127 13.6

0.154 1.8 , 0.159 83.3

Iodine-I2l (1231) 0.158 0.4 0.346 0.1

0.440 0.4

0.505 0.3

0.529 1.4

0.538 0.4

59.402 (14) days eA+ce 0.004 80 X O.lXl4 15.5

0.023-0.035 33 0.027 114

Iodine-125 (IHI) 0.031 26

t 0.035 6.7

13.11 (5) days e. 0.023 6 X 0.027-0.031 42.2

ee 0.354 0.5 t 0.388 34

0.634 0.1 0."191 2.9

0.511 2.3 (II)

lodine-126 eUI)
p- 0.109 (I) 3.6 0.666 33

0.290 (I) 32.1 0.754 4.2

0.459 (I) '.0 0.880 0.8

1.420 0.3

p+ 0.530 (I) J

8.02070 (II) days ce 0.46 3.5 X 0.029-0.030 3.9

0.330 1.6

, 0.080 2.6

lodine-131 (UlI) p- 0.069 (I) 2.1 0.284 6.1

0.097 en 7.3 0.365 81.7

0.192 (I) 89.9 0.637 7.2

0.723 1.8

11.84 (7l days e. 0.025 6.8 X 0.004 8.3

0.030 44.0

Xenon-131m ce 0.129 61 0.034 10.2
( 13hnXe)

0.159 28.5

0.163 8.3 , 0.164 2.0

0) Mean energy of lite pspectrum.
(II) Maximum emission probability corresponding to a total annihilation in thesourceper 100 disintegrations.
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Electronic emission photon emiuJon

Emission probability Emission probabUlty

Radlonucllde Half-life Typ. Energy (MeV) (per 100 Typ. Energy (MeV) (per 100

dldntegradoll9) dislntegratloDll)

20.8 (I) hours p- 0.140 (I) 3.8 Y 0530 87

Iodine-B3 (mI) 0.162 (I) 3.2 0.875 '.5
(decays [0

radioactiveXenon- 0.299(1) '.2 1.298 2.'
133)

0.441 (I) 83

5.243 (1) days 'A 0.026 5.8 X 0.0<>1 6.3

0.031 40.3

ce 0.045 55.1 0.035 •••
Xenon-133 (Il'xe)

0.075-0.080 •••
/ Y 0.080 38.3

p- 0.101 (I) 99.0

2.19 (I) days 'A 0.025 7 X 0.004 7.8

Xenon-133m
0.030 45.9

e):HJIXe} (decays [0 ce 0.199 64.0 0.034 10.6
radioactive Xenon-
133) 0.228 20.7

0.232 '.6 j 0.233 10.0

6.57 (2) hours p. 0.140 (I) ,.4 Y 0.527 13.8

0.237(1) 8 0.547 7.2

0.307 (I) 8.8 0.837 6.7

Iodine-135 (1351)
0.352 (I) 21.9 1.039 8.0

(decays to 0.399 (I) 8 1.132 22.7
radioactive Xenon-
135) 0.444 (I) ,.5 1.260 28.'

0.529 (Q 23.8 1.458 8.7

1.678 '.6

1.791 '.8

9.14 (2) hours ee 0.214 5.5 X 0.031-0.035 5.0

Xenon-135 (mXe) p- 0.171 3.1 Y 0.250 90,2

0.308 96.0 0.608 2.'

30.04 (3) yean 'A 0.026 0.8 X 0.005 I

0.032-0.036 Y

Caesium-137 ( I31Cs)
ce 0.624 8.0

tn equilibrium with 0.656 ,.4 Y 0.662 85.l
Barium-137m
(

137mBa)

0.174 (I)

.
p. 94.4

( I31 mBa: 2.552 (I)
min) 0,416 (I) 5.6

4.185 (I) days 'A 0.00602 6.34 X 0.0530-0.541 5.90

ce 0.05049 7,42 Y 0.1138 3.87

Ylterbium·175 p- 0.1029 1.76 0.2825 6.13

(l7'IYb) 0.0190 20.4 0.3963 L3.2

0.1024 6.'
0.1399 72.9

(I) Mean energy of the Pspectrum.
(D) Maximum emission probability corresponding to a total annihilation in the source per 100 disintegrarions,
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Electronic emission Photon emission

EmIssion probBbUlty Emission probo.biUty

RndlonucUde Half-life T",e Energy (MeV) (per 100 T",e Energy (MeV) (per 100

dlll1ntegratioll!l) disintegrations)

160.44 (6) days e 0.00618 129.8 X 0.0079 45.6

co 0.04001 33.6 t 0.0546-0.0649 115.2

~- 0.04760 18.2 0.2285 37.1

Lutetium-171m 0.06315 23.9 0.2818 14.2

( 111"'Lu) 0.08193 16.1 0.3277 18.1

0.1017 23.9 0.3785 29.9

0.04082(1) 78.6 0.4137 17.5
0.4185 21.3

6.641 (4) days e, 4.3-11.2 8.8 X 0.007-0.011 3.2

0.054-0.056 4.4

Lutetium-I77 ~- 0.0477 11.6 0.1129 6.2
(ITILu)

t

0.1 Ll7 9.1 0.2084 10.4

0.1494 19.3

26.1 (1) hours co 0.285 3.4 X 0.010 32.0

0.353 1.4 0.069-0.071 63.3

0.08 17.5

~. 0.495 (l) 0.3

t 0.368 87.2

0.579 13.8

Thallium-ZOO (2IllOn) 0.828 10.8

1.206 29.9

1.226 3.4

1.274 3.3

1.363 3.4

1.515 4.0

9.33 (3) hours e 0.055 3 X 0.070-0.073 69

0.083 19

co 0.246 8.5

0.276 2 , 0.331 79

0.316 2.3 0.361 9.9

0.406 2.0

Lead-201 (A01pb) 0.585 3.6
(decays to
radiolletive 0.692 4.3

Thallium·201)
0.767 3.2

0.826 2.4

0.908 5.7

0.946 7.9

1.099 1.8

12.77 1.6

(I) Mean energy of the pspectrum.
(D) Maximum emission probability corresponding to a total annihilation in the source per 100 disintegrations.
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Electronic emissIon Photon emission

Emission probability Emission probability
Radlonucllde Half~life T»p. Energy (MeV) (per 100 Typo Energy (MeV) (pel' 100

disintegrations) disintegrations)

72.912 (17) hours ce 0.016-0.017 17.7 X 0.010 46.0

0.027-0.029 4.1 0.069-0.071 73.7

0.052 7.2 0.080 20.'1
Thallium-201 e01ll)

0.0801 15.4

0.153 2.' t 0.135 2.'

0,167 10.0

12.23 (2) days 'A 0.054 2.8 X 0.010 31.0

0.069-0.071 61.6

Thallium-202 (Z<nn) '" 0.357 2.4 0.080 17.1

t 0.440 91A

51.873 (9) hours 'A 0.055 3.0 X 0.010 37.0

0.071-0.073 69.6

ce 0.194 13.3 0.083 19.4
Lead-203 e°Jpb)

r 0.279 80.8

0.'101 3.'

(I) Mean energy or me Pspectrum.
(0) Maximum emissionprobabilitycorresponding to a total annihilBrion in the source per 100 disintegraoo.l1ll.

PIlE<,

Extemporaneous Preparation of
Radiopharmaceuticals
(ph. EUT. general text 5.19)
PIlE" _

This general chaplet' ispublished for informahon.

I SCOPE AND DEFINITION
Many radiophannaceuticals are prepared on-site on a regular
basis, typically as doses for a few patients based on specific
clinical needs (extemporaneously prepared
radiopharmaceuticals, EPRs). Whereas the manufacture of
radiopharmaceuticals and investigational medicinal products
is well covered by existing regulations, this general chapter
only covers EPRs, which are also to be considered in the
light of any national competent authority requirements.
Radiopharmaceuticals are pharmaceutical preparations, and
the provisions and tenninology of the general monograph
Pharmaautical preparalions (2619) apply.

EPRs are either prepared in accordance with a medical
prescription for an individual patient, or in accordance with a
pharmacopoeial monograph, and intended to be supplied
directly to patients. The radiopharmaceuticals concerned are
used within their specified expiration time, and include both
kit-based preparations (from licensed and unlicensed kits)
and unlicensed preparations containing radionuclides for
positron emission tomography (PE1), single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) or for therapeutic
applications.

For the purpose of this general chapter, the preparation of
radiophannaceuticals is considered as a process involving
some or all of the following steps: purchase of materials and
products, production of radionuclides for radiolabelling,
radiolabelling, chemical modification and/or purification,
formulation, dispensing of the phannaceutical form,
sterilisation, analytical control, packaging, labelling and
release. Drawing patient doses for immediate application
(e.g. from a muItidose vial) is considered as pan of clinical
practice, and not pan of the preparation of
radiophannaceuticals.
EPRs require an appropriate framework to ensure the desired
quality, hereinafter referred to as the quality system.
The extent of the quality system is driven by the risks for the
patient concerned, such as microbial contamination, failure
of chemical reactions and its consequences, malfunctioning of
equipment involved in the preparation process and
inappropriate storage conditions. Risk assessment is
employed to determine the level of risk and the required level
of quality assurance to achieve appropriate product quality
and to assure radiation safety. Examples of quality systems
can be found in the following guidance documents or any
subsequent revisions: Pharmaceutical Inspection Convention and
PharmaauocalImpe<tion Co-operation Scheme (PICfS): Guide
to goodpractices fur thepreparanim of medicina; products in
healthcare establishments (pE 010); EudraLex Volume 4, EU
Guidelines to GoodManufacturing Praaice, Medicinal Products
for Human and Vete1inary Use; European Association of Nuclear
Medi<ine (EA.NM) guideline: Guidance on CUIl'ent good
radiopharmacy practice (cGRPP) for thesmall-scale prepanuion
of radiopharmaceudcals; and national guidelines from the
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competent authority. Guidance on risk. assessment can be
found in, for example, ICH Guitkhne Q9 Quah·I)! Risk
Management.

Particular attention is to be paid to:
- qualified personnel with appropriate training;
- adequate premises;
- qualified and suitable equipment for production and

analysis;
- validated procedures for all critical production and testing

steps;
- environmental monitoring;
- appropriate documentation;
- procurement of materials and services used in the

preparation;
- analytical methods I quality control.

AU steps in the preparation of radiophannaceuticals are
designed to meet the radiation safety requirements for the
personnel involved and me environment, thereby complying
with national or international regulations. This includes
appropriate shielding) and measures to avoid and monitor
radioactive contamination.

2 PREMISES AND EQUll'MENT
The relevant premises and equipment are designed, built,
maintained, cleaned and sanitised so that they protect
product quality, ensure a low level of particulates and
microbial contamination and protect staff and the
environment from the effects of radiation.

Radiopharmacies may characteristically prepare a wide variety
of radiopharmaceuticals, often in the same session and place.
The premises, equipment and workflow are arranged in order
to minimise the risk of cross-contamination and mix-up.
Facilities and equipment are designed and controlled to
reflect the specific risk of all preparations concerned, taking
into account the potential for microbial contamination of the
preparation. Additional considerations are taken into account
when handling biological material.

Detailed knowledge of process parameters, workflow,
environmental conditions and microbial aspects of the
preparation helps to avoid possible chemical, radiochemical,
radlonuclidic and microbial contamination. In the particular
case of blood cell radlolabelling, movement of operators
within the laboratory between the area for blood cell labelling
and the area for the preparation of other
radiopharmaceuticals is prevented by the appropriate design
and layout of the premises. Any biological hazardous material
is stored and handled separately from other substances for
pharmaceutical use, pharmaceutical preparations or starting
materials.

Measurement of radioactivity is carried out as described in
general chapter 2.2.66. Deteaion and measurement of
radUxutiv£ty. Measurement equipment is properly shielded,
particularly when high levels of radioactivity are handled in
adjacent areas. A system to ensure proper performance of
this equipment, including daily checks and periodic
calibration, is implemented. All deviations, such as changes
to the range of linearity, calibration for energy and efficiency,
and unexpected changes in background readings are
investigated.

3 PREPARATION PROCESS
In the case of a licensed product used as a part of the
preparation process, it is the responsibility of the marketing
authorisation holder to ensure that the licensed product
complies with the requirements of its marketing
authorisation. The radiophannacy preparing licensed
radiopharmaceuticals according to the instructions for use
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carries the responsibility for the quality of the preparation
and the handling of these radiopharmaceuticals at its site.

If the instructions for use of a licensed radiopharmaceutical
are not strictly followed or if one or more components used
for the preparation do not have a marketing authorisation,
risk assessment (including rationales and pharmaceutical
equivalence, if applicable) is undertaken and documented.
It is the responsibility of the radiopharmacy to demonstrate
that the quality of the final preparation is suitable for the
intended use.

In general for EPRs, the bioburden of starting materials is an
important factor in maintaining a low bacterial endotoxin
content and achieving a high sterility assurance level in
subsequent operations. Opened or partially used packages of
starting materials intended for subsequent use are properly
indicated (labelled) and stored under restricted access
conditions. Shelf-life periods are defined for opened,
unopened and dissolved starting materials, especially in light
of the microbiological background in the specific working
conditions. The use of single-use packages is recommended.
A shelf-life for starting material sets is defined with
consideration given to the degradation of ingredients,
microbial contamination and the stability of packaging
materials, taking into account the permeability of plastic and
elastomeric packaging. Shelf-life is indicated and justified by
stability studies reflecting the mode of use.

Monitoring of the environment and personnel during the
extemporaneous preparation of radiopharmaceuticals is
essential in defining the quality of the final preparation,
irrespective of the origin of material used in the preparation.
Recommendations for the frequency of monitoring can be
found in guidance documents such as PICIS Guide PH 010
or any subsequent revisions. Deviations from the
reconunended frequency are made based on risk assessment
and justified. When a sterile preparation is to be obtained
and terminal sterilising filtration is not possible, all starting
materials are sterile. Components of the equipment that
come into direct contact with the preparation during the
preparation process are sterile and disposable or re-used only
after a validated cleaning and sterilisation procedure has been
carried out.

3-1 PRODUCTION OF RADIONUCLIDES
The procedure for production of the radionuclide describes
major parameters, such as:
- target material;
- nuclear reaction;
- construction of the holder for the target material;
- maintenance of the holder for the target material and the

transfer lines;
- irradiation data, such as beam energy and intensity;
- typical radionuclidic contaminants for the adopted

conditions (excitation function);
- separation/purification process of the desired radionuclide;

and evaluates aU effects on the efficiency of the production in
terms of quality and quantity of the radionuclide produced.

Radionuclide precursors and radiolabelled molecules comply
with the requirements of the general monograph
RadWpharmaC<!uti<al preparations (0125) and any individual
monographs where available.

3-2 CHEMICAL PRECURSORS
Chemical precursors are usually obtained by chemical
synthesis. They can be combined or pre-loaded with other
substances in the fonn of pre-prepared sets for radiolabelling
procedures and/or used as starting materials in cassettes or
kits.
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Chemical precursors, either in isolated form or in the form of
starting material sets, have an acceptable, low degree of
microbial contamination) irrespective of whether the final
product is terminally sterilised or sterilised by filtration.
Sterilisation is to he considered if there is a risk that the
chemical precursors support microbial growth.

Quality requirements for chemical precursors are stated in
the respective individual monographs. Where no monograph
is available, the general monograph Substances/or
pharmaceutical use (2034) applies and a programme to test
the quality is implemented. However, it is to be noted that
certain provisions of the general monograph SUbJUlnUS for
pharmaceutical use (2034) are not applicable to
radiopharmaceutical preparations or chemical precursors.
These provisions are covered by the general monograph
Radiopharmaceuucal preparations (0/25).

3-3 RADIOIABELLlNG
The radiolabelling step is the reaction of the radionuclide
with a chemical precursor. Biological materials such as
proteins or cells can also be substrates for direct
radiolabelling.
The radiolabelling includes the mixing of starting materials in
controlled conditions (i.e. temperature or pressure). After
radlolabelling, subsequent steps may be involved to remove
protecting groups or to couple the radiolabeUed compound to
another molecule, which may be an organic moiety or a more
complex structure such as a peptide or an antibody.

Risks to radiolabeUing efficiency, quality, safety and efficacy
of the radiopharmaceutical, associated with the chemical and
physical composition of the kit, the components or the
starting materials) are evaluated and documented. Chemical
and physical stability and risks of microbial contamination
are examined closely.

The source and quality of starting materials (e.g. metal
contaminants), the quantitative and qualitative composition
(e.g. concentration, pH, sterility, osmolarity, viscosity,
solubility, stability) and the operating conditions (e.g. use of
inert gas, temperature, pressure) are considered when
developing the synthesis. Special attention is also paid to
possible side products of the synthesis. Automation and/or
use of cassettes are possible ways of improving the reliability
of synthesis processes, reducing the risk of microbial
contamination and increasing radiation safety.

Before introducing a new synthesis in clinical application, the
synthesis process is validated by suitable controls during the
preparation (in-process control) and extensive quality control
of the final preparation using at least 3 batches. Once the
process is validated, the routine controls that need to be
performed before patient administration are considered based
on a risk assessment, taking into account different factors
such as chemical complexity, factors affecting the efficacy of
the product, and radiation dose concerns for the patient, for
example through the control of radiochemical and
radionuclidic impurities.

3-3-1 Radlopharmaceutlcale not requiring a
purification step
This type of synthesis is characterised by combining a
radionuclide with a mixture of starting materials. This
addition is followed by a near-quantitative reaction of the
radionuclide with the chemical precursor, so that the
extemporaneous preparation process does not require a
purification step. Open methods for radiosynthesis are to be
avoided due to the elevated risk of microbial contamination.
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All components are co-injected with the resulting
radiopharmaceutical active ingredient. The required risk
assessment focuses on the chemical, radiochemical and
microbiological quality of all starting materials) including the
radionuclide. In case of multiple additions, the risk
assessment also focuses on the conditions of addition and
reaction of the different starting materials, and especially the
reaction container.

3-3-2 Radiopharmaceutical. requiring purification
This type of synthesis is characterised by a single addition of
a radionuclide solution to a mixture of starting materials or
by multiple additions of different starting materials, which
then requires subsequent purification (see also section 3-5).
An efficient purification of the desired radioactive compound
from the reaction mixture is necessary in order to ensure low
levels of radionuclidie, chemical andlor radiochemical
impurities. Physico-chemical and chemical separation of
intermediates or the final product is essential to yield a
radiopharmaceutical that meets the desired quality
specifications. If possible, the preparation process, including
the critical separation steps, is monitored with suitable
detectors, and controls are performed with regard to
radiation safety. The required risk assessment focuses on the
same points as in section 3-3-1, as well as on the conditions
of purification, especially the efficiency of separation and the
effect of chromatographic media on the subsequent
microbiological quality of the product (endotoxin content).

3-3-3 Cell radlolabeUlng
Cross-contamination, cross-infection, mix-up of blood and
blood components, and integrity and/or viability of the cells
after radiolabeUing are aUspecific points of attention for the
risk assessment of cell radiolabelling. This type of
radiolabelling is considered more extensively in section 3-14.

3-4 AUTOMATED SYSTEMS
Some of the steps described above can be subject to
automation. An automated module (synthesiser) usually
consists of a combination of power supplies, actuators,
pumps, heaters and sensors that are used in combination
with an interconnected network of containers, reactors,
tubing, syringes, solid phase cartridges and/or preparative
liquid chromatography systems. The automated module can
be a commercial piece of equipment or can be custom made.
It is common for different radiopharmaceuticals to be made
on the same automated module.

Within the synthesis process, the automated module controls
process parameters in such a way that a solution of a
radiopharmaceutical is produced. The containers and the
purification system used with the automated module can be
single-use ('radiophannaceutical cassette') or used in multiple
production runs.

When using consecutive production runs, the risk of cross
contamination is considered. Appropriate measures are taken
to prevent cross-contamination by using dedicated
components or equipment or by assessing the effectiveness of
the cleaning procedure.

The containers and purification systems (e.g. the colwnn of a
preparative liquid chromatography system) are considered
part of the synthesiser.

The electronic components of the syntheaiser are resistant to
high radiation levels.
Components of the automated module that come into
contact with the starting materials, solvents and/or the
radiopharmaceutical are chemicaUy inert. Special care is
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taken with components that may degrade under the influence
of radiation and that come into contact with the starting
materials, solvents andlor the radiopharmaceutical, as they
may release impurities over time.

Automated modules may also control formulation and
dispensing of the radiopharmaceutical, usually by using
volume- or weight-measuring devices and radioactivity
detectors in order to measure and dispense the correct
quantities. For dispensing, single-use tubing systems are
used. The measuring system is calibrated.

For an automated synthesis and/or.dispenslng module,
2 levels of qualificationlvalidation are required.
The automated module itself is qualified by the supplier
and/or the user. After this qualification, the extemporaneous
preparation/dispensing process is validated.

The synthesis process on the symhesiser is usually controlled
by software and is validated. The user of the automated
system has the list of the sequence steps used in the synthesis
and a history of changes made to memo The software is
under access control, and any changes to it are controlled
and documented. Guidance on the use of computerised
systems can be found, for example, in EudraLex Volume 4,
Annex 11.

Manual interventions or adjustments of parameters
(e.g. manual operation of valves) are documented and
investigated as a process deviation if outside the validated
ranges. The version of the software used for a production is
recorded as a batch parameter. When changes are made to
the software, the old version of the software is archived for
the same period as the documentation of the batches made
with that version.

Automated systems may involve the use of
radiophannaceutical cassettes and other disposable devices.
Cassettes are used with a set of starting materials (such as
precursors, solvents, catalysts, etc.), which may be contained
in the cassette (prelilled cassette) or provided separately
(empty cassette).

Cassettes can be made by commercial manufacturers or
assembled in-house. The requirements apply to both, and the
related infonnation is directed towards the users of the
cassette to help them establish their user requirements.

All materials in the system that come into contact with
reagents or product exhibit suitable stability during storage
and use. The compatibility of the materials (e.g. plastics)
with the chemical process is assessed and documented. Glass
components are at least type I (see general chapter 3.2.1.
Glass containers for phannaceutirol use).
Before administration of a preparation produced widt the aid
of cassettes, it is validated that the combination of the
cassette and the automated system consistently produces the
radiophannaceutical of the desired quality.

The quality of the chemicals used complies w(th the
requirements mentioned in section 3-2.

The cassette is able to synthesise the radiophannaceutical to
the agreed specification during the entire shelf-life of the
cassette.
In order to maintain a-low bacterial endotoxin content and
achieve a high sterility assurance level for the
radiopharmaceutical prepared with the use of a cassette, the
cassette has a low initial bioburden.

The suitability of the manufacturing process is assured and
the user confirms the final product quality by appropriate
analytical tests.
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The user of the automated system has the necessary
infonnation on the chemicals and reaction processes applied
within the system in order to evaluate potential deviations
that may occur during the production of the
radiophannaceuticals. In the case of suboptimal reaction or
system malfunction, yields might be lower and/or additional
impurities may occur. Sufficient information about potential
system malfunctions is made available to the user in order to
set up appropriate release specifications.

3-5 PURIFICATION
Separation of the product is often required, particularly when
organic chemical reactions are carried out. Since the
purification step ensures the final quality of the
radiopharmaceutical, separation efficiency has to be carefully
evaluated in terms of final radiochemical, radionuclidic and
chemical purity. Special attention is paid to residual solvents
(see general chapter 5.4. Residual solvents). All purification
procedures are validated.

A microbial contamination risk exists when using
chromatographic media, especially in the case of multiple-use
liquid chromatography columns. Risk assessment focuses on
cleaning/conditioning procedures and conditions of storage of
chromatographic media. Bioburden and bacterial endotoxin
content are maintained below suitable limits to allow
sterilisation in case of parenteral dosage forms.

The radiolabelling process for biological materials such as
blood cells are developed in such a way that the purification
step, typically centrifugation, guarantees a reproducible
quality of product.

3-6 FORMUlATION
After purification of the labelled compound, the radiolabelled
molecule is formulated into a suitable form for administration
to patients.

The source and quality of excipients and additives are
documented.

When an in-house starting material set is used, the use of
components with no microbial contamination (or an
acceptably low level) is recommended, irrespective of whether
the final product is terminally sterilised or sterile-filtered.

In case different types of radiophannaceuticals from kits are
to be prepared in the same period, separate vials of diluent
are used to prevent cross-contamination.

Most radiophannaceuticals are intended for parenteral
administration. In this respect, pH, osmolarity, viscosity,
ionic strength and solubility are appropriately addressed
when radiopharmaceuticals and in-house starting material
sets are developed.

3-7 DISPENSING
Dispensing is the process of aliquoting fonnulation solution
into final product dosage forms, subject to release before
medical administration (see section 3-12). It includes
preparation of a batch consisting of one or more final
product vials or syringes. In order to keep the bioburden as
low as possible, components used in the dispensing process
are sterile. If unavailable, components are sterilised by a
validated process. If components are reused, it is ensured by
a validated cleaning procedure that no cross-contamination
from one product to another can take place.

3-8 STERILISATION
Radiopharrnaceuticals for parenteral administration are
sterile. Terminal sterilisation provides the highest level of
assurance that a product will be sterile. In most cases, only
sterilising filtration steps can be performed, but in others, no
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sterilisation is possible (e.g. when autologous cells are
radiolabeUed). These are to be considered as aseptic
preparations. The methods of sterilisation that can be used
are described in general chapter 5.1.1. Methods of preparation
of s/erikproducts.
Aseptic manipulations take place in a grade A environment
(class A zone). The grade of the surrounding environment
will depend on the containment system used, the risk of
contamination for the preparation, the shelf-life of me
preparation and the number of units prepared during a
preparation run. With respect to air cleanliness, a grade C
surrounding area for open workstations, or a grade D
surrounding area for isolators is typically acceptable.

The complexity of operation and the shelf-life determine the
measures that need to he taken to ensure a sterile product,
for example:
- for simple operations in a closed system requiring little

handling (e.g. preparing radiophannaceuticals from
licensed kits and generators), suitable control of the
inunediate surrounding area of a workstation may provide
the appropriate level of air cleanliness when additional
measures (e.g. gowning flow) are in place; a risk
assessment is crucial in this respect;

~ for complex operations (e.g. open-vial preparation or vial
filling after sterile filtration, aseptic preparation, labelling
of autologous cells), additional measures may be required
in the immediate surrounding area of an open workstation
to ensure a sterile product.

Closed procedures for dispensing are used whenever possible
as an alternative to open-vial filling, especially for very small
batches or individual patient preparations. The dispensing set
(sterilising filter, needles, tubes and vials) that is used in
closed aseptic dispensing operations is sterile. This can he
achieved by sterilisation of the dispensing set, or by using
sterile components. These sterile components are assembled
and connected in a grade A air-supply area located in a
grade C area with respect to air cleanliness. The process of
closed aseptic dispensing can he performed in an area that is
at least grade C with respect to air cleanliness.

Monitoring of critical grade A air-supply areas and the
background environment for particulates and microbial
contamination is carried out on a regular basis. When
sterilising filtration is used to sterilise the preparation, the
filler is tested for integrity before administration of the
preparation to the patient. Filter-integrity testing for each
type of preparation, for example by bubble-point
determination, is validated.

Preparations that contain a radionuclide with a half-life
shorter than 10 min are exempt from filter integrity testing
before release of the product.

Where the administration is performed directly from the
equipment to the patient, the filter used is suitable for direct
human use.

Compatibility of the filter membrane and housing with the
product solution is verified experimentally using the supplier
specifications. In some cases it is not possible to find
acceptable certified filters for certain applications
(e.g. for hydrophobic radiopharmaceuticals). In these cases,
filters need to be tested for bacterial endotoxin content,
efficiency and product recovery.

3-9 ANALYTICAL CONTROL
AUanalytical systems are qualified and all methods validated
according to the recognised standards (e.g. ICH Guideline Q2
Validation of Ana/yu"cal Procedures: Tex. and Methodology).
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Wherever possible, quality control testing is carried out by a
person other than the person who prepared the
radiopharmaceutical.

3-9-1 Starting materials
Starting materials used for extemporaneous preparation
comply with the general monograph Substances for
pharmaauu"cal use (2034) and with their individual
monographs where available.

For starting materials that are not present in the
radiopharmaceutical (e.g. reagents removed by purification,
catalysts, solvents, cartridges), specifications are verified by
evaluation of the certificate of analysis provided by the
manufacturer, completed ifnecessary by specific tests.
If testing is not possible from a technical point of view, for
example when using commercially available prefilled
cassettes, testing can be omitted provided that the omission is
backed up by a risk assessment. Specifications are adapted to
the level of chemical and microbiological purity needed to
ensure a suitable quality for the intended purpose in the
radiosynthesis.

The identity of excipients included in the final formulation is
verified by a suitable analytical method, unless they are
licensed. Specifications are adapted to the level of purity
required to ensure a quality suitable for a component of a
pharmaceutical for injection, especially bioburden and
bacterial endotoxin content.

Some radionuclides cannot be systematically evaluated by
analysis before use in the radiosynthesis process.
The suitability for the intended purpose is established each
time a new batch of the target material is used or a
modification of the radionuclide preparation process takes
place.

For chemical precursors, (i) identity is verified by a suitable
analytical method, (ii) suitability for radiosynthesis is verified
by performing a complete radiosynthesis with a final
radiopharmaceutical product complying with all its
specifications (test synthesis), and (iii) specifications are
verified by evaluation of the certificate of analysis provided by
the manufacturer, completed if necessary by specific tests.

3-9-2 Radiopharmaceutical.
Extemporaneously prepared radiopharmaceuticals comply
with the general monograph Radiopharmaautical prtparations
(0125) and with individual monographs where available.
Moreover, other applicable general monographs and general
texts also apply, especially Pharmaceutical preparations (2619),
5.1.1. Methods of prtparation of sterile products and 5.4.
Residual solvents.
Where no individual monograph or authorised summary of
product characteristics exists, specifications and
corresponding test methods need to be established for each
radiopharmaceutical. Table 5.19.-1 provides examples for
determining the suitable analytical parameters and methods.
Details on the measurement of radioactivity in test methods
can be found in general chapter 2.2.66. Detection and
measurement of radioactivity. For each scheduled test, it is
stated whether the result has to be available before release for
use of the radiopharmaceutical. When a test is delayed until
after release for use, this must be justified and a maximum
period of delay for performing the test is established.

-,
~
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Table 5.19.-1. - Examples of analytical parameters ond methods
for release of an extemporaneously prepared radiopharma<ta.ical

Test or parameter Equipment ancUor method

Characters, appearance Visual inspection

Identity of radionuclide Half-life detenninatton; alpha
spectrometry; bela spectrometry;
gamma-ray spectrometry

Radiochemicalidentity Uquid chromatography, thin-layer
chromatography

Radiochemicalpurity Liquid chromatography, thin-layer
chromatography

Chemical purity Liquid chromatography, thin-layer
chromatography

Radionuclidic purity Half·life detenninatkm; gamma-ray
spectrometry, alpha spectrometry.
beta spectrometry

Residual solvents Gas chromatography

Pharmaceutical or physiok>gical pH, osmolality
parameters

Microbiological contamination Bacterial endctcdns, sterility

RadiollCti~content, concentration Ionisation chamber

Specific radioactivity Liquid chromalogmphy, ionisation
chamber

Enantiomeric purity Chiral chromatography

3-10 PACKAGING
The primary packaging material is compatible with the
preparation.

3-11 UlJELUNG
Where a radiopharmaceutical is prepared and used on the
same site, the labelling of the primary packaging of the
radiopharmaceutical indicates the identity and ensures
traceability. It complies with the relevant national and
European legislation.
The label typically states:
- the name of the preparation/active substance andlor its

reference;
- an unequivocal reference to the preparation (batch

number or date of the EPR);
- where applicable, a serial number for the dispensed unit

(where several units are dispensed);
- the international symbol for radiation (trefoil).

Where applicable, the shielding labelling contains a reference
to the patient (identification number or name).

For liquid and gaseous preparations, me total radioactivity in
the container or the radioactive concentration per millilitre at
a stated date and measurement time, and the volume of
liquid in the container are stated on the shielding labelling.

For solid preparations (such as capsules), the total
radioactivity at a stated date and, if necessary, measurement
time are stated.

The labelling can be adapted in certain cases where, due to
the extremely short half-life (i.e. less than 10 min) of the
product, the preparation is used before all of the information
is available.

In addltion, the label on the shielding or on the outer
package states:
- where applicable, the name of any excipierus;
- the name of the manufacturer (site where the preparation

was made);
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- the route of administration;
- the period of validity or the expiry date;
- where applicable, any special storage conditions.

3-12 RELEASE
The decision to release a radiopharmaceutical as suitable for
administration is dependent on the conformance of the
analytical results to the specifications, and to the process data
related to its preparation, especially in-process controls and
monitoring (e.g. particle) microbial, environmental).
However, due to the short-lived nature of
radiopharmaceuricals, not all quality parameters of the
preparation can be known at the time of release for
administration. The list of analytical tests to be performed
before release for administration is established according to
section 3-9-2. Release for administration follows a written
procedure indicating all relevant data (preparation, quality
control, assessment of deviations, etc.) required. This
procedure is based on a risk assessment. Retrospective
examination of analytical results is acceptable in cases where
the lest results can technically not be obtained before
administration of the radiopharmaceutical and is based on a
risk assessment. The review and the release of the
preparation before administration by the responsible person is
con6.nned in writing in the batch documentation.

A written procedure also describes the actions to be taken by
the responsible person in case unsatisfactory test results are
obtained after the preparation has been released (recall or
provision of information to users of the preparation,
depending on the time of discovery).

The final review and final release of the preparation by the
responsible person is confirmed in writing in the batch
documentation.

3-13 RETENTION SAMPLES
In the case of preparations without a marketing authorisation,
retention samples are kept for a period of 1 month from the
time all testing is completed or 1 month after expiry of the
preparation, whichever is the longer. In the case of single vial
dispensing, retention samples may not be available; this is
carefully considered in any risk assessment. Where technically
possible, the same approach is applied to chemical precursors
and starting materials. No retention samples are needed for
preparations of radiolabelled blood cells.

3-14 PREPARA1;ION OFRADIOUBELLED BLOOD
CELLS
During cell manipulation and radiolabelling, it is necessary to
maintain both cell viability and sterility. Operator protection
is of paramount importance, and operator exposure to
biological and radiation hazards is avoided.

3-14-1 Collection of blood cells and cellular
components for radlolabelling and reinjection into the
original donor/patient
Blood cells and cellular components are collected in such a
way as to preserve their function (use of a wide-bore needle,
use of a syringe pre-eoated with an appropriate anticoagulant,
avoiding excessive centrifugation). The containers are suitably
labelled with the patient's information in order to prevent
mix-up. Quality requirements for all substances used in the
separation of the cells are stated in the respective individual
monographs, if available. The general monograph Subs«znces
for phamrauutical use (2034) applies, whether or not an
individual monograph is available. Further precautions may
be necessary where the use of heterologous cells is required,
as provided in respective regulations.

A centrifuge, constructed to ensure containment in case of
spills and/or breakage (with closed buckets), is requited for
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___________________ PhE<I

103715-47-9367.4Cl'iH11N306S
PhE<I _

Betiatide for Radiopharmaceutical
Preparations
(ph. Eur. monograph 2551)

amount of a solid or a volumetric sample of a suitable
solution. Solidsandliquids are often dispensed in closed vials
forstorage before use. Starting material sets maybe available
commercially or be prepared on-site from commercial or
locally synthesised chemicals andpackaging materials.

DEFINTI10N
N-[2-(Benzoylsulfanyl)acetyl]glycylglycylglycine.

Content
98.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent (anhydrous substance).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white powder.
Solubility
Practically insoluble in water) soluble in dimethylsulfoxide,
very slightly soluble in anhydrous ethanol.

IDENTIFICATION
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).
Compariwn beliatide CRS.

TESTS
Related substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Prepa.. the solutions
immediatelY befo.. use.
Soloenr mixtu.. a<eomitrile R, water R (50:50 VIV).
Testsolution Dissolve 10.0 mg of the substance to be
examined in 8 mL of the solvent mixture) sonicate if
necessary for 10-20 s and dilute to 10.0 mL with the solvent
mixture.
Reference solulion (a) Dilute 1.0 mL of the test solution to
100.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve2 mg of benalide
impuri<y D CRS in 20 mL of the solvent mixture, using
sonication if necessary, anddilute to 50 mL with the solvent
mixture, Dilute 2.5 mL of the solution to 50 mL with the
solvent mixture.
Reference solution (c) Dilute I mL of the test solution to
10 mL withreference solution (b).

Column:
- size: I=: 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-<apped oetadety/si/yl siUca gelfor

chromarography R (5 pm).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: water for chromatography R, acetonitrile R

(30:70 VfII);
- mobile phase B: 0.1 per cent VIV solution of trifiuoroacetic

acidR;

GLOSSARY

blood-cell component separations. The equipmentused in
the labelling of cells is onlyused forone procedure (ODe
patient) at a time, and single-use utensils areme preferred
choice. The processing of samples from different patients is
separated by a suitable period of time, andincludes a
cleaning/disinfection process forutensils and equipment that
ensures the desttuction of blood-borne pathogens and
viruses.
3-14-2 Radlolabelling of the cells
Precautions are taken to preventcross-contamination, cross
infection or mix-upof blood, and the introduction of
microbial contamination. RadioJaheUing conditions do not
impair me integrity andlor viability of the cells. As terminal
sterilisation is not possible, radiolabelling of cells is
consideredas an aseptic preparation (see section 3-8).
3-14-3 QualIty control
Identification, calculation of the labelling yield and absence
of aggregation or clumping of cells is assessed to verify the
suitability of radiolabelled cells before release and
reinjection/administration. At regular timeintervals, testing
forcell viability/integrity is performed.
Validation of the preparation of radiolabeUed blood cells
includes testing of cell viability, morphology or function
depending on the cell type. Any changes to the procedure for
preparation of radiolabeUed cells is validated.

Automated module for synthesis and/or dispensing
Electromechanical devicecontrolled by software to
automatically perform a sequence of operations neededfor
radiolabeUing, purification) formulation, dispensing and/or
sterilisation of a radiopharmaceutical,
Cassette
Singleuse production hardware consisting of a pre-assembled
network of containers) valves and syringes) including or not
the starting material set, intended to be mounted on a
synthesis module in order to prepare an EPR.
Closed method for radlosynthesls
Method where a solution is neverdirectly exposed to the
environment during the radiosynthesis process, but is
contained within the synthesis system(e.g. a cassette).
Closed vIal dispensing
Methodof dispensing, in which the solution to be filled after
sterile filtration is not in direct contact with the environment
and no aseptic connections are made in the system after the
sterilising filter during the dispensing process.
Open method for radiosynthesls or dispensing (open
vIallllllng)
Method where at some pointduring the process, a solution is
directly exposed to the environment (NOTE: fordispensing,
contact with the environment through a sterilising airfilter is
not considered a direct exposure).

•Responsible person
Person designated as responsible for the release of a
radiopharmaceutical, who meets the requirements provided
by the national legislation.
Starting materIal
Substance usedfor the preparation of a medicinal product.
Generators) chemicals forsynthesis) ion-exchange resins,
packing components and consumables are considered as
starting materials.
Starting material set
Set of reagents) solvents and precursors in their usable forms
for the EPR. Usable forms are mostly either a weighed
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Tim,
(min)

0-35

MobUe phase A
(per cent YIJI)

10 ---. 85

Mobile phase B
(per cent V/J1

90 ---> 15

P1>E" _~ _

87862-25-7648

lobenguane Sulfate for
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations
Iobenguane Sulphate for Radiopharmaceutical
Preparations
(ph. Bur. monograph 2351)

D. N- [2-(benzoylsu1fanyl)acetyl]g1ycylglycine,

VS-'""'Co,H
E. (benzylsulfanyl)acetic acid,

F. N-[2-(benzoylsulfanyl)acetyl]hexaglycine.
___________________ P1>E"

DEFINITION
Bis(((3-iodopbenyl)methyl)guanidine] sulfate.

Content
98.0 per cent to 102.0 pet cent (dried substance).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almost whitecrystals.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Comparison iobenguane su!fate CRS.

B. Dissolveabout J0 mg in 1 mL of waterR with gentle
heating. The solution gives reaction (a) of sulfates (2.3.1).

TESTS
Impurity A
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Prepare the solutions and the
mobile phase immediately be/ore use.
Test solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of the substance to be
examined in 1 mL of the mobilephase and dilute to 5.0 mL
with the mobile phase.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of iobenguane
sulfate CRS in 1 rnLof the mobile phase and dilute to
5.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Reference sollllion (1)) Dissolve 23.1 mg of
3-iodobenzylamm01lium chloride R (salt of impurity A) in I mL
of the mobile phase and dilute to 10.0 rnL with the mobile
phase.
Re/erence solution (c) Mix I mL of reference solution (a)
and] mL of reference solution (b).

Reference solution (d) Dilute 0.1 mL of reference
solution (b) to 10.0 rnLwith the mobile pbase.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.100 g in 50 mLofequal volumes of anhydrous
ethanol R and water R by beating at 50-60·C with constant
stirring and sonicating to ensure completedissolution. Allow
to cool to room temperature. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium
hydroxide, detennining the end-point potentiometrically
(2.2.21f).

1 rnL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 36.14 mg of
C15H17N306S.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light, at a
temperature of 2 °C to 8°C.

IMPURITIES
Specified impurities D.
Other deuctable impuniies (the following substances would, if
present at a sufficient level,be detected. by one or otherof
the tests in the monograph. They arelimitedby the general
acceptance criterion for other/unspecified impurities. It is
therefore not necessary to identify these impurities for
demonstration of compliance): A, B, C, E, F.

r'YC0 2H

V

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.

Injection 10!1L of the test solution and reference
solutions (a) and (c).

Refau"ve retention with reference to betiatide (retention
time =about 11 min): impurity D =about I.I.
System suiuzbility Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 2.5 between me peaks due to

betiatide and impurity D.
CaJculatlon 0/percentage contents:
- for each impurity, use the concentration of betiatide in

reference solution (a).

Limits:
- impurity D: maximum 0.2 per cent;
- unspecified impuruies: foreach impurity, maximum

0.20 per cent, and not more than 1 such impurity exceeds
0.10 per cent;

- IOUlI unspecified impuniies: maximum 3.0 per cent;
- reporting threshold: 0.05 per cent.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum J.O per cent, determined on 0.100 g using a
mixture of equalvolumes of melhanol R andfonnamide R as
solvent.

A. benzoicacid,
o

ifS-'""'Co,H
B. (benzoylsulfanyl)acetic acid,

dSi(;:S
. 0

C.2,5-dioxopyrrolidin-l-yI2-(benzoylsulfanyl)acetate,
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PhE'I _

CHARACTERS
Appearance
White or almost white, amorphous or crystalline, hygroscopic
powder.
Solubllity
Verysoluble in water, very slightly solublein anhydrous
ethanol, practically insoluble in methylene chloride.

IDENTIFICATION
First identi/icatimr: A.
Second identification: B.
A. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry (2.2.33).
Preparation 100 gIL solution in deuterium oxide R.
Comparison 100 gfL solution of medronic add CRS in
deuterium oxide R.
Results The IH N1\1R spectrum obtained is qualitatively
similar £0 the IH NMR spectrum obtained with medronic
acidCRS.
B. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).
Comparison medronic acidCRS.

TESTS
Impurities A and B
Nuclear magneticresonancespectrometry (2.2.33).
Testsolution To 1.0 g of the substance to be examined add
10 mL of deuterated chloroform R. Stir for 1 hour. Pass the
resultingsolution through a sintered-glass filterto remove the
precipitate containingmedronic acid. Evaporate the filtrate to
about 0.5 mL.

Reference solution (a) Mix 10 ~L of medronic acid
impurity A CRS with 1.0 mL of deuterated chloroform R.
Reference solutimr (b) Mix 10 ~L of mednmic acid
impurity B CRS with 1.0 mL of deuterated chloroform R.
Reference soluricn (c) After recording the NMR specrrum of
the rest solution, add 10 111. of medronic acid impurity A CRS
and 10 ~L of mednmic acidimpuniy B CRS to the test
solution.
Apparatus NMR spectrometer operating at minimum
250 MHz.
Record the IHNMR spectra of the test solution and the
reference solutions, if necessary using tetramethylsilane R as a
chemical shift internal reference compound.
Position of the signals Deuterated chlorofonn =
about 7.3 ppm; impurity A = about 4.4 ppm and 1.3 ppm;
impurity B =about 4.7 ppm, 2.4 ppm and 1.3 ppm.

System suilability:
- the positions of the signals due to impurities A and B in

the spectrum obtained with reference solution (c) do not
differsignificantly from those in the spectra obtained with
reference solutions (a) and (b).

Limits:
- integration: integrate the multipletat 4.4 ppm due to

impurity A and the multiplet at 2.4 ppm due to
impurity B in the spectra obtained with the test solution
and reference solution (c) to obtain the areas of the peaks
used in the comparison of impurity contents;

- impurities A} B: for each impurity, not more than
0.5 times the area of the corresponding peak in the
spectrumobtained with reference solution (c)
(I per cent).

Phosphates (2.4.11)
Maximwn 1.0 per cent.
Dissolve 0.100 g in 10 mL of waterR and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to 100.0 mL with waterR.

1984-15-2176.0

o 0. "HO-P P.-OH, '-../ \
HO OH

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationasy phase: silica gd for chromatography R (5 lUJ1);
- temperature: maintain at a constant temperature between

20 'C and 30 'C.

Mobile phase Mix 40 mL of an 80 gIL solution of
ammonium nitra~ R, 80 mL of dilute ammonia R2 and
1080 mL of me/hanoi R.
Flow rate 1 mIJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.

/nje<tion 20 111. of the test solution and reference
solutions (c) and (d).

Run time 15 min.
ReJalwe relenufm With reference to iobenguane (retention
time = about 7 min): impurity A = about 0.2.
System suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due (Q

impurity A and iobenguane.
Lim.;:
- impuniy A: not more than the area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (d) (1.0 per cent).

Loss on drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 3.0 per cent, detennined on 0.100 g by drying in
an oven at 105°C.

QNH',
A. 1-(3-iodophenyl)methanamine.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
related substances with the following modification.
Injection Test solution and reference solution (a).
Calculate the percentage content ofC,oH2212N.O,S from
the declared content of iobenguane su/fate CRS.

STORAGE
Protected from light, at a temperature below 25°C.

IMPURITIES
SP«lJiOO impuniies A.

Medronic Acid for
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations
(ph. Bur. monograph 2350)

___________________ PhE'I

Action and use
Bisphosphonate; used for bone scanning.

DEFINTI10N
Methylenediphosphonic acid.

Cootent
99.0 per cent to 101.0 per cent (dried subsrance).
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Solubility
Freelysoluble in water, practically insoluble in ethanol
(96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.21).

Comparison pentetate sodium calcium CRS.

B. Ignite. The residue gives reaction (b) of calcium (2.3.1).

C. The substance to be examined givesreaction (a) of
sodium (2.3.1).

TESTS
SolutioD S
Dissolve 5.0 g in carlxm dioxide-free water R and dilute to
25.0 mL with the same solvent.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, MethodIf).

pH (2.2.3)
8.0 to 9.5 for solution S.

Impurity A
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Cany out the Us, prorured
from ligh,.
So/ven, mixtare Dissolve 10 g of fenic sulfa.. pentahydra.. R
in 20 mL of 0.5 M sulfuric acidand add 780 mL of water R.
Adjust to pH 2.0 with 1 M sodium hydroxide and dilute to
1000 mL with warer R.
Test solution Dissolve 0.100 g of the substance to be
examined in the solventmixture anddiluteto 25.0 mL with
the solventmixture.
Reference solurum (a) Dissolve 0.100 g of sodium calcium
edeta.. R in the solvent mixture and dilute to 25.0 mL with
the solventmixture,

Rqerence ,olurum (b) Dissolve 40.0 mg of nitrik"rincetic
ncidR (imputity A) in the solvent mixture and dilute to
100.0 mL with the solvent mixture. To 10.0 mL of the
solutionadd 1 mL of reference solution (a) anddilute to
100.0 mL with the solvent mixture. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solutionto 10.0 mL with the solvent mixture.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0:;;;4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: spherical graphitised carbon for

chromatography R1 (5 11m) with a specific surface area of
120 m2/g and a pore size of 25 nm.

Mobilephase Dissolve 50 mg offmic su/fa.. pentahydrare R
in 50 mL of 0.5 M ,rdfurU; acidand add 750 mL of water R;
adjust to pH 1.5 with 0.5 M suljurU; acidor 1 M sodium
hydroxide, add 20 mL of elhy/ene~I R and dilute to
1000 mL with waterR.
Flow ra" I mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 273 nm.
Inj«titm 20 J1L of the test solution and reference
solution (b)j filter the solutions and inject immediately.
Runtime 4 times the retention time of the iron complex of
impurity A.

Reeennon time Iron complex of impurity A = about 5 min;
ironcomplexof edeticacid = about 10 min; the iron
complexof pentetic acid eluteswith the voidvolume.
Systenl ,uitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 7 between thepeaks due to the iron

complex of impurity A and the ironcomplexof edetic
acid;

- signal-to-noise_reuio: minimum 50 for the peakdue to the
iron complexof impurity A.

,.

PhE" _

Pentetate Sodium Calcium for
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations
(Ph. Bur. monogrnph 2353)

___________________ PhE"

C.. H,.CaN,Na,O,o,xH,O 497.4
(anhydrous substance)

A. tris[(propaD-2-yl)oxy]phosphane,

Loss OD drying (2.2.32)
Maximum 0.5 per cent, determined OD 0.500 g by drying in
an oven at J05 °C.

ASSAY
Dissolve 75 mg in waterR and diluteto 50 mL with the
same solvent. Titrate with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide, using
0.1 mL of bromocresol green solution R as indicator.
I mL of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide is equivalent to 8.80 mg of
CH.O.P2'

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light.

IMPURITIES
Spedfied imlnnities A, B.

DEFINITION
Trisodium [1,1',JII,1 ',,~[[(carboxylatomethyl)imino]bis

(ethylenenitrilo»)tetraacetato)calciate(3-).

It is a starting material for the preparation of technetium
("""'Tc) pentetate injection.

Content
98.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent (anhydrous substance).

It contains a variable quantity of water.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almostwhite, hygroscopic powderor crystals.

B. tetrakis(propaD-2-yl) methylenediphoaphonate.
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599!J.94-3363.1c.H,INNaO,,2H,O
PhE" _

Sodium lodohippurate Dihydrate
for Radiopharmaceutical
Preparations
(ph. Bur. monogroph 2352)

DEFINITION
Sodium (2-iodobenzamido)acetate dihydrate.

Content
99.0 per cent to 101.0 percent (anhydrous substance).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almost white, crystalline powder.

Solubility
Solublein water and in ethanol (96 percent), practically
insoluble in methylene chloride.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Comparison sodium iodohippurate CRS.
B. It gives reaction (b) of sodium (2.3.1).

TESTS
Related substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution Dissolve0.100 g of the substance to be
examined in the mobilephase and diluteto 10.0 mL with
the mobilephase.
Reference solution (a) Dilute 1.0 mL of the test solution to
100.0 mL with the mobile phase. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to 10.0 mL with the mobilephase.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10 mg of 2-iodobenzoic acidR
(impurity A) in methanol R and dilute to 100.0 mL with the
same solvent.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 10 mg of benzoic acid R in the
mobilephase,add 1 mL of the test solution and dilute to
100 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: I.::::: 0.25 m, 0 .::::: 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end-<apped polar-embedded octade<ylsilyl

amorphous organosi1it;a pclymer R (5 urn).

Mobile phase acetic acidR, methanol R, water R
(1:50:50 V/VIV).

Flow rate I mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 230 nm.
Injection 20 pL.
Run time 7 times the retention timeof 2-iodohippuric acid.
1de",ijiUl.im of impurities Use the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b) to identify the peakdue to
impurity A.
RelatitJe retentiqn With reference to 2-iodohippuric acid
(retention time .::::: about4.5 min): benzoic acid = about 1.6;
impurity A =about 2.1.

o

~~""'co,Na . 2H,O

I

Ho,C
i

(Co,H

HO'C .............. N ...............N~N .............. C02H

"Co,H

(co,H
H~C<»: N<»:C0:2H

Limit:
- impurity A: not more than the area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b) (0.1 per cent).

Impurity B
Maximum 1.0 per cent.
Dissolve 5.0 g of the substance to be examined in 250 mL of
waterR. Add 10 mL of ammonium chkmde buffer solution
pH 10.0 Rand 50 mg of mordant black 11 triturate R.
Not more than 1.3 mL of Il.I M magnesium chloride is
required to change me colourof me indicator to violet.

Chlorides
Maximum 0.1 per cent.

Dissolve 0.7 g in waterR and diluteto 20 mL with the same
solvent. Add 30 mL of dilute nilrk acid R, allow to stand for
30 min and filter. Dilute 10 mL of the filtrate to 50 mL with
water R. Use this solution as the test solution. Prepare the
reference solution using 0.40 mL of 0.01 M hydrochloric acid,
add 6 mL of dilute nitric acid R and dilute to 50 mL with
water R. Filter both solutions ifnecessary. Add I mL of silver
nitrate solution R2 to the test solutionandthe reference
solution. Mix and allow to standfor 5 min protected from
light.Any opalescence in the test solution is not more intense
than that in the reference solution.

Iron (2.4.9)
Maximum 20 ppm.

Dilute 2.5 mL of solution S to 10 mL with water R.
Add 0.25 g of calcium chloride R to the test solution and the
standard before the addition of the thiog!yronit; acidR.

Water (2.5.12)
Maximum 15.0 per cent, determined on 0.100 g.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.100 g in waterR and dilute to 50.0 mL with the
same solvent. To 25.0 mL of this solution add 80 mL of
water R and adjust to pH 2.3 with dilute nitric acidR. Titrate
with 0.01 M bismuth ni"ate using 0.1 mL of a I gIL solution
of xy/enol orange R as indicator. The colour of the solution
changes from yellow to red.

I mL of 0.01 M bismuth nitrate is equivalent to 4.974 mg of
C,.,f!,aCaN,Na,OIO'

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light.

IMPURITIES
SpeaJied impurities A, B.

A. nitrilotriacetic acid,

B. [[(carboxymethyl)iminolbis(ethylenenitrilo)]tetraacetic
acid (pentetic acid).

____________________ PhE"
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CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almostwhite, crystalline, hygroscopic powder.

SolubUity
Practically insoluble in water, very solublein acetonitrile,
freely soluble in methylene chloride, slightly soluble in
ethanol (96 per cent).

IDENTIFICATION
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Comparison telra-O-ace~l-mannose tn'jlate CRS.

TESTS
Specific optical rotation (2.2.7)
-12.0 to -16.0 (dried substance), measured at 20 "C.

Dissolve 0.250 g in aceumitrik R and dilute '0 10.0 mL with
the same solvent.

impurity B
19F Nuclearmagnetic resonance spectrometry (2.2.33).
Prepare the solutions immediattly be/ore use.
Test solution Dissolve 20.0 mg of the substance to be
examined in deuterated aceumitrile R and dilute to 1.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 20.0 mg of ..tra-O-ace!Y/
mannose triflate CRS in deuterated aceeonirri/e R and dilute to
1.0 mLwith the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 4.0 mg of lithium
trifll«Jl"Onlethamsulfonate R (lithium salt of impurity B) in
deuterated acetonitrile R and dilute to 1.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution (e) Mix 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
and 10 jll. of reference solution (b).

Limit The peak area identified in the spectrum obtained
with the test solution at about-78 ppm is smaller than the
peakarea identified in the spectrum obtained with reference
solution (c) at the same chemical shift (0.2 per cent).

Related substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Prepare the solutions
immediauly before use.
Ten solution (a) Dissolve 0.200 g of the substance to be
examined in acetonitrile R and dilute to 2.0 mLwith the same
solvent.
Test solution (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of the substance to be
examined in acewnitrile R and dilute to 5.0 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of tetra-O-ace!Y/
mannose triflate CRS in aceumitri!e R and dilute to 5.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 1.0 mL of test solution (a) 10
10.0 mL with acetonitrile R. Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution to
100.0 mL with aceumitrik R.
Reference solution (e) Dissolve 10 mg of 1,3,4,6-retra-0
ace!y/-p-o-mannopyranose R (impurity A) in 5 mL of
acewnitriJe R. Mix I mL of this solution and I mL of
reference solution (a).
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- srationary phase: end-eapped ocradecylsilyl silica gelfor

chromaliJgraphy R (5 urn):
- temperature: 25 "C.

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: waterR;
- mobile phose B: aceumitri!e Rl;

92051-23-5480.4

Systemsuitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

2-iodohippuric acid and benzoic acid.

Limits:
- impurity A: not more than 5 times the area of the

principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) (0.5 per cent);

- unspedfied impurities: for each impurity, not more than the
area of the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
withreference solution (a) (0.10 per cent);

- touzl: not more than5 times the area of the principal peak
in the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a)
(0.5 per cent);

- disregard limit: 0.5 times the area of theprincipal peak in
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
(0.05 per cent).

Water (2.5.12)
8.0 per cent to 12.0 per cent, determined on 0.100 g.

ASSAY
Dissolve 0.250 g in 20 mL of gladal acetic acidR. Titrate
with 0.1 M perchkJric acid, detennining the end-point
potentiomenically (2.2.21f).
I mL of 0.1 M perchiotic acid is equivalent '0 32.71 mg of
C.H,INNaO,.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

IMPURITIES
Specified impurities A.

Tetra·D-Acetyl·Mannose Triflate
for Radiopharmaceutical
Preparations
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2294)

cx· co,H

"" I

A. 2-iodohenzoicacid.
___________________ PIlE"

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
1,3,4,6-T etra-D-acetyl-2-D-triJluoromethanesuifonyl-p-D
mannopyranose.

Content
97.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent (dried substance).
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Tbne MobUe phose A Moblle phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent V/J1
0- 1 80 20

1 - 20 80 ---> 55 20 --> 45

20 - 35 55 45

35 - 45 55 --> 0 45 -+ 100

45 - 50 0 100

FkJw rate I mllmin.
Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 220 nm.

InjlXtion 20 ~L of test solution (a) and reference
solutions (b) and (c).

Relative retention With reference to tetra-Cxaceryl-mannose
triflate (retention time = about 29 min):
impurity A = about 0.2.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

impurity A and tetra-Osacetyl-manncse triflate.

Limits:
- impurity A: not more than twice the area of the principal

peak in the chromatogram obtained. with reference
solution (b) (0.2 per cent);

- any other impurity: for each impurity, not more than the
area of the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (b) (0.10 per cent);

- tola1: not more than 5 times the area of the principal peak
in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.5 per cent);

- disregard limit: 0.5 times the area of me principal peak in
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(0.05 per cent). .

Loss on drying
Maximum 0.6 per cent, determined on 25 mg by
thermogravimetry (1.1.34). Heat to 80 ·C at a rate of
2.5°Clmin.

ASSAY
Liquid chromatography (1.2.19) as described in the test for
related substances with the following modification.

Injection Test solution (b) and reference solution (a).

Calculate the percentage content of CIsHI9F3012S from the
declared content of letra-O-acetyl-mannose tnflate GRS.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light, at a
temperature of 2 °C to 8 -c,
IMPURITIES
Specified impurities A, B.

CH,
o~

o ~O, 0

H'C~.}-(rCH'

}-o OH

H,C

A. 1,3,4,6-tetra-G-acetyl-p-D-maIUlopyranose,

B. trifluoromethanesulfonic acid.
_____________________ PhE",

2022

Iodinated e251) Albumin Injection
(Human Albumin Inieaion Iodinated (1251), Ph. Bur.
monograph 1911)
Ph8l --'-- _

DEFINlTION
Sterile, endotoxin-free solution of human albumin labelled
with iodine-125. It may contain a suitable buffer and an
antimicrobial preservative. The human albwnin used
complies with the requirements of the monograph on Human
albumin solution (0155).

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared iodine-125
radioactivity at the date stated on the label.

PurUy:
- minimum of 99.0 per cent of the total radioactivity

corresponds to iodine-I25,
- minimum of 80 per cent of the total radioactivity is

associated with the albumin fractions II to V,
- maximum of 5 per cent of the total radioactivity

corresponds to unbound iodide.

Content of albumin: 95 per cent to 105 per cent of the
declared albumin content stated on the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless to yellowish solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of lodlne-125
See general chapter 5.7. Table af physkal characteristics af
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Ganuna-rayand X-ray spectrometry.

Comparison Standardised iodine-125 solution, or by using B

calibrated instrwnent. Standardised iodine-125 solutions
and/or standardisation services are available from the
competent authority.

Results The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised iodine-I25 solution, apart from any
differences attributable to the presence of iodine-126.
The most prominent photon has an energy of 0.027 MeV,
corresponding to the characteristic X-ray of tellurium,
gamma photons of an energy of 0.035 MeV are also present.
Iodine- I26 has a half-life of 13.11 days and its most
prominent gamma photons have energies of 0.388 MeV and
0.666 MeV.

B. Examine by a suitable immunoelectrophoresis technique
(2.7.1). Using antiserum to normal human serum, compare
normal human serum and the preparation to be examined,
both diluted if necessary. The main component of the
preparation to be examined corresponds to the main
component of the normal human serwn. The diluted
solution may show the presence of smaU quantities of other
plasma proteins.

TESTS
pH (1.1.3)
5.0 to 9.0.

Albumin
Reference solution Dilute humanalbumin solution R with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to a concentration of 5 mg
of albumin per millilitre.

To 1.0 mL of the preparation to be examined and to 1.0 mL
of the reference solution add 4.0 mL of biuret reagent Rand
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__________________ PIlE"

**** ** ** ****

243.2

(ph. Eur. monograph 2460)

Alovudine (18F) Injection

CloH1318FN20..
PIlE" _

RADIOACTIVITY
Measure the radioactivity using suitable equipment by
comparison with a standardised iodine-125 solution or by
measurement with a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the amount of albumin,
- the maximum volume to be injected.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slightly yellow solution.

Half-life and nature of radladon of fluorine-IS
See general chapter 5.7. Tableof physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The principal gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Determine the approximate half-life by no fewer than
3 measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometrical conditions within a suitable period of time (for
example, 30 min).

Result 105 min to 115 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for [18F]
alovudine under radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peak in the tadiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

DEFINTIlON
Sterile solution containing 1-[(2R,4S,5R)-4-[18Flfluoro-5

(hydroxymethyl)tetrahydrofuran-2-yl)-5-methylpyrimidine-2,4
(IH,3H)-dione (3'-deoxy-3'-[ISFlfluorothymidine. [,sFl
fluorodeoxythymidine, [ISFlFLT). It may contain a suitable
buffer.

Content
- f/l«!rine-l8: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-I8 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label;

- a/ovudine: maximum 0.1 mg per maximum recommended
dose in millilitres.

Peak No. Fraction Description of the compound Retention
lime
(mID)

I I High molecular mass compound 18 - 20,
2 II Poly ill albumin 23 - 24

3 m Poly II albumin 25 - 26

4 IV Poly I albumin 28

5 v Hwnan serum albumin 29·31

6 VI Iodide 43 - 45

mix. After exactly 30 min, measure the absorbance (2.2.25)
of each solution at 540 om, using as the compensation liquid
a 9 gIL solution of sodiumchloride R treated in the same
manner. From me absorbances measured, calculate the
content of albumin in the injection to be examined in
milligrams per millilitre,

Sterillty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph on Radiopharmaceulil:aJ preparadons (0125).

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VIU/mL, Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY

Iodine-12S
Minimum 99.0 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Gamma-ray and X-ray spectroscopy.

Comparison Standardised solution ofiodine-125.

Determine the relative amounts ofiodine-125 and iodine-126
present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

Iodine-l2S In albumin fractions n to V, 10dlne-12S
corresponding to unbound iodide
Size-exclusion chromatography (2.2.3rJ).

Test solution Mix 0.25 mL of the preparation to be
examined with 0.25 mL of the mobile phase.
Use immediately after mixing.

Reference solution Human albuminsolution R or another
appropriate human albumin standard diluted with the mobile
phase to a suitable albumin concentration.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.6 m, 0 =7.5 mm,

_- stationary phase: silua gelfor size-exclusion
chromOlOgraphy R,

- temperature: 25°C.

Mobile phase Dissolve 11.24 g of potassium dihydrogen
plwsphale R, 42.0 g of disodium hydrogen phosphale

. dodecahydrate R, 11.70 g of sodiumchloride R in 2000 mL of
water R.
Flow rale 0.6 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 nm and radioactivity
detector set for iodine-125 connected in series.

Inj«nOn Loop injector.

Run time 85 min.

Retention times:

The main peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution corresponds to fraction V.

Limits:
- radioacu"vity in fraaions 1I to V: minimum 80 per cent of

the total radioactivity applied to the column,
- iodine-125 in fraaion VI: maximum 5 per cent of the total

radioactivity.
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TESTS
pH
4.5 to 8.5, using a pH indicator strip R.

Impurity A
Spot test.

Test solution To 100 JlL of me preparation to be examined
add 400 flL of waterR and mix.

Reference solutian (a) waterR.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 11.0 mg of aminopolyether R
(impurity A) in waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to Vwith water R, V
being the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Ptote TLC silka gelplat< for aminopo/yether t<st R.
Applicatian 2.5 1'1.; as an additional spot, apply 2.5 flL of
the test solution and then 2.5 J.lL of reference solution (b) at
the same place.
Detection Visually compare the spots 1 min after
application.
System suitabilily:
- the spot due to the application of both the test solution

and reference solution (b) is similar inappearance to the
spot due to reference solution (b), which is characterised
by a number of concentric circles; the darker innermost
circle (of intensity proportional to the concentration of
impurity A) may be surrounded by a bluish-black ring,
outside of which is a lighter circlesurrounded by a
peripheral darkedge;

- the spot due to reference solution (a) has a more diffuse
innercircle,which is brownish-pink and without a distinct
margin betweenit and the surrounding lighterzone;

- the spot due to reference solution (b) is clearly different
from the spot due to reference solution(a).

Limit:
- thecentral portion of the spot due to the test solution is

not more intense than thatof the spot due to reference
solution (b) (2.2 mg/V).

Impurity B
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.170 g of
t<trabutylammonium hydroxide R in water R and dilute to
20.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to V withwater R, V beingthe maximum
recommended dose in milli1ittes.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 80.0 mg of
tetrabuty/ammonium hydroxide R in waterR and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 25.0 mL with waterR.

Column:
- size: / = 0.1 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- s",tiana",phase: octadecylsilYl silica gelfor chromatography R

(3 1lJl1).
Mabile phase 0.95 gIL solution of toluenesulfonic acid R,
acewnilrile R (25:75 VIV).
Flaw rat< 0.6 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 nm.

Injection 20 flL.
Run time Twice the retention timeof impurity B.
Retention time Impurity B = about 3.3 min.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak;
- symmetry factor maximum 1.8 for the principal peak.

2022

Limit:
- impurity B: not more than the area of the corresponding

peakin the chromatogram obtainedwithreference
solution (a) (2.6 mg/V).

Alovudine and related substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tesl so/mian The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of alornuJine R in
water R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute
1.0 mL of the solution to V with waterR, V being the
maximum recommended dose in mlhllirres.
Reference solutian (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of ,,,,,,,,dine R
(impurity C) in waterR and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V with waterR, V
being the maximum recommended dose in millilittes.
Reference solutian (c) Mix 1 mL of reference solution (a)
and 1 mL of reference solution (b).

Blank so/ution Prepare a solution containing each excipient
at the concentration used in the preparation.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- s",tiaoo",phase: end-capped poIaNmbedded octadecylsilyl

amorphous organasilica polymer R (5 1lJl1).

Mobile phase:
- mabile phaseA: carban dioxide-free waterR, protected from

the atmosphere during chromatography;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

Tbne MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (per cent Vm
0·10 90 10

10- 20 90 ---J 5 10 ---> 95

20 - 30 5 95

Flow rate I mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 270 om and radioactivity
detectorconnected in series.
Injection 20 ~L.

ReJatifJe retention With reference to alovudine (retention
time =about 8 min): impurity C =about 0.6.

System suiuJbililY Reference solution (c) using the
spectrophotometer:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

impurity C and a1ovudine.

Limits In the chromatogram obtainedwith the
spectrophotometer:
- alovudine: not more than the area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (a) (0.1 mg/V);

- impun'ty C: not more than the area of the corresponding
peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b) (0.1 mg/V);

- a1'O' other impun·ey: foreach impurity, not more than the
area of the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) (0.1 mg/V);

- total: not more than5 times the area of the principal peak
in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
(0.5 mg/V);

- disregard limit: 0.3 times the area of the principal peak in
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
(0.03 mg/V).
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Ethanol (2.4.24 or another suitable, validated method)
Maximum 10 per cent VIVand maximum 2.5 g per
administration, taking the density (2.2.5) to be 0.790 g/mL.

ResIdual solvents
Limited according to the principles defined in general
chapter 5.4. The preparation may be released for use before
completion of the test.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Rodiopharmaceuticd proparan'om (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test. .

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released for use before completion of the test.

RADlONUCLJDIC PURITY
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of test B.

Fluorine-i8
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.

A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Limi: Peaks in the gamma spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energy different from 0.511 MeV or
1.022 MeV represent not more than 0.1 per cent of the total
radioactivity.

B. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Determine the amount of fluorine-IS and radionuclidic
impurities with a half-life longer than 2 h. For the detection
and quantification of impurities, retain the preparation to be
examined for at least 24 h to allow the fluorine-IS to decay
to a level that permits the detection of impurities.

Result The total radioactivity due to radionuclidic impurities
is not more than 0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
C8F IAlovudine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
alovudine and related substances. If necessary, dilute the test
solution with water R to obtain a radioactivity concentration
suitable for the radioactivity detector.

Examine the chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detector and locate the peak due to [l8F)alovudine by
comparison with the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) using the spectrophotometer.

Limit:
- [

18PJalovudine: minimum 95 per cent of the total
radioactivity due to fluorine-IS.

ImpurityD
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.

Plate' TLC siliro gelplate R.

Mobile phase water R, acetonitrile R (5:95 VII').

ApplirotWn About 5 ~L.

Development Over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In a current of wann air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity"
Retardation faaon Impurity D = about 0; [ISF)
alovudine = about 0.7.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-831

Limit:
- 'tnpun"'Y D: maximwn 5 per cent of the total radioactivity

due to fluorine-IS.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument,

LABELLING
The label states the percentage content of ethanol in the
preparation.

IMPURITIES
Specified impurities A, B, C, D.

Other detutable impwlties (the following substances would, if
present at a sufficient level, be detected by one or other of
me tests in the monograph. They are limited by the general
acceptance criterion for other/unspecified impurities. It is
therefore not necessary to identify these impurities for
demonstration of compliance): E, F.

A. 4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-l, IO-diazabicyclo
[8.8.8Ihexacosane (aminopolyether),

B. N,N,N-tributylbutan-I-aminium (tetrabutylommonium),

c. 1-[(2R,5S)-5-(hydroxymethyl)-2,5-dihydrofuran-2-yl]-5
methylpyrirnidine-2,4(IH,3H)-<lione (stavudlne),

D. [1SF)l1uoride,

E. tert-butyI3-[(2R,4R,5R)-5-[[bis(4-methoxyphenyl)
phenylmethoxy]methyl]-4-[[(4-nitrophenyl)sulfonyl]oxy]
tetrahydrofuran-2-yl]-5-methyl-2,6-dioxo-3,6
dihydropyrirnidine-l (2H)-carboxylate,
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OCH3

PIlE" _

in waterR. Add O.OS mL of a 10 gIL solution of
chromazurol S R.

Reference solution Prepare at the sametimeand in the same
manner as the test solution using2 mL of a 1 in 20 dilution
of aluminium standard solution (2 ppm AQ R.
After 3 min, the colourof the test solution is not more
intense than thatof the reference solution.
RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
The preparation may be released foruse before completion
of tests A and B.
A. Halflile. The half-life is between 9 min and II min.

B. Gamma emitting impun'ties: maximum 1.0 per cent of the
total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry Retain a sample of the preparation
to be examined for 2 h. Examine me gamma-ray spectrum of
the decayed material for the presence of radionuclidic
impurities, whichshould, where possible, be identified and
quantified.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
[J3N]Ammonia
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

The preparation maybe released foruse before completion
of the test.
Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution Dilute 1.0 mL of dilute ammonia R2 to
10.0 mL with waterR.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.04 m, 0 = 4.0 mrn;
- stationary phase: cation-exchange resin R (10 J,tm)j
- lemperatu~: constant at 20-30 "C.

Mobile phase 0.002 M nitric acid.

Flowrate 2 mUmin.
Deuaion Suitable radioactivity detector and conductivity
detector.
System suitability The chromatogram obtained with the test
solution and the radioactivity detector showsa principal peak
with approximately the sameretention timeas the peakin
the chromatogram obtained with the reference solutionand
the conductivity detector.
Lim;':
- {

13Nj ammorlkz: minimum 99 percent of the total
radioactivity due to nitrogen-B.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. [13N]02-'

B. [''N]o,-,
C. [ISF],

D.H2 [
150].

___________________ PIlE...

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of [13N]ammonia for diagnostic use.
Nitrogen-13 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
nitrogen-13 radioactivity at the date and timestatedon the
label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.
Half..life and nature of radiation ofnitrogen-13
See general chapter 5.7. table01physical characteristics 01
radionuclides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The onlygamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and,depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed,
B. Test A for radionuclidic purity (see Tests).

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peakin theradiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution has approximately me same
retention timeas theprincipal peakin the
radiochromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
S.5 to 8.5.

Sterility
It complies with the (est forsterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmauutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than l7S/VIU/mL, Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose inmillilitres. The preparation maybe
released for use before completion of the test.

AIumlnJum
Maximum 2 ppm.The preparation may be released for use
before completion of the test.
Test solution In a test-tube about 12 mm in internal
diameter, mix 1 mL of autate buffer solut~'on pH 4.6 Rand
2 rnL of a 1 in 20 dilution of the preparation to be examined

Ammonia e3N) Injection

____________________ PIlE"

F. (2R,3R,SR)-3-[[bis(4-methoxyphenyl)
phenyhnethoxy]methyl]-8-methyl-2,3-dihydro-9H-2,S
methanopyrimido[2,I-b] [1,S,3]dioxazepin-9-one.

H3CO

(ph. Bur. monograph 1492)
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DEFINITION
Mixture of carbon e50 lmonoxide in the gaseous phase and a
suitable vehicle such as Medicinalair (1238), for diagnostic
use.
Pun·1y.
- minimum 99 per cent of the total radioactivity

corresponds to oxygen-IS,
- minimum 97 per cent of the total radioactivity

corresponds to oxygen-IS in the fonn of carbon
monoxide (CO).

PRODUCTION
RADIONUCLIDE PRODUCTION
Oxygen-IS is a radioactive isotope of oxygen which may be
produced by various nuclear reactions such as proton
irradiation of nitrogen-IS or deuteron irradiation of nitrogen
14.

RADIOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
In order to recover oxygen-IS as molecular oxygen from the
nitrogen target gas, carrier oxygen is added at concentrations
generally ranging from 0.2 per cent VIV 10 1.0 per cent VIV.
After irradiation, the target gas is usually reacted with
activated charcoal at a temperature of about 950°C.
The activated charcoal is preconditioned before use by
flushing an inert gas at the production flow rate at a
temperature of about 95Q"C for not less than I h.
The carbon [150]monoxide obtained is purified by passage
through a carbon dioxide scavenger, such as soda lime)
before mixing with the vehicle.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless gas.

Half-llfe and nature of radiation of oxygen-15
See general chapter 5.7. Tableofphysical characteristics of
radionudides,

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma spectrometry.

Results The only gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Radionuclidic purity (see Tests).

c. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.

Results The principal peaks in the chromatogram obtained
with the test gas using the radioactivity detector are similar in
retention times to the principal peaks corresponding to
carbon monoxide in the chromatogram obtained with
reference gas (a) using the thermal conductivity detector.

TESTS
Thefollowing testsareperfonned on carbon t 50]monoxide as
described underradiochemical synrhesis before mixingwirh rhe
vehide.

Carbon monoxide
Gas chromatography (2.2.28) as described in the test for
radiochemical purity.

The concentration of carbon monoxide in the test sample is
determined before administration and is used to calculate the

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY

Oxygen-IS
Minimum 99 per cent of the total radioactivity.

A. Gamma spectrometry.

Comparison Standardised fluorine-18 solution, or by using
an instrument calibrated with the aid of such a solution.
Standardised fluorine-I8 solutions and/or standardisation
services are available from the competent authority.

Results The spectrum obtained with the solution to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised fluorine-IS solution.

B. Half-life: 1.9 min to 2.2 min.

The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the lest.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
Carbon [lsO]monoxlde
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the normalisation
procedure.

Test sample Carbon eSO]monoxide as described under
radiochemical synthesis.

Reference gas (a) Nitrogen gas mixture R.
Reference gas (b) Nitrogen R, containing 2.0 per cent VIV of
carbon monoxide Rl.
Column:
- size: 1= 1.8 m, 01 = 6.3 mm and 02 = 3.2 mm,
- stationary phase: GC eoncenmea! column R,
Comer gas heliumfor chromatography R.
FkYw rote 65 mUmin.

Temperature:
- column: 40 "C,
- ;nj«u·on purr. 40 °C,
- thermalamdua;vjty delator. 70 °C.

Detection Thermal conductivity detector and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Injection Loop injector.

Run time 10 min.

Retention times Oxygen, nitrogen and carbon monoxide
eluting from the inner column =about 0.4 min; carbon
dioxide eluting from the inner column =about 0.8 min;
oxygen eluting from the outer column =about 2.1 min;
nitrogen eluting from the outer column = about 3.1 min;
carbon monoxide eluting from the outer column = about
6.2 min. .

System milaMiry Reference gas (a):
- 5 clearly separated principal peaks are observed in the

chromatogram obtained using the thermal conductivity
detector,

- resolution: minimum eri.s between the peaks due to
carbon dioxide eluting from the inner column and oxygen
eluting from the outer column, in the chromatogram
obtained using the thermal conductivity detector.

amount of carbon monoxide to be administered to the
patient.

Inieaion Test sample, reference gas (b).

Examine the chromatogram obtained with the thermal
conductivity detector and calculate the content of carbon
monoxide.

**** ** ** ****(Ph. Eur. monograph 1607)

Carbon Monoxide (150)
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Limits Examine the chromatogram obtained with the
radioactivity detector and calculate the percentage contentof
oxygen-I5 substances from the peakareas.
- carbon {50lmonoxide: minimum 97 per cent of the total

radioactivity.
- disregard the first peakcorresponding to components

co-eluting fromthe innercolumn.

RADIOACTIVITY
The radioactive concentration is determined before
administration.
Measure the radioactivity usingsuitable equipment by
comparison with a standardised fluorine-IS solution or by
measurement in an instrument calibrated with the aidof such
a solution.
___________________ PIJEII

10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution[0 V with water R, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (b) To 0.1 mL of ethanol R add 0.1 mL of
acetonitrile Rand dilute to 10 mLwith water R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: 1= 30 m, 0 = 0.32 mm;
- sUltionary phase: cyanopropy/(3)phenyl(3)me<hyl(94)

poIysiloxane R (film thickness 1.8 um).

Carrier gas nitrogen for chromawgraphy R.

Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Split ratio 1:10.

Temperature:

Thn.
(mIn)

Temperature
CC)

H3CH,c~

HO/"......./N .... 11CH3

60

60 ---> 160

160

250

215

0-1

1-5

5 - 13

Column

Injection pon

Detector

Deteaion Flame ionisation.
Injection 1.0 JlL.
System suitabiltiy Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due [0 ethanol

and acetonitrile.
Calculation of content:
- for impurity A, use the concentration of impurity A in

reference solution(a).
Limit:
- impuniy A: maximum 1.0 mg/V.

Residual solvents
Limited according [Q theprinciples defined in general
chapter 5.4. The preparation maybe released for use before
completion of me test.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceulical preparalions (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V1U1 mL, Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released for use before completion of the test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURIIT
The preparation maybe released for use beCore completion
of test B.

Carbon-II
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Limir.s Peaks in the gamma spectrum corresponding to
photonswith an energy different from 0.511 MeV or
1.022 MeV represent not more than0.1 percent of the total
radioactivity.
B. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the amount of carbon-II and radionuclidic
impurities with a half-liCe longer than 20 min. For the
detectionand quantification of impurities, retain the
preparation to be examined for at least 3 h to allow the

94793-58-5103.2"C,C.,H,..NO+
PhEIl _

Choline ([l1C]Methyl) Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 2462)

DEFlNIl10N
Sterile solution containing 2-hydroxy-N-["C]methyl-N,N
dimethylethan-I-aminium ([methyl-"C]choline) ions. It may
contain a suitable buffer.

Content
- carbon-ll: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

carbon-l I radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature ofradiadon ofcarhon-ll
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry,

Result The principal gamma photonshavean energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed,
B. Approximate half-life: 19.0 min to 21.8 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained withreference
• solution (d) in the test for [methyl-IlC)choline under
. Radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram is
similar in retention time to [he principal positivepeakin [he
chromatogram obtained with the spectrophotometer.

TESTS
pH (2.2.4)
4.5 to 8.5.

Impurity A
Gas chromatography (2.2.28).

Test solution The preparation [0 be examined.
Ref_a solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of
dimethylaminoethanol R (impurity A) in waterR and dilute to
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PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing chromium-51 in the form of a
complexof chromium{llI) with (ethyJenedinitrilo)tetraacetic
acid, the latter being present in excess. It may be made
isotonic by the addition of sodium chloride and may contain
a suitable antimicrobial preservative such as benzyl alcohol.
Chromium-51 90 percent to 110 percent of the declared
chromium-51 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

Chromium Maximum I mg/mL.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, violet solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of chromium-51
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical characterisuCs of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Radionuclidic purity (see Tests).

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the testsolution is similar in retardation factor
to the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

(Ph. Eur. monograph 0266)

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
3.5 to 6.5.

Chromium
Maximum 1 mg/mL.

Ultraviolet and visibleabsorption spectrophotometry (2.2.25).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.96 g of chromic potassium
sulfate R and 2.87 g of sodium edew", R in 50 mL of water R,
boil for 10 min, cool, adjust to pH 3.5-6.5 with dilute sodium
hydroxide so/ulion R and dilute to 100.0 mL with water R.
Measure the absorbance of the test solution and the reference
solution at the absorption maximum at 560 om.
Result The absorbance of the test solution is not greater,
than thatof the reference solution.

Sterility
It complies with the testfor sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceudcal preparalions (0125).
The preparation maybe released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURIIT

Chromium-51
Minimum 99.9 percent of the total radioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The only gamma photonshave an energy of
0.320 MeV.

Chromium (51Cr) Edetate Injectioncarbon-l ! to decay to a level that permits the detection of
impurities.
Result The total radioactivity due to radionuclidic impurities
is not more than 0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT

[Methyl-lJC]choline
Liquid chromatography (2.1.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5 mg of choline chloride R in
waterR and dilute to 20 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5 mg off/uarocho/ine
chlon"de R in water R and dilute to 20 mL with the same
solvent,
Reference solution (c) Mix I mL of sefesence solution (a)
and 1 mL of reference solution (b).

Reference solution (d) Mix I mL of the test solution and
1 mL of reference solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mmj
- stationary phase: strong cation-exchange silica gelfor

chromawgraphy R (5 pm).

Mobile phase Dissolve 20.7 g of sodium dihydrogen phosphate
monohydrate R in waterfor chromawgraphy R and add 80 ~L

of anhydrous pyridine R. Adjust to pH 2.5 with phosphoric
acid R and dilute to 1 L with waterfor chromatography R.
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 270 nm and radioactivity
detector connected in series.
lnjection 20 J1l. of the test solutionand reference
solutions (c) and (d).

Run rime 14 min.
Relativeretention With reference to choline:
fluorocholine = about 0.9.
System suitability Reference solution(c) using the
spectrophotometer:
- resolution: baselineseparation between the peaks due to

f1uorocholine and choline.

Examine the radiochromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
Limit:
- [methy/-IIC]cho/ine: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to carbon-II.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES

ell,,
HO~N""CH3

A.2-(dimethylamino)ethan-l-ol,

B. iodo[IIC)methane.
__~ PIIE"
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POE" _

/03694-84-4603

DEFINITION
(T-4)-Tetrakis[I-(isocyano-xC)-2-methoxy-2-methylpropane]
copper(l) tetrafluoroborate.

Content
10.04 per cent to 11.04 per cent of Cu (A, 63.5) (anhydrous
substance).

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Whiteor almost white, crystalline powder.

Solubility
Slightly soluble in water, freely soluble in anhydrous ethanol.

IDENTIFICATION
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24}.

Composison copper retramibi tetrafiuoroborate CRS.

TESTS
Soludon S
Dissolve 25 mg in carbon dioxide-free waterR and dilute to
10.0 mL withthe same solvent.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2.1) and colourless (2.2.2, Method I).

pH (2.2.3)
4.5 to 5.5 for solution S.

Related substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29). Prepare the solutions
immediately before use.

Test solutUm Dissolve 50.0 mg of the substance to be
examined in the mobile phase and dilute to 10.0 mL with
the mobile phase.

Reference solution Dilute 1.0 mL of the test solution to
100.0 mL with the mobile phase. Dilute 1.0 mL of this
solution to 10.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, '" = 4.6 mm;
- statifmary phase: strong cauon-exchonge si1i<a gelfor

chromatography R (5 ~m);

- temperature: 20 "C.

Mobile phase Mix 40 volumes of _tonitrile R1 and
60 volumes of a 20.4 I?!L solution of potassium dihydrogen
phasphate R, previously adjusted to pH 6.0 with a 56.1 gIL
solution of potassium hydroxilkR.

Copper Tetramibi
Tetrafluoroborate for
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations
(ph. Bur. mooograph 2547)

B. Gamma-rayspectrometry.

Determine the relative amountof radionuclidic impurities.
Results The totalradioactivity due to radionuclidic
impurities is not more than0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[SlCr]Chromium edetate
Descending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution Use the reference solution from the test
forchromium.
Chromate corner solution Dissolve 0.1 g of potassium
chromate R in 1 mL of concentrated ammonia Rl and dilute to
100 mL with waterR.
Paper paperfor chromatography R.
Mobile phase concentrated ammonia Rl J ethanol
(96 per renO R, waterR (1:2:5 VIVIV).

Applicawm Apply a band of a 50 I?!L solution of lead
aUlale R to the paperat about 4 em from the origin and dry
in hot air. Apply 10 J.lL of the chromate carrier solution at
the origin, followed by 10 p.L of the test solutionon the same
spot. On a separate sheet, repeatthe aboveprocedure,
applying 10 IJL of the reference solutioninstead of the test
solution.
Development Immediately, over a path of 14 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Suitable detectorto determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation factors Impurity A =0; impurity B =0.2 to 0.4;
[
51C r]chromium edetate " 0.8 to 0.9.

System suitability The band of lead acetateturns yeUow due
to reactionwith the chromate carrier solution.
The retardation factor of the radioactive spot due to flCr]
chromium edetate in the radlochromatogram obtained with
the test solution is similar to that of the violetspot in me
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Limit:
- f'Cr]chromium edetate: minimum 97.0 per cent of the

total radioactivity due to chromium-51.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. I'I Cr]chromium(lll) ion,

B. I'I Cr]chromate ion.
____________________ POE"
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Flow rare 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 230 nm.
/nje<tion 20 ~L
Run time Twice the retention time of copper tetramibi.
Retention time Copper tetramibi = about 5 min.
Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- symmetry factor. maximum 1.35 for the principal peak.

Calculation of percentage contents:
- for each impurity, use me concentration of copper

tetramibi tetratluoroborare in the reference solution.
Limits:
- unspecified impuniies: for each impurity, maximum

0.10 per cent;
- total: maximwn 0.2 pee cent,
- reporting threshold: 0.05 per cent.

Water (2.5.32)
Maximum 0.5 per cent, determined on 0.100 g. Use direct
sample introduction.

ASSAY
Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (2.2.58),

Test solution Place 20.0 mg of the substance to be examined
in a polytetratluoroethylene tube for microwave digestionand
add 4.5 mL of heafJjl meta/free nitricacidR and 1.5 mL of
strong hydrogen peroxide solution R. Treat by digestion in a
microwave oven and dilute to 25.0 mL with water R.
Copper stocksolution (1 mglL) To 50 mL of warer R in a
100 mL plastic volumetric flask add 1.0 mL of heafJjl meta/

free nitric acid R and I 00 ~L of copper standard solution
(0.1 per centCu) for /GP R and dilute to 100.0 mL with .
waterR. .

Scandium internal standard(10 mglL) To 50 mL of waterR
in a 100 mL plastic volumetric flask add 1.0 mL of heafJjl
metal-free nitric acid Rand 1000 ~L of scandium standard
solution (0.1 per centSc) for /CP R and dilute to 100.0 mL
with waterR.
Reference solutions Dilute the copper stock solution (I mgIL)
with water R to prepare a rangeof reference solutions
spanning 80-120 per cent of the expectedconcentration of
copper in the substance to be examined.
Procedure To 50 ~L of the digested sample solution and
each of the reference solutions,add 1.0 mL of the scandium
internal standard (10 mgIL) and 1.0 mL of heafJjl metalfree
nitric acidR and dilute to 100.0 mL with waterR.
Detection:
- copper mlz= 63;
- scandium mlz = 45.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light, at a
temperature of 2 °C to 8°C.
___________________ PIIEII

Cyanocobalamin (57CO) Capsules
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0710)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Capsules containing [57Col-<x-(5,6-dimethylbenzimidazol-l

yl)cobamide cyanide; they may containsuitable excipienrs.
The capsules complywith the requirements for hardcapsules
prescribed in the monograph Capsules (0016), unless
otherwise justified and authorised.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-837

Cobalt-57 90 per cent to lID per cent of the declared
cobalt-57 radioactivity at the datestatedon the label.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Hard,gelatincapsules.

Half-life and nature of radlatlon of cobalt-57
See general chapter 5.7. Table of phyticalcharaaeriuia of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photon of cobalt-57has
an energy of 0.122 MeV.

E. Examine the chromatograms obtained in me test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Result The principal peakin the radiochromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

TESTS
DIsintegration
The capsules comply with the test for disintegration of tablets
and capsules (2.9.1), except that 1 capsuleis used in the test
instead of 6.

Uniformity of content
Determine, by measurement in a suitable countingassembly
and under identical geometrical conditions, the radioactivity
of each of not fewer than 10 capsules. Calculate the average
radioactivity per capsule. The radioactivity of no capsule
differs by more than 10 per cent from the average.
The relative standard deviation is less than3.5 per cent.

RADIONUCUDIC PUR/IT

Coball-57
Minimum99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amounts of cobalt-57,cobalt-56 and
cobalt-58present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PUR/IT

["Co]Cyanocobalamln
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dissolve the contentsof a capsulein 1.0 mL of
waterR and allow to standfor 10 min. Centrifuge at
2000 r/minfor 10 min. Use the supernatant.
Reference solUlion Dissolve 10 mg of cyanocobalamin CRS in
the mobile phase and dilute to 100 mL with the mobile
phase. Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 100 mL with the
mobile phase. Use witln'n 1 h of preporauon.
Column:
- size: I =0.25 m, 0 =4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: oay/siIyI silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn).

Mobile phase 26.5 volumes of methanol Rand 73.5 volumes
of a 10 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen phosphare
dadecahydrare R adjusted to pH 3.5 using phosphoric acid R.
Use within 2 days of preparation;

Flow rare 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Radioactivity detector adjusted for cobalt-57 and
spectrophotometer at 361 nm,

/njecuon I 00 ~L

Run time 3 times the retention time of cyanocobalamin for
the test solution; 30 min for the reference solution.
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Limu:
- f'Co]cyanocobalamin: minimum 90 per cent of the total

radioactivity due (0 cobalt-57.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light, al: a
temperature of 2 °C to 8°C.

IMPURITIES
A. cobalt-56,

B. cobalt-58.
____________________ I'bE<I

Cyanocobalamin (57CO) Solution
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0269)

I'bE<I _

DEFINITION
Solution of !,7Co]-«-(5,6-dimethylbenzimidazol-I-yl)
cobamidecyanideand may contain a stabiUser and an
antimicrobial preservative,
Cobalt-57 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
cohalt-57 radioactivity at the date statedon the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slightlypinksolution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of cobalt-57
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical chaTtUterislia of
radionudldes.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prontinent gamma photon of cobalt-57 has
an energy of 0.122 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution is similar 10 retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0106.0.

RADIONUCUDIC PURIIT

Cobalt-57
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amountsof cobalt~57, cobalt-56 and
cobalt-58 present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT
[51Co]Cyanocobalam1n
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of cyanocobalamin CRS in
the mobile phase and dilute to 100 mL with the mobile
phase. Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 100 mL with the
mobile phase. Use within 1 h afterpreparation.

2022

Column:
- size: I ='0.25 m, 0 =4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: oay/siIyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 um).

Mobile phase 26.5 volumes of methanol Rand 73.5 volumes
of a 10 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen phosphare
daduahydrare R adjusted to pH 3.5 using phosphoric acidR
(use within 2 days after preparation).

Flow rare 1.0 mllntin.

Deteaion Radioactivity detector adjusted for cobalt-57 and
spectrophotometer at 361 om.

Injection 100 ~L.

Run time 3 times the retention time of cyanocobalamin for
the test solution; 30 min for the reference solution.
Linui:
- t 7Co]cyanorobalamin: minimum 90 per cent of the

radioactivity due to cobalt-57.

RADIOACTIVITY
Detennine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protected from light, at a temperature of 2 °C to 8 "C.

IMPURITIES
A. cobalt-56,

B. cobalt-58.
___________________ I'bE<I

Cyanocobalamin (58CO) Capsules
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1505)
I'b'<I _

DEFINITION
Capsules containing f'Co]-«-(5,6-dimethylbenzimidazol-l
yl)cobamide cyanide; they may containsuitable excipients.
The capsules complywith the requirements for hard capsules
in the monograph Capsules (0016), unless otherwise justified
and authorised.
Cobalt-58 Average between 90 per cent and 110 per cent of
the declared cobalt-58 radioactivity at the dale stated on the
label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Hard gelatin capsules.

Half-life and nature of radiation of cobalt-58
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical charaaetistics of
radwnudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The most prontinent gamma photons of cobalt-58
have energies of 0.511 MeV (annihilation radiation) and
0.811 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtainedin the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtainedwith the test solutionis similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.
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TESTS
Disintegration
The capsulescomply with the test fordisintegration of tablets
and capsules (2.9.1) except that I capsule is used in the test
instead of 6.

Uniformity of content
Determine by measurement in a suitable counting assembly
and under identical geometrical conditions the radioactivity
of each of not less than 10 capsules. Calculate the average
radioactivity per capsule. The radioactivity of no capsule
differs by morethan 10 per cent from the average.
The relative standard deviation is less than3.5 per cent.

RADIONUCLlDIC PURITY

Cobalt-58
Minimum 98 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Determine the relative amountsof cobalt-58,cobalt-57 and
cobalt-60 present.
ResuJr.
- ccbalt-60: maximum 1 per cent of the total radioactivity.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

I"Co]Cyanocobalamin
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dissolve the contents of a capsule in 1.0 mL of
waterR and allow to standfor 10 min. Centrifuge at
2000 rlminfor 10 min. Use the supernatant.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of cyanocobalamin CRS in
the mobile phase and dilute to 100 mL with the mobile
phase. Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 100 mL with the
mobile phase. Use within 1 h afterprepara.on.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 nun;
- sta.onary phase: octy/silyl silica gel for chromatography R

(5 1'IIl).
Mobile phase 26.5 volumes of methanol Rand 73.5 volumes
of a 10 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen phosphate
dod«ahydrate R, adjusted to pH 3.5 with plwsphoric acid R
(use within 2 days).

Flowrate 1.0 mllmin.
Detection Radioactivity detector adjusted for cobalt-58 and
spectrophotometer at 361 nm.
Injection 100 ~L.

Runtime 3 times the retention time of cyanocobalamin for
the test solution; 30 min for the reference solution.
Limit:
- f 8Coj cyanocoba/amin: minimum 84 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to cobalt-58.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
In an airtight container, protected from light, at a
temperature of 2 "C to 8 'C.

IMPURITIES
A. cobalt-57,
B. cobalt-60.
_________________~_PIIEII

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-839

Cyanocobalamin (58CO) Solution
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0270)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Solution of f SCo]-«-(5,6-dimethylbenzimidazol- l-yl)
cobamidecyanideand may containa stabiliser and an
antimicrobial preservative.
Cobalt-58 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
cobalt-58 radioactivity at the date stated on the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slightly pinksolution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of cobalt-58
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
rodionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The most prominent gamma photons of cobalt-58
have energies of 0.511 MeV (anoihilation radiation) and
0.811 MeV.
E. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 (0 6.0.

RADIONUCLlDIC PURITY

Cobalt-58
Minimum 98 per cent of the total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amounts of cobalt-58, cobalt-57 and
cobalt-60 present.

ResuJr.
- cobalt-60: maximum 1 per cent of the total radioactivity.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

['sCo]Cyanocobalamin
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of cyanocobalamin CRS in
the mobile phase and dilute to 100 mL with the mobile
phase. Dilute 2 mL of this solution to 100 mL with the
mobile phase. Use wilhin 1 h afterjmparation.

Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 rom;
- stationary phase: octylsi!YI sih'ca gelfor chromatography R

(5 urn),

Mobile phase 26.5 volumes of methanol R and 73.5 volumes
of a 10 gIL solution of disodium hydrogen plwsphate
dodecahydrate R adjusted to pH 3.5 using phosplwn'c acidR
(use within 2 days).
Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Radioactivitydetector adjusted for cobalt-58 and
spectrophotometer at 361 nm.
Injection 100 ~L.
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____________________ PlJEu

Fludeoxyglucose eOF) Injection

TESTS
Particular USISfor chemical impurities may beomitred if the
substances mentioned arenot usedor cannot beformed in the
production process.
pH (2.2.3)
4.5 '0 0.5.

2-F1uoro-2-deoXY-D-glucose and Impurity A
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testso/mum The preparation to be examined.

Referenusolution (a) Dissolve 1.0 mg of 2-j1uoro-2-deoxy-~
glucose R in water R and dilute to 2.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V with waterR, V
being the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 1.0 mg of 2-<h10r0-2-deoxy-~
glucose R (impurity A) in waterR and dilute '0 2.0 mL with
the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V with
water R, V being the maximum recommended dose in
millilittes.

Reference solutian (c) Dissolve 1.0 mg of 2-j1r«mJ-2-deoxy-o
mantwSe R in waterR and dilute to 20.0 mL with the same
solvent, Mix 0.5 mL of this solution with 0.5 mL of
reference solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mmj
- stationary phase: strongly basic anion-exchange resin for

chromaUJgraphy R (10 um);
- temperature: 25 °C.

Mobile phase 4 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R in carbon
dio:cide-jree waterR, protected from the atmosphere during
chromatography, .

Flow rate I mllmin.
Detection Detector suitable for carbohydrates in the required
concentration range, such as a pulsed amperornetricdetector
and radioactivity detector connected in series.

Injeetion 20 Il1..
Rim time Twice the retention time of 2-fluoro-2-deoxy-o
glucose.

RelatiVe retention With reference to 2-fluoro-2-deoxy-o
glucose (retention time = about 12 min): 2-fluoro-2-deoxy-o
mannose =about 0.9j impurity A =about 1.1.

System suitability Reference solution (c) using the
carbohydrate detector:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

2-fluoro-2-deoxy-o-mannose and 2-fluoro-2-deoxy-o
glucose;

- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the peak due to
z-fluoro-z-deoxy-o-glucose.

Limits In the chromatogram obtained with the carbohydrate
detector:
- 211uoro-2-d~&gluaJSe: not more than the area of the

corresponding peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) (0.5 mg/V);

- impun'ty A: not more than the area of the corresponding
peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b) (0.5 mg/V).

ImpurityB
Spo t test,

Test solutWn To 100 ~L of the preparation to be examined
add 400 ~ of waterR and mix.

Reference solution (a) waterR.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 11.0 mg of aminopolyether R
(impurity B) in waterR and dilute '0 25.0 mL with the same

IOUC,H",aFO,

PlJEu-------c----_-------

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourlessor slightlyyellow solution.

HaIf..llfe and nature ofradJation offluorine-18
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The principal gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Determine the approximate half-life by no fewer than
3 measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometrical conditions within a suitable period of time (for
example, 30 min).

Result 105 min '0 115 min.
C. Examine me chromatograms obtained in test A for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing 2-[18F]fl.uoro-2-deoXY-D
glucopyranose (2-['8Fjfluoro-2-deoXY-D-g1ucose) prepared by
nucleophilicsubstitution. It may also contain 2-rt8F]fluoro-2

deoxy-n-mannose.

Content
- fluorine-I8: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-IS radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

- 2-fluoro-2-deoxy-~glu=e; maximum 0.5 mg per maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

H°1;o, OH

HH
"F

Run time 3 times the retention time of cyanocobalamin for
the test solution; 30 min for the reference solution.

Limit:
- f 8CoJcyatwCObalamin: minimum 90 per cent of the

radioactivity due to cobalt-58.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protected from light, at a temperature of 2 °C to 8°C.

IMPURITIES
A. cobal.-57,

B. cobalt-en.

(ph. Eur. monograph 1325)
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solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V with waterR, V
being the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Plate TLC silica gelplatefor aminopolyelher test R.

Application 2.5 ~L; in addition, apply 2.5 ~L of the test
solution and then 2.5 nl, of reference solution (b) at the
same place.
Detection Visually compare the spots 1 min after
application.

Systemsuitability:
- me spot due to the successive application of me test

solution and reference solution (b) is similar in
appearance to the spot due to reference solution (b),
which is characterised by a numberof concentric circles;
the darker innennost circle (of intensity proportional to
the concentration of impurity B) may be surrounded by a
bluish-black ring, outside of whichis a lighter circle
surrounded by a peripheral dark edge;

- the spot due to reference solution (a) has a morediffuse
innercircle,which is brownish-pink and without a distinct
margin between it and the surrounding lighter zone;

- the spot due to reference solution (b) is clearly different
from the spot due to reference solution (a).

Limit:
- the central portion of the spot due to the test solutionis

not more intense than that of the spot due to reference
solution (b) (2.2 mg/V).

ImpurityC
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Referenc« solution (a) Dissolve 0.170 g of
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide R in water R and dilute to
20.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to V with waterR, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Referenre solution (b) Dissolve 80.0 mg of
letrabuty/ammonium hydroxide R in waterR and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 25.0 mL with water R.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.10 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: o<tade<y/siJy1 silica gelfor chromatography R

(3 pm),

Mobilephase 25 volumes of a 0.95 yjL solution of
toIuenesulfonic add Rand 75 volumes of acetonitrile R.
FIOto rate 0.6 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.

Injection 20~.

Run time Twice the retention time of impurity C.

Retention time Impurity C = about 3.3 min.

System suitabilily Reference solution (b):
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak;
- symmetry factor: maximum 1.8 for the principal peak.

Limit:
- impurity C: not more than the area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) (2.6 mg/V).

ImpurityD
Maximum 0.02 mWV.
Ulttaviolet and visible absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.25).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve 20.0 mg of 4-(4-methylpiperidin-I
yl)pyridine R (impurity D) in water R and dilute to 100.0 mL
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with the same solvent. Dilute 0.1 mL of the solution to V
with waterR, V being the maximum recommended dose in
millilieres.

Measure the absorbance of the test solution and the reference
solution at the absorption maximum of 263 run.

Result The absorbance of the test solutionis not greater
than that of the reference solution.

Residual solvents
Limited according to the principles defined ingeneral
chapter 5.4. The preparation may be released for use before
completion of the test.

Sterl1lty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released for use before completion of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of testB.

Fluorlne-18
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Limit Peaks in the gamma spectrum corresponding to

photons with an energy different from 0.511 MeV or
1.022 MeVrepresent not more than0.1 per cent of the total
radioactivity.
B. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Detemtinethe amount of fluorine-18 and radionuclidic
impurities with a half-life longerthan 2 h. For the detection
and quantification of impurities, retain the preparation to be
examined for at least 24 h to allow the fluorine-18 to decay
to a level thatpennits the detectionof impurities.
Results The totalradioactivity due to radionuclidic
impurities is not more than0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
A. liquid chtomatography (2.2.29) as described in the test
for 2-fluoro-2-deoxy-o-glucose and impurity A. Ifnecessary,
dilute the test solution with water R to obtain a radioactivity
concentration suitable for the radioactivity detector.
Injection Test solution and reference solutions (a) and (c).
Relative retention With reference to 2-esF]fluoro-2-deoxy-o

glucose (retention time = about 12 min): 2-[ISF]fluoro-2
deoxy-n-mannose = about 0.9. Partially or fully acetylated
derivatives of both compounds hydrolyse under the
chromatographic conditions and therefore elute as 2_[lsF]
fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose and 2-[I8Fjfluoro-2-deoXY-D
rnannose.
Locale the peaks due to 2-['8Fjfluoro-2-deoXY-D-glucose and
2-[ISF]fluoro-2-deoXY-D-mannose using the chromatograms
obtained with the carbohydrate detector and reference
solutions (a) and (c).

Limir.s:
- [t8Plfluorine in thefonn of Z-[t8Flfluoto-2-deaxy-D

glucose and 2-f8Plfluoro-2-deoxy-D-mannose: minimum
95 per cent of the total radioactivity due to fluorine
18;
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DEFINITION
Sterile solution of ethyl 8-lIuolO-5-[11Clmethyl-6-oxo-5,6

dihydro-4H-imidazo[1,5-a) [1,4]benzodiazepine-3-carboxylate
which maycontaina stabiliser such as ascorbic acid.

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared carbon-Ll
radioactivity at the date and time stated on the label.
Content ofJlumazeni/: maximum 50 ug in the maximum
recommended dose in millilltres.

/'tIEm _

Flumazenil (N-[l1Cjmethyl)
Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 1917)

D.4-(4-methylpiperidin-I-yl)pyridine,

E. [18F]lIuoride.
_~ ~ /'tIEm

PRODUCTION
RADIONUCUDE PRODUCTION
Carbon-II is a radioactive isotope of carbon whichis most
commonly produced by proton irradiation of nitrogen.
Dependingon the addition of eithertrace amounts of oxygen
or small amounts of hydrogen, the radioactivity is obtained as
["C)carbon dioxide or ["Clmethane, respectively.

RADIOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
[5-Methyl-"Clllumazenil may be prepared by N-alkylation of
ethyI8-lIuoro-6-oxo-5,6-dihydro-4H-imidazo[I,5-a][I,4]
benzodiazepine-3-carboxylate (demethylflumazenil) with iodo
[11Clmethane or ["Clmethyl trilluoromethanesulfonate.

Synthesis of iodo["C]methane
lodo["C)methane may be produced from ["Clcarbon
dioxide or from [IIClmethane. The most frequently used
method is reduction of e'Cjcarbon dioxidewith lithium
aluminium hydride. The ["C)methanolate formed is reaered
with hydriodic acid. Alternatively ["Clmethane, either
obtained direcrly in the target or by on-line processes from
[IIC]carbon dioxide, is reacted with iodine.

Synthesis of ["C)methyl trlfluoromethanesulfonate
[lIC]methyl trifluoromethanesulfonate may be prepared from
iodo[IIC]methane usinga solid support such as graphitised
carbon, impregnated withsilver trifluoromethanesulfonate.

Synthesis of [S-methyl-"C)ftumazenll
The most widely used method to obtain [5
methyl-"Clllumazenil is the N-alkylation of
demethylflumazenil with iodo["Clmethane in alkaline
conditions in a solvent such as dimethylfonnarnide Or
acetone. The resulting [5-methyl-"C)lIumazenii can be

HO~O, OH

HfL{
CI

- 2-['&Plfluoro-2-debxy-n-mannose: maximum 10per cent
of the total radioactivity due to 2-[18F]lIuolO-2-deoxy
o-glucose and 2-[J8F]fluoro-2-deoxy-D-mannose.

B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve, with gentleheating, 30 mg of
1,2,3,4-tura-O-acetyl-p-D-gluropyranose Rand 20 mg of
glucose R in 1 mL of water R.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.
Mobile phase water R, aceronitrile R (5:95 VIV).

Applicatkm About 5 ~L.

Development Over a path of 8 em.

Drying In airfor 15 min.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity; immerse die plate in a 75 gILsolution of
sulfuric acid R in methanol R and dry with a heat gun or at
150 "C until the appearance of dark spots in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.
Retardarion foaors [18F]lIuoride = about 0; 2_[18F]lIuoro_2_
deoxy-D-glucose and 2-['8F]lIuoro-2-deoXY-D-
mannose = about0.45; partially or fully acetylatedderivatives
of 2-[18F]lIuoro-2-deoXY-D-glucose and 2-[18F]lIuoro-2
deoxy-n-mannose = about0.8 to 0.95.

System suitability Reference solution:
- the chromatogram shows 2 clearly separated spots.

Limits:
- ['8FiJluorine in thefonn of 2-['8FiJluoro-2-de«<y-D

glucose and 2-t8FJfluoro-2-~D-mannose: minimum
95 per cent of the total radioactivity due to fluorine
18;

- ['8FiJluon"e in theform ofJluoride andparrially or fully
acer;ylated derivarives of 2-['8F]ffuoro-2-deo~D-glu<ose
and 2-t'8F]ffuoro-2-deoxy-D-mannose: maximum
5 percent of the total radioactivity due to fluorine-IS.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
Specified impun"tie.s A, B, C, D, E.

A. 2-chloro-2-deoxy-D-glucopyranose (2-chlolO-2-deoxy-D
glucose),

B. 4,7)13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-l,lO-diazabicyclo
[8.8.8]hexacosane (aminopolyether),

C. N,N,N-tributylbutan-I-aminium (tetrabutylammonium),
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purified bysemi-preparative liquid chromatography.
For example, a column packed with oetadecylsilyl silica gel
forchromatography elutedwith a mixture of ethanol and
wateris suitable.

PRECURSOR FOR SYNTHESIS

Demethylfiumazenll
Melting point (2.2.14): 286 'C to 289 'C.

Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24).

Comparison Ph. Bur. reference spectrum of demethyljlumazenil.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.
Half-life and nature ofradlatlon of carbon-ll
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The only gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, dependingon the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. It complies with test B for radionuclidic purity (see Tests).

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.

Results The principal peakin the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

,TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.0 to 8.0.

Sterility
It complies with me test for sterility prescribed in me
monograph on RadWpharma<enti<al preparations (0125).
The injection may be released for use beforecompletion of
the test.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mI., V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilittes. The injection may be
released for use beforecompletionof the test.

Flumazenll and Impurity A
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

TeJt solutUm The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.5 mg ofjlumazenil R in
5 mL of methanol R.
Reference sdiuion (b) Dissolve 2.5 mg of
demethylflumazenil R in 50 mL of methanol R.
Reference solution (c) To 0.1 mL of reference solution (a)
add 0.1 mL of reference solution (b) and dilute to V with a
0.9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R. Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (d) Dilute 0.1 mL of reference solution (a)
to 50 mL with methanol R. Dilute 1.0 mL of this solution
to V with a 0.9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R,. V being the
maximum recommended dose in millilittes.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 3.9 mm,
- stationary phase: spherical octadecylsilyl silka gelfor

chromatography R (5 urn) with a specific surface area of
440 m2/g, a pore size of 100 nrn and a carbon loading of
19 per cent,
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- temperature: maintain at a constant temperature between
20-30 'C.

Mobile phase methanol R, water R (45:55 VIV).
Flow rate 1 mUntin.
Deuaion Spectrophotometer at 260 om and radioactivity
detector connected in series.
Injection 100 ~L

Run time 10 min.
Relative retention Withreference to flumazenil:
impurity A = about 0.74.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum 2.5 between the peaks due to

flumazenil and impurity A.
Limits Examine the chromatogram obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- flumazeni/: not more thanthe area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (c) (50 ~g/V),

- impurity A: not more thanthe area of the corresponding
peak in the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (c) (5 ~g/V).

- any other impun'ty: not more thanthe area of the principal
peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (d) (I ~g/V).

Residual solvents are limited according to the principles
defined in the general chapter (5.4), using the general
method (2.4.24)
The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of the test.

RADlONUCUDIC PURIIT

Carbon-ll
Minimum 99 per cent of the total radioactivity.
The preparation may be released foruse beforecompletion
of the test.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The spectrum obtained with the solution to be
examineddoes not differ significantly from thatobtained
with a standardised fluorine-IS solution.
B. Half-life: 19.9 min to 20.9 min.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
flumazenil and impurity A, with the following modifications.
Injection Test solution and reference solution (a);
if necessary, dilute the test solution to a radioactivity
concentration suitable for the detector.
Limit Examine the chromatogram obtained with the
radioactivity detector:
- [5-methyi-"CJflumazenil: minimum 95 per cent of the

total radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states the maximum recommended dose in
millilitres.
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L'dPURITIES

A. ethyl 8-fluoro-6-oxo-5,6-dihydro-4H-imid02O[I,5-a] [1,4]
benzodiazepine-3-carboxylate (demethylllwnazenil),

r.:H,CY"Y'IN) 0'cH,
°F~NH

o

.B. ethyl 8-fluoro-6-oxo-9-(2-oxopropyl)-5,6-dihydro-4H
imidazo[I,5-a] [1,4]benzodiazepine-3-<:arboxylate (acetone
addition compound of demethylflwnazenil).

______~ PIIE'"

Fluoride C8F) Solution for
Radiolabelling
(ph. Eur. monograph 2390)
PIlE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Alkaline solution containing fluorine-IS in the form of eSF]
fluoride.

Content
90 per cent to 110 percent of the declared fluorine-IS
radioactivity at the date and timestatedon the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear) colourless solution.
Half-life and nature ofradladon offluorlne-18
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physiaJl cha_tics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-rayspectrometry.
Result The principal photons have an energy of 0.511 MeV
and, depending on the measurement geometry, a swn peak
of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Determine the approximate half-life by no fewer than 3
measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometrical conditions within a suitable period of time (for
example, 30 min).

Result 105 min to 115 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Remits The principal peakin the radiochromatogram
obtained withthe test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution; in me chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution, the signal due to fluoride is negative.

TESTS
pH
8.0 to 14.0, using a pH indicator strip R.
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Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6./'i)
Less than 20 IU/mL, if intended for use in the manufacture
of parenteral preparations without a further appropriate
procedure for the removal of bacterial endotoxins.
The preparation maybe released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
The preparation maybe released foruse before completion
of test B.
Fluorlne-18
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry. Preliminary test.
Limit Peaks in the gamma spectrum corresponding to
photons withan energy different from 0.511 MeV or
1.022 MeVrepresent not more than 0.1 percent of the total
radioactivity.
B. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the amount of fluorine-IS andradionuclidic
impurities with a half-life longer than 2 b. For the detection
andquantification of impurities, retain thepreparation to be
examined forat least24 h to allow the fluorine-IS (Q decay
to a level thatpermits the detection of impurities.
Result The totalradioactivity due to radionuclidic impurities
is not morethan0.1 percent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

["F]fluoride
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dilute thepreparation to be examined with
water R to obtain a radioactivity concentration suitable for
the radioactivity detector.
Reference solUlum Dissolve 10 mg of potassium fluoritk R in
waterR and dilute to 10 mL withthe samesolvent.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 rom;
- stationary phase: stronglY baskanion-ex(hange resin for

chromatography R (10 urn).

Mobile phase 4 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R in carlxm
dioxide-free waI<Y R, protected from atmospheric carbon
dioxide.
Plow rate I mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 run and a radioactivity
detector connected in series.
Injection 20 ~I.

Run time 12 min.
SYStem suitability Reference solution:
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for me principal peak;
- retention timeof fluoride: minimwn 3 times the hold-up

time.
Examine the chromatogram obtained with the test solution
using the radioactivity detector and locate thepeakdue to
fluoride by comparison with the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution usingthe spectrophotometer.
Limit:
- [

18Plfluoride: minimwn 98.5 per cent of the total
radioactivity due to fluorine-IS.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states:
- that the solution is not fordirect administration to

humans;
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- stationary phase: cyanopropy/(3)pheuy/(1)methy/(94)
poIysiloxane R (film thickness 1.8 urn).

Conier gas nitrogen for chromatography R.
Flow rate 1.5 mllmin.

Split ratio 1:10.

Temperature:

- whereapplicable, mat the substance is suitable for use in
the manufacture of parenteral preparations.

___________~ PhE"

Fluorocholine (18F) Injection
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2793)

Tim,
(min)

Temperalure
("C)

H3C CH3

HO~'N'~8F

60

60 ..... 160

160

250

27'

0-1
1-'

S - 13

Column

Injection pert

Defector

Detection Flame ionisation.
[nj«tion 1.0 ~L.

System sujUlbi/ity Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaksdue to ethanol

and acetonitrile.
Calculation of content.
- for impurity A, use the concentration of impurity A in

reference solution (a).
Limit;
- impurity A: maximum 1.0mg/V.

Impurity B (2.4.24 or another suitable, validated method)
The following solutions or dilutions therefrom may be used:
Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Refereuce solution Dissolve 10.0 mg of
dibromamethane R (impurity B) in water R and dilute to
100.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solutionto V with water R, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Limit:
- impun'ty B: maximum O.lmg/V.

Impurity C
Spot test.
Test solution To 100 f1L of the preparation to be examined
add 400 ~L of waterR and mix.
Reference solution (a) water R.

Refereuce solution (b) Dissolve 11.0 mg of aminopalyuher R
(impurity C) in waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1.0 mLof the solution to V withwater R, V
being the maximum recommended dose in mi11ilitres.
Plate TLC silica gelplatefor aminapoiyether test R.

Appli<4tion 2.5 flL; also apply 2.5 ~L of the test solution
and then 2.5 J.lL of reference solution(b) at the same place.
Dneaion VisuaUy compare the spots 1 min after
application.

System suitability.
- the spot due to the successive application of the test

solution and reference solution (b) is similar in
appearance to the spot due to reference solution (b),
which is characterised by a number of concentric circles;
the darker innennost circle (of intensity proportional to
the concentration of impurity C) may be surrounded by a
bluish-black ring,outsideof whichis a lighter circle
surrounded by a peripheral dark edge;

- the spot due to reference solution (a) has a more diffuse
innercircle, whichis brownish-pink. and without a distinct
margin betweenit and the surrounding lighter zone;

475572-71-7121.2C5HI1
18FNO+

PhE" ~

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing N-([ISFjfluoromethyl)-2-hydroxy
N,N-dimethyleth.n-I-aminium ([18Fjfluorocholine) ions.
It may contain a suitable buffer.

Content
- jluonne-l8: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-IS radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label. -

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of lIuorlne-18
See generalchapter 5.7. Table of physi<a/ chara<reristits of
radionudides. .

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The principal gammaphotons havean energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Determine the approximate half-life by no fewer than 3
measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometrical conditions within a suitable periodof time (for
example, 30 min).
Result 105 min to 115 min.
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained withreference
solution (d) in the lest for et8F]fluorocholine under
Radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram is
similar in retention time to the principal positive peakin me
chromatogram obtained with the spectrophotometer.

TESTS
pH
4.5 to 8.5, using a pH indicator strip R.

Impurity A
Gas cbromatogmphy (2.2.28).
Test so/mum The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10.0 mg of
dimethylaminoethanol R (impurity A) in water R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solutionto V with water R, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (b) To 0.1 mL of anhydrous ethanol R, add
0.1 mL of acetonitrile R and dilute to 10 mL with water R.
Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I;;;; 30 m, 0 ;;;; 0.32 nun;
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- the spot due to reference solution (b) is clearly different
from the spot due (0 reference solution (a).

Limil:
- the central portion of the spot due to the test solution is

not more intense than matof the spot due to reference
solution (b) (2.2mglV).

Impurity D
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.170 g of
telrabuty/ammanium hydroxide R (impurity D) in water Rand
dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of
the solution to V with waterR, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 80 mg of te,rabutylammanium
hydroxide R in water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1 mLof me solution to 25 mL with waler R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.1 ill, 0 = 4.6 mm,
- stationary phase: end-capped oaadecylsi!YI silica gelfor

chromatagraphy R (3 pm).

Mobile phase 0.95 gIL solution of toIuenesulfanic acidR,
acetonilri/e R (25:75 VIV).

Flowrate 0.6 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.
Injec/ian 20~.

Run time Twice the retention time of impurity D.
Retention time Impurity D ;;;; about 3.3 min.
System sui,abiliIJI Reference solution (b):
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for theprincipal peak;
- symmetry factor: maximum 1.8 for the principal peak.

Lim,i:
- impurity D: not more thanthe area of the corresponding

peakin the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) (2.6mglV).

Residual solvents
Limited according to the principles definedin general
chapter 5.4. The preparation may be released for use before
completion of the test.

Ster1llty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceudcal propara"ons (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released for use before completion of the test.

RADIONqCUDIC PURIIT
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of test B.

Fluorlne-18
Minimum 99.9 percent of the total radioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Limits .Peaks in the gamma spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energy different from 0.511 MeV or
1.022 MeV represent not more than0.1 percent of the total
radioactivity.
B. Gamma-rayspectrometry.

Determine the amount of fluorine-IS andradionuclidic
impurities with a half-life longer than2 h. For the detection

2022

and quantification of impurities, retain thepreparation to be
examined for at least24 h to allow the fluorine-IS to decay
to a level thatpermits the detection of impurities.

Result The totalradioactivity due to radionuclidic impurities
is not more than0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT

[
t8F]Fluor ocholine

Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solu/wn (a) Dissolve 5 mg ofjluorocho/ine
chloride R in waterR and dilute to 20 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5 mg ofjllUJrOethy/(2
hydroxyethyl)dimethylammonium chloride R in water Rand
dilute to 20 mL with the samesolvent.
Reference solu/wn (c) Mix I mL of reference solution (a)
and 1 mL of reference solution (b).

Reference solution (d) Mix I mL of the test solution and
1 mL of reference solution (a).
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 nun;
- stationary phase: strong cation-exchange silica gelfor

chromarography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase Dissolve 20.7 g of sodium dihydrogen phospha"
manohydrate R in water forchromatography R, add 80 ~ of
anhydrous pyridine R, adjust to pH 2.5 with phosphoric acidR
and dilute to 1000 mL with water forchromatography R.
Flow rate 1.0 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 270 run and radioactivity
detectorconnectedin series.
Injection 20 IJL of the test solution and reference
solutions (c) and (d).

Run "me 20 min.

Relative retention Withreference to fluorocholine (retention
time = about 8 min): lIuoroethyl(2-hydroxyethyl)
dimethylanunonium = about 1.1.

System suitability Reference solution (c) using the
spectrophotometer:
- resolution: baseline separation between the peaks due to

lIuorocholine and lIuoroethyl(2-hydroxyethyl)
dimethylammonium.

Examine the radiochromatogram obtained with the test
solution.
Lima:
- [I8Pljluorocholine: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to fluorine-IS.

Impurity E
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelpia" R.
Mobile phase acetonitrile R, 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R (50:50 VIJI).

Application About 5 ~.

D",elopmenl Over 213 of the plate.

Drying In a current of warm air.
Daection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation factors Impurity E = about 0.0; [I'F]
fluorocholine = about0.5.
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Limit:
- ;mpun"ty E: maximum 5 per cent of the total radioactivity

due to fluorine-IS.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES

A. 2-(dimethylamino)ethan-l-ol,

B. djbromomethane,

C. 4,7,13,16,21 ,24-hexaoxa-I,10-diazabicyclo[8.8.8]
hexacosane (aminopolyether),

D.N,N,N-tributylbutan-I-aminium (tetrabutylammonium),

E. [18F]fluoride.
____________________ PIIE..

Fluorodopa eSF) Injection
(Fluorodopa (18p) (Prepared By Eleclro[Jhilic
Substitution) Inje<tion, Ph. Eur. monograph 1918)

0
1 1"~ Co.H

I 4' tf NH,
HO

OH

PIlEsr _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of (2S)-2-amino-3-(2-(['8F]fluoro)-4,5
dihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid (6-[I8F]fluorolevodopa).
It may contain stabiliserssuch as ascorbicacid and edetic
acid.
This monograph applies £0 an injectioncontaining 6_[18F]
fluorolevodopa produced by eleetrophilic substitution.

Content
- fluorine-l& 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-IS radioactivityat the date and time stated on the
label;

- dopa: maximum 1 mg per maximum recommended dose
in millihtres;

- 6-j1uoro/evodopa: maximum 15 mg per maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-847

PRODUCTION
RADIONUCLIDE PRODUCTION
Fluorine-IS is a radioactive isotope of fluorine that may be
produced by variousnuclear reactions induced by proton
irradiation of oxygen-I8, deuteron irradiation ofneon-20, or
helium-3 or helium-4 irradiation of oxygen-16.
In order to obtain fluorine-18 in a chemical form suitable for
eleetrophilicsubstitution reactions, such as fluorine gas or
gaseous acetylhypofluorite, a smaU amount of non-radioactive
fluorine gas (0.3-0.8 per cent of the target gas volume) must
be added as a carrier at some step in the production process.

RADIOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
6-[ I8F]Fluorolevodopa may be prepared by various
radiochemical syntheticpathways, which lead to different
products in terms of yield, specific radioactivity, by-products
and possible impurities. Electrophilicpathways for
production of 6-esF]fluoroleYodopa may proceed by
fluorodemetaUation of a stannylated derivativeof levodopa,
with molecular eSF]tluorine or [18F]acetylhypoftuorite,
followed by hydrolysis of protecting groups and final
purification by semipreparative liquid chromatography.
Pathways using demercuration or dethaUation must not be
used.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourlesssolution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of fluorine-IS
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Test A for radionuclidic purity (see Tests).

E. Determine the approximate half-life by at least
3 measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometricalconditions over a suitable period of time, for
example 30 min.
Results 105 min to 115 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the peak due to 6-fluorolevodopa in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (0).

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
impurities C and D (see Tests).

Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retardation factor
to the peak due to 6-tluorolevodopa in the chromatogram
obtained with referencesolution (b).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 '0 5.5.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The injection may be released for use before completion of
the test.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VIII/mL, Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The injection may be
released for use before completion of the test.
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6-Fluorolevodopa, dopa, Impurity A and Impurity B
Liquid chromatography (Z.2.29). Prepare the reference solutiom
immediau{Y before use.
Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 18.0 mg of 6-fluoro/evodopa
hydradlloride R in 5.0 mL of the mobile phase and dilute to V
with the mobilephase, V being the maximum recommended
dose in nullilitres.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 1.0 mg of kvodopa R in 5 mL
of the mobilephase and dilute to V with the mobilephase,
V being the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 1.0 mg of trimethy/o'n
ch/Qride R (impurity A) in 2.0 mL of the mobile phase. Dilute
1.0 mL of this solution to V with the mobile phase, V being
the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
R<iference solution (<l! Mix equal volumes of reference
solutions (b) and (c).

Reference solution (e) Dissolve 2.0 mg of 6-hydroxydqpa R
(impurity B) in 20.0 mL of the mobile phase. Dilute
0.25 mL of this solution to V withthe mobilephase, V being
the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Column:
- size: 1== 0.25 m, 0 :::: 4.0 mm;
- Slationary phase: spherical end-<apped actadecylsi{yl silica gel

for chromatagraphy R;
- temperature: maintain at a constant temperature between

20 'C and 30 ·C.
Mobile phase 6.9 gIL solution of sodium dihydrogen
phosphau R adjnsted to pH 2.4 with a 4.8 gIL solution of
phosphoric acid R.
Flow rau I mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 200 nm and radioactivity
detectorconnectedin series.
Injeco'on 20 fIL.
Run time 15 min.
Relative retenMn With reference to 6-fluorolevodopa
(retention time = about 6 min): impurity A and
impurity B =about 0.7; dopa =about 0.8.

Sysum suitability Reference solution (d):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaksdue to dopa

and impurity A.
Limits Examine the chromatograms obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- 6-fluorokvodopa: not more than the area of the

corresponding peakin the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) (15 mg/V);

- dopa: not more than the area of the peak due (0 levodopa
in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (b)
(1.0 mg/V);

- sum of impun·rits A andB: not more than the area of the
principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with \
reference solution (e) (corresponding 10 a limit of
0.5 mg/V of impurity A or a limit of 0.025 mg/Vof
impurity B, or to lowerlimitsof each if both impurities
are present).

Residual solvents
Limited according to the principles definedin general
chapter 5.4. The preparation may be released for use before
completion of the test.

2022

RADIONUCUDlC PURIIT

Fluorine-18
Mlnimum 99.9 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of test B.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry

Results The only gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and)depending on the measurement geometry) a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Gamma-ray spectrometry
Determine the amount of fluorine-18 and radionuclidic
impurities with a half-life longer than2 h. For the detection
and quantification of impurities) retain the preparation to be
examined for a sufficient time to allow the fluorine-IS to
decay to a level thatpermits the detection of impurities.
Resuhs The spectrum obtainedwith the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from a background
spectrum.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
ti-ffuorolevodopa, dopa)impurity A and impurity B.
Examine the chromatogram recorded usingthe radioactivity
detector and locate the peak due 10 6-[lBF]lIuorolevodopa by
comparison with the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (a) and the spectrophotometer.
Limir.
- 6-t'Flfluorolevodnpa: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to fluorine-IS.

Impurities C and D
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

TestSo/Ulian The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2 mg of DL-6-fluorodopa
hydroch/Qride R in water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same
solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2 mg of 6-fluorokvodopa
hydrochloride R in water R and dilute 10 10 mL with the same
solvent.
Piau TLC octadecylsilyl silica gelpiau for chiral separao'ons R.
Mobile phase methanol R, water R (50:50 VIV).

ApplicauOn 2"r..
Development Overa path of 10 cm.
Drying In airfor 5 min.
Detection Spray with a 2 gIL solution of ninhydrin R in
anhydrous ethanol R and heat at 60 °C for 10 min;determine
the distribution of radioactivity using a suitable detector.
Retardation faaon Impurity D = about 0; 6_[IBF]
ftuorolevodopa = about 0.3; impurity C = about0.5.

System suitability Reference solution (a):
- the chromatogram shows 2 clearly separated spots.
limits:
- impurity C: maximum 2 per cent of the totalradioactivity

due to Buorine-Ig,
- impurity D: maximum 4 per cent of the total radioactivity

due to fluorine-18.

RADIOACTIVITY
Measure the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The labelstates the maximum recommended dose in
millilitres.
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~__--,-- ~ PhE"

B. (2RS)-2-amino-3-(2,4,5-trihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid
(6-hydroxydopa),

Result The principal gamma photons have an energy of
0511 MeV and) depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.
B. Approximate half-life: 105 min to 115 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
6-[18Fjfluorolevodopa under Radiochemical purity
(see Tests).

Result The principal peak in theradiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).
D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
enantiomeric purity (see Tests)-
Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
pH (2.2.4)
4.0 to 5.5.

Impurity A
Spot test.
Test solution To 100 J.lL of the preparation to be examined
add 400 ~L of waterR and mix.

Reference solution (a) warer R.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 11.0 mg of aminopo1yether R
(impurity A) in waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V with water R, V
being the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Plare TLC silica gelplare for aminopo1yether testR.

Applicatwn 2.51'l-; also apply 2.5 JlL of the test solution
and then 25 J.lL of reference solution (b) at the same place.
Detection VisuaUy compare the spots I min after
application.
System suiUlbiJity:
- the spot due to the application of both the test solution

and reference solution (b) is similar in appearance to the
spot due to reference solution (b), which is characterised
by a numberof concentric circles, the darker innennost
circle (of intensity proportional to the concentration of
impurity A) may be surrounded by a bluish-black ring,
outsideof whichis a lighter circle surrounded. by a
peripheral dark edge;

- the spot due to reference solution (a) has a more diffuse
innercircle, which is brownish-pink and without a distinct
margin between it and the surrounding lighter zone;

- the spot due to reference solution (b) is clearly different
from the spot due to reference solution (a).

Limit:
- the central portion of the spot due to the test solution is

not more intensethan that of the spot due to reference
solution (h) (2.2 mgIl').

ImpurltyB
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 170.0 mg of
retraburylammonium hydroxide R (impurity B) in water Rand
dilute to 20.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of
the solution to Vwith water R, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 80.0 mg of
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide R in water R and dilute to

92812-82-3

andenanUomer

214.2

~
: ', CO,H

-'" H NH,
HO

OH

G"H,o'8FNO,
PhEu _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of (2S)-2-amino-3-(2-!'8Fjfluoro-4,5
dihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid (6-[18Fjfluorolevodopa).
It may contain stabilisers such as ascorbic acid or edetic acid.
This monograph applies to an injection containing 6-['8F]
fluorolevodopa produced by nucleophilic substitution.

Content
- fluorine-IS: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-IS radioactivity at the dateand time statedon the
label;

- 6-fiuorokvodopa: maximum 0.1 mg per maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

Fluorodopa eSF) (Prepared by
Nucleophilic Substitution)
Injection .
(ph. Bur. monograph 2481)

IMPURITIES
A. CI-Sn(CH3h: chiorotrimethylstannane (nimethyltin

chloride),

C. (2R)-2-amino-3-(2-1'8Fjfluoro-4,5
dihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid (6-[I8Fj
fluorodextrodopa),

D. ['8Fjfluoride.

~
I": ,CO,H

H NH,
HO

OH

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oflluorine-18
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physkaJ characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
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10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 25.0 mL withwater R.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.1 ID,0 = 4.6 mm;
- sta,;"nary phase: end-capped oCladuylsily1 nlicagelfor

chroma"'graphy R (3 urn).
Mobile phase 0.95 WL solution of IQ/uenesulfonic acidR,
ace"'nilrile R (25:75 VIV).

Flowrate 0.6 mllmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.
Injection 20 ~L.

Run time Twice the retention time of impurity B.
Retention time Impurity B ;;;; about3.3 min.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak;
- symmetry factor: maximum 1.8 for the principal peak.

Limit:
- impun"oJ B: not more thanthe area of the corresponding

peakin the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (a) (2.6 mglV).

6-Fluorolevodopa and related substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2.3 mg of 6-fluorolevodopa
hydrochloride R in mobile phase A and dilute to 20.0 mL with
mobile phase A. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V with
mobilephase A, V beingthe maximwn recommended dose
in millititres.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2 mg of kvodopa R (a-form of
impurity D) in mobile phase A and dilute to 20 mL with
mobile phase A. Dilute 1 mL of the solution to V with
mobilephaseA, V beingthe maximum recommended dose
in millilitres.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 2 mg of 6-hydro>;ydopa R
(impurity E) in mobile phase A and dilute 10 20 mL with
mobile phase A. Dilute I mL of the solution to V with
mobilephase A, V being the maximum recommended dose
in millilittes.
Reference solu,;"n (d) Mix equal volumes of reference
solutions (a), (b) and (c).

Blank solution Prepare a solution in mobile phase A
containing each excipient at the concentration used in the
preparation.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 =4.6 mrn;
- stationary phase: end-eapped poIar-embedded oc~lsilyl

amorphous organosilica poIysner R (5 um).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 1.22 WL solution of tnlluoroace.c add R;
- mobile phaseB: ace.,mlrile R;

Tim, MobUe phalC A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent V/l? (per cent VIJ?
0-10 98 2

10-13 98 -. 95 2 ~ 5

13 - 20 95 5

20-35 95 ~ 5 5 ..... 95

35 - 37 5 95

Flow rate. I mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 283 om and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

2022

Injection 20~.

Relau'w retention Withreference to 6-fluorolevodopa
(retention time ;;;; about 10 min): impurity E = about 0.7;
impurity 0 = about 0.8.

SYSlem suicability Reference solution (d):
- resoluu"on: minimum 2.5 between the peaks due to

impurities E and D; minimum 5 between the peaks due
to impurity D and 6-fluorolevodopa.

Limits:
- 6-fluoro1efJOdopa: not morethanthe area of the principal

peakin the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) (0.1 mg/V);

- impun"ty E: not more than half the area of the principal
peak in the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (a) (0.05 mglV);

- any other impun'ty: foreach impurity) not morethan the
area of the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) (0.1 mglV);

- wta/: not more than5 times the area of the principal peak
in the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a)
(0.5 mglV);

- disregard limi" 0.3 times the area of the principal peak in
the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a)
(0.03 mglV); disregard any peak due to the blank.

Ethanol (2.4.24 or another suitable, validated method)
Maximum 10 per cent VIV and maximum 2.5 g per
administration, taking the density (2.2.5) 10 be 0.790 glmL.

Reaidual solvents
Limited according to the principles defined in the general
chapter 5.4. The preparation maybe released foruse before
completion of the test.

SteriJlty
It complies with the test forsterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceudeal jmfJara.ons (0125).
The preparation maybe released for use before completion
of the lest.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 1751VIUImL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released foruse before completion of the test.
RADIONUCLlDIC PURI1Y
The preparation maybe released for usebefore completion
of test B.

Fluorine-18
Minimum 99.9 percent of the total radioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Limi' Peaks in the gamma spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energy different from 0.511 MeV or
1.022 MeV represent not morethan 0.1 per cent of the total
radioactivity.

B. Gamma-ray spectrometry. ...
Determine the amount offluorlne-18 and radionuclidlc
impurities with a half-life longer than 2 h. For the detection
and quantification of impurities) retain the preparation to be
examined for at least 24 h to allowthe fluorine-If to decay
to a level thatpermits the detection of impurities.
ResrJt The totalradioactivity due to radionuclidic impurities
is not more than0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURI1Y

6-["FIFluorolevodopa
Minimum 95 per cent of the total radioactivity due to
fluorine-18.
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B. N,N,N-tributylbutan-I-aminium (tetrabutylammonium),

andenantiomel0': c~
AI' H ',,'"

HO
OH

0A:'H .......nUome'
HO~ n"

OH

A. 4,7 ,I3,16,21,24-hexaoxa-I,10-diazabicyclo[8.8.8)
hexacosane (amlnopolyerher),

~:'H ''''enanUome'
HO~ H-·'

OH

LW'URITIES
Specified impuriu.s A, B, E, F, 1.

Other delt(,table impurities (the following substances would, if
presentat a sufficient level, be detected by one or other of
the tests in the monograph. They are limited by the general
acceptance criterion for otherlunspecified impurities. It is
therefore not necessary to identify these impurities for
demonstration of compliance); D, GJ HJJJ s; t; MJ NJ OJ
P, Q.

"Fq:xco,H

AI' "',.( H
HO

OH

D. (2RS)-2-amino-3-(3,4-dihydroxypbenyl)propanoic acid
(m-dopa),

E. (2RS)-2-amino-3-(2,4,5-trihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid
(6-hydroxy-DL-dopa),

F. (2R)-2-amino-3-(2-[ISF]lluoro-4,5
dihydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid (6_[18F]
fluorodextrodopa),

G. (2RS)-2-amino-3-(4,5-dihydroxy-2-nitrophenyl)propanoic
acid (e-nitro-nt-dopa),

Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
6-ftuorolevodopa and related substances. If necessary, dilute
the test solution with mobile phase A to obtain a radioactivity
concentration suitable for the radioactivity detector.
Examinethe chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detectorand locate the peakdue to 6-[18F]ftuorolevodopa by
comparisonwith the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) and the spectrophotometer.

Impurity I
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Plat< TLC silica gelplat< R.
Mobile phase acetic acidR, methanol R (10:90 VIII).

Application About 5 ~L.

Development Over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In a current of wann air.
Detection Suitabledetector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation factors Impurity I = about 0; 6-[I8F]
fluorolevodopa = about 0.4.
Limit,
- impu~ I: maximwn5 per cent of the total radioactivity

due to..fluorine-18.

ENANTIOMERIC PURITY
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Te.n solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 2 mg of 6-ftuorolevodopa
hydrochloride R in the mobile phase and dilute to 10 mL with
the mobile phase.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2 mg of DL-6-ftuorodopa
hydrochloride R in the mobile phase and dilute to 10 mL with
the mobile phase.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: crown-ether silica gelfor 'chirol separation R

(5 urn),

Mobile phase 2.9 gIL solution ofperchloric acid R.

Flow rate I mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 283 om and radioactivity
detectorconnectedin series.
Injection 20 ~L.

Run lime Twice the retention time of 6_[18F]
fluorolevodopa.
RelatifJe retention Withreference to 6-[18F]ftuorolevodopa
(retention time =about 7 min): impurity F =about 0.7.

Examine the chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detectorand locatethe peakdue to 6-esF]fluorolevodopa by
comparison with the chromatogram obtainedwith reference
solution (a) and the spectrophotometer.
System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 1.5 between the peaks due to

6-tluorodextrodopa (non-radioactive analogue of
impurity F) and 6-lluorolevodopa.

Limits:
- 6-(18Fl ftuorokvoc!bpa: minimum 96 per cent of the total

radioactivity;
- impurity F: maximum 4 per cent of the total radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.
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~:'H and enanUome<
HO~ H-'

CHO
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H. (2RSJ-2-amino-3-(5-fonnyl-4-hydroxy-2
nitrophenyl)propanoic acid (3-fonnyl-6-nitro-DL-dopa),

I. [18F]lIuoride,

0
F

CD,H

1.-7 H\NH,
HO

CHO

andenanUomer

P. 3-cWorobenzene-l-carboperoxoic acid,

J. (2RSJ-2-amino-3-(2-lIuoro-5-fonnyl-4
hydroxyphenyl)propanoic acid (6-lIuoro-3-lOnnyl-DL
dopa),

~CHO
H3COAI

DCH,

K. 4,5-dimethoxy-2-nitrobenzaldehyde,

. ~CHO
H3CO~

DCH,

L. 2-lIuor<>-4,5-dimethoxybenzaldehyde,

~OH
H3CO~

DCH,

M. (2-lIuoro-4,5-dimethoxyphenyl)methanol,

N. I-IIuor<>-2-(iodomethyl)-4,5-dimethoXYbenzene,

O. terl-buryl (2E)-2-[(diphenylmethylidene)amino]-3-(2
fluoro-4J5-dimethoxyphenyl)propano3te,

Q. terl-buryl (2S)-3-[5-fonnyl-4-(methoxymethoxy)-2
nilIophenyl]-2-[(triphenylmethyl)amino]propanoate.

~ Pflf"

Fluoroethyl-L-Tyrosine (18F)

Injection
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2466)

CIIH,.18FNO, 226.2
Pflf" _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing (2S)-2-amino-3-[4-(2-[18F]
lIuoroethoxy)phenyl]propanoic acid (O-(2-['8F]lIuoroethyIJ
L-tyIOsine, eSF]FET). It maycontain a suitable buffer.
Content
- flMrine-l8: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-I8 radioactivity at the date and timestatedon the
label;

- jfuoroethyl-L-tyrOsine: maximum 0.1 mg permaximum
recommended dose in millilittes.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slightly yellow solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of fluorine-IS
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysi<al characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTlFICATlON
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The principal gamma photons havean energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Determine the approximate half-life by no fewer than3
measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometrical conditions within a suitable period of time (for
example, 30 min).
Result 105 min to 115 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for [lSpJ
ftuoroethyl-L-tyrosine under radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with. the testsolution is similar in retention time to
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the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
pH
4.5 to 8.5, using a pH indicator stripR.

Impurity A
Spot test.

Testsolution To 100,..L of the preparation to be examined
add 400 ul, of water R and mix.

Reference solution (a) waterR.
Reference solutWn (b) Dissolve 11.0 mg of aminapolyether R
(impurity A) in waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution [0 V with water R, V
being the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.

Plate TLG silica gelplate for aminopolyemer test R.
Application 2.5 ~L; as an additional spot, apply 2.5 ~L of
the test solution and then 2.5 J.lL of reference solution (b) at
the sameplace.
Detection Visually compare the spots 1 min after
application.
System suitability:
~ the spot due to the application of both the test solution

and reference solution (b) is similar in appearance to the
spot due to reference solution (b), which is characterised
by a numberof concentric circles; the darker innennost
circle (of intensity proportional to the concentration of
impurity A) may be surrounded by a bluish-black ring,
outside of which is a lighter circle surrounded by a
peripheral dark edge; .

- the spot due to reference solution (a) has a morediffuse
innercircle,whichis brownish-pink and without a distinct
margin between it and the surrounding lighter zone;

- the spot due to reference solution (b) is clearly different
from the spot due to reference solution(a).

Limit:
- the central portionof the spot due to the test solution is

not more intense than thatof the spot due to reference
solution (b) (2.2 mg/V).

Impurity B
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solutWn (a) Dissolve 0.170 g of
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide R in water R and dilute to
20.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to V with water R, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference sdution (b) Dissolve 80.0 mg of
tetrabuly/ammonium hydroxide R in water R and dilute to
10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 25.0 mL withwater R.

Column:
- size: 1;;;; 0.1 m,0 =4.6 mrn;
- stationary phase: end-capped octade<y/silyl silica gelfor

chromawgraphy R (3 um).

Mobile phase 0.95 gIL solution of wiuenesuIJonic acidR,
acewnitrile R (25:75 VIV).

Flow rate 0.6 mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 run.

Injection 20 ~L.

Run time Twice the retention time of impurity B.
Retention time Impurity B = about3.3 min.
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System suitability Reference solution (b):
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak;
- symmetry factor. maximum 1.8 for the principal peak.
Limit:
- impun·ty B: not more than the area of the corresponding

peakin the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) (2.6 mg/V).

Fluoroethyl-L-tyrosine and related substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solulion (a) Dissolve 11.6 mg of f/uoroemy/-L
tyrosine hydrochloride R in water R and dilute to 100.0 mL
with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
to V with water R, V being the maximum .recommended dose
in millilittes.
Reference solution (c) Dissolve 10 mg of 3,4-dimemoxy-L
phenylalanine R in water R and dilute 10 20 mL with the same
solvent. To 1 mL of the solution add 1 mL of reference
solution (a).

Blank solution Prepare a solution containing 2 mglmL of
each excipient statedon the label.
Column:
- size: I;;;; 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm;
- stationary phase: end",apped polar-embedded octade<i)'/silyl

amorphaus organosi/ka pa/ymer R (5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: carbon dioxide-free waterRJ protected from

the atmosphere. during chromatography;
- mobile phase B: aatonitrileR;

Tbn. Moblle phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent JIll? (per cent JlIJI)

0·10 9. 10
10 - 20 90 ----> 5 10 ----> 95

20 - 30 5 95

Flow rate 1 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 run and radioactivity
detector connected in series.
Injection 20 ~L.

Reltztive reundon Withreference to fluoroethyl-L-tyrosine
(retention time = about6 min): 3,4-dimethoxy-L
phenylalanine =about 0.8.

System suitability Reference solution (c) usingthe
spectrophotometer:
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to

fluoroethyl-L-tyrosine and 3,4-dimethoXY-L-phenylalanine.
Limits In the chromatogram obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- jlUlJYOethy/-L-1¥'On·ne: not more thanthe area of the

corresponding peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) (0.1 mg/V);

- any impun'ty: for each impurity, not more than the area of
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) (0.1 mg/V);

- totalofjluoroethyl-L-tyrosine and impun'ties: not more than
5 times the area of the principal peak in the
chromatogram obtained withreference solution (b)
(0.5 mg/V);

- disregard limit: 0.3 times the area of the principal peak in
the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (b)
(0.03 mg/V).
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Ethanol (2.4.24 or another suitable, validated method)
Maximum 10 per cent VIVand maximwn 2.5 g per
administration, taking the density (2.2.5) to be 0.790 g1mL.

Residual solvents
Limited according to the principles defined in general
chapter 5.4. The preparation may be released for use before
completion of the test.

Sterility
It complieswith the test forsterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation maybe released foruse beforecompletion
of the test.

Bacterial endoroxlns (2.6. N)
Less than I 75/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released for use before completion of the test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURIIT
The preparation maybe released foruse beforecompletion
of test B.

F1uorIne-18
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Limit Peaks in the gamma spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energydifferentfrom 0.511 MeV or
1.022 MeV represent not more than 0.1 per cent of the total
radioactivity.
B. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the amountoffluorine-18 and radionuclidic
impurities with a liili-lite longerthan2 h. For the" detection
and quantification of impurities) retain the preparation to be
examined for at least 24 hoursto allow the fluorine-18 to
decay to a level thatpermits the detectionof impurities.
Result The totalradioactivity due to radionuclidic impurities
is not more than0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[18FIFluoroetbyl-r.-tyrosine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
flucroethyl-t-tytosine and related substances. If necessary,
dilute the test solutionwith water R to obtaina radioactivity
concentration suitable for the radioactivity detector.
Examinethe chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detector and locate the peak due to ["'Fjfluoroethyl-L
tyrosine by comparison with the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) and the spectrophotometer.
Limit:
- f 8Fl jll«lroethyl-L-t;)II'OSine: minimum 95 per cent of the

total radioactivity due to fluorine-IS.

ImpurltyD
Thin-layer Chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silita gelplate R.
Mobile phase acelie acid R, methandR (10:90 VIV).

Applicanim About 5 IlL.
Development Over 213 of the plate.

Drying In a current of warm air.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
RWlY(lalion factors Impurity D =about 0; [,aFjfluoroethyl
L-tyrosine = about 0.7.
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Limis:
- impurity D: maximum 5 per cent of the totalradioactivity

due to fluorine-18.

ENANTIOMERIC PUR/IT
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Reference solution (b) of the test for
fluoroethyl-L-tyrosine and related substances. Add 0.01 mL
of a 2.9 gIL solution of perchloric acidR.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve I mg ofjll«lroethy1-D-tyl'OSine
hydrochloride R (non-radioactive analog of impurity C) in
water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent. Dilute
1 mL of the solution to V with waterR) V beingthe
maximum recommended dose in milliIitres. Add 0.01 mL of
a 2.9 gIL solution ofperchlotic acidR.
Reference solution (c) Mix 1.5 mL of reference solution (a)
and 1.5 mL of reference solution (b).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- srationa", phase: crown-ether silica gelJor chiral separation R

(5 urn).

Mobile phase methanol R, 2.9 gIL solution of perchloric acidR
(10:90 VIV). .

Flow rate I mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 nm and radioactivity
detectorconnected in series.
Injution 20 J.1L of the test solution and reference
solutions (a) and (c).

Run lime 2.5 times the retention time of [l~fluoroethyl-L

tyrosine.
Relative retention With reference to e8F]fluoroethyl-L~

tyrosine (retention time = about 14 min):
impurity D =about 0.1 [unretained];
impurity C =about 0.7.

Examine the chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detector and locate the peak due to [1"F]ftuoroethyl-r.
tyrosine by comparison with the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) and the spectrophotometer.

System suiUllJiJily Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimwn 1.5 between the peaks due to

impurity C and f1uoroethyl-L-tyrosine.

Limits:
- f 8Fl jluoroethyl-L-t;)II'OSine: minimum 95 per cent of the

total radioactivityj
- sum of impurities C and D: maximum 5 per cent of the

total radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The labelstates the name of each excipient and the
percentage content of ethanol in the preparation.

IMPURITIES
Specified impurities A, B, C, D.
Other detectable impurities (the following substances would) if
presentat a sufficient level, be detected by one or otherof
the tests in the monograph. They are limitedby the general
acceptance criterion for other/unspecified impurities. It is
therefore not necessary to identify these impurities for
demonstration of compliance): E.
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IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The principal gamma photonshavean energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Determine the approximate half-life by no fewer than
3 measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometrical conditions within a suitable period of time(for
example, 30 min).

Result 105 min to 115 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for eSF]
fluoromisonidazole under radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Result The principal peakin the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention timeto
the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
pH
4.5 to 8.5, usinga pH indicator sm) R.
Impurity A
Spot test.

Testsolution To 100 J.lL of the preparation to be examined
add 400 ~L of waterR and mix.

Reference solutian (a) waterR.

Reference solutwn (b) Dissolve 11.0 mg of aminapolyether R
(impurity A) in waterR and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V with waterR, V
beingthe maximum recommended dose inmillilitres.
Plate TLC silica gelplate for aminopolyether testR.
Applicatian 2.5 1'1..; as an additional spot, apply 2.5 ~ of
the test solution and then 2.5 J.lL of reference solution (b) at
the same place.
Deteaion Visually compare the spots 1 min after
application.

System suitability:
- the spot due to the application of both the test solution

and reference solution (b) is similar in appearance to the
spot due to reference solution (b), which is characterised
by a number of concentric circles; the darker innermost
circle (of intensity proportional to the concentration of
impurity A) may be surrounded by a bluish-black ring,
outsideof which is a lighter circle surrounded by a
peripheral dark edge;

- the spot due to reference solution (a) has a morediffuse
innercircle, which is brownish-pink andwithout a distinct
margin between it and the surrounding lighter zone;

- the spot due to reference solution (b) is clearly different
from the spot due to reference solution (a).

Limil:
- the central portion of the spot due to the test solution is

not moreintense than thatof the spot due to reference
solution (b) (2.2 mg/V).

Irnpurlty B
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solutian (a) Dissolve 0.170 g of
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide R in water R and dilute to
20.0 ml, with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to V with waterR, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solutian (b) Dissolve 80.0 mg of
tetrabuty/ammanium hydroxide R in water R and dilute to

188.1CoHs'SFN,O,
PhE" _

(Ph. Eur. monograph 2459)

(\ H.OH
N'vN '../ "F'I -c->;: and enanliomer

0,"

E. I, I-dimethylethyl (2S)-3-[4-[2-([(4-methylphenyl)sulfonyll
oXYlethoxy]phenyl)-2-[(triphenylmethyl)amino]
propanoate.

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing (2RSj-1-[18F)fluoro-3-(2-nitro
IH-imidazol-I-yl)propan-2-01 (csF)FMISO). It may contain
a suitable buffer. .

Content
- fiuorine-l& 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-IS radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label;

- fluoromisoniJazole: maximum 0.1 mg per maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

C. (2R)-2-amino-3-[4-(2-[laF)fluoroethoxy)phenyl]propanoic
acid U18F)fluoroethyl-D-tyrosine),

D. [,sF)fluoride,

B. N,N,N-tributylbutan-I-aminium (tetrabutylammonium),

Fluoromisonidazole C8F) Injection

A. 4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-I,10-diazabicyclo[8.8.8]
hexacosane (aminopolyether),

____________________ PIlE"

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slighdyyellowsolution.

Half-life and nature ofradiadon offluorlne-18
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physU:a/ chara<teristics of
radionudides.
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10.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to 25.0 mL with walei' R.
Column:
- size: I::::;; 0.1 m, 0 ::::;; 4.6 mm;
- statinnary phase: octadecjUilyl silica gelfor chromatography R

(3 pm),

Mobile phase 0.95 yjL solution of toIuenesulfonic acidR,
acetonitrile R (25:75 VIV).
Flowrale 0.6 mllrnin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 254 nm.

lnieaion 20 ~L.

Run time Twice the retention time of impurity B.
Retention time Impurity B =about 3.3 min.

SystemsuitabililJl Reference solution (b):
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak;
- symmelry factor. maximum 1.8 for the principal peak.

Limit:
- impun"ty B: not more than the area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (a) (2.6 mglV).

Fluoromisonidazole and related substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 5.0 mg of fiuoromisonidazole R
in waW R and dilute to 50.0 mL with the same solvent.
Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V with waterR, V being the
maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 5.0 mg of
desmelhylmisonidazole R (impurity C) in waterR and dilute to
50.0 mL with the same solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the
solution to V withwater R, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (c) Mix I mL of reference solution (a)
and 1 mL of reference solution (b).

Blank solution Prepare a solutioncontaining each excipient
at the concentration used in the preparation.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mrn;
- stationary phase: end-capped polar-embedded octadecylsilYl

amorphous organosilica polymer R (5 urn).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: carbon dioxide-free waterR, protected from

the atmosphere during chromatography;
- mobile phase B: acetonitrile R;

Tbne Mobile phase A Mobile phase B
(min) (percent V/Y) (per cent VJlI)

0-10 90 10

10·20 90 -> 5 10 -i 95

20 - 30 5 95

Flow rate I mUmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 320 nm and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Ini«tion 20 ~L

Relative retention With reference to fluoromisonidazole
(retention time =about 6 min): impurity C =about 0.6.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (c) using the
spectrophotometer:
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaks due to

impurity C and Ouoromisonidazole.
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Limits In the chromatogram obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- jluoromisonidazok: not more thanthe area of the

corresponding peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) (0.1 mglV);

- impurity C:not more thanthe area of the corresponding
peak in thechromatogram obtained withreference
solution (b) (0.1 mglV);

- anyother impurity: foreach impurity) not more than the
area of the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) (0.1 mglV);

- total: not more than5 times the area of the principal peak
in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
(0.5 mgIV);

- disregard limit: 0.3 times the area of the principal peakin
the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
(0.03 mglV).

Ethanol (2.4.24 or another suitable, validated method)
Maximum 10 per cent V1Vand maximum 2.5 g per
administration, taking the density (2.2.5) to be 0.790 g1mL.

Residual solvents
Limited according to the principles defined in general
chapter 5.4. The preparation may be released for use before
completion of the test.

Sterility
It complies with the testfor sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released foruse before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VIU/mL, Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation maybe
released for use before completion of the test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of test B.
F1uorlne-18
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
A. Gemma-ray spectrometry.

Limit Peaksin the gamma spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energy different from 0.511 MeV or
1.022 MeV represent not more than 0.1 per cent of the total
radioactivity.
B. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the amount of fluorine-l8 and radionuclidic
impurities with a half~life longer than2 h. For the detection
and quantification of impurities) retain the preparation to be
examined for at least 24 h to allow the fluorine-lS to decay
to a level thatpermits the detection of impurities.
Result The totalradioactivity due to radionuclidic impurities
is not more than0.1 percent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
[,aFIFluoromisonidazole
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
fluoromisonidazole andrelated substances. If necessary,
dilute the test solution withwater R to obtaina radioactivity
concentration suitable for the radioactivity detector.
Examine the chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detector and locate the peak due to e~fluoromisonidazole

by comparison with the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) using the spectrophotometer.
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Limit:
- t 8Plfluoromisonidazole: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to fluorine-IS.

ImpurityD
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelplale R.
Mobile phase waterR, acetonimle R (5:95 VIV).

Appli<ation About 5 flL.
Development Over 213 of the plate.

Drying In a current of wann air.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation faaots Impurity D =about 0; [18F]
ftuoromisonidazole = about 0.8.
Limit:
- impun'ty D: maximum 5 per cent of the total radioactivity

due to fluorine-lB.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states the percentage contentof ethanol in the
preparation.

IMPURITIES
Specified impuritier A, B, C, D.
Olher daeaobte impurities (the following substances would, if
present at a sufficient level, be detectedbyone or otherof
the tests in the monograph. They are limited by the general
acceptance criterion for otherlunspecified impurities. It is
therefore not necessary to identify these impurities for
demonstration of compliance): B.

A. 4,7,13,16,21,24-hexaoxa-l,1O-diazabicyclo
[8.8.8Jhexacosane (aminopolyether),

B. N,N,N-tributylbutan-I-aminium (tetrabutylammcnium},

;=, H OHN I '../
""N~OH andenanUomar

o,N

C. (2RS)-3-(2-nitro-1H-imidazol-I-yl)propane-I ,2-diol
(desmethylmisonidazole),

D. ['8F]fluoride,

RadiopharmaceuticaJ Preparations IV-857

;=, SoH OCH3 its epimaralC'
N' I '../ and theirenanliomers
'\..--N~O,S #
I ..

o,N 0 0

E. mixture of the 4 stereoisorners of 3-(2-nitro-lH-imidazol
l-yl)-2-(tetrahydro-2H-pyran-2-yloxy)propyl
4-methylbenzenesulfonate.

___________________ PIIEII

Gallium (67Gal Citrate Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 0555)
PIIEII _

DEFINlTION
Sterile solution of gaUium-67 in the form of gallium citrate.
It may be made isotonic by the addition of sodium chloride
and sodiumcitrate and maycontain a suitable antimicrobial
preservative such as benzyl alcohol.
Gallium-67 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
gallium-67 radioactivity at the dateand timestated on the
label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half..life and nature of radiation of gallium-67
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical charaeterislics of
radionuelides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The most prominent gamma photons have energies
of 0.093 MeV, 0.185 MeV and 0.300 M~V.

B. To 0.2 mL of the preparation to be examined add 0.2 mL
of a solution containing 1 gIL of fmic chloride Rand
0.1 per cent VIVof hydrochloric acid R and mix.

Compare the colourwith thatof a solution containing 7 gIL
of sodium clUoride Rand 9 gIL of benzylalcohol R treated in
the samemanner. A yellow colour develops in the test
solution only.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
5.0 to 8.0.

Zinc
Maximum 5 ppm.

Testsolution To 0.1 mL of the preparation to be examined
add 0.9 mL of water R, I mL of. 250 gIL solution of sodium
lhiosulfale R, 5 mL of acetale buffer solulion pH 4.7 R and
5.0 mL of a dithizone solution prepared as follows: dissolve
10 mg of dilhizone R in 100 mL of methylelhylheume R allow
to stand for 5 min, filter and immediately before use dilute
the solution to 10 times its volume with methyl ethylketone R.
Shake vigorously for2 min and allow the organic layer to
separate.
Reference solulion 0.1 mL of zinc ttandard SolUlion (5 ppm
Zn) R treated in thesamemanner as the test solution.
Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of the organic layers at
530 DOl, using the organic layer of a blank solution as the
compensation liquid.
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Results The absorbance of the organic layerobtained with
the test solutionis not greater than that of the organic layer
obtainedwith the reference solution.

SterlIlty
It complieswith the test forsterility prescribed in me
monograph Radiopharma«utical preparanom (0125).
The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of me test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY

Gallium-67
Minimum99.8 per cent of the total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Determine the relative amounts of gaUium-66 and other
radionuclidic impurities present.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. gallium-66.
___________________ PIIEII

.Gallium (68Ga) Chloride
(accelerator-produced) Solution
for Radiolabelling
(ph. Eur. mooograph 3109)

"GaCI, . 174.3
PIIEII _

DEFINITION
Solution containing gallium-68, prepared by proton
irradiation of enriched zinc-68, in the Conn of gallium
chloride in dilute hydrochloric acid.

Content
- gallium-68: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

galliwn-68radioactivity at the date and time Slated on the
label.

PRODUCTION
[
68GaiGallium chloride is produced by proton irradiation of

enrichedzino-68.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear,colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of gallium-68
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical charaaerisli<s of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The principal gamma photons have energies of
0.511 MeV and 1.077 MeV and, depending on the
measurement geometry, a sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be
observed; peaks due to gammaphotons with an energy of
1.883 MeV may be observed.

B. Approximate half-life: 62 min to 74 min.

C. pH (see Tests).

D. To a volume of the preparation to be examined of
between 20 ul, and 100 flL, chosen to allow measurement of
the radioactivity with sufficient accuracy, add 1 mL of a
1.03 gIL solution of hydrochlori< acid R. Apply this solution to
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the top of a column containing strong calion-exdJange resin R,
push 5 mL of air through the columnand collect the eluate.
Determine the radioactivity of the eluate (AI). Elute the
column with 1 mL of a 1.03 gIL solution of hydrochloric
acidR. Determine the radioactivity of the eluate (Al). Elute
the columnwith 1 mL of a mixture of 2 volumesof
hydrochlori< acidRand 98 volumes of acetone R and push
5 mL of air through the column. Determine the radioactivity
of the eluate (M) and the residual radioactivity on the
column (A4).

Calculate the percentage of radioactivity in the A3 eluate
using the following expression:

AJ x IOO/(AI +A2 +AJ +A4)

Result The percentage of radioactivity in me A3 eluate is
nor less than90 per cent of the total radioactivity applied to
tile column.
E. To 100 flLof silver mira,. so/utUm R2 add 5 ~L of the
preparation to be examined. A white precipitate is formed.

TESTS
pH (2.2.4)
Maximum 2.

Iron
Maximum I0 ~g1GBq.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method I).

Modifier solution 14 gIL solutionof magnesium nitrate R.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
I per cent VIV solutionof nitrU add R to obtaina
radioactivity concentration of 2.5 MBqlmL
Reference solutions Prepare tile reference solutions using iron
standard solutUm (20 ppm Fe) R, diluting with a
1 per cent VIV solution of nitric acid R.
Source Iron hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavelength 248.3 run.
Atomization deviu Graphite furnace.
An example of the injection and instrument parameters for
the graphic furnace atomicabsorption analysis is shown
below.

Internal andexternal protuuve gas argon R.
lnj«ticm 20 J.lL of the test solutionand the reference
solutions, and 1 J.lL of the modifier solution.
Injmwn temperature 20 'C.

Furnace programme:

Step Final Ramp Holddme Internal
temperature time (8) (.) protective

("C) KU flow rate
(mUmin)

Drying 110 I 30 250
D<ying ]30 15 '0 250
Pyrolysis 1400 10 20 250
Atomhlltion 2'00 0 5 0
Cleaning 2450 I 3 250

The solutionmay be released for use before completion of
the test.

Zinc
Maximum 10 ~g1GBq.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method I).

Test solution Dilute me preparation to be examined with a
I per cent vrv solution of nitric addR to obtaina
radioactivity concentration of 50 MBqlmL.
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Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions usingzinc
standard ,oluoon (10 ppmZn) R, diluting with a
1 per cent VIV solutionof mirk acid R.
Source Zinc hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavelength 213.9 run.

Atomisouo« deoice Air-acetylene flame.
The solutionmay be released for use before completion of
the test,

Bacterial endoloxins (2.6.14)
Less than 175 IDIV; V being the maximrun volume 10 be
used for the preparation of a single patient dose, if intended
for use in the manufacture of parenteral preparations without
a further appropriate procedure for the removal of bacterial
endotoxins. The solutionmay be released for use before
completion of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURI1Y
The solutionmay be released for use before completion of
tests Band C.

Gallium-68
Minimum98 per cent of me total radioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Limit Peaksin the gamma-ray spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energydifferent from 0.511 MeV.
1.077 MeV and 1.883 MeV represent net more than
2 per cent of the total radioactivity; disregard the peak
corresponding 10 1.022 MeV.

B. Gallium-66, gallium-67. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Determine the amountof gaUium-68, gallium-66 and
gallium-67. For the detection and quantification of gallium
66 and gallium-67, retain the preparation to be examined for
at least 12 h 10 allow the gallium-68 10 decay 10 a level that
permits the detection ofgallium-66 and gallium-67.

Result The total radioactivity due 10 gallium-fin and
gallium-67 is not more than 2 per cent of the total
radioactivity.
c. Other gamma-ray-emitting impurities. Gamma-ray
spectrometry.

Determine the amountof galliwn-68. For the detectionand
quantification of the othergamma-ray-emitting impurities,
retain the preparation to be examined for at least 24 h to
allow the gallium-68 to decay 10 a level that permits the
detectionof other gamma-ray-emitting impurities. Disregard
the peaks due to the decay of gallium-66 and gallium-67.

Result The total radioactivity due to othergamma-ray
emittingimpurities is not more than 0.1 per cent of the total
radioactivity.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[6SGajGallium(lll) Ion
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Adjust the preparation to be examined to
obtain a concentration of hydrochloric acid R of 10.3 gIL.

Reference ,oIution (a) To 0.2 mL of the test solution add
0.3 mL of a 4 gIL solution of ,odium hydroxide R. Use within
30 min of preparation.
Reference ,olution (b) To I mL of the test solution add
I mL of a 10 gIL solution of pen,.oc acid R in a 4 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R. Use within 30 min of
preparation.
PIa,. TLC siliw gel plate R; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase 77 gILsolution of ammonium autate R,
methanol R (50:50 VIII).

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-859

Appliwtion About 5 pL.

Development Immediately, over a path of at least7 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation foaor [6SGa)gallium(lll) ion =0-0.2.

System su;tabil,.ty The retardation factor of the principal
peakin the chromatogram obtainedwith reference
solution (a) is not more than 0.1; the retardation factor of
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) is not less than 0.7.
Limit:
- t'Oa/ganium(l/I) ion: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to gaUium-68.

RADIOACTIVI1Y
Determinethe radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label ,rates:
- that the solution is not for direct administration to

humans;
- where applicable, that the solution is sterile;
- the maximum volwne that can be used for the

preparation of a single patientdose;
- the concentration of hydrochloric acid;
- that the limits regarding radionuclidic impurities apply

until the end of the shelf-life of the gallium-68-labelled
radiophannaceuticals prepared using the solution.

IMPURITIES
A. gallium-67,

B. gallium-66.
__________________ Pll&I

Gallium (68Ga) Chloride Solution
for Radiolabelling
(ph. Eur. monograph 2464)

6SGaCI, 174.3
PIlE.. _

DEFINITION
Solution containing galliwn-68 in the form of gallium
chloride in dilute hydrochloric acid.The preparation may
contain acetone.

Content
- gallium-68: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

gallium-68 radioactivity at the date and time staled on the
label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear,colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation ofgallium-68
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofp/rlsilXll characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The principal gamma photons have energies of
0.511 MeV and 1.077 MeV and, depending on the
measurement geometry, a sum peak of 1.022 MeV maybe
observed.
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B. Determine the approximate half-life by no fewer than
3 measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometrical conditions within a suitable periodof time (for
example, 15 min).

Result 62 min to 74 min.

C. pH (see Tests).

D. To a volwne of 20-100 ~L of the solution to be examined
add ImL of a 1.03 gIL solution of hydrochlori< acidR. Apply
this solution to the top of a colwnn containing strong cation
exchange resin R) push 5 mL of air rhrough me colwnn and
collect the eluate. Determine the radioactivity of the eluate
(AI). Elute the colwnn with I mL of a 1.03 gIL solution of
hydrochlonc acidR. Determine the radioactivity of the eluate
(AZ). Elute the column with I mL of a mixture of 2 volwnes
of hydrochlori< acidRand 98 volwnes of acetone R and push
5 mLof air through the column. Determine the radioactivity
of the eluate (M) and the residual activity on the column
(A4).

Calculate the percentage of radioactivity in the A3 eluate
using the followingexpression:

A3x loo/(Al +A2+A3+A4)

Result The percentage of radioactivity in the A3 eluateis
not less than 90 per cent.
E. To 100 ~L of silver nitrate so/uoon RZ add 50 ~L of the
solution to be examined. A whiteprecipitate is formed.

TESTS
pH
Maximum2, using a pH·indkator strip R.

Iron
Maximwn I0 ~g/GBq.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (Z.Z.23, Method/).
Modifier solutWn 14 gIL solution of magnesium nitrate R.
Test solution Dilute the solution to be examined with a
1 per cent VIV solution of niln'c acidR to obtaina
radioactivity concentration of 2.5 MBqlmL.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using iron
standard solution (ZO ppm Fe) R, diluting with a
I per cent VIV solution of ninit acid R.
Source Iron hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavelength 248.3 urn.
AlOmisation device Graphite furnace.
An exampleof the injection and instrument parameters for
the graphic furnace atomicabsorption analysis is shown
below.
Internal andexternal protective gas argon R.
Inj«tion 20 J.lL of the test solution and the reference
solutions,and 1 J.II... of the modifier solution.
Injection temperature 20 °C.

Furnace programme:

Step FlnRl Romp Holddme Internal
temperature time (5) (.) protective

rCJ gas flow rate
(mIJmln)

Drying ltO I 30 250

Dl}ling 130 is 30 250

Pyrolysis [400 10 20 250

Atomisation 2100 0 5 0

Cleaning 2450 [ 3 250
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The solution maybe released foruse before completion of
the test.

Zinc
Maximum I0 ~g/GBq.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (Z.Z.23, Method/).
Test solution Dilute the solution to be examined witha
1 per cent VIV solutionof nitric add R to obtaina
radioactivity concentration of 50 MBq/mL
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions usingzinc
standard solution (10 ppm Zn) R, diluting with a
1 per cent VIV solution of nim·c acidR.

Source Zinc hollow-cathode lamp.
Waveletrgth 213.9 urn.
Atomisation device Air-acetylene flame.
The solution maybe released for use before completion of .
the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (Z.6.14)
Less than 175 IUW; V being the maximum volwne to be
used for the preparation of a singlepatientdose, if intended
for use in the manufacture of parenteral preparations without
a further appropriate procedure for the removal of bacterial
endotoxins. The solution maybe released for use before
completion of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY
The solutionmay be released for use before completion of
test B.

Gallium-68
Minimum99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Limit Peaks in the gamma-ray spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energy different from 0.511 MeV,
1.077 MeV, 1.022 MeV and 1.883 MeV represent not more
man 0.1 per cent of the total radioactivity.
B. Germanium-68 and gamma-ray-emitting impurities.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the amountof gallium-68) gennanium-68 and
radionuclidic impurities with a half-life longerman 5 b.
For the detectionand quantification of gennanium-68 and
gamma-ray-emitting impurities, retain the solution to be
examined for at least 48 h to aUowthe galliwn-68 to decay
to a level thatpermits the detection of impurities.
Result The totalradioactivity due to gennanium-68 and
gamma-ray-emitting impurities is not morethan
0.001 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[68GalGalllum(Ill) ion
Thin-layer chromatography (Z.Z.Z7).

Test solution adjust the solution to be examined to obtaina
concentration of hydrochloric acidR of 10.3 gIL.

Reference solution (a)· To 0.2 mL of the test solution add
0.3 mL of a 4 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R. Use within
30 min of preparation.
Reference so/ution (b) To I mL of the test solution add
I mL of a 10 gIL solution ofpentetic acidR in a 4 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R. Use within 30 min of
preparation.
Plate TLC silica gelpla.. R; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase 77 gIL solution of ammonium autate R,
methanol R (50:50 VIV).
Application About 5 ~.

Development Immediately, over a path of at least 10 em.
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Drying In air.
Detection Suitabledetector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardotion faaor C'8Gal Gallium(IIl) ion =0-0.2.

System suitability The retardation factor of me principal
peak in the chromatogram obtained wirh reference
solution (a) is not more than 0.1; the retardation factor of
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtainedwith
reference solution (b) is not less than0.7.
Limit:
- t'Ga]gallium(III) ion: minimum 95 per cent of rhe total

radioactivity due to gallium-68.

RADIOACTIVI1Y
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states:
- that the solution is not intended fordirectadministration

to humans;
- the maximum volume that can be used for the

preparation of a single patient dose;
- the concentration of hydrochloric acid;
- the concentration of acetone, if present;
- that the solution is intendedfor use in the preparation of

gallium-68-labelled radiopharmaceutlcals;
- a procedure to reduce the level of germanium-68 below

0.001 per cent of the totalradioactivity.

IMPURITIES
A. gennanium-68.
________~ ""EII

Gallium (68Ga) Edotreotide
Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 2482)

""Ell _

DEFINITION
Sterilesolutionof a complex of gallium-68 with edotreotide
(N-[[4,7, 10-lris(carboxymerhyl)-I,4,7,10
terraazacyclododecan-f-yl]acetylj-u-phenylalanyl-L-cyateinyl
L-tyrosyl-D-lryptophyl-L-Iysyl-L-rhreonyl-N-[(IR,2R)-2
hydroxy-I-(hydroxymerhyl)propy1l-L-cysleinamide cyclic
(2~7)-disullide) (gallium-68 DOTATOC).

Content
- gaJlium-68: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of rhe declared

galliwn-68 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label;

- edotreotide: maximum 50 p.g per maximum recommended
dose in millilitres.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-861

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of galliwn-68
See general chapter 5.7. Table of p/rysical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The principal gamma photonshave energies of
0.511 MeV and 1.077 MeV and, depending on rhe
measurement geometry, a sum peakof 1.022 MeV may be
observed.

B. Determine the approximate half-life by no fewer than 3
measurements of the activity of a sample in the same
geometrical conditions within a suitable period of time (for
example, 15min).
Result 62 min to 74 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtainedin the test for other
radiochemical impurities (see Tests).
Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solutionhas a relative retention of 1.3
with reference to the principal peak in the chromatogram
obtained withreference solution (a) using the
spectrophotometer.

TESTS
pH
4.0 to 8.0, using a pH indicator suipR.

Edotreotlde, gallium edotreodde and other related
substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

-Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (aJ Prepare a 50 ~g1V solution of
edotreotide R in a 10.3 gIL solution of hydrochlnric acidR, V
being the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Reference solution (b) Prepare a 50 ~g1V solution of octreotide
acetate R in a 10.3 gIL solution of hydrochloric acidR, V being
the maximwnrecommended dose in millllitres,

Reference sol.,ion (c) Mix 0.1 mL of reference solution (a)
and 0.1 mL of reference solution (b).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 rn, 0 = 3.0 mrn,
- stationary phase: base-deacmxued end-capped octad«:ylsilyl

silica gelfor chromatography R (3 um).

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: uijluoroacetic acidR, waterfor

chromatography R (0.1:99.9 VII');
- mobile phaseB: tnjluoroaul;c acid R, acetonitrile for

chromatography R (0.1:99.9 VII');

Time MobIle phase A Mobile pheae B
(mln) (per cent VJlI) (per cent VfI.I)

0-8 7. 24

8·9 76 ..... 40 24 -0 60

9·14 40 60

Flow rate 0.6 mlJmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 nm and radioactivity
detector connected in series.
Inj",tion 20 ~L.

RelaritJe retention Withreference to edotreotide (retention
time = about 3.3 min):gallium edotreotide = about 1.3;
octreoride = about 2.6.
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Systemsuitability Reference solution' (c) using the
spectrophotometer:
- resolution: minimwn 5.0 betweenthe peaksdue to

edotreotideand octreotide,

Limits In the chromatogram obtained with the
spectrophotometer.
- edotreoude and metalcomplexes of edotreotide (sum of the

areas of the peakswith a relative retention with reference
to edotreotide between 0.8 and 1.4): not morethan the
area of the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) (50 ~g/V);

- unspecified impun"lies: for each impurity, not more than the
area of the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) (50 ~g/V); disregard any peak
with a relative retention with reference to edotreotide of
0.5 or less.

Impurity 0
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Rsference ,olution Dissolve 10 mg of HEPES R (impurity D)
in waterR and dilute to V with the same solvent) V beingthe
maximum recommended dose in millilitres. Dilute 1.0 rnLof
the solution to 50.0 mL with water R.
Plate TLC silicagelFZ54 plat< R; use an aluminium plate.

Mobile phase water R, acetonitrile R (25:75 VIV).
Apphcaticn (VlIOOO) ml., Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose in millilittes; apply portions of 1 ilL and
dry with a current of wann airaftereach application.
Development Over 2/3 of the plate.

Detection Expose to iodine vapour for 4 min.
Retardation factor Impurity 0 =about 0.3.

Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- the chromatogram shows a clearly visible spot.
limit:
- ;mpun"ty D: anyspot due to impurity D is not more

intense thanthe corresponding spot in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution (200 ~g/JI).

Ethanol
Ga. chromatography (2.2.28).

Internal standard ,oIution Dilute I mL of propanol R to
1000 mL with water R.
Testsolution Dilute 0.10 mL of the preparation to be
examinedto 10.0 mL with the internal standard solution.
Reference solution Dilute 1.0 mL of anhydrous ethanol R to
100.0 mL with the internal standard solution. Dilute 1.0 mL
of thissolution to 10.0 mL with me internal standard
solution.

Column:
- material: fused silica;
- size: I;;;; 30 m, 0 ;;;; 0.53 mID;
- 'tationary phase: macrvgol 20 000 R (film thickoess

1.0 urn).

Carrier gas helium for chromatography R.

Flow rat< 10 mUmin.
Split ratio I: IO.

Temperature:
- column: 35 °c;
- injutWn port: 140°c;
- detector: 220 "C.

Detection Flameionisation.
Injection 1.0 f1L.
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Systemsuitabt7ity Reference solution:
- retention lime: ethanol = 2 min to 4 min;
- resolution: minimum 5.0 between the peaksdue to ethanol

and propanol.
Limit:
- ethanol: maximum 10 per cent VIVand maximum 2.5 g

per administration, taking the density (2.2.5) to be
0.790 g/mL.

Sterl1lty
It complieswith the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test,

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V lU/mI, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released for use beforecompletion of the test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of test B.

Gallium-68
Minimum99.9 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Limit Peaks in the gamma-ray spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energydifferent from 0.511 MeV)
1.077 MeV, 1.022 MeV and 1.883 MeV represent not more
than 0.1 per cent of the total radioactivity.
B. Germaniwn-68and ganuna-ray-emitting impurities.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the amount of gallium-tid, germanium-68 and
radionuclidic impurities with a half-life longerthan5 h.
For the detection and quantification of germanium-68 and
ganuna-ray-emitting impurities, retain the preparation to be
examined for at least 48 h to allow the gallium-68 to decay
to a level that permits the detection of impurities.
Result The totalradioactivity due to germaniwn-68 and
gamma-ray-emitting impurities is not more than
0.001 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
- f'Ga]gonium edotreotide: minimum 91 per cent of the

total radioactivity due to gaUium-68.

Impurity A
'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Riference ,oIuticn (a) Dilute gonium ('Ga) chloride solution R
with waler R to obtaina final concentration of 10 gILof
hydrochloric acidR. To I mL of this solution add 1.5 mL of a
4 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R. Use within 30 min of
preparation.
Reference ,oluticn (b) Dilute gollium ('Ga) chloride ,olution R
with water R to obtain a final concentration of 10 gIL of
hydrochloric acidR. To I mL of this solution add I mL of a
solution containing 10 gIL of pent<tic acidRand 4 gIL of
sodium hydroxide R. Use within 30 min after preparation.

Plate TLC silica gelplate R; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase 77 gIL solution of ammonium (JUrate R in
water R, methanol R (50:50 VIV).

Applicaticn 5 ~L.

Development Immediately, over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In air.

Deteaion Suitable detectorto determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
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Retardation foaots Impurity A =0.0-0.1; [ssGa]gallium
edotreotide = 0.8-1.0.

Systemsuitability The retardation factor of the principal
signal in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) is not more than 0,.1; the retardation factor of
the principal signal in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) is more than 0.7.

Limit:
- impurity A: not more than 3 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to gallium-G8.

Other radiochemical Impurities
liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
edctreotide, gallium edotreotide and oilier related substances.
If necessary, dilute the test solution with warer R to a
radioactivity concentration suitable for the radioactivity
detector.
Examine the chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detector and locate the peak due to [68Ga)gallium

edotreotide by comparison with the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) and the spectrophotometer.

Relative retention With reference to [68Ga]gallium

edotreotide (retention time ;:: about 4.2 min):
impurity B =about 0.3.

Limit:
- impun·,y B: not more than 2 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to gallium-68.

Calculate the percentage of radioactivity due to [68Ga]

gallium edotreotide using the foUowing expression:

[IOO-A) x T

A percentage or radioactivity due to impurity A determined in the
test for impurity A under radiochemical purityj

T proportion of the area of the peak due to t"Ga]gallium
edotrectide relative to the tOtal areas of the peaks in the
chromatogram obraioed with the (est solution.

RADIOACTlVI1Y
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states the percentage content of ethanol in the
preparation.

IMPURITIES
Specified impurities A, B, C, D.

A. [6SGa]gallium in colloidal form,

B. [68Ga]gallium (lll) ion,

C. gennanium-68,

D. 2-[4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-I-yl)ethanesulfonic acid
(HEPES).

___________________ PhEm
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Gallium (6aGa) PSMA·11 Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 3044)

C...H,.68GaN.0
17 1012

PhEm _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of a complex of gallium-68 with the human
prostate-specific membrane antigen (pSMA)-targeting ligand
(3S,7S)-22-[3-([[2-II[5-(2-carboxyethyl)-2
hydroxyphenyl)methyl)(carboxymethyl)amino]ethyl)
(carboxymethyl)amino)methyl)-4-hydroxyphenyl)-5,13,20
trioxo-4,6,12,19-tetraazadocosane-] 13,7-tricarboxylic acid
(PSMA-ll). It is prepared using Gallium ("Ga) chloride
solution for radiolabeUing (2464) or Gallium ("Ga) chloride
(acalerator-produced) solution for radiolabel/ing (3109) and
PSMA-ll. It may contain a suitable buffer.

Content
- ga//ium-68: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

gallium-68 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label;

- PSMA-l1: maximum 30 }Jg per maximum recommended
dose in millilftres.

A reversible stereoisomerisation of [68Ga]gaUium PSMA-ll
takes place in solution depending on temperature, pH and
time.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of galllum-68
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical charactetiuia of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The principal gamma photons have energies of
0.511 MeV and 1.077 MeV and, depending on the
measurement geometry, a sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be
observed; a peak corresponding to ganuna photons with an
energy of 1.883 MeV may be observed.

B. Approximate half-life: 61 min to 75 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in test B for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The 2 principal peaks in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution are similar in retention time [0

the 2 principal peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
pH (2.2.4)
4 to 8.
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PSMA-ll, gallium PSMA-ll and other related
substances
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve a quantity of gallium PSMA
11 R corresponding to 50 pg of anhydrous and trifluoroacetic
acid-free gallium PSMA-Il in 1.0 mL of waterR.
Referenc« solution (b) Dissolve a quantity of PSMA-ll R
corresponding to 30 J.lg of anhydrous and trifluoroacetic acid
free PSMA-II in mobile phase A and dilute to V with
mobile phase A, Vbeing the maximum recommended dose
in millilitres.

Reference solution (c) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference solution (b)
to 10.0 mL with mobile phase A.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.15 m, 0 = 3.0 mm;
- stationary phase: base-deaanxued end-capped ocuule<ylsilyl

silica gelfur chromatography R (3 urn),

Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: trijluoroa«de acidR, waterfor

chromatography R (1:999 VIV);
- mob,le phaseB: tn]luoroa«'c acid R, aretom'trik R

(1:999 VIV);

Time Mobile phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIV) (per cent V/I1
0-0.5 9S S

0.5 - to 95 --I 60 5 ..... 40

to ~ 12 60 40

Plow rate 0.6 mllmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 280 om and radioactivity
detectorconnected in series.
Inj«tion 20 111-
Relative retention Wil:h reference to PSMA-l1 (retention
time = about 8 min): gallium PSMA-l1 stereoisomer
1 ;;;; about 0.9; gallium PSMA-ll stereoisomer
2 = about 1.0.

System suitability Reference solution (a) using the
spectrophotometer:
- resolution: minimum 1.5 betweenthe peaksdue to gallium

PSMA-ll stereoisomers 1 and 2.
Limits In the chromatogram obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- PSMA-ll, gallium PSMA-Il and otherrelated substances

(sum of the areas of the peaks due to compoundswith a
relative retention withreference to PSMA-ll of 0.8 to
1.3): not more than the area of the principal peak in the
chromatogram obtained withreference solution (b)
(30 ~g/V);

- disregard limir. the area of the principal peak in the
chromatogram obtained withreference solution (c)
(3 ~g/V).

Impurity C
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Solution A A solutionof the same compositionas that of
the test solution, but withoutHEPES and without [68Ga]

gallium PS,\-IA-ll.

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Referenre solution Dissolve 25 mg of HEPES R (impurity C)
in solution A, and dilute to V with the same solution, V
being the maximumrecommended dose in millilitres. Dilute
1.0 mL of the solution to 50.0 mL with solution A.
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Plate TLC silica gelPm plateR.
Mobile phase methanol R, waterR, acetonitrile R
(10:15:75 V/VIV).

App/i<ation (VIIOOO mL), V being the maximum
recommended dose in milliIitres; apply portions of 2 J1L and
drywith a current of warm airaftereach application.
Development Over 2/3 of the plate.

Detection Exposeto iodinevapour heated to 30-40 °C for
4 min.
Retardation factor Impurity C =about 0.3.

System suitability Reference solution:
- the chromatogram shows a clearly visible spot.
Limit:
- impurity C: any spot due to impurity C is not more

intenseman the corresponding spot in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution (500 ~g/V).

Ethanol (2.4.24 or another suitable, validated method)
Maximum 10 per cent VIVand maximum 2.5 g per
administration, taking the density (2.2.5) to be 0.790 g1mL.

Sterility
It complieswith the test forsterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannareutical preparations (0125).
The preparation maybe released for use beforecompletion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released foruse before completion of the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
A. Thin-layes chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Adjust Gallium (""Ga) chloride solution
fur radio/abeDing (2464) or Gallium (""Ga) chloride (acceltratal'
pradured) solution fur radio/abe//ing (3109) to pH 1.0 ± 0.2
using dilute hydrochluri< acid R or by diluting with waterR.

Reference solution (b) To I mL of reference solution <a) add
1 mL of a solution containing 4 gIL of sadium hydroxide R
and 10 gIL of pentetic acidR. Use within 30 min.
Plate TLC silica gelplace R; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase 77 gILsolution of ammonium acetate R in
waterR, methanol R (50:50 VIV).

Application 5 ~L.

Development Immediately, over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In air.
Deteaion Suitable detector (0 determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Re<urdau'onfacrar [68Ga]gallium PSMA-ll =0.8-1.0.

System suiea1JiJity The retardation factor of the principal
peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) is not more than0.1; the retardation factorof
the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) is more than0.7.
Limit:

- not more than 3 per cent of the total radioactivity is
due to gallium-68 species migrating with a retardation
factor lower than0.2.

B. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test
for PSMA-Il, gallium PSMA-II and other related
substances. If necessary, dilute the test solution with water R
to obtain a radioactivity concentration suitable for the
radioactivity detector.
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Examine the chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detector and locate the peaks due to [68Gajgallium PSMA-Il
by comparison with the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) using the spectrophotometer.
Limit:

- sum of t'Ga]gaUium PSMA-ll stereoisomer 1 and
t'GaJgallium PSMA-l1 stereoisomer 2: minimum
95 percent of the totalradioactivity due to gaUium
68.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using 8 calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The labelstates the percentage contentof ethanolin the
preparation.

IMPURITIES
Specified impun',ies C.

rN~So,H

HO~NJ

C. 2-l4-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazin-I-yl]ethane-I-sulfonic acid
(HEPlli\).

___~~ PIlE"

Indium (111ln) Chloride Solution
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1227)

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of indium-Ill as the chloride in aqueous
hydrochloric acidcontaining no additives.
Indium-lll 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
indium-Ill radioactivity at the date and time statedon the
label.

Specific radioaclivi<y Minimum 1.85 GBq of indium-Ill per
microgram of indium.

PRODUCTION
No carrier indium is added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-llfe and nature of radiation of indium-Ill
See general cbapter 5.7. Table ofphysical charac"'risei<s of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry. Carry out the tes:
after aUowing sufficient limefor shan-lived impuniies such as
indium-ll Om to d«ay.
Results The most prominent gamma photons of indium- 111
have energies of 0.171 MeV and 0.245 MeV.

B. To 100 iJL of silver nitro.. solution R2 add 50 ItL of the
preparation to be examined. A whiteprecipitate is formed.
C. pH (see Tests).

D. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The retardation factor of me principal peakin me
radiochromatogram obtained with the test solutionis 0.5 to
0.8.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-865

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
1.0 to 2.0.

Cadmium
Maximum 0.40 ~glmL.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method 1).

Tes, salution Dilute 0.05 mL of the preparation to be
examined to a suitable volumewith a suitable concentration
of hydrochlori< acidR.
Reference solutions Prepare thereference solutions using
cadmium standardsolution (0.1 percent Cd) R, diluting with
the same concentration of hydrochloric add R as in the test
solution.
Source Cadmium hollow-eathode lamp.

Wavelength 228.8 om.

Atomisauon device Electrothermal.

Copper
Maximum 0.15 ~glmL.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method 1).

Test solution Dilute 0.1 mL of the preparation to be
examined to a suitable volwne wil:h a suitable concentration
of hydrochlori< acidR.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
copper standard solution (0.1 percentCu) R diluting with the
same concentration of hydrochlork acidR as in the test
solution.
Source Copper hollow-cathode lamp.

Wavelength 324.8 om.

Atomization detn'u Electrothermal.

Iron
Maximum 0.60 ~glmL.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method 1).

Test solution Dilute 0.1 mL of the preparation to be
examined to a suitable volumewith a suitable concentration
of hydrochloric acidR.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using iron
standard solution (0.1 per cent Fe) R diluting with the same
concentration of hydrochlmic acid R as in the test solution.
Source leon hollow-cathode lamp

Wavelength 248.3 nm.

Atomisation deuice Electrothermal.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released foruse beforecompletion
of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY

Indium-HI
Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.

Comparison Standardised indium-III solution.

Result The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from thatobtained
with a standardised indium-Ill solutionapart from any
differences due to the presence of indium-114m.

Intpurlty A
Maximum 0.25 percent of the totalradioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry. Cany outlhe teu after allowing
sufficient lime for shan-lived impun',ies such as indium-llthn to
decay.
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___________________ PhE"

Cz,H18[llIInjN,O, 5435
PhE" _~ _

PRODUCTION
No carrier indiumis added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear,colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oflndlum-l11
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical charaaeriuia of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray and X-rayspectrometry. Cany out the test
afterallowing sufficient timefur short-lived impurities such as
indium-110m to decay.
Results The most prominent gamma photons of indium-ttl
have energies of 0.171 MeV and 0.245 MeV.

B. Place 5-10 mg of magnesium oxide R in a glasscontainer
about 20 mm in internal diameter. Add 20 ).lL of the
preparation to be examined. Examine in ultraviolet light at
365 run. Bright yellowfluorescence is produced.
c. The distribution of radioactivity between the organic and
aqueousphases in the test forradiochemical purity
(see Tests) contributes to the identification of the
preparation.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.0 to 75.

Sterlllty
It complieswith the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceutical [rnParations (0125).
The preparation maybe released foruse before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURIIT

Indlum-111
Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.
Comparison Standardised indium-III solution.
Result The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised indium-Ill solution, apart from any
differences due to the presence of indium-114m.

Impurity A
Maximum0.25 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry. Carryout the testafterallowing
suffident timefor short-lived impurities such as indium-110m to
decay.

Take a volumeequivalent to 30 MBq and record the
gamma-ray spectrum using a suitable detectorwitha shield
of lead, 6 mm thick, placed between the sampleand me
detector.
Results The response in the region corresponding to the
0558 MeV photon and the 0.725 MeV photon of indium
114m docs not exceed that obtained using 75 kBq of a
standardised indium-114msolutionmeasured underthe
same conditions, when aU measurements arecalculated with
reference to the date and time of administration.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[IIIIn]Indium oxlne
To a silanised separatiog funnel containing 3 mL of a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R add 100 J!L of the preparation
to be examined and mix. Add 6 mL ofoaand R and shake
vigorously. Allow the phases to separate and then run the
lowerlayer into a suitable vial for counting. Allow the upper
layer (Q draincompletely into a similar vial. Add I mL of
oaand R to the separating funnel, shake vigorously and drain

**** ** *
*****(Ph. Eur. monograph 1109)

Indium (111ln) Oxine Solution

Take a volume equivalent to 30 MBq and record the
gamma-ray spectrum usinga suitable detector with a shield
of lead, 6 mm thick, placedbetween the sampleand the
detector.
Results The response in the regioncorresponding to the
0558 MeV photon and the 0.725 MeV photon of indium
114m does not exceed that obtainedusing 75 kBq of a
standardised indium-114m solution measured underthe
same conditions,when all measurements arecalculated with
reference to the date and time of administration.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT

lIIlIn]Indlum(ll1) Ion
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27)

Test soluIUm The preparation to be examined.
Plate TUJ silicagelplate R. Use silicagel as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet.
Mobile phase 9.0 gIL solution of sodium chloride R adjusted
to pH 2.3 ± 0.05 with dilul< hydrochloric acidR.

Application 5 ~L.

Development Immediately over a path of 15 em.
Drying In a current of cold air.
Detection Suitable detectorto determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Ruardation factor [llIIn]indium(lll) ion =0.5 to 0.8.

Linlli:
- [IIIInjindium(IIl) ion : minimum 95 per cent of the

radioactivity due to indium-Ill.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. indium-114m.

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of indium-ll I in the form ora complex with
8-hydroxyquinoline. It may containsuitable surface active
agents and may be made isotonicby the addition of sodium
chloride and a suitable buffer.
Indium-111 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
indium-Ill radioactivity at the date and timestated on the
label.
Specific radioactivity Minimum 1.85 GBq ofindium-111 per
microgram of indium.
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into the vial containing the organic fraction. Add 5 mL of
dilute hydrochloric acidR to the separating funnel, shake
vigorously and drain these rinsings into a 3rd vial. Seal each
vial and, using a suitable instrument, measure the
radioactivity in each. Calculate the radiochemical purity by
expressing the radioactivity of the CllIn]indium oxine, found
in the organic phase, as a percentage of the total radioactivity
due to indium-Ill measured in me 3 solutions.

Result Minimum 90 per cent. of the radioactivity due to
indium-Ill.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states that the solution is not for direct
administration to humans.

IMPURITIES
A. indium-114m.
___________________ PIlE"

Indium (111ln) Pentetate Injection
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0670)

PIlE" -,- _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing indium-Ill in the Conn of indium
diethylenetriaminepenta-acetate. It may contain calcium and
may be made isotonic by the addition of sodium chloride and
a suitable buffer.

Indium-Jl / 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
indium-Ill radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature ofradiadon ofIndiwn-1I1
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysi<al characteristks of
radionucJides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.

Results The most prominent gamma photons of Indfum-Ll I
have energies of 0.171 MeV and 0.245 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests). The distribution of
radioactivity contributes to the identification of the
preparation.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
7.0 to 8.0.

Cadmlwn
Maximum 5 ~g1mL.

Atomic absorption spectrometry (2.2.23, Method 11).
Test solution J\.lix0.1 mL of the preparation to be examined
with 0.9 mL of a mixture of I volume of hydrochloric acid R
and 99 volumes of water R.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
cadmium standard solutian (0./ per cent Cd) R and diluting
with a mixture of I volume of hydrochloric acid R and
99 volumes of water R.
Source Cadmium hollow-cathode lamp.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-867

Wavelength 228.8 run.

Atomisation device Air-acetylene Dame.

Uncomplexed diethylenetriaminepenta-acetic acid
Maximum 0.4 mg/ml.,

In a micro test-tube, mix 100 J.lL of the preparation to be
examined with 100 ~L of a freshly prepared I gIL solution of
hydroxynaphthol blue, sodium ,alt R in a 42 gIL solution of
sodium hydroxide R. Add 50 ~L of a 0.15 gIL solution of
calcium chloride R. The solution remains pinkish-violet or
changes from blue [0 pinkish-violet

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceutical preparations (0/25).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6. /4)
Less than I4IVIU/mL, Vbeing the maximum recommended
dose in millilitres.

RADIONUCLJDlC PURI1Y

Indiwn-11I
Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.

Comparison Standardised indium-1II solution.

Result The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised indium-111 solution apart from any
differences due to the presence of indium-114m.

Impurity A
Maximum 0.2 per cent of the total radioactivity at the date
and rime-of administration.

Ganuna-ray spectrometry.

Retain a sample of the preparation to be examined for a
sufficient time to allow the indium-III radioactivity to decay
to a sufficiently low level to permit the detection of
radionuclidic impurities. Record the gamma-ray spectrum of
the decayed material in a suitable instrument calibrated with
the aid ofa standardised indium-114m solution.

Result Indium-114m has a half-life of 49.5 days and its
most prominent gamma photon has an energy of 0.190 MeV.

RADIOCHEMICAL PUR11Y

[
llII n]Indi um pentetate

'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation (0 be examined.

Plate TUJ silica gelplate R; use silica gel as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet heated at 110 °C for 10 min.

Mob.e phase 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.
Application 5-10 ~L

Development Over a path of 10-15 cm in about 10 min.

Drying In air.

Deuction Suitable detector (0 determine the distribution of
radioactivity.

Identification of spots [luIn]indium pentetate migrates near
to the solvent front.

Limi,:
- t'llnjindium pentetate : minimum 95 per cent of the

radioactivity due to indium-Ill.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. indium-114m_
____________________ PIIE"
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c"H1o[I2'I]N3
PbEv _

DEFINITION
Sterile, bacterial endotoxin-free solution of 1_(3_[1231]
iodobenzyl)guanidine or its salts. It maycontaina suitable
buffer, a suitable labelling catalyst such as ionic copper, a
suitable labelling stabilisersuch as ascorbic acid and
antimicrobial preservatives.
Iodine-123 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
iodine-123 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.
Specific rodioactivity Minimum 10 GBq of iodine-123 per
gram of iobenguane base.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slightly yellow solution.
Half-life and nature of radiation of iodine-l23
See general chapter 5.7. ToOle of physical charaCleristits of
rodionudides. .

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray and X-rayspectrometry.
Result The energy of the most prominent gamma photon of
iodine-123 is 0.159 MeV.

E. Examine the chromatogram obtained in me test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests). The distribution of the
radioactivity contributes to the identification of me
preparation.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
3.5 to 8.0.

Specific radioactivity
The specific radioactivity is calculated from the results
obtained in the test for radiochemical purity. Determine the
contentof iobenguane sulfate fromthe areas of the peaks due
to iobenguane in the chromatograms obtained with the test
solution andreference solution (b). Calculate the
concentration as iobenguane base by multiplying the result
obtained in the test by 0.85.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IUImL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY
The preparation maybe released for use before completion
of the test.

Radionuclides other than iodine-I23
Maximum 0.35 percent of the totalradioactivity.

Gamma-ray and X-rayspectrometry.
Record the gamma-ray spectrum and the X-ray spectrum
using a suitable instrument.
Determinethe relative amounts ofiodine-125, teUurium-121
and otherradionuclidic impurities present. For their
determination, retain thepreparation to be examined for a
sufficient time to allow iodine-123 to decayto a level which
permits the detectionof radionuclidic impurities.
No radionuclides with a half-life longer than that of iodine
125 are detected.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[UJI]Iobengnane
liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.100 g of sodium iodide R in
the mobile phase and dilute to 100 mL with the mobile
phase.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of iobenguane
sulfau CRS in 25 mL of the mobile phase and dilute to
50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- slOtionary phase: silica gelfor chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase 80 gIL solution of ammonium nitrate R, dilute
ammonia R2. methanol R (1:2:27 VIVlV).
FWw rale 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity and spectrophotometer at 254 run, provided
With aflow-cell.
Injection 10 flL.
Limits:
-('

Z3Ij iobenguane: minimum 95 percent of the radioactivity
due to iodine-123;

- impurity A: maximum 4 per cent of the radioactivity due
to iodine-123;

- other impurities: maximum 1 percent of the radioactivity
due to iodine-123.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

LABELLING
The labelstates the specific radioactivity expressed in GBq of
iodine-123 per gram of iobenguane base.

IMPURITIES
A. [I23I]iodide,

B. iodine-125.

C. teUurium-121.
___________________ PbEa

(Ph. Eur. monograph 1113)

lobenguane (1231) Injection
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Determine the relative amounts of iodine-13l, iodine-J33,
iodine-135 and otherradionuclidic impurities present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[
I3II jIob engu ane

Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.100 g of sodium iodide R in
the mobile phase and dilute to 100 mL with the mobile
phase.
Reference 'olutron (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of iobenguane
,ulfateCRS in 25 mL of the mobile phase and dilute to
50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- srarionary phase: silica gelfor chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobile phase 80 gIL solution of ammonium nitrate R, dilute
ammonia R2, methanol R (1:2:27 VIVlV).

Flow rate 1.0 mllmin.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity and spectrophotometer at 254 run, provided
with a flow-cell.
Injecrion I0 ~L.

Limits:
- {111ljiobenguane: minimum 94 per cent of the radioactivity

due to iodine-131;
- impuniy A: maximum 5 per cent of the radioactivity due

to iodine-I3!;
- other impurities: maximum 1 per cent of the radioactivity

due to iodine-131.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

LABELLING
The label states the specific radioactivity expressed in GBq of
iodine-13! per gram of iobenguane base.

IMPURITIES
A. ['31I)iodide,

B. iodine-133,

C. iodine-135.

lobenguane (1311) Injection for
Therapeutic Use
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1112)

___~ Phfll

CsH,o [1311] N,
PhEII ~ _

DEFINITION
Sterile, bacterial endotoxin-free solutionof 1_(3_[1311]
iodobenzyl)guanidine or its salts. It may containa suitable
buffer, a suitable labelling catalyst such as ionic copper, a

CsHIO['31I]N,
PhEII ~ ~ ~

lobenguane e311) Injection for
Diagnostic Use
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1111)

DEFINITION
Sterile, bacterial endotoxin-free solution of 1_(3_[1311]
iodobenzyl)guanidine or its salts. It may containa suitable
buffer, a suitable labelling catalyst such as ionic copper, a
suitable labelling stabiliser such as ascorbic acid) and
antimicrobial preservatives.
Iodine-131 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
iodine-131 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

Specific radWa<riviry Minimum 20 GBq of iodine-131 per
gram of iobenguane base.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slightly yellow solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oflodine-131
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphy,icalcharacteristics of
radionudides.

IDENllFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photon ofiodine-131
has an energy of 0.365 MeV.

B. Examinethe chromatogram obtainedin the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests). The distribution of the
radioactivity contributes to the identification of the
preparation.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
3.5 to 8.0.

Specific radioactivity
The specificradioactivity is calculated from the results
obtained in the test for radiochemical purity. Detenninethe

. content of iobenguane sulfatefrom the areas of the peaksdue
to iobenguane in the chromatograms obtained with the test
solution and reference solution (b). Calculate the
concentration as iobenguane base by multiplying the result
obtained in the test by 0.85.

Sterl1lty
It complieswith the test Cor sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical prtjJaratUms (0125).
The preparation maybe released for use beforecompletion
of the test

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VIU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIONUCLID1C PURITY

Iodine-BI
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
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suitable labelling stabilisersuch as ascorbic acid, and
antimicrobial preservatives.
Iodine-l31 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
iodine-131 radioactivity at the date and timestated on the
label.

Specific radiolUti,,;ry Minimum 400 GBq of iodine-BI per
gram of iobenguane base.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slighl1y yellowsolution.
Half-life and nature of radiation oflodlne-131
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical charaaetistics of
radionudides,

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The most prominent gamma photonof iodine-131
has an energy of 0.365 MeV.
E. Examine me chromatogram obtained in the test forradio
chemical purity (see Tests). The distribution of the
radioactivity contributes to the identification of the
preparation.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
3.5 to 8.0.

Specific radioactivity
The specific radioactivity is calculated from the results
obtained in the test forradiochemical purity. Determine the
contentof iobenguane sulfate from the areas of the peaks due
to iobenguane in the chromatograms obtained withthe test
solutionandreference solution (b). Calculate the
concentration as iobenguane base by multiplying the result
obtained in the test by 0.85.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Rodiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation maybe released foruse before completion
of the test.
Bacterial endotoxtne (2.6.14)
Less than 1751VIU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURIIT

Iodlne-BI
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amounts of iodine-I3I, iodine-133,
iodine-I35 and otherradionuclidic impurities present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT

[
J31I]Iobenguane

Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solUlwn (a) Dissolve 0.100 g of sodium iodide R in
the mobile phase and dilute to 100 mL with the mobile
phase.
Reference solulion (b) Dissolve 10.0 mg of iobcnguane
sulfate CRS in 25 mL of the mobile phase and dilute to
50.0 mL with the mobile phase.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- slationary phase: silica gelfor chromatography R (5 IUD).

Mobile phase 80 gIL solution of ammonium nilTat.e R, dilute
ammonia R2, methanol R (1:2:27 VlVIVl.

2022

F/Qw rate 1.0 mllmin.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity and spectrophotometer at 254 nm, provided
with a flow-cell.
Injution 10 ur,
Limits:
- [131IjWbenguane: minimum 92 per cent of the radioactivity

due to iodine-l3I;
- impurity A: maximwn 7 percent of me radioactivity due

to iodine-13I;
- other impuntits: maximwn 1 per cent of the radioactivity

due [0 iodine-l3I.

RADIOACTIVTIY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

LABELLING
The labelstates the specific radioactivity expressed in GBq of
iodine-13I per gram of iobenguane base.

IMPURITIES
A. [l3lljiodide,

B. iodine-133,
C. iodine-135.
------ I'I>E"

lodomethylnorcholesterol (1311)

Injection
Iodinated (1311) Norcholesterol Injection

(ph. Eur. monograph 0939)

CHs

H,C

I'I>E" _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of 6P-[l3Iljiodomethyl-19-norcholest-5(10)
en-3P-ol. It maycontain a suitable emulsifier such as
polysorbate 80 and a suitable antimicrobial preservative such
as benzyl alcohol.

Iodine-J31 90 per centto 110 per cent of the declared
iodine-13I radioactivity at the date and time statedon the
label.

Specific radWtutiviry 3.1 GBq to 37 GBq per gram of
6fl-iodomethylnorcholesterol.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear or slightly turbid, colourless or paleyellowsolution.
Half-life and nature of radiation of 10dlne-131
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry,
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Result The most prominent photon of iodine-Lj l has an
energy of 0.365 MeV.
B. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity 6P-["'I]iodomethyl-19-norcholest-5
(1O)-en-3j}-01 (see Tests).

Result The retardation factor of the principal peak in the
radiochromatogram obtainedwith the (est solution is
about 0.5.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
3.5 to 8.5.

Sterility
It complieswith the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VIU/rnL, Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY

Iodlne-BI
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amountsofiodine-131, iodine-133,
iodine-135 and other radionuclidic impurities present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

6P-[UlIjIodomethyl-19-norcholest-5(10)-en-3p-ol
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Carner solution Dissolve 10 mg of patassium iodide R, 20 mg
of patassium iodate R and 0.1 g of sodium hydrogen carbonat< R
in distined water R and dilute to 10 rnL with the same solvent.

Ptote TLC silica gelOF", piat< R.

Mobile phase chloroform R.
Applicalwn Up to 5 ~L of the test solution and I0 ~L of the
carrier solution on the same spot.
Deoelopmen: Overa pathof 15 em In about 60 min.
Drying In air.
Deuaion Ultraviolet light at 254 nm and suitable detector
[Q determine the distribution of radioactivity.
Retardation faaor 6j}-[I3II]iodomethyl-19-norcholest-5(lO)
en-3j}-01 =about 0.5.
Identification of spots Impurity C remains near the point of
application.
Limit.
- 6p-!31Ijiodomethyl-19-norcholest.5(10) -en-3P-ol: minimum

85 per cent of the totalradioactivity due to iodine-131.

ImpurltyC
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Carrier solution Dissolve 10 mg of potassium iodide R, 20 mg
of potassium iodate Rand 0.1 g of sodium hydrogen carbonat< R
in dunned water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Pkue TLC silica gel OF,s. piat< R.
Mobile phase chloroform R, anhydrous ethanol R (50:50 VIV).
Application I0 ~L of the carrier solution and then up to
S J.lL of the test solution on the same spot.
Development Over a path of 15 em in about 90 min.
Drying In air.
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Detection Ultraviolet light at 254 om for 5 min and suitable
detector to determine the distribution of radioactivity.
Retardation jactor Impurity C (yellow spot) = about 0.5.

Identifications of spats The principal peak of radioactivity is
near to the solvent front; other iodocholesterols migrate near
the solvent from.
Limit:
- impuri~ C:maximum 5 percentof the total radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protectedfromlight, at -18°C or below.

IMPURITIES
A. iodine-133)
B. lodlne-Bj,
C. l'''I]iodide.
_________________ 1'/1&

Krypton (81mKr) Inhalation Gas
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1533)
I'/IE" _

DEFINITION
Gaseous mixture of krypton-81m and a suitable vehiclesuch
as air.

PRODUCTION
Krypton-81m is formed by decay of its parent radionuclide
rubidium-8\. Rubidium-81 has a half-life of 4.58 h.
The krypton-81m formed is separated from the rubidium-81
with a flow of a suitable gas in a rubidiumlkrypton generator.
Rubidium-81 is produced by proton irradiation of krypton
isotopes or by helium-3 or helium-4 irradiation of bromine.
After separation of rubidium-81 from the target, it is retained
by a suitable support.

Krypton-81m is eluted at a suitable flow rate with a vehicle
such as air. The level of moisture required in the eluent
depends on the type of generator used. The transport tube
for administration has a defined length and innerdiameter.
The radioactivity concentration is detenninedbefore
administration.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear) colourless gas.

Half-life and nature of radiation of krypton-81m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENOFICATION
A. Gamma-rayand X-ray speettometry.
Result The gamma photon of krypton-Btm has an energy of
0.190 MeV. .

B. The half-life of krypton-81m is 11.8 s to 14.4 s.

TESTS
RADIONUCLIDIC PURI7Y

Radionuclldes other than krypton-81m
Maximum 0.1 per cent of the radioactivity passed through
the absorber, calculated with reference to the date and time
of administration.
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Gamma-ray and X-ray sp«trometry.

EIUle the generator as prescribed. Pass a sufficient amount
(2 L to 10 L) of eluate at a suitable 1I0w rate through a
suitable absorher such as water. Determine the amount of
radioactivity eluted. Allow the krypton-81m to decay for
5 min and record the gamma and X-ray spectrum of the
residual radioactivity on the absorber using a suitable
instrument. Examine the gamma-ray and X-ray spectrum of
the absorber for the presence of radioactive impurities, which
must be identified and quantified.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactive concentration of the preparation
using suitable equipment such as an ionisation chamber or a
gamma ray spectrometer. The radioactivity is measured
under defined operating conditions, such as gas flow rate and
measurement geometry, that are identical to those used for
the calibration of me instrument.

STORAGE
The storage conditions apply to the generator.

LABELLING
The labelling conditions apply to the generator.
___________________ PIlEur

L-Methlonine ([11C]Methyl)
Injection
(Ph. Bur. monograph 1617)

H .N'"
H (lOCI V

3 .....S~COtH

PIlEu _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of (2S)-2-amin0-4-(["C)
methylsulfanyl)butanoic acid for diagnostic use.

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared carbon-Ll
radioactivity at the date and time stated on the label.

PuniY:
- minimum of 99 per cent of the total radioactivity

corresponds to carbon-Ll J

- minimum of 95 per cent of the total radioactivity
corresponds to carbon-If in the form ofL-[mel~PIC]
methionine and D-[methyl-1IC]methionine,

- maximum of 10 per cent of the total radioactivity
corresponds to carbcn-Ll in the form ofD-[melhyP'C)
methionine.

Content of methionine: maximum of 2 mg per maximum
recommended dose in millilitres,

PRODUCTION
RADIONUCLIDE PRODUCTION
Carbon-If is a radioactive isotope of carbon which is most
commonly produced by proton irradiation of nitrogen.
Depending on the addition of either trace amounts of oxygen
or small amounts of hydrogen, the radioactivity is obtained as
["C)caroon dioxide or e'C)methaoe.

RADIOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
L-[Methyl-"C)methionine cao be prepared by various
chemical synthetic pathways. All methods rely on the
alkylation of the sulfide anion of L-homocysteine with ["C)

2022

methyl iodide or ["C)methyl triflate. Variations in the
procedures used to generate the sulfide anion of
L-homocysteine and methods to obtain [IIC]methyl iodide
lead to negligible differences with respect to quality in terms
of specific radioactivity, enantiomeric purity and possible
chemical and radiochemical impurities.

Synthesis of 1"C]methyl iodide
e'C)Methyl iodide cao be obtained either starting from
["C)caroon dioxide or from ["C)methane. The most
frequently used method is the reduction of [IIC]carbon
dioxide with lithium aluminium hydride. The formed ["C)
methanol is reacted with hydroiodic acid. Alternatively ["C)
methane, either obtained directly in the target or by on-line
processes from [llC]carbon dioxide, is reacted with iodine.

Synthesis of ["C]methyl trlllate
["Cjmethyl triflate cao be prepared from ["C)methyl iodide
using a silver triflate-impregnated solid support such as
graphitised carbon.

Synthesis of L·[methyl."Clmeth!onlne
The most widely used method to obtain
L-[methyl-"Cjmethionine is the alkylation of the sulfide
anion, generated from L-homocysteine thlolactone, with [IIC]
methyl iodide or e·C]methyl triflate in alkaline conditions in
a solvent such as acetone. The L-[methyl~llC]methionine

obtained can be purified by semi-preparative liquid
chromatography. For example, a column packed with
octadecylsilyl silica gel for chromatography eluted with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride is suitable.

L-Homocysteine thio1actone hydrochloride
Specific optical rotation (2.2.7): + 20.5 to + 21.5,
determined on a 10 gIL solution at 25°C.

Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24}.

Comparison Ph. Bur. reference spectrum of L-homocysteine
rhiolacwne hydrochloride.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of carbon-It
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radianudides.

IDENfIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The only gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Radionuclidic purity (see Tests).
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.

Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test. solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.5 to 8.5.

Sterl1lty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph on Radibphannaceutical preparations (0125).
The injection may be released for use before completion of
the test.
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Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.1if)
Less than 175/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The injection may be
released for use before completion of the test.

CHEMICAL PURITY

Impurity A, impurity B and methionine
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution (a) Dissolve 0.6 mg of L-homocysreine
thiolacume hydrochloride R, 2 mg of tn-homocysteine Rand
2 mg of in-methionine R in water R and dilute to ~ V being
the maximum recommended dose in mlllilitres.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 2 mg of L-methionine R in the
same solvent as used in the test solution and dilute to 10 mL
with the same solvent.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 nun,
- stationary phase: spherical ocladecylsilY/ silica gelfor

chromatography R (5 JUl1J with a specific surface of
220 m2/g, a pore size of 8 om and a carbon loading of
6.2 per cent,

- temperature: 25 "C.

Mobile phase 1.4 gIL solution of potassium dihydrogen
phosphau.R.
Flowrate 1 mUmin.

Deuction Spectrophotometer at 225 nm and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Injection Loop injector.
Run time 10 min.

Relativeretention Widl reference to methionine (retention
time =about 2.6 min): impurity B =about 0.8,
impurity A =about 2.7.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (a):
- resolution: minimwn of 2.5 between the peaks due to

methionine and impurity B.
Limits Examine me chromatogram obtained wim me
spectrophotometer:
- impurity A: not more than the area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (aJ (0.6 mg/I'),

- impUJ;ty B: not more than [he area of the corresponding
peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) (2 mg/I'),

- methionine: not more than the area of the corresponding
peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) (2 mg/I').

Residual solvent. (2.4.2if)
Maximum 50 mg/V for the concentration of acetone, V being
the maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCLlDIC PURITY

Carbon-ll
Minimum 99 per cent of the total radioactivity.

A. Gamma-ray spectroscopy.

Comparison Standardised fluorine-18 solution, or by using
an instrument calibrated with the aid of such a solution.
Standardised fluorine-I8 solutions and/or standardisation
services are available from the competent authority.

Results· The spectrum obtained with the solution to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised fluorine-18 solution.
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B. Half-life: 19.9 min to 20.9 min.

The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

L-[Methyl-JlC]methionine and impurity E
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the lest for
impurity A, impurity B and methionine.

Injection Test solution and reference solution (b).

Limits Examine the chromatogram obtained with the
radioactivity detector:
- total of L-[methyl-" C]methionine and impurily E: minimum

of 95 per cent of the total radioactivity,
- oilier peaks in the chromatogram may be due to

impurity C, impurity D and impurity F.

ENANTIOMERIC PURITY

ImpurityE
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Ten solution The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution (0) Dissolve 2 mg of t-methionine R in
waterR and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 4 mg of DL-methionine R in
water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

PIau TLC ocradecylsilyl Sl7ka gelpiau for chiral separations R.
Mob'e phase methanol R, waterR (50:50 VII').
Application 2-10 ~L.

Development Over a path of 8 em.

Drying In air for 5 min.

Duecdon Spray with a 2 gIL solution of ninhydrin R in
ethanol R and heat at 60°C for 10 min. Determine the
distribution of radioactivity using a suitable detector.

Retardationfactors L-[merhyl.lIC)methionine=about 0.58;
impurity E = about 0.51.

System suitability The chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) shows 2 clearly separated spots.

Limits:
- totalof L-[melhyl_11Cjmelhionine and impurity E: minimum

95 per cent of the total radioactivity,
- impurity E: maximum 10 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIOACTIVITY
Measure the radioactivity using suitable equipment by
comparison with a standardised fluorine-18 solution or by
measurement in an instrument calibrated with the aid of such
a solution.

--",-.,-._.""",~ ..
LABELLING
The accompanying infonnation specifies the maximum
reconunended. dose in millilitres.

IMPURITIES

A. (3S)-3-aminorlihydrothiophen-2(3H)-one (t-hornocysteine
thiolactone),
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H NH,

HS~C~H

B. (2Sj-2-amino-4-sulfanylbutanoic acid (L-homocysteine),

H NH,
" VHJI cl.....s~~ and enantiomer

0
4 "0

C. (2RSj-2-amino-4-([llClmethylsuifonyl)bulanoic acid (DL
[mel/!yI-"Clmethionine S,S-dioxide),

H NH2
" . VH31 C) .....S~~H andenanliomer

"o

D. (2RSj-2-amino-4-(["Clmethylsulfinyl)butanoic acid (DL
[methyl-"Clmethionine S-oxide),

H NH,

HJllfCJ .....S~~

E. (2R)-2-amino-4-(["Clmethylsulfanyl)butanoic acid (D
[methyl-l'qmethionine),

___________________ PhE.s

Lutetium (177Lu) Solution for
Radiolabelling
(ph. Eur. monograph 2798)

111l..u3+ 176.9
PhE.s_~ _

DEFINITION
Solution containing lutetium-I?? inthe form of lutetium(lll)
ion in dilute hydrochloric acid.
Content
- lutetium-ll7: 90 per cent to 110 percent of the declared

lutetium-I?? radioactivity at the date and timestated on
the label.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.
Half-life and nature ofradlationofluletium-l77
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphyskal characuristia of
radionudiJes.

IDENTIFICATION.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photon of lutetium-I??
has an energy of 0.208 MeV. Gamma photons with an
energy of 0.113 MeV are also present.

B. pH (see Tests).

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Result The retardation factor of the principal peak in me
radiochromatogram obtained with the lest solution is 0.4 to
0.7.

2022

TESTS
pH
1.0 to 2.0, usinga pH indicator strip R.

Lutetium
Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57), fordetermination of specific radioactivity.
Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
48.3 gIL solution of heavy metal-free nitric acid R to obtain a
radioactivity concentration of 50 MBq/mL.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
lutetium standard solution (20 ppm Lu) R, diluring with a
48.3 gIL solution of heavy metal-free nitric acidR.
WatJelength 261.542 om.

Copper
Maximum 1.0 ~g/GBq.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
48.3 gIL solution of heavy metal-free nitric acid R to obtain a
radioactivity concentration of 50 MBqlmL
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
copper standard solution (10 ppm Gu) R, diluting with a
48.3 gIL solution of heavy metal-free mim acid R.

Wavelength 327.393 om.

Iron
Maximum 0.5 ~g/GBq.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with-a
48.3 gIL solution of heavy metal-free nitric acidR 10 obtain a
radioactivity concentration of 50 MBq/mL.

Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using iron
standard solution (20 ppm Fe) R, diluting with a 48.3 gIL
solution of heavy metal-free nitric acidR.

WaveJength 238.204 DID.

Lead
Maximum 0.5 ~g/GBq.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
48.3 gIL solution of heavy metal-free miricacid R to obtain a
radioactivity concentration of 50 .MBqlmL.
Reference solutUms Prepare the reference solutions using lead
standard solution (10 ppm Ph) R, diluting with a 48.3 gIL
solution of heavy metal-free niuic acidR.

Wavelength 220.353 om.

Zinc
Maximum 1.0 ~g1GBq.

Inductively coupled plasma-atomic emission spectrometry
(2.2.57).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
48.3 gIL solution of heavy metal-free nitric acidR to obtain a
radioactivity concentration of 50 MBqlmL.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions usingzinc
standard solution (10 ppm Zn) R, diluring with a 48.3 gIL
solution of heavy metal-free nitric acid R.
Wavelength 213.855 DID.

Sterility
If intended foruse in the manufacture of parenteral
preparations without a further appropriate sterilisation
procedure, it complies with the test forsterility prescribed in
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I'I>E", _

DEFINITION
Mixture of [150]oxygen in the gaseousphase and a suitable
vehicle such as Medicinal air (1238), for diagnostic use.
Purity:
- minimum 99 percent of the total radioactivity

corresponds to oxygen-15,
- minimum 97 per cent of the totalradioactivity

corresponds to oxygen-If in the formof oxygen (02) ,

PRODUCTION
RADIONUCUDIC PRODUCTION
Oxygen-I5 is a radioactive isotope of oxygen which may be
produced by various nuclear reactions such as proton
irradiation of nitrogen-If or deuteron irradiation of nitrogen
14.

RADIOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
In order to recover oxygen-15 as molecular oxygen from the
nitrogen target gas, carrier oxygen is addedat concentrations
generally ranging from 0.2 per cent VIV to 1.0 per cent VIV.
Afterirradiation, the target gas is usually passed through
activated charcoal and a carbon dioxidescavenger, such as
soda lime, beforemixing with the vehicle.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless gas.

Half-life and nature of radiation of oxygen-iS
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radiJJnudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma spectrometry.

Results The only gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Radionuclidic purity (see Tests).

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity..

Results The retention times of the principal peaks in the
chromatogram obtained with the testgas usingthe
radioactivity detectoraresinlilar to those of the principal
peakscorresponding to oxygen in the chromatogram
obtainedwith the reference gas using the thermal
conductivity detector.

TESTS
Thefollowing tests are performed on [I5Ojoxygen as described
under radiochemical synthesis before mixing rmih thevehicle.

RADIONUCUDIC PURIIT

Oxygen-IS
Minimum 99 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
A. Gammaspectrometry.
Comparison Standardised fluorine-IS solution, or by using
an instrument calibrated with the aid of such a solution.
Standardised fluorine-IS solutions andlor standardisation
services are available from the competent authority.
Results The spectrum obtained with the solution to be
examineddoes not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised fluorine-IS solution.
B. Half-life: 1.9 min to 2.2 min.

(ph. Eur. monograph J620)

the monograph Radiopharmaceutical proparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of the lest.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175 IUW; V being the maximum volume to be
used for the preparation of a singlepatientdose, if intended
for use in the manufacture of parenteral preparations without
a further appropriate procedure for the removal of bacterial
endotoxins.

RADIONUCUDIC PURIIT

Lutedum-l77
Minimum 99.9 per cent of me totalradioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amounts of lutetium-177m, ytterbium
175 and otherradionuclidic impurities present.

Results:
- the total radioactivity due to ytterbium-175 (imputity B)

is not more than 0.1 per cent;
- the total radioactivity due to lutetium-177m {impurity A)

is not more than 0.07 per cent;
- the total radioactivity due to radionuc1idic impurities other

than A and B is not more than 0.01 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT

[
l11Lu]luted um(lll) Ion

Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Referenaso/wwn To I mL of the test solution add 0.4 mL
of. 10 gIL solution of pentetic acidR in a 4 gIL solution of
sodium hydroxide R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase 9.0 gIL solution of sodIum chloride R adjusted
to pH 2.30 ± 0.05 with dilutehydrochloric acidR.

Applicawm 5 ~L.

Deodopment Immediately, over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Raardation faaors [177Lu]lutetium(lIl) ion =about 0.4-0.7;e17Lu]lutetium pentetate = minimum 0.9.

System ruitabiljty Reference solution:
- the chromatogram shows 2 clearly separated spots.
Limit:
- t"Lujlutetium(lIJ) ion: minimum 99 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to lutetium-177.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states:
- that thesolutioA is not for directadministration to

humans;
- the maximum volume that can be used for the

preparation of a single patientdose;
- the concentration of hydrochloric acid;
- that thesolution is intended foruse in the preparation of

lutetium-177-labeUed radiophannaceuticals;
- the specific radioactivity.

IMPURITIES
A. lutetium-177m,

B. ytterbium-175.
___________________ I'I>E'"
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**** ** ** ****

2093321-19-61030

(ph. Bur. monograph 3116)

PSMA·1007 (18F) Injection

C49H5518FNaOl6

Pl>EfI _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of (3S,lOS,14S)-I-[4-[[(2S)-4-<:arboxy-2
[(2S)-4-carboxy-2-(6-[lsFjfluoropyridin-3-amido)
butanamido]butanamido]methyl)phenyl)-3-[(naphthalen-2-yl)
methyl]-1,4, I2-trioxo-2J5J 11, I3-tetraazahexadecane
10,14,16-tricarboxylic acid ([,sFjPSMA-I007). It may
contain stabilisers such as ascorbic acid.

This monograph applies to an injection containing eSF]
PSMA-I007 produced by nucleophilic substitution.

Content
- fluorine-IS: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-IS radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label;

- PSMA-I007: maximwn 0.1 mg per maximum
recommended dose in milliUtres.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slightly yellow solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation offluorine-18
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physiad characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The principal gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement geometry, a
swn peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Approximate half-life: 105 min to 115 min.

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for other
radiochemical impurities under Radiochemical purity
(see Tests).

Reudt The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
pH (2.2.4)
4.5 to 8.5.

Impurity A (tetrabutylammonium) (2.4.33)
It complies with the test.

Impurity E
Spot test.

Test solution To 100 J.lL of the preparation to be examined
add 400 1'1. of water R and mix.

The preparation may he released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PUR/IT

Oxygen-IS in the form of 0,
Gas chromatography (2.2.28): use the nonnalisation
procedure.

Testsample [150 ]oxygen as described under radiochemical
synthesis.
Reference gas Nitrogen gas mixtureR.

Co/wnn:
- size: I =1.8 m, 01 =6.3 mm and 02 =3.2 mm,
- nadonaryphase: GC concenuical column R.
Carrier gas heliumfor chromatography R.
Flow rate 65 mUmin.

Temperature:
- column: 40°C,
- injution port: 40°C,
- thermal canductivity detector. 70 "C.
Detection Thermal conductivity detector and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Injection Loop injector.

Run time 10 min.

Retention times Oxygen, nitrogen and carbon monoxide
eluting from the inner column = about 0.4 min; carbon
dioxide eluting from the inner column =about 0.8 min;
oxygen eluting from the outer column = about 2.1 min;
nitrogen eluting from the outer column =about 3.1 min;
carbon monoxide eluting from the outer column = about
6.2 min.

System suitability Reference gas:
- 5 clearly separated principal peaks are observed in the

chromatogram obtained using the thennaJ conductivity
detector,

- resolution: minimwn of 1.5 between the peaks due to
carbon dioxide eluting from the inner colwnn and oxygen
eluting from the outer column, in the chromatogram
obtained using the thermal conductivity detector.

Limils Examine the chromatogram obtained with the
radioactivity detector and calculate the percentage content of
oxygen-If substances from the peak areas.
- oxygen-IS gas in thefonn of0,: minimum 97 per cent of

the total radioactivity,
- disregard the first peak corresponding to components

co-eluting from the inner colwnn.

RADIOACTIVITY
The radioactive concentration is determined before
administration.

Measure the radioactivity using suitable equipment by
comparison with a standardised fluorine-IS solution or by
measurement in an instrument calibrated with the aid of such
a solution.
____________________ PI>EfI
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Reference solution (a) water R.
Referenusolution (b) Dissolve 11.0 mg of aminopolyether R
(impurity E) in water R and dilute to 25.0 mL with the same
solvent. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V wilh water R, V
being me maximum recommended dose in millilitres.
Plate TLC siliea gelplate for aminopotyerher tesr R.

Applieation 2.5 1'1.; as an additional spot, apply 2.5 J!L of
the test solution and then 2.5 pL of reference solution (b) at
the sameplace.
Detection Visually compare the spots I min after
application.

System suirability:
- the spot due to the application of both the test solution

and reference solution (b) is similar in appearance to the
spot due to reference solution (b), whichis characterised
by a number of concentric circles; the darker innennost
circle (of intensity proportional to the concentration of
impurity E) may be surrounded by a bluish-black ring,
outsideof whichis a lighter circle surrounded by a
peripheral dark edge;

- the spot due to reference solution (a) has a morediffuse
inner circle, whichis brownish-pink and without a distinct
margin, between it and the surrounding lighter zone;

- the spot due to reference solution (b) is clearly different
from dle spot due to reference solution (a).

Limit:
- the central portion of the spot due to the test solutionis

not moreintense than thatof the spot due to reference
solution (b) (2.2mg/V).

~PSMA-I007 and related aubstances
Liquid chromatography (1.1.19).
Solvent mixture anhydnms .thanolR, water R (40:60 VIV).
Solurion A Dissolve 20 mg of porastium chloride R, 0.80 g of
sodium chloride R, 20 mg of potassium dihydrogen phosphate R
and 0.114 g of anhydnms disodium hydrogen phosphate R in
waterR anddilute to 100 mL with the same solvent.
Mix 30 mL of the solution with 10 mL of the solvent
mixture.
Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Referenu solution (a) To 1.0 mg of PSMA-1007 R add
5 mL of solution A, sonicate for 5 min and dilute to
10.0 mL with solution A. Dilute 1.0 mL of the solution to V
with solution A, V being the maximum recommended dose
in millilittes.
Referena solution (b) Dissolve I mg of defluorohydroxy
PSMA-1007 R (impurity C) in 4 mL of anhydnms ethanol R.
If necessary, add I mL of walei' R so that the solutionis no
longeropalescent. Sonicate for 5 min and dilute to 10 mL
with walei' R.
Reference solurion (c) Dissolve I mg of
defluorotrimtthylantinium-PSMA-1007 trifluoroacerate R
(trilluoroacetate salt of impurity D) in 4 mL of anhydnms
.thanolR. Ifnecessary, add I mL of waterR so that the
solution is no longeropalescent. Sonicatefor 5 min and
dilute to 10 mL with water R.
Reference solution (d) To I mL of reference solution (b) add
I mL of reference solution (c) and dilute to 10 mL with the
solventmixture.
Column:
- size: I;;;: 0.15 m, 0 ;;;: 4.6 mm;
- ,rationary ph",,, solid core ocrad«y/silyl silica gelfor

chromawgraphy R (2.7 pm);
- temperature: 30 "C.
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Mobil.phase:
- mobil.phase A: to 1000 mL of a 3.12 gIL solution of

sodium dihydrogen phosphate R add 10.0 mL of a 90 gIL
solution of phosphoric acidRand adjust to pH 2.5 ± 0.1
with phosphoric acid R;

- mobile phase B: acetonitrile forchromawgraphy R;

TIm. MobUe phase A MobUe phase B
(min) (per cent VIV) (per cent V/J?

0-2 77 23

2 - 14 77 ...... 70 23 ...... 30

14 - 11 70 --> 40 30 ..... 60

17·21 40 60

Flow rate 1.3 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 225 nm and radioactivity
detector connectedin series.
Injection 20 pL.
Relativeretention Withreference to PSMA-I007 (retention
time ;;;: about II min): impurity D ;;;: about0.5;
impurity C =about 0.6.

Systemsuitability Reference solution (d) using the
spectrophotometer:
- resolution: minimum 2.0 between thepeaks due to

impurities D and C.
Limits In the chromatogram obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- PSMA-I007: not more thanthe area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained withreference
solution (a) (Q.lmg/V);

- a~ other impun'ty: for each impurity, not more than the
area of the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with reference solution (a) (O.lmg/V);

- lOud: not more than5 times the area of the principal peak
in the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a)
(O.5mg/V);

- disregard limir. 0.3 times the area of the principal peak in
the chromatogram obtained withreference solution (a)
(0.03mg/V).

Residual solvents
Limited according to the principles defined in general
chapter 5.4. The preparation may be released for use before
completion of the test.

Ethanol (1.4.14 or another suitable, validated method)
Maximum 10 per cent VIV and maximum 2.5 g per
administration, taking the density (1.1.5) to be 0.790 g1mL

Sterlllty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceurical preparatiom (0115).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxins (1.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mI., V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The preparation may be
released for use before completion of the test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURIIT
The preparation may be released for use before completion
oftest B.

F1uorine-18
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.

A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
limit Peaksin the gamma-ray spectrum corresponding to
photons with an energy different from 0.511 MeV or
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1.022 MeV represent not more than 0.1 per cent of the total
radioactivity.
B. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine me amount offluorine-18 and radionuclidic
impurities with a half-life longerthan 2 h. For the detection
and quantification of impurities, retain the preparation to be
examined for at least 24 h to allow the fluorine-IS lO decay
to a level thatpermits the detection of impurities.
Result The total radioactivity due to radionuclidic impurities
is not more than 0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[18F]PSMA-I007

.Minimum 91 per cent of the total radioactivity due to
fluorine-IS.

ImpurltyB
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobile phase water R, aceumitrik R (40:60 VIV).

Applicatinn About 2 pL.

Development Over 2/3 of the plate.
Drying In a current of warm air.
Detection Suitable detectorto determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation factors Impurity B = about 0; [.aF]PSMA
1007 =about 0.7.

Limit:
- impuniyB: maximum ~ per cent of the total radioactivity

due to fluorine-lB.

Other radiochemical impurities
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
PSMA-lO07 and related substances. If necessary, dilute the
test solution with solution A to obtaina radioactivity
concentration suitable for the radioactivity detector.
Examine the chromatogram recorded using the radioactivity
detector and locate the peak due to [18F]PSMA-1007 by
comparison with the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) using the spectrophotometer.
Calculate the total amount of [18F]pSMA-I007 of the
preparation using the following expression:

(100 -B)x T

B percentage of rlldioaetivity due to impurity B determined in the
test for impurity B underRadiochemical purity.

T proportion of the radioactivity in the peakdue to [18FJPSMA_
1007 relative to the rotal eluted radioactivity in the
chromatogmm obtainedwith the test solutionin the liquid
chromatography test forotherradiochemical impuri!ies.
Disregard any peakwith a relative retention with reference to
PSMA·lOO7 of 0.8 or less.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determinethe radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The labelstates the percentage content of ethanolin the
preparation.

IMPURITIES
Specified impurities A, B, E.
Other delectable impurities (the following substances would, if
present at a sufficient level, be detected by one or otherof
the tests in the monograph. They are limited by the general
acceptance criterion for other/unspecified impurities. It is
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therefore not necessary to identify these impurities for
demonstration of compliance): C, D.

A. N,N,N-tributylbutan-I-aminium (tetrabutylammonium},
B. [18F]/Iuoride,

C. (3S, lOS,14S)-I-[4-[[(2S)-4-<:arboxy-2-[(2S)-4-carboxy-2
(6-hydroxypyridin-3-amido)butanamido]butanamido]
methyl]phenyl]-3-[(naphthalen-2-yl)methyl)-1,4, 12-trioxo
2J5,11, 13-tetraazahexadecane-1OJl4Jl6-tricarboxylic acid
(de/luorohydroxy-PSMA-lOO7),

D. 5-[[(2S)-4-carboxy-I-[[(2S)-4-<:arboxy-I-[[[4-
[(3S, IOS,14S)-10,14-dicarboxy-17-hydroxy-3
[(naphthalen-2-yl)methyl]-1,4,12,17-te1£aoxo-2,5,II,13
tetraazaheptadecan-I-yl]phenyl]methyl]amino]-1
oxobutan-2-yl]amino]-I-oxobutan-2-yl]carbamoyl]-N,N,
N-trimethylpyridin-2-aminium
(de/luorotrimethylaminium-PSMA-I007),

E. 4,7J13,16J21 J24-hexaoxa-l, 10-diazabicyclo
[B.B.B]hexacosane (aminopolyether).

------------- PII£II
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Raclopride ([11C1Methoxy)
Injection
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1924)

PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of 3,5-<1ichloro-N-[[(2S)-I-ethylpyrrolidin-2
yl]methyll-2-hydroxy-6-([I'C)methoxy)benzamide.

Content
90 per cent to 110 percent of me declared carbon-It
radioactivity at the date and time slatedon the label.

Purily:
- minimum of 99 per cent of the total radioactivity

corresponds to carbon-H,
- minimum of 95 per cent of the totalradioactivity

corresponds to carbon-II in the form of [metho':(y-IIC]
raclopride.

Content 0/radopride: maximum of 10 Jig per maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

PRODUCTION
RADIONUCUDE PRODUCTION
Carhon-l-l is a radioactive isotope of carbon most commonly
produced by protonirradiation of nitrogen. Dependingon
the addition of eithertrace amounts of oxygen or small
amounts of hydrogen, the radioactivity is obtained as [IIC]
carbon dioxideor [IIC]methane. respectively.

RADIOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
[Meth~ _11 C]raclopride may be prepared by D-alkylation
of the corresponding phenolate anion (S)-3,5-dicWoro-2,6
dihydroxy-N-[(I-ethylpyrrolidin-2-yl)methyllbenzamide with
iodo[lIC]methane or [lIC]methyl trifluoromethanesulfonate.

Synthesis of iodo[lIC]methane
Iodo[lIC)methane may be produced from [lIC]carhon
dioxideor from [IIC]methane. The most frequently used
method is reduction of [11C]carbon dioxide with lithium
aluminium hydride. The lithium aluminium [1IC]
methanolate formed is reacted with hydroiodic acid to iodo
[lIC)methane via [lIC]methanol. Altematively [1IC]
methane, eitherobtained directly in the target or by on-line
processes from [IIC]carbon dioxide,is reacted withiodine.

Synthesis of ["C]methyl triJluoromethanesulfonate
["C]Methyl trifluoromethanesulfonate may be prepared from
iodo[IIC]methane using a solid support such as graphitised
carbon impregnated with silvertrifluoromethanesulfonate.

Synthesis of [melhoxy-"C]raelopride
Methylation with iodo[lIC]methane is performed under
alkaline conditions in a solventsuch as dimethyl sulfoxide.
The methylation with [IIC]methyl trifluoromethanesulfonate
is performed in a solvent such as dimethylfonnamide or
acetone. The resulting [melho>y-"C)raclopride may be
purified by semi-preparative liquid chromatography using, for
example, a column packed with ocradecylsilyl silica gel for
chromatography eluted with a mixture of 25 volumes of
acetonitrile and 75 volumes ofO.OJ M phosphoric acid.
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PRECURSOR FOR SYNTHESIS

(S)-3,S-Dlehloro-2,6-dlhydroxy-N-[(I-ethylpyrrolidin
2-yl)methyl]benzamlde hydrobromlde
Melting point (2.2.14): 211 °C to 213 °C.

Specific optical rotation (2.2.7): + 11.3 to + 11.5,
determined on a 15.0 gILsolution in ethanol R at 22 °C.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half..life and nature of radiation of carbon-If
See general chapter 5.7. TaMe of physilXll charaaeristia of
rodionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The only gamma photons have an energy of
0.51J MeV and, depending on themeasurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. It complies with test B for radionuclidic purity (see Tests).
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.
Results The principal peakin the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (d).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.5 to 8.5.

Sterility
It complieswith the testfor sterility prescribed in the
monograph on Radiophormaceutical preparations (0125).
The injection may be released for use before completionof
the test.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The injection may be
released for use before completion of the test.

CHEMICAL PURITY

Raclopride and impurity A
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 7.2 mg of radopride tartrote R
in water R and dilute to 50 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 1.2 mg of (S)-3,5-dichk!ro
2,6-dihydroxy-N-[(1-ethylpyrrolidin-2-yl)melhyl]benzamide
hydrobromide R in methanol R and dilute to 100 mL with the
same solvent.
Reference solution (c) To 0.1 mL of reference solution (a)
add 0.1 mL of reference solution (b) and dilute to V with
water R, V being the maximum recommended dose in
millilitres.
Reference solution (d) Dilute 1.0 mL of reference solution (a)
to 10.0 mL with woter R.

Column:
- size: { = 0.05 m, eJ = 4.6 mrn,
- s",lionory phase: spherical end-eapped octadecylsilyl silica gel

for chromatography R (3.5 1'Il1) with a specific surface area
of 175 m2/g

1 a pore size of 12.5 nm, a porevolume of
0.7 cm3/g and a carbon loading of 15 per cent,

- temperature: 30 °C.
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Mobile phase Dissolve 2 g of sodium hepum<su!fonate R in
700 mL of waterR, adjust to pH 3.9 with phosphoric acidR
and dilute to 1000 mL with aceumitri1e R.
Flow rate 1 mUmin.
Deuceon Spectrophotometer at 220 nm and radioactivity
detectorconnected in series.
Iniecuon Loop injector; injectthe test solution and reference
solutions (b) and (c).

Run lime 10 min.
Relative retention With reference to raclopride:
impurity A =about 0.46.

System suitability Reference solution (c):
- resolution: minimum of 5 between the peaks due to

raclopride and to impurity A.
Limits Examine the chromatogram obtainedwith the
spectrophotometer:
- racloptide: not morethan the area of the corresponding

peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (c) (10 ~g1J1),

- impun·~ A: not more than the area of the corresponding
peak in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (c) (I ~g1J1).

Residual solvents
Are limited according to the principles defined in the general
chapter (5.4), using the general method (2.4.24).
The preparation may he released foruse before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURIIT

Carbon-It
Minimum 99 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
The preparation maybe released for use beforecompletion
of the test
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Comparison Standardised fluorine-I8 solution, or by using a
calibrated instrument. Standardised fluorine- 18 solutions
and/or standardisation services are available from the
competentauthority.

Results The spectrum obtainedwith the solution to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised fluorine-18 solution.
B. Half-Ufe. 19.9 min to 20.9 min.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
raclopride and impurity A with the following modifications.
Injection Test solutionand reference solution (d).
Limits examine the chromatogram obtainedwith the
radioactivity detector:
- IMetho>;y-"C] raclopride: minimum of 95 per cent of the

total radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Mesure the radioactivity using suitable equipment by
comparison with a standardised fluorine-I8 solution or by
using a calibrated instrument.

LABELliNG
The accompanying information specifies the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
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IMPURITIES

C''¢(:0/"J:)
~ H N

"" OH "-
Cl CIi,

A. 3,5-dichloro-N-II(2S)-I-ethylpyrrolidin-2-yl]methyl]-2,6
dihydroxybenzamide.

________________~__ PIIEII

Sodium Acetate ([1.11C)) Injection
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1920)

CH,"COONa

PIIEII ~_----__---------_-

DEFINITION
Sterilesolution of sodium [I-11C]acetate, in equilibrium with
II-IIC)acetic acid.

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared carbon-ll
radioactivity at the date and timestated on the label.

PRODUCTION
RADIONUCLIDE PRODUCTION
Carbon-II is a radioactive isotopeof carbonwhich is most
commonlyproduced by proton irradiation of nitrogen. Bythe
additionof trace amountsof oxygen, the radioactivity is
obtained as I"Clcasbon dioxide.

RADIOCHEMICAL SYNTHESIS
I"ClCasbon dioxide may be separated from the target gas
mixture by cryogenic trapping or by trapping on a molecular
sieve at room temperature. [IIC]Carbon dioxide is then
released from the trap using an inertgas such as nitrogen at
a temperature higher than the trapping temperature.
Il-"ClAcetate is usually prepared by reaction of ["Clcasbon
dioxide with methylmagnesium bromide in organic solvents
such as etheror tetrahydrofuran.
Hydrolysis of the product yields [I-"C)acetic acid. It is
purified by chromatographic procedures. The eluateis
diluted with sodium chloride solution.

PRECURSOR FOR SYNTHESIS

Methyimagneslum bromide
The reactivity of methyhnagnesium bromide is tested by
decomposition of a definedamountwith water. The amount
of methane reJeased duringthis reaction is not less than
90 per cent of the theoretical value.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless soJution.

Half-life and nature ofradlation of carbon-ll
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physirol choraaenstics of
rodionudidts.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The only gammaphotons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, dependingon the measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. It complieswith test B forradionuclidic purity (see Tests).
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c. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.

Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the cluomatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.5 to 8.5.

Sterility
It complieswith the test for sterilityprescribed in the
monograph on Radiopharmauuti<al preparan'om (0125).
The injection may be released for use before completion of
the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VIU/mL, Vbeing the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The injection may be
released for use before completion of the test.

CHEMICAL PURI1Y

Acetate
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.

Reference s!l!ution Dissolve 28 mg of sodium acetate R in
water R and dilute to V, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 rn, '" =4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: strongly basic anion-exchange resin for

chromaragraphy R (10 I'm);
- temperature: 25°C.

Mobile phase 0.1 M sodium hydroxide protected from
atmospheric carbon dioxide.

Flowrate I mIlmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 nm and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Injection Loop injector.

Run time 10 min.
System sU£UJbility Reference solution:
- resolution: minimum 4.0 between the peaks due to hold-up

volume and acetate.
Limit Examine the chromatograms obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- acetate: not more than the area of the corresponding peak

in the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution
(20 mg per /I).

Residual solvents are limited according to the principles
defined in the general chapter (5.4), using the general
method (2.4.24)
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURI1Y

Carbon-ll
Minimum 99 per cent of the total radioactivity.

The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the tests.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Comparison Standardised ftuorine-IS solution, or by using a
calibrated instrument. Standardised fluorine-IS solutions
and/or standardisation services are available from laboratories
recognised by the competent authority.
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Results The spectrum obtained with the solution to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised fluorine-IS solution.

B. Half-life: 19.9 min 10 20.9 min.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURI1Y

[1-"C]Acetate
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
acetate.

Limit Examine the chromatograms obtained with the
spectrophotometer and the radioactivity detector:
- MUll oj [J-"Cjacetate: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Measure the radioactivity using suitable equipment by
comparison with a standardised fluorine-IS solution or by
measurement with a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The accompanying Informationspecifies the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.
___________________ PIIE"

Sodium Chromate (51Cr) Sterile
Solution
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0279)

PIlE" --__c_------~-__c_-__c_-----

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of sodium e1Cr]chromate made isotonic by
the addition of sodium chloride.

Chromium-51 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
chromium-51 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

Specific radioactivity Minimum 370 MBq of chromium
51 per milligram of chromate ion.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or slightly yellow solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of chromium-51
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physi<al characteristics of
radionuclides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Remit The only gamma photon of chromium-51 has an
energy of 0.320 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The retardation factor of the principal peak in the
radiochromatograrn obtained with the test solution is
about 0.9.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.0 to 8.5.

Total chromate
Maximum 2.7 ~g of chromate ion (CrOI, per MBq.

Test solution The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution 1.7 mg/L solution of potassium chromate R.
Measure the absorbance of the solutions (2.2.25) at the
absorption maximum at 370 run. Ifnecessary, adjust the test
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solution and the reference solution to pH 8.0 by adding
sodium hydrogen carbtmale solution R. Calculate the content of
chromate in me preparation to be examined using the
measured absorbances.

Sterlllty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (01Z5).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCLIDlC PURITY

Chromium-51
Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The spectrum obtained with the preparation to he
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised chromium-51 solution.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[
S1Cr jCh rom a te Ion

Ascending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined,

Paper pajJlT for chromatography R.
Mobile phase ammonia R, ethanol (96 per cent) R, water R
(25:50:125 VIVly).

Application A volume of the solution sufficient for the
detection method.

Development Immediately, for 2.5 h.

DeleClUm Suitable detector to determine me distribution of
the radioactivity.

Rerarda~·onfactor Impurity A =0.0 to 0.1; chromate
ion = about 0.9.

Li'tmi:
- f'Cr]chromau ion: minimum 90 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to chromium-51.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITlES
A. [51Cr]chro mium (lll) ion.
________~ PhEw

Sodium Fluoride (18F) Injection
(Ph. Bur. monograph 2100)
PhEw _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing fluorine-IS in the fonn of sodium
fluoride. It may contain carrier fluoride and a suitable buffer.

Content
- fluorine-IS: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

fluorine-IS radioactivity at the date and hour stated on
the label,

- fluoride: maximum 4.52 mg per maximum recommended
dose in millilitres.

PRODUCTION
The radionuclide fluorine-IS is most commonly produced by
proton irradiation of water enriched in oxygen-IS. Fluorine
18 in the form of fluoride is recovered from the target water,
generally by adsorption and desorption from anion-exchange
resins or electrochemical deposition and redissolution.
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CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature ofradiation oflluorlne-18
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The only gamma photons have an energy of
0.511 MeV and, depending on me measurement geometry, a
sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. It compiles wil:h test B for radionuclidlc purity (see Tests).

C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

ResuJ" The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution. In the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution, the peak due to fluoride is negative.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
5.0 to 8.5.

Fluoride
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve 10 mg of sodium fluoride R in
water R and dilute to V with the same solvent, V being the
maximum recommended dose in millilitres.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4 mm,
- slaUonary phase: strongly basic onion-exchange ruin for

chromatography R (I0 pm),
- temperatw«: constant, between 20°C and 30 °C.

Mobile phase 4 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R, protected
from atmospheric carbon dioxide.

FkJw rare I rnIJmin.
Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 DOl and a radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Injection 20 ~L.

Run time 15 min.

Systemsuitability Examine the chromatogram obtained with
the reference solution using the spectrophotometer:
- signal-to-noise ratio: minimum 10 for the principal peak,
- retention time of fluorUk: minimum 3 times the hold-up

time.

Limit Examine the chromatogram obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- fluoride: not more than the area of the corresponding peak

in the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution
(4.52 mg/Y).

Sterlllty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph on Rodiopharmauutic<d preparations (0/25).
The injection may be released for use before completion of
the test.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V 1U/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres. The injection may be
released for use before completion of the test.
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RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY

Fluorlne-18
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the tests.
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the amountof fluorine-IS and radionuclidic
impurities with a half-life longerthan2 h. For the detection
and quantification of impurities, retain thepreparation to he
examined for a sufficient time to allow the fluorine-IS to
decay to a level whichpermits the detection of impurities.
Results The spectrum obtained with the preparation to he
examined does not differ significantly from that of a
background spectrum.
B. Half-life: lOS min to 115 min.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURl1Y

[I8Fllluoride
Liquid chromatography (1.1.19) as described in the test for
fluoride. If necessary, dilute the test solution with waterR to
obtaina radioactivity concentration suitable for the
radioactivity detector.
Limi, Examine the chromatogram obtained with the
radioactivity detector:
- [

18FJfiuoride: minimum 98.5 per cent of the total
radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine me radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states the maximwnrecommended dose in
millilitres.
___________________ PhE<I

Sodium Iodide (1231) Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 0563)
PbE<I ~ _

DEFINITION
Sterile solutioncontaining iodine-123 in the fonn of sodium
iodide; it maycontainsodium thiosulfate or some other
suitable reducing agentand a suitable buffer.

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared iodine-123
radioactivity at the date and hourstated on the label.

PRODUCTION
Iodine-123 is obtained by proton irradiation of xenon
enriched in xenon-124 (minimum 98 per cent) followed by
the decay ofxenon-123 which is formed direcdy and by the
decay of caesium-123. No carrier iodideis added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear) colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oClodine-123
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical choraaeraia of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The spectrum obtained with thepreparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from that of a

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-883

standardised iodine-123 solution. The most prominent
gammaphoton has an energy of 0.159 MeV and is
accompanied hy the principal X-ray of 0.027 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.
Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
pH (1.1.3)
7.0 to 10.0.

Sterility
It complieswith the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph on Radwphannaceuti<al preparations (0115).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCLlDIC PURI1Y

Iodine-12l
Minimum 99.65 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amounts of lcdine-Izj, iodine-125)
tellurium-121 and otherradionuclidic impurities present.
For the detectionof teUurium-12I and Iodlne-tzs, retain the
preparation to be examined for a sufficient time to allow
iodine-123 to decay to a levelwhich permits the detectionof
radionuclidic impurities. No radionuclides with a half-life
longer than thatof iodine-125 are detected.
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

["'IIIodide
Liquid chromatography (1.1.19).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
2 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R to a radioactive
concentration suitable for the detector. Add an equal volume
of a solution containing I gIL ofpotassium iodide R, 2 gIL of
potassium iodate R and 10 gIL of sodium hydrogen carbonate R
and mix.

Reference sdution (a) Dilute I mL of a 26.2 mgIL solution
of potassium iodide R to 10 mL with water R.
Reference solution (b) Dilute I mL of a 24.5 mgIL solution
of potassium iodate R to 10 mL with water R. Mix equal
volumes of this solutionand reference solution (a).
Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, '" = 4.0 mm,
- suuionosy phase: octad«y/silyl sili<a gelfor chromawgraphy R

(5 J!Dl),
- temperature: constant between 20 QC and 30 QC.

Mobile phase Dissolve 5.85 g of sodium chloride R in
1000 mL of waterR, add 0.65 mL of octylamine R and adjust
to pH 7.0 with dilute phasphoric acidR; add 50 mL of
acetomtrile R and mix.
Flow rate I.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 om and a radioactivity
detector connected in series.
Injection 20 1'1..
Run time 12 min.
Relative retention Withreference to iodide (retention
time =about 5 min): iodate =0.2 to 0.3.
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_________~ I'fIE"

I'fIE" _

System suitabil'iy Reference solution (b):
- resolution: minimum 2 between the peaks due to iodide

and iodate in the chromatogram recorded with the
spectrophotometer.

Limit Examine the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution using the radioactivity detector and locate thepeak
due to iodide by comparison with thechromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a) usingthe
spectrophotometer:
- ['''Ijiodide: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The labelstates the name of any excipient.

IMPURITffiS
A. ll2l)iodale ion.

Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amounts of iodine-123J iodine-125,
tellurium-121 and otherradionuclidic impurities present
For the detection of tellurium-121 and iodine-l25, retain the
solutionto be examined for a sufficient time to allow iodine
123 to decay to a level whichpermits the detection of
radionuclidic impurities. No radionucUdes witha half-life
longerthan that ofiodine-125 are detected.
The solution may be released foruse before completion of
the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[
123I]Iodid e

Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Tesl solution Dilute the solutionto be examined with an
equalvolume of a solutioncontaining 1 gILof potassium
iodide R, 2 gIL of potassium iodate Rand 10 gIL of sodium
hydrogen carbonate R and mix. Ifnecessary, first dilutethe
solution to be examined witha 2 gILsolution of sodium
hydroxide R 10 ensure that the final mixture has a
radioactivity concentration suitable for the radioactivity
detector.
Reference solution (a) Dissolve 10 mg of potaSSium iodide R in
water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Rejerme< solution (b) Dissolve 20 mg of potaSSium iodate R in
waterR anddilute to 10 mL wilh the samesolvent.
Mix equal volumesof thissolution and reference
solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1:::: 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mrn;
- stationary phtue: octadecylsilyl si&a gelfor chromatography R

(5 ~m);

- temperature: constant, between20°C and 30 "C.

Use stainless steel tubing.
Mobile phase Dissolve 5.85 g of sodium chloride R in
toOO mL of waterR, add 0.65 mL of oetylamine R and adjust
10 pH 7.0 with dilute phosp/tori< add R; add 50 mL of
aatonilrik R and mix.
Flow rate 1.5 rnUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 om anda radioactivity
detector connected in series.
Inj«tion 20 IlL.
Run lime 12 min.
Relative retention Withreference to iodide (retention
time =about 5 min): iodate =0.2 to 0.3.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- molutUm: minimum 2 between the peaks due to iodide

and iodatein the chromatogram recorded with the
spectrophotometer.

Examine the chromatogram obtained with the test solution
usingthe radioactivity detector and locate the peak due to
iodide by comparison withthe chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a) using the spectrophotometer.
Lim;t:
- t"Ijiodide: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument,

LABELLING
The labelstates:
- the name of any excipient;
- that the solution is not for directadministration to

humans.

**** ** ** ****
Sodium Iodide (1231) Solution for
Radiolabelling
(ph. Eur. monograph 2314)

DEFINITION
Strongly alkaline solution,containing iodine-123in the form
of sodium iodide.

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared iodine-123
radioactivity at the date and hourstated on the label.

PRODUCTION
Iodine-123 is obtained by proton irradiation ofxenon highly
enriched in xenon-I24 foUowed by the decay of directly
formed xenon-123 and by the decay ofcaesium-123.
No carrier iodideor reducing agents are added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature ofradiadon ofiodlne-123
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical charocreristics of
rodionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The most prominent gamma photonof iodine-123
has an energy of 0.159 MeV and is accompanied by the
principal X-ray of 0.027 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Resutts The principal peakin the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solutionis similar in retention time to

the principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
Alkalinity (2.2.4)
The solution is strongly alkaline.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY

Iodlne-123
Minimum 99.7 percent of the totalradioactivity.
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IMPURITIES
A. iodine-125,

B. tellurium-121,

C. [I2Jl]iodate ion.
___~ PhE<r

Sodium Iodide e311) Capsules for
Diagnostic Use
(ph. Eur. monograph 0938)
PhEII _

DEFINITION
Capsules for diagnostic use containing iodine-13l in the Conn
of sodiwn iodide on a solid support; they may contain
sodium thiosulfate or some other suitable reducing agents
and a suitable buffering substance. A package contains 1 or
more capsules.

Content
- lodine-Bt: maximum 37 MBq per capsule; the average

radioactivity determined in the test for uniformity of
content is 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
iodine-13! radioactivity at the date and hour stated on me
label;

- iodide: maximum 20 Jlgper capsule.

PRODUCTION
Iodine-131 is obtained by neutron irradiation of tellurium or
by extraction from uranium fission products. No carrier
iodide is added.

CHARACTERS
Holf-life ond nature of radiation of iodine-131 See general
chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical chara<uris,i« of radUinudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Resul" The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differsignificantly from that of a
standardised iodine-Bt solution. The most prominent
gamma photon has an energy of 0.365 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.

Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with test solution (b) is similarin retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (3).

TESTS
Disintegration
The contents of the capsule dissolve completely within
15 min.

In a water-bath at 37°C, warm in a small beaker about
20 mL of a 2.0 gIL solution of potassium iodide R. Add a
capsule to be examined. Stir magnetically at 20 clmin.

Unifonnity of content
Determine the radioactivity of each of not fewer than
10 capsules. Calculate the average radioactivity per capsule.
The radioactivity of no capsule differs by more than
J0 per cent from the average, the relative standard deviation
is not greater than 3.5 per cent.

Iodide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-885

Test solutUm (a) Dissolve a capsule to be examined in
10 mL of waterR. Filter through a 0.2 urn filter.

Test solution (b) Dissolve a capsule to be examined in
waterR. Filter through a 0.2 urn filter and dilute the filtrate
with a 2 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R to a radioactive
concentration suitable for the detector. Add an equal volume
of a solution containing 1 gIL of potassium iodide R, 2 gIL of
potassium iodate Rand 10 gIL of sodium hydrogen tarbonate R
and mix.
Reference ,oIu,Uin (a) Dilute I mL of a 26.2 mgIL solution
of potassium iodide R to 10 mL with waterR.
Reference solu,Uin (b) Dilute I mL of a 24.5 mgIL solution
of poiassium iodate R to 10 mL with waterR. Mix equal
volumes of this solution and reference solution (a).

Blank so/utum Prepare a solution containing 2 mg/mL of
each constituent stated on the label, apan from iodide.

Column:
- size: 1= 0,25 m, 0 =4.0 mm,
- stationary phase: oc<a<Jecylsi/y/ silica gelfor chromatography R

(5 um),
- temperature: constant between 20 °C and 30 "C.

Mobile phase Dissolve 5.85 g of sodium chloride R in
1000 mL of waur R, add 0.65 mL of oqylamine R and adjust
to pH 7.0 with diluu phosphoric acidR; add 50 mL of
autQm'trile R and mix.
FWw raU 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 run and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Inj~tion20 ~L of test solution (a), reference solutions (a)
and (b) and the blank solution.

Run rime J2 min.

RelatiVe reuntlon With reference to iodide (retention
time = about 5 min): iodate = 0.2 to 0.3.

System suitability:
- in the chromatogram obtained with the blank.solution,

none of the peaks has a retention time similar to that of
the peak due to iodide,

- resolution: minimwn 2 between the peaks due to iodide
and iodate in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b) recorded with me spectrophotometer.

Limit Examine the chromatograms obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- iodide: not more than the area of the corresponding peak

in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
(20 ~g1capsule).

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY

1Q(llne-131
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Determine the relative amounts of iodine-I31, iodine-I33,
iodine-135 and other radionuclidic impurities present,

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[
IJII]l odi de

Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
iodide with the following modifications.

Injection 20 ul, of test solution (b) and reference
solution (a).

Limit Examine the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution using the radioactivity detector and locate the peak
due to iodide by comparison with the chromatogram
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obtained with reference solution (a) using the
spectrophotometer:
- (l'I]iodide: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity of the package using a calibrated
instrument.

LABELLING
The label states the name of any excipient and the number of
capsules in the package.

IMPURITIES
A. [131I]iodate ion.
____~ PIlE"

Sodium Iodide C311) Capsules for
Therapeutic Use
(ph. Eur. morwgraph 2116)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Capsules for therapeutic use containing iodine-13! in the
Conn of sodium iodide on a solid support; they contain
sodium thiosulfate or some other suitable reducing agents
and a suitable buffering substance.

Content
- icdine-I'H: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

radioactivity at the d~te and hour stated on the label,
- iodide: maximum 20 pg per capsule.

PRODUCTION
Iodine-131 is obtained by neutron irradiation of tellurium or
by extraction from uranium fission products. No carrier
iodide is added.

CHARACTERS
Half-life and nature of radiadon of lodlne-131
See general chapter 5.7. Table of pJrysical characlelisti<s of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differ sigoificantly from that of a
standardised iodine-I3I solution. The most prominent
gamma photon ofiodine-131 has an energy of 0.365 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.

Results The principal peak in the radlochromarogram
obtained with test solution (b) is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
Dlslntegradon
The contents of the capsule dissolve completely within
15 min.
In a water-bath at 37°C, wann in a small beaker about
20 mL of a 2.0 gIL solution of potassium iodide R. Add a
capsule to be examined. Stir magnetically at a rotation rate of
20 r/min.

Iodide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29}.

2022

Testsolution (a) Dissolve a capsule to be examined in
10 mL of water R. Filter through a 0.2 urn filter.

Test solution (b) Dissolve a capsule to be examined in
water R. Filter through a 0.2 pm filter and dilute the filtrate
with an equal volume of a solution containing 1 gIL of
potassium iodide R, 2 gIL of potassium iodate Rand 10 gIL of
sodium hydrogen carbonate R. If necessary, first dilute the
filtrate with a 2 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R to ensure
that the final mixture has a radioactivity concentration
suitable for the radioactivity detector.

Referenasolurian (a) Dilute 1.0 mL of a 26.2 mgIL solution
of potassium iodide R to 10.0 mL with waterR.

Reference solution (b) Dilute I mL of a 24.5 mgIL solution
of pocassium iodate R to 10 mL with waterR. Mix equal
volumes of this solution with reference solution (a).

Blank solution Prepare a solution containing 2 mwmL of
each excipient stated on the label, apart from iodide.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 ID, 0 = 4.0 mm,
- starianary phase: 0<radet:y/siJyJ silica gelfor chromawgrapJry R

(5 urn),
- temperature; constant, between 20°C and 30 "C.
Use stainless steel tubing.

Mobile phase Dissolve 5.85 g of sodium chloride R in
1000 mL of water R, add 0.65 mL of o<tylamine R and adjust
to pH 7.0 with dilute phosphoric acidR; add 50 mL of
aceffmitriJe R and mix.
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 om and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Injection 20 p.L of test solution (a), reference solutions (a)
and (b) and the blank solution.

Run time 12 min.

Relative retention With reference to iodide (retention
time =about 5 min): iodate =0.2 to 0.3.
System suitability:
- in the chromatogram obtained with the blank solution,

none of the peaks has a retention time similar to that of
the peak due to iodide;

- resoiution: minimum 2 between the peaks due to iodide
and iodate in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b) using the spectrophotometer.

Limits Examine the chromatograms obtained with the
spectrophotometer; locate the peak due to iodide by
comparison with the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a):
- iodide: not more than the area of the corresponding peak

in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a)
(20 pg/capsule).

RADIONUCLIDIC PURI1Y

Iodlne-131
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Gamma-ray spectrometry,

Determine the relative amounts of iodine-130, iodine-lH,
iodine-133, iodine-135 and other radionuclidic impurities
present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURI1Y

[l31lllodide

Liquid chromatography (2.2.29} as described in the lest for
iodide with the following modifications.

Inj«rian 20 pL of test solution (b) and reference
solution (a).
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____________________ PhE/6

Slerl1lty
If intended for parenteral administration, it complies with the
test for sterility prescribed in the monograph
Radiophannaceutical prepara"ons (0125). The solution may be
released for use before completion of me test.

Iodide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution (a) The preparation to be examined.

Test solution (b) Dilute the preparation to be examined with
a measured volume of a 2 gIL solution of sodiumhydroxideR
until the radioactivity is equivalent to about 74 MBqlmL.
Add an equal volume of a solution containing 1 gIL of
potassium iodide R, 2 gIL of potassium iodate R and 10 gIL of
sodiumhydrogen carbonate R and mix.

Reference SolUlion (a) Dilute I mL of a 26.2 mgIL solution
of porassium iodide R to V with waterR, V being the
maximum recommended dose in millilitres.

Reference solution (b) Dilute I mL of a 24.5 mg/L solution
of porassium iodare R to V withwaler R, V being the
maximum recommended dose in millilitres. Mix equal
volumes of this solution and reference solution (a).

Blank solution Prepare a solution containing 2 rnglmL of
each of the components stated on me label, apart from
iodide.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm;
- sta"onary phase: end-capped O<lad«y/silyl silica gelfor

chromatograp/ol R (5 ~m);

- temperature: constant, between 20 °C and 30 °C.
Use stainless steel tubing.

Mobile phase Dissolve 5.85 g of sodium chloride R in
1000 mL of water for chromatography R, add 650 ~L of
oaylamineR and adjust to pH 7.0 with phosphoric acid R; add
50 mL of a<elOllitri/e for chromatography R and mix.

Flew rate 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Spectrophotometer at 220 om and radioactivity
detector connected in series.

Injection 20 f.lL of test solution (a), reference solutions (a)
and (b) and the blank solution.

Run lime 2.4 times the retention time of iodide.

Relative retention With reference to iodide (retention
time = about 5 min): iodate = 0.2 to 0.3.

System suirabl1ily:
- in the chromatogram obtained wil.h the blank solution,

none of the peaks shows a retention time similar to that of
the peak due to iodide;

- resolution: minimum 2.0 between the peaks due to iodate
and iodide in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b) recorded with the spectrophotometer.

Li'mit Examine the chromatograms obtained with the
spectrophotometer:
- iodide: not more than the area of the corresponding peak

in the chromatogram obtained with reference solution (a).

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY

Iodlne-131
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Determine the relative amounts of lcdine-Ij l, iodine-L'B,
iodine-135 and other radionucUdic impurities present.

**** ** ** ****
Sodium Iodide e311) Solution
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0281)
PhEl6 _

DEFINITION
Solution containing iodine-131 in me form of sodium iodide
and also sodium thiosulfate or some other suitable reducing
agent. It may contain a suitable buffer.

Content
- iodine-I3I: 90 per cent 10 110 per cent of the declared

radioactivity at the date and hour stated on the label;
- iodide: maximum 20 Jig in the maximum recommended

dose in millilitres.

PRODUCTION
Iodine-131 is obtained by neutron irradiation ofteUurium or
by extraction from uranium fission products.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear) colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oflodlne-131
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristi<s of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from that of a
standardised iodine-131 solution. The most prominent
ganuna photon has an energy of 0.165 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.

Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with test solution (b) is similar in retention time (Q

the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
7.0 to 10.0.

Limits Examine the chromatogram obtained with test
solution (b) using the radioactivity detector and locate the
peak due to iodide by comparison with the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (a) USLng the
spectrophotometer:
- t' 3 IJ) iodide: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity of each capsule using a calibrated
instrument.

LABELLING
The label states the name of any excipient.

IMPURITIES
A. [ulI]iodate ion,

B. iodine-130,

C. iodine-133,

D. iodine-135.
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RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

e"I]lodide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29) as described in the test for
iodide with the following modification.
Injection 20 pL of lest solution (b) and reference
solution (a).

Limit Examine the chromatogram obtained with test
solution (b) using the radioactivity detector and locate the
peak due to iodide by comparison with the chromatogram
obtainedwith reference solution (a) using me
spectrophotometer: .
- ("I]iodide: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELliNG
The label states:
- the name of any excipient;
- the maximumrecommended dose, in millilitres;
- where applicable, that the preparation is suitable foruse

in the manufacture of parenteral preparations.

IMPURITIES
A. [131I]io~ate ion,
B. iodine- J30,

C. iodine-133,

D. iodine-135.
____~ POEur

Sodium Iodide (1311) Solution For
Radiolabelling
(ph. Bur. monograph 2121)
POEur _

DEFINITION
Strongly alkaline solution containing iodine-131 in the form
of sodium iodide. It does not containa reducing agent.

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared iodine-131
radioactivity at the date and hour stated on the label.

PRODUCTION
Iodine-131 may be obtained by neutron irradiation of
tellurium or by extraction from uranium fissionproducts.
No carrier iodide is added.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oflodine-BI
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physital characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The spectrum obtainedwith the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from that of a
standardised iodine-131 solution.The most prominent
gamma photon of iodine-131 has an energy of 0.365 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

2022

Results The principal peakin the radiochrornatogram
obtainedwith the test solutionis similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (a).

TESTS
AlkalinIty (2.2.4)
The preparation is strongly alkaline.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY

Iodlne-Ht
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the totalradioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amounts ofiodine-130, iodine-tat,
iodine-J'B, iodine-135 and otherradionuclidic impurities
present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY
[ml]lodide
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with an
equal volume of a solutioncontaining I gILof potassium
iodide R, 2 gIL of potassium iodate R and 10 gIL of sodium
hydrogen carlxmate R and mix. H necessary) first dilute the
preparation to be examinedwith a 2 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R to ensure that the final mixture has a
radioactivity concentration suitable for the radioactivity
detector.
Reference solution (aJ Dissolve 10 mg of potassium iodide R in
water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.
Reference solution (b) Dissolve 20 mg of potassium iodate R in
water R and dilute to--10 mL with the same solvent.
Mix equal volumes of this solutionand reference
solution (a).

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 nun,
- stationary phase: octadecylsilY/ silica gelforchromawgraphy R

(5 urn),
- temperature: constant, between20 DC and 30 DC.
Use stainless steel tubing.

Mob.e phase Dissolve 5.85 g of sodium chloride R in
1000 mL ofwater R, add 0.65 mL of oclJllamine R and adjust
to pH 7.0 with d.ute phosphon'c acidR; add 50 mL of
acetonitrile R and mix.
Flow rate 1.5 mlJmin.

Deuction Spectrophotometer at 220 om and a radioactivity
detectorconnected in series.
Injedon 20 pL
Run rime 12 min.
Relau"ve retention With reference to iodide (retention
time =about 5 min): iodate =0.2 to 0.3.

System suitability Reference solution (b):
- resoluflan: minimum2 between the peaks due to iodide

aod iodate in the chromatogram recorded with the
spectrophotometer.

Limit Examine the chromatogram obtained with the
radioactivity detector:
- r" I]iodide: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELliNG
The label states:
- the method of production ofiodine-131,
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_______________-C ".£"

".£" -------------------

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of sodium 2-(2-[l3Iijiodobenzamido)acetale.
It may containa suitable buffer and a suitable antimicrobial
preservative such as benzyl alcohol.
Iodine-Hl 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
iodine-l31 radioactivity at the date and timestatedon the
label.

**** ** ** ****

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

2-[12lI]Iodoltippurlc acid
1bin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Teusotution Dissolve 1 gofpol(l$sium iodideRin 10 mLof
water R, add I volumeof thissolution to 10 volumes of the
preparation to be examined and use within 10 min of mixing.
If necessary, dilute with the reference solution (carrier) to

give a radioactive concentration sufficient for the detection
method, for example 3.7 MBq per millilitre.

Reference solution (carrier). Dissolve 40 mg of 2-iodobenzoi<
acid Rand 40 mg of 2-iodohippunc acidR in 4 mL of a 4 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R, add 10 mg Ofpolassi'um
iodide Rand dilute to 10 mL with water R.
Plate TLC silica gelGF", plate R.

iHobile phase waterR, glacial acetic add R, butanol R,
toluene R (1:4:20:80 VlVIVIJI).

Application 10 ~L.

Development Over a pathof 12 ern in about75 min.
Drying In air.
Detection Examinein ultraviolet lightat 254 om and
determine the distribution of radioactivity using a suitable
detector.
Identification of spots The chromatogram obtained with me
reference solution shows a spot corresponding to
2-iodohippuric acid and nearer to the solventfront a spot
corresponding to impurity D; impurity C remains near the
point of application.
Limits:
- 2-[I23l]iadohippurU: acid: minimum 96 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to iodine-123;
- impun·cy C: maximum 2 per cent of the totalradioactivity

due to iodine-123;
- impurity D: maximum 2 per cent of the totalradioactivity

due to iodine-123.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity wing a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

LABELLING
The label states whether or not the preparation is suitable for
renalplasma-flow studies.

IMPURITIES
A. iodine-125,

B. retlurium-Jzt,

C. [123I]iodide,

D. 2-[12JI]iodobenzoic acid.

Sodium lodotlippurate e311)
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 0282)

- the name of any excipient,
- that the preparation is not for directhuman use.

IMPURITIES
A. [131I]iodate ion.

Sodium lodohippurate e231)
Injection
(Ph. Eur. mtmograph 0564)

--------------------".£"

DEFINITION
Sterilesolutionof sodium (2-[123I]iodobenzamido)acetate.
It may containa suitable buffer and a suitable antimicrobial
preservative such as benzyl alcohol.
Iodine-I2l 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
iodine-J23 radioactivity at the date and time statedon the
label.

Specific radioactivity 0.74 GBq 10 10.0 GBq of iodine
123 per gram of sodium 2-iodohippurate.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature ofradlatlon ofiodlne-123
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physirolcharacteristics of
raJionudides.

".£" -------------------

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-my and X-my spectrometry.

Results The most prominent gamma photon has an energy
of 0.159 MeV and is accompanied by an X-loY of
0.027 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtainedin the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests),
Result The principal spot in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retardation factor
to the spot corresponding to 2-icKiohippuric acid in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
3.5 10 8.5.

Sterlllty
It complieswith the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannauutical prepamtions (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the lest

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
The preparation may be released for use beIore completion
of the test.

Radlonuclldes other than iodlne-123
Maximum 0.35 per cent of the total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray and X-rayspectrometry.
Determine the relative amounts of iodine-125, teUurium-121
and otherradionuclidic impurities present. For their
detection, retain the preparation to be examined for a
sufficient time to aUow iodine-123 to decay to a levelwhich
permits the detection of radionuclidic impurities. Record the
gamma-ray spectrum and X-rayspectrum of the decayed
material. No radionuclides with a half-life longerthanthat of
iodine-125 are detected.
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Spedfic radioa<""'iy 0.74 GBq to 7.4 GBq of iodine
131 per gram of sodium 2-iodohippumte.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-Ilfe and nature of radiation ofiodine-131
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical chorac"risrics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photon of iodIDe-13 I
has an energy of 0.365 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtainedin the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Remlr The principal peakin the radiochromatogram
obtainedwith the test solutionhas a similar retardation factor
as the spot corresponding to 2-iodohippuric acid in the
chromatogram obtainedwith the reference solution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.0 to 8.5.

Sterility
It complies with the test forsterjli£y prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharma«Uticol preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY

lodino-131
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Determine the relative amountsof iodine-LH, iodine-133)
iodine-135 and other radionuclidic impurities present.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

2-[ 1311]l od ohlp purle acid
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sdution Dissolve 1 g of potassium iodide R in 10 mL of
water R) add 1 volume of this solution to 10 volumes of the
preparation to be examined and use within 10 minof mixing.
Ifnecessary dilute with the reference solution (carrier) to give
a radioactive concentration sufficient for the detection
method, for example 3.7 MBqlmL.
Reference solution (carrier). Dissolve 40 mg of 2-iodobenzoic
acidRand 40 mg of 2-iodohippuric acidR in 4 mL of a 4 gIL
solution of sadium hydroxide R, add 10 mg of potassium
iodide R and dilute to 10 mL with wa", R.

Pia" TLC silica gelGF,,, pia" R.
Mobile phase water R) glacial acene addR) butanol R,
(oIume R (1:4:20:80 VIVIVIl').

Application 10 1J1..
Development Over a path of 12 em in about 75 min.
Drying In air.

Detection in ultraviolet light at 254 urn and with a suitable
detectorto determine the distribution of radioactivity.
Illemijication of spots The chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution shows a spot corresponding to
2-iodohippuric acid and nearer to the solventfronta spot
corresponding to impurity Cj impurity D remains nearthe
point of application.
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Limits:
- 2-{'J/I]iodohippuric acid: minimum 96 per cent of the

total radioactivity due to iodine-Bl;
- impurity C: maximum 2 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to iodine-131;
- impun'ty D: maximum 2 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to iodine-131.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

LABELLING
The label states thatthe preparation is not necessarily
suitable for renal plasma-flow studies.

IMPURITIES
A. iodine-133,

B. iodine-135)
C. 2-e31I]iodobenzoic acid)
D. [I3II]iodide.
_______~ ~__~ PhE"

Sodium Molybdate ~9Mo) Solution
(Fission)
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1923)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Alkaline solution of sodium [""Mo]molybdate obtained by
extraction of fission products ofuranium-235. It may contain
stabilisers.

Content
90 per cent (0 110 per cent of the declared molybdenum-99
radioactivity at the date and time statedon the label.

PRODUCTION
Molybdenum-99 is usually produced by fission of uranium
enriched in uranium-235) which is causedby the absorption
of a thermalneutron, resulting inhigh-specific-activity
molybdenum-99. By the fission of uranium after neutron
capture) more than200 different radionuclides are produced.
In approximately 6 per cent of the fissions) molybdenum-99
is fonned after decayof a numberof short-lived parent
radionuclides. After dissolution of the target) the
molybdenum-99 is separated from the mixture of nuclides
and purified by using chromatographic processes in order to
obtain molybdenum-99 with a high level of radionuelidie
purity.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or almostcolourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of molybdenum-99
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical charaaeristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The most prominent gamma photon of
molybdenum-99 has an energy of 0.740 MeV; a peak with an
energy 0[0.141 MeV)due to technetium-as-m is also visible.
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B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution has a similar retardation factor
to the principal spot in the chromatogram obtained with the
referencesolution.

TESTS
Solution S
Dilute me preparation to he examined to a radioactivity
concentration of approximately 370 MBqlmL with a 2.42 gIL
solution of sodium molybdate R.

A1kallnlty
The preparation is alkaline (2.2.1).

RADIONUCLIDlC PURITY

Iodine-131, ruthenIum-l03 and tellurlum-132
- iodine-J3i: maximum 5 x 10-3 per cent of the total

radioactivity;
- ruthenium-103: maximum 5 x 10-3 per cent of the total

radioactivity;
- teJlurium-J32: maximum 5 x 10-3 per cent of the total

radioactivity.
The following method has been found 10 be suitable; other
validated methods, approved by the competent authority,
may be used.

Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Condition a column with an internal volume of
approximately 1.5 mL of strongly bask anion-exchange resin R
with a mixture of equal volumes ofglacial acetic acidR and
water R. All elutions of the column are made at a flow rate
not exceeding 1 mUmin.
Test solution In a test-tube, successively add, with mixing,
1 mL of a 24.2 gIL solution of sodium molybdate R, 0.5 mL
of strong hydrogen peroxide soiraWn R, 2.5 mL of g1adal acetic
acidR, 1.0 mL of iodine-I23 and mthenium-106 spiking
solution Rand 1.0 mL of solution S. Allow to stand for
30 min at room temperature.

Reference solution Mix 1.0 mL of iodine-I23 and ruthenium
I06 spiking solu,ion R and 4.0 mL of waterR.
Apply the test solution to the column and elute. Just before
the disappearance of the liquid from the top of the colwnn,
add 6 mL of a mixture of equal volumes ofglacial acetic
acidR and waterRand elute. Transfer 5.0 mL of the
combined eluates to a counting rube. Determine the
radioactivity ofiodine-123, iodine-131, ruthenium-103,
ruthenium-106 and iodine-132 at the gamma-ray energies of
0.159 MeV for iodine-123, 0.365 MeV for iodine-131,
0.497 MeV for ruthenium-103, 0.512 MeV for ruthenium
106 and 0.668 MeV for iodine-132. Determine in the same
way the radioactivity of iodine-123 and ruthenium-l06 in the
reference solution and calculate the recovery of iodine-123
and ruthenium-l06 in the combined eluates.

Calculate the radioactivity of iodine-131, iodine-l32 and
ruthenium-l03 in the combined eluates, taking into account
the recovery, the fraction of eluate used, the counting
efficiency and the radioactive decay. From the radioactivity of
iodine-132 (daughter radionuclide of lellurium-132),
calculate the radioactivity of tellurium-132, taking into
account the time of the test and the timeof separation of
molybdenum-99.

Total radioactivity due to stronlium..S9 and strontium
90
Maximum 6 x 10---5 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-891

The following method has been found to be suitable; other
validated methods, approved by the competent authority,
may be used.

Liquid scintillation spectrometry.

Connect 2 columns, each with an internal volume of
approximately 1.5 mL of strongly basic anion-exchange resin R,
in series and condition the columns with 10 mL of a 4 gIL
soJution of sodium hydroxide R. All elutions of the columns
are made at a flow rate not exceeding 1 mUmin.

Test solution In a test-tube, successively add, with mixing,
1.0 mL of solution S, 50 1'1. of srrontium-85 spiking solution R
and 0.05 mL of srrong sodium hypochlorite solution R. Allow 10

stand for 10 min at room temperature.

Reference solution Mix 50 pL of srrontium-85 spiking
solution R with 5.0 mL of a 9.5 gIL solution of nil11c acidR in
a vial for liquid scintillation counting and add 10 mL of
liquid scintillation eo<k",il R.

Apply the test solution to the upper of the 2 columns and
elute. Just before the disappearance of the liquid from the top
of the upper column, add 3 mL of a 4 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide Rand elute until the columns are dry. Combine the
eluates and add 4 mL of a 947 gIL solution of nitric acidR
(molybdenum-poor eluate). Determine the radioactivity due
to molybdenum-99 using gamma-ray spectrometry. If the
radioactivity due to molybdenum-99 is higher than
6 x 10-7 per cent of the radioactivity due to molybdenurn-99
in 1 mL of solution S, repeat the above procedure using 2
new columns.

Condition a column with an internal volume of
approximately 2 mL of strontium seluu'fJe extraction resin R
with 5 mL of a 473 gIL solution of nilri<: acidRand dry the
column. All elutions of the column are made at a flow rate
not exceeding 1 mUmin. Apply to the colwnn the
molybdenum-poor eluate and elute. Just before the
disappearance of the liquid from the top of the column, add
20 mL of a 473 gIL solution of nitric acidRand elute until
the colwnn is dry, Rinse the colwnn with 2 mL of a 9.5 gIL
solution of niem add R, dIY the column and discard the
eluate. Elute the colwnn with 8.0 mL of a 9.5 gIL solution of
nitric acidR until the column is dry. Transfer 5.0 mL of the
eluate into a vial for liquid scintillation counting and add
10 mL of liljuid scmtiDation eo<ksail R.
Determine the total radioactivity due to strontium-Be and
strontium-90 in this solution by liquid scintillation
spectrometry, and the radioactivity due to strontium-85 by
gamma-ray spectrometry. Determine the radioactivity due to
strontium-85 in the reference solution by gamma-ray
spectrometry. Calculate the recovery of strontium-Sf in the
eluate. Calculate the measured total radioactivity of
strontiurn-89 and strontium-90 in the eluate, taking into
account the recovery of strontium and the fraction of eluate
used.

Total radioactivity due to alpha-particle-emlttlng
impurities
Maximum 1 x 10-7 per cent of the total radioactivity.

The following method has been found to be suitable; other
validated methods, approved by the competent authority,
may be used.

Alpha-ray spectrometry.

Test solution To 0.2 mL of the preparation to be examined
add 1.0 mL of plutonium-242 spiking solution R, 1.0 mL of
americium-243 spiking solution R and 9.0 mL of a 927 gIL
solution of hydrochlcnc add R. Evaporate the sample to
dryness. Dissolve the residue in 2 mL of a 927 gIL solution
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of hydrochloric acid R. Evaporate again to dryness. Dissolve
the residue in 2 mL of a 10.3 yjL solution or hydrochloric
acid R.

Apply the test solution to a column containing 0.7 g of
amen-exchange resin RI. Collect the eluateand wash the
column with I mL of a 10.3 yjL solution of hydrochloric
acidR. Evaporate the combined eluates to dryness and
dissolve the residue in 2 mL of a 10.3 yjL solution of
hydrochloric acid R. Apply this solution to a 2nd column
containing 0.7 g of anion-exchange resin RI. Collect the eluate
and wash the colwnn with I mL of a 10.3 yjL solution of
hydrochloric addR. Evaporate the combined eluates to
dryness and dissolve the residue in 1 mL of nilric acidR.
Evaporate to dryness. Dissolve the residue agaln in 1 mLof
nilric acidR.
Add 1 mL or a 42.6 yjL solution of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R and evaporate to dryness. Add 0.3 mL of sulfuric
acid R. Wann until the residue is dissolved. Add 4 mL of
distilled waterR and 0.0 I mL of thymolblue solulion R.
Add concentrated ammonia R dropwise until the colour
changes from red to yellow.
Prepare an electrodeposition cell as follows.
Anelectropolished stainless steel planchet is fined in the cap
of a 20 mL polyethylene scintillation vial. The bottom of the
vial has been cut off and a hole has been drilled through the
centre of the cap forelectrical connection to the planchet
cathode. The planchet) 20 rom in diameter and 0.5 mm
thick, is rinsed with cuttone R and water R prior to use.
The anode, a platinum spiral, is introduced through the
bottom of the vial and fitted 5 mm from the cathode.

Pour the solution prepared as described aboveinto the
electrodeposition cell and rinse the container with a total of
5 mL ofa 10 yjL solution of sulfuric acidR (the solution
becomes slightly pink). Adiust to pH 2.1-2.4. with
concentrated ammonia R or witha 200 gIL solutionof su/fun·c
acidR. Eleetrolyse at 1.2 A for 75 min without stirring.

Add 1 mL of concentrated ammonia R about 1 min prior to
switching off the current. Rinse the planchet with a 57 yjL
solution of ammonia R. Rinse theplanchet with acetone Rand
remove anyresidual solvent by patting the planchet with
absorbent paper. Heat the planchet on a hot plate at 180°C
for 10 min.

Determine the radioactivity of alpha emitters by alpha-ray
spectrometry, taking into account the recoveryof the alpha
particle-emitting radionuclides (measured using the
plutonium-242 and americium-243 spiking solutions).

Total of gamma-ray-emitting radlonuclldes other than
molybdenum-99, technetium-99m., iodine-13I,
ruthenium-103 and tellurlum-132
Maximum I x 10-2 per cent of the total radioactivity.

The following method has been found to be suitable; other
validated methods, approved by the competent authority,
maybe used.
Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Allow the preparation to decay for 4-6 weeks. Examine the
gamma-ray spectrum for the presence of othergamma-ray
emitting impurities. Identify and quandfy othergamma-ray
emitting impurities. The preparation may be released foruse
before completion of the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[99Mo]Molybdale
The following method has been found to be suitable; other
validated methods, approved by the competent authority,
maybe used.
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Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with a
4.0 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R to a radioactivity
concentration suitable for the detector.
Reference solution 50 yjL solution of sodium molybdate R in a
4.0 yjL solution of sodium hydroxide R.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR.

Mob"e phase 10.6 yjL solution of anhydrous sodium
carbonate R.
Application 5 ~L of the test solution and 2 1'1. of the
reference solution.
Developmeut Over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In a current of warm air.
Detection Determine the distribution of radioactivity usinga
suitable detector and spray with a 2 gILsolution of
phenylhydrazine R in glacial acetic acidR; heat at 100-105 "C
for 5 min.
Retardation factor Molybdate andpertechnetate = about0.9.
Lim,;:
- sum of f'Mojmo(ybdate and f""Tcjperrechnetate: minimum

95 per cent of the total radioactivity.
RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The labelstates thatthe preparation is onlysuitable for the
preparation of technetium-99m generators.

IMPURITIES
A. iodine-l H,
B. ruthenium-I03,

C. tellurium-132,

D. strontium-89,
E. strontium-90.
___________________ POE"

Sodium Pertechnetate (99mrc)

Injection (Fission)
(ph. Bur. monograph 0124)
POE" _

This monograph appIUs to sodlinn penedmetate ("'"'Tc) i'IJ"eetion
obtained from molybdenum-99 extracted fromfission products of
urauium. Sodiumpenuhnetate ("'"'Tc) inje<tion oblained from
molybdenum-99 produced by neutron irradiation of molybdenum is
described in the monograph Sodium penedmeuue ("""Tc)
inje<tion (non-fission) (0281).

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing technetium-99m in the form of
pertechnetate ion and madeisotonic by the addition of
sodiumchloride. The injection maybe prepared from a
sterile preparation of molybdenum-99 under aseptic
conditions.
Te<hnelium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at thedate and time statedon
the label.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.
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Half-life and.nature of radiation oftechnetium-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysicol characteristics of
radionuclides,

IDENTIFICATION
Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 8.0.

Aluminium
Maximum 5 ppm.

Test solution In a test tube about 12 mm in internal
diameter, mix 1 mL of acetate buffer solution pH 4.6 R and
2 mL of a 1 in 2.5 dilution of the. preparation to be
examined in wat<r R. Add 0.05 mL of a 10 gIL solution of
chromazurol S R.
Reference solution Prepare at the same time and in the same
manner as the test solution and using 2 mL of aluminium
standard solution (2 ppm AD R.
After 3 min, the colour of the test solution is not more
intense than that of the reference solution.

Sterility ".
It complies with me test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may he released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY
Preh"minary test To obtain an approximate estimate before
use of the preparation) take a volume equivalent to 37 MBq
and determine the gamma-ray spectrum using a sodium
iodide detector with a shield of lead) of thickness 6 rom)
Interposed between the sample and the detector.
The response in the region corresponding to the 0.740 MeV
photon of molybdenwn-99 does not exceed that obtained
using 37 kBq of a standardised molybdenum-99 solution
measured under the same conditions) when all measurements
are expressed with reference to the date and time of
administration.

Definitive USt Retain a sample of the preparation to be
examined for a sufficient time to allow the technetium-99m
radioactivity to decay to a sufficiently low level to permit me
detection of radionuclidic impurities. All measurements of
radioactivity are expressed with reference to the date and
time of administration.
- Impun"'Y A: maximum 5 x 10-3 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

Gamma-ray spectrometry. Record rhe spectrum of thedecayed
material.
Comparison Suitable instrument calibrated with the aid of a
standardised iodine-13! solution.

Results The most prominent photon has an energy of
0.365 MeV; iodine-131 has a half-life of 8.04 days.
- Impurity. B: maximum 0.1 per cent of the total

radioactivity..

Gamma-ray spectrometry. Record thespectrum of rhe decayed
maten·aI.

Comparison Suitable instrument calibrated with the aid of a
standardised molybdenum-99 solution"
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Results The most prominent photons have energies of
0.181 MeV, 0.740 MeV and 0.778 MeV; molybdenum-99
has a half-life of 66.0 h.
- lmpun'ty C: maximum 5 x 10-3 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

Gamma-ray spectrometry. Re<ord rhe spectrum of the decayed
material.
Comparison Suitable instrument calibrated using a
standardised ruthenium-l03 solution.

Results The most prominent photon has an energy of
0.497 MeV; ruthenium-103 has a half-life of 39.3 days.
- Impun"ty D: maximum 6 x 10-5 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

Determine the presence of strontium-89 in the decayed
material with an instrument suitable for the detection of beta
rays. It is usually necessary first to carry out chemical
separation of the strontium so that the standard and the
sample may be compared in the same physical and chemical
form.

Comparison Standardised strontium-89 solution"

Results Strontium-89 decays with a beta emission of
1.492 MeV maximum energy and has a half-life of 50.5 days.
- Impw;ty E: maximum 6 x 10-6 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

Detennine the presence of strontium-90 in the decayed
material with an instrument suitable for the detection of beta
rays. To distinguish strontium-90 from srronrium-Sc,
compare the radioactivity ofyttrium-90, the daughter nuclide
of strontium-en, with an yttrium-90 standard after the
chemical separation of the yttrium. H prior chemical
separation of the strontium is necessary) the conditions of
radioactive equilibrium must be enswed. The yttrium-90
standard and the sample must be compared in the same
physical and chemical fonn.

Results Strontium-90 and yttrium-90 decay with respective
beta emissions of 0.546 MeV and 2.284 MeV maximum
energy and half-lives of 29.1 years and 64.0 h.
- Othergamma-emitting impurities: maximum 0.01 per cent

of the total radioactivity.

Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Examine the spectrum of the decayed material for the
presence of other radionuclidic impurities) which should)
where possible) be identified and quantified.
- Alpha-emitting impurities: maximum 1 x 10-7 per cent of

the total radioactivity.

Measure the alpha radioactivity of the decayed material to
detect any alpha-emitting radionuclidic impurities) which
should) where possible) be identified and quantified.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURI1Y

['''''TcIPertechnetate Ion
Descending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
water R to a suitable radioactive concentration.

Paper paper for chromatography R.
Mobile phase waterR, merhanol R (20:80 VIV).

AppliaJtWn 5 pL.
Development For 2 h.

Drying In air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.

Rel4rdation factor ["""Tc]penechnetate ion = about 0.6.
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., Limit:
- r"T(,jpertechnetau ion: minimum 9S percent of the total

radioactivity due to technetiwn-99m.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. iodine-l31,

B. molybdenum-99,

C. ruthenium-103,

D. strontium-Be,

E. strontium-90.
____________________ Ph,..

Sodium Pertechnetate (99mrc)
Injection (Non-fission)
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0283)
Ph,.. _

This monograph apph"es co sodium pertedmetare (""Tc) i'1l"ection
obtained from molybtknum-99 producd~ neutron irradiation of
molybdenum. Sodium pernchnetare c"....Tc) injection obtained
from molybdenum-99 extractedfrom fission produclS of uranium is
described in the monograph Sodium pert<chnetarec"....Tc) injection
(fission) (0124).

DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing technetiwn-99m in the form of
pertechnetate ion and madeisotonic by the addition of
sodium chloride.
T«hneu'um-99m 90 percent to 110 percent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at the date and timestated on
the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oftecbnetlum-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysiad characteristics of
radwnudUks.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m bas an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The retardation factor of theprincipal peak in the
radiochromatogram obtained with the test solution is
about 0.6.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 8.0.

Aluminium
Maximum 5 ppm.

Test solution In a test tubeabout 12 mm in internal
diameter, mix 1 mL of acetare buffer solution pH 4.6 Rand
2 mL of a 1 in 2.5 dilution of the preparation to be
examined in waw R. Add 0.05 mL of a 10 gIL solution of
chromazurol S R. .

Reference solution Prepare at me same timeand in the same
manner as the test solution andusing2 mL of aluminium
standard solution (2 ppm AD R.

2022

After 3 min) the colour of the test solution is not more
intense thanthat of the reference solution.

Sterility
It. complies with the test forsterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation maybe released foruse before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCLlDIC PURITY
Preliminary test To obtain an approximat.e estimate before
use of the preparation) take a volume equivalent. to 37 MBq
and record the gamma-ray spectrum using a sodiumiodide
detector with a shieldof lead) 6 mm thick) interposed
between the sample and the detector. The response in the
region corresponding to the 0.740 MeV photonof
molybdenum-99 does not. exceed thatobtained using 37 kBq
of a standardised molybdenum-99 solution measured under
thesame conditions, when all measurements areexpressed
with reference to the date and timeof administration.
Definitive test Retain a sample of the preparation (0 be
examined fora sufficient time to allow the technetium-99m
radioactivity to decayto a sufficiently low level to permit. the
detection of radionuclidic impurities. All measurements of
radioactivity areexpressed withreference to the date and
time of administration.
- /mpun'tyA: maximum 0.1 percent of the total

radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry. Record the gamma-ray spectrum
of the decayed material.
Comparison Standardised molybdenum-99 solution.
Results The most prominent gamma photonshaveenergies
of 0.181 MeV, 0.740 MeV and 0.778 MeV; molybdenum-99
has a half-life of 66.0 h.
- Other gamma-emitting impurUie.s: maximum 0.0 I per cent

of the total radioactivity.
Gamma-ray spectrometry. Examine the gamma-ray spectrum
of the decayed material for the presence of other
radionuclidic impurities) which should, where possible) be
identified and quantified.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

[--CcjPertecbnetate ion
Descending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
war.er R to a suitable radioactive concentration.
Paper paperfor chromacography R.
Mobile phase waw R, methanol R (20:80 VIV).

ApplicatWn 5 1'1-.
Development For 2 h.

Drying In air.

Detution Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Ruardationfaaor [9""Tc]pertecbnetate ion =about 0.6.

Limit:
- f ....Tcjperrechnerare ion: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to technetium-cam.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. molybdenum-99.
_~ ~ Ph'"
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Sodium Pyrophosphate
Decahydrate for
Radiopharmaceutical Preparations
(Ph. Eur. monograph 2552)

Na407P2,IOH20
/'hE" _

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
water R until the radioactivity is equivalent to

10 000-20 000 counts per minute per I0 ~.

Reference solution A solution of phosphon'c addR containing
2 mg of phosphorus per millilitte.
Paper paper for chromatography R; use a snip of paper
25 nun wide and about 300 rom long.

Mobile phase Mixture of 0.3 mL of ammonia R, 5 g of
trichloroacetic acid R, 25 mL of waterRand 75 mL of
2-propanol R.
Application 10 J.tL of the reference solution, then apply to
the same point of application 10 J.tL of the test solution.
Development For 16 h.

Drying In air.
Detection Determine the position of the non-radioactive
phosphoric acid by spraying with a 50 gIL solutionof
perchlmU acidR and then with a 10 gIL solution of
ammonium molybdate R. Expose the paper to hydrogen
sulfide R. A blue colour develops. Determinethe distribution
of radioactivity using a suitable detector.
Limit:
- f 2Pjphosphat<: minimum 95 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to phosphorus-32.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.
___________________ /'hE"

DEFlNITION
Tetrasodium diphosphate decahydrate.

Content
98.0 per cent to 102.0 per cent.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Colourless or white or almostwhite, slightly efflorescent
crystals.

Solubility
Soluble in water, practically insoluble in anhydrous ethanol.

IDENTIFICATION
A. To 5 mL of solution S (see Tests), neutralised if
necessary, add 5 mL of silvernitrate solution Rl. A white
precipitate is formed.
B. Solution S gives reaction (a) of sodium (2.3.1).

C. To 1 mL of a 10 gIL solution of the substance to be
examined add I mL of a 72 gIL solution of zinc sulfate R;
a white precipitate is formed. To 1 mL of the suspension add
1 mL of dilute acetic acid R; the precipitate remains. To the

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of disodium and monosodium e2p)
orthophosphates made isotonic by theaddition of sodium
chloride.
Phosphorns-32 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
phosphorus-32 radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

Specific radiom:tivily Minimum 11.1 MBq of phosphorus
32 per milligram of orthophosphate ion.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution,

Half-life and nature of radiation ofphosphorus-32
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physiC<l1 characteristics of
radionudides.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.0 to 8.0.

Phosphates
Maximum 89 ~g/MBq.

Testsolution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
waterR to give a radioactive concentration of 370 kBq of
phosphorus-32 per millilitre. Mix in a volumetric flask, with
shaking, 1.0 mL of this solution with a mixture of 0.5 mL of
ammonium molybdate solution R, 0.5 mL of a 2.5 gIL solution
of ammonium wnadate R and 1 mL of perchkm', add R, and
dilute to 5.0 mL with waterR.
Reference solution Prepare at the same time and in the same
manner as the test solution,using 1.0 mLof a solution
containing 33 mg of orthophosphate ion per litre,
After 30 min, the test solution is not more intensely coloured
man the reference solution.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released foruse before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
Beta-ray spectrometry,
Result The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
under the same conditions with a standardised phosphorus
32 solution.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

["PjPhosphate
Ascending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

IDENTIFICATION
A. Beta-ray spectrometry.

Result The maximum energyof the beta radiation is
1.71 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtainedwith the test solution is similar in retardation factor
to the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

/'hE" _

(Ph. Eur. monograph 0284)

Sodium Phosphate e2p) Injection
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rest of the suspension add dilute ammonia RJ until alkaline;
theprecipitate dissolves. Heat the resulting solution to
boiling; a whiteprecipitate is formed,

D. pH (see Tests).

E. Assay (see Tests).

TESTS
Solution S
Dissolve 5.0 g in carbon dioxide-free water R and dilute to
100 mL with the same solvent.

Appearance of solution
Solution S is clear (2.2./) and colourless (2.2.2, Me/had If).

pH (2.2.3)
9.5 to 11.0 for solution S.

Reducing substances
To 5 mL of solution S add 5 mL of diJuu sulfuric add Rand
0.25 mL of a 3.2 gIL solution ofpotmsium permanganau R.
Heat on a water bath for 5 min. A slight redcolourpersists.

Phosphates
Maximum 0.1 per cent.

Ammonium molybdate solution Dissolve 2 g of ammonium
moo'bdau R in 100 mL of waterRand adjust to pH 1.7-1.9
with hydrochloric add R.
Dissolve 1.0 g in water R and dilute to 300 mL with the
same solvent. Adjust 30 mL of the solution to pH 1.7-1.9
with diJuu hydrochlon"c add R and add 12.5 mL of
2-butanol R/, 12.5 mL of ether Rand 25 mL of the
ammonium molybdate solution.Shake for 20 s and discard
the lower layer. Add 10 mL of a I gIL solution of hydrochloric
acidR, shake for 10 s and discard the lowerlayer. To the
upper layer add 0.2 mL of stannous chloride solution R/.

Prepare a reference solutionin the same manner usinga
mixture of 20 mL ofphosphau standard solution (5 ppm
PO.) R and 10 mL of water R. Compare the colours after
10 min.

Any colour in the test solution is not moreintensethan that
in the reference solution.

Water (2.5.32)
38.0 per cent to 42.0 per cent, determined on 30.0 mg using
the evaporation technique at 100-110 °C.

ASSAY
Dissolve 2.0 g in water R and dilute to 50 rnL with the same
solvent. Carry out a potentiometric titration (2.2.20») using
l M hydrochlon"c acid. Read the volume added at the 1" point
of inflexion.
I mL of l M hydrochloric acidis equivalent to 223.0 mg of
Na.07P2,IOH20.

STORAGE
In an airtight container.
___________________ PIIEII

2022

Strontium (89Sr) Chloride Injection
(Ph. Eur. monograph 1475)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile solutionof [89Sr]strontium chloride.
Smmtium-89 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
strontium-89 radioactivity at the date stated on the label.
Specific radioactivity Minimum 1.8 MBq of strontium
89 per milligram of strontium.

Strontium 6.0 mglmL to 12.5 mglmL.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature ofradlation ofstrontium-89
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray andX-ray spectrometry.
Remll- The gamma photondetected hasan energy of
0.909 MeV and is due to me short-lived daughter product,
yttrium-89m (formed in 0.01 per cent of the disintegrations),
in equilibrium with thestrontium-89.
B. To 0.1 mL of thepreparation to be examined, add 1 mL
of a freshly prepared I gIL solution of sadium rhadizonau R.
Mix and allow to stand for I min. A reddish-brown
precipitate is formed.
C. To 0.1 mL of silver nitrou solution R2 add 50 J1L of the
preparation to be examined. A whiteprecipitate is formed.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 7.5.
Note: thefollowing tests for aluminium, iron and lead may be
cam·ed out simultaneously with the test forstrontium. If this is not
the case, the reference solutions areprtpored.such /hat theycontain
strontium at approximau/y thesame concentration as in thetest
solutWn.

Aluminiwn
Maximum 2 ~glmL.

Atomicemission spectrometry (plasma or arc method)
(2.2.22, Methad f).

Test solution Dilute 0.2 mL of the preparation to be
examined to a suitable volume withdilute nirm acid R.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using
aluminium standard solution (10 ppm AQ R diluted as
necessary with dilute nierie add R.

Iron
Maximum 5 ~glmL.

Atomicemissionspectrometry (plasma or arc method)
(2.2.22, Melhad f).
Test solution Dilute 0.2 mLof the preparation to be
examined to a suitable volume with dilute mine acid R.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using iron
standard solution (20 ppm Fe) R diluted as necessary with
diJuu nitric add R.

Lead
Maximum 5 ~glmL.

Atomic emission spectrometry (plasma or arc method)
(2.2.22, Methad f).
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Test solution Dilute 0.2 mL of the preparation to be
examined to a suitable volume with dilute nitric acid R.
Reference solutions Prepare the reference solutions using lead
standard solution (10 ppm Pb) R diluted as necessary with
dilute nitric acidR.

Strontium
6.0 mwmL to 12.5 mg/ml.,

Atomic emission spectrometry (2.2.22, Melhod I).

Test solution Dilute 0.2 mL of the preparation to be
examined to a suitable volwne with dilute nitric acidR.
Reference solutions Prepare the referencesolutions using
strontium standard solution (1.0 percentSr) R diluted as
necessarywith dilute nitnc acidR.

Sterility
It complies with me test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceutical _rations (0125).

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
The total radioactivity due to radionuclides other than
strontium-89 is not more than 0.6 per cent.

Gamma emitters other than yttrium-89m
Maximum 0.4 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.

Beta emitters
Evaporate to dryness 100 ,u. of the preparation to be
examined under a radiant heal source. Dissolve the residue
in 2 mL of 47 per centhydrobromic acidR, evaporate to
dryness under the radiant heat source and dissolve the
residue in 2 mL of dilute hydrobromic acidRI. Transfer the
solution to the top of a column, 5-6 mm in diameter, packed
with approximately 2 mL of cation-exchange resin RI
(100-250 pm), previously conditioned with dilute hydrobromk
add Rl and elute the column with the same solvent until
10 mL of eluate has been collected into a container
containing 50 ,u. of a 15 gIL solution of anhydrous sodium
sulfate R in I M hydrochloric acid.
To a liquid scintillationcocktail vial add an
appropriate volume of liquidscintiUation cochtail R followed hy
I mL of waterR, 0.1 mL of a 15 gIL solution of anhydrous
sodium sulfate R in I M hydrochkJric acidand I00 ~L of
eluate. Shake to obtain a clear solution. Using suitable
counting equipment determine the radioactivity due to
impurities A and B in the sample.

Taking into account the recoveryefficiency of the separation,
counting efficiency and radioactive decay, determine the
radioactive concentration of impurities A and B in the sample
and hence the percentage of total beta emitting impurities in
me injection to be examined.

Result:
- impuniies A and B: maximum 0.2 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine me radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. sulfur-35,

B. phosphorus-32.
___________________ PhE"

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-897

Technetium (99mTc) Albumin
Injection
(Technetium ('9mTc) Human Albumin Injection,
Ph. Eur. monograph 0640)
PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile, apyrogenic solution of human albumin labelled with
technetium-99m. It is prepared using Sodiumpenedmetate
(""'Tc) injection (fission) (0124) or Sodiumpertechnetate
(''''Tc) injection (non fission) (0283). It contains a reducing
substance, such as a tin salt in an amount not exceeding
1 mg of Sn per millilitre. Although, at present, no definite
value for a maximum limit of tin can be fixed, available
evidence tends to suggest the importance of keeping the ratio
of tin to albumin as low as possible. It may contain a suitable
buffer and an antimicrobial preservative. The human albumin
used complies with the requirements of the monograph
Human albumin solution (0255).
Tuhnetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

Albumin 90.0 per cent to 110.0 per cent of the quantity of
albumin stated on the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless or pale yellow solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oftechnetium..99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical characteristics of
rodionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Using a suitable range of species-specific antisera, carry
out precipitation tests on the preparation to be examined.
The test is to be carried out using antisera specific to the
plasma proteins of each species of domestic animal currently
used in the preparation of materials of biological origin in the
country concerned. The preparation is shown to contain
proteins of human origin and gives negative results with
antisera specific to plasma proteins of other species.

C. Examine by a suitable immunoelectrophoresis technique.
Using antiserum to normal human serum) compare normal
human serum and the preparation to be examined, both
diluted ifnecessary. The main component of the preparation
to be examined corresponds to the main component of the
normal human serum. The diluted preparation may show the
presence of small quantities of other plasma proteins.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
2.0 to 6.5.

Albumin
Test solution The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution Dilute human albumin solution R with a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R to a concentration of 5 mg
of alhumin per millifltre.
To 1.0 mL of the test solution and to 1.0 mL of the
reference solution add 4.0 mL of biuret reagent R and mix.
After exactly 30 min, measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of
each solution at 540 nm, using as the compensation liquid a
9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R treated in the same
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____~ ~ PlJf"

Limir.
- rnTcjl<chnetium albumin fractions JJto V: minimum

80 per cent of the radioactivity due to technetium-99m
applied to the column.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states:
- the amount of albumin;
- the amount of tin, if any.

IMPURITIES
A. ["9'"Tc]pertechnetate ion.

Retardation factlJrS ["9"'Tc]technetium human
albumin = 0.0 to 0.1; impurity A = 0.9 to 1.0.

Limit:
- impurity A: maximum 5.0 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to technetium-99m.
[9""Tc]Technetiurn albumin fractions IT to V
Size-exclusionchromatography (2.2.30).
Mobile phase (COItCenIraI<d) Dissolve 1.124 g of potassium
dihydrogen phosphal< R, 4.210 g of diJodium hydrogen phosphal<
dodecahydrol< R, 1.17 g of sodium chloride R and 0.10 g of
sodium azideR in water R and dilute to 100 mL with the
samesolvent.
rest solution Mix 0.25 mL of the preparation to be
exantined with 0.25 mL of the mobile phase (concentrated).
Use immediately after dilution.
Column:
- size: I:::: 0.6 ill, 0 :::: 7.5 mm;
- stati<mary phase: silica gelfor size-exdusion

chromatography R.

Mobile phase Mobile phase (concentrated). water R
(50:50 VIV).

Flow ral< 0.6 mUntin.

Detection Radioactivity detector set for technetium-99m.
Injection 200 ~L.

Run time At least 10 min after background level is reached.
Retention times of elutedpeaks:

19-20 min
23-24 min
25-27 min
28-29 min
32-33 min
40-47 min

48 min

High molecular masscompound
Polym-albumin
Polyll-albumln
PolyI-albumin
Human serum albumin
Tin colloid
Pertecbnetete

I
n
ID
IV
V
VI
vn

manner. From the absorbances measured, calculate the
contentof albumin in the preparation to be examined in
milligrams per millilitre.

Tin
Maximum I mg/mL.

Test solution To 1.0 mL of the preparation to be examined
add 1.0 mL of a 206 gIL solution of hydrodlloric acidR. Heat
in a water-bath at 100°C for 30 min. Cool and centrifuge at
300 g for 10 min. Dilute 1.0 mL of the supernatant to
10 mL with a 103 gIL solution of hydrochlori< acid R.
Referena solution Dissolve 95 mg of sUlnnous chloride R in a
103 gIL solution of hydrochlori< acidR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same acid.

To 1.0 mL of each solution add 0.05 mL of thioglycoOi<
acidR, 0.1 mL of dithiol reagent R, 0.4 mL of a 20 gIL
solution of sodium laurilsu/fal< Rand 3.0 mL of a 21 gIL
solution of hydrodlloric acidR. Mix. Measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) of each solution at 540 nm, using a 21 gIL solution
of hydrochknic acidR as the compensation liquid.
The absorbance of the test solution is Dot greater than thatof
the reference solution.

Physiological distribution
Inject a volwne not greater than0.5 mL and containing Dot
more than 1.0 mg of albumin into a suitable vein such as a
caudal vein or a saphenous vein of eachof 3 male rats, each
weighing 150-250 g. Measure the radioactivity in the syringe
before and after the injection. Euthanise the rats 30 minafter
the injection. Take I m1 of blood by a suitable method and
remove the liver and, if a caudal vein has been used for the
injection, the tail. Using a-suitable instrument determine the
radioactivity in theseorgans and blood. Determine the
percentage of radioactivity in the liver and in 1 mL of blood
withrespect to the total radioactivity calculated as the
difference between both measurements made on the syringe
minus the activity in the tail (if a caudal vein has been used
for the injection). Correct the blood radioactivity by
multiplying by a factor of ml200 where m is the body mass of
the rat in grams. In not fewer than2 of the 3 rats used, the
radioactivity in the liver is not morethan 15 per cent and
thatin blood, after correction, is not less than3.5 per cent.

Sterll1ty
It complies with the test forsterility prescribed in the
monograph RadiophannauUI;cal preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released foruse before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6./4)
Less than 175/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIOCHEMICAL PUR/TY

Impurity A
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Ten solution The preparation to he examined.
Ptou TLC sih'ca gelpial< R; use silica gel as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet, heated at 110 °C for
10 min.

Mobile phase methyl ethyllutone R.
Appll'cation 5-10 ~L and allow to dry,

Development Over a path of HH5 em in about 10 ntin.

Drying In air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
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D. complex of technetium-99m with N,N'-ethylenedi-L-
cysteine,

E. complex of technetium-99rn withmannitol,

F. complex of technetium-99m withdisodium ederate,

G. other complexes of technetium-99m with diethyl N,N'
ethylenedi-L-cysteinate.

C. complex of technetium-99m with ethyl hydrogen N,N'
ethylenedl-r-cystefnate,

Technetium (99mTc) Colloidal
Rhenium Sulfide Injection
Technetiwn ("""Tc) Colloidal Rhenium Sulphide
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 0126)

Plate TLC silica gelplate R.

Mobile phase ethylaceta'e R.
Application 5 ~L, allow the spots to dry for 5-10 min.

Development Over 415 of the plate.

Drying In air.

Detection Determine the distribution of radioactivity using a
suitable detector.

Retardation factors Technetium-99m biclsate = more
than0.4; impurities A, B, C, D, EJ F and G = less than0.2.
System suiuzbiJily The retardation factor of the principal
peakin the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a) is clearly different from me retardation factorof
the peakin the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b).

Limits:
- sum 0/impuritks A, B, C, D, E, F and G: not more than

10 per cent of the totalradioactivity;
- uehnetium-99m bicisate: minimum 90 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

IMPURITffiS
A. technetium-99m in colloidal form,
B. ["""'Tc)pertechnetate ion,

° f\ ,H °
H'O?(N., ~... N"r'1l0""""""'C~ andIsomers

H' ~CI ~ H
S ~S

____________________ PhE"

PhE" _

DEFINlTION
Sterile colloidal dispersion of rhenium sulfide, the micelles of
which are labelled with technetium-99m. It is prepared using
Sodium penecbnetate ~Te) injectUm (fission) (0124) or
Sodium penedmetau ("""Te) jnjectUm (non fission) (0283). It is
stabilised with gelatin. The pH of the injection may be
adjusted by the addition of a suitable buffer such as citrate
buffer.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The most prominent gamma photonof technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Results The principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is similar in retardation factor to the
principal peakin the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.5 to 7.5.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph on RodiopharmaceuticaJ preparations (0125).
The injection may be released for use before completion of
the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

hnpuridesAJB,C,DJE,F,G
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test sohuion The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) To vial B of bidsale labelling ki' CRS in
lead shielding add 2 mL of sodium pertechnetate (""'Tc)
injection (fission or non-fission) containing 400-800 MBq.
Dissolve the contents of vial A of bidsale labelling ki' CRS in
3 mL of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R. Immediately
transfer 1.0 mL of the solutioncontained in vialA to vial B.
Mix and allow to stand for 30 min at room temperature.
Reference solutUm (b) Sodium pertechnetate ("·"'Tc)
injection (fission or non fission).

DEFINlTION
Sterile solutionof a complexof technetium-99m with diethyl
N,N'-ethylenedi-L-cysteinate. It may contain stabilisers and
inertadditives such as Mannitol (0559) and Disodium edetau
(0232).

Content
90 per cent to 110 percent of the declared technetium-99m
radioactivity at the date andhour stated on the label.

PRODUCTION
It is prepared from N,N'-(I,2-ethylenediyl)bis[(2R)-2-amino
3-sulfanylpropanoic acid] diethyl esterand Sodium
penedmetateJ'!:."Te) injectUm (fission) (0124) or Sodium
penedmetate (""'Te) injectUm (non-fission) (0283) in the
presenceof reducing agents such as a stannous salt.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radladon oftechnedum-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudiJes.

PhE" ~ _

Technetium (99mTc) Biclsate
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 2123)

o r-\,H 0

H C/'-O~N -, ~...NJ·Il.O/'-CH
3 H' ~cJ H 3

s/ ~s
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Technetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99rn radioactivhy at the date and timestatedon
the label.

Rhenium Maximum 0.22 mg/mL.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
light brown Uquid.

Half-life and nature of radiation of technetium-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominentgamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Result The retardation factor of theprincipal peak in the
radicchromatogram obtainedwith the test solutionis 0.0 to
0.1.
C. To I mL add I mL of a 200 gIL solution of stannous
chloride R in hydrochlori< acidR, 5 mL of hydrochloric acidR
and 5 mL of a 50 gIL solution of thiourea R. A yellow colour
develops.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 7.0.

Rhenlwn
Maximum 0.22 mg/mL.

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solutions Using a solution containing 100 ~g of
potassium pmhenau R (equivalent to 60 ppm of Re) and
240 ....g of sodium thiosulfate R per rnillllitre, prepare a range of
solutions and dilute to the same final volwne with water R.
To 1 mL of the test solution and to 1 mL of each of the
reference solutionsadd 1 mL of a 200 gIL solution of
stannous chlori<k R in hydrochlori< acidR, 5 mL of hydrochlori<
acidRand 5 mL of a 50 gIL solution of thiourea R and dilute
to 25.0 mL with water R. Allow to stand for 40 min and
measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each solutionat 400 run,
using a reagent blankas the compensation liquid. Using the
absorbances obtained withthe reference solutions, draw a
calibration curve and calculate the concentration of rhenium
in the preparation to be examined.

Physiological distribution
Inject a volumenot greater than0.2 mL into a caudal vein of
each of 3 mice each weighing 20-25 g. Buthanise the mice
20 min after the injection, remove the liver, spleen and lungs
and measure the radioactivity in the organs using a suitable
instrument. Measure the radioactivity in the rest of the body
afterhaving removed the tail. Determine the percentage of
radioactivity in the liver, the spleen and the lungs using the
following expression:

A
- xlOO
B

A radioactivity of Iheorgan concerned;
8 totalradioactivity in me liver, the spleen. the lungsandIherest

of the body.

In each of the 3 mice at least 80 per cent of the radioactivity
is found in the liver and spleen and not more than 5 per cent
in the lungs. If the distribution of radioactivity in 1 of the
3 mice does not correspond to the prescribed proportions,
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repeatthe test on a further 3 mice. The preparation complies
with me test if the prescribed distribution of radioactivity is
found in 5 of the 6 mice used. The preparation may be
released for use beforecompletion of the test.

Sterility
It complieswith the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preporatious (0/25).
The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of the lest.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

1'''''TcjTechnetiwn In colloidal form
Ascending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Test solutwn The preparation to be examined.
Paper paper for chromalOgraphy R.

Mobile phase 9 gIL solution of sod.iml chloride R.
Apph'cruUm 10 ~L.

Developmenr Immediately over a path of 10-15 em.

Drying In air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Relardationfacwrs [99m-rc]technetium in colloidal
Conn = 0.0 to 0.1; impurity A = about 0.6j other
impurities = 0.8 to 0.9.

Limir.
- f""'Tcjuchnetium in colloidal form: minimum 92 per cent

of the total radioactivity due to technetium-99m.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The labelstates the concentration of rhenium expressed in
milligrams per millilitre,

IMPURITIES
A. ["""Tc]pertechnetate ion.
___________~ PI>E"

Technetium (99mTc) Colloidal
Sulfur Injection
Technetium ('''''Tc) Colloidal Sulphur Injection

(Ph. Eur. monograph 0131)
Pl>E" ~_

DEFINITION
Sterile, apyrogenic colloidal dispersion of sulfur, the micelles
of which are labelled with technetium-99m. It is prepared
using Sodium peruchnetate ("''''Tc) injection (fission) (0124) or
Sodium penechnetate ("""Tc) injection (nonfission) (0283).
It may be stabilised with a colloid-protecting substance based
on gelatin. The pH of the injection may be adjusted by the
addition of a suitable buffer, such as an acetate, citrate or
phosphate buffer solution. The injection contains a variable
quantity of colloidal sulfur, according to the methodof
preparation.
Technesium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per. cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at the date and timestated on
the label.
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___________~ PhE"

PhE" ~ _

RADIOCHEMICAL PUR/IT

[""'Tc]Technetium In colioidal form
Ascending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Paper paperfor chromowgraphy R.
Mobile phase 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.
Application 10 ~L
Development Immediately, overa pathof 10-15 em.
Drying In air.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation faaors [99"'Tc]technetium in colloidal
form = 0.0 (0 0.1; impurity A = about 0.6; other
impurities = 0.8 to 0.9.
Limi,:
- /",",Tc]t<chnetium in co//oidol form: minimum 92 per cent

of the total radioactivity due to technetium-99m.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

IMPURlTffiS
A. ['J9"'Tc]penechnetate ion.

**** ** ******
Technetium (99mTc) Colloidal Tin
Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 0689)

DEFINITION
Sterile,colloidal dispersion of tin labelled with technetium
99m. It is prepared using Sodium penedmetate ("""Te)
inj«oon (fission) (0/24) or Sodium penedmetate ("""Tc)
injection (non fission) (0283). The injeclion contains a variable
quantity of tin not exceeding 1 mg of So permillilitre;
it contains fluoride ions, it may be stabilised with a suitable,
apyrogenic colloid-protecting substance and it may containa
suitable buffer.
Technetium-99m 90 per cent to 110percent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at thedateand time stated on
the label.

Tin Maximum I mglmL.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clearor opalescent, colourless solution.

HaIf..11fe and nature ofradiadon oftecltnetium..99m
See general chapter 5.7.:Table of physical characuristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Ganuna-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photonof technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Mix 0.05 mL of zimmyl nitrate solution R with 0.05 mL of
ah'zan'n S solution R. Add 0.05 mL of the preparation to be
examined. A yellowcolouris produced.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 7.0.

A radioactivity of the organconcerned;
B tOial radioactivity in the liver, lite spleen. the lungsand therest

of the body.

In each of the 3 mice at least 80 percent of the radioactivity
is found in the liver and spleen and not more than 5 per cent
in the lungs. If the distribution of radioactivity in 1 of the 3
mice does not correspond to theprescribed proportions)
repeat the test on a further 3 mice. The preparation to be
examined complies with the test if the prescribed distribution
of radioactivity is found in 5 of the 6 mice used.
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Sterl11ty
It complies withthe test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radjqpharmaceurical preparaoons (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Pyrogen.
It complies with the test forpyrogens prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceudcol preparaoons (0/25). Inject,
perkilogram of the rabbit's maSSJ not less than 0.1 mL.
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clearor opalescent, colourless or yellowish liquid.

Half-life and nature of radiation of technetium-99 m
See general chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical charaaetisucs of
radionudides.

A
Ii x 100

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

E. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the lest for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).
Result The retardation factor of the principal peakin the
radiochromatograrn obtained with the test solution is 0.0 to
0.1.
C. In a test-tube 100 mm long and 16 mm in internal
diameter, evaporate 0.2 mL of the preparation to be
examined to dryness. Dissolve the sulfur by shaking the
residue with 0.2 mL of pyridine R and add about 20 mg of
benzoin R. Cover the open end of the tube with a filter paper
moistened with leadacetate solution R. Heat the test-tube in a
bath containing glycerol at 150 "C. The paper slowly

'.'becomesbrown.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 7.0.

Physiological distribution
Injecta volwne not greater than0.2 mL into the caudal vein
of each of 3 mice, each weighing 20-25 g. Euthanise the
mice 20 min after the injection, remove the liver, spleenand
lungs and measure the radioactivity in theseorgans usinga
suitable instrwnent. Measure the radioactivity in the rest of
the body of each animal after having removed the tail.
Determine the percentage of radioactivity in the liver, the
spleenand the lungs using the following expression:
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**** ** ****.*

30
30 --> 100

'00

MobUe phase B
(percent V/V)

70

70 ---> 0

o

MobUe phase A
(per cent VII?

0-20

20 - 25

25·30

Time
(min)

Technetium (99mTc) Etifenin
Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 0585)

DEFlNITION
Sterile solution of a complex of technetium-99m with
etifenin. It is prepared by mixing Sodium pmechneuue (""nTc)
inje<tion (fission) (0124) or Sodium penedmetate ("''''Tc)
inje<tion (non-fission) (0283) with solutions of [[1(2,6
diethylphenyl)cacbamoyl]methyl]imino]diacetic acid (etifenin)
and stannous chloride. It maycontain stabilisers and inert
additives.
Techneti'um-99m 90 percent to 110 percent of the declared
technetium-com radioactivity at the dateand time stated on
the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-lIfe and nature of radiation of technetlum-ssm
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
rodionudides.

IDENfIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The most prominent gamma photonof technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution To 40 mg of etijenin CRS add 2 mL of
walerR and shake. While shaking, add dropwise a 20 gIL
solution of sodium hydroxide R until completedissolution.
Adjust to pH 7 with a 51.5 gIL solution of hydrochWrie acidR
and diluteto 4 mL withwater R. Introduce this solutioninto
a closed vial filled with nicrogen R. Add 0.1 mL of a 5 gIL
solutionof stannous chlorick R in a 5 gIL solutionof
hydrochlorie acid R. Add I mL of a solution of sodium
pertechnetate (J9"'Tc) injection (fission or non-fission)
containing 100-200 MBq. Allow to stand for 15 min.

Column:
- size: , =0.25 m, 0 =4.6 nun;
- srationary phase: end-capped poIar-embedded occade<y/silyl

amorphous organosilica polymer R (5 um),

Mobile phase:
- mobile phase A: 3.85 gIL solution of ammonium

acetate Rj
- mobile phase B: acetonicrile R;

Tin
Maximum I mg/ml.,
Test solution Dilute 3.0 mL of the preparation to be
examined to 50.0 mL with a 103 gIL solution of hydrodlwrie
acid R.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.115 g of srannom chwrUk R in a
103 gIL solution of hydrochWrie acid R and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same acid.

To 1.0 mL of each solution add 0.05 mL of thioglycolk
acid R, 0.1 mL of dichiol reagent R, 0.4 mL of a 20 gIL
solution of sodium lauri/sulfale Rand 3.0 mL of a 21 gIL
solution of hydrochlon"c acidR. Mix. Measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) of each solution at 540 nm, using a 21 gIL solution
of hydrochloric acidR as the compensation liquid.
The absorbance of the test solutionis not greater thanthatof
the reference solution.

Physiological distribution
Injectnot more than 0.2 mL into a caudal vein of each of
3 mice, each weighing 20-25 g. Euthanise the mice 20 min
afterthe injection and removethe liver, spleen and lungs.
Measure me radioactivity in the organs using a suitable
instrument. Measure the radioactivity in the rest of the body
of each animal, after having removed the tail. Detennine the
percentage of radioactivity in the liver, the spleen and the
lungswith respect to the total radioactivity of aU organs and
the rest of the body excluding the tail.

In each of the 3 mice at least 80 per cent of the radioactivity
is found in the liverand spleen and not more than 5 per cent
in the lungs. IT the distribution of radioactivity in I of the
3 mice does not correspond to the prescribed proportions,
repeat the test on a further 3 mice. The preparation to be
examined complies with the test if the prescribed distribution
of radioactivity is found in 5 of the 6 mice used.

Sterility
It complieswith the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Rodiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

199mT c]T echnetium In colloidal fonn
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Pia" TLC silica gelplale R; use silica gel as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet heatedat 110 °C for 10 min.
MoM. phase 9 gIL solution of sodium chWrUk R purged with
nitrogen R.

Application 5-10 ~L.

Deudopment Over a path of 10-15 em in about 10 min.
Drying In air.
Detection ~uitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Raardaaon faaon [99'"Tc]technetium in colloidal
form =0.0 to 0.1; impurity A =0.9 to 1.0.

Limit:
- {"""Tcltahnetium in colloidal form: minimum 95 per cent

of the radioactivity due (0 technetium-99m.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. CJ9"'Tc]pertechnetate ion.
________~ P>E<I

Flow race 1.0 mIJmin.
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Detection Radioactivity detector.

Injection 20 ~L.

Result The principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is similar in retention time to the
principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

TESTS
pH (Z.2.3)
4.0 to 6.0.

Tin
Maximum 0.2 mg/mL.

Testsolution Dilute 1.0 mL of the preparation to be
examined to 5.0 mL with a 103 gIL solution of hydrochloric
acidR.

Reference solutitm Dissolve 7.5 mg of stannous chttJride R in a
103 gIL solution of hydrochlon'c acidR and dilute to 100 mL
with the same acid.

To 1.0 mL of each solution add successively 0.4 mL of a
20 gIL solution of sadium /aurilsulfate R, 0.05 mL of
thiag/yro/Ii< acidR, 0.1 mL of dithia/ reagent Rand 3.0 mL of
a 21 gIL solution of hydrochloric acidR. Mix. Measure the
absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at 540 nm, using a
21 gIL solution of hydrochloric acidR as the compensation
liquid. The absorbance of the test solution is not greater than
that of the reference solution.

Sterillty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceutica/ preparati<ms (0125).
The preparation may be released foruse before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/V IU/mI., V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURI1Y

A. Impurity A
Ascending paper chromatography (2.2.Z6).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution To 1 mL of a 1 gILsolution of stannous
chloride R in a 5 gIL solution of hydrochloric acidR in a closed
vial, add 2 mL of sodium pertechnetate ("'"'Tc) injection
(fission or non-fission) containing 100-200 MBq. Use within
30 min.

Paper paperfor chromatography R.
Mobile phase waterR, acetoniuile R (40:60 VIV).
Applicatw. About 5 ~L.

Development Immediately) overa path of 10 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Suitable detectorto determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retordation factors Impurity A = 0.0-0.1; impurity Band
["""'Tc]technetium etifenln =0.9-1.0.

System suitability The retardation factor of the principal
peak in the chromatogram obtained with thereference
solutionis not more than0.15; the retardation factor of the
principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution is more than0.7.

B. Impurity B
Ascending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Reference sa/ulion Sodium pertechnetate ('9"'TC) injection
(fission or non-fission).

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-903

Paper paperfor chromatography R saturated with a 25 gIL
solution of sodium hydrogen carbonate R and storedprotected
from moisture after drying at 80 "C.

Mobile phase methylethylketone R.

Applicatw. About 5 ~.

Development Immediately, overa pathof 10 em.

Drying In air.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation faaon Impurity A and [99"'Tc)technetium
etifenln =0.0-0.1; impurity B =0.9-1.0.

Systemsuitability The retardation factor of the principal
peak in the chromatogram obtained with the test solutionis
not more than0.15; the retardation factor of the principal
peak in the chromatogram obtained with the reference
solutionis more than0.7.

Limits:
- impurity A: not more than 3.0 percent of the total

radioactivity due to technetium-99m in the chromatogram
obtained in test A;

- impuniy B: not more than3.0 per cent of the total
radioactivity due to technetiwn-99m in the chromatogram
obtained in test Bj

- sum of impurities A andB: maximum 5.0 per cent of the
total radioactivity due to technetium-99m in the
chromatograms obtained in testsA and B.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determinethe radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. [--rc]technetium in conoidal form,

B. ["""'Tc)pertechnetate ion.
----- Pb'"

Technetium (99mTc) Exametazime
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 1925)

andenanliomer

PbEor _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of lipophilic technetiwn-99m exametazime
whichmay be prepared by dissolving a racemic mixture of
(3RS,9RS)-4,8-diaza-3,6,6,9-tetramethylundecane-2,10-dione
bisoxime in the presence of a stannous salt in Sodium
penechneuue ('""'Tc) inje<tion (fission) (0124) or Sodium
penedmetate ('""'Tc) inje<lion (non-fission) (0283). It may
contain stabilisers and inert additives.

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared technetium-99m
radioactivity at the date and time statedon the label.
Purity: minimum of 80 percent of the totalradioactivity
corresponds to lipophilic technetium-99m exametazime and
its meso isomer.
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CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clearsolution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of technetium-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical chara"eris.cs of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Comparison Standardised technetium-99m solution, or by
using a calibrated instrument Standardised technetiwn-99m
solutions and/or standardisation services are available from
the competentauthority.
Results The spectrum obtained with the solution to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised technetiwn-99msolution.The most
prominent gamma photon has an energy of 0.141 MeV.
B. Examine the chromatograms obtainedin the test
Impurity A under Radiochemical purity.
Results The principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with me test solution is similar in retention time to the peak
due to lipophilic technetium-99rn exarnetazime in the
chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
5.0 to 10.0.

Sterl1lty
It complieswilh the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph on RodWphamraceulic<d preparations (0125).
The injection may be released for use beforecompletion of
the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT

Impurity C
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.
Application About 5 IlL.
Deodopmeni Immediate, over 2/3 of the plate.
Drying In air.
Detection Determine the distribution of radioactivity usinga
suitable detector.
Retartla.on facum Impurity C =0.8 to 1.0; lipophilic
technetium-99m exametazime and impurities A, B, D and E
do not migrate.
Limas:
- impurity C: maximum 10 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

Total ofllpophiIlc technetium-99m exametazime and
impurity A
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).
Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase methyl ethylketone R.

Application About 5 ~L.

Development Immediate, over 213 of the plate.
Drying In air.
Deuction Determine the distribution of radioactivity using a
suitable detector.

2022

Retardalion facto" Lipophilic tecbnetium-99m
exametazime =0.8 to 1.0, impurity A =0.8 to 1.0,
impurity C = 0.8 to 1.0; impurities B, D and E do not
migrate.
Umils Calculate the percentage of radioactivity due to
impurities B, D and E from test B (B) and the percentage of
the radioactivitydue to impurity C from test A (A).
Calculate the total percentage of lipophilic technetium-99m
exametazime and impurity A fromthe expression:

100-A-B

- wtal oj lipophi[k tuhneu'um-99m exametazime and
impurity A: minimum 80 per cent of the total
radioactivity.

Impurity A
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).
Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution Dissolve the contentsof a vial of meso-rich
exometasime CRS in 0.5 mL of a 9 gIL solution of sodium
chloride R and transfer to a lead-shielded, nitrogen-filled vial.
Add 6 J!L of a freshly prepared 1 gIL solution of stannous
chloride R in 0.05 M hydrochloric acidand 2.5 rnL of sodium
pertechnetate ("''''Tc) injection (fissionor non-fission)
containing 370-740 MBq. Mix carefullyand use within
30 minof preparation.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 rn, 0 =4.6 mm,
- stationary phase: spherical base-deac.ooted end-capped

octa<lecylsilyl silica gelfor chromatography R (5 um) with a
pore size of 13 om and a carbon loading of 11 per cent.

Mobile phase Mix 33 volumes of acetonioile Rand
67 volumes of 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution pH 3.0 R
F/qw rate 1.5 mllmin.
Deuction Radioactivity detector.
lniecmm Loop injector.
Run time 20 min.
Relative retention Withreference to lipophilic technetium
99m exametazime: impurity A = about 1.2.
Systemsuitability Reference solution:
- chromatogram similar to the chromatogram providedwith

meso-rich exametazime CRS,
- resolution: minimum of 2 betweenthe peaks due to

lipophilic technetium-99m exametazime and to
impurity A.

Limits:
- impun~ A: maximum 5 per cent of the radioactivity due

to lipophilic technetium-99m exametazime and
impurity A.

RADIOACTIVITY
Measure the radioactivityusing suitable equipment by
comparison with a standardised technetium-99m solution or
by using a calibrated instrument.
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IMPURITIES I g of blood by a suitable method and remove the kidneys,
me liver, me bladder plusvoidedurine and the tail. Weigh
the sample of blood.

Determine the radioactivity in the organs, the blood sample
and the tailusing a suitable instrument. Calculate the
percentage of radioactivity in eachorgan and in 1 g of blood
with respect to the total radioactivity calculated as the
difference between the 2 measurements made on the syringe
minus the activity in the tail. Correct the blood concentration
by multiplying by a factor of m1200where m is the body
mass of the rat in grams.
In not fewer than 2 of me 3 rats used, the radioactivity is:
- in the kidneys: minimum 15 percent,
- in the bladder pluswiJeJ utine: minimum 20 per cent,
- in the liver. maximum 5 per cent.
- in the blood, aftercorrection: maximum 0.50 per cent.

Sterility
It complieswith the test forsterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released foruse beforecompletion
of the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURI1Y
A. Impurity A. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolulion The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R; use silica gel as thecoating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet heated at I 10 'C for 10 min.

Mobile phase 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R.

Application 5-10 ~L.

Development Immediately overa pathof 10-15 em in about
10 min.

Drying In air.

Deuaion Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation factors Impurity A = 0.0 to 0.1; ["""'Tel
technetium g1uconate and impurity B = 0.9 to 1.0.

B. Impurity B. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.
Pkue TLC silica gelplateR; use silica gel as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet heated at 110 "C for 10 min.
Mobile phase meehyl ethylheume R.
Application 5-10 ~L and allow to dry.

Development Over a path of 10-15 em in about 10 min.

Drying In a current of wann air.
Detection Suitabledetector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retordation foaors [99morc]technetium gjuconate and
impurity A = 0.0 to 0.1; impurity B = 0.9 to 1.0.

Limil:
- sum of impun·ties A andB:maximum 10 per cent of the

radioactivity due to technetiwn-99m in the
chromatograms obtained in testsA and B.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determinethe radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. [""'Tcltechnetium in colloidal form,

B. [''''''Tclpertechnetate ion.
___________________ P>E<I

**** ** ** ****
Technetium (99mTc) Gluconate
Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 1047)

A. meso isomerof lipophilic technetium-99m exametazime,
B. technetium-99m in colloidalConn,
C. ["""'Tclpertechnetate ion,

D. non lipophilic technetium-99m exametazime complex,
E. meso isomer of non lipophilictechnetium-99m

exametazime complex.

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of a complex of technetium-99m with
calciumgluconate. It is prepared using Sodium penedmetate
~Tc) injection fission (0124) or Sodium penedmeuue c-'Tc)
injection nonfission (0283).

T«hnetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Slightly opalescent solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oftechnetlum-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of charaeum"" of radionuelides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. 5 j.tL of the preparation (Q be examined complies with
identification A prescribed in the monograph Calcium
gluconau (0172).
C. Examine the chromatograms obtained in tests A and B for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Results:
- the retardation factorof the principal peakin the

radiochromatogram obtainedwith the test solution in
test A is 0.9 to 1.0;

- the retardation factor of the principal peak in the
radiochromatogram obtained with the test solution in
test B is 0.0 to 0.1.

______________~ P>E<I

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.0 to 8.5.

Physiological distribution
Inject a volumenot greater than 0.2 mL into the caudal vein
of each of 3 rats weighing 150-250 g. Measure the
radioactivity of the syringe beforeand after injection.
Euthanise the rats 30 min afterthe injection. Remove at least
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Technetium (99mrc) Macrosalb
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 0296)
PIlE" _

DEFINITION
Sterilesuspensionof humanalbumin in the Conn of irregular
insoluble aggregates obtainedby denaturing human albumin
in aqueous solution. It is prepared usingSodium penedmetat«
('""'Tc) injection (fission) (0124) or Sodium pertechnetate
('''''Tc) injection (non fission) (0283). The particles are
labelled with technetium-99rn and have a typical diameter
between 10 urn and 100 JIm. The injection contains reducing
substances, such as tin salts; it may contain a suitable buffer
such as acetate, citrate or phosphate bufferand also 000

denarured human albumin and an antimicrobial preservative
such as benzyl alcohol.
The human albuminemployed complies with the
requirements prescribed in the monograph Human albumin
solution (0255).

Tuhnetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99rn radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.
Specifie radioa<tivity Minimum 37 MBq oftechnetium-99m
per milligram of aggregated albumin at the date and time of
administration.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Whitesuspensionwhich mayseparate on standing.

Half-life and nature of radiation of tecbnetium-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physirol chara<teristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-rayspectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photonof technetium
99m has an energy ofO.I41 MeV.
E. The tests fornon-filterable radioactivity and particle size
contribute to the identification of the preparation (see Tests).
C. Transfer 1 mL of the preparation to be examined to a
centrifuge rubeand centrifuge at 2500 g for 5-10 min.
Decant the supernatant. To the residue add 5 mLof cupri
tartaric solution R2, mix and aUow to standfor 10 min.
If necessary, heat to dissolve the particles and aUow to cool.
Add rapidly 0.5 mL of d#ute phosphomolybdotungsti< reagen, R.
mixing immediately. A blue colourdevelops.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
3.8 to 7.5.

Non-filterable radioactivity
Minimwn 90 per cent of the total radioactivity.
Use a polycarbonate membrane filter 13-25 mm in diameter,
10 pm thick and with circular pores 3 um in diameter.
Fit the membrane into a suitable holder. Place 0.2 mL of the
preparation to be examined on the membrane and filter,
adding 20 mL of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R during
the filtration. Determine the radioactivity remaining on the
membrane.

Particle size
Not more than 10 particles havea maximum dimension
greater than 100 ....m and no particle having a maximum
dimension greater than 150 ....m is present.
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Examine using a microscope. Dilute the preparation to be
examinedif necessary so that the numberof particles is just
low enough for individual particles to be distinguished. Using
a syringe fitted with a needle havinga calibre not less than
0.35 mm, placea suitable volume in a suitable counting
chamber such as a haemocytometer cell, taking carenot to
overfill the chamber. Allow the preparation to be examined
to settle for 1 min and, carefully add a coverslide without
squeezing the sample. Scan an area corresponding to at least
5000 particles.

Aggregated albumin
Test solutUm Transfer a volume of the preparation to be
examined containing about 1 mg of aggregated albumin to a
centrifuge tube and centrifuge at about 2500 g for 5-10 min.
Decant the supernatant. Resuspend the residue in 2.0 mL of
a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R. Centrifuge at 2500 g for
5-10 min. Decant the supernatant. Resuspend the residue in
5.0 mL of sodium carbonate solution Rl. Heat in a water-bath
at 80-90 DC to dissolve the aggregated albumin. Allow to
cool, transfer to a volumetric flask and dilute to 10.0 mL
with sodium carbonate solution RI.
Reference solutions Prepare a range of solutions containing
0.05-0.2 mg of human albumin per millilitre by diluting
human albumin solution R withsodium carbonate solution RI.
Introduce 3.0 mL of each solutionseparately into 25 mL
flasks. To eachflask add 15.0 mL of cupti-umasic solution R2,
mix and allowto standfor 10 min. Add rapidly 1.5 mL of
d#ute phosphomolybdQtungsti< reagen' R and mix immediately.
Allow to standfor 30 min and measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) of eachsolution at 750 om usingsodium carbonate
solution Rl as the compensation liquid. -Using the
absorbances obtained with the reference solutions, draw a
calibration curve and calculate the content of aggregated
albumin in the preparation to be examined.

Tin
Maximum 3 mglmL.

Testsolution To 1.0 mL of the preparation to be examined,
add 1.0 mL of a 206 gIL solution of hydrochloric acidR. Heat
in a water-bath for 30 min. Cool and centrifuge for 10 min
at 300 g. Dilute 1.0 mL of the supernatant to 25.0 mL with
a 103 gIL solution of hydrochloric acid R.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.115 g of stannous chloride R in a
103 gIL solution of hydrochloric acid R and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same add.

To 1.0 mL of each solution, add 0.05 mL of lhioglyro"ic
acidR, 0.1 mL of di'hiol reagen' R, 0.4 mL of a 20 gIL
solution of sodium laurihulfate R and 3.0 mL of a 21 gIL
solution of hydrochWrk acidR. .Mix. Measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) of each solutionat 540 run, using a 21 gIL solution
of hydrochloric acid R as the compensation liquid.
The absorbance of the test solution is not greater than thatof
the reference solution.

Physiological distribution
Inject a volumenot greater than 0.2 mL into a caudal vein of
each of 3 rats weighing 150-250 g. Euthanise the rats 15 min
after the injection, remove the liver, the spleen and the lungs
and measure the radioactivity in the organs using a suitable
instrument. Measure the radioactivity in the rest of the body,
including the blood, after havingremoved the tail. Determine
the percentage of radioactivity in the lungs, the liverand the
spleen from the following expression:

A
Ii x 100
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A radioactivity of the organ concerned;
B total radioactivity in the liver, the spleen, the lungs and the rest

of the body.

In not fewer than 2 of the 3 rats used, 'at least 80 per cent of
the radioactivity is found in the lungs and not more than a
total of 5 per cent in the liver and spleen. The preparation
may he released for use before completion of the test.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may he released for use before completion
of me test.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VIU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label stases:
- the concentration of tin expressed in milligrams per

mlllllltre, if any;
- that the preparation is to be shaken before use;
- that the preparation is not to be used if after shaking, the

suspension does not appear homogeneous.
____________________ Ph,,,

Technetium (99mTc) Mebrofenin
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 2393)

Ph,,, ~-----

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of a complex of technetium-99m with
mebrofenin. It may contain stabilisers and inert additives.

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared technetium-99m
radioactivity at the date and time stated on the label.

PRODUCTION
It is prepared by dissolving [[2-(3-bromo-2,4,6
trimethylanilino)-2-oxoethyl]azanediyl]diacetic acid
(mebrofenin) in Sodium penedmetate ("""Tc) inje<tion (fission)
(0124) or Sodium penecbnetate ("""Tc) inje<oon (non-fission)
(0283) in the presence of a reducing agent such as a
stannous salt.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of technetium-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of phy,icalcharacteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-907

Results The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for other
radiochemical impurities (see Tests).

Re5ulu The principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is similar in retention time to the peak.
due to technetium-99m mebrofenin in the chromatogram
obtained with the reference solution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 7.5.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph on Radiopharmaceuucol prepamuons (0125).
The injection may be released for use before completion of
the test.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 115/VIU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURl7Y
Techneu"um-99m mebrofenin Minimum 90 per cent of the
total radioactivity.

Impurity A
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test so/utUm The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution (a) To I mL of a 1 gIL solution of
stannous chloride R in 0.05 M hydrochloric add in a closed vial,
add 2 mL of sodium pertechnetate ("'"7c) injection (fission
or non-fission). Use within 30 min after preparation.

Reference ,oIution (b) Dissolve 40 mg of mebrofenin CRS in
2 mL of a 4 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R and adjust to
pH 6.5 with 1 M hydrochloric acidor a 40 gIL solution of
sodium hydroxide R. To this solution add 25 ~L of a
20 mglmL solution of,tannous chloride R in 0.05 M
hydrochloric acidand 400 MBq of sodium
penechnetate ~9"7C) injection (fission or non-fission) in a
volume of 2 mL. Allow to stand for 30-60 min.

Piau TLC silica gelpiau R; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase water R, acetonitrile R (40:60 VIV).
Application About 5 1'1-.
Development Immediately, over 4/5 of the plate.

Drying In air.

Deteaion Determine the disttibution of radioactivity using a
suitable detector.

RetardaoonfactiJr Impurity A =0.0 to 0.1.

System suitability The retardation factor of the principal
peak. in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (3) is not more than 0.1; the retardation factor of
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with
reference solution (b) is more than 0.7.

Limit:
- impun'ty A: maximwn 5 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Other radiochemlcallmpuritles
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

TestsolutWn The preparation (Q be examined.

Reference solution Use reference solution (b) of the test for
impurity A.

Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 :::: 4.0 mm;
- stationary phase: end-eapped polar-embedded octatkcylsi/yl

amorphous organosilica polymer R (5 pm).
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Mobile phase:
- mobile phaseA: 3.85 gIL solution of ammonium acetate Rj
- mobile phaseB: acetonitrile Ri

Tim. MobIle phase A Moblle phase B
(min) (per cent VIP) (Per cent I'm
0-20 70 30

20 - 25 70 ..... 0 30 ..... 100

25·30 0 100

Flow rate 1.0 mUmin.
Detection Radioactivity detector.

Inj«tion 20 ~L.

Relativeretention With reference to technetium-99m
mebrofenin (retention time =about 20 min):
impurity B = about 0.17.

Limits:
- sum of the a..as of the peakseluted bef... thepnncipalpeak

(corresponding ro hydrophilic impurities, imluding
impurity B): maximum 6 per cent of the total area of the
peaks in the chromatogram obtained with the test
solution.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. technetium-99m in colloidal form,

B. [9""'Tc)pertechnetate ion.
___________________ PbE'"

Technetium (99mTc) Medronate
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 0641)
PbE", _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of a complex of technetium-99m with sodium
methylenediphosphcnate. It is prepared using Sodium
penechnetate c"""Tc) inj«tian (fissian) (0114) or Sodium
penechnetate c"""Tc) inje<tion (mm-fission) (0283). It may
contain antimicrobial preservatives, antioxidants, stabilisers
and buffers.

Technetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oftechnetium-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Tableof physical characteriuics of
radionudides.

IDENI1FICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the tests for
Impurity A and Impurity B under Radiochemical purity
(see Tests).

Results The principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is, in each of the tests, similar in
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retardation factor to the principal peak in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
water R to obtain a solution containing about 0.1 mglmL of
medronic acid.

Reference ,00ulwn (a) Dissolve 3 mg of sodium oxidnmateR
in waterR and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve 1 mg of medronic acidR in
waterR and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Plate cellulose for chromawgraphy R as the coating substance.

Mobile phase To 30 mL of waterR add 35 mL of ethanol
(96 per cent) R, 15 mL of 2-methylpropanol R, 0.4 mL of
concentrated ammonia R, 5 g of trichloroaurit. acid Rand
20 mL of 2-propanol R and mix.

Application About 5 ~L, applied in 1 J1L portions with
drying after each application.

Developmenl Over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In air for at least 14 h.

Detection Spray with a solution prepared as foUows: to
25 mL of a 40 gIL solution of ammonium molybdate R add
63 mL of waterR, 2 mL of hydrochloric acid R, 2 mL of
sulfuric acid Rand 8 mL of pmhloric acid R and mix. Expose
the plate to ultraviolet light at 254 nm for 15 min.

System suitability:
- the retardation factor of the spot in the chromatogram

obtained with reference solution (b) is about 0.6 and
clearly different from that obtained with reference
solution (a), whichis about 0.5.

Results The principal spot in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is similar in position and colour to the
principal spot in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (b).

The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
3.5 to 7.5.

Tin
Maximum 3 roW V, V being the maximum recommended
dose in millilitres.

Determine the content of tin using a semi-quantitative tin
test kit R, following the instructions given by the test kit
manufacturer. ITnecessary, dilute the preparation to be
examined with waterR to obtain a concentration of tin within
the measurement range of the test kit.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmauutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxins (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VIU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIOCHEMICAL PUR/IT

Impurity A
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to beexamined.

Reference ,00Ulwn (a) To I mL of a 1 gIL solution of
,tannouschloritk R in a 5.15 gIL solution of hydrochloric
acidR in a closed vial, add 2 mL of sodium perudmetau
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2-

2Na~

Technetium (99mTc) Mertiatide
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph /372)

PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of disodium oxo[N-[N-[N
(sulfanylacetyl)g!ycyljglycyljglycynalo(5-)-x4N,N' ,N",S]
[9""Tc]technetate(V). It may be prepared by either heating a
mixture containingS-benzoylmercaptoacetyltriglycine
(betiatide), a weak chelating agentsuch as tartrate, a
stannous salt and Sodium pmechnetau ~Tc) injutiun fission
(0/24) or Sodium penechneuue ("""'Tc) injection non-fission
(0283), or by mixing solutionsof mercaptoacetyltriglycine
(mertiatide), a stannous salt and Sodium penecnnetate f9"'Tc)
inj«tiotl fission (0/24) or Sodiumpenechneuue F"'Tc) inj«tion
non-fission (0283) at alkaline pH. It may contain stabilisers
and a buffer.
T«hnetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetiwn-99m radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation oftechnetlum-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of plrysical charaeteristies of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photonof technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examinethe chromatograms obtained in the test of other
radiochemical impurities in the section Radiochemical purity
(see Tests).

Result The principal peakin the radiochromatograrn
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peak in the chromatogram obtained with the
reference solution.

100- (A +B)

A percentage of I1ldioactivity due to impurity A determined in the
test forimpurity A underRadiochtmical purity;

B percentage of radioKtivity due to impurity B determined in the
test for impurity B underRadiochemical purity.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
5.0 to 7.5.

Sterl1lty
It complieswith the test for sterility prescribed in the

___________~ PhE" monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determinethe radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
Spedfied impurities A, B.
A. l''''mTc]lechnetium in colloidal form,

B. [9""Tc)penechnelate ion.

F"'Tc) inj«.on (fission) (0/24) or sodium pmechneuue
("9mTc) injection (non-fission) (0283) containing
100-400 MBq. Use within 30 min.

Reference solution (b) To a vial of medronate for radiochemi<aJ
puritytesting CRS add 2 mL of sodium penedmetate ("9mTc)

inj«.on (fission) (0/24) or sodium penechnetaa ("~nTc)

injection (non-fission) (0283) containing 100-400 MBq. Allow
to standfor 15 min.
Plate TLC silica gelplate R; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase 136 giL solution of sodium acetate R.

Application About 2 fIL.
Development Immediately, over 4/5 of the plate.
Drying In air.
Detection Suitable detectorto determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardadon faaon Impurity A =0.0-0.1; impurity Band
[99"'Tc]tecbnetium medronate =0.9-1.0.

Impurity B
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Sodiumpertechnelate F"'Tc) inj«.on
(fissum) (0/24) or sodium penechneuue ("9'nTc) inj«tion (non-
fission) (0283).
Reference solution (b) Reference solution (b) of the test for
impurity A.

Plate TLC silica gelplateR; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase mellryl elhylketoneR.

Application About 2 fIL..
Development Immediately, over 415 of the plate.

Drying In air.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation factors Impurity A and ["""'Tcjtecbnetium
medronate = 0.0-0.1 and impurity B = 0.9-1.0.

Limit:- r9myc]tet'hntlium medronat.e: minimum 95 per cent of the
total radioactivity due to technetium-99m.

Calculate the percentage of radioactivity due to [991DJ'C]
technetium medronate using the foUowing expression:

RADIOCHEMICAL PURI1Y

Impurity A
Ascending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Paper paperfor chromatography R.
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___________________ PhEII

Flowrar. 1.0 mUmin.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
EqUl7.brauim With mobile phase A for 20 min.

Injection 20~.

Limits:
- sum of the areas prtading ,he principal peak (co1TCSf'O'lding to

hydrophilic impurities, including impurity B): maximum
3.0 per cent of the sum of the areas of all peaks in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution;

- sum of the peaks foHowing theprincipal peak (corresponding '0
lipophilic impurities): maximum 4.0 per cent of the sum of
the area of aU peaks in the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution;

- f 9mTcl technetium mertia,ide: minimum 94 per cent of the
radioactivity due to technetium-99m.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. ['''"Tc]technetium in colloidal form,

B. l'''"Tc]pertechnetate ion.

PhEII _

DEFINITION
Sterile suspension of human albumin which has been
denatured to Conn spherical insoluble particles. The particles
are labelled with technetium-99m and have a typical
diameter of 10-50 urn. It is prepared using Sodium
pettechnetate (""'Tc) ir.jecuim (fission) (0124) or Sodium
penechnetate ("'"Tc) injection (nonfission) (0283).
The injection contains reducing substances, such as dn salts.
It may contain a suitable buffer such as acetate) citrate or
phosphate and additives such as wetting agents.

The human albumin used complies with me requirements of
the monograph Hwnan albumin solution (0255).

Technetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at me date and time stated on
the label.

Radioactivity Minimum 185 MBq oftechnetium-99m per
million particles at the date and time of administration.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Suspension of white) yellow or artificially coloured particles
which may separate on standing.

Half-life and nature ofradiation oftechnedum-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristies of
radionudides.

IDENfIFICATlON
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. The tests for non-filterable radioactivity and particle size
(see Tests) contribute to the identification of the preparation.

C. Transfer 1 mL of the preparation to be examined to a
centrifuge tube and centrifuge at 2500 g for 5-10 min.
Decant the supernatant. To the residue add 5 mL ofwpn·
umoiicsolution RZ) mix and allow to stand for 10 min.
Ifnecessary) heat to dissolve the particles and allow to cool.
Add rapidly 0.5 mL of dilur.phosphomolybdotungsric reagen, R,
mix immediately. A blue colour develops.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 9.0.

Non-filterable radioactivity
Minimum 95 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Use a polycarbonate membrane filter 13-25 mm in diameter,
10 urn thick and with circular pores 3 pm in diameter.
Fit the membrane into a suitable holder. Place 0.2 mL of the
preparation to be examined on the membrane and filter)
adding 20 mL of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R during
the filtration. Determine the radioactivity remaining on the
membrane.

Particle size
Maximum 10 particles have a maximum dimension greater
than 75 pm but no particle have a maximum dimension
greater than I00 pm.

Examine using a microscope. Dilute the preparation if
necessary so that the number of particles is just low enough
for individual particles to be distioguished. Using a syringe

Technetium (99mTc) Microspheres
Injection
(ph. Eur. monogroph 0570)

o
'00

MobUe phase B
(per cent VIV)

100
o

Moblle phase A
(per cent VIII)

Time
(min)

0-10
10· 25

Mobile phase waterR, aceroni,ri/e R (40:60 VIV).

Applit4,ion 2 ~L.

Development Over a path of 15 em.

Drying In air.
Detection Suitable detector (Q determine the distribution of
radioactivity.

Retardauim factor Impurity A = 0.0-0. I.

Limit:
- impurity A: maximum 2.0 per cent of the total

radioactivity.

Other radiochemical impurities
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution Dissolve with heating on a water-bath
5 mg of S-benzylmercaproaceJyltrigfycine CRS in 5 mL of
waterR. To 1 mL of this solution in a closed vial filled with
nicrogen R, add 0.5 mL of a 40 gIL solution of sodium
potassium tartrate R, 25 J.lL of a 4 gIL solution of stannous
chloride R in a 5 gIL solution of hydrochImU acidRand
370-740 MBq of sodium pertechnetate ('''"Tc) injection
(fission or non-fission) in a volume not exceeding 3 mL.
Heat the mixture on a water-bath for 10 min and allow to
cool to room temperature.

Column:
- size: I = 0.25 m, 0 =4.0 nun;
- stationary phase: ocuuIecy/sily1 siJit4 gelfor chromatography R

(5 pm).

Mobile phase A Mix 7 volumes of anhydrous ethanol R with
93 volumes of a 1.36 gIL solution ofpatassiwn dihydrogen
phosphar. R, adjusted to pH 6.0 with a 4 gIL solution of
sodium hydroxide R.

Mobile phose B waterR, methanol R (10:90 VIV).
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_____________________ PhE..

PhE.. _

LABELliNG
The label states:
- the concentration of tin expressed in milligrams per

millihtre, if any,
- that the preparation is to be shaken before use.

**** ** *
*****

Technetium (99mTc) Oxidronate
Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 2376)

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of a complex of technetium-99m with sodium
hydroxymethylenediphosphonate (sodium oxidronate). It is
prepared by dissolving sodium cxidronate in Sodium
pettedmetate f~"Tc) injection (fission) (0124) or Sadium
perteehnetate f~"Tc) injection (non-jission) (0283) in the
presence of a reducing agent. It may contain stabilisers and
inert additives.

T«hnecium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear or opalescent) colourless or yellowish solution.

Half-life and nature ofradiadon of technetium-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical cboraaetinia of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the tests for
Impurity A and Impurity B under Radiochemical purity
(see Tests).

Results The principal peak in the chromatogram obtained
with the test solution is, in each of the tests, similar in
retardation factor to the principal peak in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b).

C. Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution Dilute the preparation to be examined with
water R to obtain a solution containing about 0.3 mglmL of
sodium oxidronate.

Reference solution (aJ Dissolve 3 mg of sodium oxiJronate R
in water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Reference solution (b) Dissolve I mg of medronic acidR in
water R and dilute to 10 mL with the same solvent.

Plate cellulose for chromatography R as the coating substance.

Mobile phase To 30 mL of waterR add 35 mL of ethanol
(96 percent) R, 15 mL of 2-methylpropanol R, 0.4 mL of
concentrated ammonia R, 5 g of trichloroacelK acidRand
20 mL of 2-propanol R and mix.

Application About 5 ~L, applied in I ~L portions with
drying after each application.

Development Over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In air for at least 14 h.

Detection Spray with a solution prepared as follows: to
25 mL of a 40 gIL solution of ommonium molybdate R add

In not fewer than 2 of the 3 rats used, not less than
80 per cent of the radioactiviry is found in the lungs and not
more than a total of 5 per cent in the liver and spleen.
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6. I 4)
Less than 175/V IUfmL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in milhlitres.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

A radiOtKovityof the organ concerned;
B total radioactivity in the liver. the spleen, the lungs and the rest

of the body, induding voided urine.

fitted with a needle having a calibre not less than 0.35 mm,
place a suitable volume in a suitable counting chamber such
as a haemocytometer cell) taking care not to overfill the
chamber. Allow the suspension to settle for 1 min and
carefully add a cover slide without squeezing the sample.
Scan an area corresponding to at least 5000 particles.
The particles have a uniform spherical appearance.

Number of particles
Examine using a microscope. Fill a suitable counting
chamber such as a haemocytometer cell with a suitable
dilution of the preparation taking care that particles do not
separate during the transfer. Count the number of particles
in the chamber. Repeat this procedure twice and calculate
the number of particles per millilitre of the preparation to be
examined.
Tin
Maximum 3 mg/ml..

Test solution To 1.0 mL of the preparation to be examined
add 0.5 mL of sulfuric acidRand 1.5 mL of nitric acid R.
Heat and evaporate to approximately 1 mL Add 2 mL of
waterR and evaporate again to approximately 1 mL. Repeat
this procedure twice, cool and dilute to 25.0 rnL with a
103 gIL solution of hydrochloric acid R.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.115 g of stannous chloride R in a
103 gIL solution of hydrochlaric acidR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same acid.

To 1.0 mL of each solution add 0.4 mL ofa 20 gIL solution
of sadium laurilsulfate R, 0.05 mL of ,hiog/yaJUi< acidR,
0.1 mL of dithiol reagent Rand 3.0 mL ofa 21 gIL solution
of hydrochloric acidR. Mix. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25)
of each solution at 540 rim, using a 21 gIL solution of
hydrochlork acidR as the compensation liquid.
The absorbance of the test solution is not greater than that of
the reference solution.

Physiological distribution
Inject a volume not greater than 0.2 mL into a caudal vein of
each of 3 rats weighing 150-250 g. Euthanise the rats 15 min
after the injection, remove the liver, the spleen and the lungs
and measure the radioactivity in these organs using a suitable
instrument. Measure the radioaetiviry in the rest of the body,
including me blood and voided urine, after having removed
the tail. Determine the percentage of radioactivity in the liver,
the spleen and the lungs, using the following expression:

AIi x 100
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___________________ PIIE"

PIlE" _

100-(A+B}

**** ** *
*****

Technetium (99mTc) Pentetate
Injection
(ph. Bur. monograph 0642)

DEFINITION
Sterilesolution of a complexof technetium-99m with sodium
pentetate or calcium trisodium pentetate. It is prepared using
Sodiumpertechnetate rnTc) i'!iection (fission) (0124) or
Sodiumpenecbnetau ('9mTc) i'!iection (nonft,,"m) (0283).
It may containsuitable antimicrobial preservatives,
antioxidants, stabilisers andbuffers.
Technetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear,colourless or slightly yellowsolution.
Half-life and na'ure of radiation of technetium-99m See
general chapter 5.7. Table of physieal characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in tests A and B for
radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Results:
- the retardation factor of the principal peakin the

radiochromatogram obtained with the test solution in
test A is 0.9 to 1.0;

- the retardation factor of me principal peak in the
radiochromatogram obtained with the test solution in
test B is 0.0 (0 0.1.

Development Immediately, over4/5 of the plate.
Dlying In air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine me distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation fa<1OTS Impurity A and !"""'Tcjtechnetium
cxidronare =0.0-0.1; impurity B =0.9-1.0.

Um;t:
- f 9mTcj zechnelium oxidronate: minimum 95 per cent of the

total radioactivity due to technetium-99m.
Calculate the percentage of radioactivity due to [9~C]
technetium oxidronate using the following expression:

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity usinga calibrated instrument.

IMPURITlliS
Specifiedimpurities A, B.

A. [99moyc]technetium in colloidal Conn,
B. r19"'Tcjpertechn etate ion.

A percentage of radioactivity due to impurily A determined in the
test foe impurity A undeeRadiochemical purity;

B percentage of radioactivity due to impurity 8 determined in the
test foe impurity B under Radiochemical purity.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 7.0.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiophannaceutieal preparations (0125).
The preparation maybe released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 175/VWImL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilitres.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

Impurity A
Ascending paper chromatography (2.2.26).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) To I mL of a I gIL solution of
srannous chlori<k R in a 5.15 gIL solution of hydrochloric
acidR in a closed vial, add 2 mL of Sodiumpertechnerate
('9mTc) injection (fission) (0124) or Sodiumpertechnerate
("""Tc) injection (non-fission) (0283) containing
100-400 MBq. Use within 30 min.

Riferena solution (b) To a vial of oxidronate for radiochemical
purily tesn'ng CRS add 2 mL of Sodiumpertechnerate ("""Tc)
i'!iection (fission) (0124) or Sodiumpenedmetate ('9mTc)
i'!iection (non-fission) (0283) containing 100-400 MBq. Allow
to stand for 10 min.
Paper paperfor chromatography R.
Mobilephase 9 gIL solution of sodium chlori<k R.

Applieation About 5 ~L.

Development Immediately, over a path of 15 em.
Drying In air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Raardation faaors Impurity A =0.0-0.1;
impurity B = 0.6-0.8; [9""Tcjtechnetium
oxidronate =0.9-1.0.

Impurity B
Thin-layer Chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Reference solution (a) Sodiumpenecbnetau ("""Tc) injection
(fission) (0124) or Sodium pettedmetate ("""Tc) injection (non
fission) (0283).
Reference solution (b) Reference solution (b) of the test for
impurity A.

Plate TLC siliea gelplateR; use a glass-fibre plate.

Mobile phase methylethyl ketone R.

Application About 5 1'1..

63 mL of waterR, 2 mL of hydrochlorit; acidR, 2 mL of
su/furi< acidRand 8 mL of perch/om: acid R and mix. Expose
the plate to ultraviolet light at 254 am for 15 min.
System suitability;

- the retardation factor of the spot in the chromatogram
obtained with reference solution (b) is about0.6 and
clearly different from that obtainedwith reference
solution (a), which is about 0.5.

Results The principal spot in the chromatogram obtained
with me test solutionis similar in positionand colourto the
principal spot in the chromatogram obtained with reference
solution (a).

The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of the test.
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C. Test solution. In a clean, dry, 10 mL glass tube, place
a volume of the preparation to be examined containing 2 mg
of pentetate. Dilute, if necessary, to 1 mL with water R.
Reference solution In a clean, dry, 10 mL glass tube, place
I ml, of water R.
To each tube add 0.1 mL of a 1 gIL solution of nickel
sulfate R, 0.5 mL of a 50 per cent VIV solution of glacial
acetic acidRand 0.15 mL of a 50 gIL solution of sodium
hydroxide R. Mix and check that the pH is not above 5.
To each tube add 0.1 mL of a 10 gIL solution of
dimethylglyoxime R in ethanol (96 per unv R. Mix and allow
to stand for 2 min. Adjust the pH in each tube to not less
than 12 by adding a 100 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R.
t'vlix and check that the pH is not below 12. Allow (0 stand
for 2 min. Heat the tubes gently on a water-bath for 2 min.
Results:

- the test solution remains clearand colourless
throughout;

- the reference solution becomes red on addition of
dimethylglyoxime solution and a red precipitate is
formed when the tube is heated on the water-bath.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 1.5.

Tin
Maximum I mg/ml.,

Testsdution Dilute 1.5 mL of the preparation to be
examined to 25.0 mL with a 103 gIL solution of hydrochlcric
acidR.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.115 g of stamwus chloride R in a
103 gIL solution of hydrochlcric acidR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same acid.

To 1.0 mL of each solution add 0.05 mL of thiog(ycoQic
acidR, 0.1 mL of dithiol reagent R. 0.4 mL of a 20 gIL
solution of sodium lauri/sulfate R and 3.0 mL of a 21 gIL
solutionof hydrochlorit acid R. Mix. Measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) of each solutionat 540 nm, using a 21 gILsolution
of hydrochlm-ie acidR as the compensation liquid.
The absorbance of the test solution is not greater than that of
the reference solution.

Sterlllty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaeeu'cal preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use beforecompletion
of the test.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT

A. Impurity A
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR; use silica gel as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet, previously heated at 110°C
for 10 min.
Mobile phase 9 gIL solution of sodium ehloride R.
Application 5-10 ~L.

Development Immediately, over a path of 10-15 cm in about
10 min.

Drying In air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retarda'onlaelM Impurity A = 0.0 to 0.1; ['''"'Tc)
technetium pentetate and impurity B = 0.9 to 1.0.
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B. Impurity B
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR; use silica gel as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet, previously heatedat 110°C
for 10 min.
Mobile phase methylethylketone R.

Application 5-10 ~L; allow to dry.

Development Over a path of 10-15 ern in about 10 min.

Drying In air.

Daeaion Suitable detectorto determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation factors r9rn-rc]technetium pentetate and
impurity A =0.0 to 0.1; impurity B =0.9 to 1.0.

Limit:
- sum of impurities A and B: maximum 5.0 per cent of the

radioactivity due to technetium-99m in the
chromatograms obtained in tests A and B.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURlTIES
A. ['J9"'Tc)technetium in colloidal fonn,

B. [99m-yc]pertechnetate ion.
___________________ PIlE,;

Technetium (99mTc) Sestamibi
Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 1926)
PIlE,; _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of (OC-6-11)-hexakis[I-(isocyano-KC)-2
methoxy-2-methylpropane) ["9"'Tc]technetium(I) chloride,
which may be prepared by heating a mixture containing
[tetrakis(2-methoxy-2-methylpropyl-l-isocyanide)
copper (1+)] tetraftuoroborate, a weakchelating agent, a
stannous salt and Sodium pertedmeuue f9mTc) injection
(fission) (0124) or Sodiumpenedmetate ('9"'Te) injection (non
fission) (0283).

Content
90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared technetium-99m
radioactivity at the date and hourstatedon the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.
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Half-life and nature of radiation of technetium-99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.
Results The spectrum obtained with the solution to he
examined does not differsignificantly from that of a
standardised technetium-99m solution. The most prominent
gamma photon has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
impurity C under Radiochemical purity.

Results The principal peak in the radiochromatogram
obtained with the test solution is similar in retention time to
the principal peakin the radiochromatogram obtained with
the referencesolution.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
5.0 to 6.0.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph on Radiopnormaceuucd preparations (0125).
The injectionmay be released for use before completion of
the test,

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT

Impurity A and other polar Impurities
Thin-layer chtomatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined"
Plate TLC oaadecylsi!Yl silica gelplateR.
Mobrle phase Mix 10 volumes oftetrahydroftlran R,
20 volumes of a 38.5 gIL solution of ammonium atetate R,
30 volumes of methanol Rand 40 volumes of aatonitrileR.
Application About 5 ~L.

Development lnunediately over a path of 6 em.
Drying In air.
Detection Determine the distribution of radioactivity using a
radioactivity detector.
Retardation factors Impurity B and apolar impurities = 0 to
0"1; impurity C and technetium-99msestamibi = 0.3 to 0.6;
impurityA and other polar impurities = 0.9 to 1.0.
Limit See test for impurity B.

Impurity B
Paper chtomatography (2.2.26). If no activity isfound at
retardation factor 0 to 0.1 in the test for impuniy A and other
polar impurities, impun"ty B is absent and thetest/or impun"ty B
may beomitted.
Testsolutwn The preparation to be examined.
Paper paperfor chromatography R.
Mobile phase Mix equal volumes of acetonitrile R, a 30 gIL
solution of g1adal acetic acidR and a 20 gIL solution of
sodium chloride R.
Application About 5 IlL.
Development Over a path of I0 em.

Drying In air.
Detection Determine me distribution of radioactivity using a
radioactivity detector.
Retardation factors Impurity B = 0 to 0.1; impurity A.
impurity C and technetium-99m sestamibi = 0.8 to 1.0.

Limit:
- sum of impurity A and other polarimpU1;ties, and impun"ty B:

maximum 5 per cent of the total radioactivity.

2022

Impurity C
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testso/mum The preparation (0 be examined.
Reference ,oIuritJn To a vial of ,estamihi labelling kit CRS add
3 mL of a 9 gIL solution of sodium chloride R containing
700 MBq to 900 MBq of sodium pertechnetate ('-rc)
injection (fission or non-fission). Heat the mixturein a water
bath for 10 min and allow to cool to room temperature.
Column:
- size: 1= 0.25 m, 0 = 4.6 mm,
- stationary phase: spherical base-deaaivated end-capped

oaade;;ylsi(yl silica gelfor chromatography R (5 urn).

Mobik phase Mix 20 volumes of aceronitrile R, 35 volumes
of a 6.6 gILsolution of ammonium sulfate Rand 45 volumes
of methanol R.
Flow rate 1.5 mUmin.

Detection Radioactivity detector.

Injection 25 ~L.

Runtime 25 min.

Relative retention With reference to technetium-99m
sesramibi: impurity C =about 1.3.

System suitability Reference solution:
- the chromatogram is similarto the chromatogram

provided with sestamibi labelling hI;CRS,
- relative retention with reference to technetiwn-99m

sesramibi: impurity C = minimum 1.2.
Limits:
- impurity C:not more man 3 per cent of the total

radioactivity,
- tuhnetium-99m sestamibi: minimum 94 per cent of the

totalradioactivity.
Calculate the percentage of radioactivity due to technetium
99m sestamibi from me expression:

(100-B)xT
100

B percentage of radioactivity due to impurity B determined in the
test for impurity B underRadiocliemk:al purity,

T area of thepeakdue to technerlum-99m sestamibiin the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. ["""'Tc]O.-: ()9"'Te)penechnetate ion,

B. technetium-99m in colloidal form,

C. (OC-6-22)-pentakis[I-(isocyano-KC)-2-methoxy-2
methylpropane] [1-(isocyano-KC)-2-methylprop-l-ene)
["""Tc)teehnetium (1+).

_____________________ PhE<I
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1 h after the iniection, Remove the kidneys, the liver, the
stomach, the lungs and, if a caudalvein has beenused for
me injection, the tail. Using a suitable instrument determine
the radioactivity in these organs. Determine the percentage of
radioactivity in each organ with respect to the total
radioactivity calculated as the difference between the 2
measurements made on the syringe minus the activity in the
tail (if a caudal vein hasbeen used for the injection).
In not fewer than2 of the 3 rats used, the radioactivity is:
- in the kidneys: minimum 40 per cent;
- in the liver: maximum 10.0 per cent;
- in the lungs: maximum 5.0 per cent;
- in the stomach: maximum 2.0 per cent.

Sterillty
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test

RADIOCHEMICAL PURlIY

Impurity A
'Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC silica gelplateR; use silica gel plateas the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet, heated at 110°C for
10 min.
MoMephase methylethylketone R.
Application 5-10 ~L.

Development Immediately, over a path of 10-15 em in about
10 min.
Drying In air.
Dnection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation facum [99"'Tc]technetium
succimer =0.0 to 0.1; impurity A =0.9 to 1.0.

Limits:
- f 9mTcl ted melium succimer: minimum 95.0 percent of the

totalradioactivity due lO technetium-99m;
- impurity A: maximum 2.0 per cent of the total

radioactivity due to technetium-99m.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

STORAGE
Protected from light.

IMPURITlliS
A. ["9"'Tc)penechnetate ion.

Technetium (99mTc) Tin
Pyrophosphate Injection
(ph. Ellr. monograph 0129)

DEFINITION
Sterile solution whichmay be prepared by mixing solutions
of sodium pyrophosphate and stannous chloride withSodium
penechnetate ('9mTc) injection (fission) (0124) or Sodium
penedmetate ('9mTc) injecuOn (nonfission) (0283).

Technelium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
teehnetium-99m radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

Ph'or _

Technetium (99mTc) Succimer
Injection
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0643)

DEFINITION
Sterile solutionof a complexof technetiwn-99m with meso
2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid. It is prepared using Sodium
penechnetate f9'"Tc) injedon (fission) (0124) or Sodium
penedmetate ('''''Tc) injection (nonfission) (0283). It contains
a reducing substance, such as tinsalt and may contain
stabilisers, antioxidants such as ascorbic acid, and inert
additives.
Technetium-99m 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
technetium-99m radioactivity at the date and time stated on
the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of technetium..99m
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

B. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see.Tests).

Result The retardation factor of theprincipal peak in the
radiochromatogram obtained with the test solutionis 0.0 to
0.1.

C. Place 1 mL of the preparation to be examined in a test
tube and add 0.1 mL ofglacial acetic add R and I mL of a
20 gIL solution of sodium nitroprusside R. Mix. Carefully place
a layer of concentrated ammonia R at the top of the solution.
A violet ring develops between the layers.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
2.3 to 3.5.

Tin
Maximum I mg/mL.

Test solution Dilute 1.5 mL of thepreparation to be
examined to 25.0 mL with a 103 gIL solution of hydrochlori<
acidR.
Reference solution Dissolve 0.115 g of slannoas chloride R in a
103 gIL solution of hydrochlmic acidR and dilute to
1000.0 mL with the same solution.

To 1.0 mL of each solution add 0.05 mL of thiog/ycoUic
acidR, 0.1 mL of dithicl reagm: R, 0.4 mL of a 20 gIL
solution of sodium lauri/sllifare R and 3.0 mL of a 21 gIL
solution of hydrochloric acid R. Mix. Allow to stand for
60 min. Measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each solution at
540 nm, using a 21 gIL solution of hydrodJlori< add R as the
compensation liquid. The absorbance of the test solutionis
not greater thanthatof the reference solution.

Physiological distribution
Inject a volume not greater than0.2 mL and containing not
more than0.1 mg of dimercaptosuceinic acid into a suitable
vein, such as a caudal vein or a saphenous vein, of each of 3
rats each weighing 150-250 g. Measure the radioactivity in
the syringe before and after the injection. Euthanise the rats
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Sodium pyrophosphate (Na.P,O"IOH,O): 1 mglmL to
50 mglrnL

Tin Maximum 3.0 mglmL.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of technetlum-99m
See genetal chapter 5.7. Table ofphysical charactetistics of
radionudides.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry,

Result The most prominent gamma photon of technetium
99m has an energy of 0.141 MeV.

E. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the testsA
and B for radiochemical purity (see Tests).

Results:
~ the retardation factor of the principal peakin the

radiochromatogram obtained with the test solution in
the test A is 0.9 to 1.0,

- the retardation factor of the principal peak in the
radiochromatogram obtained with the test solution in
the test B is 0.0 to 0.1.

C. To 1 mL add 1 mL of acetic acidR. Heat on a water-bath
for 1 h. After cooling, add 10 mL of nitrc-mclybdovanadic
reagent R and aUow to standfor 30 min. A yellowcolour
develops.
D. To 1 mL add 0.05 mL of ,hiog/yaJUic acidR, 0.1 mL of
dithiol reagen, R, 0.4 mL of a 20 gIL solution of sodium
lauriJsul/are R, I mL of hydrochloric acid R, 2 mL of a
30 per cent VIV solution of sulfuric acidR and allow to stand
for 30 min. A pink. colourdevelops.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
6.0 to 7.0.

Sodium pyrophosphate
1 mglmL to 50 mglrnL

Test solution Use 1 mL of the preparation to be examined or
a suitable dilution of it.
Reference solutions Using a solution containing sodium
pyrophosphate R andstannous chloride R in the same
proportions as in the test solution, prepare a range of
solutions and dilute to the same final volume with waterR.
To the test solution and to 1 mL of each of the reference
solutions addsuccessively 10 mL of a 1 gIL solution of
disodium hydrogen phosphare datkcahydrate R, 10 mL of iron
uondordsolu,;on (8 ppm Fe) R, 5 mL of glacial acetic acidR
and 5 mL of a 1 gIL solution of hydroxylamine
hydrochloride R. Dilute each solution to 40 mL with waw R
and heatin a water-bath at 40°C for 1 h. To each solution,
add 4 mL of a I gIL solution of phenanthro/ine hydrochloride R
and dilute to 50.0 mL with waw R. Measure the absorbance
(2.2.25) of each solution at 515 om using as the
compensation liquida reagent blank containing hydrochloric
acid (1.1 gIL HCl) instead of the iron standard solution (8 ppm
Fe) R. Using the absorbances obtained witheachof the
reference solutions, draw a calibration curve and calculate the
concentration of sodium pyrophosphate in the preparation to
be examined.

Tin
Maximum 3.0 mglmL.

Test solution Use 1 rnL of the preparation to be examined or
a suitable dilution of it.

2022

Reference solutions Using a solution in hydrochloric acid
(6.2 gIL HCI) containing sodium pyrophosphau R and stannous
chloride R in the same proportions as in the test solution,
prepare a range of solutions and dilute to the same
final volume with hydrochloric acid (6.2 gIL HCI).

To the test solution and to 1 mL of eachof the reference
solutions add 0.05 mL of thiog/yaJllic acidR, 0.1 mL of dithiol
reagent R, 0.4 mL of a 20 gILsolution of sodium
laurilsul/au R, I mL of hydrochloric acidRand 2 mL of a
300 gIL solution of sulfuric acidR, and dilute to 15 mL with
hydrochloric acid (6.2 gIL HCI). Allow the solutions to stand
for 30 min and measure the absorbance (2.2.25) of each
solution at 530 run, usingas the compensation liquid a
reagent blank containing the samequantity of sodium
pyrophosphate R as the test solution. Using the absorbances
obtained with each of the reference solutions, draw a
calibration curve and calculate the concentration of tin in the
preparation to be examined.

Sterillty
Lt complies with the test forsterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceu,;cal preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxlns (2.6.14)
Less than 1751VIU/mL, V being the maximum
recommended dose in millilittes.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY

A. Impurity A
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
PIau TLC silica gelplate R; use silica gel plate as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheet heated at 110°C for 10 min.
Mobile phase 136 gIL solution of sodium aalate R.
Application 5-10 ~L.

Development Immediately, overa path of 10-15 em in about
10 min.

Drying In air.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Reumlation factors Impurity A =0.0 to 0.1; [99"'TC)
technetium tin pyrophosphate and impurity B = 0.9 to 1.0.

B. Impurity B
Thin-layer chromatography (2.2.27).

Test solution The preparation to be examined.
Plate TLC S1"l~ gelplate R; use silica gel plate as the coating
substance on a glass-fibre sheetheated at 110 °C for J0 min.
MoMephase methyl ethylhetene R through which nitrogen
has been bubbled in the chromatographic tank for 10 min
immediately before me chromatography.
Application 5-10 ~L and dry in a steam of nitrogen.

Deoelopmem Over a path of 10-15 em in about 10 min.

Drying In air.
Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.
Retardation faaors [99"'Tc)techoetium tin
pyrophosphate =0.0 to 0.1; impurity B =0.95 to 1.0.

Umir.
- sum 0/impuniies A andB:maximum 10 per cent of the

totalradioactivity due to technetium-99rn in the
chromatograms obtained in tests A and B.
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RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

Tritiated eH) Water Injection

____________________ PhE"

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURIIT

Thalllum-201
Minimum 97.0 per cent of the total radioactivity.

Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.

Determine the relative amounts of thallium-200, thallium
201, thallium-202, lead-201, lead-203 and other
radionuclidic impurities present.

Result The total radioactivity due to thallium-202 is not
more than 2.0 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT
[201TI]Thallous ions
Zone electrophoresis (2.2.31).

Use a suitable cellulose acetate strip as the supporting
medium and a 18.6 gIL solution of sodium edeuue R as the
electrolyte solution. Soak the strip in the electrolyte solution
for 45-60 min. Remove the strip with forceps taking care to
handle the outer edges only. Place the strip between
2 absorbent pads and blot to remove excess solution.

Test solution Mix equal volumes of the preparation to be
examined and the electrolyte solution.

Apply not less than 5 pL of the test solution to the centre of
the strip and mark the point of application. Apply an electric
field of 17 Vlcm for at least 10 min. Allow the strip to dry in
air. Determine the distribution of radioactivity using suitable
detector.

Result Minimum 95.0 per cent of the radioactivity migrates
towards the cathode.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

IMPURITIES
A. lead-201,
B. lead-203,

C. thallium-200,

D. thallium-202,

E. [20ITI]thaUic(lll) ion,

PhE" _

(Ph. Eur. munograph 01l2)

DEFINITION
Water for injections in which some of the water molecules
contain tritium atoms in place of protium atoms. It may be
made isotonic by the addition of sodium chloride.
Tntium 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared tritium
radioactivity at the date stated on the label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of tritium
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics af
rodionudides.

**** ** ** ****(ph. Eur. monograph 0571)

Thallous e01TI) Chloride Injection

LABELLING
The label states:
- the concentration of sodium pyrophosphate expressed in

milligrams per millilitre;
- the concentration of tin expressed in milligrams per

millilitre.

IMPURITIES
A. C>9"'Tcltechnetium in colloidal form,

B. [99"7c]pertechnetate ion.

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of thallium-201 in the form of thallous
chloride. It may be made isotonic by the addition of Sodium
chloride (0193) and may contain a suitable antimicrobial
preservative such as Benzyl alcohol (0256).

ThalHum-201 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared
thaUium-201 radioactivity, at the date and time stated on the
label.
Specific radioactivity Minimum 3.7 GBq per milligram of
thallium.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourlesssolution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of thalllum-201
See general chapter 5.7. Table af physirol characreristics of
radionudides.

IDENnFICATION
A. Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.

Results The most prominent gamma photons of thallium
201 have energies ofO.B5 MeV, 0.166 MeV and
0.167 MeV; the X-rays have energies of 0.069 MeV to
0.083 MeV.
B. Examine the electropherogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests). The disnibution of
radioactivity contributes to the identification of the
preparation.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.0 to 7.0.

Thallium
Test solutitm To 0.5 mL of the preparation to be examined
add 0.5 rnL of hydrochloric acid (220 yJL HCI) and
0.05 mL of bromine waterR, and mix. Add 0.1 rnL of a
30 yJLsolution of suJfosalicyl~ acidR. After decolorisation
add 1.0 rnL of a I yJL solution of rhodamine B R. Add 4 mL
of toluene R and shake for 60 s. Separate the toluene layer.

Reference so/mum Prepare at the same time and in the same
manner as the test solution) using 0.5 mL of thaOium standard
solution (10 ppm 11) R.
The toluene layer of the test solution is not more intensely
coloured than the toluene layer of the reference solution.
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IDENTIFICATION
A. Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results The only gamma photons of [150]water have an
energy of 0.511 MeV and, depending on the measurement
geometry, a sum peak of 1.022 MeV may be observed.

B. Radionuclidic purity (see Tests).

C. Examine the chromatogram obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity (see Tests). The retention time of the
2nd peak is due to the radioactivity eluting in the
void volume.

DEFINITION
Sterile solution of e'jO]water for diagnostic use.

Oxygen-IS 90 per cent to 110 per cent of me declared
oxygen-I5 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless liquid.

Half-life and nature of radiation of oxygen..IS
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical charaaetistia of
radionudides.

**** ** ** ****(ph. Eur. monograph 1582)

Water (150) Injection

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
5.5 to 8.5.

Ammonium (2.4./)
Maximum 10 ppm, determined on 1 mL. The preparation
may be released for use before completion of the test.

Nitrates
Maximum 10 ppm. The preparation may be released for use
before completion of the test.

Test so/urian To I mL add 49 mL of nimue-fne water R.
Place 5 mL of this solution in a test-tube immersed in iced
water, add 0.4 mL ofa 100 gIL solution ofparassjuiu
chloride R, 0.1 mL of diphel!)'lamine so/urion Rand, dropwise
with shaking, 5 mL of su/fun"c acid R. Transfer the tube to a
water-bath at 50 "C.
Reference solution Prepare at the same time in the same
manner as the test solution, using a mixture of 4.5 mL of
nitrate-free water Rand 05 mL of nitrate standard sohnion
(2 ppm NOy R.

After 15 min, any blue colour in the test soJution is not more
intense than that in the reference solution.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical prepararians (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less <han 175/V nJ/mL, V being me maximum
recommended dose in mi1lilittes. The preparation may be
released for use before completion of me test.

RADIONUCUDIC PURITY
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of me test.

Oxygen-IS
Minimum 99 per cent of total radioactivity.

B. Gamma-ray spectrometry. The instrument registers only
background activity.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIY
Place a quantity of the preparation to be examined equivalent
to about 74 kBq, diluted to 50 mL with waterR, in an all
glass distillation apparatus of the type used for the
determinatlon of distillation range (2.2.11). Determine the
radioactive concentration. Distil until about 25 mL of
distillate has been collected. Precautions must be taken to
avoid contamination of the air. If the test is carried. out in a
fume cupboard, the equipment must be protected from
draughts. Determine the radioactive concentration of the:
distillate and of me liquid remaining in me distillation flask.
Neither of the radioactive concentrations determined after
distillation differs by more than 5 per cent from the value
determined before distillation.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a liquid scintillation
counter.

AI radioactivity recorded for the reference solution at the lowest
discrim.lnatOi' setting;

B1 radioactivity recorded for the test solution at the lowest
discriminatOf' :setting;

Az radioactivity recorded for the reference solution at the
discriminator setting such that Az-:::::A 1 x 10-'i

lh radioactivity recorded for the test solution at the latter
discriminator !etling.

IDENTIFICATION
Beta-ray spectrometry as described in test A for radionuclidic
purity (see Tests).

Result The maximum energy of the beta radiation is
0.019 MeV.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
4.5 to 7.0.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).

RADIONUCLIDIC PURIIY
A. Tesr soluuim. Mix 100 pI. of a suitable dilution of me
preparation to be examined with 10 mL of liquid scintiJleuion
ccchrailRI.

Reference solution A standardised tritiated eH) water having
approximately the same radioactivity as the test solution.

Measure the radioactivity of the test solution in a liquid
scintillation counter fitted with a discriminator. The count
should be about 5000 impulses per second at the lowest
setting of the discriminator. Record the count at different
discriminator settings. For each measurement, count at least
10 000 impulses over a period of at least 1 min. Immediately
determine in the same conditions the count for the reference
solution.

Plot the counts at each discriminator setting, correcting for
background activity, on semi-logarithmic paper, the
discriminator settings being in arbitrary units as the abscissae.
The vertical distance between the 2 curves obtained is
constant. They obey the following mathematical relationship:

A, A,

B, B, x 100 < 20
A,
B,

_____________________ PhE..
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Gamma-ray spectrometry.

Results:
- the spectrum obtained with the preparation to be

examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised fluorine-IS solution;

- the half-life is between 1.9 min and 2.2 min.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURIIT
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the (est

[lSOIWater
Liquid chromatography (2.2.29).

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.

Column:
- size: 1 = 0.25 m, 0 = 4.0 mm,
- stationary phase: aminopropylsi/yl silic<> gelfor

chromatography R (10 11m);
- temperature: constant, at 20-30 "C.

Mobile phase 10 WL solution of potassium dihydrogeu
phospha,.R adjusted to pH 3 with phosphoric acid R.
Flowra,. 1 mUmin.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity and internal recovery detection system,
consisting of a loop of the chromatographic tubing between
the injector and the column through the radioactivity
detector, which has been calibrated for count recovery.

Run time 10 min.

Ideutification of peuhs In the chromatogram obtained with
the test solution, the 1st peak corresponds to the injected
radioactivity of the test solutionj the 2nd Peak COIT4;SPOm::{S ~Q
the amount of radioactivity as e50 ]water.

Limit:
- !'50jWaltr. minimum 99 per cent of the total radioactivity

due to cxygen-Id.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.
_____________________ I'IIEur

Xenon (133Xe) Injection
(ph. Eur. monograph 0133)
I'IIEur _

DEFINITION
Sterile solution ofxenon-133 that may be made isotonic by
the addition of sodium chloride.

Xenon-J33 80 per cent to 130 per cent of the declared
xenon-133 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

The injection is presented in a container that allows the
contents to be removed without introducing air bubbles.
The container is filled as completely as possible and any gas
bubble present does not occupy more than 1 per cent of
the volume of the injection as judged by visual comparison
with a suitable standard.

CHARACfERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation ofxenon-133
See general chapter 5.7. Table of physical characteristics of
radionudides.

Radiopharmaceutical Preparations IV-919

IDENTIFICATION
Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.

Comparison Standardised xenon-133 solution in a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R.
Results The most prominent gamma photon of xenon-133
has an energy of 0.081 MeV and there is an X-ray (resulting
from internal conversion) of 0.030 MeV to 0.035 MeV.

TESTS
pH (2.2.3)
5.0 to 8.0.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

RADIONUCLIDIC PURITY
A. Gamma-ray and X-ray spectrometry.

Comparison Standardised xenon-I33 solution in a 9 gIL
solution of sodium chloride R.
Result The spectrum obtained with the preparation to be
examined does not differ significantly from that obtained
with a standardised xenon-133 solution in a 9 gIL solution of
sodium chloride R, apart from any differences attributable to
the presence of xenon-131m and xenon-133m.

B. Transfer 2 mL of the preparation to be examined to an
open flask and pass a current of air through the solution for
30 min, taking suitable precautions concerning the dispersion
of radioactivity. Measure the residual beta and gamma
activity of the solution-.The activity does not differ
significantly from the background activity detected by the
instrument.

RADIOACTIVITY
Weigh the container with its contents. Determine its total
radioactivity using suitable counting equipment by
comparison with a standardised xenon-133 solution or by
measurement in an instnunent calibrated with the aid of such
a solution, operating in strictly identical conditions. If an
ionisation chamber is used its inner wall should be such that
the radiation is not seriously attenuated. Remove at least half
the contents and re-weigh the container. Measure the total
residual radioactivity of the container and the remaining
contents as described above. From the measurements,
calculate the radioactive concentration of xenon-133 in the
preparation to be examined.

CAUTION
Significant amounts of xenon-lH may bepresent in the closures
and on the walls of tire container. This must be taken into account
in applying the roles concerning the transport and storage of
radioactive substances and in disposing of usedcontainers

IMPURlTIES
A. xenon-131m.
___~ ~~I'IIEur
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DEFINITION
Sterile solution containing yttrium-90 derived from fission
produced strontium-90, in the Conn of yttrium chloride in
dilute hydrochloric acid.

Content
- yurium-90: 90 per cent to 110 per cent of the declared

yttrium-90 radioactivity at the date and time stated on the
label.

PRODUCTION
Alpha-emitting Impurities
.Maximum 1 x 10-5 per cent of the total radioactivity,
detennined on the parent radionuclide strontium-90 by a
suitable, validated method.

CHARACTERS
Appearance
Clear, colourless solution.

Half-life and nature of radiation of yttrIum-90
See general chapter 5.7. Table 0/physical characteristics of
radionudides.

RADIONUCUDIC PURIIT
The preparau"on may be released/or use before completion of testB

/OT yttrium-90.

Strontium-90
Beta-particle spectrometry (2.2.66).

Limit .Maximum 0.002 per cent of the total ynrium-90
radioactivity.

Determine the relative amount of strontium-90 after its
separation from the examined sample of the preparation to
be examined.

Soak 100 mg of 'Xlra",,,,n resin R (50-100 um) in I mL of a
94.7 gIL solution of nilric acidR for at least 24 h. Stir the
resin suspension for 10 min using a magnetic stirrer at about
800 r1min. Into a polypropylene column with a suitable bed
support at the bottom, introduce 1 mL of the resin
suspension. Cover the resin in the column with another bed
support. Keep the resin bed covered with a 94.7 gIL solution
of nitric acid R and free from air bubbles .
Testsolution Add a volume of the preparation to be
examined corresponding to 100-200 MBq to 4 mL of a
100 mg/mL solution of strontium chloride hexahydrate R in a
474 gIL solution of nitric add R. Measure the radioactivity of
this solution using a calibrated instrument. Add 50 J1L of
strontium-8S spiking solution R and mix.

Reference sdution Mix 50 J1L of styomium-85 spiking
solutiun Rand 2.5 mL of a 9.5 gIL solution of nitric add R in
a vial for liquid scintillation counting and add 10 mL of
liquid ,cinli/lalian cocktail R.

Condition the extraction resin column with 2 mL of a
474 gIL solution of nitric acidR. Apply the test solution to
the top of the column. Collect the eluate in a tared vial.
Rinse the column with 4 mL of a 474 gIL solution of nim'c
acidR and collect the eluate in the tared vial. Perform the
elutions of the column at a flow rate not exceeding 1 mIJmin
(0.6 mUntin is recommended). Combine the eluates and
weigh the resulting mixture.

Transfer 1 mL of the eluate to a vial for liquid scintillation
counting and determine the mass of the sample, then add
1.5 mL of waUlI' Rand 10 mL of liquid ,cintiUalian cock'ail R
and mix (eluate mixture).

Within 20 min following collection of the eluate determine
the total radioactivity due to strontium-90, yttrium-90 and
strontium-85 in the eluate mixture and in the reference
solution by liquid scintillation spectrometry.
The recommended counting time is 900 s.

Calculate the recovery of strontium-Sf in the eluate mixture.

Calculate the total radioactivity due to strontium-90 and
ynrium-90 in the eluate, taking into account the recovery of
strontium and me fraction of eluate in the eluate mixture.

System suilabaily:
- the radioactivity due to yttrium-90 in the eluate does not

exceed 50 per cent of the radioactivity due to strontium
90.

Yttrlum-90
Minimum 99.9 per cent of the total radioactivity.

A. Gamma-ray-emitting impurities. Gamma-ray
spectrometry. Preliminary test.

Place a volume of the preparation to be examined
corresponding to about 200 MBq in a glass vial and measure
the radioactivity in an ionisation chamber.

Place the vial in a lead container with 10 mm-thick walls.
Place the lead container in a gamma-spectrometer chamber

39271-65-3

Yttrium (90y) Chloride Solution for
Radiolabelling
(ph. Eur. monograph 2803)

'"YCI, 196.3

IDENTIFICATION
A. Beta-particle spectrometry.

Result The beta-particle spectnun obtained with the
preparation to be examined is qualitatively similar to the
beta-particle spectrum obtained with a certified yttrium-90
reference material.

B. pH (see Tests).

C. To 100 J1L of silve'nitraUl ,olulian R2 add 50 J1L of the
preparation to be examined. A white precipitate is formed.

D. Examine the chromatograms obtained in the test for
radiochemical purity.

Result The retardation factor of the principal peak in the
chromatogram obtained with the test solution is 0.4 to 0.7.

TESTS
pH (2.2.4)
Ito 2.

Cadmium (2.4.2U)
Maximwu 0.6 ~g/GBq.

Copper (2.4.2U)
Maximwu 0.6 ~g/GBq.

Iron (2.4.2U)
Maximwu 6.0 ~g/GBq.

Lead (2.4.2U)
Maximwu 3.0 ~g/GBq.

Zinc (2.4.20)
Maximwu 3.0 ~g/GBq.

Sterility
It complies with the test for sterility prescribed in the
monograph Radiopharmaceutical preparations (0125).
The preparation may be released for use before completion
of the test.

Bacterial endotoxin. (2.6.14)
Less than 25 IU/mL, if intended for use in the manufacture
of parenteral preparations without a further appropriate
procedure for the removal of bacterial endotoxins.
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and perform the measurement wil:h the acquisition time set
to 3600 s.

If any impurities are detected) calculate their radioactivities
corrected 10 correspond to the time that the radioactivity of
the sample of the preparation to be examined was measured.
Calculate the relative impurity content in the sample of me
preparation to be examined.

B. Gamma-ray-emitting impurities. Gamma-ray
spectrometry.

Determine the relative amounts of gamma-ray-emitting
impurities present. For the detection and quantification of
gamma-ray-emitting impurities, retain the preparation to be
examined for a sufficient time to allow yttrium-90 to decay to
a level that permits the detection of radionuclidic impurities.

Result The total radioactivity due £0 radionuc1idic impurities
is not greater than 0.1 per cent.

RADIOCHEMICAL PURlIT
yttrium in the fonn ofY)+ ion
Thin-layer chromatography (Z.Z.Zn.

Testsolution The preparation to be examined.

Reference solution To 1.0 mL of the test solution add
0.4 mL of a 10 giL solution of pentetic acidR in a 4 giL
solution of sodium hydroxide R.
Plate TLC ,ih'ca gelplate R; use a glass-fibre plate.

MoMe phose 9.0 giL solution of sodium chloride R adjusted
to pH 2.3 ± 0.05 with dilute hydroch/ori< acidR.

App/icmum 5 pL.

Development Immediately, over 2/3 of the plate.

Drying In a current of cold air.

Detection Suitable detector to determine the distribution of
radioactivity.

Rnordation foaon Impurity B = less than 0.2; yttrium-90 in
the form ofY-" ion = 0.4 to 0.7; yttrium-90 in the form of
yttrium pentetate =greater than 0.9.

Systemsuitability The retardation factor of the principal
peak in the radiochromatogram obtained with me test
solution is clearly different from mat of the principal peak in
the chromatogram obtained with the reference solution.

Limir.
- yttrium in the form of y3'+ ion: minimum 99 per cent of the

total radioactivity due to yttrium-90.

RADIOACTIVITY
Determine the radioactivity using a calibrated instrument.

LABELLING
The label states:
- that the solution is not for direct administration to

humans;
- the concentration of hydrochloric acid;
- the content of cadmium, copper, iron, lead, zinc and

strontium-90;
- that it is the user's obligation to verify that the content of

metal impurities and strontium-90 is sufficiently low for
the intended application;

- that the solution is intended for use in the preparation of
yttrium-90-labeUed radiopharmaceuticals.

Lm'URlTffiS
A. strontium-90,

B. yttriwn-90 in coUoidal form.
___________________ PhE"
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Absorbent Cotton
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0016)

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Absorbent cotton consists of new fibres or good quality
combers obtained from the seed-coat of various species of the
genus Gossypium L. J cleaned, purified, bleached and carefully
carded. It may not contain any compensatory colouring
matter.

CHARACTERS
It is white or almost white and is composed of fibres of
average length not less man 10 rom, determined by a suitable
method, and contains not more man traces of leaf residue,
pericarp, seed-coat or oilier impurities. It offers appreciable
resistance when pulled. It does not shed any appreciable
quantity of dust when gently shaken.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Examined under a microscope, each fibre is seen to
consist of a single cell, up to about 4 em long and up to
40 urn wide, in the form of a flattened tube with thick and
rounded walls and often twisted.

B. When treated with iodinated zinc chloride solution R, the
fibres become violet.

C. To 0.1 g add 10 mL of sine chloride-form;'; acidsohuion R.
Heat to 40 °C and allow [0 stand for 2 h 30 min, shaking
occasionally. It does not dissolve.

TESTS
Solution S
Place 15.0 g in a suitable vessel, add 150 mL of waterR,
close the vessel and allow to macerate for 2 h. Decant the
solution, squeeze the residual liquid carefully from the
sample with a glass rod and mix. Reserve 10 mL of the
solution for the test for surface-active substances and filter
the remainder.

Acidity or alkalinJty
To 25 mL of solution S add 0.1 mL ofphetlOlph,halei"
solutio" R and to another 25 mL add 0.05 mL of methyl
orange solution R. Neither solution is pink.

Foreign fibres
Examined under a microscope, it is seen [0 consist
exclusively of typical cotton fibres, except that occasionally a
few isolated foreign fibres may be present.

Fluorescence
Examine a layer about 5 mm in thickness under ultraviolet
light at 365 nm. It displays only a slight brownish-violet
fluorescence and a few yellow particles. It shows no intense
blue fluorescence, apart from that which may be shown by a
few isolated fibres.

Neps
Spread about I g evenly between 2 colourless transparent
plates each 10 ern square. Examine for neps by transmitted
light and compare with Cotton wool standard for neps CRS.
The product to be examined is not more neppy than the
standard.

Absorbency
Apparatus A dry cylindrical copper wire basket 8.0 em high
and 5.0 em in diameter. The wire of which the basket is
constructed is about 0.4 mm in diameter, the mesh is 1.5 cm
to 2.0 cm wide and the mass of the basket is 2.7 ± 0.3 g.

Surgical Materials IV-925

Sinking time Not more than 10 s. Weigh the basket to the
nearest centigram (ml)' Take a total of 5.00 g in
approximately equal quantities from 5 different places in me
product to be examined, place loosely in the basket and
weigh me filled basket to the nearest centigram (m;). Fill a
beaker 11 em to 12 cm in diameter to a depth of 10 ern with
water at about 20 °C. Hold the basket horizontally and drop
it from a height of about 10 mm into the water. Measure
with a stopwatch the time taken for the basket to sink below
the surface of the water. Calculate the result as the average of
3 tests.

Water-holding capacity Not less than 23.0 g of water per
gram. After the sinking time has been measured, remove the
basket from the water, allow it to drain for exactly 30 s
suspended in a horizontal position over the beaker, transfer it
to a tared beaker (m]) and weigh to the nearest centigram
(m4)' Calculate the water-holding capacity per gram of
absorbent cotton using the following expression:

Calculate the result as the average of 3 tests.

Ether-soluble substances
Not more than 0.50 per cent. In an extraction apparatus,
extract 5.00 g with ether R for 4 h at a rate of at least 4
extractions per hour. Evaporate the ether extract and dry the
residue to constant mass at 100 °C to 105 °C.

Extractable colouring matter
In a narrow percolator, slowly extract 10.0 g with alcohol R
until 50 mL of extract is obtained. The liquid obtained is not
more intensely coloured (2.2.2.. MelhodII) than reference
solution Y5' GY6 or a reference solution prepared as follows:
to 3.0 mL of blue primary solution add 7.0 mL of
hydrochloric acid (10 WL HCI). Dilute 0.5 mL of this
solution to 10.0 mL with hydrochloric acid (10 WL H'Cl).

Surface-active substances
Introduce the 10 mL portion of solution S reserved before
filtration into a 25 mL graduated ground-glass-stoppered
cylinder with an external diameter of 20 mm and a waJI
thickness of not greater than 1.5 mm, previously rinsed
3 times with suIfim'c acidR and then with waterR. Shake
vigorously 30 times in 10 SJ allow to stand for 1 min and
repeat the shaking. After 5 min, any foam present must not
cover the entire surface of the liquid.

Water-soluble substances
Not more than 0.50 per cent. Boil 5.000 g in 500 mL of
waterR for 30 min, stirring frequently. Replace the water lost
by evaporation. Decant the liquid, squeeze the residual liquid
carefully from the sample with a glass rod and mix. Filter the
liquid whilst hot. Evaporate 400 mL of the filtrate
(corresponding to 4/5 of the mass of the sample taken) and
dry the residue to constant mass at 100 °C to 105 "C.

Loss on drying (2.2.12)
Not more than 8.0 per cent, determined on 5.000 g by
drying in an oven at 105 °C.

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Not more than oAO per cent. Introduce 5.00 g into a
previously heated and cooled, tared crucible. Heat cautiously
over a naked flame and then carefully to dull redness at
600 °C. Allow to cool, add a few drops of dilute sulfuric
acid R, then heat and incinerate until aU the black particles
have disappeared. Allow to cool. Add a few drops of
ammonium carbonate solution R. Evaporate and incinerate
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carefully, allow to cool and weigh-again. Repeat the
incineration for periods of 5 min to constant mass.

STORAGE
Store in a dust-proof package in a dry place.
_____________________ PhE...

Absorbent Viscose Wadding
(Ph. Bur. monograph 0034)
PhE... _

DEFINITION
Absorbent viscose wadding consists of bleached, carefully
carded) new fibres of regenerated cellulose obtained by the
viscose process, with or without the addition of titanium
dioxide, of linear density 1.0 dtex (0 8.9 dtex (drex = mass of
10000 m of fibre, expressed in grams) and cut to a suitable
staple length. It does not contain any compensatory colouring
matter.

CHARACTERS
It is white or very slightly yellow, has a lustrous or matt
appearance, and is soft to the touch.

IDENTIFICATION
A. Viscose rayon fibres may be solid or hollow, hollow fibres
may have a continuous lumen or be compartmented.
The fibres have an average length of 25 mm to 80 mm and
when examined under a microscope in the dry state, or when
mounted in akohol R and water R, the following characters
are observed. They are usually of a more or less uniform
width, with many longitudinal paraUellines distributed
unequally over the width. The ends are cut more or less
straight. Matt fibres contain numerous granular particles of
approximately 1 IIDl average diameter.

Solidfibres In longitudinal view, thesurface of the fibres
may be uneven or crenate. Fibres having an approximately
circular or elliptical cross section have a diameter of about
10 11m to 20 J1I1l and those that are flattened and twisted
ribbons vary in width from 15 prn to 20 11m as the twisting
of the filament reveals first themajor axis and then the minor
axis. They are about 4 J1m in thickness. Other solid cross
sections are Y-shaped and have protruding limbs with the
major axis 5 11m to 25 urn in length and the minor axis 2 pm
to 8 urn wide.

Hollow fibres FIbres with a continuous, hollow lumen have a
diameter of up to about 30 11m; they are thin-walled, with a
wall thickness of about 5 pm. When mounted in alcohol R
and water R, the lumen is clearly indicated in many fibres by
the presence of many entrapped air bubbles.

Compartmented fibres These fibres may have a diameter of
up to 80 urn; they are hollow, having a central lumen which
is divided up into several compartments. Individual
compartments vary in size but typically may be up to about
60 urn in length and there may be more than one
compartment across the width of each fibre. Some
compartments show entrapped air bubbles when the fibres
are mounted in akolwf Rand walerR.

B. When treated with iodinated zinc chloride solution R, the
fibres become violet.

C. To 0.1 g add 10 mL of zinc chloride-formic acid'olUlion R.
Heat to 40°C and allow to stand for 2 h 30 min, shaking
occasionally. It dissolves completely except for the matt
variety where titanium dioxide particles remain.
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D. Dissolve the residue obtained in the test for sulfated ash
by warming gently with 5 mL of sulfuric acid R. Allow to cool
and add 0.2 mL of dilute hydrogen peroxide solution R.
The solution obtained from the lustrous varietyundergoes no
change in colour; that from the matt variety shows an
orange-yellow colour, the intensity of which depends on the
quantity of titanium dioxide present.

TESTS
Solution S
Place 15.0 g in a suitable vessel, add 150 mL of waler R,
close the vessel and allow to macerate for 2 h. Decant the
solution, squeeze the residual liquid carefully from the
sample with a glass rod and mix. Reserve 10 rnL of the
solution for the test for surface-active substances and filter
the remainder.

Acidity or alkalinity
To 25 mL of solution S add 0.1 mL of phenolphthalein
,olullon Rand to another 25 mL add 0.05 mL of melhyl
orange solution R. Neither solution is pink.

Foreign fibres
Examined under a microscope, it is seen to consist
exclusively of viscose fibres) except that occasionally a few
isolated foreign fibres may be present.

Fluorescence
Examine a layer about 5 rnm in thickness under ultraviolet
lighr ar 365 urn. It displays only a slight brownish-violer
fluorescence. It shows no intense blue fluorescence, apart
from that which may be shown by a few isolated fibres.

Absorbency
Apparar", A dry cylindrical copper-wire basker 8.0 cm high
and 5.0 em in diameter. The wire of which the basket is
constructed is about 0.4 mm in diameter, the mesh is 15 em
to 2.0 cm wide and the mass of the basker is 2.7 ± 0.3 g.

Sinking time Not more than 10 s. Weigh the basket to the
nearest centigram (ml). Take a total of 5.00 g in
approximately equal quantities from 5 different places in the
product to be examined) place loosely in the basket and
weigh the filled basket to the nearest centigram (m2). Fill a
beaker 11 em to 12 em in diameter to a depth of 10 em with
water at about 20°C. Hold the basket horizontally and drop
it from a height of about 10 mm into the water. Measure
with a stopwatch the time taken for the basket to sink below
the surface of the water. Calculate the result as the average of
3 tests.

Wat<r-holding capacity Nor less than 18.0 g of water per
gram. After the sinking time has been measured, remove the
basket frorn the water, allow it to drain for exactly 30 s
suspended in a horizontal position over the beaker, transfer it
to a tared beaker (m3) and weigh to the nearest centigram
(m,,). Calculate the water-holding capacity per gram of
absorbent viscose wadding using the following expression:

Calculate the result as the average of 3 tests.

Ether-soluble substances
Not more than 0.30 per cent. In an extraction apparatus,
extract 5.00 g with ether R for 4 h at a rate of at least 4
extractions per hour. Evaporate the ether extract and dry the
residue to constant mass at 100°C to 105°C.

Extractable colouring matter
In a narrow percolator, slowly extract 10.0 g with alcohol R
until 50 mL of extract is obtained. The liquid obtained is not
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____________________ PhE"

____________________ PhE"

STORAGE
Store in a dust-proof package in a dry place.

**** ** ** ****(Ph. Bur. monograph 0317)

Sterile Catgut

PhE" _~ _

DEFINITION
Sterile catgut consists of sutures prepared from collagen
taken from the intestinal membranes of mammals. After
cleaning, the membranes are split longitudinally into strips of
varying width, which, when assembled in small numbers,
according to the diameter required, are twisted under
tension, dried, polished, selected and sterilised. The sutures
may be treated with chemical substances such as chromium
salts to prolong absorption and glycerol to make them
supple, provided such substances do not reduce tissue
acceptabllity.

Appropriate harmonised standards may be considered when
assessing compliance with respect to origin and processing of
raw materials and with respect to biocompatibility.

Sterile catgut is a surgical wound-closure device. Being an
absorbable suture it serves to approximate tissue during the
healing period and is subsequently metabolised by proteolytic
activity.

PRODUCTION
Production complies with relevant regulations on the use of
animal tissues in medical devices notably concerning the risk
of transmission of animal spongiform encephalopathy agents.

Appropriate hannonised standards may apply with respect to
appropriate validated methods of sterilisation, environmental
control during manufacturing, labelling and packaging.

It is essential for the effectiveness and the performance
characteristics during use and during the functional lifetime
of catgut that the following physical properties are specified:
consistent diameter, sufficient initial strength and firm needle
attachment.

The requirements outlined below have been established,
taking into account stresses which occur during normal
conditions of use. These requirements can be used to
demonstrate that individual production batches of sterile
catgut are suitable for wound closure according to usual
surgical techniques.

TESTS
If stored in a preserving liquid) remove thesuturesjrom the sachet
and measure promptly and in succession the length) diameter and
breaking load. If stored in ehe dry Slate) immerse the sutures in
alcohol R or a 90 percen' VIV solution of 2-pr<>panol R fur
24 hand proceed wi'h the measumnents as indicated below.

Length
Measure the length without applying to the suture more
tension than is necessary to keep it straight. The length of
each suture is not less than 90 per cent of the length stated
on the label and does not exceed 350 em.

Diameter
Carry out the test on 5 sutures. Use a suitable instrument
capable of measuring with an accuracy of at least 0.002 mm
and having a circular pressor foot 10 mm to 15 mm in
diameter. The pressor foot and the moving parts attached to
it are weighted so as to apply a total load of 100 ± 109 to
the suture being tested. When making the measurement,
lower the pressor foot slowly to avoid crushing the suture.
Measure the diameter at intervsls of 30 ern over the whole
length of the suture. For a suture less than 90 cm in length,
measure at 3 points approximately evenly spaced along the
suture. The suture is not subjected to more tension than is

***
* ** ** ****

more intensely coloured (2.2.2, J';[elhod II) than reference
solution Y5' GY6 or a reference solution prepared as follows:
to 3.0 mL of blue primary solution add 7.0 mL of
hydrochloric acid (10 gIL HCI) and dilute 0.5 mL of this
solution to 10.0 mL with hydrochloric acid (10 gIL HCI).

Surface-acdve substances
Introduce the 10 mL portion of solution S reserved before
filtration into a 25 mL graduated ground-glass-stoppered
cylinder with an external diameter of 20 mm and a wall
thickness of not greater than 1.5 mrn, previously rinsed
3 times with su/fun", acidR and then with waterR. Shake
vigorously 30 times in lOs, allow to stand for 1 min and
repeat the shaking. After 5 min, any foam present does not
cover the entire surface of me liquid.

water-soluble substances
Not more than 0.70 per cent. Boil 5.00 g in 500 rnL of
waterR for 30 min, stirring frequently. Replace the water lost
by evaporation. Decant the liquid, squeeze the residual liquid
carefully from the sample with a glass rod and mix. Filter the
liquid whilst hot. Evaporate 400 rnL of the filtrate
(corresponding to 4/5 of the mass of the sample taken) and
dry the residue to constant mass at 100°C to 105°C.

Hydrogen sulfide
To 10 mL of solution S add 1.9 rnL of waw R, 0.15 mL of
dilute acetic acid R and I mL of leadacetate solution R. After
2 min, the solution is not more intensely coloured than a
reference solution prepared at the same time using 0.15 mL
of dilute acetic acid R, 1.2 mL of thioacetamide reagent R,
1.7 mL of leadstandard sdsuion (10 ppmPb) Rand 10 rnL of
solution S.

Los. on drying (2.2.32)
Not more than 13.0 per cent, determined on 5.000 g by
drying in an oven at 105°C.

Sulfated ash (2.4.14)
Not more than 0.45 per cent for the lustrous variety and not
more than 1.7 per cent for the matt variety. Introduce 5.00 g
into a previously heated and cooled, tared crucible. Heat
cautiously over a naked flame and then carefully to dull
redness at 600°C. Allow to cool, add a few drops of dilute
sulfuric. acidR, then heat and incinerate until aU the black
particles have disappeared. Allow to cool. Add a few drops of
ammonium carbonate solution R. Evaporate and incinerate
carefully, allow to cool and weigh again. Repeat the
incineration for periods of 5 min to constant mass.

(ph. Bur. monograph 90004)

Sutures for Human Use:
Introduction

PhE" _

Sutures for human use are medical devices as defined in
Regulation (EU) 20171745 and any subsequent amendments.

Monographs can be applied to show compliance with certain
requirements therein.
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Figure 0317.-1. - Simple knot

STORAGE (pACKAGING)
Sterile catgut sutures are presented in individual sachets that
maintain sterility and allow the withdrawal and use of the
sutures in aseptic conditions. Sterile catgut may be stored dry
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Soluble chromium compounds
Place 0.25 g in a conical flask containing 1 mL of water R
per 10 mg of catgut Stopper the flask, allow to stand at
37 ± 0.5 °C for 24 h, cool and decant the liquid. Transfer
5 mL to a smaU test tube and add 2 mL of a 10 gIL solution
of diphenylcarlJazide R in a/whol Rand 2 mL of duule '"!fun,
acid R. The solution is not more intensely coloured than a
standard prepared at the same time using 5 mL of a solution
containing 2.83 J.lg of potassium dichromate R per millilitre,
2 mL of duute suljuri< acidRand 2 mL of a 10 I!fL solution
of diphenylcarbazitk R in aiwho/ R (1 ppm of Cr).

Needle attachment
If me catgut is supplied with an eyeless needle attached mat
is not stated to be detachable, it complies with the test for
needle attachment. Carry out me test 00 5 sutures. Use a
suitable tensilomerer, such as that described for the
determination of the minimum breaking load. Fix the needle
and suture (without knot) in the clamps of the apparatus in
such a way that the swaged part of the needle is completely
free of the clamp and in line with the direction of pull on the
suture. Set the mobile clamp in motion and note the force
required to break the suture or to detach it from the needle.
The average of the 5 determinations and all individual values
are Dot less than the respective values given in Table 0317.-2
for the gauge number concerned. If not more than one
individual value fails to meet the individual requirement,
repeat the test on an additional 10 sutures. The catgut
complies with the test if none of these 10 values is less than
the individual value in Table 0317.-2 for the gauge number
concerned.

Diameter Breaking load
(mllllmetres) (newtons)

Gauge
number A B G D

min. max. min. max.

0.1 0.010 0.019 0.005 0.025 - -
0.2 0.020 0.029 O.QI5 0.035 - -
0.3 0.030 0.039 0.025 0.045 0.20 0.05

0.4 0.040 0.049 0.035 0.060 0.30 0.10

0.5 0.050 0.069 0.045 0.085 0.40 0.20

0.7 0.070 0.099 0.060 0.125 0.70 0.30

I 0.100 0.149 0.085 0.175 1.8 0.40

1.5 0.150 0.199 0.125 0.225 3.8 0.70

2 0.200 0.249 0.175 0.275 7.5 1.8

2.5 0.250 0.299 0.225 0.325 10 3.8

3 0.300 0.349 .0.275 0.375 12.5 7.5

3.5 0.350 0.399 0.325 0.450 20 10

4 0,400 0.499 0,375 0.550 27.5 12.5

5 0.500 0.599 0,450 0.650 38.0 20.0

6 0.600 0.699 0550 0.750 45.0 27.5

7 0.700 0.799 0.650 0.850 60.0 38.0

8 0.800 0.899 0.750 0.950 70.0 -45.0

necessary to keep it straight during measurement.
The average of the measurements carried out on the sutures
being tested and not less than two-thirds of the
measurements taken on each suture are within the limits
given in the columns under A in Table 0317.-1 for the gauge
number concerned. None of the measurements is outside the
limits given in the columns under B in Table 0317.-1 for the
gauge number concerned..

Table 0317.-1. - Diameen and Breaking Loads

MInimum breaking load
The minimum breaking load is detennined over a simple
knot fanned by placing one end of a suture held in the right
hand over the other end held in the left hand, passing one
end over the suture and through the loop so fanned (see
Figure 0317.-1) and pulling the knot tigbt. Carry out the test
on 5 sutures. Submit sutures of length greater than 75 em to
2 measurements and shorter sutures to one measurement.
Determine the breaking load using a suitable tensilometer.
The apparatus has 2 clamps for holding the suture, one of
which is mobile and is driven at a constant rate of
30 em/min. The clamps are designed so that the suture being
tested can be attached without any possibility of slipping.
At the beginning of the test the length of suture between the
damps is 12.5 em to 20 em and the knot is midway between
the clamps. Set the mobile clamp in motion and note the
force required to break the suture. If the suture breaks in a
clamp or within 1 em of it) the result is discarded and the
test repeated on another suture. The average of aU the
results, excluding those legitimately discarded, is equal to or
greater than the value given in column C in Table 0317.-1
and no individual result is less than that given in column D
for the gauge number concerned.
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or in a preserving liquid to which an antimicrobial agent but
not an antibiotic may be added.

Sutures in their individual sachets (primary packaging) are
kept in a protective cover (box) which maintains the physical
and mechanical properties until the time of use.

The application of appropriate harmonised standards for
packaging of medical devices shall be considered.

LABELLING
Reference may be made to the appropriate harmonised
standards for labelling of medical devices.

The details strictly necessary for the user to identify the
product properly are indicated on or in each sachet (primary
packaging) and on the protective cover (box) and include at
least:
- gauge number,
- length in centimetres or metres,
- if appropriate, that the needle is detachable,
- name of the product,
- intended use (surgical suture, absorbable).
___________________ "'Ell

Sterile Synthetic Absorbable
Braided Sutures
(Ph. Eur. monograph 0667)

"'Ell _

DEFINITION
Sterile synthetic absorbable braided sutures consist of sutures
prepared from a synthetic polymer, polymers or copolymers
which, when introduced into a livmg organism, are absorbed
by that organism and cause no undue tissue irritation. They
consist of completely polymerised material. They occur as
multifilament sutures consisting of elementary fibres which
are assembled by braid mg. The sutures may be treated to
facilitate handling and they may be coloured.

Appropriate harmonised standards may be considered when
assessing compliance with respect to origin and processing of
raw materials and with respect to biocompatibility.

Sterile synthetic absorbable braided sutures are wound
closure devices. Being absorbable they serve to approximate
tissue during the healing period and subsequently lose tensile
strength by hydrolysis.

PRODUcnON
Appropriate harmonised standards may apply with respect to
appropriate validated methods of sterillsation, environmental
control during manufacturing, labelling and packaging.

It is essential for the effectiveness and the performance
characteristics during use and during the funetionallifetime
of these sutures that the following physical properties are
specified: consistent diameter, sufficient initial strength and
finn needle attachment.

The requirements below have been established, taking into
account stresses which occur during normal conditions of
use. These requirements can be used to demonstrate that
individual production batches of these sutures are suitable for
wound closure according to usual surgical techniques.

TESTS
Cony out thejollowing tests on the sutures in the statein which
they areremoved/rom the sachet.

Surgical Materials IV-929

Length
Measure the length of the suture without applying more
tension than is necessary to keep it straight. The length of
each suture is not less than 95 per cent of the length stated
on the label and does not exceed 400 ern.

Diameter
Unless otherwise prescribed, measure the diameter by the
following method, using five sutures in the condition in
which they are presented. Use a suitable instrument capable
of measuring with an accuracy of at least 0.002 mm and
having a circular pressor foot 10 mm to 15 mm in diameter.
The pressor foot and the moving parts attached to it are
weighted so as ro apply a total load of 100 ± 10 g ro the
suture being tested. When making the measurements, lower
the pressor foot slowly to avoid crushing the suture. Measure
the diameter at intervals of 30 em over the whole length of
the suture. For a suture less than 90 ern in length, measure
at three points approximately evenly spaced along the suture.
During the measurement, submit the sutures to a tension not
greater than one-fifth of the minimum breaking load shown
in column C of Table 0667.-1 appropriate to the gauge
number and type of material or ION whichever is less.
For sutures of gauge number above 1.5 make two
measurements at each point, the second measurement being
made after rotating the suture through 90 0

• The diameter of
that point is the average of the two measurements.
The average of the measurements carried out on the sutures
being tested and not less than two-thirds of the
measurements taken on each suture are within the limits
given in the colwnns under A in Table 0667.-1 for me gauge
number concerned. None of the measurements is outside the
limits given in the columns under B in Table 0667.-1 for the
gauge number concerned.

Mlnlmwn breaking load
The minimum breaking load is determined over a simple
knot fanned by placing one end of a suture held in the right
hand over the other end held in the left hand, passing one
end over tile suture and through the loop so fanned (see
Figure 0661.-1) and pulling the knot tight.

Carry out the test on five sutures. Submit sutures of length
greater than 75 cm to two measurements and shorter sutures
to one measurement. Determine the breaking load using a
suitable tensilometer. The apparatus has two clamps for
holding the suture, one of which is mobile and is driven at a
constant rate of 25 cm to 30 em per minute. The clamps are
designed so that the suture being tested can be attached
withour any possibility of slipping. Ar the beginning of the
test the length of suture between the clamps is 12.5 cm to
20 em and the knot is midway between the clamps. Set the
mobile clamp in motion and note the force required CO break
the suture. If the suture breaks in a clamp or within 1 ern of
it, the result is discarded and the test repeated on another
suture. The average of aU the results excluding those
legitimately discarded is equal to or greater than the value
given in column C in Table 0667.-1 and no individual result
is less than that given in eolumn D for the gauge number
concerned.
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Table 0667.-2. - Minimum strengths of needle auachment

STORAGE (pACKAGING)
Sterile synthetic absorbable braided sutures are presented in
a suitable sachet that maintains sterility and allows the
withdrawal and use of the sutures in aseptic conditions.
The sutures must be stored dry.

They are intended to be used only on the occasion when the
sachet is first opened.

Sutures in their individual sachets (primary packaging) are
kept in a protective cover (box) which maintains the physical
and mechanical properties until the time of use.

The application of appropriate harmonised standards for
packaging of medical devices may be considered in addition.

LABELLING
Reference may be made to the appropriate harmonised
standards for the labelling of medical devices.

The details strictly necessary for the user to identify the
product properly are indicated on or in each sachet (primary
packaging) and on the protective cover (box) and include at
least:
- gauge nwnber,
- length in centimetres or metres,
- if appropriate, that the needle is detachable,
- name of the product,
- intended use (surgical absorbable suture),
- if appropriate, that the suture is coloured,
- the structure (braided).

The attachment complies with the test if none of the ten
values is less than the individual value in Table 0667.-2 for
the gauge number concerned.

_____________________ PhE"

Table 0667 1 Diameters and breoking loads- -

Diameter BreakLog loud
(milllmetl'es) (newtons)

Gauge
number A B C D

min. max, min. mex,

om 0.001 0.004 0.0008 0.005 - -
0.05 0.005 0.009 0.003 0.012 - -
0.1 0.010 0.019 0.005 0.025 - -

0.2 0.020 0.029 0.015 0.035 - -

0.3 0.030 0.039 0.025 0.045 0.45 0.23

0.4 0.040 0.049 0.035 0.060 0.70 0.35

05 0.050 0.069 0.045 0.085 1.4 0.7

0.7 0.070 0.099 0.060 0.125 2.5 1.3

I 0.100 0.149 0.085 0.175 6.8 3.4

15 0.150 0.199 0.125 0.225 95 4.8

2 0.'200 0.249 0.175 0.275 17.1 8.9

25 0.250 0.299 0.225 0.325 21.0 10.5

3 0.300 0.349 0.275 0.375 26.8 13.4

35 0.350 0.399 0.325 0.450 39.0 18.5

4 0.400 0.499 0.375 0.550 50.8 25.4

s 0.500 0.599 0.450 0.650 63.5 31.8

6 0,600 0.699 0.550 0.750 - -

7 0.700 0.799 0.650 0.850 - -

Figure 0667.-1. - Simpleknot

Needle attachment
If the suture is supplied with an eyeless needle attached that
is not stated to be detachable the attachment, it complies
with the test for needle attachment. Carry out the test on five
sutures. Use a suitable tensilometer, such as that described
for the determination of the minimum breaking load. Fix the
needle and suture (without knot) in the clamps of the
apparatus in such a way that the swaged part of the needle is
completely free of the clamp and in line with the direction of
pull on the suture. Set the mobile clamp in motion and note
the force required to break the suture or to detach it from
the needle. The average of the five deter-minations and all
individual values are not less than the respective values given
in Table 0667.-2 for the gauge number concerned. If not
more than one individual value fails to meet the individual
requirement, repeat the test on an additional ten sutures.

Sterile Synthetic Absorbable
Monofilament Sutures
(ph. E",. monograph 0666)

PhE" _

DEFINITION
Sterile synthetic absorbable monofilament sutures consist of
sutures prepared from a synthetic polymer, polymers or
copolymers which, when introduced into a living organism,
are absorbed by that organism and cause no undue tissue
irritation. They consist of completely polymerised material.
They occur as monofilament sutures. The sutures may be
treated to facilitate handling and they may be coloured.
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Appropriate harmonised standards may be considered when
assessing compliance with respect to origin and processing of
raw materials and with respect to biccompatibility.

Sterile synthetic absorbable monofilament sutures are wound
closure devices. Being absorbable they serve to approximate
tissue during the healing period and subsequently lose tensile
strength by hydrolysis.

PRODUCTION
The appropriate harmonised standards may apply with
respect to appropriate validated methods of sterilisation,
environmental control during manufacturing, labelling and
packaging.

It is essential for the effectiveness and the performance
characteristics during use and during the functional lifetime
of these sutures that the following physical properties are
specified: consistent diameter, sufficient initial strength and
firm needle attachment.

The requirements below have been established, taking into
account stresses which occur during normal conditions of
use. These requirements can be used to demonstrate that
individual production batches of these sutures are suitable for
wound closure according to usual surgical techniques.

TESTS
Cany out thefollowing tests on the sutures in the staU in which
they are removed from the sachet.

Length
Measure the length of the suture without applying more
tension than is necessary to keep it straight. The length of
each suture is not less than 95 per cent of the length stated
on the label and does not exceed 400 em.

Diameter
Unless otherwise prescribed, measure the diameter by the
following method, using five sutures in the condition in
which they are presented. Use a suitable instrument capable
of measuring with an accuracy of at least 0.002 rom and
having a circular pressor foot 10 mm to 15 rom in diameter.
The pressor foot and the moving pans attached to it are
weighted so as to apply a total load of 100 ± 10 g to the
suture being tested. When making the measurements, lower
the pressor foot slowly to avoid crushing the suture. Measure
the diameter at intervals of 30 cm over the whole length of
the suture. For a suture less than 90 ern in length, measure
at three points approximately evenly spaced along the suture.
During the measurement, submit the sutures to a tension not
greater than that required to keep them straight. The average
of the measurements carried out on the sutures being tested
and not less than two-thirds of the measurements taken on
each suture are within the limits given in the columns
under A in Table 0666.-1 for the gauge number concerned.
None of the measurements is outside the limits given in the
columns under B in Table 0666.-1 for the gauge number
concerned.
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Table 0666 -I - Diameters and breaking loads

Dlameler Breaking load
(ntllllmetres) (newtons)

Gauge
nwnber A B C D

min. max, min. max.

0.5 0.050 0.094 0.045 0.l25 I., 0.7

0.7 0.095 0.1-49 0.075 0.175 2.5 L3

I 0.150 0.199 0.125 0.225 6.8 3.'

1.5 0.200 0.249 0.175 0.275 9.5 '.7

2 0.250 0.339 0.225 0.375 17.5 8.9

3 0.340 0.399 0.325 0.450 26.8 13.4

3.5 0.'100 0.499 0.375 0.550 39.0 18.5

4 0.500 0.570 0,450 0.600 50.8 25:.4

5 0.571 0.610 0.500 0.100 63.5 31.8

Minimum breaking load
The minimum breaking load is determined over a simple
knot formed by placing one end of a suture held in the right
hand over the other end held in the left hand, passing one
end over the suture and through the loop so formed (see
Figure 0666.-1) and pulling the knot tight.

Carry out the test on five sutures. Submit sutures of length
greater than 75 em to two measurements and shorter sutures
to one measurement. Determine the breaking load using a
suitable tensilomctcr. The apparatus has two clamps for
holding the suture, one of which is mobile and is driven at a
constant rate of 25 ern to 30 cm per minute. The clamps are
designed so that the suture being tested can be attached
withnut any possibility of slipping. At the beginning of the
test the length of suture between the clamps is 12.5 em to
20 cm and the knot is midway between the clamps. Set the
mobile clamp in motion and note the force required to break
the suture. If the suture breaks in a clamp or within 1 cm of
it, the result is discarded and the test repeated on anomer
suture. The average of all the resultsexcluding those
legitimately discarded is equal to or greater than the value
given in column C in Table 0666.-J and no individual result
is less than that given in column D for the gauge number
concerned.

Figure 0666.-1. - Simple knot

Needle attachment
If the suture is supplied with an eyeless needle attached that
is not stated to be detachable, the attachment complies with
the test for needle attachment. Carry out the test on five
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Table 0666.-2. - Minimum s£rengths of needle attachment

___________________ PIIE"

sutures. Use a suitable rensllomerer, such as that described
for the determination of the minimum breaking load. Fix me
needle and suture (without knot) in the clamps of the
apparams in such a way that the swaged part of the needle is
completely free of the clamp and in line with the direction of
pull on the suture. Set the mobile clamp in motion and note
the force required to break the SUIDre or to detach it from
the needle. The -average of the five determinations and aU
individual values are Dot less than the respective values given
in Table 0666.-2 for the gauge number concerned. If not
more than one individual value fails to meet the individual
requirement, repeat the test on an additional ten sutures.
The attachment complies with the test if none of the [en
values is less than the individual value in Table 0666.-2 for
the gauge number concerned.

**** ** ** ****
Sterile Non-absorbable Sutures
Sterile Non-absorbable Ligatures

(Ph. Eur. mqnograph 0324)

NOTE; The nameNylon 6 as a synonym for Polyamide 6 and
Nylon 6/6 as a synqnym for Polyamide 6/6 mo,y be usedfreely in
many countries, including the United Kingdom, but exclusi'Ve
proprietary lights in this name areclaimed in cenainother
countries,
PhE" ~ _

DEFINITION
Sterile non-absorbable sutures are sutures that) when
introduced into a living organism) are not metabolised by
that organism. Sterile non-absorbable sutures vary in origin,
which may be animal, vegetable, metallic or synthetic. They
occur as cylindrical monofiJaments or as multifilament
sutures consisting of elementary fibres that are assembled by
twisting) cabling or braiding; they may be sheathed; they may
be treated to render them non-capillary; they may be
coloured.

Appropriate harmonised standards may be considered when
assessing compliance with respect to origin and processing of
raw materials and with respect to blocomparibiiiry.

Sterile non-absorbable surgical sutures serve to approximate
tissue during the healing period and provide continuing
wound support.

The following materials are frequently used) as well as blends
thereof as blends of synthetic materia Isare common.

Silk (Filum bombycls)
Sterile braided silk suture is obtained by braiding a number
of threads, according to the diameter required, of degummed
silk obtained from the cocoons of the silkworm Bombyx
moriL.
Linen (Filum Iinl)
Sterile linen thread consists of the pericyclic fibres of the
stem of Linum usitatissimum L. The elementary fibres,
2.5-5 em long, are assembled in bundles 30-80 em long and
spun into continuous lengths of suitable diameter.

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (Filum ethyleni
polylerephthallci)
Sterile poly(ethylene terephthalate} suture is obtained by
drawing poly(ethylene terephthalate) through a suitable die.
The suture is prepared by braiding very fine filaments in
suitable numbers, depending on the gauge required.

Polyamide 6 (Filum polyamidicum-6)
Sterile polyamide 6 suture is obtained by drawing through a
suitable die a synthetic plastic material formed by the
polymerisation of e-ceprolacram. It consists of smooth)
cylindrical monofilaments or braided filaments, or lightly
twisted sutures sheathed wil:h the same material.

Polyamide 6/6 (Filum polyamidicum-6/6)
Sterile polyamide 6/6 suture is obtained by drawing through
a suitable die a synthetic plastic material formed by the
polycondensation of hexamethylenediamine and adipic acid.
It consists of smooth) cylindrical monofilamems or braided
filaments) or lightly twisted sutures sheathed with the same
material. .

Polypropylene (Filum polypropylenicum)
Polypropylene suture is obtained by drawing polypropylene
through a suitable die. It consists of smooth cylindrical
mono-filaments.
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STORAGE (pACKAGING)
Sterile synthetic absorbable monofilament sutures are
presented in a suitable sachet that maintains sterility and
allows the withdrawal and use of the sutures in aseptic
conditions. The sutures must be stored dry.

They are intended to be used only on the occasion when the
sachet is first opened.

Sutures in their individual sachets (primary packaging) are
kept in a protective cover (box) which maintains the physical
and mechanical properties until the time of use.

The application of appropriate harmonised standards for
packaging of medical devices may be considered in addition.

LABELLING
Reference may be made to appropriate harmonised standards
for the labelling of medical devices.

The details strictly necessary for the user to identify the
product properly are indicated on or in each sachet (primary
packaging) and on the protective cover (box) and include at
least:
- gauge number,
- length in centimetres or metres,
- if appropriate) that the needle is detachable,
- name of the product)
- intended use (surgical absorbable suture),
- if appropriate) that the suture is coloured,
- the structure (monofilament).
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Monofilament and multifilament stainless steel (Filum
aciei irrubiginibilis monofilamentumlmultifilamentum)
Sterile stainless steel sutures have a chemical composition as
specified in ISO 5832-1 - Metallic Materials for surgical
implants - Part I: Specification for wrought stainless steel,
and comply with ISO 10334 - Implants for surgery 
Malleable wires for use as sutures and othersurgical
applications.

Stainless steel sutures consist of smooth, cylindrical
monofiJaments or twisted filaments or braided filaments.

PoIy(vinylldene dilluoride) (pVDF) (FiIwn
poly(vinylldeni difluoridwn»
Sterile PVDF suture is obtained by drawing through a
suitable die a synthetic plastic material formed by
polymerisation of I,I-difiuoroethylene. It consists of smooth,
cylindricalmonofilamems.

IDENTIFICATION
Synthetic and natural materials may be identified by infrared
spectrophotometry (2.2.24) using attenuated total reflection
(ATR) or by differential scanning calorimetry. Additives and
coatings of materials may lead to additional peaks. Natural
materials may also be identified by microscopic examination
of the morphology of the fibres.

Identification of silk
A. Dissect the end of a suture, using a needle or fine
tweezers, to isolate a few individual fibres. The fibres are
sometimes marked withveryfine longitudinal striations
parallel to the axisof the suture. Examined undera
microscope, a cross-section is more or less triangular to semi
circular, with rounded edgesand without a lumen.
B. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24). Examine
by attenuated rotal reflection (ATR).

Absorption maxima andintensities 3280 ± 5 em" (strong),
2923 ± 15 em" (medium); 1622 ± 15 em-I (strong);
1512 ± 5 em" (strong); 1444 ± 7 em-I (medium);
1226 ± 10 em-I (medium).

Identification of linen
A. Dissect the end of a suture) using a needle or fine
tweezers, to isolate a few individual fibres. Examined under a
microscope) the fibres areseen to be 12-31 urn wide and,
along the greater partof their length,have thick walls,
sometimes marked with fine longitudinal striations, and a
narrow lumen. The fibres gradually narrow to a long, fine
point. Sometimes there are unilateral swellings with
transverse lines.
B. Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24). Examine
by attenuated totalreflection (ATR).
Absorption maxima and intensities 3326 ± 10 cm-I

(medium); 2911 ± 12 em-I (medium); 1645 ± 10 cm'
(weak); 1426 ± 5 cm- l (medium); 1315 ± 3 ern"
(medium); 1154 ± 7 em" (medium); 1104 ± 5 cm- l

(medium); 1050 ± 5 em-I (strong); 1026 ± 7 cm- l (strong).

Identification of poly(ethyIene terephthalate)
It is attacked by strongly alkaline solutions. It is incompatible
withphenols.
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24). Examine by
attenuated total reflection (ATR).
Absorption maxima and intensities 1712.5 ± 5 cm-1 (strong),
1408 ± 5 em-I (medium); 1338 ± 5 em" (medium);
1243 ± 12 cm- l (strong); 1093 ± 5 em" (strong);
1017 ± 5 cm' (medium); 872 ± 5 em-I (medium);
722 ± 2 em" (strong).
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Identification ofpoIyamide 6, polyamide 6/6 and blends
thereof
They arenot attacked by dilutealkaline solutions (for
example a 100 gIL solution of sodium hydroxide R) but are
attacked by dilutemineral acids (forexample a 20 gIL
solution of sulfuric acidR) and by hot glacial acetic acidR.
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24). Examine by
attenuated total reflection (ATR).

Absorption maxima and intensities 3296 ± 10 em"
(medium); 2930 ± 15 em" (medium); 2862 ± 15 em"
(medium); 1635 ± 5 em-I (strong); 1539 ± 12 ern"
(strong); 1462 ± 10 cm-l (medium); 1262 ± 12 cm-1

(medium).

Identification of polypropylene
Polypropylene is soluble in decahydronaphthalene, in
l-chloronaphthalene and in trichloroethylene. It is insoluble
in ethanol (96 percent) and in cyclohexanone.
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24). Examine by
attenuated total reflection (ATR).

Absorpdon maxima and intensities 2950 ± 5 cm' (strong);
2916 ± 5 em" (strong); 2870 ± 5 em-I (medium);
2838 ± 5 em" (medium); 1456 ± 5 em" (medium);
1376 ± 5 em? (medium).

Identification of stainless steel
Stainless steel sutures areidentified by confirming that the
composition is in accordance with ISO 5832 Part 1.

Identification of poIy(vinylldene difluoride)
It is soluble in warm dirnethylfonnamide. It is insoluble in
anhydrous ethanol, in hot and cold isopropyl alcohol, in ethyl
acetate andin tetrachloroethylene.
Infrared absorption spectrophotometry (2.2.24). Examine by
attenuated total reflection (ATR).

Absqrption maxima and intensities 1399 ± 5 cm-1 (medium),
1275 ± 2 em" (medium); 1165 ± 10 ern" (strong);
1070 ± 5 em" (medium); 873 ± 3 cm' (strong);
838 ± 2 ern" (strong).

PRODUCTION
The appropriate hannonised standards apply withrespectto
appropriate validated methods of sterilisation, environmental
control during manufacturing, labelling and packaging.
It is essential for the effectiveness and the performance
characteristics during use and during the functional lifetime
of these sutures that the following physical properties are
specified: consistent diameter, sufficient initial strength and
finn needle attachment.
The requirements below havebeen established, taking into
accountstresses whichoccurduring normal conditions of
use. These requirements can be used to demonstrate that
individual production batches of these sutures are suitable for
wound closure in accordance with usual surgical techniques.

TESTS
Remote the sutures from thesachet and measure promptly and in
succession the length, diameter and minimum load.

If linen is tested the sutures areconditioned as follows: if
stored in the drystate, expose to an atmosphere with a
relative humidity of 65 ± 5 per cent at 20 ± 2 °C for 4 h
immediately before measuring the diameter and for the
determination of minimum breaking load, immerse in
waterR at room temperature for 30 min immediately before
carrying out the test.
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Table 0324.-1. - Diameters and minimum breaking loads
Gauge DIameter Mlnlmum breaking load

number (mllllmelres) (newtons)

A B Linen lhread
All other non-absorbable

Stainless steelstrands

min. max. min. max, C D C D C D

0.05 0.005 0.009 0.003 0.012 0.01

0.1 0.010 0.019 0.005 0.025 0.03

0.15 0.015 0.019 0.012 0.025 0.06 om
0.2 0.020 0.029 0.015 0.035 0.\

0.3 0.030 0.039 0.025 0.045 0.35 0.06

0.' 0.040 0.049 0.035 0.060 0.60 0.15 1.1

0.5 0.050 0.069 0.045 0.085 1.0 0.35 1.6

0.7 0.070 0.099 0.060 0.125 1.0 0.3 1.5 0.60 2.7

I 0.100 0.149 0.085 0.175 2.5 0.6 3.0 1.0 5.3 '.0
1.5 0.150 0.199 0.125 0.225 5.0 1.0 5.0 1.5 8.0 6.0

2 0.200 0.249 0.175 0.275 8.0 2.5 9.0 3.0 13.3 10.0

2.5 0.250 0.299 0.225 0.325 9.0 5.0 13.0 5.0 15.5 11.6

3 0.300 0.349 0.275 0.375 11.0 8.0 15.0 9.0 17.7 13.3

3.5 0.350 0.399 0.325 0.450 15.0 9.0 22.0 13.0 33.'1 25.0

• 0.400 0.499 0;]75 0.550 18,0 11.0 27.0 15.0 46.7 35.0

5 0.500 0.599 0.450 0.650 26.0 15.0 35.0 22.0 57.9 43.4

6 0.600 0.699 0•.550 0.750 37.0 18.0 50.0 27.0 89.4 67.0

7 0.700 0.799 0.650 0.850 50.0 26.0 62.0 35.0 111.8 83.9

8 0.800 0.899 0.750 0.950 65.0 37.0 73.0 50.0 133.4 100.1

9 0.900 0.999 0.850 1.050 156.0 117.0

10 1.000 1.099 0.950 1.150 178.5 133.9

Length
Measure the length without applyiag more tension than is
necessary to keep them straight. The length of the suture is
not less than 95 per cent of the length Slated on the label
and does not exceed 400 cm.

Diameter
Unless otherwise prescribed, measure the diameter by the
following method using 5 sutures. Use a suitable mechanical
instrument capable of measuring with an accuracy of at least
0.002 mm and having a circular pressor foot 10-15 nun in
diameter. The pressor foot and the moving parts attached to
it are weighted so as to apply a total load of 100 ± 10 g to
the suture being tested. When making the measurements,
lower the pressor foot slowly to avoid crushing the suture.
Measure the diameter at intervals of 30 cm over the whole
length of the suture. For a suture less than 90 cm in length,
measure at 3 points approximately evenly spaced along the
suture. During the measurement submit monofilament
sutures to a tension not greater than that required to keep
them straight. Submit multifilament sutures to a tension not
greater than one-fifth of the minimum breaking load shown
in column C of Table 0324.-1 appropriate to the gauge
number and type of material concerned or ION whichever is

. less. Stainless steel sutures do not require tension to be
applied during the measurement of diameter.
For multifilament sutures of gauge number above 1.5 make
2 measurements at each point, the second measurement
being made after rotating the suture through 90°.
The diameter of that point is the average of the
2 measurements. The average of the measurements carried
out on the sutures being tested and not less than two-dIirds
of the measurements taken on each suture are within the
limits given in the column under A in Table 0324.-1 for the
gauge number concerned. None of the measurements are
outside the limits given in the columns under B in
Table 0324.-1 for the gauge number concerned.

Minimum breaking load
Unless otherwise prescribed, determine the minimum
breaking load by the following method using sutures in the
condition in which they are presented. The minimum
breaking load is determined over a simple knot formed by
placing one end of a suture held in the right hand over the
other end held in the left hand, passing one end over the
suture and through the loop so formed (see Figure 0324.-1)
and pulling the knot tight. For stainless steel sutures gauges
3.5 and above, the minimum breaking load is determined on
a straight pull. Carry out the test on 5 sutures. Submit
sutures of length greater than 75 em to 2 measurements and
shorter sutures to 1 measurement. Determine the breaking
load using a suitable tenailometer, The apparatus has
2 clamps for holding the suture, 1 of which is mobile and is
driven at a constant rate of 30 em/min. The clamps are
designed so that the suture being tested can be attached
without any possibility of sUpping. At the beginning of the
test the length of suture between the clamps is 12.5-20 cm
and the knot is midway between the clamps. Set the mobile
clamp in motion and note the force required to break the
suture. If the suture breaks in a clamp or within 1 em of it,
the result is discarded and the test repeated on another
suture. The average of aU the results, excluding those
legitimately discarded, is equal to or greater than the value
given in column C in Table 0324.-1 and no value is less than
that given in column D for the gauge nwnber and type of
material concerned.
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Table 0324.-2. - Minimum strengths of needle attachment

Figure 0324.-1 . - Simple knot

Needle attachment
If the sutures are supplied with an eyeless needle attached
that is not stated to be detachable, they comply with the test
for needle attachment. Carry out the test on 5 surures. Use a
suitable tensllometer, such as that described for the
detennination of the minimum breaking load. Fix the needle
and suture (without knot) in the clamps of the apparatus in
such a way that the swaged part of the needle is completely
:free of the clamp and in line with the direction of puU on the
suture. Set me mobile damp in motion and note the force
required to break the suture or to detach it from the needle.
The average of the 5 determinations and all individual values
are not less than the respective values given in Table 0324.-2
for the gauge number concerned. If not more than
1 individual value fails £0 meet the individual requirement,
repeat the test on an additional 10 sutures. The attachment
complies with the test if none of these 10 values is less man
the individual value in Table 0324.-2 for the gauge number
concerned.

8.6

9.0

8.0

Yellow-brown 0.2 1.2

Pink-red 1.0

Green-blue 2.0

Violet 1.6 8.4

Table 0324.-3. - Co/our reference solutions

Colour of Composition of reference solution
slrand (Parts by volwne)

Red primary Yellow Blue
solution primory primary Water R

solution solution

The test solution is not more intensely coloured than the
appropriate reference solution.

Monomer and oligomers
Maximum 2 per cent for the polyamide 6 suture.

In a continuous-extraction apparatus, treat 1.00 g with
30 mL of methanol R at a rate of at least 3 extractions per
hour for 7 h. Evaporate the extract to dryness, dry the
residue at 110 °C for 10 min, allow lO cool in a desiccator
and weigh. The residue weighs a maximwn of 20 mg.

STORAGE (pACKAGING)
Sterile non-absorbable sutures are presented in a suitable
sachet that maintains sterility and allows the withdrawal and
use of a suture in aseptic conditions. They may be stored dry
or in a preserving liquid to which an antimicrobial agent but
no antibiotic may be added.

Sterile non-absorbable sutures are intended to be used only
on the occasion when the sachet is first opened.

Sutures in their individual sachets (primary packaging) are
kept in a protective cover (box) which maintains the physical
and mechanical properties until the time of use.

The application of appropriate hannonised standards for
packaging of medical devices shall be considered in addition.

LABELLING
Reference may be made to the appropriate hannonised
standards for the labelling of medical devices.

The details strictly necessary for the user to identify the
product properly are indicated on or in each sachet (primary
packaging) and on the protective cover (box) and include at
least:
- gauge number;
- length, in centimetres or metres;
- if appropriate, that the needle is detachable;
- name of the product;
- intended use (surgical suture, non-absorbable);
- if appropriate, that the suture is coloured;
- if appropriate, the structure (braided, monofilament,

sheathed).
____________________ PhE"
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Extractable colour
Sutures that are dyed and intended to remain so during use
comply with the test for extractable colour. Place 0.25 g of
the suture to be examined in a conical flask, add 25.0 mL of
waterR and cover the mouth of the flask with a short
stemmed funnel. Boil for 15 min, cool and adjust to me
original volume with waterR. Depending on the colour of the
suture, prepare the appropriate reference solution as
described in Table 0324.-3 using the primary colour
solutions (2.2.2).
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